
Broad Powers Over Nude Shows, 
_ LV-Reno Casino Integration, Etc, 
By ART LONG 

“; .Reno, Sept. 8. 
The big: ‘discussion. today. among: 

Nevada's casino: operators is.a-re-| 
eent ‘opinion: by the attorney-gen- 

-. gral. that the State Gaming Com- 
ssion has powers broad enough 
-Yegulate Nevada's multimillion 

industry—. dollar entertainment 
which could. conceivably put: the 

“ps ‘back:on Reno and Las Vegas 
e@ shows and delete the blue 

ud trom. any comic's ‘material. . 

The . -opinion—and. it’s. only an. 
pinion at this. point, not-a Jaw— 
ag, released ‘last week by. Atty. ; 
eu... Roger Foley in answer to]: 

o query from the commission af- 
ter Nevada Catholic Bishop: Robert 

“J. Dwyer strongly condemned’ “in- 
- fiecent and immoral entertainment’”’. 
" being offered in: the state’s. two]- 
major amusement .cities.. 

Foley also opined at:the same 
i. time that the commission, which} 

_ gontrols Nevada’s legalized gam- 
‘bling, has the power to revoke 

censes, of .casinos which practice 
discrimination. 
‘In both cases, Foley said the 

4 ommission has broad powers which. 
-{t could exercise | to. protect - the 
public ‘welfare and morals... Re- 
ferring not.only: to the bare bosom 
ghows, the attorney general said. 
he state board’s powers also cov-: 
red regulation: of. any show that 
featured “profane, lewd,. lascivious 

aC Contirtued on page 51)° 

Name: Roser L. Stevens. 
To Head Up $75,000,000. 

Nat'l Cultural Center. 
. Washington, Sept. 5. 

- President :Kennedy has decided: 
the: money “raising effort to build |q 

.. the. proposed $75,000,000 National 
‘Cultural. Center here ‘should. -be’ 
undertaken right away, regardless. 
of world conditions, He has picked. 
Broadway showman-realtor Roger. 
L. Stevens to’ mastermind the un- | 
dertaking. 
The ‘President, whose personal 

{nterest..in the performing ‘arts 
exceeds that. of any chief. execu-. 

_. .five:in-a long time, spent months 
' pondering whether to order full- 
speed ahead on the Cultural 
‘Center or junk the idea altogether. 
The trustees named by President: 
-Eisenhower (socialites. and politi- 
¢al ‘pals) had done practically 
nothing. 

The Berlin: situation and other 
‘erlses which make: World War III 

‘Continued on page 61) 
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| Keaton's s Donations 
Hollywood, Sept. 8.. 

. Buster ‘Keaton, one ‘of the 
few. ~ still © living - comedian. 
‘greats of the silents, has gifted © 
the Hollywood. Motion Picture . 
& Television Museum with 25 
of. the early films. . 
Among these are 

-boat Bill Jr." “The Boat,” 
“Battling Butler; " “Paleface,” 

-' “Balloonstieks,”. “The Haunt- 
ed: House,” “Frozen. North” 
and others, 

Guild to Enter 
Film Production: 

‘The Theatre Guild, which ‘many 
years ago.extended its. production. 
operations from legit to radio an 

into: ‘filmmaking. The: contemplated 
- move into ‘pictures:is part of a ‘re- 
vamping of the 42-year-old organi- 

Guild subsidiary, 

formed to handle the legit activi- 
ties of.the firm. Philip Langner, - 

135-year-old son of Guild: coadmin- 
istrators Lawrence... Langner and. 
Armina Marshall; ‘returned to New 
York last week from Hollywood to 
head the subsidiary. operation, The 
younger Langner has in the past} 
been connected with various ‘Guild | 

|presentations: as -coproducer, .pro- 
duction associate or: associate. pro- | 
ucer. me 
‘He was on the Coast as associate 

producer of the Stanley Kramer 
picture, “Judgment at Nuremberg.” 

‘Kramer in a similar capacity next 
$Continued on, page 61)- 

Rodgers & Hart Tunes- 
‘As a Nitery Revue 

“There's apparently no: end to the 
use of old Rodgers & Hart tunes 
for new projects. The R&H catalog 
is now being. tapped for a nitery 
show, . 
orchestra leader Buddy..Bregman is 
putting. together: for. the Camelot, 
N.Y.- ‘The ‘hour-long « presentation, 

{slated to. begin a twice-nightly per- 
p |formance | ‘schedule':.at the club 

Sept. 21, is titled-* "Rodgers & Hart 
Reviewed: ” 

A “Rodgers &: Hart. Revisited” 
LP was’ recently coproduced by 
Ben Bagley for ‘his . own label, 

obscure tunes, as will be the case 
with the nitery presentation. ‘Breg- 

 AGontinued. on. page 50) 

“Steam:= _ 

Up Phil Langner 

then television, may now expand} 

‘zation in which the burden of work 
is. being shifted down a gerieration.. 

Theatre. 
quila Productions. Inc., has been 

Philip is also slated to work with. 

which -arranger-composer-. 

Spruce Records. The disk ‘includes. 

~ SOLIDLY BOOKED} 
By HOBE MORRISON 

- The legit road is shaping up for 
its biggest season, in many years. 
In the face of: continuing predic- 
tions: about the imminent s..-ink- 
age and eventual death: of the the- 
_atre, bookings for touring shows 
appear:'to be approaching. the sat-. 
uration point. 

The bullish. road sehedule ap- 
plies not only to such basic try- 

‘lout cities as Philadelphia, Boston 
| New Haven, but also to towns like 

which | 
‘rely primarily: on post-Broadway. 

‘| tourers. Reports indicate brisk ac-. 
tivity in booking and subscription 

- | lists in most of the leading com- 
munities. which normaily. have reg-| 

j ular -or even spotty stage schedules. 

Washington and Toronto, 

The ‘situations in’ Washington | 
and Toronto are apparently barom- 
eters.. As outlined in: reports be- 
low, Washington’s National Thea- 
tre ‘is solidly booked through next 
mid-June, and has two prospects | 
for.a smash musical for next sum-. 
mer, plus. a.tentative schedule of 
tourers for the fall and early-win- 
ter -of -_ 1962. In Torontd, the 
O'Keefe “has a somewhat similar- 
situation, except that instead of a 
single show to run through next 
summer it will probably have an- 
other series of pop-price musicals, 
such as clicked this summer. The 

(Continued on page: 58) 

D.C. Solon Probes 
_ Runaway Prods. 

‘Washington, Sept. 5. 

uled. to make an on-the-spot. per- 
sonal inquiry into runaway film 
and production and related. issties 
this. week. Object of- his. fact-find- 
ing looksee is to determine wheth- 
er formal hearings should be held 
on. the subject. 

| ‘Rep. John Dent (D-Pa.), head ‘of 
a House. Labor’ Subcommittee in- 
vestigating the impact of imports 
on American labor, plans to spend 
Friday (8) and Saturday (9) in 
Los Angeles listening to both sides 
of the controversy. - 

told Informed circles. here 
VARIETY that Dent has set aside: 
Friday to hear the unionists and 
others opposed to overseas pro- 
duction. :H. O’Neil Shanks of the 
Hollywood ‘Film Council, reported- 
ly is lining up industryites to tell 
the Congressman’ why the trend 
toward. overseas locations . should | 
-be curbed. 

- Motion Picture Assn., it was 
‘said, ig taking the lead in present- 
dng fhe other side Saturday. Reps. 
of some ofthe major. Studios will 
reportedly be. on hand. 
The runaway problem as it af- 

(Continued on page 61) 

The chairman of a House in- 
vestigating subcommittee is sched-- 

Youngman’s New Chore 
Las Vegas, Sept. 5. 

Henny Youngman, re-inked 
by the Tropicana for lounge 
outings in ’62, called host 

. Jackie Fields from Brooklyn to 
report on his new show biz 
activity: 

.. Changing marquees for air- 
; linessshowing movies in flight. 

Depraved’ Film 
Imports Linked 

EASON 
1 KEY ni HO HOUSES | Hooray! At Last a Friend at Court 

(Internal Revenue) for Show Biz 
+ By LES CARPENTER , 

’ 64. PAGES 

Washington, Sept. 3. 
Show biz personalities, profes- 

sional athletes, farmers and others 
.|with highly fluctuating incomes 
from year to year finally have a 
good friend in the head office of 
the Internal Revenue Service. 

Mortimer M.. Caplin, a top tax 
lawyer before he became U.S. In- 
ternal Revenue Commissioner, is 
the first important official of tne 
executive branch of the Govern- 
ment ever willing to go to bat for 
an “averaging” system for income 
ax. 
In an exclusive interview. Caplin 

said he will advocate that Congress 
approve some system for “neutrall- 
zation” of extreme tax situations. 

i He believes tax laws should rec- 
ognize hardship situations of those 
‘whose incomes move like a roller- To Commie Plot? |r ene: moe ts scoiee 

Washington, Sept.’5. 
Suspicion is harbored by the 

House Granafian 
that there might be a tie-in be- 

for the taxpayer, as well as from 
the taxpayer. 

He said he would like to see 
Subcommittee jtaxes assessed on some “parity of 

jincome” basis, rather than on the 
tween. international Communism ! present system of isolating each 
and the influx of foreign films of | year. 
Jow’.moral tone. 

According to a top Granahan 
aide, this suspicion will be fol- 
lowed up in the previously report- 
ed investigation, planned for this 
fall aimed primarily at use of the 
mail by Red propagandists. It was 
not made clear at the time of the 

| previous report (VARIETY, Aug. 22: 
why ‘sexy pix from abroad would 
figure in the probe headed by Rep. 
Kathryn Granahan (D-Pa.). 

A staffer working en the upcom- 
ling investigation opined it wasn't 
beyond the bounds of credibility 
that the Kremlin could be master- 

“lminding an effort to undermine 
our moral strugture via promoting 
imports of dukious European pix. 

He emphasized this topic was not 
presently planried for actual hear- 
ings,-but that Subcommittee inves- 
tigators will seek evidence of any 
suéh subversive campaign when 
they go to New Yark this fall 

(Continued on page 61). 

Van Johnson To Double 
“In Pic, Legit For. Kanin: 

Hollywood, Sept. 5. 
Van Johnson has inked a sel- 

dom-v entured deal with Garson 
Kanin as star of both the film an 
legit versions of “Come On 
Strong,” original comedy by Kanin } 
which he’s directing on Broadway 
next spring. Carroll Baker will be 
femme costar. 

Film version will follow in 1963, 
with actor probably to do at least 
-one additional feature outside be- 
fore undertaking stage piece. He’s 
‘gskedded to costar with William } 

“Eagles Fly Alone,’'| Helden in 
joint production under their John-; 
Hold banner and sandwiched in} 

.t between. 

> 

Also in the interview, he said 
he is “sympathetic” with the prob- 
lem of performers, models and ath- 
letes whose ability to make big 

(Continued on page 51) 

Guess Who Made This 
Survey? ‘Women Under 50 
Prefer Mags, Not Day TY’ 

Chicago, Sept. 5. 
McCall's ” Magazine and Ladies 

Home Journal have employed a 
television rating service to “prove” 
that interest in daytime tv is 
waning among women under 50 
and among those living in better 
income households. The mags, of 
course, are in direct competition 
with daytime video for adyertis- 
ing revenue. 

Publishing house commissioned 
the C. E. Hooper company to do 
a telephone survey in 79 US. 
cities, sampling the interest in 
four shows which, apparently 
arbitrarily, were judged to be 
among “the more popular daily 
daytime iv programs.” The pro- 
grams were “As the World Turns,” 
“Guiding Light.” and “Edge of 

| Night” on CBS-TV, and ‘“Con- 
di centration” on NBC-TV. 

Some 2,042 housewives picked 
at random from telephone listings 
were asked which of the programs 
they -had watched the previous 

(Continued on page 61) 
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MISCELLANY 

Hollywood Leaders Teaming With Cops| 
To Strip Legal Cover From Nudie Pix 

Hollywood, Sept. 5. + 
Motion picture industry, smart- 

ing under amattack by L.A. County 
Board of Sup rvisors that it is re- 
sponsible for the upsurge in risque 
“girlie” films and that if something |, 
isn’t done to curb such production 
the future of the industry’s upcom- |’ 
ing Hollywood Motion Picture & 
Television Museum may be en- 
dangered, has picked up a big pole 
and will lay-to on all sides against 
offenders. 

Industry leaders. met last Thurs- 
@ay ‘31: w:th Board Supervisors 
Frank Bonelli and Kenneth Hahn 
and assured them of their com- 
plete cooperation and that of all 
members of the industry. Outcome 
was that a 10-man commission will. 
‘pe appointed, drawn mostly from 
the film industry and related fields, 
tc operate as a fact- finding body 
and to recommend new !aws andj 
regulations by which city police, 
the L.A. County Sheriff's office 
and the District Attorney may 
erack down on both theatres show- 
ing such product and possibly pro- 
ducers themselves... 

Supervisors, after. 
Jengthy explanations -of the opera- 
tion of the motion picture industry ; 
jtself. finally conceded. as Slmitcs ; 
pointed out. that the vroducers of iivar and will erect a counterpart | 

(Continued on page 61) 

Former Head-Shrinker 
Uses Laugh-at-Yourself 

Approach as Lecturer 
Auckland, N.Z., Sept. 5. 

Dr. Murray Banks. American: 
* psychiatrist - turned .- lecturer and ° 

entertainer, recently toured here 
under the Harry Miller manage-. 
ment. Admittedly a frustrated ac- 
tor, Banks got into show biz 
through the lecture route. 

While conducting group therapy . 
as a young practitioner, he would 
jnvite relatives and friends of his 
patrents to sit in on the sessions. 
With the idea of using laughter to 
dispel fears and neuroses. he. 
would attempt to make patients | 
laugh at themselves. 

He had little success with the | 
more deeply troubled patients. but 
at least entertained the others. 
Presently they began to invite him 
to give the same talk to their clubs, 
organizations, staff parties. and so] 
on. “I was finally spending sa. 
much of my time away lecturing 
that you could say that. the tail} 
was wagging the dog,” the ex- 
psychiatrist remarks. 

Banks drew capacity audiences 
jn Auckland’s Town Hall :2,000 
seater, $2.50 top! already primed 
by his LP disk. “How To Live With 
Yourself.” a big seller on the La 
Gloria label here. The doctor de- 
livered his “So You Think You're 
Normal?” program, a 75-minute 
lecture on how to adjust to life’s 
problems, followed by a free-for- 
all session in which the augience 
was invited to fling questions at 
him. 

hearing | 

Theatre Integration hh 

San Antonio, Sept. 5. 
An executive of the Texas Inter- 

tate Theatre Circuit told the Stu- 

that local Interstate theatres would 
integrate here when other restau- 
rants and hotels in San Antonio 
altered their segregation policies. 

Perfecto Villarreal, chairman of 
the SCL, which staged several. 
peaceful stand-in demoustrations 
at local Interstate. theatres, met 
with John Q. Adams, yeepee of the- 
theatre circuit. Villarreal forsees [ 
integration in San Antonio soon. 

‘$30,000,000 Counterpart 
Of Rockefeller Center 

Proposed for L.A. Site! > 
Hollywood; Sept. 5. 

N. Y. syndicate has. -bought the 

Muller Bros, service station site 

! covering five acres at Sunset and 

of Manhattan’s Rockefeller Cen- 

ter to cost $30,000,000. Frank 

Muller, who with the estate of: his ; 
; late brother, Walter, 

i property, declined to disclose the | 

purchase price of the property. 

Real is now in’ escrow and ex- 

' pected to clear within a month. 

:Estimated that it will be a year 

‘before actual construction of the 

‘new business center starts. Muller. 

and his three nephews own three 

: parcels of property’ ‘adjoining the 

site. 

Muller said: he would devote his 
time to developing his properties 
in the San Fernando Valfty, Ana-. 

‘heim and Nevada. Identity of the 
buy ers was not ‘disclosed. 

‘Greatly Exaggerated’ | 
Ricky Oughta Know 

. Minneapolis, Sept. 5.: 

Still plagued by: rumors of his; 

; being incurably sick, singer Ricky 

Nelson assured fans here that he’s 

in fine fettle “despite beating his. 

nerves are taking from the recur- 

ring reports. 

Appearing at Minnesota State 

(Fair, Nelson told Minneapolis Star | 

iradio-tv editor Forrest Powers: 
“I’m in perfect health. How else 
could I maintain a schedule as 
tight as mine? The rumor {fs get-+ 
ting on my nerves. It bothers a 
guy to hear that he’s supposedly 
dying. I deny it in one place, then 
it pops up in another section of the 
country. ” 
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Tex. Awaits Hotels’ Move | ' 

‘dents for. Civil Liberties last week | 

owns the 

PAUL ANKA 
A grateful acknowledgment: “ae Mankiewicz’s direction. 

ri. respectful -appreciation-- to 
DARRYL F. ZANUCK and sincere: 
‘thanks to the entire staff and crew, 
shooting. his picture ‘THE LONG- 
EST DAY’ in France for making |" 
my film stint really memorable.” 

AUL ANKA, | 

Far East Tourism 
‘Tn Marked Upbeat 

‘Honolulu, Sept. 8. 
Travel to the Pacific set a new 

record during the first half of. the 
year, according toa Pacific Area 
Travel Assn. report, with Hawali 
retaining its traditional first place 
in tourist volume. 
-Japan and Hong King still ‘are 

in ‘second and third. place, latter 
showing a spectacular 36% gain. 
Runnerup. destination areas are In- 
dia; Singapore, ‘Malaya, Thailand, 
Australia, New Zealand, the Philip- 
pines. Taiwan, Vietnam, Macau, 
Fijf, 4.Korea, Tahiti, Burma; Indo- 

| nesia, New Caledonia. ‘and Samoa. 
‘An all-year gain.over 1960s 

now projected ‘at: 15%, with an- 
other. 18% increase . anticipated 
in 1962. . 
Indonesia, with the Asian Games 

set for next summer and hotel ex- 
pansion under way, forecasts an. 
80° gain this year and 100% 
more next year. Other vacation 
areas predicting sharp gains in 
1962 are Tahiti, ‘Vietnam, Korea. 
and New Caledonia. 
A P.A.T.A. ‘spokesman ‘admits 

the Pacific. has a long way to go 
before’ it catches up with Europe 
iravel. but, he adds, the figures. 
“show . that.’ the trend is toward 
‘this exotic area.” 

| WHAT ‘BURIAL BY THE 
ACTORS’ FUND’ MEANS 

‘San Francisco. 
Editor, VARIETY: 
The sting of death was consider- 

ably . softened for me. last week. 
As-a theatre historian for 25 years 
I have head thousands. of obitu-. 
aries’ of which, so. many ended 

This became such a stock phrase. 
that I paid it little heed. . That {s, 
‘until last week, when I received 
a telephone call asking me for 
some date on an actress who had |: 
died: st the State Hospital. I was 
asked to write a suitable obituary 
for the newspapers and also to call 

| the hospital aud give them the in- 
formation. 

‘until I spoke with the hospital di- 

_ (Continued on | page, 62) 

| } When. F.D.R. Was Beaten 
‘Commenting: on the fact” 

that Warners has entered the 
field of cinematic controversy 
with “Splendor in the Grass,”.. 
a company .exec recalled ex- 
perience of the recent past. 

At about the same time that 
“Elmer Gantry,” .“World of 
Suzie Wong,” “The Apart- 
ment” and “Butterfield. 8” 
were playing various parts of 
the market, WB was offering 
“Sunrise at Campobello.” 
These four competitive pic- 
tures .all dealt: frankly with 
sex while “Sunrise,” of course 

- dealt with the early life of 

velt: Added the WB spokes-. 
‘man: “The four all cleaned up 
‘and nobody spent. any money 

+" to’ see our picture.” 

|. | $250,000. 

with, “Burial by the Actors’ Fund.” 

It. seemed a routine assignment 

rector. He explained to me that} 
the only information.he had of the 
{deceased was her name, the year 

‘President. Franklin D. Roose- - 

Wednesday, September 6,. 1961 

New York Isa Summer Debacle’ 
| For Show Biz, But Vegas, P-R. Swing 

i Richard Burton To Net 
$250,000 In ‘Cleopatra’ | Hollywood, Sept. 5. 

—Richard Burton's chore in 20th- 
Fox's “Cleopatra” will net. -him 

Star, who leaves Broadway. mu- 
sical hit “Camelot” Sept. 10, gets 
$300,000 from studio, out of which 
he agreed to pay producers of’ the 

x |X. Y. show $50,000 to bow out be- 
fore year-end so he could appear 
oprosite Elizabeth Taylor when 
Walter Wanger production . re- 
sumes Sept. 18 in Rome under Joe 

It'll Bea Sad Day For 
Entertainers When Paar 

Quits, Sez Phil Foster 
Minneapolis, Sept. 5. 

Insisting that Jack Paar is “the 
only star-maker le 
ness,” comic Phil Foster, appear- 
ing at Freddie’s nitery. here last, 
week, went to bat for the oft: 
denounced . Paar. 

“On the big variety shows— 
Moore, Sullivan, Como—the star 
is already “established,” says 
Foster. “‘Name me one act you’ve 
seen on the Sullivan program that. 
‘stands out. in your. mind. You 

act, never a personality. 

gives him a chance to be a star, 
Look at what he’s done for Phyllis 

Cass, just to name a few.” ~- 
-Commentifig on the tv lumin- 

ary’s attributes,. Foster said Paar 
is “fiercely loyal, honest and too 
often misunderstood. When Paar 
quits his program—and he defir- 
itely will—it’s going ito be a-sad 
day for entertainers.” 

Foster admitted that ff a hoped 
for role ina Broadway show mate- 
rializes for himself, it would be a 
direct result of his Paar show 
appearances. 

Wanted: Narcotics Show 

ing agency office in Bangkok: seek- 

narcotic smuggling. 
The request in the form of a let- 

ter said the agency has a client 
interested in. sponsoring such a 
series. Letter mentioned the pub- 
affairs special “Hell Flower” and 
said if there was a series sjmilar 
in nature, or a show, it would ap- 
preciate details. 
One distributor {s sald fo have 

replied that it has shows on the 
law enforcement angle. 

. Volume 234 

Music™ 

“in the. busi-| 

can't. On Sullivan, you're only an 

“Paar, ‘on the other hand, allows |: 
a performer to stand on his own | 
two feet as a human being ‘and | 

Diller, Cliff Arquette and Peggy} 

For Bangkok Market 
Many U.S. distributors received. 

‘a request from the Grant Advertis- | 

ing a tv series on narcotics or 
{Minnesota. 
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The Labor Day. weekend rang 
the curtain down on a-siummer seae 
son regarded. 3s. somewhat less 
than brilliant. in most. sectors of 
the show biz. economy.. Sever 
pbonifaces wish they. had been claire 
‘yoyant enough to have shuttered 
for the hot months. In the inter- 
national travel areas, business has 
been off as much as 30% in some 
parts. of Europe. The Catskills 
‘areas of New York's Borscht Belt 
have had. only a fair season, with 
the . usual exceptions of Grose 
singer’s, “Ferndale, and the. Con- 
‘sord at Kiamesha Lake which liad 
a fine year. Hotel registrations in 
New York have been offish even 
for-a summer due, primarily, to 
thon absence of firstclass conven- 
tions. 

On the brighter. part of the 
‘tledger is the excellent summer :n 
Las Vegas, which has been getting 
a bigger share of tourist revenue. 
It’s also. blosseming as. a conven- 
tion center, which is bringing in an. 
-increasing . "slice of. business: on a. 
year round basis.” 

Also a bright ‘spot is the in- 
creased. talent’ employment over 
last year in the Catskills. .Because 
of the heavier competition for the 
-vacationing dollar, many spots have 
upped their ':performer budgets. - 
Most spots upping. the bankroll 
have bought. more acts rather than 

(Continued on. page 62) 

Do-It-Yourself Bill E or 
Investment Execs Renting 
Tony Minneapolis: Nitery 

_ Minneapolis, Sept. 5.. 
Something new in: nightclub of- 

|ferings is slated here Nav. 6 when 
‘officials of a local investment com- 
‘pany will take over Freddie’s. one 
of the city’s toniest supper clubs, 
for three nights. The execs, asso- 
ciated with Midwest Technical De- 
velopment Corp., are forming a 
Dixieland band. which they've 
tagged: “Midwest Tech Convertible 
Notes” and plan. to entertain at 
the nitery Nov. 6-8. 

It’s more than a gag ines 1 many 
of the businessmen. have played. 

{with other bands and aH are’ 
‘wouldbe musicians while working 
at other pursuits. Group includes 
three Midwest: Tech vicepresidents, 
the investment organization's treas- 
‘urer, a: y.p. of :Technical Manage- 
ment Services Inc:, an electronic 
design engineer. with Telex. Ine. 
anda .cost analyst for the U. of 

Businessman ‘band . has hired. a 
public. relations counsel, an ad 
agency and a ticket broker and 
plans to open with a private preem 
for which execs of companies as- 
sociated with Midwest Tech will 
be flown in from around the coun- 
try. Second and third nights will 
be open to the public with a $I 
cover charge and regular. menu 
prices. 

JUdaon 2-2768. 

ding: ‘STerling $5448 

<p" . 
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” Sound-of. English Pays Of 
Latin Americanos obviously are not purists. in. their ‘aversion. 

to. dubbed product. While American major company distribs have 
Tong ‘known that the audiences in Central and South America 
ipbtefer their Hollywood. films with Spanish or: Portuguese sub- 
‘titles, rather than with. appropriately dubbed soundtracks, the. 
execs are now finding that these audiences also prefer ‘their. Ttallan . 
and French films with dubbed English soundtracks, and with Span- |” 7 

uese . P 1: Action taken by the 20th-Fox 
. board of directors in .New. York|_ 
|last week in passing up a cash]. 

ish or Portuguese subtitles. 
Apparently, New York execs reason, the. Latin American aidi- 

ences prefer the “sound” of English, whether. they’ understand 
it 8r not: Of course, they also point out, English is the “second — 
language” in most L.A. countries and thus a lot of people in. ‘the 
@udience actually understand the English soundtracks: . ; 

_ This fact: has. become increasingly 4dmportant in recent. years ~~ 
as U. S. majors have found that there’s a very lucrative market in 
many: Latin American countries for Italo and French films. 

Thus, if,a U. S. major: picks up: one. of -these’ European pix for 
both the U. S. ‘and -Latin 
‘English version; rather than the original, which they eventually 
‘gubtitle and send south of the border.:They.:don't, however, dub 
such product into English when it’s not-also set. for v. 5. release 

_as well as ‘Latin America. oo 

American market, it’s the dubbed-in- 

Stevens Will Prod. Greatest Story’ 
By Jan. 1: Recoups Rights From 2h 

Holtywood,. Sept.. 8: 
Producer-director ‘George Stev- 

ens has. concluded. arrangements 
with 20th-Fox to acquire film rights 
to “The Greatest Story Ever Told’: 
and plans to hold to his -original |’ 
‘schedule for a shooting start in|} 
January. Stevens’ decision here-to- |. 
‘day (Tues.) followed by four days 
the announcement.that the project 
had been -cancelled by ‘the 20th) 
board, 
‘The: director: said that he. may. be 

able to announce an affiliation with 
a new studio within. a week and 
that. “first offers" already are in 
hand and are being studied. Agent 
‘Charles .K.. Feldman is in charge 
of these negotiations, which inelude 
three unnamed majors; Magna Pic- 
tures and two European outfits. 

. Stevens said that deal for his ac-. 
quisition of the property Includes. 
a provision whereby. 20th will be- 

“close toa couple 
of -million dollars” ‘advanced’ by’ 
reimbursed for ‘ 

20th: in’ preparation of the. film. 
These monies will be paid to 20th 
after the film has paid: off its pro- 
duction investment. and. earned. $5, - 
000,000 -profit.. 

The. director . emphasized that 
this provision to ‘pay 20th. back 

was: “in the spirit’ of fair play.” 
Actually, he said, he could have 
held the company. to its original 
partnership with him in the deal, 
requiring them to make the film. 
Ag is, 20th will pay him. his origi-| 
nal $1, 000,000. fee, and ‘take care 
of. talerit fees, legal claims, . all 
totalling $2,300,000. 

Stevens also. expressed himself | 
‘as “deeply disturbed” at having to 
-terminate his ‘longtime’ .relation-: 
ship with 20th ‘prexy. Spyros P. 
Skouras, but said he had found it 

(Continued on page 13). 

Rumors About 20th 
Moving Ad-Pub Dept. - 

To the Coast. Denied| 
}eral’ expenses (up to $15,607,500 

20th-Fox ° toppers ‘in. New ‘York 
last week denied rumors that. com-. 
‘pany was planning. to - move’. its 
ad-pub department ‘to studio head-. 
‘quarters. They say: there have 
been talks in the past, but “they 
aren’t hot, at- the. moment. ” 

One top sales exte commented ; 
that, far from moving the ad-pub] 
boys to the Coast, he’d prefer to 
see a more major concentration |; 
of ad-pub people in New York, 
‘working a la United Artists. which | 
has only a skeleton force on Coast, | 
principally - “as _ liaison ‘with . 
indies. 

‘Another exce said that- Warners’ |. 
experience in ‘a similar move to 
the Coast convinced him that. such 
a move would not be. feasible, 
especially today with 20th’s far- 
flung production activities all over. | 
‘Europe... 

Still another. exce’ suggested -the 
latest - -rumors.: had arisen because 

fhe has been making some inquir-- 
des as to payrolls, - efficiency, ex- 
‘perience had by others who have 
‘tried. to operate ad-pub from the : 

he - said, | Coast. “Right. now.” 
“there's. no excitement” about the 
subject, . 

Mih's $12 205 Net 
For 6 Mos. Versus. 

Hollywood, Sept. 5. 
Paul Newman: is getting 

fancy coin. in’. MGM's “Sweet 
Bird of Youth,” .Pandro Bere. 
man production being direct-. | 
ed by Richard. Brooks.” 

Star receives $350, 000 ‘plus 
10% of net. 

$2,628,576 Last Yr. 
Twentieth-Fox last week reported: 

net profit ‘from’: operations: for the 
first 26 weeks of the current. year. 
‘of $12,326, compared. with $2,628,- 
576. for the like period last year. 
Adding the ‘net profit of $25,735;-|: 
917 from-sale of ‘the studio: .prop- 
erty, combined ret earning for} 
the first’ half of 1961..came: to $25,-| 
748,243, or $10.52 a share, com- 
pared to $1.10 for the first 1960 
-half. Latter profits, 

.Company’s:. Fentals from ~ films, 
including tv, for -first half of 1961 
rose: to. $57, 666; 500 ‘from $52,101,- 

| 437 --for the like -1960 period, .In- 
come .from dividends this. year, 
however, declined to © $326,412 
from $1,064,432 last year. Other 
operating’. income this year 
amounted to $4.132.876,. compared 
with $3,205,123 .in . the.. first 1960 

| half. Total. income - for 1961 half 
was $62,125,788, compared to. $56;- 

"1370992 ‘for the 1960 ‘half. 
Total expenses for the first-1961 

half: were $62.113.462, against $53,- 
| 742,416 for. last year’s half: In- 
creases in expenses this year were’ 
registered in operating cand ‘gen- 

froma $13,835.392) and .in amorti- 
zation of film. cost; and participa- |: 
pants’ share of rentals (up. to $44,- 
126,446 from $36,799,295). 

‘The: $25,000,000 ‘entry fcom the 
studio’ sale was net of. applicable 
Federal income taxes of ater 

e 

F UNEMPLOYED, SEE. 
WALD FOR ‘YOUNG MAN’ 

Hollywood, Sept. 5. _ 
‘production: ‘of: 

“Young -Man”. will, have .20- roles. 
Jerry - Wald’s 

with top names: Pie starts. shooting 
in ‘Wisconsin - ‘Sept. 18 on 60- day 
sked.. 

Lined up so far for. parts” are 
Paul. ‘Newman, Dick Beymer, Ar-|. 

Tandy, | thur Kennedy,-. Jessica 
‘Diane : ‘Baker, Dan : Dailey, ' Shelley 
‘Winters, Susan Strasberg, Ricardo 
Montalban, Eli Wallach; Paul Ford, 
Jack Carson, Zaza. ‘Gabor, : - Juanho 
Hernandez: and Michael . "Pollard: 
(now. -appearing in “Bye. Bye 
Birdie? in N. Y.). Martin’ ‘Ritt di- 
rects, 

.| Stevens’ long-projected 
(see separate | 

‘| story), are understood to have been | 
” -1 two: of the ‘points recommended in 

the operations report on the com-: 
_| pany ‘given the board. Aug. 8 by 

director Milton S. Gould. Latter | 

|- However, 

of course, 
were. entirely from operations. ; 

By VINCENT CANBY 

dividend in favor’ of a‘stock divvy, | 
and the final turndown on George 

“Greatest 
Story Ever Told’ 

reps brokerage house of. Treves. & 
‘+Co. on 20th. -board. ~ 

This info is Important in ylew. 
=lof- the fact that, following the |. 
*.fAug. 8. board meeting, which saw}: 

| the election’ of exec veep W. C. 
| Michael as chairman of the execu-. 

‘there was a|-: 
tendency among tradesters to. re-. 
tive -committee, - 

‘gard that action as indicative of 
lessening influence on the part of | 
Gould and director John L. Loeb,- 
senior partner of Carl. M. Loeb,. 

Newmman’s Sweet Deal ~“|Rhoades & Co., on. 20th policy. | 
Reinforcing this ‘Interpretation wag 

{fact that Gould's operations com-. 
; mittee. also. was" disbanded at the. 
Aug. 8. meeting. 

interests are being -taken seriously 
‘by other board members, alarmed 

;}by a drastic decline.in earnings 
(see separate story), and continu- 
ing ‘production losses. 

divvy (for the first time in many 
years) in favor of the stock divvy, 
the ‘company. 

| bundle. . 
AS ~ formerly stated following | 

last. week’s board. meet, the 2% 
stock dividend, payable ‘Oct. 3 to 
‘stockholders of ‘record Sept. ‘TL, 

the . current — third | cov rs_ both 
quarter and. upcoming fourth. Two } 
‘semiannual stock. ‘divvies, ‘payable 
in September and: March, will, in 
fact, be company policy from now 
on,.at least until the company’s 
“production activities are again 
profitable.” 

How It ‘Figures 
The actior means that 20th hold- 

ers will get two shares. of: common 
for every 100 shares now held. On 
the basis of the 2,446,986 shares. 
outstanding, . this. Indicates. ‘that 
total’ shares outstanding will: be 
increased by approximately 48,938 
semi-annually from now until fur- |. 
ther notice. Ironically, at: the 
special. stockholders meeting 
called last October to approve the 
sale of the studio to Webb & Knapp, 
prexy Spyros P. Skouras had ex-. 
‘pressed the ‘possibility: of using} 
‘some of:the studio sale proceeds. 
|to reduce capitalization. That ‘pian, 
of course. is. now in limbo. 

_ Purpose. of ‘making the 2%. 
stock divvy semi-annually, rather 
‘than. 1%. quarterly, is prompted by 
Savings -in bookkeeping and trans-. 
fer expenses. ‘Each ..time such a 
stock divvy is declared, it costs in‘ 
the. neighborhood of $20, 000 for 
all the paperwork. “ 

Insiders say that the: decision to 
pass up the cash divvy ‘in favor 
of the stock divvyy was “entirely: 

fat the. discretion. of the - board,” 
| and was-not forced. on the-company 
by provisions in its Metropolitan 
Life loan agreement, which Hmit 

.| payment of cash divvies. under cer-. 
; tain. conditions. 

Insiders also decline to predict 
7 what effect the passup of cash in 

favor of. stoek. will have on the 
longrange market price of 20th 
shares. It could depress the 
trading price, but then it’s thought 
that perhaps the market in recent 
weeks-had anticipated no divvy. of |- 
‘any kind, explaining recent de-. 
clines:in price, and thus last week's 
action may- well bolster the: price. 

Allied Ups Revoir 
... Hollywood, Sept. 3. 

Earl Revoir steps up. from as- 
‘sistant to treasurer of: Allied Art-| 
ists; -succeeding George D. Bur- 
rows, who continues as exec vp. 

-Jack’ M.' Sattinger, assistant: seC- 
retary, was named assistant v.p. at 
fast week’ 's board meeting at studio. 

it. new appears quite | 
_|elear that reforms and fiscal -poli-| 
Jefes outlined by the Wall Street 

By passing | 
|up the regular - 40c-a-share cash} 

obviously - saves a] 

Yordan.. 

Subsidies & K.0. THEIR HANDIWORK) _°®Sites © 
The Critical Angle 
Practice of showing a pic- 

ture.on a one-shot ‘basis in 
theatres at regular admissions, 
as. Warners is doing with 
“Splendor in the Grass,” 

“brings: up the question of 
néwspaper reviews. The angle 

.is that the single showings are 
scheduled for up to two 
months in advance of regular 
runs. 
WB has its own philosophy 

about this. If the critics want 
1° to appraise the picture on the 

basis of the early showing, it’s 
. Okay. If the reviews are bad 
they probably will have been 
-forgatten at the time of the 
regular runs. However, if the 
notices’ are good, they can be 
reprised in ads. 

Gist Long Haul 
Pll $7,000,000 

-. Arthur | 

(U.S. and ada) 

rentals. This is fancy eoin+under 

any circumstances but particularly ; 

‘interesting in that the film held 
up over such a long marketing 
aul, - 

The Metro release went out in 
1958, The Oscar spotlighting in 
1959 naturally was a hypo. Picture 
ran a year in.New York on first- 

' run, first at the Royale and then 
at the Sutton. Net income from 
the Royale was nil because of the} 
ad and other expenses, but the 
| Sutton: run was plenty profitable. 
Ié ran a year also in San Fran- 
cisco and: just short of a year in 
-Los Angeles. 

Engagements were relatively 
‘long in many other spots around: 
‘the country. Interest in the pic- 
‘ture continued after what ap- 
peared a full market playoft. Book- 
ings kept coming in. 

Result: is that distribution gross 
of nearly $7,000,000. 

BRONSTON ON EPIC KICK; 
MAKING 3 IN 1962-63 

- London, Sept. 5. 
Before planing out to the U. S. 

/to sew up-arrangements for global 
‘trek in connection with “King of 
Kings”. and ‘El Cid,” Sam Bron- 
ston unveiled his 1962-63 program, 
here. He will make three epics, 
“55 Days At Peking”; “The Fall of 
the. Reman Empire’ and “The 
-Freneh Revolution,” the first being 
shot mainly in the U. K. (probably 
at Shepperton). 

All three pix will have a budget 
of at least $5,000,000, says Bron- 
ston’s scripter associate Philip 

And the other two will 
be made in Bronton’s newly-en- 
larged studio complex in Madrid. 
Says. the producer: “I will always 
zo to the country which. lends it- 
self best to a production. My mot- 
to. {s:.geography and economy.” 

No stars have been fixed for “55 
Davs,” skedded to start next spring, 
neither has the director who, ac- 
cording. to Bronston, will be 

. British. 

Goldwyn’s Rare Award 
Hollywood, Sept. 5. 

‘Samuel Goldwyn will be _pre- 

sented. the rarely-presented Indus- 
try Founders’ Award by the Holly- 
wood Advertising Club. 

Honor, to be tendered Sept. 11 
at a HAC luncheon, is being made 
because of his “decades of service 
to filmdown and to the greater 
Hollywood community,” according 
to. club prexy George Allen. 

Freed’s production of } 
“Gigi” is now near the $7,000,000 ; 

in’ domestic 

ote TAM MOVES. =. Paramount s Rackin on Foreign Film 
of U.S. Admish Tax 

Hollywood,” Sept. 5. 

Sure-shot European producers, 
all playing with government chips, 
have a guaranteed profit before 
-they even start to shoot a picture, 
‘Paramount production head Mare 
tin Rackin said following his re- 
turn from a tour of European 
capitals. 

‘“We,“4in Hollywood, are no long- 
er fighting Italy, Pypace. England 
and Germany for the screens of 
the world,” Rackin said. “We are 
fighting a fantastic network of 
subsidies. In Italy, a producer is 
guaranteed 16% of the _ gross 
which is tantamount to 40% of 
film rental. Some pictures get .as 
many as three subsidies from three 
separate governments. As a re- 
sult, many producers don’t cara 
if they make the picture back- 
wards.” 

Taking a swipe at Dino ‘De 
Laurentiis, Rackin said, “With ali 
the noise De Laurentiis makes 
about Hollywood, he can’t make a 
picture without coming here for 
Stars, writers, technicians and 
financing. A De Laurentiis pro- 
duction is actually a Hollywood 
unit on location in’ Rome.” 

“All of which,” Rackin said 
goes to prove that the American 

hh U. S. & Can. wav is the best way. Our pictures 
still set the standard for quality 
in the world.” 

Asked about Paramount's’ ac- 
{ ceptance of subsidies, Rackin said, 
“We have to compete and when 
‘the situation has presented itself 
; we have taken advantage of ex- 
‘isting subsidies.” 

Commenting further on the sub- 

(Continued on page 16) 

Youngstein, Finally 
Exiting UA,. Positive 

Only on ‘No’ Rumors 
With last week’s official confir- 

mation of what Max E. Youngstein 
calls “one of the worst kept se- 
crets in film history” (ie,, that he 

is resigning from United Artists 

Jan. 1), there’s almost nothing 

else about which to speculate ex- 

cept, perhaps, what his new affilia- 
tion will be. 

-The UA veep Is about to firm up. 
a deal with a “major” company 
and says it won't be 20th-Fox for 
the. simple reason that “nobody 
asked n.e.” Apparently the exec 
has more than one possibility in 
the offing, and thus cannot talic 
more specifically, even off-the-rec- 
ord. However, he does know pret- 
ty well that the new affiliation will. 
not be. In addition to 20th-Fox, 
it won’t be a job as a “one- or two- 
picture independent producer.” 

Allied Artists has been men- 
tioned as 2 possible connection, in- 
cluding stock ownership. As of 
last week he said there were no 
negotiations going on, but the way 
he said it did not rule out the pos* 
sibility of some taking place in 
the future. Cinerama, Magna Pic- 
tures (Todd-AO) and other “poten- 
tials” have been mentioned and 
not denied by Youngstein, but also 
‘not confirmed. He does note that 
these processes could eall for mass 
production rather than their pres- 
ently limited number of pix. 

The American Congress of Ex- 
hibitors (ACE) also looms import- 
antly ig the production scheme of 
things in the Youngstein agenda. 
Commenting on ACE’s comparae 
tively limited bankroll of between 
$3,000,000 and $4,000,000, he says 
“that can be the springboard for 
a lot of things,” especially in a cli- 
mate “when they’re hungry for 
product.” 

The “fact that Youngstein ad-- 
dressed the Allied Artists conven- 
tion in Cape Cod last week has 
given credence to the AA thing. 

Youngstein’s approximatelx. 50,- 
000 shares of UA stock, currently 
selling between $33 and $34 a 
Share, will be bought in by the 
company treasury af a graduat- 
ing price. 
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AP Abandons Artie Aspirations 
For Now, But May Try Again Later 

American International Pictures + 

has abandoned, at.least for the time 

being, its tentative entrance into: 

the art film distribution field. 

- AIP prexy Jim Nicholson, in the 
course of a recent stepover in New 

York, acknowledged that AIP’s in- 
-ftial attempts in this field of inter- 
est with two British pix had not 
been notably successful. 

“It’s not as easy as you think, ” 
Nicholson said. by way of com- 
menting on AIP’s withdrawal from ; 
that activity as well as on the slow- 
ness of the U. S. majors to tap 

Schermi Suit Vs. 20th 
Comes to Bat This Fall 

Trial of a suit filed vs. 20th-Fox 
by the Italo firm of Schermi Dis- 
tribution, re “The Loves of Her- 
cules,” Jayne Mansfield starrer, is 
expected to take place in New York 
late this month or in October. Suit 
;was originally filed in. May in New 
York by the plaintiff's. attorneys, 
Stillman & Stillman, 

Schermi charges 20th breached a 
contract to pay the plaintiff $350,- 

a source of income which is becom-|900 on delivery: of the print of the 
ing increasingly important in the 
U.S. scene. 

With the U. S. art theatre mar- 
ket in view. AIP last year acquired 
the psychological meller, “Portrait 
of A Sinner.” and a comedy, “Be- 
ware of Children.” Nicholson still 
thinks they're pretty good pix, but 
for one reason cr another they 
didn’t get dates and they didn’t 
click in specialized exhibition. The 
two films were handled by AIP’s 
regular salesmen and franchisers | 
around the country. 

To sell this kind of product suc- 
eessfully, says the prexy. you really 
need people who devote their en- 
tire time to the activity on both 
selling and promotion. If and when 
AIP tries again, Nicholson says 
he'll set up a special unit within 
the company to do nothing else. 
The unit would be based in New 
York tas opposed to Hollywood 
where the prexy and exec veep; 
Samuel Arkoff headquarter’ since 
Gotham is the hub of foreign film 
distribution in the U. S. 

Nicholsen also noted that the 
financial investment involved in 

picture. 20th claims that because 
of a title conflict, it cannot use 
“Loves of . 
original contract is invalid. Schermi 
| says, however, that contract speci- 
fied only that film would have to 

it has. 

‘Potent B 0. Pix 
Puttine Disney 
Back Into Black 

Hollywood. Sept. 5. 
Net income. of Walt Disney Pro-}. 

duction Ine., for the fiscal year 
'ending in September, is estimated 
at around $4.000.000. with a prob-: 
ability per share earnings will near 
the 1958 high of $2.51. 

expected to change materially for 

* handle, and thus |- 

get a Production. Code seal, which 

-LGolawyn’ s 

Based on 
the 1.626.023 shares now outstand- 
ing, the number of shares is not 

Gilbert Roland’s Frere 
Joins Hildalgo Prod. 

Hollywood, Sept. 58. 
Francisco (“Chica’’) Day joins his } 

brother, Gilbert Roland, as copro- 
ducer and director on a slate of 
features to be made in Mexico 

‘under. Roland's .indie Hidalgo Pro- 
ductions. Roland stars. 
“Song ..of the Dove” and “The 

, Eagle and the Cactus” tee off slate, 
‘to film ‘back-to-back. in Cuernavaca. 
starting in November. Third, un- 
titled, is based’ an co-producers’ 
father, Francisco “Paquiro” Alonso, 
a matador. 

Goldwyn’ $ Alt. 
Seeks 1506; Tops 
Damage Award 

San Francisco, Sept. 8. 
Lawyer Joseph L.. Alioto has 

_ [asked a $150,000 fee, plus: $154,000: 
for winning Samuel 
11-year-old antitrust 

in costs, 

case agauinst 
Fox-West Coast and: 20th-Fox. 

Attorney submitted his bill, 
{which would’ be paid by defend- 
ants, last Thursday (31) in federal 
court ta.Judge George. B. Harris, 
who said. he’d take Alioto’s plea: 
under submission. Case wound up 
late last: spring with Judge Harris 
awarding Goldwyn $100,000 actual 

-| damages, trebled. 

Alioto said he, lawver Maxwell 
Keith and lawyer George Slaff put | 
in an estimated 23,000 hours on! 
the case. He. said he himself put 
in about 3.000 hours and ‘that 
Keith and Slaff each put in about 
5,000 hours. 

Alicto also ‘argued that he con- 
sidered this fee “modest” because 

National Theatres, ! on the Coast . .. 

_New York Sound Track 

MPAA ‘prexy Eric Johrston. honorary chairman of the. fourth annual: 
B'nai B'rith youth services dinner Nov. 14 at. the Waldorf-Astoria 
honoring Leonard. H. Goldenson, prez of AB-PT .".';, Americo Aboaf,. 
Universal veep. and foreign general sales. ‘manager, back. at -his desk 
after visiting company’s main offices in Europe. He also addressed. five. 
day conference of U's continental ad-pub chiefs in Paris:.’. : Alice: 
Faye coming out of retirement for a role in. 20th's new “State Fair” 
.... Jack Brodsky, 20th’s assistant: publicity manager, in Westhampton 
for another week of vacation ... Irving Maas, MPEA veep and. director. 
of the Asian division, heading back to his Tokyo headquarters. .. 

Elizabeth Taylor and Eddie Fisher stopped over Thursday night (31). 
en route from Hollywood to Rome ... , Hume Cronyn. is Joining ‘the 
“Cleo”: -cast which now includes Rex Harrison ‘and Richard ‘ Burton, 
‘in- addition to Miss Taylor... A press . release from distrib Emile 
de Antonio, re ‘Village Voice. film ‘critie Jonas Mekas’. first. film effort, 
“Guns in The Trees,” notes that the pic “will' probably be premiered 
commercially in Havana,” though he doesn’t say why. Mekase (“You 
c car's al analyze death: away”) modestly Tefers to his. effort . ‘as “an atom 
om oo” . 

William Ruder (ex-& Finn, p.r.. " outfit), just ‘nominated by President 
Kennedy to the $20,000-a-year. post as "Asst. Secretary of Commerce 
for Administration & Public Affairs, is a 39-year-old former market- 
‘ing and public consultant, who. started: his career. in: 1945_a5 -exploita- 
tion director for Samuel Goldwyn Productions. Le 
Scoop from Allied Artists claims their top- -grosser to. date in Pakis- 

tan is an item called: “Tales.of a Captive Princess” . AA picked up 
western hemisphere. rights ‘to now-shooting .Day ‘ “of Triffids,” - sci-fi 
pic: via Security. Pictures, London . . .-Bob Shapiro’ back at his Para- 
‘Inount Theatre desk after two weeks. of ‘scanning upcoming product 

. Universal screens “Flower. Drum Song” in San Fran- 
‘cisco: Noy. 17 for. a: hospital benefit. Film is.a Christmas release. : 

| Former Off-Broadway actress Diana Faith is:trying the Jean Seberg 
Isuceess formula by going abroad for film: success;. So far, so good. 
She’s just completed a role jn the Italo-French “Man in The. Iron 
Mask,” which American International has acquired for worldwide 
(sans Italy and France): distribution . . . Ernest. Turnbull, chairman: 
of ‘20th-Fox of Australia and managing director of the Hoyt’s circuit 
there, in town for. hjs regular biennial visit . Iiustrator Douglas 
Crockwell and admen Monroe Greenthal and ‘David. Diener on .the 

| Coast to see Frank Capra's “Pocketful of Miracles, ” which, UA. will . 
distribute. 

Robert Rich, veép and general. sales ‘manager’ of: Seven “Arts Asso- 
; clated, in Memphis onbiz Jast week ... . Cascade .Pictures ‘here has 
the Tahitian semi-documentary, “Maeva,” ‘which’ got an’ out-of-com-_ 
petition screening at the recently coricluded Venice fest’... Howard . 
Lesser owner and operator of the. Roslyn Theatre, Roslvn,. LiI., Will 
build. a new theatre at: Spring. Valley to replace the -Valley Theatre 
which was destroyed by fire in De¢ember. House, which will seat 600 

rand be equipped for T0m projection, ‘is expected, to be completed ‘by. 
next; February .. . Irving. Dashkin, general . manager of the. Savoy, 

class foreign film distribution has | the remaining fiseal vear period. 

risen sharply in last couple of|  picney pix rental upsurge, is the 
years, an especially - burdensome key to the skyrocketing profit. Boff 
problem to an outfit climbing into boxoffice done by “Swiss Family 
the field for the first time. It used Robinson.” ‘101 Dalmatians.” “The 
to be, the AIP chief said, that the Absent Minded Professor, ” 3nd 

the Goldwyn case. in which a pro-| Jamaica, LI, for. more than 30 years, is on an extended vacation... 
ducer sued another producer-dis- Theatre has been leased by Savoy Amusement Corp. headed by 
tributors, .was “novel, different !Abreham Levy. . 
and a pioneer in its field.” The | The lineup for “El. Cid” roadshow dates now includes’ ‘the . Alex-. 
lawyer evidently. pointed this. up ;andria, San Francisco . . Jim Backus for “Boys’:Night Out,”.:to be.. 
because: only receatly. Federal. Metro-released inext. ‘spring... . National Allied’s defected Indiana: o 

films were so inexpensive that you 
could afford to lose money on five 
or six of the pix if you made money | 
on the seventh. Now with prices 
up. one can’t afford such policy. 

“The Parent Trap.” contributed 
! solidly to the stout gains. 

Television gains were up a scant : 
$44,558, as of July, over corre- 
sponding nine months of 1960. 

AIP currently is doing quite Disney Park gross dropped by $20,- 
nicely with adventure-fantasy-hor- | 985 for the same period. 
ror product for the mass market 
ta which the company heretofore 

Other’ in- 
come fell $220.336. © 

During the 1960 fiseal year Dis- 
has always catered — and knows ney had a net loss of $1,300,000. 
best. Present efforts by the com- 
Pany seem to be directed towards 
doing this kind of film in such a 
way that it. will even appeal to 
more selective audiences as well. 
as AIP toppers feel their “Pit an 
The Pendulum” will on the acts 
of the kind of respectable reviews 
received in the N. Y. Times and 
N.Y. Herald-Tribune. 

206 RADIO SATURATION 
FOR ‘FANNY’ IN CHICAGO | 

Chicago, Sept. 5. 

Previous high in 1959 was $3,600, 
000 with nh fewer er shares shares outstanding. 

PACIFIC FILM ASSOC, 
IN BANKRUPTCY PLEA 

Pacific Film Associates, a N.Y. 
} distrib, filed under Chapter 11 “ofl. 
the Bank: tintey Act ‘in -N.Y.. Fed- 
eral Court Monday (28),. asserting 
inability to meet current debts. | 
Company’s petition proposed an|: 

. Judge Lloyd H. Burke allowed at-}unif (under . Trueman Rembusch) skedded for TOA: ‘enrollment . inv a 
}{torney Robert Raven and his as-| bi 
sociatés ‘a $100,000 fee in- Raven’s 

| successful antitrust suit on behalf 
jot the Embassy Theatre against 

other. exhibitors and.major distrib- 
jutors. 

- In “justification of the $154.000 
in costs,. Alioto said $107.000 of 
this. was for accountants’ fees, 
which Goldwyn already has paid. 

Arthur B. Dunne, lawyer for the 
Fox defendants, argued lawyers’ 
fees should bear a “reasonable re- 
\lationship” to the result and that 
the fee should be based on actual | 
damages ($100,000), not treble 

Dune said that. in ‘cases he'd 
looked: up attorneys’ fees allowed. 
by judges. had never exceeded 50% 
of actual damages. 

In court it. was.also revealed that 

arrangement to pay off about 50|Alioto is trying to substitute as 
; unsecured. creditors. 

Outfit listed assets at $278,920, 
Utilizing one of the most inten-| and liabilities at $1,257,844 257.844. 

sive spot radio campaigns in recent 
years here, “Fannv” (WB) opened 
its second run Friday (i) in 65 
nabe, outlying and ozoner locations. 
‘The saturation run was also un- 
usual in that {ft opened the day 
after the film closed at the down-]. 
town Chicago Theatre. 

Warners’ 

Kev Role Not : SerYet, But 
‘State Fair’ Starts Rolling 

Hollywood. Sept. -5. 
Although: role of the father. 

hasn't been set, Jose Ferrer is Z0- 
local promo depart- ing ahead with plans for prelim- 

ment said that it was spending|inary location work on 20th-Fox’s 
$20.000 in 10-, 20- and 30-second| “State Fair’ in Dallas.’ He, cam- 
radio spats for the first week of the| eramen and technieal crew leave 
outlying run of the picture in addi-| for Texas 
tion to a “substantial” newspaper | start 

Thev estimate. that the/{ day. Dallas State Fair, which plays budget. 
spots amount to an average of a; 
Tradie commercial every 15 minutes 
on the seven major Chi stations. 

“Fanny” had a solid seven-week 
{| Loop firstrun. 

Aldrich to Direct 
. Two Pix fer Embassy 

Robert Aldr:ch is definite now 
as director of two pix for 1962-63 
for Embassy Pictures. Joe Levine 
flew with pact and pen last week 
to Rome. where Aldrich is winding 
tle Embhassy-Titanus coproduction 
of “Last Days of Sodecm and Go- 
morrah.” 

His first under the new deal will 
be “Whatever Happened to Baby 
Jane?" from the Henry Farrell 
suspense novel about a psycho- 
Fathie relationship between sisters. 
Tt rolls pes se int. Second pic 
under the deal hasn't been decided. 

city Friday 8) to 

important part in musical,. doesn’t. 
| get under way until next month. 

Ferrer said four original tunes’ 
from previous films will be re- 
tained and four new ones added. 
Walter Simonds has been assigned. 
as art director in Charles Brackett | 
nroduction which will star Pat 
Boone Bobby Darrin, Pamela Tif- 
fin, Ann- a Mar e--et and: Alice Faye. 

— —_ 

Joyce Boom Ahead? 
Dublin. Sept. 5. 

“With Jerry 
James Joyce’s 

shoating backgrounds Mon- 

1 Plaintifis—to be awarded the dam- | 
ages—the following individuals: 
‘Samuel Goldwyn, Samuel Goldwyn | 
dr., Frances Howard . Goldwyn, 
|James A. Mulvey and: Ben Fish. 
Original plaintiff had been a lim- 
ited - partnership, 
wyn Producticns: . 

Alioto said he filed an appeal 
to higher court’ asking that films 
of a 10-year period before 1945 
be allowed into ‘suit,’ 
Federal Judge Edward P. Murphy 
having knocked out that decade’s | 
worth of pictures on grounds the 
Statute of limitations had run out. 
Alioto -also said jhe was still in 

discussion stage with the Naify 
Circuit on its phase: of the case. 
Murphy also had severed the 
Naify chain from the Fox part of 
the case, with proyiso that. the]’- 
Naify phase be tried after the}. 
Fox decision was reached. 

Decea Singer ‘Named 
-Jo Interstate Ad Post 

. Dallas,. Sept. 5. 
‘Mitch ‘Torok: has been named. to : 

‘Waid set _to Iens;succeed Hal Cheatham as head of 
“Ulysses” for 20th-|exploitaiton and advertising _ for 

| Fox in Dublin next spring, Mary-'the Interstate Theatres in Dallas. 
Ellen Bute has planed in from | He will work under James O. 
N.Y. with the news that she’s| Cherry, city manager. 
going to film another Joyce work, | 
“Finnegan's Wake.” 
spring of 1962. 
gandering locations and = cast. 
Script has been written by Mary 
Manning. 

Miss Maenning 
will finance the production. 

also in the 
She’s presently 

and: Miss Bute 

Samuel . Gold- | 

the Iate 

| 

through his Go Films . 

t. 
“I Got Those Cathode Blues” ts heading of poet. Louis ‘MacNice’s. 
gubrious review of British summer ty in a recent New Statesman... 
George K. Arthur in The Hague looking for shorts to distribute 

. Metro producer Lawrence Weingarten hosted: 
-a. screening of his “Honeymoon Machine” as part of. the celebration 
tied in with the opening of the new. M-G office in Copenhagen oe 
Leo Jaffe, Columbia first v.p. “treasurer; off to studio talks. - 

L. A. to N.Y. 
Harry Bell 
Venessa. Brown. 
Marlene Dietrich 
Henry Ephron. 
Phoebe. Ephron 
Freddie Fields 
Charlotte Harmon 
‘Lewis Harmon 
Bern Hoffman 

' Earl Holliman | 
’ Leonard Kaufman 

David Kramarsky 
‘Philip Langner 
Carol Lawrence 
Joanne Linville 
Irving Mansfield 
Edward Morey 
Norton V. Ritchey 
Robert M. Weitman : 
Curt Weinberg 
‘George E. West 
Morris L. West 

N. Y. to L. A. 
Paul Anka: 
Alexander H. Cohen 
Bob Corcoran 
Irvin Feld 
Dave Gerber. 
David Golding 
-Leo Jaffe 
Larry Lowenstein 
Michael Sean O'Shea 
Hildy Parks 
Roberta Peters" 
Herman Rush 
Don W. Sharpe 
Jean Stapleton 
Howard Stark 
George Stevens 

Europe to U. ‘S.. 
‘Stella Adler 
Don Ameche 
Earl Blackwell 
Lucius. Beebe 
Sam Bronston 
Bob. Considine 
Melvyn. Douglas 
Arlene Francis 
Tony Furness 

: compressed air. 

‘bis equipped with: the ‘conventional 
| hardtop 
concession bar, plus living space . 

“*| Reisini, 

; THEATRE: IN- BALLOON 
IN FRENCH TAKEOFF 

: First: Itinérama ‘touring balloon 

theatre | for Cinerama - exhibition 

was: launched. in.. the. town’ of 

| Mantes-La-Jolie; France last Mon- 
‘| day (4) with tucnout of pro. and 
nonpro celebs brought in from 
Paris 60. miles. distant. Attraction . 
| —besides. ‘the unique theatre itself 

—was “This Is. Ciner ama,” the first 

| production in the thr ee-projector . 

‘| process which has. long Tun ‘in: 

| Paris and environs. y 

Portable showcase, inflated with 

can seat 3, 000, and. 

works--restrooms and 

for the balloon’s crew. _ 
Innovation is. creation of. Nicolas” 

Cinerama prez, and plan 
{sto Have similar balloon audi- 
.toriums. in operation’ over most: of 
the European countryside. 

U. S. to Europe 
‘Bob: Barker: a 
‘Peggy Case. 
Harry Caplan 
Milford Cline 
Robert Coote 

‘| Troy . Donahue 
Carl Fisher 
Warda Hale 
Bob Hawk 
George Hollister Jr. 
Jonn Houseman. 
Al Jennings. | 
Hy Kanter 

‘Nick Keesely 
Mort Kaye - 
Lillian .Kramer 
Thomas J, LaBrum 

Cheatham has been promoted to’ Constance Ifape Henry Levin 
Interstate’s main office here as Stubby Kaye -Ralph: Martin. 
assistant to Francis. Barr, exploita-| Raymond Paige Ray Node. 
tion. and advertising manager for| Louis Sobel George Pal 
the. entire circuit of more than 80 

j theatres in Texas. 
‘Decca ‘Records for. five years, and 
is also a ‘songwriter and vocalist, = 

Torok, with 
Roy Somlye 
Ingrid Thucin 
Richard Tucker 
Irving Wallace 

‘Norm: Prescott 
William Roberts 
Jule. Styne 
Paul Vogel 



_thé..trade ‘when. Its controversial 

“rapped with a 
.demned) for. .its. U.S.-made: Jow! 
budgeter, “Sins. of Mona ‘Kent. 

an 

~The Upward Show Biz Trend 
Prentice-Hall’s business. information: service,: for Aug.: 26, 1961, 

has a discerning chapter on “Trends: in: Entertainment, " It is 
reproduced here in full’ by permission: © : . 

ADMISSIONS TO SPECTATOR ENTERTAINMENT: tallied -" 
$2,000,000,000 last. year. Consumer's ‘expenditures: for: admis- 
sions, as a percent of their. total recreation spending, rase for 
the first ‘time since 1954. ‘Admissions to the theatre, opera, and. 
concerts-recorded the biggest gains in 1960. | 

’’* However; some. categories of spectator. amusements “have: 
not been able to stand up" to. competition . from nonspectator 
‘Yecreational pursuits. 

. MOVIE ATTENDANCE: will rise for the third ‘straight year 
. in 1961.. Patronage: so far. this year is 3-4%: ahead of the like 
“period in ‘60, with July attendance scoring 1961’s: best year- 
to-year -gain. "B.1%. Boxoffice receipts in ’61 may exceed the 

: the record of $14 billion hit in 1946.. ‘Last year, paid admis- 
gions jumped 8° to $1.4 billion. 

: What's ‘behind this favorable boxoffice upturn? . 
.® The costly blockbusters are drawing well. |...” 
© TV's impact on theatre . attendance is.on. the wane. | 

7. @>Indoor movie. houses are following the moviegoers. to. the 
‘guburbs, Yoeating mainly: in shopping centres. 

® Drive-ins. continue to fare well, Their. number now. eX~ 
ceeds 5,000—up. 325% in.a decade. ~ 

_ @.Women patrons. are returning in’ ‘larger: ‘numbers, thanks. 
to midweek theatre gift giveaways. 

‘A new kind of movie. industry is fast emerging. out. of ‘the. . 
..double attempt to (1): rebuild.depleted audiences. and. 12) to. © 
.beat.-off competitors. Average weekly. attendance in "60 was -. 
43, 500,000, way: ‘below .1046's record 66,000,000. 
“Many othér types ‘of recreation — such.- -ag. do- it-yourself, . 

bowling, boating, and. skiing—are. growing fast.“ With: movie- 
‘going no longer automatic, the audience. has‘ to ‘be sold ‘on the. 

‘undertaking to dope out the future. 

. business in ‘times of international |’ 

.| uncertainties. 

_}most part that “assurance of prod- 

{ing irritation with the detachment. 

‘| point publicly,. 
-lexees such as at Columbia, Para- 

}duction talent rather. than limited- 

anty of operational continuity. 

PICTURES 5 

OR PROFITS 
“TMORS WANT | With Oscars’ in Ofng, Major Px 

PRODUCT FLOW 
By GENE ARNEEi 

American film ‘companies are 
.Hartford Pre-Testing 

Hartford, Sept. 5. 
“RKO General Phoneviston, 

now scheduled to begin a 
. three-year trial run of its 
home toll system via WHCT- 
TV around July, 1962, will 
Start field testing this fall. 
Coding equipment, being made 
by Zenith Radio, is to be in- 
stalled toward the end of this 
year. 

Plan is to operate on the 
basis of 40 hours weekly. 
Forty hours will be devoted 
‘to fee-tv and 30 to free pro- 

_ Bramming. 

Fanny Sets New 
Music Hall Mark: 

‘They would like to: blueprint a 
‘modus operandi for the next five 
years ta assure for themselves self- 
sustaining _ operations with mini-| 
mum risk in the -unpredictables 
that could :plague their worldwide 

political. hazards and. -intra-trade | 

To do this they believe for the 

uct continuity: is imperative. Jack 
L.. Warner is not alone in express- 

of . independent producers. While. 
‘the president of Warners made his 

‘other ' important | 

mount and Metro also are desirous. 
of long-term alignments with pro- 

pic deals which provide little guar: | 

' Interestingly, United ‘Artists is 

‘space within a movie 
THEATRE, OPERA, AND © CONCERT “ADMISSIONS - cone - 

quality of the picture, attractiveness of the theatre and. con-. 
“venience of viewing hours. 

. Indoor movie house. closedownis ‘have ended. Between 1949 
and: 1961, about 6,000 closed up: shop. Most ‘of the: big-city” 
‘shutdowns ‘represented a cleaning out by the circuits of their 
‘outmoded neighborhood units. In small towns and fural areas, 

- TV's coming, plus the. pellmell building of drive-ins had sim-. 
Mlar dire. effects; 

But now-the bulk of the closings has been completed: Tn fact, 
Indoor movie-houses—with ample parking—are now. springing 
up. in urban areas as well as suburban shopping centres, One 
of the: more’ prominent circuits: recently announced. plans" for 
‘its first new theatre in more than 25. years. 
‘WHAT TO DO: ‘With new, ultra-modern suburban: theatres 

increasing in number, merchandisers should: look into, possible 

- tie-ins close to the theatré, such as: ‘restaurants and amusement 
parks, snack, bars, bookstores, bakeries,.and costume jewelry 
‘shops..-: You. might. ‘even explore. the: advantages: of leasing 

house, © 

tinue in. high pitch. Last year, ticket sales jumped ‘to $373,- 
“000.000—a 10%: increase. That more. than ‘matches the average 
annual: hike for the past. five years.. Interestingly; admissions 
to these events tallied more than. one-third. above. ticket sales 
to all spectator sports. 

-. SPENDING ON SPECTATOR SPORTS keeps inching: ‘uD, 
‘This year, more than 200,000,000 customers will lay out about 
$283-$286 million to see professional and. amateur ‘sporting 
events—up 3-4% from. ’60: 
However, sport events’. admissions as- a percent - of “total a 

recreational spending- continues to: slide. Last: year, admissions vs 
to spectator sports fell to 14. 1%, compared ‘with’ 1959's, 14, 4% 

‘|police actions. and (2) ¢ 
ments within the trade itself. Lat-. 

_ [among the companies trying to set |. 
fa course for the next five years. 
“1UA. .is wholly” ‘dependent upon 

indies. 

‘The need. for a steady. flow of 
pictures". is not the only: matter 
}prominent in the minds of execs 
bent on erystal-balling. the future. 
Just as there's iron curtain-free 

-;world unrest, there’s unrest within 
filnt company officialdom ‘anent the: 
possibility of losses in the _present- 
yy. vital foreign markets. 

. Losses in, say, Europe,,. are con- 
: ceivable via (1) any.kind of hostili- 

ties ranging upward from localized 
develop- 

ter could include a continuing in- 
erease in boxoffice inroads made 

.| by non-U. ‘Ss. product and the 
| growth of competitive television. 

Other factors considered in the. 
effort to: guess what’s ahead in| 
the next five years: The. extent to 
which. worldwide sales’ organiza- |. 
|tions:should be cut in size or main- 
tained as is, distribution mergers: 

. abroad, and; on the home front, 
:{the. economies that can” best: be 

Joshua Logan’s production of 
“Fanny” set a new boxoffice rec- 
ord at New York’s Radio City Mu~ 
‘sic Hall, having grossed $1,432.292. 
upon conclusion of the eighth week 
of its run according tv Russell V. 
Downing, president of the Hall. 
Previous high was set by Metro’s 
“Great Caruso” in 1951, gross for 
this being $1,390,943. 

Logan’s' film, a Warner release, 

$1,432,292 in 8: 

Scramble for Year-End Dates in LA. 
Los Angeles, Sept. 8. 

Suddenly, at this early date, 

the mad scramble for first-rua 

theatres for year-end bookings tn 

the Los Angeles area (including 

Beverly Hills and Hollywood} 

finds a plethora of product with 

limited outlets. Already 11 pix 

are pencilled in for a single housa 

and two others are set for mui- 
tiple runs. At the mement this 
leaves five undated for either 
category, exclusive of MGM’s 
“Mutiny on the Bounty” for whick 
plans for roadshowing are -still 
being mulled. 

Aside from fact year-end book- 
ings net prime grosses, openings 
are tied in with pix becoming ~ 
eligible- for nominations for 
awards by Motion Picture Arad- 
my of Arts & Sciences. Latter, 

in minds of many producers and 
studio execs, is more important 
‘than b.o. publicity-wise. Some 
pix are booked for limited en- 
gagements prior to and during 

|Xmas-New Year's week for that 
Treason, studio heads and sales 
managers figuring eligibility for 
nominations in various categories 
may result in international 
publicity that will pay off at turn- 
stiles later. 

At moment, Warner Bros. and 
20th-Fox are desperately seeking © 
at least one first-run to open “A 
Majority Of One” and “Tender 
Is The Night” respectively. Uni- 
versal-International, which has 

winds up its ninth and final week | {Wo other pix set, is trying to 
tonight (Wed.) Gross for this : find a first-run house for “Lover 

stanza fs estimated at $155,000, | Come Back.” 
‘bringing the total for the entire 
engagement to $1,545,943, 

S.C. Cops Crack Down 
On Nudie at Drive-in: 
Spartanburg, S.C., Sept. 5. 

County police confiscated a nude; 
“Career Girls on a: film titled 

Naked Holiday” at a drive-in near 
here last week and arrested pro- 
jectionist Fred Gregory and man- 

NONA A KENT’ C-RATED; Highroad Inks Bourla 

dards of morality and decency.” 

objectionable in part for all) Uni- National Screen Service. 

and 1953's 17.2%. ~- 
-Selective telecasts. of sporting: events 1s. ‘yeplacing. the: uri- 

restricted TV coverage of earlier years. National: Football 
-League’s -plan, for example, ‘telecasts only road: games to 2 
““home-team’s territory.: This explains, in part,< - pro-football’s 

nearly 50% attendance: hike. since’ ’53.- 
Baseball, soccer, trotting, and . college football ‘have also 

shown better than average: attendance hikes. in recent years, 
However, baseball attendance, despite the Interest the “M 
boys—Maris and‘ -Mantle—have. brought to: the game ia. 1961, 
will probably only match last year’s 4%. hike. 
“FUNSPOT” .INDUSTRY’S SALES. KEEP ‘RISING. This 

year, funsters..are expected to spend nearly $2.3 billion for ad-- 
mission, food, and drink in pver.-23,000. permaviently fixed © 
‘amusement. parks, kiddielands, tourist attractions, and ‘‘themie” ° 
‘and .Government parks. That amount’ would be. 10% above 
‘1960's $2.1 billion, with “theme-type” amusement parks ac- 
counting for the bulk of the gain. .. - 

o> Hlowever,.:all- is not peaches and. cream: “Most theme-type 

_ ‘parks have experienced - “rough weather” at: the start. Pleasure 
‘Island and Freedomland, for example, have. had .to be. Tefi- 
nanced: 
‘Nonetheless, ° ‘investment in new Funspot facilities “in 1961 

keeps rising. .Investors will pour. over. ‘$200,000,000 into new 

facilities—raising - the industry’s gross: investment. to more 
than $3.2. billion: Sparking this growth are. the: new. ‘theme- 

type” installations—using’ western, ‘historical, storybook, . and. 

‘‘ other subjects—which are sprouting up all over the: country. 

BERATING ‘BACK ST.|° For Greek-American Pic! 
Astor Pictures, which surprised 

” a t.. with Daniel Bourla, 

Italo import, “La Dolce. Vita,”. was a deal se 

Legion of Decency, now has been 
C-rating” (con- production. 

Allied’ 8 Peace Pitch | 
Detroit, Sept. 5. Legion’ ‘says that the film, in. both 

theme and. treatment, “‘is. seriously 

"!.- | effected. - 

.| and. budgets. 

. Ray Bell Rejoining Col 

1 from Columbia in 1958.after a 10- 

}serving as military and ‘govern: 

‘Highroad Productions; indie. out-| but for’ all exhibitors, large and. small. “ 
fit releasing through Columbia, has- fix, as we are.” 

along with. possible 
changes in. promotional procedures ager Betty Revels. Pair were 

Fox Drive-In. - 

As Exec P. R: Coordinator | thines I have ever seen.” Charges | 

J. Raymond Beil, ‘who. resigned 

year association to becomie presi- arrests were made- 
dent of ‘Allied ‘ Public - Relations |. 
Ine., and ‘subsequently ‘operate ‘his 
own pr. outfit, is discontinuing the 
latter to rejoin Col. . 

He's te be a member: of the exec 

Cinerama’s Dallas Return 
Dallas, Sept. 5. 

to open Wednesday (6), 

rate public relations activities; 
handling. censorship miatters and turn of Cinerama to Dallas. 

. “South Seas Adventure” opens 
‘mental: aison. Oct. 4, 

Inside Stuff—Pictures 
While on the Coast last week: Stanley Warner's Theatre topper 

Harry M. Kaimine blasted,. “What's happened to the bread and butt 
pix this summer, and. all through the year? There’s been a terrific 

'. |shortage of this type of. product.” Veepee of SW circuit of 225 theatres: 
would like to know the answer. “This is the only industry in the world 
I know of with a shortage of merchandise,” he said. “We need mer- 
|chandise,” adding he was not only speaking for his group of houses. 

charged with showing a lewd movie| United Artists, 
to youth. Deputies counted 33 per-| wood: 
sons under 21 years of age at the Chinese, 

The sheriff termed the. film “one wood:: 

were pending against owner Claude UA, Fox 
‘Rumley, who was absent when the Cid,” 

They're in the same scarcity Pp. 

Additionaily, Columbia, MGM 
and 20th have available for mul- 
tiple runs during holiday weeks 
“Mysterious Island,” “Bachelor in 
Paradise” and “Second ‘Time 
Around” (formerly “Star in the 
West”), respectively. 

Firmed up bookings for exclu- 
sive single theatres are: 

“Advise and Concent,” for 
which  producer-director Otto 
Preminger starts shooting today 
in Washington for Columbia re- 
lease, into Warner, Beverly Hills; 
“Judgement At  Nuremburg,” 

Pantages, Holly- 
“West Side Story,” UA, 

Hollywood; “Flower 
Drum Song, ” U-I, Warners, Holly- 

“The Outsider,” U-i, Four 
‘-}of the dirtiest and most vulgar Star, Los Angeles. 

Also, “The Children’s Hour, 
Wilshire, BevHills: “El 

Allied Artists.” Carthay 
Circle, L.A.. opening Dec. 19; 
“Four Horsemen,” MGM, Para- 
mount, Hollywood; “One, Two, 
Three,” UA, Beverly, BevHills; 

“The Pirate and the Slave Girl,” “Summer and Smoke,” Paramount, 
at the} preeming Nov. 15, Fine Arts, Bev- 

staff, coordinating the Col corpo-{Capri, will be the last conventional} Hills: “King of Kings,” MGM, 
film for the theatre before the re-| opening Oct. 12, Egyptian, Holly- 

wood. 

In multiple first-run category 
Will be “Pocketfull of Miracles,” 
UA; and “Babes in Toyland,” 
Disney. Available, but not set, are 
“Mysterious Island,” Col; “Bach- 
elor in Paradise,” MGM: and 
“Second Time Around.” 20th. 

SKOURAS IN ROME FOR 
‘CLEO’ PROD. KICKOFF 

Twentieth - Fox prexy Spyros: 
Skouras Ieft New York for 

Urgency of more product all: year round, particularly in 10-week | Rome Friday +1) to supervise fina 
Greek-American.- ‘producer. -who. is.| summer’ hiatus for schoolchildren, was sounded. 

approved with ‘a “separate classifi-| to: make an untitled Picture: for 
” Catholic ‘Highroad in. Athens... 

Lezio Bee no It’s to be a Gr eek-Ameriean co-| weeks ago relating to the double-standard between the written and 
spoken word.: Whereas the original. article had reference to subtitled 

- and dubbed. films, the latest example relates to newspaper and radio 
| advertising. 

- The.point is that 20th-Fox has set a teaser campaign for its upcoming 
Robert. Rossen’ release, “The Hustler,” 

preparation for the Sept. 18 star 
on the long-delayed “Cieopatra.” 

‘This might be describéd as a sort of sidebar to Variety's article two | Before returning to New York, the 
prexy will also visit Caizo, where 
“Cleo” is. scheduled to do some 
locationing. also Athens and Lon- 
don. 

After presiding at Wednesday's 
keyed to the fairly provocative |‘30) board meeting in New York, 

Asa followup to its ‘convention | ‘title. which, in the context of the film itself, refers to 2 professional |Skouras spent Thursday (31) and 
- offensive to Judaeo-Christian stan: request for. peace, Allied .States|‘poolshark. A 20th exec reported. last week that New York newspapers,|Friday in production conferences 

Association Has offered to mediate] including the usually austere N. Y: Times, had accepted the series of |with visiting studiomen, including 
. Legion has also B-rated. (morally differences between Columbia and} teasers, which say simply “What’s a hustler?” but that seven N. -Y.| Pete Levathes, production chief; 

versal’s remake ‘of Fannie Hurst's 

of divorce.” ; 

_}radio stations had - turned down the radio equivalent. (The radio spot|“Doc” Merman, production man- 
A letter’ pointing out that. the| has a ‘man’s voice. asking, “Say, baby, what’s a hustler?”) 

“Back Street.” LOD says it tends. dispute is ‘harming everyone con-} 
“to elicit undue sympathy for illicit ‘cerned was sent to nine general including ‘a couple which ‘were also “indignant no’s.’ 

.- love” and: “reflects the acceptability | sales "managers of film companies|stations were two Spanish-language outlets, 
by. Allied prexy Marshall H. Fine. would have been in Spanish, except for the word “hustler.” 

ager; J. B. Codd, studio treasurer 
The 20th exec says he was given an absolute no by all the stations, |and controller; Ted Strauss, story 

’ Among the seven! editor, and Sid Rogell, production 
for whom the teaser | exec who has accompanied Skou- 

rag to Europe. 
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Victim 
(BRITISH) 

Smooth, holding combo of 
thriller-drama and social 
rebe, Standout showing by 
irk Bogarde and all-round 

east. Adult approach to homo- | 
sexual and blackmail problems 

man from a geod family, a photog- 
rapher, a bookseller and a factory 

ail types occupy this half-world of | 
darkness. 

Relph and Dearden have: east | 
with meticulous detail, so that eyen 

well handled; carefully ex- {the smallest role {i expertly played. 
ploited, this could be a top 'The writing is t, the. direction 
talking-point pic. ‘firm and swift and Otto’ Heller's 

! camerawork does full justice to the 
jauthentic London location. Those London, Sept. 1. 

Rank release of Allied Film Makers’ 
resentation of a Michael Relph & Basil 

m production, produced by Relph, 
directed by Dearden. Stars Dirk Bogarde. 

via | me featares ents an ’ . h 

Original screenplay, Janet Green ohn ; provides “a blackmailer's charter.” 
icCormick; camera, Otto Heller: evtiter. * 

Bogarde, as the barrister, gives; John Guthridge: music, Philip Green. At 
Odeon. Leicester-square, London. Run-: what is probably the performance 

ming time, 166 MINS, 

tempt for these abnormal men have ; 

elvifle Farr .....ccese0- Dirk Bogarde . 

aging barber, a hearty tar: sales- 

who have no pity but only con-| Production. 

“of his career to date—subtle, sensi- | Bernstein. 

r 
clerk. ‘The pie vividly reveals’ that | 

' Summer and Smoke 
(PANAVISTON—COLOR) | 

Beautifully acted and _  dis- 
tinguished screen version of 
Tennessee Williams play. 

Venice, Aug. 30. 
Paramount release. of Hal Wallis 

ine Page, Lau- 
rence Harvey; features Una Merkel, John 
MaclIntire, Malcolm Atterbury, Rita 

their say, but mastly the case is. Moreno, Thomas Gomez, Pamela Tiffin, 
weighted against the law which | ‘Casey Adams, Earl Holliman. Directed 

by: Peter Glenville. Screenplay, James 
Poe; Meade Roberts: based on play by 
‘Tennessee Williams;- camera 
color-Panavision), Charles. Lang Jr.; sets, 
Hal Pereira, | Walter Tyler: music, Elmer 

Film Festival, Venice. Run- 
ning time, Ate MINS, 

Laurence Harvey 
Geraldine Page 
Jobn MaciIntir: 

secccccesae Rita 

se eee eeoravese 

Producer. Hal Wallis and direc- 

uished motion picture 

Pare rr rer Sylvia Syms’ tive and strong. Sylvia Syms, as his 
Calloway .......sesseee- Dennis Price wife, handles a difficult role < his | ot nos Buchanan. 
a fandrake wc. An eater Copley ‘delicacy atid there is one memor-! Doctor Buchanan 
Sear Doe ...-sceseeeeee paverman., nery | ale scene when os pi Sonat: Rev. Winemiller 

eneeneeennanen after she forces him to admit what: Rose Zacharias 
zoek III ‘Dopatd n Negbitt she doesn't want to hear. This is: Ber ener 

t pector Harris San socnn Berne j telling, moving stuff. | Roger Doremius ”. 
Scott Hankin ........ Alan MacNaughtan | Other top performances come: 
aan ttt 77 - ggel peck ee] from newcomer Peter McEnery as | 
aQwe 0 Marvis Villiers! the youth who sparks off all the) tor Peter Glenville have fashioned 

CREY so eevee crease Charles 12 Lloyd Pack trouble, Dennis Price, Norman Bird,| a disting 
jokey 7.20. Dawid Evans : Charles Lloyd Pack;: Nigel Stock| from the latest of Tennessee Wil- 
ttersoh .......0.. Noel Howlett! and Anthony Nicholls as assorted | liams' plays to be adapted for the 

Benham ---.: cr MAE ens |homosexuals and Donald Churchill; screen. By the same token, how- 
Sylvie 20... cece ee eee eee Dawn Beret: as McEnery’s friend. Darren Nes-| ever, it will take plenty of adroit 

‘bitt makes a distinct impression as { ‘salesmanship to make: “Summer 
Dirk Bogarde, long among the: the strongarm man of: the black-|.and Smoke”. into a major b.o. 

leading boxoffice. propositions in; mail ring, John Barrie and John} contender. Critical recognition of 
British pix, has had a leanish time. ; Cairney are stolidly right as repre-j its quatities should also help. 
in his Iast three or four films. This; sentatives of the law and Mar- ‘Peter Glenville, who ‘guided 
time he has come up with a winner, ! ;faret Diamond, Dawn Beret, Noel play in Britain, gives this pic yer- 
as long lunchtime queues outside ' Howlett, Hilton Edwards, Alan} sion a solid. delineation, effectively 
the cinema, despite the heatwave,! Howard, David Evans, Mavis Vil-i guiding his cast, and giving several 
testify. It needed some courage on! Kers, Frank Pettitt and Alan Mac-i 
Bogarde’s part to tackle this off-,Naughtan are others who contribute 
beat role, that of a successful bar-, usful performances. 
rister with homosexual leanings.! Writing about the theme and plot 
since he has a firm feminine follow-/ of this film is tricky as it ean 
ing. Result is that he is in a film‘ easily give a false impressfon that 
which has an adult theme. It has! the makers are eashing in on a con-'| 
something pertinent to say about’ froversial idea. This is not true. 
an urgent social problem but in its The film has been made with ob- 
own right is a well-written, well-i vious sincerity and intelligence. It 
directed thriller-drama that is sus-'! does not shock hut ft does stimu- 
tained entertainment. It should late some thought and - cutting. 
mean big b.o. among thoughtful’ music and decor all add to the 
audiences. However, filmzoers who; merits of the scripting and thesving 
drop in exvecting any sensationali- | to provide stimulating entertain- 
vation of the homosexual problem , ment. Rich. 
are in for a disappointment. 

Producer Michael! Relph, director ; Donde. Estas Corazon? | 

| 

‘scenes heightened impact by cut- 
‘ting’ them off. short,. allowing ef- 
fect.to follow into next sequence. 
Throughout most of the first half, 
he has also successfully disengaged 
film from, its stage format. In Jat-. 
ter part, which offen bogs down 
‘in some talky. stretches and a less 
.varted approach, one is more con- 
scious of fact that “Summer and 
Smoke” was originally a-play. The 
denouement, especially, seems 
along time coming, and pic suffers 
as it searches for a solution. 

Performances are almost uni- 
| formly excellent, though’ few..will 
deny that Geraldine Page walks 
off with top honors in a repeat of 
her 1952 stage role as Alma Wine- 

ni- | 

‘SiMgicoun & a erkel unforgettable. 
Moreno be added the faultless portrayal of 

. Pamela Tiffin }@n American G. I. -who helps the 
Casey Adams i 

sergeant, and a. Jounigster ‘just n Posto 
graduated from officers school— (The Jeb) 
who undertake a trip on a truck |. ‘(TALIAN) 
to take a pregnant German woman |. Veni 
to,a rear-line hospital and deliver. | ycTitanus t release on ace, Sept, 2. 
a message fo a command post.| Won. Features Alessandra Panseri, Loce: | 
Various incidents slow the __ trip Ermanne Oy euMeiten and directed | by 
and first the driver and then the ‘pimk. editor, Carla Colombo, At Film 
sergeant are lost along the ‘way; pomtival, -1 enice. Running time, 98 MINS, 

with final portion bridged with aid Antonie 
Alessandro Panseri . 

Loredana Dette 
of a U.S. Army truck and its Yank | 
a 

ry 

‘This is a little jewel of a picture 
While “Ballad of a-Soldier” was. made (for $55,000) as his first fea- 

told in sweeping epic-poetic. ture “éffort by Ermanpo Olmi. 
terms, this: pic is more. directly: on. Players are all non-pros but they 
‘human level. Yet its impact is| and other facets of pic form so 

z | nevertheless a strong: one. The| Winning a combo that item should 
three main characters soon bécome | get plenty of mileage:both in Italy 

To this trio must] and in foreign. situations. where 
the qualities and innate charm of 
it. can be appreciated. Word of 
mouth is guaranteed. group of last Jeg of trip. Not a 

Story is extremely simple: a word of dialog or ‘single image 

Rasil Dearden and writers Janet: 
Green and John McCormick (the 
team which preduced “Sapphire.” 
involving racial prejudice} have; 
adepted a similar technique with: 
“Victim.” They've provided a taut, | Kol 
holding thriller about blackmailers ; 
latching on to homesexuals (90° 
ef U.K. blackmail cases involve 
“queers”) and at the same time: 
have taken several critical swines | 
at the present British law which 
encourages the blackmailing by: 
making homos criminal outcasts 

(Where Are You Heart?) 

mars this stint 

criticism or propaganda. 
- Not the least of pic’s virtues is 

the taste with which its young 
writer-directors have fashioned ra 

a never overworking an effect, 
ways maintaining a rapid. pace and 
keeping a light touch, not an tasy 
trick in a pic set during the war.; 
Acting is topnotch in all cases, 
while other credits are. likewise 
outstanding, including the: perfect 
matching .f wartime footage with 
excellent lensing by pic's A. Kuz- 
metsov. As usual, the reconstruc 
tion by: these Russian filmmakers 
of wartime scenes of devastation is. 
impressive. Hawk. 

te Briganio 
(The Brigand): 
(ITALIAN) 

; Venice, Aug. ¢ 30, 
erix: ‘production and . relea#:. 

tunes Adelmo di Fraia, Francesto Se: 
naro, Serena Vérgano, Mario ferard,. 
Anna Filippini. Gievanni Basile, Renato 
Terra. Directed: by Renato Caste}iani. 
Screenplay, Renate Castellani. from 
novel RY Giuseppe Berto; camera, . 

Nannuzzi; music, Nino Ro 

by an un- 
billed Soviet thesp) characteriz- 
ing the joviality and devil-may- 
carestrength of the U..S. soldier. 
instinctively drawn to his wartime 
ally, without a trace of. implied 

Fea- 
mi- 

| continuity offshoot which 

youngster has just finished school 
and leaves: hig town for the big: 
‘city to seek a job. After an exam, 
at which he meets a young girl to 
whom he takes -a teenage fancy, 
they are both admitted. He. serves 
‘a period: of. apprenticeship, then 
finally is seated at a desk of his: 
own. Piot’ is deceptively. simple, 
but every frame of pic is rich with. 
shadings. and. nuances.. Olmi’s 
keenly. observant camera is of 
‘major assistance,.as are his actors. 
His.two leads, Alessandro’ Panseri 
and Loredana ‘Detto, are almost in- 
credibly goed in their muted, 
underplayed roles,: while all others 
‘in pie are: equally well chosen and 
directed: Nor is pic the. usual grim 
‘picture of. workaday ‘existence. On 
the’. contrary, is’ filled. with. 
humorous ‘passages and tongiie-in- - 
cheek . observations of the.. daily’ 
scene. (There’s x particularly funny 
sequence spoofing mental and 
‘physical tests by applicants.) To be. 

‘| sure, film. is not shaped in com- 
pletely orthodox way: Olmi’s docu- © 
mentary origin is often revealed.. 
as he digresses for an apt sideline 
hote, while towards the film’s mid- 
die there’s a. slightly disturbing. 

loses- 
| track of main characters to glimpse 

(MEXICAN) 
Mexico City, Aug. 22. 

Cotumbia Pictures release of Alfa 
Films production. Stars Rosita Quintana, 
Lola Beltram, Amalia Mendoza, Miguel 

ves Mejia} features German, Robles, 

Garces. Directed b: 
Screenplay, Pr once. 

om original by Isaac Diaz Araiza: cam- 
vom Victor Herrera; mosic, Manuel 

‘ Esperon. At Mariscala Theatre, Mexico 
City . Running time. ” MINS. 

Film is a biopic treatment of the 
Garnica Asencio Trio, female unit, 

tro 

The authors do not condone 
homosexuality but merely recoz- 
nize its presence and make a niea! romantic musit. ; 
for greater tolerance for those | ‘Amalia Mendoza, billed as “La 
caught up in it. They make a case} Tariacuri”; Lola Beltran and Rosa 
for a change in the law which.j Quintana interpet. the ‘roles of the. 
while still coming down heavilv on} late flapper age trio. While .the 
the debauching of youth, would| script takes inevitable liberties in 
recognize the richt of consentins| twisting true happenings, in gen-. 

| highly popular in the early 30's 
in Mexico,. which specialized in 

adults to live their own private! eral this picture gives a rather. 
lives. This tricky theme has been! good picture of. that era. There 
handled with commonsense and} are many good sentimental scenes, 
tact and it is difficult to see how}and the song delivery, especially 
anvbedy could find offense in it.] by Miss Mendoza, Lola Beltran and 

Though provoking discussion the] Miguel Aceves Mejia, is excellent. 
peek at the problem is hardiy| This one, despite its liberties 
penetrating enough to change the| with truth and tendency to exag- 
views of anybody who has definite| gerate, is a befter than average 
opinions on the moral and legai] effort, more-or less giving a sum- 
asnects of the controversy. mary oot the so-called pzolden age 

arde plays a successful bar-| of Mexican song. it is bound to be 
rister who is on the verge of be-| a moneymaker in all Latin Ameri- 
coming a Queen’s Counsel. He is|can areas and Spanish language 
happily married to a wife who houses in the US.. © Emil, 

knew: of his’ homo leanings when 
she married him ‘but has success-} 
fully helped him to lead a norma 

ife. He refuses to see a vou 
with whom he previouslv has had Me Gite Aug. 22. 
association because he fears po<-| porcutas Nacionsies release of Cinema- 
sible blackmail. Instead the bhov| tografica Jalisco production. Stars 
fs trying to protert the barrister Aguilar, 01s tres Ariadne 
from blackmail. The youth com-{ipma Dorantes, Maria Eugenia. Directed 
mits suicide, Bogarde is cauctht un| by Gilberto Gazcon. Screenplay, Pancho 

In enouiries by the cops and. from] Cordova, and Gilberto ¢ Eduardo Gazcos: 
remorse. sets out to break the! camera, Ignacio. Torres; music, Gustavo 

: blarkmailers even though he knows | Coz Carnes. ir t Mime, 30 MINS. Mex- 
that if the facts come out it will 
ruin his marriage and his career.| This is a low budget, spotty 

Patiently. he tracks down others! quality film for nabe house trade. | 
who are being blackmailed but|Its boxoffice will depend upon 

Tres Tristes Tigres 
(Three Sad Tigres). 

ico City. R 

the squeeze. Eventually, 

Luis | 

o Gazcoa, from story a F. 
35.MIN NS. 

F 

miller, the repressed spinster. It’s 
an outstanding effort which will 
no. doubt be rememberd when 
Oscar time comes round. Laurence 
Harvey, perhaps a bit young to 
play her opposite. number, John, 
perhaps a bit too continental as a 
bayou boy, is nevertheless very 
good, and gives a solid and believe- 
able rendering of the ne’er-do- 
well, who. reforms. Una Merkel 
(again a repeat of her stage role) |. 
cuts herself a memorable caméo 
in a relatively smail part ,while 
Rita Moreno as the dance hall girl, 
Thomas Gomez as her father, John 
MacIntire as the boy’s pa, all give 
their supporting roles an effective 
reading. Earl Holliman is stand- 
out in a brief. one-sequence ap- 
pearance as the traveling salesman 
in the finale. An extra nod must |. 
go also to Pamela Tiffin, who as 
Nellie adds a prp flair to dazzling 
youthful ‘beauty to rate plenty of 
future attention. It’s her first 
screen role. — 
» Special plaudits must also go. to 
camera work (Charles Lang Jr., 
and art direction (sets by Hal. 
Pereira and - Walter Tyler; cos- 

ltumes. by Edith Head: furnishings 
by Sam Comer and Arthur Krams) 
with muted. colors and lace-framed 
‘southern backdrops neatly suiting 
action.. Music by Elmér Bernstein 
is apt. Other technical credits are 
outstanding, too. Hawk. cy 

Myr Vodjaschema 
Peace’ to Who Enters) 
a (RUSSIAN) 

‘Venice, Aug. 29. 
osfilm Production. Features V. Avd- 

Demjanenka. S. Hitr L. 
Directed. by 
dimir Naumov. § 

‘Naumov, Leonid 
-Kuznetsov;: music, N.. Knretnikov. 

estival, Venice, “Ruasing 

Lorin; camera, 
At 

Action, ‘humor, pathos combine 
‘with other elements in this fine 
; Russian film in which for once 
the Soviet message of peace and 
international understanding comes: 

none will admit who is puttine on| draw of singing star Luis Aguilar. {out in simple, human terms. 
he does| Picture depicts: the adventures of |has-all the ingredients of an inter- 

Pic 

exvose them (and the exposure. in-|a trio of Romeos avid their lasses. | national hit in the. successful tra- 
cidentally. is the least satisfactory} Contrived situations, which are 
and convincing part of the fitm)| used. to carry a stury along, are! 
and the pic ends, rightly. on an!somewhat in bad taste. 
urhapvy note. The homosexuals in-| But there’s a market for coarse 

{ 
‘dition. of “Ballad of .a Soldier” 
| which it resembles in -certain 
! asp ect, 

Though set 

Scr ry Al Film Fest the Home livesof boy’s fellow 
Michele o di Frala | workers. Pic also hags:no musical 

i 4 backdrop, an effective added note 
: of realism. 

ano} --Camera work is - standout, 
to whether ‘in hidden-camera - street 

shots or in- close-ups at home: or: 
office. Midst the worldwide rash of 
teenage delinquency pix, ‘‘The. 
‘Job” is an all too.rare and_-refresh- 
ing change. Hawk. 

wee ee eedeeeserecres 

Nimo’s. mother ee tae 
Francesco Mascar 

. Angela Sitanni 

Moscianese 

Bovone 
Nino’: grandmother 
Don Francesco Tom 

ea: 

Salvatore. 

Ar. impressively . mounted: and 
expertly directed item, this pic is 
nevertheless overstated and far too 

in last days of 
volved are not caricatures but are 
shown as varying human beines 
caught up, often against their will. 
in something that is prohably more 
mMeienl than criminal. There are a 
philanthropist peer, an actor, an 

probably make money by continu- | was being ‘routed and. Soviet and 

where they like | 
Emil, . 

story. It’ tells of three men—a 
driver, a shelishocked and mute 

the provinces, 
| their fun rough and raw, | 

situation comedy and film will|W.W.II, when the German army. 

ous reruns in third string nabe | Yank troops about to meet on: the | 
houses. Good returns also loom in | Elbe, pic is not basically a war 

long for proper general audience. 
acceptance in its present unw ‘eidly | 
form. Requires sharp pruning. ef-] 
fort to highlight action and tone 
down social criticism facets which 
weigh it down in its middle por- 
tion. 
okay export fare if pared ‘drasti- 

on siter-director ‘Renato Castel- 
Iani has been given full rein in ma-. 
king of this item, and it shows ‘in 
exaggerated Jength. Early portions 
of pic, roughly about one hour run- | 
ning time, are excellent as they 
show growing infatuation of a south 
Italian boy; Nino, ‘for Michele 
Rende, the local hot-blood and sort 
of town here. Unjustly accused of | 
a lecal murder and jailed, he es- 
capes and takes to the ‘hills. ‘From 
there he directs invasion ‘and seiz-- 
ure of. unused land by local farm- 
ers. He falls in love with Nino’s| 
sister, who gces to. live with him 
until she Is accidentally killed. 
Michele loses his mind, ‘kills a.man 
and goes to the village to vent his 
‘revenge, only to be shot: ‘down in 
the town square. - 

Ali portions of pic pertaining to 
growing realization of life and the 
human condition by the youngster 
are wel d and_ sensitively 
rendered. It’s the redundant in-. 
trusion of the poor peasant vs: rich 
landowner theme which. mars the 
ealier tone of pic, often giving it 
melodramatic, rather than drama- 
tic, overtones. -. 

Castellani’s guidance: of his. ac-. 
tors, most of them non-pros of the | 
‘area in which pic was shot, is un- 
canny. The boy, Francesco Semi- 

Fraia, playing the bandit, Giovanni |. 
Basile, who rortrays an under- 
standing gendarme, Seréna. Ver- 
gano, as the bandit’s girl, and. 
many others. Armando Nannuzzi- 
has: done his usual -sutstanding 
Jensing job, making the most of 

foot of film w2s shot on lecation) 
and low-key lighting. Other cred- 
its are topnotch, Hawk. 

Loree 
| duction, Stars 

Fine home market ‘value arid: 

nario, is a find, as.are Adélmo. di } 

colorful, scenic backdrop (every. 

The Square: ef. Vielence 
(U. S.-Yugesiavia) 

Venice, Aug. 30. 
n release of Loven muive Pre’ 

- ve ‘alentina Cortese, Brank 
Bibi Anderssen, Anita Bjork, Bert Sotlar,: 
Dragomar. - Directed. by | sconce, 

rhovi . Berkev: 
Leonardo. Berkovici. Camera, Aleksandar: 
Eekulovic; Dusea Radic. At. ‘Muse, Venice 
Film Festival. Running time, 120 MINS. . 

Doctor Berfmardi ;. Brederick Crawford 
Dirs. Bérmardi ...... .- Valentina Cortese 
German officer ...... ares Branko Plesa © 
Mrs. Gambetta ....... os+... Anita Bjork 
Pregnant wemam ........ : pi Andersson 

On English). 
‘Hard-hitting item made in Yugo-. 

-slavia by Americans, in addition. to 
substantial dramatic valués “poasts. 
ah invaluable original © English-. 
language soundtarck and a cast of 
known players: headed by Brode- 
‘rick Crawford. Despite downbeat 
story, it. rates definite stateside 
attention in general situations and 
‘the dualer market. Word-of-mouth 
should also be good. 

“Square” in title is one in which 
Germans. have herded 300 hostages _ 

jin a wartime occupied town.. They - 
jar: to be shot on the spot unless 
the man who threw bomb killing 
30 Germans gives. self: up. Though 
set in a Yugosiva community, pic 
was inspired by. wartime. incident 
in Rome. Pic’s original impact con- 
sists in concentrating .on the. men- 
-tal. and physical anguish ‘under- 
gone by the wanted mian, faced 
with several decisions, notably 
should he follow -his sense of guilt 
and give. himself up,. though only 
possibly saving’ the hostages; or 

| vould he obey partisan orders and 
hide, thus avoiding probable tor-. 
ture and risk of revealing parti- 
san.setup? Various facets of man’s 
predicament are dramatically ex- 
plored by: ‘script. written by two 
Berovicis, . father: and son. Pic story: 
is also equipped with a. suspense 
mechanism which maintains audi- 
ence. doubt -until. the ironic finale _ 
which seés man shot by partisans - 
as he’s giving himself up, followed. 

(Continued on. page .18) _ 
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“Venice Festival Winners 
GOLDEN LION OF 8ST. MARK FOR BEST | PICTURE 

- “TAnnee Derniere A. Marienbad, 
directed by Alain Resnais (Ftance) 

SPECIAL JURY PRIZE 
“Peace To Who Enters” directed by. Alexander- ‘Alov. (USSR). 

-VOLPI ‘CUP—BEST “ACTRESS | 
“Suzanne: Flor in “Thou ‘Shalt Not Kill": “(Yugoslavia) 

VOLPI CUP—BEST ACTOR . 
‘Toshiro Mifune in “Yojimbo” (J apan): 

. BEST FiRST EFFORT . 
_ Vittorio. De Seta, director of. “Bandit a Orgosolo”. (Italy) 

CATHOLIC, CINEFORUM, | ITALIAN CRITICS. ASSN. AWARDS 
“Ti Posto” ‘directed by Ermanno, Olmi.(italy) 

7 INTERNATIONAL CRITICS’ AWARD 
Renato Castellani, director of “IL Brigante’’ (Italy) 

SAN GIORGIO PRIZE 
“Bandit a. Orgosolo” (Italy) 
CITY OF VENICE PRIZE ° 

“Leon Morin, Pretre” directed. by. Jean Pierre. Melville. (France) _ 
.. CIDIS" AWARD = 

“Thow Shalt Not Kill” (Yugoslavia) 

CINEMA NUOVA. GOLD PLAQUE. 
“Bandit a. ‘Orgosolo”. (Italy) 

: CINEMA NUOVA GOLD PLAQUE—ACTRESS 
Geraldine. Page in “Summer and Smoke” (U.S.) ° 
CINEMA; NUOVA. GOLD PLAQUE—ACTOR. 

Toshiro Mifune in “Yojimbo” (Japan). 

- NY. Nix For Unexpurgated 
‘Connection Distrib Will Appeal 

‘Films Around. ‘The: World . this 
week expects to receive word that 
the W.S. 

_of “The Connection” has been of- 
-- ficlally denied a license for ex- 

hibition in N.Y, by ‘the state’s mo- 
tion picture ‘division.of the--Dept. 
‘of Education, Next step will. be: an | 
appeal. to. the N.Y. State Board of 
Regents, after ‘which; if the film 
‘is again nixed, ease ‘could: go ‘to. 

year. Local. preem will. be at: Car- the courts. 

An application for. a ‘license for. 
the film was submitted some time 

-. ago, and tentatively denied. Secdnd 
‘step was. the appeal to the director 
of the film. division, Louis Pesce, 
whose ‘formal turndown' is awaited | 
this. week. Basis of the turndown is 
understood to -be.the frequent use |: 
‘of one: unspeakable word. on. ‘the | 
soundtrack; 

a view of a some. calendar. art of 
a. nude | lady's -derriere. 

“Attorney Ephraim London, “who | 
fs handling the case for Films] 
-Around: etc., ‘is expected. to fight, 

‘... for approval of the pie on the 
grounds: that there is teally noth- 

-‘ing wrong with the old . Anglo- 
Saxon -word.. pointing out that the 

overall. effect “of. ‘the: pic {g.: not 
obscene. - 

There may also be a ‘point ‘in 
the fact. that . the licensing board. 
has “approved foreign. films in 
‘which the forbidden word -has been 
translated . ‘inito:. English. -in. -sub- 
titles... 

Hyman Bullish on 1B. 0, 
Maps Grassroots Drive 
To Hike End-of-Yr. Biz! 

Not surprisingly, 
Hyman is bullish about fourth 
‘quarter | boxoflice: -praspects; ‘ditto 
the. shape of early ’62.- . 
-Circuit viceprez of. the American 

Broadcasting-Paramount | Theatres 
is ‘hosting homéoffice. and affiliate 

“execs. at a ‘Kiamesha ‘Lake, N.Y,,. 
: biz-building’ powwow tomorrow | 

(Thurs.) and Friday. 

bition drive to hike attendance 
beyond the fourth quarter, norm. 
It’s thé theme of his latest orderly. 
release schedule. ; 

Hyman. is. touting an allout cam- 
paign at the grass roots, contend-|: 
ing thé local outlook is-more savvy | 
at roping - backyard’ business. than. 
anything masterminded ° in Holly- 
wood or New York.’ Exec is in- 
‘spired by final quarter. product 

: skeds. and figures it’s just the am- 
i ntry exhibs. will mdunition cross-country | German soldiers. Topper noted that need. to-spark wicket lineups. _— 

-Hig crystal-balling, it, fact, opts 
“October to be “sensational,” ‘while 

_ ‘November should. show a ‘trifle’ 
{Improvement .over Noyember: of 
“60. The impetus, he says, should 

 ¢arry. through, yeatend and “far” 
- inte 62. 

-indie-made . film version. 

as’ ‘well: as. :a: short. 
scene in which the. audience gets 

Edward. L.. 

Object is to. 
firm, plans for a. U.S.-Canada exhi-: 

Allied Maps: $1,500, 000 
Ad Campaign for ‘El Cd’ 

Hollyw ood, Sept.: B. 

at Warner Theatre:in New York,. 

show engagements by end of the. 

thay Circle, date not yet set, ae- 
cording: to. "Allied Artists toppers. 

At least $1,500,000 will be spent 
on national campaign. for Sarnuel 

|Bronston production, a new. record. 
high for any AA ‘release. Pic has 
already cost over. $7,500, 000. 

Bart Teter to Make 
Brace of Low-Budgeters 

Venice, Sept. 5. 

Burt. Topper awill. pilot two. pix 

in Italy in the next ‘séveral months 

for producers . Kurt ‘Unger : and 

‘Carlo. -Ponti.: Deal, 
firmed:- here during © the. Festival, 
-also. includes: an. option for four 
additional: pix. within .the next 158. 
‘months: The U.S. director. ‘will. 
write, direct, and produce all . ‘of. 
‘them, 

Topper plans to intro. “Yank low-. 
budget. pic techniques to the. local 

“| scene -with..his upcoming. . stints, 
‘| which: are’ slaled fo run. “under | 
$100,000” in: each case, and involve. 

{na more than ‘three weeks shoot- 
Jing time each. They'll ‘be shot. in- 

live - (English). ‘sound’ and, © though 
‘qualifying .as Italian quota pix, are’ 
primarily: slated for the Yank and 
English- language ' ‘market, A. will 
be Shot in Europe, . 

. Yank filmmaker. expects fo: pring: 
over: several key technicians. from 
Coast ‘in. order to keep costs down. 
via: teamwork. “War -Hero", Top- 
Ber's most recent pic, was brought 7 
in at $57,000 :the. financed it him-.| 
self) and is expected to gross $400,-. 
000 on the Italian market alone, 
‘Its showing at this year’s Cannes 
‘Film. Festival triggered European 
sales and, consequently, ‘the cur- 
rent deal. 

First - of two. pix. should . get go- 
Ing early. in October; Topper Said. 
-It’s. an Israeli war story requiring : 
two:male leads, an American ‘and 
a Européan. Second,-to start as soon | 
as first: is finished, ‘would be an- 
other war item, this time set. in 
Italy and involving American and 

he had so far. ‘specialized. in war 
‘Stories because’ thev. were ‘less ex- 
pensive” to make, -involving: fewer 
costume problems, Jess expensive. 
sets, ete. His unit: also provides its 
own: special effects. for battle. se- 
quences, ° : 

‘With Dec. 14 set “as. U. S. ‘preem. 

which " was.| 

.of .. wheat. from 

“MATURE? FRONTS; 
By JACK PITMAN: 

. Besides. the message it tonveys 
| to:the production majors, the sum- 
‘{mer calm at the boxoffice, per 

‘| VaRIETY Aug. 23, has relevance to 
the recurrent reports of exhibition 

.{in a. mood to specialize.. - Though 
far away: from a_ stampede, the 
booking-and-image switcheroo is 

j on—chiefly inclining. subrun. small- 
‘seaters to single-feature. “mature”. 
pix policy. 

This is the: socalled “grey” mar- 
{ket targeted by Ely Landau’s new 

Y production setup’ with a batch of 
‘Eugene ‘O'Neill. properties. 

‘| also the “specialty” house upsurge 
It is 

of which. Joe Levine avers cogniz-: 
}-ance now that. his horizon stretches 
to serious-contént. imports... 

-By any name, it is the questing 
by exhibs for higher ground. Cur- 

+rent condition of the U.S. thea- 
‘| trical film market—as spotlighted 
in the “summer calm”. analysis— 
‘pains Main. Stem palace and sub- 

| sequent .run.alike, but obviously 
of pressing concern -to the hind- 
most chaps. Bewilderment and 
frustration. spread. Formerly,:.the 
anguish was. over product quantity | 
(a. cliche less and. less pertinent— 
witness: the ‘production’ sched- 

‘| ules), but, increasingly the exhibi- 
‘tor senses at the inadequacy. is 
one-of qualitative flow — quite a 
distinction. + 

‘Cool To. Conventional Films 

“He ‘gathers the public indiffer- 
ence. signifies the conventional 

“Bl Cid”: will ‘have .10-U. S. road-| einema ‘is lacking in glamour. and 
vigor. of viewpoint. This harks to 
the “summer calm” conjecture of 
“cheapened” product image. (not nini 
to: belabor the other points re leis- 
ure time competitors, the prosperity | 
‘in home air conditioners, and the 
‘groundswell | against “oversexed” 
and. overexploited films). ; 

‘Hence, the mood gtows among 
. the strapped showmen to: jettison 
‘| the chancey format of conv :ntional 
fare—meaning ‘as they see it) .the 

{squeeze between stiff-backed dis- J. 
‘|tributors and recalcitrance (bore- 
dom) at the boxoffice, 

~ Under Unger-Ponti Deal} gramming also suggests the fear— 
}not so removed at this point—of. 
| tollvision sending. down firm. roots: 
and perhaps capturing the mass- 
minded. 

The switch to specialized pro- 

Where Singles Click | 

In terms of product,. what rates 
middleground. attention, 

so explicit. -But the popular ‘sur- 
mise by. tradesters is that this 
single-feature kick is suited to a 
“Sons and Lovers” or a “Blast. of 
Silence’—in fact, a good. many 
‘non-formula pix now circulating, 
irrespective of national. origin.. 

Another.. cue: for the’ speciality 
theatre is the expanded acceptance 
cross-country of adult-themed for- 
eign pictures—per the:south-south- 
west. circuit... bookings, - 
biz, of “And God Created Woman” 
and’ “Room at the Top,” plus the 
impending chain forays of “Two. 

An ‘Interstate (Texas) 
circuit, for example, used: to: be. 
“Women.” 

terra ; incognita for filmic ' neo- 
realism, whereas. the locals nowy 
dig it it. 

s. A. -Alone Not ‘Enough 

leery: of .sexcitement per se—the 
undraped chassis minus plausible 
story, but -is decidedly eager for 
the provocative’ ‘serious themes. 
|The. commonsense of this careful 
selecting, it’s felt, is that. it can. 
engage fresh and sympathetic audi- 
ences without being vulnerable to 
Comstock clamor. 

‘TE it continues apace, the trend 
could. ‘Fepercuss. seriously for U.S. 
production, If dire times need not 
result;- apparently some updated 
orientation will have to. 

“prighter ‘note.. the shake- “On.a 
down. in exhibition—the separation 

chaff—c ould 
strengthen . the remaining conven- 
tional ‘Houses, .too, and, at least 
theoretically. | ‘thus put exhibition 

Jon more realistic footing. 

as .be-; 
tween conventional and arty, isn't. 

-to hotsy. 

YING OFF 
[RTA [anki Seti for Fl Fes. Need Basic Overhaul: Erie Johnston: 

|O’seas Coin Now 447 of US. Earnings 
nn ne 

Venice Grapevine 
— 

Venice, Sept. E. 
Alfredo Bint, here to world pre- 

miere his latest Arco Film produe- 
tion, “Accattone,” is being talked 
off in Italo pic circles as the new 
“golden boy” of local production 
for his successful production pro- 
gram keyed to young talent. “Ac- 
cattone” is first pic effort of Italo 
writer .and  scripter Pier Paolo 
Pasolini, and was shot on a low 
budget in Rome with a cast of 
unknowns. Bini revealed impres- 
sive program while here, including 
“D'Amore si Muore,” from the 
play by :Patroni Griffi, “La Bel- 
Jezza d’ippolita,”. and “I Nuovi 
Angeli,” ‘another first pic effort by: 
young directors Mino Guerrini and 
Ugo Gregoretti. “A Cavallo di Una 
‘Tigre” is Bini’s first pie (for Ti- 
tanus release) together with a 
Broup called “Film 5” comprising 
‘directors Mario Monicelli and 
‘Luigi Comencini, and writers Age 
and Scarpelli. Budding producer's 
feat is:even more striking as due 
to success. of only two pix, Bini’s 
first: “Bell’Antonio” and 
Miaccia,” both of them multiple 

| prizewinners in- past two years. 

Anthony Franelosa - and Betsy 
Bhair here for fest, discussing their 
upcoming partnership in “Seni- 
lita’,” . Moris Ergas production 
which tolls soon. in nearby Trieste 
under direction of Mauro Bolog- 

. the Dino DeLaurentiis 
press office here. an authentic pe- 
riod Venetian salon, easily topped 
all other promotion pieces at fest, 
‘as well as providing a welcome rest 
‘area for busy scribes . John 
Hypley points out that Edward 
Kingsley is likely distributor of 
his “Of Stars and Men. ” 

x * 

Leonardo Bercovici, whose Yugo- 
‘Slav-shot “Square of Violence” 

j (See review) got a rousing recep- 
tion at its local. Screening, notes 

Venice or any other such event 
must have steady nerves. His pic, 
when originally submitted by 

. Yugoslays, - was tipped as an easy 
‘;competitor at Venice, but when 

list of 14 entries was announced, 
“Square” wasn’t. one. Pic was sub- 
titled anyway, and accepted for 
‘showing in “Information Section” 
in afternoon. There was meanwhile 
some talk of Yugoslav protests 
(from which he abstained) at slight, 
but it never reached official status. 
Given chojce of period for screen- 
ing, .Bercovici was told second 
week wassebest, and he set date in 
latter portion. Day of the screening 
it turned out that French party, 
‘traditionally a popular one, would 
be held that afternoon, same time 
as his pic.. Fortunately, many ab- 
stained from party and a full house 
tributed the relieved Yank film- 

initial effort at direction. 

Leopoldo Torre ‘Nilsson, top 
Argentinian director, also took the 
local decision to give his latest, 

‘|“Piel de Verano” (Summer Skin), 
As it, appears. to be. developing,.. 

‘this new - specialty circuit is often. 
a p.m. screening, philosophically, 
and even accepted a jury post to 
while away the Venice hours, but 
is now basking in raves gic got 
£-om .assembled critics, many of 
whom felt pic deserved better 
treatment . ... Press list at fest 
included 405 ‘officially accredited 

eign, thus divided: 53° French,..34 
‘Yank, 25 German (though no Ger- 
man pix were shown and Germany 
Officially abstained from event), 
‘13 British, 12 Spanish, and one 
solitary Russian. 

. * *# x 

_ Joseph. E. Levine here for last 
days of festival for workrest so- 

{1 journ. Embassy topper has plenty. 
more Italian plans to follow his 
current “Last Days of Sodom and 
Gomorrah" and the recently-pur- 

| (Continued on page 16) 

“The 

—— SF mee eee ee NO ere eee 

° 

that anyone submitting pix to} 

-maker a tremendous hand for his. 

critics: 164 were Italian, 241 for-| 

By ROBERT F. HAWKINS 

~ Venice, Sept. 8. 
A review and probable revam 

of the entire procedure surroun 
ing the selection of Yank features 
for international film festivals, as 
well as the question of insuring 
greater participation at events by 
American stars and talent will be 
undertaken by the Motion Picture 
Assn. of America in time to insure 
a better overall projection of the 
U.S. motion picture image abroad 
at 1962 events. ; 

Statement was made here at a 
midnight conference close to end 
of Venice Festival by MPAA prexy 
Eric Johnston, who said that quite 
frankly he had “not been pleased” 
with selection procedure for some 
time past. Several schemes were 
currently being mulled, he added. 

In past, companies have been 
asked to submit potential entries 
to Motion Picture Export Assn.. for 
a pre-selection process designed to 
secure best possible representation 
for various events, Sereening proce 
ess was carried out in New York 
by members of the MPAA staff. 
Their names haye never been dis- 
closed, but the MPAA prexy said 
they all had “practical experience” 
in film festivals. Actually, John- 
ston added, the real difficulty 
sometimes ‘lay in getting com- 
panies to submit pix in first place, 
While in principle, the MPAA 
member companies shared John- 
ston’s enthusiastic views in festival 
importance (see separate story), #e 
admitted that-it was sometimes 
“less easy” to get their support on 
a practical basis. The problem of 
getting proper talent representa- 
tion to events would also be con- 
sidered, he said, in this light. The 
thousands of columns of news 
space which at each event draw 
attention to it and to the industry 
or industries participating pre- 
sented a vital opportunity which 
Johnston feels should not be 
passed up or treated lightly. 

The Yank exec said he did not 
feel there were too many film 
festivals each year, “just as long as 
they continue to promote the in- 
dustry.” He did feel, though, that 
there would in coming years ba 
a “metamorphosis” in festivals just 
as there will be more changes in 
the film industry. The Interna-~ 
tional Film Producers Federation 
(FIAPF) would, he hoped, also re 
consider certain matters of proe 
cedure at festivals at its future 
meetings. 

Johnston also briefed the press 
assembled here on general MPAA- 
MPEA activities throughout the 
world. He himself, Johnston re- 
vealed, tries to visit all 15 MPEA 
offices in world every 18 months, 
and every country in each two- 
year span. Foreign gross. now cone 
stitutes some 54% (vs, 46% 
-domestic), of Yank earnings, with 
about $330,000,000 accrued during 
1960. The net is less easy to define, 
as much of money is employed in 
foreign productions and reenters 
the States in form of rentable pix. 
Eight to 10% of this sum is still 
frozen, as against the 25-28% of 
only a few years ago. None of the 
frozen monies are completely 
blocked, though the devious ways 
in which some must be trans- 
ferred, the MPEA topper said, 
called for “constant resourceful- 
hess and ingenuity” on the part of 
the industry organization. 

Chances currently are that the 
foreign gross will increase—not so 
much in already patterned areas, 
but in such still largely untapped 
zones as West and South Africa 
(where it could increase 10 times 
in next years) or in India, South 
America, etc. Development is na- 
turally closely linked to standards 
of living in various areas and 
countries. 

While censorship remains 
growingly_-difficult problem in the 
U.S., Johaston said, MPEA'’s major 
foreign preoccupations involve the 
growing number of trouble areas 

(Continued on page 16) 
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‘SCREENPLAY BY. 

SIDNEY CARROLL we ROBERT ROSSEN 

25° “THE HUSTLER" explodes on the screen this monthi 



Fenda josks’ to tally 2. 
at the 
Doctors” 

pin 
Pnie “Young 

United Artists. 
notch a socko $42,000: at - the. 

Of the other openers, Onde is| ie 
‘shaping into a fast $28,500 at the /a 
Oriental, with. “Carry on. Consta-/| 
ble” nailing 2 hefty $13, 500.at the | 
Esquire. “The Cheaters” is reg-{. 
istering a good $5,750 in its Cine-{ - 
ma first, and Monroe. tandem of 
“Doctor Blood’s and 

looks okay “Snake. Woman” ~ 

$4,200. 
“Dreams” Fates fine in second 

‘the Woods, and “Dentist In Chair” 
. figures a happy third at the Car-|h 

“Guns of Navarone”’ con-/|; -negie.. 
tinues. stout in its 10th State-Lake 
round, while “This Is Cinerama” 

termer, “Never on. Sunday” ig gar- 
nering a terrific ist week at the: 
Surf.. 

‘Estimates fer. This Week 

. Carnegie (Telem’t) (495; $1.25-| 
$1. 80-—"Dentist In. Chair” Undie} 
(3d wk). Slick. $5,500... Last week, |. 
$5,500 — 
-Chieage (B&K) (3.900: 90-$1. 80) 
—'Come September” 'Ui). Smash 

(7th: wk), $23,000. 

Cinema (Stern). rs 50} 
“The Cheaters” UIndiet Busy '$5,- 
750. Last week,’ “Golden, Demon” 
Indie) (reissue). (ist wk), $1, 700. 

Esquire: (H&E Balaban) (1,350; 
$1.25-1.80)—‘Carry On Constable”. 

- (indie). Fancy: $13,500. Last week, 
“Romanoff and Juliet”. (U). (4th 
wk), §$8,0K. 
“Loop! (Félem’t)  (606;. $1.25-§2)— 

“Spartacus” (UI. (sub-rin)  (iith 
wk). 
$15, 250.. 
‘Mouree (Jovan). {1.000; 65-90)— 

“Doctor Blood’s Coffin” (WA) and. 
“The Snake Woman” (UA). Oke 

“*- $4,200. .Last week, “High School 

(Indie) (1st wk), $4,300. 

‘Oriental (indie). (3,400; -90-$1 80) 
—"“Ada” (MG). 
week, anaked Edge” 
wk), $18,006 
Palace (Indie) (1, 570; 90-$1.80)— 

“This ~Is. Cinerama”’ (Cinerama) 
_ (reissue) (10th wk). Neat. $17,000. 
“.. Last week, $15,500. 

‘Roosevelt (B&K). 1,490; ‘90- 
—"Pit and: the Penduluin” 
‘Wham $45,000. Last week, 

two. Rode. Together”. (Col) (3d. 
wk), $14,000 

State-Lake: (B&K) 2, 400; 96 
$I. 80)-—“Guns . of Navarone” (Col) 
(10th wk,’ woe $18, 700. 

- week, $139,000, 
Suaf (HEE Balban). (685; $1.50- |" 

.- $1.80) —"Never On Sunday” (Lope) | 
(31st wk). Great $7, TSO. : Last 

“Todd. (rodd) (1,089; $2.20-$3. 50) 
—“‘La Dolce Vita” (Astor) (12th 
wk). 
$16,000. 

$1 .80)—“The Young Doctors” (WA). 
Boff. $42,000. Last. week, “Good- 
bye Again” (WA) (4th whe), $12,500. 
‘Woeds (Essaness) (1,206; 

$1.80) — {ronevmdan , Machine” 
(M-G) (3d wk). __ $18,500. 
Last week, $25,500. 

' World. (Teitel): (606; -90-$1 25)— 
“Dreams” (Jantis) (2d we. Tidy 
$4, 350. Last week, $4,000 - 

“Guns "Irish Record | 
_ Dublin, Sept. 3... 

“Columbia’s “Guns: of. Navarene” 
- set an all-time record at. the 3,200- 

' geater Savey here. with an. eight- 
week rum on: three shows 2 -day. 
Previous best was ‘Gone With the] 
Wind” (M-G). which alse did eight | 
weeks, but on a two-a-day basis. . 
‘Big tourist influx and® mixed. 

_weather has been contributing te|Again 
good biz at the box office not only 
for “Guns” but alsa for Disney's 
-“Swiss : Family ‘Robinsen” 

’ weeks) at the Metropole, and. “The 
“Alamo” (five. weeks) at the. Regal. 

at} 

| Oke $8,000. 

{“Dolee - Vita” 

Hot $28,500. Last}. 
(UA) (4th |= 

wk). ‘Sock $13, 000. Last: week, $13,- 
500. 

Solid $15,250. Last. week, 
. “Guns of Navarane,”. and. is fol- 

United Artists (B&K). (1; 700; 90-. 

“week, 
and. Arrow” (BY) (2 wk). 

‘$6,500. - 

Elmweed (Snyder) -(724: $2-$2.50) |" Rexy ( 

_ thine | $1 

Ambonsader- etrepelit 
(1,480; 1,000:. $1-$1.49)—‘‘Claudelle 

A Ingtish’” . (WB). Last, 
week. “Dr. ‘Blood’s: Coffin” (AI) and 

Fair’ $9,000. 

"Snakewoman™ (AD, $9,500. . 

_(K-B) -(940;. $1-$1.49) —| 
“pee ¢ Women’ (Indie). Hotsy $6,000. 
or close.. Last week, “Bridge” (C&A) ; 
(4th: wi), ‘$3,500. 
Capitel (Loew) (3,420; $1-$1 49)— 

| **Ada”™. -(M-G): 
week, “Thiet of. Baghdad" (M-G),. 
$10,506. | 

Keith’s { (RKO) (1,850: $1-$1, 49)— 

Big. $13,500. Last 

“Goodbye Again” (UA) (4th wk). 
000. Last week, $9,500. 

- Ontarie (K-B) (1.240; $1-$1.49)— 
“Naked Edge” 

Palace (Loew) 12,390; -$1-$1.49)— 
“Pit and Pendulum” (Al) (2d wk). 
Great $11,080 ‘after. boff $19,500. 
‘epener. 

‘Big $15,500. Last. week, | ‘Piaza (T-E) (278; $1-$1. 85) 

Tewn (King) (800; $1.25-$1.49)— 

Flashy -$10,000.: Last week, $9, 800. 
Trans-Lux. (T-E) (600; $1. 49-$2) 

—“Guns. of Navarorie” (Col) (8th 

Uptewn: iSW). J 300: ‘$1 25-$1 75) 
—‘Spartacus” (U) ‘tsubrun) » (16th 
wk); Okay $5,500. ‘Last week, same. 

Warner (SW) 1,440; '9Q-$1. 49) _— 
“Fanny” (WB) (8th wk). Good $11,- 
.000.' Last week, same. 

HOLDAY PERKS PROV: 
Last 

Providence, Sept. 5. 

Upped. scale and 2 ‘so-s6- holiday 
(weatherwise)' weekend has RKO- 
Albee’s “Come September” leading 
‘a fairly strong town. Strand is still 
on the hot side with fifth framie of 

lowed. closely. by Loew's State’s 
“Honeymoon Machine.” Majestic 
‘is fairly ood swith third round of. 

of g | Last week, “Ada” (M-G), $7,000. “Fanny.” 
‘Estimates: for ‘This ‘Week 

* “Albee: (RKO). (2.200; 75-$1.25)— 
“Come Septentber” ‘(U) “and” “Ole: 

Peppy $15, 000: Last’ - 
‘¥ lute j ,, 
Good. 

Rex” (U). 
ikki” . (BV). and 

—"Exodus”: (UA) (12th wk). - Mild 
$3,000. Last week, same. 

- Majestic (SW). (2,200; 
“Fanny” -(WB).(3d wk). Fair $6,000. 
Last week, Gkay $7, 000. : 

‘State (Loew) - (3,200; - 65-90) — 
“Honeymoon Machine” : (M-G) and 
“Unstoppable Man” (M-G). Fairly | - Em . 

—This Is Cimerama” (Cinerama) 

Spree” CUA} aa wk), fair $5,000. 
“Strand (National Realty). (2,200; 
25-$2.50 

(Cel) (3th wk). Healthy - $@,000. 
Last Week, ‘sock: ies, 000. 

(UA) (6th wk). Fair 
$4,000. Last. week, $4,500. 

-(Astor} (9th wk). 

lum” (AD. 

65-90). 

“ 043; 

)\—"Guns of. Navarone”. 

7 

ae 
ea: 

' Kansas City, Sept: 5. 

delle Inglish” which: looms ‘as 2 
| possible: holdaver at: the | Pare . 
mount. “Scream of Fear,” 
10-theatre hook-up, is .disappoint- 
ing. “Exodus” is modest in its first 
date on 2 regular first-run besis. 
‘Bullish - trend holds for 

Navarone’. at the Plaza, with a 
moderate rate. for “Nikki.” Weath-: 
er ou the favorable side, although 
& hit moist on Friday. 

Estimates for This Week | 

Breekside (Fox - Midwest - Nat. 
Theatres: (300; $1) — “Exodus” 
( 

$2,000. 
Capei (Durwood) (1,260; $1-$1.50) 

wk). Mild: $6,000.. Last week, $7,- 
500. 

Crest, Riverside { Commonwealth) | 
(900 ears: each;: 90¢), Dickinson, 
Artec, Overiand (Dickinson) (700, 
600, 500; 90c), Boulevard (Rose- 
dale) (750° cars; 90), 
(FMW-NT) . (1,360, 700: -90¢), - 
Way 4@:. (General) ‘a ,000 cars; 90c), 
Electric 

derworld USA” (Col).-. 

and outdoor theatres. Last week, 
Crest, Riverside, Isis, Vista, Elee- of 

‘I tric, Boulevard “Pit and. Pendu- |: 
First-run. with varicus: 

, {Subsequent duat “partners, okay 
$20,000. 

‘SEPT. ROUSING 156; 
‘| wk). and “Carry On: Nurse” (Gov): 
(2d Tun) (4th | Wk), ° 

‘Fairway (FMW-NT). (700; 

“Carry - ‘On Constable” (Gov) (8th 

‘$1,200. Last 
week, $1,400. 

—“Never On Sunday” (Lope) (2d 
Tun) (lith wk). Steady $1, 400.. 
week, $1,500. 

- Parameunt TBlank-UP) 
$1-$1.25) — “Claudelle . Inglish” 
(WB). Bright $8,000, may hold. 

Plesa (FMW-NT) (1,630; $1-$1.25) 
| —“Guns of Navarone” (Col): (7th 

wk). Hearty $8,500, may hold. Last. 
week, great $9,000 

Reekhill (Little ‘Att Theatres) 
(750; - $1-$1.25)—Currently second 
tun: ‘art: films. Last week, “Man in 
Moon” - (T-E,), ° $1,500. 

—“Come September” Ww) (4th wk). 
‘| Hefty. 1,000, holds. Last hort nt week, 

‘Uptown, Gramadx: (FMW-NT) (2. 
2217, ‘$1-$1.25) - 

(reopened theatre Aug. 31 after 
| being dark six weeks. Bright $12 - 
000, secend. time for this policy in 
this theatre (formerly . the - Mis. | 

0, | sourt), third time for this picture 
jin town. 

a Gund 126, bth 
_ Louisville, Sept. 6. 

; helping} 

of the stageshow, wound up eight 

j -|—“Sereara of Fear” (Coll (3d wk). 

Girone” (Col) (ath | wk). Solid $12,008. 

2 ach Pot 86, 
K.C.: Fear’ 206 

Interesting newcomer is “Clau- 

“Come 

September” at the Roxy, “Guns of 

First date after its down- 
town. hard-ticket run. Modest $4,- 
000, holds. Last week, “Tammy |} 

- |“Truth” (Kings) (9th’ wk). So-so =, | Tell Me True”. (ty). (6th wk), fair |: 

‘$2,400.. Last week, $2,600. 

Playhouse (T-L) (459- $1-$1.80)— 
“Guns of Navarone” ( Cob ora wk). 
‘Torrid 000.: Last wee 300.- 

Caesar™ (Indie): and “Date Bait” . hai 

—Romanoff and Juliet” (U) (24 

Isis, Vista 
‘HE 

(Fulton): (1,600; -90c}.— 
Scream of Fear” (Cob. ‘and - “On- 

‘Light. 
$20,000 in unusual combo af jndcor 

$p— 

Kime Dickidson) (504:. 90- 1.25). 

(1,900; | 

5 $1-$1.50) 

— “Nikki”. 

Labor Day ‘was a nea-major box-, werd-of: 
Broad 

a 3 

i ft 
E a8 

new alltime money mark has been 
set. This Warner entry, aloig with 

Of the new pictures in conten- 
{tion on the main stem, “ 
{ Moon” is standout. Playing the 
att-shop Little Carnegie, this Times 
Film import fignres to conclude its 
initial week with $23,000. This is 
the tallest opening-week money in 
the history of the house, exceeded 
only by “Tunes of Glory” in its 
second week. 

“Great War” (Lopert) is rated a 
satisfactory $21,000 in teeoff week 
at the Victoria and a good $11,500 
at the Trans-Lux 52d St. where 
day-datirg. 

“Big Gamble” (20th) is playing ! 
for moderate stakes at the Para-. 
mount where the first week’s take : 
‘ig estimated at $26.000. 

“Young Doctors” 
well with $35,000 in second frame: 

Trans-Lux 85th St. “Honeymoon 
_Machine” {M-G) gained ground, 
clesing the second round at the! 
State with an all-right $26,500. 

_ Estimates for This Week 

Aster (City Inv.) (1,094; 75-$2)— | 

Hefty $35.000 for second frame: 
after $38,000 in opener. 

Capitel. (Loew) (4.820; $1-$2. 50) : 
—“*Ada” (M-G) (2d wk). This; 
round.’ maintaining pace of ini- 
tialer. Good $35.000. 

Criterion ‘Moss) (1,520; $1.50- 
$3.50)—“Guns of Navarone” (Col) 
(itth .wk). Looks climbing to 
$46,600 this week, which is excel- 
lent business, after $43,000 in 
‘previous. 

$3.50}—"Spartacus”. (G) (43th wk). 
This session, ending tonight (Wed.} 
going up to $28,000 with support 

‘biggest Surfday in several 
months. Previous week, $46,000. 

‘Heary Miller (Gilbert Miller) 
(800; $1.50-$3.50\—"“La Dolce Vita” 
(Astor) (2tst wk). The 20th week 

house $24,000, after $28,000 in the 
week previou 

Palace (RKO) (1,642; 90-$2.56)— 
"Pit and Pendulum” :AI}.(3d wk). 
‘Second round ended yesterday 
(Tues.) strong $24,000, same as in 
opening week.. 

“Scream: of Fear” (Col) (3d wk). 
Second week ended Monday (4) 
with okay $12,500 after $15,000 in 

raund. 
{AB-PF) (3,665: Parameunt 

$1-$2)—“Big Gamble” (20th). Fair | 

El iteht at the Music Hail where & 

DeMille (Reade) (1.463; $1.50- 

ended Saturday (2) with power-: 

Bway: Hobday Not So BO.Fesie 
a Tay Sets New Hall Record, 

n Orbital 6, ‘Great War 21 
First wr weak sorsgietig emir ry “eee 

Vieberia (City Inv.) (1,008; 50-$2) 

tiefectory 
“Naked Edge” (UA) (Sth wk-fve 
days) $9,006. ; 
Warner (SW) (1,813- $2.50-¢3.50) 
“Exedus” (UA) (37th wk). This 

{frame ending today (Wed.} $22,900 
and no complaints, having jumped 
from $21,006 in 36th week Stays 

junti! “EE Cid” (AA) next month. 
First Rua Arties 

Baremet (Reade) (436; $1.25-$2)—. 
urday Nizht, Sunday Morning’ 

(Cont) (23d wk). The 22d round 
ended Sunday (3) with okzy $6,700 
after strong $9,200 in the 21st. 

Fime Arts (Davis) (468: 90-$1.80) 

{Astor) (Iith wk). Tenth week endt 
‘|ing Monday (4) good-shape $8,300; 

Sth was $8,000. 

Embassy (Guild Enterprises) (506 
90-$2.75)—“Cold Wind in August” 
(UA) (7th wk). Sixth frame ended 
yesterday (Tues.) fancy $6,500@, or 
$500 over previous week. 

Carmegie Hall Cimema (F&A) 
(300; $1.25-$1.80) — “Apa 9 

} {Harrison (8th wk). ‘This week end- 
ing today (Wed.) on its way to an- 
other $4,950, same as last, and no- 
body’s beefiing: . 

Fifth Ave. Cimema (R&B) (250; 
: $1.25-$1.80) — “Secrets of Woman” 
; (Janus) (9th wk}. Up again te $4,000 
after $3,500 in the previous. 

{L. Carnegie) 
| 320; $1.25-$2) — “Purple Moon” 
(Times).. First week ends “today 

held up very! (Wed. with $23,000 in prospect for 
‘a new opening frame record, sur- 

fat the Asto> and $15.000 at the! passed only by “Tunes of Glory” 
in its second week. In previous, 
“Leda” (Times) did $7,000 in sixth 
and final. 

Guitd (Guild) (450: $1-$1.75)— 
“Sand Castles” (Indie) (4th wk). 
Third week finished Monday (4} 

“Young Doctors ‘UAl (24 wk). | with upbeat $9.500. after $10,000 in 
second. 

Murray Hill (R&B) (565: 95-$1. 80) 
—“Guns of Navarone” (Col) (11th 
'wki. This stanza ending totnorraw 
‘Thurs.) a potent $11,500, bolstered 

(Continued on page 11} 

Baghdad” Hefty $15,000 
‘St. L; ‘nglish’ Fat 186 

St. Louis, Sept. 5. 
Top new lures for the week are 

“Thief of Baghdad” at Loew’s 
State and “Claudelie Ingilish” at 
the Ambassader. Holdavers are 
Strong: “Fanny” ‘in a ninth frame 
at the Esquire, “Come September” 
in a third at the Fox and “Naked 
eee” in a third at Loew’s Mid- 

ity. 
Estimates for. This Week 

Ambassader (Arthur) (2,970; 
$1.25-$1.50}—‘Claudelte Inglish” 
(WB). Stout $18,008. Last week, 
“Exodus” (UA) (5th wk), $8,600. 

Agelie Art (Grace) (708: 90- 
$1.25)-——“Never on Sunday” (Endte)} 
(ist wk). Okay $2,400. Last week, 

Esquire (Schuchart-Levin)-. {1,- 
800; $2.25-$1.50)\—“Fanny” (WB) 
(9th wk). Good $9,000. Last week, . 
$9,000. 
Fex (Arthar) (5,000; 90-$1.25)— 

“Come September” (U) (3d wk). 

Ferum (Moss) (813: 90-$1.80)—| $2,300 

$26,000 im opening week ending; Robust $18,000. Last week, $22,000. 
Mid-City tomorrow (Thurs.).. - Previous, | 

“Marines Let's Go” (20th) went: 
three. days beyond sluggish $18,000 | 
‘Second week 

Radie City Musie Halk (Rockefel- | 
Ters) (6,200; 90-$2.75— “Fanny” | 

_ 

(WB) (9th wk). Robust Labor Day | $15, 000. Last week, 

Leew’s (Loew) (1,160; 
60-90!—"‘Guns of Navarone” (Col), 
Good $10,000. Last week, $9,000. 

State (Loew) (3.600; 60-90)— 
“Fhief of Baghdad” (M-G) and 
“Green Helmet” (M-G). Hefty 

“Guns of 
income of $28,000 bringing this} Navarene” (Col) ‘(6th wk), $9,000. 
ninth and final week to highly im- 
presive. $155,000. Full run set house : 
boxoffice: record. “Come Septem- 
ber” (U) opens tomorow: (Thurs.). 

Riveli. (UAT) (1,545; $1.50-$2.50) 
—“Francis of Assisi” (20th) (6th 
wk). This frame ending tomrorow 
(Fhurs.) fair enough at $22,000 
after $26,000 in fifth. 

State (Loew) (1,900; $1.56-$2.50) 
—Honeymoon Machine” (M-G) 
(32 wk). Second week ended yes-! 

Pageant (Arthur) (1,000; §0- 
$1..25)—“The Truth” (Indie) (2nd 
wk). Nice $3,000. Last week, $4,000. 

St; Lewis (Arthur) (3,800; 75-90) 
—“Homga” (Al) and “ tas” (AFP), 
Fair $8.000. Last week, “Marines, - 
Let’s Go” (20th) and “Mystery of 
Tiger Bay” (Indie), $12,000. 

Shady Oak (Arthur) (760: 90@- 
$1.25)—“Love and French-woman” 
(Indie). Okay $3500. Last week, 
“Romanoff and Juliet” | (d) (6th 

itecday (Tues.) all right $26,500 with i wk), $3,000. > + 
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Wednesday, September’ é, 1968 PICTURE GROSSES ll 

Heat K.0’s Hub; Women’ Trim $1600, 
aslish’ Nice 126, Command Oke 106| 

. and 
Boston, Sept. ‘5. 

Blistering heat knocked: out  holl- 1 7 
day biz. With most product in for |. : 
the long weekend ‘since last week,. 

~ only four new entries were sprung. 
“Two, ‘Women” is. off to a fine start. 
at. the Kenmore. “Claudelle Ing- | 
lish” is good at the Metropolitan. 
“Armored Command”: is okay. at. 

“Eve: Wants top 
‘Sleep’ ts. all’ right at: the erratic |" 
Fenway: Pilgrim opened. “Exodus” 

the Paramount. 

- for first. grind..run. in city, after. it 
. ‘yoadshowed at Saxon; to moderate | 
Biz. Standout is “Come SeptemLer” | 
in. second. at the Memorial,. which.| ¢ 
has outdistanced them all. -since 
‘opening with a clouting: take.. _ 

Estimates for This ‘Week: 

_ Astor (B&Q) “(1,170: 90-$1 50) | 
“Ada”. (M-G): (24° wk). ‘Improved. to 
$17,060. ‘Last. week, $10,000. ~ - 

Beacon ‘Hill’ (Sack). (678; .. 

(22d wk). Bubbly $7, 500 again. Last 
week, ditto, : 

Boston . ‘(Cinerama, Inc.) (1, 354; 
.$¥.75-$2.65)-—“Windjammer”. . (NT). 

. (reissue) (17th wk). Holiday helped. 
“build to $8,500. Last week, $6,500.. 

Capri (Sack): (800; $1-$1. 50)— 
-*Raisin in -Sun’’ (Col): (8th wk). 
Nifty. $7,000. Last week, samé. 

Exeter (Indie): : (1,376; 90-$1 50). 
—"Romanoff. and Juliet” (U) (10th. 
wk. Oke $5, 000. Last week, $4,000. . 
Fenway (Indie) (1,350; $150)— : 

“Eye. Wants to Sleep” (Indie) and | 
“Highway” | Undie). | Oke- - $4,000. 
~ ‘Last * week, “Enrosnima, “Mon. 
Amour”: (Zenith), (reissue) Bd wk), 

; $1. 500. 

- Gary. (Sack) a 277; 90-$1 80) 
“Guns.of Navarone” (Col) (8th wk). {3 
Blasting $25, 000. . Last .- “fee ek, | | 

_ $22, 000. : 

Kenmore. (indie) “(700;' $1. 50); 
“nwo Women”... (Embassy). Fine 
$16,000, - bicked by. great reviews. 
Last” week, “Tove and French- 
.woman” (Kings) (5th wk), $5,000. : 
“Metropolitan (NET) | (4; 337: 90-; 

$1. .25)—“Claudelle:: Inglish” - AWB) 
and “Girl -in Room 13” (Indie). 
Good: $12,000. Last week,: “Voyage; 

“to ‘Bottom: of:..Sea’’ (20th). and + 
“Shakedown ” (UW), $9,000. . 
Memorial (REKOY (3,000; 90-$1. 49) 

—“Come ~ - September” (U) . and 
“Posse -. From Hell” (U)- (2d. wk). 
Rousing. . . $25, 000; - Last “week, 
$30, 000. 
‘Orpheum: (Loew) (2, 900; 90-$1. 49) 

—“Honéymoon -Machine” (M-G) 
‘and “Three. on Spree” (UA)- (2d. 
‘wk? Good $12, 000. - Last. week, 
$11,000. Trans-Lux - “(P-L (500; "99-$1. 80) 
.. Paramount . (NET) (2,357; | 70-|—“Tunes: of -Glory”. (Lope) (7th 

‘. $1, 25)—"Armored Cormmand” (AA) | wk). Good. - $4, 000.. Last _week, | 
- and’. “Braittwashed” ~ (AA). Okay 
$10,000. Last week, 

“ing 20's” (AA). and. “Time Bomb” 
(AAD (2d | wk),.-$6;000.. 

Pilgrim (ATC. (1,909;- 15-$1. 25) |. 
—"Exodus”’ (UA). (reissue).: Mod- 
erate ‘$9,000. Last week, “Battle. at. 
Bloody Beach” (20th). and “Misty” 
(20th), $9,090. 

Saxon (Sack) (1, 100;* $1. 25-$1. 80) |. 
(WB) 49th’ wk). Fancy —Fanny”. 

$15,000. Last week, ‘$14,000. . Z 2 i : 

State (Trans-Lux) (730; 75 $1.25) by. spien did weeken a. “Did $12, 0 00) 

in the 10th.: : 

. Paris’ (Pathe ‘Cinema’ (568: 90- 
: $1. 80) — “Truth”’ (Kingsley) (11th| 
wk). The10th round ended Sunday} 
(3) just fine at: $9, 300 after $10,500 

— ‘Women of. Sin’ 
“Lost Souls” (Indie) (2d wk). Oke 
$3,300.. Last week, $4, ;200, : 

Metro Debates Whether 
To Roadshow ‘Horsemen’. 
Due to Surfeit & Squawks 
Metro reportedly ‘is. in a state’ of 

- Indecision concerning the market- 
‘ing: of “Four - “Horsemen ‘of. the 
-Apocalypse.” Question. ‘centers 
around whether or not to. Bo Toad- 
show. © 

“- Company’ is said to feel. ‘that 
under norma} ‘citcumstancés. the 

. property: would be an. automatic 
tivo-a-day offering. The. $5,000, 000. |. cor: 
budget plus the nature of the ‘epic 

story would seem to, warrant: the 
_.hard-ticket approach. - 

Qn the other’ ‘hand there’s. the |”. 
- possibility. of a roadshow surfeit. 
‘How many upped-price . pictures 
will the public accept?. M-G itself 

. has “King of Kings” due shortly to 
‘be followed by the Cinerama co- 
‘productions ‘earmarked ‘for road- |. 

$1.25-$2)— “Young Doctors” 
(2d wk). Second round ending ‘to-'|. 

showing. 
Also in mind ds the fact. that 

‘many, exhibitors are. beefing ‘about: 
the long runs entailed in two-a-day 

‘engagements. Squawk is that inter- 
est in:some roadshow pictures has'|- 
waned: by the time they reach: the 
sub-runs after. the. marathon first- 
‘run showings.. 

g1- * 
$1.50)——""Never On Sunday” (Lope) } 

Sona Dolee. Vita” (Astor): (7th: wk) 

* 1 $11,000. 

‘$9,000. 

“King of: Roar-| - 

(Indie) and 

Key City Grosses 
Estimated Total: Gross 

This Week .......$2,471,860. 
' (Based.on 21 cities and 248 | 

: eluding N. Y.) - 

Last Year ....:... $3,015,900. 
(Based: on: 20 cities and 243 

. theatres. ) 

‘Ada’ Tired IG 

Philadetphia, Sept. 5. 
-Biz.- climbed. . aver. Labor Day 

weekend ‘compared. to the take for 
jJast. year’s holiday. “Midtown .wick-. 
‘ets are’ swinging, but “Ada”. ‘fs 
‘quiet at. the ‘Randolph and “Ma- 
rines,- Let’s‘Go” is. so-so at the 
Stanton. : 
tidy ‘at the World..: “Comes Sep- 

jtember™, is. hot: in « second Arcadia 
ral | 

"Estimates for. This. Week . 

Arcadia (S&S)' (536; ‘$9-$1.80)— 
“Come September”. €U) - (2A. wk). 
‘Hot $22: 000. Last. week,. $27,000. 

Boyd (SW). AL 536; $2-$2.75) ~ 

-Fancy $9; 700. -Last week, $9,500. 

Fox (Milgram) (2,400; 99-$1.80)— |. 
{Col). (8th |. 

Fast, $19,000. Last . week, |" 
“Guns. of | Navarone” - 
‘, 
' $22, 000. ° 

“Goldman (Goldman). a .200; 99: 
1$1. 80)—“King.: of Roaring 
(AA). Potent: $15,000. Last -week, 
“Goodbye | Again” UA) (6th wi, 
$6, 500.. 

Midtown (Goldman) (1; 200;. 99- 
$1 3B0)—* ‘Spartatus”” (UY (4th wk). 
Trim. $7,500. Last. week, $8,000. _ 
_RandolIph (Goldman) (2,500; 99- 

$1: 80)—“‘Ada” (M-G). 

lwk); $10,000 

Stanley - (SW) (2, 500: 99-81 80)—. 

“Honeymoon “Machine” (M-G). (3d 
wky. Nice. $10,000. = Last. week, 

Stanton. (SW) (4, 483; 99-$1., 80)— 
‘Marines, ‘Let’s..Go™- 20th). ‘Sd-so 

“Last.: week, _ 

Baghdad” (M-G), $9,000 

same. 

Vikings (Sle}) (1,000: 99-91. “Boy 
“Naked Edge”: (7th wk). Okay $4,- 
000. . ‘Last week, same... 
‘World " (R&B:Pathe) (483;. 99- 

$1.80). —. “Secrets of.: Women” |. 
(Janus).:. Tidy °$4,500. Last. week, 
“Truth” (Kings) | (5th. wk), 

BROADWAY 
» (Continued | from page 9) 

$2,200. 

in the 9th: 

wk). The 46th frame. ending ‘Mon- 
day (4). was’ ‘$16,000, same as in. 
previous,. ‘and: thus a _superb™ run 
continues. 

68th St. Playhouse (Leo: Brecher) 
(370; 90-$1.65)—“The Joker” (Lo-. 
pert) (5th wk). ‘Fourth week .end- 
ed Sunday (3) with good . $7,260, 
Boing : ahead | , OF previous - . frame's 
$6, 500 

Stitton (R&B) (561; 95-$1: 80) — 
‘wo’. Women” 'tEmbassy) ‘(8th 

wk).,Good $10,500: in 17th ‘week |- 
erided. Sunday (3), ‘with: holiday not 
included; after $11, 500 in 16th. 

‘Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540; $1- 
$1.50) — “Great.“War”. (Lopert): 
First round ended yesterday: (Tues.) 
with good $11,500, after fifth and 
final ‘weék of “Cold Wind -in Au- 

A(T- Ly (550; 
gust” (Aid) drew $7.000. 

Trans-Lux: 85th. St. 

day: (Wed.) a pleasing $15,000 after 
$18,500 in ‘the first.  : 

World (Perfecto) (390: 90-$1.80) | | 
$1.50). — “Honeymoon —‘Last for Sun” (FAW) (10th wk). 

‘f:e 10th week ending: tomorrow: 
splendid at. $8,200, after $8, 000: 

iweek previous, 

"theatres, chiefly: first runs, in- : $1. 50)-— “Come. September” 

Sparkling $17,500. 

Philly; ‘Sept.’ 1G 

$1.50)—“Fanny" 
Fine $11,000. Last week, $12,000. big at the Fox. “Honeymoon Ma- 

“Secrets of Women” is | $2 

‘1151; $1.25-$1.50—“Exodus” 
‘6th wk). 

905" . 

Tired ‘$11, =} 
-000.; . Last: week, “Fanny” (WB) (8th 

leading the holdovers. : 

“Thief of 

90-$1.50) — 

week, $7,000. 

“Carnival 

with | Monika” 
| $1, 800. 

(UAP| 

‘Dolce Vita”. - 
* $6,000. —— 

FRISCO, ‘MARINES’ 936 
— San Francisco, Sept. 5. 

First-runs. are solid .with “Ada” 
“Marines Let's. * Go” ‘okay. 

Holdovers are strong, ‘and among 
{the latter “Come. September” is 
sparkling’ at’ the -Golden Gate 

| while. “Guns. of Navarone” is great |’ 
;at the St. Francis. 

. Estimates for This ‘Week 

' Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; $1. 25. 
4 

and.““‘Blast of Silence” (U) (3d wk). 
Last week, 

$18,000. 

Fox (F WC) (4, 651; $1. 25-$1. 50)— | 
“Marines Let's Go" (20th) and 

| “Battle of Bloody’ Beach”: (20th): 
Adequate $9,500. ‘Last week, .Alaka- 

:|zam. the Great” (AI) and "é Atlas” 
(20th), $12,500. 

‘Warfield (Loew’s): (2, 656: $1.25- 
$1. 50)—“Ada” . (M-G) and “Three 
on a Spree” (M-G).: Nice $12.000. 
Last. week, “Thief of Baghdad” 
(M-G) and “Five Guns to Tomb- 
stone” (M-G) (2d wk), $9,200. 

‘Paramount (Par) (2,646; $1: 25-! 
(WB) (Sth wk). 

6 9. 
ADA’ NEAT $12, 000, 

“St. Francis (Par): (1,400; $1.25- 
}—“Guns of ‘Navarone”’ (Col). 

(10th. wk)... Booming $2, 000. ‘Last 
week, same. 

” United Artists (No, Coast) - (1, 
(UA) 

Okay $6, 500. Last week, ; 
$7,700. 
Wegue (S. F.- : Theatres): (364; 

1 $1.50—“Secrets of Women” (Janus) 
(5th: wk). Good: $2,200. . Last week, . 
$2,500... . 

‘Presidio (Hardy) (774;. $1: 25)— | 
“Big Deal” ‘(UMPO) (3d. wk). Okay | 
$3,900. Last week, $4,000... 
“Larkin, Clay. (A-R) (400; $1 35-| 

| $2)—“La Dolce Vita” (Astor) (7th 
wk). 
$17, 900. 

| Machine? Speedy $8,000, 
- Balto; “Gamble’ Oke 76, 

Tall $17,000. Last week, 

“£00 .: » 3 HHe_. Oy bd >): 

Sept.’ Big $12,000 in.2d; 
.. Baltimore, Sept. 5.” 

‘New bills include . “Honeymoop j- 
Machine,” nice in opener at Town, 
and “Big Gamble,” oke in first. at 
the New. “Come September” is 

It’s -rated. 
big in second at the Stanton, Next 
is.“‘Guns. of .Navarone,” strong in |. 
‘eighth week at- the. Hippodrome. 
“St.Francis of Assisi” is nice in 
second at the Mayfair and “Fanny” | 
is steady in seventh week at the 
Charles, ; 

" Estimates for This Week 
, _Asirora (Rappaport) (367; .90- 
$1.50). .— “Passionate Summer" |. 
(Kings) . (reissue). Oke $2,000. Last 

| week, “One Summer of Happiness” | 
(Indie) (reissue), $2,500.. 

‘Charles 
$1.50) — “Fanny” (WB) (7th wk). 
Good $6,000." Last week, same. 
Cinema ‘(Schwaber) (460; 90- 

$1. 50)— “Truth” (Kings) (6th wk). 
Fair $1, 800. Last: week, $2;000. . 

. Five West. (Schwaber) (435; 90- |} 
$1. 50)—“Romanoff. and’ Juliet” (U) 

| th wk). Warm. .$1,800.. Last week, 
$2,100. 

Hippodrome’ (Rappaport). (2,300; 

‘Little (Rappaport): (300; 90-$1.50) 
—“La Dolce Vita” ‘Astor). ‘Good 
$3, 000.. Last: week; “Lavender Hill 
Mob”: (Indie): and. “Tight Little Is- . 

| land”. Cndie) (reissues), $3,000. . 

Mayfair. (Fruchtman) (750; .90- 
$1.50) -— -“St. Francis of Assisi” 
(20th). (2d Wk). Nice $6, 000. Last | 

‘New (Fruchtman) | (1,600; 90- 
1 $1. 50)—Big ‘Gamble’”’ (20th). Oke 
$7,000. “Last . week,. “Goodbye 
Again” (UA) (2d wk),. $4,000.: 

- Playhouse (Schwaber): (355; 90- 
.$1.50) “Never On Sunday” (Lope): 

.| (42d wk). Steady. $2,600. Last ‘week, 
$2,500. 

Rex (Freedman): (500; $1, 50) — 
‘in. Flanders” -- (Indie). 

Fair. $2,000. Last. week, “Summer 
(Indie) (3d. wk), 

Stanton (Fruchtman) (2: 800; 90- 
$1. 50)—“Come- September” (U). (2d 
wk). Big .$12,000..” Last week. 
$15, 000. 

(13125; 90- 
Machine” 

(M-G). Good $8,000. Last week, “La 
(Astor) (7th wk, 

Town (Rappaport). 

(UA). 
.| “Armored. Command” (AA) and 
{“Remmel’s Treasure” (AA', 

(Fruchtman) (500: 90-| 

“Guns . of Navarone” , 
(Col (8th. wk). ‘Strong. $8,000. Last 
wee 9,000... 

- Plaza (Lopert) (525: $1. 50-$2) —* ie 
“Never.On Sunday” (Lopert) (47th |... 

(Holiday Zooms [.A.; ‘Guns’ Sockeroo 
$35,500 im 3 Sites, Doctors’ Big 226, 
World’ Soft $8 i) Sept. 40,700, 2d 
Broadway Grosses 

Estimated Total Gross . 
This Week. $639,885 

(Based on 29 theatres. 
Last. Year $669,900 

(Based on 27 theatres) 

Hipp’ Hep 146, 

ey 

Det.: ‘War’ $16,000 
Detroit, Sept. 5. 

Three strong newcomers. and 
jsolid holdovers put the downtown 
first-runs in goed shape for the 
holiday week. “Hippodrome” looks : 

chine’ is clicking. at the Adams. 
“Great War” shapes great at the 
Palms. “‘Ciaudelle Inglish” stays 
hot in second heat at the Michigan. | 

_ ‘Estimates for This Week 
‘Fex (Woodmont Corp.) (5.041 

'75-$1.49) —“Hippodrome” (Indie) 
and “Pirate of the Black Hawk” 
(ndiel. “Big. $14,000.- Last week, ; 
“Big Gamble” (26th) and “4 Des- 
erate Men” (Indie), $13,000. 

Michigan (United Detroit) (4,036; 
$1. 25-$1.49) — “Claudelle Inglish” 
(WB) and “Anatomy of Psycho” 
| CWB). (24 wk). Hotsy $14,000. Last 
week, $15,000. 

Palms (UD) (2,955; $1.25-$1.49)— {| Beverly; Ist wk, others). 
“Great War’ (UA) and. “Minotaur” 

Fine $16,000. Last week, 

500. 
Madison (UD) (1,408; $1.25-$1.49) 

—‘Fanny” (WB) (8th. wk). Good 
$14,000 000. Last week, $15,000. 

d Cireus (UD) (1,400; $1.25-: $3,200. 
$1. War "Francis of Assisi’ (20th), 
(4th: Pit Good $12, 000. Last week, | $13,000 

Adams (Balaban) (1,700; $1. 25. | 
$1.50) — .“Honeymoon Machine” 
(M-G). Terrific $15,000. Last week, 
“Thief of Baghdad" (M-G) “and 

Los Angeles, Sept. 5. 

First-runs are off. te the races 
this week with the three-day holi- 

day weekend plus a number of 
potent openers and holdovers to 
spark the overall outlook. “Guns 
of Navarone,” in first general re- 
lease, is looking to a smash $35,500 
in a trio of siuations. “Young Doc- 
tors” is after a big $22,000 at the 
Chinese. 

Two new exploitation bills, haw- 
ever, aren’t showing much. “In- 
credible Petrified World” is shap- 
ing to a soft $8,300 at the Hawait 
and Los Angeles while “The 
Touchables” is a slim $3,200 iat 
the State. 

Holdovers are headed by “Come 
September,” which is beaming 
with a wow $40,700 in second 
frame in five houses. “Exodus” is 
also strong with a sparkling $23,- 
000 in. sight in its second week’ 
at four sites. “Spartacus” should 
}do a slick $17,900 in 46th stanza 
jat the Pantages. “Fanny” is héad- 
‘ing for a busy $12,000 in 10th Hol- 
tly wood Paramount sesh. 

Estimates for This Week 

Chinese (FWC) (1,408; $2-$2.40) 
;—-“Young Doctors” (UA). Big $22,- 
‘000. Last week, “Goodbye Again” 
| (UA) (6th wk!, $5,700. 
{ Warner Beverly, ywood, Holl 
| Warren’s (SW-FWC-Metropolitan) | 
(1,316; 756; 1,757; © 90-$2.40)— 
i “Guns of Navarone” (Colt (1st 
| general release) (10th wk, Warner 

Smash 
}$35,500. Last week, Warner Bev- 
j erly, $14,500. Hollywood, Ware- 
iren’s “Two Rode Together” (Col), . 

$13,- ‘ “Underworld, U. S. A.” (Col) (ad 
,wki, $7,300. 

State (UATC) (2,404; 90-$1.50)— 
:“Fhe Touchables” (Ind) and 
(“Folies Bergere’ (Man). Slim 

Last week, “Male and 
,Female Since Adam and Eve” 
j (Indie, 
: (Indie) (1st wk), $4,300. 

Hawaii, Los Angeles (G&S-Met- 
‘ronol'tan) (1,106); 2 019: 90-$1.50)— 
‘“Increditable Petrified World” (Bor) 
jand ° “,eenage Zombies” (Bor). Soft 

“Green Helmet” (M-G), $6,500. in | 38. 300. Last week. Hawaii, “Ada” 
second week, 

$1.80)—“Gunhs . of Navarone”™ (Col) 
(9th wk). . 
week, ‘$12,621 

Music Hall '(Cinerama, Ine.) (1,- 

rerrific $12,060. Last | 

M-G), “Secret of Monte Cristo” 
United Artists (UA) (1,667: $1.25- | LG) (2d wk), $2,700. Los Angeles 

{with Fox Wilshire, “Parent Trap” 
(BV) (3d wk, Los Angeles; Ist wk, 
|Fox Wilshire), “Dondi” (AA) (Los 

“Gidget Goes Angeles) (3d wk), 
| 208- $1.20-$2.65\—“This Is Cine- Hawaiian” (Col) (moreover) (Fox 

_frama” (NT) (reissue) (14th wk). 
Good $13,500. Last -week, $14.000. ? 

Trans-Lux Krim. (Trans-Lux) (1, 
000; $1.80-$2)—“La Dolce Vita” 
(Aster), (8th wk). Wow $12, 000. 
Last week, same. 

Mercury (UM) (1,465; $1-$1.80)— 
“Sun Also Rises’ 20th) 

1“Snows of Kilamanjaro” (20th) ‘re- 
issue).. Stars tomorrow (6). Last 
week, “Romanoff and Juliet” (U), 
$6, 300 in third week. 

ALLIED STATES RALLIES | 
ILL. EXHIBS TO COLORS: 
Allied States Assn. appears to be 

‘doing all right, too, inking new 
Members. Contrary impression 
gained because the handeut race 
went to Theatre Ofners of Ameri- 

|ca, which has been recruiting of |861; 
late like a wartime army. 

It -develops now that ‘National 
Allied hash’t exactly been static on 
this front. The Illinois affil, partic- 
ularly, has been bringing them into 
line. In past few weeks the unit 
has added eight theatres in seven 
cities, dipping into neighbor In- 
diana in one instance. That’s of 
some interest. because the Hoosier }5 

4+ Allied unit pulled out of the na- 
tional setup some time back, though 
it still éxists independently. 

| Middleburg’s Valley 
Due for Oct. 1 Reopening - 

' Albany, Sept. 5. 
‘The Valley Theatre in Middie- 

burg, N.Y. is being renovated prior 
to its reopening around Oct. 1 by 
the Bushes, father and son. Until - 

and . 

! Wilshire) (1st wk), $10,100. 
Fox Wilshire (FWC) (1.990; 90- 

9 

“Tread Softly, Stranger” - 

$1. 50)—“King. and I” (20th) (re- 
issue). Slender $4,500. 

Iris (FWC) (B25; 90-$1. 50)—"Car- 
ry On, Constable’ (Gov) and 
“Carry On, Admiral” (Gov) (move- 
overs!, Good $5,000. Last week, 
i“On the Double” (Par) (moreover), 
“Ladies Man” (Par) (1st wk), $3,200. 

F-ur Star (UATC) (868; 90-$1.50) 
—One Plus One” (Sel) (2d wk). 
Stout $7,000. Last week, $8,400. 

| acter, Baldwin, Hillstreet, Pix, 
Wiltern (State-Metropolitan; Prin- 
iSW) (1,1§0; 1,800; 2,752; 756; 2,344; 
90-$2'\—“‘Come September" ‘(Ui 
and “Posse from Hell” (UI) (2é 
we Wow $40,700. Last week, $48,- 

Orpheum, Vogue, El Rey, Loyola 
(Metropolitan-FWC) (2,213; 810s 

1,298; 90-$1.50)—' “Exodus” 
(WA) (2d wk). Sparkling $23,000. 
Last week, $33,300. 

Crest (State) (750; 90-$1.50)— 
“L’Avvehtura” (Breg) ‘(ith wk) and 
“Carry On, Admiral” (Gov) (3d 
wk). Oke $3, 000. Last week, $3,000. 

Hollywood Paramount (State) (1,- 
468: $1-$2,40)\—“Fanny” (WB) (10th 
wie. Busy $12,000. Last week, $11,-. 

” wusie Hall, Canon (Ros) ‘720; 
500; $2.40-$2. 15) —“La Dolce Vita” 
(Astor) (8th wk). Sizzling $18,300. 
Last week, $18,100. | 

Warner Hollywood (Cinerama 
Inc.) (1,389; $1.20-$2.65)—"“Seven 
wonders of World” (Cine) (reissue) 
Started 16th wk (3) after. $16,000 
last week. 

Fine Arts (FWC) (631; $2-$2.40) 
—“Never on Sunday” (UA) (41st 

recently, it had been operated by Wk) Grand $8,000. Last week, $6,- 
the Burgess-Connery-Tompkins in- 
terests, of Ravena, on lease from 
the elder Bush. 

Pantages (RKO) (1,513: $1.25- 
2.75)—“Spartacus” (U1) (46th wk). 

' Howard Goldstein, former . Al- |Slick $17,900. Last week, $15,000. 
bany ‘film salesman and ‘now an Egyptian (UATC) (1,392; $1.25 
exhibitor, will set dates for the /$3.50)—“Ben Hur” (MG) (93d wk). 

Valley, Sock $22,000. Last week, $18,500. 
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Tahiclaarcherelerclmmanian 

TVfilm and 
dokumentary market 

A GREAT SUCCESS ATTRACTING WORLD ATTENTION 

Two annual meetings: the Spring meeting In 
APRILS to coincide with the Milan Trade Fair, 
the. world’s largest display of sample goods and: 

products; ‘an Autumin meeting in OCTOBER. 
MIFED Is an Internatlonal centra favoured by 

film dealers from many countries, including. 

those of Asia and Africa. At the last meeting 
- 921 full length, TV and documentary flims of 
cultural, sclentific. travel and publicity Interest 

were viewed by buyers and renters. coming 
from forty-three: different countries and five 
continents. 

Producers, film executives and cinema ‘circuit managers aré cordially invited to 

attend the ’’Faurth Cine Méeting’’, which will be held from 9 to 20 October 1961 

Information from; MIFED 
Largo Domodossola 1 
Milano (italy) | . 
Telegrams: MIFED- Milano | 

MIFED 
TORRES Ree 

Wednesday, September 6, 1961 



‘Wednesday, September 6,.1961 PICTURE GROSSES 

"/Sept? Smash $21,000 In Early Si iow Aids Denver; ‘ ‘Aakazam’ [Sent Sm 
Sock $99 OW, Tr th ‘Strong 5 mM I Toronto; Fear’ Big 136, 

Denver, Sept. 5... 4! 
Earllest snowstorm ever ‘Te- 

corded in Denver diverted Labor 
“Day. weekend crowds from picnics 
and. outdoor: activities to warmth’ 

d -Toronto, Sept. 5. 

|Labor Day, newcomers “Come 
-‘September” and “Scream of Fear” 
are off to a sock start. 

Stevens 
— “Continued from ‘page 3 a. 

‘Guns’ Loud $19,000, 5th] 
- “With many- of the deluxers run- 

| ning an extra midnight show on Marines’ Oke $6,000, 

. there .are- no ‘newcomers. 

of theatres. “The influx resulted in 
turnaway business in most houses. 
Leading: the town is “Alakazam,” 
big at the Denver. “The Truth” 
-is great at the Towne. Holdovers 
are strong. | 

so Estimates. for: This Week 

Aladdin “Fox! (900; $1. 25)-—— | 
“Nikki”. (BV? (7th. wk). Nifty 
$5,500. Last week, $3,200." 

Centre’ (Foxi (11 ,270; $1-$1.45)— 
“Guns of | Navarone” {Col) (5th 
wk).. Great $14,000. - ‘Last. _week, 
$12,800. 

. Cooper - (Cooper). (gia: -$1.65- 
$2.50\—"This. Is. Cinerama” (Cine- 
rama). (25th . wk). Good $12, 200. 
“Last week, $14,300.. 

Denver (Fox) (2, 432; $1 .25)—~ 
“Alakazam” (A-I). and “Twinkle 

-and Shine’ (Col)... Big: $22,000. 
Last week, “Two. Rode Together” 
(Col) and “Five Golden Hours” 
(Cob, $13,500. ~ 
- Denham (indie). (300; $1. 25)—~ 
“Ada” 1M-G). ° Okay. $7, 000."° ‘Last 
week,‘ ‘Honeymoon Machine” {M-G). 
(2d wki, $5,000. 
Esquire (Fox) -(600; $1)—""Carry: 

‘On Constable” .: (Gov... (4th - wk). 
Fine’ $2,500. “Last week, $2, 300. 

‘Orpheum . (RKO) “(2,.690; $1. 23. | 
$1 .45)—"Exodus”- (UA) (3d. -wk): | 
‘Nice $8,500. .. Last week, $7.500; 
Paramount (Indie). (2, 100; 90- 

$1 .25\—‘Come Serftember” . (U)] 
(4th wk). Sturdy $15. 600. ‘Last 
week, $14,500... _- 

Towne (Indie). (600: $1-$1 45 
‘“The . Truth” {Kings'. “Strong. 
$6,000, Last week, “Marines, Let’s, 

a Go" (2nd wk), $3,500. © 

“Mpls, Slow: Windjammer”. | 
Lusty $13,000,13th, ‘Guns’ 
‘Torrid 166 (5th), Pit’ 746 

Minneapolis, Sept: 5.. 
Exhibs are finding: competish less | 

formidable now that the ‘New York: 
‘Yankees have moved on and Min- 
‘nesota State fair. has completed its | 
10-day run. Biz remains.on thin. 

- side; however, with Labor Day hiol- 
iday taking atoll and smallfry re 
turning to school.. Offsetting boon 

“is -end: of daylight . saving time in} 
For :third stfaight session 

Best. 
coingetter continues: to be “Wind- 
‘Jammer,”. teissue in 13th stanza at 
Century, returning to: normal after 
elimbing_ to its top.take in 12th. 

Estimates for This Week . 
_Academy (Mann) 1947 75 $1.75- : 

$2. §51—“La Dolce ‘Vita’. (Astor)! 
°(6th wk). -Steady. . $7, 500. ‘Last 
week, $8,500... 

* Century ‘(Cinerama,. Inc.) a, 150: 
. -$1:75-$2. 65}—"Windjammer” . (NT) 
(reissue) (13th wk). Starting fourth 
month, looks like rousing $13,000 
with two. extra showings. Enjoyed 
‘best week previous round; ‘grossing: 
$16,700 with: heavy play from” State 
fairgoers. | 
.Gopher. (Berger) (1;060;. $1-$1. 25) 

“Nikki, Wild Dog of North” (BY). 
(4th: wk). Pleasant. $4,500. Last 
week,. -$5,200.. Goes another round. ; 

- Lyrie (Par). (1,000; $1-$1.25) — 
“Ada” (M-G) (3d wk). Winding up 
drab run with ‘slow $5.000... Last. 

~ week, same. “Armored Command” 
(AA) opens Fri. (8).- 

“gtata. 

|time. specified 

| 20th.” 

|planned ‘film adaptation of the Ful- 

represented. 

which was helping to: destroy the 
industry. . 

- Twentieth also. hag. been the de- 

fendant ina lawsuit involving the 

“Greatest” - -story: The. plaintiff is’ 
author-playwright | Henry. Denker, 

who wag, associated with Oursler 

iin the “Greatest” property, « and, ' 

with the Oursler - heirs, coowner ‘of | 
the “Greatest” copyrights.. Without 
‘the support of ‘the Oursler : heirs, 
Denker. has’ been seeking to get: 

‘by | which: 
“Greatest”. . was sold to 20th,- -can- 
eelled on the grounds tliat the ‘pic-. 
ture was* not completed - by: the’ 

in. the contract. 

the original contract, 

Most of the legal hassling so far 
has revolved around the question 
of whether. or not one party to a 
{copyright can ‘pring ‘such « action . 
“|without the. cooperation and. con- 
|sent of the other parties. Question 
is. due for.another hearing before 

{the Court . Of: Appeals | in: Albany 
next month.. 

Ampossible - “to work ‘under. the. 
“divided: Management now guiding 

‘week, Stevens’ said he emphasized: 
what he ealled -its “responsibility” 
to the company and to the entire 
industry to make the film.. With {2 7" 
the 20th caticellation of “Story,” 

| Stevens no longer has any. com-|- 
‘mittments to the company, 

His acquisition ‘of - “Story 
Tights also carries with it all talent |: 
contracts’ ‘pertaining to-the film, |. 
including’ services. of Carl Sand-} 
burg: and: those: of such stars as |: 
‘John Wayne,: Sidney Poitier, etc. 
While:,Stevens intends the ‘pie: to}: 
“be “the: greatest: all-star. film. ever. 
made,” he: ‘also - ‘says its . total 
budget will? bea good deal ‘less 
than some’ of..the fantastic esti- |: 
mates (up to $10 or $15 ‘million |. 
seen in the’ press, since it is not | 
‘going.to be done with “masses. of 
‘mob scenes” ‘and. “huge | ‘papier |. 
mache sets. cae 

of six. months. to. be followed by 
another six. months: for post- 
photography work, pic would. be 
ready for release = ‘early in 1963; 

Formal announcement last week 
|by ..20th-Fox prexy Spyros P.- 
Skouras ° that .20th-Fox. was post- 
:poning indefinitely..George Steven¥ . 
production of “The Greatest Story 
Ever Told’™ -climaxed. more. than a’ 
year of. rumors and intramural a) 
hardfeelings involving the Iong- 

ton Oursler bestseller. 
The decision to abandon “Story” 

had been. urged: for the last set]. - 
eral. months by Wall Street. mem- 
bers of 20th’s board of directors.| 

. They were. shy of. risking the: $5.-. 
000;000-plus budget in view of the 
upcoming Metro release of “King, 
of Kings,”. also’ treating the life of 
Christ, and-also becaiise more than| - 
$1,000,000 had- already-been spent 
jin preparation of the. pic without | 
a final. script or. a shooting date 
yet in’ sight. - 
cern was more than-a Little aggra- 

#lvated by -20th's recent. production _ 
‘Mann (Mann) (1,100: $1. 25-$1. 50). losses generally: 

—"Goodbye Again” (UA) (3d wk). 
Fair’ $7,000 in final. stanza. “Last. 
“week, game. 
‘starts Fri. (8). 

‘Orpheum (Mann). (2, 800; $i. 25- 
$1.50) — “Come -September” ° (U) 
(4th: wk). ” Fast $9, 000. Last week, 
$10,000... Stays. 

‘St. ‘Louis Park . (Field) (1,000; 
$1 25-$2)—"Spartacus”. (U) (2d run) |. 
(5th wk). Hefty $6,000. Last week, 
$8,000. 
: State. (Par) (2, 200; $1. 25-$1. 50)— 
“Guns of Navarone” (Col)-(5th wk). 
Torrid $16,000. Last week, $13,500. 

Suburban. World (Mann) . (800; 
$1 25)—“Romanoff .and. "Juliet (Uy: 
(6th wk). Neat. $2,500. .. Last -week, 
game. “Breathless” (FAW) opens. 

_ Pri. (8). 
Uptown’ (Field) a -000; $1. 25)— 

“Pit and Pendulum’ (AD (2d..wk). 
Loud - $7,500: Last. week, $10,000. 
World (Manz) . (400;. 85-$1.50)-— | 
“The Truth” (Kings) (3d° wk). Sat- 

_. Isfactory $6,000. Last, week. ditto. 
Holds, : 

Stevens’ Last-Ditch Stand 
a Stevens himself came into New|”. : 

“Big- Gamble” (20th). Yorke last week in an apparent laste | 
minute effort to‘ save: his “Story,” 

at last .. Wednesday's (30) - 20th. 
board meeting, 

Samuel Bronston’s “King of Kings,” 

Picture. Assn; of: America a year 

his. was not exactly fair play; con- 
sidering . the “huge 

- Aspel Exits Metro 

‘Los Angeles. - : 
‘Na’ ‘wuccessor set. as yet. 

It was, Skouras in- | 
dicated, symptomatic | ‘of ‘the “gen- | 
eral ‘Pirating”. of subject _ matter 

“The ‘Magician’ 
-Papering to $4, 500.. “Last week, . 
$5, 500. 

Uptown (Loew). (2, 543; ‘$1-$1.75) 
—“Spartacus” ‘C1 (Sth wk). At pop 
prices on three-a-day, 1 staunch $8,- 
500.. . Last week, same. 

~~ Amusement Stock Quotations 
Week Ended Tues. (5) 

N.Y. Stock Exchange Net 

In his: appearance before 
the 20th ‘board -in New: York last } 

With an estimated shooting skea | 

‘The directors’ con- |» 

on which the producer-director has | | 
beén working more than two. years | — 
and .which got. the final turndown_ 

It was. Metro's: acquisition. ‘of 

after 20th: already had announced |: 
its -intention of: doing. “Greatest | 
Story,” which triggered Skouras’: 
decision for 20th to exit the Motion | 

ago last June... The -prexy felt. 
that another ‘major company’s ac-|.- 
quisition of a-property similar to. 

investments. . 

" Thornas” Aspel ds - exiting this 
week as:.Metro branch manager . in 

Estimates for This Week 
- Carlten (Rank) (2,318; $1-$1. 50) « 
—"Guns of Navarone” (Col) (5th 
wk). Holding at swell ‘$19,000. Last 
week,’ $22,000. 

- ’ Eglinton . (FP) (918; .-$1.50-$2.50) 
—"Windjammer” (NT) (37th. wk). 
sult. sturdy . $7,000. Last week, | 

“Hollywood (FPY (1, 080; $1-$1.50) 
—‘Screams of Fear” (Col). Rugged 
$13, 000. Last: weck, “Weekend. with 
‘Lulu’: (Col). (2d wk), $5,000. 

- Hyland (Rank) :(1,357; $1-$1 50)— 
“Very Important’ Person”. 
(4th | wkt, Nice $5,000. Last week, | 
$6,000. 

Imperial. (FP), (3 343; $1-$1. 50)— 
“Fanny” (WB) (5th wk). Hefty 
$12,500. Last week, $13.000. 

International (Taylor) (55% $1- 
-$1.25)—“‘Never: on. Sunday”. (Lope) 
3d. wk). Good. $3,000. Last week, 

$3,500 

? Actual ‘Volume. 
c¢ Courtesy of Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner 2 Smith, Ine.) 

Over-the-Counter Securities 

(Source: ‘National Assn, of Securities Dealers Inc.) 

Orpheum. 

12d wk). 

(20th) 

‘and “David and. Goliath” (AA), $7,- 

|Last: week, $9,400. 
Loew's (Loew). a 641; $u$i2 25)— 7 

“Come September” 0). 
‘$21,000, Last week, 
Machine” (M-G) (2d wk), $8,000. |. 

Tivoli (FP) (935; $1. 50-$2. 50)— 
“Ta Dolce Vita’: (Astral) (5th ‘wk). 
Still near-night capacity at $12, 500. 
Last: week, ditto: 

" Towne (Taylor) (693; 90-$1. 25)— 
( ICG} (3d wh). 

“Honeymoon 

$1.50)—“Come September” Ws (2d 

[Bokday Lifts Pitt: Inglis’ Tall S13 00, 
Sept.’ Boft 514,00, 2d, ‘Guns’ 12G, 7th 

Pittsburgh, Sept. 5. 
” First-runs are generally rosy 
with help of Labor Day weekend 
(bad weather kept most people at 
home), powerful product and the 
weekend absence of both the Pitts- 
burgh Pirates and Steelers with no 
evening tv showing of either team. 
Only new entry, “‘Claudelle Ing- 
lish,” shapes good at the Stanley. 
Three holdovers, «uns of Nava- 
rone” in seventh round at the 
Gateway, “Come. September” in 
second at Fulton, and “Raisin in 
Sun” in second at Squirrel Hiil 
are all enjoying rousing weeks. 

Estimates for This Week 
Fulten (Shea) (1.635; $1.25- 

Seattle, ‘Gamble’ 4nG 
Seattle, Sept. 5. 

The Labor Day holiday failed 
to’ stimulate business, trade Is gen- 
erally spotty: “Marines, Let’s Go” 
is moderate at the Coliseum and 
“World By Night” is fair at the 

Estimates for This Week 
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (769; $1- 

$1.50) — “Goodbye Again” (UA) 
Fair $6,000. Last week, 

$5,400. 
Coliseum (Fox-Evergreen) (1,870; 

$1-$1.50) —- ‘Marines. Let’s Go” 
(20th) and “Rommel’s Turning” 
(Indie)... Moderate $6,000. Last 
week, “Armored Command” (AA) 

wk). Boffo $14,000. Last week, 
$14,500. 

Gateway (Associated: (1,900; 
$1.25-$1.75;\—“Guns of Navarone” 
(Col) (7th wk). Rousing $12,000. 
Last -week, $11,750. 

Nixon (Rubin) (1.760: $1.50- 
$2.75\—“La Dolce Vita” Astor) 
(9th wk). Okay $5,000. Last week, 
$5,100. . 

Penn (UATC) (3,300: $1-$1.50)— 
“Ada” (M-G) (2d wk). Fairish 
$9,000 or less with help of “Young 
Doctors” (UA) on Saturday (2) 
night. 

Shadyside (MOTC) (750; $1.25) 
— ‘Picnic on Grass” (Kings! (2d 
wk). Good $1,800.. Last week, 
$2,200 

Squirrel Hill (SW) (834; $1. 25)—~ 
“Raisin in Sun” (Col) (2d wk). 
Wow $5,500. Last week, $6,200. 

Stanley (SW) (3,700; $1-$1.50'— 
“Claudelle Inglish” (WB). Tall 
$13,000 via aid of “Deadly Com- 
panions” {Pathe-American) on Sat- 
urday (2) night. Last week, “Nik- 
ki’ (BV),. $13,000. 
‘Warner (SW) (1,516; $1-$1.50)— 

“Pleasure of His Company” (Par) 
(4th wk). Frim $8,000 with help 
of “Blood and Roses”. (Par) on 
Saturday (2) night. Last week, 
$7,500. 

300. . 
‘Fifth Avenue (Fox-Evergreen) | 

(2,500; $1-$1.50)—“Guns of Nava- 
rone” (Col) (5th wk1. Swell $10,500. 

Orpheum (Hamrick) (2.600; -$1- 
am |$1.50) — “World By Night” (WB) 

and “Blasts of Silence” (U). Fair 
$6,000: Last week, “Tammy” (U) 
and ways of Chance” (U) (4th 
wk), $3,100 

Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; $1- 

wk): Great $14,500. Last week, $13,- 
900. 
Paramount (Fox-Evergreen) (3,- 

000: $1-$1.50) — “Big Gamble” 
(20th) and “Night People” (20th). 
Slow $4,500. Last week, “On the 
Double” (Part and “It Takes a 
Thief” (Indie! (2d wk), $3,700. 

1961 *Weekly Vol. Weekly Weekly Tues. Change v7 ' 
High tO ABC dine 1 in 160s ,flish on” Close for ivles Ada’ P leasant $7,900, 
27% 20 BC Vending 123 2034 20%4 —1%, ° Er? nil 
61% 413, Am Br-Par Th 226 45% die +214 Cincy; ‘Tnglish Oke 956, 
2734 18%. Ampex ..... 563 1954 1834 19% —% P a 
42% 3458 CBS |”... 229 354 35 35% +% Gamble’ So-So $7,000 
3534 21% Col Pix 56 33.- 3216 3258 4% } , 
4744 32. Deeea ...... 75 35 34 347g +f Bg Cincinnati, Sept. 5. _ 
4614-2654" Disney ..... 119 40 38 384 —% First-run biz shapes for a moder- 

11934 10134 Eastman Kdkt163 105% 10314 104%° —% |ate gain this week on lift from 
. 75g 47, EMT: 194 ‘5 - Blg 514 — 14 holiday weekend. “Claudelle Ing- 

1744. 13144 Glen Alden.. 133 1334 1314 1314 —,%4_ |lish” looks okay in bow at the Al- - 
35% .157g Loew’s Thea. 131 32% 2836 3142 +414 |hbee, “Ada” fs pleasing at the Val- 
71 8363 MCA Inc..-. 11 70 6734 70 4214 |ley. “Big Gamble” rates so-so at 
W036 4115 MetroGM ..194 57% 543; 55% + % |the Palace and the Twin Drive-In 
41% 2718 NAFI Corp. . 220 31 2814 29%  —1% |is zooming with “Pit and Pendu- 
9% 5% Nat. Thea. . 252 856. 8 8 —¥% |lum” and “Time Bomb.” “Come 
21% 165% Outlet .....t1180 203, 1953 2035 + 34 |September” at Keith's holds the 
8534 5336.‘ Puramount .. (37 73% 71 71 — %_ | town lead in second week. 
255% 1734 Philco: ..... 54B 245% 22 235% ++ 34 Estimates for This Week 

227. 175: Polaroid ...; s f92 198% 19814  —37% Albee (RKO) (3,100; $1-$1.50)— 
655% 4914 RCA ..... 358 571% .5634 5714 — 34 “Claudelle Inglish” (WB). Okay 
18%: 1034 Republic .... 160 138% 1254 13 — % $9,500. Same last week for “Honey- 
“22°: 1434 Rep. pfd. .. 24 173% 17% 17% —%¥% [moon Machine” (M-G). 
35 26%. Stanley War. 72 353% 3314 = 35% + % Capitol (SW-Cinerama) (1,400; 
34% 2734 Storer *, 12 3042 +=-30!14° 301% — % |$1.25-$1.90) — “Guns of Navorne” 
55% 34% 20th-Fox | 266 3634 34% 35 — 5 (Col) (8th wk). Solid $12,000. Ditto 
40% 3034 United Artists 62 3414 333g 3414 + % /Jlast week. Hard-ticket policy re- 
35 28% Univ Pix —~6 55% «50 55% -+- 3% {sumes Nov. 16 with “Kings of 
87 5234 Warner Bros. 18 86 8314-8514 2 Kings” (M-G). 

19114 9744 Zenith ...... 158. 198% 185 195% +11% pestulre Art (Shor) (500; $1.25) 
. “Romanoff and Juliet” (U) (4th 

ee Me ATL _<fmerican Stock. Exchange a4 wk). Nifty $2,200 after $2,500 third 
15% 13% BalM’nt GAC. 1 4 — we 
oa ht Baers Gee a2 kee _ Grand (RKO) (1.300; $1.50-81.75) 

2436 9% Cap. Clit, Bdo 56. 20% 1056 1958 © 54 |b Dolee Vita” (Astor) (ath who 
19% 454 Cinerama Inc. 388 18% 15% «16% + EO ee ato slo 
16% 914 ‘Desilu Prods, 33 914 9% + % wyance) 1300; $1.25) — Sat 
954 4% Filmways ... 32. THA. ™ ™ —% |wrday Night, Sunday Morning” 

25%, 814 MPO Vid. .. 26 20 19% 194 — 4 {bast week, $1100. 
534 «2 Natl Teleflm 8 3 234 2% + % |_ Hyde Park Art (Shor) (500; $1.25) 
10% 334. Reeves Bdest 27 6% 8. 8% —% {2 Ashes and Diamonds” (Indie), 

10% 6 Reeves Snd... 162 Te 6% 6%  —% | Dull $600. Last week, “Red Shoes 27 20 ‘Screen Gems 10 25° 9334 2334 «ANA (Cont) (reissue), $1,200 

42% 1154 Technicolor. 478 27% 26% 26% + 4 4 _ | ,,Kelth’s (Shor) (1,500; 90-$1.251— 31 934 Teleprompter, 38 22 314 2% —-% Come September” (U) (2d wk). 
6%, 256 Tele Indus... 62 3% 34% 34% —% opener following $16,000 

a ock En dend. Fri. (1). “Big Gamble” (20th). So-so 37.960. 
, Last week, “Right Approach” (20th) 

and “Battle At Bloody Beach” 
(20th), $6,500. 

each side; 90c)\—West: “Pit and 
‘America Corp 3 Bid wk Pendulum” (Indie) and “Time 

SAC ica LOUrp. 2, ee soe cevesesseocorcs ¢ oe om "? ° le 
Four Star Television aeoeesieon ° . eevasnenes 18% 201% +1 week, “Alakazam the Crone indies 

Gen Anil line &. ra wees “See ecaecccereces -200 809 —10 and “Shane” (Par) (reissues), $7,- 
. Gold Medal Studi ut peeve oe egeoeeceaseonee My, 18° 8 oe 500. East: “Cimarron”’ (Indie: and 

Ki Bro: 8. “¢ coue “¢ beeee aoe 2280s a 38 ee “Time Bomb” (Indie), split with King Os ee Vibes 1". 214 os “House on Haunted Hill” (AA) and Magra jetures ti eeedeceneesveweverees 273 3% _— 6 “Macabre” (AA) (reissues). Okay 
> Optic fat Filme vcr eesenees eens eeeeeecene 16 | 17¥4 +144 | $6,000. Same last week on “Marines - Cc S tre esebecencccessecvcces Sta 334 .- Let’s Go” (20th) and “September 

‘Sherling Television seen ncccescescccccecs a8 oo — ¥% [Storm” (20th). 
e eatres. : ee es 64 7 + 1 Valle = Wometeo Enterprises 20000000 mae 20m = "Ada" (MCG). Pleashig’ #750) rather Corp. | ..........cccecee eee TH 838 —- Y% |Last week, “Fanny” (WB) (9th wk), 

| $6,500. 

$1.50)—“‘Come September" (Us (2d . 

Twin Drive-In (Shor) (600 cars - 
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ORTHY OF SPECIAL PLAYING TIME! 
action anc sex...suspenseful, realistic battle scenes...” 

—SAM BERNS Motion Picture Herald 
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THY, Wage Br 
Strike But Prods, 

Mexico City, Sept. 5. 
The Mexican film. ‘strike. has 

_ passed Anto history. after a. two: 
week walkout. ‘Actually. it is an 
uneasy armistice for an “agree-| 
ment” has been signed ‘granting 
‘technicians ‘and _-manual. workers 
hikes ranging from’ 10 to 1744%, 

. Extras: got. the short end of the |P 
deal: at.10%,: with carpenters gaf-, 
nering the boost; and shooting 
‘units’ paychecks uppéd by 1234%. 

But the tssues of whether there 
is a top-heavy roll of workers in. 
shooting ‘units (fluctuating - ‘be- 
tween 800: to’ 1,000, in 11 ‘shooting + 
units), -and: the .granting of - per- 
manent.status.to these unfon mem- 
bers, are still'up-in'the air, — 
_ A’ joint producer-union ‘com- 
mission will now start wrangling. 
in earnest : over ‘this and must 
come. up with -a ‘conclusion ‘in :90. 
days, or around the end of. No- 
vember. Union still. would like to] 
‘have’ permanent status . approved: 
and this can be. an issue causing 
new friction later ‘on. . 

Union brass feels ‘that, under: 
the circumstances,’ they. have won 
a fairly good contract. Producers 
are none too: happy about it all. 
Osear J. Brooks; 
ers Assn., in -an outspoken. state- 
ment against the. constant shunt- 
ing aside. of their’ problems, . said, 
“If the industry is..to survive, it. 
is high time fede al: authorities |" 
seriously’ consider a: subsidy ar-| 
rangement. If the present ‘situa- | 
tion does not improve, with fi- 
mances. weak and: the struggle ‘to ; 
hang on to. markets. hampered by 
“world: industry competition, then 
the‘ only ‘way the Mexican people 
‘ean count. on -having a motion pic- 

“: ture. industry of their own. is 
. through direct. federal subsidy.” 

Boetticher Finds Using 
Realism in Bullfighter « 

Biopic Shapes Strong 
‘Mexico: City, Aug. 29. 

Bud ‘Boetticher's. experiment in 
making a biopic, based on -the life! 
of bullfighter Carlo Arruza, using 
tion professionals, with exception | 
of Debra Paget, has worked out. 
well. ‘Producer, who is one of the. 
iost hep Americans in the “death 
the afternoon” sport, strove for 

“yealism in making ‘the film and 
believes he has: attained it. 
.In ‘building up for an honest 

: interpretation -of. bulllfights, Boet-| 
“ticher took four years and. exposed 
‘negative having a .total running 
time’ of nine hours.. Only about 
10% of this will be seen by ‘audi- 
ences.: But’ the 90 minutes will 
‘have an authentic picture of bull- 

fighting and the people. involved 
fa the Latin spéctacie.  ~ 

_ Much of the footage was. shot at 
Arruza’s bull breeding: ranch, Pas- 
teje. There’s no: faking. The bull- 
fights are actual events..and not’ 
just performances. staged for the 
-@ameras. And: the fullfighters are. 
Yeal matadors: such 4s Rogriguez, 
Giron, Calesero, Capetilla, etc. The 

 panderilleros, managers,. news and 
television ‘reporters are. also: real |. 
life personalities : ‘who -play. them- 
selves. : 
‘Incidentally, the bull-fight. scenes. 

have ‘been passed. by U.S. censors} 
‘who also saw controversial ‘scenes 
heretofore: generally cut dn. ‘other 
bullfight epics, ~ 

“This one will have. a Spanish and: 
English sound track, but Boetticher. 
first plans to exhibit. the: pic in 
Mexico, Latin America:.and Spain 
befere. ‘distribution | in’ arty -houses 
of the U.S..with subtitles. After: 

. that, an English - -version. is to be 
released late in ‘1962. | 

British Censors to Got 
Bare Facts on Nudie’ Pir 

London, Sept. 5. 
The British Board Of Film Cen-. 

sors is ta consider the bare facts of 
-the protests made by the -Federa- 
tion of British ‘Sun Clubs -alleging 
that recent nudist filmis-give a false. 
impression. of -its aims and objects: 
"fhe protest talks: of “distorting 
inaccuracies” and bleats about the: 
use of models whose. execusive. 
physical features render them “tn- 
typical of members of the naturist 
movement: “The FBSC is to pro- 
duce.a special: certificate that will 

: indicate its approval of future nud-||! 
- Ast. commercial films. : 

_ jin - 
‘Stross. . 

Emmet Dalton, ‘who's one of the | 

(initial: bid here. 

British Lion Sets Critic 
H. Conway for Story Dept.. 

London, Aug. 29. 
” Stella Jonckheere, who has been 

boss: of ‘British ‘Lion’s’ story de- 
partment ‘since 1955, has quit am- 
feably, David. Kingsley; B-L topper, 
paying tribute. to her, said that a 

: change af. emphasis. in: the . com- 
‘pany’s operation -because of the in-: 
creased: number. of pix being made 
-by: associated companies, had ‘led to 
Miss Jonckheere’s departure. 

Harold Conway, veteran film-and 
legit, critic, who has‘served on-many 
papers and: who: was with the Sun- 
day Dispatch. when it folded’ re- 
cently,.has joined. the British Lion 
story. department. Kingsley said: 
“The appointment of..Conway. is |. 
not. precisely a: replacement.. for | 
Miss - Jonckheere. However, Con- 
way will. be searching for. possible 
film properties’in the theatre, and 
the book and newspaper world. for |- 
{the company ‘in ‘general. But his | - 
work will be mainly. angled on re- 
search for potential: properties. for | 
Launder & Gilliat and Boulting | - 
Broth 

head of Produe- | rons. 
_Productions. ” 

Film Producers 
Busy in Ireland 

‘Dublin, “Aug: 29. 
The Ardmore Studios have their 

busiest sked ‘yet lined-up for. the 
next: few ‘months. Unifilms’: Bruce. 
Newberry production of. the sophis-. 
ticatéd comedy, “Stork: Talk,” fin- 
Jisheg .this month. But. star Anne 
Heywood stays on to.play the lead 

“Knife Edge” 

directors for Ardmore: also. has set 
a production ‘of his own, “The Devil 
Must Pay,” for. September. Remus 
Films: is booked to ‘start’ Iensing 

J“Term of Trial” Dec:: 11,: witha 
if-week. schedule. The stars are 
Laurence. Olivier and -Hayley: Mills. : 
‘Peter Glenville is director. . 

Brendan. Belian's: “The Quare Fel- 
low”: and: another’ Behan play is 
also. listed for. production, 
Hostage.” — 

Jerry Wald’s production of James: 
Joyce's “Ulysses” is on the studio 
charts for June, ‘next year,. and 
another’: ‘scheduled,. but not. final- 
ized, is: “Face .of a. Woman,” ‘star- 
ring’ Susan Strasberg and Wilfred 
Hyde: “White. 

Location. sequences .have been|” 
scheduled for. Ireland on Herbert 
Wileox’s “The Reason Why.” Laur- 
ence Olivier, Alec. Guinness, Ralph 
‘Richardson, 

| Jean Simmons. aré. ‘listed for the | 
Deborah 

cast. 
Brian. Desmond. Hurst has- just 

finished shooting : ‘Synge’s. “The 
Playboy. of the Western World”. 
entriely- on_ location. in County 
Kerry . with Gary: 
Siobhan McKenna. as stars. Richard 
Kuhne -is. ‘currently: here. shooting | 
a travelog’ for 20th-Fox. - 

|LEGIT BACK TO 4 HOUSES 
AS INDIE BID FAILS 

Sydney, Aug. 29. 

“Local: -show 

flesh «8. blood houses—Minerva, 

-bids by. indie prodiicers, ' James. 
Laurie, of London. and 
das respectively. This city now. has 

_{only.. four: legiters operating, .. 
‘Laurie, on .a house’ deal with 

la-la": following a biz dropoff with 
“World of Suzie. Wong,” (Par). his |. 

‘reported © Laurie. is - 

Minerva ‘stopover: 

next few -months with a top Lon- 
don musical... Looks . certain. that 

sécond. try. 
Tibor. ‘Rudas. a former ‘daticer, 

took - “over the “Capitol. on -a deal 
with Greater Union ‘Theatres and 
spent a- packet: on-renov ations and 
brought in his “Crazy Gang”. revue 
in opposition to. the Tivoli in the 

(Continued on: page 16). 

Settles Mexico’) # 
Gravely Concerned 

| maf”. 
Plot concerns an Israeli unit, ad- | 

‘vancing in the Sinai desert, which 

‘for - Raymond 

Patrick McGoohan is to star -in. 

-famatory” 

“The | 

‘Kerr -and 

Raymond and | 

for. feature pix. But there is an 

biz... raised -its eyes |: 
‘brows this .week when two former} 

King's Cross, . and Capitol, Sydney 
—swung back to. pix after legit 

Tibor Ru- | 

-| Metro, ran into trouble when: he} 
staged. a lowbeat revue titled “Oo-: 

to” have | 
‘dropped’ around $65,000 ‘on_ his 

however, Lau- |: ° 
tie said-he -will. return. within the | 

he will. seek, another house: for his 

‘Ingrid Thulin, 

Low Budget Israck Pic 
‘- el: Aviv, Aug. 29. 

de ate. the best. true story of 
e 

French-British attack against Su- 
‘ez in 1956; may become the subject | 
of a low-budget: Israeli pic, “SI- 

found an abandoned bedouin camp. 
An Israeli officer. discoyers.a week- 
old. girl..The soldiers take care 
ofthe baby! and then transfer her. 
to a hospital unit. But not before 
neming her, Sinaia, . 
.. “The story was adapted for the pie 
by © scripter Moshe Hadar.. Direc- 
tor is Ivan Lenglel, an assistant to 
‘Otto -Preminger in .making “Exo- 
dus.” Title role will be piayed by. 

‘|Sinaia- in person, who is.today a 
‘healthy. _five-year-old girl, girl. 

Kirk Douglas 
Looks for Mex 

Studio Space 
.. Mexico City, Sept. 5.. 

“Kirk Douglas may start the ball 
‘Tolling again as far’ as Hollywood 

| activity..in -Mexico is concerned. 
Actor's. Bryna Productions has 
‘been dickering with. Churubusco 

| Studios: for sound stages, and lat- 
‘ter source said that he will shoot 
“Savages” on Cuernavaca location 
some time in October. Studio fa- 
cilities will be used for interiors. 
‘Edward Lewis, Bryna president, 

is expected: here shortly, accord-. 
ing to producer Olallo Rubio, to} 

authorities about} huddle with 
making the long deferred film bio- 
pic: of Montezuma,: last of the. 
Aztec emperors... This. project has) 
been in the works since 1959. 

‘Union officials. are preparing the 
velvet carpet: treatment for Lewis 
and- Douglas. Every cooperatig2 
will be offered for just now a 
super-spectacle | like the Monte- 
‘zuma epic would provide . plenty 
of. employment to- Mexican ele- 
ments.. 

Only stumbling block is the mat- 
ter.of whether the script will come 
up to the standards. of a demand-- 
ing.censorship office of the‘ Film 
Bureau, very particular about “de- 

or “inaccurate” pres- 
entation. of a historical figure and 
the epoch in which. he lived., Cen- 
sors have indicated, however, that 
‘if.-the script does -not take ‘too 
many liberties with the truth, and: 
does not make a travesty of Monte-: 
zuma: and the Conquest period, 
‘there's ‘a: good chance of obtaining 
an official green light. 
There ‘are rumors that three or 

four American . producers ‘are 
showing renewed interest £1. Mex- 
ico, but the Film Bureau says-that. 
aside from the Douglas project it 
has no definite word of any other: 
Hollywood activity. | 

See Yugoslavia Active 
_ Cork, Sept. 8. 

Yugoslavia {s making the big 
play at the Cork International Film 
Fest; Sept: 27-Oct. 4, with “Ninth { 
ircle, ” backed up by “Martin. in 

Clouds. * There’s no prize at Cork 

award for the best performance. 

‘German ‘Export Union is enter-. 
ing Paul Rotha's “Life of Hitler,” 
due 0 be ready this month. Hol- 
land. has helped by finding a copy 
of. “Fury,” 
for a tribute programme to direc- 

starring. Spencer Tracy, 

tor Fritz Lang. 

Current. view is” that .neither 
American or: British film-makers 
will have any big role in the show. 
They’ve been: cool to this festival 
for the last few years, letting - the 
Continental producers. and stars. has equalled the latter record. 
take the main. awards. 

New Bergman Pic Set 
' Stockholm, Sepi. ‘5: 

Ingmar Bergman fs on leave 
from the Royal Dramatic Theatre 
until the end of the: year to shoot 
his next film and once again, Berg- 

‘|;man's plans. to. film in color have 
beer. postponed. The new film is 
set in a presentday environment 
and the planned cast includes. 

Gunnar. Bjorn- 
strand, Max von Sydow and Gun- 
nel Lindblom, :lIt- old-timers in 

: Bergman productions. 

Sinai. campaign, the Israeli- 

ing operation costs, 

INTERN ATION AL 

| Yank Producers Check on Current 
Mex Film-Makmg Setup to See If 

Censor, Labor Troubles Are Better 
Urge Govt. Subsidy For 

Ailing Spanish Circuses ; 
Madrid, Aug. 29. 

Now that Spain has decided to 
utilize up to 15% of the foreign 
aid fund in nationwide support of 
afling. Spanish legit, government 
officials are being pressured to 
help some %0 circuses now operat- 
ing on the Iberian peninsula. 

Traditionally a focal entertain- 
ment point of Spain’s innumerable 

{provincial and pueblo fairs, the big 
‘tops have been hit hard by mounf- 

rising tax 
bites and the rigorous cut demand- 
ed. by the Society of Authors and 
‘Composers. 

The campaign for cireus sub- 
sidies or other forms of. protection 
was initiated by ABC legit critic: 
Alfredo Marquerie who warned | 
that this type of family entertain- 
ment ,would soon. become extinct 
unless state aid is granted in the 
near future. 

Israeli Music 
Fest Tees Off 

Jerusalem, Aug. 29. 

A king-size musical festival in a 
/peanut-size country has opened 

here. Vivaldi or Scarlatti, whose 

works were on the program, would 

have enjoyed: the “grandezza” of 

the opening. A music-loving people | 

and a government keen on the tour- 

ist trade have joined forces to set ; 
up the First International Music | 
Fest in Israel. 

The president of Israel and the; 

1S 

co City, Aug. 29. 
| With Holle wood interest in Mexe 
ico perking up slightly, as repre- 
‘sentatives of individual producers 
jand the Motion Picture Producers 
Assn. arrived to get the lowdown 
on actual conditions’ here, con- 
sensus of reps is that the republia 
“missed the boat” as far as huild- 
ing up American production ‘activ- 
ity here is concerned. 

Conflicting reports on wage 
scales and cooperation of Mexican 
unions and officials, exaggerated 
| stories of official intervention and 
bothersome censorship, the labor 
problem, and other factors were 
principally responsible for tha 
shunning of Mexico as locale for 
Yank production. This opinion is 
held not only by reps obtaining a 
first-hand view of the situation 
here, but by visiting producers and 
‘talent coming recently to Mexico 
he vacation and business trips. 

This mistaken view is still in 
force despite the often repeated 
statement by Carlos‘ Tinoco, un- 
ion official, that everything has 
changed for the better. While un- 

jions have won pay boosts for talent . 
and other segments, scales for 
American producers will not be 
upped. Further, federal officials 

jalso promise fullest cooperation to 
Hollywood producers. All that they 
ask is that scripts de not Bive a 
blatantly erroneous impression of 
Mexico and its citizens, past and 
present. 

Frederico Heuer, of the Film 
; Bank, also has stated time and time 
jagain that Hollywood coin for co- 
productions is welcome, and that 
only stipulation is that producers 
must agree to the same regulations 
jimposed on Mexican production 
‘ elements. 

Tinoco always has highlighted 
nearness of Mexico and definite 
savings in transportation, accom- 

Jand Leonard Rose! playing works | 

At Cork Film Festival 

4i*Gone With the Wind" 

jing the. exhibifion business is in 

visiting head of the Malagashi Re-;modation costs for shooting units, 
public (Madagascar) were present! apart from low scales for Mexican 
at the launching. Alexander jtechnicians and talent. And he has 
Schneider (of the “Budapest Quar-;stated that Mexican technicians, 
tet). who. is the musical director |from electricians, make’ up artists, 
of the Fest, conducted the Israeli , assistant * cameramen, . directors, 
Philharmonic and the “Rinat” ,etc., are. off par with the best in 
chorus of Tel Aviv. Canadian alto: i world. Studio facilities are second 
Maureen Forester was soloist. Pro- ; only to those in. Hollywood, ac« 
gram included the world preem of:cording to Tinoco. While in gen- 
Darius Milhaud’s latest work “Bar,eral American producers agree 
Mitzva -Israel.” j with all this, they have preferred 

The festival will last three weeks ,t0 locate foreign shooting units in 
land will feature:.a chamber-music (Italy, France, etc., because of easi- 
trio (Isaac Stern, Eugene Istomien, : er union and official regulations, 

Beefs in the past have been that 
of Beethoven, Mendelssohn and ]in Mexico a producer is restricted 
Ravel; the Budapest Quartet and] by «no: : calling for 

pianist. Rudolpf Serkin. payment of “displacement” wages 
Highlight of the Fest. is Pablo;to directors; talent, technicians, 

Casals who is due in Israel Sept. &}etc., over and above certain maxi- 
who will play a Beethoven sonata|nums set by the union, with these 
on his cello, with Serkin at the personnel paid for doing nothing 

| piano. The last evening of the Fest jsince American counterparts do the 
(Sept. 18), Pablo Casals will con-j actual worn. stestrictions on use 

|duct in Tel Aviv, the Israel Phil-|of acting talent in coproductions 
harmonic. Alexander Schneider] and sundry official and union red 
will conduct part: of this concert.{tape also has cooled Hollywood 

producers. 

“7 WONDERS’ BEATS | orane nere as séen the ving’ 
- ‘WIND’ RECORD IN ARG. 

Buenos Alves, Aug. 29, {to coopers with, the: Americeg 
Rome, Paris, Israel, the Far East, 
and a persistent bypassing of Mex- 

Cinerama’s “Seven Wonders of! producers. And this cooperation is 
-{the World” has now held 14 months! hacked up by stout affirmations 
playing first-run at the Casino The- | that abuses of the past will ‘no 
atre here, beating the record of}longer plague Hollywood pro- 

(M-G), ducers. 
which ran more than a year at the|- The Mexican industry is now tiny Radar Theatre. anxious to work with and not All. the blockbuster, hard-ticket | against Hollywood. The general 
films enjoy lJongruns here, despite |plea is “give us another chance, 
much’ weaker boxoffice than in the |and see for yourselves the Mexican. 
last five years. “Ben-Hur” (M-G) |industry’s ‘new frontier’ for for- 
held in first-run for 47 weeks, | eign Producers. 
“Spartacus” (U) is past. its 20th 

Flashing Sign Gimmick 
week at the Broadway. “Rocco 
and His Brothers” (Indie), however, 

Set for ‘Edge’ i in Brit. 
London, Aug. 29. 

United Artists and Cinema Man- 

’ The Assn. of Independent Exhibi- 
tors issued its annual report, stat- 

crisis, mainly due to State’s insen- 
sibility to its problems. They cem- 
plain that tele licenses are granted 
greater customs and tax privilege, 
plus moral ‘tolerance, whereeas ex- 
hibitors must submit to all sorts of 
regimentation and censorship, 
-apart from being forced to hire 
vaudeville performers, who should 

also contend with competition from 
‘unlicensed halls, which pay no 
taxes, whereas exhibs‘ must add 
59. 6°o on every ticket they sell. 

Vv 

by rights perform on tv. They must |. 

agement Assn. are sticking to the 
U.S. release. plan for “Naked 
Edge.” whereby nobody will be pér- 
mitted to enter the cinema during 
the last 13 minutes of the pic. 
Flashing red light “Stop” signs will 
be installed in all cinemas showing 
the film. 

Last time there was a similar. 
cautionary gimmick-on a film here 
was “Psycho” (Par), when patrons 
were not allowed in ‘after the open- 

ding of the pic.. 
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The Venice _festival, which has 

just ended, may go down in his- |} 

tory as the last to feature four 

fims in competition from any one 

country. The fest authorities have 

“got away” with little more than a 

mild rebuke for selecting four 

Italian films in contest, yet reject- 

ing ull five subjects nominated by 

the Germans. 
The rebuke eame from the Inter- 

national Federation of Film Pro- 
ducers Associations whose rules 
called for a limitation of two pix 
from any one country. 

Festival procedure, which has 
been a priority item at almost; 
every International Federation 
sesh for years past. will be the top 
item on the agenda wken the ad-: 
ministrative council meets. in, 
Paris in November. That meeting ; 
shapes as a desperate bid to in- 
troduce some arder into the oper-j; 
ation and management of festivals, 
end will be attended by the direc- 
tors of the four main European 
events—Cannes, Berlin, San Sebas- 
tian and Venice. The Karlavy Vary , 
and Moscow fest directors are not 
being invited because their coun- 
tries are not members of the 
Federation. 

lt is understood the discussion. 
will be based on the experimental 
rules announced last year which, 
In addition to the pix. ceiling, 
called for limiting all fests to a! 
maximum of 12 days. 

Though the Federation will: 
stand by the principle of a ceiling ; 
of two pix per country, it will ret 
be an irrevocable rule and there 
will he scope for some elasticity jin; 
certuinm exceptional cases. But inj} 
no case will. the Federation allow 
the ceiling to be increased by more 
ihan a single picture, and then| 
only after it has been convinced 
there are special reasons for doing 
sa. 

The same sort of elasticity will 
probably be permitted in regard 
to length of festivals, though the 
four directors will be urged to 
restrict them to manageable pro- 
portions and not allow them to 
run on for 16 or 17 days. Of the 
four major European events, Ber- 
lin is the only oné which -has al- 
ways been kept down to a maxi- 
mum of 12 days, though frequently 
there are three’ in-competition 
screenings a day. Venice has only | 
one contest ‘screening a day, 
whereas Cannes and San Sabastian 
usually run two a day. 

Eee 

Pic Selections - 
ieee Continued from page 7 - 

in which the association is con- 
stantly waging diplomatic and 
representational battles on behalf 
of the Yank industry. 

“Of the 100 countries in which 
ye do business,” he said, “over 
two thirds give us serious prob-} 
Jems.” Particular trouble spots lay } 
in the Mediterranean area, and }’ 
especially in Spain, Turkey, 
Greece, Egypt and North- Africa, 
and Italy, 
the last- named was more promis- 
ing. Germany was another poten- 
tial source of worry because of 
unhappy condition of its pic in- 
Gustry. . 

Cither problem spcts were in: 
Chile and Cuba, in Ghana iwhich j 
has annonced it wants only “con- 
structive films’, in So. Africa, 
where a very severe censorship 

Int'l Prod. Federation to Bring 
Order Into Multi-Festival Chaos 

Venice, Sept. 5. + 

| which features writer Elsa Morante . 

INTERNATIONAL 

Venice Grapevine 
Continued from page 7: muammat 

chased 
“Beccaccio “70.” On few - 
time,” Calvie Procuctions 
“Capri” on that isle in a deal with 
Levine which ‘includes a feature 
film and a TV pilot ta be shot on 
the southern isle. Levine says he 
definitely won't make his “Hercu- 
les” 
they'll be shot in Britain, he says; 
Levine already has a network out- 
let for his planned TV films. “Boc- 
eaccio "7 

weeks 

isecured by Kurt Unger for undis- 
closed sum. 

eke 
Jeanne Moreau and Stanley 

Baker in. Venice to lens exteriors 
‘for “Eva” under direction of 
, Joseph Losey ... Mel Ferrer has 
| signed to star in “The Black Lan- |’ 
feers’ for Rome's Royal Films, 
‘with Yvonne (“Dolce Vita”). Four- 
| neanx as his costar; Guacomo Gen- 
tilome directs . . . Stanley Baker 
to appear in next pic by Leonardo 

start in Italy from script by Berk- 
oviei end his son Eric; it’s a story 
lof two -deserters, a German ‘@ d 
,an Italian . .. some 540,000 feet of 
i film were shot by director Renato 
Castellani. for | 

Brigand”; as.one iocal wag put it, 
“if you cut out an ‘hour anda half, 
‘the film is still 15 minutes toa 
Hlong:” . . 15 paintings especially 
made for. Italian mnon-competing 
‘entry “Accattone” ‘Arco Film) dis- 
playd in fest palace in last days, 
Large delegation of writers, 
cluding Alberto Moravia and oth- 

‘ers, up from Rome for same pic, 

| in small role... . all is tribute for 
fellow scribe Pier ‘Paolo Pasolin 
whocs first film direction stint.’ 
“Accattone” is pie got one of the 
biggest hands of fest . . . Pasolini’ 
is a Nobel nominee in poetry this 
year... producer Alfred Guarini 
here after jelling co-production ; 
deal with British producer Victor 
Katona for pic called: “Quarter 
Moon,” to be directed by Romolo. 
Marcellini .«» Nobu MacCarthy a. 
probable star of item on Metro. 
loan-out. 

a 
Local report sets nev er-disclosed 

| Festival ‘budget at some $240, 000 | 
per year, and guesses that Venice. 

+ went $32.000 into the red last ‘year. 
Austerity wave here first cut 

into hospitality accorded stars and 
especially financing of their trips 
up,. but frist-week absence of 
names is said to have . loosened 
purse-strings somewhat ... In any 
case, second stanza saw quite a 
large number of flayers, ‘to wit: 
‘Carrol Baker, Alida Valli, Anna : 
Magnani, Anthony Franciosa, Betsy 
Blair, Ron Randell, Laya Raki, Aldo : 
Rav, 

Eleonora Rossi Drago, Jose ‘ 
‘Suarez, Albert Sordi, Francisco. 
Rabal, Rod Taylor, Gordon Seott, 
Channing Pollock, Giorgio Albert- 
azzi, Anna Proclemer, and Russia's 
!Nina Drobyseva, star: of the Mos-— 
cow co-winner, “Clear Skies”... 
first week's play ers ineluded Tosh- 
‘iro Mifune, Rosanna Schiaffino, | 

though the outlook in|yaurent Terzieff; Sandra Milo, ' 
i Paolo Stoppa, Sergio Fantoni, Bar- : 
}bara Lass and others, while Yank : 
' film directors present included 
| Nick Ray, Jack Garfein, John Hub- ; 
ley, Etienne: Périer (‘who miade 
Metro's “Bridge to the Sun”), 
iothers . Sophia: Loren. couldn't 
| make trip here, having to leave for 
Madrid. where she’s shooting ‘Ma- 

i dame Sans-Gene” for Malenotti 

‘|French Honor Prevails, 

(for reported $1,200.000) 

start. 

videoseries in Italy. Mayhe -equal . basis 

* richts for Israeb were | 

Berkwvici, slated. for a November | 

his monumental |. 
three-hour local presentation, ‘The | 

in-'| Angel rate is $800. -Actially losses 

George Hamilton, Robert Hos- : 

*VARINTY'S’ LONDON OFFICE 
49M, Jameoc's Street, Piccadilly . . 

It's Jane Rhodes ‘7-to-6 
Paris, Sept. 5. 

The Paris Opera ran into a curi- 
oug tangle with the “new” attitude 
of the French government for. 

| home-made | music last - week. 
{| Opera ..is preparing to ship. its. 
singers, scenery, costumes, ete.; to 
Japan for a two-week showing of 
“Carmen.” The title role is to be 
sung alternately by Grace Bumbry, 
American, and Jane Rhodes, 
French. Fourteen performances 
are scheduled, with each singer 
doing seven. ‘But the French For- 
eign Office, which doles out sub- 
sidies for such undertakings, de- 
‘cided that the American girl could 
not. possibly be sent out on an 

With the. Frenchie. 
And: Miss Rhodes did not Want to 
‘sing the taxing rele two nights in a 
‘row. 

What to do?.. The solution 
, reached, finally,’ was to cancel one 
performance—with Miss. Bum- 

\bry ‘singing six times and Miss 
Rhodes: seven times: Now French 
honor is ‘saved. and .everybody’s 
papry—execept possibly the opera- 
tor of the he Japanese theatre theatre. 

Strike ke Hits Mex 

Studios for Big 
‘August Lo 
Mexico City, Sept. 5. 

The recent film strike hit the 
two_. operating. . Mexican studios 
hard. Churubusco “federally 
owned) and the. San Angel Inn 
Studios lost an estimated $40,000. 
‘aS result of the two-week: walkout. 
‘At Churubusco; soundstages rent 

for $2,200. daily while the San 

In ternational Sound Trek | 

London ) 
Peter Ustinov has wound up shooting on. “Billy Buda at the APBO 

Elstree studios and is on a short vacation in Switzerland, before comin 
‘back to dub and score: the pic, for Allied Artists. ‘And ‘with: Phil. 
Gersdorf’s stint as publicity ¢o-ordinator finished, he has moved tg 
Munich to start work on John Huston’s “Freud,’ * for ‘U-I. “Freud” 
will be shot both at the Bavaria. Studios and on location. in. Vienna, 
Montgomery Clift and Susannah York are the stars... The. biggest 
newspaper advertisement for any single film in this country. was taken 
by British Lion to Iaunch “Black Tights.”- This: ballet-film was given . 
ballyhoo in the London Evening Standard to the extent: of: two. full 
pages. David Kingsley, British Lion boss, said: “We. decided. on. this 
unprecedented opening shot beeause ‘Black: Tights’ is*a 70mm. pro 
duction and we felt it needed 70mm advertising.” The splash: has: 
certainly been a talking point and advance bookings for the. film,. : 
which bowed in at the London Coliseum on Monday -14), hiked’. . . 
Joseph Losey is to start filming “Eve” in Italy next week, with Stanley 
Baker and Jean Moreau. Other Losey plans include Carl Foreman’ s 
production of “The Holiday,” with Hardy Kruger and Melina Mercouri,- 
and. next spring will propel a Simone .Signoret subject called.’ “aad 
Past Ten Of A Summer’s Evening” . .... Tamahine,” starring ‘Nancy 
Kwan, was due to start rolling at Elstree next week. Now it. may. be 
postponed till next year pending script: doctoring . . . Walter Seltzer 
has been. in town launching the West. End opening ‘of “The. ‘Naked 
Edge.” The Gary Cooper starrer gota chilly press but, ’ ‘déspite the 
heat it grossed: $7, 280, on. opening weekend the Pavilion’s. best: in. ning 
months. 

Paris 
New weekly newspaper Le Nouveau Candide, headlining: “Hollywood 

Agonizing”, claims that. a pic directed .by a. Frerichman. “Bridge to. 
|the Sun” {M-G), which repped the U.S, at the Venice Film Fest showed, 
that. Hollywood no. longer reigned over the world: film setup. ‘Article: 
also pointed up that Yank -pix are being’. made all. over the globe. 

{to keep | foreign marts intact as well as a growing importance of. 
‘limported pix in U.S. theatres, It ends with the glib phrasing that oné 
|day Hollywood may be just a dead city and merely a sort:of ving: 
museum where visitors. would go: sadly to see ‘where. such .peoj le ag 
Greta Garbo and Gary. Cooper once held forth . .., After. N-Y. 
London, a Russian Exposition is now on’ here and a- French one 
Moscow.. They rin through Sept: 15. and began Aug. 15. French show 
bizites to Moscow are the state-subsidized legit | company, . the -‘TNP 
under Jean. Vilar, pianist Samson Francois, pop singer Colette Stemsrd : 
and singer-composer Guy Beart, plus Claude Luter’s jazz orch, singer 
Jacques Brel, mime Marcel Marceau, comic. impressionist Mareel Amont 
and plenty of pix ... Word from Moscow has it that French Minister. 

lof Culture Andre Malraux had two books. censured by the Soviets 
at the French Exposition now. going on in ‘Moscow. and they had to be 
removed, as ditto books by Jean-Paul Sartre and the late Alber$: 
Camus . ... Gilbert Miller telling the press here that: the. exorbitant . 
union scales and the successes of bad. plays are what: are making 
Broadway seasons so lacklustre of Jate. He. said he even“had to pay 
stage hands while showing a film “La Dolcé. Vita” -in his Henry Mi 
Theatre. He opined that foreign pix were the rage in N.Y. now ‘and. 
he had. recently bought the rights to six. new ‘Italian: films. 

Madrid: 
“Fanny” and “St. Francis “of “Assisi” aré reported. US. selections at 

Barcelona’s Third Int’! Film Congress next month . . . Fernando Lamag. 
and -Argentitie’s Olga Zubarry team. this month “In Cold Blood" with - 
Mur-Oti directing . Subsequently, Lamas will costar with Pedro. 
Armendariz in “Caballero” (Great Guy)—a story drawn from Spain's 
arly 19th century War'of Independence . . . Agata. Films, Spanish 

anchor of Carlos Ponti’s . Italo-Spanish-French coproduction “Mme: 
Sans Gene,” held up press pouring till. Sophia Loren’s costar,. Robert: 
Hossein, returned from Venice fest appearance . . . “Sans -Gene” - 
director Christian Jacques will stage battles in Madrid's ‘Casa del 
Campo ‘and use royal chateaux at Aranjuez before winding up. hig 
three-week location schedule in Spain .. . Julia Diamante making h 
pew-wave. debut as director with “Los. que no: fuimos a.la guerra 
(Too Young for War), starring Laura Valenzuela, Agustin -Gonsal 
Jose Isbert and ‘Suanjo . ‘Menendez... . . Cinematographer Manu 
Berenguer, first to enter Hollywood. ASC ranks from -this ‘ country, 
started his career in 1939 as correspondent cameraman for Fox: Mévie« 
tone News .. . Producer-director Julio Coll signed Leo Anchoriz to 
star with the three: Penella sisters (Emma, Terele and Alicita Montes) 
in “365° Days of Love” . Joseph Cotten is reported’ ‘en route to 
Barcelona as replacement for Broderick Grawfors i in the long-delayed 
Yank-Spanish co-production, “Atlantic Attack” . 

are greater because production 
during month of August was con- 
spicuous by its absence. True loss 
figure is somewhere between $75,- 
000 to $90,000, although directors 
of both facilities ‘are. disinclined to 
give out: August rofit and loss 
‘statements. 
Now sounds of carpenters’ ham- 

! mers are-coming from both studios, 
iand production may return to nor-. 
mal, even build up in tempo as 
producers talk of rolling 10 pic- 
turés a month to make up for the 
lost time. 

to the end of August, Still, 
Churubusco was used by 29 pro 

| ducttons tone lone American film, 
-“Geronimo”) and San ‘Angel Inn 
only had the business of nine pro-. 
ducers. Jorge Stahl owner of lat- 
ter studio, says situation is quite 
serious with ‘the use of facilities. 
Steadily declining from 1959 when 
23 films were made. ‘Last year 
the total dropped to 19 and this: 
year Stahl figures he'll be lucky if 
his final tally hits 15.- 

However, officials and unions 
j insist that there will be a pick up, 
j especially: since the Union of Film 
Production Workers and the Na- 

‘ tional Association of Actors, which. 
had been ‘mortal enemies of two- 
week | quickies, have incorporated 
concessions in new contracts. per- 
mitting producers to.continue with 
the “churros.” 

There is ‘also an. unconfirmed ru- |. 
mor, -with federal officials mute, 

\that. the Clasa Studios are slated ! 
for reopening. Allegedly Film 
‘Bank will bankroll this with $240,-: 
000 and cameraman Gabriel Figu-. 
eroa is mentioned .as studio chief. 
1 While confirmation cannot be 
| obtained anywhere, s significant fact. 
lis that the studios have not been 
‘dismantled, and land ~ subdivided, 
as. had been originally announced. 

1In former years studios were also 
federally’ owned. . 

Mexico city 
Last week comic Caritinflas, in talks with industry intimates, indi. - 

cated a. willingness to angel the ailing’ and’ financially. ‘beset national 
industry to the tune of $4,000,000. This for serious high quality projects 
having a potential in the world as well as the Spanish speaking market, 

Camic has expressed concern over the chronic Jack of finances for 
the Mexican industry and ‘appears dis sposea to- hypo. quality produce 
tion, Whether unofficial talks with intimates will; be: translated into. 
action at this time is an open matter. 
Cantinflas, on more than one oceasion. has said the root of all 

Mexican film industry troubles is the Jack ‘of cash. Source of comic's 
possible. interest to make. substantial funds availablé are personal. 
chronies. It is not known whether sum. would représent Cantjnfias’s 
own money or his good offices in swinging Joans from. banking or other 
sources. 

‘ oe : : * . . 

” Rackin On Foreign Subsidies. 
situation exists, and in almost all : Prods, after which she’s to do an 
of Asia. where there’s an increas- ; 
ing trend to get natives toa distrib- 
ute films, taking them out of hands 
ef Yank and or cther distribs.: 
Johnston named several sere spats | 
in Far East and Asia that came to 
mand, inclucing Burma, Pakistan, ; 
Incgonésia, Tuinan, Thailand. 

Ali in all, Jchnston said. the! 
MPAA-MPEA problems are “like: 
& six-ring circus.‘ with battles re-t 
garding the serious Hellywood : 
later problein, the U.S. and for-! 
e1gn legislative front. foreign rev- 
enue, equally severe foreign labor : 
Picbiems, the question of taxes on 
yarious industry facets in the U.S., 
Censorship questions, ete. 

(in a more optimistic note, John- 
stern concluded by predicting a 
235 Yank feature production total 
for 1961, an increase of about 50 

episode in “Boccaccio °70" wider | 

i Vittorio ‘DeSica’s direction, segu- Legit Houses 

j ing with London-shot’ 4s snocking j Continued from page - BD aes | 

epposite David Niven, directed by: ),54 ‘ie 

‘Lee Thompson, “then the lead in: ent block playing out Happy. 

Luechino Yisconti’s “The Nun. of | Rud wo 

Monza”. . . big attention-getter | ° ucas ra however, that he’s 
here continues to be Don Jaime de : coming and - sho tly” neal Snow 

Mora y Aragon, br other. of Belgian } | seek th bh probably * also 

Queen Fabiola... Curtis Harring-. another house. here. “Snow 
. White” was a hit in Melbourne 

‘ten pleased with positive: local re- 
t action to his first pic, “Night Tide” - ‘Tivoll Toop ex ces and” deciding to 

returns to Coast soon to are Bo solo. g to 

duties as assistant to Jerry a 

\" . Alain Resnais (“Hiroshima Mon ; Key legit operators: here—J. C. | 

: Amour” 1 will follow his second pic : 
tand first “cubist feature filmr| 
“Last Year at Marienbad,” w . ; 

|the fest, runner, “Your Shadow ‘is : | Amorous Prawn! and Loek . .Up 
Mine,” to star Jill Hayworth, the | Blaekbi a8 pia with. “Bye Bye 

young girl in “Exodus.” ° Pic rolls iver" CKO ¥ ic. Troupe, Oli- 

in Far East with Pierre Courant r” and Once Upon a Mattress 
producittg. t. 

me 

le 

“roll, are: sitting - pretty:.with such . 
{ Williamson: Ltd. ard Garnet Car-: 

shows as “My Fair Lady” (2d year), 

———— Continued from page 3 ———— es 

1 ject, Rackin said,. “It would: ‘be.:a- 
great help if the U.S. would sub- 

| sidize the industry as they do 
airlines and railroads. 

All we ask is removal of the 10%. 
farmers, 

Federal tax on every: ticket. 
How It Would Help. 

filmmaking more precarious than 
ever. Removal of the-tax would give 
us more monév to make more pic- 
tures. This would put more people 

lto work and in the end the Gov- 
‘ernment would derive the’ bene- 
fit of additional revenue in per- 
sonal taxes,” he said. . 

Rackin also pointed out. that the 
studios have lost the: incentive to. 
develop new talent. “It’s hard to 
gamble on a new face in a picture 
that costr a million dollars.” — “The Long. Pig.” 

Dwelling on the subject of new 

talent; Rackin ‘id, “B”. pictures 
used to be our training ground 
for new faces. We aon’t make them. 
anymore at Paramount. It breaks 
my heart to nave to go to Europe 
‘to look at product to buy .for 

| distribution . just to show ew 
“Rising costs have made the talent when we should be develop- 

jng our own. The 10% tax. cut 
-would make the difference.” 

Rackin also pointed out.the im-'. 
portance of American films. as a 
propaganda medium. “It’s . the 
cheapest and most. effective weap 
on this~ country. has,” ‘he said. 
“Nothing leaves ‘the country but 
§,000 fect « °° iuloid.” 

During his trip, Rackin com- 
pleted arrangements ia England 
for’ Aubrey “Barines -to. produce 

with. Stanley 
Mann set’to do screenplay. ; 
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0 WOMEN’ 
SMASHES 

—_ INTWO 
P VERSIONS! 
Facustuncuce veo Ae | 
GROSS RECORD SET AT NORFOLK AND VIRGINIA BEACH 
DRIVE-IN THEATRES. Record-breaking business at Hollywood — 
Theatre, Atlantic City; RKO Trent, Trenton. Booked by the 
following circuits: Loew's, RKO, Stanley Warner, Fabian; Fox 
West Coast, Fox Midwest, Pacific Drive-in, Interstate Triangle- | 
Liggett, Seymour Florin, Wometco, H&E Balaban, Butterfield, 
Eastern Management, Commonwealth Amusement, Central 
States, Tri-States, Kerasotes, and leading independents all 
over. the country! 

CATEATT TL wow iw srs woth recono- 
BREAKING WEEK AT SUTTON. Now breaking records at 
Kenmore, Boston and Apex, Washington, 0.C.! Also record 
engagements at World, Philadelphia; Lincoln, New Haven; 
Squirrel Hill, Pittsburgh: Delaware, Albany. OPENING SOON 
at Colony, Cleveland: Surf, Chicago; Guild, Cincinnati; Vogue, 
‘Los Angeles Mayfairand Sunset Miami; Vogue San Francisco, 
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Venice Film Fest Reviews 
The Square of Violence: hs tina ¢ 
by killing of all ‘hostages by en- 
raged Germans. 

Crawford does his best work in 
years as the harried Doctor Ber- 
pardi. Fhe 15-minute near-silent 
scene in which he prepares to 
throw bonb and those immediately 
following «re espec laliv standout. 
His major opponent, the Nazi of- 
ficer, is i:kewise a topnotch stint 
by Branko Plesa, one of 
known Yugoslav plavers who 
should rate definite Yank atten- 
tion for this portrayal. Valentina’ 
Cortese. Anita Bjork, and Bibi 
Anderssen have smaller roies, but 
especially Miss Anderssen contri- 
butes strangly via bit ir. which she 
Fives birth to child while husband 
is awaiting death among the hos- 
tages. Almost ail other roles are 
neatly filled, though in some the 
English voices dubbed on a few 
Yugoslav plavers don't quite ring 
true. Berkovici, whose first direc- 
tion stint this is, has obvious flair 
for dramatic effect which draws 
full advantage from a linear and .- 
explicit script, 
especially in the calmer interludes 
of story. he permits too much 
Tationalizing artd talk to show. It’s - 
an impressive debut, nevertheless. : 

Camerawork and other credits ° 
in elaborate production also de- 
serve credit. with an extra nod to' 
an outstanding musical score by -¢ 
Dusen-Radic. Hawk. 

Aceattone 
(ITALIAN) 

Venice, Aug. 31. 
Cino del Duca release of an Alfredo: 

Bini (Arco Film)-Cing Del Duca produc- 
tion. Stars Franco Citti: Corsini. Written 
and directed bv Pier Paolo Pasolini. 
Camera, Tonino delli Colli; music. J. S. 
Bach, adapted by Carle Rustichelli: edi- 
tor. Nino Baragh. At Film ieee Ven: ; 
fee. Running time, 120: MIN 

ecattone ............... Franco Citti ; 
tela eee eee Franca Pasut 
addalena ........e00-- Silvana Corsini 

ASCEDZA .......- cece eee: Paola Guidi 
fannina wees ee ce nescence Adele Cambria 
alilla --. Mario Cipriani 

This is a fasvinating debut in. 
Girection by wiiter-director Pier 
Paolo Pasolini. who nas scripted 
s0Me interesting pix here in past 
few years, and who was only re-. 
cently named one of Nobel Prize 
candidates in poetry. Strange and 
downbeat pic rates foreign atten- 
tion for arty spots. In Italy, this 
Jow-budgeter could. gross well,. 
especially if given proper ad-pub : 
Jaunching. 

Tale is essentially akout Accat- 
tone,:a sort of Roman rebel with-: 
eut a cause who lives from hand: 
to mouth in the daily pursuit of; 
the wherewithal to live, prefer-: 
ably accomplished without manual 
labor, and sometimes with the un- 
savory financial support of local 
prostitutes. This world of men and ~* 
women who skirt legality. often 
flaunting laws and mores, Is par-: 
ticular to Pasolini, and has been 
as much criticized as it has been 
praised. It’s naturally repellent, 
ut has a certain earthy poetry to 

it to make it acceptable to all but 
prudes. Basically, pic’s story re-. 
counts Accattone’s way of life, , political mission than in her, she} forced to ‘get in certain colorful | ;, 
then introduces a new love (he’s 
married, but has abandoned wife 
and kids) which influences him for , 
better, drives him to work for a 
Jiving, but ironically brings about : 

WANTED 
‘Foree comedy script writer 
to help author adapt copy- 
‘righted story for motion 
picture production. 

' Box ¥-3113, VARIETY 
154 West 46th Street? 
New York 34, N. Y. 

ITS A FACT: 

BONDED has seven warehouses. 
By storing negatives, fine grains. 
and release prints in different lo- 

best- ; 

though at times,: 

his final demise and death just as 
he’s determined to go straight, or 
as straight as one of his ilk can 
go. Pic’s fascination—and its val- 
ues—lie in the realism with which > 
the writer-director has rendered 
Setting and characters of his 
world, more than in the story line 
per se, and in the colorful, vulgar, : 
gross, yet humorous and - poetic 
dialog of these numan beings re-: 
duced to lowest inuman condition. 

| His actors, practically every one 
: of them taken from life «many are. 
reenatting their slum selves) .are ; 
all excellent, and a more colorful. 
lot cannot be imagined, nor. will! 
their actions be viewed. without 
some shock and distaste by. some. 
Franco Citti is especially standout 
as the sleepy-eyed Accattone, a 
definite find: Dozens of others. fill 
out the picture with almost equal: 
ability, though here and there a 

‘naive stint tips its non-pro origins. ; 
‘to Pie needs some trimming 

\ heighten effect and tighten story, 
and it’s likely that other passages | 
and bits may prove too crude. for | 
censor tastes..The. themes treated | 
are likewise Sizzlers, with implied : 
and outspoken social criticism, 
and one may question the validity - 

: and logic of this one or that. Yet 
‘this is an illogical world that’s 
being viewed, and the total effect - 

‘is'one of great impact. Technical 
_credits are uneven, though ac- ; 

eptable, indicating low budget! 
gins. A Bach musical adaptation .- 

-eftectively 
especially in a fight scene. 

Hawk. 

Vanina Vanini 
(FRANCO-ITALIAN) 

(Color) ‘ 
Venice, Aug, 28. 

Columbia release ot a Zebra Film- 
Orsay Film coproduction. Features San- 

' dra Milo, Laurent Terzieff, Martine Carol, 
: Paolo Stoppa, Isabelle Corey. Directed ; 
by Roberto Rossellini, Screenplay, Ros 
sellini, Franco Solirias, Antonello Trom- 
badori; from novel by Stendahl; camera 
(Technicolor), Luciana Trasattiz;) music, 
Renzo Rossellini. At Film Festival, Ven- 

+ ice. Running time, 128 MINS 
-WVanina .......... ... 
’ Pietro .. Laurent Terzieff 
Countess Vitelleschi. cease '. Martine Carol 
Prince Vanini .. .. ....... Paolo Stoppa 
Clelia Isabelle Corey 

Sandra Milo" 

room scenes consisting almost en- 
‘|tirely of long and violent political 
discourses infrequently interrupt-. 
ed by embraces. | Intermittently 
Lalso, some sharp barbs are. thrown 
‘at Church behavior of the period, 
notably its interference in Italian: 
politics. and policing action, while 
there's also a confession scene be- -Keigel displays a feeling for nar- | Ma 
tween the heroine and a handsome— 
‘young. priest which borders on the | 
objectionable. 

objections to. pic in current form. : 

Sandra. Milo, unflatteringly : 
lensed, is. not up ‘to. past per-- 

: formances,, while .Laurent Terzieff . 
‘is’ in most scenes wooden. .Mar- ; 
line. Carol walks through a brief : 
appearance, . While Paolo Stoppa 

‘has little. trouble in running off | 
iwith whatever audience sympathy | 
jit engenders via a colorful and hu-: 
7man rendering of role of Vanina’s , 
father. : 

f Also on pic’s plus side are some 
splendid mass scenes and action? 
sequences, Luciano’ Trasatti’s lens - 
work. (Technicolor) is good, but: 
‘eolor quality was still off on what, 
is apparenily an early ‘work print. 

: Hawk, 

Night Tide 
; Venice, Aug. 27. 

‘Phoenix -release of Virgo production. 
Stars Dennis: Hopper, Linda Lawson; 
features Luana .Anders, Gavin Muir. 
Written and directed by Curtis: Harring- : 
ton. Camera, Vilis Lapenieks: editor, 
Jodie Copelzn. At Venice Film Fest. Run-] cales. -At. \Enice Film Fest. Running 
ning time, 95 MINS. ‘time, 106 MIN 
JOMNNY ov. c ace ccceseees Dennis Hopper Martin .........cncccere Alfredo Alacon. 
Mora — iscccccececees ...- Linda Lawson! Marcela ....::,+.0+... Graciela Borges! 
Murdock .....e.+eec00 ase Gavin. Muir } JOUJOU “os ecccecoecsoes-> Franca Boni 

Gir) 2. ecw eee ee aes Luana Anders ;: Adela ..... so ewecces « Luciana’ Possamay 

Other similar cler- ' 
ical. references tip. possible Church 

son he tutors. 
fronts hep with this and she denies 

ing her and scarring her face. He 
kills ah old man in flight and is 
hunted: ‘ 

For a first pic director Leonard 

ration and undetlining the action 
with filmie observation. There is: Gir 
some sort of religioso and spiritual 
“meaning if all this. Like the Bibli- 
“eal great fish, Leviathan, .all the 
icharacters are already submerged 
‘and only a bit shows to make them 
not .quite plausible enough. Tech- 

-nical credits are good and Louis 
: Jourdan is a marquee yalue. He 
plays the unhappy hero with a sort 
of desperation that makes it accep- 

‘table if not clear. 
‘adequate but Madeleine Robinson 
etches a character of greed, petti- 
iness 4 firm bedrock. 

Ina pique: he af- 

He makes a pass and she re-. 
sists him; leads to his almost kill- | 

Maeva 
(COLOR). . | 

. Venice, Aug: 24. 
Cascade Films release of Umberto Bone 

signori. production. Directed and written” 
by Umberto Bonsignori.. Camera’ CAnsco), 
Alberto Baldecchi; editor, .Bonalgnorls 

| commentary written by Maya Deren and 
spoken’ by Adicnne De Joie. At Venice 
Film Fest. Running’ time,. 95 MINS. . 

OUR cere c ec wccccncoens ‘Tumata Teulag 
QUIdO .occeveccccccnn cess bese Jean Kave 
eet ee ee Oscar Spitz 

L Soto sere rere eter menses: boosee Pol 

Yank pic deals with the: life of a 
Tahitian gir] in a dramatized docu- 
mentary «fashion fied out by a. 
commentary, Though a ‘little light 
in story value, it does have ‘an ex- 
otic appeal and-a. rightness in ‘its. 
treatment that could make. this a 
specialized ‘entry. 

A Tahitian girl is shown in. her 
Others ‘are ichildhood when she first feels at- 

tached to a. boy but already has a 
yearning to know. other: places be- 
sides her Jittle island: Grown. up, 

Seven Arts has rurportedly. pre- Ishe begins to feel a need to under- 
‘pared an English version and in-jstand the vague demands of her 
vested in the pic with 20th-Fox |body and mind. She is raped, leaves 
to handle it abroad. It needs care- 
ful placement for best specialized 
possibilities. Mosk. 

Piel De Verano 
(Summer Swim) 
(ARGENTINIAN) 

Venice, Aug. 27: | 
Angel. Film release and production. 

: Directed by -Leopoldo ‘Torre Nilsson; 
Screenplay, Beatrice Guido, Torre Nilsson.. 
camera, Oscar Melli; editor, Jacinto Cas- 

; Marcos Juan Jones Seer eseeswmsreraeea- ae 

Director ‘Leopoldo Torre Nilsson. 
i Curtis: Harrington - was at one iis one of those talents who owe 

. has: spent the last few. years as. an. 

. Lassistant to Jerry Wald. He has 

jnow made. his ‘first. feature on an 

indie basis and it looms mainly 

a dualer bet in U.S.: circuits. 
Film mixes a love affair with the 

super-natural. ‘Though. neatly ex- 
| plained in. the end it: still leaves 
‘a glimmer of dowbt. But, if Har 
ington displays a good flair for nar- 
ration and mounting, his feel for | 

;}mood,. susperise and atmospherics 
is not too highly developed as yet. 

A sailor on leave. meets a girl 
who works as a mermaid in a side; 
show on fhe amusement: pier in 
Venice, California. It develops into 
love but there is a. strangeness in 

wee Lavish costumer based on novel , her: comportment. 

by Stendahl constitutes a disap- | Her guardian tells the sailor that 
pointing entry by director Roberto he had found her on a Greek 
Rossellini. Mainly for dualers in j sland and brought her to the U.S. 

nd that she fs really a. mermaid. 
the States, but needs much work: iIt.also develops that two men. she 

‘before it can expect to impress had been with were found drowned. 
ipublic. Okay chances on home. . The. sailor is bewildered but when 
market where’ name and contro-;she almost kills him. during skin 
versial story angles should boster ; 
possibilities. — 

Pic follows its literary ante- 
cedent in telling Jove story of 
young Italian revolutionary and a 
-Roman princess. They first meet - 
when, disguised as a woman, he: 
seeks escape from chasing soldiers 
in the Vanini Palace. Love he-! 

lead a revolutionary group in a. 
northern province. However, 
_when she begins to feel that. his 
love is ebbing and that her lover! 
is taking more interest in his' 

i betrays his fellow plotters. He! 
gives himself up to authorities, 

‘lest it’s thought that he himself 
betrayed his men for her sake. 

: Vanina gets her influential friends } 
'in Rome and the Vatican to com- 
- mute his death sentence to life im- 
prisonment, but when he beats her 
: with his prison chains on their last ° 
: meeting, she flees to a convent as 
‘he’s executed on the -gulllotine. 

Potentially good story has been 
‘ineptly adapted for the screen. Re- 
sult is strangely blended and un- 

isex delivered in soapy ‘ words 
| which make neither element en- 
.tirely believable, especially in sev- 
eral seemingly ‘interminable bed- 

‘BONDED 
FILM & 
STORAGE 
NEW YORK _ 
LOS ANGELES : 

cations, you can multiply protec- 
tion of your property. | A Division of 

NOVO INDUSTRIAL CORP. 

comes passion and she eventually | 
‘follows him when he’s named to | 

even melange of patriotism and | 

_| thesp ‘aspects. 

A man living In a small-town }. . 
é on the spot lensing gives this an] “ 

added feel for reality. Script: and | - 

diving he manages to escape while 
| she disappears. 

Then. it develops. she drowned 
and :her guardian had filled her 
| with ” the tale of her. being a mer- 
maid, until: she was obsessed. to 
keep other men from having her. 
j But the mystery of the strange 
awoman remaining and the sailor 
goes off: remembering. his first love. 

Certain nightmares, and the 
growing: awareness. of the girl's 
weirdness, ‘are well handled but 
Harrington is -better. as a director 
than a. scripter.. Dialog is flat and 
the story sometimes has to be 

backgrounds... 

Dennis Hopper is acceptably be- 
wildered by his plight while Linda | Be 
Lawson has the exotic looks for 
the psychoti¢ siren. 

Harrington has 

| chancés on its generally acceptable 
j tale. Mosk. 

Leviathan. 
(FRENCH) 

Venice, Aug. 23. . 
Valols release and production. Stars 

Louts Jourdan, Lilli Palmer, Marie La 
foret; features, Madeleine Robinson, 
Georges Wilson. Directéd by Leonard 
Keigel. Screenplay, Rene Gerard, Julien 
Green, Keigel from the novel by Green; 
camera, Nicolas Hayer; -editor, Armand 
‘Psenny. At. Venice ‘Film Fest. Running 
time, 92 MINS. 
Paul: .......-. sedeesece ~ Louis Jourdan 
Angele ..... soscacseseee Marie Laforet 
Wife ...vecesceccs ooceeaees: almer 

| -Husband ....ccccccee:. Geotges Wilson 
Mrs. Londe ....... : Madeleine Robinson 

Sombre film deals with a man on 
-}the run but is more interested in 

the symbolism of his crime: Re-. 
sult is a pic-with art house chances 
on its solidity in treatment and 

wv 

‘with his wife has been there a few 
months. He lives by tutoring and 
has hecome obsessed with a young 
‘girl he follows about. He finally 
accosts her but he finds she has 
been the friend of the father whose 

| 
| 

ao MAW e MBO NOTA ess Porm 5 

made .a_ pict 
cheaply and well with good dualer 

counterpoints action,. time-an avant garde filmmaker and: growing worldwide recognition to} 
film fests. First. unveiled. at 
Cannes four years ago, he. finally 
won a prize there this. year and. 
scored here with another pic which 
shows a still maturing but. definite. 
talent wtih a truly individual. style 
and outlook, 

Film needs special handling but 
could be an arty autry on its tex-|. 

-, ture, treatment and theme. Once 
l again the pic deals with the upper [. 
classes and a eertain distortion. of 
ltrue feeling and a- corruption of : 
sentiments, 
A young girl accepts a proposi-: 

tion from her youthful grand-|- 
mother to be nice to a young man 
who is dying and in love with her. 
He is.the son of the grandmother's ° 

home and goes to live near the 
harbor which fills her: with 2 
sense of adventure 

She has.affairs with some white 
men, becomes a sort of: ‘tourist at: 

{traction and goes through a period 
‘lof. .maladjustment: before going 
{home © -and finding a man of her. 
own kind and realizing there is a 
life to. be made even on her small. 
island. 

There is no dialog. but Maya 
Deren’s commentary points up the 
revelations and inner feélings and 
moods of the girl without being 
didactic or literary. It is a stream 
of consciousness effect: which 
blends with the imagery. 

Shooting. is simple but. hag a. 
bite and feelifig. Actors-living their. 
parts while’ Tumata Teuiau is 
lovely and. agile as the herojne 
called Maeva. Color. ds acceptable. 

It -has ‘the usual - dancing and 
gentle erotica of the islands. ‘The. 
throbbing musical score’ of -Teiji. 
Ito, plus the local songs, are also 
a help. Mosk. 

Kde Reky Mage ‘Slunee. 
‘(The Day ‘the Tree Blooms) 

(CZECHGSLOVAK) , 
... Venice, Aug. 29. 

Créchosioyenski ‘ Film production and. 
release. . Features. Redrich Vrbsky, Karel. 
Hlusika,, Suzana © Fisarskova, Jaroslava: 
Ticha. Directed by. Vaclav Krska. Screen; 
‘play, Krska, Jiri: Criki, from novel by. 
, Maria .Majeroyva; camera, Josef Mik 

man friend.. She. accepts a-trip to; 
Paris. Love. en his part, and. a 

lous recovery. 
all and he kills himself. 

Torre Nilsson’s authoréss-script- 
writer wife, Beatrice Guido, has a 
flair. for pertinent, sharp dialog 
and a visual sense of construction. 
The film has a knowing ‘sensual. 
aspect too which is never vulgar ‘OF 
exploited for its own sake. 

Technical cedits are an asset as. 
well as Graciela Borges’ sensitive 
emoting.. Mosk. 

Prisioneros De Una. 
Noche | 

(Prisoners of the Night). 
‘ (ARGENTINIAN) 7 

Venice, Aug.-30.: 
Avgel Film release anc production. 

Directed by David. Jose Kohon. Screen: 
lay, Carlos’ Latorre: camiera, Alherto 
chbehere; editor, Anibal Di Salvo.. At 

Venice Film Fest. ‘Running time, 85 

Mart ee cc ae rn ccceerscee Alfredo Alcon 
sesceee woeeeee .... Maria Vaner 

Brenda seweccvoses ‘Osvaldo Terranova 
DO cccceccencevece “yuan Jose Edeleman 

“LUISA. .eeeeeseeseeeses-e ee Helena Tritek 

As a first pic this denotes a new: 
directorial talent in David Jose 
Kohon and another in the group of. 
worthy pix coming out of Argen- 
tina of late as revealed at Euro- 
pean film fests. This looms a-solid | 
Latin language prospect «for the | 
U.S. but sans the added. fillip to 

tmake. if a general art house bet. 
Though somewhat familiar in 

theme, the pic has a concern for | 
the characters and their ‘plight to; 
make this engrossing. It does have 
some excess bravura and a tend- 
ency to simplify: things by making 
the heavy all too evil in this love | ‘e@ 
drama. 
A disillusioned dancehall hostess | 

-‘meets a young worker .and love 
blossoms. But a pitchman, who. has 
preyed on her and has the boy 
beaten up, tries to kidnap her and 
forces himseif.on the girl only to be 
killed by her. It ends on.an ironic 
twist with the .boy confessing -his |: . | 
love and not: know ing of the crime. 

Characters. are well limned: and 

acting. are fine’ except for a tend- 
ency to take some shortcuts in plot 
complications, Technical credits 
are good. — Mosk. 

seeming prowing feeling of her 
own lead to what seems a miracu- Hadik 

But ‘she tells him} 

musjec, “Jarmil Burghauser. At - Venice 
Fest. ‘Running. time. #3 MINS. . 

Suzana- Fisarskovea 
Pree eee res Karel .Mlusicks 

_Bedrich, Vrbeky 

we ce wed ancacce 

oom m erases ec wsrsan 

“Stylized, splendidly: lensed pe. 
riod piece, based on - bestselling. 
novel, looks too old hat to -have 
any export appeal. -Cliche’d, story 
is about a young girl who is per- 
secuted by: her father and ‘whose 
family forbids her to marry. the. 
man she loves, preferring a rich 
landowner. She. flees to the big. 
tity to Join her beloved one, only 
to ‘catch a brief glimpse of him as 
he-rides off to the war. . Pie ine 
‘timates she'll wait and start a new 
life with him when he returris.: - 

Film . boasts a topnotch lensing 
effort by Josef Hlik, to which ‘di- 
rector has added. such expressions 
istic facets.as blurred screen, Utled 
with camera‘ angles, etc.,. but the 
devices fail to give this that’ ‘extra 
quality. with. which to stand out, 
Thesping by Suzana Fisarskova is 
‘Okay, while others tend to overact 
in overstated: general tones of the 
entire film.. Technical qualities. 
are outstanding. » ‘This pie is shown 
in competition.” Hawk. . 

ee docecedccceeoees 
© PROTECT YOURSELF ®. 
TEAR Gi _, © 

, tte tie 
mashers, elc. Cowes 
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—fADIO CITY wusit MALL: 
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HOEK UO SON cin LOLLOBReIA 
‘SANDRA DEE 

WALTER aoe 

. “COME SEPTEMBER” 
Produced by Rabert Arthur Directed by Robert Maligee . 
_A Universal-international Relesie In TECHMICOLOR 
On Mage “OE TO MUSIC” and “ROL MOREE 



Little Messages To Film Producers 

There is hardly a ladies auxiliary, 
or volunteer fire brigade, or chowder 
club, or Browning Society, or Paul 
Anka fan club in the land which does 
not issue its own news-letter. By the 
hundreds and the thousands, these 
communications hit the mails. They 
are one reason our postal carriers, flat 

of feet and spivened of spine, have 
lately started delivering mail by 
pushcart. 

The news-letter is a triumph of the 
mimeograph machine. This is the same 
wondrous device which grinds out the 
publicity handouts of show business. 
These, foo, build up enormous tonnage 

in the mails and —be it noted—in the 
wastebaskets of amusement editors. 

No disparagement of the mimeo- 
graph machine is implied. It is a cute 
and economical invention, though oc- 
casionally prone fo smudge. As a 
‘means of communication between 
one lodge and another lodge, one re- 
cording secretary and his colleague in . 
the next county, mimeo is unsur- 
passed. But surely no realist in show 
business would suppose that mimeo- 

1. graph will suffice in place of news- 
| print? 

The message to the film showmen 
In connection with the fat envelopes 
of mimeograph publicity which he 
sees going down the mailchute every 

- hour on the hour is that none of this 
‘will substitute for the basic method 
of selling the trade—namely display 
copy, paid space. 

“Stop hiding your story in the desk- 
piles of the aniusement editors of 
the land. 

ADVERTISE YOUR PRODUCT IN 



RADIO-TELEVISION 20 

Madison Ave. Calls the Shots On 
TV's 1961-62 Share-of-Audience; 
All Come Up With Same Answers 

By ART WOQDSTONE 

There's a very serious game 

Fern to KDKA-TV 
Pittsburgh, Sept. 58. 

Jack H. Fern, an’ executive at 

CBS: news ‘since. 1953, has been |. 

named news director at KDKA- 
TV, replacing Dick Mueller who 
resigned. 

Fern has’ been’ in. the field of | 
news reporting since 1937 and’ was 

| film directok on the Cuban Rev- 
olution story which won an Emmy 

| __ _Weinesday, September. 6 1961 

W Network Premieres 
(Sept. 6 Sept. 16) 

SATURDAY, SEPT. 9 
Tall Man (film) Western, NBC, 8:30-9 P-m., R. i. “Reynolds via 

Wm. Esty. 
, FRIDAY, SEPT. 15 

International Showtime (tape), Variety, NBC, 7:30-8:30: P. m. Proc-. 
tter & Gamble via Leo Burnett. i 

SATURDAY, SEPT. 16 
which some of the larger advertis- 
ing agencies play each year. It’s a 
rating game, usually played with 
chilling accuracy, to determine the: 
gize of the tv audience each net- 
work program will achieve during | 
its first eight or 10 weeks on the 
air. i 

Agency research and media men ° 
project ratings and more impor- 
tantly shares for the fall season 
s0 that they can figure out the: 
moves their clients ought to make 
at the end of the first 13-week ; 
cycle of network tv. Most particu- 
Jarly, Madison Avenue’s hipper 
houses want to know where the. 
programs that carry participating! pointment, had been .administra- ‘cials”. 
commercials will stand, because 
the participations are invariably 
bought o7 shortterm deals, ‘Shows | 
Jike “Perry Mason,”’ which has par- 
ticipations, but are in for a firm 39 l 
or 52 weeks are omitted.) 

The researchers allow roughly a 
two-point spread. for error. -Each 
share point during peak sets-in-use 
hours generally equals nearly 450- 
000 Nielsen homes.’ Agencies be- 
lieve a show has to do better than 
a 30° 7 to survive. 

Here's the share of audience pro- 
jection for ABC-TV participating 
programs in the fourth quarter: 
“Maverick”, 32 53°C; “Follow the: 
Sun.” 27 5% “Bus Stop.” 28.5°¢; | 
“Adventures” in Paradise’, 30°; 
“Cheyenne.” 35°7; “Surfside 6." 
28%: “Ben Casey.” 28.5%c “New | 
Breed,” 34° ¢; Steve Allen. "23 5 
“Ozzie & Harriet.” 26° “Straight. 
away.” 23.5% 7: “Hathaways. ” 28%: | 
“Roaring 20s." 245°c, and “Leave ; 
It To Beaver. 28°¢. 

Only place ‘n prejudging the 
ABC shows where the agencies,: 
who woiked entirely separately, | 
missed each other by more than! 
2.2 share points is in the estimate : 
for “The Corrupters.” One house | 
eame up with a 32.5¢¢ while the | 
other got this Friday-at-10 curing | 
up to a 46%, average. In either 
case, the estimates were enough 
for “sucess.” Neither agency fig- | 
ured Dinah Shore would average ; 
better than a 20‘¢ or Bell Tele- 
phone, Dinah’s alternate. week 
hour. would do better than 30°. ; 
Since these tuo NBC programs face 
off against ‘“‘Corrupters.” the agen- 
cies believe the ABC newcomer has 
an unnaturally high edge. More- 
over, they don't credit the second 
half of the CBS-TV Friday 10 to 
11 sked with any power. That’s 
“Eyewitness.” 

For CBS, the predictions are: 
“Father Knows Best,” 22.5%; Fron- 
tier Circus.” 26.5°c: “The Investi- 
gators.” 26°C: “Mr. Ed,” 30%. 
CBS-TV's “I've Got a Secret” is the 

Reynolds’ Coast vast Berth 
Hollywood,. Sept. 5. 

John T. Reynolds has been! 

named to the newly created post} 

of y.p. and general manager of - 

CBS-TV network Programming. | 

Hollywood. He reports to Guy | 

della Gieppa, v.p. of network pro- 

gramming, Hollywood. 

Expanded responsibility for Rev- |: 

-nolds. includes the supervision and [ 

coordination on the Coast of all} 
creative and operating depart- 
_ments. Reynolds, prior to his ap- 

tive y.p. here. 

Burns Sees Rosy 
Tint Future in ’62 

(At $200,000 00). 
Hollywood, Sept: 5. 

“The color television industry 
, will reach a going rate of $206.- 
000.000 in 1962, doubling of vol- 
ume coin in one of the briefest pe- 
riods ever recorded: for a major 
industry,” John L. Burns, president : 
of RCA said here. Speaking at 
a banquet for 800 black and white 
and color tv dealers. at the Beverly , 
Hilton ‘Hotel, Burns, predicted 

i “color rising to a status of $43 
billion. industry in 1970.” figure 
including: set sales, 
broadcast revenues: 

Adding an anticipated industry 
: volume of black and whité of $3.2 
billion, there is a total industry 
figure of $7.5: billion, He said. He 
noted 

ang white, with color receiver. 
i profits’ running 45° ahead of ini-- 
tial six months. of 1960.” 

Burns called color tv “more than . 
}a $100.000. 000 
than six years.” 

W. Walter Watts. exec veepee, | 
said, “There is only one tube in 
mass production today, the RCA 
Three-Gun Shadow Mask Tube, 
the heart of every color tv re- 
ceiver on the market.” 

_ industry in less 

At the dinner, Don Durgin, NBC: 
sales veep, outlined web’s color 
plans for ’61-'62 season. NBC-TV 
will program more than 40. hours: 
2 week in color, he reveafed, say- 
ing advertising time scheduled for 
’61 represents a 62°G increase aver | 

only other place on the entire | pact year. 
sehedule where the researchers for 
the two agencies disagree sharply. 
One gives the half-hour panel 
stanza a 28 share and the other 
other gives it 35°C. The agency 
with the 28 answer. gave special 
consideration to the fact that 
“Secret” is hottest in suburban 
and farm America; “Secret” moves 

‘Continued on page 42) 

NBC Ain't Buyin’ 
ARB Nat| Ratings 
NBC-TV is not going to sub- 

scribe to the new national rating 
service by the American Research 
Bureau. That'll leave. the Arbitron 
overnight ‘service with only one 
network, if CBS-TV decides to 
firm up a pact with ARB. 

NBC's attitude is said to be 
that the additional cost in ex- 
panding the Arbitrons from a. 
seven-market affair to one that 
covers €Y “points” around the 
country inukes it too expensive, 
considering that the web takes the 
Nieisen sunege ‘Which supplies 
program ratings abdut two weeks 
after ai:date’. which, to the web’s 
way of thinking, is still the ad 
agency gospel. 

ABC-TV, using Trendex quick 
reports, has never subscribed to 
the Arbitrens CBS has not made 
acacerlrent. but feeling there is 
that the web will buy the new, 
expanded Arbitron service. 

Hi Cousins, I'm back in New York, 
Radio, from 10:0 PM-12 Midnite, Monday- -Saturday, 

BRUCE. MORROW. 
Be sure to set your radice dial at T7,.to hear my exe iting” new show, featur- 
ing the tops in pons and the solid st 
BRUCE MORKOW SHOW -ON 
Monday through Satuiday. 

; award for the network. The Defenders (film), Drama, CBS, 8: 30-9:30 p:m. ‘Brown & Wil- 
liamson via Ted Bates, Lever Bros. via. Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, 
Kimberly-Clark via Foote; Cone &. Belding. 

Specials: 
Miss America Pageant. ane. CBS, Saturday, Sept. 9, 9:30 mid- 

night. General Motors (Oldsmobile Divisiom ‘via D. P, Brother; 
Philcovia BBDO, Toni via North, Pepsi-Cola via BBDO. 

The Uncommitted (film), NBC, Tuesday, Sept. 42, 10-11. p.m. 
Unsponsored news.special. - 
Connie Francis Show (tape), ABC, Wednesday, Sept. 13, 9-10 p. m: 

Beecham via Kenyon & Eckhardt. - 
(Lists of network premieres include only. programs. new ‘to: tele-.. 

Agencies & SAG | 
Seek to Resolve 
Local Cutaways 

.service and. 

“coior has overtaken and: 
topped the total yolume for black - 

‘RADIO WAKHC, 

Ad agencies are still trying to 
“work out a solution to their prob- 
_lem on “local program comme;r-. 

with the leadership of 
‘Sereen Actors Guild. These com- 
mercials, ‘as pointed out in a _re- 
cent issue of VARIETY, apply to. lo-. 
cal cutaways by affiliates in such 

; network programs as NBC-TV's 
i“Today” and 
‘Show,”. and call-for higher fees 
j than ordinary. ‘station - break 
spot” that are classified in the 
“spot” category. 

Agencies, naturally, 
the Paar and “Today” cutaways, 
for ‘instance. to pay performers a 
! Yower rate than the one SAG de-. 
? mands. 

eontracts since 1955. 

“The Jack Paar | 

vision and the few instances in which a program ‘Ss. format has been 
altered.) -— 

Fin Tals of Waling Wall
s, 

_Escape and an Informed Citizenry 

New CBS-TV Biz 
Additional new biz put the night- 

would like time CBS-TV schedule for the. 
-sold out fourth quarter in the 97% 

category. 

Lever Bros. ‘bought a minute 
-SAG has had the local ‘spread in four shows, the total 

program commercial rate in its minute commercials amounting to 
{15. Shows are “Frontier Circus,” 

. Reportedly, there is no easy solu-'“Ryewitness,” “CBS Reparts,” and 
tion, because ‘these rates for per- “Pete and Gladys.” Shulton bought 

- By MURRAY ‘HOROWITZ 

' Fred W. Friendly; exec producer 
4 of © “CBS Reports,” Isa committed 
man with. passionate convictions. 
‘He doesn’t want tv turned intc a 

“wailing wail" ‘solely ‘for: the dis- 
play of the. world’s. ills: He wants 
‘entertainment and: drama on tv 
and likes humor. Friendly -feels, 
though — and - -when | -he expresses. 
this feeling his voice and ~ body 
‘rumbles—that the medium has to 
make the American péople as in- 

formers registered with the Ameri-:seyen minute participations in formed. as Khrushchev, that tv must 
can Federation. of Television & Ra- ‘ “Investigators,” “CBS. Reports.” involve the American people with . 

dio Artists are not the same as “Ry ewitness,” 7 “Checkmate” and ; the issues of the day so that a 

SAG's. While the basic spot and lo- : 

the two unions are exactly the same, 
. AFTRA’s: rules call for a less. ex-: 
pensive” charge to advertisers. 
AFTRA’s local fees are written 

‘by the union’s’ locals, 
SAG's higher. rates, 

code. 
siders a. local program commer- 
cial, the AFTRA locals consider | 

‘ spot.) 
Since the two. unions are cone 

. Stitutionally different—one being | 
‘national (SAG), the other having 
local autonomy (AFTRA}— the so- 
, lution to the inequity, union lead- 
‘ers: feel; is not simply found. . 

SAG has asserted that the 
original story on the ad agencies’ 
i negotiations fora lowering of lo- 
‘cal program rates was in error: 
| VARIETY at the time said that 
AFTRA wa sthe one pushing SAG. 
into insisting in all.cases on the! 
-higher local program rate for net- 
work cutaways. But. actually, it 
is fundamentally SAG, not 
AFTRA, which is responsible for 
trying to preserve the local pro- 
‘gram rates for the. cutaways. i. 

on Radio WABC, the New Sound In. 

THAT'S THE 
10:00 PM- 12 Midnite, 

mgs from vestervenr. 

en 

cal program commercial fees for j 

whereas - 
in the in--. 

stance of a Paar .cutaway, were : 
pacted in SAG’s single national . 

(What SAG national CON- in “Verdict Is Yours,” and three 

’ |than last season.. 

: “I've Got A Secret.” 

In the daytime division, A. E. | 
‘Staley bought alternate - quarter 
hours. of “Love of Life;’”’ and “Mil- 
lionaire,” plus five minutes: per 
week in the morning plan. J: .B. 
Williams reduced its buy 

hour one-quarter weekly, 

in. 
“House Party,” from two to one 

and 
picked up one quarter of an hour: 

quarter hours. in “Password. ” 

‘Wow, Look at Our 
‘Promos’ Keys CBS. i 

‘climate can be built for wise leader-. 
ship. 

“When people: ‘see’ our Eisen- 
| hower. show. listen to Eisenhower 
‘tell of -his ‘days as President, how 
the President is forced’ hour. ‘after 
‘hour after hour. to sign papers, ‘See. 
delegations of Boy. Scouts, Cham- 
|bers of Commerce, etc., there -wlil 
be an understanding for the. need. 
of an -assistant to the president.” 
Friendly . ‘said. (Eisenhower. show 

{opens the new season for “CBS Re- 
ports.””) - 

“We're prisoners of vicarious- _ 
ness, " Friendly -opined. “Democe ‘- 
jracy is not a spectator’s sport.. ‘Tele- 
| vision must get people. into the 
,arena. This: might be: midnight. .on 
our planet.’ These remarks are’ 

jillustrative of the urgent views of. 

shows coming ‘up this season re- 

285, 435, wn T h’ : Friendly, and .a™ sampling of the 

, 7 a ie his vision for. “CBS. Reports,” | 

CBS-TV estimates its. budget, for 
advertising-promotion-publicity for 
shows of the ’61-’62 season at 
$285,435,000. The bulk. of ‘the 
monies represent the value of air 
time utilized for on-the-air promo- 
tion throughout the year. — 

Opening of the new season will 
:|find the web spending three times 
more on’ newspaper. advertising 

newsparper~ budget will encompass 
all shows slated on the: schedule. 
Monies spent cutside the tv me- 
dium, while significant, are small. 
compared to the on the air alloca- 
tion. 
Web estimates. ‘time used for pro- 

{moting shows on the network 
amounts to $200,000,000 through- | 

| out the year, the figure represent- | 
ing the commercial rate. Another 

‘| $55,000,000 represents the. airtime 
donated for promotion by stations. 

The newspaper ads this season 
will carry a central art theme for 
each individual show on the web 
schedule. Newspapers used by..the 
web will be in New York, Chicago 
and Los Angeles. Co-op ads in 
newspapers and TV Guide will. be. 
taken with the affils. 
ads in TV Guide will encompass. 
the preem of all shows and em-. 

-|{make viewing more clear cut: along brace 26 major markets. 
Other highlights. of the audience 

promotion campaign: are these: In. 
some instances, the amount of-film 
promos used for shows are being 
doubled. 

The promo films for shows are 
topical in character rather than 
thematic. 
Web has fashioned a night of the 

week promo film and a half-hour 
film highlighting the  season’s 
schedule. 
each night serves as narrator. The 
30-minuter is available. for -sta- 
tion use, either on the air or for 
screening at fairs, public gather- 
ings, etc. 

(Continued on page 34) 

Upbeat of the. 

The co-op. 

The selected tv star of: 

N.Y. flagship WCBS-. 

occupying the 10 to 11: p:m. corner 
Thursday. nights three out of every 
four weeks. 

- Fopics -for the season include 
“Our Life with The Bomb,” deal- 
‘ing with the H-Bomb; ‘arms cone 

{ trol, civil defense, eté.; the. critical . 
Stage of the globe’s useful: water: 
supply and the measures. needed | 
and being developed to meet’ the 
crisis; the relationship of. gambling 
and crime. in. the US. a project 

BBCIV: Each Nit | 
Different Flavor 

‘London, Sept. 5.- 

-BBC-TV fall programs have heen 
slotted so that each evening—Mon-. 
day through Friday—vwill have its’: 
own particular flavor. ‘i.e, drama 
night;-. documentary night, etce.).: 
Weekends. will be’ much the same . 
as before. This js the first effects - 
of -Stuart Hood's reign as the 
Corp's : tv program. .controller. 
Hoed, a former. journalist,: aims to. 

with packing. a bigger punch. 

And it’s: “bigger-and-better” days’ 
ahead for BBC-TV- documentary. 
teams it seems, for this is. the field 
‘Hood wants to build up. He told . 
VaRIETY: “It's ‘not. right that: wé 
should have to go to CBS. or. NBC 
for a program: on, say,:De Gaulle. 
We've got to get into this field. 
But. BBC doesn't. intend to stop 
taking good US.. shows.” ° 

Also in, this -year, are. situation 
comedies and more religious broad-" 
casts. Majer skeins which. pull in 
big auds may well be upped’ from. 
30 to 45 minutes—“Dixon of Dock 
Green” is the first example of this. 

(Continued on page. 38). 
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"Huntington Hartford Eoves TV 
Defenders of the status. quo: “An television are literally tossing. 

. their pot-shotted hats-into.the air over the editorial. stance coraing. 
from an unexepcted source. Huntington Hartford’s preamble- edi- 
torial in first issue of.the new Show magazine couldn’t nave heaped | 
‘more econiurms.on a battered medium had-it been written by Lou - 
Hausman’s, pro-industry organization, fhe Television Information 

_Office.-It’s all the more remarkable by. virtue of the fact that both 
new & old mags are having themselves. .& field day- lambasting tv 
programming. 

In sharp contrast, : Hartford writes: - 
‘ “Television: (has -become] so vast. and ‘all-encompassing that: none. 

of the performing. arts ¢an stand aloof from it. or henceforward: . 
from one another, Television | has become the great. leyeler.. Not 
only does it bring. the arts together. under one roof; but’ it has ae-. 
‘complished an even greater feat—it has brought the arts and in- 
- dustry together, too. Capitalists can no longer turn up their noses 
at beatniks, lest they find themselves. sponsoring’ a. show about 
Greenwich Millage. On the other: hand, writers and artists who- 
like to be ‘far out’ can never quite forget that Lorenzo de’Medici in 
the form.of. General Motors or the Hallmark Hall of Fame is-stand- 

“ing at their elbow. 
_ “Is. it simply the- fact that: television is the. richest art. in. history 

‘that Is. {mportant to the artist? No, one has to go further and re- | 
member why it is so rich— because ‘it serves the largest audience 
“in history, too. 

. It is not. only censure which this great art needs:but praise / 
for the good things—for: the magnificent shows which appear once 
and. disappear forever in a sea. of mediocrity.” 

T. S. Eliot, Others Crusade Against 
Excessive’ Con's on British TV | 

London, Sept. 5. 
U. K, ‘Viewers & Listeners Assn. 

which -has | poet:playwright T. S. 
Eliot as’ prexy (and: boasts 14 veeps 
distinguished: in philosophy, sci- |. 
‘ence,. law..the: church and legit 
enterprises)’ is launching a cam- 
Paign ta prove commercial tv. webs 
“here are “lawbreakers.” ; 

“VALA ‘claims’ the seven-minute 
maximum allowed to plugs in any 
one hour has been frequently. ex- 
ceeded.so, to collect “revenue,” it]. 

_ has. sought. help from 10,000. stay- |. 
at-home’ women, Object is for. 

-these femmes to seen in reports on 
the number:.of .commercials seen 
per hour, how long. they last‘ and _ 
whether they seem to: come. in 
“natural”. breaks in programs. : 

-When this information is broken | - 
down statistically, VALA ‘states, it 
will ‘be handed. to legal advisers’ 
and if the seven-minute maximum: 
is found. to have been continually. 
“exceeded, legal - ‘action: will - be: 
taken. 

Independents “Television Aue 

plugs:’ screened’ by commercial. 
-webs, openly admits there have | 
beer,cases of more than seven min- 
‘utes. of advertising” in one. hour. 
But these. cases :were invariably 
‘where program formats 
Caused plugs to boil. over-into a 
new hour. ‘thereby ‘upping. the ad 
time in. that new hour. 

‘TTA. states. that it is impractt- 
eable to work rigidly to clock 
‘hours inthe case of. a - flexible 
‘meditim. like tv, although it is law. 
But according to ITA figures” the 

~~ {Continued on page 40): 

Quaker Oats Coin 
To Gitlin’s ‘1-2- 3 

. Chicago, Sept. 5 ; 

NBC-TV. ‘has broken -the ice on 

“One-Two o-Three Go,” the new Irv- 
‘ing . -Giflin-produced ‘family pub- 

affairs series, with Quaker ‘ Oats. 
- jotting’ © for -a minute per ‘week. 
. ‘There are still plenty of -avail-:|. 
abilities in. the. half-hour.. opus, 
which -is .stated- for Sundays at 
-6:30 -p.m., but the Quaker: buy. does |: 

SINATRA CLAN’ AS | 
- SUSSKIND’S OPENER} 

‘represent. sponsor Interest and. it 
stands as. recognition oa Quaker's. 
part of.the ned to. spread its: coin: 

“worthwhile” |. to the s0-termed - 
‘shows. 

“The ‘show ds . ‘described by the : 
‘network as-an entertaining infor-. 
mational, ‘show. for ‘the. whole fam- | TV, 
ily; with special appeal for young- 
sters. It-stars a boy named. Dick: 

_ Thomas, who will explore such |: 
_ things ‘as rocket’ firings ‘at Cape. 

- Canaveral. and mountain climbing. 
- Quaker will use the show for its 

‘Life Cereal.: 
through J. “Walter Thompson. 

Restore ‘Jones’ To 
thority, ‘ responsible to the Post- | 
master-General for the: amount of | 

‘had. 

‘on starting in- 1962. 

-Untouchables.” 
“Margie” in- that: slot and P&G 

Order. was - placed. 

True Story’ Minowized 
The Mutual: network’s hour soap-_ 

‘er, “My True Story.” goes on a do-. 
good mission for September. Radio 
web says three of the: scripts will 
have ™ public. service - themes. 

Wednesday, Sept. 13,. script will 
deal with juve delinquency, blast- 
ing at the myth that the problem 
is limited to low-income groups. 

Thursday; Sept. 21, drama will, 
deal with the problems facing au- 
_thorities placing -adopted. children. 
and on. Friday, Sept. 29, story spot- 
lights cancer, emphasizing fact that. 
the disease -can be. cured -if dis-|. 
covered in. time. 

Public Clamor May 
| like 35% to 40° ‘of the three-net- } j and thesping categories. 

Lewis’ celluloid sell has been! 

’ Two. angry. young’ ‘men in tele- 
vision. armed with ar. .unprede- 
dented public clamor-over the ax- 
ing. of their show. mav vet tumble 
‘down the walls-of Jericho. At least. 
for James. Whitmore. and ‘Sy’ Gom-" 
‘berg, the star and the. producer of 
“The Law and Mr. Jones,” thie first 
cracks. in the. ramparts of :.com-. 
merce have already appeared. in 
their six-month-battle to get “Mr. 
Jones” a network showcasing. Proec-: 
ter: & Gamble, has. now indicated: 
serious interest in putting the show. 

Whitmore’ -and -Gomberg, who. 
jown the show in association with 
Four Star Productions. are so mad’ 
about the fate of. their series that: 
they could bite the leg of a network 
v.p.; especially if -he’s. with ABC- 
TV. ABC cancelled “Mr. Jones”: as: 

-Fof this fall after a Season's. Tun } 
'. after’ refusing a request by P&G, ; 

‘| the - bankrollers, for -a Thursday 
9:30. p.m. berth in front of “The 

‘ABC had plans for 

wasn’t interested in. renewing the 
show ‘In any other time. . 

- That, | however; ‘was’ several 
‘months and sev eral hundred thou-. 

(Continued on page 40) 

Davia Susskind: is kicking off his 
hhew “Open End” show on WNEW- |. 

N, ¥., Sunday night (9) with a 

facing ° show biz. 

‘Jackie Gleason, - 

Mannes: and Richard. Gehmat. 

{the curtain. on the new ty season, 
to all intents and purposes, has |: 
officially gone up. And the over-| 

.| ture -to 

| panied by the biggest wave of | 
‘shortterm deals ever known in ‘the 

| networks’ last minute rush to’ wrap 
| up. billings. (The exception has | 

-, | $20, 0V0,000. in firm 52-week .com- 

a mitments during August,) © 
With a whole flock of new shows | 

premiering | in the ‘next 10 days, 

“| it’s. 

casualties - (although Madison Ave. 

-hag- been indulging. in its favorite 

j pre-season “game of. calling the 
| shots in advance, as detailed else- 

where ‘in. this section.) But one 

| thing’s for’ suré—this is the” last 

‘peaceful week: for network brass 

‘as the new product trickles in from 

f record 

‘coming days, with the initial rum- 
lings. already starting to be heard. 

‘cials.. on NBC, -the Westinghouse 
specials (circuiting. all three webs) | 

be it—little enough to illuminate. a 
new .season.. The NBC “Kildaire” 

P&G's TV Roster! 
‘time. shows, as witness NBC on ments.” 
Sundays,, Mondays, and. Fridays;| up are David Karp, Alvin Boretz, 

symposium” on. -@_eritical question. . 

Topic. is “The Sinatra: Clan— |} 

‘What Makes Them’ Run,” and the |: 
panel of - -authorities . will inelade |. 

Joe 'E. Lewis, |- 

Ernie Kovacs, Toots Shor, - Marya | 

JP, HOPES DOWN 
‘EXCITEMENT PUT CBS-TY Sees Year-Ahead Patterns 

~ OFF TILL ‘82-3 
By GEORGE ROSEN 

With. the demise of Labor Day, 

6162 has been accom- 

been. NBC-TV, which piled up some 

r_ too early : ‘to anticipate the 

the -Coast. The screaming and 

shouting. over inadequate script- 

ing: and production, “based on past 

‘and. performance, will 
achieve a stepped-up crescendo int 

-Among the greater expectations | 
are “Defenders” on CBS, the Du- | 
Pont series of Sunday -night spe- 

and the new Disney tint cycle Sun- 
day nights on- NBC and. that could 

hour series. out of the MGM-TV 
lot also has all the: ‘makings of a 
commercial click. 

‘But even. among the network 
[hierarchy the unspoken clarion 

call is “wait. until next season” (on 
which all three’ networks are cur- 
rently at: work.): 

Comics Keyed to 
Did He Say That? 
Nobody around ABC wants 

to talk about it, but the red 
faces still testify to their em- 
barrassment over the John 
Cameron -Swayze incidént on 
his network news show last 
Friday. night (1). Midway 
through the radio broadcast 
Swayze got off a couple of un- 
printable obscenities that 
cued a flood of telephonic pro- 
tests from shocked listeners. 

It happened beca:ise the 
show was pre-taped 15 min- 
utes in advance. Annoyed 

' . over technical difficulties dur- 
ing the pre-taping, Swayze let 
go with the off-color remark. 
It didn’t destroy the program, 
since it merely Sequired eras- 
ing the tabu words. 

Except. that they forgot to 
erase it. 

Aleoa’s TY Range: 
From Eric Ambler 
To Lionel Trilling 
By HERM SCHOENFELD 

“Anything that live drama can‘ 
do, film can do better,” is the 
‘proposition that Dick Lewis, Re- 
vue exec producer, will be trying {such shows as the 

| grams, 

Emerging: Drama Anthology Returns; 
Gimmick or Theme 
+ Outlines of the '62-’63 season, as 
sketched within CBS-TV’s pro- 
gramming division and by outside 
program suppliers, are taking 
shape, according to Mike Dann, 
VP. CBS-TV network programs, 
N.Y. 

Major emerging patterns are as 
follows: 

The 30-minute drama format 1s 
dead. Dann said no one seems to 
be thinking in terms of 2 30-min- 
ute. dramatic series. The 30-min- 
ute format still exists for com- 
edy, panel shows and gimmick pro- 

latter could. range from 
“Candid Camera” to cartoon types. 

There is a definite attempt to 
secure a variety of new dramatic 
forms, either in the hour, 90-min- 
ute or even a two-hour form. 
Along with that drama diversifica- 

|tion yen, the dramatic anthology 
series is seeking a tv comeback. 
This diversification exploration 
might take tv drama off its now 
dominant action adventure accent. 

Big name comics also are being 
scouted for shows, but not in the 

| Jackie Gleason or Sid Caesar 
showcases of yore. Name comics 
are being used to front comedic 
series or gimmick shows such as 
“Candid Camera,” a la Arthur 
Godfrey who had been on “Cam- 
era” or the Alan King pilot. (King 
pilot will be shown later this month 
and its committed for the °62-’63 
season on the web 

There's a tremendous impetus, 
-according to Dann, to combine the 
j real world and the entertainment 
world. What he had in mind were 

“Eichmann 
to establish with the “Alcoa Pre-| Trial,” Armstrong Circle Theatre” 

| miere” series bowing on ABC-TV ! drama. 

Oct. 10. Rolling now at Revue’s:done on the DuPont Show last 
Coast studios, the string of 15 one- |! season. 
hour and 14 half-hour shows has 
been projected -by Lewis as an un- 
stinting effort. by a filmed anthol- 
ogy series to: involve most distin- 
guished talent available to tv in 

‘The new season finds something the producing, directing, scripting 

work ‘program ‘schedules: over- 
hauled, ‘with the number of new 
shows (based on total hours in- 
volved). representing a new high.. 

complete ‘throw-out of all prime 

ABC..on Sundays and CBS. on. 
Thursdays (excepting. the “CBS 
Reports” hour). . 
The records show that one-half : 

to: 75% of all. new shows fail; by 
the ‘third Nielsen, in November, 
the 
25% .of the. new. shows: and, by. 

‘“doom list” may aggregate 

virtue of the . _ aforementioned 
-shorfterm sponsor deals, will pave 
‘the way for a- ‘succession of Janu- 
-ary casualties. 

-Thus NBC, ‘according to’ one. 
exec, Is fully prepared with a min- 
imum of four.to five program ‘sub- 
stitutions (both half-hour and hour | 
shows) - between January and | 
March. That’s why the selling sea-; 
son on tv-is now a- year-round 
affair. 

As the ’61-’62 season. bows, New- | 
| ton-Minow & Co. will have to settle | 
for a spirited spree of news-public ‘ 
affairs, and the care & feeding of : 

| kid-slanted tv. But as an adult' 
entertainment meédium, the. “rain , 
check” {s al already in the mail. 

and the Lincoln drama 

Series utilizing the world 
of reality thematically were fore- 
cast. One in the CBS-TV hopper 
for ’62-’63 as a possibility {s Talent 
Associates-Paramount’s “Crimes of 
the Century,” dealing with crimes 
ranging from atomic spying to 
dynamiting. 

More live shows for "62-63 also 
‘affective enough to snag _ such } was forecast. 
names as Alfred Hitchcock, Eric 
Ambler, George Schaefer, 

producing and directing assign- 
Among the writers lined. 

Ray Bradbury, Ernest Kinoy, Ad- 
rian Spies, Larry Marcus and! 
Donald Stanford. The dramatis 
personnae of the various shows 
will. be highlighted by such as 
Charleton Heston, Arthur Kenne- 

Questioned as to whether spon-. 
AleX !sor sensitivity might muzzle treat- 

On ‘some ‘nights it represents a|Segal and. Peter Tewksbury for | ment of the world of reality, Dann 

said in his opinion tv now is better 
able to handle such series. He saw 
a birth of such realistic dramatic 
shows. Helping the freedom of the 
medium in this-drea is the growth 
of participation sponsors riding on 
one show. “The Defenders” this 
season, Dann Pointed out, will deai 
with topics ranging from mercy 

dy, Lloyd Bridges and Lee Mar-{killing to abortion, hardly non- 
vin, among others. And Fred As- 
taire, .who has set perfectionist 
standards for his tv appearances, 
will front the series as host and 
narrator. Symptomatic of the high 
calibre which the series is shoot- 
ing for 1s the fact that Lewis is 
now negotiating with Prof. Lionel 
‘Frilling, the eminently highbrow | 

; critic and novelist, for the mes 
!to one of his short stories. 

Lewis’ insistence on the capabir 
ity of the film to turn out a 
quality dramatic series is not sien 
ply a parochial boost by a Holly- 

' wood rotarian confronting the legit 
and liye-oriented New York crowd. 
If: the proof. materializes in the 
“Alcoa” pudding, Lewis, sees a 

iContinued on page 42) 

Such Laneuage 
If what they want is adult fare, ABC-TY’s upcoming dramatic 

series, “Bus. Stop,” plans ‘to dish it out in dbades, Series of one- 
: hour: dramas, based loosely. on the William Inge Broadway play, 

will not. only be treating with some delicate, emotional problems, 

but will be using Janguage probably not heard before on. the 
medium. “But each show will make a strong: moral point,” ABC- 

TV's. -programming chief Tom Moore said. 

. The series will deal with | such matters as abortion, drug addic- 

“bitch,” ” “sexual deviate,” etc., 

tion, homosexuality, etc. The language, including such words as 
will be strong matches for the 

themes. Initialer in the series, which kicks off Oct. 1, is likely to 

be “Success Story,” starring James. Whitmore. 

‘tand” 

controversial themes, and the show 
will be watched closely as a possi- 
ble test for future shows. 

Whether all this spirit of ex- 
perimentation results in better tv 
isn’t answerable at this stage. The 
spirit of exploration, though, is 
present, Dann concluded. 

Six Daytime News 
Shows on 3 Webs 
ABC-TV's move to slot a five- 

, minute news strip at 1:25 pm. 
{with Alex Dreier reporting from 
Chicago puts the web on a news 

:par with the two competing net- 
works. Each web now has two day- 
time news shows apiece and the 
combined stanzas are generally 
spaced out over the schedule in 
non-competitive time. Only excep- 
tion is the conflict between NBC- 
TV's 4:55 p.rn. show and ABC-TV’s 
youth-slanted “American News- 

from 4:50 to 5 p.m. 
The six daytime news shows on 

the three webs represents & 100% 
increase over last year in news 
programming. Last fall, each web 
had only one daytime news strip. 
The Drier show on ABC-TV kicks 
off. Oct. 2 on a participating basis. 
ABC-TV will preempt the partici- 
pating bankrollers if they sell the 
strip’ to a single sponsor. 

~ 
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LOCAL TV & SYNDICATION 

it's Corrupt We'll Expose It 

Themes Burrows-Ackerman Series 
Hallywood Sept, 5. +— 

Format of mew Bur ‘ows-Acker- 

man teleseries. “Target: the Cor- 

ruptors,” debuting over ABC Sept. 

29, will show the continuing cycle 

of corruption on every level of 

society today and how it directly 

affects the average citizen, copro- 

ducer Leonard Ackermin reveals. 

Twentysix hourlong segs are -de- 

signed to show individual rackets 

and illegal operations. with ma- 

terial based on actual situations 

uncavered by McClellan crime 

committee and by observers. Much 

&s taken from files of Lester Velie, : 

editor of Reader's Digest, who was 

credited with uncovering serious 

scandals in public areas in past 

years. ; 

Ackerman noted teeoff episode 

ill be “Million Dollar Dump,’ 

written by Palmer Thompson and 

Christopher Knopf, dealing with 

garbage corruption. Show will de- 

pict larcenous costs of garbage 

monopolies that prey on super- 

markets who, in turn, “ralse the 

cost of a can of peas one or two 

cents for their cutomers.” Acker- 

man stated. 

Similarly, company has com- 

leted “Golden Carpet.” by Ellis 

‘ercus and Harold Callen, onj 

ebarity rackets; “Platinum High- 

way,” by Knopf, on roadbuilding 

graft; “The Invisible Govern-| 

ment.” by Ellis Kadison, exposing: 

crooxed lobbyists; “Pier 60,” by 

Palmer Thempson, depicting Water 

front dicatorship; “*curh of Evil.” 

by Luther Davis, exposing col-}: 

Jege basketball se-se!s; “Play 

st Blue,” by Richard Landau, show- ! 

ing syndicate ownership and reg- | 

ulation of recording rackets; “The 

Killing Ground,” by David Karp, 

story of political corruption in- 

volving an actual case of a dis- 

trict attorney; “The Poppy Ven- 

dor,” by Les Pine, invoiving in- | 

creasing dope traffic; “The Fix. by ! 

Carey Wilbur, disclosing case of | 

judicial bribery. 

In current preparation are ‘Two | 

Gentlemen From Canton,” by 

Franklin Barton, exvosing inter- 

national narcotics traffic: “To Wear 

A Badge,” by Gene Roddenberry, 

discussing syndicate methods in 
taking over an entire city; “How 
to Steal a Union,” by Harry Julian 
Fink, frank charge against illegal 
union operations; “Sweetheart Con- 
tracts,” Knopf, involving conniv- 
ings of union and. management 
against workers; “80 Proof,” Paul 
King, showing corrupt liquor li- 
censing; “Quicksand.” Jack Cur- 
tis, on organized gambling, and 
“Silent Partners.” David Chandler, 
exposing syndicate influence in the 
garment industry. An untitled seg 
by Jerry D. Lewis showing control 
of local politics and another by 
Herb Spiro on illegal aspects of 
the drug industry are also being 
preped. 

Ackerman also revealed upcom- 
ing subjects will include auto theft 
rackets, illegal fight game, illegal 
fish importation, transportation of 
illegal foreign farm labor, housing 
deals, corrupt proxy fights, news- 

(Continued on page 38) 

A Directors On 
5 20th-TV Series 

Hollywood, Sept. 5, 

Roy Huggins, in charge of tv 
production at 20th-Fox, has 24 di- 
reetors currently working oa five]. 

°-PARTER TO PREEM series, highest number in some 
months. 

On “Adventures in Paradise” 
are Justis Addiss, Felix Feist, Nor- 
man Foster, Ronald Weyman, 
David McDearman, Robert Florey 
and Pete Lyon. . 

“Dobie Gillis’ has Rod Ama- 
teaum Guy Scarpitta and Stan 
Cherry busy turning them out. | 

There are six working on “Bus! 
Stop.” namely Francis ‘Pete) Lyon. 
Robert Altman, Arthur Hiller, Sut- 
ton Roley, Don Medford, Stuart 
Rosenberg. 

Same number applics to “Follaw 
the Sun,” which has Dilbert Kay. 
Ted Post. Jules Bricken, Mitch 
Leisen, Don Taylor, Sherman 
Marks. 

“Margie has only two directors. 
Don Richardson and Gene 
Rex nolds. 

Is 2 7 oe 
Liy-UA’s Food Coin 

Some food sponsor coin has 

been written by Ziv-UA on “Ever- 
glades” and “Ripcord.” 

Continental Baking ,has bought 
the “Everglades” skein on WRC- 

TV, Washington; Progresso Foods 

on WTVT, Tampa; and Food Town,: 

WAFB, Bator Rouge. Series also 
; has been bought by Rural Electric 

Assn. for telecasting on WJBF, 

t Augusta, Ga. 

Kissling’s Sauerkraut bought 

“Ripeerd” on WRCV, Philadel- 

phia; and: Seaway Foods, WEWS, 

Cleveland. 
Station deals on “Everglades” | 

include WNAC, Boston, WRCV, 

PhiladeIphia; WCSH, Pertland, 

Me.; WINK, Ft. Myers, Fla.; FLIX, 

Twin Falls, Ida. , 

Trans-Lux Vidpix 
Expansion; Budget 

Set at $1,250,000 
Washington, Sept. 5. 

Trans-Lux Corp. has mapped a 

big expansion program, featuring a 

$1,250,000 enlargement of its tele- 

pix production and distribution ac- 
tivities, $500,000 for acquiring more 

theatres and $250,000 for improv- 

ing its stock ticker projection op- 

erations. . , 
The plans .were revealed in a 

prospectus filed in connection with 
a registration statement with Sec-. 
urities & Exchange Commission 
proposing public sale of 250,000 
shares of common capital stock. Of- 
fering: will be on an _ all-or-none 
basis through Bear, Stearns & Co., 
underwriters. Offering price will 
be disclosed later. . : 

Of the 250.000 shares, 150.000 
will be put up by the company and: 
the remainder, all outstanding, by 
their current holders. T-L has 582.- 
182 outstanding shares of commor 
stock, of which director Harry}. 

Jacob’ Brandt owns 32.689 and 
Starr, another director, holds 
10.06%. A group of ‘management 
execs collectively own 50.69%. 
Brandt plans to sell 100,000 shares. 

T-L operates nine motion picture 
houses fall leased). It releases seme 
theatrical films, but its major dis- 
stribution business is in vidpix, 
largely children’s, educational and 
informational fare. , 

In addition to its expansion out- 
lays, funds from the proposed stock 
sale will go for retirement of ‘short- 
term bank borrowing, and $205,877 | 
to prepay. unpaid balance due on 
stock of its subsid: Trans-Lux Movie 
Ticker Corp. Balance of proceeds 
will be used for other unspecified 
corporate purposes. 

T-L. produces so-called “vertical 
broad type news ticker projection. 
equipment” for lease. It projects 
stock and news. ticker dope onto 
screens. In the same field, T-L 
leases closed-circuit tv systems for 
showing of stock ‘quotations on]. 
monitors. 

NBC’S ‘CAIN’S 100’ 
“Cain’s Hundred” on NBC-TV 

will preem with a _ two-parter, 

marking the first time.a web series | 
, has used the two-parter story form. 
for preem purposes. Opening epi- 

sode will be Sept..19, which will 

tell only the first-half of the 

story, with the other half slated 

‘the subsequent week. 
In the past, two-parters have 

been used midway in a series, or 
as in the cdse of “The Untouch- 
ables” as auditions for a subse- 
quent series. Exee producer Paul 
Monash, towever, designed the 
two-part story 
episodes of “Cain's Hundred.” 

1M-C’s $2,000,000 

momentum. . 

as the opening 

ON ‘BEST OF ’50s’ 
Metro's “Best of the 50s” pack- 

age of 30: pix has been licensed in 
34 markets and is now approach-. 

‘ting the .$2,000,000 mark in total 
revenues. ae 

Markets include KCMO, Kansas 
City; WOW, Omaha; WHEN, Syra- 
cuse; KMOX, St. Louis; KLZ, Den:- 
ver; WKY, Oklahoma City, K¥OO, 
Tulsa) WTVT, Tampa; WTVO, 
Rockford, Ill; WDAU, Scranton, 
Pa.; WISC, Madison, Wisc.; and] 
KTBC, Austin, Tex. 

WGN Dressed To 
The $ (Ch) In 

_ 106 TV Promo 
| ’ Chicago, Sept. 8. . 

WGN-TV last week fired off the 
first stage in what promises to be 

mesque tune-in promotion by a lo- 
cal station here since the early days 
of the medium. The indie station, 

get going with their seasonal razza- 
matazz, will be pouring- around 
$100.000 into a variety of consumer 
media, including sky-writing. 

Also; to head the networks off 
at the pass, WGN-TV is launching 
its fall season on Sept. 11, a full 
month earlier than in previous 
years. The campaign, hatched by 
station promo manager Jim Han- 
lon and the Foote, Cone & Belding 
ad agency, will be concentrated in 
a 60-day period, not only giving the 
indie the jump on the networks but 
also carrying into the period when 
the webs will be ballyhooing their 
premieres, . 

First stage in the promotion is a 
teaser campaign, the object ' of 
which is to create a consciousness 
of the number 9, the station’s chan- 
nel number. Some 250 billboards in 
the Met area are carrying a large 
yellow 9 with « sunny face centred | 
to represent daytime; while ‘sky- 
writing planes are hanging nines in 
the sky at the rate of 30 to 90 per 
flight. Hanlon also has a postcard 
teaser campaign going. out to what 
he terms a “VIP. list” (sponsors, 

| agencies, press), which carries a 
cryptic. jingle along with a replica 
of the billboard display. The sky- 
writing planes, by the wav. have 
been engaged for. around 50 mis- 
sions throughout the campaign. 

blue, with a moon cradled ‘in the 
circle, 

when skywriting planes. will han 
out “TV 9,” while the. billboards 
read, “Channel 9, morning to night” 
and “There’s more to see on WGN- 
TV.” Third stage will tee off next 
Monday (11), when the station’s sea- 
son begins, and will be abetted by. 
full-page ads in the daily press done 
in a Barnum motif. | ; 

- One reasén that WGN-TV has 
advanced the start of its fall se- 
mester is that it invariably comes 
out of haseball season with a good 
tune-in, Belief is that by pushing [ 
up the schedule the indie may be 
able to profit. from the -baseball 

Filnways | Pacts Henning 
To Produce New Series 

create and produce a new tv series. 
Filmways board chairman Mar- 

tin Ransohoff at the same time 
said his company’s tv slate has 
been expanded to a total of eight 
projected. shows td be. started.: 
These will ‘be under the aegis of]. 
Al Simon, prexy of Filmways TV 
Productions,. and John Calley, v-p. 
in charge of creative programming 
for Filmways. 

Filmways rece) 
with Joseph Levines Embassy Pic- 

‘tures for the production of “Her- 
cules” and “Capri.” Simon will 
oversee ‘all Coast tv production for 
-the company as well as continue 
as exec producer of the “Mr. Ed.” 
series. Calley in addition to pro- 
ducing .both “Hercules” and “Ca- 
pri” in. Europe, remains in charge 
of ail.tv development for the com- 
pany. an os 

j pofts that 1,200 adults have regis- 

the largest scale and most Barnu-} 

hopeful of making the city Channel. 
§-conscious before the networks. 

| Cues in Live TV 

‘studio. 

In the second stage, which should. 
‘begin this week, a second 9 will be 
‘added on the billboards—this one | 

representing nighttime. | 
Third stage will end the suspense, 

&| pressed in some major markets, 
| Official Films prexy Seymour Reed 

‘Sales of Official’s new off-web. 

Paul ‘Henning, producer-writer 
of “The Bob Cummings Show,” has | 
signed a deal with Filmways to 

itly made a deal 
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Collier Young's ‘Crime & P
uinishment’ 

KTCA-TY’s Educ’l Boom 
Minneapolis, Sept. 5. 

Hypoed by their children’s in- 
terest in educational television 
classes, growing numbers of ‘par- 

ts are signing up for tv. courses 
in\ this area. KTCA-TV, Twin. 

tered for adult Spanish class, three 
times’ more than in past years 
course was offered. Many adult 
viewers are also taking German. 
language course, according to the 
station. . 

adult programming and is cur- 

coliege credits, In addition, a new 
program of classes for business 
and industry employes has been 
Industries School of the Air, 

4Star Buy-Up OF 
- Heatter-Quigley 

> 

Hollywood, Sept. 5. 
Four Star is branching off into. 

live tv to diversify its participation 
in the entertainment field. To im-. 
plement this new facet of the op- 
eration, Four Star has acquired 
the Heatter- Quigley Enterprises 
and Heatter- Quigley Productions, 
producers of live tv programs. 

As the first film producers to 
engage in. live programming, the 
Dick Powell-Tom MeDermott out- 
fit has assigned Merrill Heatter 

velop and produce live programs 
for both day and night tv. Also in 

taped at Four. Star's Republic 

Quigley, who came. into. radio 
and ty from the theatre, wrote or 
produced many radio shows.. Heat- 
ter. was associated with “We, the 
People” and “You Are There;” 
and created the formats of “What's 
It For?” and “Top Dollar.” 

Sees Medium Markets. 
Yielding Better Prices 
On Syndicated Entries 

While syndication prices. are de- 

says the medium markets are 
yielding better prices than ever 
before with increases ranging 
from five to 15%: 

Basing his conclusions on recent. 

packages, including “Peter Gunn” 
and three other properties, Reed 
says the differential is helping to 
stabilize the syndie industry. _ 

Sales on the off-web package, on. 
one or more of the series, have 

cording to Reed. Recent buyers 
include KIRO, Sattle: KMBC, 
Kansas City; KCPX, Salt Lake 
City; KPTV, Portland, Ore.; 

tonio; WKRG, Mobile; WBRZ, Ba- 
ton. Rouge; KFRE, Fresno; KERO, 
Bakersfield; WSJS, Winston- 
Salem; and WLBT, Jackson, Miss: 

| Telefilm Chatter 

Robert Rich, Seven Arts Associ-. 
ated sales v.p., to San Francisco 

. . Joseph Campanella left for 
Boston to do a “Route 66” seg-. 
ment. John Levensen completed. 
a “Car 54” segment for Nat. Hiken 
... Maury Gresham named west-. 
ern division sales manager of Al-. 
lied Artists Television : . . HL 

sociated director of operations, 
has returned from Coast confabs 
'. . . Bill Scott, coproducer of Jay}. 
Ward Productions’ “The Bullwin- 
kle Show,” on a seven-city tour... 
Will Thomas named exec v.p. of 
Telecast Productions and director 

2o mo show 

Cities educational tv station, re-, 

rently offering many courses for. 

and Robert Quigley to create, de-| 

their province will be shows to be | 

‘the Line” jail. 

now been made in 43 markets, ac- ! 

KTRK, Houston; KONO, San ‘An- |. 

George Richek, Seven Arts As-| 

of syndication sales for “Global } 

Hollywood, Sept. 8... 
Collier Young, executive pro- 

ducer of KTLA’s new documentary 
series “Crime: and -Punishment’” 
has revealed he intends to film a 

cies as a public service. Show fea- 

spot interviews with confined 

crimes. against society, with psy- 
chiatric discussions ef motives, 

feelings about the crime and pun- 

‘planation in laymen’s. terms by 
. | Richard McGee, state’ director of 

KTCA-TV has expanded its. corrections.” 
Young looks to the availability 

of the show as a means of indi- 

vision without going into a specific 
educational channel or without 

| forcing government regulation. He 
‘believes there can be.a tiein be- 

.39-seg show and. make it available. 
free to educational and civic agén-. 

tures Clete Roberts doing on-the-" 

prisoners involving every range of. 

probing into the prisoner’s own ~ 

ishment meted. him and a tag ex- 

cating educational benefits of tele- | 

tween both education and enter- 
tainment and feels these are the 
lines along which. the industry 
‘should channel itself in the face 

With 29 episodes now in the can 
(show debuted Aug. 24) Young re- 

| vealed remaining 10 will be shot at 
the state womens’ detention center 

of current -programming - charges, - 

at Corona and the Chino’ institu-. 
tion for men. He expects to get 
into dope problem in Corona, he 
said, “more than 60%. of. the in- 
mates are confined for offenses 
involving some dope probiem.” — 

Series has two-part segs, one in 
which first episode shows the con- 
scious mind of a prisoner and. the 
second: his subconscious after 
narco-synthesis treatment. Other 

Young asserts, are frequently in- 
volving homosexuality or. general 
nervous breakdéwn. Crimes of 
Passion are featured, along with. 
other . activities,. with show dis- 
playing the prisoner “star” with- 
out masks but protecting written 
identification by changing his 
‘Bame and criminal number. All 
prisoners appear on a volun 

prior to selection. Filming so far 

areas: touched upon include of- 
| fenses while in confinement which, 

basis, with Homer Canfield, di-. 
Tector and co-producer with -Lud-| 
‘wig Gerber, having screened them. . 

has been’ in San Quentin; the- 
medical facilities at Vacaville. (fea- 

‘| turing mentally disturbed inmates) 
jand Folson. Prison, latter called by’ 
the prisoners themselves “End of 

. Young financed the. series him- 
self and did initial selling, though 
-he last week appointed Peter Ro= 
beck. & Co., N.Y., for. national 
distribution. "N.Y. debut ‘is. Friday 
on WNEV, with Washington; D.C., 
following, . 

Bing’s Li 
As American Federation of TY 

& Radio “Artists strike against 
KFWB entered ninth week, union 
announced signing of contract. 
with the. first of 17 indie L. A. sta- 
tions. New contract..is with 
KFOX, owned by Bing Crosby En-. 

terprises. oe 
Pact provides for weekly wage. 
increase for staff announcers of 
$17.50 over.a two-year. period,: ac- 
‘cording to Claude McCue, AFTRA 
exec. .secretary.. Announcers will: 

with initial hike. retroactive to 
Mayle a 

In addition; contract provides’ 
AFTRA members with the right to 
respect the picket lines of other -- 
unions when strikes are sanctioned": 
by the L. A. County Federation. of 

” Removal of “no strike” clause 
from. all future..AFTRA ‘eontracts . 
has: been .a basic’ principle. of all: 
negotiations with all stations. . 

Other provisions of new pact in- 
clude two weeks additional ter- 

time for work required on Christ- 

tions on employment of part time- 
announcers to two days a week. - 
In other AFTRA action, union 

: (Continued on page 42):. - - 
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4 . 

‘receive $10 the first year and an 
additional - $7.50 the secorid year, - 

Labor and approved by National’ 

mination pay; payment of double- 

mas and -New Year’s and restric- - 



=» ;tone News. 

- amortization. ” The fiscal. year cov- 

. exceeded -the net profits of the 
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Tiree NY. indies, WEIX, WNEW-TV ‘and WOR-TV, “enter the. 
new season financially ‘healthier. than. in years past, each with 
some programming changes. ; 

The vigor and imagination which accompanied the: operation. . 
of WNTA-TV, ‘as it pursued its policy of. providing an alternative —. 
programming service for ‘the more sophisticated. viewers, will be © 
missed from the scene. WNTA-TV, awaiting FCC: approval on. its 

_sale to educational ty interests, - will have réplays of “The. Play. 
of The Week” with its nbbreviated programming schedule’ ‘aimed 
as-an interim stage. 
. WPIX, probably the No. 1‘station: in the. country as far as. the 
number of - syndicated vidfilm, programs slotted, feels it has a 
‘latenite. ace .in*“‘The Best of Groucho.” Daily News indie in the. 
fall plans to slot:““Groucho” across the board at 11: p.m., coming. in 

. before WNEW-TV’s “PM East,.PM. West,” and prior to the “Jack 
Paar Show.” WPIX news show ‘will follow. from I1: 30 to ‘11: 45 
p.m. -“Groucho” additionally ‘will get a Sunday night airing. 

WPIX, during its.prime hours of 7 to 11 p.m., has 55 shows, 
virtually. all of them’ half-hour vidfilm. ‘properties.: Among the 
newies: this outing are ‘Wyatt Erp,” “Wanted ‘Dead or . Alive,” 
“One Step Beyond,” “Pro Football Highlights,” “World of Giants,” | — 
and “It’s A Wonderful World.” its highly: successful kiddie bloc 
runs from 3:30 to 7 p.m:, with the :remainder of the daytime. other. - 
than a midday half-hour devoted to educational. tv programs pro-” 
duced for New York. State Board of Regents.  - 

WOR-TY remains the station with the feature image. ‘New feature 
showcases include. full length operas, culled from pix, slated for. 
‘airing Sunday nights. at 7:30 p.m. The “Big Preview,” which had. 
-@ successful summer run, consisting of first-run pix, ‘will ‘be shifted 
from Tuesday: nights to Sundays at 9 p.m. “Internatnoial Preview,”. 
another neéwie, will hold forth Tuésday nights at 9:30 p.m. For’. ° broadcasters. seem. to be playing it |: 

this showcase, ‘station has purchased some big imports, all dubbed. 
‘Included in the titles are “Gates of Hell,” “The Seven Samuri,” 
“Forbidden Games,” and the trilogy. from. In@ia, “Aparajito;” 
“World of -Apu,’”’. and - “Panther  Panchili.” “Great Musie from. 

~ Chicago” shifts from ~WNTA-TV -to the: RKO Teleradio outlet. 
* “Million Dollar: Movie” continues with Its 16. showings weekly.: 
John Wingate will have a stripped Monday through Friday news. 
show at 9:25.p'm., the first. newsman-fronted show. for the: station. 
in a number of years. Rheingold Beer has picked up a series of: 
one a month, one hour: documentaries, titled “Perspectives in, 
Greatness,” ‘produced. by BCG. in cooperation with Hearst Metro- 

Highlights. ‘of WNEW-TY underscore. its.” multi-pronged pro- 
. gramming approach to the market. «New syndicated series bought ° 
by the station for fall viewing include “Riverboat.” “Johnny Stac- .. 
-eato,” “Bat Masterson,” ““Aquanauts,’” “Cimarron City,” “Peter 

" Gunn,” “Yancy Derringer;” “Mr.: Lucky,”. and “Crime and Punish- 
ment.” David Susskind moves his “Open End” show to the station 
‘with a.9 to 11 p.m.. slot. The one a month “Prospects of Mankind” 
‘will be: back, in addition. to new entries for “A Question of Life”. 
and other pubaffairs specials. Kiddie strip from 5 to 7--p.m.- stays 
Ditto Sunday’s “Wonderama.” Station also will have. Sonny. Fox’s 
newshow, “Qn Your Mark”: in the N.Y. market, telecast. elsewhere. 

_ by ABC-TV, Slot forthe Show ds Saturday’s at 11. ‘am. 

Balto WJZ-1V's Full-Yr. Assault On 
Community Problems; Enli st Viewers) 
Westinghouse station: WJZ-TV,4+— 

Baltimore is launching an ambi-| 
tious schedule. of primetime. pub- 
service shows covering a variety}. 
of community problems and invit-.|- 
ing viewers to. get.into the act. 
In cooperation. with John: Hop- 

king Univ.. and the Greater Bal- 
timore. Committee, station is 
‘rounding up civic. ‘group commit- 
tees for a - leadoff: ‘Leadership 
Conference” Oct: 2 at the Univer- |. 
sity to be followed by. designated | 
-group viewing, followup discus- 
sions (and action, it’s hoped).on a}. 
‘gertes of. .26 half. hours. titled, 
“Focal Point.” — 

.. Slotted.” Thursday nights at 
8 p.m., “Focal.-Point” will deal |’ 
with. such community problems as 
residential housing,. air- service, | 
downtown -revitalization, transit, 
traffic, urban. ‘renewal and: city}: 
planning. 

WJZ and the University” esti- 
(Continued on page. 42) 

ITC's $1,118,682 
Profit in. 10-Mos. 

Independent Television ‘Corp.; 
releasing a financial’ ‘report for the 

~ first ‘time since its: inception, -stat- 
ed that It earned a profit of $1,118,- 
‘682 for the, fiseal. year ended 
‘April. 30, 1961. © 

’ The ITC. statement. reported the 
$1,118,682 as “profits earned after 

Bales . “with | three. markets for the 
off-weéb * series,. “Wyatt Earp,” 

Since the oater: package -Wwent into 
syndication four. weeks ago. 

F remantle Sees 
TV Interchange 

A ‘greater: interchange of pro- 

veloping, according to Fremantle 
prexy Paul Talbot. Markets which 

‘theretofore: confined themselves to 
the purchase of American product 

|have lifted their non-native pro- 
garmming ‘sites and are buying 
‘product. from ‘other nations, 

‘Fremantle, in light.of the prow- 
ing: receptivity: to shows irrespec- 
tive to the originating. country, ‘has 

U.S. produtt obroad, ‘though, re- 
mains the primary source’ of Fre- 
mantle’s. revenues. 

In addition to’ American prod- 
‘uct, Fremantle is distributing prod- 
det from Italy, Ireland, Canada, 

ered a 10-month™ period, rather 
than 12 months, because’ TEC: now |M 
has changed its fiscal year to cor. c 

respond. to the fiscal year of its 
‘—parent.. company.. Associated -Tele- tained in Canada,” Britain, Austra-. 

‘vision, Ltd.,: of Britain: The finan- | 
cial ‘report, made ta ATV's board, quarters in N.Y... prints coming. in 
‘by -ITC -board -Chairman. Michael- for possible distribution are quick- 

Nidorf: also stated..that in May 
and June 1961, ITC's: net profits | for’ their respective | territories. | 

This.:ig- some. of .the non-U\S,. 
product ‘distributed overseas by ~ eorrésponding months - of 60 -by 

, (Continued on. page 42) some 21.7%. .. 

17:30 p.m. slot Tuesdays, 
‘ond Syndicated entry “Sea Hunt” 
‘moves’ from its Saturday night 

’-110:30 p.m. perch to 7 p.m, the same | 
‘{ evening. 
Pation vehicle. 

25 Wyatt Fann’ Markets | 
ABC: Films wound’ .upD August | 

‘making a total of 25 stations sold 

1 basketball ‘events. 
its syndication slot at -7 -p.m., with]. 

{ “King .of. Diamonds,” “Shannon, ” 
“Two Faces West,” and. “Ivanhoe;” 

In Global Upbeat 
grams throughout the world: is de-|- 

as 

taken on more non-American prod- 
uct for distribution. Handling of: 

Britain and Australia. Helping the 

lia, Italy. and Mexico. With. head-| 

ly assessed by..the various offices | 

SPONSOR DOLLAR 
“Profile of the ‘top. market in the 

.| country’ finds New York stations | 
|vieing for position for the '61-’62 
‘season, with the three web flag- 
ships. relying - heavily on network 
‘programming and. the indies}. 

‘|serambling to. slot audience-win- 
_| ning shows. . 

‘Significant change in the N. Y. 
‘market is the impending bowout: 
jof WNTA-TV, the Newark -basgd 
operation which currently is. await- 
ing the nod from the. Federal Com- 
munications Commission for its. 
takeover by. educational interests. 

.The other six stations on the lo- 
cal’ level have supplied themselves 
with ‘pix, vidfilms, and vidtaped | 
Shows to fight . the rating wars. 
Live. production remains at a min- 
imum, although there appears to 

jbe an overall upbeat in the num- 
ber” of pubaffairs specials and 
series slated. In many instances 

both ways:. ’Slotting the blood and 
guts shows: for. the: ratings’ and 
pubaffairs for the eyes and ears 
of “Washington, in these days of 
FCC chairman Newton N. Minow. 

Highlights. of the new season, 
from. the local . - perspective, are 
these: . 

At WCBS-TY, , 
hour syndication entries’ are slot- 

|ted on the-CBS-TV flagship this. 
fall, one of them being the web’s 
“Mat Dillon.” 

“Dillon” will be fixed. in the 
‘The sec- 

ly.) 

“Hunt” will be.a partici- 

'. CBS-TV's flagship ‘hag. a. huge 
backlog of pix. for its “Karly 

| Show,” “Late Show”, and “Lafe, 
| Late’ Show” slots. During day- 
‘|time, ‘station has four. half-hour 
strips, “Amos. ‘n’ Andy,” “My 

and “Life of Riley.” 
WNEC-TV will be taking a flier 

-|with a double feature format Sat- 
urday night, coupling. its local pix 
after the web's. Saturday night. 
picture. ‘Station, foregoing its for- 
eign ‘product, has bought Warner 
Bros. “Films of the 50's” second 
package for the series. - 
WABC-TV. this outing won't have 

the “live” high school football and 

ready on the shelves. “Expedition” 
Twill fill out ‘the Monday through 

| Friday: 7: p.m:. slot. 
| pix at night following. the news |. 
jand ‘feature .showcases. Saturday 

There: wil} be 

and Sunday” afternoons. “Hong 
Kong” is slated as a bridge Sat- 
urday night, the hour series aimed: 
at capturing -some of the tired 

| viewers - of ‘NBC-TV's . Saturday 
night pix showcase.. 
During the daytime, WABC-TV 

‘will have a4 1:30. p.m. strip of “De- 
cember Bride” and “Highway 
Patrol”. at 5:30 p.m. There will be 
‘a Jim Bishop commentary ‘Satur- 
day night. A five-minute strip by | 
Dr. Maxw ell Maltz in “Adventures: 
in Staying Young,” played twice. 
during the day,.such daytime stand- 
bys as “Joe. Franklin” and “Tom- 
ay Seven Show,” news-weather, 
ete 

Turn to the indies finds WOR-TV 
and WNEW-TV buzzing with some 
new electricity. Daily News indie, 

‘| WPIX, having. found a successful 
formula in being the indie with the 
network look, is continuing heavily 
programmed with ‘off-network vid- 
film properties, as well as ‘other . 

‘isired an exercise man named John 

‘9:30 half-hour, will go to 15 min- 

only two half-| 

-(“Gunsmoke” half- | 
|-hour. off-network reruns being syn- | 
.|dicated to web affils electronical- |. 

-gan. here last. week when Metro- 

‘brought in two:execs. Al Krivin as 

Little Margie,” “Burns and Allen . 

Station retains: 

In 

WNBC- TV's Kickups 
WNBC-TV is going to start flex- 

fing its muscles in competition with 
WOR-TY. Pete Affe, new station 
manager of the NBC flag in N.Y., 

Hills to take over. the 9-9:15 a.m. 
daily slot (in what is now “Fam- 
ily” time. on WNBC-TY). 

Affe is kicking off with Hills a 
week before WQOR-TV ,plans to 
start its Jack LalLane buildup 
show. Hills’ preem is Sept. 11. 

“Family,” which had the full 9- 

utes at 9:15 once Hills kick off 
(or is it kicks up?}. 

Hills will be used in special 
promotional ways by Affe. The vet, 
whose new show will be called 
“Slimnastics,” will serve as a kind 
of overseer on an overall physical 
fitness. campaign for N.¥.C. under- 
written by the station. 
The Hills show will probably be 

syndicated on tape via WNBC-TV. 

Everything Up To 
Date in K.C. For 
Kluge's Takeover 
Changes attendant to the new 

‘ownership of KMBC-TV-AM be- 

politan Broadcasting, new owner, 

general manager of television, and 
Dave Coninger as vice president 
and general manager of radio. 
‘Deal whereby Metropolitan pur- 

‘chased the property from Cook 
Paint and. Varnish Co. for a re- 
ported -$10-million-plus has been 
pending for months. Aug. 29 be- 
‘came the actual date of takeover 
for the new owners. 

Metropolitan execs on hand for 
the shift included John: Kluge, 
head of ‘Metromedia, the parent 
company, Richard Geismar, treas- 
urer, and Joseph Madden, comp- 
troller, plus Bennet Korn, Metro- 
politan executive v-p of television. 
Kluge said some things are going: 
to be done to boost station rat- 
ings, but no immediate changes in 
policies or programming. would be 
made. 
Don. Davis, who 

Cook. Broadcasting, becomes v.p. 
‘of ‘Metropolitan for the Kansas 
City: operation, John Schilling 
stays as v.p. of the K.C. operation, 
and Dick Smith, radio, afd Mori 
Greiner, television, continue as re- 
spective station managers. 

Croninger formerly was in 
broadcasting here with KCMO-: 
(Meredith’. Recently he -was with 
Metropolitan as salesmanager of 
WNEW. Krivin was with Westing- 
house in Cleveland. | 

NEW CORP. ACQUIRES 
THIRD MAN’ SERIES 

London, Sept. 5. 
Rights. to the “Third Man” tv 

series has been acquired ‘by the 
newly-formed Third Man Corp., 
in which BBC and Prestige Pro. 
ductions are associated. Prestige 
is helmed by Michael Rennie, star 
of the series. 

National Telefilm Associates 

‘LOCAL.TV & SYNDICATION 

es WAY AACE FOR Western Stations Took It on Chin 
‘60, Some Even Going Into Red; 
FCCs Market- by-Market Tally 

ja 98% 
$244,108,000 last year. 

23 

Washington, Sept. 5. 
While the nation's television 

stations collectively enjoyed a 
healthy spurt in revenues and 
profits, a number of Western mar- 
Kets suffered a marked downbeat 
during 1960. Several went into 
the red. 

This was revealed in examining 
Federal Communications Commis- 
sion’s tv market financial data. Los 

+ 

| Angeles and San Francisco-Oak- 
land tv profit totals slumped mar- 
kedly from 1959. And these other 

| Western markets showed deficits 
—Albuquerque (minus $36,633), 
Bakersfield (minus $113,075), Las 
Yegas (minus $39,938), Seattle-Ta- 
coma (minus $26,244), ‘and El Paso 
(minus. $5,812). 

_ FCC's list of 80 three-station- 
plus markets revealed no city east 
of the Mississippi reporting a col- 
lective’ tv income. deficit. 

Big New York City Gains 
New York City’s seven ty outlets 

collectively scored big gains in 
1960 in both broadcast revenues 
and profits. So did Chicago and 
‘most other major markets as the 
industry as a whole experienced a 
9% gain in revenues to $1,268,- 
600,000 (over the one billion dol- 
lar mark for the third year) and 

jump in profits to 

In broadcast -profits (before Fed 
eral income tax), New York sta- 
tions registered a gain from $29,- 
323,128 ta $33,637,681 from 1959 
to 1960. In broadcast revenues 
(total time, talent and program 
sales minus ‘commissions), the 
New York tv station total climbed 
to $75,443,656 in 1960 from $69,- 
534,724 the year before.. New 
York tv time sales were broken 
down in to $10,655,920 (network), 
$59,628,711 (national and regional 
advertisers), and $12,036,797 (lo- 
cal advertisers). Total expenses 
for the New York stations inched 
up percentagewise only slightly 
from $40,211,596 to $41,805,975 in 
1960. 

The Los ‘Angeles market (seven 
tv stations) garnered only $7,375,- 
123 in broadcast profits last year 
as against $9,613,427 in 1959. 
Revenues dipped slightly—from 
$45,610,962 in 1959 to $45,403,977 
last year. But broadcast expenses 
vaulted from $35,997,499 in 1959 
to $38,028,854 last year. 
The San Francisco-Oakland ty 

conglomerate of four stations suf- 
fered a total decline in profits 
from $6,092,079 in 1959 to $5,687,- 
399 in 1960. Revenues rose appre- 
ciably from $16,652,358 in 1959 to 
$17,160,853 last year. However, 
this gain was offset by an expense 

(Continued on ‘ontinued on page 4 42: 

MacLeish Profile 
As WBKB Special 

Chicago, Sept. 5. 
Archibald MacLeish, Pulitzer 

|prize poet-playwright and some- 
time statesman, has agreed to be 
the subject of the second Iinstall- 

{ment in WBKB’s. “Home Again” 
series, station’s pet project for the 
new season wherein notable per- 
sonages who grew up in Chi will 
be: brought back for reminiscenses 
and fresh impressions of their 
hometown. 

First subject was Steve Allen, 
whose segment was filmed early in 

jthe summer but isn’t slated for 
product. (See separate story on, will continue to distribute the airing until the fall season is un- 
indies.) | 
To all intents and purposes, it’s: 

now’ a six-way race for the sponsor 
dollars, with WNTA-TV staging a 
holding action pending .the FCC |. 
ruling. Largest share of the. ad- 
vertising dollar continues to be 
plunked on the web flagship. but 
each of the three indies claims a 
profitable operation, and: are. in 
there pitching for a larger share 

fof: ‘the total ad. pie.: 

series ‘in the U.S., where Bud- derway. WBKB is seeking a spon- 
weiser goes into its second season!sor for the portfolio, which wilt 
‘as sponsor, and the BBC. in the|be scheduled irregularly as prime 
‘rest of the world. time specials over the season. 
Third Man Corp. is headed by! MacLeish is supposed to arrive 

Vernon Burns, who will act as;here the week of Oct. 11 for the 
exec producer of the series. Other |shocting. The production team of 
offices ate Harold L. Schiff, v.p.,|Ronny Born and Sam Ventura, 
of New York; Charles Gottlieb,jwhich have been detailed to the 
also N.Y., secretary-treasurer, and | series, have gone up to MacLeish’s 
Gunther " Schit£, of Los Angeles,|home in Conway, Mass. for some 
asst. secretary. preliminary footage, 

vy 
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ABC-TV, with 8 out of the top 15 shows, again’ 
shows the way in audience ratings.” 
Where program popularity counts most... 

in the markets where.they can watch all $ net-. 
works... most homes continue to watch ABC, 
The ‘latest 24-Market. Nielsen. also records. 
‘some Jeading reasons for’ ABC’s popular Vice: 

- tory: Adventures in Paradise, The U ntouchables, 

Naked City, My Three Sons, 7 z Sunset Strip, 

Flintstones, The Rebel... 
that is, in the top 15. More shows, that is, than 
Nets Y & Z combined. More -grist for the 
trendmill. 

elevision 
*Source Nielsen 24 Market TV Report, Average Audience, 
week ending August 20. Ali commercial programs, ‘Monday 
through Sunday, 6:30-11:00 PM. 



Spot TV's Upswing as Flock Of 
Major National Chents Check In 

—On Other Madison Ave. Fronts 
By BILL GREELEY | of the J. Walter Thompson Co. as 

. sce ‘its advertising agency for all its 
»t television seems v0 be on 8) cigaret brands and other tobacco 

) .thy upbeat after a slow year | products. JWT currently handles 
f - 7 ee : . ithe company’s Chesterfield, Oasis 

lighlight iudications include a.and Duke cigaret brands and will 

suturation campaign getting under-j| now assume responsibility for L & 

way for Liggett & Myers Chester-|¥M Fitter cigarets. replacing Dan- 
field brand under auspices of newj cer, Fitzgerald, Sample as -adver- 
agency J. Walter Thompson. Hazel tising agency for this brand.” 
Bishop, via North Advertising, will 
be ‘back in for the first time in sev-{ 900. 
¢ral years. Corn Products, via Dan- Delayed Togetherness 
cer, Fitzgerald, Sample, is mappiIng| Two execs who started out to- 
intro of a new product. Knorr soup,| gether 24 years ago as Time Ite. 
a soluble shipped in from Switzer-| office boys have opened. a_pubre- 
Jand. East and midwest markets! Jations firm to handle products 
lieve been scheduled, but plans are! and community relations. 
still indefinite. } Jehn Scott. Fones, for the ‘ast 

Interesting also is the fact that!10 years with Ben Sonnenberg’s 

Renton & Bowles. which raised a! Publicity Consultants, and Philip 

bie fuss about the extended chain! A. Williams 3rd, who's been with 

breaks with threets of withdrawal| the March of Time,- Fortune mag, 
cf svet monev. is back in for Max- | 20th Fox, Ziv and a veepee of the 

well House instant with HD's, and; ABC-TV film division, have opened 

some of them in primetime breaks. : offices at 44 East 52nd St. 

Maxwell House. via Ogilvy, Ben- ‘ on Pt 
son & Mather this time. also has! clude Alloys Unlimited, Rebuild 

. : ve wt «National Park Board, the Danish- reps and stations hanpy with an; - that throws the 

October throuch March schedule of ;4™merican group that throws 1 
‘ = = ) tthree day 4th of July celebration 

fringe minutes '4N to 50 markets), ! hy d two Carribean 

usine ecin that was slated for the'€ach year an@ two Wa 
networks. 

: hotels. . 

Other campaigns, with number: Stripes & Stripes: Veep chevrons 

of markets indicated by educated 
-for Samm S. Baker at Donahue & 

Jude: ;Coe; Charles E. F. Millard at 

gness, Include: ‘Benton & Bowles; Paul W. Mosley 
American Home Products foriang Arnold J. Deutschman at Ted 

Dristan. 52 weeks heeinning last! Bates: and David P. Hotz at Benton 
meorth in the ten 30 to 40 markets. | 

Colgate. vis Ted Bates agency, a} 
& Bowles. a 
New Biz: Goodyear Tire & Rub- 

seven-week flight now urderway: ber, shoe products division, to 

fur the dental cream in up to 70: Kudner. , 

markets. | 

American Cbickle. via Bates, for | 
a variety of nroducts, a 17-week; [© ; : 

cempaicn starting this month inj; I y a ( y 5 ass 

40 markets. , meee 

Sinclair, via Geyer. Morey. ete. 1 * . 

news and weather shows through- (9 | UJ 7 a 

out the trading area for 20 weeks.| .~ i S in r re 

Fitzgerald. Semrle, a 12-week cam-! _ Washington, Sept. 5. 

paign he-inning late this month in| Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Co. 

4@ markets. 'gnd Federal Trade Commission 

RADIO-TELEVISION 

Nucoa margarine. via’ Dancer. 

In the east. Penperridge Farm: are slated to. cross swords’ at a. 

tread OB&M?!. 20’s and: ‘minutes ! hearing tomorrow ‘Wednesday? in 

far si -eeks beginning late this: Cleveland. The firm is accused by . 

month, weeks Peginnné {FTC of falsely advertising qn 
al 

Continental Bread ‘Ted Bates),! celebrated teievision -commerci 

using prime chairbreaks and fringe | series its auto safety plate glass. 

minutes throughout distribution| General Motors Corp. is Joining 

grea beginning this month and! the glass outfit in seeking to quash 

tarrving to January. ithe FTC complaint. Hearing Ex- 

Bristol-Mvers for Sal Hepatica,| amimer Harry: R. Hinkes will pre- 

using minutes in fringe and day-: side over the proceedings for FTC 

4ime for 13 weeks beginning this; and will be charged with making 

month. | the initial decision for or against 

Van Huesen Shirts (Grey), an; the firm. . oe 

eivht-week fall campaign covering! Unless a company believes it 

yussibly 100 markets. , has very ‘solid legal grounds for 

Vie Chemical Morse Interna-} defense, it usually follows the path 
tonal’ with minutes dav and night; of least resistance tand least legal 

y in October for 20 weeks. costs) by bowing to an FIC con- 

he ae 4 00 markets. ‘sent order whereby ‘it simply 

director Barbara Swedeen, Petry 
received an unusual letter — of 
thanks. It came after the rep firm 

jtalkfest , 
WBEBM-TV here, has plucked its 

i 

L&M's incidentally, bill $14,000,- | Pe 

CAROL BURNETT - RICHARD — 

Accounts already in the shop in- 
{hardly strong. enough to lure audi- 

From North Advertising’s media’ 

- Chicago, Sept. 5. 
Irv. Kupeinet’s “At. Random,” 

which originates on 

first outside market in syndication, 
that being the indie KCOP in Los 
Angeles. Show, which is. an open- 
ender in the Windy City, where it’s 
done livé, will be edited down to a 
90-minute format for the L.A. sta- 
tion. KCOP will air the shows 
a week after they're done in Chi, 
via tape. 

CBS Films is handling the. syn- 
dicaton. 

4 Radio Reviews 

HAYES SHOW m 
With Norman :Paris Band .. 
Production-Director: Bruno Zirato 

Jr. of . _ : 

| Writers: Hank Miles; Jim Lehner 
20 Mins., Mon.-Fri., 7:10 p.m. - 
Participating 

! CBS Radio, from New. York 
This new effort by CBS. Radio to. 

win the marginal supper audience 
|} to. audio-only isn’t worth it, either 
;to the audience of-the network. 
Carol Burnett and Richard Hayes 
are pleasant and talented, but were 

}ences away. from existing radio or. 
itv formats. - ot 

_ Beyond the: charm and ‘song- 
‘ability of the: pair (actually she 
fought to have visual. accompani- 
‘ment for. her masterful mugging), 
'there isn’t one thing about’ the 
‘ show that’s original. With too much 
i predictability, they sang one song 
“together, theri Hayes soloed one: 
‘quite nicely. then an instrumental 
‘ fivesome: led by excellent pianist 
; Norman’ Paris: played one, then 
: Miss Burnett sang a solo. Real 
‘original formatting. Between mus- 
ical’. pieces. ithe band- sounded. 
tinny. amd. typically ““radlo” be- 

came to. backstopping the vocals), 
| cause of its small size when it. 

there .was that flow of chatter 
;which was also traditional, and 
bad. ‘Writers ‘Hank. Miles. and. Jim 
‘Lehner, prepared a stream of that 
: sophisticated small talk that after 
awhile was overwheiming. 7 
: The fronters. in short, were ex- 
-cellent,. but wasted on a ‘carbon 
copy ‘casualness. CBS Radio really 
ought to find some other way to 
pad out its program inventory. Per- 

_but in some. original, more com- 
-pelling, manner. Art. 

-MINNESOTA AT GETTYSBURG 
‘With Rodger Ként, Rodger Erick- 
| son, Charli¢ Boone, Jergen Nash, 

Arv. ‘Johnson, Maynard Speece, 
Dick Chapman, others 

‘Prod.-Dir.: Bill Balch 
Writer: Bob. Wetherall 

+30. Mins.; Sun., 7:30 p.m. 
:WwCCO, Minneapolis 

When Minnesota was only three 
years old as a state it sent 35.000 

' 
t 

- battle of Gettysburg. This, the sec- 
-ond of the’ CBS affiliate station’s 
vseries ‘of Civil War Centennial 
? programs, was their story as well 
‘as that of the battle itself. 
: The ‘heroic and: important part 
that the Minnesotans played in the 
battle was vividly and. strikingly. 

this. documentary ; depicted in 
so successful that ; Which was 

‘+WCCO acceded to numerous re- 
!quests for its rerun: . - 

In top drawer fashion the battle 
‘itself wag dramatized with special. 
emphasis on the Minnesotans’ ex- 
ploits. Kuddoes. should go to 
‘writer Bob Wetherall, producer-di- 
rector. Bill Balch; musical direc-. 

“tor .Wally Olson and ‘members of 
:the cast, narrator Rodger Kent in 
;particular. , 
| Program ‘started with the night 
!before the three-day -battle when 

| Kup Show to L.A: Station | 

org holds its. first fall dinner at Delmonico’s in a few weeks. 

haps it can ‘yet’ be done by using: 
the same raw talent equipment— 

{going network the following week . 

;volunteers to participate in the. 
Bristol-Myers again, via Young; agrees to forego the complained- 

& Rubicam. with fringe minutes in} of advertising practice. This pro- 
100 markets for Excedrin. Same for ; cedure of settling a complaint in- 

company’s Four Wav Cold Tablets; volves oan The chief loss to we 
-W s ; - . : 

in a oe eek campaign starting ‘| company is the money poured into 

“Only thing disturbing rep firms: the blurb series under fire by the 
is the agencies’ perverse trend to, Commission, which. of course, is 
minutes and ID's. when fhe ex-j Often a sizeable Stake. 
tended chain breaks have opened : . — 
up primetimes for a pair o -— . —— 
gxecond spots Some rep firms are: : nl 
advising stations to make chain-: With the Station Reps 
break JD's pre-emptable In case _ 
gome juicy 20-second spot cam-: - oo 
palgns break later in the year. Maybe the other repperies 

There's No Biz Like No Biz  : Should kick in a slice of ihe frais 
Week's batch of releases con-' Mission to Petry on the return 

tamed ideal examples of both the of Hazel Bishop to spot. 
molehill-to-mountain and moun- 
tain-to-molehill publicity techni- 
ques. 

Lead of a Compton agency re- 
Jease ranks high in anticlimaxes: 
“Compton Advertising has been 

‘retained by the Brown & William- 
“son Tobacco Corp., according to 
aH anneuncetrent by John W. Brr- 
gard, vice president and adver- 
tising director of the Brown & Wil- 
liamson Tobacco Corp. of Louis- 
ville. Ky. 

. “We are retaining Compton Ad- 
yertising., Mr. Burgard said, ‘In 
considering 

te be inthoduced ...°” 

Exampie two 18 also from folks 
whe knew a lot ahout smoke, and 
the tisck 1s to find the lead sby 
reading upnde down, maybe): 
“Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. 
arnounced tocay the appointment 

. had. made a tailored pitch on why |there was no idea of .the dying 

‘that spot tv was to their best|called upon to. do they did with 

the introduction of. 
new brands. At this point we have : 
not decided on one specific brand | 

the cosmetic company should be| which impended. The subsequent. 
back in spot and it read in part: | events were dramatically described 
“Your presentation was most help-:and acted to the extent that tun- 

“ful in preparing .our recomenda-jers-in almost could feel they were. 
tions which convinced them (HB) |present. What. Minnesotans were 

advantage in view of their distri-|the utmost bravery. The charges 
bution pattern and competition.” |were. devastating from the stand- 

Briefs: Ray Hamilton, formerly ! point of casualties, but as any per- 
manager of the Detroit office, has;son acquainted .. with history’ is 

. joined the New. York sales staffiaware, the Union's efforts were 

of TvAR .. .. Geyer, Morey, Mad- crowned with victory. . . 
den & Baliard’s “instant cash pay-| For the finale Lincoln was 
ment” drafts have gone out to| brought to the battleground when, 
stations and newspapers in the|after the war's end; it had. been 

‘ amount of $35,000.000 in one week 
|. . WAME, Miami, to Venard, 
: Rintoul & McConnell reppery ... 
| Adam Young has picked up KXYZ, 
‘Houston, and WWOM, New 
; Orleans, 

cluding words, spoken by Rodger 
Erickson partraying the famous 

country. who did s0:much for their. 
Rees. 

-of Jewish Education . . 
converted into a cemetery. Con- 

president, paid. tribute. to those: 

| Wednesday, September 6, 1961 | 

Norm Blumenthal, associate producer of the ‘NBC-TV ‘stanza, is re- 
portedly replacing Jack Farren as producer. of both the: daytime and 
nighttime versions of ‘Concentration’ . . : Carol Knox of WNBC-TYV' 
“Family” stanza off to Rome to.tape a fashion special for the NB 
flagship station . 

turn to his studies at Harvard Law. Sthool ..... James Allison zlso left 

week tours of Europe ... . Mrs. Everett Needham Case, daughter of 
Owen D. Young, who was RCA’s first board chairman, was elected a 
‘director of RCA ... Nadia Marculescu named veep in’ charge of Eu-. 
ropean operations for the Arthur P. Jacobs flackery ... . Rick Sklaar 
is: leaving WINS where for the last two.years he:was program man- 
ager; station boss Ted Steele says he'll. name Sklaar’s replacement 
soon... Don Waterman becomes a -WINS salesman ... The: Art 
Starks (he produces “Who-Do You Trust”) have a new son, Anthony 
Duncan . . . NBC’s Leon Perason to Rockford, Ill. to make some civie 
group talks .. . NBC newsman Sander Vanocur on kind of a. busman’s 
holiday this week on Cape Code (site where he’s spent. much tinie 

} covering President Kennedy) ... Pauline Frederick now a Ky. colonel, 
courtesy. of Gov. Bert Combs’. . . WQXR continuity writer Joseph Cald- 
well has written “Cockeyed Kite,” new play opening at Actors Play- 

_T Radio Production Centres 
ln NEWYORK CITY. 

. ™ sereesersee ee 

tati . . Steve Cohen, who “was administrative assistant te 
Dave Rosenbloom, GAC treasurer,. left that company last week. to. ree 

GAC (publicity side) to continue at Blair Academy’. .. WNBC: Radio. . 
‘directors Woody Doudt and Bill Weyse off on respective three and four-.. 

w 

house ‘here on-Sept. 13... WQXR announcer Bill Strauss running.for . 
Councilman of Sohmers, N. Y. ... Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson will cpen. _ 

femme the season for.the American Women In Radio & TV when the 

Former associate program director of WMGM David Yarnell--has 
been named assistant program manager of WOR-TV.. .. Bob Banner 
Assoc.’s moves to new has. at-545 Madison Ave... ...Two more stations . 
in the Knorr group in Michigan have signed with Mutual Broadcasting, 
WKMF, Flint, and WKHM, Jackson-Lansing . . 

assigned to the web's “The World Today” weeknight feature:. . .. Min- 
neapolis Twins play-by-player Bob. Wolff signed for ABC-TV’s “NCAA- 
Scoreboard,” pregame show for. the web's Saturday college football... . 
Wolff has lined up Bob- Feller to handle early. shows that conflict: with 
the Twins’ schedule. 9 -. : —_ : ees 

In recognition of the 20th anni of. Victor Borge’s arrival’ in this 
eountry from Denmark, CBS-TV has retitled his Sept. 27 special ‘Vice. 
tor Borge’s 20th Anniversay ‘Show.”.. . . Cornel Wilde.signed to star 
‘in “The Great Alberti,” an episode of ‘“‘'GE: Theatre” next season .... 
CBS-TV has obtained exclusive rights.to bréadcast *62 World Amateur 
Ice Hockey Championships. Events will be held in Denver, Colo, front. 
March 8 through March 18. Allen Ludden, moderator. of “G-E College 

.. Tony Marvin, currente . 
ly doing two five-minute newscasts daily for Mutual, also has been- 

Bowl” on CBS-TV will. appear at the N. Y. State. Fair, Syracuse, N. Y., . 
Saturday (9) to moderate the final play-off of a high school version of © 
“College Bowl.” ... For. the 11th consecutive year,-WLIB will broade ° 
cast portions of the Jewish High Holiday services from the Metropali- 
tan Synagog of New York . . . Model of the space capsule in which 
Commander Alan B. Shepard Jr., made his historic flight into outer. 
‘Space will be on display on CBS-TV’s “Captain Kangaroo” show.Sature-. ! 
day (9)... Finals. of “National Polo Open,” top event of the year on 
the polo calendar, will be presented Sept. 21 on “The Summer Sports - 

| Spectacular.” . . . CBS News correspondents Stuart Novins, George 
‘Herman and Wells Church .to interview Senator Stuart Symington -. 
tD., Mo.) and Rep. Walter, Judd ‘R., Minn.) tomorrow (Thurs.) ‘night- 
‘on. CBS-TY. * 

IN CHICAGO... 
Shelly Cooper upped to manager of production at WGN-TV .. . 

WBKB’s Jim Stewart went to Hollywood last week: to take part in a 
“Rifleman” seg: .. John Coughlin will helm a new. kidshaw at WBBM- 
TV, “U.S.S. Popeye,” which is. actually to be a revision of Ray Rayner’s 
Stanza before he switched to WGN-TV .... The Terry Turners have- 
adopted a baby boy, Terry Dean ... Hal Stein of Rudio Productions is 
being brought.in by WGN-TV to produce the live portions of. the new 
“Dick Tracy Show” ... The new NBC-TV Chi-organization, “Patterns. In 
Music,” will have a dry run locally on. WNBQ@ this.Sunday 110). before, 

.°. Joln. (Red) Madigan, who 
swapped his typewriter for an on-the-air news post at: WBBM-TV, 
made his debut subbing for vacationing :Carter Davidson .. . WBBM's 
“Music Wagon” gave’ over its Aug. 31 program ‘to:.a song salute to’ 

{Arthur Godfrey on his 58th birthday : . I 
“Play of The Week” skein this Saturday (9) with Part I of “Iceman 

. . WGN-TV launching: new 

Cometh”... . Geraldine Kay and Maurice Copeland will. be featured. 
in this Sunday's “Repertoire Theatre” outing on. WBBM-TV, titled. 
“Exercise for Actors”... There's ho homesickness for the Windy ‘City . 
among former Chi tradesters recently visited in. San Francisco. George” 
Rodman tKGO-AM-TV), Bill Decker. (KNBC), Gordon Davis (Westing:- . 
house Productions) and Frank Atlass tKQBY) -all wanna stay planted 
in Baghdad-by-the-Bay .. 
putting the finishing touches on his. third novel. 

IN LONDON... 
Denis Lyons, who joined Columbia in London in 1933 and -has for 

several years been director of exploitation, retired, but he'll: stil]. be. 
on tap for consultation-. .. Keith Waterhouse and Willis Hall (“Satur- 
day Night and Sunday Morning” and “Billy Liar’) have signed to 
write three screenplays. for producer John Janni. First will ‘be a.‘seript 
for “A Kind Of Loving.” TV director John Schlesinger has been signed 
to direct this. his’ first feature film. Then will come. “Billy Liar” and. 
an original called “The Women,” to: be helmed by Jack Lee ... .. The 
Disney comedy, “The Parent Trap,” has been booked for the Maure-. 
tania, Queen Elizabeth and Queen Mary Atlantic runs . 

Lewis Gilbert and Lord Brabourne are interested in the screen-rights 
of Earl Lioyd George’s book on his father, published as ‘“My Father, 
Lloyd George” in U.S. and dramatized. by Maurice Moiseiwitsch ‘under 
the title of “Storm Lantern.”. Erie: Glass: is handling the deal... . . 
Kenneth Hyman, vice-prexy of Seven Arts Productions, in town hud-: 
dling with 20th-Fox over the preeming of “Gigot,” which stars Jackie. 
Gleason 
Peter Rogers for his next comedy in the faH. They both had their 
biggest-ever ‘parts in Rogers’ “Raising: The Wind.” ca 

IN BOSTON . | 
WEEI throwing a press conference and cocktail. party in honor of 

first anni of Listen,” at Statler Hilton Tuesday (12) with hosts Paul 
-Benzquin and Howard Nelson on hand with many of the: other 13 
régular contributors to the program’. . . WBZ radio skedding three 
programs in-observance of Jewish holidays with narration by Rabbi. 
Jacob J: Hecht, executive vice president of Committee for Furtherance 

.. Letters from Sumba, Faree Island, Denmark,. 
and Glasgow, W3, Scotland, received with tattered entry blank’ used 
in WBZ radio beachcomber contest in July 1960, at the Westinghouse 
Boston station this week. Ed Pearle, WBZ press chief, and Jack Williams, 
assistant program director, tossed 3,000 plastic bottles into the Atlantie 
by motor launch and plane back in July last year .. 

(Continued on page 36) 

. WBKB topper Sterling (Red) ‘Quinlan is: 

wooing Pamela Brown to play the High Priestess in ‘“‘Cleopatra” .-...- 

. .. Jimmy Thompson and Jennifer. Jayne both signed up by - 

«: WBZ-TV pre- 
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~ (BS-1V's These Are Our Men’ 
OBB News is personalizing. its: division. 2 
Series. of web: promotion films. ‘underscores - the image- change 

now going .on for CBS: News. The. one. minute filmis have Charles: 
Collingwood introduce two top CBS: correspondents. Each one min-: 
‘ute film, via. Collingwood’s narration, tells a little about the men. 
‘All carry the catchline “These are the men. Two more reasons’ 
why Ne should get the most. complete coverage: when you watch 
CBS News.” — 

_ “Another. promotion film has Douglas Edward on* ‘camera, ‘recall- 
ing.the year of 48 when the Edwards: news. show..was. introduced. 
-and the.CBS correspondents. whe help in the. show: 8 news coverage . 
today. 

-- The one-minute pairing of correspondents tneludes “Howard XK, 
Smith, Eric Sevareid, Daniel Schorr, Winston Burdett, ‘Blaine. Lit- 
tell, Charles Kuralt and David Schoenbrun.. 
~“Tdea:of accenting personalities originated in the web's’ audience - 
promotion department and endorsed by CBS News: prexy Richard: - 
Salant. No doubt the popularity of Huntley-Brinkley team at NBC- - 
TV was 2 factor, although CBS-TV minimizes the H-B force. _ 

Prior to. this year; the promo campaigns sold CBS News as an en- 
tity, as programs, The focus. was away. from personalities. In years 
past, though, there was Edward R.. . Murrow. | 

FCC Reorganization Bill (What's 7 

‘Washington, Sept. 5. 

President Kennedy has signed. 
into the law the bill embodying the Scott Pan apet: Mion Mining 
ghost: of. his. tejected plan to. re-: 
vamp thé Federal Communications 
Commission. 
The JFK. reorganization plan-for’ 

FCC was unable to. overcome a 
‘barricade of Congressional opposi-. 
tion partially inspired by broadcast 
‘interests, incensed over. Newton 

Minow and. by genuine doubts 

about flaws in the révamping 

scheme. White House. regulatory. 
advisor James M. Landis was-chief 

-draftsman for- the ‘FCC plan and. 

similar ones for other agencies. ~ 

The new law, product. of 2. series 

of dilutions, came ‘about after the 

House rejected -the. Administra- 

ton’ 3. reorganization: plan- “last 

-by CBS-TV for the fall; with Scott 

ing. separate schedules... 

In the nightime, Shulton and 

Lever | Bros. ‘bought participations 

‘in a variety: of shows, putting the 

sold. category. 

Minnesota ‘Mining. bought 238 
morning minutes in the web's 
“Morning Plan.” ‘the schedule. of 
participations running from Sep- 
tember through‘ December. Scott 
Paper bought alternate. quarter 
hours in. “Love.of Life,” ‘“Pass- 
word,” “House Party,” “«Million- 
aire, ” and “Secret Storm.’ 
Shulton bougnt ‘nighttime “min- 

utes in. 
“Checkmate,” ~ “Investi~ators,”” 
“Eyewitness to History,’ ” and. “CBS 
Reports. mo 

oa ‘Under the ‘peorganization pro- 
cess, a plan becomes effective 60 
days after stibmission to Congress 
uriless either house votes it down.). 

As° signed by Mr. Kennedy, the. 
bili gives the Commission author-. 
ity to delegate decision-making au- 
thority ..in adjudicatory cases to 
individual Commissioners, ‘panels . 
of Commissioners: and . certain] 

staffers FCC. already bas such NBC Has: an 1 Out 

On 20th Features. 
Provision is made, however, ' ‘for 
Commission review. 

Idea is to promote effictericy | 
‘and avoid preoccupation ‘of the]: 
whole Commission with the flood |. 
of routine adjudicatory cases. . 

. The assault on the original re- 
organizaiton plan was pegged chief- 
ly on the added. delegatory powers 

(Continued: on page 34) 

Atlasses Projecting — 
Frisky Frisco. Format,’ 
Bringing Out Chi Gang 

kK: Sam Francisco, Sept, 8. is Saturday-at-9 slot: 
‘Fran an atricia nea 

“of -Atlass Broadcasting Co. which | NBC” has, ing. cordes : tt 

recently purchased KQBY-AM-FM | Some advertising. ordets. on’ the 
from . Sherwood Gordon, -will Saturday _ night motion -: picture |: 

‘ change the. call letters of the ite stanza: for’ as much as 26 weeks. 

tions to KKHI an e format to eh: decides to 

lively .pops and news, pending Evidently, if the web: 
FCG approval of the sale. 

Because the Atlasses feel they bastkrollers will- be made. 
have chiefly to overcome a ‘posi-| - - The -eontract between network 

tion disadvantage on the. dial.-in| and -producer « calls, if NBC con- 

order -to put fhe station in- the 
running with other mass audience 
AM-ers. in the: market, they‘re plan- 
ning to: gear all promotion. to the. 
Yast two call letters, indicating the 
1550. “high spot” on the. dial. The 
FM-er will duplicate: the: AM sta-- 
‘tion,.at least for the beginning. 
Outlets. will be the Mutual - affils 
in Frisco, as. was KQ@BY. 

KKHI ‘apparently will be staffed 
largely with ex-Chicagoans. Frank 

Atlass had previously been in the]. 
executive echelons: of the ‘CBS 
o&9’s in the ‘Windy City, and his: 

rogram. manager in Frisco will be 

atry McKinley. ‘once the top. di- 

pector: at WBBM-TV.- Atlass” ‘early 

_ morning deejay willbe Jim Me- 

‘Shane; who had, been on the’ staff | 
‘of WBBM Radio, and it’s. under- 
atood‘ several .other Chi. personal- 
{ties are being, negotined. for. 

| programming. theatrical 

| films on ‘network: television, NBC-|- 
| TV..wrote itself an unusual con- 

of the features. Web has an out 

after. approximately: 16 weeks of 

16 weeks, for 30 first-run pix’ on 
ty and.20 reruns. This same pat- 
tern will obtain if the network 

20th ‘pact. :. NBC-TV, 
will be. paying’ approximately $15,- 
000, 000 if the pact goes through the |. 
63-64 Season. (Last two’ years of 
the pact call. for a slight increase 
Over the first-year’ s payment. by: the 
network.). 
While there are: ‘some advertisers 

‘26 weeks of the Saturday. program, 
‘NBC-TV.is not yet accepting orders 
that: would ¢arry. sponsorships ‘into 
March - and “April. ‘Reason -pre- 

ta’'see how: the-show takes ‘off on 
the ratings so-that it can first de- 

l-| cide whether. it itself wants. ‘to go. 

beyond the 16-week. period. 

{meer in tv history when the bared 

.|started. But nobody at the webs’ 

| Sports coverage. 

‘|fang have always been pampered 

‘lity. But’ this year .sporis happy 

‘Fhours of games: into living room |. 
-| arenas before: the season. is ‘over. 

ja point. where ABC-TV says it’s 

Left of It). Gets JFK Signature 
| Aside from the major sports and 

CBS-TV Daytime Buys 
. More ‘daytime. biz. was lined: up: 

‘Paper and “Minxesota. Mining: tak-. 

fall nighttime. schedule: in the 97% | 

“I've Got A. Secret,” 

-Jout their winter tourney swing. 

{son American Football Leagu 

‘After 16 Weeks 
‘Because of the. ‘umisual nature ‘of! 

-feature: 

\tract’ with -20th Fox, | ‘the supplier 

ering six and sometimes seven 

airing. the 20th’ product in the |{ 

~ accepted a 

Is It a. Crime To 
cancel ‘with  20th,. adjustments to. 

Siders it worth: going ahead after: 

@0es the full three. years..of the- 
incidentally |leader. of the ‘NBC Symphony Or- | 

. {had reportedly done several times 

already interested’in going beyond. 
mention ‘the late . ‘batoneer’s - au- 

‘sumably is that the network. wants | 

identified: listeners. were employed 
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70,000,000 . 
EVERYTHING aT Depending on What's a ‘Special 

NBC Has 59 of Em in 3 Months 
_ Fifty-nine “special” programs 
will be produced and aired by 
NBC-TV in the last three months 

| of 3961. NBC lists 24 entertain- 
ment specials, 23 inforiaational 
specials and 12 specials in the reg- 
ular Sunday DuPont series. 

The validity of the count de- 
pends on how the observer defines 
a tv special.. In the old days of 
video, a special was a program that 
was not part of a regular schedule, 
but a program that was done on 
a preemption basis ‘that is, instead 
of a regularly skedded program). 

This new season, though, NBC 
includes four Dinah Shore and six 
Bell Telephone hours (on alternate 
Fridays with Bell starting its sea- 

|son <¢arlier than Miss Shore). If 
these are left out, then there are 
only 13 entertainment specials’ in 
the fourth quarter. 

But there will still be 24 in- 
formational specials—almost all of 
which are placed on a preemption 
basis. . 

NBC-TV also includes in its lst 
of 59 fourth-quarter specials, eight 
hours that are going into. the 
Sunday DuPont series, in which 
case NBC says that each program 
in the series is made up of differ- 
ent content and, hence, is special. 

Involved in the entertainment 
shows between October and 
December are actors such as 
Judith Anderson, Ralph Bellamy, 
Jack Benny. Joe E. Brown, Art 
Carney, Rosemary Clooney, Bing 

RADIO-TELEVISION 

‘This may go down as. the sura- Billy Graham’s Tenure 
As Duggan Successor 

. Hollywood, Sept. 5. 

Tom. Duggan’s successor on 
KCOP will be—Billy Graham, the 

renowned evangelist. It will be for 

a short haul, however, the’ eight 

‘days of his. crusade in Philadel- 

phia, which will be taped for 
broadcast at 10:30 to 11:30 p.m. 
Duggan ends five years with the 

| station Sept. 14 and his permanent 

successor is-now being negotiated 
by Flanagan. 

Bergman To Helm 
Popular Science 

- Spree at ABC-TV 
- ABC-TV is setting a new jJournal- 

istic Style for video in its coverage 
of news with a scientific angle. 
The formula calls for spectaliza- 
tion and ‘the key science man on 
the web’s news staff is Jules Berg- 
man who’s been assigned exclu- 
‘sively to developments in. atomic 

fangs of: the medium’s watchdogs | 
had. network egos. punctured. full | 
of holes before the season -even 

is apologizing for the scheduled. 

-The nation’s ~ armchair ‘sports 

with long coverage and high qual-. 

networks: will. be outdoing’ them- 
Selves, piping -well’ over a-.1,000 

Sponsors will be backing the total 
effort: with something like $70,000,- 
000° (an elusive estimate, so give 
or take a few million. But start at 

paying $3,000,000 for rights alone 
to college football, and another $2,- 
‘000,000 to lense johnny-come-lately 
“American League pro football, and 
keep adding). 

‘championship events, which ‘in al- 
most all cases will be getting ex- | 
panded coverage, each network has 
scheduled, or  blueprinted,.- new 
-coverage and coverage with a dif-| 
ferenice.. In fact, when it’s all been 
logged,. the only neglected events. 
may be chess, nabe stickball and 
beanbag (it would be ill advised to 
forecast - against. sack racing): 

A web at-a time, heré are. some 
of the new and/or different: plans: 

“ABC-TV. will have the “Profes-| warfare, space, rocketry, medicine, | CTOsby. Vic Damone, -Maurtce 
sional: Bowling Assn. matches with] ete. In operation as science Evans, Bob Hope, Gene Kelly, 
Brimswick . bankrolling. ‘Network specialist and on-the-air com- Danny Kelly, Peggy Lee, Dick 

Powell, Debbie 
Frank Sinatra. 

The entertainment “specials” in- 
clude three of Fred Coe’s dramatic 
productions for “Theatre '62,” one 
NBC operacast, one Bob Hope 
stanza, a Hubbell Robinson-Dore 
Schary co-production, “Sound of 
the Sixties" and a Gene Kelly- 
starrer, “Hollywood: The Golden 

ears. 

NBC Sonecial projects will pro- 
vide two “The World Of . 
grams before January, "62. One ig 
on Bob Hope and the other, Billy 
Graham. 

There are several NEC News 
specials in the list of 59- (see sep- 
atate story) including “White 
Paper” and “JFK Report” inser- 
tions, which together will number 
(three before year’s end. There'll 
be one “fhreshold” stanza, which 
might run 90 minutes long. Other 
ews specials, produced by Gerald 
Green, include “The Face of 
Spain" with Chet Huntley, a re- 
port on the Hope hospital shop, 
an examination of U.S. bases over- 
seas, and a progress report on the 
Peace Corps. 

Bartell, Macfadden, 
Lithosranhers Merger 

Set; $27,400,000 Biz 
Macfadden Publications, Bartell 

Broadcasting and Process Litho- 
graphers have completed their 
merger and from how on will all 
go under the Macfadden Publica- 
tions banner. 

Gross of the three comparties, 
Macfadden says, totaled $27,400; 
000 in 1960 and $14.800 000 in the 
first six months of this year. 

One share of Macfadden stock 
will be issued for every one-and- 
two-tenths shares of Process and 
for every two Bartell sharis, 

Bartell Broadcasting became the 
largest single stockholder in Mac- 
fadden last February. Chain owns 
radio stations in N.Y., Milwaukee, 
Frisco and San Diego. 

There is another aspect to the 
{merger (which still requires for- 
mal stockholder approval), and 
that is its swing into pay-tv. Mac- 
fadden, Barteli and Process each 
acquired interests in Teleglobe 
-Pay-TV System Inc. in April. Now 
Macfadden will form a company 
with Teleglobe to operate the first 
commercial tests by-the firm “in 
a major market area.” Firm is 
seeking FCC approval for the test. 

hopes to: bring “Wide World of 
Sports” back to the air in January. 
in-a Sunday slot when pro. football 
-wraps up. During its pilot run this 
summer, the Saturday: afternoon 
‘special provided fine vidtaped cov- 
erage of such international events 
as- soccer championships from 
England .the. U. S.-Russian track 
meet from Moscow. 

Another. ABC project for -pos- 
sible January start is pro golf, 
following. the money men through- 

imentator for the past six months, Reynolds and 
Bergman has hit strongly enough, 
Parficularly with the. daily news-j. 
paper critics, to persuade ABC's 
‘news boss Jim Hagerty to expand 
the ‘science news staff. and to 
step. up the accent on this phase 
of the ‘news. 

‘Currently in the works is a 
-weekly - network showcase — for 
scientific developments to be pilot- 
‘ed by Bergman. Bergman {is also: 
mapping a series of special shows 
this fall geared to such questions 
as “Air Defense In A Space Age” 
and “Supersonic Transports,” in 
addition.to stanzas on spot news 

| developments such as last week’s 
announcement by the Soviets on 
the resumption of nuclear testing. 

Bergman, a 32-year-old. science 
| buff. who graduated from a 
straight news writer into his 
present slot, feels that he’s riding | 
a booming upsurge of popular 
interest in scientific questions. As 
he sees it, the first phase of tele- 
vision’s responsibility. to the pub- 
‘lic in this ‘field is to explain the 

| Meaning of current scientific de-| 
Jvelonments. The second phase, 
which he’s working on now, is to 
probe the frontiers of science. 
‘where the néws of .the future is 
now being made in such fields as 
nuclear propulsion — “and virology. 
Meantime, Hagerty is extending 

his concept of news specialization 
into other areas.. Recent appoint- 

-J ments to the news staff include 
Bill Sheehan, whose exclusive beat 
is the abor-management front 
and John Scali, a specialist In in- 
ternational diplomacy now cover- 
ing the conference of neutralist 
nations in Belgrade. 

—_ 

PTI’S PUBLIC STOCK 

‘Washington, Sept. 5. 
Programs for Television Inc. has 

filed a statement with Securities | 
&. Exchange Commission seeking 
registration of 150,000 shares of) 
common stock to be offered for 
public sale. Price has not yet been 

before, two listeners phoned him | determined. 
and requested. that, for once, he] Programs has exclusive distribu- 

tion rights to 38 J. Arthur Rank 
films in this country, 25 of which 
have already been released theat- 
rically. It also distributes films se- 
ries and film “features for tv ex- 
hibition. 
‘Programs also has. distribution 

rights to the films “Main Event’. 
and “Art Linkletter & the Kids,” 

In the. way of. production expett- 
ment, ABC will vidtape a-pre-s 

game at. Dallas, bugging q 
‘backs, coaches and refs and ng 
the tiny “sneaky-peepy” camera. in 
huddles,. Among eight or. sO cam- 
eras covering will be one“on 4 
‘giant -boom behind an endzone to 
catch plays from an overhead an-. 
‘Sle: Tape will be edited for week- 
later showing in deference to the 
strong possibility. of strong lan- 
guage and- other technical difficul- 
ties. 

CBS-TV Sked 

‘CBS. ‘has upped its schedule of 
National League pro football by 13 
games. this. Season and be cov- 

ed into an hour show, - “National: 

(Continued on page. 88) 

‘Say ‘NBC Symphony’ 
On CBS Radio Show? 

- Bob Hall, who emcees wcss | 
Radio’s (N. Y.)} latenight classical 
program, got called down by. 2 
couple of listeners last Wednes- 
day (30) night for not mentioning 
that Arturo Toscanini had been |. 

chestra. 
After introducing Mendelssohn's 

“Italian Symphony” by Arturo Tos- 
canini. and..“The. symphony. orches- : 
tra,” something the CBS employee 

spices. Responding, Hall closed by 
saying “Italian” had ‘been played 
by. Toscanini and’ the “NEC Sym- 
phony: Orchestra.” . 
“Hall might have - been less. re-. 

sponsive had he known that his un- 

by NBC News. 

* pro- - 
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Why KMSP-TV bought Seven Arts’ Vol. Il 

Says Don Swartz: 
@@ Having the largest library of feature film in Upper Midwest, we felt that the addition 

”. 

of Volume Ii of Warner Bros. ‘Films of the 50’s’ would 

in the presentation of motion pictures. 

“Advertisers are quick to sense the strong audience appeal of these Seven Arts feature 

films. Three days after buying Volume Il, we were over 50% sold out on ‘Picture of 

the Week’ which we're initiating September 8th on Friday evenings at 10:30 p.m.9® 

DONALD SWARTZ, President and General Manager Warner’s films of the 50's... 

KMSP-TV, Minneapolis-St. Paul 

Money makers of the 60’s 

SEVEN ARTS | 
ASSOCIATED | 
‘CORP. 

A SUBSIDIARY OF SEVEN ARTS PRODUCTIONS, LTD. 
Motion Pictures—‘‘Lolita’, scheduled for Fall release... 
Theatre—Tennessee Williams’ “‘The Night of the Iguana" —Bette Davis, 
Margaret Leighton... —— | 

Television—Distribution of films for T.V., 20th Century Fox Films... 
Uterary Properties —‘‘Disenchanted" by Budd Schulberg.... - 
Real Estate—The Riviera of the Caribbean, Grand Bahama, in construction... 

NEWYORK: 270 Park Avenue = YUkon 6-1717 
CHICAGO: 8922-D N. La Crosse, Skokie, ill. ORchard 4-5105- 

DALLAS: 5641 Charlestown. Drive ADams 9-2855 

L.A.: 232 So. Reeves Drive GRanite 6-1564—STate 8-8276. 

For list of TV stations programming Warner Bros. “Films of 
the 50's” see Third Cover SRDS (Spot TV Rates and Data) 
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inside ak Vv 
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. has lost’ a flock of ‘execs and producers. 

to private tv, but the drama. toppers. are sticking despite. outside. offers. 
Bob Allen, exec producer of. CBC’s prestige. “Festival” series, says. 
that last. season he averaged a phone offer a fortnight from N.Y: or 
Hollywood, ‘but “most of us:.are just not interested. "We can be more 
treative here.-There’s a‘lot-of excitement.” Paul Almond,. who did two 
tv shows and a film in England, ‘returns. to CBC_ next. month: ‘Mario 
Prizek ‘turned down ‘an offer ‘to’ make films .in. India,. and Ronald 
‘Weymiati one from Hollywood. Hatvey Hart,. Leo Orenstein and Norman 

_ Campbell do the. odd jobs outside Canada: ‘but always’ return. 

Frank M. Folsom is not. going on: the Sctienley : board -after ‘all be-: 
cause; as a director of Schrafft’s restaurant chain (some of which ‘also 
‘sell ‘fiquor), he cannot technically be.on the rétail ‘and wholesale end |: 

TV in Argentina 
of it. Announcement of the RCA. exec’s Schenley affiliation was pre- 

. mature and happened. while he.was abroad. It came‘about; in the first 
“-place,. when Cardinal Spellman was approched. by- “Lewis: Rosenstiel 
who wanted representatives from:the.three major faiths on his funda- 
‘tion; and Spellman ‘suggested : Falsom,- who is ‘a prominent | Catholic | 
layman. Upon latter’s return. from Europe ‘he found the announcement 
made which is when Folsom realized | he couldn't t serve. ‘in light of: his 
"Schraift affiliation. Le 

"Herbert Zettl, assistant ‘professor of radio. ‘and tv at. San’ Francisco 
State College and formerly..of -KPIX in Frisco, has. authored role |: 
vision Production Handbook.” The 450-page ‘text’ was -published - by | 
Wadsworth Publishing Co. and is. méant as-a- handbook’ “for those in-] 
terested -in television production: and direction.”. °. 

It’s designed specifically, according to. the - inside flap of ‘the book, 
for medium and small. station operation and discusses “new tv tech-. 
niques including vidicon:. cameras, vidtape, and. extensive material on 
color television.” Book. has about. 300° sketches and. photos. 

‘Daily tests. of the new “CONELRAD attack. alerting ‘system will: be 
held during September, Federal Communications. Commission. has noti- 
fied. all broadcasters... 

The tests will be, held: at-9: 30: AM (EST). ‘every day of the month and. 
will employ the recently ‘adopted ‘system: ‘using. the. wires of. Associated 
Press International. 

Special | instructions. have ‘been® sent. out: to stations. Any inquiries, |- 
FCC said, should be sent.to the FCC Coordinating Engineer for CONEL-: 
RAD in the. station’ ‘'S area. 

Cowles Magazines: & Broadcasting ‘Co: has filed a ‘statement with 
Securities & Exchange Commission proposing: the public sale of 350,000 
shares of capital stock. Proceeds will be added to general working funds 
‘and used for possible expansion. of both its publishing and broadcasting’ 

}ital. The otiginal: staff feels that. 
the new “capitalists” are trying to 

interests. 

In addition to Look inagazine. and. other publications, the company 
“owns KRNT-TV ‘and KRNT-AN in Des Moines. 

Company has outstanding 2,300, 326. shares of capital stock, ‘of ‘which 
Gardner Cowles, prexy and board ‘ehairman,. owns -30.9°¢, Des Moines 

Register and Tribune Co., 17. 3%, and. management execs, “46. 4%. 

In a unique pubservi ice effort, Mighty: Mouse of CBS-TV. and Deputy 
. Dawg, syndicated eartoon character: of CBS. Films, were recently linked 
“together. for a 15-minute radio feature for UNICEF. (United. Nations. 
Children’s Fund). Mighty Mouse acted as host to Deputy Dawg and 
other charcters in.an informational-entertainment feature. that describes 
the work of UNICEF around the world. Also featured:on the program 
4s special guestar Danny Kaye singing “The Ugly Duckling Song." Disk 
will be released by the U. S..committee for UNICEF in time for the 
annual Halloween “Trick or Treat’: drive. ‘Mighty.: Mouse, who was 
selected as the official ambassador for the‘’61 UNICEF arive, 3 also will 
be seen in: a one-minute UNICEF tv spot. = 

Latching onto ‘the heightened {international tension caused by the 
Soviet: resumption of*nuclear testing, WNEW, N.. Y., came up‘the fol- 
lowing. day (1) with around-the-clock coverage: ‘on. the disarmament, 
question... Starting at. 6:30 a.m. and continuing throughout the day; the 
indie inserted special reports. on the problem into alternate five-minute 
newscasts. The average length: of ‘these reports were: ‘about three-and- 
‘a-half. ‘minutes. The overall report was tagged “Disarmament Profile.” . 
It was the second time.the indie-used this. technique to ‘cover a- hot. 
story, the :first being its profile of the’ Berlin. cisis on. duly 26. 

sin chapters of American Women in Radio.and Television will meet 
"Gn an East. Central Area conference at the Claypool Hotel, Indianapo- 
lis, Sept. 29-Oct. 1.° ‘Speakers will include’ Richard. Peters,.. managing 
‘ed of the Indianapolis. Times;. Eldon Campbell.of station WFBM; Betty 
“Ross West ‘of AWRT's ‘Educational. Foundation ‘and Nena_ Badenoch. 
past national prexy. of AWRT: 

“RCA. declared a- quarterly | dividend. of 25 cents on ‘each ‘share of 
common stock and ‘one. of. 87a cents per. share -of cumulative first 

. preferred -stock. 

‘Common ,stock: dividend is. payable to: itolders of. record in, RCA at. 
: “the close. of business: on: Sept. 15. Preferred dividends go to. holders as 
of Dec. 4,” on, 

=v 

| No Action Tatil 1 Sent. 5 I New British 1v tas 
Qn ABC’s Bid for 25% 
Stake | in Canada. (FTO. -TY 

Ottawa; Sept. .5.- 
Bia by the American : ‘Broadcast- 
ing. Co. for shares in “Toronto video. 

-station "CFTO-TV has been deferred | 
by the Board of Broadcast Govern- 
‘or. until Sept. 25. BBG wants Can- 

‘adian:companies to have. an .appor- "Television and the ‘BBC. Contrast 

tunity to parallel ABC's. offer, : _-| will treat television as an, artform. 
" CFTO-TV is.owned by Baton |. 
Aldred Rogers and the ABC bid is 

z _ reported to be for 25°o ‘interest in: 
the station, including..the 17% 

. owned. by tv gabber . ‘Joel Aldred, 
BAR president. . According to 
BBG’s Ottawa headquarters, ABC's 
“offer will. be: okayed if no Can- 
adian offer appears. In that. case, 
ABC would be the: -first: United }- 
‘States web {o hold an interest “in: 
Canadian tv. British networks : are |. 
already represented. -— 

BBG kudoséd CFTO-TY's oper 

‘ations dn its announcements, 

‘Wants Indians to Win’ | 

published by the British Film In- 

approach of the magazine Black, 

mind. the. wide cross-section _ of 

te Indians to win: 

“BBC Sill Growin’ 
“London, Sept. 5.- 

se half acres near: Tele- 
Liibbock, Tex—Gene- H: ‘Linn, ven: and a: 

formerly with the Lubbock: Cham- 

-ber of Commerce, was made direc-|- 

tor of farm programs for. KCBD- 

IV and KCBD Radio. — 

ground on a'120-year. lease. -- 
- The site {js needed not only as 

Mor ty ‘technical development. 

|mer manager of -news-pubatfairs 

‘promote reading’ and is sponsored, 

.Reubens starts working Sert. 18.: 
|(Bernard Barnes, Time Inc. veep,. 
“{is' chairman of National Library 

-{and 13: which also. have their finan- 
‘Teial headaches, due to high pro- 

‘affection has spread... However, as 

mainly irritating for sponsors and 

‘nels 9 and 13 offered to follow suit, | 

‘Channel 11. This actor’s “Arsene 
Lupin”: 

‘highly rated; but costly to produce! 

. Representatives’ ‘of the Ilinois,: Indiana, - ‘Michigan, ‘Ohio and Wiscon- | ‘ 

|makes the results known only to 

|APTRA this year will distribute 

the best: tated programas. 

- “London, “Sept. % .f, 
Peter: ‘Black, television, critic of] 

-Britain’s © Daily” Mail, is named as.|. 
editor ef: Contrast, a new quarter- }. 
ly ‘television magazine. ‘It 1s being | 

‘stitute and financed by Granada | 

As a cue to: the possible. offbeat: ° 

_at a: pre-publication - party, ‘told: 
guests that he’s been. bearing inj. 

viewers who watch Westerns but 
“the magazine will be aimed atthe |: .. 
‘sort of people who want: the Red 

The’ “BBC continues ‘to. expand. 
‘jit. has: just’ concluded a deal for |, 

vision’ Centre and ‘Has “for the. - 

additional car parking. space but : 

Beryl Reubens Director — 
Of Nat’l Library Week 

Beryl. L. Reubens, public affairs 
‘director for Brandeis U. and for- 

publicity at CBS-TV,.was. named 
director of National. Library Week.. 
It’s the. nationwide campaign to 

by the National Book. Committee. 

Week, held this year from April. 
8 to April 14.) 

Tossed Curve By 
~ Labor Troubles} 

~ Buenos Aires, Sept. 
‘Argentine tv has. en ‘so! 

rapidly that labor troubles are! 
already. plaguing the management 
of the four Buenos Alres channels, 
‘particularly Ch annel @. (Loew) 

{| which. was .almost .completely de- 
stroyed by fire the night of its first: 
anniversary. The labor disaffection 
does not: affect the recently in- 

“| augurated Channel 11, whose wage] 
‘agreement is newer and therefore 

‘| eost of living. | 
The tv.union has kept up: in- 

more. in ‘the. line - ‘with the _ 

termittent strikes on Channels 9 

duction costs. On Channel 9 disaf- 
fection. has now destroyed the orig-' 
inal esprié de corps through incep- 
tion of new British-American cap- 

smoke them. out to put in their 
own appointees, whereupon dis- 

all programs are taped, viewers 
are not. affected by the ‘staff's 
“folded arms” attitude,: ‘which is 

agencies. 
Channel 7, which is still State- 

owned and operated, made-a sepa- 
rate deal with its ‘staff involving 
a 30% wage -increase for a six- 
hour’ day, or 37 and-a-half hours 
a week. working schedule. Chan- 

though Channel 9 :pointed out that 
as a result of the fire it is not 
in -& ‘position to make’ such in-! 
creases, sin¢e production capacity 
was. cut 50%. This channel must 
also turn a: deaf eav to talent re-. 
quests for. higher: bids, and actor- 
producer ‘Narisco | Ibanez. Menta 
must © possibly switch to. the new 

series on Channel 9 is 

due to his insistence on perfection. 
An Association of Market Re- 

searchers. is now in process of for- 
mation’ to bring. some order Into 
the rating business here. The Ar- 
gentine Institute of Public Opinion 
‘completed a report ‘for 1960, but 

those who pay high to glimpse 
them. This year has also seen the 
launching of an Associstion of TV: 
and: Radio Press -(APTRA), with 
the ostensible purpose . of . Safe- 
guarding the quality of programs. 

45 (last year it was 23) awards to 

.Trans - Canada networks 

BBC. TV's Tint Demonstration ‘Steals 
- Show’ at Annual London Radio Expo; 
-«iBig Row Over New Line-Standards 
OF Things to Come 
. London, Sept. 5. 
Satellite tv. transmissions , 

over’ the whole surface of the 
earth from ‘stationary’ trans- 
mitters in space were forecast 
for the near future by a ‘Soviet 
radio. engineer. 

Professor Vladimir Siforoy 
told the engineering section of 
the British Association here 
that satellites would revolve 
around the earth once in each 
‘24 hours, the same rate as the 
earth’s revolution and so would _ 
appear stationary in the sky. 

CBC to Eliminate 
22 Radio Affils 

Toronto, Sept. 5. 
Plans for the elimination of 22 

of its cross-country affiliated radi¢ 
stations are provosed by 
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., thus 
consolidating the Dominion and 

which 
have lost sponsor revenue to CBC- | 
TV outlets. 

' Present setup totals 105 radio 
$Stations—55 on the Trans-Canada 
and 50 on the. Dominion ‘webs— 
with 26 owned outright by the 
CBC: and 79 privately owned by 
affiliates. Gne CBC chain would 
renee ‘consisting of 83 radio out- 
ets. 
CBC owns only one of the Do- 

minion network in Toronto—CJBC 
—and this may be sold to private | 
interests but Trans-Canada out- 
lets are assured of CBC radio— 
if certain disgruntled affiliates 
want no future tieins. On the other 
hand, certain affiliates prefer the 
programs which they receive free 
from the CBC, plus the revenue 
they get by carrying sponsored 
shows siphoned by the CBC. 

Meanwhile, the CBC has not 
‘named: the stations that will be, 
affected other than to reveal that! 
22 will. be dropped in the forma- 
tion of one 83-radio station net- 
work. Not affected are the French- 
language radio stations, totalling 
27, plus the bilingual FM web 
Serving Toronto, Montreal and 
Ottawa. 

Aussie Radio Comeback 
Sydney, Sept. 3. 

Aussie commercial radio has 
slapped down the opposition in a 
remarkable comeback. 

The commercial toppers geared 
their shows on the comeback play 
to woo the teenage groups coast 
to coast via -‘Top 40 wax programs 
‘presented by young disk jockeys, 
discarding the old soap operas and 
suchlike. U. S. recordings are the 
most popular. 

It’s reported here that the com-. 
mercials will turn in a take of 
about $19,000.000 for this year, 

) highest in Bistory. 

Know a Staton By Its Theme Song Hope 
Radio - station identification Jingles, a big item these days in 

audio syndication, are on a new slant. According to various sources, 
the hottest ‘selling musical spots are in the nostalgic vein—where 
a station idents are ‘sung to the tune of alltime pop hits. 

Tune list for these idents includes standards like “Marie,” “In 
‘the Mood,” . “Daddy,” “Frankie & 

larger than this, however. 

station ident Dackages. 

Era” packaging.) - 

other package, - 

: pianistics. 

fore’’: and “Sunny Side of the Street. "Phe list is considerably 

_Jingleers credit the swing to the “classics” to several factors, 
among ‘the strangest being simple, old fashioned competition (in 
this case with tv)..Cue for. jingles that are flavored with bathtub 
gin was the success of ty stanzas such as “Untouchables,” “Roaring 
20s,” and “Glenn: Miller Time.” Some of the bigger sellers in radio 
jingles were made. by Commercial: Recording Corp.’s “Sing-Along” 

Another influence in. the rise of the oldline melodies for. identi- 
fying radio. outlets {s that, stations feel, oldsters too can identify 
them on the theory. that’a standard is universally recognizable. 

_ First of these nostalgic shorties was introduced by IMN Jingles 
with a package tagged “Golden Era Jingles.” This one package, top 
‘‘distribs believe, has sold more than any other single jingle package 
in the Industry. (IMN ‘has lately come out with a second “Golden 

Commercial ‘Recording. already out with “Sing-Along” (which 
-guposedly . enables’ listeners to join in) is coming out with still an- 

“Razz-Ma-Tazz.” New stuff includes takeoffs. on 
. Rudy ¥allee, Cah Calloway, boop-de-boop singers and rinkytink 

Sales execs say that total jingle sales for 1961 will it around 

Johnny,” “Heard That Song Be- 

~ . $3,500,000, up about: $1,000,000 over last year. 

London, Sept. 5. 

“This year’s Radio Show bowed 

out here to one of the noisiest 

weeks the trade has knewn. Wrane- 

‘| gles over line-standards, deception 

of the public and one or. two other 

issues, seethed in the background 

as an estimated 380,000 visitors 

Bandered the new receivers and 

BBC-TV’s demonstration of color 

tv ‘considered the hit of the show). 

Rows: were sparked of initially 

by Charles Orr Stanley, Pye of 

Cambridge topper, who “jumped 

the gun” and marketed 625-line 
receiver for about $220 while other 

{manufacturers planned to announce 

their “switchable” or “convertable” 

‘sets at the Radio Show. Left-at- 

the-start manufactures are now 

worried about the sale of their 405- 

ine only sets. 

Stanley was answered by Michael - 

Keegan, director of the 7,000 
the | strong Radio and TV Retailers’ 

Assn., which represents about 75% 

of the trade (Pye doesn’t belong). 

. Keegan pronounced that it would 
be “downright stupid’ to buy a 

625-line receiver now as there were 

no 625-line transmissions. And; an- 

other thing, if these higher defiul- 

tion broadcasts did come, the Pye 

sets would need a further compo- 

nent (at $14! before they would 

work, he held. | 
Other execs spluttered and mum- 

bled about “anticipating the Pil- 

kington Committee’s decision on 

line standards.” The Sunday Times 

didn’t help matters along by carry- 
ing a front page item saying the 
government had asked the Pilking- 
ton Committee for an interim re- 
port on line standards. This was 
quickly denied but, nevertheless, it 
was more fuel to the (metaphorical) 
fire which now kept the Radio 
Show a hot news item. The Daily 
Herald boldly announced that a 
625-line system WILL come. The 
Daily Mirror “understood” that Sit 
Harry Pilkington would recommend 
the switch. The Daily Telegraph 
and the Daily Mail wrote leaders 
on the subjects of the switch and 
color tv.. 

Archie Sutherland, chairman af 
‘|the British Equipment Manufac- 
turers’ Assn., decided to get in on 
the act and condemned manufac- 
turer’s for misleading the public 
about the imminence of 615-line 
transmissions. And to round things 
off, Jules Thorn, topper of one of 
Thorn Electrical Industires flayed 
the press for kidding the nation 
that Britain could have a satisfac- 
tory color tv service at short notice. 

He said: “We have spent more 
on color ty research than anyone 
else in this country but although 
we have developed a system which, 
we think, fias many advantages over 
the U.S. system, we do not believe 
it’s at a stage where we can put 
color on the market.” 

as Stafford Guest: 
Xmas Show Vidtaped 

In Westminster Abbey 
London, Sept. 5. 

‘Bob Hope joined the growing* 
list of guestars on the series of 

“Jo Stafford Show” one hour 

1 specials, vidtaped by Associated 

Television at Elstree Studios. He 

did a 12-minute stint before a 

live studio audience. 

James Darren, currently appear- 
ing in “Guns of Navarone,” also 
peared on the same show. Bill 
Ward, exec producer of the Staf- 
ford specials, has always directed 
Hope's previous ty appearances in 
London. The iinal special in the 
series is vidtaped in Westminster 
Abbey, featuring the Westminster 
Choir, in a Christmas themed pro- 
gram. It’s the first time come 
mercial tv cameras have been ale 
lowed in Westminster. It also rep- 
resents a first on ty for the West 
minster Choir. 

« 
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“Pp eople,” a practical 

man about Madison 

Avenue once remarked, 

“watch TV programs, 

not organizations.” 

We have no basic quarrel with the quotation, 
but before it gets into Bartlett we'd like to 
make a point or two: 

Corinthian, an organization of stations in sev- 
eral markets, believes that its group set-up 
provides impetus for the kind of local pro- 
gramming that ties communities to stations. 

Indeed, people watch programs. Well-advised. 
sponsors watch ownership. 

‘Responsibility.in Broadcasting 

_ Wednesday, September 6, 1961 
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STETY -ARB SYNDICATION CHART | 
-WaRiery’: s “weekly tabulation, ‘based on, ‘ratings. furnished by American Research: buyers to local stations and/or advertisers to. syndicators will find the charts valuable. | 

Bureau, highlights the top. ten network shows.on a local level. and offers a rating study Over the course of @ year, ARB will tabulate a minimum of 247 markets. The 
| in depth of the top .tew syndicated shows in the same particular markets. This week sosuits of that tabulation will be found weekly in Vanrety. Coupled with the rating 
ten. different markets. are covered. performance of the top ten network shows on the local level, the Vartety-ARB charts 

Inthe. syndicated program Ustings of the. top ten shows, rating data euch as the are designed is reflect the rating tastes of virtually every.tv market in the U. S. 
“average share of: audience, coupled with data.as fo time and day of telecasting coin- 
petitive programming in the particular slot, etc., is furnished. Reason for detailing an (*) ARB’s May-June 1961 survey covered a multi-week period. Syndicated shows { 

| exact picture of the. rating performance: of ‘syndicated: ‘shows is to reflect the true rating sharing ‘one of the weeks with an alternating or special program are listed, with the , 
strength of Particular series. Various branches | of the. industry, ranging -from media multi-week rating of all programs in the time period Biven. r 

MOBILE-PENSACOLA STATIONS: WEAR, WKRG, WALA, “SURVEY DATES: MAY 15 - JUNE 11, 1961 

“TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS AV. "TOP SYNDICATED PROGRAMS AY. AY.. TOP COMPETITION AV. 
RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME | STA. ETG. RK. PROGRAM—DAY_—TIME STA. © DISTRIB. RTG. SH.|PROGRAM STA. RTG. 

1. Gunsmoke - (Sat. 9:00-9: 30)... sie eee ‘.WKRG 51] 1. Blue Angels (Sat. 9:30)......... 0.0.65. WKRG....CNP 35 64{ Lawrence Welk ........ WEAR 15 
2 Have: Gun, Will ‘Travel: (Sat. é: 808). , WKRG 45.'| 2.. Huckleberry. Hound (Thurs. 6: 30)... WERE... ..Screen Gems 32 64| Outlaws ........-.0005- WALA 15 

8. Andy Griffith (Mon: 8:30-9:00). ..... -WKRG 404 3. Quick Draw McGraw (Mon. 6:30).....WKRG... . Screen Gems 23 43}Cheyenne ...........5-. WEAR 24. 
4. Rawhide (Fri. 6:30-7:30)......:; sae oe 3. -WKRG: 39 j| 4.. Brothers Brannigan (Tues. 8: 00). . «ne0e.WKRG....CBS 25 39| Stage West ............. WEAR 23 
5. Route 66 (Fri. 7:30-8:30)0.. 0. 6...6..<WKRG 27. ‘5, Shotgun Slade ‘Thurs. 7:00). . «+-. WKRG.. ..MCA 24 44;Outlaws ............... WALA 15 
6. Perry Mason (Sat. 6:30-7:30)... 7s WKRG 35 ‘| 6. Two Faces West (Fri. 9:30) ..+..WKRG.....Screen Gems 21 48| Michael Shayne ....... WALA 12 
J. Checkmate (Sat. 7:30-8:30). . one vee ee WKRG - 33%] 7. Tightrope; Twilight (Fri.. 10: 00) ..... WKRG.. i Sereen Gems 20 59;'M Squad . ........... WALA: 9 
%. Dobie Gillis (Tues. 7:30-8:00). ........WKRG 33 8. Third Man; CBS Report (Thurs. 9:30) WKRG....NTA 16 46! Rough Biders .......... WEAR iz 
8. Red Skelton. ‘Tues. 8:30-9:00)....5...WKRG 8: ‘Tombstone Tetritory (Tues. 7: 30"... ... WALA....Ziv-UA 16 25; Dobie Gillis ............WERG 33 
Sha Surfside 6 (Mon: 7:30-8: 30 ». WEAR. — ails 8. Yogi Bear. (Tues. 6:30).........:..... WKRG.. --Screen Gems 16 33 |Laramie .... ........... WALA 23 

B ATON. ROUGE | STATIONS: WBRZ, WAFB. *SURVEY DATES: MAY 15-JUNE 11, 196t 

“L Real McCoys «Thuts,.7:30-8: So WERE "525 1 Séa ‘Hunt (Thurs. 7:00) ..... 0.06... WBRZ. “+ ZivATA "40 89|Sports Spec. .........+.. WAFB 3 
a Andy Griffith. (Mon. 8:30-9:00)... Sees WAF B 50} 2. Border Patrol (Wed. 7:30)..... n ri. “WBRZ... . CBS 35 69 | Danger Man ...........- WAFB .- 15 
3. Rifleman: (Tues. ‘700-7: 30)... woe ieee cone .WBRZ. > 48:| 3. Blue Angels (Mon. 8:00%. -+eesee WBRZ.... CNP 31 46; Danny Thomas ......... WAFB 3T 
4. Bonanza. (Gat. 6:30-7:30). 'WBRZ*° 47|| 4 Brothers Brannigan (Wed. 9: 003.222. -WBRZ.... CBS 28 53|Steel Hr.; Circle ........WAFB 24 

roe sn eae. $7 | 5. Manhunt. (Sat. 9:30) Lene da ebee wes - WAFB. ... Screen Gems 27 61:Earp; Laramie ......... WBRZ 17 
5. Wagon- Train. (Wed: 6:30-7: 301. -- WBRZ 45.:| 6. Mr. Magoo (Tues: 8:00) :.-.......... _.e. TV Pers Inc. 25 36{Thriller ................ WBRZ 43 

- €, Bachelor Father (Thurs. 8:00- 8: 30). --WBRZ. 44!| 9. Three Stooges (Sat. 7:30; Sun, 8:00). WBRZ. .». Screen Gems 23 96) Popeye ... .....WAFB 2 
riller (T "8300-9: 00). sacvl eee .- WBRZ. AB ie. Lamp: Look Live.. os «- WAFB 

- Thriller ues. :00-8: 30) . a a! : ppeet ee , 4? f g. Two F Undercover Th 8: 00) 30). eos WAFB. eee Ziv-UA : 2] 34} Popeye oe efor meres eee . WBRZ 3 
woene eee eee we ao 1 9. e 5 { y + A f . ~ Lee eaeweee: 

'g, Nelson Family (Tues, 6:30-7:00):.....WBRZ —42{, 9 TW. Fatess MeBraw.'Thurs. 9:90)..--WBRZ.--. Seren Gems 9) gg |My Fhroe Sons 222! WAFB 
8. Tall Mari (Sat, T: 30-8: 00): Deg ee eet -. WBRZ. | | 42-10. Third Man; Godfrey. (Fri. 8:30).......WAFB....NTA 18 34177 Sunset Strip ......... WBRZ 33 

BIRMINGH. AM STATIONS: WBRC, WAPI. *SURVEY DATES: MAY 15-JUNE 11, 196f% 

“L. Thriller (Tues. 8: 00-9. 00)..scsesesees ~ WAPI a a a = . 
2. ‘Thriller (Sat: 9:00-9:30). .2........WBRC 39. ‘1, Shotgun Slade; CBS Rot. (Thurs. oy. ..WBRC.. .- MCA 34 61 | Groucho Marx .......... WAPI 22 

Fy Ernie cord was: 8308: 0 56- ay wane 38 i 2. Tightrope (Fri.: 8:00)... we tee tes «. WBRC:...Sereen Gems 33 77!Lawless Years ....... .. WAPI 10 
ave Gun, Will Travel (Sa BB IF 9: { Sar : 7 Sea. ....... ; 

4. Wagon Train. (Wed. 6:30-7:30)....:..:WAPI 37 | wae u Faeee rent oe MRE :-Sereen Gems os a Victory Af Sea wart * 
&. Andy Griffith (Mon. 8:30-9: 00). ...... WBRC 33, 3 Lock-Up (Sat. 9:30) ..... ..+s++++.WBRC..+.Ziv-UA {Untouchables ........... WAPI 1 
8. Rifleman (Tues. : 7:00-7:30)... ....62...-WAPI 35) 4. Sheriff of Cochise (Tues, 6: 30). seees . WBRC.. .- NTA 24 55 | Yogi Bear :.... .... ..WAPI 20 
6. Cheyenne «Mon. 7:00-8: 00)... sseneeeges WAPI. 34 | 5... Whirlybirds. (Thurs. 6:30)... ... peose. WBRC.. -CBS. 23 585 | Huckleberry Hound ..... WAPI 17 
s. Price Is Right (Wed. a “WAPI Bn 6. Brothers Brannigan (Fri. 7:30) -++++. WAPI cesses CBS 21 50 ‘Rebel... .. 00 veuaee WAPI 21 
oe era Comers (Stun. 9:00-9:30)... JWBRC 34 [6 Quick Draw McGraw (Mon. 6:30),..,.WBRC.... Screen Gems 21 44'To Tell The Truth ...... WBRC 27 
6. What’s My Line (Sun. 9: 30-10: 00). «+» WBRC 341] 7. Trackdown (Thurs. 8: ] |) ee .. WAPI. . “CBS 20 34 | Ernie Ford ........+6.-- WAPI 38 

6. ‘Bonanza. (Sat. 6:30-7:30) ...) ......- WAPI 34)|.7, Yogi Bear (Tues. 6: 30). we sbegseesess.WBRC.Y.. Screen Gems 20 45 ,Sherlff .......- weeeeeeee WBRC 24 
6.. Zane Grey Theatre (Thurs. 7: 30- 8:00) ) WBRC. —  B4al 

SYRACUSE. | - STATIONS: WSYR, WHEN. *SURVEY DATES: MAY 15- JUNE II, 1961 

~ Groucho. Marx (Thurs. “10: 00-10. 30). [WSYR . | 494.1. Manhunt Thurs, 10: 30) Lacie ssseee. WSYR....Sereen Gems 35 76|CBS Rpt; Center N. Y... WHEN 11 
2 Untouchables (Tues. 10:00-11: 00)... -WSYR ‘47 {| 2. Death Valley Days (Sat. 10: 30) seeeeee WHEN....U-.S. Borax 28 57|Fight ..... .. ...--..-. WSYR 21 

/ °3,.Ernie Ford (Thurs..9:30-10:00) °.. SWSYR , 45 1/3. Mike Hammer (Wed. 10:00) ......WSYR.... MCA 26 51]Steel Hr: Circle ........ WHEN 25 

_ a Candid Caniera (Sun. -10:00-10:30) :..: . WHEN 43 |.3. Third Man; Dawson (Tues. 7:00). .008- WSYR..... NTA; ABC 286 62|Father Knows Best ..... WHEN 18 
8. Andy. Griffith (Mon. 9:30-10:00)..,... WHEN 41,| 4. Coronade 9 (Mon. 10:00).........+...WSYR.... MCA 24 40|Hennesey .........6.- WHEN 36 
6. Thriller ‘Tries. _9:00-10:00) . wes ntteees -WSYR° °--491)-5. Sea Hunt (Wed. -7:00)-. vesececes-WSYR.... Ziv-UA 23 64/Nelson Family ...,.. --- WHEN 13 
-@ Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8: 30). De seees :WSYR 40|| 6. Shotgun Slade (Wed. 10: 30) Lewes veee- WSYR.,.. MCA 21 49|Steel Hr: Circle .......WHEN 22 
7. Route 66 (Fri. 8:30-9:00) - ceeeee WHEN “374, 7. Loek-Up (Thurs. 7:00).........+.0..-WSYR.... Ziv-UA 20 74) Brothers Brannigan ..... WHEN 7 
8. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10: 30)... se neeee. .. WHEN 367 8. Third Man (Fri. 7:00). seeeressWSYR..... NTA 9 70 | Silents; Kovaks ......... WHEN 7 
8. _Hennesey (Mon. 10: :00-10: 30). Lea 'es i eece WHEN | 361) 9. Two Faces. West (Mon. ": 00}. see eees WSYR.....Screen Gems 14 45iRebel ...........- goes WHEN 1T. 

SPOKANE. STATIONS: KREM, KXLY, KHQ. *SURVEY DATES: MAY 15- JUNE 11, 1968; 

i. Real MoCoys ‘Thurs. 8: 30.9: 00). ....-KREM. -° °391] 1. Mr. Ed (Fri. 7:00)....... -eusaseeeees KXLY: ...Filmways 19 50|Pioneers .......... ..-. KREM 10 
2. Wagon ‘Train (Wed, 7:30-8:30)... .. .. KAQ. 33 | 2, Navy Log. (Sun. 6:00) ...... weeseees KXLY..... CBS 18 60] Meet The Press.... .... KBQ T 
-3; Candid Camera (Sun. 10:00-10: 30). oo KXLY: 31 ||. 3. Bold Journey (Tues. 7: 00) ese cceee -KHQ..... .Banner 17 36|Expedition .  ....... -KREM 18 
3, My. Three Sons (Thurs. 9: 00-8: 30).... KREM. 311] 3.. Death Valley. Days (Sat. 10:30).......KXLY.....U.S. Borax 17 43| 20's... eee eee KREM 21 
$. Red. Skelton (Tues.. 9:30-10:00): ..,. KXLY 31]| 4. Highway Patrol (Thurs..9:00)..... ‘es - -KHQ. we ee LIV-UA 15 25 | My Three Sons.........-KREM 31 
4, Lawrence Heer (Sat 2200-10-00) ee KREM 3H il 4. Quick Draw McGraw. (Tues.. 6:00)....KREM.... Screen Gems 15 42 News * Beinkley 00 RELY 3 
Bz Dobie Gillis. (Tues. " seeee KXLY “29°. _ 7 untley-Brinkley ....... 
6. Andy Griffjth (Mon: 9:30-10:00).. :920e KXLY: 21 5. Assignment Underwater | (Mon. .7: 00). -KXKLY..... NTA 14 42|Lock-Up ... . ........ KRE Il 
8. Donna Reed. (Thurs:. 8:00-8:30). ...... KREM 27 || 5. You Asked For It -KREM.... Crosby Brown 14 &T| News .... ......esn0ee- KXL yf 
6.. Flintstones (Fri. 8:30-9:00)... aia KREM. a7t: 7. (Wed. 6:00; Fri: 6:30) ........ Huntley-Brinkley ceeeeee KHQ 17 
6. Gunsmoke (Sat.. 10:00-10: 30).. SKXLY ar] § Tombstone. ‘Territory. (Wed, t 00)..... KREM.... Ziv-UA 14 40/Angel .. .........-... KXLY 14 

5. Sea Hunt (Thurs. 6 Se -KHQ........Ziv-UA 14 421 Pony Express .......... KREM 11 6. Rawhide . (Friv 1:30- 8: 30). wees Sanne .: i eed :, KXLY 27 | 

TOLEDO STATIONS: WTOL;, WSPD. *SURVEY DATES: MAY 15- JUNE If, 1961 

. ‘Brothers Brannigan (Thurs. 10: 30)... "WSPD 2 :.CBS _ 20 56]CBS Rpt; Series ....... WTOL 8 L "My Three Sons. (Thurs. 9: 00:9: 30). wes -WSPD “40. | 1 

2. Untouchables (Thurs. 9:30-10:30). :... WSPD’ 39 iat Death Valley Days (Wed. 7:00)....... WSPD .:..U.S. Borax 20 .- 54 Watch With Ward verte WIOL 11 

‘3B. 27. Sunset ‘Strip. (Fri 9:00-10: 0)..-0.-WSPD 38 | 2. Mr. Ed (Tues..7:30) 2.3.0.0... ...WTOL ...Filmways 16  41|Sea Hunt .............. WSPD ‘14 
‘A. Naked City (Wed..10:00-11:00). “.s¢0e: WSPD. 36 | 3, Huckleberry Hound (Mon. 6:30).:.....WTOL ... Screen Gems 15 43 {Deadline ............... WSPD 17 
_B. Hawaiian Eye (Wed. 9:00-10:00);.....WSPD ° 38 ij: 3. Yogi Bear ptt. 6300" sence enae ++ WIOL, vs - Geren. Gems eH 32 Deadline oeeee ta eeeneee WSPD 13 

oe / 35"; 4. Sea Hunt (Tues. Lecce cee ce gees WSPD.... Ziv-U r. Ed ....... Dee eee eee 

orn Sones (Prt 8309.00). eee 34 4 Quick Draw McGraw (Thurs. 6: 30). ...WTOL.... Screen Gems 13 41{Deadline .............: ;.WSPD 16 
6. Flints ones (Fri. 8:30-9:00) :.....-. eee WS - 1:5, Bugs Bunny (Mon. 6:00)...... 0.0000. WSPD...: UAA 11 34{}Big Show . ............ WTOL 20 

6. Garry Moore (Tues. 10:00-11:00).......WTOL 34} 6. Manhunt (Tues. 8:00) ...... .......WFOL.... Screen Gems - 9 19; Rifleman .............. WSPD 30 

6. Flinfstonés. (Fri. 8:30-9:00)......;....WSPD “34 |-6:-Miaml. Undereover (Tues. 10:30)....; WSPD.... Ziv-UA 9 17iGarry Moore .WTOL = 33 

6, Real’ McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00)......WSPD: 34.! 6. Highway Patrol (Mon. 7:30) .. -... WTOL.... Ziv-UA 9  23IMLBB; Cheyenne; Cotton WSPD 19 
(Continued | on page 34) 



Wednesday, September 6, 1961 

[ there’s anything a good teacher would 

rather have than an apple, it’s a-television 

network. 

Not to own, mind you, but to use as a medium 

for reaching millions rather. than hundreds— 

a medium through which the wall-to-wall 

lecture suddenly ‘takes on coast-to-coast 

dimensions. 

On the morning of September 25, NBC-TV’s 

“Continental Classroom’ —entering its: fourth 

year—will be bringing another leading educa- 

tor before its cameras with a two- semester, col- 

lege-level course. 

This time the subject is American Government 

and the instructor Dr. Peter -Odegard, an ami- 

able, white-thatched expert who's taken a year’s 

leave of absence from his. post as professor of. 

political science at the University of California 

at Berkeley. 

What Dr. Odegard doesn't know about Ameri- 

can Government could probably fill an under- 

sized thimble. In addition to his superb record 

as a teacher and author in the field, his career 

includes such publie service as consultant (later 

assistant) to the Secretary of the Treasury 

(1911-5) and member of the State Department’s : 

National Commission for UNESCO (1950-5). 

But.the 160 half-hour telecasts he’ll be deliver- 

ing will have more than scholarshtp and ex- 

perience in their favor, for Dr. Odegard is one 

of those lecturers—bless *°em—who has.a twinkle 

in his voice as well as his eye. 

In one of the sessions he's just finished taping, 

for example, he has. this cautionary word for 

status-seekers eager to trace their family’ $ pre- 

‘Don’t 

“Just prior to 

Revolutionary standing in America; ‘ 

be too anxious,” he warns. 

1776, the Colonies’ total population of about 

3,200,000 included 600,000 slaves, 400,000 in+ 

‘dentured servants and 50,000. convicts. So, if 

your motive is showing off, think twice about 

‘it. There’s a pretty good chance your forbears 

were not leaders of Colonial society.” 

THE PROFESSOR is also fond of clearing up 
certain misconceptions. about our country’s 

political and social climate over the years. 

“There was much more anti-slavery sentiment 

in the South than most people realize,” he'll be 

telling viewers. “Why, up to 1830, 100 of the 130° 

abolitionist societies in the nation. were below 

the Mason-Dixon Line.” 

Among the myths currently annoying him is 

the accusation that. Americans have become 

apathetic politically. ‘“Nonsense,” he says. 

“The percentage of our eligible voters who 

vote is as high or higher than that of any coun- 

try in the world. 

“The trouble is that too many of our adults, 

for one silly reason or another, are not eligible. 

Huge numbers of Negroes are disqualified in 



‘the South. We prohibit the entire poptilation 

of Washington, D.C, from, taking part in‘na- 

tional elections. ‘And. then there are all: those - 

antiquated residence*and registration. qualifi- 

cations that: place such a high premium on a 

family’ S stay ing pu: t—ridiculous laws for-a, peo- 

ple as much on. the move as’‘we are.” 

OBVIOUSLY, there'll be nothing musty about 
the Odegard lectures that more than“170 Sta: 

tions will be. carrying this next season. But 

then, “Continental Classroom” teachers have 

always been hand- -pickéd for their ability to. 

communicate enthusiasm as well as knowledge.. 

Like the instructors who’ve preceded him, Dr, : 

Odegard will be directing his lectures to col- 

lege and high school teachers, and. college: stu- 

dents. It’s expected that more than 300 colleges 

will offer the. course: for full academic. credit. 

But the program will undoubtedly draw large 

high school audiences, too, as well-as many. 

thousands of out-of- school adults eager tO €X- 

pand. their horizons. 

The course, whose scheduling has been greeted. 

enthusiastically by President John F. Kennedy 
and Abraham Ribicoff, Secretaty | of Health, ; 

Education and Welfare, will also. make use of 

distinguished guests, including. Secretary of 

State. Dean Rusk, Congressional leaders, the 

Chairman. of the Republican and. Democratic 

‘National Committees, and other scholars of. 

Government from. both ‘political and’ profes- 

sorial circles. 

Last year’s half. houtr offermg gs of Contemporary. 

Mathematics. and. Modern’ Chemistry. had a 

weekly audience. of some 1,200, 000: viewers... 

Come this. fall; the: combination. of Dr. Ode- 

gard’s new course in American: Gov érnment 

at 6:30-a.m., local time) and a- repeat of Jast 

season’s Contemporary Mathematics—both in 

color—is - expected to attract an even n, larger 

7 has been SO vital. 

edges,“ 

understand:”: If we may add a 

number of viewers. 

“Ever since its debut in October, 1988—with a 

course in. Atomic Age Physics—NBC’s “Contl- 

nental Classroom” has-been hailed as one of 

TV’ §- most valuable and most exciting contri- 

butions to American education. 

Cooperating wi th NBC and the American Asso- 

ciation of Colleges for Teacher Education in 

the American Government course are the 

American Political Science Association and the 

National Council for the Social Studies (the 

latter groups include 6,100 college political 

science ‘teachers and’ more than 10,000 high 

school ‘social-studies teachers, respectively). 

‘WITHOUT MEANING to get preachy about it, 
we don’t think there’s ever been a time when 
the need for becoming familiar with the struc- 

ture and functions. ‘of American Government 

a 

AS. for the precise aim of his course, Dr. Odegard 

likes.to recall the reply of a young ‘Thorstein 

Veblen toa college instructor’s complaint 

about a Veblen treatise on “The Drunkard.” 

‘Fhe teacher charged that Veblen had failed to 

make a case either for the subject or against him. 

“But-I wasn’t trying to do either one,” ex- 

Z plained Veblen. “T was simply trying to make 

you understand him.” 

In reviewing.a teaching career that’s already 

spanned‘ some $7 years, Dr. Odegard regrets 

‘most of all that he’s never had the Big Answer 

sought by the panacea-hungry students who've 

gathered around his desk or lectern after class. 

“The best I can ever hope for,” he acknowl- 

is‘to try to make them 

somewhat superfluous post- 

script to. that, no teacher has lon 
ever had‘a more worthy goal. 
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VaRIETy’s weekly tabulation based on ratings furnished by American Research buyers to local stations and/or advertisers to. syndicators wilt find the charts valuable. 
Bureau, highlights the top ten network shows on a local level and. offers a rating study . 
in depth of the top ten syndicated shows in the same particular market. This week. - Over the course of a year, ARB will tabulate a. minimum of 247 ‘markets. The’. 
six different markets are covered. results of that. tabulation will be found weekly in Variety... Coupled with the. rating 

performance of the top ten network shows on -the ‘local level, the Variery-ARB charts: In the syndicated program tistings of the top ten shoves, rating *data such as the _ are designed to reflect the rating tastes of virtually every tv market in. the U. S._ average share of audience, coupled with data as to time and day of telecasting com- 
petitive programming in the particular slot, etc', is furnished: Reason for detailing an (*) ARB’s May-June 1961 survey covered a multi-week period. Syndicated shows 
exact picture of the rating performance of syndicated shows'is to reflect the true rating sharing one of the weeks with an alternating or. special program are listed, with the 

s strength of particular series. Various branches. of the industry, ranging from media multi-week rating of all programs in the time period given. 

(Continued from page 31) 

NASHVILLE STATIONS: WSM, WLAC, WSIX. *SURVEY DATES: MAY 15- JUNE il, 196! 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS AV. 3 ~~ TOP SYNDICATED PROGEAMS AY.  AY.| TOP’ COMPETITION “AY. 
RK. PROGRAM-—DAY—TIME STA. RTG. RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME | STA. DISTRIB. RIG. SH.|PROGRAM _ STA, -RTG. 

“ec iThne -20.8-00) rey eq, 1. Man & ‘Challenge (Fri, 9:30)......... WSIX.. ~ Ziv-UA a 24 59! ‘Eyewitness: wedetecpecces WEAGC. § 12 

1. Real McCoys 1 Thurs. 7:30-8:00! -- +++ aliens oo 2, Johnny Midnight (Sat. 9:30)... 12... “WLAC.,..MCA - 18s 41/20's ss  LLIWSix oat 
2. Wagon Train ‘Wed. 6:30-7:30) .......W5S 35 ' 3° Manhunt (Thurs. 9:30) .........:....WSM .....Screen Geme 17 45 Lock-Up. ... 220.2500... -WSIX 13 
3. Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 8:3( -9)...WLAC 34. 4, Third Man {Sat. 10:00)..... eeeeeeee WLAC.... NTA 13 37:20s . ..... eeetseeeness- WSIX «18 
3. Gunsmoke ‘Sat. 9:00-9:30)........:..WLAC 34! 5.. Lock Up (Thurs. 9: 30) gov. eweeeee wens wees ave 13 33 Manhunt: . ceeaes Seer ees “Wem iT 

-00-8- aN ' 5, Jim Backus (Thurs. 6:30)........ +++ WLAC..,..: ullaws «.. .........2..WSM 
3. My Three Sons (Thurs. 3.00 8:30)---- oo 34. Flatt Scruggs (Sat. 6:00)... WSM..... | “"tGuestward Ho... .......WSIX 9. 
4. Andy Griffith (Mon. 8:30-9:00).......WLAC 3311 7, Pioneers-(Mon., Wed., Thurs., "Pri. 6) WSIX..... Roebeck 11 24 Dateline: Weather .....:WSM 20: 
4. Hawaiian Eye 'Wed. 8:00-9:00).......WSIN 23 | , ‘! Huntley-Brinkley we eeees WSM “23° 
5. 77 Sunset Strip tFri. 8:00-9:00).......WSIX 31 i 8. Assignment Underwater (Thurs. T: 00) WLAC.... NTA. 9 18. Outlaws. ..0...:..... Ses .WSM:: 20 
6. Detectives (fri. 9:00-9°30° _WSIX 99°! 9. Robin (Tues. 6:30). a WLAC.... Ziv-UA 8 17: Laramie .. -.,:......45. WSM .. 26. 

: “reeeee : 9. Deputy Dawg (Sun. 5300 WLAC.....CBS 8 30 | Ed; Press: Magoo: Jury. -WSM 16 
\6. Price Is Right (Wed. 7:30-8: 00)... +. WS1X 29! 9, Two. Faces West (Wed. 9:30).........WSM...... Screen Gems 9 20! Naked City leet \WSIX . 26 

GREENSB ORO-W IN STON. S ALEM STATIONS: WFMY, wsus. suave? ace wa MAY 15- "ene | \ I st 

.CNP | 31 67| Fabray naoate pete tees WSIS 11 1, Gunsmoke ‘Sat. 10:00-10:30). oo wees WEMY 52° by Poay Bam: Godfrey (Fri. 9:30). 2.224, -WEMY. CNP A 31 SF “wile” - WSIS 1 

i : 0 | &. Sea Hun a ee Leo. GIV- awrence Welk |....... ".. WSJS 
2. Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10)..WFMY 48 | 3. Brothers Brannigan (Tues. 7:00).......WFMY....CBS 17-57. Playhouse; Closeup .-.-.WSJS 12 
3. Route 66 ‘Fri. 8:30-9:30! =... ... Wry 46! 4° U.S. Marshal (Tues. 8:00)......... ..WFMY...-NTA 16 34° Laramie” .\...... Jl wsis 30 
4. I’ve Got A Secret \Wed. 9:30-10:00)... WFMY 41°! 5. Jim Backus hee TD) Liew ec eee eeees Wore oe CNP G 14 35 Americans ede e ete sees mete 21: 
.2 iffith +Mon. 9:30-10:00)......WFMY 39‘! 6. Manhunt (Thurs. 7: weeeese WSIS. .... Screen Gems 13. il ‘Silvers ...... bees et FM 12 5. Andy Griffith + Mon. 9:30 cane’ | 6. Highway Patrol (Mon-Fri. 6:00).....-WFMY. -.. Ziv-UA 13. 65’ Miss: Brooks.............WSJS 4: 5. Rawhide ‘Fri. 7:30-8:30! .......- ... WEMY 39 |; . | Miss Brooks: .......----- WSIS 4 

5. Checkmate ‘Sat. 8:30-9:30)........:.WFMY = 39} In Space nee ag 3 

5. Perry Mason ‘Sat. 7:30-8:30) ........WFAMY 39 : ‘Californians voce teed la - WSIS . 8 

-9:30)...... "FMY "35! | . ight wave cece ee WSIS . 
Ba ee can 7.30-8:00) WEMY 39 | 7 Bhil Silvers (Thurs. 7:00)........... WFMY.... CBS 12 33 Manhunt 2...20..... 2. WSJS 3B 
6. Dennis The Menace ‘Sun fceaael > ' 8 Blue Angels (Wed. 7:30)... ..-....-. WSIS ....CNP 1t 35. Earp wee cee cece cae WFMY 18 
6. GE Theatre ‘Sun. 9:00-9:30! ....-. ~WEMY 35 8, Mounted Police (Tues. 7:30)....:... WFMY....CNP 11 2T'Laramie SS . .. , . WSJS.. 28 

SHREVEPORT STATIONS: KTBS, KSLA: *sunvey DATES: MAY 18- JUNE 11, i96t° 

Thriller owes. cece. "KTBS on 5 seit AT 30-9: ol! 1. Brothers ‘Brannigan (Tues. 8:00)..... KSLA.....CBS © 35 58 
1. Andy Griffith ‘Mon. 8:30-9:00)... .. KSLA og 2. Tightrope (Mon. 8:00 . ...... LIT] KTBS/27i7Screen Gems 28 41] Danny. Thomas ........,:KSLA  ° 40 
2. Route 66 'Fri. 7:30-8:30) .....- +++ KSLA 47l| 3° Sea Hunt; Godfrey; Eyewitness KSLA.....Ziv-UA 26 60! Michael Shayne .......dKTBS 24. 
3. Candid Camera ‘Sun, 9:00-9:30)...... KSLA - 4311 (Fri. 8:30-& 9:30).......... os KSLA CBS. 95 56| Raters eee eeae veces wo - KTBS 10. 

. ‘Sat, 9:00-9:30)...... woo - KSLA 42:|| 4. Trackdown ‘Satr.9:30) ......0e00005- UA. e. ; | Rifleman Liasereecieess TBS -20 
: eer ee tne (Mon. 8:00-8:30) KSLA 42) 5. Manhunt (Thurs. 8:00)...... DTIELIIKTBS- 2. Sereen Gems 24 44, Gunslinger.» .. -...... KSLA 31 

° , ee aan, rer, «| 6 Lock-Up (Thurs. 9:30)..... even ceees ‘KTBS..... Ziv-UA 22 58 | Robin; San. Francisco. oi. KSLA 16 
5. Red Skelton ‘Tues. 8:30-9:00)..... ee KSLA 40;) Robin; ‘San Fran; JFK KSLA. .... Ziv; * CBS 20 47.Groucho Marx ....... ... KTBS 24 
6. Rawhide ‘Fri. 6:30-7:30) Le neeeee KSLA 39: (Thurs. 9:00-& 9:30) | ...... | Lock-Up - ster ee KTS 22, 
7. I’ve Got A Secret (Wed. 8:30-9:00).... KSLA 37. 8. Miami Undercover (Sat. 10: 00). .o62-KSLA.....Ziv-UA “19 49 News; Weather seeerees -KTBS 24 

7. My Line :Sun. 9:30-10:00) KSLA _ 87. "Hong Kong sex. ssee -KTBS 16 2 My Bing oun. 2 oecenennnnnane * 7! 8° Shotgun Slade (Sun. 9:30). -sraeees KIBS Leese MCA. 19 84 My Line... fic. Sama ta 37° 
8. Laramie Tues. 6:30-7:30) .........-- KTBS *. 9. Two Faces West (Wed. 9:30) ........ KTBS..... Screen Gems 17 45. Steel Hr; Circle weesees- KSLA 2t 

ORLANDO- DAY TONA BE ACH | “TATIONS: WESH, WDBO, WLOF. *SURVEY oY DATES: MAY 15+ JUNE II, 1961. 

; _ “1. Shot lade (Sat. 1030' ...... WDBO....MCA_ 19 63° Roaring 20's TWO "8S 
1. Ed Sullivan ‘Sun. 8:00-9:00) ........ WDBO 38 fr Shoteun Slade, Sat (Wed. 9:00) . WDBO.... Ziv; Ziv 16 24 | Perry Coma. ...:........ WESH 30 
1. Danny Thomas ‘Mon. 9:00-9:30)...... WDBO ‘BR 2. Sea Hunt; Danger Man. iThurs, 8:30). WESH. ‘Screen Gems 15 5 Ree pawards 7” an WLOF a4. 

; tobe UE 20.0. ; TP +3 Manhunt (We Lien eedbees SH..... Bo cacceee 15. 
se een eee oe tag) WESH 38" Two Faces West (Thurs. 9:00)....... WLOF ...Screen Gems 14  22| Bachelor Father .....1..WESH' 35. 
2, Candid Camera ‘Sun. 10:00-10.30)....WDBO 36 | 5° Whirlybirds (Tues. 6:45) .......-... WDBO...: CBS 13 33'Huntley-Brinkley ..+....WESH 27 
2. Perry Mason ‘Sat. 7:30-8:30) .-.. WDBO 80 . - Jim’ Backus. . »..... :...WESH © 10: 
3. Bachelor Father (Thurs. 9:00-9:30)....WESH 35; 6. Jim Bowie (Thurs. 7: 00)........0.+..WESH....-ABC 12 48 [Hunting & Fishing. +++ WDB 2 

Boa ae aan ate ey oso a | 6+ Mike, Hammer; JFK (Thurs. 10:30" .. WESH.... MCA 12 60 CBS: Rpt; Showwease »....WDBQ. 9 
4. Pete & Gladys ‘Mon. 8:00-8:30)......WDBO *4.1 7, Assignment Underwater (Mon. 7:00) WLOF.....NTA -10- 31] Digest. veweeessWDBO 10. 
4. Real McCoys #Thurs. 8:30-9:00)...... WLOF 34H a | News-D. Edwards .....<.WDBO 18 
5. Ernie Ford (Bhurs. 9:30-10:00).......WRSH 33 7. Jim Backus (Tues. 7:00)....,...-+...WESH.... CNP 10g. | Whiclybirds | ag er eeDBQ] OS 
& Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00°10:80) - «=> --- WDBO = 83! a. Third Man (Wed. 8:30) ....-..-.-.. WDBO.... NTA 10° :15/ Price Is Right ....:.....WESH: 38 
5. To Tell The Truth (Mon. 7:30-8:00).. WDBO = 33 7 Pony Express (Sat. 7: 00). 2 ness WESH. - CNP 10 33 |Showcase, ..-.-...:.-..WDBO —.13 

— = —————— | plans ‘tor FCC and other ‘commis- | 
sions sent to Congress were dilu- 

FCC FCC Re ati n Bill tions in themselyes af: the more 
eorganiz 10 far-reaching ideas broached in the 

_ | original Landis report. Fortunate- 
Continued from page 27 ‘ly, Landis is-an old enough hand 

it would have conferred on the i emerged was a. compromise ify [man of both. SEC (former, Chair 
’ ¥ ilis, bu ar 

Chairman. Timing for the initial | OOeO™ ite re se aide Landis had- well as’ member of FTC during 
Congressional consideration (by in mind. ‘New-Fair Deal days) fo be re- 
the House Harris Subcommittee) One of Landis’ major convic- | signed about the usual fate of the 

could not hive been worse. House |tions, as revealed in his pre-In-~ best laid plans the White House 

Commerce Chairman Oren Harris |2uguration report to Kennedy’ was: sends to Congress. 
(D-Ark.» he'd the hearing in M the need for stronger powers for 
et ne caring in ay | the ‘chairman of the regulatory 
Shiortiv ace “inow’s “wasteland’ agencies. This concept hit a double Storer Men of Destiny’ 

speech roadblock. The broadcasting in-. 
Storer Programs, the new Storer 

It was apparent immediately the |Gustry was. especially leery be-|. ay PDE Y vyi, }ause Minow happened to be in the | Broadcasting syndication subsidi- 
pian was 1 deal du Ky and Harris Chairman's seat.. And a.formidable : ary headed: by Terry H. Lee, has 
iad regubac los. ditton drafted de- body in Congress didn't like the ' bought 130 ‘five-minute films from 

jes tives, I. Ver. the Senate Com- the: ievzislativ e br anch’ S . . control. He ” 

miucvations Subkeommittee and CFF the “agencies. “Men of Destiny,” and is based: on me i Gem iv It was argued the agency chair-! ‘ characterizations of w.k. people. 
. With Virnow sraciously as- men, most of whom. are sppointed: Storer Programs | also owns “‘Di- 

Bertin, go? toteiher on another py the White House, would feel; vorce Court,” which Lee .is syndi- 
we ma eee 

"CBS. TV's Promos 
‘Continued from page 20. 

TV has slated the half-hour promo-, The tripling of ‘the web's news-’ 
tion -film-for Saturday night  in'|-Paper ad expeey. in the three 
prime time ‘prior to the opening ana Ghicaee ‘cattie about this way.” 

of the season. Last year, the web only advertised _ 
In toto, web: {s. ‘preparing 1,232 new. shows .on the. schedule and 

fitms to be used’ for promoting web | shows. thet experienced aime 
shows. . - 

For fil li d t jtime show on the schedule will: be 
or films, slides, copy transcrip | yiryeg off. with an ad, followed by: 

tions, and the facilities to air | full page ads on each night of the 
ee $600, 000 yearly, SP ends" more -week.as the season becomes, firm. 

k ’ d Interesting footnote to the web's. 
The networ provi es.eacth sta- newspaper campaign. is that’ its . 

tion with a comp ete Promotion | primary ° target:, isn't the ‘public 

kit for every program night and! at large, which, of. course, is wel- 
day, that it carries. These kits! conied to look over . the. shoulder . 
contain traliers, slides,. ads, fro-" of. the “influentiats.” The object | 

gram notes, photos, copy for an- of the ‘newsparer ads, as explained, 
nouncements, exploitation ‘ideas, | by CBS-TV’ Ss: -ad-promo depar tment, 
ete. lis to.win the support for:tv in the: 

With: the entire list of stations ! minds . of special - publics such as wri. slightly weaker than the Har-, more responsible to the President !cating, and the company says itll} the network will ‘participate .in |-newspaper and ‘magazine --writers, iis version. ‘than’ Congress. probably go. into production soon | newspaper advertising estimated ‘performers, business’ ‘execs, educa~ 
The  legislatiun that finally j Actually, the reorganization ion ‘ ‘a couple of ideas. ” to cost $264,000. tors and. public: officials. - 



| f2th 4 Abas Allen Gray s 
I" Sterling 4 ; fm. . CHL - e Year r LZ Housewiv ES 

me |Z Protective Leacve. 

7, aaa aceasctttATAOTO lll, 

Along Castleton Avenue in 
Staten Island, River Road in 
Red Bank and Bradley Street 
in Westport, these are the 
shows that are drawing bigger 

audiences than. all the Broad- 

core UAL OFR 

tres put together. 
In the entire New York area 

. }—where show biz is the most— 
the radio station that presents 
the most (and virtually the 
only) show business as usual is 

tj WCBS Radie. National head- 
liners such as Arthur Godfrey, 
Art Linkletter, Garry Moore, 

s|Bing Croshy and Rosemary 
{Clooney appear with New 
1 York’s favorite local stars. 
| Around town, the “crack” of. 

- dawn has come to mean an- 
:. (6G ag: \s. other Sterling witticism as The 

The Sterling Q tet - ae || Jack Sterling Show opens the 
bill from 6-10 am for the 12th, POCCCHLEEESO CLOSE LOSE DEEL OOLOCCEOSENSE 

with Tyree GLENN, | poseeeeees 
| Mary OSBORNE and her ah Ye -S TUNEFUL Fcliowing | Following the all- star CBS ALL-GIRL GUITAR! TWOSOMEr” Radio Network line-up, Allen 

Gray opens the matinee with 
: MONDAY-SATURDAY 6-10 AM Seats available 

le - every 
Monday ay teoach 

the New York company of the 

pO SCC OTCOTCOEOO OSC OSES EE SOLEOOOSETEOOSELEDOSCEEOES 

OOOH OOOO 

¢ | Housewives’ProtectiveLeague. 
This is the famous “program 
that sponsors the product.’’} 

Very big at the box office and 
the supermarket cash register. 

_ . For the rest of the afternoon, 

. 3 rc , Bob Dixon, Martha Wright and 
‘Conover’ $ ° 7 Kenneth Banghart are At Your 

-HOUSE 3 : h RTH UR Service. Fashion, food, news, 
or ga . | Dimension, traffic, weather and 

. G 0 p FR FY stock market reports. The new 
and exciting around town— 

T| ME concerts, restaurants, theatre, 

jmovies, sports events. Interest- 
ing guests. Fascinating talk. 

Late Flash—just signed— 
‘Carol Burnett and Richard 

Neu York | Hayes starting in the fall in an 
arly evening program of mu-; | Philh tavenonte Blot vening prog sic and comedy. 

Synftony - Even further off Broadway— 
in Boston, Chicago, St. Louis, 

Crchestva Philadelphia, Los Angeles and 

iA 

| sooeeeeesoccoee 

e000 

_CATOH ALL 
THE YANKEE | 

GAMES 
Play-hy-Plays 

Mel Allen, - 
Red Barber, 
Phil Rizzuto 

mane 

| eee ee 
“EEONARD BERNSTEIN, San Francisco, to be precise—}. 

Musical Director the other CBS Owned Radio 
—— -| Stations, too, are oases of adult 

entertainment. This live show 
business is another example of 
the kind of idea radio that 

Tmakes these stations outstand- 
MARTHA ™ yx Th iI swe ee ing in their areag. Another rea- 

| son why audiences applaud and 

WRIGHT sponsors find that there’s big} . 
i . - -{jbusiness in show business on]. 

SLES 

WCBS New York WBBM Chicago 
J |}WEE! Boston WCAU Philadelphia 
_] |KMOX'St. Louis KNX Los Angeles 
“9 IKCBS San Francisco REPRESENT- 
J IED BY CBS RADIO SPOT SALES 
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86 TELEVISION REVIEWS 

ADVENTURES IN STAYING 
YOUNG 

With Dr. Maxwell. Maltz - 
Producer: Dr. Frank Warren 
Director: Louis Volpicelli 

& Mins.. Mon. -through-Fri. 9:55 ° 

a.m., la 

Foreign TV Reviews 

SHADOW CREEK 

| Producer: Carl Ruble 
'. Writer-Director:. Floyd ‘Klang 

Wednesday, September 6, 1961 
BRIDGE OF HOPE 
With Dave Moore: 

From The Production Centres 
‘30 Mins.; Thurs. 9:30 p.m. 
TWIN: CITY .FEDERAL 

: WCCO-TY, Minneapolis 
Continued ‘from page. 26 a—————— 

Steph Voss, Joseph Ward, j 
| With Step Galbee Rermard ‘Tur.! Carl Ruble who produced earlier 

geon, John MHauxwell, Mark. in the “WCCO-TV Reports” series 
. Michael 2S. a WCCO staffer is now on his 

ieee Donlevy, Micha own as’ an independent: producer 

WABC-TV, N ‘Y. (vidtape) 
“Adventures in Staying’ Young” 

ig a five-minute show really de- 

serving a two sentence review: “Ity 

is there. Period.” 

No doubt Dr. Maxwell Maltz has gaara 

something to say. He is a surgeon! Producer: Douglas Craig 

‘and author, and draws upon his; Director: Charles R. Rogers 

experience to deliver an inspira- ! 30 Mins., Tues., 8:55 p.m. 

tional message, judging from Mon- , BBC-TV, from London 

day's ‘4' preeim episode. He was @° “Shadow Creek.” _ first called. ‘ha 

bit hesitant when first on camera, ',, ; ” 

but then warmed towards his sub- i ‘Down in the Valley.” wa 

° ‘service shows and documentaries 
for. this CBS affiliate. 
offering is his first as an independ- 
ent and comes-up to high standards 

1 set by .previous efforts. 
“Bridge of Hope” refers. to. re-. 
bilitation services which were 

s one of given sensitive pictorial treatment 
the. last works of German” expat- in- this outing, largely through in- 

ject which was the need for every: i terviews with patients and case 
one to have a corner in his mfnd-riate composer Kurt Weill, who, \historiés of people well-known 
open to dissipate the tensions of ‘settled in the States after Hitler, ‘here. Show concentrated on work 

the day. Who can knock that? ji came. Cornposed for amateur per-. being done at Kenny Institute, lo- 
If, however, one reason for to-! rormers, Weill drew heavily on the; cal polio and rehabilitation agency 

day’s tensions is the hopping and | folk-music tradition of the U. S.° ‘which is nationally. renowned and 
skipping of experiences all aroun “whose board of’ directors includes 
us, an in and out message of take | ‘for this ballad-opera, and it proved | actress Rosalind Russell. Much of 
it easy is hardly the answer, The , well suited to tv, both for the im-!the program was devoted to case 

five-minute series is repeated by | mediate appeal of its tunes and the} of | a Minneapolis ‘high ‘sckool boy 
the station at 1 am. Monday ; straightforward simplicity of its; who was badly injured in 2 football 
through Friday. following “The | st tory: game last year and was told by 
Night Show.” Maybe then it opens doctors he’d never walk again. In- 
one’s eyes to sleep. Horo, | Brack (Joseph Ward) was Se0-| spiring story, told through, film 

tenced' to hang for murder, and 
the events leading up to it were , 
told in flashbacks. He was in love epeovery paghc eecantc tt ndrt W 

with Jennie ‘Stephanie Voss), but! minated in his walking out: of the 
her father was in debt to a bearde hospital and returning to ‘football 
villain, Bouche (Richard Golding), practice field. 

WOR-TYV (tape) and wanted to cancel the money | ~ Newscaster Dave. Moore,.. only 

The U. of Michigan, which seems by marrying his daughter off to: wcCco staff member to have a patt- 
to be WOR-TV’s public service pro- ‘him. Jennie insisted on going to Alin putting program together, gave 
duction arm. prepared this series local dance with Brack, and a fight! smooth narration. Ruble used an 
of 26 half-hours on Shakespeare’s | broke out between the two. MeN.) independent movie company to 
works that premiered on the RKO ending in Bouche’s death. film the show and succeeded in 

General New York indie Saturday This simple framework—rather! capturing several highly dramatic 

(2). like an ord Aad withont the|scenes. Next month weeo Re- 
sei he | horses—allowe eill to express @|ports” will again pinc' ‘or 

Usivenity’ one ee ceational a number of basic moods and ento-| web’s “CBS Reports.”. Rees. 

clips, traced youngster’s painful 

PLAYS OF SHAKESPEARE 
With Arthur Eastman 
Producer: Robert Bedrod 
30 Mins., Sat., 7:30 p.m. 

‘Writers: Kurt Weill, Arnold Sund-| “but is continuing. to furnish public 

Current 

ne Oe Oe 

sents “The People Speak” Saturday -(16), 10-10:30 D.m., ‘film interviews 
with man in street asking for frank appraisals of tv. by newsman 
Jim Jensen; more than 100 were interviewed for the show directed. 
by Stan Berk, written by Jensen and Mel Bernstein and. filmed. by. 
Bob Cirace . . . WHDH-TV held press reception for Debbie ‘Drake at .. 
station. Tuesday (5)..and showed tv eds a preview episode of “The 
Debbie Drake Show” to be seen: on Channel 5 ‘Monday through: Friday,. 
9:45-10 a.m., preeming Monday (11)... WNAC: ‘running a new “Live 
Free for a Month” - contest Tuesday br through . Sept.. 20 midnight. 

IN SAN FRANCIS€O 
Stoddard B. Johnston, account ‘exec at KTVU, will take. over KRGV- 

TV-AM as general manager. His stepfather,” South Dakota publisher 
John Kennedy, bought: the Lady’ Bird Johnson. stations ...-.. KPIX. 
hired Sheldon Fay. Jr., to newly-created job as film producer . KCBS. 
expanded its FM time on air to include its morning and cearly-afternoon 
shows . -Charlie Dougdale took his ‘bag of. voices” to Hollywood 

. Bonita Granville Wrather in town . . KGO-AM added a. gimmick, 
its new. “electronic weather watch,” to. top: of. the ABC. building on 
Golden Gate Ave. ... KQED tied. up with News- Call Bulletin: and its 
entertainment . editor, Paul Speegie, for a new’ half- hour runddéwn 
Monday nights on ‘upcoming ‘entertainment in Frisco area ... .. Producer 
David Dortort vacationing from. “Bonanza’’ in Frisco’. . 
KNTV host, Frank Darien, took over. Dick Clark spot on “American, 
Be 9 stand” as a sub guest. — 

IN PHILADELPHIA . 
.. WTEL, impressed by the tremendous interest in the Billy’ Graham 
Crusade here has converted its morning “traffic time’. to strictly — 
religious material. Harry Bristow will conduct the 7:15-10 a.m.:program 
Mon. through Fri. ... WRCV-TY preemed public service series, “This 
‘Honorable Court” (3), hosted by news commentator. Paul Taylor... 
WFLN to carry the entire | U.S. Naval Academy footbalt schedule. on 
its AM station. Because of audience this. is the second year the “good 
music” station has ‘aired a major football schedule . . "The Hedgerow 
Years: Some Reminiscences by Jasper. Deeter,”’ to be aired on WCAU- 
TV “Experiment ‘61 (10), Session produced. by. Virginia- Lundgren, 
station publicity director... Paul and Mary Ritts, fermerly featured 
on WCAU-TV with their puppets, make their. film. debut in Jerry. 
Lewis’ “The Errand Boy” . Jobn Howard, formerly with WQED, 
Pittsburgh’s community station, appointed . director of. development 
at WHYY-TV, Philly educational outlet.. 

San Jose’s .- 

efforts. In the initialer, assistant 
professor Arthur Eastman lectured 
on “Macbeth” with student actors 
portraying the leads in demonstra- 
tions of interpretive points. East- 
man labeled the drama a “tragedy 
of ambition,” and clearly support- 
ed his contention in his interpra- 
tlve narrative and the dramatized 
highlights. 

Although the series is most valu- 
able to current students of the 
Bard, it’s carried through in a 

tions, Iove, desnair, hate, the vigor 
of the square-dance, the fervor of} 
a prayer meeting. and he. did’ it 
with haunt'ng mastery. giving a 
subtle orchestral flavor to the 
melodies. 

Stephanie Voss and Joseph Ward}. 
were suitvhIlvy squipped for the 
lovers, althousn neither . could 
auite avoid a tarring hint of mus- 
‘Ieal-comedv. Their voices blended 
well, and traditional operatic gym- 
nastics weren't expected of them. 

way that should be attractive to; Bernard Turgeon made a forth- 

general viewers. Bill. 

JOIN JAN FOR WEATHER 
With Jan Crockett 
Producer: WABC-TV 
3 Mins., Mon.-Fri., 11:12 p.m. 

right narrator. and Richard Golding 
made an effective baddie. Highssots. 
of Douglas Craig’s excellent - pro- 
duction, well directed by Charlies 
R. Rogers, were the ebullient 
country hoedown, devised by. Denys 

IN DETROIT ...« 
Detroit produced documentary color film will preem on, CBS net 

Helene Curtis Expands 1Sept. 30 under Detroit sponsorship. Film is “Project Hope,”’.a report . 
of U.S. hospital ship SS Hope, sponsored by Ex-Cell-O Corp., on trip. 

‘Spread on NBC- TV Shows to Southeast Asia. Film crew from locally-based MacManus, John: oe 

Chicago, Sept. 5. eat. lensed it Vet correspondent Bob. Considine: will narrate: . v. or: 
ent Fredericks is the new national’ sales manager of WXYZ-T ; 

actin e. Curtis on NBT, pas -Succeeding Thomas J. O’Dea who joins: the ABC-TV net sales division: 
ing a double dose of spots in “87th in: N.Y. James P, Conroy,-who has been WXYZ's manager of production: - 
Pecinet” ” “Dick Powell Show” and services, replaces Fredericks on local sales staff. . ‘Musie. hostess. 

the Saturday ‘night feature films Elizabeth Wayne is presenting a new: series of “Good Morning Music” 
Initially the” cosmetics house had: shows across the board at WRTM . ... Tapes.of 26 programs at WDTM’s 
nitta tr ted for 60 minutes over “Conyersations in the. Arts” have been presented to. ‘Wayne. State 

the season. That's been increased Univ. which will loan them. to.interested individuals and organizations. 

now to 120. spread over the same 
three shows including during the IN: CI N \CINNATI: 

1962 summer term. Billy Johnson exiting WKRC:TV with his children show for Crosley’s 
Original A-rler of 60 spots aed WLW-A.. Atlanta. His replacement will be puppeteer Larry Smith, who 

reported worth $1,600,000. Edwar departed WCPO-TV last year to become. Burr Tillstrom’s assistant. . 
(Continued on page 40) ‘H. Weiss Co. is the agency. 

DASH 
WABC-TY, N. Y. 

Following on the exit to Holly- 
wood of Simon McQueen as 
WABC-TV’s Itth hour weather 
girl, Jan Crockett has taken over | 
the spot with a show called “Join 
Jan for Weather.” Into the quickie International Hour { dailies. but opining that, apart from 
slot ‘three minutes’ she manages | CBS-TV on Sat. (2) wound up: a | parody cartoons, the Playboy ana- 

to slip a few bars of uke strum- | no table series, “International: logy ended there. He continued, 
ming at the intro, a plug for her’ your” in which the network had | however, that the text was “predic- 
hairdresser and a mention fer the . ‘a reciprocal arrangement with net- | table” tly 

designer of the dress she's wearing. ! works of other countries whereby | ling” but attested to SBI's “highly 
Miss McQueen handled things this. ‘ representative shows were -ex- | Professional job.” He was more 
way too, sans strumming. 'ehanged. The finale seemed like | captious on the. “first issue” editor- 

Her weather commentary is‘ one of the less auspicious in the|ial “paean of self-praise” and. “the 
terse and covers the usual range of : series, with the first half. devoted adman’s prose’ on how exciting it’s 
data which is prepared in coopera-:to the Finnish contribution, the [all going to be,” and gave the 
tion with meteorologist J. J. Bon-; life of Hans Christian Andersen-| back-of-the-hand ‘9. several de- 
fizlio. Somewhat tense and self-| via stills and commentary. Granted Pee obs for_ sel adulation by 
conscious her first time out last; that it’s hard to catch excitement. | t€ ely_0 serving “this is where I 
fonday -4, she got through the j and movement j*Such a setup, its | Stoppe reading.” Collingwogod’s 

a 4 ~ | point was—-he called it “this kind material smoothiv if deadpan. As-! placidity militated against this seg- |e malarkey" that it would be re- 

Tele Follow-Up Comment 

and “not particularly start-" 

WCPO announcers for Univ. of Cincinnati games this ‘season are - 
Dick Bray on football and Tom Schell. on basketball. . .. First-day 
requests for tickets to the Ruth Lyons ‘50-50 Club” ‘show's annual .. 
presentation in the 2,500-seat Taft Theatre totaled .7.003..Her Grand- - 
stand Managers Club’s fourth annual night: at_ Crosley Field drew a 
near capacity throng for a Reds-San Francisco Giants-game . . WCKY 
set to broadcast Metropolitan Opera performances for. second: season 

j beginning Dee. 9 . Sally Ann Ives, WSA1I- director of. Community 
hove ods organizing women’s clubs in many: Greater. Cincy. neigh- 

rhoods : 

IN DALLAS 
Nick Ramsey, WFAA’s “Carnival of Music” host for. five: years, joined. 

KVIL. announcing staff . KRLD donated entire. music library of 
sheet music and orchestrations, ‘yalued. at $24,700, to music ‘department 
of Texas Technological: College, Lubbock. Station hasn't: had a studio 
band. for many years... June Lockhart here Monday (4) ‘on tub- 
thumping tour for “Lassie,” produced by ex-Dallasite Jack Wrather. 

Dunlap Clark, WFAA-TV sales service manager, left ta become 
media director at Jack Wyatt Co., local ad agency ... KRLD has a 
new. weekly Saturday quarter-hour. to acquaint, listeners with: : varied 
services of the Dallas Police Dept.: Jay Watson will ‘host. new 
live daily show, “Sound Off,” starting Sept. Il on WFAA-TV ©. 

with AM and FM simuicasts ‘from. sumedly she'll perk up some as she | ment. 
works Inte the format. She has the Second half, comprising dances: 
Innks but right now not the polish lor Mexico by the National Ballet. 
ef some of her cumulus counter-! of Mexico, was a lively session, ; 
parts on other stations. Kali. 

Friendly 
aumeen Continued from page 20 masse ° 

which already has taken a year to, 0us note of pride on the calibre | pack’ home in New York. He ac- 

with colorful and meaningful 
? dances and festival rites which de-. 
picted the basic color of that coun-, 

; try. 

Merle Jones, president of the 
‘CBS owned stations, took to the 
, alr on this session with an abvi- 

KVIL-FM debuted Friday (1), 
freshing for-a new publication to 

i°just let-us see it and not have to 
nudged” into -encomiums. 

“Take that elbow out of our ribs, 
Show Business Illustrated,” he 
concluded. 

Collingwood. rightly ‘appraised | 
the “local news” appeal of the sep- 

[tua generian Tribune vis-a-vis. the 
Times which edits the Paris edi- 
tion just as it would for the reader 

5:45 a.m. to 7 p.m. FM airings continue: daily to midnight ; ... Lou 
Benten, KRLD announcer, doubling . nightly: as _singer-emcee at “Club 
Fantasia, new nitery. 

IN MINNEAPOLIS . 
KSTP-TV moved its daily Pressure. Chest” show to the ‘Minnesota 

State fair last week and brought in, Ricky Nelson, Dodie Stevens,. Four 
Preps, Pat Brady and Sons of the Pioneers for guest appearances. 
Eight Twin Cities tv and radio. stations originated. programs from‘. 
10-day fair which ended yesterday (4). WECO-TV carried more than 
100 telecasts from the fairgrounds ... Richard W. Jolliffe, KTLA-TV, 

m ” ., of the program. He didn’t say it,|cented the ‘Con Ed blackout as 
develop: the “Fat American,” deal | but he obviously invited letters to: “lead story” in the Paris édition 
ing also with current food contro-| l encourage this ‘type of prograni- 

yersies, and related problems. - ming. Jose. 

Ais separate hours devoted to 
BraziJ, Venezuela. Portugal, and; 
themes on such topies as “Is A} 

to the Gothamite- back home. He 
thinks the Trib “may have even im- 

back © Proved” because of the Times’ 
WCBS Views The News 

Charles Collingwood is 

United States of Europe So Wildj handling His own show after sev- | challenge and, above all, he saluted’ 
A Dream?” “Robert Mases on Get-| eral guest editors “viewed” the | 
tins Things Done in A Big City, an news for CBS' New York flagship. Image of America to Europeans 

“Neara in the North,” and another: Unlike his invitees, most of whom "in today’s ba 
outing with Walter Lippman. jutilized the Saturday evening. 15 | In short, the Tyib and Times aren't 

Friendiy ‘arched his brow in!tinutes for self-plugging (their. j dust for the convenience of Amer- 
speaking of an NBC-TV_pubaffairs | P@Pers. not. personally), Colling-!ican travelers abroad because they 
special on a debutante. He said hej “00d's return was marked by an}go into 71 different countries in- 

was tor escape and when he Mie | objective appraisal of the news. |ctuding some oil’ princeling in 
qilestinned on the use of the word He bore down on the two. Ameri- | Saudi-Arabia and a subscriber in 

he tumbied for the dictionary. “TlL| ¢2" dailies In-Paris (the N.Y. Her-|the Congo, but more -regularly 
look it up for von” he said. ald Tribune, which dates back to;into 40 different lands. Colling- 

' up for you, he sald. 1887, and the comelately N.Y.; wood, as much at home in Paris 
“Bat the trade uses ‘escape’... ."|Times) and, for.a footnote, ar-|as in-New York, went into the great 
‘I kpow ahout the trade. Escape] praised Show Business [lustrated. | expense of: distribution; :the joint 

mes setting out of problems. I’m|He was more captious with the lat-. [ planes to London, but the $500-a- 
fot estupe.” fer than the American-in-Paris. (Continued on page 42) 

both. sheets for giving such a fine 

when ‘the appeal wasn’t as news-: 
worthy and subjective abroad, as. 

e for men’s minds.” | 

Los Angeles. general sales manager, appointed regional. sales manager. 
for WTCN-TV, Time-Life’s Cities: station .. . Comic Bill Dana made: 
repeat guest appearance on Minnesota Twins ‘baseball broadcast when: 
Twins played at Los Angeles Aug. 20... KRSI, daytime hours station. 
recently purchased by Red Owl ‘frocery - chain, has inked. announcer: 
Brad Johnson and plans more staff additions to counteract -listeners’ 
protests against new. policy of: playing uninterrupted music. first ‘hour 
each morning, Station is seeking FCC okay to expand to fulltime broad- 
casting ... New Minneapolis Mayor ‘Arthur: ‘Naftalin to give first major 
tv address on WICN-TV ‘Thurs. (7) ; 

IN PITTSBURGH | 
WKJF-FM is now on a 24° hour: basis . ... Al Morgan’s hhew taped. 

show is getting a good look at the agencies, When Pittsburgh was a 
one-station city, Morgnn was the biggest star on the station . , . WTAE 
will select “Miss WTAE Ice: Queen” for: the: opens of Ice: Capades 
here which will open the new Auditorium . A has a new. rate 
card ... Matt Mathews has joined the. WIIC news staff... Ray Lankey 
and Tom Henry have been ‘added:to the. same station’s. photo depart- 
ment . . Harold V. Cohen due back at his desk around the middle of 
the month . West View played to. almost capacity for promotions - 
by KQV and WQED and by WIIC. All used: their top personalities 
to bring out crowds of. over 35,000 . 



CAT 

Mum knits. Dad: pipes. Kids watch. They all watch. Except for the cat. That's the 

‘way it is with 9,000,000 Londoners almost every nig ht of the week. After the day’s 

work, Why? Associated-Rediffusion, London’s Independent Television Monday 

to Friday, brings the kind of prog rammes London families like best; lively, bright, 

friendly, hap py-to-watch programmes. 

Successful advertisers ‘know London.ts the market which puts a product on the 

map and keeps It there. It Is the most important-of-all markets in Britain. After 

all it's mum-who buys the catfood. So let old Tiger sleep. 

ASSOCIATED-REDIFFUSION TELEVISION HOUSE - KINGSWAY - LONDON WC2 
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Comal Avers 
FCC Hampering 
Teach-Vee Cause! 

Washington, Sept. 8. 
Federal Communications Com- 

mission has come under fire of 
educational broadcasters for al- 
legedly dealing a “serious blow” 
to the cause of teach-vee in two 
recent actions. 

The Joint Council on Educa- 
tional Broadeasting, representing 
a pumber of educational outfits, 
filed a petition in U.S. Court of 
Appeals here seeking to upset two 
¥FCC VHF drup-in proposals. 

The Commission proposed third 
YHF channel commercial assign- 
ments in Rochester, N.Y., and 
Johnstown, O., and turned down 
bids to have the drop-ins reserved 
for educational use. 

In its petition, the Joint Council 
charged that the Commission “not 
only dealt a serious blow to de- 
velopment of educational: televi- 
sion, but has ignored the clear im- 
lications of its own recent hear- 

logs in New York City.” Latter 
reference is to the network pro- 
gramming hearings during which 
ty fare came in for some scathing 
eriticism. 

The New York. hearings, the 
educational group asserted, “re- 
vealed that the breadth and quality 
of network offerings are woefully 
inadequate—an obvious concern of 
tv viewers faced with daily rounds 
of network westerns, private eyes 
and cops-and-robbers program- 
ming. 

The Council said that “since im- 
portant national and publie issues 
are raised,” 
the “entire situation” of FCC’s 
VHF Channel assignment pelicies. 

KCOP’s Ambitious 
Pubservice Sked| 

Hollywood, Sept. 3. 
“We will prozram the station} 

for those who are interested im | 
survival.” This is how Alvin Flana- 
gan, prexy of NAFI’s broadcast 
division and headman at KCOP, 
compacted his reason for one of 
the most drastie changes ever.in- 
stituted by a loeal indie station. 
“it’s a job that needs to be done}. 
and we're undertaking it with the 
full knowledge that we're per- 
forming a public service regard- 
less of the commercial potential,” 
said Flanagan. 

What Flanagan is doing for the 
fall season starting next month is 
to schedule 15 hours of informa- 
tional programs in prime time and 

commertial factor, while second. 
ary, has proved so far that agen- 
cles and advertisers are in full ac- 
cord with the new concept, accord- 
ing to Flanagan. 

“The most important job of tele- 
vision today is to keep the public 
infofmed of the dangers that beset 
us on all sides.” said Flanagan, 
and to that end we will program 
“the station to make our contribu- 
tion to what FCC Commissioner 
Newton Minow 
vision.” This is not to be in- 
terpreted as a sop to Washington 
but something that cries out to be 
Cone.” 
Among the new shows scheduled 

for KCOP next season are “Caval- 
cade of Books.” moving over from 
KNXT, which preempted the time 
for Sunday football: Mike Wal- 
lace’s “Profiles": Irv Kupcinet’s 
“At Random: Dr. Billy Graham, 
renowned evangelist; the crusad- 
ing Dr. Albert Edward Burke, and 
80 minutes of news daily. The 
travel shows of Jack Douglas, Bill 
Burrud, Hal Linker. Global Zobel 
and Hal Sawyer will be retained 
“to present the global aspects of 
the critical era we're passing 
through.” 

Minneapolis —.As a promotion 
.. stunt, WCCO-TV. CBS affiliates in 

z 
"7 Twin Cities. 

"''« = bags at the Minnesota State fair. 
. . Most fairgoers were satisfied to get 

distributed shopping 

one bag, but a policeman asked the 
staffer at WCCO’s booth for six. 
He w.nted them, he explained, be- 
cause he had iu t arrested some 
bootiez2zers an? »-eded the bags 
to carr: the evidence. 

the court just looks at j 

calls ‘good tele- 

VARIETY ARB FEATURE FILM CHART 
VARIETY-ARB’s weekly chart offers a day-by-day analysis of the top feature evening slots in 4 

particular market. On Saturdays and Sundays, daytime. feature slots compete with nighttime pix 
periods for designation as the top feature slot of the day. The analysis is confined tothe top rated 
feature slots in the ARB measured period, broken down by.days in the week. The ARB measured: 
period usually covers three or four weeks. Other data such as the time slot and overage share. of 
audience a furnished. Top competition and competitive ratings also are highlighted. 

Chicago ® Stations: WBBM, WNBQ, WBKB, WGN © Survey Dates: April 19- May 16, 1961 

-James Cagney, G.. George 
1943, UA, Jayark, Ist Run . 

(Continued on page 42) 

WBKB. TV Average Rating: 11 COMPETITION 
Awe -Average Share: 28 : ‘STATION & 

MONDAYS 10:15-11:45 . PROGRAM AVG. RATING 

Program: MOVIETIME USA | tae eras wee 

April 24 “THE WALLS CAME TUMBLING DOWN” +f. oo 
Lee Bowman, Edgar Buchanan, Marguerite Jack Paar WNBQ 
Chapman 10:15-11:45 16, 

1946, Columbia, Screen Gems, Repeat 
May 1 “THE SAVAGE HORDE” . Play of Week WGN 

rodg he Elliot, Jim. Davis 16:30-11:45 z 
1949, Republic, HTS, Repeat . 

May 8 “HOUSE OF SEVEN GABLES” Ne oe aire 
George Sanders, Margaret Lindsay, Vincent. 1 -10:30 

Price 
- 1941, Columbia, ‘Screen Gems, Repeat 

May 15 “ROCK ISLAND TRAIL” 
Forrest Tucker, Bruce Cabot, Adele Mare 
1949, Republic, k£S; Repeat 

WBKB-TV 3 arerese Rating: 18 COMPETITION _ 
verage Shere: 26. | STATION & — 

PR AVG. RATING 
TUESDAYS 10:15-11:45 OGRAM AVG _ TIN 
Pregram: MOVIETIME USA Late Show WBBM 

10:15-11:45 9 
April 25 “CROSSFIRE” - | 

Robert Young. Robert Mitchum, Robert Ryan, Jack Paar WNBQ. 
Gloria oot 10:15-11:45. 15 

May 2" bed RKO, .TV Indus,. Repeat | News: 3. Conway WGN 

Edmond O’Brien, Jan Sterling, Michael Red-| * 10:15-10:30 ¢ 
grave f . 

1956, Columbia, Screen Gems, Repeat > aerererrtm we 

May 9 “AFFAIR IN RENO” ° Sahin 7 
Penny Edwards, John Lund, John Archer’ Pony Express WGN 
1956, Republic, HTS, Repeat 11:00-11:39 1 

May 16 “FLYING LEATHERNECKS” . 7 ee 
John. Wayne, Robert Ryan, Don Taylor,: Janls Festival Of Stars WGN 

- Carter a 11:30-11:45 1 
1952, RKO, TV Indus, Repeat . 

WBBM Average Rating: 9 COMPETITION : 

4 Average Share: 23 STATION & 
PROGRAM AVG. RATING 

WEDNESDAYS. 10:15-11:45. ; Movietime USA WBKB 
Program: LATE SHOW 10:15-11:45 8 

April 19 “’7M NO ANGEL” . B 
Mae. West, Cary Grant sae aL: 45 m 8 
1933, Paramount, MCA, Ist Run oo ° = 

April 26 “TARZAN TRIUMPHS” News: J. Conway WGN 
J. Weissmuller 10:15-10:30. 10 
RKO, Banner, 1st Run oe 

May 3 “AFFAIRS OF SUSAN” asrenerrriadiel won 
Joan Fontaine, George Brent ° , 
1945, Paramount, MCA, Repeat 26 Men WGN 

May 10 “GREEN HELL” .11:00-11:30 1 
D. Fairbanks Jr., Joan Bennett — 
1940, Universal Screen Gems, Repeat .. Festival Of Stars WGN 

12:30-11:45 | wt 

WBKB Average Rating: 10 COMPETITION n 

! Average Share: 29 | STATION & 
a PROGRAM. AVG. RATING 

THURSDAYS 10:15-11:45 a 
. : Late Show WBBM 

Program: MOVIETIME USA ”10:15-11:43 - 

April 20 “THE WHIP HAND” 
-Clara Belanda, Elliot Reid, Raymond Burr Jack Paar 45 wes @ 
1952, RKO, TV Indus, Repeat 10:15-11:45: 

April 27 “SANDS. OF IWO JIMA” News: J. Conway WGN 
John Wayne, John ‘Agar, Forest Tucker, Wally 10:15-10:30 10 | 

Cassell, Richard Jaecke i ae 
1949, Republic, HTS. Repeat Man. & Challenge WGN 

May 4-“KING KONG” 10:30- 11: :00. 3 

Fay Wray. Robert Armstrong, Bruce Cabot Silent Service WGN 
1933, RKO, TV Indus, Repeat - 11:00-11:30 ° “9 

May 11 “RIDE THE PINK HORSE” . ee. 

Robt. Montgomery, Wanda Hendrix ab Festival Of Stars WGN 
1947, Columbia, Screen Gems, Repeat 10:30-11:45 1 

WBBM 4vcrose Rating: 15 COMPEETION ow a WDE Average Share: 38 
. a PROGRAM AVG. RATING: 

FRIDAYS 10:15-11:45 ; 
Movietime. USA WBKB : LATE SHOW eal Program: INGED VICTORY” 10:15-11:45 BY 

April 21 “W , . a 
E. O’Brien, L. McCallister Jack Paar WNEBQ 
1944, Fox, NTA, Repeat 10:15-11:45. 9 

April 28 Bd aby STRANGER”. . - 

. MacArthur, Kim Hunter . meneernied Wen 
Universal, Show Corp, 1st. Run (10:15-10: 

May 5 “DOUBLE INDEMNITY”. Play Of Week WGN 

Fred MacMurray, Barbara Stanwyck 10:30-11:45 3 
1944, Paramount, MCA, Repeat 

May 12 “JOHNNY COME LATELY” - 

-and the World Series. 

+Dameret -as 

J}as usual, 

. | Hancock, Eric Sykes. 

knows 
whipped in this field: 

| however, 
| actors set so many other deals be- 

————— ee " on : . . 

~ TV Sports Tab 
a Continued from page 27 a 

‘Football Game of. the Week,” for 
showing Saturdays at. 4:30 p.m., 
beginning Sept. 23.. The followup 

\is’a third sold to United Motors 
| Services Division “of General 
Motors. . 

-Network has ‘exclusive rights: for 
1962 to the World Amateur’ Ice. 
Hockey: Championships,: which it 
will cover from March -8 ‘to 18, 

| wherein the U. S.,. Russia and Cane. 
ada inevitably create & lot of com- 
petitive excitement. - 

Beginning in January, ‘CBS with 
| Shell sponsoring. will. present a 
golf hour, “The Wonderful World 
of Golf,” with top. pros in. match. 
play. 
Scheduled for a return, ‘in spite 

of host Bud Palmer’s defection to 
NBC, is “Sunday Sports Spectacu- 
lar,” an hour and a half of inter- 
pretive coverage of anything from 

| sportscar racing to billiards. e illed. 
jas “Summer Sports - Spectacular” 
anid slotted Thursday nights in an _ 

‘| hour format, the show had a fairly 
{successful run, and possible spon- 
sors for a January return to Sun- 

{day are Ford and repeaters. Schlitz 
beer and Vitalis hair tonic. 

NBC touts its major. sports cov- 
‘Jerage for the coming year by toting . 
championship events in five sports, 
eight post-season football games 

‘Web also 
has scheduled two new. packages, 

| “All-Star Golf,” a weekly hour Sat- 
urday afternoons with .Jimmy 

: commentator and. 
inedal play between | top pros, and. . 
“Sports Unlimited,” with -afore-. 

‘mentioned Bud Palmer. producing 
and hosting an hour series inter-.. 
pretive stuff. 

Otherwise, it'll be lots of ‘sports 
with horse racing (the 

Triple Crown on CBS), tennis (Na- 
tional Singles ‘Championship on 
NBC), the. fights (Saturday night 
on ABC), pro basketball ‘(NBC 
again and. ra -hardsell . to sponsors) 
and so on. -.. 

For wrestling: check those. prime- 
; time indie. listings.” 

BBC-TV. Format 
aemmmas Continued from. page 20 kam 

| Another departure is the slotting 
fof “Adventure’’ a natural-history 

stanza, fora full 52 weeks. 

Eric Maschwitz, BBC-TV light 
entertainment head, indicated that: 

| the Corp had now. learned it must 
build teams of thesps. of which in-. 
dividual members can be replaced 

without too much trouble, instead 
of building big stars. ‘like Tony. 

“These,” he 
sald, “invariably are tempted away 
by film producers.and BBC-TV is 
-back where it started.” 

- Coming - -$eason sées. first fruits 
| of this new plan for vaude shows 
jin: the shape of “The Rag Trade,” 
a comedy skein from the: pens of. 
Frank Muir and Dennis Norden; 
the Corp’s advisers- on comedy. 

|} According to Maschwitz, BRC-TYV. 
-{is concentrating hard on situation 
comiedy this. season ‘because it 

it has “the opposition” 

“Accent, too, is to be on building 
Fup British acts. 

. . . . + . ; 

Burrows-Ackerman 
. — Continued from page 22° =e 

| paper censorship and foreign aid - 
eoruption . 

Producer said efforts. for fresh 
- approach have been made on the 

including trying to fly. out. 
actors from: N.Y..not generally ex- 
posed on’ television. He: charged, : 

‘that many times” these 

fore show is released they are no 
‘1 Jonger new faces. Peter. Falk, Wal- 
ter Mattau, Lee Kinsolving, ‘Larry 
Blyden, Jack - Klugman and Dean 
Jones are: guest stars in various. 
segs, with Stephen McNally and 
Robert Harling as. running’ stars. 

| Akerman .and Burrows are exeg. 
producers with different writers, 
directors. and producers. used on 

‘| most shows to aid in fresh ideas, 
Ackerman said. 

Series<is a joint production with 
| Four Star, which’ is ‘putting. up 
money, though Ackerman. said he. 
and Burrows “have complete artis- 

.{tie control.” It marks their ‘initial 
tenure, following Allied Artists re- 
lease of feature ‘Al Capone,” now 
in the “*6,000,000. gross. market, he 

z Tevea, led: 
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OUR 

NEW 

LITERARY 

HEAD 

INGO PREMINGER 

newly appointed President 
of the G.A.C. 

Literary Division 

| For more than a decade, 

Ingo Preminger presided over his own 

successful literary agency. He is now 

another prized addition to G.A.C.’s 
expanding client service. 

Joining Mr. Preminger is Malcolm Stuart, 

. who has been appointed vice. president 

of our Literary Division. They will be 

-assisted by Bernard Feins and 

Sam Adams who have made their mark 
in developing and promoting a host of 

the most outstanding writers, directors, 

producers and production personnel 

in motion pictures and television. ' 

GENERAL ARTISTS CORPORATION 
A Subsidiary of Baldwin-Montrose Chemical Company, Inc. 

640 Fifth Avenue ¢ New York 19, N.Y. © ClIrcle 7-7548 

New York 
Chicago 

Beverly Hills 
London 
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tine Getting 56 TV Satellite 
from’ network ty in favor of the’ 
‘bang-bang and mustang ilk. 

kittiough . conceding ‘that his| 
proprietary interest in “Mr. Jones” 
befogs. the issue, Whitmore lashed Stations as Provinces Yen Programs} st‘ tcia"tnesensnt 

Buenos Aires, Sept. 8. 

Bids have been opened for 86 

“satellite” tv outlets, mainly in the 

provinces of Buenos Aires and Cor- 

doba. This will eventually provide 
for relaying Buenos Aipes programs 
fn such important towns as Chivii- 
coy, Pergamino, San Nicolas, Capi- 
tan Sarmiento, Dolores, Carhue, 
Coronel Suarez, Carmen de Pata- 
gones, Pigue, 

Rauch, and provide farmers 
throughout the rich corn belt and 
Pampa plain regions with tv enter- 
tainment and news. 

In the fast industrialized pro- 
yinces of Santa Fe, outlets will be 
posted in Santa Fe, Vera, San Cris- 
tobal, San Justo, Reconquista, Gal- 
vez, Rafaela, Venado Tuerto, Ru- 
fino, Canada de Gomez and Casilda. 

Cordoba province will have sim- 
flar outlets in Las Varillas, La Car- 
lota, Dean Funes, Cruz del Eje, La 
Cumbre, Villa Dolores, Rio Ter- 
cero, Marcos Juarez, San Francis- 
co and La Carlota. 

Two firms: Radiovision and 
Telenorte S.A. bid to carry pro- 
grams between Salta and San Juan, |: 
via repeating stations, while Jorge 
E. Estornell would provide a simi- 
lar service between the cities of 
San Juan and Mendoza. 

Total of 26 bids were also put 
in for licenses to operate main 
ehannels ‘3 and 5: in Cordoba pro- 
vince, La Plata, Santa Fe, Santa 
Rosa, San Juan, San Miguel de 
Tucuman, San Luis, Santiago del 
Estero, Salta, La Rioja, Parana, 
Corrientes, Posadas, Catamarca, 
Resistencia, Viedma, Jujuy, Raw- 
son, Rio Gallegos and Bahia Blanca 
to Comodore Rivadavia. A National 
Radiodiffusion and Television 

” Council is examining the bids and 
should agree on the awards within 
90 days. 
Hidetoshi Shibata of Japan {fs try- 

ing to sell local tv outlets on Ja- 
panase Color Television, with hopes 
of bring off deals before President. 
Arturo Frondizi visits Japan in 
December. 

Cordoba City’s Channel 12 
{LUIH) was authorized to include 
commercials in its telecasts from 
May 1, having completed a year on 

Coronet Pringles, }* 
Rojas, Las Flores, Torn-Quist andj 

video-taped “Huckleberry Hounds,” 
“Ivanhoe,” “Bengal Lancer,” “Jet 
Jackson,” “Jungle Jim,” “Circus 
Boy,” “Lassie,” Loreta Young, Ida 
Lupino, Dick Powell, “Markham” 
and Robert are popular 
tv features in Mendoza. Advertisers 
‘reckon there ,are 50,000 viewers 
and 5,000 sets in this provincial 
eapital so far. 

T. $. Eliot | 

commercial webs are far from 
criminals 

For the year ended March, 1961, 
the average advertising time taken 
in an hour worked out to 4.9 min- 
utes over the whole day. During 
prime time (7 p.m. to 10 p.m.) it- 
rose te 6.8 minutes in an hour. 
Average ad clots in one day’s. sked 
totaled 24. of which 14 came be- 
tween programs and 10 in natural 
breaks. ITA claims that these fig- 
ures represent the Jowest ad time 
of any comparable tv setup in the! 
world. 

VALA has also been active fa 
another field and has now filed 

tee ‘currently studying the future 
j of U.K. broadcasting) recommend- 
ing another. three tv channels. 

| BBC should get another web, says 
the report, one should be purely 
educational and one. should go to 
a new public corp. 

Group opines existing commer- 
cial web’s should be charged “real- 
istie rents” for their air time. 
VALA estimates at least $28.000.- 
000 could be gleaned from these 
rents which would finance the pro- 

: posed educational web. 

s 

. 

‘sand pieces of mail ago. When an- 

-houncement of the show’s can- 
‘ cellation broke in the press last 

‘Spring, there appeared a cloud of 
' audience disconterit no bigger than 
, a single mail sack. That cloud has 
: subsequently developed into a 

| “consolidated” ta permit .establish- 

| ‘Law & Mr, Jones” | 

and commercial short-sightedness 
.of ‘television, symbolized in its 
brush of the “Mr. Jones” type of | 
show. Whitmore said he was ready 
to walk away from tv when “Mr. 
Jones” ‘was cancelled, but he 
could not walk away from the 400,- 
000. people who bothered. to write. 
Hence, this crusade to get ‘Mr. 
Jones” back into action. — 
Whitmore and Gomberg, mean- | 

| time, are planning a trio of films 
through their own production com- 

j pany, Naxana. First will. be an 
adaption of a Howard Fast novel, 
“Tony. and The Wonderful Door”; | 
second will be an original script | which had previously suffered from 
by Gomberg, and third will be aj delusions of grandeur not justified 
pic to roll in England ijn associa- : 
‘tion with Walter Shevson, who: 

jing. The show was built around made “The Mouse: That. Roared.” 

|self, and its chief guest was Bing 

|Mexico City Economy 
Can’t Afford Another 

TV Outlet: Azcarraga 
. Mexica City, Sept.. 5. 

Emilio. Azearraga, in a move to 
obtain more .accurate reporting of 
radio and television developments 

1 ed‘in. Mexico, has recently initiated | 
a report to the Pilkington Commit-} a-regular: press conferences in his | 

| Televicentro offices. 

Last week, Azcarraga_ stated - 
within ‘two. years Mexican | that | 

television will be sufficiently 

ment.of new channels in this city. 
The executive added that, he, per- 
sonally, had no fear of competi- 
tion, but in his opinion the market 
cannot support another tv outlet. 

In the past there have been un- 
confirmed rumors of imminent as-' 
signment, of ‘permits for. two new | 
channels, one of. them, Channel 7, didn’t cloy as much as most: 

{allotted to veteran radio broad-j; The ‘songalog continued with| 
casting executive .Cutberto Na-, 
varro be a 

° ”iand “Fly Me to the Moon,” which 
Azcarraga said that any new: . “ t 

Continued from page 2] mums | channel here, to prosper, would : established a cozy . and intimate | 

!need $4,000.000.in financial back- : 
}ing.-But in 24 months. it might be 
feasible to set up. other. facilities 
since increase in receivers is ex- 
pécted to mushroom. Time rates. 

will be drawn-to the medium. ~ 
‘Televicentro. controls channels 

the air without this financial sup- | thunderhead of: public protest ex-|7 and 9 as. -retransmitters but 
port. The Cordoba studios are in 
process of building at Cerro Las 
Rosas suburb. The topography of 
this hilly province makes the trans- 
mission of clear vision difficult. In 
nearby Rio Ceballos ordinary sets 
pick up with difficulty, whereas 

Azcarraga said he is prepared to 

‘picture with Hope. 

|with a poised “Moments Like This.” 

- pressed in a staggering pull of | 
: 400,000 letters and postcards urg-!sell one or the other, or both. 
ing that the show be kept on the; As for. color, Azcarraga said 
‘air as an antidote to video's diet|there were still technical difficul- 
of violence. ABC execs haven't: ties in the U.S. In Mexico, he 
budged, suspecting that the mail| said, there is no special date. for 
has been “inspired,” but P&G has}; : 

viewing is better at Rio Tercero’ now apparently become concerned 
100 kms distant from Cordoba city.; about the possible alienation of 
Once the new studio building is, such a large and loyal audience. 
completed the Channel 12 antenna! «The Law and Mr. Jones” was a 
will be raised from 75 metres tO: ynanimous critical success 
110. This channel has an agreement : though its ratings were not spec- 
to receive programs and talent ! tacular, never making the magic 

from Channel 13 ‘Goar Mestre) inj top 10 circle. A series which | 
Buenos Aires. 

Mendoza city’s Channel . 
(I.V89: inaugurated on Feb. 7, 1961,; significant issues, ranging from 

imixed comedy and straight dra- 

air from 4:30 every afternoon, over , illegitimacy to juvenile delinquen- 
a 200 km range. Tie Channel 7: cy and the responsibility, of poli- 
(Mendoza! antenna is atop Men-;ticians. Whitmore and Gomberg, 
doza‘'s highest building, 
founder Juan Gomez died before. the fact that “Mr. Jones” was cited 
ha could see the first tv shows in; in recent Congressional and FCC 
his native city. Vision is remark-; hearings as one of the “good” 
ably clear in this Andean city and | shows that have been dropped} 

|Hall set to show pictures in all 

WANT TO PLAY IN 
THE BIG LEAGUE? 

. The Northwest area Is really 
big league . «.. 810,800 TV 
homes and over $5 Billion. 
in spendable income. 

Why not sign up with the 

first place’ club—KSTP-TV.. 
The Northwest’s jirst. TV ata- 

tion, KSTP-TV serves and 
sells this vital market most 

effectively, most economically. 

100,000 WATTS « NBC 
MINNEAPOLIS ° ST. PAUL 

al-[- 

7 matic stanzas. it generally tackled ; pushing of huge amusement parks ; 

: ; |a la Disneyland. First of three or 
has now been six ‘months on the. miscegenation,. dope addiction and | - 

| sports for a series of hour sports 

initiating color telecasts. 

MEXICO’S ‘DISNEYLAND’ 
PLUS BIG SHOW BIZ 

Mexico is really going all-out in! 

i 

four projects in works has now 

taken form with the setting up of. 
an. international partnership. This. 

though | in fact, take a particular pride in| one. will erect Entertainment City | 
in the adjacent state of Mexico. 

Accent here will be on top mo-; 
tion picture and theatrical produc- 
tions, with a huge. Entertainment 

latest projection systems including 
Todd-AO, and presentation of live: 

| productions such as “Follies Ber- i 
gere” and biggest names in the 

| entertainment firmament. 

Seek Palmer Successor 
On ‘Sports Spectacular’ 

| | CBS-TV is looking for a host. to 
replace Bud Palmer on “Sunday 
‘Sports Spectacular,” hour. and a 

j half special which returns to the 
‘web this fall in. the Sunday 2:30 
p.m.-slot. | 

As reported last week, Palmer 
is setting up his own production 
firm in association with NBC 

specials titled “Sports Unlimited.” ; 

However hostless,;:“SSS” re- 
|‘portedly. has. sponsors close to 
‘Signing, including Ford Motor and 
a possible return of Vitalis and 
Schlitz Beer. Palmer has been 
hosting the summer ‘nighttime 
version of the Sunday show. “Sum- 
mer Sports Spectacular,” on CBS 

| Thursdays from. 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. 

avoid staleness. 

ae 

Palmer, and the spirited church 
meeting. — . 

But a large part of the credit 
must go to the Pro Arte Orchestra, 
conducted by Charles Mackerras, 
who conveyed sympathetically the 
tang and insight of Kurt. Weill’s 
score. Otte. | 

. Big Night Out 
ABC TV's “Big Night Out,” 

by the outcome, at least “lived up 
to its sizeable handle in this offer- 

Peggy Lee; quite an edifice in her- 

Crosby, who'd groaned his way 
over from the Jocal movie. studios. 
where he’s making another “Road” 

It was Peggy Lee’s first outing. 
on British tv, and she scored with 
a relaxed and polished selection 
of standards, sprinkled: with the 
odd novelty, She made an affablé 
introduction with “Love Being 
Here With You,” backed by the old 
Westminster vista, and settled in 

Switching the tempo to the bongo-: 
beat, she followed with an enticing: 
“Fever.” based on a West Indian 
folk-tune but not acknowledged as 
such. 

First break from the balladry! 
care with thesp David Kossoff, 
who made mild fun out of the 
Cockney lingo: and shared with 

iMiss Lee a duet of “Mary Ellen.” 
‘This sort of encounter between}. 
colorful native and visiting Yank| 
was a pretty old-hat gambit, but: 

Peggy Lee’s “Till There Was You” 

mood. There followed a neat tour | 
‘of waxworks, .to the _accompani- 
ment of “The Look of You,” at the. 
end of which Bing Crosby, who! 
was pretending to be a dummy, 

will then go up and more sponsors t°OK life. . 

Foreign TV Reviews
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wouldn’t have deserved his. billing 
if he hadn’t come trailing clouds. 
of glory. | - — 

Alfred .Marks, a smart comie 
who relived Dainty of some of the 
emcee chore, scored in a seaside 
‘ketch which got most of its laff: 
jfrom a.couple of outmoded bath-. 
ing-suits and some salty anatom- 
feal gags. Helped by Pat Coombs, 
Marks ensured that this had ‘the -. 
vigorous vulgarity of old-time. 

|musie hall: 
Another affable gagster, Ted 

Rogers, just about passed with a 
soso spiel and: a. fast-patter ditty, 
but he had an agreeably confiden- 
tial manner and might register. 
with stronger material. _ ia 
Ruby ‘Murray, who: once ‘unac- 

countably. clicked with some Jach- 
rymose’ disks, accountably. failed 
here with a cloying,.undistinguish- : 
ed anid pimple-raising act which. 
would have seemed more ‘at home: 

|in a tent. She pranced embarrass- 
ingly to “‘MacNamara’s Band,” fill-:. 
ed “Mr. Wonderful” with schmalz,. 
and. then joined up with her. hus- 
band on “Side. by Side,” which 
auseated. The only asset of an. 
offering of this kind would have’ 
been charm. It was conspicuously 
lacking, and set back treland’s 
cause. about a couple of ‘decades.’ 

- Kenneth Carter produced ably, 
:even trying a few visual | tricks 
. With his cameras. But, before. this 
show returns for another: hot-sea- 
“son session, .it needs a heavy in- 
jection of form and imagination. 
: ° Otta.. _ 

SET UP CATEGORIES: 

— Hollywood, Sept.:5.. 
Ten local shows -and ‘persondali- 

ties will vie for Emmy. awards in” 
mid-October covering. the period 
from July 1, 1960 to June 30, 1961. 
Awards: structure committee. estab- 
lished the following categories: . 
. Qutstanding series in field. of 
discussion, documentary or educa- - 

A gay interlude introduced song-ition, single program. (not in series) 
writers Sammy Cahn and Jimmy! 
van Heusen. who strung along; 
some of their vast hits. such as 
“Swing on-a Star” and. “Second 
Time Around.” with Cahn striding; 
out with his amateur pipes. Peggy. 
‘Tee gave snatches of “All the: 
Way.” and the whole thing was: 
‘agreeably informal. 

Crosby, in faltering vocal form, | 
reminisced with numbers from 
past “Road” movies and joined the, 
assembled company in a_ final 
“High Hopes.” It was one of those | 
guestings when it seemed more 'im-: 
portant to be there than to bring 
a contribution. —— 

Bob Sharples provided. an okay 
backing for Miss Lee, as did the | 
Victor Feldman Quartet, who de- 

iserved a spot of ‘their own . but 
weren't allowed it. Philio Jones; 
directed with aplomb, helped bv; 
above-average designs from David; 
Gillespie.- In fact, the show pro-| 

lled out a.lack of imagination in 
its conception. Otta. 

Bernard Delfont’s Sunday Show — 
For the final session of its sum- 

mer run, 
day Show” from ATV merely con- 
firmed its’ previous shortcomings, 
without adding much in the way 
of virtues. Curiously lax in its} 
format, the show lacks shape and 
the personality of a strong emcee. ||: 
Billy Dainty, who continued to fill. 
the latter spot, has proved him- 
self a good comic in the past, but, 
viewed week after week, he hadn't 
the warmth or the variety to 

Topping this bill was Howard | 
Keel, whose sturdy and stalwart |j. 
pipes speak for themselves. But |: 

again, he did little to. extend his 
reputation; which still derives 
from “Oklahoma” and from half- 
remembered Hollywood musicals. 
“He opened with “Welcome Home,” 
to prove his affection for the place, |" > 
and continued with “London by. 
Night,” which showed he knew. 
his way around. He followed with 
acceptable workouts of “Where is 
the Life that. Late I Led” and 
“What Kind of Fool Am I,” closing. 
with a snatch of “Climb Every 
Mountain.” Chief impression was 
of an able note-spinner who 

“Bernard Delfont’s .Sun- }; 

| Ing salary—$200.00 a@ week, with 

in same category; musical or vari- 
ety series; coverage of a sports 
event; news program; personality 
in field of children’s’ * program; 

male personality, female: personal- 
ity; coverage of a special. event; 
station achievement for. outstand- 
ing service to the community. 

- Program directors of seven lo- 
cal stations. will submit entries for. 
nominations by Sept. 5 for vote. of 
the TV Academy membership. 
Awards committee comprises Harry 
Koplan, chairman; Frank Danzig, 
Jim Patterson, Bob Quinlan, Bill. 
Stout, Bill Stulla, Richard Woollen: 
and the Academy’s secretary, 
Thomas Fréebairn-Smith. 

_ L. A. area awards were made. 
last year’ but. skipped the two pre- 
vious years when ‘local : station 
Managers and the. Academy 
couldn't agree on a formula... 

vided an adequate showcase for; oS ee 
the artistry of Peggy Lee. who,f 

Large Eastern Radio Station. needs. 
attractive, talented girl for all-night | 
‘dise fockey program and: public ap- | 
pearances. Acting ability valuable, | 
Orlentat er girl with French accent | 
preferred, but not essential. Start. 

‘options, Send picture and back- | 
greund te: o 

_ Box ¥ 325, VARIETY, 
154 West 46th Street, 

- DIALOGUE, ANYONE? 
SMART, SNAPPY COMEBACKS 

AND/OR DE PROFUNDIS. - 
THE YARD, YET! | 

f am desirous ef 
.7 Playwright - i 

YOU WILL BE THE CHASSI 
I'LL BE THE WHEELS. 
AND AWAY WE: a 
Box V-3111, ¢/o VARIETY, .. 1 

134 W. 46th Street, New York #6. 

ell-ver: . 

playwr ting. 

GO!. 

. avany DAY 
- ON avVERY CHANNEL 

|\BROOKS| as COSTUMES| 

An 

\ 
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The largest 

TV area 

in Britain 

is the 

ABC TV 

area 

ABC TV OF BRITAIN 

ABC TV OF BRITAIN 

ABC TV OF BRITAIN 

Yes, Britain. ABC TV of Britaln. ABC 

—short for Associated British Corpora- 
tion. ABC TV—Britain. 

And thatarea? The targest commercial 

TV area In Britain. TV In Britain Isn't 

like TV In the States. In Britain there Is 
only one commercial channel: This Is 

splitinto areas, different companies look 

after different parts of the country. ABC 

have got a larger area than anyone else, 

and they’ve got It for weekends—peak 

viewing days: and every weekend, out- 

standing programs by ABC TV of 

Britaln are networked nationwide ... 

Weekdays—when other stations take 

over—two different companies took after 
the area ABC handle alone at weekends! 

Big area: blg company: big Ideas: 

ae ABC TV of Britain. 

pee eS 

BEST OF 

BRITISH TV 

OF BRITAIN 
A Member of the Assocleted British Picture Corporation 

PROGRAM SALES—THROUGH ASSOCIATED BRITISH PATHE LTD * 2 DEAN ST * LONDON W1 * ENGLAND 
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Galling the Shots 
Siitees Continued front page 20 jae 

from an earlier time period into & 
10.30 Monday slot next fall, at a 
time when most of its former audi- 
ence strength has gone to bed. 

For .NBC-TV: “Thriller,” 30°7; 
“Laramie.” 30°¢: the new Dick 
Poweil hour, 275°: “Cain’s 100,” 
81°!; “Outhiws.” 33.5¢7: ° “Inter- 
Natiynaal Shawtime.” 22.577; “The 
Detectives.” 28.5/¢: new hour 
“eli, Fargo.” 30.5°7; “Tall Man,” 
$1.5 and “87th Precinct,” 30.5%. 
The azencies average out the 
fourth quarter on the NBC Satur- 
day night features at 26°C, al- 
thouzh one or two of the features, 
gay the agencies, might go as high 
as 9 4) share. 

Among the  non-participating 
shows of interest to the industry 
at lars2 might be the news and 
pthaffairs stanzas to be regularly 
scheduled next season: The agen- 

. cies give “CBS Reports” a 13°F, 
‘and “David Brinkiey’s Journal” 
20%. Frank -McGee’s NBC half- 
hour is chalked down for a 15°o. 
At ABC, when the “Bell & Howell 
Close-Up” programs share the 
same Tuesday night hour as “Alcoa 
Premiere” dramas. the joint 10-11° 
p.m. share is 28°;. Ironically, the 
dramas are not expected to do as 
well on the weeks that they take 
up the full hour without B&H pub- 
affairs, because they are, in such 
eases, marked down for a 26%. 

The agencies determine ratings 
in advance for any.given web 
show in the fourth quarter by 
considering several things: knowl- 
edze of the producer, of the show 
itself «via screenings'; iead-in pro- 
gramming. lead-out programming, 
and problems peculiar to a net- 
work tlike ABC's difficulties in 
raising an ample station iineup for 
its live programs or NBC's heavy 
sked of special program preemp- 
tions’. Then there is the business 
of overlaying past performance on 
all new findings: how a certain, 
kind of film fares against another 
kind of film show or against a 
quiz or variety show or even one 
of its own kind. 

OF course, these predictions oc- 
casionaily show miscalculation, but 
that’s what makes horseracing. 

For ability of trained research- 
ers to point out successfully the 
winners and losers in a tv season 
reflects, some think, on the whole 
makeup of commercial tv and also 
on the American viewing public. 
Evidently, the public doesn’t abide 
many surprises. The accuracy of 
rating projections until now is par- 
tial proof that the public likes its 
staples 

Fremantle 
Seen Continued from page 23 som 

“Ani- F:emantle: from Australia, 

ma! Parade,” “Terrific Adventures ‘enues, and $8,850,107 in expenses; | 

of the Terrible Ter,” “Amazing 

Miss Eye”; from Britain, “Bom- 

» Little Drummer,” from Italy, 

“2's World” and an opera hour 

Canada, “RCMP”; Ireland, “Oedi- 

pus Rex” pic starring Christopher 

RADIO-TELEVISION 

VARIETY ARB FEATURE FILM CHART 
WBBM 

{SATURDAYS 10:15-12:43 
-Program: BEST OF CBS 

Ed. G. Robinson, R. 

6 “WILD HARVEST” . 

-Alan Ladd, Dorothy 
May 

May 13 “THE. BIG LIFT”: 

a ene 

WBBM 
SUNDAYS 10:15-12:00 

_ Program: LATE SHOW 

April 30 “CHINA GATE” 
Gene Barry, Angie Dickinson 
1957, FOX, NTA, ist Rua 

7 “DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE” 
Dirk Bogarde, Kay Kendall 

May 

1955, Republic, .P.T 

May 14 “GOODBYE MR. CHIPS” 
Robert Donat, Greer Garson 
1938, MGM, MGM-TV, Repeat 

| 
_Fise- from . $10,560,279 to, $11,- 
473,454. 

i Chi’s Upbeat Picture 

Chicago, second only to New 
York in profit totals, rose from 
$13,393,188 in 1959 to $14,630,691 
lest year. The four Chicago tv 
stations reported a revenue total 

‘of $41,082,455 last year compared 
with $38,853.073 in 1959. Expenses 
were pegged at $26,451,764 in 1960 
and $25,459.885 the previous year. 

; Listed in order of profits, the 
ifirst 10 ty markets in 1960 were: (1) 
‘New York (see above); (2) Chicago 
‘see above’: (3) Boston, three sta- 
tions, $8.942.617 in profits, $20,-- 
034.196 in revenues, .and. $11,091,- 
1579 in expenses; (4) Philadelphia, 
‘three out of four stations report- 
‘ing, $8,416,807 in profits, $24,928,- 
284 in revenues, and $16,511,477 in 
expenses; (5: Detroit, three sta- 
tions, $8,226,101 in profits, $18,- 
138,798 in revenues, and $9,942,697 

‘in expenses;. (6) Cleveland, $8,044,- 
-822-in profits, $16,894,929 in rev- 

117) Los Angeles (see above); (8) 
‘Pittsburgh, -three stations, $5,849,- 
‘456 in profits, $15,371,436 in rev- 
‘enues, and $9,521,980 in expenses; 
49, San Francisco-Oakland 

-three stations, $3,947,574 in profits, 
-$10,303,627 in revenues, and $6,- 
356,053 in expenses. 

Average Rating: 17 
Average Share: 43 

April 22 ‘HOUSE OF STRANGERS” 

1949, OX, NTA, ist Run 

April. 29 “SUSAN SLEPT HERE” | 
Debbie Reynolds, Dick Powell. 
1954, RKO, Shew Corp, 1st Run. 

1947, Paramount, MCA, Ist Run 

Montgomery Clift, Paul Douglas - 
1950, FOX, NTA, 1st un 

Average Share: 28 

April 23 “UNFAITHFULLY YOURS” __ 
Rex Harrison, Linda Darnell 
1948, FOX, NTA, Repeat 

Western Stations Take It on Chi 
Continued from page. 23 === 118 

(see 

special, “The Rustic Singers”; from ‘above); (10° Buffalo-Niagara Falls, | $461.2 million (84.5%). and their . 
| control permitted by the medium 

(Continued from page 38}... 

938,769 in profits, $8,916,456 in rev- 

10:30-12:00 

‘enues, and $5,977,667 in expenses; 
(15) Washington, four stations, $2,- 
887,679 in profits, $11,831,164 in 
revenues, and $8,943,483 in ex- 
penses; (16).St. Louis, five sta- 
tions, $2,802,123 in -profits, $12,- 
433,587 in revenues, and $9,631,- 
464. in expenses; {17): Dallas-Fort 

| Worth, four stations, $2,792,844 in 
profits,. $10,211,021 in revenues, 
and $7,418,177 in expenses; (18) 
Miami, three stations, $2,762,090 
in profits, $9,247,336 in revenues, 

| and. $6,485,246 in expenses; (19) 
Baltimore, three stations, $2,'703- 
‘642 in profits, $9,712, 385 in rev- 
enues, and $7;008,743 in expenses; 
(20: Minneapolis-St. Paul, four sta- 
tions, $2.643,473 in profits, $11,- 
461,224 in revenues, and $8,817,721 
in expenses. _ toe 

Further data furnished by the 
‘FCC report included these high- 
lights:. - 

—The networks and..their 15 
j o&o’s received $640.7 million in to- 
tal revenues last year, .Of this 
amount, the. webs gleaned $494.8 
‘million. (77.29) and their tv out- |} 
‘lets $145.9 million (22.879). 

—O?f the $545.5 million in ex- 
penses, the networks incurred. 

‘Stations $84.3 million (15.5%). 

—Of total profits by. the webs 
‘a ae. , jand their stations, the networks 

tft Second 10 in’ terms of Proj, Teceived $33.6 million (35.3%) _and 
Its ast ear Wee. ee miA in oennte their stations, $61.6 million (64.7%). 
three stations, $3,499,518 in profits, ‘In 1959, the networks accounted 
$9.875,078 in revenues, and $§,375,- *: ; 

holr dr: ’ 560 in expenses; (12) Kansas City, |,; 

thetr dramas elsewhere. Mo., three stations, $3,213,661 in |"1O"S 63.6%. 
Recent American product ac-! profits, $8,536,649.in revenues, and| -—-Of 507 tv stations reporting 

qulved for distribution by Freman-| $5,322.988 in expenses; (13) Mil-|data in 1960 for full year opera- tle includes “Peter Gunn,” “Mr.| Waukee four stations, $3,118,213 tions, 389 (76.7%) showed a profit 
Lucky,” “W as in profits, $9,194,858 in rev-jand 118 (23.3%) a loss. Of the: 107 ucky, Wire Service, Yancey . 
D Hpeg be ca ” enues, and $5,977,667 in expenses; erringer,” and |“Beachcomber” |(14) Hartford-New Haven-New .Brit- 
and “Garlund Touch.” ain-Waterbury, five stations, $2,- 

ACTION THAT ATTRACTS BIG AUDIENCES! 

“TWO FACES WEST” 

Plummer. In addition, Fremantle 

his a running agreement with' 

Britain's Associated Rediffision 

and Associated Pathe fo distribute ifor’ 36.4%. of profits and their sta- 

ported a. profit and only 8 (7.5%) a 
loss, Among tle 328 post-freeze 

MACON MOBILE ODESSA’ } 
(Aud Share) 1070 (Aud. Share) 54% (Aid, Share) 65% 

Sourcer ARB, 1961. 

For Further Detaiis Contact 
. . \ ve. . . . 

SCREEN ky GEMS, ic. 
TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA. PICTURES CORP. 

711 Fifth Avenue, New York 22 PL 1-4432 Ls 
CHICAGO. — DALLAS HOLLYWOOD — ATLANTA NEW YORK -DETROIT TORONTO 

pre-freeze stations, 99 (92.5%) re-. 

'|drama titled “People Need Peo- 

T problems of the Vietnamese peo: 

| one of which he'll produce and the 
other produce and.direct, will be | 

jand may be shot in England, 

COMPETITION 
a ‘STATION & 

PROGRAM AVG. RATING: 
Movie 5 WNB 

10:15-12:00 ~ 
Wrestling WNBQ 
C 12:00-42:45 5: 

ae yhamp Bowlin 
Conte, Susan Hayward 1 10:15-11:00 8 bit 

Wrestling WBEB 
11:00-12:00 ._ 7 

Eichmann Trtat WBKB 
12:00-12:45 2. 

News: J. Conway WGN 
- 10:15-10:30 7: 

Lamour Divorce Court WGN 
10:30-11:30 5 

Californians WGN 
_ 11:30-12:00 3. 
Armchair. Theatre WGN 

12:00-12:45 4° 

Average Rating: 9 COMPETITION 
‘boat, STATION & 

PROGRAM : AVG. RATING 

Movie 5 WNEQ 
10:15-11:43 9 

News. WNBQ 
_ 11:45-12:00 7 

Weather: Comments WBKB 
‘. 10:15-10:30 a 

. Movietime USA WBKB 
10:30-12:00 = “6 

_ News: J. Conway WGN’ 
I, lst Run . 10:15-10:30 — 9 

Festival Of Stars WGN 
9 

——~|VHE stations, 254 (77.4%) report- 
ed a profit. with 74 (22.4%) a loss. 

. —-AS a group, 81.1% of VHF sta- 
tions showed profits. while only 
9% a deficit. In 1959, 78.5% .of 

VHFers were in the black, and 
21.5% in.the red. - 
—The 72 -UHF outlets reporting 

full-year operations full-year ‘oper- 
ations for 1960 were split equally 
with 36 in the black and 36 in the 
red. In 1959, 35 UHFers were prof- 
itable and 34 losers. 

Alcoa 
aemee= Continued from page 21 Gemaams 

rich talent pool opening up for the 
makers of tv’ dramas on films. It 

SS 

the only way to make the. “‘waste- 
land” bloom, a point of view 
nourished by the dreary assembly- 
line fare churtied out by the Holly- 
wood film factories in the last 
couple of years. 

If filmed drama admittedly 
lacks the immediacy and flow -of 
the live - show, - Lewis points out 
that film also lacks the frequent 
fluffs as well. Even more ‘import- 

ant .for Lewis in appraising the 
superiority of film is the absolute 

in’ the editing. process. “Every 
great documentary on television,” 
Lewis said, “is the product of great 
editing, a creative device not 
.available to live show.” In any 
case, Lewis said: “Live. drama on 
tv is ‘Targely a myth. When you're 
talking. about live, you really mean 
tape. And when you talk about | 
tape, you mean integrating many 
filmed sequences.” 

will have over shows like. “Play- 
house 90,” Lewis pointed ‘out, will 

a three-act format for each hour 

ucts. 

But don’t get Lewis wrong, While 

initial stanza will be a oné-hour 

ple,” with a script by Henry 
Greenberg themed to the question 
of. community psychiatri¢: therapy, 

show, titled, “The Hour: of the 
Bath,” will deal with some of the 

ple. The two Hitchcock dramas, 

tongue-in-cheek suspense dramas 

Wednesday, September 6,1961 |. 

| that tradition.” 

will also deflate the ‘mounting |. 
lather’ of talk that live drama is]. 

Another ad-| 
vantage which the Alcoa series |i 

be single sponsorship, permitting 

show without the distraction of| 
‘multiple plugs for various prod- | 

| aiming at high artistic standards, { 
Lewis is gearing the Alcoa series 
emphasis on drama and melo-]. 
drama. As ‘presently skedded, the | 

Alex Segal is producing. Another | 

Balto WJZ-T
V 

| aamet Continued from page 23 imme | 

‘mate the financial outlay for the. 
Program at $200,000. . 

' At the Leadership. Conference, 
| local and. national. spokesmen ‘will 
spell out: the scope of the city’s 

| problems and put forward. ideas - 
toward solution. ~The . viewer 
groups, composed of citizens at 

| large and citizens active in im- 
provement associations, civic orgs, . 

‘| service clubs, business groups with 
10 to 20 members each, -will. re- 
ceive advance material on upcom- 
ing shows. They'll be able.to get 
together following the shows, and 

| WJZ and the University will act 
as liaison in’ communicating group 

| opinions to authorities involved. 
In a brochure prepared for civie 

groups, WJZ general: manager 
.{ John L. McClay says, “Service to. 
community needs is an -obtigation 
of communications media.as ‘well 
as one of their proud: ‘traditions. 

.| We feel that an. unremitting as- 
Sault on-the problems. of commu- 
nity development, continuing for. 
a full year, is in-the best spirit of 

\Ty Followup. Comment | 
immmes Continued from page: 36 — 

| day (estimated). cost. to the. Times 
alone ‘for its own chartered: flight 

| daily to Frankfurt and Zurich. 
He was au courant with the news 

coverage of hoth.. The Trib’s corps 
of correspondents channel, every- 
thing via Paris so the Fren@n-baséd 
paper “helps itself first”. and then 
transmits to America: The Times. 
cenversely, which has: three leased 
cable lines and ditto: wireless cov- 
erage, channels everything: first. 
to New York and it’s: then trans- 
cabled back to ‘Europe, a. 6,000. 
mile journey, at high tolls. He 
mentioned Tom’ Curtiss, by name, 
as a sample of the Trib’s own local- 
staffers; own rate. results, own 
fashion editor (no. mention of Art’ 
Buchwald,’ incidentally) and) own 
local apreal, “which makes. it. fun: 
to read; apparently the Times. 
doésn’t want it to.be fun to read,” 
as“ he appraised the good gray 
Sheet’s stolid-news approach: But 
he summed it up that both serve 
American best in their excellent. 
image” abroad and he “hopes both 

prosper.” - oe “Abel. 

Bing’s L.A. Indie 
mean Continued from page 22 hamemad . 

on Friday leveled a record fine of . 
$7,500 against KFWB disk ‘jockey ° 
Hal Murray, found guilty: of 
charges of “conduct prejudictal: to. 
the welfare of the union,” at form- 
al. hearings. _ 
_ At same hearing by AFTRA 
board, union withdrew “without 
prejudice” charges «of “strike-. 
breaking” against: KFWB . disk 
jockey Gene Weed. Immediately 
‘following the withdrawal of 
charges, ‘Weed informed the: board. - 
of his. resignation from AFTRA. 

f qe |: 

EMMETT RELLY | 
‘300. E. 51st St:, New York 

PL 2-1764 , 
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Limeliters, Eileen Farrell Roll 

With Clicko Sets; Other LP Reviews 
By HERM SCHOENFELD cussion” (London), This is an- 

eae other in London’s “Phase 4" sound 
line ee tee oe Hime: program ahd It’s a natural for big 

hot combos in the folksinging | The percussive push is continually 
groove popularized by the King-; exciting and fit appropriately into 
ston Trio, the Limeliters have av© a stimulating repertoire that in- 
fashtoned another sock collection g p ‘cludes ‘‘Caravan,’” “Temptation,” - 
of songs for the buffs of this genre.: “Babalu” and “Old Devil Moon.” 
Once again, this trio spices the: 

: 
‘response from the audio buffs. | 

straight material with humor for’ 
a tasty overal! package. The mate-. 
rial ranges far and side, including 
spirituals like “Hard Travelin’,” 
and “Mount Zion,”; the John Jacob | 
Niles classic, “The Lass From The- 
Low Country” and a hymna to 
Israel, “Aravah, Aravah.” Album 
was recorded live in San Francisco: 
Defore a mass audience whose. ap- 
‘preciation for this group has not 
been minimized in the recording 
process. 

Eileen Farrell: “Here I Go 
Again” (Columbia:. Longhair . 
singer Eileen Farrell moved. into ° 
the pop field with a bang last year 
when Columbia issued her “Right : 
To Sing The Blues’ LP. Ia this 
new fop entry, she once again. 

shows that she’s just as much at 

home with Richard Rodgers and. 
Harold Arlen as she is with the’ 

arias of Mozart and Puccini. The 

approach is pure and apnealing and « 

with the slick orch aid supplied by 

Luther Henderson. Miss Farrell ; 

makes the likes of “My Funny | 

Valentine.” “Taking A Chance On” 
Love” and “Second Time Around’ 

2 complete delight. 

Louis Prima-Keely Smith: “Re-— 

} taking part 

Art Farmer & Benny Golson: 
“The: Jazztet and John Lewis” 
(Argo). 
for both the Jazztet and composer 
John Lewis which shows the best 
from all sides. The group is con- 
trolled and has.a solid sound that 
can blow softly or drive hard. 
Lewis’ compositions feature some-| - 
revampings of previous tunes he 
did for the Modern Jazz Quartet |- is 

a-Row Dot Hit. Record’ “YELLOW |. and a few new ones. Most exem- 
plary of the package's effective- 
ness is “Odds Against Tomorrow” 
which blends the haunting Lewis ; 
touch he uses in “New York 19" | 

of : 
j and the uptempo stylings 

“Milano” and “Django.” It’s a 
swinging bet for the jazz fan. 

“World War II ” 
This is a two-disk set, produced by: 
Bud Greenspan, with his narration 
text spoken by Alexander Scourhby. 
In the course of its two-hour run, 
the package covers on-the-spot 
World War If recordings featuring 
the voices of news commentators 
and such people as F.D.R.. Hitler, 
Churchill, Atlee, Chamberlain,. 
MacArthur, Eisenhower and others 

in the surrenders, 
landings, etc. of the conflict. Al- 
though some of the passages are 

This is a showcase album | 

s 

(Riverside). | 

LAWRENCE WELK 
Proudly Presents His Fourth-in- 

RIRD” BW Riven” “Cruising Down The 
iver.’ ; a 

Kingstons, Cumberlands — 
On a Shuttle Between 
Roulette & Cap Records 
The segue of John Stewart from 

his Cumberland Four and Roulette 
Records deals. to the Kingsten Trio 
and Capitol Records has been o 
continuing interest since the 
switch was made last month. 
Stewart is replacing Dave Guard 
with the Kingston outfit since the 
latter split with. the group and is 
in the process of forming a new 
organization. . 
The deal to spring Stewart from 

f; THE BROTHERS FOUR 

| BOBBI MARTIN ...... 
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Top Singles Of The Week | 
| (The ‘Best Bets’ of This Week's 100-Plus Releases) | 

SAM COOKE voverccecccssoesccccccshdt S ALL RIGHT | 

(RCA) a eo 2 2 oe oe oe ee er ee ee Feel It - 

Sam Cooke’s.“It’s All Right” (Kagst) ts a swinging blues styled 
tune which this singer projects at the top of his form with good 
coral backing. “Feel It” (Kagst) isa catchy upbeat side also’ — 
with chances. SO es 

r * * 

THE EVERLY BROS. a ‘ve een 8 * ee ‘e an 

(Warner Bros.) owe aeoeoervreene . ooo ee oe e sieve , Muskrat 

The Everty Bros.’ “Don’t Blame Me” (Robbins*) is a good work. 
over of the oldie which should maintain this cuo’s hot commer. 
cial pace. “Muskrat” (Americant) is a fresh piece of material also 
due for heavy play. This disk introduces WB’s plan. to issue: all 
tunes with backing old hits. “Lucille” and “Walk Right. Back” are 
the bonus oldies. | . | | 

s a 

JONI JAMES .........+....:.... YOU WERE WRONG 
(MGM) ......... Somebody Else Is. Taking My Place 
Joni James’ “You Were Wrong” (Karolyn*) gives this song-.. 

stress a potent ballad with a firm beat which. the juves will: go 
for. “Somebody Else Is Taking My Place’ (Shapiro-Bernstein*). 
is an okay entry with a nice oldfashioned: flavor. 7 

- ©. * ¢ . 

CLIFF BENNETT ......... YOU'VE GOT WHAT I LIKE 
(Capitol) .............+.. I'm In Love With You 
Clif Bennett's “You’ve Got What I Like” (Ivyt) is a fratnic- 

sounding. rocker with enough of. fresh sound in the. vocal.to get 
impact. “I'm In Love With You" (Beechwoodt) goes nowhere 
down a routirie pathway. cS my. 

DON’T BLAME ME. 

: e * 

Coes eveeveee ane “NOBODY KNOWS 

(Columbia) ..............+. My Woman Left Me | 
The Brothers Four’s “Nobody Knows’ (Frigatet) if a nifty pop’ 

adaptation of the old spiritual whose smooth ‘beat -will get the 
spins. “My Woman Left Me” (Frigatets ts less effective material 
in a folkseng groore. ~ , . . 

. 

e * 

veeeegecaees. WOODEN HEART 
(Coral) 2.0.2... cece ee eee ee ees Why Should I Cry?.. 
Bobbi Martin's “Wooden Heart": (Gladys*) is a solid: answer - 

song to the click German import and will give this new songstress. 
a big chance to crack the bestseller lists. “Why Should I Cry?” 

| 
s 

-ufider the Frank Sinatra label will 

‘the Matsonia, together with Gor- 
‘don and Sheila MacRae to intro- 

specified’ number of albums for 
Roulette. In the meantime. how- 
ever,’ the: folksingers have ex-. 
tended their recording contract 
with Capitel until the fall of 1963 
and took a six-figure advance from 
the record company on the exten- 
sion. 

Artst-Disk Deals 
Reprise: Crosby. Bros. __ 

. Hononlulu, Sept. 5. 
‘Crosby Bro. .tPhilip, Dennis and 

Lindsay: have. obtained their re- 
lease from MGM _ records. and 
signed with Reprise. First rélease 

be “The Night Wind Story,” which 
boys: sing in Sinatra’s upcoming 
United Artists release, “Sergeants | _ 
3.” 
Upon return from the Matson 

lines’ new shipboard “Show Biz 
Stars” cruise, the Crosboys will cut 
an album for Reprise. They sailed 
Thursday ‘30!. From L. A. aboard 

duce the steamship line’s. new 
policy of presenting top name en- 

i BILLY STRANGE .............SOFT, CHAINS OF LOVE: 

| ROY HAMILTON .........0.20.+++5 THERE WE: 

(Four Start) is a slow rocking ballad also delivered with potent 
impact. 
: ‘a = e 

(Liberty) .........¢........-+.-+. Long Steel Road 
Billy Strange's “Soft Chains. of Love” (Cedarwoodct) is a. first- - 

rate ballad conception right on target for the current teenage 
tastes. “Long Steel Road” (Central Songst) ts an: arresting work- 
type song. 

rs ‘ . 

- (Epic) a If — 

-Roy Hamilton’s “There We Were” (Dickson*) is an excellent:.: 
adaptation of Beethoven's “Moonlight. Sonata” theme which could... 
even hit with the juke set via this fine rendition. “If” fShapiro- 
Bernstein*) is a topnotch slice of the hit. about 10 years ago: which 
could come back. . 

* k a . ; 

LOU RAWLS peeseoan we e@eeoewee THAT LUCKY OLD SUN : 

(Capitol) .........02 eee ee eee eee es In My Heart. 
_ Lou Rawls’ “Thet Lucky: Old Sun” (Robbins*) . bows this fine 

“young singer with a socko. rendition of an oldie which could come 
big in the current market. “In My Heart” (Kagst) is a more 
routine slice, ue 

* . 2 ae 

RICKY PAGE eavsees oe ee eeseoeenve ees evos I UNDERSTAND 

(Dot) a Every Time : 

Ricky Page’s “I Understand” (Jubilee*) is a neat racking ballad 
pitched up in a standard groove for this idiom. “Every Time”. 
(Marcyt) has @ tricky rhythm jormat.to snag attention.: 

* * * 

TERRY PHILIPS’.;........:....+ MY FOOLISH WAYS. 
Following the recent exit of v.p. i tertainment on its run to Hawaii. (United Artists) .......¢.......:. Hands Of A Fool 

~ 

with Triodex. 
section sales meeting and convegtion in , His first release, “The In-Between 

Years,” will be out shortly. | 
| 

turn of the Wildest” ‘Dot:. This is scratchy and some almost inaudi- { 
a first-rate wrap-up of some great . ble, it’s an-interesting set which! his Roulette committment was 
numbers associated with the Louis:is excellent for the classroom and {based on an agreement that at 
Prima-Keely Smith unit, including | has gift possibilities as well. Text; some future date the new King- 
Sam Butera’s Witresses, a hard- of many.of the less-audible por-|ston Trio would record an un- 
driving rhythm combo. Prima does tions is provided inside the jacket. 
tunes like “South of the Boro: oO 
“Come Back To Sorrento” and “Ol . . ; 

Man Mose” while Miss Smith con- AUDIO DEVICES S ALES 

tributes “For Sent m onen " en , 

and a neat duet wit rima on ' 

“Absent-Minded Lover.” in addi-; UP BUT P ROF ITS DIP 
tion to scattered instrumentals by.: Sales by Audio Devices Inc., | 
Butera’s group. computer and magnetic tape manu- 

The QOut-Islanders: “Polynesian ‘facturer, and subsidiary companies 
Fantasy” ‘Capitol. Keyed to an‘for the six months ended June 30 

exotic mood, this set presents some were $3,677,088 compared. with $3,- 

highly listenable arrangements of 251,954 for the first half of 1960, 

some familiar Polynesian themes. ‘according to the semi-annual report 

Avoiding for the most part the, to the stockholders. last week. Total 
usuat instrumental cliches found in Sales for this period increased 13% 

this type. of music, this orch de-: while sales of magnetic recording 
livers in a swinging context such tape products alone rose 19°. | 
numbers as “Little Island.” “China! Profit for the first six months of . 
Sea," “Poinciana.” and “Honorable|1961 was $212,023 before federal | 
Hong Kong Rock.” Soprano Loulie,ineome taxes and $112,023 after 
Jean Norman delivers some arrest- ; those bites. For the same period 

ing atmospheric vocals on “rhe in 1960, earnings were $283,012 | 

Moon of Manakoora” and “Moon: before taxes and $143,012 after 
Mist” jtaxes. Net per share amounted to 

Joey Alfidi: “Command Perform-'13c. for the first half of the year 

ance” (Jubilee). Joey Alfidi, a-vet-'as against 17c. for the like period | 
eran maestro although only 11 ia 1960. a 
years old, has a legion of jfans at —___—_—__—_—— 
whom this double-up package 1S) - 

aimed. Recorded at a perform-’ Roulette Ups Bud Katzel 
ance attended by the Belgian Fora T ( 5 i M . 
Familv, this album presents j | ‘ agar 
in role as conductor. pianist and ; 0 GEN. Dales anager 

the longhair vein.- is 

composer, all question about this Joe Kolsky from Roulette Records, | Entertainers «get. free passage in 

boy's versatile and authoritative Bud Katzel has been upped to gen-| return for giving gratis perform- 

talent, but the recording quality of eral sales manager for the diskery | ance en route. - 

this set leaves much to be desired. and its divisions, Gee. Roost and - , 
“Thunderstorm” | (Fortissimo). Tico. He joined the diskery four | Decca: Webb Pierce 

Another in this new LP series years ago. after some time with! Webb Pierce has signed’an ex- 
issued by Riverside. this set is of Decca, and has been involved in clusive-‘longterm pact with Decca 
the pure sound variety. a category all phases of the qutfit’s operation. j Records. He has recorded for the 
which apparentiy has unlimited, Company plans call for expan-;diskery since 1951. In addition to 
appeal for the stereo buffs to judge‘ sion of promotion and _ publicity : his waxing stints, he does consid- 
from the multitudinous catalog section under. Katzel’s direction. , erable songwriting. 
items. In this collection of sounds. No successor has been named to , a : 
there {s a long study of thunder- handle his previous duties. 'Prexy _ Triodex: James MacArthur 
storm. crashes which should prove Morris Levy and ‘Katzel leave this; James MacArthur, legit and pix 
very helpful for sound effects week to attend NARM mid-year actor..has signed 
technicians. A brighter : 
brinzs tn life the sound of an old- Chicago. 
fashioned carousel calliope. Also . 

inciuded Is a tobacco aur: _ 
which brings back mevorles 0 e: fa 
oli Lucky Strike commercials, the! Lo lay Shorts 
noise of a parade, tha blasts of the}! SU Eby HAM ; 
Queen Mary, sports car race, # yo 
somnds, ete : , ™ . = 

“Al Hirt”? ‘RCA Viefor!, A young; The ertire Caedmon and Shakespeare Recording Society line is 
Dixieland trumpeter ‘who has been. peing made available under a -new fall 10°% bonus plan. Deal gives 
ridirg a powerful publicity tide aS{ distributers one cuffo LP every 10 purchased. The program will run 
the new king of jazz. Al Hirt is un-| through Sept. 30 . . . Capitol is issuing the last major work recorded 
doubtedly a great showman on the; by the late Sir Thomas Beecham, Richard Strauss’ “Ein Heldenleben” 
trumpet. In his second LP outing! . . Fletcher Henderson's’ “A Study In Frustration,” which is. being 
for Victor, Hirt and his combo! preared for Columbia by John Hammond, will be a four-LP package, 
az3in powerfully put across .a pro-| not a three-disker as erratumed in last week’s VaRLETY.. 
gram of jumping instrumentals. 
Hirt’s tricky trumvet technique {sj Capitol this: week . . . Lyricist Gladys Shelley is prepping the special 
in the ferefront of a strictly toe-;} material for an album to be cut by Dagmar. ... John Levy has signed 
tapping brace of such numbers as! Eddie Harris, who's currently rolling with his “Exodus To Jazz” LP, 
“I Love Paris.” “Jazz Me Blues.”; to a personal management deal... Walt. Disney's diskeries are tieing 
“Cornet Chop Snev.” “Down By! in with the “Babes In Toyland” pic. There will be a soundtracker for 
Riverside” and “The King’s Blues’”| Buena Vista and kidisk versions for Disneyland Records .. . Big. Tiny 
plus one madly swinging workover | Little’s 10th Coral LP, his first Christmas, package, will be released in 
of “One O'clock Jump.” November .. . Robert Merrill cut “Don Pasquale” and “Lucia di Lam- 

Stanley Black Orch: “Exotie Per- ! mermoor” for London in Rome, before returning to New York recently. 

Martha Carson and Rita Faye are out with two religioso packages for | 

[THE VELVETS 2.20.03. 0..0 sce ncceee settee 

Terry Philips’ “My Foolish Ways” ‘Triot) is a well-written juve-" - 
slanted ballad delivered with a sentimental whine which. could 
‘have latsa commercial impact. “Hands of a Fool” ¢Triof2 ts an- 
ather okay side, oe , 

ROGER ROGER ORCH | rs 
| SO- LONG, AU REVOIR, ARIVERDERCI 

(Warwick) .......5......In All My Wildest Dreams 
Roger Roger Orch’s “So Long, Au. Revoir, Ariverderci” (Jamur- 

Integrity-Moss*) is a lilting entry with a.rich-sounding orch and° 
choral setting to cop the spins. “In All My: Wildest Dreams” (In- 
tegrity*) is another strong side spotlighting. Gus Van's trumpet . 

. x 7 a 

ARCHER & GILS. e ° eeresneevevsé ceoeve . THE WISHING SONG 

(Upstart) eCeereeeene eee ea 8's ee ees oe eee Baby Doe 

’ Archer & Gile’s “The Wishing Song" (Briglhiton*) is'a charming. 
folk song with strong angles for the moppet market. “Baby Doe’ 
(Fisher*) is another nifty folk-type saga. Tc 

. . & ae -y 

.. LANA 
(Monument) ........ 0.0 ee eee eee ees ees. Laugh 

_ The Velvets’? “Lana” (Acuff-Roset) is another rocking tribute 
to a young femme and. even. though it’s a standard group work- 
over, it stands out in current. competition, and should spin along 
profitable -lines. “Laugh” ¢(Acuff-Rose+) has somewhat of a beat. 
but little else to encourage play. - St 7 

, me Soe * 

JOHNNY DESMOND ...:......... UNTIL NIAGARA FALLS. 
(Carlton)...........So0 Long,.Au Revoir, Arrivederci .. 
Johnny Desmond’s “(I'll Love You) Until, Niagara Falls” (Pam- 

bill-Havenbrook*) is a brisk novelty set ina marching tempo that - 
could roll up a strong spinning score. “So Lorig, Au Revoir, 
Arrivederci” (Janmur-Moss-Integrity*) is one of those “goodbye” 
ballads that adds little to the pop repertoire: Charlie Grean’s. hip 
hand. conducts the orch on both sides but it’s his. novelty touch. 
that will help “Niagara” flow.up to the top. <.. | ‘Herm. 

*ASCAP,. {fBMI. 



London, Sept, 5. 
“Current. question 

. Alley here §is: 
“writers get.a-fair deal. from BBC? 
According to Patrick Hillyard,. BBC}: 
Radio’s light entertainment top-}: 
per, interested: groups—such as the 
‘Songwriters Guild of Great Britain. 
—are constantly. pressuring BBC 
to: install “a. high ‘quota: of British 
music’ “whereby - ‘Tins Pan Alley | 
would. be = greatly. revitalized. ‘But. 
‘BBC. ‘has always.. resisted on 

- grounds ‘that merit is the criterion 
by. which. music should: -be selected 
and played. .. 

However, British vleffers’. ‘slice . 
of broadcast music is on the up. 

increasingly 
strongly in the Current Items eate-}': 
gory (now: pup humbers or pop 

grade, ' they -rate 

revivals).. Available figures of 
what’s been: broadcast from Janu- 
ary to May this year in this cate- | 
gory. read: 
Wt U. s. BRITAIN: REST oF 

Jan, w2-043.6 % 41.08% Wo0%. 
Feb. ...--.°44.11 SOA1 16,78. 
Mar. ....<. 44.08 40.55 15.37" 
APL. 5.504. 45.2 - 41:61 13.19, 
May .,.... 39.88: 42.79 17.33 
‘Only in May. did British cleffers | 

top their U.S. counterparts, in this 
case ‘mainly due to an increase in. 
songs. ffom ‘other parts of the 
globe. But; on the whole, figures | 
in this eategory show’ British clef- 
fers have “caught up”. substan- 
-tially over the last two-years. Sta- 
‘tistics for the: ‘comparable period ; 
in ‘59, read: 
3959 © Us BRITAIN. ‘REST OF: 

. WORLD 
Jan. wecees 60 97% 29, 67% $ 36% 
Feb, ......_ 63.98 26.75 
Mar.: .oesee 60.48 31.77 cs 15 
‘Apr. 60.41 28.86 10.75 
May: ..... 61.08. 29:72 793.20 

Reynell Wreford. a SWG exec,} hours in playing: time, 8:45-11:15 
.opines that the overall percent of | 
‘U.S. ‘pop music broadcast in Brit--} ers, except a Harry Belafonte -pro- 
ain currently stands. at: about 65% 
with Britain supplying 30% and 

- other countries making up the rest. 
According to: Hillyard, if ‘light 
music. is- included .with’ pap, the: 
‘total British percentage. -hikes to’ 
at Jeast 40°. Last vear’s” ati-incla- ! 
sive percentage ' (of U.K."music on 
the air) was 38.56% and this: was. 
up on-the ’59 total of 37.36¢. 
_Trade here feels BBC has been 

slow to push the domestics’ share. 
but. Hillyard insists that the Corp. 
is often left with no choice’ in the 
matter. For instance, disk . 
-Srams reflect a high U.S. partici | 
‘pation over which BBC has no 
control and show music is almost 
invariably from America. because 
U.K.. musicals are rare.- 
we “BBC certainly has no bad con--| 

: ecience about how it treats..British 
songwriters,” says_ Hillyard, 
fact, we have them: very. much in 
mind.’ ” . 

Besiseling ‘Gam Makes 
Lon Donegan 1st Briton. 
To Earn 3 Gold Disks 

London, Sept: 5. 
British. singer Lonnie ‘Donegan,’ 

who: figures in the: Variety top.10 
_disk best sellers. (U.S.) with “Does 
“Your Chewing “Gum. Lose 

_Wesiuesday, September 6, 1961 _ 

oe BBC Give Native C f 
‘Deal? Statistics Show They're Gaining 

in. Tin: ‘Pan 
Do. British _sang- [ 

‘in. Peterborough, New. Hampshire, 

By M I K E GROS s 

- The. renewed interest in disked Gensraplcal Boo- Boo 
‘Editor,. VARIETY : 

‘presenting the MacDowell medallsic in general is. giving the film 

Colony on: Aug, 19, was délivered|cuffo promotion. 

60-year refuge. for longhairs, and|act value of any given record to a 
‘not,’ as your reporter gave it, “in|film release, “Neyer On Sunday,” 

‘ing up on their habitats..: 
Carl: Carmer oo 
(For the ‘Board of. Direc- recorded versions of the title theme, 

‘Dowell: Association). 
‘after -12 months ‘on the market. 

There has been. an estimated 

| album is at ‘the. 500,000 mark, which 
‘according to tabulations set up by |. 
the Record Industry Assn. of ‘Amer- 

Top Names Draw 
| 1G Gross For | 
*&F orest Hi

lls Fest s sn
es to execs at United Art- 

ists, which is distributing the “Never 

‘An emphasis on name artists and i 

versions. of motion picture title | 
--My sidebar: remark. made while songs, soundtrackers and pic mu- 

to Aaron Copland at the MacDowell |industry virtually $1,000 000-plus in: 

Teterboro, New: Jersey.” In. the-in- |for example, provides a pretty. solid 
terest of longhairs, suggest brush-' foundation. upon. which. to: build. In. 

{the year since’ the film’s. release, 
jthere have een’ more than 400]. 

tors of the Edward Mae: tin addition to the. soundtrack. al-| 
‘pum’ which -is still a strong seller | ~ 

worldwide: sale of between 14,000,- 
{000 and 16,000,000 ‘singles -and the |- 

On Sunday” pic as weil as having’| 
the. clicko single and soundtracker 

‘MUSIC 

FO RIDE 

Status Symbol 
Philadelphia, Sept. 5. 

Chubby Checker received 
an okay from Orphans Court 
here to buy. 2 $3,995.50 Thun- - 
derbird, which his manager 

|: tat 
While it’s hard to figure the. ex : feels is # status car suitable to his charge’s position. 

Checker’s. guardian, 
'- ney. Morton J. Matz, had asked 
fora $3,453.10 Pontiac Bonne- 
ville to take the rock ’n’ roller 
to his one-night stands, trains 
and pianés being impractical. 
His manager liked the Bonne- 
ville, but thought the origina- 
tor of “The Twist” is more the 
T-Bird. type. Then guardian 
and manager agreed to split 

‘the difference out of their 
own pockets. Judge Joseph 
Burke granted the. petition. 

~~ (ARMADA Moves 

attor- 

asa Fair (PLATTER TE JN, |NY.HER Show Director Cystabals 
BUILD UP 8.0. Revolutionary New Audio World in ‘70s 

The new world of audio will 
have all four walls of your living 
room wired for sound by the 
1970’s but without any actual 
wires. That’s the crystalballing of 
Dick Ekstract, a director of the 

| N.Y. Hi-Fi Show to be held Sept. 
14-17 at the Trade Show Building. 

“The wall paint used for the 
rooms of your future home will 
contain special sound-conductin 
chemicals,” he noted, “and a 
you'll have to do is to take your 
record player, a three inch by- 

| three inch box powered by mole- 
|cular- electronic amplifiers—the 
Next step after transistors—and 
tune it onto your wall frequency.” 
There won't be any records as 
such, he added, but you'll use 
tiny wafer-like cards containing 
an entire evening of music that 
will be slipped into the little black 
Ox. 

Ekstract’s predictions go even 
further: “The walls of the listen- 
ing room will change color ace 
cording to the music being played. 
The sound frequencies will alter 
the chemical content of the wall 
Paint se that certain sounds will 
produce blues, and other sounds 

a plan to ‘make tickets as accessible. 
| as possible, are credited by Ronald 
‘Roye, .William Gruman and Henry 

in its record company subsid, the 
film has received .well over $1,- 
000,000 in free air time through |- 
disk jockey play and several hun- 

To Lick Sticky 
will bring out yellow, reds and the 
like.” 

This isn't too far out. aceording 

{ seat arena, July 1 through Aug..27.1 

“in: 

Foster ‘as. being major factors in. 
‘the..season gross, of $430,000 for 
Forest - Hills N.Y.) Musie Festival,. 
which. they produced at the Tennis. 
Stadium there: Trio, under the ban- 
ner of Limelight:: Productions Inc.; 

‘ offered'10 concerts in. the. 13.300- 

wotk- tv time via performances. 

grammers, especially for lo¢al sta- 
tions. were reluctant to spin a 
title song ‘claiming that the cuffo 

_ Seats were scaled from $5.50: 
‘down to $2. 25, with boxés ayailable 
at. $7.50. Concerts: ran about. two 

ithe local exhibitor. That barrier 
thas apparently been hurdled now 
because ° the: programmers: realize 
that . they’ ve got. to. spin the dis- 
clicks even though ‘there may ‘be 
lan. affiliated ‘plug: tiein. 

‘p.m. and all shows were. one-night-. 

gram which ran for a weekend. 
4 . Among the artists who peers 
uring the Fest.were Judy Garland On Sunday” pic is now approach- 

Jotinny Mathis, ‘Theodore Bikel, ling its first. sani at the same the- 
Odetta, ‘the - ‘Kingston ‘Trio, . Ella | tre in N. Yy. and is still playing to 

Fitzgerald, ‘Victor Borge. and Bela- ; 0 s ahd- 
fonte. Miss Garland ‘kicked. off. the ibis b.o. As bookings were exp 

‘season and. did a return eigage- 
‘ment later, — 

There was practically no walk-in |. 
trade for the shows, with about| 
98% of the ticket. business being | 
done in advance. The outfit” used See A t T Art Talna na tg e 
18 ticket outlets and:is figured to 

‘The “designation. of | Max £. 

have done about 20°C ofits busi- | 
ness. alone in the Nassau-Suffolk 

| Youngstein as v.p. of United. Art- 
ists puts Art Talmadge in line for 

lit was diseovered that the song was 
‘Jan open sesame to. radio play, and 

(Continued on ontinued on page 4 46). 

county area,..with about 15° be- 
ing sold through the Westbury Kor-|: 
vette store. -Everything | was. on a 
reserved seat basis. - 

Substantial Costs. 
Costs were substantial and the 

combine -estimated it had-to have 
at least an attendance of 10.000 per. 

dred thousand dollars in added net-. 

. There was a. time when pro-. 

plug took away a possible buy. of a. 
tspot. announcement for the pic by |. 

The boxoffice effect of this free. 
publicity is obvious. The “Never. 

ed into other markets this summer, 

the presidency of the firm’s record: tection. 
company and “music publishing | 

~ Transship Snag 
ARMADA ‘Assn. of Record 

Manufacturers & Distributors of 
.America) is moving in on the sticky 
transshipping problem which has 
been troubling the industry for 
years. 

In a report to ARMADA’s exec 
board, legal. counsel Sigmund H. 
Steinberg noted that there are now 
three pending Federal bills which 
could, if any one. or all were en- 
acted, have a definite effect on the 
situation. : 

These are: 1) bill S.1396, now in 
the Senate Judiciary Committee, 

tered trademarks as registered 
users, -This would allow a manu- 
facturer to assign the use of his 
trademark. on an exclusive basi 
‘a user (distributcr) on an exclushe 
basis in set areas or territories. . 

Under terms of this proposed 
legislation, a manufacturer would 
be. required to file the granting 
of those rights: with the , Federal 
Trademark Division. It would be 

[the responsibility of the manufac- 
turer to police this practice, and 
Steinberg stressed this would re- 
quire great vigilance. 

2) A second bill, 8.1722, would 
offer a Federal Fair Trade law, if 
enacted, with. complete price pro- 

Under the terms of this 
proposed bill, prices would be 
fixed at every level as determined 

to Ekstract. He pointed out that a 
Japanese company is now experi- 
menting with a combination tape 
camera-and-tv set. The machine 
will allow you take pictures and 
immediately play the tape film on 
your tv set. The tv set will con- 
tain its own visual audio tape 
recorder, so that you can record 
programs while you're away from 
home and see them when you re- 
urn. 

Ekstract also thinks that the 
phonograph needle will be a thing 
of the past in the "70s. He re- 
vealed that a man in Cleveland 
is working on a system which uses 
light rays to track phonograph 
records. Records, he elieves, 
should last virtually forever—or 
until they are replaced with some- 
thing else, probably tape wafers. 

“Music will be different, also,” 
he added. “Electronic music will 
be popular soon, music created by 
hi-fi instruments electronically. 
Much work in this field is being 
done at the Columbja U. Elee- 
tronics Musie Center under Pro- 
fessor Usachevsky and by Philips 
in Holland. In fact, the N.Y. City 
Center Ballet is doing one come 
plete ballet this season to ure 
electronic music, no orchestra.” 

Nothing Like a Catalog, 
concert to justify the nut. Apart 

“| from talent costs, the Fest’s night- 
ly disbursement was about $20,- 
000. Advertising expenses. for the 
season were figured at about $30.- 
000 .and tickets alone eost around 
$25,000: A-crew of 60 was used each. 
night to maintain the stadium, -in- 
cluding 45 Burns Detective Agency 
‘men. 

“It’s ‘estimated that around 116, 000: 
people ‘attended the Fest, at an: 

subsids. Talmadge has beer vice 

ords, Also understood that .even 
though David V. Picker moves up 
on the: UA pie .énd, he will con- 
tinue’ as a veepee: of the record 
company.. 

has the hot “Never On Sunday” 
copyright. ; 

president. of. United Artists Rec-|rerg from other fair trade. legisla- 

UA’s music publifning subsids | 
are United Artists Musie ‘ASCAP)- 

and Esteem-Sidmore (BMI). Latter 

-ecan set the price to the distributor, 

by the manufacturer. This bill dif- Sid Kornheiser Asserts 
ton ene sets the price levels at { As M orris 0] di es Cli ck 

Under the new Dill, Steinberg 
painted out, there is considerable it’s dtoh ” 
flexibility, wherein a manufacturer good to have a catalog,” is E 

H. Morris general manager Sidney 
Kornheiser’s paraphrase of Joe EF. 
Lewis’ guip. The importance of a. 
catalog is currently being high- 
lighted at Morris by its flock of 

one-stops, rack operators and to 
the dealer from the distributor as 
well as the finai retail price tag. 

“Whether you’re rich or poor, 

average. -of about 11.000 per -night. 
The price setting would be vol- 

untary with each manufacturer. 
standards that have been grooved 
for the singles market in the past ts, This. was the first full season. of- 

- Flavor?” (Dot).and- in. the British! fered there by the combine, al- 
top 20 with “Michael” (Pve), has | though they had presented ‘two con- |. 
become the ‘first. Briton ‘to earn|certs at the Stadium . previously. 
three gold disks (for 1,000,000 sales | Two of the. Saturday eve concerts | 

were rained out but were present- 
as pre- 

each). 
_ “Gum,” which hes ‘risen in the! ed the following Sunday, 
US, over the last. five. weeks, has} viously arranged. 
sold. more. than, 690000 copies; Limelight is already. planning 

‘ there; in Britain it reached.300.000. | programs for next year and is con-. 
Disk also topped the - ‘Australian | sidering some classi¢al artists. and: 
and New Zealand hit parades and ‘maybe some name bards: for pres- 
Js selling well in Furope. 

-egan are- “Rock ‘Tsland Line”| next summer. In addition. the ant- 
(Wecea) and: “My Old Man's” A| fit is‘setting up’an- organization. to 
‘Dustman™ (Pye).. 
-mever presented'-him with a gold | basis. . 
disk for the former hecanse. he| -1n the. _past. two years: they. -have 
switched labels before. the 1.000 000 offered some. 40- concerts which 
‘sales were recorded. - ‘have ‘grossed .close to $1.000.000. 
-Aecording. to Donegan’ Y record: | This: touring’ operation would be on 

‘ing manager, Pye exer..Alan ‘Free-| a year-round. basis and would fol- 
man, the singer will visit the U.S.| low the group’s ‘pattern of stickig 
-around Oct.:10. befare starting al with big names. They will also slip 
short-tour of New -7@-lera. Free-|a new group into: some -of their. 
‘Man is also’ workin? rn a “eriteble| Fest concerts as they did ‘the:Chad:! 

for Dot Mitchell Trio on. the bill with Jobn~ 
-}tion activities as well. - 

-. followin’? “Gum”. 
‘Records, — 

‘to 
vay Mathis at Forest. ‘Hills, © 

_fentation: then. An: outdoor opera- 
Other million-sellers ‘from ‘Don- | tion is also in the works for Boston.| 

However, . Decca! present concerts on a. nationwide fj 

jdirector -of operations; 
West-is manager of- promotion and: 

| HARVEY SCHEIN GM. 
_ OF COL INTERNATIONAL 
Harvy Schein has ‘taken over. as 

ords International. It’s a newly 
created position to handle super- 
vision of fhe company’s relations 

Col’s subsids in Canada and Aus- 
tralia will report te Sghein: 

Col’s domestic opevations relat- 

also. report to Schein. Nat: Shapiro 
is director of international : artists 

with Peter Roslay. as coordinator 
of ‘Latin -America; Arnold Berry. is 

Stanley 

merchandising -services. 
Schein joined. Columbia in: 1958 

and has ‘served as general attorney 
for the diskery. For the past year, 
he has also been responsible for in- 
ternational planning and. acquisi- 

| There have already been hearings 
jon this bill, 
.With -strong pros: and ¢cons pre- 

general ‘Manager of Columbia Rec-: 

with its licensees in Western Eu-' 
Tope .and other ‘overseas fronts.- 

ing to-international activities will | 

‘& repertoire and creative services | -. 

‘United Kingdom again this year, 
says -booker- Vic Lewis. 

Freshman tour next spring. 

couple of months. 

Kornheiser doesn’t hold with 
some songwriter-publisher beefs 
that “they're ruining my song” 
when it’s worked over for current 
teen tastes. He believes that 
nothing can hurt a good copyright 
and the fact that a song can be 

idone for today’s market only 
‘helps point up the Jong-running 

alues of a standard. 

Out of the Morris hopper in re- 
cent weeks have come “Mr. Sand- 
man”. by the Four Amigos on 

yn: i Capitol “It’s Been a Long, Long, 
Wth: sty ; ime” by Dotty Clark on Big Top, 
Mathis Br itish Encore “Tl Walk Alone” by Art Farmer 

London, Sept. 5. on Prestige, “One For My Baby” 
‘Johnny Mathis will tour the | by Etta James on Chess, “Old But 

termilk Sky” by Bill Black on Hi, 
i“Nature Boy” by Bobby Darin on 
Atco, “Tenderly” by Martin Denny 

where he will confab with Mathis ' on Liberty, “A Lot of Livin’ to 
on the dates. Do” by Frankie Avalon on .-Chan- 
‘Fred Dale, Lewis’ Hollywood as-|cellor, “How It Lies” by Ann Nf& 

sociate, arrives here this week to{chols on Amber. and “Riders in 
windup details of a rerun Four|the Sky” by Lawrence Welk on 

Dot. 

would: permit licensees of | 

Steinberg reported 

sented to the Commerce Commit- 
tee in charge. 
3) Another bill, combining fea- 

tures of the two described above, 
has also been thrown into the Con- 
gressional hopper. 

Steinberg pointed out that in: 
order for any or ail of this leg- 
islation to pass it would be neces: | 
sary for “ARMADA to join with 
other industries; 

Lewis 
leaves: for the U. S. in October 

» 



MUSIC 

| VARIETY 's RECORD LP. 5 
(Tune index of Performance & Sales} 

This weekly tabulation is based on a statistically balanced 
ratio of disk sales, nationally, as reported by key outlets in major 
cities, and musie programming by the major independent radio 
stations , 

This Last No. Wks. 
Wk. Wk. On Chart Label 

{3 § TAKE GOOD CARE OF MY BAI BABY’ | 
Bobby Vee ...........------+-+--++++-- Liberty 

2 #2 #9 MICHAEL . 
_ Highwaymen Lene pec ec ccceevencccens 100 UA 

3 4. 7  SCHOOL’S OUT 
U. S. Bonds ............-.-./-.------ Legrande 

4 2 8 HURT 
___ Timi Yuro_ cece ene ta ewe teas ec ceeeane - Liberty 

“8 5 10 WOODEN HEART 
Joe Dowell ...¢..........-.---+.+- eee Smash _ 

“6 10 #7 #MOUNTAINS HIGH | 
Dick & Dale «© ...eeceeeenee Lama 

7" % 5 DOES THE GUM LOSE ITS ‘FLAVOR “* 
. Lonnie Donegan cee c eee nce rece sveesen Dot 

“8 12 #4 + &43}LITTLE SISTER 
Eivis Presley wee ec cease ween eae ceecees Victor 

“9 6 21 LAST NIGHT = 
Markeys ..:....--.. .+-ssseee eee eee: -Sateliite 

10. ~=«:13 6 WHO PUT THE BOMP 
Barry Mann ees Se eee ewes A BC-Par 

11 8 13  TOSSIN’ AND TURNIN' 
__ ___ Bobby Lewis. ©. cw wae cece ee -, Beltona 

12, #9 16 =KNOCK ON YOUR DOOR 
_ Eddie Hodges .......:..-.....-ccceee: -Cadence 

13.39 4 CRYING 
; ___ Ray Orbison Lee cee ee ae twee eee Monument 

i418 9 PRETTY LITTLE ANGEL EYES . 
Cu Curtis Lee . Lecce ee ee eevee Dunes 

15 11 23 =%4¥I¥FALL TO. PIECES 
_ ____ Patsy Cline . .. -  ee ee eeeee Decca 

16 i? #45 £WITHOUT YoU 
Le __ Johnny Tillotson 6. ee eee eee ees Cadence 

-47 14 ~«215~=I LIKE IT LIKE THAT 
_ _ Cris Kenner a cee eevee Instant 

18 21 12. SEA OF HEARTBREAK 
_. Don Gibson —=——___dsd_d cca cuceacaes Victor 

19 24 7 LET FOUR “WINDS BLOW 
_ . . Fats Domino _ Imperial 

50. «15 7 DONT KNOW WHAT YOU'VE Gor 
Ral Donner Leen e ec es ne ee ee we eee . .Gone 

21° 31° #5 “MEXICO | 
__ Bob Morrow . .  — ..-..-2.e-ee. Monument 

22° (27 5 YOU'RE THE REAS SON - 
Bobby Edwards epee eee eee e eee Crest 

23°19 ~#213 + +=LET’S TWIST AGAIN. 
__ Chubby Checker ....................-. Parkway 

94°24 5 AMOR 
ae Ben E. King .- a bee eeeees Atco 
25 59 4 ITS GONNA WORK “our FINE 

Ike & Tima Turner © _... eee ees Sue 

56 43 2 FRANKIE AN. JOHNNY 
Brook ¢ Benton cee cn ce lence ee ecees -Mereury 

27° 26«=«C«Ca11s)Ss TOGETHER 
Connie Francis — eee eee eee MGM 

28 «16 7 HILLBILLY HEAVEN 
- Tex Ritter a suc eeeeveeee _-Capitol 

299° 385 3. LET ME BELONG TO You 
_ Brian Hyland we eeeceeen ABC-Par 

30° 237 10 i JUST DON'T UNDERSTAND 
Ann Margaret ...................-.+..Victor 

31,22 +=§ CANDY MAN 
Ray Orbison . ..-....-.......---- -Monument 

32.28 #2+4 #43x¥BIG COLD WIND 
. Pat Boone. © ww eed ce ee eerie Dot - 

33. — 1 YOU MUST BI BEEN At A BEAUTIFUL BABY 
Bobby Darin Lee eee cece eee es ALCO | 

34 «89 8 DON’T BET MONEY 
_ Linda Scott ..:.0 (20.00... ccc ee ee ce eeee C-A 
35.638 #34 #3BLESS YOU 

Tony Orlando ......- 2.2... cee ieee eee Epic. 

86 «69 4 MY TRUE STORY 
; Jive Five ... ..  .... ..-----+-- eee Beltone 

37 52 6 BLACKLAND FARMER 
Wink Martindale ars 821) 5 

38. 30 #10 # NEVER ON SUNDAY : 
7 Chordettes ....... ee ......... Cadence 

39 50 6 A LITTLE BIT OF SOAP 
Jarmels wee ee eeee deen eee bade ceaeseues Laurie 

40 33 +10 MISSING YOU | OO 
Ray _Peterson vette eee eee tt ees Dunes 

41 47 4 EVERY BREATH I TAKE 
_ - Gene Pifmey ... 2.2.0. fcc ec ee te eens Musicor 

42° 68 8 PEANUTS 
Rick & Kings ......... 0.0.22. eee ewes Smash 

43. 20° «12 DUM DUM 
Brenda Lee _ La eee ne nc ewe eeweccree Decca 

4457 8 LOVER’S ISLAND ¥ | 
_ Blue Jays .. 3 ...........-.0006 ,..- Milestone 

45." 36 WATER BOY ° - 
oe Don Shirley Trio ............ cee cas Cadence . 

46 95 8 =A THING OF THE PAST . 
__ Shirelles .... «ns eee eee cee catee ‘Sceptor 

47 45 2 IrS YOUR OUR WORLD 
__ Marty Robbins ............0..0.0..2000- ..-- Cok 

48 62 9 ASTRONAUT . | 
Joes Jiminez .... 2... cl cee ee ee ce eee Kapp 

49° — 1 £THIS TIME — 
_ Troy Shondell .......... 2. .c0cceees Liberty 

x“) — 1 LATEST FLAME 
Elvis Presley ............... ee eceeceees Victor 

jattraction in 

racked up szbout 500,000 sales be- 

jwent on- 

{tween the UA. pic ‘distributorship 
{and the disk company outlet, 
addition, the Mantovani version. of |: 

up among tne bestsellers for sev- 

{set released by RCA Victor-and an 

\free. air time were considered con- 

}ploitation of this film. An Academy 

{ture openings spread. 

‘‘eently said, 
ihave a record-arm. It could lose 
(| money, 

J Navarone,’ 

|& Teicher single and a soundtrack 

Aleign releases in Europe. 
productions | 

|which figure the music angle heav- 

4|strumental interpretation for Capi- 

jhead the pic’s’ opening. 
|Blues,” 

Tithe music, the copyright.on “Never 
“On Sundiy.” 

Off. Bardway’. s New Jaz 
Joint in Stratford, Ont. |} 

. Stratford, Ont., Sept. 5. 
A young red-bearded ex-butcher 

runs the Black Swan Club, this 
Bardfest . town’s first. late-hours : 
jazz spot. It’s.in an old house a 

Wednesdays September 6 1961. 

RETAIL ALBUM BEST SELLERS | 
¢ A National Survey of Key Outlets) 

This Last No. wks. 
_ wk, wk. on chart 

few hundred yards from the Avon |J- 
River, where two black and a cou- 

| ple of dozen ofay swans swim 
sedately past the weeping willows... 
Owners are Harry Finley, John {7 
Cown and Chris Thompson, all 
from Hamilton, Ont.,..who ‘claim 
3,000 members. _ 

| “Jazz, Espresso, Peace” read 
handbills passed out nightly out-. 
side the Festival Theatre and “off- 
Bardwav’ Avon Theatre, which 
-house. Shvkespeare and the Inter-- 
national Film Festival respectively. 
Black Swan Club ‘membership is j. 
two -bits. with. a folk singer 
yclept Klaas von Graff on tap, plus | 

'}a cool comho—one of whose side-|4 . 
man has doubtless been nicknamed We 
“the Bird of Avon.” Two featured | l 
numbers, natch, aré “Lullaby of | 
Bardland” and. ° ‘Way Down Upon | 
the Sw anny River” it says here). 

Cutfo Ride 
. — Cont: nued from page 45 noo 

the use of the record album jackets 
as display: -pieces in all types of re- 

‘I tail shops was sought by merchants 
‘fiwho were aware of the popularity 
of the tune long before the pic had 
been booked in their area. 

‘Exodus’ Also 
|! “Exodus” is another example of 
“the song helping. push the motion 
-picture. The bestselling single 
‘version of the ‘ *Exodus” theme was 
released about one month. before |. 
the picture opened as-a hardticket 

selected situations. 
Ferranie & Teicher had already 

fore the picture opened ard then 
to sell 1,000,C06 more 

“This, too, “was 2, tle be- singles. 

| ‘In 

the theme on the London label was |. 

eral. months, while the soundtrack 

‘original score LP, “Exodus To 
Jazz," were selling around:the 500,- 

Again, estimates of $1,000,000 in | 

I serv ative in figuring the overall ex- 

Award winner -for the best musi- 
cal score, the “Exodus” music 
iwhich was written by Ernest 
10 montis later, is still -selling 

‘strong nationally and getting plenty 
of play in new markets as the pic- 

So intense is this coverage that 
one top: record cympany exec re- 

“A film company must 

.and it would still come out 
way ahead on the promotion for its 
basic product.” 

Also currently receiving the 
benefits: of the free music promo- 
tion are such pictures as “Guns of 

’-with. a click ‘single and 
a soundtracxer on Columbia and 
“Goodbye .-Agzin,” with a Ferrante 

package on UA, and about 15 for- 

Upcoming major 

ily in their plans are “West ‘Side 
Story,” with at. least three new al- 
bums (the soundtrack package by |} 
Columbia and a Stan Kenton in- 

tol are already set) plus a Series 
‘Toft singles alreatly cut and ready.to |: 
go in October.) 

“Breakfast At Tiffany's,” the Au- 
\drey Hepburn starrer -which was 
Iscored by Henry Mancini, will have 

track set ‘on RCA Victor to spear- 

‘eaturing. Louis Armstrong 
le a Duke Ellington score, will be 
released as a «soundtrack . entry 
tshortly, 

junction with Metro’s release of 
“King: of Ix<ings.” 

In add ion to the cuffo plug 
‘values, the pic company can pick 
‘up.extra coin from the song via its 
/music pub. ishing subsids. While 
the calpanics don’t always control 

‘is published by UA’s 
“BMI affiliate Esteem-Sidmore, and | 
‘is figured to .be worth over $250,- || 
‘000 a vear as result of the hefty 
‘recording action and: performances |: 
ron radio. and tv. 

000 mark.as the picture moved into |§ 
‘figreater distribution. 

Gold. |] 

several. singles as well as a sound- | 

“Paris | 

and MGM Records is{f. 
lreadying a heavy disk barrage as |, 

“fiwWell as-.a syundtrauck set in con- 

1 1 JUDY GARLAND (Capitol).. 
Judy Garland at Carnegie Hall (WBO 1569). 

2 4 54 NEVER ON. SUNDAY (UA) 
. Soundtrack (UAL 4070). — 

3° 3 35 CAMELOT (Columbia) 
Original Cast (KOL 5620) . 

4. .2 10 LAWRENCE WELK (Dot) 
. _ Yellow Bird (DLP 3389) ~ 

5 5 11 ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) |: 
; Something for Everyone | (LPM. 2370) _ 

8 6 33 GREAT MOTION PICTURE: THEMES (UA). 
Various Artists (UAL 3122) 

7° 12 18 “MITCH MILLER (Columbia) 
Tv Sing Along (CL 1628) 

8 10 “4 JOHNNY MATHIS. (Columbia) ~ 
_ Portrait of ‘Johnny (CL” 1644) 

9 7 13 KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol) 
. . Going. Places (T 1564) a 

10 9 70 SOUND OF MUSIC (Columbia) © 
_ Original Cast (KOL OL 5450) 

11-16 +6 FRANK SINATRA (Reprise) 
oo . Sinatra Swings (R 1002) 

12. 8 17 CARNIVAL (MGM) 
Se Original Cast (E 3946) 

13 13 7 ARTHUR LYMAN (Hi Fi) 
| Yellow Bird (LP 1004) 

14 11 39 EXODUS (Victor) 
_ Soundtrack (LOC 1058) 

15.22 2 HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor)” 
a Jump Up Calypso (LPM 2388). 

16- 15 5 U.S. BONDS (Legrande) © . : 
. Dance Till Quarter to: Three: (LLP. S001) 

17 21 3 RAY CONNIFF (Columbia). ao 
._ Somebody Loves Me (CL 1642) _ a S a 

18 9 25 RAY CHARLES (Impulse:. eo 
. Genius Plus Soul Equals Jazz (A-2) 

19 17 #17 EDDIE HARRIS (Vee Jay) 
. Exodus to. Jazz 13016) | 

20 (14 6 FRANK SINATRA (Capitol). 
Come Swing With Me (CW 1594). 

21. 18. 13 RICKY NELSON (Imperial) : 
: _- Rick-is 21 +LP 9152) - 

22 — 1 EARL GRANT (Decra) 
Ebb Tide ‘DL 4165) __ 

23 — #1. LIMETITERS (Victor). 
Slightly Fabulous (LPM 2393) 

24 — 11 STARS FOR.A SUMMER. NIGHT. (Columbia) 
Various Artists:(PM 1) | 

- 25 34 34 LAWRENCE WELK (Dot) ; 
Calcutta (DLP 2539) ; 

26 94 £1 PAT BOONE (Dot) 
. Moody River (DLP 3384)" - 

27 28 $2 SOUTH PACIFIC (Victory 
Soundtrack (OL 4180) | 

28 20 23 PAUL ANKA (ABC-Par)” 
; Sings His Big 15 “ABC 323) 

29 32 $2 JOSE JIMINEZ (Kapp) 
pe At the hungry i (KL $238): 

30 — 19 AL HIRT (Victor:. 
Greatest Horn in the World: (LPM 7360). 

31 26 .23 FRANK SINATRA (Capitol) 
| All the Way (W 1538) —s-- 

32 31 #4 DAVE BRUBECK (Columbia) 
a Time Out (CL 1397) 

33 35 2 BRENDA LEE (Decca). 
. _All the Way (DL 4176)... 

84 -— 1 JOSE JIMINEZ (Kapp) 
: The Astronaut (KL 1238) 

35 -— 1 MITCH MILLER (Columbia). 
. _ _ . Your Request (CL 1671) a 

36. —- 1 60 YEARS OF MUSIC AMERICA ‘LOVES (Victor) 
, _ Various Artists, Vol. III (LOP 1509) 

37 27 18 BOBBY DARIN (Atco) - —~ - 
Bobby Darin Story (LP 33130) _ 

38. “14 MANTOVANI (London): 
Italia Mia (LL 3239) 

39 — 12 STAN FREBERG (Capitol 
_. Presents the U.S.A. (W 1573)... 

40 -— 2 DICK GREGORY (Colpix) = 
. _ Iv Living Black and White (LP 410). 

41 — 1 PETER NERO (Victor) 
' New Piano in Town (LPM 2383) 

42 OS "2 PETER NERO (Victor). 
. Piano Forte (LPM 2334) _ 

43 24 MITCH MILLER (Columbia) 
Happy Time Sing Along (CL 1568) 

44 30 4 GONE WITH THE WIND. (WB) 
_ Soundtrack (WB 1322) — 

45 — 1 ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp). 
. Soaring 60’s (KL 1251) | 

46 — 21 MITCH MILLER (Cotumbia) 
7 Memory Sing Along (CL 1542) 

47 2 . MANTOVANI (London) 
Theme from Carnival and Others (LL 3250) _ 

48. — 19. BRENDA LEE. (Decca). 
-Emotions (DL 4104) © 

49 — 2 GEORGE SHERING (Capito 
. Mood Latino (T 1567) : 

50 3 CONNIE FRANCIS (MGM) 
More Greatest Hits (E 3942) 
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New. York 
- Julie Wilson will be. the official 

hostess -at the N. ¥. Hi-Fi Show 
Sept. 14-17 The Roosevelt 
Grill reopened. for the fall ‘yester- 

, ilto U “ 
day (Tues.) with Milton Sa nders Feld lined up Clarente “Frogman” ; Trevor | Howard, Anthony Quayle, Orch and the Al ‘Conte. Trio 
Benny Goodman and: his: 15-man 

Sept. . Roseland Dance ; 
- City began: ‘its fall season yesterday '° 
(Tues.) with the Buddy Bair Orch © 
playing its eighth engagement ‘at 
Lou Brecker’s ballroom, 

Dorothy Donegan; headlines © ‘at 
the Rouridtable Sept. 11-Oct. 7... 
Incidentally, Marvin Drager has 
taken over the press for the room 

; Eydie Gorme & Steve Law- 
rence into the Sahara, -Las . Vegas, 
Sept. 26-Oct. 23 .... Guy Mitchell 
3s set for Angelo’ s, ‘Omaha, -Oct..- 6." 

. Enzo Stuarti starts a date at: 
Winnipeg's fown & Country Fri-: 
day (8) that" will run through Sept. 
28. 

BMI is giving a reception honor- ‘ 
ing the Eighth Congress of the In-.; 
ternational Musicological Society. ! 
today (Wed) , . Singer’ Ann Hath- 
away back froin ‘an eight week tour °. 

; Mickey Gross signed 
management - contract 

of Europe. 
personal 
with the western vocal group. The |: 
Frontiersman & Joanie .. . The 
Harold Quinn Trio signed for . a 
four-weeker at Andre’s,: - Great. 
Neck, N. Y., to begin Sept. 12. ~ 

London. 
Latest jazzband ‘gimmick which | 

has brought in a disk contract, tv 
dates and vaude tours.comes from i 
“The Confederates.” Group dress- 
es in red. uniforms and is billed 
with ‘appropriate pseudonyms: 

-- Robert E. LeBurgh (Bobby Mickel- | 
_ burgh), ‘Longstreet . Deuchar (Pete 

Mu. ‘ ~ a 

HI I ‘AE MINDERS ., 

v3 CHENING GUM 
F LOSE ITS:-FLAVOR 

Skitfle Grevp—DOT. 

THAT'S MY DESIRE 
Pat Boone-—-DOT 

wits MUSIC, Ne.” 
1619 ) Droedway New York 19. 

| UST GREATI 

ELLA FITZGERALD 
| vou HAVE TO SWING IT 

FAMOUS MUSIC CORPORATION: 

GOIN' STEADY 
TO THE TOP | 

‘ LATE! DATE’ 

THE PARKAYS 

10242 

HEADING FOR THE TOP! 

"BOBBY DARIN 
SINGS" 

“you MUST HAVE BEEN 
(BEAUTIFUL BABY" 

ATCO #6206 

MUSIC PUBLISHERS 

HOLDING CORPORATION 

crew play a return at- Freedomland ,concert tours . 
“off to ‘Moscow ‘to. book some acts ton.. 

| Gannonball - ‘Adderly Quintet “for |: 

Lennie Donegan and His |. - 

MR. PAGANINI |; 

{COL AIMS AT. WIDER 

| ‘for: Discos Columbia de Mexico, 

.| de Llano: said, iz giving worldwide 

-| Javier Solis, 
_| Huerta: Sisters. and The Teen ‘Tops 

Neiman to Shakespeare 
if} Stephen J. Neiman has joined 
‘the Shakespeare Recording Somme | 
‘in the newly-created post of fulfill- 
‘ment manager. He will be respon- | 

-Deuchar);: oe Jones} 
(Brian Jones), Stonewall . Jenkins | 
(Keith. Jenkins) and Jeffers son! pete plays. 

Darby (Ron Darby). Band. bows’ a Caedmon: Records is producing 
thi Decca Sept. 15. e SRS series, which features per- 

Paul Anka. and ‘manager Irvitig! ‘formances by Richard Burton, 

ing on release of the Bard’s. com- 

°- Henry. and Duane. Eddy for. U.K. ‘Ralph Richardson, Claire Bloom, 
. Harold Davidson ! Edith Evans and Margaret Leigh- 

US. blues singers Sonny Terry | 
- and Brownie McGhee, who begin: a! 
‘month's tour in. Britain this week, : 
have been. sét for a stint in the | 
Coventry Musical. Fest with. the 
Ken Colyer and Johnny Dankworth. 

- bands... . Shirley Bassey | planes to} 
N.Y. Wed. (6) for 2 stint jin the 
Persian room of the Plaza Hotel 

According to Peter Cadbury, 

Leiber & Stoll & Stoller 
Greoving for UA 

Jerry. Leiber & Mike Stoller, 
, chairman of Keith Prowse, Lon- ; songwriters and: indie- disk, pro-. 

now peddie their: 
offices: wares through United Artists Rec- 

idon’s biggest. ticket brokers, disk ‘ ducers, 
sales ‘in’ their ‘agenty~ 
rreached $1,204,000 this -year .-. 

will 

-tords. The team has been signed 
L. G. Wood,. E.M.I. topper, planes’; to develop, . record and. produce 
:to N.Y. Sept. 20 to speak at -thejnew artists for the label. 
‘newly-formed Internaitonal Record’ In addition,. they'll also enter 
rmen’s club, . Trek will last three |}the album production Picture with 
ji weeks . Modern Jaz Quartet. stress: on new talent. According 
visits Britain this . month for con- }to the deal arranged for them -by 
:eert tours . ... Jazz singer. Cleo {Art Talmadge, UA veepee-general 
Laine booked into the Edinburgh ‘ manager, they will be allowed. to 
Fest ‘as an opera ‘singer. i project new talent ideas and -will 

—————— have full Fein, in selection of the 
°. |talent as well as the materi 

“San F rancisco. _. | which they record. 
Judy Garland’s Sept. 13 .one-| For the past few. years, Leiber 

|nighter. at 7.900-seat Civie Audi- 1 & &. Stoller have. been doing indie 
torium sold out, with $42,000 gross isk. producing for. the Atlantic 
looking to. be a cinch . Janeiand Atco labels.” Several years 

4 Morgan. into. Fairmont’ s ‘Venetian : ago they had an indie disk ‘produc 
| Barbara McNair [ing . deal with RCA Victor but - it. Room Sept. 14 . 

topping bill at New Fack's ... Joe ‘didn’t. work out. 
lLoco Quartet took: over from -‘Ca]:| . Already released by: UA are two 
i Tjader at Blackhawk . . . Wild: Bill Leiber & Stoller productions, 
Davison orch opened at Black |“Drums” by Kenny Chandler, and 
Sheep . . Jenny Mack's new. sing-|“How Many Nights” and “Til 
er at Purple. Onion .. Hannah | Bring Along My Banjo” by John- 
Dean & T-Bone Walker took over | nie Ray, his. first try at the current 
from Barbara Dane at. Sugar: Hill | Tock - ‘n’ roll sound. Two more 

; John Coltrane added to ‘Mon- | Leiber. &:+ Stoller finds, the Shep- 
terey: ‘Jazz Fest lineup . .- Miles tperd - Sisters and Terry Phillips, 

‘|Davis set for three. weeks. ‘at the.| have just completed sessions which 
p |Blackhawk, probably near end of 

cease || October-—George Shearing goes in- 
* {tothe Hawk in mid-September and | 

vn be released by. UA this week. 

. Jazz. Workshop's. signed | 

Makes Cood (and How): 
Set With Genevieve 

Pittsburgh, Sept. 5. 
It. “Was the last week of a five- 

Oct: 10-29 . .. Duke Ellington band 
set for a week at New Fack's fol-}' | 
‘lowing. Monterey: Jazz bash . |. *. 
Jerry Wolter &-Betty Mann bresk- ve 
‘ing in a new. act at the. Mintsrel, 

San Jose. \year run for Del Monaco, ‘leader 
on — jat Pitt's Holiday House and ‘he 

Philadelphia | was feverishly looking fora place 

velled: at the way Monaco handled 
3-13; Dukes of Dixieland, Nov. 13-|the barid with her -dificult music 
15; ‘George Shearing, Nov. 21-25 

‘Al Alberts has new. release, 
|“Only on Sunday,” ‘cleffed by Bix 
|Relehner and Alberts, for their 
President Tabel Dinah Wash- | 

on Teopened Pep’s on Labor 
Day, her second appearance at spot 

{this year , Count Basie and orch 
tin. ‘one-nighter . ‘at Sunnybrook, 

. 9... Irving Rosenthal, opera- 
tor of Palisades Amusement : Park,. 

were getting along famously when 
Monaco got .an offer to take -his 
quartet Into the. Vogue Terrace on 
‘a steady basis in the club’s new 

Genevieve told Monaco. what 'a 

Fort. Lee, N.J., will receive $25.0 90 
from Lloyd’s. of. London, if T 
Thrill. Show,. starring Fabian, 
rained. out here Sept.-7 . a 
Wright, former deejay at WAGE. 
Pittsburgh, joined Al Rosenthal’s: 
Cambridge Record: Distributors as 
Promotion manager. 

but this he had heard before since 

i this area during the past five 
years. with no complaints, 
{ -However. on Wednesday (23), 
‘Monaco received three. ‘calls: from 

become her permanent :conductor. 
{At first -he refused because he 

“F didn’t want to travel but when 

hfs band into the Vogue and come 
in himself during the weeks he MKT. FOR MEX SINGERS} 

Mexico City, Sept._ 5. 
Armando de Llario, sales manager 

ASCAP Retains Farnol 
Org to Beef Up. Bally 

The American Society of Com- 
iposers, Authors &. Publishers is 
augmenting its public relations ac- 
tivities’. with retention of the 

said the. diskery’s reps. at the first 

| meet of its Latin American execs - 

in Rio de Janelto Saturday (2) will 
drive for “internationalization” of 

| Mexican recording artists... 
Step-up in Amierican exploita- 

tion of Mexican singers via Colum- 
| bia International's EX-Serie label, 

popularity to such. entertainers as 
Los. Panchos, the the Society. 

The Farnol group working. on 
‘et al. Now the program is to be: the program will comprise Stanley 
jextended to include. all. Mexican 
singers u ' ct; 
‘to ‘Columbia ‘exclusive contra ‘7 ols, formerly senior editor of Cor- 
-. Mexican warbler: heretofore onet. The Farnol group will work 
have- ‘not achieved ‘ide interna- | With Stanley Adams,. ASCAP prez: 
tiohal: popularity despite fact that. 
there is considerable. “sympathy” 
for the ‘country’s musi¢ abroad, de {tee. 

ciety’s public telations comimit- 

bia exploitation plan globe circling |. A number of new activities in 
| tours ‘for Mexican eentertainers the publication and. radio-ty fields. 
A wilh ‘also be. worked out. ‘jare being explored... 

lsible for the expanding . activities. 
‘of SRS, the label currently. work- [. 

o put his. band. The star of. the 
.| Stan Kenton set for the Red Hiit| how was Genevieye and she mar-| 
Inn Sept. 5-10; Met. Torme, Nov. ; 

she | so. seldom follows. The two. 

Roaring 20's room. He immediately 
accepted and signed contracts with | 
the room’s.new owner, Joe Lazzaro. |. 
During her nine-day engagement, | 

good job she-thought ‘he. was doing 

wasn't working § with. Genevieve, he} 

Green, author of. “The World of. 
Musical Comedy.” and Mark Nich- | 

Howard Dietz, chairman of the So-. 

. and Richard D. Frohlich, 
.|Ligno said. Under the new Colum- ; ! ASCAP. public relations chief. 

the French star. with. an offer to: 

'| Lazzaro told him that he could put |: 

Lynn Farnot organization to carry |: 
on: an information research pro« 
gram and handle general pr. for 

| 

‘Deutschman ‘ feels, 

‘material. It also supplies consider- 

‘degree or another are Decca, Capi- 

on the part of educational institu- 

upwards of $9,000,000 this year, a 

‘guage records alone, Deutschman 

| current teaching trends and sub- 
jects. It employs no fixed selling 

matter advising educators on the 

is constantly being sent out and 
coverage of the in-service training | °F 

have the record {a spectally-pre- 

ters in education) used in 2,000 
‘workshops, clinics and in-service 

[Decea’s Deutschman Sees Vast Field 
In Education—Now a $9,000,000 Biz 
By EDDIE KALISH 

An area that is generally con- 
sidered to be within the realm of: 
the indie record companies almost 
exclusively is the field of educa- 
‘tional. material. But it ain’t neces- 
sarily so.as Ben Deutschman, head 
of Decca’s educational division, 
will attest. Although the majors 
{don’t do much’ Tecording specifi- 
.| cally for education, some are at- 
tively engaged in marketing exist- | 
ing catalog material in the educa- 
tional category. Indies do most of! 
the specialty and creative work. 

‘- The role of the small com- 
panies in the field is still that: of 
taking the initiative because the 
sales potential for a large outfit 
isn’t great* enough.. Indies. can 
never be replaced in this area, 

because spe- 
cialty material will always be their 
province but “big companies will 
some day get to a point where 
they will see the necessity of such 
a program.”. 

_ As.-the majors: Z0, Victor is the 
largest and oldest in educational 

able electronic equipment to edu- 
cational institutions. Among other 
majors involved in the field in one 

tol and Columbia. Decca has com- 
piled an educational cataiog. of 
some 200 disks for use by institu- 
tions. 

_ Fast Growing Market 
[The field is. rapidly growing. It 
will probably yield an expenditure 

tions. and related organizations of 

figure which should continue to 
rise annually. In the area of lan- 

estimates that sales have increased 
a couple thousand percent in the 
past 10 years. 

Decca instituted its educational 
division over a year’ ago. The 
branch doesn’t produce any spe- 
cial disks for education, but rather 
compiles and sells . catalog ma- 
terial which is felt applicable to 

staff, but uses salesmen from vari- 
ous offices as needed. Pr-motional 

range and availability of material 

centers and other places where 
teaching techniques and material 
are discussed’is extensive. 

“By the end of the year we will 

pared disk ‘by.Deutschman on piat- 

training centers,” he figures. This 
would involve ‘exposure to the use 
of recorded material ‘to as many as 
400,000 teachers and educators. In: 
addition, ‘Decca holds. clinics to 

_ Scope both in‘ material ; 
use. of this material is tremendous, 
says Deutschman, who is a former 
teacher. and: has written.a catalog || 

e had conducted the best shows] call ed “Recommended Records for 
Education,” published by Harrison 
Press which he is now. revising. 
Materials used range from jazz] 
to. sound effects, for subject# from 

Detroit; Oct. 10-Oct, 29 

‘RIVERSIDE RECORDS 

, CHICAGO. « MIAMI «© HOLLYWOOD « 

“CANNONBALL” 
ADDERLEY 

' QUINTET 
. Sept. 5-9 JAZZ CENTRAL, St. Louis; Sept. 13-24 BIRD 
..HOUSE, Chicago; Sept. 26-Oct. 8 MINOR XEY, 

_ Francisco; Nov. 2-Nov. 19 CRESENDO, Hollywood 

BOOKED EXCLUSIVELY BY 

745 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 22, W.Y., PLAZA $-4660 

social studies to language and 
literature. Considerable use is 
made of disks in working with 
retarded children and other handi- 
cap cases. 

In still another facet of the 
education disk field, there’s an 
area in which disks are produced 
to go along with film strips and 
slides. These are specially pro- 
duced by outfits like the Encyclo- 
pedia Britannica which prepares 
educational films et al. There are 
also companies which make rec- 
ords only for education and others 
that produce just for schools. It’s 
a vast field of which Deutschman 
says, “we haven’t even scratched 
the surface.” 
In the distribution of material 
for education, two different ap- 
proaches are used. One .is the 
usual method of using local deal- 
ers and distribs, and the other is 
the use of special school supply 
dealers. In the latter case, deals 
aren’t involved because the schools 
will pay the list price, according 
to Deutschman. 

Only problem with dealing -with 
schools for a major is the length 
‘of time taken by them to decide 
whether they'll buy and what 
they'll buy, and then of course 
there’s payment. Deutschman feels 
that. the indie can cope with this 
better than the big company to 
whom it becomes 2 headache, 
which is another reason why edu- 
cation is still largely in the hands 
of the smaller companies. 
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A-Ou Show Biz Bash in Tribute 
To LY’s Favorite ‘Gambler's Priest’ 
By FORREST DUKE 

Las Vegas, Sept. 8. 
Rev, Richard Crowley, who has 

served as pastor of St. Viator’s 
Catholic Church here for the past 
six years. was given the biggest 
farewell party in the history of 
Las Vegas on Aug. 28 at the Con- 
vention Center, and among the 
many awards presented to him was 
a gold lifetime membership in the 
American Guild of Variety Artists. 
Father Crowley had served as 
¢thapiain of AGVA’s western dis- 
triet for the past feur years. 

When friends of the socalled 
“gambier’s priest’—given that tag 
because some of the top gamblers 
in town are his close friends’ and 
often contributed to his church— 
heard he was to be transferred to 
new duties in Springfield, Ili., they! 
decided to have a testimonial din- 
ner for him. Sparked by Sammy 
Cohen of the Santa Anita Race: 
Book, Tommy McDonnell of the | community sing was held to ‘the | 
Stardust Hotel. and Dr. Reuben! 
Lockiteh. the dinner was planned ; 
to rafse enough money to buy 
Father Crowley a round trip tic- 
ket to Rome so that he could real- 
ize his, tifelong ambition of having ! 
an audience with the Pope. So} 
many people of all faiths wanted 
te be included in the dinner it 
snowbatled into a planned “come 
One, eome all” party for the Star- 
dust auditorium. where Father 
Crowley has been conducting a 
4:30 am. “Actors Mass” each Sun- 
day. in spite of some criticism that 
the nextdoor nitery feat ured 
nudes. 

So many acts appearing on the | 
®trip volunteered to appear at the 
event, it was decided to again 
move it, this time to the biggest 
auditorium in Les Vegas — the 
Convention Center rotunda. 

Wellwishers estimated at be- 
tween 3.000 and 9.000 attended the | 
party during the time it started 
at 9 p.m. until fended at 3:30 
a.m. An SRO crowd of more than 
$,900 filled the floor at the peak of 
the evening—midnight—and offi- 
elals said there was no way of 
eounting the turnover. 

N> admission was charged, but 
six boxes were placed around the 
auditorium for donations to the 
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Roanoks College 

round trip Rome ticket. Trustees 
of the fund, Dr. Lockitch, Sil Pet- 
racelant and. Robert Cardinal, had 
not announced how much. was. 
raised at presstime. One estimate 
had the amount at around $7,000. 
The.trio'gaid the money would. be 
put {n a trust fund earmarked for 
the Rome transportation, explain- 
ing that “if we gave the padre the 
cash he would give it away. : 

Several stars failed to appear as. 
skedded, but all sent ietters of: 
apology and good luck. 

Twentyfive. acts, 
formers, provided the entertain- 
ment. Midway through the show, | 
Father Crowley put on a bowler 
and stepped through a lively. bit ; 
of terping with singer - comedian | 

| Dave Burton of the .Sands. 
sang two choruses of “Harrigan, 
That’s Me,” substituting “Crowley” 
for “Harrigan.” Song sheets were 
passed among the audience anda 

‘tune of “Hey, Look Me Over,” with 
special lyries by Dave & Maxine 
Burton: 

1 “Dear Father Crowley, you're 
| such a dear, 

You take on people's troubles 
and .give them lots of cheer, 

You never mind the hours, 
you never mind the time, 

You've given up lots of read- 
ing time and prayers along 
the line, 

To help the underprivileged 
children, the lonesome and 
the drunks, 

The wayward and the troubled 
and just the plain old folks,. 

There’s never a time when 
anyone’ calls, 

That you’re not there to help, 
Dear Father Crowley, 
Oh, Father Crowley, 
Let us tell you — you're the 

most!’ 

Bogdadis from the Tropicana; Ar- 
ren & Broderick, New Frontier; 
Hank. Henry & The Madcaps, Sil- 

;ver Slipper; Ray Anthony & His 
Bookends, Sahara;. Allan Drake, 
Dunes; Lou Mosconi Jr., Last Fron- 
tier; Pepper Davis & Tony Reese, 
Sahara; The Villafontana -Violin- 
ists, Dunes; Larry Daniels, Thun- 
derbird; ‘Peter Lind Hayes: & 
Claude Stroud, Sands; Dagenham 
Girl Pipers, Tropicana; Billy An- 
dre, Dunes; Gimma Bros., Star- 
dust; Dominique, Stardust; Shecky 
Greene, Tropicana; Rola & Rolan, 
New Frontier; Alice Lon, Thun- 
derbird; Danny Costello, Tropi- 
cana} Myron Cohen & the. Barry 

| Sisters, Flamingo. Stan Irwin of 
the Sahara and Henry Dunn of] 
the Tropicana acted as émcees. 

The show was produced by Lou } 
Walters of the Tropicana, with 

.| Har 
coordinator. Bill de Angelis. of 
the Stardust was stage manager, 
and tbe music was by the Nat 
Brandwynne and Ray Sinatra or-. 
chestras. Music was sponsored by 
the Musie Performers Trust Fund’ 
and Local 369, AFM. Cooperating 
were IATSE Local 720, AGVA, and 
the local motion picture projec- 
tionists. 

Lou Licker of the VFW, Marty 
O'Neill and Variety reporter For- 

presented citations to 

© Pianist 

© Composer 

® Arranger 

@ Recording Artist 

ontact: 

ATDANTIC HOTEL 
- Hamburg. Germany 

. Yather Orowley on behalf of looal 

with 64 per- 

He | 

‘| 25% 
1958, when the liquor license was 

Among: -those on the bill: The : 

White of the Desert Inn as. 

veterans. 
Sam Boyd, managing director of. 

The Mint, and prexy of the Las| 
Vegas Chamber | of Commerce, j. 
dopa a brief address thanking the |. 

hen the show ended at. 3:30 
a.m., the crowd sang “God. Bless |. 
America, ”’ and Father Crowley 
stepped to the microphone, with 
tears in his eyes, and sald he 
“hoped and prayed that someday | 
his dream-of a Catholie Church on 
ae would come true." 

Roberts Lounge 
Chi Test for fll 
4%,-of-Gross Tax} 

Chicago, Sept. 8. 

Roberts Show Lounge, south 
| side jazz spa hére, has the dubious 
Gistinction of being the first target 
in the drive by the attorney gen- 
eral to plug a loophole in the 
state’s “retailer’s occupational” tax 
setup. Attorney Gen. Willlam G. 

| Clark. last ‘Friday (1) ordered a 
sult filed against Robert Lee 
Thompson, holder of. the liquor li- 
cense for the club, to compel him 
to get a-retailer’s occupational li- 

‘lcense. The suit asks a mandatory 
‘'injunetion, which would then be 

j used as a weapon to force payment 
of state sales taxes collected, plus 

in penalties. since Nov. 19, 

issued. Clark said that the amount 
of. back taxes owed by Roberts: 
Show Lounge could not be deter- 
mined until after-an. audit. of the 

1 club’s books. 

The investizafion of- retailer’s 
occupational licenses (and faxes) is. 
part of.an overall drive by Gov. 
Otto Kerner to raise revenue for 
the state’s spending program. The 
attorney general's office sald that: 
he will ask 30 to 35 injunctions. 
within the next month against 
businesses that. do not have the 
Tetailer’s license or have not paid 
the tax. However, a spokesman for 
the office would not disclose how 
many of these were in the show 
business category. 

The [Illinois retailer’s occupa- 
tional tax is 4% of the gross in- 
‘come of any business that deals: 
directly with the end consumer 
{excluding services) of which 342% 
goes to.the state and 44% goes to 
the city. 

Court Reserves Decision 
"In Belafonte’s $10,000 

Suit Over Hub Concert 
Boston, Sept. 5. 

Harry Belafonte is suing a Bos- 
ton ticket agency. and two pro- 
ducers as the aftermath of a con- 
cert given by the singer In Don- 
nelly Memorial Theatre last Jan- 
-uary. Belafonte received $30,000 
for his six-day-stand at the former 
Loew’s State Theatre, now owned. 
and operated by the Catholic Arch- 
diocese of Boston, according to 
attorney Joseph Crane, counsel for 
the three defendants. from whom 
the singer seeks nearly $10,000. 

Named in the action are the 
Tyson Ticket Agency and produc- 
ers Stanton Shifman and Richard 
.Sarle. Belafonte earlier 
charged he is owed $9,322 for his 
performance plus a 90c¢ premium 
on tickets) sold by the Boston 

Silverman, Hub. fight promoter. 
‘At the time of the Belafonte 

‘| show at. Donnelly, the producers 
‘turned over the-entire ticket allot- 
ment to Tyson, stating there were 

tno boxoffice facilities at the the- 
| atre. 

Crane told Judge Charles S. 

fonte Enterprises Inc. was not reg- 
| istered’ to do business in Mass, 

Crane charged, Bela- Therefore, 

| 28, is an adaptation of Leonard 

had 

agency. It has since been sold by 
‘}the then owner, Sid Ross, to Sam 

Bolster Wednesday (30) that Bela-|/ 

Al Stern Will Produce 
62 Seattle Exposition 

Alfred Stern will produce the 
theme show for Seattle’s 1962 .Cen- 

with the environment of man in| 
‘the 21st century, is being designed 

York industrial. designers. The 
jscript {fs being written by tele-- 
vision-radio writer Doris Frankel 

| and music for the offering is being 
composed by Kay Swift. Author- 

on philosophy and communications. 

the Dept. of Community & Indus- 

can National Theatre & Academy, 
is presently consultant to the State 

mission, the West Virginia Cen- 
‘tennial ‘Commission and ‘the indus- 
trial designing firm of Walter Dor- 
win Teague Associates, which 1s 
designing and producing the gas’ 
industry’s presentation for the. 
1964 N.Y. World’s Fair. 

Chi Nitery Tests 
Compact Drama 

Chicago, Sept. ‘6... 
-Gate of Horn here will fake a 

two-month hiatus.from its regular 
folk music format to present com- 
pact adaptations of two plays and 
an opera. Alan Ribback, owner. of 
the nitery, said that the dramatic 

plete change in policy for the club 
but represents ‘“‘an experiment in 
bringing big-theatre and concert 
hall shows to the Intimacy of a 
cabaret.” Club will retain a folk- 
singer as the second half of the 

probably continue the policy ‘for 
the others. 

- The  niter 4 will ‘ present “An 
Evening With Lionel Stander” on]: 
Sept. 12, in which Stander will}: 

Patricia Kearney in acenes from 
“Venus At Large.” “Venus,” with 

week in Westport, .Conn., 
month, and is a. candidate for 
Broadway this .fall. Folksinger 
Amanda Ambrose. will: also ‘be on. 
the bill with the play. 

The second show, opening Sept. 

Bernstein’ 8 one-act opera, “Trouble 
In Tahiti.” It will feature young 
opera singers Alexandra Hunt and 
Frank: Carroll and Miss Ambrote. 
The third presentation. is a ¢on- 

son’s “Gallows Humor,” which. is 

off-Broadway last season and will. 
be directed at the Gate of Horn by 
George Sherman. 
The club will return to folk fare 

in November, with commitments 
from Mirlam Makeba, Theodore 

‘Makem, among others. 

Honolulu Benefit . 
‘Honolulu, Sept. 5. 

penses incurred by Jock Purinton; 
Waikiki Shell manager. ‘Nearly all. 
top Isle acts participated in . the 
Shell show. 

Lh eldetdbbldlopeada'ed i] 
i scovstrre ul non MUDIOust Lienert untrieerenneee 

Sl 
and 

tury 21 Exposition. The project, a- 
21-minute presentation dealing]. 

by Donald Deskey Associates, New: 

critic: Gilbert Seldes is consultant.| 

Stern. formerly -the. director of |, 

trial Showmanship of the Ameri-| 

of New Jersey’s Tercentenary Com- 

presentations won’t mark: a com- 

bill. for the first show: and will]. 

team with Norman Belkin and. 

Stander starring, played a tryout} 
last:| 

densed version of Jack Richard-|' 

Blkel and the Clancey Bros, & ‘Tom }| 

More than-7,000 attended a spe-|4 
cial beneflt show designed to raise. 
funds to help. defray medical .ex- | 

| erg Jr, said the singer did business 

Belafonte had no business office in 

fonte “has no right to sue anyone 
in Massachusetts.” The attorney 
also claimed the singer did not 
have the. required performer'‘s 
cense when. he appeared here in 
January. 

‘ Belafonte’s counsel, Walter Pow- 

Pa UL 
‘| THETIC here as spelled out in Mass. law. 

However, he acknowledged that 
SHEP FIELDS 

SHAMROCK HILTON HOTEL 
- Houston, Texas 

. MOhawk 4.9307 

the state, and did not file required. 
certificates: with the state. 

Judge Bolster took the case un- i 

der advisement. i 

Rippling Rhythm Orch—! 
Now Available | 
FOR LIMITED. ENGAGEMENTS. 

for DATES and Further Information CONTACT = 
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Pitt Holiday House Owner Raps 
AGVA Ban on Split: 

Pittsburgh, Sept. 5. 
John Bertera, owner of the Holt- 

| day House, has taken a firm stand 
with the New York talent: offices in 
Tegard to a new AGVA ruling 
which goes into effect on Oct, -11, 
eliminating split commissions. 

Bertera told Variety that he is a 
“very good customer,” buying over ° 
$250,000 worth of. talent yearly,. 
and he wants the agencies which 
séll. him the product to provide 
him with seven-day’ service or hire 
his’ agent, George’ Claire? to do the 
job for him. 
He said that nobody would. ex- 

pect: to buy anything “unless he 
were assured of reliable service: 

“Who's going to see that the act 
fis on time for shows, on time for 
rehearsals, handle all their beefs 
and the countless other problems 
‘that arise. Not me, I’m running a. 
club and I don’t have the time to 
take caré of ‘every artist's needs. 
If an act needs something he 
should:.go to his agent and if his 
agent isn’t in.town, he should:have 

Sila ‘representative here. who can 
! serve in his place.. If they want the 
full 10 percent,.let-them come on 

: -}in here ‘and earn it.” 
Claire is not on a ‘booker - fee 

basis with the club and has made. 
[his ‘money in the past by getting a 
split from the agent or by the act: 
paying 15%. With the new ruling 
‘Making this impossible, Claire in- 
tends to devote his time to acts 
he can buy direct for his many club 
dates and provide service. at the. 
Holiday House for. only the acts 
fee: -agents- give him- a service 

e. | 
Bertera had péen. buying all his. 

acts from New York agents with. 
Claire’s help: and. guidance and in 
most cases, a percentage for the 
agent's services had been provided : 
for.in the contract. 

Cole’ $ Big 976 
“Merry World of Nat King Cole” 

turned up a terrific $97,000 for. 
seven performarices ended Sunday. 
3) at Greek Theatre here. ~~ 

Engagement at $5 top was near. 
sellout. entire week, | 

>. Animitables. 
> Continental Excentrics. ~ 

HELD OVER AGAIN 
AMERICANA HOTEL 

MIAMI BEACH, PLA. 

set for an Oct. 17 opening, It ran | 

BRILLIANT 
“COMEDY MATERIAL 

Send for new price list er send sie: . 
| for. hundreds: ef dollars worth ef | 
-monelogs, dialogs, . bits, - sketches, 

' pantom me skits, hes written: by top. 
showbiz gagmen. : 

LAUGHS UNLIMITED . 
106 WwW. 45th Street, New York ity 

- B&B 
COSTUMES 
‘Gowns and Costumes: - 
INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED 

' MADE TO ORDER 
110: W. 44th $t.,.N.Y. Cl 84660 

his . 

JERRY LEVY 
DIRECTIONAL ENTERPRISES 

: 57 St., New York 
Weirele 68431, 

Bee alles dea datas, 



Gt Promoter’ Takes ]t 
Cops Book Him to Prevent Encore| 

Pittsburgh, Sept. B+ 
A smooth-talking, fast’ stepping 

‘promoter named Stanley Bethel 
took ‘in '$1,500 last Sunday (27) at 
the Horizon Room here and left]. 
without paying the band, the. rent 
or producing the advertised star: of |. 
the show, Etta James. 

‘Miss James would have had quite: 
28 doubling job if she had made it 
‘since’ she was appearing at the. 
Brooklyn Paramount that night,. 
according ‘to her agent, Joe Mar-: 
solais of Universal Artists. © 

The county polfce, who. were: 
called. tothe ‘affair, asked band-i 
leader Chuck: Edwards to keep 
playing to prevent a possible riot. 
‘The affair ended =: orderly .- with. 
.Joseph S. Bonislawsky Jr., 20, who 
was. collecting maney | for Bethel, 
being taken into custody for ques- 
tioning. He sald he: had beén ‘an 
innocent dupe. On Monday: * £28), 
Bethel was picked up and both he 
and Bonislawsky ‘were booked. and 
released on bond. 

‘A’ VARIETY survey here showed 
that’ many people were familiar 
with Bethel’s” practices | and had 
taken defensive measures. City. 
Editor.Frank Bolden of the Pitts-| 
burgh Courier made. him pay-in ad-]' 
vance for advertising as did radio] 
station WAMO. Bill Powell, one of | 
the top radio personalities in town,| 
was bitter against Bethel and said}. 
that. hé. was owed $200. for three |. 
engagements. 

Asked why he continued to work 
Yor him when he was taken once, 
Powell said, “He used other people. 
.When a guy hires me I take the 
job, but when I got:on the job 
there -was Bethel with another 
name and without loot.’’. 
‘Tony Chakers, operator. of the 

Horizon Room, -got $30 .on deposit 
and was given another {installment 
when Bethel was: arrested but.the 
“promoter” still owes the: nitery 
‘$180. Bethel. promoted his latest 
under the name of. Otto Owen, the 
“name Bonislawsky sald was given 
him by the man who hired him and | - 
the man to whom he gave. the total 

sat Pitt Gig: | 

Biinstrub’s, Hub, Seis 
Season’ $ Talent Slate 

’ Boston,. Sept.. 6. 

Blinsturb’s, @ 1,700-seat show: 
case of hot disk. talent’ here, has. 
lined up a slate of names for the 
upcoming season. Among them is’ 

Ray Charles’ 1-Wk. 
.Eleanor Powell, who is inked for 
‘Sept, . 25-Oct.. .1. 

Spot opened. Labor Day. with 
:Ronald. Rogers. Stanley Blinstrub 
also is negotiating with the King- 

; ston Trio and Carla. Alberghetti. 
Definitely set are Gordon «& 

Sheila -.MacRae,. Oct. 23; Eydie 
Gorme & Steve Lawrence,. Oct. 30, 
arid. Brerida Lee, Nov. 20, all one 
week. Connie Francis is. in Oct.: 
6.for 10 days; Patti Page, Nov. 27, 
one .week; Nat King Cole, Jan. 12, 
10 days;. Sammy Davis. Jr, Feb. 6, 
‘one week, 

Legal Troubles 
Snafu Bevitills 
Nitery 

-'The Beverly Hills. Country Club, 
Southgate, Ky., has. a problem in. 
signing new talent for the “duration: 
of ‘its Iegal difficulties.’ Spot is 
now inking talent. from show-to- 
show, With each ‘contract having a 
two-week cancellation clause. 
Reason for the new. modus op- 

eraiidi is the threat of a suspension 
of its liquor license.. A temporary : 
injunction enahled the cafe to op- 
erate after the. State’s alcoholic] 
eontrol board: ordefed a 45- day 
suspension of its permit. because |. 
of alleged gambling on. the prem- |: 

| son” of tv, and.a new chorus line. ises. 
Previous ‘to the present situa- 

tion, the Beverly Hills used to buy 
. receipts. talent for 10 months in advance. 

Talon —_ qd) NICK LAPOLE- 
Talente d New York Journal-American 

AYA HOME FOR ACD 

After about’ year of “operation, | 

Artists Home for the Aged has ad- 
—| mitted its sixth resident, Arthur 

Ward, -a vet performer, who was at 
‘fone time. active. in AGVA.: politics 
and before that was concerned in 
the polities of the defunct Ameri- | 
can Federation of Actors, is the. 

7 latest. to enter the-home.. — 
"With the six residents, the. an- 
nual cost of the home is around 
$70,0 

At Bway Palace 
rz Broadway's Palace Theatre will 
again go on. the. live talent stand- 
ard, for the week of Sept. 22, this 
time for a week with Ray Charles 
as the topliner. The blind Negro 
diskery singer has been doing -ex- 
cellently on- the concert: circuit, 
promoted by Hal Zeiger, but is be-. 
ing impresarioed by Sid Bernstein 

|& John Drew for the Palace date. 
| They'll try for other layouts Tato 
the Palace lafer on. 
On the bill with Charles will be 

Sarah. Vaughan, Larry Storch and 
the Johnny Conrad Dancers. Bern- 
stein &- Drew are taking the Pal- 

face-on a four-wall basis and paying. 
{for the talent, with the theatre 
participating. on a percentage. 

| Bernstein & Drew, who promot- 
ed the Newport. Jazz: Festival re- 
‘cently, have ‘also set Judy Gar- 
land for a one-niter at the Forum, 
Montreal, Oct. 22. This will be 
their fourth. time around with Miss: 
‘Garland, having promoted her in 
Atlantic City twice, and in New- 
port. The duo have also promoted. 
several. bashes at the Brooklyn 
Paramount Theatre. 

Gene Barry at Bat. 
Houston, Sept. 5. 

Gene Barry,. the “Bat Master- 

opened at the Cork Club. as a 
replacement for . the ailing Tony 
‘Mar 

DOROTHY KILGALLEN 

the. American Guild. of Variety. 

TContl Show Biz Borrowing From US. GETS SIXTH RESIDENT | 
Sez Jack Entratter—No Ideas There 

Paradise Image’ Top Pull 
For Hawaii's Tourists 

. Honolulu, Sept. 5. 

. The so-called “paradise image” is 
still the key factor in luring tour-. 
‘ists to the islands, according to an 
18-month survey made by the Ha- 
wali Visitors’ Bureau research de- 
partment. This lucrative image was 
the motivation in influencing two- 
thirds of the persons interviewed 
before, or after their trips. 

Despite:the congestion and dwin- 
dling status of. Waikiki as far as 
tropical illusions are concerned, 
vacationists noted the Neighbor ie 
lands (Kaual, Maul, Hawaii) main- 
tain the: South Sea image while 
‘Waikiki is emerging with a dis-: 
tinctly cosmopolitan complex. 

Several Dicker 
To Buy IM-Per 

Las Vegas, Sept. 5. 

Charles Rich, Sid Wyman and 
George Duckworth,  ex-Riviera 
execs who were trying to buy into 
the Thunderbird Hotel before 
Marion Hicks changed his mind 
-about selling, applied for an in- 
terest Thursday (31) in the Dunes, 
along. with Wendell S. Fletcher, : bill 
E¥. Monte (Calif.) aircraft parts 
manufacturer. 

Rich and Wyman seek 6% each 
at $10,000 a point; for e total of 
$120,000, while Duckworth is ap-' 
plying for 3% at $30,000. Fletcher 
wants 15% of the stock, now con- 
trolled by Major Riddle. 

| The applications probably will 
be considered at the State Gaming 
Control Board’s Sept.. 18 meeting. 

* 

“Explosive” 

“Thrilling” 

“Exciting” 

“Delightful” 
ke 

“Glittering” 

_* 
“Triumph” 

“Sizzling” 

~“Eyeful” 
* 

“Grade A” 

“The triumph of the evening, how- 
ever, belonged to Rosette Shaw. This 
is a thrilling singer. She has a tre-. 
-mendous range—sometimes her voice - 
goes down to the veriest whisper, low: 
‘but: penetrating, with every syllable 
clearly enunciated, : Suddenly, she’ as- 
cends: the -scale with practical ease, 
belts: the highest notes. with no ap- 
parent atrain and no loss of -melody. 

“She's highly talented—hearing her 
is exciting. She bowed on with ‘When 
the. World ‘Was. Young’. followed ‘with. 
‘A Lot of Living to Do,’ drew chuckles 

_and- applause. ‘with. ‘Tea for Two: in- 
_French. - 

“With ® swift. charge. of: ‘pace. she 
swing into. ‘Porgy, I'm. Your Woman 
Now,’ an effort that was worthy of 
any concert stage, 

“She sang ‘Am t Blue,’ in the tradi- 
tion of the great blues: singers of our 

-time;. with ‘Come Prima,’ the Italian - 
love song with the tender message, 
‘her voice caressed the lyrics with. 
loving care. 

_ “Miss Shaw--has been. away from 
“New York for.‘too many years—it’s a 
great pleasure to welcome. back such 
a talented person!” 

JOHN DAVID GRIFFIN 
New York Mizror 

“Rosette Shaw, the. exciting vocal. 
eyeful at the Living Room.” 

EARL WILSON 
New York Post. 

“Rosette Shaw ¢<«, A HIT at. The 
Living Room.” 

“ROSETTE SHAW, who was brought 
4nto the Living Room two weeks ago 
“just to round out the bill” has been 
signed to return to the club-as the 
star of the show in mid-October be- 
cause. she won such praise. from the. 
critics and enthusiasm from the audi- 
ences. wo 

VARIETY 
“Rosette Shaw.is a singer who has 

been abroad for some time and has: 
found that travel has broadened her 
horizons, She has the interest of a 
cosmopolite, ‘with: linguistic nods to. 
the travelled set. She has a strong 
projection sufficient knowhow to cree 
ate -moods as -well as an- articulate 
mode of expression. 

“Miss Shaw also permits herself 
somé musical adlibs to present a pore 
trait of well-rounded -singer. Her 
stage . deportment and couturiering . 
are grade A.” JOSe. 

NAT CHRZAN 
New York World-Telegram — 

“On the program is a jet-haired 
‘richly: talented songbird name 4, 
Rosette Shaw. Using her vast range 
to fine advantage, Miss Shaw is at her 

- explosive best in ‘A Lot. of Living to 
. Do,’ sizzling and soulful in ‘When the 
World: Was Young, and ‘Am I Blue’ 
and. delightfully comic in a French 
version of ‘Tea for Two.’ This engage-. 
ment marks a glittering return to the 
New York nightclub scene for 
Rosette.” 

" Gratefly— 

E SH 
Currently LIVING: ROOM, ‘New York 

Personal Management 

BUDDY ‘ALLEN . 
595 Madison Ave., New York 

EL 5-2230 

Press Represenfative. 

MAL BRAVEMAN 
18 East 48th st New York. 

“VEL 5-7752 

+ Xuropean show biz is now bore 
rowing from America according te 

Jack Entratter, president of the 

Sands Hotel, Las Vegas, who re 

turned last week from a tour of 
Europe and Israel. He is embark 
ing on a building program for the 
Sands, which will not only increase 
the room capacity, but will pro- 
vide a convention hail and a new 
stage for the Copa Room.. Latter 

be able to accommodate a 
wide variety of shows including 
large musicals. 

Entratter peered carefully into 
European show biz to get some 
{ideas to put on the new stage. Un 
fortunately, he said. there is @ 
void of fresh concepts in Contine 
ental capitals for show biz abroa 
hasn't advanced too much in thé 
past few years. It’s newer ideas 
come from the U.S. ; 

In agome areas, rarticularly in 
Monte Carlo and the south cf 
France, the biggest entertainment 
{tems are cafes fed by jukeboxes 
in which $4 is charged for a drink, 
and the spots are loaded with cus- 
tomers. The Paris niterfes, he 
said, are still topped by the Lido 
with little remaining except strip 

ts. In Italy, he pointed cut, 
@ entertainment scene is dome 

inated by film studios, and stande 
ing In front of Rome’s Excelsior 
Hotel is like standing in front of 
the Beverly Wilshire. 

Entratter this year has bunched 
the bookings of The Clan. One 
member of the tribe will follow 
another to insure extra big open- 
ing and closing nights with big 
business in between. After the 

starting today (Wed.) with 
Paul Anka and Allen & Rossi, the 
first of the Clan bookings takes 
place on Sept. 27 for three weeks 
with Dean Martin. Sammy. Davis 
Jr. follows for two weeks, Oct. 18, 
with Frank Sinatra next for a fort- 
night and Joey Bishop coming 
afterward. Following the Clan 
lineup, Jerry Lewis and Red Skeb 
ton are booked, each for a twa 

(Continued on page 50) 
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Pitt's 2 A.M. Sun. Closing Hypos Ailing 
Nitery Biz, But Ends Small Acts’ Dates 

the city’s celebrating. a great ren-|. 
aissance, there is no nitery activ-| 
ity’at all, With the razing of the 
New Arena, the Mo..te Carlo now 

Pittsburgh, Sept. 5. 

With Pitt finally getting a two | 
@m. Sunday closing hour to handle 
Saturday night business, fhe show-! 
men concerned are greeting the : ‘a private club and the 

long awaited liberalization of the - 
‘uve laws with mixed emotions. 

It will certainly give a shot in the !Situation will change 
arm to the fadirg nitery industry. : 
but will just about kill any work j ed down, the old Rock ‘n’ Roll is. 

'a parking building and the Midway 
The small acts have been able: has been vacant for three years. i' 

:Some neighboring 
spring with a combo and one or 

here for the small acts. 

to get steady weekend work in the: 
area’s many private clubs which 
present shows 
Sunday nights when the licensed 
retailer had been foreed to stay | When a long awaited gift has been 

i awarded. closed. Now with niteries open on 
Saturday night to two in the morn- 
ing, few people are expected to! 
move out to a private club for 
one last drink before going home. 

Zeke Nicholas and Don D'Carlo,} 
who service many private clubs, | 
said all of them are viewing the 

committing themselves to any 
future bookings. 

Mull Third. Shews 

day House are considering -a third 
show on Saturday night and expect 
the new law to greatly increase | 
their weekend business. Neither 
club is planning .an upped show 

sizeable lineup of stars set for the! 
fall season and the extra two hours 
will be a big he!p to it. The Hori- 
yon Room at the Greater Pitts- 
burgh Airport is expected to add 
more names since it always does. 
capacity business on Saturday 
night and the extra two hours of 
biz would help toward paying the aumeas Continued from page 49 

star’s salary. 

The little act and the musician | bey ond New. Year's.’ 
may benefit through increased 
hiring by small roadhouses and] 
cocktail lounges, but there is no| 
indication that such action is be- 
ing taken. 

SILLY otths FUN-MASTER 
PROFESSIONAL 

COMEDY MATERIAL 
for all Theatricals 

"We Service the Stars” 

Suy Professional — Be Professional. 
35 Gag Files for $15 Plus $1.63 Postage 

Foreign: 35 for $25 

@ S Parody Sooxs, Per 8k. $18 & 
. @ 4 Blackout Books, Per Sk. $35 @ 

@ Minstrel Budget 25 @ 
How to Master the Ceremonies 

33 per Copy 
| Ne C.0.D’s "Always Open” 

BILLY GLASON 
200 W. 54th ¥.cC.. 79 ‘CO stats. 
iWE TEACH SCEEING and COMED 
(Let a Real Professional Train You 

When In Los Angeles visit 

“WHITEY” ROBERTS 
Panorama 

CHIl busy as an armless paper 
hanger with the 7-year Heh, 
Director HARRY GREBSBIN 

263 So. Wabash, Chicage 
T.V.2 Not mel 

One of the All Time GREAT Quartets 

THE BUFFALO BILL 
Featured for 3!/, YEARS : 

“MUSIC MAN” on BROADWAY 
Jest Completed fer Warner Bros. 

“MUSIC MAN” picture 
Currently . 

SHOREHAM HOTEL, Washington, D. C. 

ila 

on Saturday and! 

| man was also producer of an “Ella 

situation with alarm and are not {Sings Rodgers & Hart” LP. Bobby 

The: 
Both the Ankara and the Holl-|Bunch will choreograph, will use 

ny room’s two stages. 

in connection with the film, “Vio- 
lent Angels,” recently produced 
ithe color. spec, “Sunny Side’ of the 

budget. The Twin Coaches has a: : Street” for early fall presentation 
‘on NBC-TV. Camelot intends hold- 

In downtown Pittsburgh, where 

whieh can be. subdivided into four 

| deLeon. 

e 
Booked Exclusively by 

INTERNATIONAL TALENT ASSOCIATES 
65 East 85th St., New York 22, N. Y. 

PL. 1-3344_ 

Vande, Cafe Dates 
New York. 

Jackie Helier named entertain- Machado, Bobby Specht, Romayne 

Miami Beach... .Murray Lane back Konrad, Lynn “Patsy” Finnegan, 
from a round-the-world. tour .. 

Copa com-jBob Fischer left for Europe to 
‘pletely unoccupied for two years} ‘join the magico company of. Mil- 
‘there is no indication that this ; ‘bourne .Christopher . . . Lynne 

| Palmer, daughter of former vaud- 
er Alvino Rey, joined. the per- 
sonal management ranks .... Mon- 
ique Van Vooren set for the Roose- 
yelt, New Orleans, Sept. rar th 

: Barbara Heller booke or e 
Spots may Blue Angel Nov..16 ... Jose Greco 

pacted for the Staatstheatre, 
Malmo, Sweden, for two nights 
starting. ‘Sept. 13... Edgar Bergen 
.goes ‘into the B&B, Indianapolis, 
Feb. 16. Dennis Day booked there. 
Dec. 18... Jimmy Durante inked 
for me Three Rivers, Syracuse, 
Oct. 

The Carousel building has burn- 

two acts but the. Pitt nitery of 
old no longer exist at the time 

Rodgers & Hart . 
| Continued from page 1 — 

Chicago 
Teddi King. skedded for Mister 

Van ‘is to star-in the show at the 
Camelot, which has been without 
entertainment. in recent months. 

presentation, which Jack the Old Chicagoan Club. 

Birds Club, Spokane, Sept. 26-30, 

Bregman, currently in New York 10 for a month... Jackie Gayle set 

three weeks and- Playboy - “Club, 
Chi, for three... 

Frankie Avalon set for the Holi- 
day House, Milwaukee, Sept. 22-30. 

| Enzo .Stuarti and Dave Astor play 
the same’ club. Oct. 16 for two 
weeks... . Kenny Milton down for 

ing two previews of the R&H of- 
fering for the press. 

Entratier 16°. 
ace” Gardens, ‘Flint, Mich., 

& 
'weeker, which will take. the Sands 

| weeks. 

‘Howe Heads © Heads GAC 
issess iat ee| Live Talent Dept. 
Although Entratter has ¢ one of] Buddy Howe has been named 

the biggest lineups of stars set for: president of the newly formed 
the Copa Room. he feels that he | General Artists Corp. Personal Ap- 

Entratter has completed -plans. 
for an eight-story addition to be 
built atop his casino. New con 
struction will hold 300: rooms 
which will give the hotel a_ total 
of 765. In addition, he is building 

'a convention -hall seating 2;000] 

must enlarge his staging facilities. |pearances Division. He had been 
There may be times, he says, when jalternating between television and 
some of his stars will want larger |the variety fields. In his new ca- 
facilities fo try out television, legit | pacity -he will not only ‘be in 
or film fare. Moreover, he mayjcharge of. cafes, theatres, legit, 
‘want to build revues around his;|concerts and club dates, but will 

| headliners. ‘coordinate his division with cli- 

Entratter planed back for Las|ents’ engagements in tv and films. 
Vegas (1). He left his daughter} In the new roster of key GAC 
Michele in the east. She’ll be en-. exec, Larry Kanaga and Milton 

Kelly’s, Chi, Sept. 18 for a. fort- | of dachshunds, 
night ... Earl Novie & Jimmy Lee ; ! and staged with a crisp. hand. Its | several days: last.-week . .: 

. Pomp- | firstnight cues apart), 
off Thedy Family plays the Early | tive 

Wednesday, September 6,. 1961 

Ice Show Review 
Kee Capades ef 1962 
John H. Harris presentation; 

with Ronnie Robertson, Cathy 

| Old Smoothies (21, Freddie Trenk- 
ler, Eric Waite, Labrecque & Mar- 
shall, Dave Part, Jan Tors, Ice 
‘Ca’Pets and. Ice Cadets; Choreogra- 
phy, Rosemarie Stewart, Robert 
Dench and Ron Fletcher;. vocal 
arrangements, Lyn Murray;. 
tume design, Billy Livingstone; 
musical direction, Clay Warnick. At 
Madison Square Garden, N. Y., 
Aug. 30, ’61; $6 top. 

Some rough spots evident at the 
‘61-62 season launcher aside, this 
latest (22d) edition of John Harris’ 
“Ice Capades” is laden with all the 
marshmallow values and fancy 
skatesmanship that should insure: 
its continuing esteem in the Ame- ; 
rican bosom, family trade.division. : 

This one, per: ice show conven- | 
tion, is leggy (the Ice Ca'Pets), 
dripping color, cute (with a clutch 

dancing castles )., 

the collec- 
impact making for highly 

‘agreeable entertainment across the 

and the Latin Quarter, N.Y., Oct. family spectrum. 
It’s no sign necessarily of cul- 

sky musical aceent. The classics 
are not alien to these formats—_| 
it’s a point of conspicuous note, 
however, if only for the. (voila!) | 
‘commendable slough of any‘ rock; 

-|the Allegon: (Mich.) Fair Sept. 12- | 

’n’ roll takeoff in the face of hack- 
neyed. -temptation. 

Potent with comedic. leavening, 
. Rusty Draper into the Pal-| the troupe has Freddie Trenkler 

Oct. 2-8; back in view again after a two- 
. Mattison Trio set for the. Sham- | year lapse, which should help beef. 

rock, Houston, Oct. 5 for two | the boxoffice this tour—the funs- 
_ter’s billing probably being the 

rolling at Briarcliff College, N.Y: ‘Krasny continue as the GAC prexy’ 
jand executive veepee, respectively; 
|Martin Baum will head the film 
and legit divisions, .and . Ingo 

| Preminger, the literary arm of the 
‘office. Don W: Sharpe is: GAC-TV 
president. 

Last week the. final step ihn the 
amalgamation of the Ingo Premin- 
‘ger Agency inta GAC was com- 
pleted when thei Rreminger office 

|elosed its doors and moved in 
‘with the GAC Beverly Hills 
branch. 

§ | victory, torowro, 

HI-LOS’ CLICK IN MEXICO 
Mexico City, Sept. 5. 

The Hi-Lo's, current at the Ter- 
razza Casino, have pulled SRO. 
business according to owner Pepe 

Bill featuring the vocal 
group also has Cuban singer Olga 
Guillot, Freddy Davis, Kiko. & 

'Karlo, Los Zeas and Juana Gallo. 

Toronto, Sept. 5. 

1] hts “city of churches” is get- 
ting to be the Peelery Metropolis. 

jong-ago touring Yiddish 
legit ‘house and now Jongtime 

| movie grind. It’s) between. Lux 
Theatre, burlesque house that 

i; opened three years ago, and 27- 
year-old Casino, about a mile from 
each. 
' First house here to use the term 

tory, 

| plus.comic-m.e. Jackie J ay. Screen: 
| “Portrait of a Mobster.” Four stage 

tomers opening noon got in free. 

| —on “Captain 
_ Kangaroo’ on 
| Sept. Sth, cas-Tv 

(and disappear) 

MANAGEMENT: Ken Grayson,1560-B'way, NYC, CL6-1974 

‘THIRD BURLESKERY 

Third: opened- Friday (1) at Vic- 

| “Girlesk,”’ Victory currently has 
Little Star. and three other strips | 

shows a day. First hundred cus- 

‘bertson, . 
who’s at his dazzling best in the|. 

‘Strongest identification current in| 
‘the icé. show field. 

This édition's big numbers 
achieve spectacle impact without 
the vulgar cluttering that comes 
from “pouring it on.” 
for Snappier pace, hence fewer 
squirming moppets. Last Wednes- 
day's (30) teeoff, in a Gotham heat 
wave, seemed to suffer from “slow” 
ice—that or Madison Square Gar- 
den jitters was the villain; at any |} 

some of the femme line rate, 
precision, antics faulted, and the 
solo. bladesters likewise probably 

Yop bpeue 

COs- 

It makes [ 

who does a: neat “Molsevev” bit 
with his bendover simulation of 
‘two waltzing midgets;.and the team 
of John. Labrecque and. Joe Mar- 
shall, whdé score with -their execu- 
tions in the standard. pratfall and 
Narrow-miss genre.. - 

The score is ice show-pretty (and 

times sticky familiarity), and. 
smoothly ‘dispatched by Clay Ware | 
nick, while Lyn Murray has given. - 
the vocal arrangements arena-size 
savvy. The choreographics of: 
Rosemarie Stewart, Robert Dench 
and Ron Fletcher are, as indicated, 
fine \contribs; and: Billy. Living-. 
stone has supplied the . expected” 
eye-popper costume notions. 

Two-and-a-half hour. session is 
booked through. Sept. 17 before: 

; hitting the road. Pit. 

“Agen on the More 

| Harry Mufson, Eden Roe; Miami 
{ Beach, operator, in New. ‘York for 

‘Lee. 
(Fat Daddy & Son) currently at , weaknesses are minor (some faulty |Salomon, of the William’: Morris 

nitery dept., and model Holly Har-— 
ris being married. Sept. 24 at the 
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria . ... Michael 
‘Sean O’Shea has joined the Fran- 
ces Kaye flackery ... Marvin. Dra-' 

for King’s Club, Dallas, Sept. 18-Oct.! tural. uplift that “Ice .Capades”|ser is the new pressagent at The 
1, Playboy Club, N.O., Oct. 14 for|includes a prominent Tschaikow- | Roundtable .. Latin .Quarter 

igeneral manager Eddie Risman 
expected. back from a short Euro- 
pean trip. this week... Milton 
‘Lehr, Puerto Rican talent. impres- 
‘ario. and television producer, due - 
in New York tomorrow (Thurs.) 
for a sliort visit ... Leon Newman, 
{| Licensing: Corp. of America vee- 
pee, back from the Coast. 

“THE COMEDIAN” 
nly Real Menth 

“New in its 132nd. Issue,.-containing | 
stories, one-liners, ‘peemettes,. song |. 
titles, hecklers, audience stuff, mono- 

doubie sass. logs, bits, 
ideas, preasions ’ ime 

rsonations, political, interroptions ; 
oughts of the Day, Humerous Views 

| of the News, Vignettes, et 

$25 YR—SINGLE. ISSUES. $3. 

$35 YR —SINGLE- ISSUES. $4 
NO C.0.D.3. 0 - 

BILLY GLASON, 20¢: W. S4th Sf. 
New York City Ww co. E316 

didn’t display to very hest ad- —————— 
vantage, though it’s not likely the 
average eye noticed. . 
Production numbers include two 

or three first-acters keyed to 
Tschaikowsky melodies; “Disney- 
rama,” with its sure-bet whimsy | 
via the cartoon character get-ups: 
an olio from the Lerner-Loewe 
legituner teaming; “Precision in 
Rhythm,” in which the Ice Ca-Pets 
shape up a la the Rockettes; Hun- 
garian Rhapsody, and a nifty and 
amusing circus-oriented finale. 
‘The principal skaters dependably | 

garner strong plaudits. Not to 
shade other contributions, the solo 
standout. is obviously Ronnie Ro- 

-a fleet-footed exponent 

position spins. Adagio team of Phil 
Romayne & Cathy Steele glides 
the rink with fine grace and style. 

Solo femme honors divide among. 
.| Sandy Culbertson, Cathy Machado 
and Lynn Finnegan, while the male 
contingent, in addition to Robert- 
son, has a couple of gay. blades in |. 
Alan Konrad and Bobby Specht. 
Compensating for. the emphasis 
on youth, there’s a nostalgic turn. 
provided by the getting-on-in- 
years waltz duo of Irma Thomas 
& Orrin Markhus, billed as “The{ 
Smoothies.” ‘Their. configurations 
may be. more sedate, but are no 
less poised. 

Along with Trenkler (operating | 
from his perennially click format), 
the laughgetters include Eric 
Waite, registering with deft femme 
impersonation stints; Dave Park as 
‘a pretzel-bent drunk: Jan Tors, | 

“TOPS IN THEIR FIELD” LARIETY 

RAY ROMAINE 
and CLAIRE 
“Delighifully (ie 
Different” A a 

Now Appearing: 

Tivoll. 
Gjovik* 
(Where?) 

~ Thanks tor. -. 
Jack Woronovsky. 

(Who?) 

“* Norway, not Russia 

“ACTORS- MIMI | 
DANCERS: WRIT RS 

Two man. WA NIE gmt ty 
cabaret theatre: in Lynn, Mats. Will [- 
open Oct. Ist. One -‘wemen Sirendy 
hired. Write, develep, stage your own. 
material in a new cabaret theatre In [. 
the. round.” $al ary us _plus . per- 
centage of. gross we “Send ‘photos, 
resumes to mh 

EUSTACE. SCANNELL 
921 Metropolitan Avenve 
~ Hyde Park, Maes. . - 

‘TRUDY nie
 

7 7 PLEASURES CLUB 
“ Monterey,. Calif. 

. 

Currently. 

ae an) AMBASSADOR HOTEL | 
| | “BOMBAY: 

- India 

apparently benefits from its: some: ~ 
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Nev. Broad Powers Over Shows 
—————— Continued from page 2 

commission and a policy. Boma 
-[‘should consider the inherent weak- 

and. indecent | speech by so-called 
‘comedians. ..” 

_ The opinion will: undoubtedly 
prompt many of the clubs present- 
‘ing “questionable” shows to re- 

_.assess. entertainment policies. Las 
‘Vegas introduced the uncovered 
cuties to the Nevada show scene in 
1958 but Reno failed to follow the 
trend until early: this year, and as 
of this date only two clubs in Reno 

:' athe. Golden Hotel and-the River- 
. side Hotel—-feature. nudes. - 
"Broad Authority 

Protection of. the public from’ 
“obscensity, indecent -exposure and 
against indecent or obscene speech 
is primarily 2- local law enforce-|- 
‘ment problem, whether or not: the 
game. occurs in-a gaming estab-| 
lishment,” Foley. said. “However, | 
the. powers of the gaming commis- 
sion. are so broad and .all-encom-: 
passing .as.to overlap the powers! 
and duties of. local law enforce- i 
ment.” 

He suggested: two methods the ; 
- commission might ‘use if. it felt 
action was né¢essary ‘to regulate 
live entertainment. 
amend present regulatjons to pro-. 
‘vide that conviction of violation of * 
_a local crdinance. of- state. law. per-} 
taining te indecent exposure or |’ 
speech by gaming licensees or their 
employers was an unsuitable meth- 2 
od of. operation: Or, the com- 
Mission could provide ‘that’ the. 
staging of productions: displaying | 
nudes. or . Semii-nudes in entertain- 
“ment on the. licensee’s. premises 

“‘was.an unsuitable method of opera- 
‘tion, 

The’ ‘commission must kéep - dn 
mind, he’. said,. that standards. of’ 
suitability must not be so. unre- 

_ lated to- gambling as‘to be arbi-.| 
trary, diseriminatory ‘or capricious. 
If-the conimission of. Gaming Policy 
Board: should: determine © certain | 
‘entertainment. offered was against | 
the public health, safety and-mor- 
‘als, or. tended to reflect discredit 
-on the gaming industry, then. it! 
‘May establishstandards of suit- 
raid.” in live entertainment, -he. 
&ai 

‘Along with his. opinion, Foley. 
“ gent a’ memorandum. -to.. district: 
- attorneys in Clark ‘Las Vegas): and ° 
Washoe tRero) counties and ° to; 
‘city attorneys pointing out action 
which may be taken by county and.‘ 
city governing boards if they de-' 
sire to prohibit nudes. in entertain- 
“ment. 

Backbone of Tourism 

Foley also’ gave. several reasons - 
‘he feels it necessary to take action ‘ 
to protect the national: image of. 
-Nevada gaming and the state's: 
economy. Among them: “Gambling, . 
ft is generally felt, is the back-!: 
bone of rourism,. the major_attrac-. 
.tion for tourists. For better or for: 
worse, then, Nevada today fs wed |” 
-to gambling. If the national image’ 
4s. such..as to bring. condemnation 
‘upon .our. gaming industry, then.’ 
“we must, !f not for moral reasons, 

'.. which should be enough, but for: 
our own economic security so con- 
duct our gaming industry that in. 

“all aspects it finds: public accept: | offering diverting impressions’ of Tangle. But he’® 
ance throughout America, .and at: 
the same time, is. not. inimical. to; 
the best interest of the people of 
our state.” a 

‘He. said lawmakers should’ COn-. 

Vegas ‘in 1858 soon. drew strong 
‘¢riticism. from: ‘the ‘Clergy, and the 
picture was repeated. within a few 
weeks: after the. braless _ lines‘ in- 
vaded Reno. One official of a Reno 
ministerial ‘association noted, how- |. 
‘ever, -the. criticism was. not directed 

‘suggestive: gyrations - allégedly em- 
‘ployed by some. > entertainers in the 

First, ‘it could’ - 

ness, in Nevada laws in “exercising 
its judgment as to ‘whether - or ‘not | 2 
it should: act. to. prevent. such. dis- 
crimination.” Do 

The introdtction’ of. nude to: Las 

toward nudes:per se, ‘but to lewd or 

shows. 
’ There was. n0- immediate “col: 
lective ‘reaction from Nevada oper- 
‘ators to the attorney general’s 
opinion—but it’s apparent: thoughts 
are being entertained. that the full 
exercise of the powers Foley at- 
tributes to the State.Gaming Com- 
;mfssion could conceivably kill. one 
big and: lucrative segment © of 
Nevada’s entertainment: industry: 
the’ semi-nude shows. 

~ Uni Review 
“Barnes - Carruthers: 

No. Lt Unit: |. 
Minneapolis. Sept. 2. - 

Pat Brady-& Sons of the Pioneers | 
(5), ‘Nip. Nelson. Lottie Mayer's | 
“Disappearing. Water Ballet” (10), 
Nerveless Nocks. «41, Ashton — &; 
‘Shirley: 14); Miss. ‘Elizabeth, At. 3 
terbury.& Hornbeck, Maz, & Cherie, 
Rizos (2): ‘Bratty & Co.’ A249, Dick 
Albershardt, -Aler & Dita Aldott: 
‘Carl Marz;: : Pallenberg’ s Bears, B- C { 
Girl. ‘Terpsiclorists (20), B.C. Boy 
Terpsichorists.. (43, Frankie Mas- 
ters Orch (27): “Minnesota State 
Fair Grandstand show,. Aug. 28- 
Sept. 4; “St .00-$2. 50. 2 

“These Barnes- Carruthers “No. 1' 
“units ‘out. of Chicago have: been : 
providing the Minnesota State. 
Fair's: qutdoor night grandstand 

the current offering: follows ‘in its: 
; many.” ‘predecessors’ footsteps. by i 
running the rircus. vaudeville and | 
revue gamut’ in firstrate fashion. 

As always, sans: any big: name, 
4t adheres to the time- ‘tested pat- 
tern of acts that’ come: throush 
with surefire. and. pleasing thrills, 
.comedy ‘and revue 

.jJuggling, dancing, trained bears 
‘and -whatnot. 
? much the same. each “year, but 
there are’ ‘enough new. dlidoes to. 
give the proceedings. Satisfvi ing. zip: 
and. added: appeal. And this is the 
sort.of fare, a la the ‘circus, which. 
‘bears. gne-a-y ear repetition: , 

Frankie. Masters’ big 27-piece : 
orchestra, brought ‘along -for the ; 
third time; ‘does its custamary yeo-.: 
man job of playing the show and | 
an overture, the latter as one ‘of. 
the unit's 10 numbers: :Nip Nelson. 

‘is ‘back as the~ highly ‘capable em- 
Os. 2 lier several’ \ears: absence, 

bands and. musicians. > 

Headline: -honors: are shared: by.: 
Pat Brady. with the Sons of the Bi- 
+ oneers. and Lottie _Maver's “Dis- 
. appearing Water Ballet” ‘Aided by 

production. | © 
i There are .acrobatics, -poleswaying, | _ 

The stuff ‘is ‘pretty fF. 

‘ing mention, too, are Pallenberg’s 
‘| well trained bears. i 

All in all, it’s ‘the sort of enter- | 
-| tainment which catches the fancy | 
[of this area’s fairgoers, gives them }; 
‘much firstrate . show at moderate. 

pulls .crowds|%& 
from 10,000 to 20, 000, and - more, 
enn of its 10 nights and is topped. 

admission © prices, 

with a sumptuous fireworks 
display each evening’s end. 

Rees. 

House Review 

. Apollo, N. YW. 
“Brook ‘Benton, 

Drifters: (4), Betty Carter, Bobby 
Ephram, Réuben’ Phillips. Orch 
(13); “Steel Bayonettes 
merscope Productions), 

~Harlem vaudery has called in a 

review around “Boll Weevil” disker 
‘Brook Benton, and it adds up to a. 
very pleasant,.if familiar, runoff, 

"[ impact. as 50me of the more extro- 
_j verted male singles. Topping. - Off 

' the’ half-dozen numbers is the 
‘“Boll Weevil” record smash, Easy 
; beat of the tune: is’ punched. up 
‘with some hip Benton. 

| sioris of how. Cole,. 
impres- 

I band, Benton Js backed by his own 
i trio, and the reoriented: pineywoods: 
' guitar of Billy Johnson is a: sock 
 adjunct.to the vocals on stage just 
‘as it is on. the disk: efforts. . 

Femme belter Betty Carter. is a 
| gifted jazz. singer. with truly. in- 
vertive progressive phrasing and a. 

:far-out scat style.that Ela would 
dig. She, however, should lay off 

t such trite ballads as “Make It Last” 
land stick to the standards that de- 
(serve. the talent.: 
| The Drifters, with good reason, 

are.one of ‘the most popular r&r 
: groups up here, and the quartet's 
; leads have come:a long way in fill- 
“ing the gap left by the departure 

+ shows Since ’way back in 1914. andiof Ben E. ‘King ‘who . headlines 
here. soon), 

Tap dancer Bobby Ephram opens 
i with his w. ‘k. leg. dexterity. Hip 
; comedian Willie Lewis emcees. and 
Lat show caught did a fine job. of 
‘ ad: lib horseplay when Benton’s en- | 
. trance: was © delayed. Bill. 

“Internal Revenue 
/ —_ Continued from ‘page 1 

Money is restricted to a short num- 
ber of years. He admitted he rec- 
ognizes the argument ‘(which has 
fallen on deaf ears at Internal: Rey- 

: enue - for many. years) that faces. 
: and. figures of glamor personalities, 
-as’ well as the muscular. agility of 
jathletes, deplete much the same 
as an oil well. The latter’ gets a tax 
‘break for diminishing in value. an- 
nually. 
Caplin. is unwilling to commit 

himself at this time on legislative 
Telief. on: the 

said he is in favor 
: of legislation which will. follow. the 
principle of permitting taxpayers 
with up-and-down’ years to average 
their incomes for .tax purposes. 
No. other Internal Revenue Com- | 

sider whether the “typeof enter-‘an effective: ‘sound system,’ the sing- i missioner has backed such an idea. 
“ tainment that has brought... “down. 
strong criticism -from: Nevada: 
clergy, and has received national - 
publicity, is in. our best interests.” 

‘Yn re: Racial Discrimination 

As to the racial. discrimination 
issue, the attorney general repérted | 
jt is in the powers of gaming offi-! 
Cials ta protect. “the: welfare, :pros- . 

_.perity, health and, peace of all per-: 
. son of the state.” ..” i 

Some ‘clubs -in both Reno ‘and ; 
Las Vegas. within recent . months | Of 
have -offered full ‘gaming and en- 

to Negroes,{ tertainment facilities. to Neg twho dangle -ffom ‘a’: helicopter's ‘albeit the practice has not been er 
. . couraged by club owners. In an-; 

Na-| 
dvancement: of tion Assn. for the A | eal ladder. 

swer to.a question from the 

Colored People, Foley reckoned’ 
discrimination could be considered 
an unsuitable method of. operation, 
but added the primary duty in the 

“field: of ‘civil rights rests with. the 
state’s new Equal Rights: Commis- 
sion and not w {th gaming: -authori- 
‘ties, | 

Foley said the Equal. Riehts Com- 

‘mission cannot. prevent. discrimina- 

tion in the same. way as local law 
enforcement can. protect against 
obscene. indecent and nude: enter-: 

therefore, “the - ‘gaming | girls and four boy dancers. Merit- tainment, 

_twhat’s called - 
| show's windup production: number, | 

‘ing group,. emanating ‘from: Roy 
‘Rogers’ tv show, puts..over. such | 
of their pop numbers.as “Tumbling: 

;Tumbleweeds” ‘and “Cool Water” 
in a winning way. Presenting ' 

“Beyond ‘the: Sea,” 

the 10: water - girls - initially dive : 
‘into: the’ aqua in’ evening. gowns 
“Which are discarded item by item. 

Thrills are ferthcoming.- from the. 
* four. Nerveless Nocks: and a couple 
lof. their: little ones on swaying j 
poles. ‘and ‘trapeze rigging; After- 
bury & Horribeck,.a couple gals 

{trapeze; Miss Elizabeth, also per- 
farming ona trapeze as well as in | 
the. air, and the two Rixos using an | 

Funmaking is the. dish. of stand- 
aut risley artists -Ashtons and their 
sons, clown. Carl’ Marx... comedy 
Max. & -Cherie, ‘and Bratty who 
‘juggles: while suspended. from his. 
hair, ‘There. are. two stunning pro- 

:-| duction numbers. «Summer: Time” 
is ‘Seasonally inspired nd features: 
the ‘attractive and skilled terp 
téam, Alex & Dita’ Aldott. “‘Way 
Out” is ‘notable for its liveliness. 
Both .employ the ‘services of 20 

IBM To The. Rescue! 
Bills have | been - introduced in 

Congress for: years to’ allow 4a 
| spread - of income for those with 
fluctuating earnings. The ‘approach | 
j most often taken “by” members of 
Congress ‘wanting such a reform 

‘has. been to suggest giving a tax- 
payer a néw look at his income tax 
at five-year intervals... 
‘At the end ‘of each five-year. 

period, aceording to the proposal, 
la taxpayer. ‘would ‘be able to re- 
{figure his tax. for each of the five. 
He would determine what.his aver- 
age: income was for each of the 
five years. and then owe only the! 
‘tax on that average for each of the 
i five. Internal’ ‘Revenue opposition. 
‘always killed off such: bills before. | 

Caplin disclosed: that. a technical 
problem within itself. which would 
have made such a thing highly dif- 
ficult to administrate, : has: -been 
‘solved. He is installing data-proc- 
essing’ equipment .at: IRS. These 
‘will make it easy:for IRS to handle.| : 
fecords on. those: choosing to aver-. 
age their incomes, he said. One of 
the drawbacks before was the in- |. 
ability of IRS to keep up ‘with the 
paper work. involved in recomput-. 
ing taxes of hundreds of thousands 
Of taxpayers, . 

a Powell, Anne Inglis.. 
Willie Lewis, 

(Ham- 
“| Geoffrey Ryan, Jill Thompson & B 

few of the regulars in building this | 

Benton is ‘a blend headliner by: 
the going standard, but. his. fine 
baritone... -Stylings and :lJaconie pro-. King 
jection get across with: as much 

Hamitton, | 
+ Charles,: Cook, Domino and Wilson 
| (Jacky of the Isley | Bros.) would |. 
{handle it... - 

Besides the big Reuben. Phillips 

+ Charlie © Chester, 

. a eh al 

+2 

1 Gilbert, Clancy Bros. & To 

“human depletion”. 

NEW YORK CITY 
MUSIC HALL—Georgie Kaye, Corps de | 

Ballet, Rockettes, Raymond Paige Ore. 

AUSTRALIA 
_ MEL SOURWE (Tivoli) — Don Tannen, 

Sharon, Lucie & Rosita, Four Kovacs, 
Sy Bros. & Romayne, Daniele Dorice. 

..- David Fuller Trio, Yolande 
» Leo Arnol, 

odrigaet iThvoil).— Nat Jackley, Sid 
P)ummer & Asst... Howard Morrison. 4, 

Godfrey, Jack Bowkett, 4 Brit- 
ing De Pauls, Janet Grey, Max 
Margarita Helioh, Rosemary 

BRITAIN 
\Grand)—Arthur Askey, 

Betty Driver, Bunny 
James, Raymond peers 

y 
Tasker. 
‘BLACKPOOL (Gpera House) — Shirley 

Bassey, Richard Hearne, Ivor Emmanuel, 
Tommy. Fields. Clark Bros., Lucky La- 
tinos,. Harry Smith-Hampshire & Doreen 
Casey, .George Mitchell Singers, Malcolm 
Goddard Dancers, Tyldesley Girls Choir, 
Jimmy Currie’a Dancing Waters. 
SLACKPOOL (Palace) Frankie 

Yaughan, Arthur Worsley, Billy Ternent, 
Oreh.,. Maxine Coates, Bell-Tones, Neil 

BLACKPOOL . 

May, 

‘& Pat Delrina, Kims, Ted Lune, Hetty 

BLACKPOOL (Tower Circus)—Charlie 
Cairoli & Co., Schickler Sisters, Knie’s 
Animals, 4 Palacios. Circus Roland‘’s 
Tigers, 5 E}wardos, Berosinis, Rudy Horn, 
Moni the Elephant, Captain Danion’s Sea 
Lions, 3 Lorandos, Lilian Kenny, Sydney 
—The Kangaroo, Trio Faber, Our Sammy, 
Little Jhbnmy & Circusettes. 
BLACKPOCL {Winter Gardens Pavilion} 

—Lonnie. Donégan, Dallas Boys. Suzie 
Miller, ‘Gil & .Freddie Lavedo, Miki & 
Griff, Norman Vaughan. 
BRIGHTON (Hippodrome) — Russ Con- 

Fay Alfred Marks, Janie Marden, Page 
& Bray, Braok Bros., Freddie Mills, A 
‘Redding, Pat Coombs, Two Heinkes, Den 
nis. Newey, Ted Carson, Bells & Beaux, 
GLASGOW (Empire) — Andy Stewart, 

lan- Powrle & Band, Alex McAvoy. Mar- 
garet. Mitchell. Max Kay, Andrew McKen- 
zie, Dixle Ingram, 4 Jays, Cherry Wil- 
loughby: Dancers, Rivhard Hardie. David 
Logan, Aeolian Choir, Scottish Country. 
Dancers, Pipes & Drums of 5 Sth Batt. 
Highland Light Infantry (T.A.. 

" EIVERPOOL (Empire)—-Charlie Drake, 
Albert &.Les Ward, Springfields, Patricia 
Bredin. 

; (Palladtum)—;Harry Secombe, 
‘Roy: Castle, “Marion Ryan, King Bros., 
Eddie. Calvert, Wise Guys, Audrey Jeans, 
Jeremy. Hawk, Michel & Carol, Grazina 
Frame, Wendy Wayne. Helene & Howard, 
Barantons, Ronnie Corbett, Jack Francois. 
George Carden Dancers, Bill Shepherd 
Singers. — ; . 
MANCHESTER iPalace)—Johnnie Ray. 

Johnny Silver, Flack & Lamar, Tommy 
Wallis & Beryl. Two Tones, Martin 
Granger’s Puppets. Rondart & Jean. 
MORECAMBE (Winter Gardens) — 

Hedley Ward Trio. 
Eric “‘Jeeves” Grier, Wallabies, J & P 
Burbour, Franklin & Doves, S85 & V 
Anvnand, John Tiller Girls. 

Cabaret Bills 

NEW YORK CITY 
_ BASIN. ST. EAST —Dave. Brubeck, Car- 
men McRae. Brothers Four. . 

' BIRDLAND—Joe_ Williams, Harry Edi- 
son, Gigi Gryce. ; 

BLUE ANGEL—Dick Gregory, Barbara 
my Makim, 

Jimmy Lyon Trio. 
BON SOIR—“Greenwich Village, U.S.A.” 

Mae Barnes. Jimmie Daniels, Three 
Flam . ; 
CHARDAS—Nifia Silvana, Tibor Rakos- 

sy, Dick Marta, Lily France, Elemar Hor- 
vath. 
CHATEAU MADRID — “Extravaganza 

Latino,” Eva Flores, Jonas Mouras, Nora 
& Raul, Pup’ Campo Ore.. ° 
COPACABANA — .lue E. Lewis, Adam ! 

Wade. Paul Shelley Orc., Frank Marti Orc. 
BERS—Louis Metcalf 4, Ray. Bryant. 

3. 
HOTEL ASTOR—Eddie Lane Ore. 
HOTEL tLEXINGTON—Virginia Wing, 

‘Lillian Knight. Denny ‘Regor, Tony Drake,. 
Tony Cabot Orc. 
-HOTEL NEW YORKER—Joe Furst. 
‘HOTEL TAFT—Vincent Lopez Ore. 
“HOTEL ROOSEVELT — Milt Saunders 

‘Ore 
HOTEL ST. REGIS — Milton Kay Trio, 

Milt ‘Shaw Orc. 
INTERNATIONAL — Milt Trenier, Will 

Jordan, Mike Durso Orc., Aviles Orc. 
LATIN QUARTER — Billy Williams, 

Dick Weston, Wazzan Troupe, Harrison & 
Kessi, Dorothea McFarland, Ronald Field, 
Jo Lombardi Orc.. B. Harlowe Orc. 
: LEFT. BANK—Cal Bostic. 
‘NO. J]: FIFTH AVE. — Stan Freeman, 

‘Liza Stewart. Hankinson & Silver. 
ROUNPTABLE — Irwin Corey, Jimmy 

MePartland, Jack Kelly 3. 
SAHBRA — Yaffa Yarkoni, Rachel & 

-Zlilia, Martin Roman, Sara Avani, Kovesh . 
& Mizrachie, Leo Fuld. 
TWO GUITARS—Alya Una, Sasha Poll- 

noff, Ivan Nepa & Sonia, Kostya Polian- 
sky. 
UPSTAIRS ‘2 DOWNSTAIRS—Lovelady 

‘Powell, Freddie Weber, Jim Sheridan, 
.Bill McCutchen. Trueblood & Colston. 

’ VIENNESE LANTERN — Yvonne Con- 
stant, Gina’ Marca. Ernst Schoen. 
-VILLAGE BARN Dory = Sinclair. 

Ralph Pote, Susan Brady, Joe Hay, Johnny 
King. Lou: Harold Ore. 
‘VILLAGE GATE — Nina Simone 3, Ola- 

tunji 6. 
TILLAGE VANGUARD — Stan Getz, 

Jackie Cain, Roy Kral. 

CHICAGO 
BLUE ANGEL—*Pablo Candela Limbo 

Calypso Revue.” Lydia Lora, Raphael Heyr- 
nan, Tozd Christo, Lord Mike, Jeanne 
Seuratt. Solea Caro. Tito Perez ore. 
CLOISTER—Phil Tucker, Doree Crews, 

Eddy . Subway Orc. 
CONRAD HILTON—“Ooh La La,” Dor- 

nan Bros.,. 
Lothar W eidemann, Brigitte Voit. Anez & 
Gordon. .Gay Claridge Orc., Boulevar- 
Dons (9): Baulevar-Dears (9). 
DOWNSTAGE ROOM (Happy Medium) 

Sunie’ Vincent. 
DRAKE—Dorothy Shay, Buddy Freed, 

Jimmy Blade Ore. 
EDGEWATER ‘BEACH — Kim Sisters, 

Don Davis Orc. 
GATE OF HORN—Geula Gill, The Or- 

anim Zavar, -° ‘Stewed Prunes (3), Fred 
Kaz. T 

LE BISTRO—Milt Trenier, Sir Gregory. 
Dick. Borden Trio. 
LONDON HOUSE—Paul Smith Trio. Ed- 

‘die Higgins Trio, Larry Novak Trio. 

CURRENT BILLS 
WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 6 

Margie Lee, Dru & Landell.. 

MISTER KELLY‘S — Felicia Sanders, 
lie Manna, Marz Frigo, Marty 

Rubenstein Tri 
PALMER HOUSE — Carol Channing, 

Wally G Griffin. Mattison (3), Ben Arden 

OTL AYBoY CLUB — Joe Conti, Marian 
Paige, Stu Gilliam, Raftsmen. Will Mercer, 
Marge Dodson, Bob Davis Triv, Kirk 
Stuart Trio, Harold Harris Trio, Claude 
Jones, 

LOS ANGELES 
AEBSTRACT—Flintridge IV, Bob Oakley, 
ren Darro. 
ASHGROVE—New Lost City Ramblers, 

Sulli Terri, Frank Hamilton. 
BEN BLUE’S — Ben Blue’s “Hullaba- 

loa,” with Joey Faye, Cully Richards, 
Harry Clexx, Sid Fields, AHison McKay, 
Ilona Adams, Joy Healey Dancers, The 
Domestrics. Ivan Lane & Ore. 
COCOANUT GROVE — Myron Cohen, 

Vivienne della Chiesa, Dick Stabile Oro. 
CRESCENDO—Mort Sahl. Joannie Sone 

mers. 
DINO’S — Jessica James, Jack Elton, 

Steve La’ Fever. 
SLATE BROS. — Billy Gray, Interna- 

tionals. 
STATLER HOTEL —‘ Playmates In New 

York Skinnay Ennis O 
su MMIT Rede. TF ONx, Toni Hare 

per Hohn Anderson Orc. 
YE LITTLE CLUB — Ruth Olay, Daye 

Madden, Eduardo Sasson. 

LAS VEGAS 
CARVER HOUSE—Dbilly Ward & Domi- 

Hoes, Barbara Randolph, Lon Fontaine 
Dancers, Marl Young Orc. 
DESERT INN — Louis Prima. Keely 

Smith, Dick Humphreys, Sam Butera & 
Witnesses, Donn Arden Dancers, Carlton 
Hayes Orc.: Lounge: Michael Kent, Dave 
Apollon, Mit Herth, Henri Rose, Bobby 
Stevenson, 
DUNES—Eleanor Powell, Allan Drake, 

Toni Basil, Earl Barton Dancers. Bill 
Reddie Orc, Lounge: Maaka Nua Hawaiian 
Revue, Billy Andre, Fabulous Tones, Den- 
is & Rogers, Joseph Mack 4. 

EL CORTEZ—Johnny Ukulele, Princess 
Lei Momi. Kahala Twins. 
FLAMINGO—Pearl Bailey, Bill Bailey, 

Carmen De Lavallade, Louis Belison Ore. 
Lounge: Lionel Hampton, Betty Reilly. 
FREMONT—Joe King Zaniacs, Newton 

Bros., Make Beleves. 
GOLDEN NUGGET—Judy Lynn, Jimmy 

Wakely. Wanda Jackson, Sneed Family, 
Joe Wolverton, Annie Maloney. 
HACIENDA — Four Tunes, Jo 

Ghent Keynotes, Cathy Ryan, Grovere 
re 

LAST FRONTIER Bao. Moscont Jr 
Virginia Rae, Fritz Beck 
>;MINT—Pat Moreno’s “Artists & Modeis 

WEVADA—“Les Girls De Paris.” Jose 
Duarte, Moon Puppets. Kay Brown, Vido 
Musso, Johnny Paul, Sparklers. 
NEW FRONTIER — “Holiday in Rio.” 

Lounge: Ink Spots. “Hot Lips” Levine, 
Fred Kushon. 

RIVIERA—“Gypsyv.” Mitzi Green, Juies 
Munshin, Eddie Innes, Betty McGuire, 
Anne Russell. Lounge: Goofers, 
Steens. Hi-Lads. 
SADOLE CLUB—Jackie Lee Cochran. 
SAHARA—Teresa Brewer, Bobby Ram- 

sen, Moro-Landis Dancers, Louis Basil 
Ore. Lounge: Don Rickles. Arthur Ellen, 

. Freddie Bell. George Rock 6. 
SANDS—Paul Anka, Allen -& Ross 

Garr Nelson. George Zak. Copa Girls, 
Antonio Morelli Ore. Lounge: Dave 
Burton. Morry King. 

SHOW BOAT—Tex Williams, Wade Ray, 
-Twin Tunes. 

SILVER SLIPPER— Hank Henry. Sparky 
Kave. Red Marshall. Danny Jacobs, 
Taffy O’Neil, Rudenko Bros., Slipperettes, 
George Redman Orc. Lounge: Charlie 
Teagarden. Barbsry Coast Boys. 

STARDUST—“Lido de Paris”: Lounges 
Billy Daniels, Happy testers. Pegey De 
Castro. Micki I.vnn, Det!-Martins. 
THUNDERBIRD—Alice Lon. Larry Dan 

fels, Harry WNofal. The Henrys, Gar- 
wood Van Orc. Lounge: Lancers, Edi 
Domingo & Norma. Frank Guste. 
TROPICANA—"Folies Bergere,” Cok 

#tte Riedinger, Pompoff. Thedy & Fame 
ily. Pinky & Perkv. The Bogdadis, Danny 
Costello, Trio Martelli, Mme. Baron Sak - 
jet, Florence & Frederic & Dancers, Ray 
Sinatra Orc. Lounge:* Shecky Greene, 

| Mafalda Trio, Al DePaulis 4, Dubonnet 3, 
Paul Goupil 4. 

RENO-TAHOE 
CAL-NEVA (Tahee)--Vic Damane, Dick 

Shawn, Matty Malneck Ore.. Sonny King, 
Linda Leigh & Lads. Don Tosti & Glorita. 
CRYSTAL BAY (Tahoe)—Perey DeCas 

tro, Pat Collins, Don Lane & Madness, Ine. 
GOLDEN — Barry Ashton’s “Plavmates 

in Paria,” Freddie Bell, Norman Rouner 
Ore 
MAROLDS GLUB — “Can-Can” Rev 

Guardsmen. Don Conn Orc. 
HARRAH’S (Reno)—Hank Penny & sue 

Thompson, Dick Certino, Skeets Minton, 
Tepper & Friend, Pep Tones, Violinzires, 
Red Coly. 
HARRAH’S (Tahoe) — Kay Starr, Guy 

Marks, Rhythm Kings, Dorothy Dorben 
Singers & Dancers, Leighton Noble Gre. 
Lounge: Nick Lucas, Jerry Colonna, Jack 
Ross Six. Denis & Rogers, Bill Collier, 
Cooper Sisters. Madge Wilson. 
HOLIDAY—DeCastro Sisters. Braman & 

Leonard, Charles Gould & Satin Strings, 
Margaret Ann & Ernie Mariani Trio. 
MAPES—Roberta Linn, King’s IV, Eber 

Lobato Dancers, Betty Ayres’ Sparkling 
Strings. 
NEVADA LODGE (Tahee) — Michae) 

Douglas. Paris Sisters. Jerry Gray Orc., 
Arthur Walsh Barbara Dse & Pages, Staa 
Keyava Trio. 
NORTH SHORE (Tahoe)—Ginny Greer 

& Gallions. Tony Rose. Paul Suter Ore. 
RIVERSIDE Minsky’s Follies with 

Bert Wheeler, Amin Bros., Lou LeVitt 
Ore., Wwe Ann Jordan Trio, Fred Thomp- 
s0n 

WAGON WHEEL \Tahoe) — Gavlords, 
Andrini_ Bros., Norman Brown Sextet, 
Town Pipers, Bobby Page & Musical 
Pages, Manny Lopez Revue. 

SAN FRANCISCO 
BLACKHAWK—Joe Loco Four. 
BLACKSHEEP—Bi}l Davidson Ore. 
peARTHQUAKE McGOON‘S—Turk Mur 

phy Or 
FAIRMONT HOTEL — Billy De Wolfe, 

Ernie. Heckscher Orc. 
AY 90’'S—Ray K. Goman, Bee & Ray 

Goman, Joan Brant, Marah Gates Ducre, 
RUNGRY J—Phyllis Diller, Joe & Eddie, 

Clancy Knight, | Olga Sbragia, Dick Crab- 
tree Tria o 
JAZZ WORKSHOP—Bobby Timmins 3. 
NEW FACK’S—Barbara McNair, Salmag 

Bros.. Vernon Alley 3. Mel Young. 
ON THE LEVEE-—Joe Sullivan Orc. 
PURPLE ONION Smothers Broe, 

Freddie Paris. 
365 CLUB. -Jenny Mack, Paul Gray, Vol 

Roy Palmer Ore. 



52 NIGHT CLUB 

Thunderbird, Las Vegas 
. Las Vegas, Aug. 25. 

“Sketches On Ice,” starring 
Alice Lon and Larry Daniels. With 
Jimmy Carter, Gina Iverson, Lilo 
Eichberg, Loretta Rocha, Harry 
Nofal, The Henrys i2', Ice Cubettes 
(14), Garwood Van Orch (11); 

oduced by Marty Hicks, staged 
George Arnold; special chore- 

ography, Ronn Meren; special 
lighting, Earl Barton; $4 minimum. 

“Sketches On Ice.” starring Alice 
Lon and Larry Daniels, is another 
of the colorful ice spectacles which 
have been so successful here, and 
this one is a good bet to be another 
winner. Presented. by Marty Hicks 
and staged by George Arnold, the 
extravaganza has dramatic special 
lighting by Earl Barton and im- 
aginative special ice choreo by 
Ronnie Meren which make it com-; 
pare favorably with shows geared , 
to a far higher budget. 

Miss Lon’s act may not be classed 
as a blockbuster, but her songalog.|. 
is pleasant. and probably is audio 
ambrosia for her army of frantic 
fans who remember her from the 

REVIEWS 

over into arrogance. 

wouldn’t be amiss: ; 
' Gil Dova scores with an 
able juggling act, in which the] EX 
tricks aren’t so atomic. but the 
bored manner gets them through. |. 
And these three above-average acts 
are imbedded in a lush line of gals, 
who constantly wave. what they 
have had to wave, carefully re- |. 
vealed by R. St. John Roper’s 
bright and snappy costumes. 
The production numbers, devised 

by Billy Petch, are lively, if con 
ventional, but seem somewhat 
cramped on this stage. Spanish 
terping is served up by the Alberto 
Triana group, a spirited outfit 
which might shine more brightly 
if given the arena to themselves. 

Jack Nathan’s elegant band sup- 
plies a fine’ backing. 
ganza.” although without big-name 
appeal. seems a firstrate time-filler | 
for this not-so-intimate nitery. 

Otta. 

Mister Kelly’s 
Chicago, Aug. 29. 

Felicia Sanders, Charlie Manna,- 
Lawrence Welk days. The former | Marz-Frigo-Rubenstein Trio; $2.50 
“Champagne Lady” who allegedly | cover. 
got the heave-ho by Welk because 
she showed “too much knee” on 
tv, does brisk biz for this room, 
and first-nighters gave enthusias- 
tie mitt action to such songs as 
“all I Need Is A Boy,” “They 
Say It's Wonderful.” “I Want To 
Be Happy” and her bowoff salute 
to her native state. “Deep In The! 
Heart of Texas.” Garwood Van's 
orch (11) gives strong support. 

Larry Daniels, absent from the 
Yegascene for four years, gets 
100% billing, and brings in a batch 
of new gags and special comedy 
material. The handsome Daniels 
has an appealing, forceful voice, 
and he uses it to dandy effect on | - 
accurate celeb impreshes (JFK, 
Groucho, J. Benny, others}. 
He does a very funny bit which 

{g a new approach to the fright- 
ened air ‘plane -passenger—it may | 
‘bring winces from airline execs | 
but it brings howls from nitery au- 
diences. At one point, Daniels ex- 
plains Dick Clark to parents: “He’s 
to teenagers what Jimmy Hoffa is 
to teamsters.” 

Exceptionally fine skating is 
done by Jimmy Carter, Gina Iver- 
son, Lilo Eichberg, Loretta Rocha 
and the Perky Twins in lavish pro- 
duction numbers populated by the 
14 beautiful “Ice Cubettes.” A 
father-son act called The Henrys 
displays some novel balancing 
bladea artistry in which the youth 
winds up standing on his head on 
his sire’s skate. Harry Nofal clicks 
as production vocalist. 

Miss Lon is in for three weeks; 
Daniels’ stint is indefinite. Duke. 

Pigalle, London 
Landon, Aug. 28. 

“Ertravaganza,” 
Bert Bernard, Vendryes, Gil Dova, 
Alberto Triana Dancers, Kim Dar- 
vos, John Harrey, Line (18:, Jack 
Nathan and Tory Scott Orchs; 
$6.75 minimum, $4.50 ajter 11 p.1m. 

Felicia Senders’ forte ts poignan- 
cy, and, as with her haunting ren- 
dition of “This Nearly Was Mine,” 
her stage tears had more ‘than a 
few counterparts in the house. Her 
lump-in-throat catalog is interest- 
ingly offbeat, and she flavors her 
own distinctive style with occa- 
sional melodic and dramatic side 
excursions. 

If her turn fs a little heavy ‘on 
‘the blues miood, it’s a convenient 
setting for the customers to drown 
their sorrows in drink. She's also 
effective in her other travailing- 
music, particularly’ such soap- 
cpera-in-song as “In Other Words,” 
‘I Wish You Love,” and “Here 
I'll Stay." Her topper is a nicely- 
arranged medley of tunes from] 
“West Side Story.” which she 
delivers with considerable dra- 
matie authenticity and emotional 
impact. 

Charlie Manna’s 
gnettes are a welcome relief from 
the standard rapid-fike 
‘the current spate of hip comics. 

|.He’s a deft storyteller with a 
generally. pungent assortment. of 
comic tales. 

His yarns" have a wide range, 
from a sketch of a crisply. efficient 
U-boat commander zeroing in on 
a ship commanded by a particular- 
ly languid American skipper, to a 
sharp skit on a French travel agent. 
telling ‘a group of his countrymen 
-how to behave in the U.S. (“For 
a good method of learning Ameri- 
can slang—don’t tip”). Still funny 
is his trademark bit on the astro- 
naut wha doesn’t want to. blast off | 
until he ‘finds the crayons for his 
coloring book. 

The Marx-Frigo Trio provide 
able assistance in backing Miss 

with George &! sanders’ songery, and also play in- 
teresting music over the chatter 

- fortnight. ‘Mor. 

Toast. N. Y. 
Alice Darr, Andy Hamon; no 

Changing the Pigalle’s routine corer, no minimum. 
from its recent sequence of Ameri- 
can disk names, Bernard Delfont ! 
igs presenting an hour-long specta- : 
eular, “Extravaganza,” a femme 
legalog that occasionally 
rupts itself to let a few male per- 
formers through. Chief of these 

years. 

The Bernards warmed up @- 
"chilly house—the- airconditioning 
had the qualities of a refrigeration 
system on the night visited—with 
some vivid variations on  disk- 
mimicking. They recall past hits 
with an excerpt from “Call Me 
Madam” and pursue the vein with 
a fine burlesque of “My Fair 
Lady.” 

They also elicit wild screeehes 
to a disk called “John," which 
allows them to hint at sexual 
tapers behind a screen. The act 
{s, in fact, more remarkable for 
its navel content than for sophisti- 
cation, but it weil suits the patrons 
who rock throughout. 

The only irem that falls slightly ; 
But | she jumps her tunes so as to fur-. flat is a “Rose Marie” duet. 

the brothers show a fine flair for 
uuinhibited invention and should 
p!ease old admirers as well as gar- 
hering new ones. 

A standout act is Vendryes, a 
superslick magician who produced 
doves from his tail-coat with ease. 
He also conjures with glasses of 
liquid, lighted cigarettes, and 
comes to a sizzling climax by blow- 
ing up a balloon, exploding it — 
and revealing yet another dove 
insid.. 

His i utine is. delivered with 
eplom), which occasionally strays 

NT pe 

face’s paradise. This is a smal 

provision for standees around it, 
and piled deep with customers on 

. are tee Bernard Bros., who haven't ; every side. The atmosphere and 
“2° been seen in these parts for five | the decor aren’t lush enough to be folded is indeed an applause etter. 

the focal points, but the spot seenis 
loaded at any given time. 

a performer's ability is tested, 

the adlib to survive. 

tomers around her. She is a looker,,. 
with a warm and intimate delivery, 
and in these circumstance sis suffi-. 
ciently expert even to essay a bal- 
lad. However, for the most part, 

In fact, a] 
rather more approachable manner | 

“Extrava-: 

relaxed’ vi- 

gagsters and. 

{room he does extremely well, blue 

cluding conversation. Because of 
the intime confines, the customers 
virtually encirele the talent, and 
a performer. has to be quick with |. 

Apparently Alice Darr, a com- 
parative longtermer here, causes 
an ever widening circle of cus- 

N ELSON. EDDY 
Now. singing a 9-clty. Fall tour.. Prince: 

‘DuQuoln. TL. State Fair last week. 
7 ‘Re-engagement, ~Angelo’s, Omaha, 

hext.. 
With Gale Sherwood, soprano, and: 

Theodure Paxson, pianist. 

Latin Quarter, N. Y.. 
(FOLLOWUP) — 

The ‘finale of the longrunning 
E. M. Loew-Eddie Risman revue 
“Vive la Femme” is at-hand. This 
is the Iast scheduled act change 
before the new show comes in|! 
early October..And a good thing 
too for some of the showsgirls: 

| 

Wednesday, September 6, we. 
‘ther, then stand on stage for -awk- . 
ward moments without doing any- 
thing. There may have been .a cue 
or two missed, but this is certain 

‘{to be ironed out. 
Among tunes by Miss Van. Voor-. 

en are “Love to Be Here With 
You,” “Second Time - : Around,” 
“Never On Sunday,” “Lady Is .a 
Tramp,” an excellent. medley of 
“Fascination,” and closing. French 
medley, which somehow includes 
“Saints,” in which. she and quartet 
jadd carnival atmosphere by throw- 
ing dozens of balloons to the audi- 
|tors. 

Paul Neighbors’ and band’ always 
hetp a show here, and there’s al- 
ways a crowd on the dance. floor. 

The Ames Bros. are due in. next. 
Skip. 

_ Hotel Roosevelt, N.O. 
New Orleans, Sept. 1. 

Ted ‘Lewis with Manor & Mignon, 
Chop Chop &. Charlene, Patti 

Leon Kelner Orch - (12); 
$2.50 weeknight minimum; $4 Sats:. 

‘The vet Ted Lewis, with a large 
following accumulated: here over 
tthe years, got off to a. fine start 
i start (31) in Seymour Weiss’ ‘plush 
Blue Room. Evidently. the market 

|is still very good for the high- 
hatted tragedian of song “who 
represents more than . nostalgta, 
some of the constancy and tradi-| 
tion of show biz. 

‘On this trip to town, everybody’ 8 
happy with the trouper’s: sprightly 
session of music and frolic: It's 

seem to ‘be outgrowing their cos-| entertainment-packed all the way 
tumes, or:the.dots and dashes that ! and. follows. the familiar Lewis 

pass for them in this display. 
The newcomers are -headed by | 

Billy Williams wha has brought in 
_a sizeable revue built around him- 
self. Ventriloquist . Dick -Weston 
and the juggling Martin Bros. com- 
prise the other fresh acts: 

Williams has’ an expensive and 
an.ambitious undertaking. He has 
built a small show, which is seem- 
ingly capable of taking up all the 
time allotted to acts in most cafes. 
There are many diverse = elements 
in his retinue which, of course, is 
paced by Williams’ formidable 
chirps. ~ 

The Negro singer is: vigorous and 
forthright and his tenor comes 
across smoothly as well as force- 

' fully. Among’ his. charges is a 
group of. five voices, which pro- 
vides stirring rhythms, a six piece 
band which accentuates ‘the beat, 
‘a tapster and a femme trumpeter. 
They all add up to stirring enter- 
tainment.. There is*visual as well 
as aural upbeat in the act. It has 
comedy, a strong beat.and a lot of 
talent that create a turn filled with 
excitement. . 

Weston is niaking his bow in this 
room with. his ventriloquy act. He 
is a regular in Las Vegas, where 
‘he has appeared at the Silver Slip- 
per and the Thunderbird. “A, good 
‘technician; he has lotsa cornfed 
gimmicks, albeit. laughgetters. 
Much of -his talk is a bit too spicy 
‘for the Epworth League. In this 

lines and all. His two dummies, an 
{elderly femme and a tramp, are 
given charccterizations. Smoothing 

Rooms such as these are-a boni¢zout of his gab would broaden his 
F. employment horizons. 

room dominated by a bar at the | 
inter- | rear end of which is a piano, with ; 

The Martin Bros. are juggling 
imports with novel gimmicks. After 
manipulating diverse objects, their 
strongpoint, the:-juggling and pass- 
ing of lighted faggots while: blind- 

The rest of the show, with Gloria 
LeRoy, Harrison -&  Kossi, and 

In this room, however, an act can! Dorothea MacFarland serves the 
get a fairly good. showcasing. Al needs of the production well and 
turn is allowed half-hour stretches | Jo Lombardi is one of the top shaw- 
in which practically every facet of! 

in- 
cutters around. Jose. 

Shamrock, Houston 
Houston, Aug. .31. 

Monique Van Vooren, Paul 
Neighbors Orch (11); no cover or 
[ minimum. 

Belgian beauty. Monique Van 
Vooren, improved in voice and 
‘with her still full-blown looks, is 
[well received in her 40-miriute 
stint at the Shamrock Hilton’ s Con- 
lttnental ‘Room. — 
“Thrush makes several flick-of- 

i ther the already lively atmosphere, |the-wrist' costume changes after 
and odés very well. first appearing in high-necked, full- 

Other item on the agenda isjléngth cloak. By: far her best 
Andy Hamon, who brings a legit |number is “Little Child.” This is 
tyle here. Sometimes he’s too sub-|due in great. part because Miss 
Seed for this atmosphere, but he’s 
able to hold the ‘attention of those 
clustered around the bar as well 
as those seated nearby. The ex- 

Van Vooren. has a quartet back- 
ing her, and only during this tune 
are her backers given much to do. 
A quartet behind the.star is def- 

treme informality sometimes mili-|inite aid to-act, and a few rough 
tates. aganist the singers. But their 
better qualities do emrge since they 
have the time to assert themslves. 

spots weren't. particularly noticed. 
Backing singers (Sylvia’ Williams, 
Patrick Sullivan; Clyde Hager and 

and provide detailed accounts of}Don Martin, all locals) come on be- 
| their abilities. “Jose. fore Miss Van Yooren's third num- 

. : . . . . . 

. : 

tS 

‘and topdrawer. 

formula. 
With his props, the trademarked. 

‘battered high hat, -clarinet. and 
cane, Lewis demonstrates what he 
Says repeatedly—that there’s still |. 
some life in the old dog yet. He 
‘essays those dramatically rhythmic. 
monologs that are ageless, talk- 
sings his perennial lyrics, engages 
in banter that harbs back to the 
old school of vaude and burlesque. 
And whether he leans unashamed- 
ly to eoras es 
he is a master craftsman. 

Lewis is aboard for 70 minutes. ' 
He wanders in and out of the acts , 

dissertations, introing the per-. 
formers, and to clarinet a rowdy | 
“Tiger Rag” and warble oldies:that 
most of the customers came to: 
hear. These include ‘Baby Smiles: 
At Me," “Nothing Could Be 
Finer,” 
“Me and My Shadow” and others. 

Prominently missed was Lewis’ |: 
living, breathing “shadow,” which |} 
he graciously wrote off due to -a 
call from the Armed services. 
The supporting acts are. varied 

Manor & Migndn 
execute deft and original terp 
routines impressively’ in several. 
Moods. with proper flourish to] 
score heavily. Patti Prince, a pert |. 
young thrush, is‘a savvy performer 
who clicks with “Nobody |. Until 
Somebody Loves You" and other 
titles. 

Lewis clowns with Chop Chop 
i & Charlene in a merry hocuspo- 

The magician’s sleight- cus stint. 
of-hand illusions baffle and amaze 
the tableholders. His standout ‘bit | 
is the cigaret trick. 

The Leon Kelner musical. crew 
backs the show aptly and attracts 
crowds to the floor for the ankle- 
bending sessions. : 

The swiftly-paced show. has all 
the jngredients to lure capacity 
biz for its two-week semester un- , 
til Sept. 13. _ Liuz. 

Eddy’, K. €. 
Kansas City, Sept. f.. 

Kitty. Kallen, Billy Williams | 
Orch (6); $1. 50- $2 cover. 

Singer Kitty Kallen fs in for her: 
first date in the ‘Eddys’ deluxe 
club, and biz is on the upswing for 
the “fortnight. Date is one more. 
in ‘the sequence that marks ™ her’ 
return to club singing after a con- 
siderable absence. In 45° minutes - 
here she gives a fine accounting: 
running over.a number of. her 
established record hits as well as 
some newcomers and special | bits 
to a rousing hand. 

Pert and lively on the stand, 
Miss KaHen clicks wtih “If I Give 
My Heart To You, ”* “Chapel in: 
Moonlight” and “Little: Things 
Mean a Lot” from her recorded 
store, and likewise makes fine mu- 
sie with “Look To the Rainbow” 
and “Come Rain Come Shine.”. 
She has a change of pace In “Look 
Me Over,” “Little Penny” and a 
novelty or. two such as “No, No, 
Yes, Yes,” an audience participa- 
tion bit. Her singing in the mellow. 
groove is highly listenable, and 
she closed to a solid salvo on 
“Saints. Marching.” Quin, - 

resurrects memories, 

smoothly to deliver dramatic song; ' 

Sunny Side of Street,” | 

' Buster, 
| (4), 

.j] stance, - 

‘Riverside, Rene oo 
Reno, Aug. 30.. 

“Mirisky’s. Follies” (27): with 
‘Bert Wheeler & Tom Dillon, Amin 
Bros. (2), Pat “Amber” Halladay, 
Pegg “Womack, Karen. Wessler, 
Bill Debell, -Penny . -Potter, Alun. 
Conroy, Lou LeVitt Orch. 10); $3 
minimum. 

“Phe show biz saviy of: Riverside 
operator Bill Miller. and the pro-- 
duction talents of Harold Minsky. 
combine for a- full hour. of diver- 
Sified .class entertainment. The 
first local edition of “Minsky’a 
Follies” is the proof:. glamor gals, 
beautiful costuming, strong _.sup- 
porting: acts, and impressive .cho- 
reography — 
‘The talent is evident -in all. facets. 

' For this Reno debut,’ ‘Minsky has | 
deviated little from. his tried and 
true formula—much. femme accent. 
‘and much variety. . .The one-hour - 
‘offering.’ more than: adequately - 
‘proves his theories. This produc- 
‘tion is the most -voéally. endorsed 
‘of any package to fill the. Riverside: 
j stage in the hostelry’s: history 

| Opening spot -sees ‘Karen’ Wess- 
Jer (a beautiful. soprano — both 
vocally and physically) and Bilt .. 
Debel (equaly talented on the vo- 
cals) on “Lover” with the. parade 
of costumed and nude- femmes. 
sharing the spot. From. there it | 
is fast-paced to the final‘curtain.  - 

Penny Potter arid Aian Conroy - 
score solidly with a routine before 
black curtain, with Miss Potter in 
scanty attire ‘and Conroy in black 
with: the accent: on. male's gloved 
hand movements about the danc- 
er’s body. Two also are impressive. 
in solo ‘numbers and in tandem 
atop a: pedestal in Auid. adagio. ine 
terpretations. 
.The Amin Bros.- “prove ‘their. 

talents ‘as’ one of the best ‘acro 
duos in the business with. intricate 
spins, Hips, atid head-foot stands. 
requiring perfection in timing and 
skill. ‘Two ‘work. with minimum 
apparent effort, but. faultless coor- 
dination. 7 

Bert Wheeler (with.. ‘an " assist 
+ from Tom Dillon). is the standout | 

act. of the show (see New Acts)” 
‘with 25 minutes of comedy, song. 
/ and’ dance. . 

Peggy. Womack, a dark- haired: 
‘looker ‘with the. ‘dance talent to 
match, impresses with an acro-terp 
‘routine that rates heavy plaudits. 
In red outfitting, she commands 
most attention ‘for . interpretation 
and execution. © - 
“Albeit four nudes,’ ‘Bix. dancera 

and six line girls are onstage prior 
to Pat “Amber” Halladay, : she’s 
the: solo act with the spotlight on 
sex. A stripper of the‘ old school, 

{she combines bumps and. grinds 
with modern dance for good effect.. 
‘The red-tressed .terper has: the 
know-how and ably displays it. 
For her turn up front, the atten- 
‘tion ‘is on her alone. - 

For this revue, Minsky has ulti- 
lized smart costuming with lush 
settings for top visual appeal. 
Credit for the choreography goes 
to Madame Komarova (who has 
worked .with the -Dunes in. Las 
Vegas and .the Latin Quarter in 
New- York) and. for. costuming to 
Madame Berthe. 
‘Minsky’s Reno edition is in for 

an indefinite period, and the reason 
is obvious: it’s a solid hour of solid 
entertainment that’s ‘worth repeat 
visits. from auditors,. © Long. 

Gondola Room, A. C. 
. Atlantie City, Aug. 26. 

Enzo Stuarti, Forbes & Villa, 
Burnell’s Gondorables 

Tommy Boyd Orch (6); $5 
minimum Fri.-Sat., & Sun- Thurs; 
late. show, $8. 

The. fine voice of tenor Enzo 
Stuarti fills Luigi's Gondola: Room, - 
neatly ‘fitting into this. ItalHan- 
American supper club, -His reper-. 
toire of standbys and opera shapes 
up as something different for this 
new spot.. 

Stuarti has an operatic voice that. 
will be remembered long after the. 
payee has settled his check and: 
departed. It is best in those too few 
serious: moments when, for in- 

“Vesti La Giubha’ ” from 
“Pagliacci” is sung, in Ttalian, ‘of 
course. Tenor confines. his ef- 
forts-to faves most of the way... - 

Along with his voice Stuarti| has. 
personality and manly: looks -ta 
quickly win over an audience. . He 
mixes informaily with. front ‘tabl- 
ers and it’s a three time begoff be- 
fore they release him. He will be 
heard from ‘in other.-mediums. © 

Forbes & Villa fill the first slot 
well, cowboy stint: and mind-read- 
ing act bringing howls. Gondorables 
offer two-numbers and Tommy 
‘Boyd and orch do neat. Pai 

a 

and musical. scoring:  .. 



'" andDon Redman,. lighting, Hugo 
costumes by. Western; | 

_ Wednesday, September 6, 1961 

_Flaminge, Las Vegas 
. Las. Vegas, Aug. 31. 
Pearl Batley, 
(17), 4 pi Batley, Carmen De. La-. 
oa on. Kirk, -Flamingoettes 
(12); produced and directed by 
Pearl iley; presented by. Morris 

-lLansburgh; music, Louis Bellson 

.Granata; 
Miss ‘Bailey’s Gown by Don Loper; 
Miss Bailey’s accompanist, Lloyd 
Phillips; conductor for Miss. Bailey, 
Nick Dimato; $4 minimum... - 

Pearl Bailey, “always a. hefty 
érawing card for this room; is: back 
with what amounts almost. to.a 
‘one-woman. show. ; 4 

-Curtain-raiser. is ‘a brisk Marie 
- Bryant chor eographed ‘production. 
number featuring the 12 Flaming- 
oettes. ‘Then Miss Bailey’s brother 
‘Bill, making ‘a comeback after his. 
recent. hospitalization, takes over 
‘with some: ultra-fancy. footwork. in 
the prime hoofing: tradition, Car- 
‘Imen De Lavallade and two. talented 
male terpers do a symbolic dance 
poem to the tune. of “Exodus” 
whieh is interesting in its contrast 
‘to the earthy. turn of the star.  - 

Miss Bailey, on her own, does. 65: 
minutes of her. familiar easual ap- 
proach to song and comedy, ‘click- 
‘ing solidly all the way. Included in 
her songalog: “Fifteen Years,” 
“Good “Enough For Me,”- “Row; 
Row, Row,” (With a spicy set of lyr- 

. Jes), “Legalize: ‘My Name,” “Toot 
Toot ‘Tootsie,” “Hussy.” “Tired,” 
and the -very. funny “New .Shoes” 
bit in ‘which ‘she complains. about} 
the pointed. toes. 
‘Strong support for ‘the entire it’s indicated. they'll be held over 

Bash is given by Louis Bellson and | for an. indefinit 
his ‘orch. (17), 
that are outstanding. ; 

_ Show is in for eight weeks. - 
Duke, 

|and impressive, . 

The Corner. L. A. 
Los Angeles Aug. 30. 

Deborah. Stuart, Lee . 
Michael St. Clair; no cov €T,-N0 min, 

Continuing | ‘policy 
‘ing new talent spotlights Deborah : 
Stuart and Lee Wright, singers. 
ot .diverse stvles, with Australian : 
ventriloquist "Michael St. Clair: as | 
emcee. 

Miss Stuart, a pixieish cutie, 
newly-signed to a Mercury Rec- 
ords. pact, depends on. specialized 
material and styling to enhance a 
light. voice. Top entry ‘was a Billie 
Holiday ‘song, “God Bless the 
Child,” while she shows potential ! 
“‘Delter ‘swing. with “Bill Bailey.”. 

n Thrush needs. staging and ‘shaw- . 
manship knowhow, but has a.varie-. 
‘ty of tone that could be developed. 
Specialty “We Had. Some Chick-: 
ens” shows comedy flair, but t'm- 
Ang .and overall . delivery © lacks |! 
‘solid punch. 

Wright fits (current. folk and! 
‘rock 'n’ roll mediums, -but needs | * 
experience. Voice -is fine. and.he! 
das an: appealing personality. - De- 
livery is. brightest .on calypso; 
“Matilda,” while he. shows poten- 
tial ability. on original composi-. 
tions “Topfist’” and “Ask the 
Stars.” Youngster needs’ work, 
but ‘could find a niche in r'n’r 
field in which his greater assur- |. 
ance lies. His. guitar aaccompani- 

“ ‘ment is fine. 
St. Clair is a standard act, pos-} 

sibly one of the brightest ventros 
working today. : He. shines 
the “Alphabet. Song,’ 
~MPBVW ietters. 
ble to say ‘without. lips. 
Davis Jr. dummy doing a Bela- 
fonte impersonation on. “Dayo”. is. 

*exhibiting 

a standout. -Emcee work is satis-. 
factory, but field is ‘not: his best: | - 

Eddie Truman: continues with 
expert” piano. aceompaniment, 
Johnny O'Neill follows Miss Stu- 
art for a. week. Wright and St. 
Clair continue indefinitely. 

Dale. .. 

Mapes Hotel. Reno 
Reno, Sept. 1. 

‘Roberta Linn, King’s IV, Lobato 
Dancers (81, Betty Ayres & Her 
Sparkling Strings (6); no cover, 
no minimum. 

” For. this: Reno puting Roberta 
Linn (in her first date at the 
Mapes) has put together an almost 
completely new show—what .. with 
“new songs,.new costuming (and. 
- smart), new.. choreography and 
‘a new ‘male ‘duo working with her | 
on. the vocals. 

- The big appeal, . however, is. her: 
big vocal, talent, which retains the 
same sure-sell qualities as the last 
time around. - ‘And she uses. the 
‘talent wisely in a catalog of stand-" 
ards,.. blues, POPs, dixieland, and 
special material. She also makes 
for positive aud endorsement with 

‘/agageart dat peried at te ond of he 
‘Louis Bellson. Orch} 

“Way Down Yonder In New. Or- 

‘snd Al Randolph,.who.also double 

: “piece. ‘orch, 

‘tainment. The IV demand full at- 

with. arrangements {is on Latin ‘terp~ routines, with: 
| lead dancer Nelida (an exquisitely, 

“Dance direction is attributed to 

Wright, ' Spanish versions .of pop tunes at 

a Betty. ‘Ayres. & cher ‘Sparkling 
of. showeas-., 

1 

' Shorehant Terrace; D.C. 

igs “Brunn, Augie & Margo, Jerry 

| Bob Cross Orch (14), Gao Quintet 

‘Hotel's ‘Terrace’ and its elegant 

'with. her ‘provocative. gowns, 
| Simons competition for ° “any, other 

in. 

-usually impdossi-. 
Sammy 

Miss Winn on proves. cher “yersatility 
fn the up-tempo department on 

Jeans,” and “When.The Saints Go. 

mand and has the touch that wins 
‘immediate ‘rapport: with -tablers. 

“backed vocally by Richard Baldwin. 

on instruments:to give her a sevens 

‘The King’ s IV, a strong draw. 

an admixture of-instrumental : and 

with that. 8egment of the . saloon 
‘get. with a taste for rousing enter- 

tention, and can’t -be ignored. 

Eugene 

ments, and’ aré backed by Dave 
Grossman ‘on: guitar’ and: Ronnie 
Stevens: on: drums.. ‘The accent is 
equally divided:.on fast-pace-™. in- 
strumental work (as evidenced by 
“76 Trombones”) - and - ‘comedy 
‘sitdations.- 

ay carries’ ‘the. lead comedic 
role, but works tandem with the 
three partners in for full. effect. 
Four get:the most. out of. such: as 
“Bill Bailey, »” “Sit' Down, You're’ 
Rockin’ ‘the’ Boat” and “Trouble 
Right Here In River. City. " Wilson 
comes across strongly - on fiddle in 
‘a melange ‘of hillbilly stuff... All 
‘show. mueh talent ‘on instruments. 

The Lobato Dancers ‘(four gals, 
four guys) are.in a Reno debut and 

period. Accent 

proportioned blonde) . ‘commanding 
most attention.. Choreog is exciting 

‘with ‘costuming 
-and. sets. enhancing’ the: appeal. 

Eber Lobato, w ho aiso makes with 

>the mike. 

Strings, a strolling. group with 
‘piano -and cello working from on 
‘Stage; handle the early evening 
entertainment ‘chores in first rate 

_ manner, Long. 

: “Washington, Aug. 31. 
‘Xavier Cugat, Abbe Lane,’ Fran- 

Rodis: & Shoreham . Strings (12), 

(5)3 $2 cover. 

‘Who would think ‘of ‘Abbe Lane 
‘as an outdoor . girl?” But in ‘the 
vast’. outside of the Shoreham 

: Rock. Creek Park view, Miss Lane, 
is 

eenery. - 
And she. can “beit ‘a tune. ‘in-a 

| Panner which keeps: ‘wide. open. 
acoustics fram being.any problem. 

i She. in other words, has neither 
a. sound or sight problem in’ the 
open air, where she dazzled a sell-'| 
out crowd, including Vice. Presi- | 
dent Ly ndon _B. Johnson, his Lady 
Bird and other political - "celebs. 

Boniface’ Bernard Bralove has 
ithe best show of the summer on 
. his Terrace with the ‘Xavier Cugat 
package: - 
“Cugat cracks. jokes, emcees and | 

leads. the: Bob Cross’ Oreh (some- 
times with his-pipe) for Miss Lane, 
his Mrs. . Her expensive’ costumes }. 
fit like another layer of skin and 
are embellished. with tassles.-and 
bows to accent anatomical motions: 

: | eatérs to the eastern delegations. in 
“whose countries such naughty 

as She sings. ~.. 
* She stays on: the. move with: such 

numbers’ as: “Lazy River,” which 
sounds. like. it's a sex pond the way]. 
she’ chirps. about it, and. “Never. 
on Sunday,” delivered . in. ‘French. 

ing catches with his bouncing balls 
ahd other balancing. feats. He has 

Augie &» Margo are’ exciting 
dancers, with much skill and orig- 
inality involved in. their - 

other violinists are Shoreham. .Ter- 
race regulars for another summer, 

strings. 

tune, “Lady . Bird,” 

tered. His orchestra does-its usual 
excellent job of show backing. | The 

group for. dancing. Carp. 

Marching In.” She. sells. with com-. 

th Reno: (and on any stage) serve. 

comedy’ work that ‘scores solidly. 

_ The foursome. (Bill Kay, George 
“Worth, Frank: Ciciulla,: 
Wilson) “play. a variety ‘of instru-. 

Hot-cha Latin rhythms climax: her- 
act -and brought | several | encores 
here. — 

| There's a lot of :room “outdoors 
for Francis Brunn to make amaz-. 

Gao Quintet .is a fine ‘alternating 

For some of the offerings, ‘she is:| 

-{ three months, but Rey & Montesan 

a fast paced: act: with fine show- |. 
manship and is rewarded with un-. 

| usually heavy. mitting: 

per- 
‘formance, Jerry. Rodis and his 11. 

wandering. around the place while}. 
playing: romantic numbers on their: 

_ | Najada, are goed danseuses and. 
Bob. Cross “was ready with an. 

arrangement.‘ of. the Hank Fort: 
when Vice 

President. ‘and. Mrs. Johnson en-. 

4 routine. 

-Japan,. 

Playing | for. the . dance sessions. 

‘nitery and has an excellent com- 

‘loquism. . 

‘phy, with Moulin Rouge. ever since 

pERT WE WHEELER 

| Comedy, Songs, Dance 

. Riverside, Reno 
Old pros just keep rolling along. 

Bert ‘Wheeler, well into his. 60s, 
sold. with the Renoites like a hot- 

|shot new diskery name and, as @ 
matter of parallel, seemingly was 

{just as mew and fresh to many. 

| Surviving partner of the film- 
. {famed Wheeler & (the late Bobby) 
.| Woolsey comedies, former Zieg- 
}feld star (“Rio Rita”) Wheeler of 
‘feourse is fundamentally. variety- 
trained; This makes him a natural 
for the Nevada saloons or any- 

VAUGHN MONROE. 
is appreciated. 

Long partnered with his wife 
Betty, tater with Harry Jans and 
Betty Grable in one act; with Sid 
Slate in another; with Jack Pepper 
in ‘still another, the comic now has 

_ BLUE. ROOM, ROOSEVELT 
HOTEL, New Orleans—“Vaughn 
Monroe pleases: crowd...he was just 
as much a hit with a predominantly 
new show as he had been on his first 
yisit to the Roosevelt supper club... 
it all was a nostalgic and pleasant 
bit of entertainment.” — Times- Tom Dillon straighting for him. 
Pleay une. - - Act, actually, while new here, has 

Mgt. IRV SIDERS been exposed on the Ed Sullivan 
> 320. E. S4th ‘Street, New York | 

Barclay ‘Hotel, ‘Toronto 
; Toronto, Aug.: 29.-- 

_ Delta Rhythm -Boys (5), Ruiz 
Sisters (2), “Percy Curtis ‘Orch 
(8); $1. 50. cover. 

show after Wheeler broke it in at a 
Lambs Gambol in New York. 

In 1934 Wheeler came to Reno 
(as.a nonpro) for a holiday week- 
end—and couldn’t get a room at 
any price until he met an oldtime 
bartender friend. Today, after ‘his 
brief local exposure in Harold 

‘Back fram. a . lengthy tour of 
the Delta Rhythm “Boys 

score with a melange of harmo- 
nized songs: of varied origin. They 
stayed for 45-minutes before beg- 
ging off - when caught. Lads use 
two mikes, are strong on stepout 
solos and click with-the customers 
from. .their opening. “Everything 
is Coming Up Roses” to their pro 
‘finish: 

With éxperienced know-how, 
group runs. through a fast “My 
Fair Lady” medley, a slow-tempo 
“Yellow Bird"-and a bouncy “Side 
by. Side” ‘among other numbers. 
They wind up with requests -until. 
a necessitated but cordial begoff. 

Outstanding is their virtuosity. 
of. styling and choiee of numbers, 
with all- arrangements: by Rene De 
Knight; their pianist. Harmony 
quartet. now consists of Traverse 
Crawford, second. tenor;. Herbert. 
Coleman, first tenor; Hugh Bryant, 
baritone -and Lee Gaines, bass. 

After theit Barclay Hotel stint, 
which ends Sept. 9, group joins 
the. Arthur Godfrey. Show for a 
‘week, commencing Sept. 11; goes 
into’ the Queen Elizabeth Hotel for 
two ‘weeks, «starting Sept. 18, and |. 
then back to Europe to start an 
engagement. at the Casino de Paris 
in mid-November. — 
Opening the bill were the Ruiz 

Sisters for a “Carmen” medley of 
flamenco. dancing: They. get over 
nicely, with the Percy Curtis orch 
contributing | strong. support and 

+ the Wheeler interpretation. 

Hotel, the vet comic can have any 
suite in the city. He’s proof posi- 
tive it takes an old pro to retain 
status among the old pros. 

neta nnn ne 

elder salooners . better remember 
the Wheeler aniics of years past, 
it’s indicated ‘by tabler reacticn 
‘among the younger set he’s pre- 
pared to captivate new genera- | 
tions. 

For the Minsky show, the Wheel- 
er offering is built around a 
“mother” situation, working part 
of the routine in tandem with Dil- 
Ion. The 25 minutes includes both 
new and old stories, and a bit of ! 
song-and-dance. 

For all but the exit, the comic is 
dressed in a black woman's dress, 
a dark shawl, stringy femme hair- 
Piece and hat. He milks the 
biddie bit to the hilt. Delivery is 
positive and strong ‘the mike 
eould be. incidental for the story 
telling), projection is forceful, tim- 
ing .is unquestionably there, the 
diction is not lacking, and empathy 
is evident. 

. Entry is from the audience (as; 
partner Dillon in fine tenor voice 
essays “‘Mother”) with many asides 
to tablers re the unappreciative 
son on stage. From there it’s a 
steady stream of bellylaugh-pro- 
voking lines for the near half-hour 
he’s on. While some of the mate- 

McStay. ‘Nostalgia enters the picture at 
only one point—the exit. Wheeler 

Moulin Re ou ge, ‘jenna takes a fast break for conan 
change (while Dillon vocals 
Irish tune) for return in jacket, 
top hat and cane. He. displays a 
bit of neat terping after a vocal 
with Dillon to “Back In That Old 
Routine.” —- 
At 67, with limited exposure for 

several years, there’s no argument 
Bert Wheeler is “back in the old 
routine.” His act is geared for any 
medium—and ‘Wheeler {s an ald: 
pro with the show biz savvy to! 
carry it off to perfection. Long. 

- Vienna, Sept. I. 
 Fwo Arlingtons, Brenda & Eddie, 
Helano, Rey & Montesan, Allonso, 
Adanos, Lady Murphy, Najada, Dol- 
lynda,, ‘Linda. Ninos, Rudi Palme; 
‘direction, L. Marlitt; settings, Karl 
Balz; orchestra under Charly 
Prouche; $1.50 admission. 

Moulin Rouge .is. Vienna’s top. 

bination of artistry and fiesh..- ‘Spot 

things are more..or. less- taboo. 
Austrian juggler Adanos, “who 

recently returned from a US. -Can-. 
ada tour, “speciaiizes. ‘in billiard 
cues and. balls.. It’s rare that a} 
Spanish dance act holds over for 

“YAFFA YARKONI 

Yaffa Yarkoni, like many of her 
predecessors from Israel, has an 
international songalog which, in 
her instance, 
class, vigor and a deal of charm. 

| Miss Yarkoni seems to be of a 
hardy breed: of chanteuse who re- 
fleets the vigor and spirit of her 
native heath. Although many of 
her tunes have the earthy spirit 

show something. different. Helano’s 
teeth .lift act is. also outstanding | 
as is Alonso's ‘modern magic 
routine. 
Comedy is the most difficalt to 

book: There was a Jack of it last 
fall and winter but current - bill 
has two laugh teams, the Two 
Arlingons (French) and Brenda & 
Eddie ‘(British).. Both.” score big, 
the Arlingtons doing it with acro- 
batics, and. former adding ventri- 

to be the backbone of many Israeli 
singers, Miss. Yarkoni takes in a 
‘much wider range 6f emotions. 

Also her tunes reflect the inter- 
national settlement flavor of that 
land. She does tunes in English 
‘and French as well as Hebrew. and 
‘Yiddish. “The melting pot char- 
acteristics give her act a some- 
thing-for-everybody ‘flavor, but 
‘even when she sings in a tongue 
foreign to the listener the emo- 
tions she conveys are readily un- 

Linda Ninos opens with . a can- 
ean. She, 4§ well-as DoHynda and. 

attractive strippers. Austria's “first 
Stripper,” however, is Lady Mur- 

this. U.S. .import became popular | 
it’s 10 years by now. She always 
has something. new ‘to offer, this 
time it is an’ “opium dream” 

hearty. applause. Jose. 

where that broad vaudeville humor | 

Minsky’s Follies at the Riverside ; 

‘And from this date, albeit the ' 

is. delivered. with | 
jamply backs the trio, as well ag 

of a_land-a-building that seems | 

a 

CLAIRE RE HOGAN 
2¢@ 
Town House, Toledo : 

Claire Hogan, attractive, cor 
per-tinged brunet who sang with 
the Jimmy Dorsey orchestra, broké 
in a new act at Irving Shapiro’s 
Aku-Aku Room in ea 'new Toledo 
motel (opened Dec. 12). She sin 

efi. briefly after Dorsey’s death 
en quit, but when her husban 

died a few months age she decide 
to resume, She has her eyes on 
intimeries end stage musicals an 
hag a Leonard Bernstein tune she 
hasn’t yet unveiled. Cy coleman 
composer (with Carolyn Leigh) o: 
“Wildcat,” selected and outlined 
her act. She records on Coed label, 

Miss Hogan has what it takes 
in every department, esrecially fo 
intimeries—though her voice coul 
fill the Gardens. She must curb a 
tendency to be needlessly stridents 
must add a bit more polish and a 
bit more warmth. And she should 
relieve the solid black dress with 
a touch of color or lightness—a 
belt, brooch or necklace. Her long 
sparkling earrings, however, were 
most effective; ditio her Angna En- 
ters-ish bangs. Gard. 

| BETTY ROBERTSON 
Songs 
30 Mins. 
Franz Josef Room. Torento 

Renewed for 26 weeks on the 

current Monday-Friday tv show of 

‘Better Late,” p}us her comedienne- 

singer’s chores in the four-months’ 
lr run of “Spring Thaw Revue,” 
i blond Betty Robertson has essayed 
a nitery career and has been 
booked into the sumptuous sur- 
roundings of the Franz Josef 
| Room. 

In a royal blue sheath with 
turquoise panel— when caught— 
warbler had no difficulty in hold- 
ing attention from her opening 
number but, apart from her choice 
ij of oldies, needs new material and 
lan arranger. At the present time, 
she does her own arrangements. 

Her Garland-style medley of 
“Made Me Love You.” “Rainbow” 
and “Trolley Song” is, however, 
only a minor part of her new act 
which might be dropped entirely. 
Meanwhile, the sound is there. 
Miss Robertson has lots of voice 
and dynamic action, with a faiset- 
to-ending in certain songs that, 
alternating with her’ shout style, 
jis the contrasting note to hushed 
| audience reception. Right now, she 
should be an asset to any room. 

MecStay. 

JAMIE LYNN TRIO 
| Son rial is vintage, it. loses nothing in { Schroeder Hotel, Milwaukee 

Jamie Lynn Trio shows prom- 

jise. Its leader, Jamie Lynn, a 

stacked silver blonde, provides 
flash and has a voice. Richard 
Andrews and Matt Mart flank her 
mInikeside. 

The act is strictly a rhythmic, 
‘combo with infrequent “soft sell 
tunes.” There’s evident mike savvy. 
The arrangements move but the mo- 
notony of.a solo hit then the unison 
closer, could be improved through 
pace change. Miss Lynn might do 
more ballads. Some of her yocal 

' Savvy is kicked away on the “let’s 
get this wrapped up” approach. 

Discarding the early “Charles-' 
ton,” rickitic, the “sick” hats and 
Miss Lynn bussing the ringsiders, 
should move the trio up. With 
polishing, they’re suited to in- 
timate rooms, smaller spots and 
lounges. Trio’ works hard with 
youthful drive. Attire is okay. 

Jimmy Featherstone’s band 

providing “evergreens” for danc- 
ers a la medley. ‘Gaha, 

TANYA 
Exotie Dancer 
15 Mins. 
Plain’s Bar, Omaha 

A striking blonde with a nifty 

body that she knows how to tease 
with, Tanya ‘nee Helen Ames) is 
an @Xotic dancer creating quite a 
following in the midwest. Gal’s 
wardrobe is excellent and she is 
agile enough to toss in a lot of 
acro extras as she sheds down to 
bra and G-string. 

Besides doing a regular strip, 
Tanya also does a half-man, half. 

derstood by all, and she invokes} woman flirtation that keeps the 
ispot packed. Trump, 
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54 LEGITIMATE 

Shows Out of Town 
Hew to Succeed in Busi- 

mess Without Really 
Trying 

Philadelphia, Sept. 4. 
Fever & Martin, in sssociation witb 

Frank Productions Inc., presentation of 
mugical comedy in two acts,. based on 
Shepherd Mead’s novel, with Dy 
Abe Burrows, Jack 
Gilbert. music and lyrics by Frank Loes- 
ser. Staged by Burrows; musical 
Bob Fosse; choreography, Hugh ee 
scenery and lighting, Robert Randolph 
costumes, Robert Fletcher; musical direc- 
tion Eliot wrence; orchestrations 
Robert Ginzler. Features Robert Morse: 
Rudy Vallee, Bonnie Scott, Virginia Mar- 
tin, Charles Nelson Reilly, Claudette 
Sutherland. Sammy Smith, Paul Reed, 
uth Kobart. Opened Sept. 4, °61, at the 
hubert Theatre, Philadelphia Will Steven Armstrong; costumes, Motley: |. 

Finch ........------------ PRo Morse | musical direction, Colin Romof; 
Gatch 2... .cscscnccenceee Mason |-trations, Sid Ramin and Irwin Kostal;| . 
SJenKIns .. 22. cece eee eee Robert dance music arrangements, John Morris. 
Tackaberry ....-.....02-- David Collyer] Features Sally Ann Howes, Terry Carter. 
Rosemary ...-....-.0eeeee Bonnie Scott | Brack Peters, Rex Ingram, Ethel Ayhmer, 
J. B. Biggley .....--......- Rudy Vallee | Norman Barrs. Opened Sept. 4, °81, at 
Braté .... ccc cee eee ce Reed | the O’Keefe Center, Toronto; 36 ie 
Smitty ........--.- Claudette Sutherland | Blair ................. Norman 
yrump ese eaaeeee Charles Nelson FeDly OD cc cnccccccccscctes Robert Guillaume 
Miss Jones ....-....... Ruth Kobart ne ccm nese cece sees Sally Ann Howes 

(+) Smith { Obitsebe .......ececceecces Brock Peters 
eee e ne ee seoenne Virginia Martin 5S | el Aylmer 

Scrabwomen ............ 2 a, tifo a-. Joseph Attles 
Silver Saundors | Peier Gwamina) . ececeeeeee rry er 

Miss. Krumbholtz .......... ara wcceneaccessccsceee Vaughan Fubler 
Toynbee ........- ccc cecee-- Ray Mason sr Alnsiey Sigmund, 
Ovington .........cecren- Lanier Davis ~ Renaye Fubler 
Anmouncer .....-.esceees Robert EKaliban Singers: Issa Arnal, Doreese DuQuan, 
Policeman wee eee eee neeee Bob Murdock } Victoria Harrison, Lillian Hayman, Lee 

ecco ee ras Smith | Hooper, Mary Louise, Rosalie Maxwell, 
Singers: David Collyer, Lanier Davis, 

Robert Kaliban. Bob Murdock, Casper 
Ross, Fairfax Mason, Mara dat, 

Maudeen Sullivan, Charlotte 

Dancers: Nick Andrews, Tracy Everitt, 
tuart Fleming. Richard Korthaze, Dale 
oreda, Darrell Notara, Merritt Thomp- 

son, Carol Jane Abney. Madilyn Clark, 
Plaine Cancilla, Suzanne France, Donna 
McKeehrie, Ellie Somers, Rosemary Yel- 

Musical numbers: “How To,” “Coffees 
Break.” “Happy to Meep His Dinner 
Warm,” “The Company Way.” “A_ Sec- 
retary Is Not a Toy.” “Been a Long Day." 
“Grand Ivy." “Paris Id Original,” 
“Rosemary,” “Cinderella, Darling,” “Love 
From a Heart of Gold.” “I Believe in 
ou,” “Treasure Hunt.” “I Worry About 

You.” “Brotherhood of Man.” 

Comedy is the big sell in “How 

to Suceeed in Business without 

Really Trying,” the satirical tune- 

show survey of industry, frying 
out at the Shubert Theatre prior 
to Broadway. A realistic appraisal 
of its diversified assets would re- 
port that “How to Succeed” opened 
in a strong technical position and 
should ‘move on to long-term gains 
on the Broadway boards. 

Aba Burrows, master of one- 
liners, with the aid of Jack Weins- 
tock and Willie Gilbert, has trans- 
formed the novel by Shepherd 
Mead into a witty tuneshow libret- 
to with a point of view that should. 
become a fast-mover in the new 
season's entries. 

Frank Loesser has pulled out 
every stop in his extensive musical 
holdings, even working in an elet- 
tric shaver for a washroom male 
chorus. It’s a continuously clever 
fusion of words and upper case 
music that is nearly irresistible. 
Loesser’s cacophonous treats may 
prove lacking, nowever, to those 
small investors who want to go out 
whistling something and don’t like 
to hear every number xidded. 

Rudy Vallee, making a stage 
Teturn after many years on the 
Coast seems virtually typecast as 
the tycoon whose wicket company’s 
general offices furnish the setting 
for this tongue-in-cheek success 
story. He is received with almost 
sentimental fervor when he first 
comes on. Later, during a colle- 
giate number (“Ah, There”) the 
patrons flip in nostalgia when he 
eups his hands megaphone style. 

Robert Morse is the window- 
washer hero who ventures into big 
business armed with a set of in- 
structions from a paperback. He 
steps into the big leagues with this 
effort. Puckish and personable, he 
portrays a conniving character 
with great warmth. It’s a back- 
breaking assignment, but his tire- 
less charm and humor seldom iets 
it drag. 

Bonnie Scott lends naturalness 
and a pretty voice ‘to the role of 
the stenog sweetheart, and Virginia 
Martin does the sterotype role of 
the vamp and makes it pay added 
dividends. The strangest support 
by a wide margin comes from 
Charles Nelson Reilly, however, 
as the patsy villain of the piece. 
Sammy Smith does the most ef- 
fective vocalizing, and with Ruth 
Kobart paces the male chorus in 
a rousing upbeat burlesque of the 
revival-school number, “Brother- 
hood of Man.” 

The weakest part of the produc- 
tion is the dancing. A routine 
though expertly clozged ensemble, 
late in the second act, bings down 
the house. Well choreographed 
is the amusing “Coffee Break,” and 
“Paris Original,” which finds all 
the femmex at a party wearing 
the same dress, makes a good 
challenge tirn. 

The Robe:: Randolph Scenery fs 
most eife‘1.e and easily manipu- 

dee 

Weinstock and ad Wil. 

lated, and the costumes’ by Robert 
Fletcher are eye-catching and taste- 
ful. Another pair of dance routines 
are already on order. for the first 
act. If Loesser gives them some- 
thing. to hum this will be one 
satire to reverse the trend. 

Gagh. 

Kwamina 
Toronto, Sepf. 4. 

Alfred de Liagre Jr. presentation of 
musical drama in two acts, with book by 
Robert Alan Arthur and music and lyrica | 
by Richard Adler. Staged by Robert Lewis; 
dances and musical numbers staged by 
Agnes de Mille: settings and 

Helen Phillips, Joseph Crawford, Scott 
Gibson; Wanza King, James Lowe, John. 
Miles, Clark Morgan, Mal Seott, 
Spearman, George Tipton, Gordon Wat-' 
Kins, Arthur Wright. 

Dancers: Hope Clark, Doris deMendez, 
Altovise Gore. Minnie Marshall, Joan 
Peters, Lucinda Ransom, Joan Seabrook, 
Barbara Teer, Glory Van Scott. Myrna 
White, Camille Yarborough, Pepsi Bethel, 
Zebedee Collins, Julius Fields, Frank 
Glass, Louis Johnson, Charles Moore, 
Ronald Platts. Michael Quashie, Charles 
Queenan, Philip Stamps. Edward Thomas. 
Drumm ers: Montego Joe, Robert Crows |. 

‘Fry; lyrics, Lyon Phelps: lighting, Lee 
“Watson; 

der. 

In this tale of romance between 
a blond lady doctor and a South 
African chieftain’s son who has}, 
spent 10 years ‘in an English Uni-|. 
versity learning medicine and re- 
‘turns to aid his people, the musi- 
cal comedy in its present shape 
doesn’t add up as a Broadway 
contender. The native dances and 
a few of the songs are good, but 
the action is draggy and does not 
enter inte the love-conflict be- 
tween the white and the Negro 
doctors with any feeling or clarifi- 
cation. “Kwamina” is full of propa- 
ganda. 

Nor is the sub-plot of sufficient 
sympathy. The African country is. 
not named and evidently isn’t the 
Congo. The African-born white 

‘girl and the Negro are torn be- 
tween physical attraction and di- 
rect medical intentions of better- 
ing the people of the African vil- 
lage. And: the. natives are torn 
between superstitions and pseudo- 
sophistication. 

Kwamina, the name of. an Afri- 
can Negro, meaning “born-on Sun- 
day,” is no help to lack of story 
interest. The show will‘ need con- 
siderable rewriting before it is 
ready for Broadway. The love of a 
white femme for a Negro Is still a 
ticklish subject for a musical show. 
Though it. has emotional impact 
in a dramatic premise, the preju- 
dice is still there and that makes 
its Broadway chances dubious. 

The theme will need sharpening, 
despite its optimistic possibilities, 
though these are at present offset 
by propaganda .wordiness. 
dentally, there are only two white 
characters, the: lady medico and 
the commissioner, in a lengthy col- 
ored cast. 

Agnes deMille’s dances, plus the 
gorgeous colors of the Motley cods-. 
tuming contribute to the entertain- 
ment value. The numbers are 
terped with spirit and the rituals 
ef courtship and play celebrations 
are effective. 

The. music and lyrics by Richard 
Adler are based on African chants 
and the English music. hall -type, 
the latter going to Sally Ann 
Howes, the composer’s wife, and 
including two whistleable comedy 
numbers, “You’re As English As” 
and “What’s Wrong With Me?” ) wii; 

Another Place.” 

Brock Peters has one good num- 
ber, “Barbarians.” The too-talky 
book is by Robert Alan Authur, the |: 
setting by Will Steven Armstrong . 
uses a back-to-back variation of a 
clinic and an African village 
throneroom on a turntable. Miss. 
Howes is in excellent voice as is 
‘Carter in his first Broadway star- 
ring role, with Rex Ingram splen- 
did as the old African chief, Ethel 
Ayler as the frustrated native girl 

Inci-|formance, despite the numerous. 

RICHARD: POSTON 
is starring in 
FLOWERS” at Legion Star Piay- 
house, Ephrata, Penns. 
Representation: R.F.P. Associates 

and Norman Barrs as the commis- - 
‘sioner. But the book requires re- 
writing if it is going to score its 
Broadway potentialities. 

ay McStay. 

Do You Know the Milky 
Way? 
“Vancouver, Aug. 19. 

Vancouver International. Festival pres- 
entation, in association with Ninon Tal- 
jon, of a two-act play by Karl Wittlinger. 
Staged by Herbert Berghof; settings and 
filmed sequence, Colin Low; music, Alex 

costumes, Edith Lutyens: Bel 
Geddes. Stars Hal Holbrook, George Vos- 
kovec. Opened Aug. 18,:°61. at the Inter- 
national Theatre, Vancouver; 34 top. 
Dr. Neuress ..-...5---- George Voskovec ; 
nrc Hal Holbrook 

Others 2.2... cece cence ce ‘The Audience 

The second North American pre- 
miere to be presented.at the Van- 
couver International Festival, “Do 
You Know The Milky Way?” gen- 
erates dramatic excitement.as it 
comes: to life on stage. The act- 
ing and the author .communicate. 
emotion and understanding, so the; 
audience is drawn into the story. |G 

“Milky Way,” adapted by Lyon 
Phelps, was written by Karl Wit- 
tlinger in 1955. The locale mental 
institution: in post-World War It. 
Germany, and the script includes a 
/prolog, two acts (comprising five. 
scenes and a film sequence) and 
epilog. 
psychiatrist and his patient, who 
fells the story of his life, in the:| La 
form of: flashback play performed 
in the social hall of the sanitarium 
before the other patients, in this 
case the audience itself. The doc- 
tor takes the parts of 10-men who | Man 
have influenced his: patient’s Ife..|- 

Wittlinger’s script and the act-| 
ing of George Voskovee and Hal 
Holbrook. are skillfully fused. - Vos- 
kovec. plays 11 separate roles, a 
dramatic tour de force. Holbrook 
establishes rapport with the audi-. 
ence and involves it with the play.. 
There is no trace in his playing of | 
Mark Twain, the characterization. 
in which he became a solo-show 
name in the last couple of years. 

Herbert Berghof's direction 
achieves.a delicately balanced per- 

scene changes and filmed sequence. 

The film insert by Colin Low is 
The costumes by Edith | effective. 

Lutyens Bel Geddes are simple but 
right, and Alex Fry’s music, with 
lyrics by.Phelps, is an asset. The 
set is too elaborate for a two-man 
show, and particularly: one carried 
essentially by the acting. Shaw. 

The leeman Cometh 
‘ Los Angeles, Aug. 29. 

UCLA Estension Theatre Group revival 
of Eugene O’Neill drama four acts. 
Staged by John Houseman and Ralph 
Serensky;, settings, Edgar Lans 
tumes, Dorothy Jeakins. i 
28, ‘61, at’ Schoenberg Hat 
California at Los Angeles; $4 top. 
Harry Hope ...-..... c.eee dames. Dunn 
Ed Mosher ......... ve eseees nh rney 
Pat McGloin ........-.- Wallace Rooney 

Miss Howes and Terry Carter have} Joe Mott ......00.... Joel Fluelten 
such tender duets as “Did You | ganies Cameron ......, pparvey Stephens | ¢ 
Hear That?” and “Ordinary Peo-| Larry Slade... soe “John. Anderson 
ple,” With Miss. Howes soloing in Rocky, Pioggi :....-2..--+ Telly Savalas 

|three ballads, “I'm Seeing Rain-| pean et cote 12 carmen Baray 
i bows,” “That Happened to Me | Margie ........ 20 cc cel. ce June Ericson. 

* 9” “as ora sels ee ee eecednene ta Talbot 
Tonight? and “Another Time, Chuck Morello veeaee ane ward ‘Asner 

Theodore Hickman Gickey) 
Martin Balsam 

‘James Bridges Borer even saeetoeng 

This UCLA Theatre Group re- 
vival of “The Iceman..Cometh,” 
directed by John. Houseman and 
Ralph Senensky, sacrifices pace in 
order to stress individual emotional 
conflicts. The Eugene O’Neill 
drama is long (four hours with two 
intermissions) and some scenes. are 

(Continued ‘on page 57) 

“SEND ME NO} 

The story involves a| £2 

| mann, 
Donal 

| Shakespeare’s only all-verse drama, 

‘more than an ambitious and spo- 

‘one of the dramatist’s least action- 
‘filled - plays, 

| YVaughan's direction, 

Jay Timmons |. 

Richard .is' required. Ben Hayes as 
the fanciful,. self-dramatizing mon- 
arch, seems too vigorous and mat- 

A ter-of-fact. in the first act, lessen-{ 

Wednesday, September §, 1961 

credit, especiall: 
able qualities. 

Broadway is a dirty word. 

noted by the leading sentence 

of our day.” 

“Kwamina.” 

relations in the U. S., 

Enough of petty, silly carping. 

King Riehard I 
N. ¥. Shakespeare wie NY presenta- 

tion, in cooperation N.Y. City, of 
Joseph Papp’s production of two-act 

3 espeare. Staged 

Martin Aronstein; music, David Amram. 

¥:5 admission 

Bolingbroke ......5.-.-.--. J.-D. 
Thomas Mobray.... (Gerald E. McGonagill 
Duchess. of. Glouster,....... Barbara Lester 
Lord Marshall........ Jam Earl Jones 
Duke of Aumerle . A. Jordon 
Heralds.. clyde. Wadlow, Lou | Ciulla 
reen ...... beseeeeeees Richard Graham 

ee sreesbeeses vee Philip Kenneally Bushy , 
Duke of York *. ce 

Queen to Richard. n. 
Earl of. Northumberland. -Philip Sterling 
Lord Ross .. °......... Sherman Lloyd 

re ern veessed Adams 
Groom occ cease Oe evcceeccec= De ote! Ades 
Keeper ..... er veccceecs Dorald Plumley 
Magician ....° peeeteseeuccae Jack Adams 

ecoece Charles Bolender Court Dwart noes 
Boy ..... ewes cece ncceuces Chris Grenko 

others: Art Berwick, “Low Ciulla, Bruce 
Edwards, Lloyd Edwards, Ralph Hoff- 

Walter Julio, Sheila Ie nortlucke, 
ey, 

Schwartz, Clyde Wadlow, Den Wesley. 

Ending their sixth season with 
one of the Bard's less-frequently 
performed tragedies, the N.Y. 
Shakespeare Festival’s third pro- 
duction, “King Richard II” at 
Central Park's Woliman Memorial 

| Skating Rink, had as its opening- |. 
night added starter, the Mayor of 
New York, Robert Wagner. 

Introduced by the Festival's pro- 

roan who made certain promises to 
us...and kept them .. .,” a refer- 
ence to the $60,000 Fest appropria- 
.tion passed before the Board of: 
Estimate earlier this year, Wagner 
made, what can be considered in. 

. {terms of current local politics, a] 
modest speech anent his Board} 
skirmishes and summer ’62 plans }- 
for the permanent Belvedere Lake 
site. 

As for current presentation, 

about a mercurial king who. gains 
in spiritual stature as his fortunes 

promising in the scope of its cen- 
characterization’ to emerge 

radically-affecting effort by the 
group. The tragedy of Richard II, 

has, under Gladys 
‘too many 

static stretches to hold the sus- 
tained interest of a non-captive: 
audience. 

‘The: problem is inherent in the 
all-important title-role casting, not 
always a concern in the other His- 
tories; a brilliant, or at the least, 
very accomplished portrayer ‘of 

° 

*61, at the Wollman. 
Rink, N. 

| Festival performer, 

Lord Willoughby ........ Wayns W 
Servingman coscoovesss. Dem ‘Wesley 
Ba got. eae eo sevedatence Kay: Stubbs: 

Henry Percy. wot eeeeevoee | ank Farmer 

Welsh Captain ........ Michael Naseleon | 
ri of ULY cccccssccee Paul Stiller 

Bishop of streets eacces. x Lose 
Sir, Stephen Scroop e--..- Leonard Hicks 

scence nee ccees borah Steinberg. 
Ganiener wee e ves eeenes Don Gunderson. 
Gardener’s Assistant. Tames Earl Jones 
Lord Fitzwater .......6.-c006 Lav 
Abbot of ostminster. Karl E. Williams 
Duchess of Yor) - Be enritze 

‘serviceable Eldon : Elder: sets,. 

ducer Joseph Papp, as the “... .. 

‘Poppy Matson .. 

mildly-entertaining, 
-later category with “The Tender 
-Trap.” 

lower, proves -to be too uncom- 

‘the 

Broadway the Whipping Boy 
One of the. idiosyncrasies of the theatre is that it’s rarely giver 

among its followers, for achievements or credit- 
hat’s particularly true of the Broadway theatre, 

just as the reverse is apt to be the estimate of.off-Broadway. —. 
For example, in the Sunday drama section of the N.Y. Times . 

for Aug. 27, Arthur Gelb had-a critical column the overall tone 
- of which seemed to suggest that off-Broadway ‘is the epitome of. 

creative inspiration and daring and artistic quality. By implication, 

That appears to have become the prevailing’ attitude’ of the. 
Times drama staff: In. last Sunday's (3) issue, critic. Howard 
Taubman, returning from a summer vacation, had a column key-. 

reading, “Of the multitudinous | 
failures on Broadway in recent seasons the grimmest is the theatre’s 
inability ‘or unwillingness to grapple with the momentous themes’ 

Well, let’s see. How about the moral dilemma. of the. ‘atomie 
scientist? Just offhand, without consulting the records or con- 
sidering the question of success or failure, there have been 
“Desert Incident” and “The Highest Tree.” How about the race 
problem in South Africa? There have been “Lost in the Stars’’. 
and “Too Late the Phalarope” (and according | to. advance report, | 

_ On the problem of. slum clearance and. juvenile delinquency, ¢ 
there have been “West Side Story” and “Cool World.” As to race. 

a few examples include-“Raisin in the Sun” 
and “Take a Giant Step. ” On the theme of mental health there 
have been “A Clearing in the Woods” and “A Far Country.” And 
about genocide and the question of individual responsibility yersus 
milltary duty there have been “The Wall” and “The Andersonville 

‘If timeless themes may. be considered “momentous” fas witness. 
the endurable “Hamlet”) there have been “The Tenth Man” and 
“The Devil’s Advocate” (search for faith), “Death of a Salesman” 
and “Barefoot in Athens” (personal integrity), and “Sunrise at. 
Campobello” and “The Miracle Worker” (personal courage). 

Of- Broadway Reviews 
ing the contrast with the. practical 
Bolingbroke, and: considerably in- 
validating: his: own subsequent 
‘metamorphosis into a heroic-tragie 
figure. Hayes -becomes’ more elo<. 
quently credible in the more sup- 
-ple. and lyrical- last act, -though, 

| generally speaking, it is.a case. of 
‘the part besting the actor. 

As the usurper Bolingbroke, J. B. 
Cannon, an “unusually effective 

appears too 
bluff and blustering for the earn- 
‘est and single-minded avenger... 

' The rest of. the large cast 1s 
diversely successful: Albert Quin- 
ton is a sometimes comic, but al- 
ways impressively-ranged Duke of 

ilson | York. Philip Sterling’s Northum- 
berland is properly grim. Abe Vi- 
goda makes the aged John of Gaunt 
clear-toned though overly eye- 
rolling, and R. A: Jordan is a good 
Duke of Aumerle. 

As his ‘distraught mother, Betty. 
Menritze is more than satisfactory, . 

vin | and Gerald E. McGonagill, credible 
| asthe Duke of: Mowbray. As. the 
bitter. queen, -Kathleen Widdoes. . 
overstrains. - ae 

Physically, the producticn on. the. 
is 

compact. and_ well-balanced, if: not: - 
exciting. ‘The- previous’ presenta- 
tions’ long-distance entrances and. 

Bob | exits are held to a minimum. 
The Martin Aronstein lighting is 

‘superior and Lewis Brown costum- 
ing good, with the accompanying 
mouusic by David Amram melodi- 
cally-helpful, ‘though at times over- 
amplified. — Jal. . = 

The Tender ‘Trap 
Barbara Griner & Eleanor ; born. ‘Te- 
val of three-act comedy by :-Max Sh 

man and Robert Paul Smith.. Staged by 
settings, Jerome - Liotta. 

roll, Opened Aug. 25, , 
Street Theatre, N.Y.3 $4:90 ted. weekends, 
$3.90 weeknights. 
Charlie Reader ......,.:.. Jean Shepherd 

‘Marcia Levant 
s ovesecser . Kenneth Brooks 

coocesnee Rosemary Haley 
‘Lisa Car 

eroesen 

Julie Gills. .... STI gen Evans 
Earl Lindquist .-..... Marshall Breéden 
Sol. Schwartz , oe gece venee Gustave: ‘Babin 

‘For the. ‘fifth and windup pre- 
sentation of their summer comedy 
festival at the 41st Street Theatre, 
producers. ' ‘Barbara Grineér and 

. Eleanor’ Horn,’ whose season ‘of 
low-flying | “comedy ‘revivals ~ has. 
ranged from the inadequate to: the 

are .in. the 

The Max Shulman and: Robert a 
Paul Smith script of. the 1954— 
Broadway season about a matri-. 
mony-shy Manhattan. swinger with - 
a large female following. is.a good- 
for-lizght-yocks specimen of an ap- 
parently timeless theme, ‘the 
batchelor-apartment setup. 

Jean. Shepherd, -as the. bachelor. 
cut down in.the primeé:of his. pur- 
suits, is amiable if not particularly 
arresting. Shepherd,’ a radio per- 
sonality’ who appeared. in the 
Festival’s. first. production, “The 
Voice of the Turtle,” lacks. the 
physical-comedy SAVVY utilized: by 

Broadway role-originator 

(Continued on page’ 58) 



‘Blane St Sale or WSS. Pop 
be) any Despite OK. Press| | Garden .Centre Theatre, Vineland, } 

|-Ont.. The play was written. specifi- 

bh. 
By HANS HOEHN : 

Berlin, Sept. §. 
“It doesn't ‘seem very likely 

that at my. own risk, I'll ever. bring 
another big ensemble : .to. Berlin,” | 
said: American. manager Eva Maze 
“who booked. the German... dates: of 
the “West: Side: ‘Story. ”" Despite 
excellent. reviews,- this Broadway 
ensemble registered a considerable: 
‘financial loss in Berlin. 

On. the. average, only 700 of the 
Titania: ‘Palast’s 1,786° seats were 
sold during - the recent. 16-day. 
stand. “That wasn't enough to! 
cover the: costs,” - Miss. Maze ‘Te~ 

*' vealed. 
The: greater. part of the Berlin ; 

press opined that the relatively: 
“high admission « ‘$7.50)) top kept 
many away;:.Miss Maze. explained, 
“We couldn't make it at a lower. 
‘admission. “ It's .a ‘private. enter- 
prise which Operates without sub- 
sidy. It's a big. ensemble, about 60 
people. ‘And then: there’ were 
-high transportation costs. We neéd 
three big trucks for-the scenery. 
To cite an: ‘example, the transport: 
‘costs .from.. Rotterdam to Berlin | 
-came. to: $3,000.” 

It's evident that the high tab 
must. he -at least’ ‘partly. made -ré- 
sponsible: for troupe's. financial |. 
trouble in Berlin. © Economically, |. 
West Berlin. still can't be com- 
pared with any. of the big West 
German cities. Berlin -has ‘to de-+ 

“pend on outside help. Wages. here: 
_are below: the West ‘German ‘aver- | 
“age. There are many néedy ‘people | ¥ 
‘here, and. cansiderable. poverty j 
‘among. the younger people. 

'’ However, not, only the prices 
were responsible: for ‘the commer- 
_¢jal disappointment, Other draw-: 
backs: were the ‘unsuitable time of 
the . “year: iAugust is a.. vacation 
month) ‘the Titania Palast: has ; 

(Continued on page 61) 

Puerto Rican Festival 
Dubious for Next Year; : 
Need:$75,000 Right Away 

. .San Juan, P. R., Sept. 5.. 
Barry Yellen’s Theater Develop-. 

ment Corp. ‘will be dissolved. “unless 
$75,000 .is . raised: within the next. 
few weeks." - Phe possibility - of se- 
‘curing such 4 sum on. short. notice 
dis admittedly slim. 

plan ‘for. the Fourth “Annual San 
Juan Drama Festival, scheduled 
to take place at-the Tapia Theatre, : 
jn Old San Juan, in January; 1962,” 
Yellen says. The producer also -re~ 
veals that the : recent: four-week 

* Summer ‘Musical Festival .. staged: 
at the University Theatre, had loss~ 

‘penses” that will run into several . 
‘more thousands. of doNars. The 
shows produced. were “Carousel,” | 
“Guys and Dolts,”: “Oklahoma” and |- 
west Side Story.” 

Plans for. year-around: theatricals,. 
4neluding: opera and. Spanish. :zar-. 
suelas, have been halted. TDC's ad- 
‘ministrative offices here have. heen 
@losed, Yellen; who: is selling his 
personal household, -belongings and 
‘furniture. | ‘gaid he expects. to move 
500n ta New York. 

Yellen came. ‘to: Puerto Rico in 
* December, 1957, to plan his. first 

San Juan Drama Festival presented 

cat the Tapia Theatre early in 1959. 

Censor Trims 30 Lines - 

From Oxford Group Play 
Edinburgh, - ‘Sept. 5. 

The. ‘British Lord Chamberlain 

has cut ..30- lines’ from:.the play, . 

“Songs - for an Autumn Rifle, ” be- | 

ing ‘staged here by the Oxford 

Theatre Group on_ the -unofficial 

“dringe”’. ‘of the Edinburgh. 
Festi- 

‘val. Play is by David Caute, young. 

novelist, and tells of ( moral 

-Ailemma facing the: e or of 2 

Communist newspaper in Britain 

at: the time of Hungary and Suez 

crises. The barrack-room language | f 

in dialog was cansidered too “blue.” 

According. to Nicholas Leonard, 

spokesmatt for the group, the 30 

lines in question: were spoken by. 

British army. corporal hitti
ng out: | 

: get the Commie regime. He ad- 

.. mitted. the lines as. being “blue,” 

“put added: “They are~ “ realistic.” 

Actors. and. producer: protested on 

the grounds. that such a censoring, 

albeit of. only a- few .lines, could 

detract from: the entire atniosphere ’ 

of .the flay'-and performance. 

They describe. the: ‘ban as “absolute
: 

dy Vict orian.’ 

to°a 

t ankle Injury Keeps 
Femme From Fest Play 

Edinburgh, ‘Sept. 5. 
On ‘the. grounds that the tone of 

production. is “not in keeping with 
her. style- of playing,” according 

‘spokesman, Lotte. Lenya has |: 
deélined to play 4 leading role inj 
the Kurt-Weill. ‘German musical, 
“The Seven Deadly’. Sins”. at the 
Edinburgh Festival. She claims to { 
have. built a. reputation’ for this |- 
style. since. first - appearing, in- the | 
work. back in 1933. 

"Miss Lenya reportedly feels: ‘that 
ie: she were to. become -part: of the 
production, she would~go against | 
what’ audiences expect..of her and | 
she would: be criticized. 

At same time, she admitted. to : 
an ankle injuty which. might pre- 
vent from playing the role offered, 
Actress has. gone. to: Germany: to. 
‘play. tne same role in the. ‘play on 
Munich tele. 

Toronto 0 Keefe. 
~ Plans ‘62 Tuners 

Toronto,: Sept. Bu. 
The O’Keefe Centre for the ‘per-_ 

forming’ Arts,: which -stayed open. 
with ‘a click series of pop-price 
musivals ‘this summer, will repeat 
the: -policy next:..year,’ but extend 
the: schedule - for ‘seven to. 10]: 
weeks. Broadway. producer Alex- 
ander. H. Cohen, 
the theatre in New York and pro- 
duced. ‘the. summer ‘shows at: the 

lhouse, will do so. again in 1962. 
_{ The series. will open. June 18 and 

| play ‘through ‘Aug: 25. | 

The seven-week series this sum: 
‘| mer registered a total gross of 
$312.293, an average of $44.613 a 
week, or almost 75°o of ‘capacity. 
‘The individual weekly takes were’ 
“West -Side - Story.” $49,705 ‘the 

| first week and $55.289 the second; 
Eartha Kitt,  $33.935; Liberace, 
$36,164: Carol Channing in “Show 
Girl,” $46.448;. Tony Martin. $46,-- 
304, and the « “West: Side Story”. 
return week, $45, 448. 
There was:.a $3.50 top’ for the 

a ‘series.in the 3.200-seat house. 
The eapital is for ‘a realistic . ‘The regular season opened at. 

the O'Keefe . last ‘night “(Mon,) 
with: ‘the. break-in performance. of 
ne, pre-Broadw ay ‘tryout, “Kwam- 
na 

KET) PROWSE TICKET ° - 
-es of: “about $40.000, plus other ex- } 

SALE UP-177%, LONDON 
London, Sept. 5.. 

The Keith Prowse agency's the- 
atre ticket sales increased’ by 17% ! 
over the previouls year toa record | 
$6,720,000, according to Peter Cad- 
bury, the. firm's chairman, who 
claims. that the brokerage handles | 
early three-quarters of: the. ducat 
business in Britain. 

The firm had.a profit of $478, 188 
for. the ‘year ended: March 31 and 
will pay’a 17.5°% dividend. Profits |- 
were. hiked by $114, 377. over. the. 
previous year: 

_ ‘Mulhare Trying Out Play 

who ‘represents: 

Ottawa, Sept.-5. 

week in.“A Button Missing,” at the 

cally for him. by. a government 

lems. . 
The cast. ‘neludes Sheila Bill- 

Helene’ Winston ‘Terry Clemes. 

Meredith to Be 
-Non-Race Satan 

In Kicks’ Tuner 
Chicago, Sept. 5. 

Burgess Meredith will play a 
!nonracial devil: in. “Kicks & Co.,” 
‘the Oscar: Brown Jr. musical which | 
‘will have. its break-in Gct. 7 at the 
Arie Crown Theatre (previously | - 
‘the MeCormick Place). The show. 
\will have an integrated cast, but 
the role of the devil. Mr. Kicks, is 
‘to have ‘no racial designation what-. 
ever. 

Meredith will be lighted in var-. 
fous bright colors; both for ‘a fan- 
tasy effect. and to separate him 

| from the ranks... of. either the 
whites or the. Negroes in the cast, 
‘The © role . was. originally to have 
been played by Brown, a Negro, 
but he has. withdrawn as a per- 
former because of his responsibili- 
‘ties. as author-composer. 

Although Meredith’s is to be a 
singing part, his songs will not be 

pository. The actor had had one 
previous experience in a singing 
‘ole some years ago in a Broadway 

flop, “Happy. As Larry. ” Lonnie 
Sattin, to be featured in “Kicks,” 
‘Wil have most of the romantic “hit 
parade” type numbers. 
_As the initial legit show: to play 

jthe 5,000-seat Crown Theatre here, 
the Robert Barron-Burt Nemiroff- 
Charles D’Lugoff presentation had 
been figured a possibility to top 

| the all-time: legit - récard gross. of 
‘$122,057 recently set -hy “Sound of 
Music” at: San’ Francisco’s Memo- 
rial Opera House. But the’ produc- 
ers of. '‘Kicks” have decided to sell: 
only the 3.000 seat orchestra ficor’ 

|}Mondays through Thursdays, and 
to open the balcony only for the 
Ffiday and Saturday night per- 
formances.. On’ that basis, at a 

$6.60 top, the show has a poten-, manent managing director will ‘tial capacity gross of $117,000. 
_ Tf there should be an unexpected 

j stampede for tickets, however, the 
balcony would. be availed for’ mid- 
‘week performances. and the-record | 
“conceivably. could be broken. 
“Kicks,” costing $400,000: to pro- 
‘duce, thus:far has sold only $30,000 
j worth . of preview parties, which 
are to begin 10 days prior to the 
opening. 

CHARLES PLAYHOUSE 
TO OPEN OCT. 10; HUB 

Boston, Sept. 5. 

professional resident group operat- 
jing the 300-seat house in back of. 

_-About a Perfect Woman 

publicity man, is about a bachelor. 
inventor who creates a perfect |. 
woman: to solve mankind's ‘prob- | 

' F k, - 
ings, David Jones, Moya Fenwic thas. been extended to include a 

the lyrical, but dramatic and ex-| 

‘The Charles Playhouse, & local. 

Edward Mulhare is starring this 

1 Vance 

“Wednesday . (30), 

Vivian Vance ‘Marriage’ 
Added at Canal Fulton 

The Canal Fulton (O.) Summer 
Theatre. is stretching its season 
from 14 to 15 weeks. The semester 

Sept. 12-17 booking of Vivian 
in “Marriage-Go-Round.” 

The season. was originally slated 
to. end with -Charles Coburn in 
“You Can't: Take It With You” 
this week. 

However, Ceburn, who died last 
had bowed out 

of the engagement because of ill- 
ness and Linda Darnell in ‘“Mo- 
nique” was set as_ replace- 
ment at the 633-seater, which is 
operated by David Fulford and 
‘William Dempsey. 

M'wkee Miller To 
Get APA Troupe 

Milwaukee, Sept. 5. 
The Fred Miller Theatre will try 

a revised policy for its eighth sea- 
son, Oct. 17. For the first 10 weeks 
it. has engaged “the Assn. of Pro- 
ducing Artists as a guest company 
operating on a repertory basis. It 
is also ‘bringing in Tom Patterson, 
founder and planning consultant 
of the Stratford (Ont.) Shakespear- 
ean Festival, to serve 10 weeks as 
managing director. 

The APA, headed by Ellis Rabb 
and featuring in its company Rabb 
and his actress-wife Rosemary 
Harris, will present a repertory 
‘of five plays to be.selected from 
“The School for Scandal,” “The 
Tavern,” “The ‘Seagull, ” “Boy 
Meets ’ Girl,” “Man and Super- 
man.” “Twelfth Night,” “A Mid- 
summer Night’s Dream” and 
“Right You Are If You Think You 
Are.” The company will number 
19. 

William J. Feldstein, president 
of Drama Inc., the governing or-: 
‘ganization, told the executive 
board at a’ meeting Aug. 26 that 
after the 10-week appearance of 
the APA and Patterson’s stint as 
‘managing director, Fred Miller 
will revert to its stock policy, with 
each production running three 
-weeks. A resident professional 
company will be engaged, with two. 
‘or three guest directors brought 
in to stage different shows. A per- 

also be. employed. The season will 
run through next May 20. 

Another Local Stock 
Ray Boyle, who recently re- 

signed as managihg director of the 
-Miller, is working with local at- 
torney James Barrock on plans for 
another local stock operation, pref- 
‘erably along the lines of a cab- 
aret-theatre. They are reportedly 

a construction site. 

{Royal Alex and Crest to Continue 
Toronto Policy of Ticket Refunds 

Toronto, Sept. § 
While the O’Keefe Center will 

{not grant ticket refunds this- sea- 
son, the Royal Alexandria Theae 
tre and the Crest will continue the 
policy of refunds up to the day of 
performance. The Royal Alex is 
an alternate touring house and the 
Crest plays local stock and reper- 
tory productions. 

Bruce Corder, assistant manag- 
ing director and house manager 
of the O’Keefe, confirmed a re- 
cent Variety story that the thea- 
tre would not continue the refund 
policy. He says he never heard 
of such a practice when he was 
with Covent Garden, London, nor 
elsewhere before coming here 
last season. The O’Keefe manage- 
ment decided on the change after 
running into wholesale eancella- 
tions on several shows last season, 
natably the Metropolitan Opera 
engagement. 

Ernest Rawley. general manager 
of the Royal Alex, disagrees ex- 
plaining, “It has ‘always been our 
practice to give refunds and we 
intend to continue. When a pa- 
tron buys a ticket in good faith 
and then, for some reason, is no 
longer able to use it, I think the 
boxoffice should give him a re- 
fund. 

“If we-deliver a bad show, or 
the star is not.able to appear, we 
should not try to hold on to the 
customer. There is no reason why 
the public should support a bad 
show. In New York, the boxoffice 
is mainly dealing with transients, 

‘but here we must please our reg- 
ular customers.” 

Murray Davis, general manager 
of the Crest, has faken.a similar 
stand. 

National Rep Theatre 
Opens ‘Elizabeth’ in Hub, 
Skeds Tour With ‘Mary’ 

Boston, Sept. 5. 
With Eva Le Galliene in “Elizae 

beth the Queen” shaking down at 
the Boston Arts Center Theatre on 
the Charles River, the nonprofit 
National Repertory Theatre Foun- 
dation is being launched. The pro- 
ducers of the American Festival, 
which took over the Boston Arts 
Center Theatre this season are Mi- 
chael Dewell and Frances Ann_ 
Hersey. 
A 30-week tour has been set for 

“Elizabeth the Queen” and Tyrone 
Guthrie’s production of Schiller’s 
“Mary Stuart” on a repertory basis. 
Cities where “Mary Stuart” played 
last season will see only the An- 
derson drama, however. 

Miss Le Gallienne will play Eliz 
abeth in both productions on four. 
Faye Emerson will join the troupe 
to play Penelope in “Elizabeth” 
and the title role ins “Mary Stuart.” 

The tour opens Oct. 16 in North- 
seeking capital and dickering for |ampton, Mass., for one week, moves 

next ta Baltimore for one week, 
: The APA, organized by Rabb and then goes into the National, 
several years ago witha number | Washington, for two weeks. No 
of established legit performers!New York engagement is planned 
and craftsmen, played an extended ' ,;at present, 
engagement last season at the ; 

Dallas Center Schedules 
McCarter Theatre, Prin¢eten, and 
has appeared recently at.the John 
Drew Theatre, East Hampton, L.I., 
‘the Bucks County Playhouse, New 

| pand. our interests among ‘the: pos- ; Great God .Brown,” never before | 
| Sibilities we. have. considered We| 

‘Cadbury. says, “We have ‘$120, | the Shubert, opens its fifth. season 
000 available.in the bank to ex-;Oct..10 with Eugene:O’Neill’s “The | Hope, Pa. and elsewhere. 

Rabb has heen trying to arrange 
a Broadway presentation or a 
road tour for the troupe. 

PAGING GWEN VERDON 

presented in Boston, The same. dra-. 
the food and wine business. We|matist’s “Strange Interlude” -was 
could perhaps’ sell a ‘package deal, ‘bamned in Bosten in 1928 and 
making our. goods vouchers avail. |moved. to nearby Quincy for ‘its 
able for phonograph disks, theatre Tocal area engagement: | 
tickets. and a bottle of wine.’ 

* Mae Lyons to Europe 

Few: other O’Neill plays have 
been done. here. However, his. post- 
umous “Long Day’s Journey into |. 

Night” played a tryout at the Wil- 

FOR ‘LITTLE ME’ LEAD 
Gwen Verdon is being sought -to 

costar with Sid Caesar in the musi- 
bur, and the. Charles did “The Ice-! cal, “Little Me,” which Cy Feuer 

“Mae Lyons, general’ press repre- }man Cometh” and “Moon for the bg’ Ernest” H. Martin intend pre- 

| sentative: for the Ringling Bros.- 
Barnum &:Bailey Circus, left New | 
‘York last’ Monday (4) ‘for. London, 
‘Paris, Rome and Zurich on-a three- . 
fold mission. In. London and Paris, 
she'll. confer’: with: circus officials - 
now scouting acts for the new. sea- 
son’s edition of: “The Greatest Show 
‘on Earth.” 

While “in. London, “Miss - Lyons 
-Will also 0.0. the tv preem of “The 
{Great Quillow,” an adaptation of 
a James Thurber story, for which 
she'll: handle New York. publicity 
‘as an outside account. In adition, 
She'll also. discuss the sale of. film 
vights to” Dr. Harry Miller’ life 
story, “China’ Doctor”. Miss Lyons 
represents. both Dr. Miller and. 
author Raymond. Moore. o Garden." 

;Misbegotten” in the past two years. 
Although it’s billed as a resident 

‘theatre this year, getting away from | 
the “off-Broadway” tag.it had pre- 
viously | adopted, the players will be 
imported from New York. Aceord- 
ing to producer Frank Sugrue, the 
‘group will also operate a workshop 
for playwrights, actors and direc- 
tors. Ted Kazanoff, of the Boston. 
Union faculty,” is director of the| 
new: ‘theatre and studio project. 
Set for production, following 

“Brown,” are a dual-bill of Eugene 
Tonesco’s. *“Phe Chairs” and Jean 
-Genet’s. “The Maids,” plus G. B: 
Shaw’s:“You Never Can Fell,” An- 
‘ton Chekhov's “Uncle Vanya”: and 
‘Lillian. Hellman’s “The Autumn 

senting on Broadway sometime 
| Hext year. The vehicle, which Neil 
Simon is adapting from the soon- 
to-be-published Patrick Dennis 
book, will have musie by Cy Cole- 
man and lyrics by Carolyn Leigh. 

Caesar is to play seven different 
roles, the four husbands and three 
lovers of a film star who has writ- 
ten her autobiography. 

‘Phoebe and Henry Ephron, au- 
thors of “Age of Consent,” have 
arrived in New York from the 
Coast to confer with producer 
Harold S. Prince and director 
George Abbott on casting for the 
comedy, sckeduled to open Dec. 21 
at ‘an undesignated Broadway 
theatre. 

Father,” 

a 

‘ Lo. .? 3 
Sunshine’ as First Tuner 

Dallas, Sept. 5. 
“Little Mary Sunshine” will be 

presented this season at the Dallas 
Theatre Center. Director Paut 
Baker says Rick Besoyan’s off- 
Broadway hit will probably be 
done in November as the first 
musical ever offered by the. 
Center. 

Other shows scheduled at the 
Center include “Desire Under the 
Elms,” “Saint Joan,” “Life With 

“The Madwoman of 
Chaillot,” “Tartuffe’ and a néw 
script, “Joshua Beene and God,” 
by local playwrights Hal Lewis 
and Clifford Sage. 

Another “Shakespeare Tonight” 
program will also be presented. 

Honor Mex. Official 
Mexico City, Sept. 8. 

Amalia Castillo de Ledon, 
Secretary of Cultural Affairs in 
the Mexican Dept. of Education, 
has been elected honorary presi- 
dent of the International -Group- 
Theatre. 

The organization has a policy of 
producing plays in their original 
language. 
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said Notey Sto and Exhibits 
By JOHN QUINN 

Spearfish, 8. D., Sept. 5. 
Tourism, as it has for 23 years, 

has made the venerable 
on Play” of the Dakota 

Black Hillis, a successful summer 
operation playing three nights per 
week, but the edge is off slightly 

* this year. The gross on the 37 per- 
formances extending from mid-June 

% 

to last Sunday (3) was around 7% | 
below the 1960 pace, according to 
H. E. “Hal” Rogers, business man- 
ager of the Joseph Meier company 
established here since 1937. 

Other tourist meccas in the Black: 
Hills area yerify that while tourism 
was good, there was a bit of slack 
that did not appear last year. What 
causes the softness is difficult to 
pinpoint, although Rogers suggests 
that people seemed to be taking 
shorter trips and not spending as 
freely as in recent years, possibly 
due to the unrest of the world sit- 
uation and other far-reaching 
causes. 

One spot in the Hills that has| 
held the pace is Mount Rushmore, 
the granite memorial in the center 
of these smallish. pine-covered 
mountains. U.S. Rangers there re- 
port traffic almost identically 
heavy with the 1960 pace. Rush- 
more and its great granite faces is 
probably the ace attraction of the: 
Black Hills, the one spot everybody 
musf see. 

Pienty of Tourists 

Rushmore plays to as many as 
6,000-7,000 daily, and may get into 
five figures on Week-ends and 
around important holidays. Carl 
Burgess, operator of the Buffalo 
Dining Room and- gift shop at the 
base of the memorial. reports traf-. 
fie in his establishments almost : 
identical with the pace last year. 
He doesn’t wait for trade, however, 
but goes after it with such attrac-' 
tions as buffalo steaks and “Break- 
fast at Mount Rushmore,” a daily! 
remote over KEZU nearby at 7:30 
am. 
The show features Alice Hand at 

the organ, plus interviews with 
citizens from far-off places, and 
gets the tourists off to an early start, 
at seeing the various Black Hills. 
attractions. 

These are plentiful. ranging from , 

eral repertory companies, Dead- 
wood’s “Trial of Jack ‘icCall” tthe 
Wild Bill Hickok killer: nightly ex- 
cept Sunday. the Black Hills Play- 
house in Custer State Park with a: 
schedule of Broadway plays and | 
musicals, plus numerous caves and: 
zoos, dog racing, rodeos, and evyery- 
where buffaloburgers. 

More fleshy spots are found in: 
Rapid City, the metropolis at the | 
entranee to the Black Hills area, 
with locations such as the Canyon. 
Lake Club with floor show and: 
dancing nightly, no cover, no mini-! 
mum, the Esquire Dinner Club and 
others. The Spearfish Biblical pro- 
duction, Rushmore and Rapid City | 
form a sort and triangle of meccas 
between which most of the fourists 
alternate, with plenty of side trips 
for caves, the Bad Lands, fishing, 
ete. 

Spearfish the Mecca 

| presentation in 1937. . 

/Seggests New Orleans - 
Theatre Manager Move 

prevailed at the opening of the Editor; VaRIETY: New York. 

As & member of the Board of 
Although the play rarely is pre-|the League of N.Y. Theetres, I 

sented to a capacity audience is is|am familiar with the policies of 
the 6,500-seat amphitheatre, it|both the League and Actors Equity 
rarely goes to the. g with |im regard to actors playing before 
less than 2,000. It has 2.300 on |segregated audiences. I should like, 
a Tuesday night in early August ;therefore, to make 
when caught. 
was completed in 1939, has con-!A. Raperts, manager of New. Or- 

To. Unsegregated Nerth ; 

several . oo 
The amphitheatre | ments. about the letter from Sohn 

succeeding 
‘fs designing the scenery for the Reger 

ly: Loves. Opal* . ~~. Jeam Kerr, author Patrick’s new comedy, 

gemsat asn't ‘anaoune’d it 
tor, will be the new legit ertile ‘for Time mag, 

Loale Krenenberrer, who recently Fesigned . . . Je Midhuiner ene 

L. Stevens production of Joha 

of “Mary, Mary,” is understoed feeling her way in the: initial throes of 
a new stage script, 
According to word from the Coast, actors. and ty writers Wittana 

ing and leasing houses, 
| Reeriek and Thentas Coley, who carry ori 2 sideline of buying, renovat- 

‘spotted a painting in an antique shop ‘recently 
and, attracted by the artist's thittels, “W.H..” plus a notation of East 

tinuously undergone improvements, Jeans’ Civic Theatre, which was 
and this fall is to ‘undergo major received by Michael J, Kavanagh, 
concrete improvements. 
Patrons are pretty well sprin- 

kled through the boxes. and down 
to the $2 seats, but like every 
other theatre the. bleacher seats. 
on the fringes (at $1.50) are tra- 
ditionally the hardest to fH, ac- 
cording to Rogers. Few. tourists 
want to drive several hundred 
miles to see an attraction, then sit 
‘way out to see the play. They 
come in all measures of attire, from 
Sunday best down to touring play 
clothes. 

-To Play Florida 

The Meler company now is ecom- 
pleting a 10-year agreement with: 
Lake Wales, Fla., where there is a 
3,300-seat theatre for presentation | 

executive secretary of the Inde 
pendent Booking Office,-and print- 
ed.in. part in the Aug. 16 issue_of 
‘ARIETY. 
Roberts.says that “in many cities 

in the south it. is not merely a 
matter of a theatre adhering to a 
policy of segregation, but a policy 
of adhering to state, city and 
county laws.” Roberts ‘ts now un-. 
officially off the hook and we = as- 
sume he will not object If readers 
of his Jetter feel that he in no way 
subscribes to. the state, city: and 

{county policy, but is standing in 
his boxoffice, shackled to. his post, 
counting the take and 
weakly at each white face that 
appears at the window. 
May I first suggest that good 

of the play in February, March and: managers are at a premium, and 
April. This for some reason has Roberts - could find, employment 
not had the success of the home {elsewhere, perhaps above the Ma- 
base at Spearfish, and some doubt |son-Dixon line? May I go on to 
exists as to whether the Like Wales |Suggest that if he lacks. ‘either the. 

courage or intelligence to ‘protest | deal will be renewed. 
Meier has often toured the com-|the ugly un-American, 

pany in the fall and winter, but he 
is not taking the company out this 
fall. The routine of Spearfish, 
Lake Wales, tours and plant main- 
tenance constitutes a considerable : 
grind, and this fall is being re- 
served for catching up on personal ' 
and company matters. 

Meier continues in the role of: 
the Christus, and most of 
major roles are’ filled by actors‘ 

'who have been with the company 
for terms ranging up to 15 years. 
The supers for the presentation are! 
natives, members of Spearfish 
churches who have long furnished ' 
the crowd scenes for the play on an - 
agreement with local businessmen ' 
‘who are alert ta the play's value 
as an area attraction. 

The weather has had buf slight | 

immoral 
‘aspects of the segregated audierice 
}policy that he nevertheless would 
do well to refrain from criticism {> 
of the organizations that supply his 
product, until such time as he takes 

‘a more active interest in the prob- 
1lems of the theatre and of society 
|as a whole in this country? While 
‘Roberts is fighting with his con- 
?science on this moral issue, he had 
‘also better be looking for "product 
‘to fill his. theatre which will be 
idark after June, 1962, unless, of 
;course,. it~ is :desegregated. 

Roberts’: reference to artists who. 
“refuse to play in a live production 
in a segregated theatre and ‘soone! ; 

-or later appear in that same. ‘thea- | Barabbas 
re on the cinema screen”, is a 

, Point that eventually will become 
tan issue with- the Screen Actors 

ild, a union which has shown | 
effect on the boxoffice. In 23 years: Guild, au ‘timidity in coming to | Pus 

! the play has had but 13 rainouts, | grips with this issue, possibly: be- 

that the play goes on unless the! 
weather is slightly less than terri-' 

and have no plans for staying over, 

in if at all possible. 
This year had no rainouts as of | 

‘early August, but in past years 

the eye-filling natural sights to sev-- but the audience is forewarned ‘cause of a “policy of. adhering” to 
‘the urgings of pressure- groups. 

‘The. organizations 

Roberts objects are Actors Equity 
!so the performance must be gotton | Assn., which contracts the activities 

| of live as opposed to canned actors, 
and the League of N.Y: Theatres, a 
‘group of theatrical. producers who 

!some tourists have gotton an un-{have never allowed themselves to 
usual experience in seeing the cru- |be pressured in either direction, 
cifixion in a full-blown rain and tteft 

: winstorm. A sort of rule of thumb : 
‘ds, if the 
*play goes on. 

printed near the boxoffice so in-, 
: form the traveler. 

Ted Shawn to Guide Tour 
Of Europe Dance Fests 

or right,;. who managed 
‘throughout the’ entire: horrendous 

mikes will carry it the }career of the late Sen. Joseph Mc- 
Large signs plainly .Carthy to cast their plays without | 

reference to a blacklist and who 
‘will continue to: supply cultivated 
audiences of all. shapes,. sizes and 
colors with live entertainment until 
such time as the south decides to 

{join the Union or ‘secede once and 
for all.. 

Alexander H. Cohen: 

-smiling™ 

att the Woodstock: WN. Yd Playhouse; $3.50 

that _ have |. 
ble. The customers come so far|formulated the policy ‘to which | Cows 

Hampton about the turn of the century, paid $35 for the item. Their 
hunck was borne out when. it ttrned out to be a long lost Winslow 
‘Homer original. They spent $100 to have it cleaned: up, another $50 
‘for framing, and recently sold it for $10,000. 

Apparently Eugene O'Neill has: now joined the list of authors ‘whose 
works are posthumously condensed. That’s indicated by the UCLA 
Extension Theatre Group revival-of “The Iceman Cometh” at Schoen- 
berg Hall, on the Univ: of California at Los Angéles campus. As indi- 
cated by the cast list, the characters of Piet Wetjoen and Cecil Lewis 
have been eliminated. and, according to report, the. script has beet 
considerably. cut, although it still. runs four ‘hours. 
The UCLA group’s performance is said to accent comedy: more. than: 

in the Broadway original or the ,off-Broadway or London editions. 
George Bernard Shaw always refused. to allow cuts. in his plays, but 
they've been. drastically shortened since his death. Other dramatists. 
who resisted deletions or changes during their Hfetime have similarly 
been subject to unlimited cuts after their death, the classic example 
being Shakespeare. Heretofore, O’Neill’s widow, Carlotta O'Neill, has’ 
‘adamantly refused permission for cuts or even. slight. revisions in: his. 
‘scripts. 

yet, Theodore. HK, 

Reports from. Buenos Aires: Legit circles are agog over the possibility. 
that the touring Old Vic company starring Vivien Leig®, now playing 
Australia, may visit the Argentine ... Phe Cervantes Theatre, rtiaily 
destroyed by’ fire last year, may be rebuilt “by 1962 . Lais Maria 
Campos Urquiza, an architect, is the new Cultural Secretary othe the 
Municipality, - succeeding. Dr. Aldo Armande Cocca, who resigned to. 
accept a cultural post with the Argentine delegation at the United: - 
Nations .... “My Fair Lady” opened Aug, 25 at ‘the El Nacional Theatre, 
Buenos Aires, starring Rosita Quintana, who played .it in Mexico City 
A cabaret version of “Irma La ‘Douce” is at the Embassy-Casino, 

with a $4 cover charge. , _ 

Stock Reviews 
- ‘Barabbas 

Woodstock, N.Y., Aug. 16. 
Woodstock “Playhouse presentation of 

three-act drama by tiehel de Ghelderode,.; 
translated by Hugh Dickinson. Staged by ; Burgess’ Meredith: setting, Jehn -Ray- 
Isainh Sheffer; setting. Sammutsd mond Freimann; ‘‘ghting, Richard . Nel- 
lighting, Dan Buft. Opened Aug. 15,_ 

New Hope, Pa. Aug. 25. 
Michael Emis- presentation of three-act| 

"61, 
“Playhouse, | New Hope, Pa.; $4.75 t 

_pJane McLeod ...........4 Nancy Kany 
tonlo | Curtin McLeod .... ce wceers ewes eres. esesecse TOU Andrews” 

{A Whiff of { Mclanchely 

drama by James W. Andrews. Staged by - 

son, Opened Aug. 21, ‘61, at-Bucks| county : 

Good Thiet ode wcenaccene Michael ‘Sorel | Elvira Street eer en Nina Wilcox 
C3) Se er es uu . ee 

Flarden’ ...-++-+reeerer Benaet Ve aite| Instead of being tinged with 
Judas ..-.cececcevseecete--s Jerry Weiss! sadness, “Whiff of. Melancholy” 
ries, nig ncececeie, Robart, Stevertsan | jg saturated with depression mis-. 

Yochabéth .............. Naney Vawter! ery. It is ‘also. frequently. entbar- 
Pilate eer eoe aecesee greve Mey Poe | rassing.. i. 

Herod... ...seseccerss Walter Miller { There is promise of an enjoy- 
Caiaphas .....cecceceeeeeee pews Falter able. comedy in the first act, in. 

Barker -:-r-rrrseeerrerts George cits + Which a middle-aged husband tells 
Magdalen vecneseceene Stephani diaracna | off his wife. because of her frigid- 
el@r ....46. Sea cen etese Bennes pe enn Others: Larry Hitchcock, Erie G ity: There is an engaging tone to 

Ned Eachner, Faery Chase, Michael t r ran Sex. discussion. 
- Ld nn ° sf a i 

Hecht, aceite Machold, Bettina Liss, | | € play egins to deteriorate, however, with the entrance of a 
young girl whom the husband 
would like to substitute for his un- 

for overeducated and underexperi- |. responsive wife. It presently turns 
enced young people on the fringes'| Into outright mielodrama when it 
of the theatre to. reach emotional | develops that the girl is dying. of. 

Giles Malkine, Fern Malkine, 

The current trend seems to be | 

heights in plays that fail to com- | leukemia and: does. expire, after. - 
municaté with an audience, or at : bringing self-understanding fo the 
least an older-generation audience. | wife. The explanation is that both 
After :a promising first act, ‘this | the girl and the young wife, have 
new version of “Barabbas” degen- | latent. lesbo tendencies: “ 
erates into a mish-mash of poorly-| The most dramatic scenes are 
stated ideas and bizarre character- , | accompanied by. the far-away sound 
izations, including a sideshow , of carnival music.” And the final 
barker who .attempts.a takeoff on j scene has the spotlight of a light- 
Groucho .Marx. The second and | house sweeping over the faces of: . Show tours are spreading to. the 

: dance field. Fed Shawn and Jacob’s 
Pillow, Lee, Mass., of which he’s | London Shows 

(Figures denote opening . dates) 
Amorous Prawn, Piccadilly (2-9-59). . 
Ballets USA, Saville (81-61). 
Beyond Fringe, Fortune (5-10-6D. 
Billy Liar, Cambmdge (9-13-60). 

The point is to wind up in Spear-j founder and director, are spon- 
fish early evening Sunday, Tues-|soring a 24-day dance festival tour 
day or Thursday, nights on which | of Europe. The trek, to begin 
the “Passion Play” is presented. ice 15 in New York, was arranged 
On those davs Spearfish bustles out ! , by Shawn, who'll also serve as 
of all proportion to its population ' , guide. | 
and standing as a Black Hills motel } The tour. managed by the Fugazy 
center. Rooms are at a premium. Travel Agency, will cover Euro- 
nowadays and the Chamber of} pean folklore and special ethnic 
Commerce tourist bureau has its} dance festivals and programs. The 
hands full handling the several!tab per person is $1,375 for trans- 
thousand people who converge al-! portation, hotel accommodations, 
most exclusively for the show. i meals, sightseeing, taxes and tips. 

The play depicting the last days ! —_—_—_— OOO 
of Christ and the crucifixion is pre- 
sented much as it was 23 years ago, 
when Josef Meier brought the com- 
any here from Lunen, Germany. 
t is euduring theatre, by any 

Finss abrt, Garrick @. 
Guilty Party, St. Martins 8-17-60), 
irma La Douce, Lyric (1-17-58 
Irregular Verb, Criterion 11-6; 
King Kona, Princés (2-23-61). 
Kitchen,. Royal Caurt, (8-21-62). 
Kreutzer Sonata, Arts (7-10-61), 

(8-1 
Palladium GiseD. . 

Lord Chamberlain, Saville (8-23-61) 
Luther, Phoenix. (7-27-61); moved Sept. 
8 from the Royal Court. 
Miracle Worker, Wyndham’s (3-9-6 $i), 
Mousetrap, ‘Ambassador (11-23-5 

mM ‘Strand (7-18-61). 
Music Man. Adelphi’ G-16-61 
My Fair wi2ey: Drury 
Oliver, New (6- 

“SCHEDULED B’WAY PREEMS 
Rhinoceros, Longacre (9-11-6li. 
Greek qrasedy, Center (9-19-61). 

Second City, Royale (2-26-61)... 
Porite Victorious, Cort (9-28-61). 
Milky Way, Barrymore (wk. 10-2-4D, 30-60). 

atandards. with a stage 350 feet fall Away, Broadhurst 10-3-61). On Brishier Side, Comedy (412 OLED, 
Jong. including seven permanent | Fpitae es, Te ee oe en. : One Over Eight, Duke York's (5-8D. 

Rehearsal, Globe (45-61). 
Repertory, Aldywich (12-13-60). 
Ross, Haymarket (5-12-60). 

settings, 39 speaking parts and]! Let tt Ride, O'Neill (0-€-6D. ING 

100-150 supers. not to mention a| Tish Fidelity, Ambassador (10961). 
. oney, Martin Beck (0-1 bevy of horses. sheep, camels Everybody even Tongues ao-1 en. Sound of Music, Palace (3- 18-81). 

pigeons and dogs. 0 Succeed, 46th St. (10-14-6D. Fis Pity sheers Queens (7-20-61 . 
Males "Room, Booth (1 61). e’s, Mermaid (8- . 

Wildest Dreams, Vaudeville (8-3-6). 
‘Yeung tn Heart, Vic. Fal. 9-21-60). 

SCHEDULED orones 

‘Bantasticks, Apollo (9-7-61). 
Whistle in Dark, T. Mepal (9-11-61), 
Avgust for . People, Fo: yal Ct. @-12-41). 
Affair, Strand (9-216 
Do Re Mi, Prince Wales 0-12-61. 

The casts humorously. was en- 
larged by a couple of raccoons one 
nicht this summer, and the staff 
had to extricate them from the 
loft of the center set, where they 
hhad climbed to catch the resting 

Cook for General, Playhouse (10-19-80). 
Kwamina, 54 St. (10-23-86 
Yves Montand, Golden (10-24-81). 
We've Come Through, Hudson (10-25-8D. 
Write Murder, Belasco (10-26-61). 
Garden of Sweets, ANTA (1031-6). 
Complaisant Lover, 
Kean, Broadway (1-2-8. 

Vv $ i . Gideon, Plymouth. GiesD. doves used in the play. ted f coy ne month RLY CLOSED 
$ summer schedule called for} gunway in N.Y., Bishop’s Bonfire, Mermald (7-26-81); 

closed Aus. 26 after 53 performances. 
Under Milk Woed, Lyric H. @846D: 
closed dast Saturday @) after a4 per- 

1] Seasens, 

Daughter Silence, Music Box ,i1- 30460. 
At Nine O'Clock, Golden (12°26-61 
Night ef Eguana, Royale a2-28-6D. 

87 performances, ending last Sun- 
day, at the scale of $3, $2.50, $2 

* and $159 te same prices which} 

“Family Portrait” 

third acts are disappointing. . 
The play purports ‘to tell the 

story of the -bandit. held in jail at 
‘the time of Jesus’ arrest and re- 
leased by Pilate at-Passover on de- 

‘the ‘saddened couple, settling down 
to a-seemingly-séxless old age. The 
‘author’s. thesis ‘is that: only males 
enjoy natural -sex. 
The direction. by ‘Burgess ._Mere- 

mand of the people who, in turn, | dith is so well. done that interest. 
demanded the crucifixion of Jesus. 

| . | George Bernard Shaw in “An 
eles and the Lion,” Leonore Cof- 
fee and William Joyce Cowen in 

and Lloyd 
Douglas in “The Robe” have 
done better.with religious themes,: 
without the use of such current 
expressions as “it’s a.cinch.” 

‘Lou Antonio gives an arresting |. 
performance in the title role, seem-.} 

jing at times to be giving 
‘|provisation rather. 
Isaiah Sheffer has directed with a |1 
‘sure hand, but has been unable fo | 
overcome the extreme youthfulness |. 

lof much of the cast. Mel 

than acting. 

The result is 
a competent college-type produc- 
tion reminiscent of “The Masque 
‘of Comus” and similar esoteric but | Gasto 
beautiful themes. 

“Barabbas” is scheduled for off- | 
Broadway this season. With more 
maturity in the older roles, especi- | 
ally Pilate and Caiaphas, and tight- | Beline 
|ening of the second and third acts, 
it might appeal to that audience, 

Jots: 

Sam "Morganstern will orches: | 
trate and arrange Rebert Kessler’s 
musie for the off-Broadway “QO 
Marry Me.” 

an im-| 

|is sustained for: most of the play. 
And the acting, with Nancy: Kelly 
as the wife, Tod Andrews as her 
‘husband, and Nina Wilcox as the 
girl, is first-rate. John Raymond 
Freimann has constructed an in- 
teresting beachfront cottage set. 

‘Bitt. 

| Teincite 
Fishkill, N.Y. Ang. 23.:_ 

‘Dutchess Players’ presentation of two- 
act musical adaptation of Moliere’s: “The 

ching. Opened Aug. 

Tanette oncnccves toveveoscee Ellie Wood 
) res nee Ceoer R . Dernell 

Concierge Lady oeseenee, Christy - Heilner 
Chimney y Sweep ee eesads Robert Walden 

Gleanta” veces see pecceese Robert Walker 
Thomas Diaforus: ........ Ron E. Rifkin 
Dr. rgon weoene Charles Kakatsakig 

ewretoee Scottie | MacGregor 
Beralde oscese eecseree 

pe cece sacncctecces aa Ramsey 
Honore de: Bonneboy.. senes Arthur Wenzel 

-" Sprightly people romp about 
the stage in -this musical. farce. 
loaded... with’ Gallic flavor -and. 
charm. and only. occasionally over- 

- (Continued on page 38) 

“a. 

Cecilwood Theatre, Fishkill, “N.¥:s $2.83 - 
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Merman $364 Lady’ $57,823, BSE; 
‘The road waa. in good shape¢ 

-again last week. The Broadway- Flower’ ‘Big Again Yj ith” 

101G in St. L,, 726m KC: 
' headed “Milk and Honey”. got off 

‘Bummer stock activity has begun 

to a strong start in its getaway New. 
Haven frame. “Sail Away,” the}. 
only: other. tryout offering. last 
week, sold out again in its fourth 
and final stanza in Boston. — | 
“Gypsy” and “My. Fair Lady” 

continued SRO in the San Francis-. 
co and “Sound. of Masic” held its 
capacity pace in Los Angeles. Busi- 

_ ness picked up nicely for ‘Flower 
Drum Song” in. the windup stanza 
of i& nine-week run in. ‘Philadel- 
phia 

Estimates for Last Week 

weekend, of a number of spots. 

Of last week's entries, “Flower 

Drum Song”. ‘continued: big in Kan- 

as City and St.. Louis. 

Estimates fer Last Week 

stock are the same ‘as.for the: road. 

SAS Crry. ‘Parenthetic designations for out- KAN aS 
of-town shows-are the same as for'| Starieht, meaire pe 7,600; 
Broddway, except that- hyphenated {$106,918 ower Drum Song 
-T swith show classification tadicatez (Fran Warren):(2d wk), $72,000 for 
tryout and RS indicates road show. 
Also, prices on touring shows in 
‘clude 10% Federal Tax and local 
taz, if any, but as on. Broadway 
grosses are net: 4e., exclusive of | 

gon ended lJast Sunday (3). 

performances, L. 

‘taxes.. Engagements are for. single |. PHILADELPHIA | 
weele unless otherwise noted. . | Playhouse in the Park ($3-$3.50; | 

13,437; $27,044).” Mr. Gilbert, Mr. 
BOSTON ‘Sullivan apa Mr. Green’ (Martyn 

~Safl Away, Colonial (MC-T) (4th 
wk) ($6.50-$7.50;' 1,685; 

-Previous week, $62, 015. 
. “Last. week, $62,040. 

Green, | Wilbur . Evans), 
-} Season’ ended last: Saturday 42). 

Previous: week, Pleasure ef His 
. {Company (Faye Emerson, Reginald 

: | Gardiner), $22, 220 
DALLAS 

Bye Bye Birdie, State Fair’ Muste rs 

‘$62,000) 

8T. LOUI 
Hall (MC-RS) (2d wk): “Previous wnicipa 10 ($3.50: 12: 000; 
week, $46, 768 for seven -Perform- ry 000). Flower 50, Song 
ances. 

Last week, $54, 448 for seven per- 
formances. - 

{Yau Shan-Tung, Tim: Herbert, 

‘| wh, $101,000. 
+ _ Previous: week, $92,000. 

‘ LOS ANGELES © - 
Flerelle, Siltmore (MC-RS) (4th 

-wk) ($6-$6.60; 1,636; $63,000). -Pre- 
vious week, -$38.462. 

Last week, $33, 926; . 

Sound of. Music, Philharmonic 
(MD-RS) (6th wk) ($5,90-$6.75; 2,- 
‘670; $83,400) (Florence Henderson).. 
Previous week, $83,168 with Civic 
‘Light. Opera ‘subscription. ; 

Last week, $83,123. with CLO. 
aubseription- : . 

WALLINGFORD, CONN. 

12;300; $51,000). ». Destry Rides 
{ Again (Hugh O'Brien), $22,200 for 
regular seven performances... - 

(Brenda Lewis), #8, ,000,. 

Touring Shows 
(Figures cover. Sept.. 3- 17)" 

—_ ” NEW HAVEN Bioed, Sweat ane Stantey Pesle (tryout) 

Mik and Honey, Shubert orc:T) | Ra bert, - Haven... ae 
($6.50; 1,650; $63,400) . (Robert| ,, xt Beg Ba sidle Regd Fair 

‘New 
Weede, Mimi Benzell, Molly. Picon), 

ecatatakar, aryoub) _ Shubert, ‘Opened tryout here’ Aug. 28 to as 
“two endorsements Jo  Soure | 
“nal-Courier; Leeney.. Register). 

Last week, $54,086. for eight per- 
an aiid one “preview Aug. 

PHILADELPHIA - | 
Flower Drum Song, Forrest (MC- 
RS) (9th wk) ($5.40-$6: 1.760; $59,- 
800). Previous week, $35,894..° Do 

Last week, $42,753. 

(7-16). 
SAN FRANCISCO - |, Mite 2 tt out Colo ial, Bos- (Gypsy, Curran: (MC-RS) (4th ‘wk) | ton 6-18) a Honey: (tryout)—Colon : 

.4$6.90-$7.25: 1,758: -$63,500) . (Ethel. 
Merman). Previous. week, $63,380 

~ with CLO subscription... 
‘Last week, $63,699 with CLO} 

subscription. - 

La Plume de Ma Tante. Alcazar 
(R-RS) (6th wk) .($5.40-$5.95: 1:147; 

. $40,000). Previaus week, $36, 881... 
‘Last week, $36,611. 

My Fair Lady,’ Geary e-rsy| 
‘(4th wk) ($6-$6.50; 1,550; $58.000): 
(Michael Evans, Caroline: Dixon). 
Previous week, $57, 

Last week, ‘$57, 823. 

‘WASHINGTON. Bream 
‘Music Man, National (MC-RS) King ati Sullivan St... (5-3-60). 

R Seng—Playhouse, 
_mingtoa! aD: F Ford's. Balto (11-16). - 

16). 
axis. © restr ‘tryout Walnut, Philly 

Hew ceed In Business Without 
Gio) "Trying “Strryout)—Shubert, Philly 

* Kean ‘tryout}—Shubert. Boston: (16). 
a omnes (tryout)—O’Keefe, 

Let It. ‘Ride (tryout>—Erlanger, Philly 

le National, Wash. (49); Aw 
ditorium, Rochester (11-16). 

9); ERNT, Des Moines. 

1 

(13-16). 
Oa Aer, ‘{éryout)—Forrest, Philly 

Seaitle aie as 
Life: “(tryout}—Moore, 

Hap Saramount, Portland (16). 

LA. @ 
wt? of Heney—National, Wash, (i- 

Threepenny Opera (24. Co Paper Min. 
Playhouse, pare »N. J. 416). 

Off-Broadway S Shows 
“Figures denote opening: dates}. 

Blacks, St. ‘Marks (5-461). 

“(12th wk) ($6.95-$7.90; 1.685; $64,-| clo t: 24. 

795). Previous week, $4670," "| Min) SPRING, Dire Ie 
‘Last week, $45,341. t.. Pre Se,-Premise-(11-22 

Rea Ey ney h’se_ (e126. ye, : Provinéet’n P y 
- Tender Trap, 41st, St. (8-25-61). 

CHICAGO LYRIC OPERA. Pn Seeee: ee ees aw, : er ° e 

RECORD ADVANCE _ SCHEDULED OPENINGS 
Irat Phy (9-66 HS Ree Bae pares - Ch cago, Sept. 5. Cockeye bed n 

yed Kite, Actors: ‘3 13-61). 
ic Opera of Chicago: tw. 4-61). 

hag eeported an advance sale Of meneaerse ‘aT $D a6). 

SRS Hue censn, which opens| SRSUMTS wie” ect ibn S ns.j | Ww, farquee 

Get ave wi ‘ith “Lucia Di Lammer- Sonal fin St 2 1-61) 9-26-61). 
--goor” at the Opera House. rhe. Abracian Horses, Orpheum (9-27-60), 

total, the largest In the Lyric’s |’ alsane, York (9 
History; represents about 50% of | ep ‘oh Lifer 1 Sher. 93. 00 Ave, @-27-6D. 
the. total seating available for the | Ma ad 
Monday, Wednesday and. Friday Barer ‘roones, Gramere to-4e-8D, D 
night. presentations. Satur d 2 y Biterent, Mermaid: do17gn. * 
nights are sold ona single ticket) Aj erican sevovand: (10-26-6D. 
basis. and are not part of the sub-. Sitker,” cpiekee ce ace oe a) aoaes, 
seri series. . a Fight City. Hall, Mayfair 

ription five days of sthgle| Seows ef veroseD C461). 
ticket sales this year totaled $601 jesus Gapier, Fuh St. (119600 closed 
000, also 4 record, ‘last Sunday @). after 340 performances, 

 ‘Bardie’ $54,446 for 7m Dallas Wk. | 

to dwindle with the close: last 

” Porenthetical - designations for 

regular seven performances, | Sea- 

Previous week,. $62, ooo for. six 

‘$22,478. |) 

Juanita Hall, -Devra Korwin): (2d, 

Oakdale Musical Theatre ($4. 50;. 

Previous week, Song of: Norway 

terelle ad d Co.)--Biltmore, LA. 416). 

Toronte | 

ant, Plume de Ma: Tante—Aleazar, &.F. 

bairacte, Worker Wilbur, “Boston: 16. ; 

My Fair. Lady (2d Co. er ieee SF. 

Sound na of. Music Cd Co.)--Philharmonic, | 

Balcony Rep.), Circle In Square 33-60) ‘ 

Dream -& Bessie, Cherry Lane: G16D.. 

Chamber, Jan Hus. 29-61); : 

Leves, Living (Rep) ra *103-60.. 

‘| necessary 
‘will affect the footlight. fate ‘of 

| {To ‘Suspend ‘Albee Duo 
For Week’s ‘Happy Days’ 
Performances of the Edward} 

Albee off-Broadway. double-bill, |. 
“American. Dream”-and “Déath of 

| Sept. 12-22 at the Cherry Lane|’ 

-| preview ‘performances and the reg- 

-| of Samuel Beckett’s “Happy Days.” 

| CO-p 
and Beckett offerings, will then re- 
sume the double-bill for Saturday- 
Sunday performances only with; 
“Happy”. continuing on a Tuesday- 
Friday basis. 
‘The two-character Becket. . play 

"+ will be done for four evening per- 
formances weekly, with the Albee 

Blasts Em in Preface 
By BOB DOWNING 

“Five Plays’. by John O’Hara 
(Random House; $5) contains un- 
preduced scripts by 2° writer. 

-| whose only Broadway credit has 
-been as librettist for “Pal Joey,” 

magazine. 

- For most show: biz: ‘readers, the 
preface of this book will be-most 
revealing. In it, O'Hara swings at 

ithe pros who have avoided his 
-{plays.. In a lesser literary figure, 
'|sour grapes might be suspected. 

‘But O'Hara admits he is accus- 
tomeca to playing “the waiting 
game.” 

ceptance of “Pal Joey.” (it was 
not an instant hit. A film edi- 
tor at the Philly tryout said: 
“George Abbott -better take his 
loss on this one, and stay out of 
New York: A middleaged | broad 

ing for one of. his. novels, .“Our- 
selves to Know,” to:connect with 
critics, O’Hara wrote one of the 
plays. in this. collection, “The 

tor. 
a ckstage 

all “creative” people who: would 
re-do a writer’s work. He. chal- 
lenges directors particularly: “Cre- 
ate something, boys, and I'll di- 
rect {t for you.. But don’t create 

written.” 

O'Hara irritated with the 

_| slant -his writing into. more: Incra- 
tive brackets; that he once reject- 
eda writer-producer deal because 

| “money isn’t everything, and with { 
the present and future taxes the. 
‘way they are, it damn near isn't 
anything.” 

“Phe . Farmer's Hotel,” anothe? 

O’Hara’s successful short novel of 
the same name. This allegory. was 
tested by Cheryl Crawford in Fish- 
kill, N, Y., after Joshua Logan had 
nixéd it, asa possible book for. a. 
Rodgers & Hammerstein musical. 
O’Hara withdrew the script from 
‘Miss Crawford when he translated 
her suggestion into a wish.to turn. 
the play into “Seven Keys to Bald- 
pate.” Friendly notions 
other. quarters depressed: -the. dra- 
matist, and the play was not. pro- 

reflects’ -O‘Hara’s 
| duced. 

. “Veronique” 
memories of. The..Vitlage in. the 
Twenties. Obviously, from his pref- 
atory. remarks, O'Hara has little 
patience wtih current ‘Village life. 

“The Way It Was” was intended. 
for. an Irving Berlin musical, and |. 

‘Berlin wrote a ‘title song: “but. 
O’Hara pointed out. that the tune 
was “Butterfly,” an unsuccessful 
Berlin song of 40 years earlier, 
which he nevertheless commends 
to Gisele MacKenzie, Rosemary 
Clooney and Doris Day. Author’s 

“+ total recall: in lyric department 
_jeooled the Berlin deal. No pro-j 
duction. 

_ "The Searching Sun” was done 
.{by.an amateur group in Princeton, 

N. J.,, and got. “wisecrack” from 
visting Broadwayites, No produc- 
tion in town. © 

Producers on and off Broadway 
will be attracted to O’Hara again 
through publication of these plays, 

{for the scripts contain much meat; | 
|much good writing. Ability to cope 

| with O’Hara’s firm position con- 
cerning ‘his prose, in view of risks 

in theatrical ventures, | 

*hese dramas. 

Theatre, N. Y., to .make way forj 

jular first week's run at the house |. 

‘Richard Barr. and Clinton Wilder, 
roducers of both the Albee. 

‘pill putting in another four per- 
-|formances, two each on Saturdays 
{and Sundays. 

| Legit Directors Not 01K 
in His Book; John O'Hara. 

musical based on a character. 
O’Hara. created for the New Yorker. 

“He waited for public ac- 

and a young pimp?”) | While wait- 

piece featuring a “creative” direc:: 
Apparently, O'Hara despises: 

[Champagne Pool,” 

something. that Ibsen has already: 

play in this selection, derives. from | 

from. 
® 

— Do Re’ $48.26, 

Marjorie Dycke Elected 

| dorf-Astoria Hotel, N.Y.,, 

ert. Schneideman, of Northwestern 

of Michigan State. 
‘At the conclusion of its conclave, 

the AETA members selected the 

prising university, college, high 
school and little theatre organiza- 
fions,-has a membership of about 
4,000, 
about 16,000 productions annually. 

Prof. Paul Kozelka of Teachers 
‘College, N. Y. 

of Eaves Costume Co., whe inaug- 
urated the awards in 1958 to herald 
the firm’s forthcoming 100th anni- 
versary in 1963. The senior Eaves 
Award of $1,000, bestowed each 

stitution for achieyement at the 
university or community theatre 
level, went to Dr. Writing, « past 
president of AETA and author of 
the book, “An Introduction to the 
Theatre.” 

Prof. Kozelka won the Junfor 
Eaves Award of $500 in recognition 

activity on the high school level. 
| He's a former secretary of the 

search and compiler of a glossary 
of Shaw's works. The annual AETA 
Award of Merit was presented to 
Rosamond Gilder, director of the 
U. S. Center of the International 
Theatre Institute. 

Carol Channing Concert 
Pittsburgh, Sept. 5. 

“A Soiree with Carol Channing,” 
with the star playing her first 
Pittsburgh concert date March $3 
highlights the schedule of events 
to be staged here by Fay Olmsted, 
managing director of the Musie 
Guild. Miss Channing broke the 
house record of the Melody Tent 

Opera season. 
The Music Guild will also pre- 

sent: the First Piano Quartet, Oct. 
6; the Branko Mrsmanovich Cho- 
rus, Oct. 9; Victor Borge, Oct. 19; 
the American Ballet Theatre, ‘Oct. 
31; Mantovani, Nov. 24; Hal Hol- 
brook, Jan. 31; ‘the Dancers of 
Bali, Feb. 2; the Boston Pops Or- 
chestra with Arthur Fiedler con- 
ducting, Feb. 12; Jean Casadesus, 
Feb. 19; the Robert Shaw Choraie, 
March 14, and the Jose Limon 
Dance company, March 17. 4 

~ Shows Out of Town 
a=maas Coutinued from page 54 ams 

The Iceman Cometh. 
1 Slow. Despite cutting, it is still 
i repetitious. The accent on separate 
| Per formances seems to limit over- 
all cohesion and weakens audience 
contact. 
“The performance is generally | 
good. Jered Barclay portrays path-|C 
ological intensity, Telly Savalas is 
‘a adequte pimp-bartender, Edward 
Asner a well defined swain of pros- 
titute Nita Talbot, who’ is bright; Garden (MC) 

New President of AETA 
Marjorie L. Dycke, head of the 

drama. department of the N.Y. High 
School of the Performing Arts, has 
heen elected president of the Amer- 
ican Educational Theatre Assn., 
which ended its six-day. silver an- 
niyersary convention at the Wal. 

‘Wednesday (30). She succeeds Nor- 
{man Philbrick of Stanford Univ. 

elected ‘executive secretary-treas- 
urer of the organization was Rob- 

Univ., succeeding John A. Walker 

Univ. of Oregon as the site for next 
year's convention. The group, com- 

which are responsible for 

During the-recently-ended conven- 
tion, Eaves Awards totaling $1,500 
were presented to Dr. Frank Whit- 
ing of the Univ. of Minnesota and 

The ‘prizes, in reeognition of 
notable contributions to the region- 
al theatre in the U. S., were pre-| 
sented by Andrew Geoly, president 

year to an individual, group or in-}. 

of his contributions to theatrical 

American: Society for Theatre Re- 

To Mark Season in Pitt | 

here during the recent Civie Light | Previous 

Bray Wilts: ‘Tnsnkabe’ $518 
Fiorello’ $40,685, 

‘Country’ $20,857, ‘All Way’ $12,267 
Broadway dropped last week, ree 

versing the uphill pattern of the 
previous four stanzas. A slowdown 
in trade over the Labor Day week- 
end contributed to the -falloff in 
business. Receipts were down 
from the previous séssion as much 
as $12,736 for the musical, “Do Re 
Mi,” and $5,346 for the straight 
play, “All the Way Home.” 

The sellouts again were “Car- 
nival,” “Mary, Mary” and “Sound 
of Music.” Of the 14 shows on 
tap, six had. discount tickets in 
circulation. 

Estimates for Last Week 

Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama), 
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), 
MC (Musical-Comedy}, MD (Must- 
cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP {(Op- 
eretta), Rep. (Repertory), DR 
(Dramatic Reading). 
Other parenthetic. designations 

refer, respectively, to weeks played, 

number of performances through 
last Saturday, top prices (here 
two prices are given, the higher is 
for Friday-Saturday nights and the 
lower for weeknights), number of 
seats, capacity gross and stars. 
Price includes 18% Federal and 
5% City tax, but grosses are net; 

e ve of taxes. 
sa Precis denotes show had cut- 
raté tickets in circulation. 

*All the Way Home, Belasco (D) 
(40th wk; 317 p) ($6.90-$7.59; 9673 
$36,500). Previous week, $17,613. 

Last week, $12,267. 

Bye Bye Birdie, Shubert (MC) 
(72d. wk; 567 p) ($8.60-$9.40; 1,461; 
$61,000). Previous week, $48,299, 

Last week, $45,707. 

Camelot, Majestic (MC) (38th 
wk; 313 p) ($9.40; 1,626; $24,000) 
(Richard Burton, Julie Andrews). 
Previous week, $83,66 

Last week, 50.003 
~ Carnival, Imperial ‘MC) (21st 
wk; 164 p) ($3.60; 1,428; $68,299) 
{Anna Maria Alberghetti Previe 
ous week, $68,33 

Last week, $38'398. 

Come Blow Your Horn, Atkinson 
(C) (28th wk; 221 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 
1,090; $43,522). Previous week, 

;008. 
Last week, $22,216. 

Do Re Mi, St. James (MC) (32d 
1 wk; 256 p) ($8.60-$9.50; 1,615; $69,- 
300) (Phil Silvers). Previous week, 
$61,001. 

Last week, $48,265. 

*Far Country, Music Box (D) 
| (22d wk: 175 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1,101; 
$40,107) (Kim Stanley, Steven Hill, 
Sam Wanamaker). Previous week, 

1, /$22.256. Ludwig Donath succeeded 
} Wanamaker last Monday (4). 

Last week, $20,857. 

*Fierelle, Broadway (MC) (92d 
wk; T3I p) ($5-$7.50; 1,900: $59,000). 

week, $47, 208 
Last week, $40,685 

*Irma La Douce, Plymouth MC} 
(49th wk; 388 p) ($8.60; 999; $48.- ; 
250) (Elizabeth Seal, Denis Quil- 
ley). Previous week, $36,890. 

Last week, $34,646. 

Mary Mary, Hayes (C) (26th wk; 
204 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1,139: $43,380) 
(Barbara Bel Geddes, Barry Nel- 
son, wae Wilding). Previous 
week, $43,45 

Last week $43,419, 

. “My Fafr Lady, Hellinger (MC) 
(285th wk; 2,270 p) ($8.05; 1,551 
$69,500) (Michael Allinson, "Margot 
Moser). Previous -week, $55,688. 

Last week, $51,656. 

Sound. of Music, Lunt- Fontanne 
(MD) (88th wk; 700 p) ($9.60; 1,407; 

“1 $75,000) (Mary Martin). Previous 
week, $75,938. 

Last week, $75,859. 

*Taste of Honey, Booth (D) (48th 
| ws 368 p) ($6.90; 807; $30,500) 
carmionne Baddeley, Frances 
uka). Previous week, $19,354. 

Exits next Saturday (9) £6 tour. 
Last week, $17,559. 

Unsinkable Molly Brown, Winter 
(44th wk: 348 p) 

and flip in a nicely developed role. | ($8.60-$9.40; 1,404: $88,000) (Tammy 
James Dunn is expressive as the 

flophouse-saloon owner while Mar- 
jtin ‘Balsam plays the key role of 

Grimes), Previous week, $535,047. 
Last week, $51,862. 

‘Hickey with precision and polish.|. 
William Schallert is okay. 

’ Edgar Lansbury’s set is an asset, 
while the Dorothy Jeakins cos- 
'tumes ‘are acceptable. 

Jean Shepherd is scheduled to 
make his Broadway debut this sea- 
son in “Leonard Silliman’s New 
Faces of 1962.” 
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Boom Lesit Road Season 
Continued from page 1 ————Saaas | 

Royal Alexandra, Toronto’s second 
house, also appears headed for a 
guod season, repeating its ‘1960-61 
click. a 

Chi Season All Sed 
Chicago, Sept. 5. 

The upcoming legit season will 
likely be a whopper for Chicago, 
possibly the biggest ever in terms 
of the aggregate boxoffice. For the 

‘pany to run all next summer: 

first time in at least two decades, 
the principal local legit houses are 
baoked tight for a forthcoming 
season. There’s even a possibility 
that the three frontline houses will 
be kept active throughout the sum- 
mer of 1962. 

The Main Stem, having been 
dark most of this summer, relights 
tomorraw ‘Wed. when “Bye Bye 
Birdie” 
Erlanger. “La Plume de ma Tante” 
is in line to follow and, with musi- 
cals tending of late to do extremely 
well in Chicago, it’s not over op- 
timistie to expect the two shows to 
notch 52 weeks between them. 

The Shubert unshutters Sept. 18: 
with “My Fair Lady” returning | 
for eizht weeks. It’s to be followed 
directly, on Nov. 14, by “Sound of:set so far for the season at .the 

which has aspirations of ; O'Keefe, starting with the premiere Music” 
running a year tas “MFL” and | 
“Music Man” have done in recent 
seasons!. Should the Rodgers & 
Hammerstein tuner give out sooner 
than that. the national company of 
“Carnival” will follow and “Sound” 

docks for a run a the 

will move on. to Washington. If it! 
is able to run this year, however, 
then “Carnival” will go to D.C. for 
the summer of '62. 

Blackstone Bookings 

Seven shows are set for the? niyal,” 
Blackstone, and 
that the Shuberts may consider in- 
stalling air conditioning there at 
last ff the final booking of the 
series, “Irma La Douce,” looks 
strong enough to span the summer. 
“The Best Man” relights the thea- 
tre Sept. 26 for an eight week en- 
gazgement, and the house is booked 
solidly for the rest of the season.| Tenth Man.” 
Tennessee Williams‘ “Night of the 
Iguana” 

‘Oct. 23-Nov. 11;.“Bye Bye Birdie, 

it’s understood | Faces, ” Jan. 1-13. 

‘after are “The Threepenny Opera,” 

is due Nov. 20 for four} Kings,” 

‘a new lease on life last year with 

| iseum Auditorium.. 

‘Musio Man’ for Albany 
AlBany,. Sept. 5. 

The. first show of the local Iegit 
season at Fabian’s Place Theatre 

“Camelot”: or “Sound of Music” ‘will: be “ane Mose Man,” for a 
one-niter Oc 

are prospects. The house has. a}.: The 2,700-seat house regularly 
number of shows pencilled in the ] 
fall of 1962, some of them likely plays | films, but books occasional 
to be firmed up ‘shortly. 

another musical hit touring com- 

2-Theatre Upbeat in Toronto 
Toronto, Sept. 5... 

There'll be a big legit time in} 
the old town of Toronto this season. 
The O’Keefe Centre is booked al- 
most ‘Solidly through next June, | 
with a series of musicals on. the 
slate for next summer and a rap- 
idly growing schedule of pre-Broad- 
way tryouts and _ post-Broadway 
tourers for the falf and winter of 
1962.: 

The Royal Alexandra, which took 

: Norman Campbell Staging 
‘Pirates’ for N.Y., on Tour 

Toronto, Sept. 5. 
Norman Campbell will do the 

staging of Tyrone Guthrie’s pro- 
duction . of “Fhe: Pirates of. Pen- 
zance” for its forthcoming engage- 
‘ment at’. the - Phoenix Theatre, 
N. Y., and: subsequent tour. He 
has been with the Gilbert & Sulli- 
van show several weeks, as Guth- 
rie had ta leave to direct the up- 
coming Broadway production. of 
“Gideon,” Paddy Chayefsky’s Bib- 
lical drama. “Pirates” closed re- 
cently at the. Avon Theatre, Strat- 
ford, Ont., as a presentation of 
‘the ‘Stratford ‘Shakespearean ¥es- 
tival. 
Campbell, a native of. Vancouv- 

‘er, has never directed legit in the 
U. S., but: has staged several tele- 
vision shows there, including last 

the general Toronto — upturn 
sparked by the O'Keefe, is also 
perking for the next season. The 
54-old house relights next Tues- 

;day +12: and is booked solidly. for 
; 27 weeks through next March 4. 

Sked 4 Tryouts — 

Four pre-Broadway tryouts - are 

last night (Mon.) of “Kwamina,” for | Season’s “Omnibus”. edition ‘of 
a three-week run. Also. due are|Guthrie’s production of “H. M. S. 
the Horne revue for two weeks, Pinafore.” 
“The Gay Life” for three weeks, 
“New Faces of 1962” for two weeks. 

‘Following “Kwamina” there are 
the Canadian Opera, rehears-| 
ing a week and playing Oct. 2- 14; 
Miss Horne. Oct. 16-28: “Gay. Life,” | 

| pl 

Bits of London 
London, Sept. 5. 

The Stratford Royal Shakespeare 
‘company is negotiating a deal for 
the presentation of experimental 
plays. by new authors, with new 

' directors: and actors, at the Arts. 
Theatre. | 

. ubrey ‘Cash and Michael Pratt 
With the first Sunday perfor-i a6 writing a musical.of the life of: | 

Nov. 13-Dec. 2; a dark week; “Car- 
Dec. 11-31,' and “New 

shutters Sept. 12 with Roberto In-j; Peter Bridge thas fixed a $56,000, 
glesias and his Spanish Ballet, play-j ticket - deal with. the brokers for 
ing through Sept. 17. Slated there- his new whodunit, “Guilty Party,” 

a ,at’. St.. Martin’s. 
ity e . . . “A Taste of Honey” and 

“The | - Captains and. the | 
“Tovs in the Attic. “Ad- 

Also, Stock Reviews 
1— ae 

play will be at Greensboro Col-| 

weeks as a break-in ‘lt was origin- : vice and Consent,” “Bousille and 
ally expected to play the Civic),!the Just.” “Genevieve with Love,” 
and “Toys in the Attic” is Slated | the National Ballet of Canada, “The 
for a Christmas week opening as | 

auammas Continued from page 56 meu 

Toinette. 
done: Tunes: by Deed: Meyer are 

a four-week entry. “Advise and! 
Consent,” “A Taste of Honey,” 
“Tenth Man” and “Irma” follow 
at the Blackstone in that order.. 

As a result of the tight booking , 
situation, other legit shows have} 
hai to engage secondary legit 
houses. The four week premiere of 
“Kieks & Co.” will be held at the 
Arie Crowm Theatre at McCormick 
Place as that auditorium’s first 
lezit entry, and “Threepenny Op- 
era” has booked the suitably intti- 
mate Civic Theatre for five weeks 

rting Dec. 25, with Gypsy Rose 
- starring. 
The Greek Tragedy Theatre of 

Athens, giving two performances of 
Sanhocles’ “Electra.” will use the 
Onera House .on Sept. 16-17, and 
the Old Vie company will do a 
week there starting April 2, An.off- 
Broadway entry, “Leave It to 
Jane,” initiates the Prudential The- 
stro az a legit situation tonight 
(Tues.?. 

D.C. Pot Boiling 
Washington, Sept.. 5. 

Indications are for a bullish sea- 
gon far the National Theatre here. 
na local legit house is booked 

solidly into next summer and has 
- tenfative bookings through the fall 
of 13862. 

“The Music Man,” an all-sum- 
mer bouking. exits this week, with 
“A Taste of Honey” due next Mon- 
dav ‘11: for a fortnight. Next 
ecumes “The Tenth Man,” Sept. 25- 
Oct. 7; “Tovs in the Attic,” Oci. 9- 
21, “Elizabeth the Queen,” Oct. 23- 
Nov. 4: “Sunday in New York.” a 
tryout, Nov. 6-18: “Thurber Carni- 
val” Nov 20-Dec. 2. and ‘“Fio- 
rote.” Dec 4-Jan. 6. 

‘Best Man’ Set 

T.r2 potiecal play, “The Best 
Ma.” which hasn’t been here be- 
fz > ‘reportedly because Agnes 
M--.er, grande dame of the Wash- 
instozu Post and the Democratic 
Party, didn't like the script and 
pervaded producer Roger L. Stev- 
en. not to bring it here for its pre- 
B:uailawav trvout), is due Jan. 8- 
2) Tien eomes the Old Vic Jan. 
22.52) 3: “Bye Bye Birdie,” Feb. 

“The Miracle Worker,” 5-Marcn 3, 
Maies 5-17. “The Threepenny Op- 

a” Mareh 19-April 7; “Goodbye, 
Ati” a t*eont musical, April 9-28; 
id a return engagement of “My 
Fa. A»rit 30-June 10. 

‘T's: Nateonat is dickering for 

Miracle Worker” and “Come Blow: 
Your Horn.” ' | pleasant: enough, though hardly 

memorable, and a cast of bright 
‘young people keep things moving 
under the able direction of Lonny 
Chapman. 

Ellie Wood is a natural in the 
title role of the chambermaid 
who ‘rules her employers and 
solves everyone's problems but 
her own. Her vivacity wins the 
audience from. the start. 
‘Logan Ramsey covorts as the 

imaginary invalid who. attempts 
to gain a lifetime of free medical 
care by marrying his daughter to 
‘a doctor against the young. lady’s 
wishes. His timing and comic! 
sense reflect his long experience. 

Joelle Jons, as the daughter, 
displays a pleasant voice and good 
stage presence. Robert Walker. 
supports her well as her true love, 
and: the rest of the cast keeps 
pace, | 

Adapter J. I. Rodale has shown 
considerable ingenuity in updat- 

‘|}ing his material to the present 
time. Bongo drums ‘and psychia- 
trists mix well with references 
to the Congo and Algeria. The 
four-man comba lines out the 
itunes in peppy style. 

“Toinette” should clean up in 
Jntimacy. of off-Broadway. 

Jots. 

Toledo ‘Bookings 
The Toledo Civic Playgoers’ 

! Assn. has booked two plays for 
its 1961-62 season, with two others 
not yet determined. Contracts 
have: been signed for “The Music 
Man” for Oct. 24-25, and for “The 
Miracle Worker” for Feb. 12-13. .. 

Two additional plays will be ob- 
tained shortly. according to Bar-. 
bara States, executive secretary. 

BTL in Anderson, Ind. 
Anderson, Ind., Sept. 5. 

Anderson’s Broadway Theatre 
League has booked two plays for 
its. 1961-62 season in the Para- 
mount Theatre. “Advise and Can- 
sent” Will be offered Oct. 10, and 
“The Miracle Worker” is set for 
Jan. 23. 

Two more plays will.-be an- 
nounced later. 

mance in its history, the Royal Alex! ‘the clown, Grimaldi: 

Cincinnati Getting Ready 
Cincinnati, Sept. 5. 

Cincinnati’s legit season opens! 
Sept. 18 with “The Music Man” at | 
the indie’ 2,500-seat: Taft: The 
same house. also gets “My Fair _the 
Lady,” starting Jan. 29.. It's a re- 
turn for both musicals. =. 

The 2,100-seat Shubert relights — — = 
Oct. 2 with “Advise and Consent” 5 7 s. 4 
and then “Miracle Worker.” These Off-B’way Reviews 
shows are not included in the seven 
scheduled for the Fheatre Guild-|===== Continued from page 54 i 
American Theatre Society sub- The Tender. Trap 
scription series. ‘Ron 

Guild shows already booked by single-key part, to beet up the 

manager, are “The Best Man,"| is generally high, with Kenneth | 
Bye Bye Birdie,” “La Plume de| Brooks especially satisfactory as 
Ma Tante.” “Toys. in ‘the Attic,”| the hero's married-man pal, and{ 
‘Tenth Man” and “The Aspern) Lisa Carroll effective in the part |. 
Papers. of the girl who gets away. Ellen 
Kay Fipp is secretary of the two-|‘Evans is good as the lass’ who | 

week subscription period. - | finally lands her man. 
Playing the hero’s kooky girls, ; 

4 for Greensboro, NAC. - ‘Rosemary Haley and Marcia Le-: 
Greensboro, N.C., Sept. 5. | vant (daughter of Oscar) register j 

The Broadway Theatre League | okay. Marshall Breeden, a demo-; 
of Greensboro will bring legit| nical but awe-inspiring scenery- 
shows to Greensboro this fall, ac-| chewer, is the evening’s: most’ ef- 
cording to president Herbert fective laugh-puller-in the small 
Hazelman. They will include “A| part of an -erratic laboratory 
Thurber | Carnival, ”" “The Best analyst. 
Man," “Critics Choice’ and ‘one 
to be announced. 

The season will open Sept.. 23. 
with “Thurber Carnival.” Each ' is sufficiently brisk. 

| 
| 

adequately and Matt.Cimber’s di- 
rection, while not overly inventive, 

Jaa 

Inside Stuff—Legit 
Storyline in Noet Coward’s “Sail Away” was changed during the Jast © 

week of the musical tryaut’s Boston stand at the ‘Colonial, and a new 
ballet scene was inserted.. However, Coward said the major changes to... 
‘be made: are slated for: Philadelphia where new. songs, new scenes and 
‘new costumes will be in. prior to the New York.opening. The entire 
illicit romance aspect of the original story line involving the mixed-up 
wife and young chap'on the rebound has been sliced. ‘The Parthenon 
sdene, in which the erring wife, played by Jean Fenn, is humiliated by. 
the mother of the young man, played by James Hurst (the mother is 
Margalo Gillmore), has been’ snipped:. The ‘“affair;’ which had some: 
ugly aspects in ‘the otherwise fastpaced show, is: now ‘being played off: 
as just another of the little dramas ‘that unfold. on: shipboard along. 
with all the others. Since visit to the show by the ‘wife of the Presi- 
dent, much is being made of.a racking chair ° prop. The: chair, originally . 
brought on as the passengers boarded with luggage and .whatnots, is 
now used by Elaine Stritch when.she sings: “Useful. Phrases” ‘in her 
cabin. 
A ballet has been inserted: in. the second- act, scene five, “Taormina, 

Sicilian Interlude,” and the. “tourists” appear only at the end of the 
ballet for a blackout. ; 

In ‘Philadelphia; ‘there will be .a new: running ‘order for. the show, 
new show curtain, two new sets, new traveler, and new costumes. 
“Sail Away” exited the Cotonial Saturday (2) after three and one-half 
weeks of capacity biz. 

“Nothing could be more absurd than the rumor ‘that I Signed a 
check. for $400,000 to produce ‘Sail. Away,’. seript- unseen. The seript 
was brought by Noel Coward’s lawyer to. my lawyer for me. to: read, 
and we decided to produce it.” That’s the assertion of Helen: Bonfils, 
as quoted by Peggy Doyle in. the Boston American. The musical ended 
a tryout engagement in. Boston ‘last..week and is continuing its pre- 
Broadway tuneup this week in Philadelphia. Mrs. Bonfils and. her : 
late director-husband, George Somness, operated. the South Shore: 
Players at Cohasset, Mass., some years ago. A’ majority stockholder - 
and ‘secretary-treasurer of the Denver Post, she was.an actress-member 
of the Elitch’s Theatre stock company,.Denver. With Haila. Stoddard, 
she formed Bonnard Productions with headquarters in. New Yark, and 
produced “Come Play With. Me” off-Broadway, and then “A Thurber 
Carnival.” The latter revue is to be done. in London in September, 
and will also tour the. U.S.. this fall and. winter, 

A ‘recent mention in VARIETY of. the contemplated Broadway Pro. 
duction of author-attorney Morris Ebenstein’s ‘Defender of the Lost,”. 
a play about: Clarence.. Darrow, had..what Ebenstein. terms “some _ 
interesting results.” They included, he Teveals,. several letters, one - 
from a woman from the midivest who claims ta: haye been close to. 
Darrow and consequently desired a copy‘of the script before production 
to see whether Ebenstein’s portrayal of. the lawyer was in. accord with 
her recollections. ~ 

Another letter was from: an author who. assetted- that he’s in the 
process of writing a play about Darrow ‘and cautioning - Ebenstein not _ 
to take any. ‘of his -material. Ebenstein’s figures the writer's object — 
‘apparently “was to warn me against committing copyright infringe-. 
Inent by mental telepathy.” Thete was also. a dispatch from. a Texan 

| engaged in amateur theatricals, asking if he- could play’ the Darrow role. 

Irving Berlin says that “Mr. President”: the new: musical. on which 
| he’s collaborating. with Howard ‘Lindsay and Russet .Crouse, will: not 
be a “star vehicle,” i.e. ala a Mary Martin or an Ethel Merman show. 
It’s a book “idea”’ ‘and. the songwriter sparked to it when the librettists 
and producer Leland Hayward suggested it to him: 

Berlin’s last shew was “Call Me. Madam” (1952), also: with Lindsay 
and Crouse. It was broadly patterned after Mrs: ‘Perle Mesta,:.at that 
time U. S. minister to Luxembourg. “Mr. President.” in contrast: will 
assertedly not be related: to any prototype, living or dead. It willbe 
about a fictional Chief Executive in the last weeks of his ‘Second ‘erm. 
and his return to private life.. 
“Madam” was ‘written for Ethel Merman as star: Berlin has heen re- 

ported working in recent months on a new vehicle. for the: Jatter, but: 
“Mr. President” is not. it. . 

*Dramatist Rodolfo Usigh, absent from Mexico for four years in dip- 
lomatic assignments: {he’s currently Mexican Ambassador -toLebanon 
and Ethiopa), back home for a vacation and devoting considerable time - 
‘to rehearsal of his “Corona.de Ruego”. (Crown of: Fire) ‘Play in free 
verse Set to preem at E the, Xola Theatre, Mexico City. 

- legit Bits 
Susan Oliver, Marvin Miller and 

Wright King will play the leads in 
“Ghost Town,” by Jesse L. Lasky 

| Jr, opening Sept, 15.at the Cameo 
Playhouse, Hollywood. 

Arthur’ Waxman is company. 
manager, -Walter: Neal general 

tour and possibiy on ‘Broadway’ this 
season. 

A Nov. 29 opening at an un-.- 

2 

designated Broadway theatre -is 
planned by Norman Twain for his © 
production . of “Simone,” «the. Ben. 
Hecht adaptation :of the 1944 novel . 

;from. 

The. Jerome Liotta set serves | 

stage -manager -and Mal Marmor- 
stein and Arthur Rubin stage man- 
agers for “Kean,” which will have 
ballet and incidental musie by 
Elie Siegmeister.. 

Jerome Whyte, production rep- 
duction. representative in England 
for the Rodgers & Hammerstein |’,..,.; d's Room,” 
office, has returned to London to 
start ‘casting a West End revival 
of “Oklahoma.” 

Lewis. Harmon, an associate of 
|Broadway pressagent Soi Jacob- 
son, returned last weekend from 
a rail trip to the Coast: with his 
wife. authoress Charlotte Harmon. 

Carol Teitel is withdrawing from 
the cast of “Under Milk Wood” to 
appear in another offBroadway 
production, the upcoming | “Jour- | 
ney to the Day.” 
‘Concert ‘manager Spencer Bare- 

foot, of Frisco, has signed Judith 
Anderson for a tour of the western. 
‘U. S. and Canada in major scenes 

“Medea,” . 
:Tragedy” and “Macbeth.” The 
tour starts in Vancouver Sept. -30, 
ends in Southern California the 
second wéek of December. 
Richard Long and Robert Vaughn 

will costar in “Under the Yum 
Yum Tree,’ opening Sept. 13 at 
Las Palmas Theatre, Hollywood, 

Vet legit pressagent Charles 
Washburn will be advance man for 
the Lena Horne show, which Alex- 
‘ander H. Cohen. will present on 

“Tower Beyond 

by the late European author, Lion’ 
Feuchtw: anger.. 

An: “apprentice program. will be 
part of ‘the ‘upcoming season of the- 
American Savoyards at the Jan Hus. 
-Auditorium, N.Y. 

Donald Cook will: ‘appear. ‘in 
for which Ben: 

Edwards is ‘set designer and Noel .. 
Taylor costume.‘ designer. . 

Gordon Wynne, vice-president of - 
George’ -Schaefer’s Compass: ‘Co., 
‘producer of the upcoming Broad- 
way. presentation of - “Write Me a. 
Murder,” planed Aug..26 ta: Lon- 
don for a two-week stay. 

David Hayes. is set. designer ‘tor 
“No Strings.” | 

Three of. the original five cast. 
members of- the upcoming -Off-: 
Broadway production of “Ghosts” 
have been replaced. Leueen’Mac- 
Grath has taken over for.-Carmen 
Mathews, Michael Wager for War- 
ren Finnnerty and Carrie Nye for 
Kay Doubleday. . . 
Ann Giudici,.2\ producer with 

N. Y. radio station WBAI, is pro- 
duction associate on the forthcom- 
ing: off-Broadway presentation of 
“Automobile - Graveyard.” .. 

’ Claudia MeNeil: has. been set for 
a starring role in Peter.. Feible- 
man’s “A Place Without Twilight,” 
which Robert Fryer & Lawrence 
Carr. intend: producing : on.- .Broad-:. 
way this fall. 
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(7 Performances) 

A NEW NATIONAL RECORD SET FOR 
SUMMER THEATRES (TENT) BY THE 

—LENNY-DEBIN 
Production of 

RODGERS and HAMMERSTEIN’S 

“FLOWER DRUM SONG” 
amare ene 
CAROUSEL THEATRE 

FRAMINGHAM, MASS. 
* Sept. 5th-17th: MELODY FAIR, North Tonawanda, New York 
Sept. 19th-Oct. 21st: PAPER MILL PLAYHOUSE, Millburn, New Jersey 

THANKS to Our Cast and Production Staff: 
YINSUN LARRY LEUNG MAUREEN TIONGCO 
HARRY THEYARD - JOY KIM. JOSEPHINE CHIANESE - 
CONRAD YAMA FRANKLIN SIU = = — ARNO SELCO 
RICHARD KHAN VICTORIA HAHN SAM KASAKOFF 

Jose Ahumada @ Fumi Akimoto © Ed Andrese ®@ Yemima Ben-Gal 
Terri Funai @ ‘Dolores.Hamparian @ Peter Hampatian 

‘Mark Holliday. @- Masako Ishiguro @ Naomi Kimura 

Kenneth Navarro @ Nancy Navarro ® Denise Quan 

Robert Lorca @ Mollie Sterns 

a Directed ‘by Mesical Numbers Staged by = Musical Directors Scenic Designer 

JAMES HAMMERSTEIN HUGH LAMBERT HAROLD GLICK @ JOE MOON WARWICK BROWN 

Pianist | Assistant Choreographer Costumes Executed by ‘Costumes Designed by — Production Stage Manager 

HAL BECKETT NAOMI KIMURA VAN HORN -MARY McKINLEY HOWARD WHITFIELD 

LENNY-DEBIN 
140 West 58th Street, New York 19, N. Y. 

JUdson 2-0270. 



LEGITIMATE 

CASTING NEWS 
‘Following are available. parts in upcoming Broadway, of Broud- 

way, and touring shows, as well as ballet, films, industrial and tele 
vision shows. All information has. been obtained directly by. the 
VARIETY Casting Department by telephone ealls, and has been re- 
checked as of noon yesterday (Tues.). 

The available roles will be repeated weekly until filled, and addi- 
tions to the list will be made only when information is secured from 
responsible parties. The intention is to service performers with leads 
provided by the managements of the shows involved rather than to 
Tun a wild goose marathon. This information is published without 
charge. , 

In addition to the available parts listed, the tabulation includes pro- 
ductions announced for later this season, but, for which, the manage- 
ments, as yet, aren’t holding open casting calls. Parenthetical designa- 

60 

Jr. & Stella Holt (c/o Brown, 

,jand resumes of male and femme 
musical performers being accepted 
for the musical based on Sheri- 
dan’s “The Rivals.” . Part available 
for an operatic male quartet, skilled 
in Restoration comedy acting. Mail 
information c/o above. address. 

American Savoyards.. Director, 
Dorothy Raedler (140 W..79th St., 
N.Y.). Part available for tenor 

sings, over 5. feet, 10 inches tall. 
Mail photos and resumes c/o above 
address. Auditions. for Singers, all 
voices, tomorrow (Thurs.) for re- 

tions are as follores: (Cc) Comedy, (D) Drama, (MC) Musical Comedy, Placements: ris. as pm and 
(MD! Musical Drama, (R) Revue, (Rep) Repertory, «DR) Dramatic House (351 E. 74th St., N.Y.). Ap-' 
Reading. + plicants should bring resumes. ” 

45. b “Attitudes”  -(R). Producer, 
| men, 35 5, businessmen; femme, Michael. F. Goldstein (10 W. 65th! 
j voluptuous model; ‘character man,| St: N.Y.; TR 3-0571). Parts avail: | . 
90-60, non-singing; high wire act, 
} one man and one woman; several 
small male and femme roles. All 

BROADWAY must sing. Mail photos and ‘res- 
“Carnival” (MC). Producer,jumes, through agents only, above 

able for. male. and: femme actors: 
18-35, who can sing and have: 
comedy ability. Mail photos and ' 
resumes c/a above address. 

“Dock Brief” & “What Shall We: David Merrick (246 W. 44th St.,] address. t 
N.Y.: LO 3-7520). Parts available| “Place Without Twilight” (D). Tench ion PL. house, aT Bath, 
for two midgets or two dwarfs,|Producers, Robert Fryer and. 4 ¥ y St., N.Y.; GR 5-9647). Parts avail-, 
male or femme, who can play the Lawrence Carr, in association with 
trumpet. Mail photos and resumes: John Herman (234 W. 44th St., 
immediately c'o Robinson Stone,!N.Y¥.; LA 4-2844). Available parts: 
abuve address. man, 19-21, tall, handsome, eat- 

“Daughter of Silence” (D). Pro- | like, fair; doy, 16, intense, medium 
ducer, Richard Halliday (75 E. 55th | height, fair; girl. 18, spiritual qual- 
St., N.Y.: PL 3-73411. Several parts ity, natural beauty, ‘fair; girl, - 21, 

available for Italian, non-dialect | fragile: girl, 18, all-American type; 
character men, 45-60. Mail photos |boy, 19. sincere. All roles are Ne- 
and resumes ¢’o above address.|gro. Mail photos and resumes to 
Interviews by appointment only. above address. 

“Garden of Sweets” (D). Pro-| “Subways Are For Sleeping” 
ducers, Ben Frye, Irving Squires (MC. Producer, David Merrick }young man, 
& Sirki De Vysenof (250 W. 57th 1/246 W. 44th St., N.Y. LO 3-7520 . | femme, 20-23, seductive: femme, 
St.. N.Y.; CO 5-0286). Available ; Auditions for singers: Equity boys, | tall gaunt, young; four actors who 

para man, sentle: character mam girls, tomorrow ‘Thurs.}, 10 a.m.-/ and resumes. e! ‘o above address. 

60, small Greek Orthodox priest... 1 p.m.; open call Saturday (9!, boys: “Tove’s “Old Sweet “Song” (D). 

Mail photos and resumes, through | “and girls, 10 a.m. “it p.m., all at the ; Producer, Equity Library Theatre 
agents only, c’o Pat Fowler, | Imperial Theatre (249 W. 45th St. | (996 WwW, 47th. St., N.Y.;. PL 7-1710). 

rm. 415, above address. Auditions ; N-Y- . . Auditions for dancers: All_ parts available. Auditions 
this week for a sensitive-looking ; Equity girls. 1 am.-l p.m. and }yesday (12), 6-10 p.m.;; Wednes- | 
eight-year-old boy, with light or ; Equity 1 Pows. x Fm» ye rie | day. (13), 6-10 p.m. and Thursday j 
dark brown hair and one plain-! Thurs.); open call Friday (8), gir rhs, | 141, 10 a.m.-4 p.m. with special call 
looking girl, five-years-old with! 11 am.-1 p.m. and boys 2-4 p.m +|for children Thursday (14), 
prunentte hair, above address. Call 3¢ the St. James Theatre (246 Ww. p.m,’ at ELT rehearsal. studie 

: . 44th St., N.Y.). 
above number for appointment. | **5 (Hotel Marseilles, 103d St. 

; P 3 Time Is a Thief” (D). Producer, Broadway, N.Y.). Some tion-Equity ry) ” 

cere’ Lester "Osterman. & Stiles {Beverly Zarling (489 Fifth Ave. actors. will be used in small roles. 
Bernstein (1650 Broadway, N.Y.; N.Y.; YU 6-4284). Available’ parts: Script available at Drama Book 
JU 6-5570°. Part available for a 14 | male lead, 55-65, large character|Shop (51 W. 52d St. N.Y.) and 
year-old boy. slim, earnest, sensi-;™40;_ femme lead, 50’s, small,| actors are. requested to. read the 

proud, character woman; us char | play before auditioning. - 

able for "male and femme English. 
‘actors, 50’s. Mail’ photos 
resumes ‘c/o above address, 

“Go Show Me a. Dragon” (C). 
Producer, Hanneford Productions 
(17 W. 67th St. N, Yo. 
able Parts: femme lead, 30, 
attractive; male lead, 50's, broken- 
down poet; man, 35, prof; man, 

{50, flamboyant poet; man, 29, 
sensitive; man, 30, wild beatnik; 

tive, must be experienced actor. h il seul ch 
Call Nicholas Gray, above number, |™2", 50's small, meticulous, char-| " inrodicine Girl” (C). Producers, 

| acter femme, 45, plump; char- 
for interview appointment. acter man, 30’s solid, rugged; man, 

| 30's. tall,. wirey; two juves, 12-14. 
Mail photos and resumes, through! 

| agents only, c/o. above address. 

OFF-BROADWAY _ 
“All in Love” (MC), el 

“Jennie” (MD). Producer, New- 
burge-Porter Prods. ‘1619 Broad- 
way, N. Y¥.; JU 6-4886). Available | 
Parts: male lead, 30's, tall; femme, 
2i), etherial, small, lovely, lyric 
soprano; femme, 50’s, strong per- 
sonality; male, 50-60, timid; three 

WE SELL TICKETSEVEN IN THE SUMMER HEAT! 
In Boston—SHOW OF THE MONTH CLUB * 

* THE CLUB THAT LAST SEASON. GAVE THE TOURING "ONCE ‘UPON 

A MATTRESS" $658,000 and the Touring "MY FAIR LADY," $220,000. 

AUGUST CLUB GROSSES 

Jansen, 225 East Penn, Long 
{ Beach, N.Y.). Available parts: lead- 
ing man, 28, with ability for farce; 
man, 28; femme, 25, strong-mind- 
ed: character man,- 55, pompous; 
jfemme, 30’s, brash, hard-boiled. 

Attraction Members" Order Deadlise _ Total_Club Sale 

“SAIL AWAY” | duly 17 | $42,012.00 
(3 previews and rus-over In 
regular perfs.) 

“MIRACLE WORKER” August 15 $42,042.00 
“MILK AND HONEY” August 17 $34,555.50. 
“KEAN’”’ August 24 $86,879.00 
(preview and 
regular perfs.) 

In Philadelphia—THE PHILADELPHIA THEATRE CLUB 
(Premiere Season—Membership Now Being Formed) | 

Membership Agent, John Wanamaker Department Store 

“SAIL AWAY” | August 15 $27,268.20 
“HOW TO SUCCEED IN 
_ BUSINESS WITHOUT | 
REALLY TRYING”. August 15 $17,037.35 

(Both Attractions Offered te Charter Members Oniy) 
(Membership Doubled Since Offering of "Sail Away" and “How to Succeed") 

THEATRE CLUBS IN THREE MAJOR CITIES: 
BOSTON NEW YORK... PHILADELPHIA 

49 Portiand S?. 550 Fifth Ave. 1435. Land Title. Bldg. 

President, JEROME ROSENFELD 

Jacques Urbont, J. Terry Brown 

»| Floyd Ackerman Agency, 145 W.. 
sdth St., N.Y.; CO 5-4122). Photos. 

soloist. and a-male dancer who. 

4 
and 

Avail- 

hulking, handsome: 

43, medium build, ! ! today (Wed.), 10 a.m.-1 p.m.; Equity | can play modern jazz. Mail photos 

& 

David A. Jasen & Wallace Hill c/o. 

“English accent preferred. —Mail. 
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Lane ¢ (745 Fifth | AVE, Ny nh 

“Kicks: & Co.” (MC). Producers, ° 
Robert Barron. Nemiroff &. Dr. 
Charles Burton D’Lugoft (137 
Bleeker St., N.Y.; AL 5-3179). ~ 

“Maid’s Room” - ~(€), Producer, 
Leland Hayward (655 Madison AVE. " 
N.Y.; TE 8-5100). 

photos and resumes c/o above ad- 
dress. 

“Opponents Game” (D). Pro- 
ducer, Jack G. Morris (134 W. 93d 
St, N. Y.; RI 9+6452). <Avail- 

‘able parts, woman, 45-50, sophisti- 
cated, charming, intelligent; man, 
(23-27, virile, charming; character 
man, 50’s, conservative; . femme, 18, 
cute, vivacious; femme, 23-27; chic, “Purile Victorious” (D). Pro- 
sophisticated; _ character .woman, ducer, Philip ‘Rose (157 W.. 57th 
over 35, maid. Mail photos and ; St. N.Y.;-CI 5-2255). 
resumes c/o above address. “Short, Happy. Life” }.. Pro- 

Pro- j ducer, A. E.. Hotchner. (6 E. 77th: “Shadow of Heroes” (D). 
ducers, Warner LeRoy & Paul Li- 

| bin (21. E. 63d St., N.Y.; TE 8-5188).: 
Available parts: man, 35, tall, hand-— 
some, gaunt; man, 55, thin, dig-.| 
nified; woman, 30-40, warm, strong, 

St. N.Y: EN 2-8180), 
tion “with Jerome Brody. 

- OFF-BROADWAY . ' 
“64th Ave. North” (MC). Produe--’ 

ers, Shippen Geer & Michael ‘Bat-. 
-terberry (341. ‘Madison Ave., NYG 

in associa- 

attractive; : character : men, 35-45: MU: 9-2910). 

| boy, 7, dark; character woman, 50's; if “Ghosts” (i. B - David. 
men. 45, big, rough: man, 30, sen-i~ osts: reducer, : Dav 
sitive; 10 non-Equity non-speaking } , Ross (83° E. 4th St. +N. ¥.3 AL 

roe rary nen Protos and resumes | Ctappy Days” (D).. Producers, ! 

c/o Mary Jordan, above address, | ict Barr & Clinton. Wilder “Timé Wise” (MC).: Producers, | . 
'Blaine and Arnold Washton (206 F.| 1o2ge" path St, N.Y: RH 4-5082 

‘“Hi-. Paisano” (MC). Producers 
{60th St., N.Y.; EL 5-3768). Avail- ‘Vassili Lambrinos (141 E. 47th St., 
able parts: leading lady, late 20's, NLY.; PL 1-9142). . 
je est singer; man, 30’s, continental; ‘i ». 
: character comedienne, -30’s; in- I “Want on (Mc). Producers, Theodore J. Flicker, Joe Crayhon:: 

& Sam Gelfman’ (¢/o Premise 
‘Thompson & Bleeker Sts., N.Y 

| LF. 3-5020). 
" -|- “One Way. Pendulum” (C). Pro- 

TOURING _|ducer, Caroline’ Burke er 
“Bye Bye | Birdie’ (MC). Pro- (Phoenix 74th Street T eatre, 334. 

ducers, Lee: Guber, Frank Ford’ & E. 74th St. N.Ys, UN 1-5776). 
Shelly Gross (140 W. 58th: Ste No. Law Against Love”. (MCI. 
N.Y.; LT 1-3250).. Several parts | Producer, Vassili: Lambrinos (140 
available. Mail photos: and res. , E. 47th St., N.Y.; PL 1-0142).. 
umes c/o above ‘address.. i “Thracian Horses” (Ch Produc- 

' “Carnival” . (MD). Producer, | ers, Chandler. Warren & Wiliam 

David Merrick (248 W. 44th St,,‘ Boal:(c,o Orpheum Theatre, 126 
N.Y.; LO 3-7520). All. parts. avail-;- Second Ave., N.Y.;.OR .4-8140). 
able for the national company. Mail "TOURING 
photos and resumes c’o Michael! “Music Man”, (MC). Producer, 
Shurtleff, above address. Kermit Bloomgarden. (1545 ‘Broad- 

“Fiorello? (MC. Producer, ! way. N.Y.; JU 2-1690). 
Martin Tahse 1860: Broadway, | “Irma La Douce” (MC. Pros . 
N.Y.; JU 2-7650). Parts available: i$ duee™. David ‘Merrick (246 .W. ath ha 
: for replacements for Dora, Thea. iN Y.; LO / 8°7520),. ~ 
jand Floyd, and a lyric soprano. |= 
Mail photos and resumes.c/o above | 

taddress and cail for’: appointment 
‘ above number. 

“La Plume De Ma Tante” (MC). 
; Producer, David Merrick (246 W.! 
1 44 th St. N.¥.; LO 3-7520). Parts! 
‘available for femme dancers, .5: § 
feet, 5 inches or 5 feet, 6 inches 
tall who. do point work .and sing. 
Call Peggy Shields, above number.. 

Music Box Theatre..Producer, Al 
Reiners (Box 395, Hyannis, Mass.). 
Photos and resumes being accepted 
of male and femme ‘chorus, danc- 
ers and. dramatic performers for 
three musical comedies and two 
musical revues that will be toured 
in a package company; this winter. 
Company will perform in Florida. 
and other states in cabaret-style | WA.2-1000). Casting director Laura 
theatres. Auditions will be held in | Hitt accepting photos and resumes 
‘New York by appointment only. of all types of circus acts ¢/o above’ 

“Thurber Carnival” (MCI; Pro- address... Include availability: date 

ducers, Lee Guber, Frank ‘Ford .& 
Shelly Gross. (140: W. 58th-. St.;. 

I'N.Y.; LT 1-3250). Several parts | 
| available. Mail photos and res- ; 
umes c/o above address. . 

, genue; male. dancer, 35. . All must 
sing. Mail photos and resumes or: 
call. above address and number, ‘ 

Teleco - 
ee ee ee 

“Bell Telephone. Hour”: (musical... 

‘terprises (200 W: 57th St:, N.Y.:. 

for attractive singing group, Sept. 
8, girls, at 10:a:m.-1 p.m. and boys, 
at 2-5. p.m., at Columbus Circle. 
| Rehearsal Studios (981, Fighth. 
“Ave., N.Y.), ‘Applicants «should . 
bring ballad and rhythm songs. -: 

-. “Boro’s Circus” (children’s show’ 
locally .on WGN-TY). Producer, 
McGinn ‘Television ‘Preductions 
(410 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago; 

in Chi area.. 

“Girl In: a Hurry”. (D). Producer, 
‘Acteon Productions (27. W.. 72d St. . 

| N-Y:; TR 17-4200, ext. 602), ‘Avail 

“Fantasticks” (MC): Producer, table: parts: léading man, 50's, syni-. 
‘Faith Smeeth (Hotel Del Prado, ‘cal, foreign, urbane.. Phone Larry. 
|53d & Hyde Pk., Chicago; HY 3. | Evans, above ‘number, for: -appoint- 
9600). ‘Understudy parts available} ment, Shooting will be dn. New. 
for all six roles, five male, one fé- | York this winter. ~ 
male. For audition appointment} “Mademoiselle: Omaha” ‘(featur- 
contact Jim Warner, above address.|ette'.. Producer, Creative: Mart... 

TORONTO "| Films (507° Fifth Ave., N:¥.; OX 
rem improvi roup), | 77-5895). Available ‘parts: two, af- 

producers, Thecdore J wlickes rg |tractive girls, 20-25, one a model 
Monty Shaff (c/o the Premise, 154|tYPe; two young men, early 20's. 
Bleeker St. N.Y. AL . 5- 9692). waite and resumes ¢/o above 

| Parts available for’ male and 
femme performers to do impro-| 5, im (Dee Japanese - American 
visational show at a theatre to be Cc Tokvo & “Kanii Pictures. 
established in Toronto within the Cone ‘ oP. 0. Box 35 517, Miami 
next few weeks. Mail photos and | Company, hee 
resumes ¢/o Zev Putterman, above “35, Fla.) Parts available. for three 
address, or call him at above Japanese girls and.a. Japanese boy, 

| number 21-25. Mail photos and resurres:. 
° c/o Miami address, 

shot in N.Y. and Miami this wine. 
ter. .Arthur ‘Davis, ‘Kanji prexy, 
‘will. be in N.Y. early in Sept. ‘for. 

OUT OF TOWN 
CHICAGO 

SHOWS IN REHEARSAL | 
BROADWAY : interviews. 

F caretaker’ ‘Or Producers, |= 
| Frederick Brisson, Roger L. Stev-|: 
ens & Gilbert Miller (745 Fifth | T. E M P 0 RA R ¥ 

| Ave. N.¥.; PL 1-1290). J 
Earn extra money between ‘show 
assignments. If: you’ have any 
office skills, we can keep you 
busy whenever you care to work. 

Top Rates of Pay—No Fees. 
Monthly Bonus—Finest Firms 

‘ALLIED TEMPORARY 
13 East 40 St. or 152 West 42 St. 

. NEW YORK 

“Complaisant Lover” (D), Pro! ; 
ducer, Irene Mayer ‘Selznick (1125 
Central Park S., N.Y.; CO.5-2611). 

“Cook For Mr; General” (C). 
Producers, William Darrid, sil] 
nor Saidenberg & ‘Leonard Ruskin ! 

| (14 W. 55th St., N.Y; PL 7-5622). - 
“Everybody ‘Loves. Opal” (C).: 

| Producer, Roger L. Stevens (745 } — — 
Fifth Ave,, N.Y.; PL 1-1290). “EDGE ‘OF NIGHT" 

“Gay “Life” (MC). Producer, features ~ 
| Kermit Bloomgarden (1545- Broad- DANA. ‘WHITE 
way, N.Y¥.; JU 2-1690).. 

“High Fidelity” (C). Producer, 
Lyn Loesser (71 W. 81st St., N.Y.5 
TR 3-2655). 
“Kean” (MD). Producer,. Robert 

who. invests his money in 
Mutual Funds. ... through’ : 

J. BERMANT & CO.- 
| 122E. 42 St, NY. Rm. 2700. MU 7-2815 - 

series!. Producer, Henry Jaffe En-: - 

CI 5-2400). General open: auditions —_ 

Film will be':.’ 
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H’wood Nudie Pix 
Continued from Page 2 — 

puch: out-of-line. pix were not rep- 
utable members. of the: industry, 
‘and as such the ‘industry had no 
control over. them. Screen Actors 
Guild prexy George Chandler and 
$ol Lesser, chairman of the Holy- | 
wood Mtiseum - Cominission,; ‘told. 
supervisors that industry: itself. was 
as muci against tre: work of these 
fly-by-night operators as ‘the public 
efficials and public themse!ves. 

Preduction Upsurge. 
.. “Upsurge of questionable ‘pix has 
‘reached the point that. a. total of 
35. girlie films, inal] stages of: nu- 
dity and semi-nudity, have been 
shot locally ‘during: the past. two:|P 
‘and: one-half to three months, and 

. five “currently. ‘are. either.: “being 
‘Tensed : or chave | just: been | com- 
pleted... . 

While the authorities are “keep- 
-ing. close. ‘surveillance over. pro- 
duction of these: sex-come-on. teas- 
ers. which are beginning. more and 
more fo ‘be booked into. so-called 

aa art houses, their harids are tied and: 
“they cannot put a stop ‘to such pic- 

ture-making, according to‘a spokes- | 
man for the police department. | 
Producers of these films are violat- 
ink no. Jaw; and unless a-girl who 
appears in the nude. is molested 

- without ‘her’ consent by-: one : of | 
‘the men. associated with. the picture 
‘there has. been no law: broken, he 

_-said. ° Even then, he added, the. act 
must he: committed in. Police ‘of-. 
ficers’ presence, - 
-Demands by: ‘the. public, too,: to 

shutter . theatres showing ~ such 
product cannot always’be met.ling © Camel,” 
spokesman indicated, since there is 
‘such a fine line between. what “is 
lewd. and: what is art ‘that it be-|. 

“comes a ‘difficult problem to settle. 
This ‘was: proven,.te. said, ‘by the 
“arrest of the managers of the Mon- 

. iga Theatre on Santa Monica Bldg., 
‘$n’ the. County, 
Tonight, Henry.” arid their -sub- 
“seauent. acquittal by. a Beverly Hills 
judge. — 

. This . picture, spokesman said | 
has already grosséd in: excess. ‘of | 
$500, 000: on the West €oast, ‘which +. 
indicates there is. a vast market for ; 

-, “Buch films. . ; 
‘Femmes are reer uited . from 

three fields: model. studios, prosties 
“-. and ‘burlesque. performers. whose 

“faces. are known, :and are paid. at 
the ‘rate of $50 a day, or some-- 
times, $25. ‘for 500 .feet of -film.. 
‘There are between 20 and 25: model 

* studios -which: provide such -talent, 
ranging: from. downtown L.A. to 
‘the San Fernando Valley’. and 
‘th h ‘Holl wood, and: the Wil, 

roug . action beyond introduction of. bills | -ghire. district; -: 
.Many of- the producers: -of | these 

“nudie. films, -according ‘to ° police. 
‘spokesman, - “are. mén who have ing big: 
been in the mail order biz of pro-| Co 

Others have’ 
“been operators of peep. shows. in. 

Their]. 

_ viding nude studies. 

“downtown L. A. arcades, 
. procedure,. if they ‘recruit. from 
“the model studios; is to go through 

” the ‘studios’ brochures of figures 
and’ pin-up models and cast. Each 
studio. has from one to four girls 
available: for ‘such -purposes,-and a}. 
girl . pays. the -studios a. fee. 

. of 10°. ‘For two days. work: she |. 
“gets $100. - 

Pix are. filmed in empty factories, 
-warehouses, in Griffith Park, the 
producer's home or any other struc- 
-ture or-site which might be found 
suitable. and cheap.. One - “produc: 
tion company, . however, ‘rented 
‘space at-a tv studio for: filming 

_-two"pix. but when. studio. officials 
discovered the typeof pix. outfit 
planned. to- -make, Bave company 
+30 days ta get ‘out. © - 

Guild's Film Prod. 
— Continued. fron page 1 — 

“year on the film, “A Child Is Wait- | 
jing.” He. ‘owned the screen rights 
“to both “Judgment” and “Child.”.. 

Anent the Guild's projected ex- 
ension into that media. ‘young | 

Feneer ig currently . working: on “purchasing at Jeast two properties | | 

‘for presentation by: the firm. He’s-|” 

‘also - negotiating & possible tieup 
‘between the Guild and an undis- 
closed major studio for the: purpose 

_of making several pictures. | 
"The Guild's film arm would-be |} 
another subsidiary Venture. Plays: 
produced by the legit subsid would. 
naturally be: considered for - film 

"- presentation 

Lieberman's: “The Captain..and the 
_ Kings.” which Paul Gregory is pro-. 

-@ucing for legit presentation.. by 
TG Productions and Jo

el-Schenker. 

-For the financing of. -its film ven- 

for. Showing. “Not 

by the : organization.- 
Such a-picture -prospect’ is Leo }: 

tures, ‘the | ° Guild would. employ, 
-{where possible, a limited partner-. 
ship setup for low-budget vehicles. | . 
{For more costly projects;-financing 
bY a: ‘distribution company: would 
be sought. © 
- Another. change in the Guild ad-. 
ministrative ‘setup is the. withdraw- 
‘al of Peter’ Dayis ‘as the. firm’s 
general manager. Davis vacated 
that post last season. except’ for. the 
Guild’s co-production with. Dore 
Schary of. “Unsinkable Molly 
Brown,” 
ers were employed by ‘the Guild 
for its. other productions last. sea-' 
son ‘and the same is expected to. 
apply. this semester... 

As president of: TG Produetions, . 
‘young Langner. will ‘be in. charge 
of the firm’s legit. operations. His: 
parents, however, . will continue. 
working on some of the: organiza- 
tions theatrical . projects. Besides 
“Captains,” which is planned’ for 
a Broadway: bow next January fol- 
lowing a lengthy ‘tour,- ‘properties : 
slated for future presentation by 
TG. Productions include “The As- 
‘pern’ Papers," Michael’ Redgrave’s |. 
adaption of “A Comedy Letters,” |. 
by ‘Henry James. -‘That’s to be a co- 
production: venture with Leonard 
Spiglegass. - 

Also contemiplated ‘tor: Broadway || 
as coproductions. with Schenker 
are the Langston. Hughes musical, 
“Tambourines to’ ‘Glory, ” Max Ben- 
off’s : “Gussie,” ° Henry Denker’s 
“Burnt Flower Bed” and’ “Venus neither ‘an ideal stage nor is it 
at Large” and Gurney: Campbell's j located in a ‘favorable district, and 
“Ding Dong Bell.”. Other Plays on. 
the ‘firm's sked are Santha: Raina. 

! Rau’s. adaptation of E. M. Forster’ s 
{novel, “A Passage to India”: ‘a mu- 
sical : ‘based on Ben ‘Lucien ‘Bur- 
man’s. novel,. “Street of-the Laugh- 

vand.. 
McCleery’s adaptation of the Peter 
de Vries: -novel;,. “Mackerel. Plaza.” 

Don ‘Herbert; who. co-produced 
“Love and Libel” Jest season. with. 
the Guild, is now working with the 
‘organization on all’ its -play. proj- 
ects. cae 

0, C. Solon Prohes 

“fects the: vidpix "industry ‘will ‘also 
ibe explored. iby ‘Dent, ‘as “Well. as 
the tooter ‘unions’ pet peeve of. 
imports ‘of: foreign-made’ sound: 
tracks, it was: believed. 

‘If Dent decides’ to zo ahead with. 
it, the hearings would be ‘the first 
formal ‘Congressional | proceedings |: 
ever held on the. controversial is-. 
‘sue. --Confabs- between ‘unionists: 
and lawmakers: have. been held |. 
countless‘ times in- recent. years. 
‘There has been a lot of talk ‘but no. 

which -are.: promptly pigeonholed. 
A full-dress investigation, featur- |———— 

‘entertainment names, 
could go a long way.toward bring- 
ing .the controversy to a Jegislative 
head, : 

Dent’s unjt’ has: been: ‘active’ late- 
ly with hearings on various indus- 
tries and‘their labor forces affected 
adversely by foreign imports. The | 
tentative schedule calls for further 
hearings on the Coast in November 
to look into problems of the lum- 
er, fishing and other industries. © 

the runaway problem: is put. 
‘on the. agenda; there is -a’ strong | 

‘| likelihood. the hearings ‘will’ take 
place in .L.A., while the subcom- 
mittee is on. the Coast. 
another — consideration. might. con- 

journment period is: ’ traditionally | 
dull here, and. the. huge capital 
news corps plays stories up to the 
hilt: which would be. given short- | 

\ shrift. during. an. active Congres- | 
{sional session. Thus,. there. would 
‘be.a publicity advantage to Dc. 

'|Tities showed. 
Dent is a. colorful legislator, an 

ical bent. and reputation. . 
_An “ardent :. JFK. -supporter, he | 

Frank ‘Sinatra. 

“Dopraved! Imports 
— Continued from page l—— 

for a look at’ U.S. Customs opera- 
. tions there. 

‘It might be noted that the Com- 
munist. countries ‘also -frequently | 
accuse the U.S. of subverting their 

- people through cultural means— 
notably jazz. 
_fhe exact. means by. which thee 

Red international appzratus Inight 

make ‘Americans more decadent 
presumably: : must.’ await further 
exploration. 

‘Different general. manag- 

‘William 

5 Continued, from page’ — — 

| steep for a country where the best 

| cost. about $3.. 

However, 

‘| have only a. grammar school edu- 

_j hearings, particularly” if the celeb- 

* ex-coalininer with’.a ‘liberal politic | 

also numbers.’ among. his" iriends. 

_‘f advancement and foreign :relations. 
-.| between nations. He directed the. 
- -go-ahiead. 

‘+ sonnel 

‘be..going about their camnaign to. 

; and Richard M. Nixon. 

Publishing Stocks 
(As of Sept. 5; 1961, closing) 

Allyn & Bacon rs . 364-— 
‘American Book. (AS). . .. 6814-14 
| Book of Month ........ 274442%4 
‘Conde Nast (NY) ..... -11A— 
Crowell-Collier. (NY)... .35384+- 
Curtis: Pub. Co (NY)... 
Ginn & Co. (OC)... ..304442%% 
‘Grolier (OC) . 
Grossett &. Dunlap (0c) 2 
Harcourt Brace (0G) . 
Hearst (OC) 24 
Holt, R&W (NY). 29 
L.A. Times Mirror (OC) 3 | 
‘Maefadden (AS) peg ai | 
McCall (NY). .... s244— 
MoGraw-Hill (NY) ;....3336+4- 36 

ABS 434 
244. V4 
ASA+3 

New Yorker (OC) ae? 
Pocket. Books (OO) - . -2634 
‘Prentice Hall. (AS) ....391¢— 14 
Ran’m House. (OC). ....3014—1% 
Scott Foresman (OC) | 29 +2 
Time Ine. (OC) .--- 83° —1 . 
H. W. Sams (OC) ....43 +1 | 
Western Pub. (OC) 1 At ye 

 OC—Over the Counter.” 
| NY—N.Y. Stock Exchange.. 
AS—American:. Stock: Exchange. 
(Supplied by Bache & Co.) 

W. $.S,’ in Germany. 
— Continued. from page 55. ! 

an added hitch was the absence of | 

big. ‘Marquee names. 

It also: must be taken. into con- ! 
sideration that U. Ss.” rousicals 

haven’t broken the ice in Germany 

as. yet. “Bells ‘Are Ringing” was. 

year. “Kiss Me Kate” still rates 

as an- ‘exception.. Moreover, the 
politically: tense situation in the} 
/Soviet-menaced: city may have | 

| been a handicap. 

Cast Outnumbered Audience .- 
_ Frankfurt, Sept. 5. - 

: High ticket prices are being 
blamed for the poor business’. for 
the American production of “West 
Side Story,” now touring Ger- 
many. The scale ranges from five 
to: 35 marks ($1.25 to $7), very 

seats at an excellently-produced 
‘opera or concert or. play ‘usually 

In some of the recent per- 
formances, there were more people. 
on the stage. than in the audience, 

‘Women Under 50° 
=o. Continued from page «1 —| 

week and how many days they 
‘watched each program... Hooper's 
analysis, according ‘to the infor- 
mation released’ by ~ McCall's, 
showed that more than 80% of 
the women surveyed did not ‘see 
any one of the five outings of 
each specific program the previous. 
week, And only 8% of the house-. 
wives watched all five install- 
ments of a particular series in a 
single week. 

The. survey revealed that the 
greater Majority of women who’ 
do watch: daytime tv tend to be in 
(the over-50 age bracket, tend to 
be: either widowed or. divorced, 

cation, are. ‘unemployed : and have. 
large ‘families. live in low income 
households, | -and—get. 
comparatively low in the per- 
centage. “who read magazines. 

Roger Stevens 
‘= Continues from page. 1 

seem. possible indicate poor timing. 
for a. “Luxury”. like the Cultural 
‘Center but the President is said to 
see definite Jinks between cultural. 

i 

“Initial. step, was to. find new per- 
the President believes 

qualified to. raise the money pri- 
vately | (largely through - founda- 
tions) and set -the. standards for 
‘the Center’ s operation. 

He announced Stevens’ selection 
-as the new. chairman of the 
ttustees, and “appointed three new. 
trustees Richard Reynolds, alumi- 
hum millionaire; Stanley. ‘Mareus, 
Dallas high-fashion tycoon; and 
Mrs. Mary Lasker, widow of ad-. 
man Albert D. Lasker. He will also 
soon appoint. Mrs. ‘ary Ford Ul. 

_this—are |: 

Literati 
Herb Mayes’ Top Spot 

Named president and chief ex- 
"1114 14 [ecutive officer of the McCall Corp. 

last week, Herbert R. Mayes will 
not relinquish running McCall’s 
magazine for which he has been 
igenerally given credit for “single- 

Ate putting it on the map.” 
ia {Guaranteeing 8,000,000 circulation 

;with the October issue, that puts 
the 

woman's magazine field. Its chief 
rivals are Good Housekeepnig and 

(McCall’s: to the fore in 

| Ladies’ Home. Journal. 

Mayes 

‘McCall’s on top” 
Simon, 

editorial concept and 
name" byliners. 

_ Former Gov. Arthur B. Langlie, 
ex-prez of McCall Corp. becomes 
board chairman, relinquishing the 
chiet executive post and presidency 
o Mayes. 
° john Mack Carter, former editor | 

lof American Home, is McCall’s ex- 
ecutive éditor. Betty Weston, long’ 

succeeds Margaret 
Cousins as managing editor, latter 
going to Doubleday as senior edi- 

-has been 
a financial failure in’ Berlin. last named fixtion editor; Beverly Look 

Mayes’ aide, 

tor, Manon Tingue 

the hook: editor. 
“Maggie Cousins, has been with 

says Mayes, “and I 
couldn’t be sorrier to see. her go for 
my sake and gladder for her sake 
because the three-days-a-week 
Doubleday job will permit her to. 
{work on a novel to which she is 
-]committed. She is, of course, one 

of the best short story writers and, 
ag managing editor of McCall’s, as 
she was with me af Good House- 
keeping, this does interfere with 

me 25. years,” 

her creative writing.” 
_ Wade H. Nichols, editor af Good 
Housekeeping, has named Naome 
-Walsh fictien editor to suzceed 
Manon Tingue who has shifted to 
MeCall’s. Prior to coming to Good 

Miss Walsh was 
associate editor of Collier’s maga-/ 
zine, worked for the Public Educa- 
tion Assn. and wrote for the YS. 

: Information Service. 

Housekeeping, 

Doubleday Going Public? 
With Doubleday’s acquisition of 

}the British publishing house of W. 
H. Allen & Co. Ltd., the trade is 
buzzing anew when or whether 

“going 

public” parade which has become. 
a vogue generally and in the book 
business. Doubleday, of course, is 
too. closely family held for that 
‘conjecture to be taken seriously, at 

Doubleday will join the. 

least for the present. 
Allien is one of the oldest British 

‘publishers dating back to the 18th 
This makes the third 

British affiliation according to 
John T. Sargent, prez of Double- 

Latter has long had its own 
London branch under Miss Bar- 

Aldus Books Ltd. last 
year was set up under W. Foges 
to handle Adprint and Rathbone 

century. 

day. 

bara Noble.. 

Books, two of Aldus’ catalog items. 

Frank Scully’ s Circus 

in the Air -Force Reserye, 

and a girl. 
Sylvia Frances, Smith ’55, mar- 

ried a Harvard lawyer, Newt Frish- 
‘berg,.and lives in Phoenix, Ariz. 
‘He was offered a job in the Kenne- 
dy. administration but turned it 

was editor-in-chief of 
Good Housekeeping and when he 
was summarily dismissed after 
some¢ 30 years with the Hearst 
monthly intimates know that it be- 
{came a personal challenge to “put, 

(when Norton 
dominant owner of Mc- 

|Call’s, invited hin¥ to assume the 
jsaddle)..In less than three years 
he took it from 5,300.000 to 8,- 
000,000 circulation and $18, 400,000 
gross advertising revenue to over 
$31,000,000. Mayes achiéved this 
with sweeping changes in format, 

“marquee 

The Scully “Circus having sold 
‘| their Bedside Manor in Hollywood 
are taking.to. the hills but a little 
more missile rattling and they may 
all be back in uniform. Skip, 30, 
‘has: just been appointed assistant 
dean of the University of Califor- 
nia in Berkeley, but he is a major 

e 
graduated from UCLA law school 
last June and took his bar exams 
last week. He has a wife, two boys 

L, A. Times-Mirror Earnings 
Revenues for the Los Angles 

Times-Mirror for the 28 weeks 
‘ended -July 16 were higher than 
for the like period a year ago, but 
earnings were slightly down, ac- 
cording to T-M prexy Norman 
Chandler. 

Consolidated revenues totaled 
$63,288,670 compared with $57,- 

{ 471,652 for the 28 weeks ended 
July 10, 1960. Same time, earn- 
ings for the first half of this year 
(after taxes and minority ‘inter- 
ests) amounted to $2,379,802. for 
57c. a share, compared with earn- 
ings of $2,578,666 and 62c per 
share last year. 

Ad linage was down during the 
period for both the broadcast and 
newspaper divisions. but sale of the 
broadcast subsid’s tv series, “Di- 
vorce Court,” to Corinthean Broad- 
casting’s new production and syn- 
dication™ division was at a sub- 
stantial profit, according to 
Chandler. 

He also reported sales ‘up for 
the company’s New American Lie - 
brary paperbacks, but said a re- 
duction in dealer and wholesaler 
inventories resulted in exeecsive 
returns, affecting profits. 

CHATTER 
Fleming H. Revell will publish 

“The Real Christmas” by Pat 
Boone, book aimed not just at 
teenagets but adults as _ well. 
Revell, which specializes in in- 
spirational and religious, books, 
had a runaway bestseller in Dale 
Evans’ “Angel Unaware.” 

Floyd Miller, author of “The 
Man Who Sold the Eiffel Tower,” 
visited Hollywood for interviews 
for Reader’s Digest, among them 
a possible profile on Sir Cedric 
Hardwicke, whose book, “A Vic- 
torian in Orbit,” ” $s still selling 
we. 

Bulletin of the Columbia Scho- 
lastie Press Advisers Assn. for 
October goes all out in recom- 
mending Terrys T. Olender’s “For 
the Prosecution: Miss Deputy 
D. A.,” currently being handled 
for pix and tv by the William 
Morris office. Bulletin goes to 400 
Armed Service Libraries and other 
sources; is published at Columbia 
University. 

Marcia Borie, freelance writer, 
sold book on famous U.S. presi- 
dents aimed at teenagers for Dodd- 
Mead’s “Famous” series. Book is 
slated for spring publication. 

N.Y. Post publisher Mrs. Dor- 
othy Schiff a grandmother via a 
son, born in Paris Aug, 26, to Mr. 
and Mrs. Werner H. Kramarsky of 
New York and Frankfurt, Ger- 
many. The mother is the former 
Sarah-Ann Backer, daughter of 
Mrs.. Schiff and George Backer. 

Doubleday editor Thomas O’Con- 
nor Sloane IIE will conduct a Mon- 
day night course in book editing 
via Hunter College’s Adult Educa- 
tion division. 

Mentalist Harry Lorayne, who 
has appeared in vaude, clubdates, 
ete., and has authored previous 
“memory” books, has a new one, 
“Secrets of Mind Power,” which 
Frederick Fell will publish this 
all. 

Ben Kubasik, entertainment edi- 
tor and film critic of the Long Is- 
land Newsday, got married over 
the weekend in Lewiston, Me., to 
Claire Sullivan. 

Harry Israel, N. Y. Mirror re- 
porter, and brother of Leonard 
Israel, also a Mirror staffer, died 
of a heart attack at his home in 
the Bronx at 44. He was 18 years 
on the paper. 

The conservative am. Dagens 
Nyheter, after 93 years publica- 
tions in Copenhagen, has printed 
its final issue; “financial prob- 
lems,” say the Danish owners. 
New York Evening Enquirer Inc. 

has changed its name to Best 
Medium Publishing Co. Ine. Papers 
to this effect have been filed in 
Albany by Kaufman, Kimmel & 
Tayler, N. Y. City. . 

Mrs. Helene Obolensky. former’ 
‘down, Frishberg too may be re- !fashion editor for Town & Coun- 
called to military duty. 
Patricia Ann, is married to a 

top secret missile man at Convair. 

be tapped too. 

try, and latterly with Air France 
on fashion tieups, just joined Red- 
book as f.e. under Robert Stein, 

‘He is Harry Wilson and.is also in | editor. 
‘the National Guard at San Diego. 
‘She’s a graduate nurse and could 

Margaret Merle Steven, daughter 
of Houston Chronicle editor Wil- 
liam Pickford Steven, was married 

Meanwhile the old ringmaster |in the Texas city Sept. 1 to Fran- 
Frank Scully is writing about his 
short life out of bed under the title 
“This Gay Knight.” 
to two papal knightings, 
ject to military duty. 

Title refers ; ; world, 
not sub-| 

cois Louis Jean Benicy, also of 
Houston. He's with AMCO Trans- 

steel importers: bride is 
with Sabena Belgian Airlines in 
Houston. 
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with the Pierre’s Cotillion Room | 
debuting a new show next Tuesday; } Broadway 

Datly News film. critic, Wanda 
Hile off to Europe Saturday (2) on 
the S.S. Flandre. 

Artene Francis in from West 
Berlin and Muni¢h locationing in 
Billy Wilder's “One, Two Three.” 

Pubrelations researcher David, 
Arthuc Dietz filed in voluntary 
bankruptcy listing $6,713 in liabili- 
ties and no assets. 

Melvyn Douglas, author Lucius 
Beebe and writer Irving Wallace in 
-from Europe yesterday ‘Tues. on 

the Queen Elizabeih. 

John C. Bruno's Pen & Pencil 
steakery debuting the former 
second flour private clubroom for 
the public because of space requi- 
rements. 

Bob Shapiro, managing director 
of the Paramount, back in town 
yesterday 'Tues after two weeks 
on the Coast onceovering the new 

film product. 

MBS sportscaster Bill Stern’s 
daughter, Mary May Stern, engaged 
to Wayne Bonnell, of NBC. She is. 
a student at Dana Hall, Wellesley, 
Mass. No marriage date set yet.. 

Adman George €. Moare, of Jef- 
ferson ¥alley, N.¥., who formerly 
had his own agency on West 55th ; 
St.. filed in voluntary bankruptcy. 
listing $46,172 liabilities and as-: 
sets of $507. 

Bandleader Ray Noble and his: 
wite, Hotel Edison owner Lillian! 
Kramer, opera singer Lilliana: 
Teruzzi and ty personality Bob: 
Hawk sailing today 'Wed.) for 
Europe on the Queen Elizabeth. 

Michael Shean O’Shea now with 
Frances E. Kaye's flackery as ac- 
count exec on industriats and; 
theatricals. He flew to the Coast; 
with an eye to setting up a Ho'ly- 
wood affiliations. for Kaye & Co. 

Jeffrey Weisbord. son of MGM 
art director Ab Weisbord and: 
nephew of Sam Weisbord, of Wil-; 
lidm Morris Agency, appointed ° 
executive assistant te Stanley. 
Siote, president of Crossway Motor 
Hotels. 

Variety Club of New York, Tent 
35, sweetening its Bill Corum Fund 
via sale of a 1,000-ticket bloc to 
the N.Y. Titans-Denver Broncos 
pro football tilt in the Polo! 
Grounds Sept. 24. Norm Wasser’s ; 
handling. sales. 

Arthur P. Jacobs’ flackery in 
Paris, headed by Nadia Marcule- |: 
seu, will coordinate with London 
and Rome branches, all under Miss 
Marculescu’s supervision. She has | 
been nine years with the p.r. out- 
fit and just elected a veepee. 

Richard L. (Larry) Vinick, p.r. 
for Air Franee. off to Tahiti via 
TAI-AF for familiarization’ with 
the {sland in connection with the 
monthly tv. script service on behalf 
of this new tourist outpost. Vinick 
accents it as “French and Fem- 
inine. 

Mayor Wagner got into the aet 
with ‘7-yeat-old former actress 
Agnes De Dome (Mrs. Agnes Lau; 
in private life) and got her housing, 
after the landlord at 246 East Sist. 
St, where she has been since 1932, 
evicted her for allegedly “refusing | 
to keep the premises clean.” 

Jo2 E. Lewis being: feted today 
(Wed.) at the Friars, appropriately 
enough, on the occasion of the 
opening of a new and larger bar, 
among other improvements. It’s 
also in ‘honor of his preem at the 
Copacabana tomorrow, long re- 
garded as the official kickoff of the 
fall cafe season. 

Carl Fisher, general manager for 
producer Harold S. Prince, planed 
to Europe last Thursday (30) with 
his wife, comedienne Peggy Cass. 
After catching shows in London, 
they'll go to West Germany, where 
Mis3 Cass will appear with a Jack 
Paar tv origination. They’re due 
back In three weeks. 

Peter Palitzsch. director of ‘the 
“Berlner Ensemble Theatre, the 
East Berlin playhouse founded by 

“'. + the late Bertholt Brecht, who was 
- on loan by the Communists before 
they built the harrier to a theatre 
in Ulm, Germany, 

Joe E. Lewis (and Adam Wade) 
Lomorrow: 
Peacock Alley of the Waldorf. re- 

; opening preceding the advent of |. 
Genevieve and Milt. Shaw into the 

|Empire Room; the Columns of the. 
| Sherry- Savoy Hilton reopening 
next Monduy with Gunnar Hansen 

pack: Patachon with Chauncey 
Grey's orch Sept. 12 into the St. 
Regis. 

Cape Cod 
By Evelyn Lawson 

Enfqrced Blue Laws hurt grosses 
in Nantucket & Martha’s Vinyard 
this season. 

Joan Bennet and Donald. Cook in 
“Pleasure of His Company” wind 
up heavy season at Falmouth Play- 
house. 

Joe Hawthorne,  director-con- 
‘ductor of Provincetown Symph. 

| 

returns to Toledo, Ohio to conduct | 
for winter season. 

Prexys' of theatres “and night- 
!spots ‘from Bourne to Province- 
town, report grosses up to 15 to 
30°¢ for the 1961 season.. 

Stan Levitt and his trio return 
to their winter spot The Sea & 

| Surf Supper Club on Route 9 in 
. Framingham © after a season at. 
Surf. Club in Provineetown, — 

“Never On Sunday” & 
{Dolce Vita” playing up and down 
| Cape all summer broke all previ- 
ous B.O. records. But “Guns of. 
| Navarone” offered this week at 
|Cape Cinema could top. 

George Wein’s Storyville in. Har- 
wich ieaturing name bands and 
combos winds up season with The. 

: Limeliters.. Despite Duke Elling- 
ton’s illness and .the breakup otf 
the Kingston Trio, spot ended: 

| ahead. Hit the jae¢kpot with Phyl- 
lis Diller. 

{Alan Lomax, ‘authority on folk 
music, author’ of current book 
“Folk Songs of America” married 
Antoinette Marehand in Wellfleet. 
Lom « was archivist for- Library 

Library of Primitive Music _ on 
Columbia Records. 

Melody Tent in ‘Hyannis: ends 
: with “Kiss Me Kate.” Davie Holtz- 
manno’s $20,000 refurbishing job’ 
on tent paid oft with the season's | 
total grass topping all. previous. 
Liza Minnelli, Judy Garland’s 16 

debut at the tent last week. 
Provincetown supported two pro]. 

theatres, this. summer. Province- 
town Playhouse ended season with 
Shaw comedy, “Mrs. Warren’s Pro- 
fession.” Virginia Thoms. Catha- 
| rine Huntington’ and director Ed-: 
ward Thommen ‘report grosses | 
exceed. 1960 season dispite com- 
petition..frém the new East End 
Players. This years enthusiastic 
audiences moved East End: Players 
to build a theatre for next season. 

Philadelphia 
By Jerry Gaghan 

(319 N, 18th St.; Locust 4-4848). 

William Mansell, WB ' branch 
manager, in Hahnemann ‘Hospital 
for surgery. 

Eddie Callahan closed his Con- 
tinental Room. Will reopen Sept. 
5 as the Nob Hill. 

Roosevelt Theatre, Northéast 
nabe, to be converted into soctal 
security branch office. 

Harry Foster working on_ his 
“Music Travel Ark,” which will 
include several local cafes, 

Film star Richa 
pear as commentator for a Wana- 
‘maker fashion show (Oct. 2). 

-Adolph Zieffert, 68,.manager of 
the Senate Theatre (uptown nabe) 
was tied up and robbed of $606) 
by two men. 

Booker Bilt Honney and Jo¢ 
Frassetto will produce and baton, 
respectively, 
Lion’s convention in Nice, France. 

Margie Battles, actress daughter. 
of RDA Club host Don Battles, 
leaves her summer theatre chores 
in Aibridge, Pa., for an -MCA 

is remaining on| audition. 

“(Thurs.) at the Copa;: 

Gerald Thomas setu p. 

‘| Bobbi Baker (for a cabaret stint), 

‘the Top” cabaret stint -Monday 
(4), his first since he quit “Oliver! 

‘Re-Mi” hosted the press Friday 
41) at the Prince of ‘Wales Theatre 

|} of BBC: publicity overseas—except 

from the 

“La 

of Congress and edited World| 

year old daughter made’ her pro 

‘liere’s 

-ate run: 

‘ballet. season at the Alhambra in 
‘November with Zizi ‘Jeanmaire 
.Starring. - 

“Michodiere’ despite the summer 
| hiatus. 

‘Arien to ap-: 

the Hebertot Theatre in Marguer- 
.lte Duras’ 

‘the 1962 show. for | 

in West Germany and states he will} Edward G. Chumley, special 
not return to Communist territory.| sales exec at Paramount for “10 

Charles Coburn, who died at 84| Commandments,” to.succeed Ulrik 
last week and willed that there be! Smith, recently retired as. local 
no funeral service or burial, asked] branch manager. 
that his eremated ashes be seat-| -Roger Hall, manager of the 
tered at the base of Edwin Booth’s| Philadelphia Orchestra, back from 
Starus in Gramerevy Park and ati trip. to. Italy and Greece. He 
the foot of a tree. also planted} visited relatives in Athens, among 
there, in memorv of his first wife;|them film producer Michael Ca-| 
als) on the outdoor stage of the! coyannis. 
Mohask Drama Festival, Union| Al Freeman. former local pub- 
Colisus, Schenectady: and on the| licist, now touting the Sands Hotel, 
Braves of his mother, father and| Las Vegas, to stop ‘off here this 
Sister in Savannah, Ga 

With fabor Day come and gone.| work on Army’s troop training | 
th» satoon season swings into high | program. — [ 

month on way to Germany for} about her’ role in his “That’s Edie” 

London 
(HYde Park 4561/2/3) 

Arthur Askey bedded with a 
virus. 

Concert pianist Cyril Smith Ieft 
for ‘Majorca to write a book. 
‘Tony Hill, Rank publicist, moved 

over to join the: Peter Rogers- 

Percy Livingstone, 20th-Fox lo- 
cal topper, named managing di- 
rector of British Movietonews.. 

Visitors here are James Darren, 

‘Linda Scott.and Bob Stevens. 
‘ Ron. Moody opened a “Room At 

Jule Styne and the cast of “Do- 

bar... 
Sir Philip Warter, chairman of 

‘Assoclated British Picture :Corp., 
named deputy chairman of Trans- 
port:Commission. , 

David Muggeridge named head 

Europe. He's a nephéw of BBC per- 
sonality Malcolm Muggeridge.. 

- Impresario Bernard Delfont has 
become a British -citizen. He ar- 
rived here from Russia when he 
was only three. That was 48 years 
ago. 
Miriam Karlin has withdrawn 

long «running “Fings 
Ain't Wot-;They’ Used T'Be” be- 
cause’ she ithinks the production 
has. become Slack. 

. : . 

Vernon Burns ‘quit as managing 

.) Ltd., and its 

Elstree Films signed its first 
contract -artist, Carqle Gray. Now 
‘touring with “West Side Story,” 
she had her big film break in “The 
Young Ones,” opposite Cliff Rich- 
ard. 
Around town are Billy Rose, 

Henry Howard of CBS-TV, George 
. Seaton, -Peggy Cass, Marty Stevens, 
‘Francis’ and Paul Potashner of 

RCA. Due on Monday (10) is Sam ; 
Wanamaker. .. 
“Fairway to the Stars” charity | 

golf -tournatnent* at Ealing was. 
‘staged Sunday (3) in aid of Cancer ; 
Research. If drew top entertain- 
ment golfers, including Bob Hope 
and. Bing Crosby: 

Paris. 
By Gene Moskowitz 

(686 Ave Breteuil; SUF: 5920) 
Bing Crosby through on his way 

to the Riviera: for a vacation. | 
‘Comic Robert Lamoureux. starts 

the music hall season at the Olym- 
pia next week.. 

Comic Jean. Richard doing Mo- 
“The - Imaginary Invalid” 

at the Palais Royale. 
' Cannes Film Fest prexy Robert 
Favre Le Bret on the mend from 
a recent .car accident. 

First new play of the season, 
Michel Andre's: “Le Petit Bou- 
chon,” looks in for only a. moder- 

Roland ‘Petit readying his new 

Leslie . Stevens’ legiter, “The 
Marriage-Go-Round,” due this. sea- 
son with ‘Sophie Desmarets and. 
Jean Chevrier in the leads. 
_-Surprise grosses are 
racked up by the long ‘run legiter, 
“Gog and Magog,"’ at the Theatre 

William Gibson’ s' “The Miracle 
Worker,” opening next week af 

adaptation, is. being 
called “Miracle in Alabama.” 

Las Vegas 
By Forrest Duke . 
(DUdley 44141) 

_L.A. Times’ John Scott. relaxing 
here, recuperating from gall blad- 
der operation. 

Billy André, singing star of the 
Dunes lounge, recorded an on-the- 
spot album for Reprise. 

Buddy’: Rogers and Mary Pick- 
ford, at:-Eleanor Powell’s Dunes- 
how. were. mobbed by autograph 
‘pleaders. 

Tropowerhouse Shecky Greene 
huddling with Steve Allen regard- 
‘Ing a couple of shots on Allen's 
new tver. 

Déal for Sahara Casbar star Don 
Rickles to. appear with Jackie 
Cooper in “Shaughnessy” was set- 
‘in the Sands steam room. 

Philly Duke back fom H’wood 
and discussions with George Burns 

tv pilot to be filmed Oct. 10. 
Flamingo prexy Morris Lans- 

being. 

‘director of National Telefilm As-: 
}sociates Ine (U.K 
‘Cassociated companies. He is going 
-back to full time’ production. 

of her birth and her. profession, : 

‘married or the songs she had. 

‘because she had been a: star. in’ 

the Actors’ Fund” is no. longer: a- 

‘means, 

| Actors’ Fund which has cared for. 

lic have had the net effect of up- 

Wednesday, September 6, 1961 

‘burgh invited ‘Pierre Salinger to [ | 
address the First Annual Interna- 
tional Press Christmas. Holiday 
Party, set for Dec. 15-18. a 

Chuck Morano and. Elmer Valen- 
‘tine of P.J.’s restaurant. in H’wood, | 
were her for the anni party given 
for Stardustterp team Aleco & 
Vera tossed at the Coach & Four. 

Drummer. Al Bello, songstress. 
April Ames’ hubby, .who’s been 
trying tor several months to. hit. 
the Hacienda Hotel's .$5,000 hole- 
in-one prize, finally made it. Had 
five witnesses, and the hotel. paid 
off on the spot. 

Miami Bea Beach 
y Lary Solioway 

(553 S. Shore Dr.; UNiow 5-5389) 

“Spice On Ice” held over 
through September at the Ameri- 
caRa. 

Location erews shooting addi- |.: 
tional, footage for “Surfside Six” 
series sans featured players... 

Deauville also handing its revue 
“Playmates of Paris’ a two week | 
respite for- restaging; will reopen 
on the 22d. 

’ Third package to take off for a! 

Hollywood 
Dave Diamond returned -from 

London. 
Les .Tremayne. mending ‘from 

minor surgery. 
‘Julia Adams and husband ‘Ray 

Danton. in Honolulu. - 
Jerry ‘Hooper rézouping at home 

after . emergency surgery. 
John Houseman. ‘left far Rome 

to scout locations sor “Two. Weeks 
in Another Town." 
Wilma Bashor ‘resigned as exec 

director of Motion Picture Relief 
| Fund -after 30-year tenure. 

_ Werner — Klemperer” returned. 
from. six weeks of p.a.s. in Europe 
for “Judgment at Nuremberg.” 
Bob Palmer swung from. Four 

‘Star talent exec to 20th-Fox.. as. 
casting. head. for Dallas talent on 
“State Fair. ” . 

‘Chicago 
(DElaware ‘7-4984) - 

Kay. Armen. filled in ‘for Sandy 
Stewart last ‘week at. Palmer: 
House, with.Dave Barry held over. 
Dorothy Ross, national press= - 

agent .for “Kicks & Co.,” tapped 
rework and rest is “Caught. In The; Alan Edelson for local represen~ 
Act” the Selma Harris jong-runnér tation:. 
‘at the Seville.. 

Balmoral trying the fall julitime: 
with ‘a Latin package, Alberto. 
Ardura’s (ex-Tropicana Havana) 
“Caribbean Carnival.” 

Carillon shuttered fits Club Le 
Can Can to give Lou. Walters pack- 
age there a rest and then restaging . 
for early fall reopening. 

Lucerne reopened. its long dark- 
ened nitery with. Jim -Hetzer's 

Melody Top. Theatre producer: 
‘Bill Rach in suburban St. Francis 
Hospital recovering from surgery 
on bleeding ulcers. 
“Oscar Peterson ° -Trio .opens at 

the Birdhouse tunight. (Wed.). re-. 
placing the Horace Silver ‘Quintet, 
which had to cancel. 
Muggsy Spanier opened fort- 

night engagement last night (Tues.) 
at Basin Street on North State, his 

“Japanese Spectacular.” Package | first. Chi stint in, six, years.. 
played here last Winter - vat the 
Americana. 

George Raft spent’ week: here at: 
the Fontainebleau while. checking | 
progress of néw CMA Dept. Store |‘ 
-branch. He’s veep of the Chi based | 
chain. and returns in October for | 
the Miami branch preem. 

~ Actors’ Fund 
| jms Continued from page. 2 seer 

because,she entered the institution. 
in 1951, she was in an advanced 
State of senility. 

Now, just imagine’. . , her name, 4. 
age and profession. “it! seemed ‘like. 
a prisoner-of-war line in a play, | 
“Give only your name, rank and 
serial number.” 
This poor -soul didn’t know the | 

|ionth or day of her birth;. nor 
where; or whether she had been 

sung. She only knew her name, 
her .age and that she “was an |. 
actress. 

I gave the director her biograph- 
ical data and it was considerable 

her day. He told me she left tio 
estate, there were no known sur- 
vivors, and that he had contacted. 
Actors’ Equity to know what fu-/ 
neral arrangements w ould be. 
made. ; 
Today a telegram arrived -at the 

State Hospital reading. “Actors” 
Fund -has instructed local funeral | 
home at Napa, Cal., to arrange for 
funeral and burial ‘for . ” 

So, today, for me, “Burial by. 

stock phrase. It’s. a benediction 
and: a beautiful. sentiment. It 

“Farewell, oldtimer, .God 
bless you and may your soul rest. 
in peace. Thank. ycu for your 
songs, thank you for. your laughter 
and tears, thank you for your lively | 
step, and thank you especially for 
the twinkle that you gave to us 
who are left here on this. earth.” 

' A grateful thanks, too, to the 

the aged and the needy and buried 
their own for all these many. years. 

Sam Stark. 

N. Y. ‘Summer Debacle’ 
amas Continued from Page 2 

increased the calibre: of -the talent, 
The major exception :is the Con- 
‘cord which has used acts of. the{. 
calibre of Judy Garland and: Mar-| 
lene Dietrich. 

Also in the upbeat is Puerto 
Rico, which has been getting the 
bulk of the Caribbean trade. Of 

tourist spot. Political difficulties. 
in Haiti and the Dominican Repub- 

ping the registrants in the San 
Juan hotels, where the vacationers 
feel that they ate at least in a.safe 
atmoshpere. Cruise ships have 
also done fairly well this year. 

————=I-hy Lee Henry, 
“member Jean Arnold. 

rine Cornell) 

Producer-director . ‘Roger . Cor- 
man: a brief stopover fast: ‘week to 
bally world preem of “Pit. and the 
Pendulum” (AI) at Rooseyelt. The- 
atre. 

- Arthur. Schweich,, stage mafiaget 
for. “Medium. Rare”: ‘at. Happy : 

|; Medium: Th&atre. Club, left to join. 
the Peace Corps.. He's succeeded: 

‘husband. of cast- 

Allied Artists Corp. will. bring 
jn the Piraikon Theatron - (Greek 
Tragedy Theatre of. Athens), under 
aegis of. producer Dimitrious Ron- 
diris, for ‘two performances ‘of 
Sophocles’ “Electra,” Sept. 16-17 '- 

Jat the Opera House. — House. 

Rockland County, N. Y. 
By. Hobe Morrison. 

Actréss-singer ‘Susan Johnson 
has bought a house in Nanuet. - 

' Joseph Haher,. ‘editor of the 
Rockland Messenger, has moved to 
Stony ‘Point from: Haverstraw:. ° 

Zita Johann, ‘of Orangeburg, is 
giving dramatic lessons under the 
sponsorship of the Rockland Foun- 
‘dation. . 

. The: Guthrie McClintics (Katha-. 
are due back in 

Snedens Landing from their place 
on Martha’s: ‘Vineyard. 

Robert Weede is saying goodbye 
to his home in Stony Point until 
“Milk and Honey”. completes its 
tryout tour. and he can begin- com- 
muting. to. Broadway. | 

There's a set of Shakespeare in 
the PaHsades Library in memory. 
of the late talent agent Joe Magee; 
donated by his. Snedens . Landing 
neighbor and friend, Mike Wallace. 

Poetess Florence Hipley Mastin, 
who recently sold the family. home- 
stead.in Piermont to move to 

| Nyack, has. moved ‘again, this time 
‘toa ‘house on River: Road, 
‘mont. 

Pier- 

Ed McAvoy, Hickery Hill resi- | 
dent formerly: of the N. -Y.: Times ° 
circulation department and now 
with the Luce publications, is cur- 
‘rently working on Sports Iltus-: 
trated. 
-Poet-éssayist-translator ‘Horace 

Gregory, of Palisades, has a. new: 
volume of essays due for publica- 
tion by Grove Press this fall. His 
‘wife is Pulitzer Prize poet. Marya 
Zaturenska. 

Mrs. Donald. Oenslager,: wife of 
| the. Broadway scene designer, Te- 
cently ‘inherited a mansion in 
Nyack. The. Oenslagers, residents 
of Manhattan, will probably sell. 
the property. .- 

Margaret Hil], -actréss-author 
wife of ‘Broadway producer Ted 
Ritter, has nearly completed a'new 
‘novel. She has. returned to their * . 
home in Palisades after visiting 
‘her. parents in Ada, Okla. 

course .Cuba has: disappeared as a |. ‘Burgess ‘ Meredith, .. who's ‘lived ‘ 
‘in Mt. Ivy so long. he’s practically” 
an original _settler, expects to be 
commuting to Broadway this. sea-. 
son as a star of “Kicks & Co.,” but. 
he will have to take time out ‘to 
‘go to the Coast to play the rabble- 
‘reusing Senator in the film version 

~-} of “Advise and -Consent.” — 



_Wedmesday, September 6, 1961 __ _, 
eee a eann EE ere m | mer - asa telecaster, to Loe Au-ja heart attack Aug. $0 io Paris Kobrin, with whom she collabo- 
re a a ae \geles 0. check back into UCLA|He was known also for play doc-|rated in translating into Yiddish 
—OBITU ARIES \for the Fall semester: He was due|toring, and took.a turn at legit|more than 40 volumes of Chekov, 
RJT m ©) eB, 'lto be editorial editor of the Daily directing via “Shinbone Alley” in | Zola, Gorki, Tolstoy, Turgenev and 
i co | Bruin for new semester. | 1956.° DeMaurassant, and a playwright 

Surviving are his mother and/| He was first vice-president of the |in her own right, died Aug. 28 in 
sister. American National Theatre & | Neptune, N.J. 

CHARLES COBURN . 1 
Charles. Coburn, 84, vet stage, 

“screen and broadcasting actor, died. 
Aug. 30 of a heart ailment. in ‘New 
York. His career, which covered 
legit, producing and directing as}. 
well as acting, spanned -68 . years. 

Hig track record encompassed 
stock, touring, Broadway, films, ra- 
-dio and tv. He and his. monocle, 
which was worn ‘to correct astig- 
matism, became almost. legendary: 
‘through the years as he played 
roleg ranging from heavies to kind, 
fatherly types. .° His 31-year-old 
marriage to’ Tvah “Wills. was one: of: 
the more celebrated romances in. 
show biz. The couple were never 
separated professionally and were |: 
responsible, through their own 
repertory company, with the train- 
ing of. some of America’s finer | 
actors. 

His first: acting | chores. were in. 
“Quo Vadis” on the road, followed | tress, 
“by a number of. years..in touring. 
companies of various “shows in. many. Broadway vehicles, : includ-; 

‘THOMAS. F. TRACEY. 
Thomas F, Tracey, 86, actor and] 

‘sole . Baie signator to the} 
Actors Equity constitution since. 
the death in 1957 of Grant Mitchell, 33 my stery novels, with Bob Wade - 
died :Aug. 27 in New York. Born] gug, 21 in San Diego, of .a heart 
‘Thomas W. Flynn in‘County Cork,: attack. ‘The duo met in 1932 when 
Ireland, he was active in American 
‘legit since: 1905.. 

. Tracey appeared with thé com-! 
panies of Klaw & Erlanger and: 

which. he. was seen on Broadway 
were “Abe Lincoln in Tllinois” and 
“Doughgirls.” ” Although inactive on: 

Broadway in recent years, he ap-itheir first book, “Deadly Weapon,” |- 
peared in stock and on television! when. they exited the service. 
until 1957. -He also worked. as .a. ; 

odel. 
m Survived by. two: ‘ prothers.. 

ANN DAVIS. 
Ann Davis, 68, Broadway ac- 

died Sept. 3, New York. Miss 
‘Davis. appeared in. lead roles of 

“Gopt.: 12, 1950) 
You Are Ever With Us 

Jimmy — Eddie 

Lawls — deck 

which he played some » 400: differ- 
ent parts,. He and his wife. organ. 
“:.4zed the ‘Coburn Players in 1 

and foured the country with the 
‘group for 12. years. The ‘unit’s{: 

formance on the White House lawn. 
They came.to’ Broadway in 1918 
where they were seen together in! 
many shows. 

Mrs. Coburn died in 1937 and in 
-the same year, at 60, he accepted 
a MGM Hollywood offer to appear 
in “Of Human Hearts.” 

as Falstaff in the Theatre. Guild’s 
“presentation of “The Merry. Wives 
of Windsor,” he. never returned to |. 
Broadway. 

Coburn’s picture credits included i 
‘an Oscar for a supporting role in’, 
“The More the Merrier” and nomi- ! 

‘nations for.“The Green Years” and 
“The Devil and Miss Jones. ” ‘He 
appeared, in 15 other pix as ‘well. 

FRED A. BISHOP 
Fred A. .Bishop, 77, 

Broadway musical director, - 
onetime 

of Massachusetts. he began his 
eareer az an errand boy for David 
Belasco and worked into direction. 

He took | 
the role and; except.for a 1936 tour 

-died 
Aug. 26. at San Jose, Cal. A native |} 

tive in-the- music publishing busi- ; 
‘Survive, - 

waukee Aug. 31. after a heart at-} 

ing “The. Outsider” and the David 
Bewsce production, “Accused.” 

Davis - started her stage 
; career rin Chicago in 1909 in “The 

“The Aviator,” 
appearances also included a. Peni and “Tomorrow’s Price.” She: sub-. 

Fortune Hunter, 

| sequently appeared’ in a ‘long 
; String. of plays on the road as well. 
i as Broadway. Many: of her roles 

“i get’ critical acclaim. ‘In 1928 she 
toured California and“in:1930 was 
with William 1 Favershaia and I Leon 

Gordon in several . “elties 
| Australia. . 

' Survived by a son “and. three 
grandchildren. 

FRED HEBERLEIN . 
Frederick G. Heberlein, 81, ac- 

ness, later insurance, died. in Mil- 

His best-known shows were “No, |:tack. 
“No Nanette,” ‘Babes in. Toyland,” | ‘Heberlein | promoted and ‘Pub- 

“With Love and cretiud 

We Salute You 

PHILIP LOEB 

“Naughty. Marietta” 
Johnny Comes Marching Home. ” 
He left. the theatre during the 

depression and turned to writing. 
‘comedy shows for radio. In one, 
“Affairs of Hemmingway.” he play- 
‘ed the ‘lead, John — Hemmingway. 
«After World War II he settled in 
Santa. Clara,. a. suburb.:south of 
San Francisco, and worked with 
young people in amateur. ‘theatre | 
‘preductions. 

He never married and there are 
; no survivors. 

CHARLES J. DUERKES 
Charles J.. Duerkes, 53, radio- | 

tv script. writer: and disk: jockey, ; 
died recently. in Miami. He had; 
worked as a disk jockey and news : 
commentator at WKAT and WINZ; 
Miami, until the early 1950s -when 
he. went to New York -to make | 
death masks of noted people. - 

Duerkes. acted, sang and. danced | 
with ‘stock. companies: in ‘the tate 
1920s and early '30s. 

Film & Recording - Enterprises, 
where he was preparing a series 

eign. affiliates. “He -wrote ° the 
BCTICS, 
bridge Py oductions. 

lis mcther and’ sister surviv e@.- 

and ! “When 

More: recent-. 
ly he. was. with.-Era, International. 

{ 

“FRIENDS” 

lished. 15 songs written by his 
wife, .Matilda.. .He also promoted. 
“After, the Ball,” by. Charles K.. 
Harris, ‘to - ‘ational hit ‘status. 
entered show business at 16, ‘as. 
general aidé to Harris. Subse-- 
quently,. Harris:“and. Heberlein. 
‘opened. a music publisher's office 
in New York and continued this 
association for 28 years ‘until He- 

“HERMAN BECKER 
"JEAN AND LEWIS, 

LOIS, JILL. 
GARY ‘AND RANDY 

ber lein 1» began his’ own music. “firm. 
‘His wife: survives. - 

ROBERT. SIEGEL 

Robert Siegel, 22, son of the late | as. 
i Norman Siegel, Hollywood ° maga- 
zine editor and former Cleveland 
newspaperman -who fell to his 

was among 
‘those . kiiled: in ‘the TWA. airliner. 

“The Keepers,” ‘for Cam-: crash ‘outside Chicago Sept: 1. 
' He was returning trom Cleve-. | thority | and head of the drama de- 
land,. where he. had spent the sutn-. partment at Syracuse U., died of 

yand enteréd ‘San Diego State Col-. 

‘to ‘collaborate on plays, 
| William: A. Brady. Among. plays. in, .$eripts and burlesque. pix. . 

| in films, died Sept. 2 in Hollywood. 
| He was one of the:more frequently 

‘Ohio -in 1909 with the late D. W. 
Griffith. — 

T appeared ‘were 
“The. Gorilla,” “Tenderloin” 
“"YeHow Dog.” He played four 

| roles in. “The Four Horsemen of 

‘| son and ‘three. grandchildren. 

lady, died of a heart attack Sept. 2 

| Thelma,” 
| Ringtin 

IN LOVING. REMEMBRANCE 

TIE MacDONALD 
“ZIEGFELD- GIRL™ 

Sept. 5, 1953 

Broadcast’ Music companies. 

, singer, died in San Antonfo on 
Aug. 30, following a heart attack. 

{He was a former farmboy who_rose | 
to: become. Mayor of San Antonio 

Rfand a hotel owner in Dallas, San 
| Antonio arid Corpus Christi. He 
\became.a professional vocalist early. ‘on radio dramas 

Het 

owner of ‘the old Dixie . Theatre. 
here, 1 and also opened ‘one of the 

(SEPT. 8.1957) .. - 

| City. He helped establish the lib- 

‘sold to Columbia Pictures ’ ‘for use 

death from a Hollywood ‘building | ters. 
ef. scripts for one of the firm's for-~° rooftop: last .Jan. 24,- 

Academy, and for 12 years headed 
the National Theatre Conference. 

- His. wife survives. . 
BILLY MILLER ; 

Billy Miller, 41, who coauthored 

CHARLES WINGROVE 
Charles Wingrove, 77, tenor, 

died recently in London. He 
started at the turn of the century 
with the D’Oyly Carte -Opera 

they ‘began staging productions 

radio | comedy. He was in the original 
cast of the “Fol-De-Rols” and 

Wife, 37, of news commenta- 
tor John W. Vandercook,. was killed 
Sept. I in a fall at their summer 
home in Delhi, N. Y. A son and 
daughter also survive. 

‘Mother, 88, of agent Harald 
Childs, died of heart attack Aug, 
29 in Hollywood, 

Mother of Jack Eigen, Chi radio 

They continued ‘to write during later appeared in such shows as Personality, died Aug. 17 in New 

| World . War II, _ collaborating “Th al ” hd ak 

through the mail and published | Gin” and “Gave he Quaker 
Girl” and “Cavaleade.” 

His. professional appearance was | 
- }in “Old Chelsea,” with the late 

h be 
FRED KELSEY | Richard Tauber. 

Fred’ Kelsey, 77, character actor 
_ & M. ELLIS 

‘Abraham M. Ellis, 81, founder 
ofA. M. Ellis Theatres Co,, large 

used ‘actors in motion. pictures.: indie chain of film houses and 
Kelsey came. to Hollywood from | 

Among early films ‘in. which “he Sept. 1 in Philadelphia. 
“Gn the. Trail,;”- 

and Ellis was also widely kmown for 

the Apocalypse,” which starred ‘Sons. 
Rudolph Valentino. Survived by 

GEORGE G. JAMES - 

‘Thelma Amend, 46, circus -fat| actor and legit manager, died Aug. 

in Syracuse, N. Y. Billed as “Baby 
she’ had traveled with] 

g Bros. and Barnum. &!/ mimes. 
Bailey Circus and at the time of James later managed the Pen- 
her death was with the James E. ‘guin Players at Clacton for two 

Strates shows. She weighed about| Years before taking over 
500 pourds. Her will asked that Northampton Stock theatre for the 

her body be donated to a medical| Past six months. 
school. A Strates spokesman said " 
that the body will probably be —_ EHYS MORGAN 
given to the Upstate Medical Cen-| Rhys Morgan, 65, minister of 
ter ‘at Syracuse Uv. 

Church of Newtown, Elmhurst, 

. HILDING ANDERSON Queens, died recently in New 
Hilding Anderson, 84, conductor] York. Born in Wales, he was a 

of orchs for. many Broadway /concert singer in this country for ; 
musicals, died Sept. 2'in New York! 
after a long illness. He was a music| Voice at a Carnegie Hall studio. 
director and arranger until retire- His widow, a son and five grand- 

| children survive. 

VICTOR J. MORRIS 
Victor J. Morris, 81, former man- 

ager of Loew's Orpheum Theatre, 

in Los Angeles. He was retired 21 
years ago by the late Marcus Loew 
with. ‘2 lifetime pension, and for 

~~ {the past 10 years had lived at the 

ment 10° years ago and was most|Elks Club, L.A. 
active during the {920s ‘and ’30’s.| Three sisters survive, 
He was associated with such figures] 
.as J. J, Shubert and Florenz: Zieg- HARRY DOBBS 
feld and. worked for years ag.an booking Dobkin, 55, maustefan and 
arranger for Harms, Cha and agen own profession- 

c ppell ally be Harry robbs. Gied Sept. 3, 
His e, dau and sister |i Philadelphia. He was the leader 

wit ghter ‘lof the orchestra at the old Latin 

member. of ASCAP. 
Daughter and sister survive, 

BEATRICE I. VICTOR 
- Beatrice Irwin Victor, 50, v.p. of 
day Victor & Associates, ‘Newark 
public relations firm, died in Mont- 
elair, N.J., Aug. 29. She formerly 
collaborated with -her husband, Jay, 

and comm 
Survived by husband, two . sons 

and a daughter. 

_ ‘DIANA BLUMENFELD 
‘Diana Blumenfeld, 58, an actress 

and singer in Yiddish theatres, 
| died in New York, Sept. 3, of a 

DAVID BERNBAUM. heart attack. Miss lumenfeld 
David Bernbaum, 77, ‘retired | came to the U.S. from her native 

“A, C. (SACK) WHITE 
A. ©. .(Jack) White, 70, former 

in his career and toured as 2 
chautaugua singer, vaude enter- 
tainer and céncertist. He 4 
on radio. with his hillbilly band 
during his campaigns and also 
made recordings of his songs... 

‘theatre owner, died in Dallas Aug. | Poland in 1948. 
22 of a heart. attack. He. had been| Husband and daughter survive. 

-LOUIS A. BRUNNENKANT 
“Louis A. Brunnenkant, 76, for- 

mer theatre manager in Compton, 
|} Cal.. for Fox West Coast Theatres, 
died Aug. 28 in Los Angeles. He 

{retired in 1950. 
‘Son and sister survive. 

RAE, ANNA, ARTHUR. 
AND CHARLES” | John C. Brownell, 84,- former 

‘screen writer and actor who ap- 

more in 

first nickelodeons in New- York | died Aug. 27 in Starksboro, Vt. 

erty Specialty Film Co., which was Hughie Flaherty, yesteryear 

, song-and-dance man who was the 
t husband of the late Ada Jones, 
l died July 9 in Brooklyn. 

its Dallas. 
outlet. 

Survived by his wife, son, two 
daughters, a brother and two sis- 

film distribution 

‘tired singer and vocal teacher, 
|died Aug. 21 in Miluaukee. Sur- 

SAWYER FALK 
Sawyer Falk 62, theatre au- 

Mrs, P.uline Seral Kobrin, 85. 
| widow of Yiddish playwright Leon ' 

21 in Northampton, Eng. He had|Levy, New York,, Aug. 31. 
acted at Oldham Stock theatre and |is the daughter of ABC-TV news 
in several Bernard Delfont panto- analyst Quincy Howe and editor of 

music’ at the first Presbyterian N 

several years and formerly coached Ki 

Casino from 1944 to 1950 and a/} 

‘| Aug. 25. 

| peared in legit with John Barry- ‘ daughter, 
“The Fortune Hunter,” | Mother is operatic soprano Phy Nis 

viving aré a son, brother and sister. - 
‘Sept. 1. New York. Father is an 
‘exee with 

ork. 

Mother, 101, of Edward Everett - 
Horton, died in Hollywood Aug. 28. 

MARRIAGES 
Anne de Lap to Rupert Mullins, 

Aug. 26 in Gibraltar. Bride was 
personal secretary to Broadway 
producer-realtor Roger L. Stevens; 

bowling .alleys in Pennsylvania,|sroom is in business in Lisbo 
New Jersey and Delaware, died | onere they will live. ™ 

Melody O’Brien: to Rodney 
A leading figure in the Philly! Cairns, London, Aug. 26. She is 

film.scene for more than 30 yéars,| an actress. 

Maureen Swanson to Lord Ed- 
his philanthropies. Surviving arejnam, Amersham, Eng., Aug. 24. 
his widow, a daughter and four] Bride is 2 film actress. 

Paula Colchester to Teddy 
Spassmacher, Las Vegas, Aug. 17. 
Both are dancers in Nevada Club 

George Guest James, 61, ex-|show there. 
Tina Howe te Norman: Louls 

Bride 

tlas magazine: he is a Bowdoin 
undergraduate. 

Rosaleen McMenamin to Fergus 
at; Lineham, Dublin, Aug. 26. Bride’s 

an actress: he’s a revue writer and 
film eritic. 

Janice Peters to Arnold Gayer, 
London, Aug. 27. She is & tv dante 
er and singer. 

Susan Klein to Donald Klauber; 
ew York, Aug. 25. Bride is a Time 

Ine. staffer; he’s v.p. and national 
sales manager of Seven Artg_Ass0- 
'elated Corp. 

Yvonne Constant to Gershon 
ngsley, Sept. 2, Wallingford, 

Conn. She was featured in “La 
Plume de Ma Tante” which he cone 
ducted; ‘second marriage for both. 
Anne Holsinger to Clair Roskam, 

N.Y., Sept. 2. She’s secretary of 
WCBS-TV’s documentary unit. He’s 

Boston, died of pneumonia Aug. 24 weiter of ‘Camera Three. 
Susan Davis to Oscar Abraham, 

Aug. 28 Columbus, O. He is mane 
ager of the Veterans Memorial An- 
ditarium. Columbus, and son of 
Carl Abraham, vet theatrical com- 
Pany manager, currently on tour 
with “Miracle Worker” at Wilbur 
Theatre, Boston; bride is nonpro. 

Barbara von Ottenfeld to Donald 
E. Flower, Hollywood; Aug. 28. 
Bride is with Capito] Records Film 
Music and widow of Eddison von 
Ottenfeld (‘Allied Records); he is 
prexy of Musico America, Pensaco- 
a. 
Barbara Newman to Billy Brown, 

New York, Aug. 6. Bride is a daneer 
in the Broadway musical, “Unsink- 
able Molly Brown”: hes in the 
musical’s orchestra. 

BIRTHS 
‘Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Gold, daugh- 

ter, Chicago, Aug. 24. Father is 
production coordinator in WBBM- - 
TY news department there. 
‘Mr. and Mrs. Ed Sawicki, daugh- 
ter, Chicago. Aug. 14. Father is 
in tv continuity at WGN-TV there; 
mother was formerly in station’s 
sales,dept. . 

Mr. ‘and Mrs. Derek Covte, 
daughter, London, Aug. 23. Father 
is.a Rank publicist. 

Mr. and Mrs. Peter Page, son, 
London, Aug. 25. Mother is must 
comedy actress Elizabeth Larner, 
Mr. and Mrs. Regis Cordic, son, 

Pittsburgh, Aug. 20. Fa*her is a. 
KDKA personality. 

Mr. and Mrs. Georges DeBierre, 
daughter, Lausanne, Switzerland, 

Mother is Julia ‘exe 
Darvas & Julia), ballroomologits, 
Parents reside in Paris. 

Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Cook, 
New 

Curtin. 
Mr. and Mrs. William. Pagett, 

‘son, New York. Aug. 28. Father ig 
an’ actor. 

Mr. and Mrs. Gerry Lewis, son, 
-London, Aug. 16. Father is a .Brit- 
ish Lion publicity man. 

Mrs. Julia Hauser Welch, 88. re- 
‘son, Aug. 30. Ft. Lee. N.J. Father 
: is a stage carpenier. 

Mr. and Mrs. CharjJes Merklo, 

Mr. and Mrs. Stone Widney. sor. 

Lerner-Loewe Produe-~ 
tions. 

York, Aug. 26.%_ 
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“By JAY LEWIS 

-. Washington, Sep 
, Immigration Service 

gue. or some ‘headaches in 

18, 

entry permits to Mid-Bast 
formers. ae might deprive tbeal 

alent of bookings. 
” Two D.C. niteries ‘specializing to 
female abdomens undulating. toy 

stern Mediterrannean f) 8 
aim the rein dire need of gen- 
eens ydancers and bowxoukt 

specialists, ‘according to at- 
George ‘J. Charles, 

yes ‘represents George Har- 
, owner of the Port Sald and 

upsurge in popularity of such 
veces has. apparently’ all- 
fat fned‘ the talent pool of do- 

e@ is waging a-legal battle with 
Immigration & Naturalization Serv- 

e to import the needed exotic 

@ AFM local head, Sam Jack 
aitman, who .says these” are 

American bouzouki (a rock 
‘gtringed instrument) play very as 

a: ork as Baltimore an r 
we ‘bellydancers, of aourse,._ are 

VA's ulcers. . 
Procedure for gaining entry J er- 

mits for foreign talent involves 
two main steps. First, 
owner must go.to the U.S. Employ- 
pent. Service ‘and: see if anyone 
the sought-for catego 

@ performers are taken to the 
$3 which then determines wheth-. 

-{Continued on page 68) 

Traman’ $ Two-Hour 
‘Open-Ender’ to Also 

Get Global Beaming 
An International: showcasing, via. 

padio, has been set for David Suss- 
kind’s' two-hour intervfew with 
former. President Harry S.. Truman } 
on the “Open End” stanza due. on 
“WNEW-TV Sunday (17). WRUL, 
the international station which is 
part of the Metropolitan - Broad-. 
casting Co.’s operation along with 
WNEW, will beam the show over- 
seas in half-hour. periods | daily |. 
starting the day aftér the telecast, 

. Excerpts from. the Susskind-Tru-' 
man exchange will also be aired on 
Metropolitan’s other radio outlets. 
in the U.S., including WIP, ‘Phila- 
-deiphia; WHK, Cleveland; 
newly acquired . -KMBC in- Kansas 

. Clty. - 
The Truman-Susskind 

which was taped-in New York last 
Friday (8), will probably: set an. all-. 
time record. for the number of 
questions asked by Susskind. Dur- 
Ang -the first hour of the show, 
Susskind posed and Truman dis- 
posed of 66 queries, or better than 
one a minute. This. compares to the. 

‘(Continued ‘om page 65) 

| Bellydancers & Bouzouki Shortage 
Poses AFM- AGVA Vs. Mid-East Test| 

OFC 
its unon-backed ‘policy ee 

perv. 

. Mies, (which just opened last week). . 

a nitery. 

is -avail-. 
able, If not, so-called “clearance” 
is confirming the - scarcity of | 

and’ 
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| “NEW TORK, 

M's Finale at 20th 
‘Hollywood, Sept.°12. 

“Marilyn. ‘Monroe’s last pic com- 
mitment at 20th-Fox calls 

script from several submitted by. 
roduction head Peter 

Levathes, 

‘much at this point, recalling her 
last picture onthe lot.cost $500,000 
extra. due to stoppages caused by 
MM's. illness, _ 

k abian Stalls SA. 

The mixed-up ‘polf Gal’ picture 
in Brazil has caused little disrup- 
tion of the thriving market. for 

Only one tour has been postponed 
due to the precarious political 
scene.. However, according to Alex 

acts. to South America, indications 

tain from here -on in, 

‘ponement prior to the assumption 
of the presidency by Joao Goulart, 
‘was Fabian, who was originally 
slated to. begin a tour on Saturday 

1(16) which would have taken him 
to Chile; Argentina and Brazil. He 

Meanwhile, Valdez has set. tours 
{by Nancy Wilson, Anits Bryant and 
‘Brenda Lee, -dates encompassing | 
five countries in South America. 
Valdez. said that there is a. hugh 

(Continued on page 69) - 

Warner’s Dim View Of 
Cultural Exchanges 

Denver, Sept. 12: 
‘Jack L.. Warner, in a soundoff 

before. the ‘American Legion con- 
clave here today (Tués.) sniped at 
Soviet-U.S. cultural exchanges and 

duction. talent by American film- 
makers. Warner’ Bros,. ‘prez was in 
to. receive the Legion’s Fourth Es- 

: ‘tate award, 

stanza, |: “T ‘question: the validity of so- 
called cultural exchanges,” said 
exec. Conceding. 
launched originally for. “very no- 
ble purposes,” he said “they have 
unquestionably ‘been distorted. by 

interpretation on this ‘remark is 

(Continued om page 79) 

BALLET, PUA, 

for) 
$100,000 under her old pact.:Star 
‘has been delaying selection of a, 

G. 

vo | lines of the cold war with such 
Studio doesn't mind delay too. 

‘the Washington - Moscow -Berlin-. 

| Jack Paar Berlin caper toss:a dis 

‘Jrelations with Congress .as ‘Capitol | 
1 Hill. directed a scathing denuncia-- 

‘Dates; Brazil Now 
ied with the Feds is the af- | 

-ing themselves to 

gelfsame Paar incident loaded with | No Worry to Acts} 

American talent in that ‘country. | 
East-West Berlin tv sector tossed 
-asunder, with the Communist com- 

Valdez, who-has . been. exporting. 

are that political. stability: will ob-} 

Valdez. says. that the. sole ‘post- 

will now start the jaunt on Deo. 7.|- 

_coln Center, N.Y. Understood that 
‘the Rockefellers have decided to 

| go ahéad with the project,. using 
demand for. American talent in. 

-other parts of the overall Center. 

ously been delayed by the failure ; 

employment of allegedly pinko pro-. 

they were. 

the Kremlin to promote the inter- |. 
national Communist cause.” One. 

be reinstated as part of the setup 

we 
PRICE 

3D 
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BRECHT, PIX BIZ)? 
In “seven. ‘days that. shook the |. 

show biz world,” the past week saw 
the -entertainment industry en- 
meshed ona variety of fronts in 
the sizzling ‘East-West Berlin crisis 
and the deteriorating Soviet-U.S. 
relations, It’s likely that seldom if 
ever before has the world of show 
biz. been projected into the front 

telling effect in an accompanying 
succession of feverish-footnotes to. 

London-Paris diplomatic and prop- 
agandistic byplay. | 

(1) It was: a. week that saw the 

turbing bombshell into show biz’s 

tion of those responsible for lend- 
commercialism | 

with dangerous international over- 
tones; 
(2). It Was a week. that saw the 

repercussions for the film industry, 
suggesting that henceforth motion | 
picture producers will have a 
tougher time getting Pentagon e0- 
operation in making war pix; 

(3) It: was a week that saw the. 

mand assuming Gestapo tactics to 

(Continued on page 68) 

Lincoln Center's 
Rep Theatre To 
Build Pronto 

struction will begin in October on 
the legit repertory theatre in Lin- 

funds .previcusly earmatked for 

The. start of the work has previ- 

of the Board of Estimate and the 
New York City Council.to appro- 
priate funds for an art. library 
planned -to‘ adjoin the theatre. 
However, the Rockefellers believe 
that time is running out and that 
work must begin at once if the 
building is to. be ready for use in 
time for the opening of the 1964 
World's Fair, 

- With. the new go-ahead decision, 
the immediate. financing will be 
borrowed from other Lincoln Cen- 
ter budgets, with the idea of re- 
paying it with other capital to be 
raised or with money the City is 
expected ultimately to appropriate. 
At the ‘start, the library project 
will proceed on the theatre alone. 
It’s figured that the library can 

AFTR TRA A En dorsement of Se Edict 

The American Federation of 

WPIX, N.Y., has been vidtaping|Guitd ultimatum last week that 

their homerun spree & and is putting wil high: tatives, could no longer function as 

' Included will be an analysis of | agers Guild’s negotlating commit- 

‘Babe Ruth, Hank Greenberg, Lou | tween the groups are now skedded 

will try to eliminate or minimize 

Wwe may go to court and make a test 

New Top Stars: cw op JL S. agencies presently holding produc 

1, to terminate all production activ- 

if the agent continued in produa- 
Hollywood,. Sept. 12. 

Claude McCue, executive secretary 
be reversing roles recently. There 

tremendous problem and AFTRA 
subjects appearing in national 

lem. AFTRA regulations permit 
{Liz and ‘Eddie, in the affectionate 

| (Continued on page 55) 
[signs that some of the fan books 

about. films, tv, and recording 

image Reportedly For Garage 

woman, and physical attractiveness . 
erate-capacity legit houses, {s re- 

Jack and Jackie Kennedy—fit the ; 
though the existence of such a 

fan books. as the biggest movie | it’s understeed in managerial cir- 

molished to make way for a garage. 

Belafonte $95, 308 Gross {it for $595,000 from a syndicate 

| ducer Leland Hayward, actors Rob- 
Harry Belafonte racked up ajert Montgomery and Elliot Nugent 

in seven performances Sept. 4! tre was used as a television studio 
through last Sunday night (10) at! until about a year ago, when it 

to'a $7.50 top. 
The singer’s gross topped the, 

Television & Radio Artists has for- 

the batting of Roger Maris and | talent agencies, acting In dual role ° 

together a special which such after Dec. 31. Simultaneously, 

their hitting styles, plus some foot-}iee that the SAG dictate may be 

Gehrig, Jimmy Foxx, ete. to begin around Oct. 1 

the harshness of SAG’s demands. 

ease.” SAG’s announcement oute 

. eer . tion waivers will be granted six- 

JFK ain Jackie ity. An agent’s franchise from SAG 

tion, SAG sald. 
In some respects, the national 

of AFTRA, declared, “Area of 
are ‘more and more personality 

welcomes SAG’s action as the most 
mags like Cosmopolitan—it even 

agents to act as packagers but pro- 
manner of a fan book, 

are growing up, seeking a new | WD C.II e ° NBC Selling Historic 
stars, but even about national 

What's “the image? It's courage 
age & The Hudson Theatre, one of 

in both. The two most important 
portedly about to be seld by NBO 

image exactly, and are currently 

NBC has owned the Hudson for 

| ineludin laywrights H d At Oakdale, Tent Record: Bn rights ower 

staggering $95,308, believed to be! and show backer and _ tobacco 

the Oakdale Musical Theatre here. | (Continued on page 74! 

preyious record set recently by ; i 

‘Hollywood, Sept. 12. 

> 

WPIX’s Mem Special | 
mally endorsed the Screen Actors 

Mickey Mantle since they went on of producer and actors’ represen« 

light their efforts to date. it was reported by the Artists Mane 

age of the former kings of swat—|tested legally. Negotiations be- 

AMG spokesman stated, “First we 

ij J 9 

rail ag : vers if this fails to get us some relief, 

lawing dual jockeying, said the 

month transition period, from Jan, 

‘By DORA ALBERT would be automatically surrendered 

In_ endorsing S8AQ’s action, 
mags and the fan beoks seem to 

agents acting as employers is a 
articles and profiles of show biz 

constructive approach fo the prob- 
‘referred, recently on its cover to 

hibit them from taking commissiong 

On the other hand, there are 

image. They run articles not only 

Legit Theatre (Hudson 
figures who might fit the new e ), 

on the part of a man; glamor in a | : 
{ Broadway’s more desirable mod- 

denizens in the White House— /j. 
‘to an undisclosed purchaser. Al- 

getting the sanie treatment in the | transaction could not be confirmed, 

(Continued on page 24) ‘land that the theatre is to be de- 

about 12 years haying purchased 

; Lindsay and Russel Crouse,- pro- 
Wallingford, Conn., Sept. 12. 

jan all-time showtent gross record, |-dealer Howard Cullman. The thea- 

The 2,300-seat canvastop was scaled ! 

Danny Kaye for the Ben Segal-; 

Dear Jack:— 
TV without ZOOMAR 
is art without colors. Bob Hail tent. However, the come: | 

dian’s $76,338.mark was made at. 
a $6.50 top. Further details appear | 
in the stock gross story in the| 
Legitimate section. . 

Best, 

Pat Weaver 
(Continued on page 74) 



Dr Shoemaker s Pennsy Dutch Frolic 
Almost Hexerei d’ By the Stolid

 Amish| 
By JOSEPH T. KINGSTON 

Lancaster, Pa., Sept. 12. 
A bearded, self-styled expert and 

authority on the often-peculiar 
“folk culture” 
Fennsylvania Duteb—who indig- 
nantly will deny that there is any- 
thing theatrical in his° method of 
operation—brought some 100,000 
people tayerage 9.500 per day) into 
this city and its environs during 
the past 11 days. 

This was the first running of Dr. 
Alfred I. Shoemaker’s “Pennsyl- : 
vania Dutch Harvest Frolic,” 
staged on a 40-acre Jot six miles | 
east of Lancaster. 

In an untidy mushroom complex 
of rented canvas tops and a couple 
cf newly-built. permanent § struc- 
tures. it offered everything from 
demonstrations of “hexerei” 
(Pennsslyania Dutch witch medi- 
cine! to erudite panel discussions 

of the so-called 

Latinos Rile at ‘Riley’ | 
NBC Films’ Latin American 

‘rep reports 100°2 resistance to. 
the off-web “Life of Riley’ 
series. ; 

Reason: south of the border, 
where the men still wear the. 
pants, station execs figure a 
comie series that portrays the 
head,of the household as a buf- 
foon is “situation tragedy.” -— 

‘Hilton-Style Hoopla 
Attends HCA’s Preem Of . 

New Bermuda Hostel] 
By RICHARD JOSEPH 

Bermuda, Sept. 12. 
Showmanship in large slices 

of the tangled religious back-|eame to this quiet Atlantic island 
grounds of the various "Plain 
Sects” of this area—the Amish, 
the Team Mennonites, the Dunk- 
ards, the Brethren, etc. 

It was, in effect, a kingsized old! 
Chautauqua presentation, the in- 
evitable comparison made more, 
striking by the fact that, with this: 
Lancaster “show.” Shoemaker has 
_established a two-stand circuit. 

Each summer, for the past 12 

Kutztown, Pa. ‘midway between 
Reading and Alientown) and this; 
year ‘pulled some 125.000 patrons | Jo 
inta the Kutztown: stand on eight! 
days. 

The Lancaster ‘Frolic’ was 
designed to catch the same crowd, | 
plus their friends from afar, and 

- (Continued on page 68) 

VIP Turnout for Friars’ 
Mervyn LeRoy Soiree 

Hollywood, Sept. 12. 
Richard Nixon, California Gay. 

Edgar Hoover will be on hand to; 
fete Mervyn LeRoy at a testimon-.: 
jai dinner-dance which the Friars’ possibility 
Club will toss Oct. 22 at Beverly : destroyer’ 
Hilton Hotel. 

Heading large turnout of civic 
officials, business leaders and en- 
tertainment personalities will be- 
Henry Ford II, Jack L. Warner and 
Bob Tope. 

Wm. Wyler’s Honor 
Monterey, Cal., Sept. 12." singer, is out shopping for a ‘per- 

William Wyler was given the : manent 
“most distinguished producer-di-| showed up at the Casino here to 
rector award” at the Academy of 
Achievement’s first annual Gold- 
en Plate Banquet last Saturday 

) 

Only member of the film indus- 
try to have received an award, Wy- 
ler shared honors with distin- 
guished men of various  back- 
grounds, including science, medi- 
cine, architecture and advertising. 

j with the opening (1) of the $5, 
{ 000, 000 Cariton Beach Hotel, firs 
completely new hotel in Britain's! 
;oldest colony in more than 30 years.. 
(The 
-year, replaced a predecessor de- 
‘stroyed by fire.) 

igood use of Hiltonian junketeering 
‘techniques in ferrying a charter 
_pianeload tCunard Eagle Viscount) 

years, he has been running the. of iiterati and show biz personali- | 
Pennsylvania Dutch Festival at | 

i Honeymoon. ‘Invitations were de-. 

Iron, who called at offices of. in- 
ivitees. Latter accompanied group 

(Robb, Miami cotumnist Herb Rau, 
Bob Kriendler, 

; bert and travel and hotel - press. 

{Major General Sir Julian Gas- 
Edmund Brown and FBI chief J. ‘coigne, Bermuda Governor, hailed 

Bermudiana, opened last 

Hotel Corp. of America made 

ties and spouses over for a Second 

livered in calypso by _ singers 
hnpy Barracuda and the King of 

.and supplied musical background 
en route. - 

Guest list included Leonard 
| Lyons, Frank Coniff, Jack O’Con- 
nell, American Weekly ed; Inez 

) Hugh ‘Downes, 
Bess Myerson, bridge expert 
Charles Goren, racqueteer Bill Tal- 

At ribbon-cutting ceremonies 

;the Carlton Beach as an important- 
-island asset but warned against 

of overdevelopment as 
of island charm. 

A military band accompanied the 
(Continued on page 68) 

Calendar Will Not Help 
Her: Jane Rhodes Sued 

Ostend, Sept. 12. 
Jane Rhodes, French ‘opera 

pocket’ calendar. ‘She 

sing a concert—exactly one day 
after the scheduled date. The night 
previous, the management,. 
local orchestra, and a full house 
waited for her in.. vain. Miss 
Rhodes explained she had made a 
mistake in dates. 
Management sympathized, but is 

suing her for the full evening's 
expenses. 

if} utes ‘too long to stand through (no } 
}seats) and suffers from overbur- 
‘| dened airconditioning equipment 
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the. 

-! sense of the word, :is & great talent 
t | With whom. I was delighted. to 

. . : . . - i . . : — i” . . 

ducer says: 

From London, England 

EDDIE POLA 
Famous international TV Pro- 

“My last show “FHIS IS 
ANKA’' for Granada, befure return- 
ing to America, waa & memorable | 
experience. PAUL ANKA, . the 
star, and he is. a STAR in- every 

work” 

Italia ‘Ol a Model 
Of What N.Y. 1964 
Expo Shouldn't Be 

‘Turin, Sept. 12. 
Dreary look of intellectual, but 

static Italia ‘61 exposition should 
serve as a warning to planners of 
New York Expo. If Robert Moses 
doesn't get down off the mountain, 
the Gotham fair also may lay 
an egghead. egg. * 
The Italian celebration of the 

unity has beautiful, spacious 

cilities, but lacks heart, excitement, 
fun—and people. Of the 10,000,000 
expected to date, less than 4,000,- 
000 have showed up, and there is 
nothing more doleful than:a scat- 
tered handful of footsore sightseers 
rattling around in too much exhi- 
bition area. Timid, highbrow ap- 
proach of the N. Y. planners so far 
can well result in a similar bust 
and they should remember’ Dry- 
den’s admonition that.none but the 
brave deserve the fair. 

There is a hush over everything 
at the park along the Po that makes 
the spectator feel he’s attending 
an expensive funeral and this is 
not wiped out by the effect of the 
exhibits, most of which are sterile, 
have no audience participation, and 
just plain dull The exceptions 
which prove the rule include some 
self-generated demonstrations and 
a coal mine in the “Sources of 
Power” section (although several 
of the real miners in the synthetic | an 
diggings yearned to get: back to 
the mines—this was too boring). 
The U..S. exhibitions were very 
showmanly,. as was the Disney Cir- | 

-!carama, a movie-in-the-round tra- 
velog of Italy with shades of Ciner- 

Jama, This is the word-of-mouth hit |- 
of Italia 61 although it’s 5-10 min- 

(Continued on page 69) 

Small World Dept. 
San Francisco, Sept. 12. 

Jack Hayes, agency repre-- 
sentative for American Ex- 
press in San Francisco, attend- 
ed “La Plume de Ma Tante” at 
the Alcazar Theatre several. 
nights ago and after the per- 
formance had started, turned 
to his wife and at the same 
time pointed to Fred O’Brady 
who was on stage and said, 
“That guy and I were in 
prison together.” 

‘Hayes, who was with the 
‘British Intelligence during the 
war, was arrested in Mar- 
seilles by the Nazis and im- 
prisoned as a spy. O’Brady, 
who was unknown to Hayes, 
was arrested and imprisoned 
also because he happened to. 

- be.in the same house where 
the arrest was made. The two 
became good friends during 
the incarceration but had not 
seen each other until the 
other evening when they had. 
quite. a reunion. following the 
performance, 

first. centenary of the. country's 

Jane Russell’s WAIF grounds, modern buildings and fa- | ' 

| Local Boy Makes King’ | . 
Milwaukee, Sept. 12. 

“King of Kings,” (‘Sam Bron- — 
ston & MGM) opens at the 
Strand here Dec. 20. . 
‘Jeffrey Hunter, who por-' 

trays Christ in the film, is a 
former resident of River "Hills, 
“a carriage trade’ suburb. 
Hunter’s parents the Henry HA. 
McKinnies, still | reside in 
‘River Hills. 

Report of JFK’s Miff At | 
Lawford Role in ‘Consent’ 
Just ‘Nonsense’ Sez Actor| 

London, Sept. 12. 
Peter ‘Lawford. contemptuously 

dismissed rumors that President: 
Kennedy was miffed at his brother- 
in-law accepting a role in “Advise | 
;and Consent.” Lawford’s reaction 
| was swift, concise and unprintable. 

more. for the 

JK Urges Congress Hike Fed] 
Outlay for Seattle World's Fair 

Seattle, Sept: 12. 
-President “Kennetly::has askeq 

Congress. to. appropriate $1,000,000 

-at. the. 
~The appropriation © “woul 

{raise the total for the federal pro. 
gram at Century 21 to $10,000,000, 

About two years ago Congresg 
approved $9,000,000 for federal 
participation in the fair—raising 
the scope of Century 21 from a 
regional] falr to a true international 
exposition. This was followed by 

| winning endorsement of the Bureau 
“| of Internationat - Expositions. in 
‘Paris. 

Former President Eisenhower - 
originally récommendedl $12, 500; 
-000 for the Federal progiam.. . 

The Federal Science Pavilion, 
consisting of six connected ‘units, . 
including a theatre, the Boeing -. 
Co. Spacearium . and a working 
laboratory for young people, is un- 
der construction on. the. faire © 
grounds. The U. S. Dept. of Com. 
merce - will : operate the. exhibit, 
with Dr: Athelstan F. Spllhaus- as, 

_| commissioner. 
Later he told VarRrIEty: “The'| The Spacearium. -will use 

rumors are nonsense. I’ve been an } special . technique, with. a 
actor for over 20 years and man-: 
aged to do thé job without inter- 
ference and I wouldn't take it now. 
I find. my family relationship with 
the President no embarrassment in 
my career. 

“Just before I left for Normandy 
for ‘The Longest Day’ my wife and 

|I weekended with the Kennedys. 
By LEONARD L. LEVINSON |He was reading and enjoying. the 

book, ‘Advise and Consent’ and was 
interested in haw the script was 
shaping, But he made no comment | 
on my role. Anyway, I can’t under- 
stand how it’s got around that the 
senator I play is an unscrupulous 
character; he’s just a hard hitting | 
guy who also likes fun.” 

Pitch at Legion Cony. 
Denver, Sept. 12. 

Jane Russell, appearing as Mrs. 
!Bob Waterfield, added a touch of 
| Hollywood glamor to the opening 
}sessions of .the. American ‘Legion 
‘National Convention here Friday: 
(8) as she addressed the Legion's.|. 
| Child Welfare Commission. Miss 
: Russell’s topic. was her favorite 
subject— finding homes for or- 
phaned children from all over the 
world—she and Waterfield are 

sters. 

Angeles Rams coach was accom- 
panied by Verrill Rogers, execu- 

adoption agency founded by Miss 
Russell and now affiliated with In- 
ternational Social Services. 

Miss. Russell said WAIF is not 
an adoption agency; but a migra- 
tion social service agency to fi- 
nance and implement the interna- 
tional adoption of orphans. 

et 

en 
ae 

- The film star and wife of Los |. 

tive director of WAIF, the. child | 
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single lens. and hemispheric screen. *. 
to create a viewing area of‘ 360 
degrees vertically.. The overhead 
screen, tilted somewhat to provide 
2 point. of reference, will surround» 
the audience to complete the feel- 
ing of participation ‘and to heighten 
the. illusion of © reality. “The film 
will. give viewers an imaginary ride. 
through.the heavens, spanning two. 
billion light years in: a 10 minute 
journey. : 
Film will also ‘be ‘used: in The 

House of Science to introduce aud- 
iences. to science. A special film 
will be used here also, with a sys-. 
tem of seven- ‘synchronized pro- 
jectors and multiple screens. In 
another section, showing the. de-: 
velopment of science, a rear screen 
motion picture: will. show the birth 

-fof a: volcano, along with " two-di- 
‘mensional visual ‘illusions. on-over- 
lapping. panels. 

A smail science ‘theatre 4s in- 
cluded: in the. exhibit, where mo- 
tion. pictures on science will be 
shown: and ‘auditorium ‘used for 
lectures and. demonstrations which 
will appeal to people of diverse in- 
terests and. levels of appreciation. 

the Seatle civic | center. 

Prep: Belle Baker Bio 
foster-parents of thres such young- | 

As Doris Day Vehicle 

Doris: Day in the life ‘story. Martin 
Melcher. is prepping on late. enter- 
‘tainer.. Deal. was closed * by pro- 
ducer. with. Herbie Baker, ‘star's 

, son, who will write screenplay. . 
Musical, tentatively tabbed “Ten: 

Little Fingers, " will include songs 
cleffed by Maurice Abrahams, sing- 
er’s late husband; Jimmy. ‘McHugh 
and Irving” Berlin. 
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ederal’ Science | 
‘Seattle World's 

After the fair. the buildings of 
the exhibit will become & ‘part of 

Belle Baker, headlined in yaude 
so many years, will be hiofilmed by 

aw 



"Tack Paar's. Berlin’ shoot, and|- 
resultant furor,.could mean motion 
picture producers will have a| 
tougher time getting Pentagon. co-|: 
‘operation in making war pix. So 
‘far, the services, seldom known fo]. 

.. shy away from ‘being ballyhooed-in 
a film,. have generally been easy to J: 
deal: with in such’ efforts.. 

Several high-ranking Senators, 
. during the debate over the inci-| 

had | 
strong sriticism of the policy of. al-|: 
dent (see separate. story), 

Jowing. ‘commercial. film makers,. a8 
well.-as ‘broadcasters, the use. of 

"mtlitary: personnel and equipment 
‘{n their productions. 

- ‘Simultaneous with the Paar. epl- 
‘gode, 130 U.S. Army Rangers were 
restaging. “D” Day ‘in Normandy. 
for Darryl Zanuck’s production of 
“The Longest Day.” © 
They ‘spent two: weeks | fn ‘ the 

-filming -before their return to the 
Eighth Division’ in. Bad Kreuznach, 
Germany, ‘about 400 miles away. 
Army hq In Europe was quoted in} 
a wire dispatch as saying the rang- 

(Continued on page. 30). 

Schwartz Takes 
Over as Col Prod. 
Head From Briskin| 

Fallout of Brin Brouhaha Over Paar [FINE BIG FILMS 
een Hurting Pentagon Co-op With Pix} 

Washington, Sept. 12... 4-7 

Could’y ve: ‘Been Turkeys 7 
- Honolulu,. Sept. -12. 
Old theatres have been con- 

_verted into.a ‘myriad of com-..- 
‘mercial tuses,. of course,. but © 
the fate -of the Kobayashi 
Theatre at Paia, Maut island, 
‘tops them all. < 
_ It’s. being: converted into. a 
patking plant; readying fresh: . 
‘Pineapples and papayas for 
fa to’ the U. Ss. ‘main- 
and ; 

- Hollywood, Sept. 12. 
“Completing a long-planned move, 

-| Samuel J. Briskin “today (Tues.) 
“.4turned over the-reins of Columbia. 

1 Pictures’ Coast ‘studio operations 
to Sol A. Schwartz. ‘Schwartz, a vet- 
eran theatre. exec: with the RKO 
circuit until he joined Colambia in 
the spring: ‘of ‘this: year,. officially 
becomes y.p. in-charge of studio 
operations Oct..2 under:a five-year 
contract. signed. last. March. ~ Bris- 
kin remains: ‘with Col under a three- 
year deal in an advisory - ‘capacity 
until April, -1964,~ after -which- he 
| plans semi-retirement. He will stay 
with the studio: in. active . capacity 
until Jan: 1, . 

UA Half-Year Net: 
Up to $1,893,000) 

United Artists’ net earnings for 
the first half. of 1961. rose ‘to. 
$1,893, 000 (after earmarking . $1,-. 
780,000. for income taxes) from 
$1, 878,000 for comparable . period 
of 1960: The UA net for the sec-. 
ond six months | of “1960 was 
$2,617,000. . 

The company’s worldwide ‘gross 
‘income. for the first half of. 1961. 
‘totalled $57,866,000, against .$51,- 
426,000 for the first half of 1960, 

1960 periad. © 
‘This. year's six-month net repre- 

Tanuck’s ‘Longest Day’ “gents earnings of $1.10 per share 
on the 1,715,373 ‘shares outstand- 
ing on July 1, 1961. This compares 
with net earnings of .98c per share 
for the first. 1960 half, after ad-|" 

_justing the shares then outstand- 
ing to.the number. outstanding on} 
July 1- this. year. 

SENATOR JOE MCCARTHY. | 
GETTING PIC TREATMENT 

’ A: film on. the late Senator - Joe 
- McCarthy is being planned ‘by a 
couple of New Yorkers. It's’ under- 

. stood they will use the television’ 
films taken during: the. marathon 
Army-McCarthy hearings. 
Emile deAntonio,*who has been. 

a foreign film distributor, and Dan. 
Talbot, who operates the upper} . 

_ Broadway theatre; the New Yorker | 
‘military maneuvers could “be set: 
‘up for. the convenience. of filming | 
‘the feature allied invasion. . 

(reyivals and artie policy), are’ the 
sparkplugs in this indie venture. 

Dan Terrell Takes Hand 
In MEM-DGG Disk Deal | 

Dan Terrell... Metro's‘ top  pub- 
‘liclty man at the homeoffice, more 
atid more is moving into corporate 
affairs beyond: the bally realm. ' 

He was due back in New York 
; yesterday. (Tues.) from West Ger- 
‘many: where he finalized the deal 
for M-G's disk subsid.to take over 

. distribution of the Deutche Gram- 
\maphon geselischaft- classical Teco 
:ords label. 

MGM records hasn't had a long- 
hair: live for some time. It’s. under- 
stood ‘the ‘arrangement with the } 

first. German organization was. 
negotiated by Robert H.. O’Brien,. 
M-G .v.p.-treasurer, and Terrell 
followed. through. 

Morris May Direct 
Hollywood, . Sept. 12.. 

. Ross Hunter is negotiating” with 
Richard Morris to make his film] 
‘directing debut with “If A. Man 

'. ‘Morris wrote screen- Answers. 
play. of: film. 

He. is currently being paged to 
direct London legit. company of 
“Phe Unsinkable Molly Brown,” for 
which. he penned the book. 

.| Maneuvers’ on 
beachhead while the Zanuck film: 

Jing was going: on. Aliso, he did. not. 

Schwartz, who has: been groomed 
forthe Briskin. post since he en- 
tered Col’s echelon, said: “I ‘have 
‘hever seen (a transition made. on- 
the level. that this change. was 

‘and $57,105,000 for the. second made: » He . ‘indicated. that no 
(Contintied on bage 26) 

Received Only. ‘Routine. 
Army Co-Op’: Pentagon 

_., Washington, Sept. 12. 
No ‘Special request was made by 

|the Pentagon for U.S.° military 
| units inEurope to go out of their 
way to. help ‘the production of. 
Darryl F. Zanuck’s 
according. to . & ‘Defense Depart- 
merit exec.. . 1. 

Donald Baruch, whio handles: ar- 
rangements: with ‘film Studios mak- | 
‘ing battle features; today (Tués.) } 

Longest Day,”. 

said ,only a routine’ request .: was 
sent to the U. S. military brass in: 
Europe to cooperate with | the film- 
ing wherever, possible. - 

It. was: .stressed : to Zanuck, ac: 
cording to. Baruch, that-no: special |. 

Under’ usual. policy, production: 
| companies. Jearn. of impending 
Manetvers and are on hand: when 
they take place, he said. ‘The Pen- 
tagon - Hollywood’ liaison man. 
voiced :some bafflement over the 
deployment of a Ranger unit for 

the - Normandy. 

know about a sister movement of 
a’ 700-man. detachment ta France 
‘from. Germany’ now . being “Tecon- 
sidered. 38 

Reason given was that. the Berlin 
crisis required the | complement in. 
Germany. — 

Zanuck. has already taken. some 
shots'‘of ships of the Sixth (Medi- 
terranean) Fleet... Baruch did not 
kriow about any’ Air Rorce in the 
participation. However, he. stout- 
ly defended the practice of lending. 
the studios a:hand when previous- 

}ly slated maneuvers are held. 
| They bolster : esprit. de. corps and 
enhance enlistments. 
The reported: “reconsideration” 

of deploying the 700-man . Army. 
group to France appeared to- ‘con- 
firm .speculation based on’ the 
Paar-Berlin incident: that here- 
after. the military: will bé more cau- 
tious. about going. all-out to get. 
theniselves in. pictures. 

| board members, 
‘| Wall Streeters and ‘big. Investors. 

‘rest at.20th-Fox. 

‘covered by ‘VARIETY. 

GEARED 10 60) 
By GENE: ARNEEL 

> Metro- Goldwyn-Mayer, for long |. 

the. bellwether of film corporations: 

‘|fat. least according to the Wall]. 

Street appraisers), is at hand with 
‘T the largest theatrical film produc- 

| tion investment stake in its history. 
—-indeed, in the history of the en-| 

" tire ‘picture industry. In addition |- 

to the conventional lineup ‘of new 

features, . M-G is on the verge of . 

"| readiness “with. five ‘films repre- 
“Isenting $50, 000, 000 in- negative 

costs... 
These are the five; 

the Bounty,” 
“Four Horsemen of the Apo- 

-| calypse.” “Winning ‘of the West” 
and “The Brothers Grimm.” : 

The “bellwether” appellation ob- 
‘tained until:a few years ago when 
management authority at M-G} 

his top-echelon associates fought 
back and won. This, in effect, is | 
ancient history. New, now, is that 
'M-G, with Vogel, production head. 
Sol Siegef and V.p.-money man 
Robert O'Brien at the helm, is in 
the midst, with: professed confi- 
dence, of. its greatest. undertaking. 

The accent should be on the just- 
‘mentioned confidence. For, Vogel 
and his confreres, while acknowl-. 
edging a mistake or two along the] 
way of spending that $50,000,000, 
think they have hit upon the ‘right 
approach ta market. They believe 
they have the kind of product that 

‘| shows the: hoxoffice yield‘ potential 
to bé without ceiling. They. also. 
admit they-:need almost unparal- | 
‘leled..-grosses. 

Thus there. is. the greatest risk 
involved. in such: a production out- 
lay. It’s obvious that the market 

is unpredictable; a blue chips ante 
could be disastrous. 

No’ Quaims 
This much can be said. In ad- 

| dition to M-G-management official- 
‘|dom’s stated fiscal sure-footedness 
there is that absence of any qualms. 
on the part of non-management 

‘including the; 

In. this. respect the ‘situation at 
M-G is not akin at all to the un- 

(Continued. ‘on page 26) 

Post-Labor . Dav 
crimping b.o. takes in most keys 

With kids 
back in school, the patronage pat- 
-tern has changed’ to. weekends in 
Kansas _ City, among - other areas. 
State fairs are also hurting ‘as 
are the Jewish holidays: in some 
‘cities. 

‘But the exhibitor’s prime: prob- 
lem iappears to.be a dearth of 
blockbusters in fresh product com- 
ing off studio -hoppers: There are, 
of .course,-a number. of. top long- 
runners such. as.- “Spartacus,” 

However, their extended dates: will 
soon deplete potential audiences. 

An: easy winner of the. b.o. lau- 
els this week is “Come Septem- 
ber” (U). Also. champion last week, 

gin over the runrerun. “Guns. of 
Navarone’”’. (Col). In ‘third: spot. Is 

making ‘ani impressive showing in 
more than a dozen keys, It’.was 
fourth a week ago. 

Moving uv to fourth from: ninth 
is “Young Doctors” (UA) by--dint 

‘Pittsburgh, Chicago and L.A. “Pit 
and the Pendulum” (AD) is. fifth 
followed by. “Honeymoon. Machine” 
(M-G) and “Ada” (M-G). “Sparta- 

ito eighth. 

L-HO 
Youngstein Flays Exhibs (& Others) 

“Mutiny on} 
“King of Kings,” |: 

was threatened by certain invest- | 
-| ors. President Joseph R. Vogel. and | 

; which required 20th to have com- 

. _ not joined Denker in 
M-G has-a good financial ‘prop:| in fact, oppose it, the case has been. picture deals. Company now has 

in recent experience. The year bogged down in legal wrestling regular franchisers in virtually all 

_ National Boxoffice Survey 

doldrums ‘are. 

“Panny”. and. “Guns of Navarone.”’: 

it substantially increased its mar-|. 

“La Dolce Vita” (Astor)which is: 

of some heavy biz in Detroit, 

SE’ BET 
For Brushing Films With New Talent: 
- Mochrie Promises Plenty of Product 

+ Chatham, Mass., Sept. 12. 
In a slashing address to exhibi- 

tors, Max E. Youngstein, vice-presi- 
dent of United Artists, warned 
them to give decent playing time 
to pictures with young, new talent 
or “face mass suicide.” 
“We have now no more than 20 

to 25 stars in this business, and 
this decreases itself to 10 or 15— 
the rest are just actors,” he told 
the 30th anni regional conventica 
of the Independent Exhibitors Ine. 
and Drive-In Theatres Assn. of 
New England last Thursday (7). 

Youngsfein, whose resignation 
from UA becomes effective Jan. 1, 
revealed his future plans to the 
‘convention. “I want to be asso- 
clated with a company that needs 
my manpower, or start a new com- 
pany, and build a team, that can 
release 25 to 35 pictures a year.” 
Robert S. Mochrie, vice president 

and general sales manager MGM, 
, told the convention: “There’s a 

e question of new faces.” 
its Le | “Please give decent playing time 

eo Peres inying oa push new 
aces,” Mochrie as “In a couple 

Attorney for author-playwright of years, they are going to mean 

Henry Denker last week ques-| money to you. We are surrounding 
tioned the legal Tight of 20th-Fox | new faces with established stars 
to assign “Greatest Story Ever| and better boxoffice names in an 
‘Fold” film rights to George Ste- ffort to develop th til th 
vens. Harold Sherman, partner of emer (Continued on ontinued on page 2 24) °y 
Fitelson & : Mayers law firm, says 

Reich Exiting | 

May Yet. Be Used 
There will always be an ad- 

man. at 20th-Fox. 
Following all the furor last 

week anent . 20th’s. cancella- 
tion of “The Greatest Story. 
Ever Told” and producer-direc- 
tor George Stevens’ blast. 
against members of the board, 
one top 20th exee shook his 
head ruefully and. said: “What 
a campaign I could do on that 
picture now! ‘The Film That 
Wall Street Said Could Not Be 
‘Made!’ ” 

Film Rights To 
‘Greatest Story’ 

‘in his-opinion the situation comes 
under the law “of non-assignability 
involving cases of artistic subject 
matter.” 

There is nothing in the original 
contract by. which Denker and the 
late Fulton Oursler sold the prop- 
erty. to 20th which specifically 
allows the film company to dis- 
pose of the property to someone 
else, the lawyer states. 
‘However, any action by Denker 

on this awaits the outcome of an- 

AIP Foreign vp 
William G. Reich, veep and gen- 

eral manager of American Interna- 
tional Pictures’ international sub- 
sid, is resigning as of February, 
1962. Reich will neither confirm or 

| other suit. filed by Denker last |4eny the report. 
year: In that sult ‘Denker seeks| The exec, who joined AIP 3% 
$2,500,000 In damages against 20th, | years ago, has had much experl- 
charging that the film company |ence with U:S. film companies over- 

failed to live up to its contract | seas, having served with 20th-Fox, 
RKO and Allied Artists before 

‘pleted production of “Greatest” |joining the burgeoning James Nich- 
pic within five years of the June | olson-Samuel Arkoff operation. 

21, 1954. signing of the contract. It was under Reich that AIP first 
Because the Ours heirs have ; expanded into the foreign field, 

suit and, | previously serviced via picture-by- 

(Continued on page 24) the major world territories. Being 
privately held, AIP has never re- 
leased any figures on its domestie 

J and overseas gross, but since the 
establishment of its foreign distrib 
outlets, that facet of the business is 

‘| said to have increased in neighbor- 

| Post-Labor Day Doldrums Crimp Takes; ‘September’ ; 800d of 600°% 
| Again Champ, ‘Guns’ 2d, ‘Vita’ 3d, ‘Doctors’ 4th Reich also played an important 

part in broadening of AIP scope 
several years ago to include spec- 

wo: » tacle and exploitation product from 
“Big Gamble” (20th) is rather! oad. Company, whose early for- 

spotty but managed to cop enough | tunes had been built upon teenage 
coin to rate ninth. Rounding out expase type Pix, hit the bigtime 
the Top 10 is the marathon ex-} with such Italo acquisitions as 
teded ninnes “Never ‘on Sun. “Goliath and The Barbarians” and 

“The Gladiator.” Exec’s future 
day” (UA}, Runnerup pix include) plans are unset. 

| exodus” (Un, “Iwo Pik ais 

(Col) and “Claudelle toglish” M-¢ HOLDS DIVIDEND 
(WB). 
Newcomers are relatively unim 

pressive in early dates. “Blood a PACE AS NET GOES 
Roses” (Par), a Mel Ferrer-Elsa Metro, expected to announce 

Martinelli: starrer, is medium in earnings of $4.90 to $5 per share 
Kansas. City. “Secret of Monte|for the fiscal year just concluded, 

| Cristo” (M-Gi is okay in Boston is determined to maintain its pres- 
while ‘Deadly Compantons” ent dividend rate although the- 

t - tts- earnings more than triple the 
reame America) {s soft in Pi stockholder melon. M-G has been 

‘ , paying 40c quarterly. This amount 
“Goodbye Again” (UA), another was declared again last week, pay- 

newie, is. fair in St. Louis, mild in able Oct. 13 to holders of record ‘Washington and modest in Louis- on Sept. -22. 
ville. “Marines. Let’s Go” (20th), 
mild in Providence, is so-so in 
Portiand and slow in a second | 

Philly week.. reasons for maintaining the rate as 
“Thief of Baghdad” (M-G) is} is. For one, they don’t wanto to in- 

light in L.A. Pair of nudie pix. crease the payoff at this time, while 
“Naked. and Wicked” (Indie) and| earnings are going fine, only to face 
‘Féver “Heat"..(Indie) are hot injthe future possibility of a down- 
Philly while “Not fonite, Henry” | ward trend in profits and the need 
(indie), also in this genre,.is nifty|to reduce the divvy rate. On the 

While some investors believe a 
‘divvy increase is warranted, M-G 
board members have a couple of 

in a third Portland, Ore., fraime. - second count M-G has a mammoth. 
-eus” (TH), long on the list, slipped (Complete 

on Pages 7-8). 
Bozoffice Reports|production, program 

beaucoup capitaL 
requiring 



When “The Chapman Report,’ 
“The Greatest Story Ever Told” 
and “Critic’s Choice” 

minded board of directors. 

If the films turn out “nervous” 

‘eventually 
reach the motion picture screen, 
there's going to be more than the 
ustal amount of second-guessing 
and Monday morning quarterback- 
ing at 20th-Fox, since all of these 
properties could have been 20th’s! 
but were nixed by the economy- 

TEXAS TAX TAKING a 
FROM EXHIB RENTAI 

Austin, Tex., Sept. 12: 

The State Comptroller's Office ment. 
ruled ‘that the new state tax does 
not apply to theatre tickets; but it 
does apply.te distributors. Starting 
Sept. 1, when the new state tax law 

at the boxoffice the Wall Streeters |Wemt into effect, rentals. will be 
on the 26th board, who have spear- 
headed the company’s presently 
conservative fiscal and production !, 

may be more than ever ; policies, 
in the saddle. 

But the situation is hardly that: 
simple. However, these three prop-: 

taxed 2% of the amount the ex- 
hibitor pays the distributor. 

Theatre tickets were exempted - 
-from the levy on the grounds that j 
an admission is an intangibte. prop- 
lerty. However candy, chewing gum, 
jand confections are faxable. Pop- 
‘corm will be untaxed. unless cara- 

prove nothing except that the |; fa confection. 
properties, for one reason or an- | 

ac- | 

‘Brooks Prostie 
other which seldom can be 
curately defined 
fact) were hits or flops. There will 
be no general lessons to be 
learned. 

As showmen know the veculiar 
blend of artisti¢e madness, fiscal 
sanity and sheer luck which goes 
into filmmaking is the amalgam | 
that spells the answer. Too many 
good films have been flops, and 
too many bad films have been hits, 
one vet exec observes, for anyone 
to take much satisfaction for hav- 
ing predicted the fate of any one! 
property. 

The exec suggested that 20th 
could certainly stand more than a 
number of the various economies 
instituted as result of the study of 
company operations made by di- 
rector Milton S. Gould. However, 
he added, the tight-fisted and 
“sane” approach also can be car- 
rieG too far. with the result that 
the flamboyance and vitality, on 
which the making of successful 
films depends, may wither and 
die in boredom. 
Commenting on the “substan- 

tial’ salary cuts tfor all employees 

teven after-the- 

& Schizo Indies 
Hollywood, Sept. 12. 

Richard Brooks has optioned | 
“Goodbye, My Son,” story of “a 
schizophrenic written by his father,: 
under pseudonyn Atthur Woolson, 

| and. “Streetwalker,” anonymously 
; written _by an English prostitute; 
for upcoming indie production on 
low budgets. Diréctor revealed 
talks with the Erie Johnston: 
office here have indicated he will 
not get a Code seal on latter, while 
England’s Trevelyan office. has 
promised an -“X" iadult) elassifica- 
tion if film is made “in good 
taste.” 

Brooks said he will make. both 
pix under a $700,000 budget, which: 
he stated is the highest he can 
go for a property not expected to 
get a Code seal. 
studio affiliations to finance both. 

-“Son’”’ 

earning $500 a week and over) go-[rector read good reviews ‘both 
‘Continued on page 30) (Continued on page 24) 
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Second Guessing Those Three 2th pe 
Pix That Wall Streeters Eased Out! o.; 

* 400 

Laurentis Shang 
Rome, Sept. 12. 

Dino De Laurentiis has added 
“The. Stranger,” based on the Al- 
bert Camus novel, to his 1962.pro-| dubbed a thinly disguished celluloid portrait of William 

| Hearst; and Louelia O. Parsons, among other Hearstlings, gave it the Ss duction slate. 
yen noducer ‘wants to make it a 

k affair in terms of production 

“Cams Novel as Fi: ‘New York Sound Track 

thumbe-down. Just published (Seribuers) biog of ‘the - “publisher, by 5 
W. &. Swamberg (and getting important reviews). is titled “Ci 

| eredita including scripter, director Hearst, ” g title that may or not have been spawned by Welles’ film | 
and star. Dickers are on. Unde- tag ... Leo. Carrilo who just died of cencer and belied his‘ 81 years 
cided -yet is: releasing arrange- started originally as a cartoonist and, in Varirry, he and founger-pub- 

tpi 

¢ 

Rank Earnings Hit 
‘$10 Mil; Theatres 

=| Register Big Gain 
London, Sept. 12. 

Rank Organization’s profits for the 
year ended June 24, 1961, after al- 
lowing for depreciation and adding 
interest and dividends. 
“Gross trading results jumped 

over $4,600,000 to $22,733,000, 
while the net climbed from $2,-. 
€13,000 to $3,645,000. 

The annual report and. accounts 
released today -show production, 
distribution, studios and labora- 
tories added $2,800,000 to earn- 
ings, with overseas exhibition swell- 
ing total by just under $1,000,000. 

: Lord Rank’s statement to stock- 
holders shows the theatre  oper- 
ating profits in a substantial in- 
crease mainly due.to the admis- | Exit. 
sions in the previous year. while 
production - distribution improve- 
ment was.due to a selective pro- 
duction policy. 
.John Davis: managing director 

reported that the domestic indus- 
‘try is doing better than for some 
‘years and attendances ‘are show- 

He will set major | - 

was optioned after di-|- 

‘|: Tom Conroy 

- . Dave Gerber 

| .Carmel Myers. 
‘.. Margaret Nickerson 
“ Joy Parker 

(Continued on page 24) 

U. S. to Europe 
Elliott ‘Amés 

, William Bendix 
. Renee Bord 
-Don Burnett 

Cesare Danova 
Mario DeVeechi 

- -Bill Doll 
George Foley 
Frank M. Folsom 
Jack Hawkins 
-Ted Howard 
Patricia Jessel 
Robert Joseph 
Fred. Kohlmar | 
Dorothy Lamour 
Martin Landau 
Jack Lemmon 
Steve McQueen. 

Larry Parks 
Eric Portman 
Richard Quine 
Lead : Salisbury 
Dorothy Sandlin | 
Gia Scala 
Paul Scofield. 
A. W. Schwalberg 

L. A. to N. Y.. 

Peter Arnel] 
Jerome Cowan 
_Alexander H. Cohen 
Morton Da Costa 

[next month . 

|The change was ‘disclosed by Mo | 

foreign pic service. Before joining. 
Disney he. had chalked up 32 years. 

lisher Sime Silverman, set a precedent when this paper published its 
rare cartoons. Carrillo at the time was assisting Sime’s campaign against 

Half-page ad in the Sunday Times for “King of: Kings” was off. the 
beam as-.concerning credits. Copy had Philip Yordan. as director. Nicho- 

Those typographical gremlins just won’t get lost. . 
Bill Doll, who had gone. “Around The World In 80 Days” for Mike 

Vito,” made his real-life, first-time to Yurrop trip this weekend in com- 

George Foley. Astor releases “Dolce” in the. U. 
do the Rome-Paris-London‘axis bit on business. 

for the.fall term ... . Producer Hareld Heekt in N. Y. for: conferences 

“Taras Bulba” Latter starts on Argentine locations Oct. 10 
celle Mastrieanni, star of Astor Pictures’ “La Doice Vita,” due here 
next month for a p.2. tour in connection with the ‘precedent-setting pic, .. 
now playing in 28 U. S. cities. 

Saul Cooper has resigned as assistant publicity manager at Para- 
mount to join 20th in the newly created post of. coordinator of national 
media publicity. “Cleopatra” and “‘Longest Day” will be his first as- 
signments ... Umberto Bonsignori, producer-director of “Maeva,” Ta- 
hifian documentary shown at the Venice fest,-has returned to N. Y, 
from Italy .. . Erie Kwok, UA manager in Hong Kong, in town for 
‘homeoffice talks. 

Walter Reade Jr.’s plea for a self-{mposed, national film classification 
system, outlined.in ads taken in the N: Y. dailies during the. summer, 
-was spotlighted in a lengthy article on censorship by film critic Philip 
K. Seheuer. in the Los Augeles Times: Aug. 13.. .... Actress Rita Gam 
back in town ter her South American. tour with: the: N. Y. Repertory 

. uenos Aires she starred in a film. version of Satre’ s-“‘No. 

Nick Justin, managing director of the DeMille Theatre on. Broadw ay, 
is on the Coast for two weeks... Tom Ewell into 20th's.“State Fair” 
remake .. Jean. Goldwurm’s Times Film. Corp. appears. to have its 
biggest hit in some. years in the French thriller’ “Purple Noon” (Plein 
Soleil). Pic has ’em standing in line three deep | on the weekends at the 
Little. Carnegie. Also doing good at. midweek. 

“Boys’ Night Out,” Joe Levine-Metro comedy, ‘rolls: Oct. 23. at. the 
Culver City lot. Harry Mines set to handle unit publicity for the pic 

Peter Ustinov, frau \thesp Sazanne Cloutier) and three offspring 
jon holiday in Switzerland after the bearded one wourd interior lensing 
in London on “Billy Budd” ... . Eric Portman goes into U's upcoming 
“Freud,” and Arthur Hill inked ‘with same company for a role in “Ugly 
American”... . Joe Levine cake-and-gift remember ed over the weekend 
by his Embassy crew. "Twas his 56th ....: Harold Robbins. in ‘early-stage 
‘throes of his next novel, but mum about its theme. 

They're rating the Soviets to make. a strong impresh at ‘the 15th. 
Congress of the international Scientific Film Assn. in Rabat, Morocco, 
opening Saturday (16). 
five experts in the field. Moscow is sending a 24-man team. . Robe 
Pirosh scripting “A Man's Castle,” which Sy Bartlett will produce for 
Universal . .. The Richard Goldstone-John Monks Jr. Goldcoast indie 
‘will ‘make “No Man Is An. Island” for the U schedule. It’s about a 
Yank Navy man who hid from the: Japanese on a Pacifie island more 
than two years during the war... Kaufman will be behind the: 
camera when Ely Landau’s “Long Day’s Journey Into Night” rolls here 

. . Lew Ginsburg, who put. aut. his indie. distribution 
shingle recently as International Film Associates, is: on an -eight- 
week swing of the European markets for product. . 

ger and most of his “Advise and Consent”. east were 
; hosted yesterday (Tues.) by Women’s National Press Club in. Wash- 
ington, where pic is locationing for several weeks. Turnout. included. 
a number of Political notables, including veep Lyndon Johnson. a 

Julian D. Berman, ‘Continental | 
manager for Walt Disney Produc- 
tions the last two years, this week. 
was named Columbia’s manager in 
Japan. He takes over the Tokyo 
assignment immediately, replacing |g 
Wiliam Schwartz, who's exiting. 

Loew’s Theatres managers. from 
around .,the country were given: 
good news at a three-day conven- 

| tion at Loew’s Summit Hotel, New 
York, last week. Major point 
rammed home by Preston Robert 

| Tisch, v.p., is that the. circuit has 
D0 specific. plans for closings—in 
fact, the policy calls for expansion. 

Tisch stressed that: only in in- 

Rothman, Col International exec 
v.p 
sRerman is an old hand.in the 

When | Orson Welles made his “Citizen Kane” independent 1 it was | 
Randolph | 

the “bigtime vaudeville trust” with his caricatures of Keith, Albee, et al. 

las Ray as producer and Samuel Brensten as author of the: screenplay, 
Actually, Bronston produced, Ray directed and: Yordan: did the writing. _ 

‘Todd and is currently handling such international items as ‘‘La Dolce | 

i gteteaeeienene wats pany of Astor Pictures execs Doug Netter Jr., Marie DeVecchi and. S.. The foursome will. - 

Twentieth-Fox -production chief Pete Levathes in and out of town 
' With earnings exceeding $10,-| over the weekend. He was here from the. Coast.to put his kids in school | 
000,000, United Kingdom exhibi- . 
tion accounted for over 56% of| with UA execs on the completed “Birdman of Alcatraz” and upcoming 

ar-"* 

U.S. isn’t- a. member, but will be tepped a. by 

stances where houses simply are 
uneconomic will there be shutter- 

| ings. In all cases every. effort will 
be made tec keep the candle lit. 

Ernie Emerling, ad-pub v.p., 
| disclosed pians for a showmanship 
drive ‘ with . periodic awards cul- 

.{minating with major. bonus, this 

with Metro, the last seven of them. 
as Continental sales manager in 
Paris. 

James Donald: 
‘Nina Foch 

Leonard H. Goldenson 
Felix Jackson . 
‘Carol Lawrence 
Larry Lowenstein 
Irving Mansfield . 
Rocky Marciano 
Mary Markham 
Audrey Meadows. 
‘Tom Moore 
Hildy Parks _ 
Millie Perkins 
Debbie Reynolds. 
H. George Richek 
Irving W. Rubine 
Art Rush 

* Herman. Rush: 
Sheidon Smerling 
Torin Thatcher 

Europe to U. Ss. 
Moira Anderson . 
‘Shirley Bassey 

. Samuel Bronston 
James Cagney 
Peggy Cass © 
Alice Cooper 
Robert Coote 

. Edward J. Danziger 
Elizabeth Eustis 
Carl Fisher. , 
‘Tyrone Guthrie 
Juliana Larson 
Arthur Lesser 
-Duncan Macrae | 
Kenneth McKellar 

at any Loew's. Hotel. 
| ‘Ad-pub reps. of the yarious dis- 

(Continued on page. 79) 

Lenchotf to Buy Pix | 
| For Astor, Victoria, NY. 
| Murray Lenekoff, who. was aide 
to. Eugene Picker when’ the- latter: 
was president of Loew's Theatres 

Oliver Treyz Arthur Murray and who left Loew’s at the same 
N. Y. to'L. A. Kathryn Murray time that. Picker did, has‘ joined 

. ° ae ° . Patachou_ . _ {City Entertainment. Corp. as: oper- 
Martin Baum. Katina Paxinou -. ‘Jaions director of City’s Astor and. 
Reginald ‘Gardiner Michael Redgrave Victoria Theatres, Broadway first- 
John. Kurland Glen Byam Shaw ‘}runs. 
Bert Orde Dan Terry |. Both theatres are affiliated with . 
‘Sara Seegar. Howard St. John {United Artists, of which ‘Picker 1s 

_ Jan Sterling | | Jimmy Warren now a v.p.. Lenekoff's job includes: 
| Ezra Stone’: |, ‘Jolin Williands *. 2 the ‘buying ahd booking of ‘films,.”, 

being a two-week vacation for two ” 
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Wednesday, September 18, 

"Stratford Critics’ ‘Awards 
Best. Picture:. “The: Human. Co 

‘Best Actor: Heinz Ruhmann in “A ‘Man Goes ‘Through The Wall”. 
(Germany). 

Best Actress:. No Award: Given. 

‘Best Director::. Janusz Morgen 
(Poland). 

Best Short: “Stone Into Steel” 

‘Special. Award to Laci Toth for his performance ‘as the 12-year" a 
old. boy in Laszlo Ranody’s: “Be Good Until, Death” «Hungary).” 

Awards ‘are made by - professional critics of any nationality 
attending the full festival: and were announced from the stage — 
by .Johu Hayes after. the closing film. Winners will receive a’. 
certificate. bearing the Stratford: 
picture’. award last year with “To ‘Live. 

1961. 

hdition” (Japan) Brandon Films. 

stern for *See You. Tomorrow” _ q 

(Paul Dickson-Gr. Britain): 

swan. emblem. ‘Japan ‘won. Pest. 
3 

6th Annual Stratford (Ont) Fim 
Fest a Sweetness & Light Affair 

By GERALD PRATLEY 

Stratford, Ont.;. Sept: 12: 

The sixth International Film ! 

‘Avon’ Theatre contained no sur-! 
prises: and. no _masterpieces, but j 
‘managed to present: over. the two-; 

period a consisterit program 
teresting © films. © It -will "also | 

ke 

ot . go down. in festival history. as being : 
' the most sexless: There were no 

: ylolent. seductions. and - apart from | 
“The: Human Condition.” no bru- 
tality. 

Instead, the sound ‘of children 
filled the air, same. happy, others: 

- gad, in.’ ‘The Sand Castle,” “I Like 
Mike,” . “The - ‘Missing. Pengejl,” 
“Johnny on the Run,” “Be Goo 
Until Death,” “The Wayside Peb- 
ple" and the. shorts— “IWant to- 
Go to School.”.and “Giuseppina” 
{UK), “The Charm of Children’s 
Drawings” and “Butterflies Do Not 
Live Here” (Czech); “Piko,” (Yugo- 
slavia}; “The Rumour,” . (Holland); 
‘and. ‘The. Little Negro” (Poland?.. 

Unlike. last year, this festival. 
was also remarkable for the high © 
standard .of ‘shorts.. Even toward 
the end of. the second week: the 
quality remained high, the subject 
matter interesting and the-~ tech-. 
niques” imaginative. The. ‘second . 
week asa. whole did not attract: 
as many.. people or generate the- 
same enthusiasm as_ the first... The: 

(Continued ‘on ‘page: 22: 

Breakthrough Expected 
In-Anglo-French Talks 

On. Coproduction Deals’ 
London, Sept. 12.: 

An important. development in 
regard to the long drawn out ne- 
gotiations for a  coproduction 
agreement between the . United 
“Kingdom and France ‘is expected . 
at the end of. this. month. How- 
ever, it’s -still considered locally . 

‘ that’ the. actual ratification .of ai 
pact by the two countries - is. some 
‘way off. - 

. The two British producing - or-} 
ganizations, the British. Film Pro-| 
ducers Association and the. Feder- 
ation. of British Film Makers are: 
expected to meet within the next | few weeks, most recent being re- 
“week or two and to draw up a re- 

+- 

| 
Festival. (Aug. 21-Sept. 2) in the ; 

| 

| 
| 

common stock. 
fault ere ‘was partly due: to wet. 

- | $5,204,224, 

Xmas-at104° 
Carrizo. Springs, Téx., Sept.-12: 
‘With the. temperature reach- 

{ng 104 here, Andy: .Majek 
staged a “Christmas.in August” 

. Showing..at his- Garden Drive-- . 
In Theatre: 
“ Tt was. a gala Christmas 
party for all patrons. attending. 

Uso Net 
Dips To $2,284, 00. 
‘Accenting its Jack of bunched 

“blockbusters in contrast * ‘to Yast 
year, Universal Pictures’: - latest 
profit: report, covering first’ three- 
quarters of - fiscal. "61, is “con- 
siderably under the like- 60 state-. 
ment. - In broad perspective, -how- 
ever, the. company continues de- 
cidedly ° robust. — : 

Current. report, for 39.-weeks - 
ended July 29.. puts. consolidated 
net earnings from... operations at 
“$2.284.782, after provision. of 
$2,070,009 for Federal. taxes. ‘After’ 
dividends on. preferred Stock, the - 
net cones - -to $2.45 ‘per ‘share on 
888,390... shares of. . outstanding 

| 

‘This. compares ‘with: a. profit of 
equal 10 $3:71 per 

share . of common, : for ‘the - like 
period a year ago, ° 

As for’ the balance. of ‘the .cur- 
rent ‘fiscal: season,: U. is ‘confident - 

‘| of a spirited b.o. performance from 
“Come September,” which is just 

“in its early dates and, of. course, . 
‘not reflected in the third-quarter ,_ 
“accounting. The expectation for; 
“September” rests.in part, natch, 
on.the fact it-landed.; a. Music Hall, | 
N.Y... showcasing. with: “the biz, 
potential thus. implied. — 

COL PARES 4 DEPTS. 
_ IN ECONOMY PROGRAM. 

: Hollywood,. Sept. .12. 
‘Columbia: Pictures, in .a quiet! 

economy program, has. shuttered 
‘four departments during the last 

search and library divisions. Sound. 

c ISE PROBE 

am 

SLATED IN NOU, 
Hallywood, Sept. 12. 

Stage was set over: weekend for 

Yank Bun at Venice Fest Shutout 
Accented by Brush of Geraldine Page 
In Nod to French Actress in Bit Part 

the House Investigating. Commit- . 

‘tee’ to hold full-dress hearings. in 
Hollywood and Washington - into 
“runaway.” film. productions. Quiz 
will probably be scheduled for 
‘some time-in November. Decision 
!to. hold probe: was indicated’ by 
"Rep. John Dent ‘D.-Pa.) after he 
‘had concluded three days of in-}" 
formal hearings during w hich ‘he 
héard testimony from reps of labor 

“Jand. management. in film industry. 
Dent, ‘chairman of House subcom- 
mittee: investigating the impact of 
imports. and exports on American 

; labor, listened to both sides of the 1- 
' eontroversy in his L.A. hotel. site: 

-While labor urged probe so: 
“Hollywood. might be saved,”. in- | ¢ 

-| dustry failed to agree with “the | 
alarmist 's | attitude that production | 
of some American films abroad ; 
jeopardizes the future of” the. -in- 
dustry: in Hollywood.” 

” Following talks. which | ‘included 
confab with California Gov. Ed-; 
“mund (Pat! Brown, Dent said, “I~ 

‘personally impressed with ; 
‘many ramifications of. so-called ; 
‘runaway,’ foreign-produced mov- 

des, . including tax concessions and 
irestrictive. covenants in foreign” 
countries. Needless to say it. is: 
much too complicated subject’ to ; 
be able to make a determination of ' 
full impact on -employment in the 
industry of practices aired in brief 
discussions.” " 

Presenting labor’s opposition ‘to ° 
‘overseas productions were prexy., 
George Flaherty, exec secretary ; 
H. O'Neal Shanks, John Lehners,! 
‘B..C. Duval of. the Hollywood AFL | 
Film Council: prexy. George; 
“Chandler, exec. secretary John 1. : 
"Dales, assistant exec secretary Pat 
Somerset, public-relations director 
‘Buck Harris,.of the Screen Actors 
Guild; | prexy John Tranchitello, 
prexy of the American Federation | 
of Musicians ‘Local. CVE AFM inter- : _" 
‘national rep. Phil Fisher; -prexy' 
Cecil. Read of Musicians Guild of 

. America, and Robert W. Gilbert, ; 
legal counsel for the. Screen Extras. 
Guild and Film. Council. 

Managements’ “side . 
: sented by Y. Frank. 
mount veepee and boa irfian 

. of Assn. Motion Picture Producers; ! 
AMPP. . exec veepee ‘Charles S. 
Boren;- Walter © Mirisch, Screen : 

(Continued on page 26 

Boys i nN Backroom! 
| Team Operations | 

National Screen Service and. 
National Film Service. have joined 

rhands in an: effort to provide the 
“industry with centralized shipping: 

facilities in every exchange: city.. 
The get-together’ means a single 
‘office will be equipped to handle! 
the back-room work for all distrib- ; 
uters in all key areas across the. 

‘vised. formula, which :may help to and music cutting departments! country. 
.. patisfy the film industry unions, | were discontinued. several weeks 
‘as well asthe French producers. ‘ago, with all-work in ‘these areas | 
-It-is likely: that a further session | parceled. to outside companies: 
‘with the. Federation of -Film Un-| Studio’s still dept.-a little more 

- foris. will be :convened early next than a year ago initialed. practice 
“-month and: further talks: in ‘Paris |of doling out work instead of main-! 
may. take. place when the Inter-|taining personnel and expense. of 

‘national Federation of Film -Pro- operation.’ Photography concession 

‘Formation of the new: film serv- 
icing combination ‘will see National { 
Film taking over - ‘the distribution ! 
of ‘National Screen’ trailers. Fur- 
ther, National -Screen.. ‘Wilk have ; 
representation on the National 
Film directorate. . 

A. C.’s s Fete Fever 
_ Atlantic City, Sept. 12. 

Why. not a film festival 
here? asks an editorial in the 
‘Atlantic City Press. 

The editorial says that there 
are 23 international film festi- 
-vals this year drawing partic- 
ipants from about 50 countries. 
As they attract motion picture 
stars, and also induce invasions 
of tourists,’ a film festival 
would not only give the resort 
added publicity, but would 

-e@ause a more merry clink on 
‘cash registers, 

Fanny’ Booms 
Warner Stock. 

Warner Bros. stock on the New 
York Stock Exchange continued on 

‘the rise last week as still another 
‘new factor contributed to the up- 
“beat. The issue went up $4 share. 
closing at an ail time high of $90. 

_ Newly spurrifiig investor interest 
‘was the fact that WB has a picture 
ion its hands.that established a new 
: historic high money mark at N-Y.'s 
Radio City Music Hall. This, of 
.course, is’ “Fanny.” For the past 
‘ Several years the downtowners have 
“been looking favorably upon any 
‘film outfit that comes to the fore 
with a blockbuster. They note, for 

, example, that a single blockbuster 
in many cases can bring sufficient 

‘net earnings to cover dividends re- 
quirements at least. 

-General income. an impending 
istock split and the value of the 
theatrical library also have been 
' spurring ‘interest in WB on the big 
board. 

A eR ry arctan 

| 

‘GOLDWYN’S SF ATTY. « 
AWARDED $100,000 
San Francisco, Sept. 12: 

Federal Judge George B. Har- 

i ris. has. awarded lawyer Joseph L. 

' Aliote” a $100,000 legal fee for 
winning Samuel Goldwyn’s_ I1I- 

year-old antitrust . suit against 

National Theaters, Fox-West Coast 

and 20th-Fox. 

Aliofo had asked $150,000 on 
| Srounds the case was “a pioneer” 
‘in its. field. But the judge felt 
$100,000—equal to the actual 
damages awarded in the case— 
was sufficient recompense for, 

' Alioto and lawyers Maxwell Keith: 
and George Slaff. Alioto estimated 
the three lawyers had put in 13.-- 
000 hours of work on the suit since , 
1950. Defendants must pav the 
legal fee, plus $300.000—actual 

: damages. trebled. 

Question of ‘costs—Alioto had‘ 
-asked $154,000—is still to be 
‘settled, with Judge Harris’ clerk 
| checking these out. 

| Herb. Yates’ Kin’ Ss Indie 
Pic and Test Service 

Pair of kinsmen of Herbert J. 

+ By HAROLD MYERS 

Venice, Sept. 12. 

The extraordinary gecision | of 
the Venice festival jury in award- 

ling the best actress prize to a 
small part player, Suzanne Flion, 
for her performance in “Thou 
Shall Not Kill,” came as a bitter 
; blow to the U. S. contingent, which 
‘had confidently and justifiably be- 
‘lieved the Gold Cup would go to 

.iGeraldine Page, star of Hal Wal- 
‘lis’ “Summer and Smoke.” The 
. announcement at the closing cere- 
mony on Sunday (3) also stunned 
the VIP audience, and was greeted 

: With some jeers and hisses, but at 
that late hour not even the noisest 
demonstration could have changed 
the verdict. © 

The news that Miss Page had 
{been bypassed in favor of Miss 
‘Flon did not break until about 8 
p.m. on Sunday night, as the 
-jury had been wrangling over the 
awards for almost 11 hours, and it 
is understood that the final de- 
cision was taken by a four to three 
majority. According to some 
sources, the rote was not intended 
as a baci hander to Hollywood, but 
as an encouragement to take 
Sreater are in selecting festival 
entries, though was not regarded ° 
in that “friendly” light either by 
Paramount exees or the Yank cqn- 
tingent on the Lido. 

As far as can be ascertained, 
“Thou Shall Not Kill,” which was 
entered as a Jugoslavian film, was 
-among the three pix short-listed by 
the jury for the main prizes, but 
was eventually eliminated when the 
top prizes predictably went to 
France for “Last Year at Marien- 
bad” and Russia for “Peace to Who 
Enters.” Apparentiy, the jury felt 
it ought to bestow some recognition 
on “Kill,” and as it could not make 
the nomination for its very able 
,male star, Laurent Terzieff. in view 
ior the unanimous support for Jap- 
an’'s Toshiro Mifune, picked on 
| Miss Flon. According to sources 

& ‘close to the production, latter’s 
‘Tole involved only about two days 
work and was restricted to modest 
supporting values. 

Most embarrassed by the verdict: 
were the Italian hosts. many of 
whom ovenly disassociated them- 
selves vith the jury's decision, 
and were particularly outraged that 
the top acting prize had not been 
awarded to a star, and particularly 
to Miss Page. 

Apart from anything else, the 
jury’s vote is bound to have im- 
portant repercussions on future 
Hollywood participation at festi- 
vals, especially at Venice itself. 
One very disillusioned Yank 

(Continued on page 22) 

Poll-Melcher’s ‘Raffles’ 
Faces Goldwyn Claim Of 

9 rte rye 

Exclusive Title Rights 
Hollywood, Sept. 12. 

Samuel. Goldwyn’s 1929 deal for 
_acquisition of “Raffles.” which he 
| produced as .a Ronald Colman 
starrer in 1930, was exclusive and 
,no other producer has the right to 
‘produce a film under this title or 
use tab in any other form of enter- 

.tainment, producer's wife, Frances 
Changes in. distribution patterns ; Yates (Republic studio founder' | Howard Goldwyn, maintains. _ ducers meets there at the end. of: 

October. SS 
Meantime, the prolonged ‘nego- 

tiations with France have delayed. ‘ce 
progress, for the. time being, at any. ‘Sweet Bird of. Youth’ 

. on a- similar ecoproduction | “Tate, 
agreement with Italy. There have 
also been-talks with Germany, but- 
there: is. little -hope of an early | 
agreement. 

—— 

- HARRY THOMAS? AA CHORE - 
Vet.sales exec Harry Thomas has. 

signed with Allied Artists to'set art 
house dates ‘for the German-made, 
“The Bridge. " Be'll ‘base | on the} 
Coast..: 

His .N..'Y. homeoffice . liaison is 
Sanford ‘Weiner, AA's eastern sales 
Tep,. 

has been leased ‘to Phil Cutler, 
who ‘took. over” lab. - 

Will Be OK for Kiddies' 
. ‘Hollywood, . Sept. ‘12. 

Pandro. Berman, producing Ten- 
nessee. ‘Williams’ “Sweet Bird. of 

4 Youth,” story of a nymphomaniac, 
| for. Metro, claims. “it’s. ‘the. “clean- 
est picture ever made.” And adds, 
“whoever: says ‘it: isn’t” doesn't 
know what he’s. -talking’ about.” 

Producer also denies he’s having 
any trouble with the MPAA Code 
Administration on script approval. 
“The picture is as clean -as any 
Disney « ‘film,” he: insists. ~ 

-and the: need for new, economy arid !have ‘partnered for theatrical pro- : In a formal notice sent to Poll- 
efficiency -inspired: the joint ar-| duction under Da Mel Productions | Melcher Productions and Martina 

a a 

‘mon’s* barfly 

rangement, said National Screen’s 
Herman Robbins and National. 
Film's. James P. Clark. 

Hope Holiday's: “emai . 
‘Hollywood, Sept. 12. 

Billy Wilder ovér the weekend 
confirmed the plans to. use Hope 
Holiday in a top role in “Irma. La 
Douce, ”" which follows “One, Two. 
Three” ‘on his Mirisch Co.-United 
Artists schedule. Shirley MacLaine, 
Jack Lemmon and Charles. Laugh-; 
‘ton star in film version of the legit 
musieal. - 
“Miss Holiday won notice as Lem- 

friend in ‘Wilder’ $ 
“Thea: Apartment.” 

‘banner, prepping as initial project' Poll! and Martin Melcher indi- 
“Screen Test” (tentative:. The yidually, who last week disclosed 

|two are David Y. Titus, a grand- .plans to produce a Broadway musi- 
-7$on, with production credits via cal under this tag and Jater a 
“Revue and Screen Gems, and motion picture, - Mrs. Goldwyn, 

George Worthing Yates, a nephew. prexyv of Howard Productions Ine., 
with film and tv script credits. ‘pointed out that agreement under 

Not so coincidental angle re the , which Goldwyn purchased original 
title of their feature is that Titus ; ‘Raffles character provided right 
has also just launched a New York . Would never be granted in future 
facility for screen tests, under the ‘for use of the name Raffles as 
shingle of Professional Screentest part of title of “any photoplay or 
Service. This activity is in asso- any other type of production.” 
ciation with Rush Batwin & Asso-, HPI. according to Mrs. Goldwyn, 
ciates, and figures to siphon at owns “Raffles” and other Goldwyn 
least some of the N.¥.-L.A. shuttl-| pix given to her by her husband. 

ing by actors, agents,. et al. fer | Goldwyn acquired rights, she said, 
| screentest purposes. from Joseph Menchen. 

a 
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Leon Morin, Pretre 
tLeon Morin, Priest) 

(FRENCH) . 
Venice, Sept. 1. 

Rume Paris Film release and produc- ° 
tion Stars Jean-Paul Belmondo, Em- 
manuelle Riva: features. lrene Tune, 
Niccle Morel. Marco Behar. Written and 
directed by Jean-Pierre Melville from the 
book by Beatrice Beck. Camera, Henri. 

At 
330 

Jacqucline Meppil. 
Running tme, 

Deeae: editor. 
venice Film Fest. 

Leon Morin ........ Jean-Paul Belmondo » 
Barnv . wea eeeeee Esamanuelle Riva , 
Christine .......ce.e2--.- Irene Tune ' 
Sabine ...... cee ea eee eres Nicole Mirel 
Edelman ........--.e.0.e- Marco Behar : 
France 3.2... cece een e cere ee Patricia Gozzi 

Tale of a young agnostic woman's 
conversion to Catholicism and her 
physical Jove tor a priest during 
the Nazi occupation of France is 
handled with tact and talent. Savvy 
handling could make this a worth- 
while Yank bet. 

The woman in question works in 
an office. Qne day in a fit of pique 
she decides to bait a priest but 
instead meets a young ane who 
seems to be able to cope with her 
eapriciousness. She begins to visit 
him and finds her true nature. All, 
aspects of religion and attitudes 
are deftly treated in these well 
lJimned sequences. 

Then conies the changing times 
of the war and her finding of 
religion and, at the same time, a 
carnal love for the priest. -He: 
understands it and even wards off : 
an overt attempt of the woman 

FELM REVIEWS 

Venice Festival Reviews 

“The Last Judgment will start at 
:§ p.m.” .Not believed at first,. 
soon grips the fancy and fears at 
| Superstitious and God-tearing Nea-| 
politans, influencing them in vari- 
ous manners, but mostly for the 
better. Many of them. for the: first ; 

‘time, take stock of their lives, and 
begin to right their ways and re- 
pent. The Judgment hour never 
arrives, however, and the tem- 

’ porarily transfigured and cleansed 
populace, it's insinuated, will soon : 
resume its prev.ous selfish views of | 
life until the next, and real day 
of -reckoning. 

There are some artful episodes. 
in this DeSica-Zavattiri ‘potpourri ; 

Lady 
(ROMANTIC-COMEDY) 

One-joke service comedy. with 
chief. attention’ on romance 
and. playdown of comedy 
values. 

Hollywood, Sept. 6. 
Universal release of Twincraft Produc- 

‘tlon. written, directed and: produced by 
| Bernard Glasser. Camera, Hal MeAlpin. 
editor.. John F. Lind: dances, Noel 
‘Parenti: asst. directors, 
and Buddy Messinger. Reviewed at UI 
Revue Studio, Sept. 5, 61. Running time, fr) . 

Cpl. Gale Will: rd. Martin West } 
Sgt. Judy Fraser Venetia Stevenson 
Col. -House Bill Williams 
Major Hay ..........; Catherine McLeod 

Sgt. Bricker ............-. Roy Engle 
Red Henning . Gregg Martell 

er ey 

The. one-joke service. comedy is 
resurrected again without letting 
off any bright sparks in “The Ser- | 

| 
a 

The Sergeant Was A. 

Robert Farfan. 

while other vignettes fail. to come ; geant Was a Lady,” Twincraft Pro- } 
off in their oft-humorous spoof of ; duction written, produced: and -di- | 
human manners and mores. The;rected by Bernard Glasser. Chief 
huge cast performs capably. some attention plays down natural com-. 
of the appearances. ‘Jimmy Dur-, edy. development that could come | 
‘ante, for one) being merely one or : from situation involving .a GI mis- ! 
two-shot affairs. Alberto Sordi. not ; ; takenly transferred to. a- base i 
unusually, steals the most atten: | “manned”. by 125: Wacs. More. em- 
: tion. Direction. by DeSica is very; phasis goes to romantic interest ! 
smooth and pace is lagless on 98, j that doesn't give it any more value 
minute pic. though some Iast- “min- , and only suceeeds in negating ap- 
ute cuts seem to have jarred con-; peal it might have had for young-. 

,tinuity somewhat, leaving a few. . sters in the comedy. vein. Pic addi- 
‘eharacters dangling with insuffi- i tionally has weak conflict: that : 
‘cient justification of their actions. doesn’t maintain interest. 

Technical credits on pie are out- 

The Explosive 
Generation: 
Stratford, Ont., Sept. 8. - 

UA release of Vega: (Stanley Colbert) : 
' production. Directed by Buzz 

Crosby; music. Hsl Borne. At Stratford 

ning time. 8? MINS. 
Peter Gifford 
Dan Cartyle: 

i Janet Sommers 
t Bobby. Herman. .. 

-Also: Virginia - Field, Steve Dunne, 
Phillip Terry. Edward. Platt,’ Arch John- 
son. Suzi Carnell, Jan’ Norris. 
Bridges. Peter Virgo Jr., Judy . Norton, - 
Bruce Kerner. 

w Niam: -Shatner ! 

. Patty McCormack } 

This isa well-written, carefully ; 
: considered. and capably-filmed : 
| study of American youth which:: 
| avoids the. sensational aspects of, 

Story situation is. a war games ; Proper 

| Hollywood's similar pix. Based on. 
‘a -case in Chicago, Joseph Landon 
has devised a screenplay. which . 

;allows for.a natura] progression 
‘of events ‘showins how three: Aigh 
: schoo] students in California are 
instrumental in getting _their |: 

‘teacher reinstated after he’s been. 
suspended for considering the dis- , 
cussion in class of sexual behavior.. 

‘His suspension is brought about ; 
!by complaints from the students’ : 
; parents. who, while neglecting their : 

responsibilities ‘in ‘such ' 

Wednesday, September 13, 1961 

Stratford F estival Reviews: i 

striking and original in ‘style! 

(Ont.) Film Festival, Sept.. 2, 1961. “Rue 

. Billy. Gray 

Beau ! 

standing, beginning with Gabor— 
Pogany’s lensing, black and white : 
except for the Grand Ball windup 
scene Which is in color. splendidly 
photographed in Naples Opera. 

‘competition with a neighboring | 
‘island of soldiers. Gals want to 

Waes depicted hardly look like 
with tact. A covetous dream she . House. Alessandro‘’s. musical scor-; disciplined lady soldiers. 
has is also handled tastefully. 

Jean-Paul Belmondo, the feck- 
Jess hoodlum of *Breathless,” here ; 
displays a reserve and understand- 
ing of his role-as progressive 
young priest that adds to his stature ! 
as an actor. Emmanuelle Riva, the. 
heroine of “Hiroshima Mon 
Amour,” is again an exalted... trou- 
bled woman and she gives the role 
an intensity that Is acceptable in 
spite of some overdone personal 
ties and mannerisms. 

Director Jean-Pierre Melville has - 
adroitly underlined the- talk with ;, 
good visual rhythm and an expert 
recreation of the times. Technical ; 
credits are good, end, if it lacks 
a certain fervor and intensity, 
has a reserve and intelligence. 

Mosk. 

.) vv 

11 Gindizio Universale 
(The Last Judgment) 
(ITALO-FRENCH) 

Venice, Sept. 2. 
Dino DeLaurentiis release: of a 

Laurentiis-Standard (Paris) coproduction. 
Features, in order of appearance, Vittorjo 
Gassmann, Renato Rascel, Davis, 
Fernandel, Akim Tamiroff, Franco 
Franchi and Ingrassia. Georges Riviere, 
Paolo Stoppa, Anouk Almee. Don Jaime 
de Mora y Aragon, Melina Mercouri, Nino 
Manfredi, Vittorio DeSuca. Silvana Man- 
gano. Jack Palace, Mike  Bongiorno, 
Eleonora Brown. Elisa Cegani, Lino Ven- 
tura, Alberto Sordi, 
immy Durante, Domenica 

Marisa Merlini, Andreina Pagnani. 
seppe Janigro, Alberto Bonucci, Sergio 
Iossa, Princess Karamann, Lilly Lembo, 
Maria Pia Casilio, Gaddo Treves, Mario 

bussi, Remington Olmstead. Giuseppé 
orelli, Nando Angelini. Edith Peters, 

Giaeomo Furia. Regina Bianchi, Lamberto 
Maggiorani, Luigi: Bonosz, Ottavia Bugatti. 
Ugo D'Alessio. Eugenio Maggi. Teresa de 
Vita, Pietro de Vico. Enzo Petito, Luigi 
Reder, . Agostino Salvietti, Giuseppe 
Yodice, Mario Passante, Nello Ascoli, Al j 
fredo Melifoni. Vittorio Bottoni, Alberto 
Castaldi,- Pasquale Cenammo, Nino 4d} 
Napoli, Alberto Albani Barbieri. Pasquale : 
Cutolo, others. Directed “by Vittorio De , 
Sica. Story and Screenplay. Cesare Zavat- 
tini: camera, Gabor Pogany; music. A'es- 

Pugliese. Editer, Adriana Novelli: 
anise Film Fest. Ranning time, 

At 
98 

Zlaborately staged latest prod- 
uct of the Vittorio DeSica-Cesare }. 
Zavattini team which has fash- 
joned such hits as “Bicvele Thief,” 
on down to their most recent “Two 
Women.” “Last Judgment” actu- 
ally best vaguely approximates 
their semi-surreal “Miracle in 
Milan” of some vears ago in feel- | 
ing. Pic rates hefty foreign atten- | iins. 
tion on team’s prestige value plus 
the marquee bait offered by scores 
of w.k. players and performers 
from various countries ‘i.e. Jimmy 
Durante, Jack Palance, Ernest 
Borgnine. Akim Tamiroff, repping 
the USA: Fernandel, Anouk 
Aimee, Georges Riviere, etc. from 

it’ 

Ernest Borgnine, | 
Modugno, , 

Giu- 

jing is likewise a plus factor, while 
j other technical and * production.. 
credits reconfirm the unstinting 

‘high Standard set by producer! 
Lino DeLaurentiis. Hawk.’ 

Odwiedziny Prezydenta: 
(A. Visit From the President) 

(POLISH) 

Venice, Sept. 2. 
Polski State Film release of: Syrena : 

praduction. Directed bv Jan Batory.: 
Screenplay, 

’ Lipmann: 

. 
t 
, 

i editor. R. Mann. 
Film Fest. Running time, 95 MI 

Janusz ‘Pomaski | weteeoeae 

Mother ........ Malgorzata Lorentowicz . 
Father ............-... on. Niemezyk 
Granny. ....:........ : Beata. Tysekiewies 

oe 

Film mixes whimsy and. insight 
_to make for a look into the world 
of a child. In trying to depict the ; 
world through his: eyes, and yet | 
‘having it done by adults. it some- 

times séems.a bit stilted. But, over- , 
all. it is a moppet: yarn for both. 

‘kids and adults but looms mainly ° 
’ for specialized use abroad. 

De- - A. boy of six is neglected. by his | 
newly remarried father. He. re- 
treats into a world where he is. 
visited by a man he ¢alls-The Pres- 
ident who helps him and talks to! 
him. This visitor has the figure of 
his father before the divorce and 
their estrangement. | ; 

The varents are not mean but 
somewhat unable to understand ! 
the boy’s needs. He is finafly taken 
to a pyschiatrist who recommends 
treatment. But the parents’ Jack. 

‘of understanding leads to a. final: 
loss of the bay's vision and _ his 
first setback on his. way to grow- 
ing up. — 
{ Technical credits: are okay: and 
direction mainly effective, espe- 

‘cially with a dream sequence set 
‘in a zoo. Pic won the Special Jury. 

fest in Spain last July. Mosk. 

Tiro al Piceione 
{Pigeon. Shoot) 
(ITALIAN) 

Venice, Aug. 29. 
Euro International release of an Ajace- 

Euro International production. Stars 
Jacques Charriér. Francisco. Rabal, Eleo- 
sora Rossi Drago. Directed by Guiliano 
Montaldo. Screenplay. MontalIdo and 
athers, based on novel by Giose_ Rirmia- 
nelli;. camera, Carlo di Palma: editor, 
Nino Baragli: music, Carlo. Rustichelli. 
At Venice Film Fest. Running time, .125 

Marco Laudato ........ Jacques Charrier 
Fr Francisco Rabal 

Anna ........6 - Eleonora Rossi Drago 

One of current rash of fascist- 
resistance tales, this item differs 
from the others in telling story 
‘from Fascist side. Nevertheless, 
approach and centent are too loeal- 

Jerzy Zawieyski; camera; J. ° 
Ate Venice 

* Prize at the San Sebastian -Film sandro Cicognini. with song by Modugno- . 

Performances. fail to add to the: 
film. Venetia Stevenson is pretty | 
but anything but a hardboiled lady ! 
sergeant, while Martin West plays : 
the ‘soldier- with quiet naivete. | 
Standout ‘is. pixieish Mari Lynn. : 
Catherine McLeod and Bill Wil-: 

_liams * hold their own in stock! 
| roles. Francine York comes on 

| 

” + strong asa sex-starved Wace but. 
: remainder of cast has little to work ; 
‘ with... 

Filmieally,. picture is an average 
-example of product on a limited ; 
budget. Pic includes. stock war 

1 footage in games “sequences, and 
, editing. fails to soften the inser- 
j tion Dale. 

No, My DarlingDanghter 
. (BRITISH) 

Unpretentions, amiable, comedy i 
which seryes to. intraduce Juliet 
Mills to the screen. 

London, Aug. 22. 
Rank release of Betty E. Box-Ralph : 

Thomas. production. Stars Michael Red- 

‘matters, are loud in their denun-:; 
| ciation of the teacher. Being unable - 

t at school because of: their bewil-° 
‘derment as to how far they should: 
go in their lovemaking. 

Landon .-and Colbert create a. 
genuine case of varying complexi- 
‘ttizs. and dramatie truth over the 
‘issue of academic freedom.. Unfor-: 
‘tunately, they alniost destroy their. 
good work: by bringing fin a last.‘ 

‘away for ever: The work of both” 
‘the boy. and.the artist is only of 

‘minute compromise ending which 
is obvious even to the most un- 

‘ critical audience. This-is when one | 
parent learns that her daughter 

‘had not slept with her boy-friend, * 
so everything turns out just fine. 
and ends with smiles and happy 
tears all round: with the principal 

| coyly - handing back to the teacher 
the forbidden papers, ete. 

Canadian. actor William Shatner 
; doesn’t have a large role as the - 
t teacher, but he registers sympa- 
| thetically and effectively. He has: 
la pleasant screen personality and 
| brings a moving power. of oratory. 
to his short speech about: students 
“protesting. all. over the world.” 

mack and Billy Gray. are likeable 
land 

grave, Michael Craig; Roger: Livesy, Rad | Field, Steve “Dunne and Phillip 
Fulton. Juliet Mills. Features. . Renee 
Houston, David Ledge, Joan Sims. Peter 
Barkowrth.. ‘Director. 

by. 
‘camera, 

the play, “Handful of Tangy.” 
$9 old Brooke. & Kay Bannerman; 

Ernest Steward; editor, Alfred Roome; 
j music, Norrie Paramor: title song. Her- 
j bert Kretomer.& Ds\id Lee.. At Odeon. 
j seicetter- -Square, London, Running time. 

Michzel Redgrave 
Michael Craig 

7 

Sir Mathew Carr 
Thomas ‘Barclay 
Gen. Barclay er 

Taney fetter, a atee Mile, ing a restrained jazz motif. is ef-'of Hungary's. “Be Good: ‘Until _ 
Mise. Yardley wean peceeee: Renee. Houston fective until the. syrupy ending: In ; ; Death. ” 

FPist .....-..eyeaee- : Joan Sims | his quiet but firm direction uzz | The setting ‘is a poor village ‘in 
Paes orcvie Peter Barkworth, Kulik ‘a recruit from television), - "Japan. in: 1910; Goichi, “a little boy ° 
ist Typist baneeeteneeenes Carole Shelley | maintains a sense of purpose and. with a brutal father: and a.care- #* 
Allnghem .y-.s..cocusce-€ourt Benson |aV0ids, with writer Landon, fa-; worn mother, has set his heart‘on 
Viear | Srererrenes wees: Ian: Fleming | miliar scenes of violence and sordid ; going to. a private school, but his 
Constable’ ............. ‘+++. Terry. Scott |-behavior. This -tmpressive little | parents cannot afford the cost. 

Following. Juliet. Mills’ success- 
ful stage appearances, in “Five! 

End and on Broadway her screen 
debut:has been awaited with more 
than average. interest. Would she 
be able to keep up the screen tra- 
dition of father John Mills and her 
younger sister, Hayley Mills? 
Answer appears to be “Yes,” 
though she. has a fairly stereotyped 
role in a not outstanding pic. This, 
at best, is an unpretentious, ami- 
able comedy. At worst it has to 
thrash around too energetically for 
the yocks. 

and an obvious sense ‘of humor, 
but “Daughter” is too. flimsy a 
vehicle for her performance either 
to laud or damn her. She plays one 

Finger Exercise,” both in the West j 

Miss Mills has ‘charm, freshness. 

Terry give believable characteriza- 
Ralph Thomas, | tioris. Edward Platt turns in a. 

Screenplay ‘by Frank ‘Harvey, based, on reliable. per formance as the prin- > 

cipal, and the remaining players , 
‘add to the film's conv!stion. 

Production values are modest. 
but professional, with Floyd Cros- 
by’s photography bringing out the: 
documentary realism of the set-' 

picture might have won. the Strat- 
ford Critics’ 
been for. the wrong ending. 

Prat. 

The Sand Castle 
(PARF-COLOR) 

(U.S.A.) 
Stratford, Ont., Aug. 30. 

Noel Productions, produced,.. written « 
and directed by Jerome -Hill. Camera 
Qh&w & Eastmancclor), Lloyd Ahern;. 
music, Alec Wilder. At Stratford ‘Ont. 

l show it’s a ‘women's as well as a | to talk to their parents,. the stu-! 

{man's army, though the array of | dents had. brought up the -matter ” sister fall asleep by. their castle to | 

“fs calling them.and the tide is-com- 
-ing in, washing away. their castle as. 

‘watch, It is‘ a perfect family film, 

‘cate control. of this fragile ‘piece of 

Lee Kinsolving, Patty’ McCor- 

intelligent -as the students | Directed. by | Seiji 
‘while, among the parents, Virginia. 

France and so om). Plus of course ,ly-slanted for much impact abroad, 

Film . Festival, Aug, .23,. 1981. Running 
time, 70 MINS. | 
Boy ....... ce ccc cceaees ’ Barry Cardwell 
Girl co.cc cece ees cuceace - Laurle Cardwell 
Artist .. 2... ccc cececees George Dunham . 
Fisherman ....... reteaee Alec Wilder 
Shade Lady ‘Maybelle Nash. 
Sun Lady ...... o. 
Young Man . Charles Rydell 
Young Gir Allegra Ahern | 
Fat Man wrt et teeewetees Lester Judson 
Frogman .........-.--s--, Martin Russ: 
Priest §. .. ......:2- Ghislain Dussart 
Voice of Shell ........... Mabel Mercer 

of those rollicking school teen- 
agers who are more at home on the unusual subject matter. 

Parlay, if properly projected, is 
likely to overcome feeling that 
Jatest DeSica-Zavattini product. is 
not up to their best work in past 
and that. here and there. inven- 
tiveness Jags and the jakes fall 
flat. Admittedly, the subject is a 
challenging one for screen trans- 
position. It asks one to inragine 
that one day, bustling Neapolitan: 
life is interrupted and for a few 
hours bv.a mysterious voice which 
from the heavens announces thaf’} 

especially as pic Jacks power and 
universal stature. On the Iocal 
market, if cut for pace, it should 
hit okay figures thanks also to con- 
troversial political angles. 

Pic tells of internal. struggles of 
young Fascist, Marco, te find him- 
self, morally and politically, during 
the confused Jast days of Fascism, 
when allegiances to the blackshirt 
cause began to crumble. Wounded, 

| 

he has an affair with a nurse tah. 
obtrusive and bad y handed inter- 

(Continued on page 28) 

‘the hockey: field than in ‘the 
loungé. Her. business tycoon pop 
(Michael - Redgrave) wants to 
launch her in Paris. Instead she 
launches ‘herself into an innocent 

age son of an American business. 
associate of: Redgrave’s. While 
they ‘meander around . London, 
all’s well:-But when they take .to 
gadding -around Scotland on a 
motor bike scandal, rears its inter: 

(Continued on page 28) 

enough friendship with the teen- 

mons delightful, fanciful look at. 

might like- them to be is the com- . 
plete work.of Jerome Hill wha, a 
few years ago, made the notable:} 
‘documentary, “Albert Schweitzer.” 
This picture is so different in! 
every sway that it hardly seems to | 

}be the creation of the same film- 
maker. 

but: Hill's observations of people 
spending a day at the beach: are | 

[little boy and his ‘sister’ start the: 
-|day’s. activities 

other people begin to arrive: | 

as - their ° mother. 
,! leaves. them. on ‘the beach to play!” 

Kulik. ; Slowly but in: ever-increasing numa: ” 
: Screenplay, Joseph Landon; camera, Floyd | bers, 

the painter {George Dunham) who... 
must ‘change his Pieture. as - thel st 

“Lee Kinsolving ! people obscure his view; the eccen-}.. 

brings her bird.in its cage and sits{:: 
tric old lady Maybelle’ Nash) el 

| beneath a large canopy: the. angler, 
the. diver, the. fat man and the, 

: blonde who worship the sun. 
‘Oblivious to: them. all, the boy . 

Starts to build a largd sand castig! 
-in the shape of-a fort, helped byt 
-his sister who fetches . driftwood 
‘and shells. -The others gather 
‘round ‘and: adinire his: work. ‘There 
is.no dialog, only incidental and |. 
; amusing conversation.. A group of + 
‘nuns playing © baseball draw thet 
‘¢rowd away from. the boy, but: soon ! 
all return: to exclaim. at.the beauty 
and skill of his work. 

Nothing is. overstated and none 
of the ‘characters is. ‘overdrawn. or: 
‘derivative, ‘The mood ‘is | always f! 
‘one of gentleness, charm and tran- | 
'quility. This — public beach, ity 
seems, {fs really a: ‘private world.. a 
“dream: world for. the filmmaker | 
and. forthe audience ‘which shares.{ 
t with him. 
As the afternoon ends everyone 
goes home and the boy and his 

ee 

,dream tin color) of being within 
-its walls. where they meet cut-out 
_sPuppets (also the work of Mr. Hill) f 
‘of the peaple who were on the =... 
' beach. 
When! they awake: their. mother 

gradually: as.'the. day 1s ‘slipping: 

the day, but the impressions - and 
the memories will always remain. 
‘This unusua? picture fs best des. 

scribed as. a beautiful experience: |” 
a. fantasy: that. is. at the same time 
‘yery real. The people involved, | 
especially the children, Barrie and 
Laurie Cardwell,. are a. pléasure to. 

and Jerome Hill’s inventive, deli- 

makebeliéve ‘cannot ‘be faulted. 
. Prat. 

. The Wayside Pebble 
~" (JAPANESE) 

. Stratford Ont., 
Produced by 

Sept. 1.- 
‘Tokyo Sigal Co. 118, 

Histmatsu. Script, . 
Keneto Shindo: camera. Shofiro. ‘Sugimoto; 
music, Ichiro Saito. At’ Stratford (Ont). y 

Aug. ‘31s 1961... Running rt. 

vcelenele Hirovnki Ohta. 

Film Festival, 
time, 104 Mi NS, - 
Gofchi. Aikawa .. 
Oren, his mother 
‘Shogo, his father ....... 
sugino, his teacher. 

| Chu suke, the head clerk... 

Setsuko Hara 
isava Marishige 

Tatsuya: ‘Mibashi. 

(English. Tities }: 
There is ‘much’ of ‘Dickens’ so-.-[ 

cial - conscience and ¢oncern- for 
‘humanity in this film, the theme: | 

Roger Livesey | tings, Hal Borne’s music, employ- of which is almost identical to. that 

of a callous merchant instead. 
| After. the death of his. mother, 

-| Goichi. refuses to be used further }: 
1 by his: master's selfish family and. - ; 
{ sets out train to Tokyo. to find a 
‘new life. 

‘The script of “The ‘Wayside 
Pebble” was written by Keneto 
‘Shindo (who wrote and directed 
“Fhe Island,” Japan’s award-win- © ¥ 
‘ning film at Moscow -this year), 
‘and it bears a close. affinity to the : 
early part of the story of .Apu, ine 

vases Erica ‘Speyer } icluding the train ‘symbol. Even £0; 
-it is. firmly ‘rooted in Japanese 
traditions and breathes its own 
character “and life into the ‘events. 

{And these only go to point up 
| what-‘should be an obvious fact: 
that the theme of a child growing . : 

e world and its. people. as -we ;up in poverty and asking only for &.; 
love and knowledge has a univer= et 

_ Sal application. 
.Melodrama: is not’ allowed to in- 

| trude inta this recreation of Japan 
emerging from the feudal system. - 
Under the direction of Hisamatsu, — 
the deéfails of Goichi’s environ- 
ment are. carefully filled in as the 

Candid camera’ studies of people ! story progresses..The boy is mov- 
at work and play are commonplace ingly aud..naturaly played by ¢ 

Hiroyuki, Ohta: ‘and: the: mixed 
‘(Continued on page 28) 
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- Kyu ‘Sazanka. 

| Although. a kind -bookséller. be-- | 
Award had it not: friends him, the father refuses to. 

|. allow the: boy. to go ‘to the school § 
:-|and apprentices. him in “the. service * 



“This Is Cinerama” (Cinerama) (Te ; 

Wednesday, September 13, 1961. PICTURE GROSSES 

Chi Rides High on H.0.s; ‘Na 0 na 
- Lofty $7,000; Sept.’ Sock 386, Pit 

‘Big 296, ‘Doctors’ Tidy 176, All 2d 
Chicago, Sept: 12, . + 

‘Loop’ ‘deluxers are riding sack: 
-holdovers to solid biz this. round. 
despite the back-to-school exodus.. 
Preem of “Big Deal- On Madonna 
Street” is. headed for a bangup]|. 
$7,000 at the. Carnegie, with Mon- 
roe reissues of “Virgin Spring” and 
“Three | ‘Strange: Loves” rated. a 
fine $5,000. 

_ .“Come - September” looms ‘great. ., 
In its first: Chicago holdover,-and|. . 

“prices, however,.as indicated,” © “Pit And the. Pendulum” shapes 
Dboff in second’ Roosevelt. week: |. 
“The - Young Doctors” expects: 4 
_Iush second frame, with- “Ada” - 
garnering trim returns. in its Ori- | 
-ental second. “Carry: On Consta- 
ble” looks bright in its. second. 
Esquire round, and “The Cheaters” 
is: shaping into: an okay. ditto week. 
at the Cinema. 

“Dreams” 
World canto, and fourth.: sesh of. 
“Honeymoon | Machine” looks good. 
at the Woods. Reissue of “This Is. 
Cinerama” on popscale. .continues 
‘fast. in its. 11th Palace week, and. 
same lap for “Guns of. Navarone” 
looks. sharp. at. the - State-Lake. | 
“Spartacus”. remains firm in 12th } 

shapes okay” it third | 

Estimates iAre Net. 
‘Film gross’ estimates as ree 

ported, herewith from the vari- 
ous. key cifies, are net; Le., - 
‘without - usual. tax. Distrib-. 
tutors: share on- net take, wiien 
playing | percentage, hence the - 

“esti ted fi ures. are net in- — estima g : | day (8) night at. Albee. Film ‘opens. come. 
‘The- parenthette admission 

include. Uz Ss. amusement tax. ° 

Roses” Nice ra 
KC; ‘Hipp’ 146 

“Kansas: City, Sept. 12. 
Newcomer “Blood and..Roses” at 

the Paramount. is doing moderately |. 
well. while: “Hippodrome” in- four 
theatres . ‘ig. modest, too. Other 
houses. have holdovers. Several are 
brisk. including ‘ ‘Come September”. 
at the Roxy and “Guns. of Nava- 

Loop grind session, and - jongrun-" rone” at-the Plaza. “Exodus” at the | 
ning “Never On Sunday” is. notch- | Brookside; and “This.Is Cinerama” | 
ing another hot week in its: 32d ai the Empire both are okay. Kids. 
-Surf. stanza. . 

On the hard ticket side. “La Doi- “patronage pattern to even stronger nets 
ce Vita’ is still sturdy, ‘but shows 

“signs” of: tapering din’ its. 13th Todd: 
“session. 

“Estimates for This’ Week . . 
‘Carnegie (Telem't) (495;: $1. 25- 

‘$1.80\—“Big Deal On. . Madonua ! 
Street'’ (Indie).- Great. $7,000. Last | 
_week, “Dentist In‘ the Chair” (In- |} 
die). (3d wk); $5,500. 

- Chicago. DB&K". (3,900; 90-$1. 80) 
—“Come: Septemter”” (U) (2d-.wk)., 
Socko $38, 000. Last. week, -$56,-. 

: 705. 

“The - ‘Cheaters” (Indie) (2d. wk). ! 
Oke $2,850: Last’ week, $5, 750... 

_. Esquire. (H&E Balaban) (1;350;:! 
-$1.25-$1:80) — “Carry On Consta- 
ble” (Indie}.(2d°. st. Slick $9,500. | Electric: 
‘Last week. $13,50 

“Spartacus” (U) <(sub-run) : (12th: 
wk). Good .$12.570.. Last weeks | 2 
$15,500. ~ 
Morroe. (Jovan) (1,000; 65-90) — 

“Virgin Spring”: (Janus) and 
“Three Strange’ Loves” {Janus} 

“Good $5,000: Last week. ‘Doctor: 
Blood’s Coffin” (UA‘ 
Snake Women” (UA). 

$4,200. 
, . Oriental (Indie) (3, 400: 90-$1. 80) 
“Ada” (M-G) (2d. wk. Oke $13,- 
500. Last ‘week, $22,500 for five! 

day 
Palace (Indie) (1, 570: 90-$1 so! . 

(st. wk}, 

Marines’ So- So $5, 500, 
Portland; ‘Night’ $3, 500 

Portland,.Ore., Sept. 12. Is 
Main. stem. is. bogged down with: 

holdovers.. “Not Tonite. Henry y"| 
moves into a third bright - inning ; 
at the Paramount. after. solid biz: 
last frame: “September’’. holds for; 
‘a third round at. the. Broadway. 
“Guns of Navarone” continues to 
be.'the ‘big noise. for a. seventh; 
round at the Fox.: “Marines, Let’s | 
Go” is so-so-at the Orpheum. 

Estimates for This ‘Week | 
‘Broadway. (Parker) 1,890; $1-° 

-$1.50)—-“Come September” (U) and. 
Posse From Hell” (U) (3d wk).: 
Okay $5,500. ‘Last week, $7,200. * 
Fox (Evergreen) (1,600: $1-$1.49) 

—“Guns of Navarone” (Col) (7th]- 
‘wk. Tall $7,000. Last week,.$10,- 
$00. 

“"' Hollywood (Ev ergteen) Q ,060; $1-]. 
$1 -49\--“Spartacus” (U). (10th wk), 
“pop prices. Steady $3, 000. Last 
week, $4,400. 
‘Music Box (Hamrick? (640; $1- 

$1.50)—"World By: Night”. (WB) 
and “Old Man of the Sea’ .{WB) 
(reissue). ‘Slim .$3,500.. Last week, 
“Fascination” (AA). (reissue), $3,- 
000. 
Orpheum. (Evergreen) (1,536:. $1- 

$1.49)—“‘Marines,. Let’s Go". (20th) 
and “20,000 Eyes”. (20th). So-so 
$5.500. Last week, “Pit. and. Pen- 
dulum” (A-I) and “Atlas”: (A-D, 
$10,100.. 

Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; $i- 
-$1.50)—“Not Tonite, Henry”. (In-. 
‘die) and “Next To No Time” (In-: 
die). (3d wk), _ Nifty 9.000. Last 
‘week, $8,700. 

“Cinema (Stern) 600: $1.50) — ‘vard’- (Rosedale) {750° cars;. 

and’ “The: jsi2. 000: . 

Fairway. (FMW-NT) (700; $1)—'}. 

‘|run). (12th wk). 
| Last week, same. 

| back in. school have. changed: the 

emphasis on weekend trade. 

Estimates for This Week 

‘Brookside {Fox ‘Midwest-Natl. 
Theatres) 
(UA) (2d° wkh:. Okay’ $3,500. Last 
week, ‘pleasant. $5,000. 

Capri . -{Durwood).. (1,260; $i- 
$1. 50)—“Romanoft and. Juliet” (U) | 
(3d .wk). _Moderate $5, 000. Last | 
week. $7, 000.. -.. 

Crest, Riverside. 

900), 

Electric — (Fulton) -.(1,600; 

Dickinson, ‘Overland and | 

‘tart -Guild. 
-holds 

1800; $1) — “Exodus” |, 

Cc omMoON-| each . side, 90c)—East: 
“wealth) .(900°¢ars.each; 90¢",. Boule-\ Pendulum” 

| Night Bright $8,000 In 
- Slow Cincy; ‘Women’ Trim 
$2,300, ‘Guns’ Loud 106 

Cincinnatl, Sept. 12, 
Cincy film biz is taking a post- 

‘holiday tailspin’ this week. “Guns. 
of Navarone,” still potent in ninth 
jround, shapes as the only five- 
| figure grosser to top a string of 
holdovers. The new “World. By 
‘Night” and “Steel Claw” bill at 

| Palace Iooks bright. Another entry, 
“Two Women,” rates good at the 

.“Come September” 
. strong ‘in third canto. 

“Splendor in Grass” (WB) had 
single performance showing Fri- 

Oct. 11 at the Palace. 

‘Estimates for This Week 

'. Albee (RKO) (3,100; $1-$1.50)— 
“Claudelle Inglish”’ (WB). (2d. wk). 
Mild $6,000 following $7,500 first. 

Capitol. (SW-Cinerama) (1 400; 
$1.25-$1.80)—“Guns_ of. Navatone” 

| (Col) (9th. wk). Still: potent $10,000 
after $14,000 last week. 

‘w) (Sth 

wk): .Boff $2,000. Last week;- $2, 500. 

Grand (RKO) (1,300; $1.50-$1.75): 

Fine $8,500. Same last week. 

Guild (Vance). (300; $1.25)— 
“Two. Women” (Embassy). Good 
$2,300. Last week, ‘ “Saturday 
|Night, Sunday Morning” (Cont) 
(6th wki, $1,200, ; 

Hyde Park Art (Shor). 
$1. 25)—“Kind Hearts and Coro- 

(Cont) and “Man.In White 
i (Cont) (reissues). Wow 

$2,500.. Last. week,.“Ashes and Dia- 
monds” (Indie), $700. 

Keith's (Shor) (1,500; 90-$1.25)—- 
“Come September” (U) (3d. wk).. 
Strong $8, 500. Last week, $13,500. 

Palace. (RKO) (2,600; $1-$1.25)— 
“World By.Night” (WB). and “Steel 

| Claw’ (WB). Bright $8,000. Last 
! week, “Big Gamble” (20th), $6,500. | Normal falloff to $26,600 in this 

Twin Drive-In (Shor) (600. cars | third week, following large $35,000 . 
“pit and|for second. Nice engagement. 

(A-I) and “Time 
Bomb” (AA) (2d wk). Okay. $6,500 } 

90c)— ‘after $14,500 bow. West: “Misty” 
‘ “Hippodrome” (Cont) -and “Tiger | «20th) 
Bay (Cont): Moderate $14,000.. Last 

"| week, ‘Crest, Riverside, Boulevard, 

and “Racers’” (20th) . 
issues), 
“Cimarron” {M-G) and 

; Bomb” (AA) split with “House on 
Aztec’ tDickinson) "700, 600, 500; | Haunted Hill” (AA) and “Maeabre”: 

‘Loop (Telem’ t) (606: $1. 25-$2) —190c);\ Isis, Vista- (EMW-NT). (1,360,.) (AA? (reissues), $6,500.. 
:-700;. 90¢:° Hi-Way 40. ‘General). 
(1; 000. cars: 90c1—"“Scream of 
Fear” (Cob - and “Underworld: 
(Uz S: AS ” (Col. Light $21,000. 

Empire «(Durwood) -(1;200;. 90-$2) |. 
—“This. is Cinerama” (Cinerama) | 
(2d. wk),: Oke. $9.000. Last.. week, 

Currently ‘sub-runs. ‘Last ‘week, 
“Carry On Constable” iGov) (8th 
wk) and “Carry On Nurse”. (Gov) 

‘(2d run) (4th Wk), $1,000, =: 

Kimo (Dickinson). (504; ' 90-$1. 25). 
—“Never On Sunday’ * (Lope): (2d 

Excellent. $1, 200.: 

Paramount ~‘Blank-UP).- (1, 900: 
+ $1-$1.25" — “Btlood.. and Roses’. 
(Par), Medium $6; 000.. Last week, 
‘Spamidelle “Inglish” (WB. Bright. 

“Walley (Wiethe? ‘1 ,200; ‘$1- -$1.50). 
—"“Ada” (M-G) (2d° wk). Fairish ! 
$6, 000, Same last week. 

Machine’ Stout 
156 Tops St. L. 

‘St. Louis, Sept. 122 
Potent new lures on major ‘mar. 

quees this session are’“Honeymoon 
“Machine” at Loew’s State and 
“King of Roaring Twenties” at-the $9.500 the week previous. 
St. Louis. Strong holdovers -in- 
clude “Guns of Navarone” in a sec- | (809; $1.50-$3.501—“La Dolce Vita” 

on | (Astor) (22d wk). The 21st week ond: week at Loew’s. Mid-City 

‘| “Spartacus” and “Exodus.” 

jin popularity over the past severa 
Esquire Art (Shori (500; $1.25)—| years, tieing in, of course, with the ;~ 

“Romanoff - and Juliet” 

—La Dolce Vita” (Astor) (5th wk). |week ending tonight (Wed.i, after ; 

(500; 

(re-| third week following $33,000 sec- 
‘Slow “$4,000. Last week, | ond frame. There have been better ; 

“Time days. 

Jand on .it goes profitably, 

B’way: Art Houses, Epics Hold Up B. 0: 
‘Come September’ Wham 1836 at Hall, 
‘Noon Hight 236, 2d, ‘Navarone’ 406, 12 
It used to be that the art spots! (4th wk). Third week ended yes- 

in Gotham would rate only-a side- ; ‘ terday ‘Tues.) with moderate $19,- 
bar mention in appraisals of Goth- 000 after $26,500 in the second. 
am’s firstrun scene. Now they de-: This one has done better in many 
serve prominent attention, for the ‘other parts of the country. 
off-Broadway situations, whether; Victoria (City Inv.) (1,003; 50 
playing imports or going on a day- $2:—“Great War” (Lopert) (3d wk). 
date basis with the conventional Second frame ended yesterday 

shaweases, are contributing more ‘‘Tues.: with offish $10,300, after 
and more to the trade’s economy. :$19,000 initialer. 

This week, again, many of the’: Warner (SW) (1,813; $1.50-$3.50) 
smaller houses are doing the busi- '—“Exodus” (UA) (38th wk). Cur- 
ness, along with. the marathon-run ‘rent inning in a long ball game 

epics such as “Guns of Navarone,” , ought to reach $18,800 “and the 39th 
‘starts tomorrow (Thurs.). Just. 

King-sized newcomer is Univer- splendid. 
sal’s “Come September” at Radio 
City Music Hall, where an assist 
is provided by the Kol Nidre stage : i a , 

i Saturday Night, Sunday Morn- 
feature. Latter has been gaining . ing” ‘Continental) (24th wk). The 

23d week ended Sunday (10) with 
$6.800, this frame having included 
‘the Labor Day weekend, after 
1$6,700 the week earlier. Means 
‘blue chips for pint-sized house. 

“Fanny” (Warners) wound up with ; ‘ Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80) 

$145,000 in its final, ninth week of ;—‘‘Scream of Fear” (Col) (4th wk). 
a record Tun. iThird week ended Monday tli) 

Other situations In large part: with 35.000, which won't do. “Maa 
were shaky, and theatremen had ; ‘Who Wags His Tail” (Continental} 

‘a flock of alibis to choose from: in Monday (17). 
Continued heatwave, Rosh Hasho-: (R&B) 
na, school days, etc. Much of the !$1.75\—"Rocco and His Brothers” 
‘new product on view, it might be | Astor? (12th wki. The ilith week 
added, doesn’t appear too b.o. pro- [snteo Menday '11) with all right 
ductive. $7,000. after $8.800 the week pre- 

Times Film’s ivious. Good, not great. 
‘once again calis for the big spot-; Carnegie Hall Cinema (F&A) 
light. with a superb $23,000 in its {1300: $1.25-$1.80! —“Apu_ Trilogy” 
second week at the Little Carne-!iHarrison: ‘(9th wk). This ninth 
Bie. stanza ending today (Wed.) contin- 

Estimates for This Week ues nts black at $4, RAB e 
£9). ve. Cinema (R&B) (250; 

wYeune (Clty Tay) ware a ann. $1.25-$1.80'—“Secrets of Woman” 
(Janus! (10th wk). Fair $3,000, after 
$4,000 previous week. 

Little Carnegie (L. sCarnesie} 
(520; $1.25-$2) — “Purple Noon” 

_ Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $1-$2.50' ' (Times) «2d wk). It’s a full “Noon” 
Ada” (M-G) (3d wk). Into a-asain, with $23,000 tallied for sec- 

slump with $19,000 apparent for ‘ond week ending today (Wed.) after 
{$22,800 in the opener. Rave re- 
views in the Times and New York- 

; er obviously an important factor. 
Criterion (Moss) (1,520; $1.25-! Guild ‘Guild! (450; $1-$1.751 — 

$2.50)—“‘Guns of Navarone” (Col! | “Sand: Castles” (Indie) ‘Sth wk). 
(12th wk). Whammo $40,000 .for !Fourth week finished Monday (11) 
current stanza. This kind of thing: with satisfactory $7,000, after $9,- 

! ought to happen to everybody. {500 week previous. “Question 
DeMille (Reade) (1,463; ,90-$2.75) Seven” ‘DeRochemont) in Sept. 28 

_ te ” ‘on locked date. 

Spartacus” (U) (50th iy. with; Murray Hill (R&B) (565; 95-$1.80) 
“Guns of Navarone” (Col). (32th $23,000 for: the 50th week after! 

| $28,000 last frame including holi- j wk. This week ending tomorrow 
. | ePhurs.! a large $10,000 after pre« 

aay boreal and $26,000 in previ | vious (with holiday) week’s $11,- 
. 500. 

Embassy {Guild Enterprises) Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90- 
(500; 90-$1.75)—“Cold Wind in|$1.89: — “Truth” (Kingsley) (12th 
August” (8th wk). Seventh week j wk). The 11th week ended Sunday 
ended yesterday (Tues.) with $8-1:10) ‘held up steadily at $9,000 
500, which is not bad at all, after | after $9.300 in the 10th. Can't find 

fan't with this_kind of a run. 
Plaza (Lopert) (525; $1.50-$2)—~ 

‘Continued on page 26) 

First-Run Arties 

Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25-$2) 

Jewish holidays. In any event i 
“Come September”:°is highly im- j 
pressive at $183,000 for the first 

Beekman (390; $1.20- 

“Purple Noon” 

Henry Miller (Gilbert Miller) 

moveover from.the State, “Come ended Saturday (9) with $24,600, i 
September” in. a fourth frame at | ith holiday weekend Included and | . 
the Fox and -“Claudelle Inglish” | meaning slight pickup from 20th! 

‘Gamble’ Fast $10,000 In 
week’s $24,000. T wm aza (FMW-NT-(1, 630: “$1.25)— in a second at.the Ambassador. $ hese artsy runs 

‘lean be prosperous. 
“Guns of Navarone” (Col) (8th wk). Estimates for This Week Palace (RKO! (1,642; 90-$2.50:— 
‘Staunch $6,900, may’ hold. Last | ‘Ambassador (Arthur) -(2 970: 90- “pit and Pendulum” (AD :4th wk. ' 
week, giant $11,000, with. big boost. $1.25'—"Claudelle. Inglish” (WB)|Third week’ ended yesterday | 
from ‘holiday trade. (2d wk). 

Slow Denver; ‘Ada’ $5,500 
Denver, Sept.-12. 

! American Legion national con- 
vention here failed to aid first-run 
biz. “The Big Gamble” is nice at 

High. ‘temperatures with 

15. -$1)— ‘Goodbye. 
Modest $4,500.:. Last week, “Trapp. 
.Family” (20th), oke $5,000. . 
Kentucky (Switow). (900; ‘73-$)— $ 

Roxy (Durwood) (850: $1-$1 50). 
=—“‘Come: September” 10). (5th wk). 
Buxom .$9,000. Last .week, great 
#12, 000. 

Uptown, ‘Granada 
(2, 043,- 1,217; . $1-$1.25°—"Nikki” 
(BV), (3d wk). .Tapered. to $5, 500, 
may hold,. Last week, $8, 000. 

FAIR HURTS L’VILLE; 

aan -Loulsville, Sept. 12, 
Kentucky ‘State Fair, at: the “big 

Kentucky Fair and Exposition Cen- 
ter Sept. ‘9-16, is hurting first-runs: 

relief 'is discouraging biz at down- 
town houses, ‘but attendance at.the 
State Fair. is booming.. 

fresh film on. the mainstem, h.o.’s 
at the Kentucky, Mary. Anderson, 
Ohio, Rialto are registering a drop 
over last week. . 

_ -Estimates for This. Week 
Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1,100; 

“Again” © 

“Come September” -(U) (4th wk). 
: (Continued . on page 26) 

‘GOODBYE’ MILD 436 

‘slight 

“Goodbye 
Again” at the Brown. isthe only 

(UA). 

$18,000. 
Apollo Art (Grace) (700; 90-$1.25) ving 

—“Never on Sunday” (Lope) (32d 
wk. | Steady $2,200. Last week, 

(EMW-NT) $2,400. Esquire | (Schuchart - “Levin) 
(1,800; -90-$1.251—“Goodbye Again” 
(UA). ‘Fair $12,000: 
“Fanny” (WB). (9th: wk), $9,000. 

-| Fox (Arthur) (5,000; 90-$1.25:— k 1“Come September” (WU) ( ath wk. package, opens on fillin basis. 

| Eased to $12, 000. after robust $18,- 
aed last week. Se 

oew’s Mid-City. (Loew) ‘1, 160: |4Th 
-| 60-301—“Guns of Navarone” ene 

(2d wk). 
$10, 000. 
“State. 

Good $9, 000. Last 

(Loew) (3, 600;- 

(M-G). 
$15,000. Last week, 

.. Pageant (Arthur) (1,000; 90- 
— Truth” (Kings) ($d wk). 

—"King of . Roaring Twenties” 
(AA) and “Angel Baby” 

Last’ week, | until Sept. 22 when “Picnic” and : 

(Col)| which is faulty, after $26,000 in} 
week, opener. 

.  60-90)—| yet 
‘Honeymoon Machine” (M-G) and 

“Secret -Partner” . Solid | Jers). (6,200; 90-$2.75)—"‘Come Sep- ; 
“Thief - of | tember” (U). In a tough spot fol-; 

Baghdad” (MG) and” “Green Hel- lowing great “ ad 
‘met” (M-G),-same. oe Family 

Dini mt stage feature lending an assist. 
. ippe irst week ending tomorrow ‘erage $2,000. Last week. $2,500. 
‘to ‘$2,500 .after $3,000 last week.{(Thurs.) is clocked at a robust, ; . 
St. Louis (Arthur) (3 800; 75-90) | abave-hopes $183,000. 

(AA). |—“Francis of Assisi” (20th) (7th, 
.OKay $9,000. Last week, “Konga” | wk). 
A-I and “Atlas” (A-T), $8,000... 

Nice $10, 000. Last week, (Tues.) with fine $22,000, thus real-- the Denver while reissue of “King 
good potential. 
$24,000. 

Forum (Moss) (813: 90-$1.80— : 
“Scream of Fear” (Colt 4th wk). ! : Aladdih (Fox) (900; $1.25: — 
Third. week ended Monday ‘11) :“King and I” (20th). Big $8,000. 
with slow $7,500 after $12,500 in‘ Last week, “Nikki” (BV) (7th wk), 
second. Not good but still Stays | $5. 500. 

Centre ‘Fox) (1,270: $1-$1.45i— 
“Twinkle and Shine,” Col reissue : :“Guns of Navarone” (Col) (6th wk), 

| Strong $12,000. Last week, $14,000. 
Paramount (AB-PT: (3,665; $1-! Cooper (Cooper) (814: $1.65- 

$2i—"Big Gamble” (20th) (2d wk:. i$2.50\—“This Is Cinerama” (Cine- 
cond week ends tomorrow|rama’ 26th wk). Steady’ $12.500. 

with apparent $19,000,;| Last week, $12.200. 
Denver (Fox) #2. 432: $1.25) — 

“The Hustler’ (20thi in i “The Big Gamble” (20th) and “The 
j the wings, specific date unset as.Racers” (20th). Nice $10.000. Last 

iweek, “Alakazam” (A-I) and “Twin- 
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel- : kle and Shine” (Coli, $22.000. 

Denham (Indie) (800: $1.25 —~ 
“Ada” (M-Gi (2d wk). Okay $5,500. 

but a honey j Last week, $7.000. - 
on its own and with the Kol ? Nidre | Esquire (Fox: ‘600; $1)—“Carry 

‘On Constable” (Goy) (5th wk. Av- 

Previous .and I” is big at the Aladdin. Hold- 
‘overs range from mild to good. 

-. Estimates for This Week 

Orpheum (RKO) (2.690: $1.25- 
i$1 .45!— “Exodus” (UA) (4th wk). 

Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $1.50-$2.50) ! Mild.$5.500, Last week, $8,500. 
Paramount (Indie) (2,100; 90- 

This frame ending tomorrow $1. 25) — “Come September” (Uy 
(Thurs.) again fair enough at $18.- | (Sth wk?. Good $11,000. Last week, 

Shady Oak (Arthur) (760; 90-|000, after $22,000 previous week. | $15,000. 

(Indie) (2d wk). 
J} week, $3,500. . 

Fair, $3,000. Last 
1.25)-—“Love and Frenchwomen”| Unaffected by the Jewish holidays. Towne (Indie) (600; $1-$1.43: — 

State (Loew): (1,900: $1.50-$2.50) :“The Truth” (Kings) (2d wk:. Good 
i— “Honeymoon Machine” (M-G) $5,000. Last week, $6,000. 



PICTURE GROSSES Wednesday, September 18, 1961 

7 Slips: Baghdad Light $16,100 In 
3 Sites, Doctors’ Neat 166, 2d, ‘Sept.’ 
Strong $20,300, 3d, ‘Guns’ Hot 4G 

Los Angeles, Sept. 12. 
First-runs are taking a nosedive . 

this week with only one new Dill} 
to buck return-to-school and the 
Jewish holidays. Newcomer is 
“Thief of Baghdad,” which Is sight- 
ing a light $16,100 in three houses... 
However, there are a few okay 

holdov ers. 
“Guns of Navarone” Is shaping 

to a solid $22,500 in its }Ith round 
at the Warner Beverly, and a sec- 
ond frame at the Holly wood and 
Warren's. “Come September” is 
a hefty $20.300 in third stanza at: 
four houses. “Young Doctors” looks ! 
like a sharp $16,000 in a second‘. 
Chinese week. 

“Exodus” is tapering to $12.600 
jn third round in four sites while 
“Fanny” is an oke $11,700 in an 
jlth frame at the Hollywood Para- 
mount. “Behind the Great Wall’.| 
reissue is eyeing a drab $4,900 in 
two situations. 

Estimates for This Week 

State, Wiltern, Hawaii :UATC-' 
BW-G&S: (2,404: 2.344; 1.106; 90- 
$I 50!-— “Thief of Baghdad” 1M-G) 
and “Magic Boy” (M-G). Light. 
$16,100. Last week, State, “The : 
Touchables” (Ind), “Folies Ber-. 
rere” (Ind) (ist wk). $2,100. Wil-- 
tern with Beverly, Baldwin, Hill-; 
street, Pix. “Come September”: 
un. “Posse From Hell’ (UI) :2d 

. $38.400. Hawaii with Los An- 
peles. “Incredible Petrified World” 
(Bor), “Teenage Zombies” ‘Bor) - 
(ist wk:, $7,300. 

Los Angeles, Iris. ‘Metropolitan- 
FWC) ‘2.019; 825; 90-$1.50!1— “Be-- 
hind Great Wall” ‘Con) and “Brave . 
One” 'Fav) ‘Los Angeles), “School : 
for Scoundrels” ‘Con) reissue). 
Drab $4,900. Last week, Tris, “Car- 
ry On. Constable” ‘Gov), “Carry 
On, Admiral” ‘Goy) tmoveovers), » 
$4.900. 

Chinese -FWC) ‘1,408; $2-$2.40) 
—"“Young Doctors” :UA) '2d wk). 
Sharp $16.000. Last week, $23.400. 

Warner Beverly, Hollywood, War- | 
ren’s ‘SW - FWC - Metropolitan) 
(1,316; 756: 1.757; 90-$2.40)—"Guns , 
of Navarone” Col) ith wk, War-' 
ner Beverly: 2d wk, Hollywood, . 
Warren’s'. Solid $22,500. Last 
week, $36,900. 

Feur Star 'UATC) (868; 90-$1.50) ! t 
—"One Plus Qne” ‘Sel) ‘3d wk). 
Good $5,006. Last week, $6.800. . 

Beverly, Baldwin, Hillstreet, Pix : 
{State - Metrapolitan - Prin) ‘1,150; 
1,800; 2.752: 756; 90-$2) — “Come: 
September” :U? (3d wk) and “Tam-. 
my Tell Me True” ‘U) (moveover) 
(Beverly, Baldwin) (1st wk), “Posse | 
From Hell” :U) tHillstreet) 13d wk, * 
“Perfect Furlough” :U) itreissue) ; 
(Pix) ilst wk), Hefty $20.300. 

Orpheum, Vogue. EI Rey, Loyola 
{Metropolitan - FWC) (2,213: 810; | 
861: 1.298; 90-$1.50) — “Exodus” | 
tUA) 13d wk). Tapering to $12,600. I 
Last week, $22,200. 

Fox Wilshire ‘FWC) (1.990; 90-; 
‘Continued on page 26; 

_ @MAHA DULLISH BUT 
‘WOMEN’ BUXOM 66) 

Omaha, Sept. 12. 

Only two new entries at down- 
town first-runs this stanza, both of 
which are far from sock, so biz is | 
on the downtrend. Pacesetting the | 
initialers is “Two Women,” shap- 
fing as okav at the Orpheum. 
“Seream of Fear” likewise is oke 
at the Omaha. 

Estimates for This Week 

Admiral, Chief, Skyview (Blank) 
41.239; 1,000; 1,200; 75-$1) — “Pit 
and Pendulum” ‘A-I) and “Pass- 
port to China” (Col) (2d wk). Fair 
$7.500 after $17,500 bow. 

Cooper (Cooper) (687: $1.55- 
$2.20\—""Cinerama South Seas Ad- 
venture” tCinerama) (8th wk). Oke 
$7.000, Last week, $7,600. 

Dundee ‘Cooper) (500; $1.55- 
$2.20)—“Spartacus” 'U) (16th wk). 
Fair $2.600. Last week, $3,000. 

Omaha ([Tristates) «2,066; 75-$1). 
—"Scream of Fear” ‘Col} and 
“Trunk” (Col). So-so $4,000. Last 
week, “Marines, Let’s Go” '20th), 
$6,000. 

Orpheum (Tristates) (2,877; 75- 
1) — “Two Women” Embassy), 
lashy $6,000. Last week, “Clau- 

delle Inglish” (WB), $6,500. 

State (Cooper) (743; $1)—“Nikki, 
Wild Dog of North” (BV) (3d wk). 
Bo-so $3,500. Last week, $5,800. 

“Great War” (UA) and 

-1(1,480;. 1.000; $1-$1.49) — *“Clau-. 
\ delle “Inglish” (WE) t2d wk). So-so- 

Key Git | Grosses. 
Estimated Total Gross _ 

This Week. $2,605,850 
(Based on 22 cities and 268 

theatres, chiefly first runs, tn 
cluding N.Y.) . 

Last Year ..... .-- $2,524,900. 
(Based on 23 cities and. 259. 

theatres) | 

Doctors’ Smash 
186, Det, ‘Coll’ 126) 

Detroit, Sept. 12. 
“Young Doctors,” a newcomer at 

the Michigan, is setting the current 
‘pace. However, with a few notable i 
exceptions, the bloom appears ‘to j ' 
be off some of the Jongtermiers and 
a change seems in order. “La Dolce 
Vita” stays sharp in ninth session 
‘at the Trans-Lux Krim. “Mad pet 
Coll” is slow in first reund -at 
Fox. 

Estimates for This Week 

Fox (Woodmont Corp.) (5,041; 
$.75-$1.49)——"Mad Dog Coll” (Col) 
and “Stop Me Before I Kill” (Col). 
Slow .$12.000. Last week, “Hippo- 

aoeceevene 

“drome” (Cont) and “Pirate. of Black | shaping drab at the Stariley,|. 
‘Young Doctors” at fhe Penn is the Hawk” (Indie) $8,500. 

Michigan (United Detroit) (4, 036: : 
$1.25-$1.49) — “Young Doctors” |: 
;(UA) and “A Matter ‘of Morals” | 
-{UA). Whammo $18,000. Last week, : 
."Claudelle Inglish" (WB)- and “Ane | 
tatomy of Psycho” (WB), $12,000 in! 
second week. 4 

Palms (UD) (2.955; $1.25-$1.49)— | 
“Minotaur” | 

-(UA) (2d wk). Dawn to $11, 000. 
Last week, $13.000. 
Madison (UD? 1 .408; $1.25-$1.49) j 

—‘Fanny” (WB) ‘Oth. wk). 
$13, 000. Last week, $14,000. 

Grand Circus 'UD) ‘1.400; $1.25- 
$1.49)\—“Francis of Assisi”. (20th) 
‘Sth. wk). Slowing: to. $10,000. Last ; 
week, $11,000. t 

Adams ‘Balaban) {1,700; $1.25- 
* $1.50) — “Honeymoon Machine” 
(M-G). (2d wk. 
Last week, 310.500. 

United Artists (UA) (1,667; 
$1.25-$1.80)—"‘Guns of Nav arone” 
(Col) (10th wk). Slowing to $11,000. 
Last week, $14,100. 

.Music Hall tCinerama. Inc.) (1, } 

Hotsy 

208; 31.20-$2. 65)—"This Is Cine- 
rama”. (NT) (reissue) (15th wk). 
Oke $12,000. Last week, ‘$12,500. 

TransLux Krim  ‘Trans-Lux) 
(1,000; $1.80-$2)—“‘La- Dolce Vita” 
(Astor) (9th wk). 
Last week, $12,000. 

Mercury (UM) ‘1,465; $1-$1.80) 
—"King and I” (20th) (reissue). 

| Stars tomorrow (13). 
“Sun Also Rises” 

Sharp. $10,000. 

‘Last week, 
(20th) ‘and 

“Snows of Kilimanjaro” (20th) (re- 
issues). Oke $9,000. 

‘eomer “Marines, Let's Go,” 
‘| Majestie’s fourth round of “Fanny” 

Slowing to $8,000. | 

‘Last week $4.60. 
Penn (UATC) (3,300; $1-$1. 50)— |, 

‘Marines’ Mild $6,000, 
Provy.; ‘Sept.’; Slick B46 

Providence, Sept. 12. 

Holdovers all around with RKO} 
‘| Albee leading the list with its.sec- 

tond frame of “Come September.” | 

Strand’s sixth stanza of “Guns of 

Navarone” is still on the happy 
-side. Loew's state is mild with new 

while 

and Elmwood’s 13th of “Exodus” 
‘fare easing up. 

Estimates for This Week 

‘Albee (RKO) (2,200; 15-$1. 5)\— 

“I “Conie September” (U) and “Ole 
Rex” «(U) (2d wk). Nifty $8,500 
after sock $15,000 in opener. 

Elmwood (Snyder) (724; $2-$2.50) 
—‘‘Exodus”. (UA) (13th wk). Good |. 
$4,000. Last week, okay $4,000. 

Majestic (SW) (2,200; 65-90) — 
i“Fanny” (WB) (4th wk). Fair $5,-| 

| 000. Last week, moderate $6,000. 

‘State (Loew) (3,200; 65-90) — 
“Marines, Let’s Go” (20th) and 
“The Long Rope” (20th). Mild $6,- 
000. Last week, “Honeymoon ‘Ma- 
chine” (M-G). and “Unstoppable 
| Man” (M-G). Good $9,000 in nine- 
| days. 

Strand (National Realty} (2,200; 
$1.25-$2.50)—“Guns of Navarone” 
(Cel). (6th wk). Happy $7,500 after 
neat #8. 500 in previous. round. 

Doctors’ Sharp $15,000, 
"Pit ‘Companions Drab 

Pittsburgh, Sept. 12. 
. With “Deadly Companions” 

Fonly other new entry and is headed 
for a boff week.. “Splendor in 
Grass” went SRO in one night (8) 
at Warner where “Pleasure of His 
Company” remains firm in. fifth 
week, Rousing weeks are being 
enjoyed by three holdovers, “Guns 
of Navarone” in eight round 
at Gateway, ‘Come September” in 
third at Fulton and.“Raisin in Sun”: 
‘in third at Squirrel Hill. 

_ Estimates for This Week 
Fulton (Shea) (1 635; $1-$1. 50)\— 

'<“Come. September” (U) (3d _ wk). 
Hotsy $8, 000. Last week, $11,000. 

Gateway (Associated) (1,900; 
: $1. 25-$1.75)—“‘Guns of Navarone” 
! (Cob. (8th. wk).. Excellent $8,000. 
Last week, $12,900. 

' Nixon (Rubin) ¢1,760: $1.50-$2.75) 
—"‘La. 

wk). Fine $5,000 for final week. 

“Young. Doctors” (UA). Boffo 
‘$15,000. Last week, “Ada” (M-G) 
(2d wk), $7, 800. 

Squirrel Hill (SW) (834; $1.25)— | 

‘BABY’ QUIET ¥, 500, 
SEATTLE, ‘FEAR’ 76;° 

“Raisin in Sun” (Col) (3d wk). 
Rousing $4,000. Last week, $5,500. 

Stanley (3,700; $1-$1.50)—"Dead- 
ly Companions” (Pathe-American). 
Soft $6,500. Last week, “Claudelle 
Inglish” (WB),. $9,000. 

Warner (SW) (1 ‘516: $1-$1.50)— 
“Pleasure of His Company (Par) 
(5th wk) (6 days). Hardy $6,500 
with “Splendor in Grass” (WB) get~ 
ting capacity $1,800 on Friday (8), 
Last week, $8,000. 

‘Washington, Sept. 12. 
Mainstem wickets are maintain- | 

ing a smart pace for the- post-La- 
bor Day round. Marathoners are 
showing strong legs -with “Guns of 
Navarone” wow ninth lap at two 
Trans-Lux locations. “Dolce Vita” 
looms big in its .10th Town round. 
“Two Women” at the Apex is 
rated sock after fracturing house 
record in its opening stanza. 
“Angry Silence” is heading for a 
good initial week at the. Ontarfo. 

Estimates for This Week — 
Ambaesador-Metropolitan (SW) 

$3,000 for Ambassador only. (Met- 
ropolitan closed for renovation). 
Last week, $10,100 for both houses. 
Apex (K-B) (940; -$1-$1.25) — 

“Two Women” (Embassy) (2d wk). 
Sock.$10,000 after house record of 
$13,200 in opening round. 

Capitol (Loew) (3,420: $1-$1 49)— 
“Ada” (M-G) (2d wk).- ‘Plump $11,- 
500 after $15,000 opener. 

Keith’s (RKO) (1,850; $1-$1 49)— 
“Goodbye Again” (UA) (5th wk).. 

‘Silence’ Loud $1 On, DC: ‘Women’ 
Shapely 106, 2d, ‘Ada’ Fat 11546, 2d 

Mild $7,000. Last week, $9,000.. 
‘MacArthur. (K-B) (900; $1.25) — 

“Secret Partrier (Indie) (2d. wk). 
Trim $5.000 after: $6,800 opener. 

“Angry Silence” (British Lion). 

Edge” (UA) (6th wk),. $4,400. 
Palace (Loew) (2,390; $1-$1.49)— 

“Pit” (AT) (3d wk). Hearty $10,500. 
Last week, $13,v00. 

(278; $1-$1.80) —. Plaza ({T-L) 
“Truth” . (Kings). (10th wk). Mod- 

erate $2,400. Last week, ditto. 
Playhouse (T-L) (459; ‘$1. 49-$2)—- 

“Guns of Navarone” (Col) (9th wk). 
-Big $7, 000. Last week, $7,500. 

Town (King). (800: $1.25-$2)— 
“Dolee Vita” (Astor) (10th wk). 

—"Guns of Navarone” (Col) (9th 
wk). Wow $13,000, same as last. 
' Uptowm (SW) (1,300; $1.25-$1.75) 
—“Spartacus” (subrun) (Lith wk). | 000 
Steady $5,500. Last week, same. 
Warner (SW). (1,440: 90-$1 49) — 

“Fanny” (WB) (Sth wk). Shapely 
$10,000. Last week, $12,000. 

Dolce Vita" (Astor) (10th: 

Ontario (K-B) (1,240; $1-$1.49)—. 

Fancy $7,000. Last week, “Naked | 

Torrid .$9,000. Last week, $11,000.. 
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; ° $1.49-$2) |$ 

Broadway Grosses 
| Estimated Total Gross 

This Week $594,500 
- -tBased on 28 theatres) 
Last Year .......... ; 

(Based on 27 theatres» 

Bridge’ Tall 66, 
Tato; Sept.’ 186 

Toronto; Sept. 12. 

stanza of “Guns of Navarone” and 
second frame of *‘Scream of Fear” 
biz is noticeably on the’ upbeat. 
“Come September” is also hefty in 
second stanza, plus “Fanny” in 
sixth frame. Newcomer is “The 
Bridge,” which is off ‘to @ lusty 

start. 

Estimates for “This Week _ 
Carlton (Rank) (2,318; $1-$1. 50) 

—"Guns of Navarone” (Col) (6th 
Sock $22, 000. Last week, 

$19,000. 
Eglinton (EP) (918; $1.50-$2.50) 

—“Windjammer” INT) (38th wk). | 
Still sturdy $7,000. Last week, 

|| ditto. 
Hollywood (FP) (1,080; $1-$1. 50) 

—‘‘Scream of Fear” Col) (2d wk). 

Hyland (Rank) (1,357; $1-$1. 50)— 
“Very Important Person” (20th) 
(5th wk). Dwindling to four days 
for $3,000. Last week, $5, 000. 

Imperial (FP) (3,343; $1-$1.50)— 
“Fanny” (WB) (6th wk). Holding 
at swell $11,000.. Last week, $12,- 

500. 
International (Taylor) (557: $1- 

$1.25)—""Never on Sunday” (Lope) 
(34th wk’. Good $3,000. Last 
‘week, $3,500. 

‘Loew’s (Loew) (1,641; $1-$1.25— 
“Come September” (U) (2d wk}. 
Still wham $18,000. Last week, 
$22,000. — 

Tivoli (FP) (935;° $1 .50-$2.50)— |. 

*1“T.a Dolce Vita” (Astral) (6th wk). 
Near capacity nights for $11, 500. 
Last week, $12,500. 
Towhe 'Taylor) 1693; 90-$1.25)—| 

“The Bridge” (AA). Hefty $6,000. 
Last week, “The. Magician™ \ICG). 
(3d wk), $3,500. 

Uptown ‘Loew) (2,543; $1-$1. 75). 
—“Spartacus” (U). (6th wk). At pop 
prices (three-a-day), ‘tapering 
$6, 000. Last’ week, $8, 500, 

With better grosses in ae Ada” (M-G) (3d wk). 

| wk): 

|Last week, 

Hefty $12,000. Last. week, $11,000. (8th wk), $5,000, 

“Guns of Navar one” 

“Two Women” 
Hot ‘$14,000. 

-$1.251—“Claudelle . Inglish” 

to’ 

‘TDolee Vita,” 

‘Gamble’ Nifty $13,000 in Mild Hub; 
‘Monte Cristo Oke 86, Fever’ 5146 

; * Boston, Sept. 12,° 
Biz continued : mild . at the b.o, . 

“| this -week with. falloff.ascribed to. 
Jewish - holidays ‘and legit’ com-. 
‘petish. Three’ new entries are fair, 
They're “Big Gamble” at the Para. 
mount “Secret of Monte Christo’. 

. fat Pilgrim and “Girl Fever” at: 
00 | State. “La: Dolce Vita” was moved 

into the Capri for a rerun. after 
having played the Gary earlier, and 

jshowed strength. WB held a one. 
night showing of “Splendor in 

4 Grass” at. Astor Friday (8) to 
capacity audience. “Two Women”- 
is smash: in second week. at the 
Kenmore and looks in for Iong 
run. 

Estimates for This, Week | 
Astor (B&Q) 1,170;. 90-$1: 50) 

Oke $8,000, 
minus one night's receipts. WB's 
“Splendor: in Grass”. showe% for 
one performance Friday (8 in new. 
WB policy of. preshowing, and: 

| grossed $1,500. 

Beacon Hill (Sack) (678; $1-$1. 50). 
—"Never On Sunday” (Lope) (23d 

9 SnSPPY $7,000. Last week, 

Boston (Cinerama, | Ine.) (1, 354; a 
$1.75-$2. 65)—“Windjammer” (NT) 
(reissue) (18th wk). Oke $7,000. 
Last week, $8, 500. 

Capri (Sack). 1900; $1-$1. 50 
“La Dolce Vita” (Astor) (rerun, . 

‘|m.o. from Gary, where it. preceded. 
“Guns of. Nayarone.”’ Slick $7,000. 

“Raisin in Sun” (Col) 

Exeter (India) (1 376; .90-$1.50\— 
“Romanoff . and. Jutiet”. 1U). cl1th 
wk). -Oke $4, 000. . Last week, 
$5,000. | 
Fenway (Indie) Rae 350: $1: 50— 

“Eve Wants to Sleep” Undie) .and. 
“Highway”: (indie) (2d wk). 
$3,000. Last. week, $4,060:. 

Oke: 

. Gary. (Sack) (1,277; 90-$1. 90)— 
(Col). (9th 

wk). Still hotsy with $20, 000. Last - 
-week, $25.000. © 

Kenmore. ‘AIndie)- (700; $1.50. — 
\Embassy) (2d. wk). 

“Last week, $16, 000. 
“Metropolitan (NET) .(4,357; ° 90- 

(WB). 
(Continued on page 26). 

‘“INGLISH OKE. $5,500, 
BALTO; ‘VITA’ $2,500 

Baltimore, Sept. 12. ~ 
- Overall picture’ is fair this week - 

-| with, “Come September” in- third 
‘week at the Stanton, the best of: 
‘the lot: Others: keeping pace are 
“Guns of Navarone”’: now in ninth 
frame at. the Hippodrome, “La 

good in second week.. 
|at the Little and “Honeymoon Ma- 

Seattle, Sept. 12. 

“Come September” and “Guns 
of Navarone,” both holdovers, are 
leading the town.. Among the fresh 
entries “Angel Baby” is thin at 
the Paramount and “Scream of 
Fear” is okay at the Coliseum. The 
Orpheum is shuttered this week 
due to lack of product. It may re- | 

light with an occasional stage show. 

_ Estimatés for This: Week 

Blue Mouse (Hamrick). (769; $1- 
$1. 50)—“Saturday . Night and Sun- 
day Morning” (Cont).. Fair $4,000. 
Last week, 
(2d wk), $4, 500.>° 

Coliseum 'Fox-Evergreen) (1,870; 
$1-$1.50)-—"‘Scream of Fear”. (Col) 
and “Trunk” (Cel). Okay $7,000. 
Last’ week, “Marines, Let's Go” 
(20th) and “Rommel’s Turning” 
(Indie), $5,800. 
Fifth Avenue 

rone” (C3) (6th wk). Swell $7,500. 
Last week, $10,700.. 

Music Box (Hamrick) (168; $1- 

$6,300. 

$1.50)}—‘‘Come September” U) (3d 

700... 

‘Orpheum (Hamrick). (2 600; $1- 
1.50)-—Dark. Last week,. “World 

by Night” (WB) and “Blasts of Si- 
lence” (U). Okay $4,700. 

(AA). Poor $4,500. Last week, “Big 
Gamble” (20th) and “Night. Peo- 
‘ple’ (20th), $4,800. 

(Fox- Evergreen). 
(2,500; $1-$1.50)—“Guns of Nava- 

$1.50)—“La Dolce Vita’ Astor): 
(8th wk). Swell $5,000.. Last week, . 

Musie Hall (Hamrick) (2.200: $i. 

OOn eet au (Fox-Evergreen} (3 wh 
; $1-$1.50)—““Angel Baby” (AA) | 000. 

and. “King of Roaring Twenties” | 

chine” nice in second at the Town. 
“Claudelie Inglish,” opened ‘to 
okay biz at the New. 

Estimates for This Week: 

“Aurora (Rappaport) (367; 90- 
$1. 50}—"Naked Night” (Times) (re- 
issue)..Oke $2,000. Last week, ‘‘Pas- 
sionate Summer”’ (Kings) (reissue), 

Charles “(Pruchtman) (500; . 90- 
$1.50) — “Fanny” (WB) (8th, wk). 
Okay $4,000. Last..week, same.° 

Cinema. (Schwaber) (460; '90- 
$1. 50)—"“Truth" | (Kings) (7th: wk), 
Down to $1,500. Last: week, $1,800. 

Five West: (Schwaber) - (435; “D0=" 
$1.50)—“Romanoff and. Juillet” (U). 
(6th wk). Slow $1,500. Last ‘week, 

1 $2,000. 

“Goodbye Again” (UA) | *s 800. Hippodrome ‘Rappaport)- (Z, 300; 
90-$1.50) — “Guns of. ‘Navarone” 
{Col) (9th wk). Strong $6, 500. : Last. 
week, $8,000. 
Little (Rappaport). (300; 0-$1 50) 
—"La Dolce Vita”. (Astor) (2d wk).- 
Good $2,500. Last. week, $3,000. 

Mayfair (Fruchtman) (750; 90- 
$1.50) — “St. Francis of Assisi” 
(20th) (3d wk).. ‘Oke $4,000. Last - 
week, $6,000. 
; ‘New (Fruchtman) (1,600; 90- 
$1.50)—“Claudelle Inglish” ‘(WB):: 
Okay $5,500. Last week, “Big. Game 

-90-$1.50) — 
ble” (20th), $7,000. 

Playhouse ; (355s 
1“Never on Sunday”. (Lope) (434 
wk). 

wk). Big $8,000. Last week, $13,- |%2:500- 
Steady _ $2, 500. Last -wéek, 

-Rex (Freedman) (500; $2. 50) — 
“Seventh Seal” (Janus). Good $3,- 
500. Last week, “Carnival in. Flan- 
ders” (Indie} $2, 000. - 

- Stanton (Fruchtman) (2 800: 90-: 
$1.50)—"‘Come September” (U) (3d 
wk). Good $7,000. Last week, $12,- 

Town (Rappaport) (1,125: . “90- 
$1.50) — “Honeymoon - Machine” 
(M-G) (2d wk). Nice $6,000. Last. 
‘week, $8,000. 
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‘(metro-goldwyn-mayer 

‘presents...new stare, 
‘young stars in a. 

dramatic story of 

‘the old west by 

James warner bellah 

the author of 

sores os “she wore a. yellow ribbon’? 

and “fort apache” 

- RICHARD BOONE:-GEORGE HAMILTON 
LUANA PATTEN-ARTHUR O°CONNELL. 
STARRING IN A ROBERT J, ENDERS PRODUCTION 

INDER OF 
DRUMS _ 

co-starnne CHARLES BRONSON: RICHARD CHAMBERLAIN 
aro wrnoovons DUANE EDDY. warren or JAMES WARNER BELLAH 

. precteo by JOSEPH NEWMAN IN CINEMASGOPE-AND METROGOLOR 

co-starring JAMES SHIGETA wm sames yack 
EMI FLORENCE HIRSCH - NORI ELIZABETH HERMANN 

A METRO-.GOLDWYN- MAYER PRESENTATION! 

BEST SELLER! READERS DIGEST FEATURES 

NOW THIS TRUE AND TOUCHING STORY BECOMES. 

AN ENTHRALLING MOTION PICTURE, 
SASED ON THE AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL NOVEL BY GWEN TERASAKI + SCREEN PLAY BY 

CHARLES KAUFMAN -oiecren oETIENNE PERIER 

PRODUCED sy JACQUES BAR * A CITE FILMS PRODUCTION 

ee ee gn a eR ett pe Ve ef eg a any 

ce lh ee el ne gp 

a eae eee 
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at ones 

Aer torre. 

PEEL ERY OMA IS LS CLIEOO I 

ro OREIIT EINEM ELLEN LOSI EI LIS LE PILE NOE A RSILLV EL OMLPE LENNON EINE tenemos + 

_ BOBHOPE 
LANA TURNER 
BACHELOR IN 
PARADISE 

W 

SHHHHHH! IT'S THE HOPE REPORT 
OR WHAT HAPPENS WHEN ALL THE 
HUSBANDS GO OFF TO WORK AND. 

-4° THE HOUSEWIVES TAKE LESSONS 
FROM.....THE WORLD'S GREATEST 
AUTHORITY ON LOVE! SHHHHHHHH! 

POR noe 
an 

Aaa! 

Aes 

ATED RICHMOND PRODUCTION 11! 

~ cosmaema JANIS PAIGE 
JIM HUTTON - PAULA PRENTISS 

DON PORTER- VIRGINIA GREY 
AGNES MOOREHEAD 

soresnpuay By VALENTINE DAVIES 
ano HAL KANTER. stony ey vera caseany 

precteo ey JAGK ARNOLD 

MUSIC HENRY MANCINI-IN CINEMASCOPE AND METROCOLOR 

RORY CALHOUN w 

A HETRO-GOLDAYN-MAYER PRESENTATION. 
TRULY COLOSSALT ONE OF THE 
SEVEN WONDERS OF-THE WORLD. 

wit LEA MASSARI ano 

GEORGES MARCHAL-CONRADO SAN MARTIN . 

ANGEL ARANDA - tireeren sy SERGIO LEONE 

-exeourwe prooucer MICHELE: SGAGLIONE 
IN. SUPERTOTAESCOPE ANG EASTMANCOLOR 
PRODUCED BY CINIPRODUZIONE ASSOCIATE. 

ROWA PROCUSA, MADRID C.F... AND C7. 1, PARIS 
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The hauntingly unforgettable story of a new love... an old love 
and the only city in the world where they could have happened 

Metro- Goldwyn- Mayer presents 2 an ARTHUR FREED PRODUCTION 

the light ir tke piazza. 
STARRING 

OLIVIA de HAVILLAND - ROSSANO BRAZZI 

and co-starring BARRY SULLIVAN. screen play by 

JULIUS J. EPSTEIN easeo on a story By EUZABETH SPENCER 

dissed ty GUY GREEN -1N CINEMASCOPE AND METROCOLOR 



Wednesday, September 18, 1961 __ , , 

{ETRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PRESENTS SAMUEL BRONSTON'S PRODUCTION 

- ‘A STORY OF THE CHRIST 
THE GLORY OF HIS SPOKEN WORDS 

CO-STARRING : 

? —-- JEFFREY HUNTER * SIOBHAN McKENNA * HURD HATFIELD - RON RANDELL: VIVECA LINDFORS 
RITA GAM * CARMEN SEVILLA * BRIGID BAZLEN * HARRY GUARDINO + RIP TORN 

FRANK THRING * GUY ROLFE*wra MAURICE MARSAG * GREGOIRE ASLAN ano ROBERT RYAN 
AS JOHN THE BAPTIST 

-soneen play By PHILIP YORDAN * igeoteo ey NICHOLAS RAY * proouceo ay SAMUEL BRONSTON 
MUSIC BY MIKLOS ROZSA © FILMED IN 70 MM SUPER TECHRIRAMA » TECHNICOLOR 

. 
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METRO- GOLDWYN: MAYER PRESENTS 

GERALDINE PAGE | 
in TENNESSEE WILLIAMS’ SMASH BROADWAY HIT 

SWHKET BIRD 
OF YOUTH 

coswerse SHIRLEY KNIGHT: ED BEGLEY ~ j 
RIP TORN: MILDRED DUNNOCK 
WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY RICHARD BROOKS 

propucen BY PANDRO S. BERMAN 
iN CINEMASCOPE AND METROCOLOR 

SSS 

Jed Saeioooaaioieaaaioiaoic joka 

STEPHEN 
BOYD 

Jadoo ooo 

JIMMY. 
DURANTE 
SEACH 
BASED ON THE PLAY BY BEN HECHT AND CHARLES MacARTHUR 
“MUSIC AND-LYRICS BY RICHARD RODGERS AND LORENZ HART 
AAA A ARR R KAA EAR EE EERE ERE IE 

propuceo ay JOSEPH PASTERNAK 
MAKAAAA IRAE RRA E EERE ETE 

recteo By CHARLES WALTERS. 
HAIER IAAI ARRIETA ERR 

assoc:prooucer MARTIN MELCHER 
HAAAAT AAA AAA TARE EAE ES REE 

ALLTHE WARMTH... THE WONDERFUL TUNES OF THE 
GREAT BROADWAY HIT... BIGGER THAN-EVER ON THE. 
GIANT METROCOLOR MOTION PICTURE SCREEN ! 
a ae a BE KS a a ad ad Bd hs 

Wednesday, September 13, 1961 
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HORSEMEN 
OFTHE 
CALYPSE 

SWEEPING FROM THE BROAD-PAMPAS OF THE ARGENTINE TO THE FASHIONABLE CAFES AND BOULEVARDS OF PARIS 

IBANEZ’ UNFORGETTABLE-CLASSIC...INTERPRETED BY DIRECTOR: VINCENTE MINNELLI...BECOMES ONE OF THE GREAT 

MOTION PICTURES OF OUR TIME...METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PRESENTS A JULIAN BLAUSTEIN PRODUCTION STARRING 

GLENN FORD-INGRID THULIN- CHARLES BOYER-LEE J.COBB-PAUL HENREID cesrutiue PAUL LUKAS -YVETTE MIMIEUX-KARL BOEGIM 

AND JOHN GA - BASED ON THE NOVEL BY VICENTE BLASCO ANEY- RECTED ay VINCENTE MINNELLT-u cinensoore sno wernacoron 
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IRWIN SHAW'S GREAT BEST SELLER ABOUT MEN WOMEN AND MOVIE-MAKING 

KIRK DOUGLAS 
EDWARD G.ROBINSON- 
STARRING IN A METRO- GOLDWYN" MAYER PRESENTATION 

TWO WEEKS IN 
ANOTHER TOWN 
screen pv ay CHARLES SCHNEE.- in comeuiscore ano acrrocouor 
oveecteo ev VINGENTE MINNELLI-rronuceo er JOHN HOUSEMAN . 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 
presents William L.Shirer's 
all-time best seller 
in allits overpowering . 
drama, with all Its 
cataclysmic impact! 
Screenplay by Charles 
Schnee-directed by 
George Roy Hill-produced: 
by John Houseman 

SSR INS 
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LMED 

COLA PRODUCTION 

PICTURE EVER FI 

AS CAPTAIN BLIGH 

METRO-GOLDWYN: MAYER PRESENTS 

‘THE GREATEST ADVENTURE EVER LIVED BECOMES: 

AS JOHN MILLS IN AN AR 

RICHARD HAYDN ino TA UGH GRIFFITH costannne H - BASED ON THE NOVEL BY CHARLES NORDHOFF AND JAMES NORMAN HALL RITA 
* 

- TECHNICOLOR = - FILMED IN-ULTRA. PANAVISION ON ROSENBERG 
R 

M PRODUCED BY § MILESTONE: 
.: 

wlEW! DIRECTED 
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she has been rehearsing all of her life!!! 

METRO-GOLDWYN: MAYER PRESENTS 
eee: 

BRIGITTE BARDOT 
MARGELLO MASTROIANNI 
AVERY PRIVATE -AFFAIR 

: 
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PRODUCED BY JACQUES BAR omerrevor LOUIS MALLE TS 

Wednesday, September 13, 1961 

A VIVID GLIMPSE.INTO THE IRREGULAR LIVES OF SOME 
FASCINATING YOUNG: PEOPLE BY. THE AUTHOR OF “BLUE DENIM“ 
A METRO: GOLOWYN-MAYER PRESENTATION STARRING 

EVA MARIE SAINT: WARREN BEATTY 
KARL MALDEN- ANGELA LANSBURY 
BRANDON de WILDE. sts nirar WILLIAM INGE 
onecteo ord HN FRANKENHEIMER--rsoouccony JOHN HOUSEMAN 



; 
Four neglected husbands. out on the-town,..and a gal who's definitely “in” : 

JOSEPH E, LEVINE PRESENTS A KIMCO-FILMWAYS PRODUCTION. - 

KIM NOVAK: JAMES GARNER TONY RANDALL 
eS 80S NIGHT OUT oF 
riso starrine GIG YOUNG S52 S52 S82 SR 
eostarawe. JANET BLAIR-PATTI PAGE-ANNE JEFFREYS — 
ovecreosy MICHAEL GORDON cmroouctosy MARTIN RANSOHOFE 
WIDE SOREEN AND METROCOLOR- A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER RELEASE.’ 

FABULOUS DEEDS! FANTASTIC DARING! INCOMPARABLE SHOWHMANSHTP4 

JOSEPH E. LEVINE presewts STEVEREEVES in 

THIEE OF BAGHDAD 

GEORGIA MOLL-ARTURO DOMINICI 

1 EDY VESSEL sng GEORGE CHAMARAT 
| in EASTMANCOLOR and CINEMASCOPE 

PROMOS yo by BRUNO VAILATL te 
” "4 SEAS ARTHUR LUBIN- a rrtanus prooucrion 

Mitiashy A METRO-GOLDWYH- MAYER RELEASE 
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Consors Vacation Keeps Spanish =| 
Placido’ From. Venice Festival 

Madrid, Sept. 5. 
Film officialdom. determination 

to avold a repetition of the “Viri- | 
diana” upheaval, is seen in the 
izarre bureaucratic shuffle that] ” 
ept Luis Berlanga’s social satire 

‘upl lacido” from entering the Ven-| 
fee film contest. 

“Placido” was considered a. sure- | 
fire candidate for the: Lido. fest.” 
“Director Berlanga and producer. 
Alfredo Matas were. given the offl-. 
dial nod dependant on.meeting an 
answer print deadline’ on July’ 31 
and both organized a-crash sched- 

ule to get the film. fn under the 
wire. 

‘Berlanga-Matas pre-arran ge @ d 
‘Yendezvous with. the censors. on 
“that date failed to materialize, 
“however, ‘when film-makers were 
advised that the censors. were. va-. 
eationing and’ unavailable - nati 
September. ~— 

Censor clearance ‘for film. festi- 
“val-entries went into effect. here 
following: Spain’s “Virldiana” vic- 

tory’ at Cannes and_ subsequent 
tempest that cost- Jose Munoz Fon- 
tan his job as director #eneral for. 
oinema. 

the -sequence of. events, 

Golden ‘Lion. 
Tn an ‘interview: last week, Ber- |. 

langa remorsefully sald he was 
every” assurance “Placido” iven. 

Sonia represent Spain at Venice. 
only to find himself. holding the}: 
bag with producer Matas. 
_ Best Known. for his “Welcome 
pir Marshall”. and “Calabuch,” 

rlanga: possesses a collection - of.|. 
Feject slips from the: director gen- 
eral’s film. bureau ‘that kept him 
ldelined for three years prior. ta 
is assignment on “Placido.” 
“As to my next move,”.the ham- 

strung director said in his inter- 
ylew,. “I don’t. ‘know. whether ‘to 
find work abroad; abandon film-. 
making altogether or devote my-|. 
self to directing risk-less - films 
‘about child. ‘Prodigies. ” 

Pitch for NFFC 

Readjustments 
‘London, Sept: 12. 

A second ‘and probably finat| 
meeting between. British ’ film- 
-makers and. the: National Film: 

inance Corp. to consider the .prob-: 
em of overhead ‘ allowances: to’. 
producers is expected to be held 
jext week.. The inittal session was | 
‘held ‘last June: and the producers. 
were repped by British Film Pro-| | 
ducers Assn. and the Federation of 
British Film Makers. 

‘One of. the “main- beefs of. the| 
‘that the “present: 

method. of financing: by the NFFC: 
does not. give-any latitude in pick-||. 

‘producers ° is 

ing-up the slack ‘of abortive’ costs. 
For example, ‘a producer may com- | 

. mission a writer to prepare a treat- 
ment or screenplay and then. for 
one reason. or another has to: aban- 
don the project. Under the present 
procedure there is..no. possibility 
of: the producer being able: to 
“lose” that cost in’ other produc-} 
tions. It is a matter which -pri- 
marily hurts.the. small Independent 
with Umited. resources. 

‘TIVOLI CIRCUIT SETS 
SHOWS IN: FALL. OF ’62 

a gare ninth and seventh 

‘Lloyd: Martin, cotopper of the brs 
Sydiey, Sept: -8. 

Tivoll vaude-tevue. Joop: with Gor- 
on Cooper ‘says that production | 

plans have been set. as far ahead as 
October 1962. 

Set ‘into: the: Melbourne ‘Tivol, is 
im “Frosty Follies,” combination stage 

nd iceshow. with: Pat Gregory, Bill}. 
‘Christopher, Howard Hardin, Joe 
Chislom and Frank Berry.. 
“Avec Pleasure,” current click in 

Melbourne, moves into the Sydney 
‘Tivoli with Don. Tannen starred. 
Early in .1962 Fred Carpenter 
brings in a new: musical, sets and: 

- costumes designed in London. 

be “Golden Days’. with Freddie 
Morgan, Hutch. and Alec” inlay, 
plus. P. Ss, talent, °: 

New Mex Prod. Outfit 
Formed by Four Stars 

Mexico ‘City, Sept. 5. 

tion ‘unit, said that this is. a part- 
nership involving Ernest Borgnine- 
Katy Jurado, Linda ‘Christian and 
Artadna Welter. 

Mexican . production. ‘project: is 
outcome: of talks by principals. in ii 
Rome .earHer this year, and the} 
goal is to coproduce fer worldwide | 
release. Pictures are to be shot in 
Mexico and abroad, as required by | 
the scripts and services of the ac- 
tor partners as well as hiring of top 
international talents. 

Producing unit ‘has - another ‘ob- |'” 
jective—to use Miss Christian: and |. 
Miss: Jurado’s ‘talents in Mexican 
vehicles ‘with an international slant. 
Both actreses have been in demand 
abroad but shunned by local pro- 
ducers, partly because of ‘lack of. 
major vehicles.and partly because 
of cash demands by . performers, 

-+eonsidreed too steep by. Mexican 
According to those familiar with 

Venice |: 
festival reps saw a rough-cut ver-'|. 
gion of “Placido” -in Madrid‘ and. 
had invited it to compete for the | 

picture makers. 

City Vs. Country 
An Even Split 

Paris, Sept. 12. 

Recent statisties from the Centre 

Du. ‘Cinema on 1956 ‘pic grosses 

shows* that French cities and. out- 

lying. areas. more or less go for the’ 

-Since it takes four same : ‘films. 
to five. -years for complete. playoff 

the. figures are necessarily. late. 

‘and .studied. Though. hinterland 
‘| audience prefer family type pix | 
Jand go for top hames and well- 
known stars, there seems to be a 
similarity of tastes: for 50% of the 
attendance and 60% of the. gross 
came from .49 cities having more 
than 60,000 inhabitants. 

56, eight of the top 10 takers 
‘grossed as much. in Paris. as the 
others did for. the rest of the 
country. Paris thus still seems to 
set the general b.o. tone even if. 
‘some pix ‘can make up Paris losses 
in other: general spots. 

Luis “Aldas, heading up Produo- 
clones’ Mexico Films, new produc- | 

|ter “Wanger 

Of the 129 French pix made in 

‘Anglo-German Prods, 
For COC Fim Loadon 

A shedule of 12 Anglo- 
coproduction ‘pix which will count 

‘| as quota will be madé in Britain 
during the next two years. Outfit 

| behind this ean. is a newly-formed 
company, CCC'Film London, whose 
‘topper is Gene Gutowski: Anglo-| 
‘Amalgamated . will make a mini- 
mum of four films a year for CCC] 
‘Film and the pix will be cofinanced. 

Other indie producers are being 
wooed fo make films for the or- 
ganization. First’: CCC-Anglo-Amal- 
gamated project will start rolling. 

.““S.0.8. Sahara,” in November. It’s 
with. Peter van Eck and Herbert 

om... 

Fast Mean Payoff 
Results in Film Product 

- Mexico City, Sept. 5B 
Programming of Mexican prod- 

uct is rapidly cutting into film 
backlogs, and pictures made this}: 
year .are‘ already. set for. exhibi- 
tion. This is. a happy: state of 
affairs for ‘production, but a head- 
ache for circuits and : distributors. 

An. indication . of the situation, 
although it. is vehemently | denied : 

4 by official disrtibs, is witnessed by 
‘the fact that five houses last week, 
the firstrun: Orfeon -and Olimpia, 
-and the nabe Nacional, Popotla, | 
and. Tacubaya programmed serials 

.:| made at. the America Studios. The 
| segments were spliced together in 
] each case to make a “feature film.” 

For French Mart! 
‘The National Theatre Operating 

Co, is still dickering for permis- 
sion to import more foreign prod- 
‘uet, not only from. Hollywood but: 
from. other foreign areas as well. 
Reissues continue on. the scene; 
and are growing in number. Even 
Hollywood “B” pictures ara mak- 
ing their appearance in firstrun 
.situations there ‘and there, espe- 
cially.in outlying theatres. 

Exhibitors are clamoring for 
more German. Italian, French, etc. 

+ product,.alleging that the public 
- At a tinte’ when: business is still F eral 
spotty here and new and old: film- 

[makers disagree on the types of 
pix and manner of making them, 
jthese results are heing wetghed- 

is not: unilaterally . wed to Holly- 
wood pictures. . 

Pamela Danova Aide To 

‘Rome, Sept. 12. 
Pamela Danova, who headed 

20th-Fox’s new talent at Holly- 
wood studio, has been named exec 

Mankiewicz on “Cleopatra,” Wal- 
production which 

Starts location filming here Sept. 
‘18. Prior to departure, Mrs. Don- 
ova coached several newcomers 
selected for vartous parts in Holly- 
wood. When multimillion dolar 

tinue In that capacity with new 

“Of the top 10 films five were.| Pix. 
-also: ‘pegged excellent. by the first 
string. Paris critics, | Skouras 

York for kickoff of film’s resump-| 
So. it is felt 

that critics.and the public are not 
at. perpetual. odds‘ as some pro- 

Meanwhile, 20th prexy Spyros P. 
has atrived from New 

tion with Elizabeth Taylor starred, 

erman 

Shortage & Reissues: 

Mank « on ‘Cleo’ in Rome’ 

‘assistant. to director Joseph L..: 

spec is completed, she will con- 

‘eontract talent assigned to various. 

"7 oat: a 

‘Ben-Hur Hits Zurich, 
Overcomes Exhib Beef 

Zurich, Sept.8. 
‘After being released in eneva 

and Lausanne last November and 
February, respectively, with reo- 
ord-breaking results, Metro’s “Ben- 
Hur” has finally opened in Zurich 
at the over 1,000-seat Rex Theatre. 
Delay was due to a lengthy fight 
with Swiss Exhibs' Association 
which refused to let its members 
‘accept Metro’s terms for the pic-| 

“| ture, Above-named dates in French 
Switzerland were only pessible in 
view of the exhibitor there (who 
owns both. situations) ignoring the 
dictum and bringing the picture in 
‘at his own risk. Incidentally, no) 

‘|repercussions have resulted so far. 
German-Swiss release was made 

possible due to a revised contract 
formula aimed at satisfying both 
Sides and acceptable to all, 

New Demands By 
Israeli Censors 
Hampers Legit 

Tel Aviv, Sept. 5. 
How can & legit production ga to 

the dress-rehearsal stage 
knowing: if it will be allowed to 
open? 

This is the problem that is cur- 
rently bothering Tel Aviv theatres. 
In a eity of 500,000 with three big 
Iegiters and half a dozen smaller 
companies, ‘the theatre is not 
strong economically. The censors 
make it even harder. 

Israeli law provides for theatre 
censorship, mainly to avoid four 
letter words or “London club-fash- 
ion” pornography. The censorship- 
board, headed by Levy Gery for 
years was satisfied to read plays 
and practically never interfered. 
(Once the censors objected to the 
title of a Sartre play: “The Honest 
Prostitute.”) | 

Now, suddenly, the censors say 
they want to attend dress rehears- 
als, before deciding if they will ap- 
prove a play. The board has even 
advised some of the theatres, that 
they are not even permitted to an- 
nounce a forthcom play, until 
it gets approv; he theatres are 
protesting vehemently. They can’t 
afford to invest money. bringing a 
play up to dress-rehearsal and 
then drop it if the censors didn’t 
like the show. And they can’t re- 
frain from announcing in advance 
because. they need the advance 
publicity. If they obey the orders 
and keep silent, they will lose 
money even if the censors finally 
approve the Play. 

INTERNATIONAE 

(Iron Curtain Countries Expected ! 
To Join Inter, Film Prods. Assn. 

not. 

] more noticeable as ~ critlos 

ducers. arid ¢xhibs have claimed 
here of laté,. At least it was not 
so in ’56, but may have :- become 

have |} 
‘become more severe here and now f 
go. .for the. offbeat entries over. 
the. bread: and butter stuff. 
The films. involved were “Michel 

Aussie Censors Snipping Pix Trend 

Strogoftf” which was- 
France and fourth in Paris, “Notre 
Dame De Paris” second in both 
spots, Jacques Tati’s “Mon. Oncle”: 
third in France but tops in. Paris, 
“The Silent World” fourth. in the | - 

‘-Tepuntry and fifth in Parts, “Four 
‘-|Bags Full’ fifth in. France and 
{third in Paris, 
jwas sixth in: ‘both, “Live Waters” 
was ‘seventh and 12th, “The Mexi- 

“Gates of Paris” 

can Singer’ elghth’ and 11th, 

“Arsene Lupin’ 10th aud 
eighth, 

Nordisk Film Cuts Staff; ; 
Cites TV as. the Cause 
— Stockholm, Sept. 12: 

Nordisk Tonfilm will have to re- 
lease 30 of their 100 man staff in 
the near future. Nordisk chief, 
“Gosta’ Hammarback, says that the 
Cause has been competition from: 
television; For:the present, Nor-} 
disk plans. to. produce only two 
feature films a year. Currently, 

*.[ Nordisk is producing one normal 
Yuletide show in Melbourne will feature. and several language 

version of “The Wonderful Adven- 
tures of Nils” by Swedish novelist. 

; Selma : Lagerlof. | 

first in. 

sexuality, 

Sydney, Sept. B. 
The Australian Film Censorship 

Board-in its annual report. said 
that films were becoming more 
mature and are aimed by pro- 
ducers to shock people. Board 
frankly described this trend as dis- 
turbing.as it could affect the minds 
of moppets; however, the group: 
opined, adult - patrons should not 
be denied the opportunity to see 
pix.which examine the Problems 
‘of conlemporary. life. 

The annual report issued in Can- 
‘berra, the governmental seat, said 
422 filras were imported in '60-’61 
compared with 457 in '59-’60. The 
censors rejected 11 films because 
of horror, obscenity or excessive 
violence, and made -cuts in 272 
because of excessive violence and 
‘indecent dialog. 

‘Chief Censor (C. J. Campbell) 
said’ it: was evident films were be- 
coming more mature in theme each 
year, adding “They deal with sub- 
jects which are designed to shock, 
such as rape, nymphomania, homd- 

prostitution, abortion, 
drug addition and delinquency. 

See Too Many Productions / Aimed to Shocks 
Cycle Is Called ‘Disturbing’ 

% 

Themes dealing with the sordid 
side of life are the basis of an ever- 
increasing proportion of ‘films. 
Fewer. and fewer deal with the 
more wholesome and happler sub- 
jects.” 

Chief Censor Campbell then had 
this fo. say: “Adult Australians 
should not be denied the oppor- 
tunity to see films which examine 
problems of contemporary life, 
provided they are presented in a 
manner which is not obscene or 
likely te encourage imitation of 
the practices portrayed. 

“In our opinion most subjects 
can be discussed on film as long 
as they are directed with decency 
and delicate situations not devel- 
oped to the point of obscenity.” 

TV Also Axed 

ai 

London, Sept. 18. 
Film producing countries behind 

-|the Iron Curtain will proba 
invited to join the International 
Federation of Film Producere Ase 
sociations when the administrative 
council of that body meets in Paris 
towards the end of next mont 
The .suggestion that the scope a: 
membership: should be widened 
was made when the general assem- 
bly of tha Federation met in Lon- 
don earlier in the summer and 
constituent members were urged 
to sound out thelr respective or- 
ganizations. 

The first to announce its dect- 
sion {ts the British Film Producers 
Association. Arthur Watkins, who 
apart from being president of that 
association 1s also the prexy of the 
International Federation,. stated 
last week that his members favored 
the principle. “After all," he ex- 
plained, 
Moscow and Czechoslavakla which 
we support and attend and there 

fare also important film i{ndustrles 
in these countries, as well as Po- 
land and others.” He felt is was 
the right thing to have all importe 
ant film producing countries repre- 
sented in the Federation. 

Apart from the festival proted- 
ure, which, as reported in Vanrrety, 
will be a priority {tem at the Paris 

jmeet, the administrative counctl 
will also consider a proposal that 
the Federation should organize: 
conferences of producers at the 
main interational fests. This would 
provide a forum for the actual pro- 
ducer to outline his problems and 
permit an interchange of views. 

Mex-Russian Film 
_ Trade on Rise 

Mexico City, Sept. & 
Russia and its satellite nations 

are becoming relatively important 
markets for Mexican films, accorde 
ing to Cimex, the offictal distribue 
torship. 

Annual take from Russia ‘alone 
is now ranging between $80,000 
to $100,000 with picture deals gene 
erally worked out on a cash pay- 
ment basis. 

Apart from Russia there’s a bulid 
up of buying by such fron curtain 
countries as Czechoslovakia, Red 
China, Poland, Yugoslavia and 
Rumania, with the number of pic- 
tures ranging from three to five 
yearly. 
With Cimex having no sales office 

in red areas, deals are negotiated 
direct. Only hitch in sizeable build 
up of commie business fs that the 
Teds have been indicating they 
want a bigger share of the Mexican 
market. Recently Russian, Czech, 
Rumanian and Yugoslav pictures 
have been released in Mexico. 

Topping it all off is the fact that 
there has been considerabie public 
indignation at what has been Ia- 
‘beled a “flood” of red propaganda 
via picture. Such major organiza- 

‘[tions as the National Parents Union. 
} National Students Federation, Mexe 
fean Association of Catholic Youth, 

j Association of Catholic News- 
papermen, etc., have scored the 
rising tide of red films and hava 
indicated they might institute boy- 
cott picketing of houses showing 
these pictures, 

General concensus here is that 
a commercial operation Involving 
some exchange of pictures fs okay, 
but Mexicans don’t want strictly 
propaganda pix no matter how bad 
off the national industry is at the 
moment, 

‘BEN-HUR’ HONG KONG 
RECORD WITH 1536 

Hong Kong, Sept. 5. 
Ben-Hur (M-G:; has become the 

biggest all-time grosser in Hong 
Kong. It has just ended a 70-day 
Tun, the longest first-run for any 
picture, netting $153,900. ‘Both 
marks are new records. 

Previous boxoffice 
was “Spartacus” (UT. 

champion 
It coined 

| $117,273 net in 49 days, toppling 

lence. 

Board ‘figures also show that | previous highs set by “Ten Com- 
85% of tv films came from the! mandments” ‘Par) which had run 
U.S. with 12% from England. Foot- | | for 48 days, taking in $89,792 net, 
age imported for ’60-’61 hit a rec- Currently, “Guns of Navarone” 
ord 11,000,000 feet with 45 films; {Col? and “World of Suzte Wong” 
rejected and cuts made {in 2,426, i (Par are doing vigorous business. 
mainly because of excessive vio-| Both films are in their third weele 

| of showing. 
4 

“there are festivals in 

e 
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A 
In Venice Rundown of Int'l Pic Talents | 

By GENE MOSKOWITZ 

Venice, Sept.. 12. 
The Information Section at the, 

recently wound Venice Film Fest 
lived up to its aim of showing un- 
usual films at the Film Palace, but 
in a non-competitive context. Rey- 
elations of new talents and prom- 

t Canadian Film Industry  |EINFELD TO EUROPE 
, 7 ee T'wentiéth-Fox veep Charles Ein- - Theatre for 1962 Festival : 

jsing national trends were high. Stratford, Sept. 12. ;(phurs.) for a European business : £ tw There are'talks around the pos-;, ; noun . 

“aay wind there were also. outside ' sibility of Canada’s film industry | trip which will take him ‘to Lon 
4 © . gathering together to help 

Soest vay er 38 Alms ford build a small film theatre, ; Stops. 

The U. S. loomed Jarge in pres- : or conversely. interest a brewery The ad-pub ch 

tige via five pix that were all int et the new drasa theatre in Prosress of Darryl Zanuck’s “The 

dies. It emphasized the growing: 
non-Hollywood production that was 

+ Toronto. 

giving new talents, subject matter| _In.a further effort to make ‘next 
and approaches to films. Shirley’ 

-coming: start of Walter Wanger’s 
- “Cleopatra” in Rome, as well as 

year’s festival attractive, the Cana- 

Clarke's N. ¥.-made “The Connec-! dian Federation of Film Societies 
tion,” about a group of junkies, . will join with the American. Feder- :“The Inspector,” both in- Britain. 

had already arrested attention at ation to hold a large seminar here 
Cannes. Kent MacKenzie’s “The for film societies and their mem- 
Exiles” underlined a fine recording : bata from across Canada and the 
talent on the lives of non-assimi- : . . 
Jated American Indians, while: Festival opened with Czecho-; 
John Hubley’s feature cartoon. “Of ‘ Slovakia’s “Romeo, Juliet and ; 
Stars and Men.” was a visual Darkness,” and continued with “A 
click, and Curtis Harrington’s eerie , ‘German A Meter oF oleate” 
“Ni ” yendkos’ | » 4h. 1p; tomes 
driving “Angel Baby” denoted that | (Greece) in which Cacoyannis pre-| _ Astor Pictures toppers left New 
product could be well made out-! dates Antonioni in method; '¥York Saturday (9) for Europe to 
Bide regular orbits. ; Jerome Hill’s “The Sand Castle” finalize plans for various copro- 
Many foreign scrihes lamented . U.S.) high yeast OY pe aiken: ,duction efforts and look-see new 

major product a sett ad Woods"; Poland’s interesting “See ‘quisition. On the junket are 
were conventional, even if treating XX. , Tomorrow”; | Yugosalvia's George Foley, prexy;. L.. Douglas 
a mixed marriage in “Bridge to ite os Fenell ; and aes iNetter, prexy of Aster Interna- 

the Sun" (MG) and ‘rigidity in from “Japan which looks .as if it ;tional; Mario de Vecchi, veep; and 
Seer at due that US. pix | Will get the Critics’ Award. Bill Doll, ad-pub head. 
again showed fine thesping but not| 1° Toronto made films were; Execs are hitting Rome first, 

- screened for the first. time: Arch ‘where company has an interest in . . t 
enough depth and importance in. Oboler’s “One Plus One," which the soon to start shooting “tu- 
theme and treatment to cope with , 
the maturity of foreign pix. 

Argentina Brightest 

Argentina was the brightest with 

- expense: 

Astor Execs Junketing 

everyone agreed was decent but:gano,” a romantic comedy, after 
dull and Graham Gordon's short : which they'll swing through Paris, 
subject, “Olid Soldiers Never Die,” Frankfurt,. Munieh, London and 

, a highly promising first film. The Afadrid. Doll is. carrying with him 
two films by one definite and one | short film for the first week have | Astor’s newly completed sales film, 

ing falent. Leopoldo Torre} been consistently interesting in.“Cinematie Miracle on 
ilsson’s “Summer Skin” liadva) subject and treatment, and in- Street,” outlining Astor's release 

maturé personalized brilliance sure! clude: “Giuseppina’ (BP-UK); campaigns on the current ~ “Dolce 
to be heard from on world marts | “Seawards the Great Ships” (Hil-: Vita” and “Rocco and His 
while David Jose Kohon’s first pic! ary Harris-UK); the . cartoons,’ Brothers.”. . 
“Prisoners of the Night” displayed “Alone” and “The Pencil and the; 
a firm new ability in narration and ; Rubber” from Yugoslavia; “Bowl-- ycoxs 
outlook. jing,” “Robert Frost” and the hu-; “°°. 

Italy confirmed its pic renais-{| morous “Pow Wow” 1U.S.); “Al 
gance via three first pix as well as: City Called Copenhagen”. (Den- 
its generally heavyweight compet-| mark); “Butterflies Do Not Live] 
ing pix except possibly for Roberto | Here” and “The Puppy and the 
Rossellini’s official entry, “Vanana: Sun” (Czech); “N. Y. Z.” (France); 
Vanini” ~which was not up to par, the Polish cartoon “The Ghost 
especially with Italy having given! Can’t Take It”; “Seasons of the 
itself four of the 14 pix in the| Year” (USSR); “Polon Guitar” 
running. (Japan); “Prisoners of Stones” 

‘Writer Pier Paolo Pasolini with 
his first pie “Accatone” proved! 
that a creative man, in spite of lack, 
of technique, could put a theme: 
and tale on the screen if felt fer-}; 
vently enough. More conventional ; 
but fine filmic prowess was evident ! 
in Giuliano Montaldo’s “Pigeon! 
Shoot.” about fascist days, and ‘ 
Ermanno Olmi’s “The Post,” about j 

Constance Ford’s Pic 
Hollywood, Sept. 12. 

.a featured role in “All Fall Down,” 
which John Houseman is produciag 
for Metro. Actress joins troupe 
on Key West, Fla, locations. 
John Frankenheimer directs, with 

Eva Marie Saint and Karl Malden 
starred. rn 

"Inside the Venice Fete Jury 
white collar life. Paris, Sept.12. | _ oa 

Japan's two entries. “Happiness| Jean De Baroncelli, film critic pee had some misgivings when 
is in Us” and “The Fatse Student,” for the influential Le Monde, a;they decided on crowning the off- 

. beat, French pie, “Last Year in were only acceptable commercial ‘daily paper heré and a member of i Marienbadi.” difficult opus, it 
pix and of interest in seeing the the jury at the recent Venice Film ; : 
more routine fare of this country.‘ Fest, broke precedent by doing an j ¥4S felt, would be booed and some 
Ditto for the Kerean, Formosan, article on the jury deliberations;thought the usually vociferous 
Austrian pix. Yugostavia submitted in his paper last Thursday (7).} Venice audience would break up 
a first pic by Yank scripter Leon-: However, since it is after the fest, |the seats. 
ardo Bercovici “Square of Vio- and he was mainly diplomatic,|. But instéad he was pleasantly 
lence” which showed a flair for there will probably be no conse-;surprised that it got a good hand 
pacing and susperse in a tale of quences. 7 | 
ostages and reprisals during the | In. principle no jury member, if ; felt this strange pic, which made no 

Jast_war. ‘a scribe, can write about it dur-!audience concessions and yet 
Mexico had two folksy entries in ing the fest. But there. have been !managed to get to the public, 

“Animas Trujano” of Ismael Rod- no rulings about post-fest. scrib-;could possibly awaken them to 
riguez and “Yanco” of Servando pling. De Baroncelli threw light on : tev aspects of the cinema. It was 
Gonzalez. Later was a first with & the thesp award nix to Geraldine 4 little. miracle and perhaps a 
sincere sentimentality while for- page for “Summer and Smoke” |Sreat step forward in fest. prizes. 

mer was more glossy and affected. |par) which drew Yank industry ire|’ He also pointed out that a more 
Both were well received. India anq could lead 10 -future ‘boy-!public prize was to the Russian 
again showed a feeling for cotting of the fest. l pic, “Peace to Those Who Enter,” 

etics in everyday life in Rajen ; 
arafder'’s “‘The River.” while Po-: 

Jand and Czechosiavakia gave their 
usual polished portraya!s of war 
in “The City Dies Tonight.” of Jan 
Rybkowski and “The Story of the 
Gray Pigeon” of Stanislav Barabas. 

France had a first film “Levia- 
han,” which was somewhat murky. 

its spiritual symbolism of a 
ould-be murderer but had a new 

(Yugoslavia); ‘Hold Back the Sea”). 
& , The Revealing Eye” (Shell- 

De Baroneelli also said that the 

quickly eliminated by the seven-:and. a neat humanitarian aspect. 
man jury, ameng which were the! But he himself preferred Renato 
U.S. pix “Summer,” a version of !Castellani's warm and. moving 
the: Tennessee Williams play, the {Italo pic “The Brigand.” He felt 
official U.S. entry, “Bridge to the : Ul 
Sun” (MG), the -old fashioned . With the male thesp award and also’ 
Czech pie, “The Day the Tree ,Shed light on the good ‘qualities 
Flowers,” the well-made British‘ Of the robust Japanese pic 
“Victim,” and the heavily melo-;“Yojimbo.” 

3 sea. _ dramatie Italo “Vanina Vanini’ by! -The first. pie award naturally 
director of visual ability Neo ‘Roberto Resseliini; = = ‘twent to the initialer of Vittorio. 

rizewinner, “Clear Skies.” off He did say-that Miss Page was :De Seta “Bandit of Orgoleso” for 
rigevi Choukrai and Britain’s in the running for the acting prize , its poetic and visual talents. He 

Mara Del Plata tvinner “Saturday but the jury finally nixed it due ; also. expressed disappointment 1D 
Night and Sunday Morning” of to her appearance in a pic not! Vittorio De Sica’s Italo “The Last 
Karel Reisz both manifested new: judged worthy of a festivai. This Judgement,” which was a confused 
trends in the Russo end British in-‘also applied to Carroll Baker in. hodge-padge of his early great 
dustries. “Sun.” French actress Suzanne , “rks. 

So, in aH. the Infa Seefion was Flon finally got it for the Yugoslav } 
rich in talented emmy ases and pie “You Shall Not Kil” which had:,in being out for nine hours, .De 
theved that the general cry of strong support for an award that: Baroncelli maintained the prizes 
low level quahty at the many fects was settled by giving the thesp the were good and “Marienbad” was 
this year meant that not cneugh . ned. ‘probably helped by. it. 

vant Garde Indies Defend U. S. Honor 

May Help Stratford Build | 70 0.0, 20TH PROJECTS| 

‘feld leaves New York tomorrow 

Strat-; don, Paris and Rome. as. principal . 

ief “will check | 

Longest Day” in France, the up- | 

isuch other 20th loeationing proj-} 
ects as “Satan Never. Sleeps” and | - 

Finfeld is going over at his own 

For Coproduction Deals/ 

aie | 

Execs will return in-about three} 

Constance Ford has: been set for] 

sented (as at most other festivals 

and only a few negative shouts. He | Venice. 

He wrote that five films were Which had commercial attributes 

that Toshiro Mifune walked away 

Though the jury broke records 

. Wedmeaday, September 13, 1961. 

Stratford Program. — ° 
ae USA = Bure 

’ “Explosive Generation” (UA) ve ae _. 
| SEES Continued from page 5 Mime “One Flus One’ _ 

ane Sand Castle” thought it could spell the death 
“Hollywood: The Golden. |ikmell of American support for fes- 
Years tivals, but.that’s considered an ex- 

treme view: What is more likely is. 
that Paramount itself will need to 

j have. its arm twisted very severely 
‘before it sends another pic to 
{Venice, particularly as it is known 

Japan 
“The Human Condition" 

Greater Love”) 
“The Wayside Pebble” 
“When a Woman Loves” 

(“No 

“y Like’ Mike”. to enter “Summer and Smoke tor 

the competition... 
- *', Ireland. ; a 

“The Poacher'’s Daughter” Though Hollywood 

“Home Is the Hero” ; Sr, 48 ; ‘aa? ) » - ; , 
: | Greece in “Goodbye Again"! and a grand 

“A Matter - 
‘| prix at San. Sebastian, (“One-Eyed 

Jacks’), it has been a lean festival... 
[year in Europe for the American 
film industry. The failure te win 
an award at Berlin was followed by: 
the. fiasco’ at Moscow with “Sune. 
rise at Campobello,” and the Ven-. 
fice results. were the. culminating 

> of Dignity”. 
“The Young Lady's Fool” 

; USSR 
“Dimitri Gorin’s Career” 
“Song of the Woods” 

‘ ‘Crech 
“Romeo, Juliet and Darkness” 

Germany si. disappointment. The adverse fes- 
“A Man Goes Though the’ | tival reception to. U.S. entries has: 
“Wall” . ‘given added point to the ‘comment 
. Poland ” -|made at Venice the previous week 
See You Tomorrow by Eric Johnston:on the need for 

Yugoslavia r anew policy picking films and. 
.{ talent’ fo participate in. all .inter-- 

national derbies. The. MPEA: prexy 
admitted: that. he had, fer some 
time, not been pleased with U:S.. 

{fest selections; and that some re- 
thinking on. selection procedures 

‘|was due. . : 

“The Missing Pencil” 
. Hungary | 

“Be Good Until Death” 
Gt. Britian . 

“The Singer, Not -the Song” 
(Rank) — tr, 

also: “Johnny on. the Run” ' 

from the Children’s Film One surprise feature of the fest 

Foundation. 1was the failure of the Italians to 

— 7 though Italo films won quite a: 
Stratford. number of the subsidiary awards. 

: jit had “Previously been felt that 
a pave 5 homman W our Italian eniries in com-- 

| =aaens Continued from page © petition out of a total of 14, and. 
,; weather but also because it started with three ‘Italians’ on the seven 

with a repeat showing (“The Sand man jury, the dice were loaded 
Castle”). - ‘against other. competitors, but .in 

No speakers were invite d this the event the most significant prize 
; ~  . , to go to Haly was for Vittoria de 

year and there were no activities Seta’s direction of “Bandits in Or- 
other than the film showings. Di- ‘ gosolo.”. It got the nod for the’best: 
rector John Hayes admitted that _ first film ‘by a director, and its only: 

the condition of the Avon Theatre “aval as that category was the 
French-made, “The Girl With : 

made it impossible to hold talks, : ith the 
jlectures and meetings. Several: 

Golden Eyes.” 
| From a. quality standpoint, the. 

1 93 - by. assy Majority. of the. entries were head 
| were on eg the by ene Ja- ‘and shoulders above the other main. 
: Officials, | ; u steel ~ The vouhe -aropean events, and there were’ 
panese and Austr ae h © Gow some. outstanding specimens Jn’ 
Toronto flmmares Taba rkable, (Ne, Ron-competitive information don, introduced ‘ sold 5 idiers Section, including several that de- 

Never Die,” which is now going Served a place in-the main festival. Toronto 's Towhe Cinema. , That notwithstanding, Venice can 

However, the ‘subject: of. a new 
i be régarded ‘as a qualified ‘success 

u L of and a valiant try for Domenico 
theatre is now being discussed on Meccoli, the ex-newspaperman 
an official level, and next year helming his first festival. - 
Hayes would like to see the Amer- | It was not, on the other hand, 
ican and Canadian Federation . of | particularly successful for the deal- 
Film Societies hold a joint seminar : ers who came to oglée. the new prod-° 
here, while he himself is thinking ; uct, Not more than a handful of 
of inviting the Flaherty Film Semi- ‘deals were consummated; though 
‘nar to come here while the festival preliminary negotiations in the Ex- 
is being held. ,celsior lobbies may Jead to. other 

Indies Rep U.S... | contracts before the year 1s out 
; wes. ( ees va.| Wenice i may possibly best be 
The United States was repre- ‘remembered as the austerity year 

/in which -the serious business of 
‘viewing films (often as many as” 
. five or six a day) took: precedence. 
over lavish hospitality. Apart from 

. the opening and closing night galas, . 
‘there were only two post-midnight 
“receptions, hosted by the Iron Cure: 
‘tain countries of Poland and Rus- 
‘sia. Other delegations contented 
, themselves with more modest cock- - 
| {aleries, and quite a few ducked -. 

| (Russian) came here during ,the'°2  ‘the_ hospitality. stake’. alto- | f oning to gether. Which may have been hard jsecond week instead of going to oF Some of the freeloading frater- - 
nity, but was certainly fine for the 
‘Excelsior. bar which did an even. 

these days) not by Hollywood but 
by independents: Jerome. Hill’s 
“The Sand Castle,” well-liked by 
audiences ‘and critics; Arch Obo- 
Ier’s “One Plus One"; Stanley. Col- 
bert’s “The Explosive Generation” 
an impressive little picture ‘that 
would have won the Critics’ Award 
‘had if not been for its compromise 
ending; and “Hollywood: The 
Golden Years.” “Dimitri Gorin” 

. This year, Stratford had seven; 
entries that had not been entered | 
at other festivals: “Explosive Gen- | 
eration”. (UA), “Dimitri --Gorin's ‘ 
Career” and “Song of the Woods” : 
(USSR), “See You Tomorrow” (Po- j: 
jJand), “The Young Lady's Fool” 
(Greece), “When 2 Woman Loves” |. 
and. “The .Wayside Pebble” | (Ja- 

bigger trade than in past years. 

| Venice Grapevine . | | 

Venice: Sept: 12. 
jjetto wall “have no less than 

ane: ae --;.  .@ight features rolling in Italy this 
Hill’s “Sand Castle” had previous- / fall, most of them.in combo with 

ly opened in New York while Obo-! tralian companies with which the 
ler’s “One-Plus-One” had opened | yank company has ties. Fact was 
in Los Angeles. All entries are, of | reyealed here by Charles. Ros. 
course, new to Canada. "| marin, M-G topper for Italy,. up 
Among the seven. “The Wayside ‘for ‘the screening of . company’s . 

Pebble,” “See You Tomorrow”. and | official Yank entity, “Bridge to the 
“Gorin” ‘were well received. “Ex-: Sun.” Four of pix are being made _. 
'plosive Generation” also surprised | under Metro-Titanus pact by jatter © 
‘audiences with its honesty and! company:’ “Smog,” directed by 
fresh approach to the younger gen-: Franco Rossi ‘and already on loca- 
eration. a ,; tion in L.A: with cast..eaded by 
. The Hungarians appear: to have Annie Giradot, Renate Salvatori, . 

‘overcome a drawback in subtitling. ; and Enrico Maria Salerne; “Ar- 
When words appear aguinst a/|thur's Island,” to be: directed by 
‘white background they are often: Damiano Diamiani; “Four Days in 
‘unreadable. In their film, “Be | Naples,” directed by. Nanni Ley; 
Good Until Death,” the fitles carry ; and one.other. Also on the local. 
‘their own black background ‘which ; Metro agenda are “Swordsman of 
ishows the words clearly at all;Siena,” Lesli¢é Nerman directing 
times. :. ‘with Stewart Granger. and Sylya 
| Attendance for the year totalled: Koscina; “Damon and Pythias,”-~ 
,9,969 at $1 admission, down -fromi | Sem Marks production with Curtis: 

‘ 2 

} 

Hast year by 1,831. . Bernhart ‘directing. 

| ‘won an‘acting - 
award at Cannes ‘Anthony Perkins 



FRANCIS OF ASSIS! starting 
_ BRADFORD DILLMAN - DOLORES 
HART» STUART WHITMAN «PEDRO 

ARMENDARIZ: Produced by PLATO A. 
_ SKOURAS- Directed by MICHAEL CURTIZ 
 GINEMASCOPE COLOR by DELUXE 

FOR THANKSGIVING! 

JOHN WAYNE in 
THE COMANCHEROS co-starring 

STUART WHITMAN - INA BALIN 
NEHEMIAH PERSOFF and LEE MARVIN 
Produced by GEORGE SHERMAN 
Directed by MICHAEL CURTIZ 

— CINEMASCOPE- COLOR by DE: Luke 

" SPECIALYEAR- 
[END RELEASE! 

— -F.SCOTT 
_ FITZGERALD's 
TENDER 18 THE 

NIGHT starring 
JENNIFER JONES . 
JASON-ROBARDS, JR. 
JOAN FONTAINE 
TOM EWELL 

Produced by 
HENRY WEINSTEIN 

| Directed by” 
HENRY. KING 

. CINEMASCOPE: 
«COLOR by DELUXE. 

Produced and Directed by LEO McCAREY TH 

. ct . 

Par). : 

eetd 

\ 

& and 20th has More, More, More! 

READY NOW! 

PAUL NEWMAN in ROBERT ROSSEN’S 
THE HUSTLER co-starring 
PIPER LAURIE: GEORGE €. SCOTT 

and JACKIE GLEASON with MYRON 
- “McCORMICK « Produced and Directed by 
| ROBERT ROSSEN > CINEMASCOPE 

FOR CHRISTMAS! 

DEBBIE REYNOLDS in 
THE SECOND TIME AROUND © 
co-starring STEVE FORREST *ANDY  - 
GRIFFITH « JULIET PROWSE - THELMA 
RITTER «A JACK CUMMINGS Production 
Directed by VINCENT SHERMAN 
CINEMASCOPE : COLOR by DE LUXE 

FOR NEW 
YEAR'S EVE! 

JACK CUMMINGS’ 
BACHELOR FLAT starring 
TUESDAY WELD + RICHARD 

BEYMER + TERRY-THOMAS 
CELESTE HOLM - Directed 

— by FRANK TASHLIN 
CINEMASCOPE 

Color by De Luxe 

~~ 

ron rusnuar’ 
HOLIDAYS! 

WILLIAM HOLDEN in - 
LEO McCAREY'S SATAN 
NEVER SLEEPS co-starring 
CLIFTON WEBB » FRANCE NUYEN 

CINEMASCOPE - Color by De Luxe 



Sam Eckman Jr. Headmg UK Branch 
Of Itinerama 

London, Sept. 12. + 

Sam Eckman Jr., a vice-prez of 

Magna Pictures Corp., and for 25 

years head of Metro in Britain, 

has been named chairman of Itine- 

rama ‘London! Ltd., the company 

which has U.K. and Common- 

wealth rights to the Itinerama 

mobile balloon cinema _ system, 

which was premiered at Mantes- 

Ja-Jolie, last week. Associated 

with him in the venture is a well- 

known French indie producer, 
while the company has been back- 
ed by a leading but unnamed firm 
of City of London bankers to the 
tune of $560,000. 

The Itinerama theatre. original- 
ly evolved by the U.S. Army and 

subsequently developed into 4&jvelt's administration ran a_piece |. 
roadshow caravan by French in- 
dustrialists, is a vast oval-shaped 
jnflatable tent, over 62 ft. high, 
210 ft. long and 144 ft. wide. It can 
be inflated in 15 minutes, has no 
supports or rigging and has a ca- 
pacity of 3,000. It is supported 

(Balloon Cinemas) 

Fan Mags’ New Stars 
Continued from page 1 =_—_—_ 

ing eoverlines . and 
photographs with Natalié Wood ' 

and Warren Beatty, Carol Lynley, 

the Efrem Zimbalists,. Debbie Rey- 

nolds and Liz Taylor. | 
Probably never before in White | 

House history have the movie mag- 
azines devoted so much. space to. 
the private life of the President 
and his wife. The closest the film 
fan books had ever come to cover- 

ing such subjects was when one fan 
mag during Franklin D. Hoose- 

on the movies he watched. in the} 
White House. 

Rarely do the movie mags ‘seek. 
to justify their treatment of the 
Kennedys as thougli they ‘were 
two big stars. Certainly Jack ‘Ken- 
nedy made as much of an impres- 

solely by the variations in &ir} gon as any tv idot during the 
pressure inside and out, and can 
be airconditioned to suit any cli- 
mate from the Pole to the Equator. 
It is fire. sound and waterproof, 
and has been tested to withstan 
gales of up to 100 miles an bour. 

Eckman told Varretry tha 

period when he was battling Nixon 
over the telewaves. Probably. fan 
mag coverage of Kennedy dates 
‘back to the election campaign. At 
that time Mcdern Screen, possibly 
as a daring experiment, ran_ the 

it! iove stories of Jackie and Jack, 
was hoped to have the first Itin-| ang of Mr. and Mrs. Nixon. 
erama theatre in operation by 
the end of the year, and that the 
British company intended to have 
two mobile units working in the 
United Kingdom. They would be 
sited in key provincial cities, and! 
in the first instance would 

Fan mag readers reacted favor- 
ably. 

Since then most of the ‘tan mags 
have featured the Kennedys as 
eutomatically as they feature 
Debbie and 

concentrating on Cinerama PT0-) jike stories in the national. maga- 
grams which, hitherto, have notlzines yary -frém straight forward 
been shown out of London. Later, 
“spectacle” productions would be 
made, possibly in collaboration 
with his French production asso- 
ciates. 

In addition to the British out- 
fit, there is also a French Itin- 
erama company which has just 
been set up ky a group of French 
businessmen and Europe Number 
One, a European broadcasting 
company. The two groups have 
an equal share in the French com- 
pany, which has an initial capital 
of $560,000. 

Equipment for Itinerama will 
be imported to Britain from 
Frence, while the Cinerama gear 
will have te come from the States, 
probably via France. Among the 
equipment needed are 40 trucks, 
three of which are needed to 
house the Cinerama projectors 
and the collapsible screen sections. 
The screen is over 100 it. Jong and 
40 ft. high and the throw from 
projector to screen is around 200: 
ft. The seats are made of collap-: 
sible corrugated board, and when ; titles about Jackie. Contests here, | 
folded measure 12 inches by 12{ 
inches and are only half-an-inch ; 
thick. 

‘land and Silver 

to highly dramatic. 

Phoney Sensationalism 

The only quarrel with them is 
that, in some instances, a few of 
the mags have resorted to rather 
sensational titles. Not sensational 
stories; just titles. 

The big five, 
Photoplay, Modern Screen. Screen- 

Screen, 
usually shown good taste in their 
choice of titles about the . Presi- 
dent and his first lady. The only 
one of the big five that has used 
questionable taste in its choice of 
a title was Photoplay with a recent 
title, “What Jack Is Hiding: From 
Jackie,” which promised to. be a 
shocker but actually turned out to | 
be a harmless piece about what a 
brave and noble soul the President | 
is; hiding his pain from his first 
lady at times when he is ill. 

Some of the smaller fan dooks, 
facing i economic situa- 
tions and struggling for survival, 
have occasionally run _ tasteless’ 

too, are usualiy harmless. 
Movie magazine editors, like the | vehicles Heedad 

‘crew of 86 men, and the blowing national mag editors, seem to have ; 
| come to the conclusion that a story | 

_ Rank Earnings 

fjng a slight upward tendency dur- 

ing the second half of the operat- 
§Ing year. The Group today is oper- 

ating 394 theatres against 456 in the 
previous vear, reflecting continued 

rationalization caused by falling 

attendances and the world product 

shortage. Few further theatre clos- 
ures are anticipated. 

At a press conference introducing‘ 
the report. David said Group would | 
‘be associated. with 18 pix during 
the current financial year and he 
leoked forward to a coproduction 
agreement within the next year} 
which should lead ta better and 
more imnortant films, with a freer 
market in Europe. 

or title about the Kennedys will 
hypo circulation as much or more 
than a tale about Warren Beatty ! 

-|or Tuesday Weld. 
This writer did a story for 

Screenland’s September issue on 
“Jackie Kennedy, America’ s First 
Lady of Glamour,” pointing out. 
that America’s setters of styles of 
beauty and glamour for past 50 
years were usually movie. idols; 
now Jackie {s the new Pacesetter. 

Current Silver Screen carries 
“An Intimate Portrait of the John 
Kennedys,” by John Maynard: 

j title and story are in good taste, 
October Photoplay’s cover-storv is 
“Jacqueline Kennedy, America’s 

! Newest Star.” 

Stories about Jack and Jackie 
Kennedy appearing in fan books 
‘make our teenagers fee] closer to 
the President’s household than | 
ever before in American history. . 

It now remains to be seen which 

Davis warned against overexpan-' :image the teenagers like better: 
sion with lower calibre films lack-: 
irs hovxoffice ingredients which | | 

iglamorous wife and good mother 
i Jacqueline Kennedy. or glamorous. 

could ¢reate economic problem. ; .siren Liz Taylor. Coupons carried’, 
British nix had continued in popu- 
laritv domestically and had ac-|°D the President and his lady, but 

by the fan mags don't call for votes i 

cornted for 45° of overseas earn-| da call for votes on features read- 

Ines, Jers like best. If Jacqueline con- 

Liz, and all the etcet-|_ 
be | eras. Stories in the movie books, 

Motion Picture, | 

have }" 

Polly Bergen Vs. Col 
Los Angeles, Sept. 12. 

In suit. filed in Superior’ Court | 
-by Kam Enterprises Ltd. and Folly 
Bergen, Screen Gems and Colum- 
bia Pictures Corp. are asked to 

| refrain from showing a film made 
for tv, “The Insider,” in theatres 
in US., Canada and elsewhere in 
the. world, or face damages of 

.' $1, 097,000. 
Plaintitis ask declaratory. and 

even cover | injunctive relief and breach of 
contract. They ask that pie, star- 
ring, Miss Bergen and “not a first- 
class feature,” since it was. pro- | 
‘duced. specifically for tv, according 
to suit, be shown first,on tv before 
any bookings in film theatres. 

Exhib Sues Minn. 
Burg for Monopoly 
On Film Pr 

Minneapolis, Sept. 12. 
Testimony which he hopes will 

prove that he was prevented by the 
defendants from obtaining the sort 
of boxoffice films necessary for his 
former Chief Theatre in the nearby 

they joined in.a campaign to have 
citizens: virtually boycott the show- 
housé is being introduced by Jocal- 
ite John. Wright in his Federal 
Court.$100,000 triple-damages. anti- 

Wright alleges that the defend- 
ants conspired to drive him out of 
business, and ‘succeeded. in. order 
that the film theatre owned. by the 
town, the Auditorium, would be 
sans competition. 

In addition to the town, “other 
defendants are its daily newspaper 
and its editor,. the city council 
president, five Auditorium board 
members.and James Fraser who 
now: operates the Auditorium. 

Theatre-in-Balloon 

town of Red Wing, Minn., and how 

‘trust suit against the town, et al | 

Youngstein declared, there are |: 
net. enough pictures being. made. 
“We need more pictures,” he ‘said. 
“In five years, product from. Holly- 
‘wood dropped .50% 

tion of film.. Mr. Gable died—Mr. 
Cooper died—who’s 
their place?” 

that risk?" he’ ‘asked. “We. need 

suicide,” he said. 
Youngstein told the more. that 

ness that Is sick. We are in trouble 
and unless we have the guts to face 
it, we will suffer. Our refusal to 
recognize that entertainment. 

the world are different is a dig 
factor.” 

to get to the public?” he asked, and 
“have we examined television 
thoroughly? Newspapers now have 

kind. of a Frankenstein are we 

around?” 

. Blasts Distrib Methods | 
Youngstein blased distribution 

methods today, saving: 
‘tion is about the most antiauvated 
thing there is—it’s almost as bad as 
some of your .theatres,” and he 
then put pubticitv and advertising 
in the same category: “Today. our. 
| whole publicity, exvloitation and 
| advertising is as antiquated as our 
methods of distribution.” .. 
He advised “getting. together. as 

an industry.” he warned. “one of 
the worst thines you can do is to 
be a ‘critic’ of the. companies. that 
are in trouble. . 
people like Spyros Skouras in. this 
business.” 

‘High i ji | F rance, C’rama Touching on the antitrust decree. 

Maps Global Setups’ 
Paris, Sept. 12. 

Itinerama, the .roadshow name 
of Cinerama, looks to balloon all 
over Western Europe, and many 
other points judging from its recep- 
tion at the little town of Mantes-. 
La-Jolie last week. Of the popula- 
tion of 17,000, over 6.000 crowded 

‘in for its two showings there, and 
ithe town. is only 40 miles from 
| Paris where Cinerama Has been 
lrunning for over four years. 

Nicolas Reisini, in a showmanly 
way, realized that Cinerama had 
to come to the people, and in spite 
of free bus service to the Paris 

, Site and the many visitors it en- 
, ticed, the bulk of the rural popula- ,. 

>! tion had not been touched. 
The eircusy aspect of the 56 

to. transport the 

up: of the 62-foot high balloon, 
which is the theatre, also tended 

i to whet appetites to see in in spite 
of the $3. top. The 97-foot screen 
| effectively caught the three images 
and the first Cinerama pic, “This 
Js Cinerama,” inaugurated a trav- 
eling pie biz setup that looks to 
grow. _ 

Franchise Cinerama people 
froni all over Western Europe 
were in and all were impressed. 
Reisini, prexy of Cinerama Inc., 
is .doing.the French tour parte | 
nereq with Radio Europe “o. 1, 
repped by J. Frydman. Ttinerama | 
will do all of the French hamlets 
| pen two to four day stays, de- 
pending on the sizes. 

Texan Defies Legion 
Beaumont,. Tex., Sent. 12: 

‘Sam B. Landrum, veepee and 
general manager of. the Jefferson 
Amusement Co., with headquarters 
here, has answered an effort by the 
tlocal American Legion. Post No. 33, 
ito halt’ a showing of “Exodus” 
(UA) with an expression of full 
confidence in the’ picture, and the 
craftsmen who turned ‘it. out. 
‘Landrum’s: statement, addressed | 

to J. Clarence Cart, first vice-chair- 
The Groun'’s export business ex-jtinues to click with the movie-!man of the local American Legion 

ceed £21.000.000 but that total: goers, she may not have to share; Post, came after. the Lesionnaire 
jv -‘ndes manufacturing activities i ecoverlines much longer With Liz 

Te report anticipates reduction of: and Debbie; ‘you'll probably soon 
thestre nrofits during the current} see Jack and Jackie, all alone .on 
year. 
Fand 1961-6? results. The Groun’s 
tradie* rrokts last vear are jvst| can’t win. For where among the. 

Russian ladies. could they . find r lew 

ganization. 
time record for -the oF! 

thoneh Davis is confident of; a movie mag, cover, 
This is one cold war the Kremlin 

J: acqueline’ s charm? 

icirculated a ‘communication calling 
on local citizens “to do what you 
ithink is right and proper to stop jo 
|the showing of the film in Beau- 
mont.” Legion inveighed against 

script writer. 

he asked: “‘Have we said to the gov- 
ernment: ‘The economics of our. 
business have changed.’ Have we 
as an industrv gone. to Washington. 
No, we let men like. Erie Johnston 
front.” 

Youngstein. declared: “When 
‘RKO went out—when Republic 
went out-—-irreparable harm was 
done to our business. We need 
more pictures. Who is responsible. 
Every branch of the business, but 
the exhibitors“must carry the full 
load of the responsibility—when. 
they've refused to play pictures, 
saying ‘who's in it,’ and not giving 
decent playing time, they’ve 
‘stopped growth-I mean young ac-. 
tors, young directors, and young 
writers, . 

“We must find a. way to share 
each others risks, because there are 
many young talents’ that. would 
give you 50 to 60 pictures a year, 
but we can’t do it unless you play 
them. You complain. that -stars 
are playing opposite young girls, 
and they look like .their grand- 
fathers. Why—because you won't 
accept’ the new youngsters. But, 

volved, stop being a ‘kibitzer.’ ‘Put 
your dough where your mouth is’.” 

| Youngstein said “the formula is 
simple.” It’s “how to get more 
money to get more pictures made,” 
and he warned, “You're not going |. 

He told exhibitors ‘that UA is 
now “set for 28 to 30 pictures a 
year for the next 219 year's.” 

Mochrie Reports 
Mochrie, reported that MGM was 

working on plans for seven “bona- 
fide roadshow pictures.” “We 
hope to have a heritage of seven 
big pictures that ean be re-re- 
Jeased.” “This 
‘in August showed a profit of $5 
per share. The company, I think,. 
can and inerease this.” 

Mochrie said that the seven “big 
pictures” that could be re-released 
would be in the tradition of “Gone 
With the Wind.” 
‘GWTW’ re-release will gross do- 
mestic “a little short of $7,000,000.” 

_Regular Releases 
On regular releases, which he 

said, is “the bulk of our busi-. 
ness,” “we would like. to come up 
with 18 major pictures, with ma- 
jor directors, Major stars and so. 

This is very difficult to do, 
involves a lot if money and effort. 
We will.endeavor also to come up 

the picture “Exodus” solely be-, with five or six ood, pictures made 
cause D-"ton, Trumbo. was . the | by other: people.” 

“we believe in roadshow. pictures 

This is the 
most unhealthy situation in the 
world, We must stop this dimuni-| 

‘going to take 

“Do you think we-can take the. 
risk of a $2,000,000 or $3,000,000 
picture without. you taking some of 

that chance and you must give it to} 
us, ll be mmittin mass 
is “ & MSS | tastic—but different.” 

200 exhibitors, “we are in a busi- 

pat- 
“tterns of the U,S..and the rest of the. 

“Have we really examined how 

become censors. They really play. 
God—and we feed them. What: 

building? Now, have we examined | 
ty thoroughly—do. we use it all| - 

“Distribu-. 

Tak» risks tn keep 

rently-shooting 
‘Youth”. which, he. éstimated, will-: 

you're going to have to. Get in-|. 

to make it with one-shot. Pictures.” |° 

fiscal year ended 

He said that 

_ Max Youngstein oy Exhibs 
, Continued from page: 3 

ean stand on their own - feet, aa he 
said. 

only if they are truly’ great pic- 
-} tures,” he said: 

“What we are 
is so that we wil 

Z to arrive at 
‘have two. pic- 

}tures a month, which is what ex~- 
hibitors want for their theatres..-I. 
believe you can count on MGM. for 
a good source of supply.” ° 

In upcoming. productions, ‘Moch- 
rie said, MGM:has a Bob Hope. pic- 
tur with Lana Turner, Paula 
Prentiss and Jim. Hutton. ‘These 
“kids will be surrounded with old- . 
er and better boxoffice names ‘un-' 
til they can stand on- their own 
feet; This is Sol Siegel’s job,” © 
Mochrie forecast:. “The. future. of 

this industry is: going to be. fan-. 

in it: as a modern, STowing. indus- 
try.” - 

Edward W. Lider, president . of 
IENE, -opening the business, ses-. 
‘sion,. said: “Our role is for the sur- 
vival of our business against out- 
side forces that seek to restrict 

motion. ‘picture business and 
put. it. in chains, and. ‘financial 
groups who delight ‘in berating the 
industry: for their own advantage. 
wy” is the lifeblood of the indus- 

“Waka nde 
— Continued. from. page 4 = 

here and’ abroad. He ‘said purchase 

price is: "$30,000, with “Street-. 

walker” tabbed: at’ $70,000," latter 

‘upper because a British producer's 

prior rights have to be cleared. 

Brooks said: he -will make “Son”. 
to. show the parental relationship 
of mental disease rather than the 
overworked mental problem itself. 
He noted book was written under 
a pseudonym to protect the person: 
involved who is still not completely 
cured but is “mending. in normal 
society.” 

“Streetwalker” ‘will be a. semi-.: 
documentary in which director. 
‘will show prostitution as a social 
problem, dealing with. the actual: 
life an‘d activities of a girl and not. 
relying on the “high class call girl 
or life of luxury that has been done. 
in the past.” He expects it to be a 
“classified” picture and said he 
believes in. film classification. 

And Then There Is ‘Conrad 

ping Joseph Conrad’s: 
which :he purchased. for $25, 000 
and which, he said, would: go. on. 
a  $2;000,000 budget | ‘without. stars— 
and anywhere up from there de- 
pending on casting. He expects it | 
to precede the two low-budgeters 
so he “can make some money. to 
‘make the others.” 

ector finishes his Metro-' 
Goldwyn-Mayer contract with cur- 

“Sweet Bird - of: 

end up costing $2,800,000. Play: 
itself .cost. $600,000, cast $700,000 
to total, with overhead charges, 
$1,600,000 before you crack, the 
book,” he said. . 

“Bird”. will finish shooting. sec- 
ond week in October and Brooks 
expects to. complete post-produc- 
tion work by. the-end of the year 
to start active work on three new 
‘projects. 

” Rights | to ‘Story 
— Continued. from page 3 Gemee 

over the matter of whether or not 

‘one party toa copyright. can ‘bring 

such. an action without the. con= 

sent and support of the others. 

This matter is due for another 

hearing before the Court of Ap- 

peals in Albany next. ‘month. 

Should the Albany ‘court rule in: 
favor of Denker, the original case 
will proceed. If he loses, his attor- 
ney says he will seek “an injunc- 
tion ‘and substantial. damages” 
should 20th go through with its in-. 
tention of ‘Signing ~ the property. 
over to Stevens. 

His point is that. Denker and 
‘Oursler agreed. to the or iginal. sale 
‘based on their “confidence in the 
original purchaser” (20th).. Denker 
is also miffed at the fact ‘hat since 

| the original sale (for $110, 000, plus 
a percentage of film profits), the 
property - has gone through “seven: 
Lecrs oF is lec - “anited: dife with- 
‘Out earning: a dime.” 



_ Wednesday, September 13, 1961 

... CUTS ALL RECORDS IN SMASH OPENINGS! 

CHICAGO Roosevelt Theatre... first week swings up to $38,451 

| Breaking “Goliath and the Barbarians” record—holding strong! 

HOUSTON Majestic Theatre... first 6 days swings up to $14,060 

Passing “Goliath and the Barbarians” 

ay ORLEANS Saenger Theatre... first 6 days swings up to $15,489 

25% ahead of “House of Usher” 

PORTLAND Oregon Orpheum Theatre...first week swings up te $ ECV AS 

Sets new American International RECORD 

OMAHA SkyView drive-in, Admiral and Chief theatres outgross “Goliath” 

... first 2 days swings up to $ 8,500 

PNAS Rare 

. .«Hollywogd’s most effective 
o 

Another BIG ONE already on its way to you from American International! 



26 PICTURES 

Picture Grosses — 
CHICAGO & 9 | | 

Command Boffo | ccouneaser rece 7 
issue) (llth wk), Firm $15,250. 
Last week, $17,000. 

—‘Pit And the Pendulum” (AI) $7500 in Mpls. 
, (2d wk). Sock $29, 000. Last week, 

Minneapolis, Sept. 12. ($45 000. 
Minneapolis film biz remains on State-Lake (B&K) 

the lacklustre side this round with $1.80)—“Guns of Navarone” {Col) 
prospects for a pickup in immedi- (llth wk). Loud $19, 500. Last week, 
ate future none too promising in $24.500. 

view of the dearth of top product |" Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; $1.50- 
available. For the first time in. a/¢) 80) — “Never On Sunday” 

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,406; 90-$1. 80) 

(2,400; 90-|“Two Women” - 

BROADWAY . 
(Continued from page 7) 

“Never on Sunday” (Lopert) (48th! 
|| wk). The 47th week ended Monday | 

(11) with $15,100, still in clover, 
after $16,000 in week previous. 

' 68th St. Playhouse (Leo Brecher) 
(370; $1.50-$2)—“The Joker” (Lo- 
pert) (6th wk). Fifth week ended 
Sunday (10) with $6,900 after $7,- 
200 the week previous. Nice busi- 
ness. 

Sutton: (R&B) (561; 95-$1. 80)— 
-(Embassy) (19th 

wk). The 18th week ended Sunday 
(10) with $10,000, which is okay, 
after $10,500. in week previous. 
Trans-Lux 52d-St. (T-5). (540; $1- 

| $1 50)—"Great War” (Lopert) (3d 
month mainstem has two fresh eD-| (Tone) (m.o.) 132d -wk). Big $6,800. ; wk). Second week ended yesterday 
tries. “Armored Command” dJooks 
big at Lyric while “Big Gamble” at 
Mann appears stacked against the 
house. 

Estimates for This Week 

“Academy ‘Marn) (947; $1.75- 
$2.65.—"La Dolce Vita” (Astor) 
(7th wk). Healthy $7,000. Last 
week, $7,500. 

Century ‘Cinerama, Inc.) (1,150; 

Last week, $7.750. 

—“La Dolce Vita” (Astor) {13th 
wk). Good $9,500. Last week, $10,- 
500. 

$1.80) 
(UA) (2d wk).. 
week, $29,500. - 
Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 90-$1.80) : 

“The Young Doctors” 

1.75-$2.65) — “Windjammer” (NT)!——“Honeymoon Machine” (M-G) 
$175 $2 (14th wk). Hefty $9,500. k(4th wk). Fine $12,000. Last week, ' 

Last week. $10,000. $16,000. 
Warld (Teitel) (606: 90-$1.25) — 

s” i‘Janus) (3d wk). Okay | 
Gopher ‘Berger) (1,000; $1-$1.25) |... 

$3,080 3 Last week, ($4,350. 
—“Nikki, Wild Dog of North” (BY) 
(5th wk). Mild $2,500. Last week, 
$5.600. 

Lyrie (Par) (1,000: $1-$1 25) a 
“armored Command” ‘AA). 
$7,500. Last week, “Ada” MG) 
(3d wk), $3.500. | 

Mann tMann) (1.100; $1-$1.25— 
“Big Gamble” (20th). NSH ¥- 
500. Last week, “Goodbye Again” 
(UA) (3d wk), $5,500 at $1.25-| 
$1.50 admish. 

Philly; ‘King’ Oke 96, 
‘Ada’ Quiet $10,500; 

Philadelphia, Sept. 12. 
Overall midtown picture is good 

‘despite a lineup of holdovers. 
} :2.800; $1.25-: Nudie pix at-Studio, lone new en- 

Orpheum <Mann} 2800:  § (U): tries, are terrific. “King of Roar- 

bth wk). Oke $7, 000. Last week, : ing "20s" is.okay in a second Gold-. 
$8,500. ; Inan yound while “Ada” is quiet! 

in a second frame at the Randolph. { 
St. Louis Park (Field) 1.000, Top coin pullers are the long- 

$1.25-$2)—"‘Spartacus” ‘Us '2d run) “G f N » and | 
(6th wk). Big $5,000. Last week,!Tunning “Guns of Navarone” an 
$6,000. “Come September.” 

State (Par) (2.200; $1. 25-$1.50}— Estimates for This Week| 
“Guns of Navarone” (Col) (6th wk)- 
Socko $11.000 or better this ses-| “Come September” 'U) (3d wk). : 

sion. Last week, $14,000. Lush $18,000, Last week, $22,000. 

Suburban World ‘Mann) (800; Boyd (SW) - (1, 536; $2-$2.75)— ; 
$1.25)—“‘Romanoff and Juliet” (U) | “La Dolce Vita” ‘Astor) (8th wk). 
(ith wk}. Nice $2,500. Last week, | Good $7,800. Last week, $9, 700. 

$2,800. Fox (Milgram) (2.400; 99-$1.80) | 
Uptown (Field) +1,000; $1 25) — | “Guns of Navarone” ‘Col) (9th 

“Pit and Pendulum” \A-T) (3d wk). | wk). Bangup $18,000. Last week, 
Brisk $4,000. Last week, $6,000. ‘$19,000. 

World ‘Mann) (400; 85-$1.50}—! Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 99- 

“The Truth” (Kings) (4th wk).:$1.80)—“King of Roaring 26's” 
Good $4,500. Last week, $5,500. (AA) (2d wk). Okay $9,000. Last 

week, $15,000. 

BOSTON Midtown (Goldman) (1,200; 99- 
: $1.80)—“‘Spartacus” 'U) (5th wk). (Continued from page 8) Fine $9,000. Last week, $7,500. 

and “Girl in Room 13” (Indie) (2d | 
wk). Oke $10,000. Last week, | 

$12,000. 

Memorial (RKO 
— "Come September” 'U) ane 
“ Hell” «UY (3d wk. 

Poling ey 000. Last week, wh). Pleasant $10,000: Last. week, 

spay ste ton (SW) 1 483: .99-$1.80)— Orpheum ‘Loew) (2,900; 90-$1. 49) | n ; 

__“Honeymoon Machine” (M-G); “Marines, Let’s.Go” (20th) (2d wk). 

and “Three on Spree” (UA} (3d wk). ; Slow $6,500. Last week, $9.000. 
Oke $10,000. Last week, $12,000. ; 99-$1.8 

Paramount (NET) (2,357; 70-;— “Naked and_ Wicked (Indie) 

$1.25)—“Big Gamble” (20th) and;and “Fever Heat” (Indie). Hot 

“Ferry to Hongkong” {20th}. Nice ! $6.000 or over. Last week, reissues. 

;$1.80.—‘Ada” (M-G) (Zd | wk). 

a Stanley (SW) (2,500; 99-$1.80)— 

‘ Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.80). $13,000. |Last week, ‘“Armored| Trans- & 
Command” (AA) and “Brain-:—‘Tunes of Glory” ‘Lope) (8th 
washed” (AA), $9.000. yn So-so' $3,600. Last week, 

Pilerim ATC? 11.909; 75-$1.25)— ; 4,000 
“Secret of Monte Cristo” ‘M-G) i 
and “Magic Boy” ’M-G). Oke! 
38.000. Last week, “Exodus” 'UA) “‘wona (R&B-Pathe) 

{rerun', $7,000. $1. ) — “Secrets of Women” 
Saxon ‘Sack! (1.100; $1.25-$1.80) | (Janus) (2d wk). Nice ‘$4,000. Last 

—"Fanny" WB) (10th wk. Bright week, $4,500. 
$12,500. Last week, $13,500. a 

LOS.. ANGELES 

Viking {Sley) (1,000; 99-$1.80)— 
i “Naked Edge” (UA) (8th wk). Okay 
$4,000. Last week, same. 

(483: 99- 

State (Trans-Lux) '730-75-$1.25) 
—‘Girl Fever" ‘Indie) and “Re- ; 
venge of Virginia” «Indie. Fast | ‘Continued from page 8) 
$5.500. Last week, “Women of 

sue) 12d wk). Dull $3,500. Last 
. week, $4,100. 

Crest ‘State) (750; 90-$1.50) — 
“T/Avventura” (Brag) (8th wk).and ' 
i“Carry On, Admiral” 'Gov) (4th 
who, Dim. $2,000. Last week, $3,000. + 

Sin” ‘Indie: and “Lost Souls” tIn-~ 
die) (2d wk', $3.800. 

—_ 

LOUISVILLE 
(Continued from page 7) 

Nice $£5.000. Last week fancy" ollywood Paramount ‘Siate) 
$7.000. . ; ‘ (1,468; $1-$2.40) — “Fanny” (WB) 

Mary Anderson 'People’s) :900; 111th wk). Oke $11,700. Last week, 
75-t1:—"Claudelle Inglish” +WB) $74 500. 
(2d wk. Slow $5.000 after last, Fine Arts ‘FWE) (631: $2-$2.40) 

week's fair $5,000. —‘Never On Sunday” UA) (42d 
Qhio ‘Settos) +900; 75-S1— wk). Stout $6,000. Last week, 

“Naked Edge” :UA: 4th wk") Oke | $8,100 
$5.000. Last week, good $5.500. | Pantages (RKO) (1.513: $1.25- 

Riato ‘Fourth Avenue) ‘1,100; ! $2.75)—‘Spartacus” (UI) (47th wk). 
$1 25-S2.20'—"Seven Wonders of } 
World” ‘Cinerama) ‘8th wE). Slow| Egyptian ‘UATC) (1,392; $1.25- 
£5.000. Last week. brisk $7,000. !$3.56) — “Ben-Hur” iM-G) (94th 

United Artists ‘Fourth Avenue} | wk). Dropped to 
(3,000; 75-$1.25i\—‘Guns of Nava- week, :$22,3 
rone” :Col) ‘5th wk’. Helped by | Meeks Fall (Ros) 1720; $2. 40-$2.75) 
Saturday night preview, looks 
healthy $8,000. Last week, solid | Okay $9,000. Last week, with Can- 
$12,000. Jnon, $18,100. 

Fairish $13,800. Last week, $16,500. 

Tidy. $17,000. Last 
i— 

Areadia (S&S) 1536; 99-$1. 80)\— | 

+ $3,000.C00 to $4,000,000 over the 

Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 99 || 

) (3.000; 90-$1. 49y} Quiet $10,500. Last week, $11,000. 

“Honeymoon Machine” (M-G) «4th: 

Studio (Goldberg) (489: 99-$1.80) - 

$15,500. Last’ 

—‘La Dolce Vita” (Ast) ‘Sth wk). 

(Tues.) with moderate rate $7,500, 

Todd ‘Todd) (1,089; $2.20-$3. 50) |.after $10,500 in initialer. Fairish. 
Trans-Lux 85th St. (T-L) (550; 

; $1. 25-$2)—“‘Young Doctors” 
138d wk). Third frame ending today 

United Artists (B&K) ‘1 700; 90-! (Wed,) fair enough at $9, 500 after} 
eta. 000 the. week previous. 

World (Perfecto) (390; 90-$1.80) 
—“Z.ust. for Sun” tF AW) (11th wk). 
:Current:. week ending tomorrow 
(Thurs.). holding up well at $6,900. 

~ MEW’s Full House 
Continued from page 3 —— 

ended Aug. 31 probably ‘will result ; 

—| Wicked’ ~ Heat’ Hot $6, 000,. jin earnings of $4.90.to $5 per share. | 
‘The complete auditing will re- 

; quire at least a few more months. 

Still; there is that $50,000,000 in- 

| vestmient to consider, and it’s 

| reasonable to say that. many show 

| business eves are focused on how 

1M-G comes out. 

“Mutiny” is by far the big one, 

pegged. at a cest of at least $17,- 

' 000,000 and probably a little more. 

This production with Marlon 

iBrando encountered weather- 

caused delays in Tahiti along with 

production personnel differences. 

Music, cutting, dissolves, etc., will 

‘require. another few weeks of at- 

tention before it's finished. Release 

i 

j will be in the summer or autumn) 

‘of 1962—meaning an awful lot of 
money heli up in the. can. 

It’s frankly admitted on the N-G 
side that “Mutiny”. went from 

originally blueprinted budget. 

Samuel Bronston’s production of } 
“King of Kings” is an $8,500,000. 

entry, the figure being in accord- 
ance with original schedule. This, 
like “Mutiny,” will be a roadshow. 

“Horsemen” wound up at $7,000,- 
000, locationing in France having 
encountered costly problems. Re- 
lease is penciled in for the end of 
this year or early in 1962. 

Uncertain is whether “Horse-. 
men” will be roadshown or will 
follow. the marketing pattern of. 
Columbia’s “Guns of Navarone.” 
The results| of previews next. 
month will determine the. policy. 

“Winning of the West” is set for 
handling next. May and, then, in 
future months, “Brothers Grimm.” 
These are being produced by M-G 
in partnership with Cinerama. The 
costs and the profits are to be 
split on a -50-50 basis. Cinerama 
has the distribution rights to the 
basic widescreen versions and M-G 
takes over licensing. of prints in 
35mm and 65mm. ’ 

This is a newly-unfolded aspect 
of the M-G-Cinerama tieup, this 
idea of there being three versions. 
of the upcoming C’rama pictures. 

All members of the M-G board: 
will meet in Culver City in Novem- 
ber for a regularly-scheduled di-- 
‘rectorate conclave. The business of 

-$1.50'—“King and 1” 20th) (rels-! the meeting will be more or less 
Toutine. The all-important. sidebar 
wilk be the opportunity for the 

| boardsters to see as much as possi- : 
ble of the new, expensive pictures. 

Sol Schwartz 
auaces Continued from page 3 = 

changes in staff or studio opera-. 
tions are contemplated, saying that 
“with my experience as a theatre 
man, there are still many unfa-- 
miliar areas in the technical as- 
pects of production. I. will have to 
depend on the Columbia staff.” 

In particular Schwartz listed 
creative head Arthur Kramer, stu- 
dio production manager Jack Fier, 
vieepresidents Irving Briskin (Sam- 
uel’s brother)™&nd Gordon Stul- 
berg, and.the studio’s new talent 
exec, Bifly Gordon. 

(UA) 

TRADE ROLE: MIRISCH| 
Hollywood, Sept. 12.: 

.Expansion of its voice in indus- 
try affairs and increasing influ- 
ence are aims of Screen Producers 
Guild in new order. of things,. ac- 
cording to prexy Walter Mirisch. 

“With all-time high of 187 mem- 
bers, repping 98% of producers in 
the industry, Mirisch states, “We're 

assuming an ever-increasing -posi- 
tion of influence in the industry 
and we intend to continue to exer- 
cise leadership in industry affairs.” 

Moves to bear out progress for 
Guild. One is closer relationship 

|wood. The other, Guild represen- 
tation on board of.the Motion Pic- 
ture Association of America. § ~ 

“As developments arise we {n- 

ducer. and what. he thinks.” 
There are some tv producers in 

alternating work, Mirisch explains.. 
Next meet with exhibs and pro- 

place shortly. Mirisch was respon- 

held here. At the time censorship. 

aired but nothing resolved. ; 
All -industry session, :limited to 

four or five executiyes from various 
branches, will probably. take place 
in October at a.place to be desig- 
nated. 

20th Loses Bidding Suit -- 
Washington; Pa., Sept. 12. 

A svit instituted 18 months ago 
by 20th-Fox against Basle Theatres 
here was dismissed 

Pleas Court. 
20th’s claim of indebtedness of 

a bid on “The Barbarian and The 

the absence of a signed contract. - 

Runaway 
p———— Continued from page ' — 

Commenting for Film Council, 
Shanks said, “Hollywood AFL Film 
Council, composed of unjons and 
guilds representing more than 

gressman. Dent’s: committee to 

away foreign productions by 

tation of our case at conferences 

tion to stop export of increasing 
thousands of jobs ef American citi- 
zens, Unless some action is taken, 
our nation will lose almost the 
entire motion picture production 
industry to foreign countries. in 
next .10 years—this would be’ an- 
other gain for our Communist 
enemies.” 

said, “we had a full discussion 
with’ Rep. Dent. I do not believe 

future hearings that have not: al- 
‘ready been presented in informal! : 
discussions. 
“We told Congressman Dent that 

||the American motion picture. in- 
dustry is worldwide, our films al- 
ways, have been made on “‘world- 
wide basis. We gave him reasons 
for foreign productions because 
foreign locales are essential to 
some films; because foreign ‘pro- 

{pounded funds which we could nat 
irecover otherwise; because some 
| films made in conjunction with 

oreign: producers must: be made. in. 
the producer’s country; because in 
the case of some -films, costs. ‘would 
be prohibitive ‘in Hollywood.’ 
“We do not agree with alarmist’s 

attitude that production of: some 
American films abroad jeopardizes. 
future of motion picture industry. 
in Hollywood. Stages of Hollywood 
studios are well occupied now with- 
production of theatrical features 
and television films and we expect |‘ 
them to continue to: be occupied. 
I have confidence in motion pic-. 
ture industry in Hollywood if both 
Iman. ent and labor will con- 
‘tinue their efforts to overcome cost 
advantage which film producers in 
other countries unquestionably 

-} Have.” 
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SP6 SEEKING GREATER ) 

On Both Labor & 

constantly growing.. The Guild: is: 

He pointed io two important. 

between exhibitors with. Holly-. 

tend to assert the voice of the pro- 

the SPG but this is because of. 

ducers. and. AMPP reps. will take. 

sible for calling the last meeting | 

‘and other industry problems were | 

For 26 Vs. Pa. Theatre. 

last week by: 
Judge Roy Carson of the Common) 

$2,000 for the non-performance of | 

Geisha’ ‘was declared a non-suit in | 

Producers Guild prexy and George: 
Seaton, indie producer. 

25,000 employes, has asked Con-| 

make a full investigation of run-. 

Avieriean motion picture produc-: 
ers. We made preliminary presen-. 

just concluded and are. confident 
the committee will schedule formal 
hearings leading to legislative ac |. 

Speaking for industry, Freeman 

any facts can be disclosed through | 

duction has enabled us to use im- 

’s Pards 

Talent Ends Get % 
” Producer. Michael Myerberg, who 
earlier announced a deal ta cut 
in the craft unions on. 1634°%- o 
the net on a series of low-budget 

the part of. the unions, . has” now 
announced acquisition of two 
‘properties. to be made under the 
unique. setup. Interestingly 
enough, the property. acquisitions 
-also involve participation in. net 
profits. 

Properties ~ include Joyce Me- 

ard Condon’s “Some Angry. An- 
gel.” Terms for each include a 
$5,000 advatice, plus “4% of the 
gross accruing to the. ‘production 
after release charges.” 
‘ Myerberg also revealed his 
profit-sharing formula. for per- 
forming artists: a maximum of 
$5,000 for 10: weeks, plus percent- 
ages of the net in accordance with 
their established salaries. Pro- 
ducer, director and. all others -con- 
nected with a production will draw 

film in cash as salary. - 
Myerberg’s. deal with the unions 

penditure by a five-man review 
committee, including three union 
reps: and two. picked by Myerberg. 

Which: of the two :newly ac- 

way first, Myerberg hasn’t. decided 
but: ‘he hopes to start: on one ‘of 
them before the end of the year 
at studios he plans to set-up at 
‘Mitchell Field in Nassau County, 
Long Islands 

Correct Selling Is Key Selling Is Key. 
“To BO. for ‘Special’ Pix 

-: Hollywood, Sept. ‘12. 
New group of indie. distributors 

paving the way for success of .“spe- 
cial” pix, indie producer. Walter 
‘Shenson states. . 
ers and buyets and‘ exhibitors: do 
not have an open. mind for pix that 

other films’ regardless ‘of their. ma- 
terial value : 

Basing his ‘contention ‘on. back- 

(Shenson was formerly U.S.  pub- 
licity chief for Columbia's Euro- 
pean films) and. a successful indie 

don"t give many good pix'a chance 

the star. 

production’ of. “The. Mouse That 
Roared” which .he sald. clicked 

which made a star out of Peter 
Sellers and paved the way for ‘re- 

films. Pattern -he fosters is -to. 
never screen films for distributors 

jin s projection room. He. suggests 
sneak preview méthod which,. he 
feels, shows which ‘direction to” go 
in. selling picture, 

lis made for a particular audience, 
but says success comes when pra= 
tper selling expands it to wider 
;areas. For instance, he points out 
there are no longer. any art. houses; 
they -have : changed. to “special” 
houses. in which offbeat pix ‘can be 
shown to. attract their special audi- 
‘ences and --thén expanded - into . 
wider ‘rélease when. publicity and = 
promotion give them ‘support. - 
.Shenson‘s. newest: film, “A: ‘Mat- 

ter of Who, ” will be. sold this way, 
he said. Co-produced. by Milton 
Holmes, who scripted, pic is being 
distributed internationally by Met-. 
ro-Goldwyn-Mayer, aside from the 
U.S. and. Canada,’ for which. Shen-" 
son expects to set a separate. deal 
fin N.Y. next. week. Film. stars 
Terry-Thomas, Alex “Nicol and 
Sonjia Ziemann, with Don Chaffey 
directing, and was made under 
British quota. in London. 

“BERMAN'S. NEW U SLOT 
- Chicago, ‘Sept. 12. 

Lou Berman, Unjyersal branch 
Manager in Chicago. “since. 1948, is 
switching to 
status. for health reasons. 

Dick Graff, who's been cheading - 
the Detroit office, taok over, with 
‘Herb Martinez, sales. ‘Manager in 
Chi, replacing Graff. 

pix to be made in New York, in. 
return for certain concessions on 

‘Iver’s. “The Frog Pond” and Rich-. 

‘no ‘more than $5,000 out of each - 

involves the okay of every eX- 

‘quired properties will get. under... 

~ With No Names: Shenson 

who go out and: ‘sell correctly. are — 

He charged ‘‘book- 

do ‘not have stars” and. said they~ 
aren't even. interested in pushing: 

ground as a. major. studio. exec. 

producer, he asserted theatremen.- 

because their first. interest 4s .in. 

Howeyer, he pointed :to: his ‘own © 

chiefly due to sales campaign: and: 

lease of many of the ‘actor's older: 

Shenson conténds. every ‘picture. 

“special. assignment” 
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LION TAMER! 
Terrytoons’ Hector. Heathcote.never misses! This year, his current 

theatrical release “Drum Roll” captured a First Prize 
Bronze Lion at the Venice Children’s Film Festival. (The year before, 
Hector bagged a. Bronze Lion for “The Minute and 4% Man.”) 

Aiming to please your audiences? Puti in a call for Hector Heathcote. 

-'TERRYTOONS 
A DIVISION OF CBS FILMS INC (DISTRIBUTED BY TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX 

PRODUCED IN CINEMASCOPE, WITH COLOR BY DELUXE 
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Stratford Festival Reviews 
Continued from page 6 

The Wayside Pebble 
emotions of a child growing up 
end becoming awure of grief and 
hardship are beautitzliy expressed. 

In black-and-white and Toho- 
gepe this sad yet engaging film 
should find an appreciative audi- 
ence in art houses in North Amer- 
jea. Unfortunyteiy the Japanese . 
write their subtitles in American, 

1: assistant into experienced worker 
is accompanied by charm, inven- 
tion and humor, with scenes of 
how the people live. 
photography is ‘outstanding, . the, 
score quite gay, and Alexander 
Demianenko gives a clever pot-.| 
trait of .an inhibited citydweller ' 
turning ‘into a robust . outdoors 
character, 

The color !-. 

unrewarding roles; a sharp piece’ 
-of thesping by Renee Houston as 

| an efficient’ secretary; neat. music | 
| by Norrie Paramor and pleasant. 
photography by Ernest Steward. 

' Rich, 

Die Ehe des Herr 
Mississippi 

(The “Marriage. of Mr. Mississippi) : 
(SWISS)... 

‘Zurich. Sept. 3. 
'p Praesens- Film A. G. Zurich release of | 

r 
Stars. O., E. 

Hansjoerg ‘Felmy, ‘Martin Yeld. Directed 
rby Kurt, Hofimiann. Screenplay. Friedrich 

Hasse, Johanna von Koczian, 
aesens & CCC-Film Berlin production. ;ary qualities 

Tiro al Piecione 
lude which, distracts from story),: 
‘then returns to the front where, 
bit by bit, he ‘too sees:.the light 
which signals the end 6f the Fascist 
-eYa. 

1 Montaldo, this has many fragment- 
put little unity.. 

Opening mood-setting sequences . 
are good, as is a near-finale execu- : 

Venice Festival Reviews 
Continued | from page ¢ 

First for director Giuliano | 

sold candy vender who teaches iim, 
the violin. — 

On the old man’s death the violin, 
called Yanco, is found in a pawn 
shop and the boy gets it. out. every 
night, via. a secret entrance, and 

iplays it. The superstitious villagers. 
Hthink it is an evil omen and -‘try- 
.to track it down ‘and kill - it and © 
the. little hoy is. finally, drowned in. 

phraseology. The terms “So long’: He falls in love with-a hydro girl . Rustrenmatt, epee ons Ais opis ‘Fools ‘tion bit in which Marco is forced | {a whirlpool. 
and ° ‘okav” sound out of place for, and the film ends with an heroic Nykvist; ‘ music, . Hans-Martin Majewski: ‘to shoot his hest. friend. Jacques |. A whimsical feel for ‘nature, - if. 

Japan of 1910. Prat :salute for the workers; the tr eat- : editor, Hecmann | Haller Capital Theatre Charrier_ appears unequipped to ‘somewhat mannered and overdone, 
—_—— ment, however, is ppreety and Zarek ‘Aug. 25,61. Running time, 90 tit’ handle ocdimentional and gives ‘expert camerawork and a feel for- 

When A Woman Loves cheerful an never me) noxious. at. | Blorestan Mississippi... 0. E Hasse | Francisco Rabal is fine as his best {imagery: make .this an acceptable 

(JAPAN) | Anastasia ... Johanna .von Koczian | film. For a. first pic it-also shows a 
j ort Bodo. von Uebelohe-Zabernsee {friend while Eleonora Rossi Drago j 

Hansioerg Felmy ; unSuccessfully. fights. : Possible new talent in director. Ser-: Stratford, Ont., Sept. 1. inadequate : er ay 

Produced by Shoueckh:ku Co. Ltd, pro-1 
ducer, Zengo Saka. Directoi, Heinosike | 

See You Tomerrow 
Gosho, sciupt, Tosmo Yasunu, camera: (POLISH) . . 
(Eustmancelors, Haruo Tukeno; music, Film Polski production. Directed by 
Yasushi Akutagawa At Strutford (Ont.)* Januez . Morgenstern. Script. Zbigniew 
Film Festival, Aug. 28, 61. Running time, 
97 WINS 

Cybulski: -camera, Jan Laskowski: music, 
. Krzyaztof T. Komeda. At Stratford «Ont.) 

Ane Mizushima ........ Ineko Armma Film Festival, Aug. 24. 1961. Running - 
Rewsku Niu ...... Shin_Sabur: time, 89 MINS 
Xubhike his wife) ..... Yetsuk> T.n-ami arguerite ........... Teresa Tuszynska | 
Hitesa ta geishe)  ..... Nobuko Otowa Jacek --.....-2e000e- ‘Zbigniew Cybulski 

4 + d@Qasia ......-seeeens Gr az; gna peasy nska ° 
or : 1 Jure a ace edorowicz.’ 

‘ Englisi: Titles? | Girl from Cafeteria Barbara Baranowska ° 
Polanski; E.° The veteran Japenese director, 

P Wojtych., Heincsuke Gosho ‘who was repre- | 
sented at Stratford in 1958 with | 
“The Yellow Crow'"', has adapted |. 
this film from a celebrated navel, ! 
the story of a young girl's adoles-" 

Cred Pa elise, a middteaged aa ‘director Morgenstern twhose_ first 

ops, as she grows up. into a mature ‘lm this isn collaboration wet 
and self-denying iove. actor Cybulski, who wrote 

The pace is slow and the tech- Script) daesn’t seem to have taken; 

nique uninspired. Inecko Arima hold of this theme. d the events 
gives a sirtcerely felt performance exasperating Y f ow an € eve 
as the girl, but Shin Saburi as the frequently confusing. 

; Cybulski ‘the ~ doomed young . 
man, goes through the’ picture “a 7 
without registering an emotion of _™4" from “Ashes and Diamonds” 

Also: . . Bielicki, R. 
Kaluzynska, R. Freyer, T. 

(English Titles) _ 
Polish filmmakers montinue to 

experiment in styles, fechniques 

—— 

-and methods of storytelling, but. 

The pace is. 

! Saint- Claude we eee 
Minister of Justice ‘pees 
Van. Bosch. . 
McGoy 

Martin Held 
Charles Regnier 

Max Haufler 
Rvedi Walter CO 

| dialogue. 
| Carl ‘many fine supporting roles. 

Others back colorfully, 

Carlo Rustichelli’s music: is. ob-": Santamaria: ..:....... a 
Sehlender’. wtew een eee Hans 2 kath Tefien:| tr usive. while other eredits. ar e! 
Lukretin eeeeeeese2+ Edith Hanke ; good Hawk. 
Prime Minister. .......- we tto Graf _ 
‘Chatterley 7. ............- “Karl ‘Buecheler Ga ga - a 

; - n 

! The play w hich established (The River) = 
Switzerland's Friedrich Duerren-. (INDIAN) 
matt in international legit is “The 
Visit’: 

i 
screen version. of one of his earlier | 
? plays which had a shortlived off- 
Broadway run in April ’58 at the | Bi 
Jan Hus Theatre under the. title, 

stamina and _ provocativeness - of 
“The Visit.” this one still emerges 
an-interesting venture with enough 
offbeat qualities to raise it above 
par. Times Films has acquired it 
for. the U.S. : 

- “Mississippi” is primarily a polit- 
{cal satire, aiming at no particular 

here is - a _Swiss-German duction. Written and directed by Rajen 
Jarafder. Camera, Dinen Gupta; ‘editor, 

‘Rajan. At Venice Film Fest. Running: 

“Fools Are . Passing “Through.” | #! 
Although lacking the commercial | 

‘Venice. Sept.. 2. 
Cine Art Productions release and. pro-. 

time 105. MINS, 
AS we ccncciccccccaccas Niranjan. Ray: 

Panchu .....05-.seeee2. Janash Mukherji 
UML 2. cess eens ccccceces Sandhya Ray | 

Damink ...c,cccecccccenct Ruma Gangaly : 

Simple tale of a young, fisherman 
‘wanting to follow his river to the 
sea for work, but blocked by fear 
and superstition, has a.robust ap- 
proach to reality and a feeling for 
the people and country. But. it 
lacks the poetic and transcendant 
insight that: made Satyatjit Ray's. 

any kind. A tearjerher, it seems” 
that when a woman loves she suf- 
fers the agonies of hell. Prat. 

Seng of the Woods 
(RUSSIAN) 

Stratford,.Qnt., Aug. 25. 
Produced at Dovzherkeo "Studio. Kiev. 

Witten and directed bv Viktor Ivtchenko. 
Based on story by Lesia Ukrainka: cam-. 
eiu (tSovacolor) Alexey Prokopenko; 
music, Igor Shamo: special effects. V. 
Kuratch. At Stratford Film Festival, Aug. 
24, 1961. Running time. 97 MINS. 

Cast: R. Nedashevskaya. V. Ss dortchuk. 
P. \eskharov, V. Rudin, V. Gubenko, R 
Pirozhenko. 

‘Engtis:. Titles: 

: plays the director of a group of 
“pantomimika” actors who meets: 
and falls in love with the attrac- 
| tive daughter of a French diplo-. 
mat. She is the more sophisticated: 
lof the two and knowing that they: 
are of different worlds, wisely re- 
\fuses to fall in love with him. 

It now seems possible that the 
‘events did not take place after all; 
the director has dreamed up an-.. 
other sentimental sequence for his 
‘players to perform. 

“On the whole the film is sincere 

, and often truthful in its more 
imeaningful moments, but for the. 
"most part Cybulski has reduced’ 

. poisoned his wife. the mistress of 

side, but.at politics and the “pawer | films: art possibilities abroad. This | 
-of a “woman” in general. The !-one wauld have harder. going. - _ 
woman, in this casé, is an‘un-| But there is a solidity in: con-' 

; scrupulous. female who (1) poisons. 
'2). is forced ; 

:into marriage by Mississippi, a 
_d.a. who wants to.re-establish the 
‘Laws of Moses and has himself 

‘her first. husband; tive and plastic talent that mark a.- 
name to be heard from in the 
growing Bengali filmmaking 

and acting sincere and vital. 
-the woman's husband: (3) has an 
- affair with Mississippi’s. former. 
, accomplice, ' a Communist who | 
‘wants to bring about a world revo- 
lution; (4) spurns her former lover, 
an idealistic doctor who had pro- 
vided her with the.poison; and (5) 

cialized audiences for Indian. pix 
and this may cash in on this. — 

Mosk. 

Animas Truj ano 

struction and a good visual: narra- : 

in. 
India. Technical credits are good. 

Satyajit Ray’s noted ‘Apu Trik ° 
ogy” has paved a way’ for spe-. 

himself to playi ing another of those; 
tiresome young screen. heroes who 
mope around in the throes of first- 

‘love. . Prat. 

This is a quaint. oldfashioned 
fairytale about a woodland sprite 
who falls in love with a huiman, 
only to be abandared by him ‘an 
oufish farm hand) and left to spend : 
the 1est of eternity as a forest The ¥ oun P La dy*s Fool | 
tree. 

The color photography, goblins, Str aE Ont. Sept. 1. 
witches and special effects are in ra Di. 

‘ rar . : ' Produced. by. Roussopouloi Bros. i 
the true spirit of makebelieve, the yectea by Jhon Dai Dalianidis. Script, 

east is convincing, and the dialog Nikos Tsiforos & Polyvios Vassilianis: 

i i Hariou; music, | Manos ° 
translated into gracious old Eng-, $2mera,, Dimos Saeneerd Ont) 
lish: example, “a star has fallen ' Festival | Aug. 29, 1961. Running time, 

in my heart” and “I shall bring ° 75 MINS. newest eee eee oe rete Tzeny Karezi 

you roses and adore you like a Grigori ...... "pines Diopoulos 

queen ” -Caralis .... “Dionyssis Papayannopoulos - 

: ALKi ..lccccecescneeeee: Rica Dialyna 
This is not up to festival stand-' 5; 

ards but in this case dubbing would ; 
be aeceptable for children. It’s an! 
ideal picture for youngsters. 

Prat. 

Stavros Xenidis : 

This is not a film for any fésti- 
yal altlfough it looks as if it would 
be a successful domestic comedy. 

Taken from, and looking like 

(RUSSIAN) la play it’s a frantic, overacted tale 

Produced by M. Gorky Film Studios: about the spoiled daughter of a 

‘Moscow. Directed by F. Daviatian & L. iwealthy industrialist. who falls in 

wore Ke arutianors music. ae eshpae. | | love with one of her father’s clerks. 

At Stratford (Ont.) Film Fest wal. Aug. This unlikely hero is pleasing gly 

78 el tions’ Kouukheva os NS candre played by Dinos Ttiopoulos, who is 
Cast: Tatiana Koniukhova. 

V. Vvsotsky, | popular in Greece. 

Dimitri Gorin’s Career 

Demranenko, V. Seleznev, 
B®. Kudriashov, N. Kazakov. Prat. . 

(‘English Titles) 
The mystery of what happened j 

to Dimitri Gorin at Venice has 

- 

been solved. He was sent to Strat- ! Film Reviews 

ford instead, and this Is probably = Continued from page § ao 
the best place for him. With this | ¥ 
film the Russians have a likeable ; No.My Darling Daughter 

entry, more for Stratford's toler-| fering head. The fact that it’s so 

-ends.up as the first lady by team- 
{ing with the. Minister of Justice. 
while’ Mississippi's confession of | . 
‘his and her crimes are regarded 
jas a freak and he is thrown into. 
Jan ‘asylum, Pic ends on a cynical 
note, with. the interned d.a.’s un- 

‘heard: plea: “One must change the 
; World . ..” 

Unpleasant in content, sharply 
pintellectuai in: ‘storyline and execu- 
tion and with occasionally. free- 

«, i wheeling. dialog, this ‘shapes as 
high-level sophisticated -fodder. 

Director Kurt Hoffman, of 
“Arent We Wonderful?” and other 
postwar hits, rates kudos for a 
sharply witty, uncompromising and 

| tight-paced piece of work. He gets 
important assist from Sven Nyk- 
| vist’s (one of. Ingmar Bergman’s 
| aces) ‘superb lensing,. Hans-Martin 
Majewski’s satirical score and 
Swiss Hermann Haller's tight edit- 

. Performances are generally 
itopnotch, notably O. E: Hasse as 

e da. Charles Hegnier as the 
Minister: of Justice and Martin 
Held. as the Commie: Johanna von 

! Koczian seems not quite at home 
‘in an offbeat eee Me 

Mezo. 

Novels Tom Duncan 
Turns Indie Producer 

’ Novelist. Thomas Duncan is. part- 
jnering with Don Thompson for 

ant audience than the sophisticates ! highly platonic that she sleeps in- film preduction.. Author is prep- 
at Venice. side a tent and boy keeps guard 

Russian pix dealing with con-_ outside doesn’t matter. She's made 
temporary life are seldom shown’) a ward of court, the yarn hits. the 
in North America mainly because | front pages and a teenage-girl- 
their distributors have found that} hunt is soon in fuil cry. 
audiences prefer ballet, war stor- Miss Mills is brought back by. 
fes or versions of classic books. | Michael Craig, the son of Red- 
This being so, Dimirti Gorin’s Ca- grave's British business associate. 
reer’ turned out to be a pleasing; And, in fhe end, Miss Mills and 
comedy with a present day setting. | Craig are last seen eloping in the 

Gorin is a bank clerk in a large | general direction of Gretna Green. 
city who becomes an unskilled la~| But this does not mean that the 
borer with the hydro system and | film, as a light, inconsequential 
goes to work erecting steel towers | comedy does not offer an. escapist 
and power lines in the forests of} service. There are some intriguing 
the Ural mountains. In contrast! glimpses of Scottish scénery; some 
to his eity life he learns that in| determinedly bland and comic ex- 
working with a group of men he, changes between Redgrave and the 
must share and share alike and | boy’s father (Roger Livesey); a 
trust his companions. |rather haphazard performance by 

Deftly directed, the story is laid} ; Rad Fulton as the young man; a 
against contrasting backgrounds of | irather more dogged and shrewd 
city, rivers, forests and mountains| one by Craig, who is becoming 
and. Dimitri’s. change from clumsy! something of an expert in handling 

ping an original screenplay - ‘to 
launch the indie. It’s’ titied 
“Sweepstakes, ” and would be done 
with an all-native cast in Trinidad, 
where the partnership is to be or- 
ganized. 

Duncan works have previously | 
been optioned for the screen, but 
never made, though his “Big 
River, Big Man” rights are still 
held by 20th, with indications | it 
may yet be filmed, . 

O’Brien to > Culver City - 
' Robert H. O’Brien, v.p.-treas- 
urer of Metro, off to Culver City 
this week to.go over the facts and 
figures anent the company’s fiscal 
year. 

The year ended Aug. 31 and 
M-G is getting underway with its 
annual report. 

(MEXICAN-C "SCOPE) 
_ Venice; Aug. 25. 

Dominguez, Flor Silvestre. ‘Directed by | 
Ismael Rodriguez. Screenplay; ‘Rodriguez | 
from the novel by Regelio. Rivas: camera, 
Gabriel. Figueroa: editor, Pedro Del Rey. 

Venice Film Fest. Running time, 100 
MINS” 
ANIMAB ..ccccssecons-- Toshiro Mifune 
Wife ......es.00.. Columba Dominguez 
Catherine .......0s..0 0-00". Ror Silv estre | 

A good dash of folklorish exag-. 

sound technical values; make this 
a natural for the Hispano lingo cir-. 
cuit abroad. But its surface. 
treatment makes this a chancier } 
art entry. . 

It takes place among the Mexti- 

country. - Each year’ a man is 
‘elected to be the chief. by the 

The hero dreams. of someday be- 

wife and abuses their children, 

all ways ta get the money: 
finally does succeed only to be 

taking the blame. | 
_ Japanese actor. Toshiro Mifune. 
gives a crafty, picatesque and 

manages to fit into. Mexican sur- 
roundings and has gotten away with 
the feat of playing it. by learning |’ 
the lingo. phonetically. He ‘is the 
plus factor in this sleek pic. | 

._ Mosk, 

‘Yanco | 
(MEXICAN), 

Venice, ‘Aug.. 28. 
Yanco Productions release ‘and produc- 

tion.: With Ricardo Ancona. Jesus Me- 
dina, Maria Bustamante. Written: and 
directed by Servando Gonzales. Caomera, 
Alex: Phillips’ Jr.; editor. Jesus Marin. At 
[ins Film Fest. Running time, » 100 ; 

; irae. Medina 
pevevesgeenees Marla Bustamante 

Engaging film could bea moppet 
entry abroad. It is somewhat. senti- 

bolstered by expert technical work. 
A little boy with ‘a. highly de-}- 

veloped aural sense and a growing 
musical genius can not-stand the 
noises of his little town and runs 

Marco Males release of ARS-UNA pro- 
duction. Stars Toshiro Mifune. Columba |-. 

geration, brisk, bawdy acting, and | 

can Indjans in a rural part of the 

church. However it takes. money: |. 

coming the chief, but lives off his 

He is also superstitious arid- tries: 
He |. 

looked down upon even though: he | 
is now the head man. His wife kills 
a local harlot he had taken up with! 
and he suddenly makes a gesture i in 

‘weighty limning of the peasant. He. 

mental but’ seems sincere and: is} 

off to the forest to play on a-home- 
made violin, Then he meets. and in a. Grand Hotel setting. 

j vando Gonzalez.: Made.on a shoe-- 
| string - outside the Mexican indus- 
‘try, pie ‘has a certain charm and 
:merit. There is almost 1 no > dialog in 
the pic.. _Mosk. — 

I Katara ‘Tis. Manas. 
(The: Promise) 

(GREEK) | 
__ -Venice, Aug. 23. 

‘ GD Films release of Pytsos Films. pro- 
duction.. Stars George Foundas; features, 
Titos Vandis, Sonia Zoldou. Hin Lyvicou.: 
Directed by Basile. Georgiadis. Sereen- 
-play, Nico Foseolo: camera, Nico Car- 
delis; editor, C. -Capnissis. At Venice 
| Film Fest. Running ‘time. TI0. MINS... ©. 
TaSsO wi, ieee eee eee, ‘Georges Foundas: ae 

: Chryssa nebo ee cae e ce eweces Sonia Zoldou . 
Vayas ..... fevers eccs'eeeses Titos Vandis. 
| Despos sees apeeree eseetee ae “Tifa “Lyvicow. 

Adventure ‘tale, set within the 
| framework of an old Greek legend, 
‘is mainly’ for language: situations. . 

A group of ‘hoodlums. prey on a 
small town in the 1910's. - Greek | 
countryside. One -man_ opposes _ 
them but tries to avoid bloodshed. 
;only to finally kill them all. off.. 
Technical credits are only par and 
‘direction misses. giving. this a 
heightened flair and feeling to 
make. the. heroics more potent. 

‘Mosk, 

“Nise Daigakust: 
(The False Student) 
‘(JAPANESE-SCOPE) 

. .Wenice, Aug. 29. 
. Daiel release and production. Written 
‘and directed by Wasuzo. Masamura,; Cam- 
era.. M. Tamai: editor, .H. Hasumi. At 
mins Film Fest. Running time, 100 

| OSU. cee cece cacaes «2.» Ayako Wakao 
| Girl... cceececeeeeecseee Sachiko Murase 
BOK ce iscccsccccces etesese: Jerry. Fugio. 
Leater eee veqeeeeeaes ers _ Ikishi ita mi 

Phere ds: some curio » value in this 
due ‘to the student -and leftist up- 
risings in Japan that :stymied’ ex- 
U.S. President Eisenhower's: trip: 
| there last year. .-It dezls -with 
| these student circles. and political ; 
activities: But the story is some- 
what too sketchy and it emerges 

yas a disjointed look at the subject. 

A.boy who an not pass.'an en- 
jtrance.’exam still ‘hangs around 
‘school and tries to canvince his 
| mother he is really there. He gets 
: mixed | up with a>: leftist: group but.. 

s thought to be spy when it ‘is 
found he is not enrolled in school, 
He is tied up-and sequested by 
his former friends for three days, 
It leads'to his eventual madness. 

Technically” it is well -done and 
acting is adequate if not able to 
overcome the shallow: figures. : 

“ ‘Mosk. | 

Education. of Love. 
. (CHINESE) — 

._ Venice, Aug. 24. 
International Film. Co.’ Yelease : and — 

production. With Jeannette Lin. Taui, - 
Vang Yng, Kelly Lai.:Chen, ‘Wang. Lat.. 
Directed by ‘Chung Chi Wen. Screenplay, 
Cheng King Chin; camera, Fan Chieh3 
editor, Chi Tang. At Venice: Film Fest. 
Running’ time, 105. MIN 

vee eke eecens ne eee Jeannette Lin ‘Pauli 
Ching Yio wwe ewe cee cee e -Vang Yng 
Father .. =erney eee Kelly Lai Chen 
Friend “esvacee sense ebb te bees . Wang Lal. 

Formosan pic: is. “maiily for the: 
record and only ‘for language spots - 
abroad. It is a sound little drama 

jbut without any unusual aspects. 
Formosa seems to make little. mel- 
lers for its own -consumption. 

A young girl is first somewhat: 
\against ‘her father’s teaching voca- 
tion. even though she has. trained © 
jfor it herself: But she is finally. 
brought around to it. Mappet work” 
is the most engaging part of this 

t obvious” pic. Teclinical credits and 
adult thesping, are: ‘Passable. 

; Mosk. 

Wald Eyes Berle’ s Novel 
-. Hollywood, Sept. 12. 

-Jerry Wald is negotiating. with 
Melton. Berle for film rights to. 
“Earthquake,” novel. written” by 
Berle and John Roeburt: _ 
Story fs of expatriates in Mexico. 



! | | I « t 

In Carnegie Hall on Sunday Evening, April 23, 1961, J udy Garland 
walked on stage and sang 26 numbers in a special one-night-only concert, 
It was perhaps the most memorable evening in show-business history. 
The audience was composed of 3,165 people who had fought, 
begged, pulled strings, and ‘paid astronomical sums for the precious 
tickets. The 3,165:people roared, applauded, cheered, laughed, _ 
cried, stomped, whistled, and shouted. The ovation was unprecedented 
and overwhelming. The press exhausted all the superlatives, 
It was “Two hours of just pow!" 

The evening lives. Capitol recorded it in its entirety, live. 

Share this astonishing performance, Hear the exciting songs 
Judy Garland made famous, And hear her sing marvelous numbers never 
before recorded. Become the 3,166th person to thrill to this 
memorable performance by the greatest entertainer of our time. 

Two 12” Record Set. _ - OCAPITOL RECOROB, INE, 

EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT FREDDIE FIELDS ASSOCIATES LTD. 410 PARK AVENUE, NEW. YORK 22. NEW YORK, F/B PRODUCTIONS, ING. 
¢ 

‘ 
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Joe Levine's New Literati. e 

Buys Harold Robbins’ Bestselling ‘Carpetbaggers’ For | 
Medley of Ancient and Modern Gambols 

By JACK PITMAN 

Evidence mounts that Joseph E.: 
Levine’s early penchant for out- 
and-out escapist fare (those Roman : 
gambois) is fast being sloughed,; 
as an image. The latest escalating - 
jis his grab—negotiated last week | 
—of the film rights to “The Car-: 
petbaggers,” the Harold Robbins 
sex-loaded novel dipped in picture : 
industry lore. 

This may churn up a lot of Pro-: 
duction Code tumult when the! 
time comes, 
anguish the 
and out of the trade, all of which ! 
indicates plenty of that good old | 
pre-sell should be going for it. Ad-! 
vance interest, of course, is already ' 
building, courtesy of the book's: 

the yarn in association with Eddie | 
: Fisher’s new indie banner, but the. 
: project soured a while back when : 
ithe singer bowed out. Incidentally, | 
under last week's option switch, | 

‘ Fox’s wife, Yolande, retains an in-| 
terest in the screen property. 

Levine promptly announced ‘a. 
' $5,000,000 budget for the pic—. 
-aware, of course, that such early- 
stage figures are almost always: 
problematical. 

Other than these bzre essentials | 
+ on the transaction, there was more - 

and is certain to news on ‘the book’s front from, 
cinema uplifters in | Robbins himself. Author -flew to: 

Chicago last week. in an .unsuc-: 
cessful huddle with Don W. Max-, 

, well, Chi Trib exec editor, over: 
: that best-seller chart ban. Lacking | 
that, Robbins said his publisher, : 

who'll screenplay the book, but it 
won't: bs him. Nor does he seek 
any script supervision. 

If. the trade—Hollywood sector 
‘in particular—is anticipatory over | 
the allegedly real-life modelling 

ithe novel engages in, Robbins pro- 
vides assurances on that score. 
Central figure is bruited to be pat- 
‘terned on studio mogul-industrial- 
ist Howard Hughes. Robbins claims 

‘he has heard, indirectly, that 
i Hughes is not the least upset by 
; the charatterization, so presumably 
‘there’s no ruckus brewing there, 

As for Levine’s own thrust, he’s 
- obviously found :an artistic accom- 
modation with Hollywood. Besides | 
“Carpetbaggers” (rolling next 

‘ year), also Coast-oriented for his 
Embassy hopper are “What Ever 

. Happened toe Baby Jane?” and “I 
Married) a Psychiatrist,” 
“Boys’ Night Out,” 
first, on Oct..23 for Metro release. 
Additionally, to.continue the -re- 

; prise, ther are the foreign. image- 
, makers—the current “Two Wo- 
men,” upcoming “No Loye for 
i Johnnie” (British), end the now- 
shooting “Boccaccio 70” four-seg- 

innate space-grabbing, not the least ; Simon & Shuster, would launch a, ™ent affair from Carlo Ponti. 
of which is its blackout from the: 
fiction bestseller chart of the Chi- 
eago Tribune. 

Levine latched onto the Matty: 

big blast publicity 
ostensibly to shame the Trib, but - 
practically to capitalize on the: 
“banned-in-Boston” motif. Could 

campaign— | All this is calculated to burnish 
‘the Levine escutcheon, but, of 
course, the Man from Embassy 

{isn't completely forsaking the 
Fox (Skiatron: option on the book, also be some sort of legal action ! : Other angles. “Wonders of Aladdin.” 
(price undisclosed), and according | 
to Robbins, his deal with Levine 
provides a guarantee against per-: 
centage. Fox had: intended to film’ 

These men have flown the-Atlantic 3 times in the last 3 hours 
Every Air France jet crew begins final preparations. at least three hours before every transatlanti¢ flight. They 
begin to “fly the route” in the flight preparation room—on. charts, with diagrams, and in their mind's eye.- They 
make an average of three of these valuable and exacting “trips” before they ever leave the ground. Weather-re- 
ports are thoroughly absorbed. Every detail of the flight is-completely chéckéd. out, and‘then checked out again. 

Possible alternate courses are charted, and discussed. All to assure the swiftest, most dependable and comfort: 

able route for every individual Air France flight. This meticulous advance planning explains why Air France holds 

the speed record from New York to Paris. Why every Air France flight is so effortless, relaxing and vewarding. 

Why Air France | is the world's largest airline, with a a Az: -year record of achievement, flying experience and service. 

PUBLIC RELATIONS PERSONNEL READY TO SERVE YOU IN 

will result, but just what wasn’t ! via. Metro, - 

plus | 
which rolls: 

TEXAS DRIVEIN ASSN. | 
T0 ATTEND TOA IN NO.| 

Dallas, Sept. 12: 
meeting of the i ar toon 
of the Texas boars 

Drive-In Theatre Owners _Assn., |. 
held here recently, has accepted an 
invitation to participate in the New | 
Orleans convention of the Theatre 
Owners of America. 

A portion of the TOA program 
will be devoted to the problems of 
drive-in operation. The Texas as- 
sociation -designated. Edwin ‘Tobo- 
lowsky, general counsel, ‘to mod- 
erate this part of the program, Tim 
Ferguson of Grand Prairie, past 
prez of the Texas group, also will 
speak, 

West Side Story 
Hollywood, Sept. 12. 

Mirisch Co. and United Artists 
have booked “West Side Story” 
into six additional key cities before 
end of the: year, to follow. pic’s 
world preem Oct. 17 at Rivoli, N-Y.}- 
Dates have been set for film, 

which Robert Wise produced in 
association with Seven Arts, to go 
into the Gary, Boston, Nov: 1; Mid- 
town, Philadelphia, Nov. 8;:Uptown, 

will be out around ; Washington, D.C., and Sheridan, 
clear, and ‘the author. wasn’t talk- | Christmas, and “Sodom and Go- | Miami Beach, Nov. 14; Chinese; 

‘ing on this point. 
Robbins said he doesn’t know 

‘}morrah” (now winding in Rome! 
via Titanus) is in reserve. 

“NEW YORK, CHICAGO, ‘LOS, ANGELES, MONTREAL, MEXICO | cin, 

Hollywood, Dee. 13; and United | 
Artists, Frisco, Dec. 15. . 

ROE SORE Steen. 

Ree 

PO NS SRO 

Weilie’ ToDo 
Stevens’ ‘Story 

Madrid, Sept. 12. 
Raoul Levy wants to: make. “Ths 

Greatest Story Ever Told” and will 
plane to the U-S. this week to 
query George Stevens on a possible 
deal in Europe next: year. 

The French: producer,,. in Madrid: 
over the weekend to further plans 
with director Christian Jacques for 
the upcoming. Raoul : Levy-Seven 
Arts. coventure, ‘Marca Polo,” told 
Variety his trip to New York. 

_| Thurs. (14) was motivated by recent 
20th-Fox announcement dropping’ 
“Greatest Story” from the com- 
pany's production chart. Levy said 
he would seek to acquire the entire. 
‘project as developed: by Stevens 
to date, including cast commit- 
‘ments already signed, if feasible. 
If Stevens agrees to an indie pro- 

duction’ outside the Skouras fold, 
‘Levy then foresees. no great ob-. 
stacle in negotiating a distribution 
deal. with 20th-Fox: for an Eastern 
Western Hemisphere division of re- 
lease rights. 

Fallont Over Paar 
-——— Continued from page 3 _—————) 

ers had been slated for maneuvers 
in. Normandy: anyway. Fast that 
Zanuck’s production outfit - was 

| there at same time was ‘purely co- 
incidental, -he contended. 

The Pentagon, | meanwhile, an- 
nounced in Washington that. one 
officer had been bounced from. his 
command and another reprimanded. 
for their roles in the Paar incident, 

Lt. Col. Dallas Hoadley, infor- 
mation Officer of the. Berlin Com-. 

{mand was relieved of his post for 
“{mproper performance of duty.” 

‘|Scolded was Col. J. R. Deane Jr., 
commander of the Second ‘Battle 

| Group which furnished. a squad to 
| take part in Paar’s endeavors. — 

Ominousty—and with no elab- 
oration, the Pentagon said plans 

} were being drafted to prevent ‘a. 
similar snafu in the future. 

Second Guessing 
1jm—_ Continued ‘from page 4 = 

Jing into effect Sept. 15, the exea 
‘}noted that “there are some: people 
around here who think that’s all 
that’s needed. They've always. felt 
salaries of ‘the artists’ were too 
high, besides which they (the econ- 
omy-minded) probably have. al- 

|ready made their pile anyway." -~ 
The exec emphasized that when 

|he referred to “artists,” he includ - 
ed more than just writing, direct- 
ing or performing talent. One of 
the greatest “artists,” he suggeste 
ed, was none other than 20th prexy 
Spyros P.. Skouras. While Skouras. 
has made. decisions which turned 
out to be mistakes, he has also 
made other, spectacularly success- 

{ful decisions which someone more 
timid, less sure of himself and Jess 
“intuitive”. would - have | disinissed 

{as complete. folly.. 
Twentieth-Fox’s: move into Cine- 

maScope in 1953, exec said, was a. 
big. gamble that paid off, not only 
for 20th, but for the entire indus- 
try. Without: Skouras, right or 
‘wrong, 20th-Fox as well as the rest 
of the industry might be a good 

. {deal less exciting (and success€ul) 
than they are today. __. 

The question facing 20th-Fox is 
really no different from that: fac- 
ing every other film | company every. 
‘week: of the year: how to make 
profitable pictures? Trouble is, the 
exec said, 20th has had a string of 
unprofitable. ones in a row. The 
irony of the film industry is that 
}one or two pix that pay off hand- 
somely ‘can just about . erase the 

‘Llosses of an entire bad year, Exec, 
who here got in a plug for upcome 
ing 20th “potentials”: such. as “The: 
Hustler,” “Comancheros,” “Tender . 
Is the Night” and “Cleopatra,” suge. 
gested that recently bad luck mixed 
with some “illtimed devisions’” had 

| contributed to 20th’s present state.. 
Exec wound up by quoting 

{George Stevens: (at his Hollywood 
press conference last. week) to the 
effect that “they” (the Wall Street 

jinterests) are the “capricious art- 
ists’ and “we (the professional 

| filmmakers) are the “hardheaded 
; businessmen.” Le 

If that were not true, said. the 
exec, “we wouldn't have been in 
business as long as we. haye.” 
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_ | y will not make you a big man In 

show business. Brains you will still need. But big type is the 

still-unsurpassed best method of successfully defying the in- 

attention of a distraction-prone trade. 

How else can you as effectively set out to create impres- 

sions? The simple, standard, time-proven, experience-verified 

method of display copy addressed to circuits, bookers, exhibi- 

tors, local amusement editors has nof been matched. 

What impressions your contemporaries have of you and 

of your activities Is all-important. Take whatever. side you 

choose between radio spots and tv spots, between dailies and 

monthlies, billboards or s -writing, but don’t forget to sell 

yourself and your product to the trade. 

MAKE WITH THE BIG TYPE IN 
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Milton Berle’s Multi-Pronged Firm 
Maps Berle & Rooney Comedy Series | 

Hollywood. Sept. 12. + 
Milton Berle says he will enter ! 

independent’ film production , 
through his Sagebrush Enterprises | 
Inc. Comedian-actor conferred last 
week with his attorney and finan- 
cial advisor. Irwin H. Rosenberg, 
here from New York. to set deals 
on an expansive slate of activity | 
inciuding features. television, mu- ; 
sic publishing and nontheatrieal 
projects He said Sagebrush will: 

re- ; 
vealed he is looking for a studio: 

‘confabbing with Sidney.on proj-, greater minority. group rights in 
“Mr. Uni- | 

finance entire program and_ 

tc. house overall operation. 
Pix are to tee off with ‘ 

vac.” original comedy screenplay 
on which he collaborated with Hal 
Coilins and Buddy Arnold. to costar 

Berle with Mickey Rooney, 
This picture is te inaugurate 

a series of comedy pix tor the two 
stars, with Berle and Rooney cur- 
rently developing story ideas on 
“Frozen Stiffs.” “Once A Knight.” 
“Ghost to Ghost.” “Ben-Him" end 
“Always on Monday.” which he de- 
scribes as basic slapstick comedies 
using “block scenes” All would be 
made in $400-S600.000 budget 
bracket Sand would follow Abbott 
& Costello and Laurel & Hardy 
vein which Berle feels is universal- 
ly appesling as pure escape enter- 
fainment. He sass stvle is sadly 
Jacking iu today’s market. 

Comic also collaborated with Col- 
lins on “The Biggest Gingster of 
Them All.” melodrama for which 
he has been talking to Anthony 
Quinn as star. Sagebrush also owns 
Robert Barhash’s screenplay “Snow 
Shoes." pianned as a starring ve- 
hicle for himself. and “So Help 
Me Hanna.” original script by Elon 
Packard and Harry Winkler. Ne- 
gotiations are on for Joe Hoffman ! 

“The Nlarriage - and Lew Bresler's 
Zoo” which he describes as a “chic 
comedy similar to ‘Pillow Talk.” 
Latter two would go under Sage- 
brush banner but would not star 
Berle. 

Performer said Sagebrush in- 
tends to sien producers, directors i 
and stars to build a stable of talent . 
for both pix and tv and said stud‘o | 
facilities he is Iooking for would 
include both live and taped tv. In! 
studio operation he would build ' 
sets designed for easy conversion : 
to different projects in an effort! 
to save cost and a'so to have steady | 
availability of similar properties : 
for series shows. ; 

TV activities include “The In-. 
ferno.” second seg for Dick Pow-: 
elf's anthology series at Four Star. ; 
Berle just completed straight dra-: 
matic role in “Dovle Acainst the } 
House” seg for producer-director 
Ralph Nelson from an_ original, 
teleplay by Riehard Alan Simmons | 
who is also. scripting “Inferno.” 
Sagebrush itself plans cops ‘n' rob- 
ters series. “Double Trouble. and - 
a quiz-panel comedy show, “Decide ! 
For Yourself.” f 

Company is negotiating for tv: 
rights to “It Pays to Be Ignorant” 
radio show and Berle plans net: 
special of musical version of Booth 
Tarkington's ‘Seventeen. whieh i 
he owns and earlier produced on, 
stage. Other specials in the works , 
are a “Milton Berle Revue” with 
Jack Benny as guest star and a 
comedy s\ mposium ‘a la Leonard } 
Bernstein: “Berie on Coinedy’”’ He! 
hopes to do a special series using } 
young new comics. as well. 

Sagebrush music arms include : 
publishing companies. Victoria Mu- | 

rer 

sie, Embee. Melanie and Rubil, lat- ! 
fer a partnership bet:veen his wife. 
Ruth. and Billy May. 

‘Back Street’ to Open | 
New Warner in H’wood, 

Hollywood, Sept. 12. 
UI's remake of Fanny Hurst's ! 

“Back Street” will open the new 
Warner Hollywood Theatre Oct. 20. j 

Theatre, which for past 
years has been a Stanley Warner; 
cperation for showing of Cinerama 
product exclusively. shuttered Sept. 
11 to undergo a $250 000 facelift- 
ing. l 

{ 

New York Theatre | 
TT) CITY MUSIC RALL 

Rockefetler Center « Ci 6-4600 

ROCK HUDSON - GINA LOLLOBRIGIDA 
SANDRA DEE - BOBBY DARIN 

WALTER SLEZAK 

“COME SEPTEMBER’ 
Prodeced by Robert Arthur - Directed by Robert Mulligan 
A Universal latarsatienal Release in TECHNICOLOR 
@a Silage “QOE TO MUSIC” end “KOL NIDAEI” 

! another 

‘turns following completion. of this > 

Bahamas Corp. to Make 

= wane wen 

‘ 
‘ 

‘tral British Columbia is the pro-' 

ev rmererenenmpenps 2 renter ore ~ 

‘ 
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Two Texas Theatres 
Drop Racial Barriers 
For University Students 

Austin, Tex., Sept. 12. 
.Fwo theatres - in’ segregated 

chains have dropped the. bars 
enough to admit Negro U. of Texas 

' Students. 

Hollywood Production Pulse 
Busan ‘Hay 
 Gtarted 

~ PARAMO UN T 
Starts, This Year......... 8 
This Date, Last Year.......10. 

SHOT: LIBERTY 

yard, Peter Finch” , 
pt. 6) - 

ALLIED. ARTISTS - 
Starts, This Year......... 5 
This Date, Last Year. re | 

‘SIDNEY, CANTINFLAS 
TEAM FOR: SECOND PIC) 4 “student-only” integration 

Hollywood. Sept. 12. | cttey has been put into effect at. 
George Sidney, who produced the Varsity. and. Texas Theatres 

“HITLER” 
(Three Crown Production) 

Prod.—-E. Charles Straus | “TRE MAN__WHO- 
i“Pepe” for Columbia Pictures as a | here. Dir.—Stuart Heisler VALANCE". . : , Ema, Cordula | ( starrer for Cantinflas. will make} “The Negro students were admit- |: Richard Basehart, Maris, Em on ES Gohn Ford PrO82> neck 

mond, Walter Kohler, Martin Brandt, feature -.with Mexican|ted Sept. 1. after over a year of 
Albert thesp as a joint venture. Film also j complaints, negotiations and pic-|: 

will be for Col release. : keting. The U. of Texas -is the 
Cantinflas was here last week ‘scene of considerable agitation for 

Dir.— John. Ford ; 
James.. Stewart, John’ Wayne, Vera: 

Miles, Lee Marvin, Edmond. O’Brien 
~ Started Sept, 5: . 

20th CENTURY-FOX 
Starts, This Year. ode eece 20° 
This Date, Last. Year . pees AT. 

“THE NEPECTOR™ ee 
“4}-Red Lion Films) |... 

(Shooting in“ London) - 

“Gregory Gay, Narda ‘Onyx, 
&za 

Gtarted July 26) 

AMERICAN INTL. 
‘Starts, This Year........0+-3 | 
This Date, last Year. soode 2 

ect, but returned to Mexico for | athletics, housing, and fine arts 
another assignment there. He re-. , productions. 

The ‘Varsity is owned by Inter- 
: state Circuit, a subsidiary of ABC- 
| Paramount. The Texas is operated 
i by ‘Trans-Texas Theatres, a Texas 
‘chain. Trans-Texas president Earl 

for joint production, still untitled. : 

COLUMBIA | 
| ° °. 2° 1... Podolnick said “What happens in eres || Brod. Mark Robson 

So. African-Pic im Can. the future depends on how this Starts, This Year.........19° Btephen il} ond. "Dolores . ‘Hart. Hugh. 
‘Griffith, Harry Andrews, Michael. Da- 
vid. . Robert. Stevens, Finlay Currie, 
-Leo. MeKern, Harold: Goldblatt : 

; (Started. dune 19): 

“SATAN NEVER SLEEPS” 
(Leo McCarey Prod.) : 

Vancouver, Sept.- 12. goes. ” 

The Cache Creek area of cen-: © 

Ha se Nils’ Parents. 

This Date, Last Year ...... 9 

“THE NOTORIOUS LANDLADY” 
Cohimar-Quine Productions) 

posed setting for a feature film Prod,—Fred Kohlmar 
roduced ;. Dir.—Richard Quine : (Shooting: in Wales): 

on South Arica a pene he has . 1 Kim Novak, Jack Lemmon, Fred Prod:-Dir. -—Leo- McCarey 

by Carro evl omng Nix - vier - ic 0 é Astaire, Estelle Winwood, Lionel William.’ ‘Holden, ‘Chitton. " Webb, : 
formed is registered in the Bahamas ' Jeffries, Philippa Bevans, Dick France Nuyen. Ho San, Weav er Leavy. 
as Levis Productions Ltd. and title London. Sept. 12. Crockett Started June 21) 

(Started May 15) 

“LAWRENCE OF ARABIA” 
(Horizon-American Preductiona) 
(Shooting in Jordan) 
Prod.—Sam Spiegel | 
Dir.—David Lean 
Peter O'Toole. 
(Started May 15) 

“EXPERIMENT IN TERROR” 
(Geoffrey-Kate: Productions). 
(Shooting in San Francisco) ' 

Prod.-Dir..-Blake. Edwards. 
- Glenn Ford, Lee Remick, Ross Martin, 

* Taffy Paul, Sidney Miller, Ray Poole, 
William Bryant, Amta Too, Judee 
Morton, Richard Norris. Fred Colby, 
Kenny Jackson, Bill ‘Neff, James 
Callahan, Dayid Tomack. Kelly. Me- 
Cormick, Ken Wales. Edward Mal- 
Jory, Mari Lynn, Sherry O'Neill, |.~ 
Frederic Downes, William Sharon. 

| ‘(Started Aug. 7) : 

“THE MUTINEERS” 
(G.W. Films Ltd.) 
(Shooting 1n Spain) 
Prod.—John Brabourne 
Dir.—Lewis Gilbert 
Alec Guiness, Dirk -Bogerde, Anthony 

Negotiations for Hayley Mills 
to play opposite Sir Laurence Oli-. 
vier in “Term -Of Trial,” . have 
‘broken down because her parents, 
John Mills'and,Mary Hayley Bell. 
do not -want her to get a “Lolita” 

ta ; 
fier parents. decided that the 

film, in which.a. schoolmaster is 
-aecused of having an affair with a 
young pupil, has too tricky a 

‘theme. 

of projected production is “The! 
Eternal Seed.” based on story set: 
in the Transvaal. inland province 
of the Union of South Africa. 

Levis feets it would be too diffi- 
cult to make such a film in South 
Africa at the present time in view 
of apartheid conditions there. He 
chose the Cache Creek area for its 
close similarity to the Transvaal. 
Levis was formerly associated with 
Panorama Films of Vancouver. 

a ee ees * 

“Amusement Stock Quotations 
Week Ended. Tues. (12). 

N. ¥. Stock Exchange 

UNITED ARTISTS 
“Starts, This Year. ... 2. 23. 
‘This Date, Last Year. Saaes 7 | 

“PHAEDRA” : 
(Jules -Dassin Production) - 
«Shooting in Athens) .. * 

Prod.-Dir.—Jules. Dassin .- 
Melina Mercouri, Anthony: Perkins, Raf 

Vallone 
(Started July 9) 

“THE ROAD TO HONG. KONG” 
(Melner Productions) — 

(Shooting in Lendon)” - 
Prod.—Melvin - Frank —" 
-Dir.—Norman Panama ; 
Bing Crosby,. Bob Hope, Joan: Collins, . 

. Dorothy Lamour ~ 
- (Started July 31) 

‘UNIVERSAL 

nine | 

Net saved’ A 14) Starts, This Y: 9 no wy (Starte ug. ; rts 1S Fer. . ccc ccee ; 
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+ Ex-dividend. 
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(Courtesy of Merrill, Lynch, ‘Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Ine.) 

Over:the-Counter Securities 

+#ALL FALL DOWN” 
(Shooting in Key West, Fla.) 

- Prod.—John Houseman . 
‘Dir.—John Frankenheimer. . 
Eva Marie Saint, Warren Beatty, Kart 
‘Malden. Angela Lansbury, Brandon 

e Wilde 
(Sintted July. 27) : 

“WONDERFUL W OR L D- ‘OF THE 
. BROTHERS GRIMM” 

‘Pidgeon, Franchot .Tone. Lew Ayres, 
Burgess Meredith, George Grizzard, 
Eddie. Hodges, Paul Ford, Mort Sahl,. 

- Gene Tierney, Michele: Montau 
(Started Sept: . 

Nat Cole to Copraduce 
Bid : Ask G Pal Production) _. ; 
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(Source: Nauenat Assn. ‘of ; Securities. Dealers Inc.) Dir.—Robert Ste Iwith Zacarias. 
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Co Away, Boy, You Bother Me 
David Susskind’s 

1961 

“Open End” premiered for new ‘season on 
_ Sunday (10) in a shiftover from WNTA-TV to WNEW-TY, with a 
two-hour “free-for-all dissecting the Sinatra. “clan.”. Participants 
included Jackie Gleason, Joe E. Lewis, Toots. ‘Shor, Ernie Kovaes, 
Marya Mannes and Richard Gehman. Susskind ‘initially. tried to 

. get Sinatra, with: the following Western ‘Union telegraphic ex- 
change: 

‘Susskind “to. ‘Sinatra: 
We are. preparing an “Open End” program on “The Clan.” 
The program. will be ‘seen Sept. 10 on New. York's Channei 5.. 

. I. would like to. invite you to participate. in the discussion. 
“Will you please advise us of: your interest and. at ailability at 

Talent Associates-Paramount, 444 Madison Avenue, New York, 
Sinatra to Susskind: 
Could: male: mysetf available for submitted . date on. “Open 

End.” My.fee for one hour. two. hundred. fifty thousand, dollars. 7 
- Susskind. to ‘Sinatra: 

_...«Presume the stipulated fee of $250,000 per hour is for. your: 
’~ traditional. program. 6f intramural ting a ding dinging with 

additional fillip: of musical. lyrics mounted on Teleprompter.. 
Please- advise. ‘price. for spontaneous discussion - or. how 

dear. your fee. . 
- $inatra -to- ‘Susskind: 

. Apparently | your: original wire was misconstrued by tele . 
graph. company. The..two handred. ard fifty thousand dollar. 
fee is for my usual. talent of song. and dance. However now: 

_ that I understand the- picture a little more clearly I must 
a change it to seven hundred and fifty. thousand’ dollars for alt 

“ parasitical. programs. If your .credit is good ‘or perhaps you 
have. some friends who might lend it to you please notify me 
‘within an hour after: you receive wire if: you can. meet price, : 

. If not. go: bother. someone else. I'm a busy man. 

Hiken's Lament: ‘Noth 
Happens Anymore’ Defends Paar 

‘By ART ‘WOODSTONE, 

Nat Hike. likes ‘Jack Paar. The | 
veteran television and radio writer | 
and producer said on. Monday .(12) 1. 
that the NBC-TV personality. “is 
“a guy who. keeps things stirred, a} 
--guy who Keeps. America. awake." |- 

“This,” ‘said Hiken, -whose new 
ty show “Car 54,: Where Are You?”, 
begins next Sunday {17). on- ‘NBC- . 
TV, “4s a. pretty good thing, be- |. 
cause almost .nobody says any- | 
thing ‘unexpected on. ty. 

_ “Everyone | ‘says. what is . Jack |. 
Paar really like, which is a very. 
good. thing, because everybody else} 
on tv can say three words. and you }. . 
“know what. they: ‘are like. Among 

- panelists, newscasters, emcees, 
‘there are no: surprises.” - 

“Television today,”. Hiken ob- 
‘served, “is bland, it is: channelized 
it is tame. I don’t think it’s 
“yocative’ at all. People. ‘used tO. 
-listen to Gabriel Heatter, to H. V. 
‘Kaltenborn, and they used to. give 
‘a. personalized view of the. news, 
a personalized view of: anything. |. 
Ac Teal: personality lets you know 
what he thinks. There aren’t many 
personalities ‘today.” 

‘Like many. another oldtimer in 
video, producer - director - writer 
‘Hiken looks. back nostaligivally -on 
the early days of the medium. “The 
-wonderful: time of tv was at the 
beginning,” he .-has: ‘said; . ‘You 
could expect an actor to: fluff his 
lines, or some scenery to fall or-a 
‘boom. mike to “come: into camera’ 
‘range... -But nothing happens any- 
more... 

“Tes: impossible. to. do. anything 
live today (in drama), The public—| 
and it's not ‘their fault, really—is 

“. go used to a Slick performance now 
that any mistake would. just: ‘shock 

Chir’ $3400 
NBC News Specs 

_ Clairol-Inc. is going into. the spe- 
~elal program market — news” Bpe- | 
: clals” at .that.. 
"Hair co'oring. outfit is buying 
- two. NBC News post - Jan. 1.60-min- 
“ ute specials, being produced by Bill. 
‘Wilson. Of course. the .two. stanzas. 
have..a twist that is. especially: at- 
tractive. a Clairol, . because’. they 
-deal with 
be “Story of.'a Debutante” and the 
other, “The Vanishing. 400.". 

Time-talent tab on the two. prime 
time stanzas is. ‘expected to. come: 
to: about $340,000. Foote, Cone & 
“Belding, Clairol’s. agency,.’ placed. 
the double order. Until now,. Clairol 
has been identified in tv mainly 
via Its one-minute participations... 

+— 

season, 
that the ex-"Person to Person” 
production team: will get a third | 
DuPonter to do. ~. 

Good. fortune of late forthe A&Z | 
pair seems to. hinge.on the love 
affair the sponsor is carrying on 
with their first: production for the. 

{most good.” 
“US.0.” was. slated to be.-shown’ 
‘the night of Oct..29, but DuPont 
| Changed its’ mind. Figuring it was 
hot stuff, the -bankroller pushed 

{it. back to Oct. .8. 
.the ‘beginning of-a key rating 
-week.)- 
’ “Funny Dit was ‘that Aaron and. 
Zousmer seemed .a. mite. down on.| 
their-luck until that moment.‘ For. 
at Teast. two: years, they had. been. 
‘trying. to. peddle various produc: 

and ; 

high. society. One will 

“Lowering the. Boone 
‘Hollywood, Sept. 12. - 

"Richard Boone. will: find 
“himself ‘in .the. “unenviable ° 
position .of competing ‘against 
himself. on: three Saturday 
‘nights in the first.two months: 
of next season. Three films he 
‘made. for: 20th-Fox: will be 
‘slotted on NBC-TV against his 
“Have Gun, Will-TraveL”: - . 
His studio: contract. stipu-. 

lates that he has “‘no less than 
sixth billing” on theatrical. 
features. NBC will have dif-. 
ferent ideas. on. how to bil? 
him In. newspaper. ads. .. 

Aaron & Tousmer | 
Horizons Brighten; 
DuPont Loves’Em 
Not: only has DuPont inked pro- 

ducers John Aaron .and Jesse 
Zousmer te do-a second hour for 
its Sunday: series on NBC-TV this 

but. it looks promising 

Sunday Series. 

A&Z -wWere: called in‘ by NBC-TV 
program veep Lester Gottlieb. on | 
a straight fee to make “The U.S.O.- | 

| Wherever They Go.” 
was. done, DuPont and BBDO, its 

1 agency, looked at the rough cuts 
‘and .almast at once decided to use 
the stanza “where it would do the 

Before seeing it, 

(Oct. 8 marks 

tions. ‘without any «success, 
among them was. an idea.to doa 
-program on toys. After -“U.S.O., Me 
the pair, armed with precisely the 
‘same. presentation., they originally 
wrote (four years ago), was able 
to sell the’ ‘concept to a sponsor. 
-_DuPont snapped it up, and it’s 
to be “The Wonderful World . of 
‘Toys.’ ov . 

“Toys” ‘is to be the first stanza 

(Continued on-page. 50) 

| statistics:. 

Once it. 

SHARE, BURDEN?) 
By GEORGE ROSEN 

The |; networks ars Jooking at]. 
‘their affiliated stations these days |~ 
with a mixture of envy: and bitter- | 
ness. In effect the- tune goes like 
this:.“‘We’re the boys who are'on 

| the. ‘spot; we pick up the tab and 
_|take the rap. The burden of re- 

| sponsibility falls on us. But the 
‘stations reap the profit.” 

. Thus the tv market financial data. 
which ‘was released last week by 
the Federal ‘Communications Com- 
mission was highly significant for 

‘{more. reasons than the digital 
The disclosures | of}. breakdowns. 

the vast profits reaped in general. 
_| by the tv stations in most parts of. 

_.| the country, in contrast to the rey- 
‘}enués aecruing to the networks, 
}merely served: to accent anew the 
plight. of.the webs, per se, and to 
intensify the growing awareness of 
the need for a sweeping reappraisal | 

| of: the whole economic structure as 
__| it- relates to networks vs. stations. 

In this regard the FCC dollars-| 
-and-cents breakdown was. some- 

‘| thing of a shocker, revealing as it 
did the. enormous ratio of profits 
for the major network-affiliated 
stations throughout the country 
‘during 1960, whereas 63:6% of the 
‘total profits ‘made by the three net-| 

| works came from their owned-and- | 
operated stations. 

|. Ifthe feeling persists around the | 
‘networks, as it presently does, that 
‘perhaps the time has come for a 
probing reexamination of the ‘‘eco-. 
nomic relations” between the webs 

| and their affiliated stations, it’s by 
virtue of the. following random 

virtual 56%. clear profit. The 
_ Cleveland. stations’ statistics offer 
}the same 50% 

1 $16, 894,929 in revenues and $8,850,- 
107 expenses, for a clean profit of. 

'|$8,044,822. As opposed to this (and 
| the affiliate story repeats itself 
| over and over again) the three net- 

blue-skies hue— 

works were obliged- to shell out 
$545.5 million to take in $640.7 
‘million’.(and, as. previously men-: 
tioned, the.o&o’s chipped in nearly 
two-thirds of the profit margin). 

There. is currently under con- 
‘sideration 1n Washington the pos- 
sibility of divesting the networks 
of some of their owned-and- 
operated station holdings. 
an eventuality, say the networks, 
assuming that each was deprived 
of two of their o&0’s, it. would ‘nar- 
row the profit margin to a degree 
that would render as highly ques- 

| tionable the economic feasibility of 
remaining in the network business. 
For the major:burden of expendi- 
‘ture, as revealed by the FCC break- 
down, as assumed by the network, 
‘as witness the. following statistic: 
Of the $545.5: million in expenses, 
the networks incurred $461.2 mil- 
lion (or 845%), with tL remain- 
ing 15.5% assumed by the o&o’s. 

Why, the networks ‘are now ask- 
ing, should they, and they alone, 
‘be saddled with such heavy finan-j93 
cial responsibility while the sta- 
tions enjoy .a virtual scot-free 
‘status. and reap a disproportionate 
part of the profits? ’ Television, 
they argue, is no longer a one way 
street; where the networks are 
‘wholly’ behoiden to the affiliates 
in currying their.continued pledge 
of allegiance. Today, they contend; 
it’s a two-way affair, where tke 
statien derives’ equal - benefit . from 
its network affiliation, whether it’s 
NBC- CBS or ABC. 
..Yet-in spite of this, the major | 

burden of providing the ‘nation’s 
viewers with its news-public affairs. 
programming rests with the net- 
.works. For all the 2 $28, 000,000. in 
sponsorship revenues. that will ac- 
erue to NBC in ’61-’62 from sale 
of its news programming, the net- 
work will. still wind up with .an 
approximate $10,000,000 . defiicit 
under the staggering load of main- 
taining a 700-man staff that rings 
‘the globe. Lacking.this kind of 
news revenue, CBS will go for an 

(Continued on page 53) 

‘Three Detroit stations 
‘| reported total profits of $8,226,101, |. 
i taking in $18,138,798 in revenues as 

-| against $9,912,697 expenses—or a 

In such. 

ET 
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~|SKULSTHTOS| Wit Went Wing Wi CBS-TV NY. Primary Coverage? A Brushoff 

Compared to NBC s 606 Production 
-¢ By Friday (8) morning. after the 

So ‘Much Velvet 
It happens. occasionally but 

not often, along about the 
start of a new season—a show 
finds itself on the air two 
nights in a row. 

“National Velvet” will be 
one of those cases, with tele- 
easts scheduled on NBC-TV 
Sunday. (17) and Monday (18), 
The occurrence is due to a 
change in time periods for the- 
program this season, 

Sunday night telecast will 
-. be “The Riding Mistress,” 

final summer rerun from the 
1961-62 cycle. On Monday 
night, the MGM-TV series. 
starts the new season with 
‘“The Pony” episode. 

Time Slot Major 
‘Rating Factor On 

Specials: Nielsen 
Television specials are still an 

important factor in network pro- 
gramming (96 last season), and en- 

tertainment specials continue to 

pull higher than average audiences, 

according to a new study by A. C. 

Nielsen. 

Titled, “The Performance of 
Televisioh Specials, Oct. 1960- 
April ’61,” the study also indicates 
that ‘the timeslot determines to a 
notable extent how big the special 

audience will be. 
- Compared to regular web 
Shows, specials have a slightly 
lower rating when low-scoring 
news and documentary shows are 
included in the averages. But spe- 
clals without pubservice-news in- 
cluded, had an average audience 
rating ‘of 19. 6 during the last sea- 
son against an average of 18.6 for 
regular shows. 

Same time, a greater number of 
specials received a high rating 
(over 25) anda greater number 
also received a low rate (AA of 
less than 15). 

Highest rated specials are vari- 
ety format, followed by general 
drama and then documentary. The 
same ranking applies to ratings for 
regular shows. 

Nielsen found that the rating 
level of the preempted shows had 
a direct effect on the rating level 
of the special. For example, where 
‘preempted shows averaged a rat- 
ing of 22.6 for the two weeks ‘prior 
to replacement, the specials going 
into the timeslot averaged 30.3. In 
preempting Iow rated shows (with 
an average of 12) the preempting 
specials plunged to an average of 

HUB’S WHDH: ‘WE'LL 

tv coverage of New York City’s 
primary elections, the CBS top 
brass were as unhappy as a gaggle. 
of motherless geese. The coverage 
of Mayor Wagner’s Democratic pri- 
mar’ yictory by CBS News for 
flagsnip WCBS-TV was considered 
intramurally as something of a 
fiasco—something. goes the re 
port, that Stanton-Paley & Coa. 
doesn’t want to happen ever again. 

There is basis for the reported 
feelings of the CBS _ hierarchy; 
compared to the coverage on 
WNBC-TYV, the WCBS-TYV show was 
yards behind. and the CBS people 
have had enough these past sev- 
eral months of being behind NBC 
in news coverage. 

NBC News did the show for 
WNBC-TV. because NBC prexy 

| Robert Kintner didn’t want to 
trust the important local news 
event to 2 local staff. And some 
$60,000 was reportediy poured into 
the effort by NBC News, which 
supplied the services of Chet Hunt- 
ley and several of the webs regu- 
lar correspondents to detail for 
the tv and radio (via WNBC Radio) 
audiences the minute-by-minute 
returns from the many precincts 
and election districts of the five 
boroughs that make up the city. 

NBC had some 50 stringers in 
the field. who constantly fed the 
latest returns to the web’s studio 
8-H (the same one used for the 
national elections last November), 
plus about half a dozen of its regu- 
lar men at party headquarters of 
the victorious insurgents and Car- 
mine DeSapio’s vanquished Demo- 
cratic regulars. It paid off. When 
WCBS-TV was reporting 8% of 
the total vote, WNBC-TV's cover- 
age was up to 40%. 

One of the reasons for -the big 
lag of WCBS-TV is that the sta 
tion, armed only with about $12Z,- 
000 to do the stanza, was forced to 
use the Associated Press precinct 
feeds, and for some reason AP was 
not up to NBC’s*stringer system in 
bringing home the returns. (It's 
considered highly probable that 
when both stations enter the Hsts 
to compete on Mayorality election 
night in N.Y.C., CBS will be spend- 
ing more money, possibly for use 
in building up its own staff of pre- 
cinct correspondents.)’ 

The two advantages that WCBS- 
TV had over WNEC-TV were the 
size of its tote boards and Charles 
Collingwood. Though working at 
one tremendous disadvantage Cole 
lingwood, the Columbia anchor- 

(Continued on page 83) ~* 

CBS-TV's Daytime 
Biz Gets Perk-Up 
Daytime biz at CBS-TV for 

the fourth quarter is perking, with 
70 quarter hours a week out of a 
possible 90 sold out for the noon 
to 5 p.m. period. 

The pre-noon “Morning Plan” 
also is doing well, putting the 
web ahead of last year in overall 

New coin to come 
DOUBLE AS U, TOO’ | dastime CMornine Plan” includes 

‘Washington, Sept. 12. 

‘WHDH, Ine., of Boston’s tele- 
vision channel 5, became the first 

in the nation te propose a joint 

VHF-UHE operation. 
WHDH told the Federal Com- 

munications Commission it would: 
like to telecast its programs on Bos- 
ton’s chanriel 26 as well as on 5, 
Simultaneously. 

In its recent series of actions de- 
signed to promote UHF usage, FCC 
proposed that stations with V fre- 
“quencies also telecast programs 
over a U channel at the same time. 

WHDH said, in effect, that it was 
moving early in the hope of getting 
channel 26, which the company said 

.R.T. French Pet Supplies, more 
Best Foods, Lever and Campbell 
| Soup biz, as well as Father John’s 
. Medicine. 

Out of a tofal of 85 minutes 
available in the “Morning Plan,” 
the fourth quarter rundown finds 
an average of about 62 minutes 
| written at this date for the month 
of September, an average of about 

; 80 minutes for October ang an 
| average of about 70 minutes for 
| Nevember. 

The noon to 5 p.m. period finds 
such shows as “Love of Life,” with 
13 quarter hours sold out of a 
possible 20, exclusive of some 
shortterm biz; “As the World 
Turns,” sold out for the quarter; 
and “Password”, 14 quarter hours 

is the most desirable of UHF chan-, sold out of a possible 20, exclusive 
nels possible for Boston use. of some shortterm commitments. 
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Brodin Hopes for the Best Of 
Two Worlds—Drama and Commerce 
By MURRAY HOROWITZ 

There's a lot riding on the suc- 
eess of “The Defenders,” CBS- 
TV's new Saturday night hour 
entry, producer Herbert Brodkin 
feels. He wasn't referring only to 
his own fate or the hit-miss possi- 
‘bilities in the usual sense. Brodkin 
did refer to the widening horizons 
for adult network drama offered 
by “Defenders,” if it succeeds. 

Brodkin, a producer of such 
dramatic showcases as ‘“‘Playhous? 
80" and “Studio One.” said that 
“Defenders” is the “first show I've 
ever done for which [I could do 
most anything.” Series, which 
sreems Saturday :16> at 8.30 p.m., ! 
bas subjects dealing with abortion, | 
mercy killing, and upcoming epi- 
scdes on graft and buying of. 
judges. The preem episode was. 
wiitten by Reginald Rose, whe is 
Fartnered with Brodkin in the: 
heries, and is titled “The Quality : 
of Mercy.” 

One of the few subjects. Brodkin 
siid he felt he could not treat in: 
tke series was that of segregation. 
jt isn't that he was told to lay off ° 
any touchy racial theme. but Brod- ; 
kin eredits himself with a sixth 
sense in what he could fight about 
and ultimately win and what is 
best to hoid off, perhaps for an- 

other day. 

In a rambling account of what.. 
it’s like ta live in the two worlds 
of drama and commerce, he re- 
called’ that he won the Robert 
Cherwood award for producing 
“Made in Japan” on “Playhouse 
96." a Joseph Stefano play that 
had been rejected previously by 
“Studio One.” It was considered 
toc touchy for “Studio One.” 

Format of “Defenders,” Brodkin 
explained, has a father and son” 
Jawyer team in criminal court en- 
guged in a variety Gf cases, offering 
insight into the good and bad 
things in our society. Series grew 

cut of a Rose two-part play tele- 

cast five years ago cn “Studio 
One.” Web owns half the series 
and Brodkin feels that’s “normal.” 
CBS TV. he- pointed out, risked 
2.000.00Q when it ordered him 

and Rose to film 26 hours before 
a sale had been made. 

“The amazing thing.” he opined, 
>< that after the order was given 
they didn’t try to mastermind us. 
They either trusted us or they felt 
they wouldn't control us in any 

case.” He said his first script re- 

ject, dealing with abortion. went 
thre ugh anyway. He was high in 
his praise for the creative freedom 
g;ven him by CBS-TV. 

Reuse. in addition to doing six: 
cut ef the 26 initial scripts, is 

supervising all the writing and 
vwerking closely with Brodkin. The 

gunning leads are E. G. Marshall 
ana Robert Reed. Sponsors are 
BRriewn & Williamson, Lever Bros., ° 
anc Kimberly-Clark. 

Brodkin has mixed feeling? 
al-eut following the highly-rated 
“Berry Mason.” who never loses @ 
case. IV It be the “unreal” followed , 
ty the “real.” he mused. wonder- | 
4ng¢ aloud whether that'll prove. 
cut goed or bad. Senationalism in 
“Detenders" is being avoided. 

mee 

What Status Quo? 

New York. 
Editor VARIETY: 

If to suggest that television can. 
be smproved by: encouraging the 
viewing of certain programs is a 
defense of the status quo, then the 
box last week on Show magazine 
was an accurate characterization 
of Huntington Hartford's editorial 
—as well as some areas of TIO | 
activity. 

It seems a shame that: a new 
magazine which chooses to be a 

‘cultural non-conformist should be. 
‘brushed off with a wisecrack. : 

‘ After all, just to suggest that tele-- 
vision might not be. a vast waste: 
land does not automatically place 
one to the right of Jaissez-faire. 

Louis Hausman 
(Director, Television Information : 

Offic e)- 

How to Run Down A 
Good Radio Station 

Without Really Trying: 
Kansas City, Sept. 12. 

One of the most unusual law- 
suits in the history of broadcasting 
here is on .the, docket of the Jack- : 
son County Circuit Court, seeking 
appointment’ of a receiver and 
liquidation of the KPRS Broad- i 
casting Co. Edward H. Pate 3r.,! 
president of the company, is the 
plaintiff, and his wife, Mrs, Eu- 
genia L. Pate and Andrew Carter - 
are named as defendants. 

Negro owned and programmed - 
for negroes, the station has been 
generally regarded here as ‘suc- 
cessful. Originally the .station was 
in nearby Olathe, “Kans., but was! 
purchased and moved to Kansas° 
City in 1952 as the only station in: 
the country entirely owned and. Op: . 
erated by negroes. ° 

The petition in the court of 
Judge Richard H. Koenigsdorf al- - 
leges that in the last two months! 
the plaintiff and defendants “have | 

P&G's ‘02’ Bay 
Procter. & Gamble has’ bought. 

complete sponsorship of “Wizard of 
Oz,” ‘the Metro’ pic being telecast 
for the fourth time by. CBS-TV. 
Benton & Bowles is the agency. 
_Judy Garland starrer is slated 

for Dec. 10 from 6 to 8 p.m. P&G 
‘| will use the 12 commercials avail- 
able for its multiple line of prod-. 
‘ucts. 

Travel the Stars 
Keys NBC's Promo| 
Kickoff on Season| 

NBC-TV is dropping tune-in ad- 
| vertising in. newspapers to promote 
ithe new season. but the network 
-is taking a. number of new steps | 
-in the way of. promotion this fall. 

First of them is to uptempo ac- 
| tivities by Al Ry lander’s five-man 
promotional seryices unit at NBC. 

i This crew ig going to increase the | 
number ~ of. promotional junkets, 
mainly to.New York, by the web's 
program personalities. Last season, 
Rylander had about a ‘dozen of 
the web’s stars come east from 

| Hollywood to appear on NBC-TV 
daytime shows, NBC Radio shows. 
and be available for press inter- 
views. and the like—all with a 

j mind toward plugging the mew sea- 
,;son’s stanzas.. 
| This year ‘the number of travel- 
ling fronters to New York will be 
‘at least. 200 and probably more 
like. 30 between now. and mid- 

: Octoher. 

gan yesterday ‘Tues.) when Barry ! 
_ Sullivan of “Tall Man” :hit town. 
On Thursday :14), Dick Powell, 
:who’s to. front his own NBC-TV- 
‘aired anthology this year, will ar- 
rive. For each, over a four-day pe- 
riod, promotional services has lined 
up appearances on all NBC-TV | 
: daytime programs coming . from 
New York. Each will do maybe/ 
half a dozen print interviews and 
each will appear on at least three 
:NBC. Radio programs. Rylander is 
‘ shooting at the potential of “100,- 

Junketing from: Hollywood be- ; 

(Sept. 18 - 

ter & Gamble via Leo Burnett. 

The Defenders (film); Drama, 

Kimberly-Clark via Foote, Cone 

ter & Gamble via Leo Burnett.. 

p.m. DuPont. via BBDO. 

Colwell &- Bayles. 

° 9-10 p.m. Participating. 

day, Sept. 19, 10-11 p,m. Bell &. 

Assasination Plot at Teheran. 
7:30-8:30 p.m. Participation. 

Manson to ‘Emmy: Have 
A Heart Give a Break 

ycameras 

TV Network Premieres 
- Sept. 23) 

FRIDAY, SEPT, 15. 
International Showtime (tape),. Variety, NBC, 7:30-8: 30 p.m. Proe- 

SATURDAY, SEPT. 16. 
CBS, 8:30-9:30 p.m. Brown & Wile. 

liamson via Ted Bates, Lever Bros. via Ogilvy; Henson & Mather, 
& Belding. 

SUNDAY, SEPT, 17 
_ Follow the Sun (film), ‘Action-Adventure,- ‘ABC, 7:30-8: 30 p.m.. 

' Kaiser via Young & Rubicam, Liggett.& Myers via'‘McCann-Erickson, 
Car 54, Where Are You? (film), Comedy, NBC, 8:30-9 p.m. Proce 

DuPont Show of the Week (tape, film, partly colar), NBC, 10-11 

TUESDAY, “SEPT. 19 
Cain's 100 (film), Action-Adventure, 10-11. p.m. Participating. 

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 20°. 
The Joey Bishop Show ‘film), Comedy, 8:30-9 pin.. Procter & Game 
ble via Leo Burnett and American Tobacco via Sullivan, Stauffer, 

SATURDAY, SEPT. 23 
Saturday Night At the Movies (film, partly color), ‘Features, 

Connie Francis Show ‘tape), ABC, Wednesday, Sept. 13; 9-10 p.m, ° ” 
Beecham via Kenyon & Eckhardt. - 

White Paper No. 7—Angola: Journey To War. (film), NBC, ‘Fues- 
day, Sept. 19, 8-10 p.m. Sustaining. 

Bell & Howell Close-Up—Walk In My. ‘Shoes (film), ABC, Tues-: 
Howell via McCann_-Erickson. 

Ernie Kovacs Show itape), ABC; Thursday,::Sept. 21, 10:30-11 
p.m. Dutch Master Cigar via Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff &-Ryan. 

(film);. AEC, Saturday, Sent. 28, 

No ‘Wrong Way Corrigan’ Here: With, 
Eichmann 19 Weeks and Not Sorry 

‘Who said television mews cove 
erage is.an in and out affair, with 

and correspondents 
plunging in to ‘eatch the highlights. 
and then. running? That wasn't the 
ease at all in. tv's coverage of the 

9) Adolph Eichmann trial. - we 
To TV Music Scoring” According to Bill ‘Corrigan, of 

Eddy Manson, arranger-condutt- |CBS-TV, who acted as the pooled. 

or-composer for tv,. 

a beef with the Academy. of Tele-{ 

vision Arts. & Sciences. 

- The beef, in the form of a let- 

ter, maintained that the people | 
1.000.000" impressions,” in order ta, who actually do the scoring of mu- 
increase.. the’ ty audience for a|sic for dramatic and variety shows 
star’s program premiere. are being overlooked when the 

Besides Powell and Sullivan, the | awards are made. Manson called 
come to a point of irreconcilable : list of personaliites being brought for an additional music category, 
conflict with respect to the opera- - ‘to New York includes Spring By-| ‘Best Musie Scoring of A Dra- 

iington (“Laramie”), William ‘Dem-| matic or Variety. Show,” as well tion and policies of this station.” 

In a secret shareholders meeting | arest 
the defendants fired Pate as man- {Garland \“Dr. Kildaire”), Shirley | gory, 

("Wells - Fargo"), Beverly | as continuance of the present cate- 
“Outstanding . Contribution 

aging director Aug. 15. Pate, his; ' Booth (“Hazel”} ‘and Martin Gabel | in the Field of Music.” 

wife, and Carter each own 321! (“Cain’s 100”). At the leasf. each | Said Manson; “Certainly, Leon- 

has registered {Vidtape “editor. of the three: net- 
‘works, he was one of three. Amerir 
;can correspondents who remained 
with the. trial from start to finish. 
{The other two U.S. correspondents. 
who stayed with the 19-week trial 

| throughout were Homer Bigart of 
he N.Y. Times and Bob Bird of 
the N.Y. Herald Tribune. Even 
the U.S. news wire services de- 
pended on. local men for coverage: 
as the trial progressed, he said-- 

Corrigan acknowledged that. dra- 
matic interest lagged .as the trial 
continued.. He is proud, though, 
that. the networks kept him there. 
How much the webs used. from his 

shares out of 125 total. The suit'one will appear on six NBC-TV} ard Bernstein deserves recognition | daily one hour vidtape wrapup was. 
further sXates that the board is, 
deadlocked over station manage- | 

‘ daytime shows. for being the messiah of good mu- ; 
Topper is that by. Oct. 15, when ‘sic, but then so do the Henry 

ment, the defendants are charged . the other starts have finished their} Wancinis, the Dave Roses, the 
with being inexperienced in han-,N-Y. tours ‘some of them will hit | Billy Mays, and a few dozen others 
dling advertising .sales, and. the the road In two or three key cities | who’ specialize in giving. a show 
‘ deadlock resulted In the loss of a ‘for. further promotion), Rylander that final.touch of direct emotional 
location for FM facilities for which , iS bringing east the entire cast of impact, of style, of polish and of 
application had been filed. 

Proxmire . . . . Never By Proxy 
; By JAY LEWIS wom 

lofa head-on: collision between two Washington, Sept. 12. 
One of the leading, self-styled 

(Continued. on page 54) 

'¢ase-hardened dogmas. Proxmire’ 
Ercdkin feels the dramas in the experts on television in Congress|parroted the line of the ‘arious 
scries depict. a world within which ‘these days is Sen. William Prox- ! women’s groups whose criticisms. 

hfe operates and “which we think , 

Js honest.” 

PUREX TV SPECIALS | 
IN OCT. 19 KICKOFF 

First in the series of full-hour 
“Purex Specials for Women” on 
NBC-TV is set for Oct. 19, with the . i 
topic “W hat’ s Wrong With Ameri- 
ta; Men?" NBC Neus correspon- 
dent Pauli ne Frederick will con-. 

s@s 

Additional properties are cur- 
rentiy being sifted by exec produc- 
er irying Gitlin and ‘producer-writ- . 
«er George Lefferts. It’s a one-a- 
month series petting daytime slot- 
ting. with Purex also sponsoring a 
series of five one-hour nighttime 
entertainment specials. “World of - 
Ect Hope” is set for the kickoff, : 
Cat. 29, 

Holman to WAEC Radio 

tinue as commentator on the ser-. 

mire (D-Wis.). His interest in the 
subject appears to exceed that of: 
many members of the broadcast- 
law drafting Communications ‘Sub- 
committee, of which he is not &. 
member. 

The Senator, a member of the’ 
upper chamber’s tight little band 
of die-hard liberals, is something | 
of a phenomenom for having been’ 

‘elected to the same seat lett va-. 
cant by the death of Sen. Joseph 
R. MeCarthy ‘R-Wis.). Proxmire, : 
a Harvard man, is as far out in his 
own way as McCarthy was in his. 

His interest in tv has. become 
fairly well-known in: recent. years,’ 
and he has been invited from time‘: 
to time to speak about the .medi--: 
‘um’s shortcomings before outside: 
groups. 

tIn fairness, he jumps ‘at the Op- ; 
‘ portunity to praise worthy pub- 
service efforts and has inserted in' 

‘the Congressional Record the full.- 
‘scripts of several. network pro-. 
! grams in this category.) 

One of his memorable appear- 
jances was in the. midst of the pay- ' 

Sem Holman has joined WABC j ola-quiz uproar early in 1960 when! 
Radio, N.Y.. as program supervisor. |he was'a member of. a panel w ith | 

He comes to the ABC flagship | then Federal 
ficm WLS, Chicago, where he held Chairman John Doerfer. 
a similiar post. Result was an unusual spectacle | 

of tv programming has become 
rote, . 

Doerfer;. who at that time felt 
he was the chosen leader to ward 
off those ‘who would shackle broad- 

‘casting with impossible regula- 
‘tions, voiced the. views of industry 
, legalistic apologists. Any moves 
ta deprive. broadcasters of their 
freedom ‘was both wrong. and un- 
eonstitutional, 

Doerfer, livid - over -Proxmire's 
opinions, waxed very emotional in 

this defense of broadcasting. It 
was ‘a spectacle but a sad one, 
since absolutely no light was east 
on the problem. 

About a month 8E Oe He 
took part in another panel.. 
spoke before the ‘first. Mid- Career 
Seminar for the American Wom- 
en in Radio and Television con-. 
ducted by the TV-Radio Center at j 
Syracuse U. 

Past. AWRT president Esther 
Van Wagoner Tufty, of Tufty News 

- Service. and NBC. in Washingten, 
wrote. a revealing account of 
Proxmire’s: impact on the seminar. 

Her article, in part: 
“Sen. William Proxmire came. to 

radio and tv and how different ‘a 
‘Senator sounds away from Con- 

trouble-shooting.” 

gress and . in a ‘campus _atmos- 
phere! 

“He managed to irritate some of 
the faculty and the guest-speakers 
from the radio-tv industry, al- 

‘massive doses of public informa- 
tion’ by the broadcasting industry 
would sustain ‘the mood of con- 
cern for our nation’ set forth in. 
President Kennedy’s recent Berlin. 
crisis speech. 

“What they didn’t Tike. was this | 
rattling off the list of tv: programs 
for a week. on the three inetw ork) j 
‘Washington stations to-prove how 
few. were. ‘programs in the public 
interest.’ 

“He brought up ‘the tired old 
i story,’ as one industry official put 
| it,. about the Firestone Hour be-| 
jing put off the air . 

e| “Others criticized that he ‘field- 
ed skillfully’ the questions (put to 
him by the seminar) . 

“But the Democratic Liberal 
had his defenders, ‘specially. when 
the Said: 
tens of millions of television ‘sets 
and radios wired to the nation's 
mind and heart will have massive 
force in molding the future’.” 

Proxmire’s utterances, and “the 
reaction to them, somehow 
grounds for a kind of mild despair 

Communications‘ address our seminar of women in|aver the futility of the ceaseless 
debate over tv between minds that 
| will never meet. 

——— 

though most of them agreed that 

‘The steady drumbeat -of 

give . 

‘another matter; That depended on. . 
idaily editorial judgment and the 
‘amount of material used, if any,.- 
varied from -day to day. Individual. 
scheduling. of stations also played 
a part. WABC-TV, N.Y.,'ran a half- 
hour daily’ report on Eichmann 
while the trial ‘was in progress, 
with Jim Bishop’ anchor~ man and 

narrator. 

Corrigan said the fichmann trial 
twas one of those events where the 
interest was greatest before the 
‘actual .évent and. then simmered 
down. sharply. At. the beginning 
about: 400: correspondents from. all 
over the world descended on Jeru-: 
selum for the trial. At ‘the. windup 
on Aug. 14, only about 30 were 
left. Corrigan noted. that Russia . 
was. not represented by a corres- - 
pondent at the trial’ There were 
newsmen, though, from Soviet 
sphere countries such. as Poland 
and East: Germany, as. ‘well as from 
Yugoslavia. —. 

Eclipsing’ the trial. in the’ news 

‘(Continued on ‘page 50) 

| BBC- TV DRAMA DEPT. , 
FINALIZES ITS REVAMP 

London, Sept. 12: 
Revamp of BBC-TV’s drama 

dept is now. complete.” Four new 
exec producers ‘have been ap-. 
‘pointed who’ will head specific 
sections of the Corp’s drama out-. 
put. These are Andrew. Osborne 
(in :charge of promotion produc- 
tions, e.g. “Maigret”); John Elliot 
(heads new writing): Robert Barr 
‘(over documentaries). and. Terence 
Dudley: ‘(responsibie for. serials and. 
series). 
On Sunday (17), assistant head 

of drama, Norman Rutherford, 
takes over the dept. as acting head. 
of. drama while Michael. Barry, 
current play topper, planes out for 
Radio Eiremann-TV where he will 

‘be program head. 
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“What Price Specs? 
There's an interesting footnote to-last’ Sunday’s (10) Ed Sullivan | 

. Fepeat of. the Lerner & -Loewe. special, which was originally 
brought ina few months back‘ for about $100,000. Cost of the 
repeat was $32,000—total cost for two showings $132,000. 

NBC-TV's upcoming ‘Lerner & Loewe spec bought by Chrysler 
will. have essenti the same cast (Maurice Chevalier, Julie An- 
drews,. Robert Go let, Richard ‘Burton); cover the same. range of 
songs (“My Fair Lady,” “Gigi,” “Camelot,” ”. “Brigadoon,” “Paint 
Your Wagon”). Cost of this’ one—-$365; 000.. 
As far as CBS is ‘concerned, it’s a-case of. “the more the ‘merrier, ” 

since it was, CBS: coin | that: financed both. “My Falp Pady” and 

Collins Pook Pooks Report He's 
Quitting NAB to Reenter Pais 
Washington,. Sept. Je +—— 

To: ‘set the matter straight, Le- 
Roy Collins (Tues.) knocked. into al 
cocked hat trade rumors: he’s about 
to. quit National. Assn.. of Broad- |. 

. casters to reenter the welter. of 
Florida. politics. 

Although the.NAB prexy hasn't} 
lost any sleep. about it, circulation |: 
of the reports. obviously hasn’t |. 
been designed to help him. out in|} 
his NAB chores. Some industryites.| 
apparently have Jent credence ta 

-¢the rumors, and have privately and | 
publicly voiced irsitation over the 
-gituation. =. 

In a statement given to Vamery, 
Collins pooh-poohed the’ -whole 
idea in these words: 1 

“I am wholly committed.to. NAB 
for three years. My work constimes | 
all my time and energies. “We. have: 
Anstituted many new procedures 
and services here that I am nicst 
anxious to help to develap-to the 
greatest possible advantage of 
broadcasting. I have no interest in 
seeking any’ other job, -politieal ° or 
otherwise.” 

‘The rumor was reportedly| 
spawned by a Florida wire service 
political writer in an ovel -specula- | - 
tive, futuristic story for Florida: 
papers. It. was about who might 
pair off against whom for guber- 
National. and senatorial seats in 
years hence. » | 

“Whatever the. original dispatch 
“gaid,. one word-of-mouth ‘version: 
had Collins planning to pit him- 
-gelf against incumbent Florida Sen: 
George Smathers, whose term runs 
out in 1963, 
Another report—apparently more 

-{n line with the initial Florida dis- 
‘patch—was to the effect’ present 
Florida Gov. Farris Bryant: whose 
four-year term ends in 1965. may 
then make a bid for the Senate 
seat ‘now occupied by Spessard 

‘ Holland—sa solidly entrenched con- 
.servative. 

Strictly off the west wall, ‘the 
idea was ventured that Holland. 
and Collins might conceivably fight 

-(Cofitinued: on page 53). 

AG Sponsors AG 
"| iChfeago, Sept.12.: 

Arthur. Goufrey is: a client. 
on, ‘his’ own CBS Radio’ show. 
Hels:.a@ part. owner of Blue 
Ridge Vitamin Co., which. re- 
cently. inked for 26 weeks 
‘through Peitscher,. Janda As- 
sociates, a ‘Chicago agency. 
“PIA .also. placed another 

~ new-te-network- sponsor in the 
“show, this one Kitchen Art 
Foods, which makes Py-Q-My~ 
brand cake | mixes. The two 

With Wasilewski, 

Washington, Sept. . 12." 

- Reorganization of National ‘Assn. 

ef Broadéasters nioved towards 
completion with formal announce- 

| ment ‘of. appointees to two key new 
posts.. ouncements. followed 
what ‘NAB termed “enthusiastic” 

the board of directors. 

T: Wasilewski. ‘Was. named NAB 
| Executive Vice President—top ad- 
ministrative hand under president. 

- LeRoy Collins. and . bossman. when 
Collins - is ‘out of tow." . 

Director of. the new ‘Code: .Au- 
thority — ‘overseeing’ both the 
Radio and TY Codes—is: Robert D. 

Under the revision | plan adopted 
by .the NAB board. last June, 
Swezey is- supposed to have two 

|top aides—one for Hollywood and 
{one for New: York—to help him 
jenforce: the Codes. The separate. 

‘| will continue, 

..| National advertisers .are coming 

indie stations. are. warming: up to| 
-| web affiliations, and network radio}. 
‘execs are bouyant aver biz potent-| 

: lalities in-the coming years. 

| gross of -$43,000,000 is. expected to] 

‘the cheapest ‘buy in town. Among: 

}eycles are General Foods, Campbell 

|.B. J. Reynolds was among the first; 

..|to the network radio fold about. 
three -years ago and the. tobacco 

| company is sustaining a heavy four-| 

forthcoming ‘year. 

grow hotter along with. the de-]. 
| teriorating world situation. 

accounts are € worth $275,000 to | 
CBS, : “lin radio. for instantaneous reports | 

‘around the clock. 

Speed NAB Reorg 
| the: radio’ webs a powerful selling 

ing ‘radio net affiliates in line and amounted to $19,068,000 for July, 

Swezey All Set 

‘economic horizons are limited by a 

endorsement of the appointees by | by Nielsen’s national surveys, are|- 

- No. surprise, 38-year-old Vincent 

‘break. out. the in-honie rating trap|8 

and New York. Code. branches... 
circulation. 

Radio & TV. Code Review Boards 

i cC Revamp Man 
Chucks D.C. Wars 

Washington, ‘Sept. ‘32. 
James M. Landis, ‘former Har-|- 

score. He’s served with NBC, .the 
old Blué Network (general counsel 
and: board: secretary), 

yard: Law Dean, is back in private 
_practice (New York-Washington) 
‘after an ¢ight-month tour of duty 
‘with the New Frontier. marked 
‘with - more . - frustrations than ‘suc- 

" €ess. = 
vIn a “piece of ‘unhappy timing, 
Landis’ resignation was announced 
‘shortly. before. disclosure that. he. 
had been ‘named aS a corespondent. 
in a divorce. suit. The White House’ 
insisted it -was purely. coincidental. 

_ Landis was tapped by President 
‘Kennedy. after his election to draft 
recommendations for revamping. 
Federal’ Communications Commis- 
-gion and other regulatory agencies. 
The report..of the old-time New- 
Fair Dealer’ set. forth.ambitious 
“overhaul schemes which were put 
in form of Presidential reorganiza~ 
‘tion plans to Congress. -’ 

. ‘SMoast of them: struck: opposition, 
“and the FCC plan met a. quick 
death, mainly attributed to the in- 
creased powers it would have con- 
ferred (on fledgling Chairman 
Newton Minow. Legislation em- 
bodying parts of: :the. plan: was 
signed 10. days ago by the. Presi- 
dent. 

The. revision scheme—a compsite 
‘of Collins’ ideas and those of the 
NAB Board — had called ‘for an 
executive -vicepresident. and code“ 
director, . both .. with broadcasting 
experience. 

Swezey is amply. qualified on this 

executive 
veepée. and general manager of 
‘Mutual Broadcasting System, ‘and |. 
gen. Manager and part owner of 
WDSU' Broadcasting, New. Orleans. 

The 54-year-old Swezey has also 
been. Ghairman of NAB's TV. Board 
and was: instrumental. in drawing 
up earlier versions of the.:Codes. 

Wasilewski's lack of actual broad-. 
casting’ experience had reportedly | 
stirred some mild gripping, but he’s | 
widely thought of as the most. valu: 
able tool the Association has in 
handling complex legislative and 
regulatory .dealin'gs. Only 38; 
Wasilewski was ‘elev ated to V:p.. for 
Government: affairs ‘lo b bying). 
about 15 months. ago; 

‘Both. men were, according to the 
procedure. laid down in: the re- 
‘organization’ plan, named by Col- 
ling and approved by. the. board 
via a small poll. NAB. said it could 
not furnish a- meaningful . tabula: 
tion. since it was not. “yes” or ‘ 
questionnaire, with most of the let: 
ters . -eontaining general comments 
on. _ both men’s - abilities. 

‘network spreads and the marketing 

Share-of the recent radio network 

Director-General Edward J. Roth. 

of drama dn. 1951, 

‘JMABE BEARDED [Do Cove Ess Inf TV As 
Giant Ad Medium; U.S. in Vanguard 

By HERM SCHOENFELD 

International television is 
emerging as another critical arena 
in which America and the Soviets 
are pitting their economic and 
creative resources in the race to 
dominate the minds and markets 
of the world. In an embryonic 
stage at present, international tv 
now looks as if it will break out 
in the next three or four years as 
a major communications factor 
and, as such, a key element in the 
cold war strategy. 

At the present time, the US. 
is way out in front. Russia may 
have its sputniks, but we have our 
westerns. While American-made 
action-adventure shows are being 
widely bought by overseas tv 
stations, the Russians are having 
trouble at. this point in getting 
global distribution for their tv 
shows even when they try to give 
them away. Some 200 Russian- 
mdde episodes were recently 
picked up by Thailand tv broad- 
easters on a virtual cuffo basis, 
in general, the heavy propaganda 
accent in. the Soviet shows is 
blocking the global acceptance now 

jenjoyed by made-in-U.S. product. 

But U.S. tv execs are not com- 
placent in light of the demon- 
strated Russian talent to pick up 
quickly the appropriate techniques 
in any given Sphere. What applies 
to programming also goes for the 
competition to supply technical 
and financial assistance to, other 
countries now developing their ty 
facilities, a race in which for the 
moment the U.S. is also far ahead. 

Don Coyle, president of ABC~ 
TV International, estimates that 
foreign video is now at the stage 
where America was back in 1947- 
50. With the groundwork prepared 
by 55,000,000 sets in circulation 
abroad, a total just topping the 
figure for America alone, foreign 
tv is on the threshold of a tremen- 
cous breakthrough as an inter- 
national advertising medium. 

| While the American market is 
thoroughly saturated and sharp 
gains can only be made by one 

twork at the -expense of the 
others, international tv represents 
a wide open frontier. for the 
American tv industry as a whole. 

With set circulation abroad 
guaranteed to multiply in the next 
few years, the next major advanew 
in this area, according to Coyle. 
will hinge on the development of 
an international fransmission sys- 
tem whether by a satellite or other 
devices. That will eliminate the 
present cumbersome practice of 

(Continued on ontinued on page 9 30) 

CBS Radio Affils 
Convene Mon. (18) 

. 01 Opening gavel of the eighth an- 
“Laramie - International nual CBS Radio Affiliates Con- 

Showtime. | vention will sound on the Star- 
Sponsor, which recently changed | light Roof of New York’s Waldorf 

agencies (from Cunningham & Astoria Monday (18) with Arthur 

BUTAT'S BOUNCY) 
Network radi 0 appears to be on : 

the long road back from ‘nowhere. 
Not-SoDumb ‘Haze? 
Out of the 30-odd episodes, 

there'll be one segment of the 
new NBC-TV series, “Hazel,” 
done in color. Observers were 
confused for awhile as to why 
‘the web ordered a tint-up of 
just one show, until they real- 
ized that the stanza, sched- 
-wled for Nov. 2, was about the 
_lead character's attempts to 
“talk her boss into buying her 
a tv set—not just any old set, 
but acolor set.. | 

She gets it—and then sits. 
down to “watch” Perry Como’s 
show. For getting Como to . 
_appear on her stanza, “Hazel” 
fronter Shirley Booth will ap- 

- pear thes night. of Nov, 1 on 
Como’s program, also on NBC- 
TV. To NBC, this is a standard - 

; cross-plugging. arrangement, 
but with a “colorful twist.” 

British Com’ TV 
Sponsor Tab For 
July: $19,068,000: 

London, Sept. 12. 

Total expenditure (including-tak) 

of advertising on commercial tv 

back inte. the network picture,|. 

_ Network radio’s éstimated 1960 

show a 20% rise this year. The| 
ward trend has been sparked by. 
ock of national advertisers who|- 

ha ¢ latched. onto network radio as{. 

-| the major products again spreading 
their wares onthe sightless kilo- 

Soup, Sylvania, _ Bristol-Myers,| 
Thomas ‘Lemming and Mennen Ca. 

of the bigtime advertisers to return. 

network radio schedule through the |- 

Network radio’s hottest commod- | 
ity is. news and it's expected to 

When. 
the'public wants news, it still tun 

“The networks’ internatfonal news 
facilities, financed by the el 
‘brother: television affiliates, give: 

pitch to advertisers. This- factor 
is also of key imvortance in hold- 

also trying to: latch on to the 
national hookups. Some indies ‘are. according to Media Records. From 

also trying to go network-for the| tis $1,733,200 was taken by the 
‘networks’ -varled public - service government as extise duty, leaving 

| programming as a protective screen} the total revenue for all commer- 

against blasts from the new FCC) cial ty ‘stations at: $17,334,800. 
regime. Individual. totals for July run While radio. ‘web ‘execs “welcome . . 
the: recent business pickup, their this way: Asepciated-Rediffusion— 

severly ‘depressed price structure. 
Network show ratings, as measured. 

—$1,204,000: Granada-TV—$3,908,- - 
800; Scottish-TV—$940,800; TWW 
—$1, 316,000; Southern-TV — $915,-. 
600: Tyne-Tees-TV | — $744,800; 
Anglia~-TV—$397,600; Ulster-TV — 
$193,200 and Westward-TV—$212,- 

TEXACO’S 2506 FOR | 
ENTERTAINMENT SEGS 

Texaco, which hasn’t bankrolled 
any tv entertainment programs to 
speak, of since the days of Milton ; 
Berle, is returning for a brief Pe- 
Tiod of time to such programming. 
‘Sponsor has bought $250,000 worth : 
of spots on NBC-TV programs and j 
the spread will cover the month 
of October. | 
_ Texaco has spots going into most 
of the web’s early. evening stanz stanzas 
—‘Wells Fargo,” “1, 2, 
“Bullwinkle,” 

low relative both to television and 
to. indie stations using local surveys 
which measure both in-home and 
out-of-home listenership.. 

The radio webs are. trying. to 

by developing a new survey geared 
to radio’s portability as an out-of- 
door and. in-car medium. Jim 
Duffy, ABC Radio’s sales chief 
pointed to the fact that while there 
are 49,450,000 radio homes, there| 
are over 170,000,000 radio sets in 

“Nielsen. is net: and{ 
cannot measure our full audience} 
through © a predominantly in-home 
survey and as long as advertisers | 
are buying’ cost-per-thousand statis 
tics, we cannot get a fair’ price for 
network programming.” 

On the basis of several success- 
ful product campaigns on nétwork 
radio, Duffy. expects the forward 
surge in billings to eontinue. An 
increasing number of advertisers, |: 
he said,. are now taking advantage) « 
of the relatively low outlay for all- 

“N. ational Felns et,” 
and 

flexibility in buying network time 
in six-week flights, rather than the: 
13-week commitments necessary in 

Duffy, incidentally, tlaims a lion’s 

boom for-ABC. Already '20% over| 
last year’s billings, the ABC. web! 
for the last - quarter of this. year} 
has climbed 200% over the same: 
period last year: with sales still 
coming in. 

BBC Man for Irish TY 
‘Dublin, Sept. 12. 

- Michael Berry, head of drama 
for BBC-TY, has ‘been appointed 
program controller of Irish Tele- 
vision: He is shifting ‘from the 
BBC for. three years to organize 
the. day-to-day running of the 
Irish service, under American-born 

The service starts in December. 
Barry ‘started work-this week, 
Berry was an- ‘actor-producer. bDe-. 

fore joining the BBC in 1938.as aj 

tainment -underwriting. Otherwise,;the network. Sessions will con- 

affiliates will be in attendance. 

$1,290, 000 for Stations |S:<:, will committee. John S. 

purchase KCSJ-TV and radio in]CBS. Radio Affiliates Association. 

Broadeasting Co., a subsidiary of j will upwards of 40 key CBS Radio 

‘MTC, said the Pueblo radio station} CBS Radio talent scheduled to 

Drodieee He eee upped to head KCSJ-TV, Ifke KOA-TV, is an|the Norman Paris Orchestra. Also 

Welsh to Benton & Bowles), de-|Hull Hayes, President of CBS 
cided to spend a bit more in enter- Radio, as principal spokesman fer 

Texas Co. is heavely in news pro-|clude the followirzg afternoon. It 
gramming. is anticipated that as much as 80% 

of the network's 206 U.S. mainland 

J. Frank Jarman, v.p. and gen- 
‘Bob Hope & Co. Pay s eral manager, WDNC, Durham, 

, Will act as chairman of the 

Denver, Sept. 12. Hayes, President, Post-Newsweek 
_ Metropolitan Television Co. of Stations !WTOP: Washington, D.C. 
enver has signed a contract to!will act as chairman of the board, 

Pueblo, Colo., for $1.250.000. MTC} William S. Paley, CBS board 
-owns KOA-TV, and FM here. The jchairman, and Dr. Frank Stanton, 
-Pueblo outlets are operated by Star | President of CBS, will attend, as 

‘Bankers Life & Casualty Co. of !executives from New York, Phila- 
Chicago. delphia, Boston, Chicago, St. Louis, 

William Grant, president of:San Francisco and Los Angeles. 

will be sold since KOA Radio al-jperform at banquet entertainment 
ready serves much of that South-| Monday evening includes Carol 
ern Colorado community. Burnett and Richard Hayes, plus 

NBC affil. Bob Hope is a major booked to perform are the Clancy 
stockholder of MTC. Bros., male quartet. 



~ half-hour by half-! 
half-hour by halt- 
half-hour by half- 
= 

Who’s watching what when? 
The latest National Nielsen* 
says that half-hour by half-hour 
during the nighttime telecast 
week, ABC-TV programs show- 
ed their competitive strength 
so: ABC-TV took 39 out of 51 
firsts and seconds. More firsts, 
that is, than Nets Y or Z. More 



our by half-hour by | 
our by half-hour by 
our by half-hour by 

seconds than Nets Y or Z. And, 
obviously (and importantly), 
less thirds. Looks like you, too, 
can have a good time on 

ABC Television 
*Source: Nielsan National TV Report, Aver- 
age Audience, ail sponsored time periods, 
two weeks ending Aug. 20, 1961; Mon. 
thru Sat., 7:30-11 PM, Sun., 6:30-£1 PM. 



Wednesday, September 13, 1961 

Sell those big-buying young adults with Y i . 
BREAKFAST CLUB, FLAIR, SPORTS and. YOUNG ADULTS: 
SPECIAL EVENTS on ABC Radio. You'll sel BUY MORE BEVER AGES 
those younger families with more mouths those BUY MORE FOODS . more needs to fill. The need to 

entertain i is filled more often and that's why BUY MORE EVERY’ HING. 
young adults represent your best market 

for beverages and foods. And ABC Radio ABC RADIO Gh 
has the highest percentage of young adults | | . , a +: 7 
in network radio.* F IRST WITH YOUNG ADULTS 

*Call your ABC Radio Sales Representative for the facts. 



~ Paar’ Profer to Sen Javits 
Jack Paar -has. told. ‘Son, ‘Jacob Javits: (R-N.Y.)' he’s ‘willing to - 

come. to: Washington to explain to.the Senator and. his’ colleagues. 
-about the’ Berlin incident. That'is, if they, have any doubts about. 
the affair after ‘seeing the slated showing of the film over NBC-TV.-. 

Yast. night (Tues.). Paar’s wire to Javits, one of. the few’ solons. to 
- defend the. entertainer’ ‘during: last wéek’s senate debate, went as | 

~*~ follows: 
"It is :my- honest ‘and patitotic’ opinion. that. the. reports. ‘that | 
the. White House and Congress have received of my activities here 

“(in Berlin) are inaccurate and based. on the distortions of one ‘anou~- 
ymous. American ‘reporter. I did nothing without the U.S: Army’s. 
approval and cooperation. I do not believe. that any of. these fine: 
Officers did. or would do anything incorrect. Nor would L- Every- ; 
one should withhold judgment until the show is seen. 

“Senators are being. quoted here as being ‘shacked’ at what. . 
they saw. They haven't seen the program ‘nor has. anyohe . but.-a 
few members of. my. staff. It is.in my opinion an honest and ‘truth- 
‘ful report of:-what {s happening here in Berlin: RIAS (Radio In”. 

- the American. Sector} has called it. the best and. ‘most. human ace 
count of what ‘is happening here. 
“ “I.want you as my senator from New. York to know. I will be 
available. at your convenience to discuss with you and your col- 
leagues anything. ‘you wish, if. you. feel. it necessary after seeing 
the ‘program. " 

+ 

West Certany Steps Uh WV Beaming 
To East Sector Despite Viewing Ban 

‘Berlin, Sept.. 12. + 

“Since East. Berliners can't. ‘see | 

films in West’ Berlin any Jonger,: 

7-German- ‘ty ‘stations are. now 

telecasting an increased. number} 
of theatrical films’ in an attempt |. 

to compensate -East. Berlin © ‘and 

Brace to Beirut To 
“Operate Jime-Life TV’er| 

‘Clayton’ H. Brace, currently with. 

‘the “Time-Life © Broadcast stations ! 

_ East German: viewers ‘for the loss: KLZ-AM-TV, Denver, will: take 
“of western. cinema - entertainment, over the- company! $s first. overseas | 

“+ 

"| rupting ironically, 

|ARMY OFFIGERS. 

Washington; Sept. 12 

The Jack Paar’ Berlin caper/ 

Teaused one ‘of: the most furious 

eruptions. of Congressional wrath 

over a tv personality. since the ex- 
pose of Charles Van" Doren. Usually 

miild- mannered 
as Sen. Leverett Saltonstall fost 

| their equilibrium over .the inci- 
dent, and many -words were spent 
in Capitol! Hill over the Army 
|lending ‘itself to. commercialism 
that had dangerous international 

“Fovertones.. 
‘t+: In-New Yerk, NBC, Paar’s ém- 
ployer, had nothing to ‘say about 
the matter, other than’ stand by 
j the explanation sent the: network 
by. Paar, who is still-in Europe. 

The’ Army . officers - responsible. 
were “slugged with the~main as- 

|sault :by. the solons. Paar was- 
mildly defended ‘by some as just |. 
doing his job. but some formi- 
dable ‘Senators heaped eaustic erit- 
icism on the NBC-TV.:showman.. 
Attack in ‘the Senate . was led 

off” by Mike: Mansfield “— ‘inter- 
the consider- 

; ation of a-Dill setting up a U.S. 
Disarmament ‘and -Peace Agency: 
j Eleven ‘columns- in the Congres- 
sional Record were devoted ‘to the 

: Paar-Army ‘incident ‘under the title ; 
F ‘FV: SPECTACULAR AT BEBLIN 
[LINE OF DIVISION.” ¢ 

“What really matters,” said Man- 
o Also western teletime has been in=-|Propertv, Compagnie Libanaise de j i field ‘in. the columns of the Con- 

 éreased since the beginning . (Aug. 

13) - of the. ‘Commie. blockade of}. 

the East-West sector border. 

How much the Eastern’ people 
“ean exploit this possibility is a 
matter: of speculation.. The Com-. 

ie authorities in the other sector 
have—like once the Nazis—made 
the reception of W-German tv pro- 

’. gram illegal in their territory... He 
who's caught -violating this. rule 
faces heavy, punishment... Inciden-. 
‘tally, special. antennas mounted 
for better reception of W-German 
fv. programs .had. to be. removed, 
The so-called Free German. Youth; 
the E-German- ‘commie ‘organiza~ 
tion, has called: upon all its mem-} 
bers fo help authorities on their 
search for such “illegal. viewers.” 

It’s a grotesque and: unfortunately | 
- father sad situation. Number. of 

high. 

W-Berlin cinemas has beconie very 
‘tough. The loss. of (E-Berlin): audi 
‘.enee is bitterly felt. Nearly all 
cinemas located along the. border 

: Tines haye been: closed: 

“Yet not only W-Berlin, also East: 
Berlin, feels the effects of the un-- 

“holy: situation. In: some instances, 
_. the Red crackdown’ backfired. 

That: goes for the .opera, theatre 
‘and orchestra: ensembles which 
‘employed. a considerable number 
of ‘W-Berlin singers, actors | and 
musicians. 
‘Red authorities asked. them: ‘te ° 

‘on feature film productions.or film 
;destined for BBC-TV or even film. 

than -100° artists alone have left: 

-move over to East Berlin but near- 
ly all refused.: It’s said that more 

the E-Berlin: radio station and the 
-.E-Berlin State Opera. Also Walter 
’ 'Felsenstein’s highly reputed Kom- 
{sche Opera. ensemble and the late 
. Bert -Brecht’s ‘Berliner. Ensemble 
which both had. W-Berlin artists on 
their payroll, feel tte effects. 
Under. the current circumstanees, 
the E-Berlin ensembles. will hard- 
ly be able: to stage bigscale Pro- 
‘duetions.” 

28 NEW SHOWS FOR 
BRIT, WESTWARD-TV; 

- +. “London, ‘Sept: 12. 
The wirds. of .change will blow 

‘through Westward-TV -in Septem- 
‘ber when.the fall skeds -bow. The 
station, which ‘serves West. ng- 

‘Lfrom what: we are prepared ‘to.| - 
accept. No. further meetings have 

jand, will have no less than. 28. 
new programs. eight of which will 
be. locally-originated. 

_ According . to ‘general’. manager | 
‘Bill Cheevers, new directors, tech- 
niclans and -administrators have | 
been taken on‘ to cope with the |. 

and hard- -fought | battle.. inereased local. output. 

The economi¢ situation of “most ; 

-mated;: 

‘Television. (CLT) in Beirut, Leb- 
anon. 
“AS operations manager, Brace 

Will have overall charge of: station ! 
management, including program-. 
-ming, production, sales administra- ' 
tion, -promotion and engineering. 
Prexy of CLT is’ General Soleiman. 
Nofal.. ‘Station’ operates ‘on two’ 
channels, one in Arabic and one in 
‘French and English. and. is. the 
country's only video outlet. | 

Brace will fly to Beirut late this 
month along with ‘Sig- Mickelson,. 
veepee- of Time-Life Broadcast 
who negotiated the Time . Ine, ins 
terest in the station. ae 

Equity, Brit Com! 
‘caught persons is sald to. be yery Tele Dig in For 

Protracted Battle 
. . London. Sept. .12: 

British Actors’ Equity tightened 

up a loophole in. its. campaign to 

hike thesps’ fees 
commercial tv stations. Union ‘is- 
Sued instructions to members not 
‘to sign any film contracts without 
clearance from h.q. as these could 
fill the gap Equity is trying to cre- 
ate in programming. 
This does not constitute ‘a ban 

which carries .a. guarantee. ‘that .it 
‘will not. be ‘shown-on ITV until. the |. 
dispute-is over, says Equity... 
‘According’ to. Gerald Croasdell, 

union’s general. secretary, talks be- 
stations and} 

Equity have broken down although 
tween commercial 

the ‘former has:agreed, in princi- 
ple, that actors’ fees should be in-' 
‘creased when. a show is. networked. 

-“We modified | 
our demands very considerably but}, 

Says Croasdell: 

ITV's offer. was’ still a long way 

been. fixed and - we've. been.. told 
that a change in ITV's attitude. is.) 
| very unlikely.” © 

. Effect of the Equity. ban. on. sign- 
ing for:shows after Nov, 1, it’s esti- 

noticeable - effect on the .screen 
‘isn't likely for some weeks.. Com- } 
Mercial stations’ stockpile of pro- 
grams is limited . anda. clause in 
Equity’s dispute agreement allows 
shows to be -projected only once | 
during any dispute: 

Insiders, here, predict ao long 

‘on the U. -K. | 

-will. be -hitting program |. 
planners. ‘about now, although any | . 

gressional Record,- 
‘bear in mind that what is trans- 
| piring in Berlin is not a tv spec- 
tacular but a matter whieh has the: 
overtones ‘of a. profound . tragedy 
and it is not to be made into some 
tkind of a game, for the’ personal 
‘profit.. of. ‘personalities from the 
entertainment -world. Comic’ re- 
lief may have a place even along } 
the Berlin wall, but one would 
hope that. it might be in better. 
taste . 

‘Sen.. " Saltonstall -gaid..he was 
shocked’: because “the incident” 
might have led to a shooting scene, 

feven ° though it may have been: 
staged . . It was. a surprise to me 
that: our. ‘officials could lend them- 
‘selves to such. a‘show..I do not 
see how it ‘could help to achieve 
understanding by our ‘citizens. in 

{thea U.S. of the problems which 
| face usin Berlin: it puts the prob- | 
lems in a different tone from that 
‘we should think about.” 

Sen. Hubert Humphrey. charged 
‘that the U.S. “has.something else 
to: do besides provide a backdrop 
for tv shows. If ever there was 

[a chauvinistic ‘action, this was it. 
This {s the very - -kind of thing 
Khrushchev seizes upon .. .” 
‘Sen. Burke B. Hickenlooper said 

‘he was “utterly shocked: that. at a 
{time ‘of. tension, probably one of 
| the greatest we have had,.the Gov- 

lends. it- 
self to the advancement of a com- 

| mercial program, in which the in- 
dividual operates in a ‘particular 
Situation for. personal revenue. IT 
‘think it should be condemned.” 

Sen. Jacob: Javits, of N.Y": who 
(Continued on page 50) 

TAKE THE RAP) 

‘lawmakers such | 

“is that -we 

LI 
RABDIO-TELEVISION 

CRISIS 
‘|NBC sKintner May Be Recalled 

For Senate TV Hearings on ‘Sex; 
Violence’: Ad Agency Boss Appears 

Brit. A- R Pact for 13 
Full-Hour ‘Gunsmokes’ , 

London, Sept. 12. 

Washington, Sept. 12. 

Senate Subcommittee on Juvenile 
Deliquency into alleged network 
tv. malpractices have been held 
since last Thursday (7), Capitol 
Hill sources report, and there .now 

Five closed-daor sessions by the 

‘Assotiated-Rediffusioa, London's ; seem to be plans for several mor? 

to sign with CBS for 13 of the: Week 
wt 

new-look, hour-long “Gunsmoke 

(“Gun Law” here) programs. 
“Initialer is’ pencilled in for Oct. 

7 which means Britain would see 
them before the US. 

Senate Keeps Eye 
On Paar’s Show 

For ‘Violations | 
Washington, Sept. 12. 

Senate Communications Sub-: 

committée has. assigned a top: 

It’s understood that the subcom- 
mittee, headed by Senater Dodd, 
will probably recall Rebert E. 
Kintner, prexy of NBC, to testify. 
Kintner might well be joined by 
Walter Scott as well. Scott is 

j executive. vicepresident in charge 
af NBC-TV. 

There are reports that the in- 
vestigation will inevitably go 5b>- 
yond a study of video’s direct 
effect on juve viewers. It might, 
reliable reports indicate, include 
an investigation of news handling 
at all ty networks. 

Though apparently having no di- 
rect bearing on the present closed 
door sessions by the solons, the 
Jack Paar incident in Beriin Jast 
week, so roundly denounced on the 
i Senate floor, appears ta have been 
the catalvist for the intensified in- 

| watehdog to-look for any trespass-‘ vestigation. 

ing on communications laws on to- 

~(Tues.) Jack ..Paar NBC-° night's 

David Levy, 
‘program veep, 

former * NBC-TV 
vuho appeared at 

ithe first session on the day Kint- 
EV program. The slated showing: ner was there’, is said by authori- 
of the hotly 

border taping involving tha Army 

will. tbe given close scrutiny by 
subcommittee staff director Nick: 
Zaple. 

If there is any violation, 
would be the possibility of a “net-; 
work letting one of its showmen 
(Paar is not a newsman under FCC} 
equal. time rules of last summer) 
‘become involved in a dangerous 
international incident. A subcom- 
mittee source said this. conceiva-! 
bly could fall within the broad 
“public interest” authority vested ; 
in the FCC by the Communica- 
tions Act. 

No complaints were received. in 
advance of the airing by the FCC, 
from either the Senator’s involved 
in denouncing Paar last week or 
from the public. 

Amer. Safety Razor’s | 
Notre Dame Grid on AM, 

Chicago, Sept. 12. 
ABC Radio has sold. its skei 

of 10 Notre Dame football broad.! 
casts ‘this, fall to American Safety 

Razor Co. A-S-R is buying. the 

second half of the games, with 

the first half, as per station clear- 
ance arrarigement, ta be sold local- 
ly in each market. Order came 
through just prior to ona for a 
quarter. sponsorship from Paper 
Mate, which lost out. 

‘Network's sales through August 
of this year are reportedly ahead 

.10f the full 12 months of 1960. 

Those Pupils at P'S, 8 to 5 
Washington, Sept. 12. 

. Federal. Communications Chairman Newton Minow should crack 

believe, televised ‘variety all 

he. wasn’t directly 

down on “live” crime insvead | of speechifying about the make- 
e time. 

The suggestion came from Sen. Karl Mundt ‘R-S.D.!, of the Senate Rackets Subcommittee: probing gambling operations. Sen. John L. McClellan (D-Ark.) Subcommittee chairman, stressed 
criticizing the Commission, but added that 

“simple logic’ would dictate laying down. some rulcs about broad- 
casts and telecasts of racing news. 

member 

During the hearings, another Subcommittee member, Sen. Carl 
Curtis (R-Neb.) contended, however, that the fault lay just as much 

A letter to 
- plaining that. 

with Congress for failure to make appropriate laws as with FCC. 
Minow. from. a school teacher was made public com- 

| an epidemic of. gambling fever among her pupils. 
“Mrs. R. Robert Abbott, who teaches at East High School in Roches- 
ter, N. Y., wrote the FCC Chairman that many of her teenagers 

; apparently are loaded with “amazing amounts of money” and are 
easy ‘marks " for local: bookies. 

She complained that two. Rochester stations—WHEC and WBBF 
——broadcast racing results which stirred the horseplaying instincts 
of the juves. Both outlets, according to the Subcommittee, halted 
the racecasts after FCC relayed the teacher’s complaint to them. 

it | 12 witness * 

denounced Berlin tative Washin: ston sources io have 
highlighted during his testimony 
the sex and violence angles that 
had come vp so frequently before. 
Levy was d-<cribed unofficially ag 

.ith no axe to grind,” 
ut was sworn, under subpoena, to 

reveal all the "information he had 
:on the subjeet, 

So far the committee has been 
closed-mouthed on Capitol Hill as 
| to the content of the behind-the- 
idoor meetings. It was reported 
that Alan Courtney, a former NBC 
veep and -now with MCA, and 
‘Hugh ‘Mal: Beville and James 
Stabile, both NBC-TY stripers at 
present, were subpoenaed yester- 
day (Mon.!, and the previous Fri- 
day reportedly had as witnesses 

‘Mort Werner, new NBC-TV pro- 
gram boss, and George Gribbin, 
head of Young & Rubicam ad 
agency. 

It's believed that as many as 
35 NBC employees will be called 
before the hearings close. But bes 
sides NBC, belief here is that ABC 
and CBS will get their chance to 

_| testify before too much longer. 

‘Sullivan Still Wants 
To Do Show in Berlin 
Despite Paar Rhubarb 

Prior to the Jack- Paar-Berlin in- 
cident which raised Washington 
outeries, Ed Sullivan announced 
plans to entertain the men of the 
40th Armored in West Berlin with 
a show in October. Sullivan said he 
would tape two shows in West 

-|Berlin, at the same time, for tele-. 
casting CBS-TV Sundays, Oct. 8 
and 15. The CBS personality is 
going ahead with his plans. 

Guestars will be flown into West 
Berlin on a chartered Pan Ameri- 
can jet, arriving there in the first 
week of October. Producer Bob 
Precht: planes to Germany to work 
out details of the show with rep- 
resentatives of U:S. commandant. 
Maj.. Gen. Albert E. Watson 2d 
was reported to have endorsed the 
idea when it was forwarded to him 
for final approval by the Washins- 
ton office of Defense Secretary 
Robert S. McNamara. 

105 ‘LONE RANGERS’ 
INTO SYNDICATION 

Holiywaod, Sept. 12. 
Telesynd been formed as a di- 

vision of Wrather Corp. for syn-- 
dictation of “Lone Ranger” series, 
made available for its first off-net- 
work run There are 194 available 
of more than 200 segments filmed. 



Wednesday, September 18, 1961 | 

The Opener’s for Laughs 

A nimble-witted humorist named Josh Bill- 

ings once defined laughter as ‘‘the sen- 

sation of feeling good all over and showing it 

principally in one place.” his Sunday night 

at 10 (NYT) the place will be the NBC Televi- 
sion Network. 

The program is called “Laughter, U.S.A.,” and 

it’s kicking off the new season’s “‘Du Pont Show 

of the Week,” a full-hour entertainment series 

‘of variety, drama, music, .and programs that 

won't quite squeeze into anyone’s mold. 

As the opener, Project 20’s “Laughter, U.S. A” 

will he chronicling some of the things that have 

kept America grinning, giggling and guffawing 

—from old frontier to New Frontier, from Davy 

Crockett’s jests to Jack Paar’s guests. 

Sensible viewers will be relieved to learn that 

the show will make absolutely no attempt at an. 

analysis of humor or at-a clinical explanation 

of why people laugh when they do. 

Such studies, it’s felt, are better left to scholars 

like Dr. Freud, who once made it crystal-clear 

that our risibilfties. are tickled when “the sub- 

ject suddenly effects a cathexis of the super-ego, 

which in its turn alters the reactions of the 
ego.” And how do you like hose apples? 

Nope, ‘Laughter, U.S. A.” will eschew the pro- 

fundities and simply trot out the examples. 

With narrator George Burns:as guide, we'll be 

shown how the printed page, vaudeville, the 

circus, burlesque, the movies, radio and TV 

have kept the nation’s funnybone tingling 

across the generations. - : .: . 

HAVE THE SIGHT-GAGS of .the early silent. 
movies ever been equalled? Don’t answer until. 

you've watched Buster Keaton’s home-made 

houseboat disappear below. the sea at its 

launching, with an undaunted Keaton—stand- 

ing majestically on the prow—going right down 
with his ship. . 

Is so-called “sick humor” peculiar to our times? 

Well, back in Civil. War days, Artemus Ward 

was fracturing the people regularly with lines. 

like, “I have already given two cousins to the 
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war and stand ready. to. sacrifice my: wife's 

brother.” 

Is TODAY'S SATIRE sharper than that of yes- 

teryear? Maybe. Bu tamong “Laughter, U.S.A.’s”. 

exhibits is a saloon scene in which a-penniless 

W. C. Fields persuades a well-heeled Westerner 
to risk his cash against Fields’ IOU’s in a game 

of two- handed poker. “Consider yourself hon- 

-ored, sir,” says Fields haughtily. “J don’t ordi- 

narily offer my IOU’s to absolute. stran gers,” 

Through film, tape and still photographs, the 
program will demonstrate how welcome a com- 

modity humor has been in good times and bad.. 

(Some people, if you'll permit us to invert an 

old joke, only laugh. when it hurts.) 

“But most of us, thankfully, have a broader 
comedy base than that. As the show will ‘point 

out, babies laugh: even before they. can talk. 

Come to think of it, babies. can do several things 

before they can talk, a couple of which are no 

laughing matter. 

As overseer of.the premiere offering in the Sun- 

day night series, Donald Hyatt is but one of 

several NBCers (others: Irving. Gitlin, Lester 

Gottlieb and. Eugene. Burr) who’ il. be master- 

minding shows for! the highly variegated. Du 

Pont line-up. 

A few attractions from that litie- “up: “Heming- 

way,’: the story of the late author, with drama- 

tized excerpts from his works; “A Thing Called 

Jazz,” a study of jazz from New Orleans. to 
George Gershwin; and “The Battle of the Pa- 

per. Bullets,” a drama about the Nazi plot to. 

Blues,” 

Arlen; and “Merrily We Roll Along,” a tale of 

America’s romance with (we almost said “in” 

finish. Sucha viewer, you might 

win the war with bogus currency (we hear it 

failed). 

‘More samples: “Police Emergency Squad,” an 

on-location portralt of one of New York's 
Finest’s very. finest services; “Happy with the 

a-musical tribute to composer Harold 

the automobile. 

GETTING BACK to “Laughter, U.S.A.,” you 

might be interested in knowing-which one of 

the many. comedy bits selected for the show 

drew the loudest. belly-laughs from the pro- 

gram’s staffers (even after: they'd viewed the 

whole procession dozens of times). 

Well, the honor goes to a film sequence involv- 

ing old-timer Billy Bevan's efforts to pump 

water into a pail. Each time he works the pump 

handle, the stream of water just overshoots its 

mark. He keeps setting the pail down farther 

and farther away, but the water stubbornly 

leaps past the container each time. 

In desperation, the mystified Bevan finally 

moves the vessel to a point so.distant that it 

can't possibly be passed. Now, beaming with 

visions of victory, he walks all the way back to 

the pump, vigorously works the handle, and 

out comes... . thie most hesitant, the most piti- 

ful of trickles, 

There’ s precious little hope, 

insists the staff, for any viewer 

who doesn’t break up at that 

even say, is beyond the pail. 
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Why WNBC-TV bought 
Seven Arts Vol. II 

among these Warner Bros. 

from Seven Arts will 
PETER M. AFFE, Station Manager 

WNBC-TV, New York, N.Y. 

ADD NE 
te WN 

Warner’s films of the 50’s... 
Money makers of the 60’s 

| SEVEN ARTS 
ASSOCIATED > 

CORP. 

A SUBSIDIARY OF SEVEN ARTS PRODUCTIONS, LTD. 

Motion Pictures — “Gigot”, starring Jackie Gleason, completed shooting 
in Paris...Gene Kelly directing... 

Theatre — “Gone-with the Wind” in preparation... 

Te!2vision — Distribution of films for T.V., Warner's “Films of the 50’s”... 

Literary Preperties —Romancero” by Jacques Deval... 

Rel £:tate — The Riviera of the Caribbean, Grand Bahama, in construction... 

ew. ies RE a 

EW YORK: 270 Park Avenue YUkon 6-1717 a real ‘ni ht Out at home’ 
CHIC “GO: 8922-D N. LaCrosse, Skokie, fll. ORchard 4-5105. . A UG wu. av. panne 
DALLAS: 5641 Charlestown Drive ADams 9-2855 oe | 
L.A.: 232 So. Reeves Drive GRanite 6-1564—STate 8-8276 
ST ae aa a - 7 ' Bar r 7 \ 7 

For list of TV stations programming Warner Bros. ‘Films of Or eW . OF ' viewers. 

the 50’s’’ see Third Cover SRDS (Spot TV Rates and Data) 

TARA ee 5 pe 
TADS a we 
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~ Gv Gets An Agent Wm. Moris) METRO, 4 STAR, |Famt’ ‘Cand Caner’ Tec Ziy-UA and. William Morris are close. to. making: a. deal. on pro- 
duction.of network telefilms. . 
“Ziv, whith has failed to get a- ‘single program. on network air- 
_-time this season; is currently negotiating with the talent: and sales 

' organization to.rep its new. pilots. This will. mark the first. time in 
the history. of Ziv that its sales were handled on any regular basis . : 
-by an outside organization: 

Evidently, the. -dea'that the: two companies are now trying - -to 
-work out’ will hinge on: pilots in which William Morris performers: 
‘appear... Ziv: will ‘maintain its own -syndication.. selling organization. 

. The pending.Morris representation is for web-pilots only. ~ i 
Status of Four Star, the Dick Powell-Tom McDermott tv film ~ 

production’ house :: Jong repped by Morris, may. have partially 
brought on the -probable tieup between Morris and Ziv, -a Four. 
Star rival: McDermott wants to set up a private: selling. organiza-_ 
tion for Four Star'rather than rely on the reppery. 
Four Star, it's. undexstood, has yet to settle with. Merris on 

$3. 006: :0G0. in hack. fees. due the reppery. - fe 

ov. Meyner Sez He Has a Group 
Of Clients to Purchase WNTA- Vv | 

_ Philadelphia, . Sept. 12. $e 
- New Jersey Governor Robert B. |° 

‘Mevner, : .who. last’ week formally |. 
filed a brief with the Federal Com- | ‘ 

" Millenium” 
. , Chieago, Sept. 12. 

You. vant be too kind to the 
the sale of. Newark:N.J. tv station| ‘tv audience. To create a word 
WNTA‘ to the National: Educational ‘of mouth for its‘now premium 
Television web, said he has a group|’.. feature film program on Sun-. 

: of Jerseyites interested in. purchas- day nights, . WBKB here teed 
ing the station if the application is| off with “Kitty Foyle” and ran 
‘denied ard. would | fight” to the last. ‘ “the: film straight through—with 
‘ditch to bold. it. ° 4 no-commercials. . -- 

 “T think there is ‘a placa. for’ ‘ed-|- A’ number of. grateful view- 
. ucational TV. and.I'm not going to'| ers wrote: in. that. they- liked 
‘argue against it,” Gov. Meyner said[ the idea and hoped. that!-the ~ 
-{n a’ panel program on: WRCV-TV. -. Station would continue to:show 
(10).:-“But I think. New Jersey is |” . good: pictures” without: “Spon- 
entitled :to ore. station—the.. one} . sorship. h ; . 

'No Slowdown On 
Features to-V; 

FCC to allécate television. Stations 
among the -seve: ral. states.’ New: 
Jersey. .is' certainly a state. We 

~ fave~.6,000,000 people and we 
should. have ‘at least one. TV] 
station.” — 

- “Philadelphia has’ three: tv.. sta- 
“tions; New York City has six. Penn- | 
-sylvania has 11 and . ‘New’ York |. 
State, 22. Take one of those three} Noat $- 
in Philadelphia, or one of the six 

‘in New York City. But.we are en- Sales of features, “pre-"48 as W sell 
* titled to local coverage:of Jersey’s-‘ag: post- 48s, have. continued to j 
community’ interests . and _ activi-‘ puild: ‘up momentum. through: the ! 
ties, " the Governor declared... = -:; ! summer as more and more stations 
‘Gilbert Seldes, dean. of the’ An-: get their pix -programming ready 

~-nenberg School of Communications : for. the fall; -according to Robert. 
at the Univ. of Pénnsylvania, | Seidelman, v.p:-in charge “of .syn- 
argued the case for: ‘educational. ty. ; dication’ for Screen Gems.. ‘ 
on Marcia Rose Shestack's “Speak | -SG, in the. past. two. weeks, has 

Up” program... Seldes asked {if Gov. ; ‘concluded. four more large- ‘Scale 
Meyner thought, present.local .cov-; pix.sales. In addition, SG has sold 
erage of WNTA was satisfactory.. |a number of smaller pix groups to; 

“We intend to find: out if Mr: | NBC ‘stations ‘that:.are planning to 
Minow ‘is sincere,. and, if he is, he! play pix locally” behind the web's} 
-will make the ‘station. live up to its! “Saturday. Night. At the Movies.” . 
obligations,” Meyner replied. SG’s recent large scale pix sales 
_NET. recently purchased WNTA i includé two to Capital. Cities. ‘Broad- 

-for °$6,200;000 pending FCC ap- casters, the fifth major station 

tion is forced to orientate its broad-N. Y., and WIvD ; purham-Raleigh, 
‘(Continu ‘each bought a total o 

ont ed on OREGON Page y age. 53) pix,” of which 210 are post-48’s. A 
\ similar Broup of 350. SG pix was. 

ITC $ Abe Mandel: 400 pix . from. Sereen Gems. 
-+ ‘NBC stations that have recently 

2 | bought SG pix ‘are KRCA-TV, Los. 
Japan ‘Booming Angeles, for 50 post and pre-'48 pix; 

dependent Television “Corp., re-| |51 mixed. pix, . In addition, WBAP- 
ports a continued tv boom in Japan | | TV, Fort-Worth, bought .SG’s 50 
and forecasts a free market for , PoSt-'48 action pix. The 50 action 
Japan in.the near future, package also was picked. up by 

currently has about 12,000,000 sets |e ber ae Kicked of tas een | 
in operation, with from 8.million fo tatic © naw so 48 acti k 
8 million registered. He said one sta ons. The post- is action: addi. 
hour vidfilm series there ‘are very | 28° also” post-"48s, is in an addi- 

stations. He predicted that’ the 
current system of allowing each: 
station a dollar allocation for buy-| - Its European. Setup: 
ing of foreign product will -be _ABG Films :teports opening of. 

"| be a resurgence of * 

| both off-network hour entries, cop- 

Screen Gems, ‘with others champ- 

‘ing at the bit. 

: An ‘unrelated development, put 

is ihe: onrushing 

ute series into the market-to-mar- 

"| ride. That development has. been 

|20th-Fox and now Metro TY. 

appears to..be the handwriting on 
the wall for.the ’62-'63 season. For 
the first time in years, it looks like 
the vidfilm curve on the three net- 

“tworks is due for’ a dip. Most vid- 
'|film companies consider themselves 
show biz outfits. Why not change'| 
‘with the times? If there’s going to 

‘live," why get 
caught with your celluloid: down? 
An’ affirmative answer to ‘these | 

| questions, plus: the normal desire 
to diversify, has put company. after 
company into the “live” act. 

Metio TV has ‘made a deal with 
. Harry. “Anger on two projects. 
Anger, ‘initial producer of the hour 

v.p..in eharge of tv for General 
; Artists: Corp, Two projects encom- 
pass a comedy format, of a half- | 
hour ‘ar — full-hour ‘length, - titled 
“The Crazy Club,” and a half-hour 
gameshow, titled. “You Don’t. Say.” 
Both ‘are Anger originated pack-. 

-jnaneing and selling rights, in re- 
turn for partnered ownership. 

Four Star has acquired the Heat- 
er-Quigley Enterprises and Heater- 
{Quigley Productions, in its “live” 
jbid. Robert Quigley produced. many. 
| radio. shows and. Merrill Heatter 
-was associated witn: “We, the Peo- 
Iple.”” and “You Are There” arid 
| created: the formats: of “What's It 
For?” and “Top Dollar.” 

Screen. Gems has an association 
with Dan Enright for game shows 
and is working on .possible vid- 

itaped adaptations of past Columbia” 
Picture hits. SG also is acting as 
the sales agent for a weekly busi- 
‘ness show, in the pubdaffairs, genre, 
‘which could make it on. ABC-TV 
iif. enough sponsor: .coin is gar- 
fnered. Outlook for the. latter 
‘though at this late stage looks dim. 
However,, a vidfilm house getting 
into the “live”: pubaffairs act is in- 
‘dicative of the flexible approach. 
being taken by at least one ‘of. the 

4 

majors to the shows it feels can. 
be done. - 

‘Four Star may be among the 
leaders to get into the “live” act, 
‘put there’s no definitive word when 
ithat house will get into syndication. 
{Metro TY,. though, with much less. 
‘property | on its shelf, is’ moving 
rapidly | on the off-network hour 

iseries. “The. Asphalt Jungle” and 
“The Islanders,” both Metra prop- 
erties on ABC-TV, is: being: put in- 

{to syndication. for telecasting lo- 
cally starting ‘Dee: 1. “Islanders” 
consists of 24 hourlong episodes. 
and “Jungle” comprises 13 hours. 

Twentieth-Fox recently. released 
“Five Fingers” and “Hong Kong,” 

| Ping the ABC-TV o&0's in its ini- 
itial sales. splurge. - 

MCA-TV, which ‘opened. the 60- 
| minute spree with four off-network 
hour series, is doing fine. The four 
series now have been sold in -70 
markets. ‘Newest deals _ include 
KJEO, : Frestio; KID.. Idaho Falls; 

‘ KNOE, Monrce;: WKST, Youngs- 
town; KODE, Joplin; WMCT, Mem- 

ket hopper soon after the network | 

ages, with Metro TV assuming fi-. 

‘' proval. Gov. Meyner indicated that | group to buy: Columbia post-’48’s. 

bought by KLZ-TV, Denver. 

WNBQ, Chicago, for 15 first-run- 

Abe Mandell, sales topper of In- 

"Recently returned from a trip; KHJ-TY, Los Angeles. 

‘popular and much in demand. All tional.17 markets.. 

endéd by a free market. The-dol- 

if: the sale is denied. and the sta- {Capital’ Cities’ WTEN, Albany, 

e  KLAS-TV, Las Vegas, Nev., bought 

ners; WRCV-TV, Philadelphia, ‘for 

to the Far East, Mandell said Japan SG’s 210 ‘post-'48 Columbia fea-| 

Japan, he added, is now covered by. 

ABC. Films: Expands 

Tar allocation ‘step in Japan: fol- 
five. Héw sales. ‘offices in- Europe !phis; KTRK, Houston; WLKY, 
‘and -will now be’ covering: the for- | Louisville; and KTTS, Springfield, 

lowed more restrictive measures of teign market from. HQ’s in London, i Mo. 
‘Paris, Frankfurt, Stockholm and } 

_ _ + arron City,” and “Overland Trail. ” 
years past. 
“Mandell, while in Japan; sold the ! Rome: 

fifth year of “Lassie,” “Whiplash, ” ‘Great. ‘Britain ‘division Ww ill ‘be 
“Supercar”. and a group of Medal-: under” direction..of Don. Angel. 
Jion pix, which ITC is distributing i Northern Europe will. be handled | 
in the Far East. | by Mrs. ‘Margaret Jansson out of 
_In-the Philippines, “he” soid - -35 Paris with. suboffices in. Frankfurt 

different. Series to ‘a new station | ard: Stockholm. Hugo Lodrini in 
‘and a package. of: pix.,.with total} Rome will handle bales. in the 
sales there put at $175, 000.. | south of Europe. 7 

Four «-MCA-TV series are 
“Riverboat;” “Suspicion,” ‘Cim- 

40 Groucho Markets 
The 250 half-hours in.““The Best 

of. Groucho” off-network series: 
have been sold in 40 markets, ac- 
cording to distributor .NBC. Films. 

~-SG SETTING PACE 
. “Major vidfilm companies scan- | 

{ning tomorrow’s ‘horizons are tak- 
ing steps to get into the “live” ‘act.. 

|The. “live” countdown now encom-: 

{passes Four Star, Metro ‘TV and. 

_ | one which ‘has _ major significance | 
“lin. syndication. 

pattern of releasing..the 60-min-|. 

-|paced by MCA-TV, followed by . 

The “live” yen stems from ‘what J. 

7 “Perry Como Show,” formerly was |. 

DJ Goes Underground 
Muscle Shoals, Ala., Sept. 12. 

Sooner or later, everybody 
felt confidant, the deejays of 
this country would be forced 
to go underground. 

It has happened. 

Disk jock Doug Viar of 
WLAY here is entertaining his 
listeners from the confi,ning 
‘walls of a fallout shelter. 

Viar, 19, of Dyersburg, 
Tenn., went into the shelter at 
3 p.m. Sunday (3!, and expects 
‘to. remain underground until 
Sept. 24. 

Three hours per day he will 
broadcast, from his 11x6.5-foot 

- eubicle. ‘To keep him com- 
pany and in case of emergency 
he’s goat a telephone line 

handy. © 

Viar’s stunt wes set up in’co- 
operation with Colber County 
Civil Defense organization, 
which helped kim plan his 
supplies. 

BBC ‘Antigone’ As | 
WNEW-TV Special; 
Indies Live Binge 

j 
Following the pattern set in his! 

acquisition of the Shakespearean 
“Age of Kings” cycle, Metropolitan 
Broadcasting Co.'s general manag- 
er.Bennett Korn has picked up a! 
two-hour-plus BBC. production of 
the Greek classic, “Antigone.” for : 
showcasing as 4 special on WNEW- 
TV in New York and WTTG-TV in 
Washington. So date has been ! 
firmed for the drama as yet. 

While Metropolitan is picking up | 
the tab for the New York and; 
Washington showings, National Ed- 
ucational Television has bought 
the rights for the rest of the. coun-. 
try. That parallels the deal made } 
on “Age of Kings,” for which |! 
Metropolitan paid araund $50,000 
also for N.Y. and Washington, 
while NET, primed with contribu- 
tion from Standard Oil, bankrollers ; 
of the series, paid about $100. 000 | 
for rights to the rest of the coun- 

Korn is also penciiling in an} 
early morning adult educational 
series for WNEW-—TV. It'll be in ; 
the 7:30 to 8 a.m. slot. 

While riding with.a flock of syn- | 
dicated and off-network shows, | 
WNEW-TV will also be giving a 
strong accent to live or taped pro- 

season, topping the other New 
York ‘indies in this department. } 
Headed by David Susskind’s “Open 
End” series, the live-tape roster 
includes “PM East — PM West,” 
Dr.. Albert Burke's “A. Way of 
Thinking” series which is slated 
to continue on the station despite 
Burke’s. temperamental blowup 
which. cancelled last week’s out- 
ing, the wresting and horse-racing 
stanzas and the flock of moppet- 
slanted shows with Sandy Becker 
and Sonny Fox. In addition, the 
indie will continue to program reg- 
ularly special community-angled 
shows througheut the sezson, such 
as its recent “Race ‘for Mayor” 
stanza. 

Book-of- Month Club’s 
2-Minute Book Reviews 

‘Book-of-the-Month Club has a 

a 

gramming during the forthcoming | 

| 

For Industrials, Sales Promotion 
+ Allen Funt Productions is sete 
ting up a division for production 
of industrial films, the decision 
coming after a highly successful 
sales promotion film in the ‘“‘Can- 
did Camera” technique for Ram- 
bler car dealers. * 

Although the company has made 
more than a score of industrials 
in the last decade, it’s been virtual- 
ly all over-the-transom business 
with the company handling the 
stepchild production when and if 
regular programming work al- 
lowed. . 

Prexy Funt says there are sev- 
eral reasons for the decision to go 
after the industrial business and 
handle it on a regular basis. First, 
he’s discovered that the interview- 
ing can be handled most effective- 
ly by staffers other than himself. 
Otherwise, business firms are wak- 
ing up to the effectiveness of fresh 
approaches in promotion films and 
there’s a definite desire ta bist 
out of the nuts and bolts formulas 
of the past—‘“happy workers, we're 
such a-fine company etc.” And he's 
discovered, contrary to previous 

‘ belief, that the Candid Camera 
|technique of hidden mike and 
camera is not necessarily a oneé- 

i shot proposition for a company. 
Firms that used the approach a 
few years ago are coming back for 

} repeats. 
industrial clients of Funt have 
uded Saturday Evening Post, 

| Honeywell Ronson, Nash-Kelvina- 
tor, Bristol-Myers, Seagrams, 
Scheniey, Campbell's scup, Sime 
mons matresses, American Home 
‘Magazine and- Eastman Kedak, 
which ordered the only Candid 
Camera film work ever done in 
color. Funt,org also has done a 
‘number of tv commercials, dating 
: back to the old Phillip Morris nose 
¢test, and both sponsors of the 
Sunday night CBS-TV, “Candid 
;Camera,” will this year be using 
‘Candid Camera blurbs ‘Bristol- 
Myers and Lever Bros.}. . 
One important condition of the 

Funt technique applied to the in- 
dustrial film is a superior product 
with high public aceeptance. Funt 
isays he once started a production 
for a company thad accepted pay- 
ment, in fact) and had te quit bee 
cause results of the candid inter- 
views were negative. 
No suck problem arose in shaote 

ing interviews on the Rambler, 
where ownership apparently ap- 
proaches pathological pride from 
itime to tifne. Candid Camera in- 
terviews for Rambler, conducted 
by Candid Camera -staffers Tom 
O'Malley and Ben Joelson, con-, 

istitute high endorsement of all the. 
compact's best features. Alternat- 
ing, O’Malley and Joelson posed as 
salesmen and customers in off-the- 
cuff talks with a variety of owners. 
Film is loaded with human inter- 
est, humor and believeability. 

First customer of the new divi- 
sion will be Armstrong § Cork, 
Blurbs also are underway for All . 
and Bufferin. 

80-Market Sale 
On NBC ‘Mounties’ 
NEC Films has spaded some syn- 

die coin out of the sparse markets 
in the sale of the Canadian adven- 
ture series, “Royal Canadian 
Mounted Police,” to McCulloch 
Corp., maker of. chain saws and 
farm equipment, Los Angeles. 

Entering video for the first time, 
via Fuller & Smith & Ross agency’s 
coast office, McCulloch is placing 
the series through dealers In 80 
"rural markets. Most of the deals 

fresh twist on commercials—a two-‘ are understood to be barter with 
minute book review. ‘stations getting the films in ex- 

Bankroller, which has been in! change for McCulloch blurbs. 
tv at other times, is beginning spon- | Markets are those that ordinarily 
sorship Sunday (17) of WNBC-TV's ‘have a thin budget for syndicati -3 
(N. Y.) “Meet the Press.” The two-! properties. such as Selma, Ala.; 
‘minute closing “‘commercial” will! Jackson, Tenn.; Columbus, Miss.; 
eonsist of a new book review by ; Mankato, N. D.: and so on. How- 
Clifton Fadiman, tagged with no’ ever, larger markets in agricultural 
more than a 15-second miail solici-' areas are also scheduled, including 
tation “for further information.” ‘St. Loufs and Minneapoils. 

Fadiman is a member of the Films will run for 26 weeks 
| Book Club: editorial board. (Continued on page 53) 



they felt the needle in 6 

(ali 6 ABC owned radio stations started a 

ABC acts to produce action! Every morith a major’ public 
service effort on ABC owned radio stations reaches out to 
six of the nation’s largest metropolitan areas~—New York, 
Chicago, Pittsburgh, Detroit, Los Angeles and San Francisco. 
Each month a new stimulus to community action springs from 
each city’s most stimulating station. Recently a polio vaccina- 
tion campaign on ABC stations was spearheaded by appeals 
fromsuch “local” talent as Eleanor Roosevelt.and Henry 

tn New York, John Wayne and Red Buttons In Los 
Angeles, Pie Traynor and David MacDonald in Pittsburgh. The 



ommunity action polio-vaccination drive) 

result: action! The anti-polio drive is just the beginning. Month 
after month these public service projects will reach ever- 
larger audiences in six of the nation’s largest markets. This is 
the kind of living radio that produces community action. This 
is the kind of living radio that produces action for the sponsor 
who knows where to find it—on ABC owned radio stations! 

/ ABC OWNED RADIO STATIONS 
WABC NEW YORK WLS CHICAGO KGO SAN FRANCISCO 
KQV PITTSBURGHWXYZ DETROIT KABC LOS ANGELES 



'V-FILMS 

Variety's weekly tabulation based on ratings furnished by American Research 
Bureau, highlights the top ten network shows on a local level and offers a rating study 
wn depth of the top ten syndicated shows in the same particular markets. This week 
six different markets are covered. 

In the syndicated program listings of the top ten shows, rating data such as the 
average share of audience, coupled with data as to time and day of telecasting com- 
petitive programming in the particular slot, etc, is furnished. Reason for detailing an 
exact picture of the rating performance of syndicated shows is to reflect the true rating 
strength of particular series. Various branches of the industry, ranging from media 

CHARLOTTE, N.C. 
TOP TEN NETWORK ORK SHOWS: 

RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. 

1. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30)......... WBTV 
2. Checkmate (Sat. 3:30-9:30). ........ WBTV 
8. Price Is Right (Wed. 8:30-9:00)....... WSOC 
4. Perry Mason (Sat. 7:30-8:30)......... WBTV 
5. Candia Camera (Sun. 10:00-10:30)....WBTV 
5. Dobie Gillis (Tues. 8:30-9:00) ........ BIV 
5. Haye Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10)..W3TV 
5. Route 66 (Fri. 8:30-9:30) ............ WBTV 
6. Perry Como (Wed. 9:00-10:00)........ WSOC 
q. Jack Benny (Sun. 9:30-10:00) ........ WBIV 
7. Real MecGoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00)...... WSOC 
1. Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30). ..... .. WSOC 

- 
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ARTETY -ARB SYNDICATION CHAR 
buyers to local stations and/or. advertisers to syndicators. will find the: ‘charts valuable. 

Over the, course of a year, ARB will tabulate a -minimum of 247 markets. The 
results of that tabulation will be found weekly in Vaumry. Coupled with the rating | 
performance of the top ten network shows on the local level, the Variery-ARB charts. 
are designed to reflect the rating tastes of virtually every tv market in the U.S. §. 

(*) ARB’s May-June 1961 survey covered a multi-week period. Syndleated shows 
sharing one of the Weeks with an alternating o special program are listed, with the } 
multi-week rating. of. ail programs in the time peried. given. - 

STATIONS: WBTY, wsoc. *SURVEY. DATES: MAY 15- JUNE rt, 1961 

TOP SYNDICATED PROGRAMS sD. av. 
° PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. DISTRIB. RIG. 

1. Whirlybiras (Tues. 7: 00)... sees teeseee WSOC... CBS 23 . 
2. Death Valley Days (Fri. 7:00)........ WBTV.....U.S. Borax 21 
3. Manhunt (Tues. 8:00)........ povvee. WBTV.....Screen Gems 20 
4 Sea Hunt (Thurs. 9:00)..... ee toecsee WSOC.... Ziv-UA 19 
5. Shotgun Slade (Wed. 7:00). 5... t...-. WSOC. 2. MCA . AT 
5. Coronado 9; M Squad (Thurs. 7:00). . WSOC... --.MCA; MCA 17 
5. Two. Faces West (Lhurs. 8:09)...... .- WBT V.....Sereen Gems 17 

| 5. Johnny Midnight (Sat., 10:30)....... WIV. -o+-MCA 17 
6: Blue Angels. (Tues. 7:30).....6..2... WBTV cease CNP 14 
—é. Dang Robin (Fri. B30). ...2-2-¢406-- WSOC veeee Ziv-UA 14 

ae : TOP COMPETITION Fav. 
“BH. PROGRAM STA, ae. 

6 ‘Assignment Underwater . WBTV: iz 
64; Fabray; Hong Kong. «+2. WSOC i1. 
38 | Laramie ...........: - eee WSOC. 32 
39} Asphalt Jungle .........WBTV 23 
43| Feature Film.........:..WBTV. 19. 

°° 49) Smith Show ............ WBIV 18. 
38} Donna Reed .......:....WSOC 2T 
50 | Tall es cee eenceae Wsoc 16 
28 @aaeee @e@wercve .. WSOC 3 

STATIONS: WFLA, WIVT, WSUN. *SURVEY + DATES MAY 15- JUNE U1, 1961 

1. Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30)....... WFLA 
2. Andy Griffith (Mon. 9:30-10:00)...... WTVvT 
2. Danny Thomas (Mon. 9:00-3:30)...... WIVT 
3. Ed Sullivan (Sun. 8:00-9:00)......... WIvVT 
4. Perry Mason (Sat. 7:30-8:30).....-... WTVT 
5. GE Theatre (Sun. 9:00-9:30)......... WIVvT 
5. Rawhide (Fri. 7:30-8:30) ............ WTVT 
6. Perry Como (Wed. 9:00-10:00)........ WFLA 
6. Price Is Right (Wed. 8:30-9:00)....... WFLA 
6. Dennis The Menace (Sun. 7:30-8:00)..WTVT 
6. Candid Camera (Sun. 10:00-10:30)...WIVT 
&. Ernie Ford (Thurs. 9:30-10:00)....... WFLA 
6. Checkmate (Sat. 8:35-9:30) .,....... WTVT. 
6. 

TULSA 
. Andy Griffith (Mon. 8:30-9:00)....... KOTV 

Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-1@: 30). - we eeeee ..WTVT | 5. Shotgun Slade (Sat. 10:30).......... 

1. Tightrope (Fri. 7:00). calecesscceees WTVT.... Screen Gems 
2. Best of Post (Fri. 9:30)......:....... WYVT.... ITC 

2. Pioneers (Mon. 7:00)..:....-..5....- WIV... Recheck 
2. Yogi Bear (Wed. 1} ) ,. WFLA....Screen Gems 

3. Sea Hunt (Tues. 7:00)......,........- WFLA.... Ziv-UA 

4 Blue Angels (Thurs. 7:00)...... coos. WFLA..... CNP 

4. Death Valley Days; 26. Men WELA.. . U:S. Borax; 

(Wed. 7:00)........2.... cence ABC . 
5. Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 6: 00)... .... WFLA.... Screen Gems 

5. Quick Draw MeGraw (Tues. 6:00).....WFLA....Screen Gems 
WIVT.. -.-MCA. 

24 
22 
22 

57 | Magoo & Movies ..:.. «+. WFLA 
46 TT Sunset. Strip. ss ccceee WSUN 
54| Brothers Brannigan... - 22+ WFLA 
44| News; Sports; Weather... WIVT™ 
39| Theatre; News; Weatfier. WIrvr 
51| Mounted Police ....:...WIFVT 

Two Faces West.........WIVT 

39. News; Sports; Weather..WIVT 
37| News; Sports; .Weather..WIVT 
451 Box: Office | - 

STATIONS: KYOO, KOTV, KTUL. *SURVEY. DATES: MAY 15. JUNE 11, 

vothers Brannigan Sat. 9:80).......KOTV.....CBS 1. B 

2. Lock-Up (Fri. 8:30)... ....... sveoee--KOTV..... Ziv-UA 
2. Third Man (Thurs.. 9:30). Lewes seen KTUL sews NTA 
3. Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 6: 00). _KTUL. ; ;.»-Screen Gems 

4. Manhuat (Mon. 9:30).........2...... KVOO.... Screen Gems 
4. Two Fates. West (Wed. 8:00)......... “KOTV.....Screen Gems 

|| 4. Johnny Midnight (Sat. 10:00)....... ..KOTV..... MCA 
-5. Yogi Bear (Mon. 6:00)..........-.--- KTUL.....Screen Gems 

& Quick Draw MeGraw (Wed. 6:60)..... -KTUL.. ....Sereen Gems. 

6 Tightrope (Sat. 10:00). .....:......! TUL.....Sereen Gems 
6. Death Valley; Dawson (Wed. 9: 30)! .--KVOO.. 10. S. Borax:. 

57 | Lawrence Welk weveecees KTUL 
43! Ci Sunset Strip. . TUL. 

CBS; Rpts; Eye Okla . . KOTY. 
a a 2 ae a @e YOO... 

S ietley Brinkley ce cewes Ty 
30{ June Allyson ......:...:-KOTV" 
27| Perry Como .:........., Kvoo. . 
43| Report ..0.3...6......0. KVOO ~ 
80; Report 2 oe lc ..n ele. KVOO 

Huntley Brinkley.” ee neeee vor. 
voces bewaeeeews KVOO.- 

oe | iantley Brine ‘ 
25 | Johnny Midnight Cleedecs KOTV 
19! | UL 

14. 
18. 
“is 

26. 
14 
14 

26 
-27 
4” 

1 

2, Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30)........... KOTV 

3. Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 8:30-9:). KOTV 
4. Wagon Train (Wed. 6:30-7:20)....... KVOO 

5. Candid Camera (Sun. 9:00-9:30)...... KOTV 

6. Garry Moore (Tues. 9:00-10:00)....... KOTY 
7, Hennesey (Mon. 9:60-9:30) ......... KOTV 

q. Red Skelton (Tues. 8:39-9:00)....... .KOTV 
8. My Lime (Sun. 9:30-10:00)..........- KOTV 

®. Rawhide (Fri. 6:30-7:30)..........--- KOTV 

NEW ORLEANS 
3, Wagon Train Wed. 6:30-7-30) .....- WDSU 

2. Danny Thomas (Mon. 8:00-8:30!..... WWL 

2 Garry Moore (Tues. 9:00-10:00)...... WwLhL 

8, Bonanza (Sat. 6:30-7:30) ...........- WDSU 
4. My Line (Sun. 9:30-10:00) wee... WWL 

5. Candid- Camera (Sun. 9:00-9:30)....WWL 

5. Price Is Right (Wed. 7:30-8:00)...... WDSU 

&. Dobie Gills (Tues. 7:30-8:00)....... 2 WWL 

§. Red Skelton (Tues. 8:30-9:00)....... WWL 

5. Gun-Travel (Sat. 8:30-9:00)......--.-.WWL 

. Andy Griffith (Mon. 8:30-9:00)../...WREC 

38} 

| 1. Sea Hont (Thurs, 

1. Brothers Brannig’a (Thurs. 930-10. aOR CBS 
2. Jim Backus (Mon. 8:30) ..... ceeeee WWL......CNP 

. Lock Up/Godfrey (Fri. 8:30)........ WWL..... ZIV UA 
: Midnight/Emmy (Tues. - '10.00)....... WDSU.. 2. MCA 
4. Mike Hammer (Mon. 10:00)--....... WWL......MCA 
4. Assignment Underwater (Tues. 10: OO}WWL......NTA 

4. Amos & Andy (Fri. 10:30) ........... WDSU:..:.CBS 
4. Third Man (Fri. 10:00).-..:........ WDSU.... NTA 
5. Death Valley/Alabama (Mon. 9:30)..WDSU.... US Borax 
5. Ramar of The Jungle (Sat 8:30).....WDSU.. ... IFC 
5. Blue Angels (Sat. 9:30)....--...-.. WWL..:...CNP 

9:30): . 

Silents/Kovaks weeee a .. WVUE 55 
34| Interpol ............0... WL 
38 Adven In Paradise: .... -. WVUE 

17T Sunset Strip ......... WYUE. 
441 Underwater ..... beweeee WWL 
46| Manhunt ..........:....WDSU 
42 | Midnight/Emmy ~........ WDSU 
66 ‘News Sports Weather.. .. WWL 
44 Big Movie ..:......... .. WWL. 

Marry. A Millionaire .oe. WW. 
31) Peter Gunn:.......-...... WVUE_ 
64 | Two Gunn/Kangaroo ....WWL : 
29 First, Run ‘Theatre: eens WDSU'™ 

] caeeaves WHBQ.... gry UA 3 56 US Marshal/JFR WME ° 10 ; 

2. Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30).......... WREC = 37|| 2, Brothers Brannigan (Sat. 9:30)... ... WREC.... CBS 2% 46 | Nowe Weathn oit7 THEO. 2 
8. Gun-Travel (Sat. 8:30-9:00)......... WREC 35 || 3. Highway Patrel (Mon.-Fri. 6:00)...... WREC.....ZIV UA 21 55 | Huntley Brinkley. LWMCT ll 

4. €andid Camera (Sun. 9:00-9:30)..... WREC 3411 4 Peoples Choice/Cisco Kid (Wed. 7:00): WMCT.... ABC/Ziv UA 17 41 | Wagon Train .:...:..... ‘WMCT 1T 
5. Hennesey (Mon. 9:00-9:30)--........ WREC 321-3. Trackdewn: (Thurs. 6:30)......... ..-WREC..... CBS 14 3g | Malibu Run .......:....WREC 17 

6. Garry Moore (Tues. 9:00-10:00)..... WREC 31|| 6 Amos & Andy (Sat. 6:00)..:......... .WREC.....CBS 13 42 ara loele Ho .....-..-. wae. a 
1. My Line (Sun. 9:30-10:00) ........ WREC $30] ¢. Whirlybirds (Tues. 6:30)..........--WREC.....CBS 13 32|\Taranie nl  wMCT oA 
T. Naked City (Wed. 9:00-10:00).......WHBQ § 30]| 7. Meet McGraw (Tues. 9:30)......... WHO... ABC 12 21 | Bugs Bunny =..-........ } 14 
8. Rawhide (Fri. 6:30-7:30)............ WREC 291] 7. Popeye (Sat.. 10: 00).......:......0°. WHBQ.... UAA. 12 44|Garry Moore ..,....... .WREC 34 

9. Danny Thomas (Mon. 8:00-8:30)..--. WREC 28 || 7. Tomb Territory (Thurs. 7:00)........ Roy Rogers ......2.-+5 WREC. 8 
9. Dobie Gillis (Tues. 7:30-8:00) ...... WREC 28 || (Sat. 5:80). «veces WREC. «ZIV UA 12 42 Dance Fany seentete er ER a 
9. 77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 8:00-9:00). ..... WHBQ 23 || 8. US Marshal/JFK | (Thurs. 9:30). sete WMCT.. - NTA. 10 22 | Sea Hunt WB 25 

am | a DES MOINES STATIONS: KRNT, WHO, WOI. “SURVEY DATES: MAY 15 - JUNE It, 1961. 

1. My Line «Sun. 9:30-10:00".......... KRNT at| 1. Dang Robin (Sat. 9:30)..........,-+.KRNT.\... I | Lawrence Welk . vino ene t 23. 

2. Candid Camera (Sun. 9:00-9:30)....KRNT 41)| 2 Death Valley Days (Thurs. 9:30).... WHO...\..US Borax 25 60 “Steel/ Circle lieesee. : See 2 
3. Red Skelton ‘Tues. 8:30-9:00).. .... KRNT 40! 3..Manhunt (Wed: 9:30)...... -t....02.WHO....\.Sereen Gems 13 25| Laramie. ............-.. WHO. ‘Dp 
3. Garry Moore ‘Tues. 9.00-10:00)..... KRNT 40\| 4. Mr. Ed (Tues, 6:30) ..........0.., .s WOI....-. MCA 13 30 | MacMurray Thea. ......WHO 9 

* 4 Andy Griffith ‘Mon. 8:30-9:00)...-..KRNT = 38 4. Tightrope (Sat. 10:30)...... Lsseeee-KRNT;....Sereen Gems 13 52|TDaramian HES \ 
4, Hennesey ' Mon. 9:60-9:30)..........-- KRNT. 38 || 4. Two -Faces (Thurs. 9:30)..... Leceeee WOI...... Screen Gems. 13 26] Big Pic/Eddie/MLBB. ‘WHO 2 
5. Gunsmoke ‘Sat. 9:00-9:30)......... -KRNT. 36.) 5. Interpol (Tues. 6:30)........---cce. KRNT.....ITC 11 2g | Weather/News :..:......WHO 18° 

6. Gun-Travel ‘Sat. 8:30-9:00) ........ KRNT 35] 6. Amos & Andy/MLBB. (Sat. 12:00)... KRNT.....CBS to gg | Huntley Brinkley <°1...WHO- 16 
7. Groucho Marx Thurs. 9:00-9:30)..-- WHO 34) 7. Huck Hound (Thurs. 6:00).......... WOI:...-- Screen Gems 9 23 | Davey Gone RENE i 
8. Checkmate (Sat. 8:30-9:00).........KRNT. 33 (| 7. Popeye (Sat. 8:00 AM)... we ee ce ... WHO. ne UAA z) 82 | Rural visescectscceeecesKRNG 1. 



Af 

7 under. contract und he will tour the 

; -layman.: The material | will be date- 
_less and though we shall: be aim- 
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LOCAL TV & SYNDICATION 47 

Perils of Covering. a Hurricane 
‘Houston, ‘Sept. 12. 

With the Texas Gulf Coast under threat of the. ‘worst hurricane 
‘since 1900, KHOU-TV, Houston, 
personnel over to the U. S. Weather Bureau for continuing reports. 
on Carla’s progress. © 

In the threatened strike of the 
by Monday, Gulf Coast: tv ‘audience witnessed. the. progress of _ 
Catla for more than 12 hours on U. S.: Weather Bureau radar as‘. 
Picked up. at the Bureau’s Galveston, headquarters by: KHOU-TV;: 

‘storm that: saw 600, 000 evacuees 

Since ‘the ty station had cleared through’ Washington on the coyer- 7 
‘age and was the Bureau's official. outlet, the reports were moni- ~ 
tored and relayed by more. than 100 radio stations in the area. . 
‘KHOU-TV. news director Dan. Rather and Bureau officials were . 

‘of the HQ in Galveston, which. broadcasting . from the.fifth floor 
was flooded in ‘an estimated five feet of water. By. Monday, Rather 
and the weather: men had ‘been 
‘on short. food’ rations. | 

The. high water knocked out thie: second microwave length: in 

on. duty: for “72 hours and were 

Galveston that was relaying the radar track of the hurricane eye 
250‘miles out -in the Gulf, and. the station went to emergency 
transmission Sunday noon when the main transmitter lost power. 

While a third of Galveston's LAL pera fone shad ‘evacuated wy. | 
Monda , the Gulf island city, was. relatively safe because o 

-UT-foot seawall’ built after the. hurrican ‘of - 1900 had killed 6,000 
people. 

' During the. 36. hours of continuous reports up to Monday noon, 

KHOU-TV was. preempting. all web and iocal- Programming with 

the weather officials as total authority. 

‘That ‘Jocally.- - “controversal doc- 
umentary. on Chicago, which. Denis |. 
“Mitchell produced for the’ BBC-TV | 
ast. ‘year, may finally get an air- 
ing on WBKB this fall. ‘Station ap- 
parently feels now. that ‘the. heat |" 
(applied against ‘the film’: by. the: 
Chicago Tribune and sister -paper, 
the American, and echoed by. the 
Mayor and others. of ‘the. city's 
power. elité). has: cooled. down: suf-. 
‘ficiently to make a publi¢ showing 
possible. While:the ABC o&o hasn't. 
‘jssued any announcement of an in- 
tended telecast, there are. clear; 
indications. that ‘it is no longer | 
afraid: of the “censors.” 

First indication was that the 
management of sister ABC station, 
KGOQ-TY, San Francisco, exhibited 
the film to a private VIP. gather-' 
ing a few weeks ago. The ‘second, 
‘and more -significant | ‘sign, is that. 
‘WBKB. plans to spring the film: as 
a surprise on a group of ad agency | 
people and- television : columnists | .. 

- today .(Tues:) at a luncheon .at | 
which the: Chi. station. will make-: 
a-pitech for its.new fall lineup.” . 

‘The Denis ‘Mitchell film, titled’ 

Will be. 
‘an example : 

“Chicago: - First ‘Impressions. of a 
Great American City,” 
shown to the group as 

-.of the “brave. and- creative” spe" | 
cials WBKB is capable of. The sta- !- 
tion had invested, with the BBC, : 
in the production of the film. and : 
contributed. camera crews and 
other - creative assistance in ex-" 
change for the USS.. Tights. 

* When Teports. filtered . in’ from 
certain newspaper sources ‘in Eng- : 
land, after the single BBC show: ; 
ing, ‘that the film was not a pretty ' 
ortrait of the Windy City, ‘the. 

Prouhaha began and WBKB had. to 
yield to the pressures. 

F master Ltd 
Art Tintpixers 

“London, Sept. 12. 
Howard Connell, a director .of | 

B. Cc. G, ° production. - company, has 

been: ‘appointed: executive producer 

of Filmaster Productions Ltd. a. 

new company arising out. ‘of B. C.G. 

Sydney ‘Brett ‘is the. chairman, 

i 

Colonel: George Lane. the: man- i 
aging director and’ other. directors , 

are Sir Charles Russell, the Duch: | 

-ess of. Argyll and Connell. 

Connell told Varrery: “Our first|.. 
project, due to’start ‘shooting. soon, | 
will be a series of 30-minute color]. 
telefilms called “The World -Of 
“Art.” We have Piet:o Annigoni: 

art centres of Europe interpreting : 
‘the works of the masters for. th; 

ing at a superior market the pro- 
grams will definitely | not. be egg-- 
héad.” The art series will be fol-| 
lowed by a skein called “The. His-. 
-tory of Fashion,” in which Pierre 
Balmain: will ‘be using Paris’ Blue- 
bell Girls -to interpret. different 
‘phases and trends of. fashion over: ji 

the centurl ies. 

Controversial Chi Documentary 
May Get WBKB A 
nay Sept. 12. + 

Unger A Pay TV Slot 
Oliver A; Unger. has ‘Joined Home. 

Entertainment Co. as-exec v.p. and 
mnember of the hoard of. directors. 

- Unger, formerly chairman of the | ~ 
board and prexy. of National Tele-| 
film Associates, will supervise and. 
‘provide ' programming for . the 
wired pay-ty system. which HEC 
has developed and is ready to 
franéhise. HEC. prexy Martin. Leeds 

1said Unger will supervise and -pro- 
vide programming for the pay-tv 
system. 

Brasselle’s $ Stock 
Offering on Vidpix 

" Washington, “Sept. 12. 
“Lunar ‘Enterprises: Inc:,- N-Y., 

‘told ‘the Securities cand. Exchange 
| Comtnission it. hopes ‘to net $583,- 
‘937.50 from.a’ new stock. offering 
, to.develop pilots for proposed tele- 
vision. film ‘series: during the next 
year. and, also,. .to use for work- 
ing Capital..- 

‘Lunar, of which Henry’ K Bras: 
: selle - (Keefe Brasselle): -is presi- 
: dent and Martin. J.: Machat, secre- 
tary, wants SEC to registér 125, 000 
shares of ‘common stock- ta be 
offered for public: sale. at.$5.75: per 
share.: Ehrlich, Irwin -& Co.’ will: 

‘handle the sale, ‘earning almost 72 
cents. per. share - ‘in commission, 
“plus $17,968.75 in: expenses. Also, 
.Henry Ehrlich,-a principal of the { 
‘underwriter has. exercised: an Op- 
: tion to purchase 30.000 common } 
‘shares -at five: cents per share. In 
addition,’ 12.000 more common'}: 

‘shares are involved in warrants: 
at the. five-cent rate to.a limited 
, rou. ‘SEC records ‘indicate. 

Lunar told SEC that.two of. its 
| propertiés, “Beachfront” and “Joey 
Trouble,” 
CBS-TV,. and -that’ one ‘property, 

-“Warrant for Arrest,” has-been! 
financed. by ABC Films Inc. 

Before the proposed new issue, | 
the company has 317,000: -shares 
of ‘common _ stock. :: 

18.92%; Robert Milberg, 18.92°0 
and Ehrlich, 9.46%; according to 

- SEC Teeords.. 

i WOR- TV Now. Claims 
Nighttime Audience 
Swing Toward Indies 

RKO. .General ° indie. WOR-TV 
has analyzed ‘the’ summer’ Nielsen 

jfigures -and comes ‘up. with. the. 
claim: that ‘viewer -preference dur- 
‘ing night hours is away from. webs 
and toward the independents.. 

Latest. Nielsen New York. metro- 
politan reports, says: the. ‘station, 
shows indies up from a combined 

‘to: midnight,. Sunday through Sat- 
urday, to a combined 27% average 

4 sociated, to Puerto Rico and: Virgin share. 
WOR says its average aud share 

i has. gone. Up. 105% to lead the 
indies, 

: tonal tv. series. “Atomic Age phys- |. 
| ies,” 

turned. its entire: facilities and. NEC‘TV’s “Continental Classroom” 

‘After All) 

have . been financed by. 

- outstanding. 
Brasselle owns. :47,. 316! Machat, 

17.9% ‘average aud sharé,-9 p.m.. 

Off-Network Educ’ TV 
Now there’s. off-network educa- 

series originally telecast on 

in ’58-'59, is slated. for telecasting. 

starting Oct. 2: 

by WPIX. Series is produced by} 
ao Learning Resources. Institute. | 

TV Series, But As 
Animated Figures} 
The. Three | Marx Bros. ‘will be 

brought. together - again by Screen 
Gems for a ty comedic séries to be 

| produced in the. new. Tri-Cinema- 
j tion process. Through this new 
animated process, Groucho, Chico} 
and Harpo will be represented visu- 
ally by. life-like figures that -will 
talk: “(except for” Harpo; he'll 
whistle). 

Brother Gummo represented the]. 
three Marxes in the negotiations. | 

| Over the past 10 years the Marx 
“| Bros: have turned down repeated 

offers for them to appear together. 
Tri-Cinemation process allows.them 
an opportunity. for a tv vehicle’ 
without getting involved in ardu- | 
ous production sehedules. 
Tri-Cinemation sculptures are 

Now working on the first models for 
the Groucho, Chico -and Harpo 
figures: The last pic -that the 
brothers made together was “Love 
|Happy” in 1950. Since their last 
film, Groucho has had’ his own 
-comedy-quiz series ‘on NBC-TV, 
now going into syndication after 19 
years on network.. 

The. producers of the new series 
“|hope to get some of the. writers of 
| fhe old Marx films to work on the 
new tv series. SG acquired the Tri- 
Cinemation process through aan. 
agreement .with Chris_-Diatsintos, 
Albert Hecth and Robert Brahm. 
The trio, in addition to constructing 
the Tri-Cinemation . fivures; also. 
will -handle the actual filming. 

TOLEDO’S $750,000 
TV STUDIO FACILITY 

Toledo, Sept.: 12. 
‘Community Broadcasting Co.'s 

WIOL-TY shifted fts studio opera- 
tions from the Hillcrest. Hotel ta 
its new production centre at Jack- 
son and Huron Sts., in downtown 
-Toledo; last week. Coincident with 
the opening of the new facilities, 
built at a cost of more than $750; 
000, Thomas S...Bretherton, V.p. 
‘and. general manager, said that the. 
late evening newscast will be ex- 
.panded from 15 minutes to a full- 
‘half-hour, : Monday thru Friday,. 
from 11. to .11:30 p.m. 
‘New program, “Eleventh. Hour : 

News Final:” will have newseasters 
‘Oscar Huff, WTOL-TV news direc- 
‘tor, Jim Van Sickle, Clem. Gend- 
|ron,.and Orris and'.Doug Tabner 
participating in the presentation. 
Two. additional. radio-equipped. 
“News-mobiles” have been ‘added. }. 
by the station: 
Among the program changes will 

be the réplacement of the..Jack | 
‘Paar show with a late evening film | 
series,. Monday. through Friday, at 
11:30 p.m. Films from the new 
“61 for 61”: series ‘and “Films for 
the 50’s” are Planned. 

~ Vii Chatter | 
"Jerry Hyams, John. ‘Mitchell. and 

{Lloyd Burns head ‘contingent of 
Screen Gems brass to Coast ... 
Metro TV,’ opening a Chicago 
office, named Ed, Montanus as 
central sales manager. Montanus 
most recently was associated with 

manager .. -Wolper . Productions 
has added four more segments to 
its “The Story of” . documentary 
series for Ziv-UA. New. producer 
assignments for the series include 
‘William Kronick, John Goetz, MeI 
‘Stuart, and Arthur Swerdloff . 
Donald . Kluaber, v.p. and national 
sales manager of Seven Arts As- 

Islands... .. : Jason Rabinovitz, _di- 
reetor of business effairs for, Metro 
TV,. to Coast 

on N.Y.. Daily. News | indie. “WPIX, | 

The physics. course will be part: 
{of the tv N.Y. -Regerits’ bloc of 

- [daytime . programming on the sta- |- 
'.| tion, It will be telecast from 2 to | - 

2:30 p.m., ‘Monday through Friday,. 

NBC. Films : as central © division |: 
Dempsey | and State Police Com-° | 

168 Hwood-Made Telefilm Series 
With $135,000,000 Budget Allocated: 

Kildaire Gets Around 
Metro.- Goldwyn - Mayer Tele-' 

vision’s new “Dr. Kildaire” 

precedent by premiering in three 
‘| separate countries within an eight- © 

| day: peri 

Hour.: ries will premiere on the’ 

‘work on Saturday, Sept. 23, Its: 
American premiere, on NBC-TV, 
comes. five days lated, “Thursday, 
Sept. 28, at 8:30-9:30 p.m. Just 
three days later. on Sunday, Oct. 1, : 

Foreign ‘deals on “Dr. Kildaire” 
were made through NEC Inter- 
national, 

Chi: Mucho ‘Ma 
Ys. Wagon; Allen 

Chicago, Sept. 12. 

WGN-TV, having garnered tall’ 

ratings last season with UPA’s 

“Mister Magoo” series in a half-’ 
hour format, is ‘expanding the 

show to a full hour this fall and ; 

slotting. it at 7 p.m. Wednesdays, 

opposite ‘Steve Allen, “Wagon ' 

Train,” “Alvin and the Chip- : 

munks,” “Top Cat” and the Joey : 
Bishop. show. Indie station is also ; 

‘ereating a half-hour strip, with a 

| live framework, out of the five- 

minute installments in UPA’s. new 

“Dick Tracy”. séries. Both cartoon 
shows are distributed by ‘Tele- 
vision Personalities Ine. 

-Enlargement of the “Magoo” 
show will be done chiefly through 
-the use of travelogs, which are to 
be narrated (with the typical 
myopic mistakes, of course) by a 
WGN-TY discovery who supposedly! 
‘can do a good imitation of the! 
voice ‘created by Jim Backus, Sta- 
tion has the’ permission of UPA 
prexy. Henry Saperstein to do the 
locally invented travelog bits, 
which will interlard the cartoons. 
They'll be written by Roy Brown 
‘and produced by Frazier Thomas. 

WGN intends to get maximum 
mileage from the “Dick Tracy” 
segs by combining them with the 
“Q. T. Hush” cartoons in a live 
context that will featuré Ray Ray- 
ner. as..a Tunning character, Sgt. 
Pettibone. 

It’s: appropriate that the Dick 
. Tracy show should wind up on 
WGN-TY since.the station's parent | 
newspaper, the Chicago Tribune, 
has been. the originating point of 
Chester Gould's still. cartoon strip 
for the past three decades. 

New Haven WNHC-TV’s 
Triphammered Spread 

On Safety Editorials 
New Haven. Sept. 12. 

WNHC-TV, New Haven, last 
week. launched an .editorial policy 
with a statement on the state's; 
highway. death toll which had 

several repeats over the weekend. 

Station general manager, Howard 
Maschmeier says “There will | 

| be no. set time for future station | 
@ditorials but, they will appear. 
whenever it is deemed necessary : 

series! 
| will set. an international television | 

Canadian Broadcasting Corp. net-: 

the series will debut on the BBC- | 
TV network. 

as00’ | 

Take Up 107, of Webs’ Prime Time 
‘e Hollywood, Sept. 12. 

Approximately $135,000,000 has 
been allocated by Hollywood tele- 

i filmeries. for upcoming season’s 
:network skeds. Accounting for 
‘ bulk of this record outlay of studio, 
| network and bank money are 68 
different series that can’ be cate- 

. Borized in five brackets. 

Caleulated on the accepted basic 
cost, give or take a few thousand, 
of $60,000 for ¢ half-hour show 
and $100,000 for an hour spread, 
| the average term of 26 weeks (gen- 
erous for hour shows), Hollywood's 

:68 consuming more than 76% of 
‘the webs’ prime time skims past 

} 

| sre 125 million :mark.. Pregranis 
ared for the syndicate mwarket 

| perforce and not choice) and 
i occasional film specials boosts the 
total by another $10,000,000 even 
if half-hour shows are eheaper by 

‘the dozen. 

The year’s fop supplier of tele- 
: films is MCA’s Revue with eight 
series. Warners is second with 
‘Seven and then, in order, Screen 
Gems six, 20th-Fox and Four Star 
five apiece and MGM-TV with 

r. The many singles are off- 
\ hoots of star-produced own series. 
It is still te be determined how 
[ tape is to be eventually classified, 
now hotly disputed by crafts and 
guilds. 

To break down the 68 series into 
. their dominant formats, the encom- 
{ passing result would be five- 
pronged, to wit: action-adventure, 

: Situation comedy, animated Car- 
: toon, pure drama and cops ’n’ rob- 
“bers, Most of the westerns will 
i still be with us and always will, 
| say the producers whose talisman 
iis the horseshoe. Only change this 
| year is that they’l! be longer. 

Hour shows will be more sus- 
ceptible to earlier demise than 
their shorter rivals because of mul- 
tiple sponsors who buy in minutes 
for 13 weeks and less. Once the 
ratings come up short, they’l] shop 
around for livelier ‘shows. Also 
vulnerable ‘are the hours that 
thrive on violence, the edict against 
such displays of physical. vis-a-vis 

: placing them off limits to the FCC. 

98 Markets For 
‘Whiplash’ Series 

Independent Television Corp.’s 
“Whiplash” has been picked up by 
Consumers Cooperative Assn. of 
Kansas City, for schduling in 11 
midwestern markets. Deal marks 
the entrance of Consumers Co- 

; operative Assn, into fuHtime spon- 
sorship of a syndicated series. 

Agency is Potts, Boodbury, Inc. 
+Client previously had bought par- 
ticipations. Deal puts “Whiplash” 
Series in 98 markets. 

The foilowing markets were 
bought by Consumers Cooperative 
Assn.; Sioux City, Ia.; Topeka, 
Kan.; Ames-Des Moines, Ia.; Ft. 
Dodge, Ia.; Great Bend, Kan; 
Witchita-Hutshinson, Kans.; St. 
| Joseph, Mo.; Lincoln, Neb.; "Sioux 
j Falls, S. Dak.; Rapid City, Ss. Dak., 
l and Kearney-Hastings, Neb. 

TILLMAN, CON ED 
STILL GOING STEADY 

Romance between John Tillman, 
:on-the-spot reporter WPIX, N. Y, 
‘and sponsor Con Edison burns 
‘bright. Yesterday (Tues.), the two 

that the -public be informed in jcelebratea their 12th anni together 
depth on matters of ROv ernment, ‘on the station’s “Three Star News” 
social problems, economic and civic . 
affairs ‘in- general whigh touch 
every Connecticut. resident.” 

Initialer featured Gov.. John 

missioner Leo Mulcahy with the 

Friday. 
‘at 7:10 p.m., Monday-threvgh- 

Crew used by Tillman is a regu- 
lar Fox Movietone Unit—camera- 
man, soundman, electrician. Most 
:Story leads come from the Daily 

former chiding the state legisla- ; News city desk: (Indie station is 
ture-for turning down a program ‘ owned by Daily News.) On an aver- 
of ‘minimum, standards for drivers’ : 
licences proposed by the latter. 

The editorial was air ed_ twice : 
Friday ‘night (8) and seven more 
times over the weekend. Spead was ; 

topped by telecast of a half-hour 
pubservice film on the problem : 
titled, “Signal 30.” 

day night at 10:30 p.m. 

iage day, it takes from four to five 
| hours to gather materia] for the 
evening's 15-minute show. Tillman 
edits, introduce and conducts his 
own show. On the rare when the 
icity is quiet and news is slow, Till- 
man uses one of a number of in- 

telecast .Sun-;terviews and special features, held 
}in abeyance for such contingencies. 



VARIETY | _. ‘Wednesday, September 13,:1961... 

As the CBS Television Network moves into another new season with the largest nationwidd 
audiences, its viewers again eagerly look forward to the most exciting program line-up.on the 
air—the return of such popular comedians as Andy Griffith, Jack Benny, Danny Thomas and 
Red Skelton...another season with variety's greatest headliners, Ed Sullivan and Garry Moore 
..and the return engagement of other great stars who gave the CBS Television Network more 
top-rated programs last season than the other two networks combined. And to. add to the 
excitement, the nation’s viewers can look forward to new formats, new. faces, néw-ideas. 



cal anelie 

_ Gunsmoke goes to a full hour, and E.G. Marshall stars ina dramatic new courtroom series. 
And viewers can also anticipate a season of very special “specials”—Victor Borge...Danny 

| Kaye...Leland Hayward...Leonard Bernstein. -and Sir Laurence Olivier supported by one of 
|. the most distinguished casts ever assembled in a powerful two-hour drama. All in all, it 
| | strongly suggests that:in the intense competition for viewers a Ub 

|. the CBS Television Network and its advertisers will once again D OMINAT 

‘Wednesday, September 18,1961 i (tsté‘(<‘aié‘(‘éS ETP i 

~ Example: Saturday night takes ¢ on added dimension when television’s top-rated program 

; 

f 

Nort 
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Mobi Oil Nuts About Rosser Reeves’ 
Hard Sell and Chips in $6,000.00 
—On Other Madison Ave. Fronts 

By BILL GREELEY 

Even in the blue-sky semantics { 
of Madison aAve., it's something 
like a miracle when a company 
that does $3 billion in annual sales : 
makes a $6.0U0.U00 advertising de- 
e:sion in less than a minute after }j 
execs have seen the agency's s pitch. 

That’s how fast Mobil Oil wigs ; 
reacted ‘positively: to Ted Bates: 
presentation on ad campaign pro-: 
posals for. the coming year. 

Besides being the kind of okay 
that’s generally subjected to the 
lung mull by 
executives, the Mobil nod repre-: 
sented a radical change in the 
company’s advertising approach . 
from both a media and copy stand-. 

point. 

And in less time than it takes 
to run off a fast, fast, fast Amacin = 
blurb, Mobil bought not one plan | 
but two, the seeond being prepared : : 
initially by Bates strategists strict-_ 

ly as an alternate. 

The either or proposals 
volved extensive buys of prime- 
time entertainment programs on 
ABC or CBS, with the balance of 
the coin to go to full- “page news- 
paper ads and spot television. Spot 
tv was the loser as Mobil latched 
on to both network spreads. NBC 
wags out of the running when the 
other networks came through with : 
station lineups to suit Mobil’s dis- : 
tribution pattern, which doesn’t .> 
cover all U.S. markets and by- 
passes the Southeastern states com- . 
pletely. 

The Bates presentation cantend- 
ed that gasoline can be sold like 
soap, cigarets or drug products— 
ie, promoted like 

by plain people and the advertis- - 
ing doesn’t have to be for the 
board of directors as it is with 
most oil companies. Same time, 
Bates has toed the old line to the 
extent of “CBS Reports,” “Eve- 
witness to History” on CBS and 
the 6. p.m. news and American 
League pro football on ABC. 

The buys were made late in the ° 
geason ‘July’, but where possible : 
the agency picked shows with a 
hizh percentage of male viewers. ‘ 
Agency research had shown that: 
the gas buying decision falls 70% 
to the men, although wives may. 
do a lot of the actual purchasing. 

Campaign will break Sept. 25 
and will go very heavy through 
the first five weeks of the fourth ! 
quarter. It will lighten up from 
then on through the Christmas i 
holidays, which are a low period : 
for volume sales of gasoline. 

Copy line, created by Bates! 
chairman Rosser Reeves, is the, 
agency's “most secret document,” 
but it's a safe bet that the “Unique | 
Selling Proposition” will be there 
just as the network dispersment 
is there, following the party line ‘ 
of Reeve'’s hardsell opus, “Reality ° 
in Advertising,” the book that got : 
the agency the oil account in the ! 
first place. 

Shows on CBS include 
and Gladys”; “Ichabod”; 
mate”; “Investigators”: “eT wilight ° 
Zone"; ‘“Froritier Cireus”: and 
the aforementioned pubserv ice and 
news. ABC lineup includes * ‘Chey- 
enne”’; “New Breed”; “Ben Casey”; 
“Bus Stop”; “Adventures in Para- 
dise”’; “Roari ing Twenties”; “Ozzie ! 
and Har riet”; “Target — ‘Corrup- 
tors”; “The Hathawars”: *’s “Straight- 
away”; “Naked City”; and football 
and the news. 

Agency feels if it can prove to 
a company whose annual sales are 
$3 billion that advertising pays 
off, there's no limit to what the. 
future ad. budget can be. 

On a personal level, the Mobil 
push has some extra dramatics. It 

“Pete ° 
“Check- _ 

eight echelons of - 

in- i | 

packaged | 
gnods—that most gas is purchased : 

companles and more. than $20, 000, - 
'000 in amunition. 

Lucky Pierre 

{ Presidential press 
‘Pierre Salinger, “for his part. in 
ian unprecedented mobilization of 
}television in Prestdential commu- 
nication,” has been named to re- 
ceive the Pulse 1961 “Man of the 

| vear r”’ award. . 

| He'll be honored Oct. 18 at a 
luncheon at the Plaza, which will 
‘also mark the 20th anni of Pulse 
in the research field. 
Up and down: Barry Biederman, 

formerly with Mogul, Williams & 
Savlor, and Howard Robin, former- 
ly with Cohen & Aleshire, have 

‘joined the copy department of Len- 
nen & Newell. 

Half -stripes for George R. 
‘Christie and Tod Moore,. Ted Bates : 
account execs who have been’ made ‘ 
assistant veepees. 

‘ : 

“East-West-Paar . 
Continued from page 39 aaaam 

explained he knows Paar, 
tioned that before condemning 
Paar, “we should see the report... 
as to who was at fault.” At least 
five other Senators had words to 

:say on the subject of Paar and in ' 
one form or another all expressed j 
shock and concern. 
’On Saturday (9); the day after 

the incident hit the Senate head- 
lines, the Defense Dept. relieved 

‘one officer of his duties in Berlin . 
and admonished another as the re- , 
sult of° an investigation into the ° 
Paar affair. 

Six officers . (including two col-: 
tonels) and 50 armed soldiers of : 
the U.S. took position at the Fried- : 
richstrasse border point while the - 
film was made for Paar. 

Paar disclosed from Europe that — 
he had asked the Army for only 
two things in. making his Berlin . 
shows, the first of which {the 

, Friedrichstrasse stanza) was aired 
‘last night (Tues.) in the regular 
Paar NBC-TV time, The two things 
were that he be allowed to meet : 
‘a soldier who was to be decorated 
fur courage in:a border incident 
and to have a jeep stationed at the 
border against a sign reading “you- 
ow are leaving the American sec- 

i tor. ” He added that he had not 
asked for the 50 soldiers. 

It was Lt. Col. Dallas. Hoadley, 
Army information officer in Ber- 
.lin. who was relieved by the De- 
'fense. Dept. for “improper per- 
, formance of duties.” Col. John R. 
Deane Jr., commander of the Sec- 

' ond Battle Group was admonished 
for evidencing “poor judgment” in 

| diverting trrops from their regular 
_ duties. 
: Now that he’s left Berlin, Paar 
expects to visit Moscow, among 
_other places. in Europe. 

| Corrigan 
mm, Continued from page 4 hes 

on the opening day in April was. 
| the space flight of cosmonaut Gaga- 
rin. Then, he noted, there was the 
ill-fated Cuban invasion and other 
{dramatic hijinks which put ‘the 
! Fichmann trial in the news ‘back- 
ground. 

Capital Cities Broadcasting,. ~un- 
der its exclusive deal with the Is- 

‘raeli government, did the camera 
| work, Corrigan worked as thé 
pooled vidtape editor for the three 
, Webs, which made their deal with 
| Capital Cities. As editor, he worked 
out.a system of time cues, noting 
ithe footage he wanted for his one | 
hour wrapup by ticking off the 
time of the sequence desired. Cor- | 

secretary: 

. . ee OMm EeZnenOD peupm 

“Cau-. 

yy 

: production. 

“U.S.0.” {s basically straight 
entertainment, although it was 

shapes as a competition between rigan said he didn’t have the time 
two of Madison Ave’s most color- {to see the footage after it had been 
ful practitioners. a species, inci- ‘ ‘ shot and then edit in. There were 
dentally, that’s becoming as extinct ; daily plane flight schedules to meet 
as the whooping crane. Ogilvy. ‘which prevented the’ more timely 
Benson & Mather prexy 
Ogilvy, and high domo of the Shell ‘for notations to U.S, tv editors of 
histrionics that saw the oil” com- i short sequences which. could be 
pany take a $15.000.000 plunge ‘extracted for insertions in news 
into print, and Bates chairman ; shows. 
Reeves, are former brothers-in-law ; Corrigan, in N.Y. waiting for a 

David method. His system also alowed. 

(Ogilvy remarried) who have nur- 
tured # long-standing rivalry to the 
momentous point of who could 
join the most exclusive private 
club. No telling what will happen 
when the pair face off with two oil 

reassignment, had previous CBS- 
TV experience in on-the-spot edif- | 
ing. He had worked on the winter 
Olympics and the Republican and |. 
Democratic conyentions, in both 
cases \ feeding vidtaped excerpts j. 

the news division of KNXT, Los 
Angeles. 

He said his own interest and 
background - -prompted the Eich- 
mann assignment. It had the fas- 
cination of : watching “a snake” 
Corrigan is of the cpinfon that the 
verdict, expected in early Novem- 
ber, will. be guilty. 
“Eichmann didn’t have. horns. 

He looked so: ordinary in that glass 
cage,” Corrigan mused, - agreeing 
that this facet made it all the more 
horrible. - 

Don Coyle. 
suum Continued from page 35 jens 

ups of news events in any corner 
‘of the globe. : 

For’ Coyle, a regularly operative 

. for newscasting.. Now. 40 years of | 
age, he had been west coast blreau |. 
manager for the web and head of | 

Wednesday, September 18, 1961. 

TV-Ratio Production Centres 
‘IN NEW YORK CITY ove 

news network will spearhead the. 
j advance. of. international tv into | 
iather cooperative programming 
efforts’ in documentaries, public 

‘affairs shows and. straight. ‘enter- 
:tainment. The current accent on 
* American-made. shows abroad, .ac- 

>: cording to Coyle, is dictated by 
| the need to fill programming time 
i With some kind of acceptable ma- 
terial. But these shows have not 
been -designed for the foreign 
market and hence .may. lose 
ground to programs produced with 
an international common denom- 
.inator. Initial stabs in the direction 
/ of international co-production. have 
already’ been evidenced in the 
teamup of Westinghouse _Broad- 
| casting. with the BBC, CBC and 
Australian network’ for docu- 

{mentary shows. 

Coyle is certain that the ad- 
. vertising dollar will be attracted 
to international tv as a medium 

‘which. can give. global circulation 
; to products whole retaining local 
‘identification through each nation- 
‘al outlet. In that respect, Coyle 
rates international tv as more ef- 
fective than: the several attempts 
! by U.S. mags, such as Life, Time 
and Readers Digest, to hit the 
global market with local. editions. 

Coyle also foresees advertising 
agencies adopting the international 
pattern. Just as agencies switched 

: from regional to national coverage 
With the advent of radio and ty 
networks in the U.S., so will the 
trend towards consolidation -and 
centralization of world marketing 
be accelerated with the maturing 

- of international tv system. 
—? 

Aaron & Zousmer 
=== Continued from page 3 ao, 

in the DuPont: series prepared as 
ia completely independent pack- 
age. Though hired. initially on a 
straight fee basis, A&Z’s. position 
was ‘sufficiently - bettered: by their 
first show so. that they got the 
indie packaging contract.. If the 
idea for the third show is accepted, 
it too will be done as an indie. 

initially pitched as kind of a 
public service event.” Using the 
.service organization peg,.the hour- 

ame. performers: (plus clips of 
‘original U.S.O. touring . compa- 
nies): Dick Powell, Lena Horne, 
Debbie Reynolds, Danny Kaye, 
Jack Benny, Edie Gorme and 
Sseye Lawrence (who do ‘a bit 
from’ Berlin}, Danny Thomas, 
Marilyn Monroe, Merle Oberon, 
Bob Hope, Bing: Crosby and Joe 
E. Brown. are included. So are 
former Presidents. Eisenhower and 
Truman. 

‘Esty’s Tint Blurbs 
William Esty ad agenty 

seems to love tint- tv. Two of 
its top clients, R. J. Reynolds’ 
‘Salem cigs and. Ballantine 
Beer are going. to ‘color-up 
their commercials this fall on 
NBC-TV. 

_ Esty has decided to push . 
Salem in color blurbs even if 
the particular Saturday night 
motion -picture it sponsors on 
NBC-TYV is in black-and-white. 
Decision to go all multichrome. 
on the Saturday movie sked — 
comes after some small Esty 
experiments in color for the 
client. Ballantine’s blurbs on 
“Sing Along With Mitch” will 
all be in color. 

sb Bective |” | abeeceil eli Siliiis Tabet inn - = . - a nance ree fee 

long stanza has new. acts by 14}. 

-has been cast in an episode of ““Hennesey” ; 

NBC's. “elder. statesman” Harry Bannister married last week: fn. NY. 

to Frances Kaplan. They’re honeymooning in: Sante Fe, New Mexico 
: Clurman, special programs coordinator for NBC News, re- 
turned from Belgrade last. Wednesday (6) at. 7:30 p.m., took his wife 
‘Adele ‘to the hospital at 10:30 and greeted & new son, Andrew William, 
at slightly past midnight .. . Ex-cop-turned tv performer Barney Mare 
tin is already signed to. do “Guys & Dolls” next year at. the Berkshire 
Playhouse, after.a between-tv-takes appearance there last week in 
“South Pacific” . . Rex Goad, NBC News director, remained in Europe 
‘for vacation after finishing web assignment in covering Belgrade 24- 
nation powwow... . Jack Perkins from here to Washington office of 
NBC News as Tom Pettit moves from Philly to here . . Marlene Burch- 
field becomes new gal Friday to WNBC Radiv program ‘boss Steve White 
... Alan Sands, the radio packager, has renewed. his.“Your Guide to Good 

bicycling prints all over the map } Health”. skein for another 52 weeks on KRDO, Colorado. Springs... .- 
and,. even more importantly, will | Rick Sklar, lately of WINS,: becomes program director of WMGM, and 
make possible’ instantaneous. pick- | Arthur J. Wander was made assistant to WMGM topper Arthur Tolchin 

. . - Merrill E. Joels finishes month’s stint as gabber on WEVD . 
Reserve Lt. Col. Charles Davidson, normally operations engineer with 
WOR-plus-tv, is participating in a special staff visit with Gen. Curtis. 
‘LeMay to o.o. Air Force operations in Europe. 

“Lassie” crew (Jon. Provost, June Lockhart, ‘Hugh Reilly, Lassie and 
owner Rudd Weatherwax) in at weekend to. ‘kick-off eighth season on™ 
CBS-TV ... Bob Stewart and Frank Wayne to be executive producer, 
and producer, respectively, on CBS-TV’s “Password” to debut Oct. 2 
Clint Eastward in last week to plug his new. Gothic Label recording, 
“Unknown Girl,” ...CBS News correspondent Harry Reasoner enroute 
to Portugal and Angola to natrate upcoming “CBS. Reports” on Angola 
unrest... Dick Van Dyke will be in and out New York Sept: 23 week-. 
end while on personal appearance tour during production respite on new | 
CBS-TV series. Morey Amsterdam, same show, hits Gotham ‘from 
Sept..24 to Oct. 3,- after appearances ‘in St...Louis and. Illinois ; 
Gertrude’ Berg of “Mrs. G Goes. to College” 

ct 

Irish-Indian novelist Aubrey. Mennen joins CBS News Rome -corres- 
pordent Winston Burdett on tour-Rome’s ancient Forum on. “Accent” 
series Saturday (17) . . . CBS News’ correspondent -Charlés Kuralt,. 
slated for vacation this week, is flying down to Rio to cover the tense 
situation in Brazil . Bruce Mannix handed assignment to produce 
“Street of Love” on ‘oU, S$. Steel” Wednesday (20) which stars. ‘Millie 
Perkins in live tv-debut and has “Checkmate” star Doug. McClure. as 
special guest. 

Durwood Kirby returned from New England holiday to prepare 
for his hosting duties‘on “Candid. Camera” which begins second sea- 
son Oct. 1 .... Zsa Zsa Gabor doing a ‘‘Candid Camera” sequence in. 
New York . Carl Ward, CBS-TV v.p.‘and director; Affiliate Rela 
tions, due back this week from month's: Bermuda vacation. - 

CBS News’ Eric Sevareid will return to the U. S. later this: month 
and be based in N. Y. Sevareid, who has been. stationed in London. since 
1959, recently returned from South. America, “where he was working 
on a “CBS Reports” program on Brazil. ... . Av. Weston, CBS News pro- 
ducer and director in Europe, to Berlin: to ‘supervise shooting for an 
upcoming “Eyewitness” program . - Shelly Manne, top jazz drummer, 

. “CBS Reports” producer 
Bill.Leonard goes back to school Sunday (17). “An alumni of Dartmouth, 
Leonard will record the indoctrination and early days-at Dartmouth. o: 
George Waruhiu, son of a Kikuyu tribal chieftan, under ‘an educational. 
exchange program for an upcoming “CBS Reports” program on inter- 
national. education... WNTA Radio has picked’ up the syhdicated 
“This Is Steve Allen”. ‘show for airing . “Prospects of Mankind” 
begins its third successive season: Monday (18) on National Educational 
Television stations across the country. Metromedia’ s WNEW-TV, N: Y., 
and WITG-TV,-Washington, are the two commercial stations. carrying 
the series .. . CBS News correspondent Prescott Robinson on Monday 
(11) began permanently handling the “New York Report” segment. of 
WCBS-TV’s “The Seven O’Clock Report.” Robinson had been substi-. 
tuting for Robert Trout on the “World and National Report” portion. 
of the program. Harry Reasoner took over that segment starting Mone 
day (11)... WQXR is broadcasting 10 hours a week of FM multiplex 
stereo programming . . Options on two Goodson-Todman quiz shows 
have been extended, “Say When” on NBC and “Number Please” on. 
ABC ... Martin Block returns to air Sept. 23-for a weekend deejay. 
stint on “WOR . . . Mutual. radio network signed | 17. new affiliates. 
this month. 

Marty Roth, tv writer-producer, to California ‘to confer. regarding 
properties . . . Dick Kellerman, Irving Gitlin’s. administrative assist- 
ant at NBC News, named winner of the first annual ‘Kenneth Flynn 
Award for Administrative Efficiency... . Beatrice | Pons .has x regular 
featured role in “Car 54, Where Are You?” ... . Phil Cohan, former 
CBS flack, was p.r.-political advisor to James Lanigan- in the. recent 
‘successful fight to. unseat Tammany sachém. Carmine DeSapio . re 
R. Peter Straus, president of WMCA, elected. a member in the Young . 

will be in. week Sept. 26- 

Presidents’ Organization. 

{N- HOLLYWOOD . 
Pat Weaver looked around tor a "yeek and ‘takes. off for Rome, ‘Paris 

and London in‘his dual capacity as board chairman of. McCann-Erick-. 
son International and teletopper:. . : Jim Cox pulled out of Kennedy, 
Walker & Cox agency to-berth up at. Ecco-Fonic,.manufacturer of elec- 
tronic devices . . . Art Rush easted to talk up-Roy Rogers at the net- 
works for half-hour live musical western... KRCA was.all set to take: 
Art Baker for 13-week test (pre-NBC) in a singalong daytime strip 
when he decided it would be too much work. And he was the one who 
started the whole. thing (must've been listening to Mitch Miller), He’s 
the dean out here of the community sing leaders’. ;. NBC-TV will make 
new prints of the 30 oldies it bought from 20th-Fox for Saturday nights. 
Don’t want those scratchy films and anyway tv requires a different 
density ,.. Bob Light, managing director of So. Cal..Broadcasters Assn, 
hurled the lie ' at X-TRA News. the round-the-clock trews station, that: 

‘lit was being harrassed because the signal comes out. of Mexico (Tijuana) 
with the slogan “news over L. A.” . Bill Conrad, the original ‘Mare 
shal Dillon on radio’s “Gunsmoke,” is ‘directing a segment of “‘Target—- 
The Corrupters. ” It's called “Play- It Blue,”..a rehash: of: the: payola: 
mess . . . Dick Boone recalls when he was paid $15 a show. for broads 
casting “Dodger. games back in 1948. 

‘IN: BOSTON . 
Thomas J. MoDowaugh, manager of Tv. - Guide's northeast: region, 

named to direct the mag's newly, established :national automotive adv. 
sales unit with headquarters in Detroit, and feted at going away party 
by Hub tv and adv. fraternity at Nick’s.. .. Herbert B. ‘Leonard, exec 
producer of ‘Route 66," and “Naked City,” in for press conference 
with tv editors at Madison hotel, where “Route 66” crew is quartered . 
making threé Hub episodes, Monday night (11)...... Erward J. Shaugh- 

‘| messy, graduate stud.at BU school of pubrelations and communications, 
won 10-day tour of inspection Radio Free Europe ‘facilities in West 
Germany and Lisbon from WBZ radio . ... WEEI running series. of 
specially prepared spots. saluting the Jewish New Year ...:.-WEET edi- 

"| torial writer Dick Horne taped Rep. Chet Hollifield, Callé., in. Wash- 
(Continued on page 56) 
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OPEN END 
(Sinatra Clan—What Makes It 

Run) 
With David Susskind, Jackie Glea- 

son. Ernie Kovacs, Marya Man- 
nes, Toots Shor, Joe E. Lewis, 
Leonore Lemmon, Richard Geb- 
Iman ; 

Producer: Jean Kennedy 
Directec: Arthur Forrest 
129 Mins.; Sun., 9 p.m, 
PARTICIPATING 
WNEW-TY, N.Y. (tape) 

TELEVISION REVIEWS 

MISS AMERICA PAGEANT . 
With Bert -Parks, Don MoNeill,;| Producer: Vincent Dempsey 

Marilyn. Yan Derbur,  Honey;15 Mins.,.Sat..1l pm. 
Dreamers, Hamilton Trio, Glenn} WABC-TV, N.Y, 
Osser Orch, others 

Producer: Paul Levitan 
Director: Vern Diamond. 
150 Mins.,. Sat. (9), 9:30 p.m. | 
PHILCO, OLDSMOBILE, TONI .- 
CBS-TY, from Atlantic City 

(BBDO: D. P. .Brother) 
Beauty pageants seem to be a!columnist ‘has 

q major industry at this time. of 
fos a Joe E. Lewis, a Jackie!}year. However, there is still some- 

Gleasoa and an Ernie Kovacs into; 
the “Open End“ gabfest arena, ! 
and the chances are if you only; 
talk about vacuum cleaners you'll! 
come up with some. refreshing ; 
entertainment. But script it to a’ 
thematic “Sinatra Rat 
adding a Marya Mannes, a Toots: 
Shor, a Leonore Lemmon and a 

the David Susskind talkie-talkie : 
‘naw bracketed within a 9 to 11| 
framework on WNEW-TV in its! 
svitchover from WNTA-TV) be-; 
comes something else again. Had. 
they stuck to vacuum cleaners, iti 
mizht ave been a good show. | 
It’s unfortunate that the closing ! 
half-hour, when the Sinatra .clan! 
was tossed out the window and: 
possibly the effects of inmibing 
the real stuff and manifesting it- | 
self, couldn't have opened the pro- 
gram, with the resulting mood and 
byplav sustained through the two 
hours. 

But those who stayed with it to! 
approximately 10:30 were rewarded | 
with a free-wheeling exchange 
that sav the Lewis-Gleason-Kovacs. 
triumverate unloosed from their 
sh cklos, with Joe E. in particular, 

| 

once the bars were down, off and 
running in peak form. He was far 
anit away the standout attraction 
of the koffeeklatch brigade. 

The idea of dissecting the Sinatra 
clan might perhaps have been pro- 
vovitive if approached in mean- 
ingful sociological terms—what 
makes it tick, if they’re products 
et our society today, etc. Handled 
by people who syeak this jargon, 
it could have brought up interest- 
ing and telling results. But to ex- 
pect a Toots Shor or the coterie 
in whose bloodstream. runs show 
business to take issue with a fel- 
low performer ean only lead to, in 
the words of Miss Mannes, “back- 
scratching and evasiveness.” Which 
{s precisely what happened. 

As the lone iconoclast on the; 
panel. Miss Mannes, of course, 
stuck to her guns, un 
drowned in the comic byplay. As 

a waste of good time devoting two | 
hours to the subject; to her the, 
“yack” represented a tarnished 
image without style {she was will- 
inz to concede that Sinatra alone 
had talent:, lacking decency or gal+ 
lantrv and whose forte was brash- 
ness and arrogance. 'Oddly enough, 
Richard Gelham, who has authored 
a book on the clan, preferred to 
remain mute throughout the pro- 
gram.) . 

Gteason was the most persuasive 
fn countering the Mannes attack, 
fully at ease and with a positive 
point of view. If a Sinatra, as: Miss 
Mannes declaimed, typifies the 

fact remains that to Gleason he’s 
much more entertaining to have 
around than “that bum with the 
megatone.”’ 

For all the premiere’s iInade- 
quacies, “Open End's” return is 
one of the better welcome signs 
for the new season. Rose. 

THE REJECTED 
With Margaret Mead, Dr. Karl M.| 
Bowman, Dr. Erwin Braff, Bis- 
hop James A. Pike, Rabbi Alvin 
Fine, Morris Lowenthal, J. Al- 
bert Hutchinson, Thomas Lynch, 
Al Bendich, Harold L. Call, Don- 
ald S. Lucas, Les Fisher. 

‘Writer: John W. Reavis Jr. 
Director: Richard: Christian 
Producers: John W. Reavis Jr., Irv- 

ing Saraf. . 
60 Mins.. Mon. (11), 9:30 p.m. 
KQED, San Francisco (vidtape) 

“The Rejected® is a deep-prob- 
ing documentary of a highly. taboo 
theme. homosexuality. 

Produced by KQED for the Na- 
tional Educational Television Net- 
‘work. it may set off shock waves of 
reaction around some of NET's 50- 
odd stations. Yet it deals with 
this complex subject in a matter- 
of-fact down-the-middle manner, 
covering it quite thoroughly and, 
for the most part, interestingly. 

Show starts with KQED General 
Manager James Day’s “disclaimer” 
—that is. “the problem exists .. . 
and th» fiest step to solution Is 

(Continued on page 54) 

q|tainment_ introduced to. break the 

thing special about “Miss Ameri- 
ca.” Tais contest is the mother of 
them all, having first. shown that. 
it could develop into a cause cele- 
bre throughout the courtry. Today, 
it’s become big business. Besides;ing which gives an idea of series’ 

is. Miss Universe, Miss World, Mrs. 

bring home some kind of gonfalon. 
The Atlantie City annual, finals 

Convention Hali, Saturday ‘9+ prob- 
ably carries the most interest.. It's 
a traditional tournament in whieh 

{Jim Bishop has been. assigned. this. 

a. report en Berlin and next week 

Pack,” }this Atlantic City spectacle, there |range.. 

id a' America, Miss Teen Age America,}tolumn, Bishop is bound to devel- 
tehart Getiman for tantalizing:and myriads of local contests °P 2 parallel ty following. He. is 

and somewhat dubious casting, and! enough to have. nearly every girl,2" immediately attractive person- 

o) 
! t 
’ 

I 

55 girls representing their eities | 
and states vied for honors. that 
will bring beaucoup cash, and a. 
scholarship. Winner as everyone 
knows, was "Miss North Carolina 
( 
former Radio City 
Rockette and daughter of former 
dancers Beale & Peggy.. . 

again were:in the east and west sectors of 
emceed by Bert Parks, who han-|the city. Throughout, Bishop's tone 
dled the session well, both in re-]was sober and objective and, at 
gard to the rigid conventions at-|thé end, even optimistic about the 

. The proceedings 

tendant to this contest, and with 
regard to the elements of enter- 

pace of the show. 

7 
‘ 

} 
} 

{ 
Maria Beale Fletcher! who was 2 i pe 

Musie Hall 

Parks was 0n/| With Clete Roberts 

: of which were. staged in that city’s: 

:images of a perceptive reporter. 

BYLINE—JIM BISHOP 

t Tele 
_ On the strength of. his commen- | . _ - 
tary for this station’s daily: cover- 
age of the recent. Eichmann trial, | PM. East-PM West. 

15-minute segment to extend his: A lot of tape’s been tapped since 
genre of personal journalism into. 
television. The -Hearst-syndicated - 

apparently. been 
given ‘carte blanche in turning out 
these ‘quarter-hour video essays 
ahd he’ll touch upon current news, 
personalities, human interest fea- 
tures, etc. Bishop kicked off with 

“PM East-West” on -WNEW-TV, 
N.Y. (aid all, Westinghouse sta- 
tions). A then-and-now appraisal 
of.the show's components .and: its 
entertainment quotient is: all .-to 
the good for: there is little doubt, 
particularly insofar as the eastern’ 
hour origination is concerned, that. 

the. cross-the-board late night dis- 

plays-of recent vintage betray. a 
greater. savvy. and finer apprecia- 
tion of show biz values. Despite 
the handicaps and limitations ofa 
single thematie thread .for any 
given night (which seem to be 

‘having a more deleterious effect 

on.thé Frisco-berthed PM West), 
these: “instant specials,” .now ‘be-. 
ing helmed by Mert. Koplin, who 
took over production reins. about 
a month ago, generate a more 
spirited and meaningful. continu- 
itv. True same of those protracted 
slumber-inducing smterviews and 
chinfests are overextended, but on 
the whole “PM East” ‘today -has. 
been. getting ‘down to the funda- 
mental essentials of good enter- 

- tainment. 

Case in point was last Thurs- 
; day's (7) hour episodic on “the life 
& times of Betty Comden. and 
‘Adolph Green” in which the highly 
gifted collaborators had themselves 

he’s doing a story about bullfight-. 

-As he has with his newspaper 

ality with 4 plain, rugged, con- 
fidence-inspiring commentary free 
of any stylistic flourishes but punc- 
tuated. with the sharp and natural 

Bishop's Berlin report was ; 
pegged to the elevator railway line 
(‘Two Tickets’ To Freedom”) in 
that’ city which was the main. ex- 
‘odus route for the East Germans 
until the Reds sealed it’ off. He 
briefly traced the history of the 

rlin crisis and, with the help of. 
some undistinguished film clips 
made during a recent trip there, 
he contrasted the conditions of life - 

-possibilities for peace. Herm. 

‘CRIME & PUNISHMENT 

hand in a variety of assignments! Executive Producer: Collier Young a family ball (with their. respec- 
including. songs, one of which was 
the perennial . “Miss America” |- 
‘theme, and special material done; Director: Canfield 
in conjunction with two previous ;.30 Mins.,'Fri., 9 p.m. 

Co-Producers: Homer -Canfield; tive spouses on tap, along. with 
Ludwig Gerber =~ composer Julie Styne). It was. an 

|engaging 60-minute roundelay 
l(with intermittent interruptions 

Miss Americas. The Honey Dream-; WNEW-TV, N. Y. (syndicated tape) for updated scores on: the N.Y. 
ers sang arti The Hamilton Trio| Clete Roberts, the Los Angeles primaries} propelled by. host Mike 
contributed ‘a dance. : :;|news commentator; and Collier Wallace’s q&a stance. Aside from. 

The anchor setup in the booth! Young, the producer, got.together the solid’.musical contribs (“On 

comprised Don McNeill and Mari- 
lyn Van Derbur (Miss America 
1958) both of whom made pleas-| convicts, largely.from California’ comedy actress. Phyllis Newman 
ant chitchat without throwing any | penal ‘institutions, First program, ‘Mrs. 
appreciable light on the preceed- 
ings. ° 

The major segments of the show; was. more a revelation of misery | 
were the parade of the beauties,|and squalor of this one criminal’s : 
the bathing suit parade, the talent;mind than a revelation of. any | 
exhibitions, the impromptu answer-| larger meaning or. perspective. 
ing of questions on light and seri- 

tion and crowning 

to h 
had 

tremely high . level. 

others who 
could get along professionally. 

lections have been of high calibre.| ' There may yet prove to be value 
the elevation having come about|in a series on criminals, but bet- 
some years ago, :when the major{ter light might be shed on the sub- 
prizes became college scholarships. | ject, not by criminals, but by crim- 

til she was jOUS subjects, and finally the selec- | derer \ L 
of the queen. wnose questions were often harsh, , Costa in ‘a give-and-ta 

= : it was, The winner did a song and dance; Mark, 33, had killed a man in!7— ) 
far as she was concerned, er own taped recording,-which| prison. who had called. him ai LAssTE 7 

some novel ideas, The talent | “punk,” prison terminology, sald‘ with Jon Provost, June Lockhart, 
exhibits, generally, were of an ex-[the interviewee for homosexual. ch 

There were | (Ore or two words. of Mark’s defi- | 
several good classical’ and pop} nition were deleted from the tape, :p 
voices, a. sparkling pianist andj|although it was Roberts who had ' 

indicated that they |pressed him so insistently for the! 
{colorful definition that was ap- 

Generally the Miss America se-| parently given.) 

to package this weekly half-hour the Town.” “Bells Are Ringing,” 
series consisting of interviews with : “Do Re Mi,” etc., and with musi- 

Green) lending a strong 
as seen in New York, was.a maud- assist), it offered an interesting 

lin piece ‘of quasi-sociology that insight into. showfolk. as people. 
ry! <As‘a fitting afterpiece, the Ter- 

ence O’Flaherty-hasted “PM West” 
brough on songwriter Wolfie Gil- 

‘bert for a 75th birthday memora- 
. “Mark” was the name of the mur- ; bilia melange, together with Buddy 

interviewed by Roberts,|De Silva and director Morton Da 
ke designed. 

Hugh Reilly, Carl Benton Reid, 
Robert Armstrong, Lennie Geet 
roducer: Robert Golden . 

Wrather, Don Castle. . 
Director: William Beaudine Jr. 
30 Mins., ‘Sun., 7 p.m, 

: CAMPBELL SOUP 
CBS-TV (film) .~ 

(BBDO} 
That hardy perennial,. “Lassie,” 

It seems that beauty and brains |inologists. So far, it is safe to say} returned to CBS-T'V Sunday (10) 
can be combined in. the young}that..*Crime & Punishment” 
things of this era. Jose. 

: 
x 

SPIKE MILLIGAN | 

frivolous pattern of our time, the ESHA AAAS IDI IIIA RIA IS KAI ISIAH 

Foreign TV Re 
x . : Loo . 
FITS IIS ooo oti tot 

With Graham Stark, Bill Kerr, 
Mario . Fabrizi, Valentine Dyall, 
the Alberts, Bernard Hunter, 
Aleo Bregonzi, Graham Leaman, 

Lacey, Sheree Winton 
Writer: Milligan 

| Producer: G. B. Lupino. 
30 Mins., Tues., 8.55. p.m. 
BBC-TV, from London — 

Bob Todd, Louis Mansi, Bruce 
| winning a standing-still race, giv- 

-| cast, and finally singing a love song 

{In between times, 
Many attempts have been made. 

‘to translate the verbal sparks of 
the radio show, “The Goon,’’. into 
tv. None, so far, has ignited, al- 
though “A Show Called. Fred,” in 
the early. days of the commercial 
web, pleased a minority without 
crowding the ratings. Spike Milli- 
gan, with Peter Sellers and Harry 
Secombe, was one of the guiding 
spirits of goonery. Unlike his col- 
leagues, who've settled for more 
orthodox careers in movies and 
vaudeville, Milligan’s been left o1 
a limb, without a showcase. 

This initialer was an effort to 
corral him into a workable format. 
Offered as “a series of unrelated 
incidents at current market value.” 
it lived up to its title. It was an 
example of disconnected fooling, 
with .no theme but the inconse- 
quential. 

The episodes, most less than a 

ft on. 

4S | for its eighth season with consider- 
ably. more production values than. 

: the series generally shows. For the 
4 | setting of the season's initialer was 
*%:the Grand Canyon. and what other. 
xt i background can beat that? oo, 

+! Both Jon Provost:.as the young- 
‘ster and June Lockhart as his: 

. “> ymother are now in their. third year. 
minute long,.embraced such japes!in these roles. which long were 
as Milligan behind a bank-counter | portrayed by Tommy. Rettig. and 
using bananas. as currency, con- Jan. Clayton, respectively. That’s 

merely morbid: 

iews 

‘ducting Handel’s “Wafer Music” {an asset in itself, for time has’ 
whilst in full evening dress. and: helped the family audience which 
‘being dowsed. with pails of aqu2,/this Wrather Corp. production at- 

tracts to accept them in: the parts. 
But star performer, as per usual, 

is Rudd Weatherwax’s collie in the 
title role. In keeping: with the 
format, “‘Lassie” again turned hero 

jfor the kickoff episode: to save 
| young: Provost from a fall into the 
canyon, This feat was accom- 
plished with the aid of a blind: 
man who was aware of the inci- 

ing::a take-out of the weather-for- 

before film of atomic. explosions. 
custard-pies 

were thrown, a view of black-ny- 
Joned legs led. up to a male face, 
and a stuffed bear took part in a 
police identity parade. 

' The trouble with all this “Hellza-. 
poppin” stuff was not so much the 
material—which ranged from the 
hilarious to the flat-on-the-back— 
/but that it lacked any connecting 
thread of personality. Even the 
“Goon Show” ‘had a set of. voices 
that recurréd and acquired famili- 
arity. Milligan is wrapped in ano- 
nymity and Iet things happen to 
him. Se 

The show ‘thus seemed a highly 
private caper,. which brought the 
‘occasional splutter of yocks but too | wholesome filmed series is assurec 
often seemed in need of. an inter-|a top rating-among younger view- 
‘preter. The film bits made great|ers for another year. Direction, 
play with . superimposure’ and | and supporting players led by Carl 
Speeding up the frames, and some-| Benton Reid as the -blind man 
‘times captured the charm of the | gave the. principals.a. fine assist. -- 

.. (Continued on. page 54) . ; 

| designed to show that while sight 
is important. there aré other im- 
portant senses foo, 

} With “Lassie” falling in the 
7 p.m, Sunday slot, there may have 
been some competition from ABC- 
TV’s Walt Disney show, an hour. 
‘program which starts a half hour 

couple weeks ta be replaced /- 

__Wednsian September 18, 961_ 
Follow-Up Comment 

the premiere three months ago of |- 

Asso. Prods.: Bonita Granville |. 

‘dent. The sequence evidently was. 

earlier. But that’s going off in 2 - 

“Maverick” reruns. Withal, th. 

'-lcamera angles’ were somewh 
Gilb. -- 

primarily to show the advantages 
of musical therapy, 9 —~ | °: ° 
Perhaps even more to the point 

was. Monday. night’s. (11) showcas- 
ing of George Jessel —- a. warm,: 
candid “this is my life” appraisin 
of 53 years in show business. If 
anything it offered a revealing ine 
‘sight into Jessel the. man, which, 
under: the. probing, sympathetic 
questioning of Mike Wallace: and 
Joyce Davidson, was more. signifi~ 
cant for its betraya] of the honest,. 
Sincere: sentiments of a showman 

| Who: was not’ always: riding the 
jerest;:a man afflicted with frustra- 
tions, despair and loneliness; of pe- 
rious (long after the initial cycles 
“of success) of going broke; yearg. 

.j of bitterness at Hollywood (having 
lost “The Jazz Singer” to Al Jol- 
son. and making a series of bad 
Pictures, of reaching out for warmth 
and comfort and dubious happiness 
through ‘unsuccessful: marriages— ' 
from. Florence Courtney, .now .a 
reader in- a. Science -Church; to 
Norma Talmadge, to Lois Andrews 
( heir daughter is riow 20. years 
0 { i : o, ; . . . . an 

-As a “confession” ‘and valedic- 
tory, it was an: hour of revelation, 
with ‘Jessel announcing his ‘retire- 
ment ‘from. show business . this 
year to pursue a writing career. 
‘He's presently working on “Elegy. 
In- Hollywood” as a. sequel to his... 
“Elegy In Manhattan”). Had Nixon 
been elected, it’s very likely,. says 
Jessel, that he would have -been 
chosen as Ambassador. to. Ireland,~ -: 
a portfoli 
ished. _ ol ; 
_ It was-an hour full of reminise-: 
ence: and pointed editorial foot- 
Notes; spanning a career that 
Started with the Imperial Trto in 
the Bronx (at $4.50° each week). 
through the early vaude days (Gus 
Edwards, Eddie Cantor, et al), his 
eighth months of’ ‘schooling, 
through the era of the Fannie 
Brices, the Jimmy Walkers, Zieg- 
feld, his career in legit. and pic- 
tures, the 60-days of one-nitergs 
with Eddie Cantor, the era of pro- 
ducing. for 20th-Fox, his hobnob= 
bing with Presidents and ultimate- 
ly his status’. .as Toastmaster 
General of the US.) 2 °: . 
., Of Jolson. hé says:. “He was the 
greatest entertainer that... ever. 
lived; Sinatra. and ‘all the others. 
came fourth or fifth, He was a' man’. 
primarily interested .; in’ himself, . 
but he was so much greater than-. 
anyone else that his- weaknesseg- 

o he would -haye cher- 

must ‘be forgiven." 
‘Defining a friend: “Someone who. 

says how. are you, ‘without asking: 
how. you did Iast night.’ . te 
There wasn’t a laugh: in. the 

hour. Rather, it-was less of Jessel 
the entertainer (although he did 
intersperse the -hour with such 
Standards as “My Mother's Eyes,” 
“Will: You Love Me In December?” 
“April Showers,” et al.) than a 
serious ; as-he-wishes-to-be-knowa 
writer” commenting on peopl 

their foibles'and himself. Rese,” 

Summer Sports Spectacular 
_. CBS-TV’s primetime.” ‘summer 
Sports show. gave Major Leagte. 
‘baseball ‘some’ competition. last 
week, at least in New York. 
~ The 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. show in 
its .last half hour ‘was ‘stacked 
against the New York Yankees on 
WPIX, and even. the Mantle-Maris 
homer dérby must-have lost a few 
viewers to the vidtaped -version. of 
the. Women’s. World. Championship 
Softball :game. It. was a thriller 
‘that ‘went 19 innings‘and featured . 
a: pitcher, Joanie Joyce. (Frances 
Merriwell .by atiy other name) who 
was hurling her:third game of the 
day, who. struck. out. 40 opposing 
batters—and lost,.2 to 1. She‘ was 
with the Stratford;..Conn. -club, 
three years -champs, facing the 
young Whittier (Calif.) Gold Sox, 
tourney. outsiders who went all the 
way. | ae 
‘Game also featured: some of the 

fanciest fielding since’ Tinker to. 
Evers to: Chance, and all-in. all. wag 
a fairly startling exhibition of fem- 
Mme masculine prowess. oa 
‘Play-by-play: and commentary. 

‘were handled by former Major 
Leaguer. Frankie Frisch and reg- 
vl*> “Summer Sports Spectacular”. 

nan. Bud Palmer: Palmer's 
2 -was not expert, but plenty 

+, ‘sce for a man who blankets 
;...@ sports scene from slalom run 
to poolhall. Several’ innings, of 
course,were skipped in. the hour's 
coverage, but all highlights were 
captured thoroughly, even though - 

at lim- 
Bill. ited by facilities... 



___ true) -or denying: it (and. having 
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| York. instead of ‘Hollywood,. ‘His SE | 

Collins _ averane oy ron from about. gs a. oe / ¢ Mi ot 
a or It o'clock at nig \) | 

_ Contin ... | because not only is he the producer. ov: yn ner 
GEES Continued from page 35 GE | and fulltime director for “Car 54,” | Samm Continued from page 4S MEGEE 

f out for the governor's mansion 
‘but: has a finger. in. the writing of casts to New Jer hi hasi 

fter B ants exit; ‘That is, if Hol- all the series’ episodes. Right now, w Jersey bis purchasing. 
d, who's been in--the Senate with six half-hour films in the|fTOUP) would pick it t orice 

since 1946, decides not to run for his’ waiting Sean Chey ee ($2,000,000). oO OE BE 
nother term. And so far, there | Ta Y poe “Wil Glickman ang |. Seldes objected that the North 
ve been no indications he wants. laa yan, th ckman and. Jersey 3 area was blanketed with en-. 

to: leave. But Bryant, under state. ten en th on e next eight tertainment by the New York City 
law, can’t succeed himself and will scripts - rweek series. stations and there was no necessity 
have to look for another spat... _|_, Why does he work in N.Y., a place where nearly everybody. else for a Newark commercial outlet. 

‘Collins’ statenient ‘does ‘not flatiy. (exeept' for Bert <Leonard, pro-| you insist on continuing as a 
Tule out the possibility ofa ven- aueee. of “Naked City”) Pts commercial station. what -you will 
ture into politics, after his three-|imrossihte to. film © ty series? (et is. lot of cheap movies 
year contract with NAB runs. out. “One? ” ken SAYS, Pi dor ret matt crowded with commercials. Any- 
ut the rumors - implied a more to: leave’ ‘New: von. ont wan thing else would be. too expensive 

immediate ankling from NAB, e.g. op there is a huge i to produce. You would sacrifice 
the 1962 Senatorial primary against _, 7Wo, there t a huge reservo ; | the- pick of the educational pro- 
Smathers, - of offbeat, erent te nee the ;gtams from 50 other outlets just 

It’s not inteasonable to. believe country’s. ty. watehers of the 'to operate | as_an entertainment 
the. circulation of the resignation] ~ «ye. had a'.meeting the: other (medium which fundamentally can’t 
‘report in the’ broadcasting industry | gay” the producer of the. comed compete ‘with the- network shows.” 
was. at least partially the work of about New: York cops ‘said. tt ecy'| Gov. Meyner - replied that edu- 
those who still feel unkindly about [Sith . the’ agenc P i was | cational programs are very limited. 

Collins’ helmsmanship: It’s a trick | Vatched © jx ’apivodes * th O'fn appeal and that UHF stations 
“. used in politics frequently. Spread ated here Im €s ed ti “fi nd should handle them. “The Board 
the story that a congressman is a1 those w f Pat 9 41NC | of Regents in New York would con- 
laying plans for running for higher |* 4. we Pe 1 Ford. hose new | trol. the programs and New Jersey 
offige. ‘The tactic tends to.weaken faces. Beylt and Maur Lewis, has a different concept of educa- 
his position. among his electorate ene Days. an aureen _Staple- tion than New York. In our state 

‘which -might feel it’s been - used ‘ton. ne é school boards are autonomous. 

Up Canada Way the TV Network 
Sales Picture Is Much Brighter 

‘Toronto, Sept. 12. 

n the number of new sponsors -- ee ’ O 
P r imary Coverage buying into the network of the 

memes Continued from page 33 cross-country Canadian Broadcast- 
ing Corp., all regular programs 

nore we iektened and considerably available for sale cross the board 

plexities of local politics than one | Have been sold within six weeks. 
might have expected of a man| Among new sponsors planted are 
who, professionally, is net involved | Pepsi-Cola of Canada Ltd., Philips 
too often in covering the local po- | Electronics Industries Ltd., Cocae 
litical scene. Cola of Canada Ltd., Ralston Pu - 

Chet Huntley headed the WNBC- {Tina Ltd., Westminster Paper Ltd. 
TV team. His work was good, but Returning to the Canadian web is 

his versatility was muted compared {Procter & Gamble, which has 
to Collingwood’s. Merril Mueller |bought into “Playdate” and the 
seemed .a bit lost, but then he had | Juliette” shows, Toronto-originat- 
the toughest job on the NBC team: ,©4, besides the “Garry Moore 
covering from the studio floor the | Show" and “Car 54, Where Are 
‘mass of snrall district races in| You?” All speca have also been 
Manhattan anid environs, The: in- |S0!d. 
formation was so complex that his| It’s the declaration of Douglas 
suffering was bound to show and | Nixon, director of CBC network 
it did.  - programming, that “this Is a rec- 
WNBC-TV took to the air atjord in the history of CBC televi- 

710:30 on Thursday (7) night, see- | sion.” 
onds after the polling places had} Commercial programs include 10 
closed. WCBS-TV came on about |Canadian-produced shows occupy- 
40 minutes later, although before | ing six hours of network time each 
11 p.m., the station did carry some | week, these ranging from “Play- 
bulletins. As for WABC-TV—prob- | date,” a 60-mins. drama _ series, 
‘ably because the loca) station be- through music and variety shows— 
longing to. ABC-TV didn’t even|“Don Messer’s Jubilee” ((Parade,” 
have the budget of a WCBS-TV—|“Country Hoedown,” “Juliette” 
the coverage was dismal. Little|and “The Tommy Ambrose Show” 
was done. It was almost as if the |—to such panel-quiz programs as 

| ABC flagship had decided not to|“Front Page Challenge” and “Live 
compete. How Jim Hagerty, ABC]|a Borrowed Life” and sports cov- 
News boss, felt about all thts is not |erage émbodied in the NHL series 

| clear. Art. land the “King Whyte Show.” 

“Third reason r work: here is 
because the program. is: not about 
‘the Beverly Hills: police depart: 

as political steppingstones, “There is talk that the new sta- 
ition would beam its broadcasts at 

ment.” . three-state area—New York, New: 
: ersey and Connecticut. We would 

Maybe thé real reason Hiken get one-third of its programming 
prefers New York goes back 25: : 

years, when he started in radio and probably | have to pay for that.” 

writing a local program for Jack| 
Lescoulie on the Coast. Together, | * Chaiiotte, N: C—Ray Barath has/ 

they made, $5 apiece a week for|joined the: announcing. staff : at 
doing a “grouch” show for a L.A. 
credit clothing house. “Ten bucks a WSOC-TV. He was formerly Pro- 
week for the two.of us—and we gram director for WIST Radio in 
were. fired just the’ same. " | Charlotte. 

Also, the victim of such a rumor 
‘4s placed in the awkward. position 
_of either ignoring. ‘the false report. 
(thus giving rise to suspicion’ it’s 

‘gome not believing the denial), The 
denial, too, is: often’ construed as. 
a pledge, while genuine at the 
momient, might have to-be broken 
in event of - unforeseen changes 
later on. 

| | ~ Plight of Networks ; 

‘even larger out-of-pocket: expen- 
diture. ‘Yet there’s. not even the 
certainty that the affiliate station 
-will even take a program, particu- 
Jarly in the area of public affairs. 
Jf there’s:an opportunity to share | 
inthe sponsor loot, they’ll go for. it. | -.} 
if it’s: unsponsored, as with “CBS{ --]- 
Reports”: last season; the network 
4s lucky if. it gets.50% clearance. | ~ 
‘Such are the. conditions that have 
prevailed. — | 
The time is approaching when 

‘NEC will have to renegotiate anew 
:* Jongterm. contract for continuance} |. 

of the World Series as. a free-tv} -} 
- sports entry,.a- circumstance. that 
could possibly involve’ a $12,000,-} |]. 
00U outlay. Failing ‘to. meet the]: +... 
price could ‘invite a movéover to} [| 
pay-tv—an opening wedge in. the 
sports .arena. that could send] J] 
feevee off and running. But, for}. | . .. 
the first fime, the: question is now] | 
‘being posed: Why shouldn’t the} - 
stations, along with the network, _&f 
share .in this heavy financial load]: |- 
since they, too, reap. ‘the profit and. 
the. audience? : 

Some , -all Shows in 

hich Ayer Clients Have Full 
or Shared Sponsorship 

4 xan? Mounties 
.—— Continued from page 43 Gomes 

with options on” future -13-week 
cycles. . Agency is allowing stations | - 
to slot the series any night’ of the} © 
week between 6 and 9. p.im., figur-|. -. 
ing those. hours as. prime time} To: 
viewing .for rural folk. 

-McCulloch sale.fs part.of 2 cur-. 
yent’ NBC Films selling - strategy 
that is seeking out -potential : -spon-|. |. 
sors that. ‘haven't ‘been in tv. be- 
fore, but who can be: fitted. to al | 
‘particular. series. AS an .NBC]..]- 
Films spokesman put it, revert to 
what syidicators originally did— 
it the client to the show. a 
* F&S&R has labeled the lineup, |. } 
“The. McCulloch Farm Network.” 
‘and the agency is predicting a dra-j _ 
matic’ sales rise from the video; {. 
exposure. The NBC Film spokes- | ° 
man takes ft a little further, ‘pre-| . 
‘dicting the company will be in nety]. . 

" work within. a couple of f years.’ 

” Hiken | 
— Continued from page 3 — 

them. The public will not take: any- 
thing but. professional quality,” 

-Hiken wouldn’t say. it of him- 
self, but the well-informed, gray- 
haired creator of“Sergeant Bilko,” 

- $s a man who gives his friends the; | 

impression he -is. dedicated to his|’. 
job, and.since he knows tv besti| | 
despite its profound faults, that’s |: 
‘where he does it, - mi 

Hiken is meticulotis even as to| jon 

‘why he shoots . “Car 54" in New 

Bell Telephone. Hour Donna Reed Show 

Bell Science Series. The Investigators 

Threshold (Specials) 

Bob Newhart Show 

Du Pont Show of the Week 

Adventures in Paradise 

Maverick 

Thriller 

Today 

Capt. Kangaroo 

Yankees Baseball 

Pirates Baseball 

Red Sox Baseball 

Phillies Baseball 

‘Minnesota Twins Baseball 

‘Cheyenne 

Naked City 
: Frontier Circus 
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and discussion of facts.” 

Then it plunges right Into an-° 

thropologist Margaret Mead's dis- 

course, which sets homosexuality . 

in a societal perspective. 

Dr. Karl Bowman, former direc-- 
tor of Frisco’s Langley Porter 
Clinie and ex-president of the 
American Psychiatric Association, 
relying heavily on Dr. Kinsey's. 
statistics, draws the dimensions 
and variations of the problem, con- 
eludes with a brief discussion. 
(larsely a quote from Freud: of 
methods of “treatment.” 

This is followed by what. in 

gzome respects, is the show's high 

sprt, the appearance of a three- 
man panel comnvosed of the presi-’ 
dent Harold Call’, executive sec- 
retary ‘Donald S. Lucas: and treas- 
urer ‘Les Fisher of the nationwide 
M ‘ttachine Society. 

The off-camera narrator’s voice 
asks, “What do other homosexuals 
think ahout the so-called queens?” 
and Coll start the panel discussion 
by saying, “We think the ‘swish’ 
or the ‘queen’ represents. actually: 
a small minoritv within the whole 
homosexual grouping. but to the 
p»hlic this is a sterotvped view . . . 
be vhiech all homosexuals are 
judsed, it seems.” The trio ex- 
plains ‘the Mattachine Society. 
h-adauartered in Frisco. with 
hrarches in New York, Chicaco, 
Boston and Denver, aims “to dis- 
pe! part of this stereotvned nic- 
tur" through “work in education. 
resrarch and social service .. . it is 
not a pen-pal organization, nor it 
fs an organization for homosexual 
enntacts . . . we are calling for a 
chinze of law because we know the 
number of homosexuals is large.” 
The nanel discusses marriage “as 
a cnverun” (no good. savs ane of 
th» panelists! and Call emphasizes 
thit “protecting the young is one 
of the important planks in the 
M+tachine platform,” 

Tawver Al Bendich reports on 
th» status of the laws covering the 
subject and Frisco District Attor- 
ney Thomas Lynch tells of enforc-. 
ment of these laws. Or lack of en- 
forcement, because of difficulty in 
prosecuting. 

Dr. Erwin Braff. director - of 
Friseo’s Bureau of Disease Con- 
trol, discusses—very dispassionate- 
Iv—a fascinating, if rather revolt- 
inz, aspect of the problem. Says 
the doctor: “Here in California, . 
San Francisco and Los Angeles 
show that approximately 75° of 
males with early infectious syphilis: 
have acquired their infection from: 
ofher males. The same can be said 
of other large cities In the coun-: 
trv—New York, New Orleans. 
Kansas City.” Dr. Braff’s segment 
1s highly unusual, extremely’ re- 
veatieg, and next to the appear- 
anees of the Mattachine officers, is 
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recognition \of the problem) . . »| probably the most interesting por- 

_ 30 Mins.; Sat., 10 a.m. 
‘ PARTICIPATING 

_moppet show, which has more than . 
‘an idle attraction for oldsters. 

being kept in line and protected by 
‘|a loving older brother.:. Format 

holds up sufficiently as scripter 
‘David Lang has the town threatened 
by a notorious gang who have 

get at Billy who had killed a mem- 
tion of the show. ber of their group. In high noonish 

The whole show hag a great deal: fashion, the town members are 
of vitality and is blessed by John! frightened and prefer to hide 
W. Reavis Jr.’s clear, simple and , rather than protect Billy who they 
uncompromising script and Rich-; consider wholly expendable, leav- 
ard Christian’s no-hokum direction.'ing Garrett and the Kid to handle 

' ‘Stef. .|the situation. 
All was well in the end as the 

town rallied to its defense and cap- 
tured the gang, thus saving Billy 
‘and the community. It wasn’t any- 
thing new in the horsetail and gun- 

: . ¥ 'smoke department but the seg man- 
Director: Bob Hulisrem waub, Lan aged to hold interest as Sullivan 

O’Kun | 

SHARI LEWIS SHOW . 4 
With Clive Rivell, Jackle Warner, 

Ronald Radd_s 
Producer: Robert Scherer 

chores competently.in their respec- 
tive’ -drawled and mumbled fash- 
ions. Program has appeal-for those 
-whose tv diet is based on oats and, 
although not particularly special, 
provides reliable fare.in its frame- 
work for the Saturday 8:30 p.m. 
half-hour slot. Kali. 

NBC-TY, from N.Y. 
Shari Lewis is baek and the kids 

can join Lambchop and Charlie 
Horse in a half-hour of fun. There 
is also Jackie Warner, Clive Rivell 
and Ronald Radd to fill out the 

Same singing words of praise, NEWS . 
for the entertainers can’t be ap--. With Tex Antoine, Caro! Knox 
plied to the commercials. There ; Exec, Producer: Alvin Perlmutter 
seems ta be just too many of ; Producer-Director: Johny Dorsey 
them. In the half-hour on the} Writers: Stan Burnett, Al Seeger 
preem Saturday (9), the count was 30 Mins., Sunday, Sept. 10, 11.15 
seven urgent messages- to buy.! p.m. 
Shari trotted out her puppets: to, ALITALTIA | 
push the items, ranging from : WNBC-TY, N.Y. 
Remeco’s spinning wheel to Na-| 
biseo’s Honeys. as well as deliv-; But to a. man who-has had any as- 

(tape) 

bring some of the pitches herself.!sociation with the selling world,. 
We may live in an affluent society. | fashion—whether down the ramp, 
but kids can’t trigger the buying “in a mag ‘spread or on video—is: 
of everything and in such a short an endless round of plugola. 
space of time. 1. WNBC-TV’s “Dateline © Rome: 

To Shari’s credit, tt’s still a:Fashion Is News” was by any other 
lively show. She dances, sings and ‘name a half-hour blurb for Macy's 
manipulates her puppets with en- ; department store with the excep- 
gaging style and humor. An able ,tion of three one-minute spots for 
assist is offered by supporting! Alitalia. airlines, which probably 
players, Clive Rivell and. Jackie.‘ flew emcees Tex Antoine and Carol 
Warner, the man in the oversized {Knox and crew over in exchange 
bull dog. Preem episode centered - for the. exposure. 

sworn to level the community to} 

and Gulager handled their acting | 

‘DATELINE ROME: FASHION IS 

Fashion ‘may be news to women. 

‘were somewhat disquieting. 

‘return to radio, which is far more | 
‘suited 

around the game of baseball and ; Twenty-one Paris. and Rome de- 

_ Wednesday, September 13, 1961 

Taside Stuf—Radio-TV 
WGN Radio has entered the derby for AM supremacy in the Chicago 

market via the latest Nielsen radio report. The Tribuné-owned station 
is claiming first place on the basis of homes reached per quarter hour, 
from 6 a.m, to midnight. Based on the Nielsen survey, WGN calculates 
it averages 83,400 homes per day. Second station is WIND (Westing- 
house) with 54,000 homes, as WGN construes.the report, and the 
runners-up in order are WLS (ABC), WMAQ (NBC) and WBBM (CBS)... 
Period covered was from: May &-June 18 and June: 26-July 9, when. 

a 

‘WGN benefits from play-by-play- broadcasts of Cubs games. 
__ WGN now claims it has the seeond largest Mstening audience. in the. 
US., with WOR, New York, the only station to reach more homes, 

Arthur Hull Hayes, Prexy of CBS. Radio, appeared on the Arthur 
Godfrey program last week (Thursday) to explain the.technical aspects ° 
of CBS. Radio NetALERT new system of communication between that 
network and its affiliates. > 

Godfrey-Hayes conversation was taped on Tuesday. (5). During their 
talk, the incredible happened. CBS News department received a-bulle- 
tin announcing Moscow's rejection of U. S. atom bomb test proposals, 
and instantly used NetALERT facilities for first time to flash affiliated 
Stations. Million ta one shot, but it happened. , 

_ WIIC in Pittsburgh, in cooperation with ‘the Pittsburgh Council of 
Churches will present an in-depth. documentary, “Divided We Stand,” - 
exploring religious experiences in. different church groups in the 
Pittsburgh area, on Monday, Sept. 18. 
‘Hourlong religious special was produced by WIIC pubaffairs diree- 

tor, Ray Stewart. It has been. researched for six months and will 
show a number of unique experiences. and the various forms religious 
worship takes in a variety of religions ranging from the complexities 
a the, high-church Episcopalians to the simplicity of the silent-meeting 
uakers. | , me " " 
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Keystone Cops—but not often. } matters. Mary Mackenzie, Aiithony 
There were also some strangely | Sagar, and Hazel Hughes skillfully. 
cruel gags, such as twisting ‘legs} supported, and the ‘production, by | 
and. other physical assaults, which | Wilbert Lloyd. Hughes,. was exact 

) iin detail and fluently paced. — 

In fact, Spike. Milligan still Otta. 

seemed an odd-man-out, a BUY With | eeseenennsseesseenanemewny 
a rapier wit who can't find a form- | — > oe 

. y oe ot 

NBO’s Promos 
Producer }__ * 

fitting scabbard. Maybe he ‘should 

aaaas Continued from page 34 team to unrealism. duce 
Barry Lupino was fine, and.sup-, 

porting thesps made a good show!“Here's Hollywood,” the daytime: 
of faces. * Otta.. - | strip. “Hollywood”. will shoot 15 

|half-hours in N:Y.. | : 

'30 Mins., Sat. 8:30 p.m. 

‘preeming of its first show of the 

‘Gulager) and Sheriff Pat Garrett 

the commercial-punctured 30 min- ,signers were represented in the 
utes held not a single error for ;paradé line of models, and, as far. 
the players. Horo. as°could be figured, 21 Macy’s re- 

makes — “line for line’ and 

THE TALL MAN 
With Barry Sullivan. Clu Gulager, 

others 
Producer: Frank Price 
Director: Lesley Selander — 
Writer: David Lang 

i resented. -Ahtoine said it takes real 
ifashion experts years of experience 
jto spot the real news in a fashion 
runoff, but inthe case at hand all 
it should have taken is a brief hud- 
dle with.a Macy’s buyer. 

Models were set against Rome 
R. J. REYNOLDS backgrounds, but statie direction 
NBC-TY (Film) ; 

(William Esty) . 
In its second year-on NBC, “The 

Tall: Man” continued its oater tra- 
dition last Saturday (9) with the: line. this year is one’ word— 

new season. No appreciable changes . nae. phe flare, the whirl and 
in format, content or any other as- ; (1% Spiral “— Paw Is) 7 
hart wins detectable in the seg, en- 1 Ses a repeat. Friday (15) at Ba 
titled “Full Payment.’ . f ; , 

The basic element which is the 
peg for all episodes is the relation- 
ship between Billy the Kid (Clu 

matic effect. 
For the record Antoine and Miss 

! SUMMERTIME. 

t - Sullivan) which is some-|  -Play-Tonics, Victor Mondello. 

(Barry Sullivan) which, ts) some" pducer-Director: Thomas. Kanott 
: 30 Mins., Wed. (6) 10:30 p.m. 

- ‘ _|WBZ-TYV, Boston — 
WBZ-TV, the Westinghouse out- 

let in Boston, produced one of. 
those local television rarities — an 

yentertainment show that is enter- 
taining—in this nostalgic, delight- 
ful 30-minute romp through music 
of the 20s. 

. Drawing on their own. solid. mu- 
' a sical backgrounds, exec producer 

m | Win Baker and producer-director 

in retail sales 
per household* 
That’s Minneapolis-St. Paul, 
with. retail sales of $4,649 per _ 
household. In this key mar- 
ket, KSTP-TV is the first 
television station serving 
810,800 homes, 

oR 

Tom Knott took a talented. miss, a 
swinging trio, a ballet company, a 
barbershop quartet and an oldtime 
banjoist, waved their batons and. 
created a light and refreshing 

show. . 
With the exception of The Play- 

Tanics, a slick barbershop quartet 
from Jersey, all.talent was local— 
vocalist Sue Bennett, Frank Petty 
Trio, N. E. Civic Ballet and banjo- 
ist- Victor Mondello. —| . 

Vidtaped at the Hub. studios, 
“Summertime” skillfully overcame 
that static something usually im- 

. | posed by facility limitations of a lo- 
cal station. The show had scope 
and movement, thanks to imagina- 
tive set designs and production 
techniques. Guy. 

100,000 WATTS » NBC 
“MINNEAPOLIS + ST. PAUL 

“stitch for stitch’—also were rep- | 

THE MONEY 
With Leslie Dwyer, Hazel Hughes, 

Mary’ Mackenzie, David An- 
drews, Anthony Sagar, Gerard 
Lohan, Peter Dolphin, Linda 

_ Gardner, Diarmid Cammell 
Writer: Philip Mackie 

Additionally, promotional serv- 
ices has arranged a “Channel Win- 
“ner Contest” among 50. of the 
NBC-TV affiliated stations, each 
one of which has been supplied 
j with about $2,500 worth of mer-' 
chandise to give winners in local 

land crude editing leveled any dra-. 

‘Knox advise that the fashion head-. 

Show . 

man, who'd always lived within his 

“With Sue Bennett,. Frank’ Petty 
Trio, N;' E. Civie Ballet, the. 

other son, Tom. And another boy 
‘had been with him at the time. The 

‘Henry, who really only communi- 
| cated with his family over financial 

Producer: Wilbert Lloyd Roberts markets. Gimmick is..to pick the 
60 Mins., Fri., 8:25 p.m. .. |top 10. shows on the affiliate’s 
BBC-TV, from London | channel—kind of a rating guessing 

Although m oney-grabbing is not | 84me- There will also be a.coloring 
* -. > |contest run with the help of 30°. 

a very novel theme—but what is? | dailies around the country. This is 
—Philip Mackie came up with aito plug the color aspects of the 
neat and satisfying. item in “The | NBC spectrum this. season.: 
Money.” Story concerned the dis-; As far as. print advertising {fs 

--eoncerned, NBC brass. insist that covery of a box holding $30,000 by [while they’ will definitely drop 

a lowly-paid clerk, Henry Peacey -tune-in’ ads (they say they- have: 
{Leslie Dwyer). He was a: frugal jresearch to prove that all past use 

‘of tune-in adg.-cotldn ¢ ralse a new 
; meee . .. /Stanza’s rating more than one per-. income, even managing to Put -centage point ion. the Nielsens), _ 

some away for a rainy day, His they will nontheless:spend more. 
wife had no fur coat, and his son ‘money in print ads this year. Web 
couldn’t get a loan from him in. iS upping the print budget from 

) eg | $650,000: to $750,000, NBC re ser fo Buy 4 sha i's garage, [$0908 fo FTG, NEC repel 
The box had been found by his i designed, institutionally, “to build 

he image hed NBC.as. the. country’s. 

latter’s parents’. went along ‘to- ggest ne work in every way.” 
Henry and demanded a 50-50 share i oo 7 
of the loot. For the question was—| Scranton, Pa.—George W. Cyr, 
would honest Henry. give the|formerly program and operations 
money to the police, or hang on to | director of WGR-TV, Buffalo, has 
it for himself? _ ‘ {joined WDAU-TV and- WGBI-AM 

In fact, he surrendered ft. But | Here. He'll be PD ‘and operations 
here Mackie provided an ingeniaus | director of. both stations. 
twist. He kept back $2,000 for him- |° ——————— 
self, for this was the amount of ie va) 
his annual paycheck. He could |’. AVERY DAY (Tv) 
spend it gradually without drawing | ti ON EVERY CHANNEL \— 
attention to: himself. His younger | 
boy -had bought a dollar box of 
chocolates and been immiediately |. . 
found out, for he could never have 
afforded it on his 10e pocket- 
money every week. Thus Henry, 
too, for all his protestations of 
honesty, was. corrupted by the: 
need of money. His only fear was 
being found out. 
The script was deftly written, 

with. spruce and accurate dialog, 
‘and smoothly acted. Leslie Dwyer 
was fine as the penny-counting 

\\ BROOKS| 
Kaj COSTUMES 

fF 2 Woot bint 51, N.Y.C.:Tol, PL7-5008 

| BOYS OVER 18 
Part time. Day time werk anly, 
Hours: to svuilt. Leading pubilsher 
seeks 3 neat well spoken mento In: 
terview public. on a new: promotion 
Profect. Wo selling Involved.. Man-' 
ager will train you. High commis- 
ston plus bonus. 100 W. 43nd St.. 
Room 5311 at 8:30 A.M, or 5:30 P.M. ff 
ONLY or Phone WI 7-5474. 
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‘flict of . Anterest.. 

BAG decision is Music Corp: of. 
“America. MCA is the largest. talent 
agency in. the world, while: Reyue | 
is among. the largest “producers: of.| 
films for television.. : a 

SAG's move more. or: less antici- : a 

: services.’ 

‘Morris Agency’ as well as MCA. 
which. has: a 

. . policy of. not owning aly packages 

t 

Wednesday, September | 18, 1961. | RABIC-TELEV ESION 

is definitely conflict of interest in- 
volved.” AFTRA said it will care-|. 
fully review the entire SAG move 
when regulations come up for re- 
mewal in June 1962: 

Writers Guild of America: had no: 
“¢omment at this time on SAG's 
‘dictum. Exec Director Mike Frank-. 
lin said: .“Becausé WGA had 
reached agréement with AMG some 
time ago, which agreement has not] 
yet been finalized, comment on this | 

-yaatter would not be ‘appropriate 
or in keeping with understanding | 
WGA with AMG.” —° 

_ Talent. agencies’ greeted SAG: pro- 
Is with mingled — reactions, | 

ost” vociferous was Harry E. Sok-| 
olov, attorney for Charles. K. Feld- 

‘man,.and his Famous: Artists: Co., | 
who. stressed that the firm has sev- 
‘eral million dollars tied. up in plays: 
and ‘outstanding | literary properties: 
in reliance on waivers. granted by. 
the Guild: 
Agent James A. Saphier indicated 

he agreed: with SAG, and. said he 
didn’t think agerts should. play a 
dual. role. because there. is a con-} 

Target Is MCA 
' The. ‘Immediate target of - the: 

pates'a long-rumored action ‘by the. 
Federal. Government to force 
divorcemént of ‘both. elements, pos- | 
sibly via-an antitrust action. 

Originally, the SAG waivers ex- [- 
pired last’ Dec, 31. But renewals } 
were taken. under consideration . 

‘with decision to. be: announced. by 
Oct.1. 
AE MCA, 4 spokesman declared 

that .it- was: ‘stil too. early to. an- 
nounce what course MCA. would |. 

_ take ‘until the SAG. decree had} 
been thoroughly 
ever, 

§nsiders .feel that its. plans have 
been completed “down to the last 
“paper-clip.” There is a report cur- { 
rent that several MCAites, includ- 
ing veepee. David (Sonny) “Werblin | 
and Herman Citron from the Bev-: , 
hills office, “would.” take: over the 
agency - functions as -&- separate 
‘entity. from Revue. .-. 

Another. section of the new SAG 7 
‘proposals - forbids: agency commis- 
sions on minimum. fees. Another 
important provision would ‘ban an | 
_agency from acting’as a. casting | 
“office. The regulation says: “Pack-. 
“age show representation shall not |. 

negotiating or}{- 

drafting actor employment. con-. 
“tracts, ‘acting as a payroll depart- | 
ment, handling: of elaims, or dis-[. 
putes. under actors’ collective bar- | 

similar’ 

include. easting, 

gaining , agreements .or 

Morris ‘Agency Also. oa 

‘This provision. hits. the. William 

‘The Morris office,- 

on its own, has been doing this 
work-for the artists who own. pack- | 
ages. In this respect, the American 
Federation of Television & Radio j 
Artists, has a provision which. 
makes it possible for 4 performer 
under contract to an office. which 
4s casting © a package, to hire an-" 
other agency to get.a job in that 7. 
setup. Failure to get on. that. show. 
‘makes it an arbitrable offense. 

The effects of the new. régula- 
tions are too. grave: to cause im-]} 
mediate comment by, most. of. the 
majors: It’s still to early, they say, |- 
or they haven't completely studied |- 
the. new ‘conditions. 

‘ Restore Competition 

Hlowever, general feeling is that |: 
the new SAG rules will restore 
the maximum competition to the 
ageney field. Agencies, which do} 
not have production: outlets, have | 
been ‘cavilling that the MCA own- 
ership of Revue makes it possible 
for them to snag top stars. from { 
“ahy office with promises that |. 
they'll be in one ‘of -their telefilm 1 

> packages. | 

Just what the new. : corporate 

‘getup will be at MCA. isn’t kiown 
MCA controls just about |. 

“half-of the agency business, which |. 
_- wecourits: for about 13% of the” 

 tptal.-dheome.. of the entire, pai. 

as yet, 

structure. Because -Reyue repre-. 

AFTRA SAG Vs. The Agencies 
Continued from. ‘pase Ay 

on talent, there’ has~been. tremen- sents 87% of ‘the income at MCA, 
dous abuse in this regulation, there} it’s. 

digested. How- |. 
since MCA -has: been. living’|.. 

‘with this. prospect for about a year,. 

ship. 
‘One of the mysteries in the cur- 

rent: setup is: the role of General |: 
Artists Corp., which is now ex- 

‘its’ agency. GAC -had’ 
applied. for ea production waiver 
‘and ‘since then rescinded the: ap-. 
plication. However, SAG, in an-|° 
nouncing the names of the dozen |° 

| panding 

agencies that had production waiv- 
ers included GAC. 

It was an open secret. that GAC 
would have been making plans to 
go ‘into. production . had the- SAG: 
continued waivers. Now; GAC, like 
other. offices, will. be: limited . to. 
building Up At agency business. 

T roman’ 's ‘Open Ender’ : 
— Continued. from page. 1 = 

leisurely pace of ‘Susskind’s four 
hour interview with former Vice- 
President Richard N. Nixon during 
the Presidential race last fall. Dur- 
ing. that session, the sum total. of 
questions only came to 39. 

Susskind’s interview with Tru- 
| man on “Open End” has no direct 
trelation. with Susskind’s projected | 
26 half-hour episodes on Truman’s 

_San Frane 

likely that this is. the section |. 
that will be kept by present. owner- 

‘produced by 
‘Paramount. Peretz W. 

Prince Littler Resigns 
London, Sept. 12. 

On ‘the day efter the publi- 
eation of -Associated TeleVis- 
fon’s. annual report and ac- 
counts. Prince’. Littler’ an- 
nounced that he will resign the 
chairmanship of the company 
after the annual general meet- 
ing of stockholders on Sept. 
28. He will continue to serve on 
the board. Sir Robert Renwick 
has been named to succeed 

| Tithler as head of the com-. 

Perittier asked the board to 
relieve him of the chairman- 
ship, since -he believes that 
with the increasing diversifica- 
tion .of the company’s invest- 
ments. abroad, the chairman. © 
should be available more than 
fis possible for him' owing to 
his other commitments in this. 

- country. Since its formation 
gome years ago, ATV has: ex-- 
‘panded into .an organization 
with overseas interests fn Aus- 
tralfa, the U..S. and Canada. 

presidential years. This project, 
however, obviously gave. Susskind 
an edge in securing Truman for 
“Open End”. at the regular $1 fee. 
The 26-week Truman series, as yet 
unsold to .any network, fs being 

‘Yalent ‘Associates- 
Johannes 

has joined the company es associ- 
ate producer and film coordinator 
for the Truman series. _ ; 

Make a-date—now—to meet a brand new au- 

thority on the nation’s top markets...mar- 

kets covered and nailed down by America’s 

largest. and most ‘powerful independent 

‘yadio-&-TV chain: RKO General. 

This. man-of-all-answers is your new RKO 

General National Sales Division sales execu- 

tive. ‘He. was hand picked to. work with you. 

- He’ 8 ‘been proven tops. And he’s buzzing 

“New York: 1440 Broadway, LOngacre 4-8000 
- Chicago: Tribune Tower, SUperior 7-5110 

: Hollywood: 1313-No. Vine; HOllywood 2-2133 

| Wiscor 415 Bush Street, YUkon 2-9200 

Seas, 

London, Sept. 12. 
Independent . Television Corp., 

|the wholly-owned subsidiary of As- 
sociated TeleVision, has had a prof- 

Htable trading period for the year 
ended April 30 last, according to 
Prince Littler’s report: to stock- 
holders of the parent company, is- 

jisued in London last week. He con- 
|gratulated the American manage- 
ment on its success. 

- Under the heading “Our North 
American Venture,” the ATV, top- 
per recalls the circumstances 
which led originally to ATV's 50% 
buy info ITC and the subsequent 
decision to obtain complete con- 
trel. One of the first plans of the 
management when it started to cre- 
ate programs for British audiences, 
he observed, was to provide enter- 
tainment of a standard which 
would have a ready market over- 

particularly in the North 
American continent. But the man- 
agement was conscious of the fact 
that the history of selling British 
entertainment in America had been 
fraught with difficulties and, in the 
case of the motion picture indus- 
try, many failures. It was felt that 
to produce programs of the quality 
that would sell to an American 
audience, was a further spur to 
the competitive spirit, which he 

Brit ATV's Mission Accomplished’ 
| On ITC's Contrib in North America 

believed was the basis of good 
broadcasting. 

The board was very quick to 
learn that just to send somebody 
to the U.S. to sell programs, with- 
out having an’ efficient and well 
directed organization, was merely 
a waste of time. For this reason 
therefore, it was decided some 
years ago to. buy a half interest in 
a substantial American corporation 
—ITC. In the light of experience 
it was decided that if the operation 
of the American company was to 
be truly effective in the company’s 
interests, no “less than complete 
control would suffice. For that 
reason, ATV bought the other half 
of ITC, and once having acquired 
control, took steps to strengthen 
the management and reduce over- 
heads. 

The success of the American 
company, Littler frankly sdmits, 
depends on the quality and xmount 
of films which ITC is able to make 
available. In the pest this vital 
supply was insufficient, but meas- 
ures are being taken which should 
assure the supply for the future. 
These include “Whiplash.” “Sir 
Francis Drake,” “Ghost Squad,” 
and “Supercar.” 
One of the main features of the 

(Continued on page 56) 

with the latest word on every corner of every 

-eounty reached by the RKO General chain. 

New York City: WOR-TV, WOR AM/FM 

Boston: WNAC-TV, WNAC-AM, WREO-FM 
THE YANKEE NETWORK 

Los Angeles: KHJ-TV, .KHJ-AM/FM 
Detroit-Windsor: CKLW-TV, CKLW-AM/FM 

Memphis: WHBQ-TV, WHBQ-AM 

San Francisco: KFRC-AM /FM 

‘Washington, D.C.: WGMS-AM / FM 

To. leara more about the service, flexibility and data-in-depth that will help you make 

faster decisions, better decisions, and decisions that put more muscle into every dollar you spend .e« 

a your local RKO General Station or nearest RKO General National Sales Division Office. 
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From The Production Centres 
Continued fon pee) 

in3ton, Monday (11) on civil defense. Material to be used as part of 
documentary on civil defense, being produced by WEEI as part of the: 
CBS seven station series, “How Serious the Challenge," to be aired 
on WEEI, Oct. 11... WBZ radio saluted on 40th anni by Joint Civic 
Azencies of Greater Springfield. Station’s first broadcast on Sept: 19, 
1921, emanated from the roof-of the Westinghouse plant in Springfield 
... WBZ-TY starting film show, ‘Movie 4,” based on selections made 
by viewers from list of 76 pictures from station's library, and running | 
cantest for top 10 selections ... Oct. 15 is target date for new WRO- 
TV transmitter and tower iacilities.. The new tower, 1,049-ft., will be 
in Rehobeth, Mass. for the Providence, R. I. station. 

IN CHICAGO ... 
Bob Dressler, ex-WNBQ produeer, has joined the pubrelations staff 

of Field Enterprises 'World Book Encyclopedia: to handle the various 
tv. radio and film projects there ... Josh Brady has severed his ex- 
clusivity with WBBM Radio and will freelance. He retains a couple 
of shows on the station, however ... WGN-TV, eutting down “10th 
Hours News” ta a 15-minute format, will retain only: Jim Conway and 
John R. Thompson in the show. Weatherman Ned Locke picks up a new 
ehore as ringmaster of “Bozo”. . . Alex Dreier getting a 5:45 p.m. 
news strip on WBKB, in addition to the one at 10:15 p.m.... WNBQ 
teeinz off its series of prime time specials next Monday (18' with a 
special installment of “Artists’ Showcase” . .. Joe Foss tapped 
emeee a pair ot live musical shows on WBBM. 

IN LONDON... 
Top British writers have been signed by Southern-TV to script three: 

30-minute dramas which will be this station’s contribution to the 
“little network.” They are Ted Willis, Alun Owen and Lukas Heller 
.. BBC Radio bagged Noel Coward to talk about acting for a Network 
Three production . . . Dennis Price. plays the lead in Granada-TV's 
new satirical stint “Colonel Trumpers Private War” which bows on 
Friday +15: . . . Associated-Redilfusion is restarting two quiz shows, 
“Take Your Pick” with Michael Miles and “Double Your Money" with 
Huzhie Green, for the seventh season ... BBC-TY fixed news bulletins 
atvi5 pm. nightl ... BBC celebrates its 25th anni of tv in November. 
Each department has been paged to put on a major programy with the 
accent on the fulure—not the past ... Radio and tv retailers’ Assn. is 
asking the Pilkington Cammittee ‘currently studying the future of 
broadcasting: to receive a deputation which will urge an interim tech- | 
nial report betore the end of 1961. 

IN PHILADELPHIA... 
Bob Knox, WIBG staff announcer for the last 23 years. named di- 

rectar of broadcast standards and public affairs for the Storer chain 
outlet .. Harvey L. Glascock, veepee and general manager of WIP, 
appointed chairman of the radio-tv group of the United Fund campaign 
... Deejay Bud Brees celebrating 11 years with WPEN this week ... . 
Barry Magarick switching his “Folklore” session from. WHAT to WDAS, 
vith coffee house, record shop and bookstore sponsors ... James C. 
Hagerty to he keynote speaker at the Broadcasters’ Promotion Associa- 
tion seminar, at the Waldorf-Astoria in New York (Nov. 6-8) .. . “Pix-: 

‘VARIETY _____.______ Wednesday, September 13, 1961: 
| FM from KNOB-FM, Los Angeles. On Sept. 18, the station fs ‘expanding 
its programming to make it a fulltime jazz station . . . Singing planist. 
Joan Bayles set for guest shots on Tom Finn’s “Pittsburgh Tonight” on 
KDKA-TY. She is currently at the Living Room , .. John Stewart, 
who has a popular feature on “Program PM” called “John’s Other. 
Life" related his experiences last week as a planetaruim worker and 
as a movie projectionist . ... Anita Bryant, in town to promote for]. cous 
Columbia, cut five comedy routines for use on the Rege Cordic show | With Allan ‘Jackson, others. 
on KDKA ... Porky Chedwick, one of WAMO’s top personalities,|-Producer: Norman Kramer. 
planning a big show in November at the new Auditorium. | | Writer. - Assoc, Producer 

.  Krakowsky 

IN. MILWAUKEE .. « .| 50 Mins., Wed.. (6), 9:10 p.ma. 
WCBS Radio,.N. ¥. (tape) 

Leonard A. Schindler, general manager, WOKY, ankled for spot with; .The seven owned & operated 
advertising concern, with Rosa Evans, WOKY staffer pinchhitting, | radio stations of CBS began a series 
/pending replacement of Schindler. . Sam Hale, WOKY disk jockey, | of seven. public affairs. programs 
emceed “Back: to School Dance,” at George Devines’ Million Dollar| last Wednesday (6) that promises 
Ballroom Sun. (10)... Charles Schultz, prez, Local 248, UAW, of;to be-pretty darn good, although, 
Allis-Chalmers, interviewed by WISN’s News Director Don Froelich on | in'N, Y., this output was heard from 
station's “Sound of Ideas,” program. Duo covered pros and cons of|9:10 to 10 p.m., a bad. time for a 

| 32-hour. work week . .. After 18 years on “Top o’ the Morning” radio: top’show. | 
;show on The Milwaukee Journal station WTMJ, Gordon Thomas has| Each of the seven o&0’s is to do 
‘shifted to new “Gordon Thomas. Show,” cross-the-baard at 4:05 to: ong of the broadcasts, all. bearing 
5:55 p.m. Gordon Hinkley replaced Thomas on “Top o’ the Morning.” | the catchall title of ‘How Serious 

. .. WITI-TV’s Public Conference ‘Has Role of Labor Union Changed?” i the Challenge to. Our Economy,” 

HOW SERIOUS THE CHAI. 
LENGE?» a 

, Peter J. McCormick, Coordinator of General Materials of Milwaukee and each :of the outlets will carry 
; Public Library, moderated panel comprised of labor leaders and An-*the others’ work. “WCBS ‘ Radio 
‘ithony Lucheck, Professor of Labor, Education, School for. Workers,jynder the segis of assistant publie 
:U of Wisconsin Extension Division, Madison . . . “Dial Drury” is new, affairs director Norman- Kramer, 
: WIMJ show, cross-the board 3:05-4 p.m., with Grant Krueger and Ex-| did ‘one called “Credit _Buying-— 

to“ ecutives Trio (live) and John Drury host. . , . WISN-TV plans telecast- How Serioys ‘the Challenge to Our. 
‘ing CBS “College of the Air” course, “The New Biology.” Incidentally, | Eeonomy?” It. was_an exhaustive 
‘WISN-TV. in public service effort will provide time Sundays for series! study of the dangers and strengths - 
produced by Milwaukee Council for Adult Learning. of buying on time. Everybody got 

into the interview set from 

SEATTLE—SPOKANE—TACOMA ... Consumers Union: (antis to many 
. ig banking firms fsome pro, some 

Sportcaster Bob Robertson of: KTNT-TV, Tacoma, and the Channel eon, andthe net reeult was: 
11 crew that has telecast games of the Coast League pennant-winning . thoroughness, ‘Interest was sus- 
Tacoma Giants were: guests at a tv-appreciation party at the ball park ‘taineq reasonably well through 
after the Giants cinched the pennant .... Robert Harris has joined ra- careful editing of the many and 

{die sales staff of KOMO after 10 years as salesman for.KOL ... KING. various interviews, -and-Allan Jack-. 
{ Radio. is carrying on a cooperative promotion campaign with Seattle: son, the narrator-and five ‘WCBS. - 
| area barbers. Shops keep their radios tuned to KING; station programs’ Radio. “reporters” did their inter | 
‘a special salute to the shops and giving customers a chance to win the- aan —— ° 
| atre passes . . . KHQ-TV, Spokane, is telecasting-two German language’ 

b 

ocking jobs-.well, , . 

' courses, “Guten Morgen II” and .“Guten. Morgen III” in cooperation | cus might beneat Jisteners If the. 

‘with Spokane School Distriet. Morning classes air five times weekly; |) a ts f o sable « e the aret 
_.. KOMO-FV is including an audience participation game, “Time Out ignated S for public ees he first 
‘Dine Out.” on two daytime programs, “Gateway” and the “Katherine :/™ Series Mpaving ase € bahiy can 
Wise Show.” Game features a scrambled’ word gimmick: is being*car- ° wear he as proba rN rt an 
‘ried In cooperation with the Washington State Restaurant Assn. with be foun } anywhere. = Atl. 
winners garnering free meals at restaurant of choice ... Radio KING sepemmmmmmmcnsenreneneenny | 
d.j.’s Frosty Fowler and Bill Terry have challenged enterta‘ner-golfer | a new: uo 
Phil Harris to a match during the Greater Seattle Open Invitation: British. ATY 
‘tourney, September 13-17. Match is. getting a buildup on the station. ane oe - 

ue , ‘| «Continued from page 55 mune 

IN: ‘MINNEAPOLIS oece | 28-page report is the. detailed anal- 

KSTP-TV to intro weekly half-hour color show featuring Choral-:¥5iS of ATV's interest in other com- 
aires singing group. Station also planning to do two other regular !Panies, both at home and abroad. 

H i 

On the American continent, for ex- ne” er ane N ; ~AU-TV: ; ‘shows, “Treasure Chest” and “T. N. Tatters,” in color ... Norm Van: ~~ ve oa. 

daily stanza to regular Sat morning show. Ton Provost Jnd-Lascte ap. Brocklin, coach of new Minnesota Vikings entry in National Football jample, it inas continue d ie develop 
Maa; coon, s te oe « kiek. ~4U_/Jeague. to have own show, “Van ‘Brocklin Reports.” on WCCO-TV. |mterests in Canada ‘by. investmen pear in taped segments during this week as kick-off salute ;.. WCAU- ' league wn sto neg eports. on in radio and tv. Its Canadian sub- 
TV acquired the M & A Alexander post-30 package in the fourth film, Rollie Johnson, station’s news director, will handle emcée chores. |sidiary 1s Canastel. Broadcasting purchase ot the season. WCCO-TV will earry seven of the Vikings’ road games . . . Echoing jt lary ti b anas Sa "ints Cc fe 3 

} views comic Phil Foster expressed here recently, Jack E. Leonard, ' see the: ralife es y erests in 
IN. DETROIT | appearing at Flame Room, admitted a preference for appearances onj& CH, th 1 Halifax,. a: a. Scot a, 

. eo 2 © . the Jack Paar show to guest spots with Ed Sullivan. “A guy can be ;commercia Tadio and tv: s ation, 
WWIJ-TV, WJBK-TV and WXYZ-TV have joined together in the|himself ion the Paar show),” Leonard said. “Sullivan’s show fs too;2"d. in Vantel Broadcasting, the 

psbltshinz of a brochure extolling their finest shows. Frochure goes! confining. Nothing personal there, but a guy working on his program Vancouver commercial tv station. 
to about 5.000 community leaders... Death of J. E. (Ted) Campeau, | has to stick to the script.” ... Announcer Bob Lazich is-a newcomer | I Australia, ATV: has. invest 
CKLW prexy, mourned by industryites who counted him a tough! to the WTCN staff... Press agent Stan Moress in. town to ballyhoo.; ments in a number of tv broadcast- 
competitor but warm friend. Speculation is varied as to his successor j “Margie”. series . ... Clellan Card observing eight anni playing Axel} ing: stations’ in Sydney, Adelaide, 
. WXYZ is cooperating with 2 bowling publication in promoting the ; on WCCO-TV's “Axel and His Dog,” oldest continuous kids’ show in Brisbane, Canberra, ete. Invest- 
sport by featuring a contest revolving around identifying the voice of : Twin’ Cities. jments in British compariles include 
a famous personality .. . WWJ-TV gave full-coverage to the Silver | _ : os British Relay’ Wireless and Televi- 
Cup Trophy Race of unlimited hydroplanes on the Detroit River. Don: {V BR ALTIMORE ar sion, Planned Music, the. company 

John T. Wilner, v.p. and director of WBAL AM-FM Engineering, has: 
Kremer and Ron Gamble described the contest. joperating the’ Muzak concession in 

Britain’and certain other territor-. 
‘NM PITTS returned from 30-day inspection junket of European radio and tele-jies, and Pye Records... os LB Pi TSBURGH ... | vision facilities... Hugh Reilly of “Lassie” was a recent visitor. Met| ‘As already reported ATV's trad- 
WWSW has now locked up three major sports attractions here airing' the press and taped a few spots for the local showing . .. WMAR-TV1ing profit for the year ended April 

Sreelers’ pro football, Pitt football and the Rens’ pro basketball with: launched its “Films of the 50s” with “Blood Alley” Friday night ...{30-Jast, amounted. to $17,953,320, 
full sponsorship. Its tv counterpart, WIIC is carrying these games,' Robert. L. Bryan appointed sales manager at WJZ-TV. He replaces |a0 increase of more than-$2,800,000 
t»>, but the Pitt games come in on tape on a delayed basis .. .. KDKA. Robert E. Newsham who goes to Detroit office of Television Advertis-;0n -the. previous year... Taxation 
has Pirate baseball and Penn State football and has the rights for! ing Representatives ... “Port that Built A City,” nation's. only mari- |takes a bite of just over 50% and. 
Hurnet hockey .. . John Eastman hag joined Pitt's jazz station, WAZZ-; time program, begins 11th year on WMAR-TV Sunday, Sept. 24 .,:.{after other minor payments the 

. ; + Frank R. Santilli is new manager of the WAYE Travel Bureau ..., .jnet profit to the company amount- 
i ; Thomas H. O'Connor, radio. program director for WBAL. will direct ;ed to’ $8,811,740.. Total’ dividend __ 
: Storer’s WIW Scrams | public service activities of WBAL AM and FM .. . Bert Claster, presi-|for, the. year has been-‘hiked- by — 

: :dent of Romper Room, Inc., announces that the show now includes a|10% to 60° and this -will. involve 

NBC as Radio Affil 
Cleveland. Sept. 12. i 1, oprar | 

WJW, part of the’ Storer chain?[¥ CINCINNATI ... 

-physical fitness segment to augment national exercise program urged|a. payout. of $3,189,900. 
by the President. . = 

| and 2 radio affiliate, plans - . . . . 
and pindependent. It’s understood | Robert Gordon upped from WCPO-TV sales manager to -assistanit 
the station will move out.of the general manager of Scripps-Howard stations in Cincy: and Cleveland. | 
NBC orbit no later than Jan. 1 and: Before joining the organization a year ago he served various capacities 
perhaps sooner if the network can | With stations in Syracuse, N. Y., Tupelo, Miss., and Tulsa, Okla... . 
line up a new outlet for this key | Joe E. Ross, co-star of “Car 54; Where Are You,” on hand for WLW-T [fi 
area at an earlier date. | fall previewing of NBC programs . . . Crosley tv personalities joining 

While WJW-TV -ls a CBS tele-| ertitertainers from, Beverly Hills and other niteries in gigantic spec-|. 
vision affiliate, CBS Radio’s Cleve- | tacular at River Downs race track for benefit of Juvenile rehabilitation. |: 
land outlet is-WGAR and it will] Spqnsored by AGVA and AFM locals... WLW radio pioneer helicopter ||": 

remain that way as will ABC) traffic service enters fourth year with Cincy copter cop Lt;- Arthur |. 
Radio’s deal here with WJMO. Mehring having logged 1,511 hours in the air. | A EMMETT KELLY Le 

WINS BIGGEST SHARES OF AUDIENCE! Mat; LEONARD GREEN | 

44 R E Ss Cc U 
E : 8” 

Mgt LNONARD GREEN 
|| San Antonio—William ‘L.~(Bill) 300. M. Stst-St., New York 

a: CPL 21764 

0 KNOXVILLE 90% 

PP 

Mgt. William Morris Agency 

Miles has been named general.) 

|) manager of ‘KITE. 

CHARLESTON 69% WILKES-BARRE 90% What advantage Is there: in ; BONDED . | 

BONDED's four-city service? | TV FILM : 7 

LOS ANGELES. 
TORONTO =” 
A Division of “a 
NOVO. INDUSTRIAL ‘CORP. ; . 

Source: ARB, 1961, 

For Further Details Contact 

SCREEN k¥ GEMS, we. 
TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP. 

711 Fifth Aveaua, New York 22 PL 1-4432 
CHICAGO DALLAS HOLLYWOOD . 

‘Orders, can be placed in any - 
). office and coordinated for | 

most efficient handling. 

NEW YORK DETROIT ATLANTA. TORONTO 
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AFM NGA Kis & Make Upas Pact lh 000 105 FR BMI Breakthrough Into Oldline 
Ends Bitter 3-Year-Old Differences) 

The three-year-old conflict be-4+——_—__——— 
tween the American Federation of | 
‘Musicians and the Musicians: Guild} 
of America is coming to an. end 
through an-agreenient between the 
65-year-old parent Federation and. 
.the Coast independent union of rée-{ 
cording. musicians. Herman Kenin, 

president of the AFM, said-in New 
“York Monday (11) that the pact has 
been approved ‘by. the organiza- 

‘:. tion’s international executive board 
-and Cecil F. Read, Musicians Guild 
‘ prexy, stated‘he expects formal ap-. 
“‘proval] by his group in Los Angeles 

‘ promptly. 
Under. terms of the agreement, 

‘which has been in negotiation for 
several months, the ‘board of di- 
rectors of the Guild recommends. 
the dissolution of the Guild fo its 
Tembership and the’ Federation 
agrees to reinstate with full mem- | 
bership rights those musicians who 
‘have been expelled from the par-|} 
ent body. The AFM also pledges |. 
the continuation and -extension of | 
practices and policies approved by.{ 
the Gui 

Terms of the agreement provide | 
that the Guild dissolve ‘‘as soon as. 
possible.” Another provision states |. 
that the AFM. will seek to. negotiate 
changes in its: existing ‘disk agree- | 
ments so that 50. of the monies 
now payable to the Music Perform- 
ance Trust Funds: will be paid to} 
the individual ‘musicians who. con: ! 
tribute. to the making of the disks. 

. Additionally, the AFM reaffirms: its , 
policy ‘to seek residual or. reuse | 
payments for recording ° musicians ! 
in all other fields. . 
“Restore AFM Membership 
Full, uninterrupted .membersh{p } 

._ rights are granted by the AFM to! 
those expelled or otherwise disci-| 
plined because of. their. Guild. ac- | 
tivities and all fines are nullified. 
The Federation reaffirms its policy 
to grant-all- tooters. ‘employed un- 
der its contract jurisdictions the 
right to ratify the contracts its ne- 
gotiates. 

By April 1, 1962 the. ‘AFM will 
set up in Los Angeles a recording 
-musicians committee that: shall ‘ad- 

.vwvice ‘with the Federation on. the. 
bargaining . proposals ‘ and negoti- | 
ations-and all other matters: affect- 
ing. their interests. _. 

Read ‘noted ‘that all: the’ ‘major 
objections originally leveled by the 
Guild: against: the AFM had been 
‘resolved by. changes affected and. 
pledged by the parent body. Kenin br 
stressed that the felling that -led 
to the ‘agreement was that “‘the in- 

-terests of professional miusicians. 
could ‘best be promoted by the. con-. 

.solidation of. their total economic. 
_and political ‘power into a. ‘single 
“union.” ae 

Dalls Sym Slates 3. | 
$1-Concerts; San Antonio 
Symph Sets: 11-City Tour, 

Dallas, ‘Sept.. 12, 
The Dallas Symphony Orchestra. 

-will give. three. $1.-concerts. next 
season, costs of. which will be un- 
derwritten. by the Dallas Morning 
News. While. popular in price, they 
will not be “pop’’ 
‘Each will have. an arresting: the- 
matic idea. ° 
— The. concerts -will be. given in. the 
Dallas Memorial Auditorium down- |. 
town, which holds 10.000 persons. 

-:Proceeds of the-events will go to 
‘the maintenance. fund: of the or- 
-chestra. 

‘First. date will be’ ‘Saturday or | United Artists is an‘album by Billy 
‘Sunday, Jan: 27: or.28, ‘with ‘Laszlo 

. Somogyi, the. Hungarian. -conductor, ! 
*-on the podium. ‘He will.direct the. 

orchestra. in most: of its tour dates.. 
‘Second concert . is ‘scheduled . for 
Feb, 21: with. Donald Johanos, -resi- | 
dent conductor, batoning.. George 
Solti, new senior conductor of the. 
orchestra, -will: preside at the. third. 

‘| rope ta work out: ‘the deal with. Ant eon , concert: March 28. . 

s: As: Fall ‘Swing: 
San Antonio, Sept. 12. 

Dr. Mictor Alessandro, director. 

‘manager. He’s been with Decca; 

‘Decca Distrib Shifts 
Decca Distributing Corp. ; has|- 

By EDDIE KALISH 

With the exception of a select 
made several changes in. its branch minority, U. S. musicians have 
management personnel. | 7 i got it pretty bad. That’s the opin- 
John Schlee has heen - ‘moved to | ion of Irwin “Sry” Kostal, orchtes- 

the post of San Francisco branch | trator, ~composer and srranger 
whose work has been. represented 

for six years and for the past two; on Broadway, tv, films and fe- 
years has directed the label’s ac-| cordings, He estimates that there 
tivities in Detroft. Into Schlee’s; are only ‘about 3,000 jobs in this 

780,000 TOOTERS 
20th Buys O’Seas Clicks 
20th-Fox Records has picked up 

a couple of foreign masters of click 
overseas tunes for release in the 
U.S. immediately. The purchase is 
tied in with the diskery's recently- 
announced move into the singles 
field. 

Tunes picked up are “Moliendo 
Cafe” and “Autumn in Cheyenne.” 

ASCAP Firms Via Big 3 Subsid 
+ The Big Three (Robbins, Feist 
& Miller) is now considering set- 
ting up a Broadeast Musie Inc. 
publishing affiliate. This will mark 
BMI’s first breakthrougi into old- 
line ASCAP firms that are rie 
company subsidiaries. 

It is understood that the new 
BMI firm, which will be a subsid 
of Robbins, was pressured into 
existence by 20th-Fox and Metro, 
co-owners of the Big Three, because 

{ Series,” 

who has been ‘the’ ‘company’s Buf- 
falo -branch manager. ‘since 1959. | 
The Buffalo management slot falls | 
to Maury Bloom, who has handled | 

vacated spot goes Mario De’ Filippo | 

promotion for Decca in the Buffalo- 
Rochester-Syracuse - areas for the; 
past three years. . 

Jubilee Preps 2 
New Series Plus 

‘Grab Bag’ Plan} 
. Jubilee: Records ‘fs busy on sev" | 

‘eral projects. The diskery is prep-' 
ping two new catalog lines, some ! 
‘additions to an existing series. and : 
js also: working ‘on .a- marketing ; 

| tan it Tecently incepted. ' i 
‘In. recent ‘years the label's em- | 

t phasis -hag -been on its “2000 | 
Series,” a comedy. line. A new. ale 
bum ‘catalog, called the. “5000 

is in the works whieh will 
; contain. as its initial release.a Della | 
Reese. package of four unreleased | 

, tunes, and a ‘sampling of other ma- ! 
terial she has. previously waxed for ' 
Jubilee. Also in the “5000” line 
will be an. ‘LP by. Piero. ‘Soffiei, 
Italian. pop: - composer-arran ger- 
conductor, which was recorded in : 
Italy: an album by. pop organist | 

|Otto Weiss ard a platter by the: 
Deaxville Trio. 
In the singles end, the ‘label - is 

starting: a “9000 Series’. which will 
.be devoted to country and western 
material. First’two platters in this 
line will. be-by newly-signed: Rink | 
Hardin and the Runabouts. In ‘the | 
comedy. line, Jubilee. has slated 
four ‘new: releases, ‘which include. 
disks. by the Richie Bros.,. Lee. 
Tully, Rusty Warren’ and. Roy | AU- j 
rey. 
‘In: connection with. the “1000 | 

‘line, the diskery has come up: with. 
a marketing gimmick aimed at the’ 
‘rack jobbers. It consists of a “grab 
bag” which is a plastic-:vrapped 
package - containing ‘three random | 
LPs. The package is. done up. to 

| hang. on a. rack display for super- |" 
-|- markets et al: The “1000”. series’ 
“| contains 145 platters, -all -of. which. 
are being used for the grab bags. 
‘Most. distribution efforts‘ are! 

country. ‘for musicians and with 
an enrollment in the American. 
Federation of Musicians of around 
250.000 members, that’s about 83 
men for each available spot. 

The evils which have. created 
this situation are mumeraus' as 
Kostal sees. it. The’ basic problem 
is one of educating the public] 
first.to accept and.later to demand 
more live music around the coun- 

Jtry and on tv. With the pub- 
lic so attuned, he feels, work for 
the musician "will begin to pick 
up on the local level as well. as 
‘in the major cities where it is 
‘now centered, principally New 
York and Los Angeles. 

‘ Kostal. sees the biggest misfor-j 
tunes for. the tooter in ty, for sev-. 
eral reasons. For. one thing, and a{ 
point on which he is. most adam-{ 
ant, there is the area of .back- 

t ground musie for dramatic and 
‘other shows. This, he said, is almost 
ialways previously-recorded music 
and in most cases the. recordings 
used are. implemented ' without 
consent. of the disks’ creative per-. 
sonnel. 

In other cases, the musie. is re- 
; corded: in Europe by musicians. 
there because of lower costs. thus 

, depriving American toodters of jobs 
:on. two counts. About 90% of the 
:music used on tv, he asserts, is 
recorded in Europe. 

‘Live Show’ Scarcity- 
Another element is the scarcity. 

OF “live musical shows” pro- 
grammed for television. They. can 
almost’ _be counted on’ the fingers 
of one hand. The situation is’ even 
more. Gomplicated by the fact that 
about 400 musicians ‘cover all of: 
tv. CBS and NBC .have ‘staff 

| orchs. of 65 men apiece in New 
York-and on the Coast who play 
ali the live shows on the webs. 

In Chicago, the AFM made a 
deal a few years ago to protect its 
-men in N, 
‘for a reduction in the staffs there 
-by about five or six men a year 

(Continued on page §2) 

ASCAP Pubs Sue Dallas, 
Houston Guilds on Welk, 
~Tady and Satchmo Shows 

Dallas, Sept. 12. ° 
: The “Dallas “Theatre Guild. and 
the Houston Theatre Guild, . lack- 

Former master was obtained from | of the increasing number of BMI 

Y¥..and L. A. and.called 

dn character. ft. 

bein ng placed. on the new lines and ving. -ASCAP licenses, have been 
the comedy series. Jubilee is leay-.-sued for copyright infringement. 
ling: the. “1000” line for. the grabi-. Suit claims ASCAP music was 
|:bags and distrib reorder requests ‘used in (he Lawrence Welk Show 
but is not planning any ‘additional ; .Aug. 8, 1960; “An. Evening with 
releases ‘or’ Promotion on it. : Judy Garland,” on Feb: 21,. 1961, 
ane jand in the “Louis | “Armstrong 

P ARIS INDIE 10 CUT ‘| Show,” on May. 2, 1961. 
‘| Named. defendants are Nichols 
{International Corp., J. David 

UA. ALBUM SERIES | Nichots, Mrs. Nichols Jr, by 11 
Alan Dougla music publishing companies. 

indie disk velas, who heads his own | Each’ seeks: damages of the mini- 
‘has been setto produce a series of mum $250. statutory. award, plus 
in ure for United Artists Records| district. court, 

Initial: Douglas production - for 

MAITI. AND JOINS FR. 
‘Strayhorn, “The Peaceful Side of 
Jazz,” which includes a-number of AS VEEP OVER SALES 
tunes written : by Strayhorn. with] -* 
Duke Ellington.. The album was{: John. K: (Mike) Maitland has 
recorded in: Paris: during the: film-i;joined Warner Bros. Records. asa 
ing of the upcoming UA ‘pic.. “Paris! veepee and exec. director of sales, 
Blues,” which’ was ‘scored by: Ell-: Maitland comes to the WB stable 
ington. -from Capitol Records where he had 

- Douglas; who came . in from Fue. been president of the - “distributing 
cornoration. 

Talmadge,. diskery’s. veepee-genern! Niaitland’s responsibilities * will 
1] Manacer, was an Indie producer in; include all areas of WB sales and 
the U‘S. before moving to’ Poris.the lines the company distributes 
seversl. years ago to join the Rar- ; ‘including Challenge, Republic, Cal-] - 

_of the San. Antonio Symphony Or-|clay disk firm: For the past year|iope and. Valiant. -Reporting. to 
‘chestra, has disclosed .that .11 cities | he has onerated as an indie: nro-j Maitland will be WB district sales. 
in Texas, : Arkansas and -Kansas ; 

. will be includ-d. ‘n the orchestra's 
"fall concert, series.” : v= <-+3,./ 

i ducer on the Continent, specializing |! managers Stu Woodruff in the east: 
in musts with an. international lone Summers, midwest: Fran Haye. 
flavor: as well as Jaze @ Pa ell. Coast; Dick. Tobin, south, 

counsel -fees, in: the local Federal: 

Polydor in Argentina through 
Deutche Grammaphon and the 
latter was purchased from Ariola 
in Germany. Cover disks on the 
tunes have been made here, but 
20th Fox intends releasing the 
originals. 

Name Bands Give 
‘Shot in Arm’ To 

Freedomland 
Top bands and name chirpers 

have been a “big shot in the arm” 
for Freedomland, the. New York 
amusement park, according to the 
park’s managing director, Russ 
Levy. According to polls conduct- 
ed to gauge effectiveness of the 
new . entertai men pelicy insti- 
tuted this yeat, 75°¢ of the week- 
end after-6 p.m. trade is drawn by 
the lure of live talent. 

On weeknights, it’s reportedly 
about 50-50 on how many come be- 
cause of the entertainment and 
those who are there for the rides 
alone. No matter what their mo- 
tives, the park is drawing around 
15.008 people Saturday nights. 
about 8-10,000 Friday nights and 
an estimated 6-7,000 Sunday eve- 
nings. 

Weeknights usually find attend- 
ance around 5,000. In terms of dol- 
Jars. and cents, it amounts to a 
cool $25-$30,000 take on a Satur- 
day night between 6 p.m. when the 
‘evening price of $1.95 for every- 
thing (as opposed to $2.95 by day) 
goes into effect, and midnight 
when the park closes. 

Levy estimates that the presen- 
tation of big bands and femme 
vocalists has meant an additional 
attendance of 25,000 over what the 
park would have done with strictly 
scale, lesser-known outfits. Partial- 
ly as a result of this Freedomland 
will continue to operate on week- 

‘jends after its regular full-week 
season ended yesterday (Tues.). 
The weekends will continue the 

‘name entertainment policy night- 
ly: through mid-October and pos- 
‘sibly through the end of the 
month. By the end of the full sea- 
son, about 20-25 groups and vocal- 
ists will have appeared in the 
Moon Bowl section of the park, 
an area set up for dancing and lis- 
tening a la the 1930s. 

Levy says that an entertainment 
program for next year is being! yp 
worked on. He figures that the 
‘newly-instituted price structure at 
the park has been.a distinct draw, 
but the entertainment element has 
also been a very hefty factor. For 
next year, he asserts, Freedom- 
land fis planning a bigger enter- 
tainment program than this year’s. 
‘An attempt to use names for 

‘|daytime shows is in the works as 
an attempt to hypo daytime biz 
in much the same fashion as at 
night. However. the day idea will 
be aimed at the juve ‘trade with 
entertainers figured to have mop- 

‘pet appeal. 

Fox’s Japanese Trek | 
Harry Fox, agent for publishers : 

in the collections of mechanical 
royalties, headed for Japan last; 
week for huddles with execs of 
Jasrac, his representative in Tokyo. 

The discussions will center on 
the expansion of Jasrac’s collec- ; 
tion activities to other areas and ; 
a buildup of promotion program. 
Fox expects fo be there a couple 
of weeks, 

writers working on their film and 
tv product. Other major studios 
with ASCAP music publishing 
branches have been studying the 
situation for some time as they've 
watched their Pic scores, title 
songs and tv music move into the. 
BMI fold. 

The rising amount of shows, 
with music by BMI ‘writers, that 
Metro has set for tv this coming 
season perbaps was the key factor 
in the projected move towards the 
affiliate setup. For example, the 
scores for two new series out of 
the Metro lot, “Cain’s Hundred” 
and “Dr. Kildaire,” were written 
by Jerry Goldsmith, s BMI pactee. 
And even last year’s Metro offer- 
ing, “Asphalt Jungle,” although 
dumped for the new season, had a 
score by Calyin Jackson, another 
BMI writer. 

On the film end, 20th has up- 
coming “Tender Is The Night” 
scored by Bernard Herrmann; “The 
‘Battle Of Bloody Ridge,” with a 
score by Sonny Burke, and “Swing- 
ing Along” for which Ray Charles 
is writing the title song. Herrmann, 
Burke and Charles are BMI write 
ers. And for the Metro lot, BMI 
uriter Duane Eddy wrote the 
songs for “Ring of Fire’ and “A 
Thunder of Drums.” 

Francis Day & Hunter, corporate 
affiliate of the Big Three in Eng- 
land. At one time was interested in 
setting up a BMI firm to be called 
Transatlantic Music Corp. 

Cleffer Jerry Herman’s 
An ASCAP Writer Bat 

BMI Collects His Coin 
Jerry ‘Herman, writer of words 

and music for the incoming Broade 
way legituner, “Milk and Honey,” 
is operating under two flags. He's 
signed fo E. H. Morris Musie as an 
ASCAP writer, but his perform- 
ance money is being collected by 
BMI as a writer-pactee. - 

The double society situation 
stems from Morris’ dissolution of 
its BMI affiliate, Meridian Music, 
last June. Herman.had originally 
signed with BMI as well as with 
Morris for its Meridian setup. 
However, when Buddy Morris, 
firm’s topper, got on the ASCAP 
board earlier this year, he decided 
to wind up the activities of the 
10-year old Meridian firm which 
had been getting a $125,000 an- 
nual guarantee from BMI. 

Herman, who has his off-Broad- 
j Way score for “Parade,” published 
in Meridian, two seasons ago, was 
retained as a Morris writer, It 
was decided that since his deal 
with BMI still has another year to 
run, Morris would publish his 
“Milk and Honey” score in Vogue 
Music, a Morris holding company. 
Vogue is a BMI affiliate but re- 

!ceives no subsidy from BMI as did 
| Meridian Music. 

{ Morris has no active plugging 
‘force in its Vogue setup so there- 
fore the pluggers who usually 
work on its ASCAP catalog, will 
now be promoting the “Milk and 
Honey” tunes that vill be cleared 
through BMI. 

Herman, who is not yet 30. has 
‘ still. another score to go this sea- 
‘son. It’s “Madame Aphrodite” 
‘which is set to open off-Broadway 
about a month after “Milk and 
| Honey’s” Main Stem preem Oct. 10. 

{ 

i 

‘Colpix Tags Millie Vernon 
Millie Vernon, blues and pop 

jginger. has pacted. to Colpix on a 
longtérm éontract.’ 
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Kenton, Mane 

STAN KENTON: “KENTON’S 
- WEST SIDE STORY” (Capitol). : 
San Kenton and Leonard Bern- 
stein are apparently made for each 
other. Seldom has a show score: 
{and aow a pic: beén given such a 
vivid jazz treatment. Bernstein ; 
has composed a solid base from 
which Kenton, with the ald of ar- “4 
ranger Johnny Richards, takes off ; 
on an exciting instrumental ex- 
cursion. The Latino touches and . 
the stylized big orch sound give. 
the scure values that'll pay off. 
{yr the diskery as well as United: 
Ar’ists ones latter gets the pic into | 
distribution. 

HENRY MANC INI ORCH; ' 
“BREAKFAST AT TiIFFANY’S” 
(RCA Vietor:. Henry Mancini has: 
camposed a.fresh and lively score ! 
for the ugvoming Audrey Hepburn - 
Paramount starrer, “Breakfast at - 
Titfany’s.” In this package, Man-: 
cini takes his oreh through the: 
seore with the care of a man who's : 
looking after his own and 
emerges 

tenniz item that will go over with | 
the consumer as well as the pro-{ 
grammer. The photo of Miss Hep-! 
burn on the jacket cover is a 
come-on that’s hard to resist. 

“MILES DAVIS: 
FRIDAY (AND SATURDAY) 
NIGHT AT THE BLACKHAWEK, 
SAN FRANCISCO (VOL. I & ID”: 
‘Columbia:. Miles Davis Is one of j 
the few jazz diskers who continu- ; 
ally works his way into the pop best- 
seller lists. He has a double par-; 
lay here that’s sure to continue‘ 
his streak. Both volumes are on 
the spot recordings made at the 
Blackhawk, a popular S.F. spot, 
and have caught Davis in tap! 
trumpeting form. Working with ; 
his well-oriented quintet, Davis: 
runs through long, but constantly } 
interesting riffs that seem _ to; 
gather momentum as he _ goes 
along. The packages are being: 
Bold separately but the buffs are 
sure to want ’em together. 

GEORGE SIRAVYO ORCH:* 
“EVERYTHING GOES! 
SIC OF COLE PORTER” (Epic. ; 
Cole Porter's melodies can stand 
up without his lyrics especially 
when George Sirvao takes hold. 
The maestro has taken only nine 
sonzs from Porter’s vast reper- 
tutre but they are an excellent s 
ling of the writer's works. Siravo 

brings a change of pace to this ° 
Porter package that makes it a’ 
solid spinning bet. Running from : 
the big ballad style of “So In Love” 
tn the lighthearted “Rosalie,” the ‘ 
set is packed with versatility, both . 
Porter’s and Sirayvo’s. 

ROBERTA SHERWOCD: 
GOLDEN FAVORITES”. 
Roberta Sherwood’s power-packed 
pipes can dress up a standard like 
“These Foolish Things” as well as 
a new item such as “Make Some-_ 
one Happy,” frem the current 
lezituner “Do Re Mi.” Ralph: 
Burn has given her some lively ar- 
ranzements to work with and she 
takes it all in her stride. Such 
other sides as “Stormy Weather” 
nd “How Deep .Is The Ocean” 

eould be pulled out for juke play. 

‘MARTIN DENNY: “ROMAN- 
TICA” ‘Liberty). 
styling of Martin Denny's group 
brings lush aural values to some 
familiar ballad items. 

as a highly attractive lis- ; 

j 
“IN PERSON | 

THE MU-. 

“NITY | 
(Decca). * 

Receerd Reviews 

mi Pic Packages 1 

Pack Power: Other LP Reviews!
 | 

twill add it to their sing-along col- 
lection. 

RITA FAYE: “RITA. FAYE’S 
AUTOHARP” (Capitol), The auto- 
harp, an offbeat but extremely 
mellow instrument, is excellently 

fsuited to hymnal offerings, In 
‘this collection, Rita Faye runs 
through a stream of religiosos with 
ja reverent strum. Her autocharp 
and repertoire are built up by a 
background of a _ well-organized 
choral group. There’s a big mar- 

‘ket for this kind of inspirational 
stuff and Rita Faye will grab a lot 
{of it in this try. 

PETE SEEGER: “PETE SEE- 
GER STORY SONGS” (Columbia). 
:For his debut disk in the Columbia 
; Stable after a long string of indie 
‘label work, Pete Seeger. brought 
the. diskery’s engineers to the 

: Village Gate in N.Y.’s Greenwich 
‘Village for his own kind of folk 
festival. It was a wise move. for 

‘the disk has a spontaneous and ex- 
ihilarating sound that the turn- 
table folkniks will eat up. 

:ington Square,” 
!*The Foolish Frog’ are some of 
the folk stories that Seeger makes 

; memorable. 

THE DAUPHIN TRIO: “MOVIN’ 
, ON” ‘tEpic!. There’s a place for 
the Dauphin Trio in the growing 
‘folk movement on disks. The boys 
: have a bright sound and a fresh: 
tapproach to the traditional items. 
i*Mule Skinner Blues,” “Ox Driy-: 
‘ers.” “The Rider’s Caravan" and 
!“Bowling Green” are some of the 
:songs that make up a distinctive 
t repertoire that'll take the Dau- 
phins far. 
LIVING STRINGS & LIVING 

: VOICES: “MUSIC OF GEORGE 
' GERSHWIN” (Camden). This fs 
ia lowprice LP that offers plenty 
lof valve. The Living Strings and 
| the Living Voices surround the 
-10-tune Gershwin catalog with a 
‘rich instrumental and ‘vocal treat- 
*>ment. The interpretations are stock 
i but they are pleasing and the $2.98 
tab will keep it rolling in the mar- 

’ Gros. 

- 

|MeCUIRES REUNITING _ 
FOR NITERIES & DISKS 

Legit isn't going to ‘break up: 

the girls split this summer to allow 

Phyllis «“the middle one”) to play j 
: the title role in “Annie Get Your 
Gun” in summer stock, they'll be 

, back together again for fall 
, trioing. 

When the “Annie” tour winds 
up this Saturday (16), the Mc- 
Guires will tape a tv show here | 
and then head for London to ap- 
pear at the Talk of the Town Club. 
They then return to the States for 
their semiannual date at the Desert 

‘Inn, Las Vegas, other nitery en- 
gagements and Coral disks. 

‘ 

2 

Memphis’ Name Bands 
Memphis, Sept. 12.- 

Don Campbell, Péabody Hotel: ; quality with her nifty fiddling..Her |. 
The Hawaiian | manager and major domo of the} ‘style is primarily Continental but 

i Sky way, has. inked a hefty. lineup ! 
of name bands for the balance of; 

“Wash- 
“John Henry” and. 

THE LENNON SISTERS 
Singing “Sad Movies” BW 

I Do" 

‘Whitney Exits Toronto 

“TAWRENGE WELK | 
Provsty Pre sents Another Dot Hit: 

| For Hula Date; Meantime 
] 

. _ Toronto, Sept. 12. 
Maxie _ Whitney orchestra, ‘in- 

cluding the leader, nine musicians 
and ‘Rox Roberts, vocalist, have 
planed from. Toronto on 2 year’s}. 
contract -with ‘options, to open 
Sept. 22, at.the Sheraton Royal 
Hawaiian Hotel, Honolulu. — 

Pulling up local .stakes,. wives 
and families of the Whitney Orch 
flying out. of Toronto tatalled: an 
extrd 38.. Whitney and his wife 
have seven boys. They succeed 
Pieson Thals and his sidemen who |. 
go. to the’ Cheraton Palace, San. 
Francisco. 

After 12 seasons at the Royal 
York Hotel here—strikebound for 
four months—Whitney had 
played the Banff Springs Hotel for 
15 years in the summer months. 
‘Both hotels are owned by 
Canadian Pacific: Railways). 

' third . album—“Flight to Hawaii’ — 
for Columbia,.to be released with- 
‘in. the month. 

‘Meanwhile, the Toronto Musi-. 
cians Union plans putting all 11 
‘CJR hotels. on its unfair list, with 
some’ 700. employees of the Royal 
York Hotel, Toronto, finally break- | 

ling off all negotiations with the 
'| Toron: 0 hotel's. management. 

| | Combo Review 

lsaner Va VAUGHN, TRIO 
i Park Sheraton, N.Y. 

_ During the past summer Janet 
Vaughn has dressed up the re-/| 
| volvi ng podium in the Park. Shera- 
iton’s . comfortable Mermaid Room. 
iwith her good looks and a light 
| brand of. instrumental offerings. 
Hers is a pleasing instrumental 
lounge act that makes no demands 

| from .the -listeners' and supplies a 
warm musical backdrop for. lone- 
ly. tipplers or romantic duos. 

Leading a piano and‘bass, played. 
by Art Kuter and Joe Levinson, re- 
spectively, Miss Vaughn gives the | 
melodic grouping a winning, liting 

‘the schmaltz poured | into gypsy 
: melodies; ete. is easy to take. She 

Famillarity |the year at his.emporium. Don also registers. with showtunes like | 
in this case, however, is a plus|Glasser and his crew opened yes-| “ff Ever it Should Leave You,” 
because it gives Denny a head 
start for his romantic interpreta- 
tive efforts. “This Is My Beloved” 
and “Tenderly” lead the list of the 
tunes that are sure to get pro- 
gramminz play. 

ANN-MARGRET: “AND HERE 
SHE IS” ‘RCA Victor). Ann- 

terday (Mon.}. 

‘Chuck Foster follows for four 
weeks, with Buddy Blair taking 
over Oct. 30. George Doerner is 
set for Nov. 20 while Paul Neigh- 
bors’ outfit moves in Dec. 30. Les-. 

‘ter Lanin’s orch kicks off the '62: 
season. 

fargret has created some sort of. 
single sterm for the Victor label 
and now the diskery has packaged 
her within a group of standard 
material that continues to show 
her know-how with current sound 
valtes. Her songstress savvy 
takes hold of such an oldie as 
“Baby Won't You Please Come 
H. yine” as well as the more recent: debut on Capital Records. this week:, 

“Kansas City’ with equal, assur- 
ance. Marty Paich has given her 
an orch-arranging backing that’s 
sure to win over the juves and 
mav even grab some adult interest. 
MITCH MILLER & THE GANG: 

“YOUR REQUEST SING ALONG 
WITH MITCH” ‘Columbia). This 
is the same old sipg-along story 
hut still a profitable one. And 
witi. Mitch Miller’s tv show ‘soon 
dite fo: a steady run on NBC, this 
new one could be his biggest, yet. 
The formula of his previous clicks 

“Yo uriger Than. Springtime” and: 
“My. Funny Valentine.” 

During her. stay at. the Mermaid 
Room, Miss Vaughn had a. :CBS| 
network wire twice a week. It 
should have served her as a good. 
audition base for jobs in similarly 
styled intimeries. Gros. 

“Longplay Shorts 
The, Four. Amigos, | a “vocal group from Puerto Rico, “make their LP |. 

. Mercury Records’ fall pro- 

PATTI PAGE 

. fa I . 

Don't: Know Why I Love You. Like | 

Union Pickets CPR Chain| 

also | 

‘Whitney has just completed af ° 

gram includes three Galaxy samplers. one of pops, one of standards 
| and one of classical. The rest of the September releases include eight 
pop, one jazz, four classieal, 11 EPs and three Perfect-Presence Sound 
albums . . . Alan’ Lomax was married Aug. 26 in Wellfleet, Mass., to 
Antoinette Marcband. The folk song callector’s first LP for Caedmon 
was “Songs of Courtship.” 

Sultan-Worth Productions (Arne Sultan & Marvin Worth) produced 
three comedy LPs for United Artists; Pat Harrington Jr.’s “Some Like 
It Hip,’ Louis Nye’s “Here’s Nye In Your Eve” -and Don Knotts’ “An 
Evening With Me” 
entire broadcasting day to Time. Records with an 18-hour. program 
called “Birth of a Label” . 

| Sept. 21... Maxime Ferris, producer of language records, has signed 
is fo'lowed through with similar | with Sy nthetic Plastics Record Corp. to handle sales, and distribution 
hipp; results and the homefolks | of his product. 

On Sept. 19 CKLW, Detroit, will devote its] 

_Phyllis Diller, .who’s currently out on | 
Verve with “Phyllis Diller-Laughs,” goes into N. Y.’s Blue Angel | 

Wednesday, September 18, 1961. 

Top Singles Of The Week 
(The ‘Best Bets’ of This weeks I OEP Aalces) 

CONNIE FRANCIS soe e cor ecnoncteneees HOLLYWOOD: 
(MGM) ..cceccccccvcccunce (iets My) Dreamboat 

Connie Francis’ “Hollywood” (Acuff-Rpset+) is. tailor-made. for 
overall impact because of the vocal drive and rocking push. that 
comes across in an attention-getting manner. ‘‘(He’s My) Dream- 
boat” (Acuff-Roset) sails along a. blues-ballad stream that'll win. 
over the spinners, too.. . 

é ®. * 

BROKEN HEARTS, PILLOW: FILLED WITH TEARS 
(Mercury) (......0 680s ee eeeeev eee» Dark .Moon 

Patti Page’s «Broken Hearts and a. Pillow Filled With Tears” 
(Spankat) will bounce along | the jock and juke -circuit for @. 
big payoff because of the piping lilt and the barrelhouse beat. 
“Dark Moon” (Jamiet+) shines with a likeable country & western 
tempo and a vocal tracking that's ‘quite attractive. 

| FELOYD. CRAMER .......:+.... YOUR LAST GOODBYE. 
(RCA Victor) 20... ec ee ec eee eee eee ess Hang On 

_ Floyd Cramnier’s “Your Last Goodbye” (Cigmat) ts another. 
‘keyboard click. This time out, Cramer is backed by strings and 
a rhythm section to heighten the haunting theme. “Hang On” 
(Cigmat) is an instrumental swinger ‘that will ‘brighten. the juke 
circuit. . ‘ . 

JERRY BUTLER see te eee ceveseetesecs MOON RIVER. 
(Vee Jay) ..... weteeececese sAware of ‘Love ' 
Jerry Butler’s “Moon River” (Famous*) is a moody, romantic 

ballad that is played up in the “Breakfast at. Tiffany's” pic and. 
will be played up by the spinners because of this mellow inter-.. - 
pretation. “Aware of Love” ( Conrad-Curtomt) is an okay ballad 7 
with an uptempo sound to draw’ some juke intérest.. 

* s 

JAY & THE AMERICANS seeder ere ee cinens TONIGHT 
(United Artists) . re The ‘Other Girls 
Jay & The Americans’ “Tonight” (G. _Schirmer* } is the. 
Leonard Bernstein-Stephen Sonéheim ballad from “West Side 
Story” in a tock.’n’ roll form and it works for current juve - 
tastes with this new group. “The Other Girls” (Triot) has a 
lighthearted sound and a message. that’ the, young’ disk buyer 
will understand. 

ROBERT. WEEDE ......-.+-eeeeeereceeuns ‘SHALOM 
(RCA Victor) ...2. 2.0 eee eens vA é Simple As That: 

Robert Weede’s Shalom” ¢ Vogue?) is a big. ballad showtune. 
(“Milk and Honey”! with.a cheery ‘message — and a big vocal | 
treatment that makes it a-good programming item. ‘As Simple’ 
As That" (Voguet) is another ballad from. the samé show sung 
-by Mimi Benzell but it doesn’ t have the same pop spinning values. 

BOBBY VINTON wee erences ew renes ‘WELL I ASK ¥A 
Drum Majorette (Epic) ............ High Steppin, 

Bobby Vinton’s ewer I “Ag Ya” (Hollist). will. gather. -up. 
spinning power because of the vocal excitement that’s pitched. 
right for the teen set. “Hip-Swinging, High Stepping ‘Drum 
Majorette” (Quartet*) marches along with. a vigorous: beat. and 
a vocal attack that will win over.some. ‘highschaolers. 

. ‘t 

ooo e-¢ 0 

asvcrx ee 
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| ARETHA FRANKLIN ws yee OPERATION HEARTBREAK 
(Columbia) ....:.......... Rock-a-Bye Your Bab 

_ Agetha Franklin’s. “Operation .Heartbreak” (Bldckwoodt) 
sews up a, blues sound with solid vocal. values that have a strong. 
spinning appeal. “Rock-a-Bye Your Baby. With A Dizxie.Melody” 
(Warock-Mills*) brings out. the oldie: with a. Piping, Bunch, that 
will attract the juke crowds. 

“t 

ROBERT | KNIGHT saeco eeeee, DANCE. ONLY: WITH ME 
(Dot) 2... 0 vac ccccesscceee wees. ces Because 

Robert ‘Knight's “Dance Only With. Me” (Gilt) steps along. 
with a brisk beat that's: sure to roll ‘with. the jock ‘and juke trade. 
“Because” ( Chappell* ) is just a fair. workover. of an oldie. that. 
has better disk versions in its hopper. 

JOHNNY RESTIVO .... “TRE MAGIC AGE IS SEVENTEEN ie 
(20th Fox) ......cac ec eeacieeeesss» Doctor Love 

Johnny Restivo's “The Magic Age Is. Seventeen" (Chappell- 
Styne*) was arranged as a promotion tieup for Seventeen mag 
but it.emerges.as a gaod entry for the teen trade in the- writing. 
and. vocal departments. “Doctor Love”. (Trinityt) fills the 
familiar Tocking prescription with a. sound that a lot of teeners 
take’ to. 

e 1.4 . 

JAMES MACARTHU Ro ce nees _ THE. IN-BETWEEN YEARS: 
(Triodex) 2... e sci c eee c cece ceeeeeees €Part WH) - 
James MacArthur's “The. In. Between Years™ (Decémbert). 

features a Gramatic recitation filled with teenage hokum and: a. 
rocking vocal sound fby Johnny. Power) that makes.it a natyrat 
for a jive pickup. Flip side continues: the pattern for similar 
results. 

+ 

CARL DOBKIN A) | Se LA CHANCE TO BELONG 
(Decca) ceca ew eee cee eseeeetepen Sawdust Dolly 

Carl Dobkin Jr.'s. “A Chance To Belong” (Januaryt) is @ 
country-styled ballad with a strong feeling for ‘pop: moods and 
it should have a fine spinning | run all over. .“Sawdust Dolly” - 
(Leeds*) is a brisk rocker with a swinging impact for: today's 
young market, 

* * 

BOB. CREWE Mt teeta econ tate rM GOING HOME 
(ABC-Paramount) ........5.6.+.+...+ One More Lie 

Bob Crewe’s “I’m- Going Home” ¢ Tomorrow's Tunest) swings - 
with a strong rhythmic line and a vocal blast. that vill. hit the 
spinning circuit with plenty of force. “Qne. More. Lie” (Satur- 

_dayt) develops an interesting. tocking blues. line and ‘the dra- 
“matic vocal shout gives it a: chance to. win. over the spinners, 

o . 

| SLEEPY KING 2... cc. cc cece ees _ PUSHIN’ YOUR. LUCK 
(Joy) ....seeevscsaceccevess The King Steps Out 

Steepy King’s Pushin’ Your Luck” (Drury Lanet) .pushes— 
along country lines with a vocal pitch. that wilt ‘bring. the pop 
spinners to its side, too. “The King Steps Out” (Joy*) has the 
rhythmic drive that usually does-‘well: in “juke play. ‘Gros. . 

*ASCAP. fBMI. 
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TV Comm! Producer Parlay Disk 
Documentary Hobby Int 326 
If. you're looking for a ‘hobby. 

that can be worth $20-$32,000 gross,. 
about $25,000 net a year and which 
‘only costs $1,000 as ari initial in-| 
vestment,, then Bud’ Greenspan :is. 
the man to.see. He's a producer. of 
tv commercials 9: a.m. to'5 p.m. for! 
the’ Dancer - Fitzgerald ~- Sample 

“ Agency, . and a producer of re | gro 
word documentary” records..in 
spare time. =. | 

All told, he’ g produced eight. 
‘such documentary. . disks for six’ 
different labels. The ; $1,000 in-{ 
vestment doesn’t {Include time “if. 
you count time as money,’” he says,- o 

“necessary tapes: and other materials 
to put one of these documentaries ‘ 
‘together. . 
other costs and: ‘he. points: out that 
he’s made 200-300°% ‘profit on the 
platter on advances’ alone: before 
‘At Is ever. Teleased. 

his: 

‘Canada’s | Moxie Whitney 
Orch Into Honolulu Room | 

‘Honolulu, Sept. 12. figures 
- The Sheraton. chain. is importing considerable amounts inthe Just haye heen taken over by Bill 
the Moxie Whitney orchestra from finished season. 
‘Canada to follow Pierson Thal’s 
group in the Royal Hawaiian Hotel 
Monarch Room starting Sept. 22. 
‘Whitney outfit has been featured 

! at ‘the Royal. York Hotel, Toronto, 
} during the winter seasons and: at; 
‘Banff. Springs Hotel for the past Orchestra was 71,2799, compared 
12°summers. : 

iis 

in San Francisco.” 

- Thai-has been a mainstay of the | jazz, ballet, chamber music, drama- 
ut it does cover assembling the|yronarch Room for a record five| tic’ readings and four children’s 

years, A Sheraton source says Thal; concerts accounted for. 126,983, an: 
“concluding negotiations to’ ap-| increase of 2,040 over, the 1960 | 

“The diskery absorbs. all} pear at the: Sheraton-Palace Hotel series. 

‘Jed at. 387,250 by the Chicago Park 

[longhair Bats lp 2 
_ Chi Al Fresco Concert 
Series Set New Marks! 

0, Sept. 12. 
Chi's two al fresee ‘eanicert se- 

ries—the. north suburban Ravinia ! 
| Festival and the ” :e Grant Park | 
series near the Loop—both topped.’ 
last, year’s attendance by. 

Thal Musicological Society's 
Impressive Agenda: 1,000 Attend 

By BILL RANDLE 

Nearly 1,000 of the best known 
‘Mousicologists in the world as- 
, sembled Sept. 5-12 at the Columbia 
i University-based joint Sth Cen- 
| gress of the International Musico- 

| Grauer Productions. It's a branch-} Soriety and the 27th An- 
out for Grauer, who's been sglid : :nual Meeting of the American Mu- 
on the jazz front with the River- ‘sicological Society. Representa- 
side label, into the classical and ‘fives from 25 countries including 
humor fields. i England, France, Germany, Hun- 
“The deal was set between Grauer | gary, Holland, Yugoslavia, Switzer 

and Washington’s prez Bob Bialek, {land, italy, Belgium, Israel, Viet- 
‘A longtermer was signed with. Nam, Poland, Russia, Denmark and 
Bialek to serve as the new opera- Spain met im a series of 28 sym- 
tion’s classical and specialty arfists |posia and reundtables that were 
& repertoire director. Grauer Pro-}held in New York, New Haven, 
duetions will open offices in Wash- i Princeton and Washington, D. C. 
ington, D.C., which will be headed | A number of concerts and official 
by Bialek. ‘jreceptions and formal exhibitions 

highlighted the Congress and in- 
eluded the Comoe lent Music Foundae 

lecture demonstra- 
| Hons of ne RCA Mark II Elec- 

Grauer, Already in Jazz, 
Steps Into Classical Field 
‘Washington and Offbeat Records } 

’ Ravinia’s primary increase in at-! 
-tendance was for its standard sym- 
phony fare despite an increase in 
‘musical potpourri events. The 1961 
attendance. for the 18 symphony’ . 
concerts. by the Chicago Symphony 

| 

with 54,444 last year: ‘Folk musie, 

Attendance at the Grant Park 
| Concerts. this summer was estimat- 

District, ip 118,250 from 1960. This ‘Retail Sales Of 
phs Fell | 

was the highest Grant Park figure 
nee 1955, except for the freak! _ 

sear of 1958 when Van Cliburn} 
drew 150,600 persons to the lake- 
front bandsheil for two concerts 

_ -Promotion ‘Is the key to: selling 
this type of disk. Greenspan be-{ 
‘Jieves. He: has produced albums 
that he felt were quite salable for 
‘Jabels. that: didn’t give them such 
of a promotional boost, so they] 
fell’-on. their . respective. faces. 
‘Others, given the right touch, have 
sold quite well, he -says.. His]. 
“Great Moments in. Sports” platter, 
which was marketed as. a: Father’s 
Day promotional tie-in with Gillette 

his Russian triumphs. 
— Sharply’ i Jime ‘Two. Rodgers and Hammerstein: 

|B0,000, A pate of Gilbert & Suill- Washington, Sept. 12.. | 60,000. A-pair'o e uili- 
‘Retailers of shington, Bet took a 'van concerts pulled 52,000 and an 

drubbing during June. Electronic opera program featuring: ‘Eleanor | 
Industries Asén. reported sharp de- | Steber drew 41,000. 

immediately after returning. from | 

Hifi Component roale Sound Synthesizer, a Char- 
Jes Ives Coneert, a N.Y. Pro Musica 
Concert, an organ recifal by Carl 
Weinrich, Paisiello’s “King Theo- 
dore in Venice” presented by the 

{ Jnililard Sekhool of Music and the 
Music Performance Trust Fund, 

Biz Eyes $50-Mil. 

Volume by 1969 arate gate 
Although the high fidelity com- ; Roberta Peters. and Walter Tram- 

ponent industry is still relatively , :Dler. Majer exhibits during the 

smell, accounting for some 3-5°% Wj cTBress sons ‘ those ie the 
:, Yazors, sold 1,000,000 copies. . 

clines in retail sales of both mon-j{ 
. at ine the entire home entertainment ; instrument collection of the Metro- 

‘Gift. XItem * 
As ‘the foregoing ilistrates, 

documentary disks have a gift itern 
potential. “But a far greater’ and, 
although — -Greenspan ‘doesn’t’ pro- 
duce with this specifically in mind, 

aural and stereophonic sets. And] 
sales for the first half of 1061 were | 
lagging far behind last. year, o 
Hawever, as &. posto: harbinger |- 

of. EIA statistics | 

an overall volume of _politan Museum of Art, the Pier- 
‘pont Morgan Library and the N-Y. | $50,000. 000 is expected by 1960. Feo ribrary, 

‘| This projection belongs to Abe “" Sessions began Sept. 2 with’ 
Schwartzman, exec director of: the | opening remarks by musie his- 

N.Y. High Widelity Show running . ‘torian Paul Henry Lang and offi- 
more feasible market is the arez of showed. healthy ineredses {n factory } 

* education.. He and..two ‘partners 
have formed an. outfit called “Audio 
Aides” through which . he. sells: his 
disks .to’ schools. and institutions. 
But-the company is run like any 
other. distributor. {n that. he. buys 

_his records from. the diskeries and 
’ then sells them. He has Ro: hold- 
* gut-arrangement.. 

The trick to the successful docu- 
mentary. ‘disk is the subject matter 
and interpretation of. this matter. 
Greenspan not. only: assembles. his 
.material but.also writes the-scripts. 
his narrators will use in decument- 
ing the ‘platters; He maintains that 
these recards are not just listen-to- 
once-and-put-away | items; but are! 

--Jistened to over again and that. they 
haye some’ snob. appeal among disk | 
buy’ ers, jwere. n 

_ Among the subject. matter on 
disks hes fhe, sublect the United |., Monaural: factory ‘purchases rose 
Nations, Nuremberg Trials, great: 
moments in‘sports, World War i 
_and . Congressional | hearings. 
planning LPs on fave jokes of! top! 
‘world personalities as told by i 
.them, the American. Negro,.. the 
‘World ‘Series, bloopers, ‘and great] 
‘Ynoments in. pix..arid legit: The 

began beefing up stocks of both 
monaural and stereo sets. 

194,891 setg in May to 152,950 in 
June, while monaural purchases 

183 in-June. Through June of this: 

outfits as against 1,424,080: through 

sales. totaled 399,360: for. the: first 
half of this year: compared. ‘with 
440,963: for the same . 1960. - 

Factory stereo sales were. pegged 
at 142,450 in May and 197,179. in 
June. But the increase failed: to |: 

of 1,305,510 sets sold through June 
of that year, For the first half of 

Jube.. 

‘COMMAND KICKING OFF 
NEW CLASSICAL £ 

Command Records is. 

sales during June as distributors. 

Stereo retail sales declined from] 

dropped from 62,328 in. May to 49,-. 

year, retailers sold 1,264,997 stereo 

June last year. Monaural retail | 

make up the lag from. the 1960 pace |. 

“InPact Deadlock 
Philadelphia, Sept. 12. 

The Philadelphia Orchestra mu- 
sicians may duplicate the recent 
Metopera hassle. The contract for 
the. symphony footers is. stifi un- 
signed and. the Philadelphia Orch 
management” and the Musicians 
Union Local 77 haven't as yet 
settled on grounds for discussion. 
Prospects of a. possible stalemate 
Joomed,. Similar to that two years 
ago: when the first two concerts 
were cancelled. The initial re- 
hearsal date i is skedded for Sept. 25..: 

- The. symphony musicians pre- 
sented their demands earlier this 
‘year. They. asked for an inerease 
of $47.50 over their present $177.50 | 

1961, 1 136,084. to te: j weekly minimum, ‘a 40- week sea- 
fae ry stereo sales on instead of their. 32-week vear, | 

and they also sought better con- 
from 53,887 in May to 61,533 inj ditions on the road and aa easing . 

off in the number of services. 
The 

—a reduc- | 

ve Lae settled with the | 
: theatres for a:'4% increase across- : 

starting a:  the-board’ this sear (rehearsals, ‘ 

‘celal greetings from Jacques Barzun, 
Sept. 1417 at the ‘Trade Show j tke Columbia University Provost: 

‘Donald Gront, president of the 
-Ameriean Musicological Society; 
| Friedrich Biume, president of the 
International Musicological Society, 
and Vaildimir F: ‘ov. president dent of 

, the International Musie Council. 
Major Symposia 

Major symposia included Must- 
; eologv and the Phonogravh Record, 
the Emplorment of Sociological 

‘ Methods in Music Historv. the Nea- 
ipolitan Tradition in Gpera. the 
iCentribution of Ethnomusicology 
to Historical Musicology, and the 

(Continued on page 60) 

Hi-Fi Skew Chairman 
Raps Meve fo Extend 
Stereo B’casting to AM 

The current push to have a 
‘system of AM stereo broadcasting 
‘approved by the Federal Come- 
.munieations Commission after its 
‘recent okay of FM stereo broad- 
‘easting is being opposed by Rich- 
ard Exstraci; chairman of the N-W. 
Hi-Fi Shew which opens tomorrow 

Building. 

‘Most of the companies in the: 
hi-fi. field are privately owned and . 
closely held, so total industry sales 
figures are hard to come by. Hew- 
ever, it has been reliably estimated : 
that sales thus far in ’61 are run-! 
ning about 8% ahead of the com- 
parable period last year. 

Schwartzman: expects that the. 
industry will have the best quarter | 
in its ‘history because of the im-: 
-pact that FM stereo is having on 

: the component market. “People ail : 
over the country,” he says, “have 
been getting the stereo 
equipment even though only a 
:dezen gtations thus far-are stereo- . 
casting. ” 

“The industry is on the verge 
of what may be its biggest break- 
‘throngh,” he added, “and we are 
{planning to spend several hundred: 

-.: thousand. dollars starting this fall! 
‘in ‘an. all-industry promotion to 
‘create and even greater demand 

“! for ‘hi-fi components.” 

| There will be some 125 exkibi- 
‘tors on display at the N.Y. Hi-Fi 
; Show and more than 406,000 visi- - 

‘World “War ‘IE. and Nuremburg} classical line.to be handled by. the! {doubling,. etc.) and’ with another | {tors are expected during the four- 
hearings albums, which are double- | japel's “St ve: 
Sleeve packages, sell-for $7.95..  - ereo 85: 

process of re-' i 14CG 
-cording’.on ~35mm ‘magnetic film ; the two-year. agreement. A general. 

hike. slated for next year in} day event.” 
:‘Thurs.). 

Says Ekstract, “The AM fre- 
quencies have abdicated their Gréenspan says he-has no trouble. instead of tape. Series of five first - 5% increase was won.for the nitery 

‘getting labels’to release the plat-| releases will be” demonstrated to-.tooters, where the scales vary de- | 
‘ters and that he has, in fact; had. night (Wed.) at a meeting of some’ ' pending” on. the rating of ‘the club. 
offers to do this type of material, 300 record dealers. from the New ; Top price: for a six-day week is 

jspensorship ef good music en the 
air in favor of the ‘Top 40’ rock ’n’ 

ii records and the like, and ! - 
strengiy urge they remain a news- 

PAPPY DAILEY RIDING 
for labels as: a full time job. But it’s | York _Métropolitan’ atea- at. the. : $130 ‘at.-the Latin Casine. Pa- 
just -“an avocation” with him, he: 
states, “that fortunately ‘Gurned |. . 
out.” i 

Newly Formed Troubador 
Productions Maps Dozen 
Concerts, Readies Nov. LP 
Peter Rachtman “has formed 

Troubader Productions far the pro- 

duction of concerts and to. operate | 

in other aspects of the” music and] 

entertainment” business: 

Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, N:¥; 
. The “Command Classics” line 

slated for public release Sept. 

-{ phony No. 2 in D; Op:. 73; Pie- 
tures at an.Exhibition;” “Capriccio | 
Espagnol” and “Capriccio Italien:" 

| Ravel's “Daphnis Et Chloe, : Suite 
. No 2;” and Rachmaninoff's “Sy m-- 
phony No. 2 in E, Op. 27," 

Maybe Disks Don’ Pay 

. Houston, -‘Tex., Sept. 12. 
hie Sunshine’ Twins: Oral Gay 

Troubador. plans. to produce cat and ‘Ora Ray White. were. jailed 
_Jeast a dozen -cohcerts:- during the ‘here for. car theft. The twins. had ; 

g health’ and ~ sick: allowances, ‘Yife.: 
and. will contain Brahms" “Syin- ; insurance, ete. 

its second | ‘major pic seore prop- 
“| erty: of the. season. 

with Henry- ‘Mancini’s “Breakfast 

Bat Neither Does. Crime. at Tiffany's,” -the ‘diskery will fol- 

season, Schedule includes | started a new. disk label—-Suishine. { 

HERD ON UA C&W 
i. |W. (Pappy) Dailey has joined 

United Artists Records ‘to head its ‘ 

country & western department, In 
his new assignment with UWA, : 
Dailey will continue to operate out 
of his Houston base, where he will , 
be in charge of future  praduet in j 
the c&w area for the la 

' Initial release to be sued by 
TTA under Dailey’s supervision is | 

an LP, “Country Hits,” featuring filed a $40,000 action against the 
such performers as George Jones. Orfeon label, alleging that plat- 
Jimmy Blakley, Leon Payne. Bill ters he waxed for the diskery have 
Mack, Claude Gray, Errie Neack, been issued by Columbia Reecorés 
James O’Gwynn, Perk Williams. for foreign release. 

‘Richardson. Herby Reming-' Aguilar came upon duplicuticn 

-and-pep music system. Stereo 
breaedeasting should be reserved 
:40 FM frequencies which are sith- 
‘out stalic, distortion and inter- 
ference.” 

Oriean Violated His 0’seas 
Rishis, Mex Singer Claims 

Mexico City. Sept. 12. 
Singer-artor Luis Aguilar las 

‘lumbe’s ‘pays. $115-a-week, but |. 
- couples this with fringe benefits, 

Vitor’ $ Pic Scare Binge, 
| Tiffany's, - New. ‘Smoke’ 
RCA “Wietor” has latched on to 

, Already. cut’ 

| 
: low up’ with © a> “Summer and 

Smoke™ ‘package of the ‘Elmer | 

‘Bernstein. score. . 

“coming In addition.-to its pis en. ‘the 
“three dates w ith the Dave Brubeck 1 The White’ -twins, poth guitar; LP, Victor is readying a single re-| 
‘Quartet. Rachtman will _ present | players, have appeared on “Grand j lease. of “The Theme’ from’ Sum |. 

_. Brubeck in_Orlando, Fla., Jan: 26; | OF Opry: ” They moved: to, Housten |; 
~ Tampa, Fla, Jin, 27, ‘and. at .N.Y.'s | last March .and set :up business at! 
Town. Hall, Feb. 21. Alsa on the ithe Harbor. Light..a local tavern, 

“outfit’s: schedule ‘Is another. Town .where they éntertain the customers. 
Hall concert with Josh W hite for * — 

Sept. 23. ‘DeVol-McHugh to Score 
~ Wonders of Aladdin’ Pie’ 

Rachiman ‘aléo plans an entry: 
into the ‘disk’ field with his, Trou- |. 
‘bador company. He's . already set 
fox November release ‘an LP titled | 
“The Flame of, Resistance.” 
sical documentary of the 42-day 
‘rebellion ' of the Jewish ‘under- | 
ground ‘in the - Warsaw ghetto: | 
Script’ was written by Isadore | publishing venture with’. Embassy 

7 Haiblum, | . tprez Joe Levine, : 

lease with. ‘Donald. 
starred. 

1 

{ 

|: 

* Prank: DeVol -and Jimmy Me-" 
Hugh will score “Wonders of Alad- : which will have eight men. on the | the Society's 

a mu: } din,” Eimbassy-Metro Christmas -re-- ‘road this week ‘Working © on the !ters during which reports will be 
O'Conner’, main “song. from he pic, 

-MeHugh is. partnered in: a music ‘Isries. to “Mancini'’s. music. 

mer and ‘Smoke”’ etched by -pian- 
ist Peter Nera. 

Mecntime, Famous Musie,. pub- 

‘ton : and Carl Sauceman. 

| ASCAP’s LA, Doubleheader 
Fer Biz: Survey Rundowns 

The American Society of Com- 

- of his records during his midyear 
: Visit to Spain to make a picture. 
!He bought the Columbia platters 
and brought them to Mexico to 
support his move for redress. 

Lega] department of the Na- 
tional Assn. of Actors now has the 
matter fdr adjustment. Orfeon 

lishers of both. scores, has laid. eut ! posers, Authors & Publishers will. assertedly admitted it had ceded 
‘a. hefty promotion program for the : 
‘Tiffany's’ seore.: Eddie. :Welpin, ; 

‘firm's .general professional - ‘Tag 

{hold two membership meetings in 
{Beverly Hills next Thursday 
and. Friday ‘22. at the Bev erly Hills 

ager, has bliueprinted a. national | Hotel. 
spread by his plugging department 

“Moon 
“River,” ‘which has Johnny Merrer 

There 
ae: . already 12 record versions of 
He: ‘tune. 

First mecting will be devoted tot 

made by ASCAP president Stanley | 
At the 

| Friday: meeting thare “ill be a vis-° 
Adams. and: ather officials. 

ual presentation’ hv Joel Dean of 
the Sotiety’s survey sp etein. | 

4 

reguiar business mat-: 

foreign rights to the Aguilar rec- 
‘ords to Columbia. 

| LESTER LANIN EXPANDS 
Charlotte. V.C. Sept 312 

The Lester Lanin orchestra of- 
fige here has expanded with Jee 
Saitta in from New York to assist 
Ney Wagner whe is Linin’s fper- 
sonal manager. 

The ‘Larnin outiit vil open an, 
icifice in Washington. 



ARTETYs RECORD TIPS. 
(Tune Index of Performance & Saiés) 

This weekly tabulation is based on a statistically balanced 
ratin of disk sales, nationally, as reported by. key outlets in major 
cites, and muste programming by the major independent radio 
stations, ; 

” This Last No. Wks, 2 , 
Wk. Wk. On Chart Label 

‘t 2 #10 MICHAEL _ 
Highwaymen a 

2 { TAKE GOOD CARE OF M¥¢ BABY 
Bobby Veo ......... cece ver ccccccees ,. Liberty 

3 4 #+=§ tRT=—CUO~™~™~COCOCCOOOUOUOOUOUUOUUU 
Timi Yuro .........-......- aveces leeees Liberty 

4 8 45  £JLITTLE SISTER — 
Elvis Presley wee awe cece er ac eee nces Victor 

“$10 _8 Wo PUT THE BOMP a 
Barry Mann; i. ee eee eee eee ABC-Par 

“7 $_ DOES THE Gilt LOSE ITS FLAVOR OO 
Lonnie Donegan ..........-0..ccccaeeeeee Dot 

7  § 1t WOODEN HEART _ 
Joe Dowell .. ..... eee eee eee eee ee) -INASH | 

$8 6 8 MOUNTAINS HIGH oe 
Dick & Dale Leet ewww meee cencnecees Lama 

§ 16 #426 £4WITHOUT YOU — 
Johnny Tillotson ...... we teen c eee nees Cadence 

16 3 «=©8)~—SC SCHOOL’S OUT i an 
U. S. Bonds . ............, le cee wees .Legrarde 

ii 1300~«dSTSSCS RING 

iz § {2 £¥LAST NIGHT 
_ __ MarkeyS «5s ww ce cw ee peewee reese. Stax 

13. ii 14 #£TOSSIN' AND “TURNIN' 
__ Bobby Lewis ..... wns ee eee eee ween Beltone 

1436 5 MY TRUE STORY _ 
Jive Five te eee eee eee eee Beltoge 

15° 32 GS BIG COLD WIND 
. Pat Boone Lee eee w ee cee ee eeenececeuas Dot 

1621 @ MEXICO 
Bob Morrow eee eee ee eee eee ee Monument 

17. 12 17 KNOCK ON YOTR DOOR 
_ __ 7] Eddie Hodges Lien cae w en eaenccaces Cadence 

18 22 6 YOURE THE REASON _ 
Bobby Edwards Lee cena wee e ee eenenee: Crest 

19 31 6 CANDY MAN | TO 
Ray Orbison ......:.......---.-0:: . Monument 

50-30 LJUST DON’T UNDERSTAND 
Ann _Margaret teeeee lees Victor 

$i. #20 #8 DON'T KNOW WHAT YOU'VE ‘GOT _ 
_ Ral Donner jj ....siescceeees Gone 

22, #26 #§ #«£FRANKIE AND JOHNNY 
7 Brook Benton weet eee ace _ Mercury 

93. 14 #10 £PRETTY LITTLE “ANGEL EYES ° 
_ : Curtis Lee . ............ eee wee een .Dunes 
24 28 8 HILLBILLY HEAVEN — 
_ Tex Ritter © 3... wee eee ee ... Capitol 

25 33 2 YOU MUST! BEEN A BEAUTIFUL BABY. 
_ . Bobby Darin —__i......- eee ete Atco 

$615 24 4¥FFALL TO PIECES 
_ Patsy Cline sect wwe e wee rena ene eeenceee | Dacca 

27 #885 § BLESS YOU 7 , 
Tony Orlando see eee enee “eee a ecceeeees ..--Epie 

28 24 6 AMOR . 
7 Ben E. King .........-.-.-.-+.++-+-----+ Alco 

29 19 § LET FOUR WINDS DS BLOW 7 ; 
_ Fats Domino ............eeceeeees Imperial 

30 «=.29 4 LET ME E BELONG TO you oO 
7 Brian Hyland Loca ena acaceeseanees ABC-Par 

81 34 7 A LITTLE BIT OF SOAP 
Jarmelg 2. 11 1. pice cece ee ween teens Laurie 

2 44 §  LOVER’S °S ISLAND 
Blue Jays - ss... -- eee eee eee Milestone 

330 $8 MORE MONEY FOR YOU AND ME 
‘ Four Preps .. .-- wees enc cece e eens sees s- Capitol - 
34 49 2 THIS TIME 
‘| Troy Shondell ......... 0.0.2 ee eee oe Liberty 

35 40 11 £MISSING YOU 
Ray Peterson ..........0 sees eaenee . Dunes 

1s 2° KISSING ON ‘THE PHONE me 
oe. Paul Anka’. .:. oo cc ecw eee eee ABC-Par 

$7 23 #14 °#&2xXLET’S | TWIST At “AGAIN 
Chubby Checker ............-----+-- Parkway 

8825 § IT’S GONNA WORK OUT FINE 
- ___tke & Tina Turner. ...... es eeeevees s+. SUC 

$9 =—«18 ‘13 SEA OF HEARTBREAK 
_ ‘Don Gibson. . ........... wevseeecees. Victor 

40 r SAD MOVIES 
_ Sue Thompson ................- ++s.++-Hickory 
41 27 12 TOGETHER ~ oe 
_ Connie Francis .................6..+++-+-.-MGM. 
42 38 if NEVER ON SUNDAY. 
_ Chordettes .... Ln cee c ce wee een e ec ectees Cadence 

433 — 6 FOOT STOMPIN. . . 
Flares see ct cece neem ener eceeeeases Felsted 

44 17 #16 £=F LIKE IT LIKE THAT 
_ Cris | Kenner eee ee Instant 

45 47 3 IT'S YOUR WORLD : 
7 7 Marty Robbins ...............c.ceeeee «se. Col 

46 46 9 <A THING OF THE PAST 

-.. Shirelles ......... 2... ccc cess eee eee: Sceptor 
47 43 13 DUM DUM  — 
_ Brenda Lee ... bette et neeeees eee aceaeee Decca 

48 — 1 LET'S GET TOGETHER —_ 
_ Hayley Mills . .......-.... cee seseceatwee es Wista. _ 
49 -— 1 @NE TRACK MIND a oo 
_ Bobby Lewis .. .........-.++--++-e-- Beltone 
50 — i THAT'S MY DESIRE - 

Pat Boone ..............06: sereseeecers.. Dot 

{pression haye - 

Ray Orbison ......... 000 case ences . -Monument 

=| “something unique in fiction: 

|e official language of the Con-' 

by American ‘and — 

: | George List, Mantle Hood, and Al 

Roland Gant’s “World 
In a Jug’ a Palatable 

Low Key Jazz Novel 
By ARNOLD SHAW 

Whether for reasons .of sensa- 
tionalism, morbid appeal, or drama- 
tic impact, the. jazz novel from 
Dorothy Baker's “Young Man With | 
a Horn’ (1938) to Garson Kanin’s | 

+ “Blow Up a Storm” (1959) has in 
large. measure been a clinical study 
of self-destructive personalities, of | 
men whose struggles for artistic ex: j 

accompanied by excesses of one 
| kind ‘or another. Although “World ! 
jin a Jug” (Vanguard; $3.95) is not! 
t che first of its genre, it ‘is a wel- 
i some departure that the main char- | 

rr: 

el acter is not a lush or a dope addict! 
: nor is. the narrative a naturalistic 
i graph of his disintegration - cand if 
downfall, j 

; By comparison with the prota- ! 

wee 
gonist of many jazz novels,- pianist- 

t vocalist Larry Alden is an ‘ad-' 
4 justed” person, Magnetized by the! 
, music as a youth in New Orleans, ; 
he drifts out of medical school to_ 
, become a pro sideman. But he has. 
'no ravaging ambition to soar to the:! 
: top; his career is. marked ° by no: 
‘ precipitous rise or fall, nor. is his — 
| _iife touched by-the garish, weird or ’ 
i macabre incidents that allegedly: 
‘mar the lives of most jazzmen. His ; 
; besetting sin is rather that he is } 
a drifter, a man whose carefree na- - 
, ture borders on irresponsibility, a 
?musician who wants basically . not 
: to become involved—and is, in a | 
; large sense, uninvolved either with | 
people or his music. He drifts into 
, marriage with & Hollywood starlet, °. 
‘drifts out of it without. much tra-- 

[i vail, later. loses. a girl much his_ 
{junior without. much heartache, 
‘and eventually gives up. a Negro 
| orphan whom he. has. 
| without ’ any great ‘emotional dis-1 
turbance. In a sense, he.is a stereo- : 

| type of the “carefree” jazz pioneer, ' 
and. the narrative is low-keyed. and’ 

' without any real dramatic tension. I 
i 

The -most baffling aspect of 
“World in a Jug” is the resound- | 

ling critical reception. which it re- | 
) ceived in England and on the Con-| 
| iment. Reviews excerpted on the ; 

. | book jacket are dotted -with refe-. 
rences to F. Scott Fitzgerald, hy-. 
perbole about “the best ccolades | 
work on jazz yet” and accolades 

an authentic glimpse. into the ; 
|rhythmes of a jazzman’s mind. "| 
One may be ona complete toss to j; 
explain this since ‘Jug’ is nelther | 
a firstrate novel or, as a jazz novel, 

‘| does it offer fresh probes into the: 
nature of the jazzman or incandes-: 

i | cent insights into the music itself. if 
| apart from anachronisms like the |, 
| are of. “businessman's bounce” in|T 
| the 20s and technical slips like re-| 
peat references to “36 bar chorus,” 
there. are at least. two. jazz novels 
to which the jacket blurbs are more 
applicable: “Paris Blues’ by Harold | . 

‘| Flender.and “The Horn” by _ 
Clelton Holmes. 

—————— Continued from page 53 nomen : 

Concept of the New in Music From![ 

the Ars Nova to the Present Day. |) 

| Roundtables were diversified and 
ranged ‘from. Criteria for Accul- :; 

uration, the Physiological Bases of | 

Musical Hearing, Problems of 

Lute Music, to the Singing. School ! 

[Baiting and Publishing Old Music, | 

| Movement in the United - States. :| 

gress was English but a number | of 

contributions were présented inj 

German, French, Italian and: Span- 
ish. by international figures. 

Major papers- were prepared and 

published in advance for the Con- 
gress and the various discussions 
and included materials contributed 

international | 
scholars like William Austin, Myro- 
slaw Antonowytch (Holland), Fran- 
cois Lesure (France), Luiz. “Heitor 
Correa de Azevedo (Brazil, Char- 
les Seeger, Nils . Schiorring (Den- 
mark), Milton. _Babbitt, Wolgang 
Boetticher (Germany), 
uel. Winternitz, among others.. 

_ -Eminent “musicologists | 
known: to American trade sources 
included Hans David, Alan Lo- 
max, ‘Charles Seeger, Bruno Nettl, |} 

'}Roger ‘Sessions, Gilbert Chase, 
Carleton. Smith,. Irving Kolodin, 

len Luper who participated in 
panels at the various sessions, 

‘2 = 8 86 CAMELOT (Columbia) - 

inevitably been | i 

14. 14. 40 

“adopted,” ; | 

ei 

and. Eman-| 

; $” FOUR PREPS (Capitol). 
well|f 

_Wednesday, September 18, 1961 

"RETAIL ‘ALBUM BEST SELLERS | 
(A National Survey of Key Outlets) 

This Last No. wks. 
_wk.. wk. on chart . 

1 B 8 JUDY GARLAND (Capitol). ° 

Judy Garland at Carnegie. Hall (WBO 4560) 

Original Cast (KOL 5620) _ - 
3 “LAWRENCE WELK (Dot) — 

Yellow Bird (DLP. 3389) 

4 “6 34 GRE AT MOTION PICTURE THEMES wa 
Various Artists | (‘UAL 3122). 

5 Z 65 NEVER ON SUNDAY (UA) 

io ‘Soundtrack (UAL 4070) . 

6 8 & JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) 
Portrait of Johnny (CL 1644) | 

§ °§ 12 ‘ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) 

Something for Everyone (LPM. 2370) 

8 12 18 . CARNIVAL (MGM: .- 
_ Original Cast (E 3946) 

9 9 14 ‘KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol), 
‘Going Places 'T 1564). 

10 7 19 MITCH MILLER Columbia) 
Tv Sing Along ‘CL: 1628) *: - 

ll il 7 FRANK SINATRA (Reprise): : 
‘Sinatra Swings s (R10 1062+ OC , 

12 10 1 SOUND OF MUSIC. (Columbia) 
oo Original.Cast (KOL.5450)_-:. 

13 18 ##& ARTHUR LYMAN 'Hi:Fi).. | 
‘Yellow Bird (1004) 

EXODUS (Victor) 
. Soundtrack (LOC 1058) 

15 16 6 U.S. BONDS (Legrande) 
| Daneé Till-Quarter to Three (LLP 3001) _ 

24 PAUL ANKA (ABC-Par) 16 28 
| _ Sings His Big 15 (ABC 323): 
17 .20 7 FRANK SINATRA ‘Capitol 

Come Swing With Me.'W 1594) - 

18. 22 2 -EARL GRANT (Decra) , 
_ Ebb Tide (DL 4165" | 

19: 21 14 RICKY NELSON (imperial) 
: Rick Is 21 (LP 9152): 

20 383 8 HARRY BELAFONTE victor) 
. Jump Up Calypso. (LPM 2388) . 

21 17 + «4 RAY CONNIFF (Columbia) — 
‘Somebody Loves Me (CL, 1642) 

22 31 26 FRANK SINATRA (Capitol) 
. All the Way (W 1538) . 

23. 25 35 LAWRENCE WELK (Dot) ~ 
ot : Calcutta (DLP 2539) | 

24° — 84 RUSTY WARREN (Sibi) 
. __ _ Knockers Up (JLP 2029): | 

jj 25. 19 18 EDDIE HARRIS (Vee Jay) 
7 Exodus to Jazz (3016: 

26 32 8 DAVE BRUBECK (Columbia) 
"ss Time Out (CL 1397) . 

_.27 18 26 RAY CHARLES (Impulse). © 
Genius ‘Plus Soul Equals Jazz (A-2) 

28 #— 82 LIMELITERS (Victor): | 
. Y¥onight: In Person (LPM 2272) 

"29° 30 20 AL HIRT (Victor: 
. _ Greatest Horn in the World (LPM 2308) 

-80 -26 12 PAT BOONE (Dot). 
. * Moody River (DLP 3384) 

31 44 #+%‘§& GONE WITH THE WIND (WB) 
_ Soundtrack (WB 1322) oo 

2 84 2 JOSE JIMENEZ (Kapp) 
; The Astronaut (KL°1238) | 

33 — 21 FRANK SINATRA (Reprise):. 
‘Ringading Ding (R 1001+ : 

'34 86  & 60 YEARS OF MUSIC AMERICA LOVES (Vietor) 
. Various Artists, Vol. III (LOP 1509). 

35 35 2 MITCH MILLER (Columbia) . 
_ _ Your Request (CL 1671) 

86 — 32 THE ALAMO (Columbia) 
oe Soundtrack (UL 3558) . 

37. — 1 DAVE GARDNER (Victor) 
a Ain’t. That Wierd (LPM 2335) 

“88 43 .25 MITCH MILLER (Columbia) .. 
Happy Time Sing Along (CL 1568) 

39 #27 8 SOUTH PACIFIC (Victor) 
' _Soundtrack (OL 41801. 

40 41 2 PETER NERO (Victor). ©: 
New Piano‘ in Tawn ‘LPM. 2383). 

41 42 $& PETER NERO (Victor) | 
_ Piano Forte (LPM 2334). | 7 

42 80 4 CONNIE FRANCIS (MGM) ~- 
More Greatest Hits (E 3942) 

BOBBY DARIN. (Atco) | 
Bobby Darin Story (LP 33130) _ 

LIMELITERS (Victor) | 
Slightly Fabulous (LPM 2393) 

45 ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) | 
G.I. Blues (LPM 2256) ; 

LA DOLCE VITA (Victor) 
Soundtrack (FOC 1) 

3. 8719. eh 

Four Preps On. Campus (T 1566) 

ag ae PERCY FAITH. (Columbia): 
Mucho Gusto (CL 1639) —_— 
DUANE EDDY (Jamie) rn 

- . _ Girls, Girls, Girls (3019)... 

87 -MANTOVANT (London) 
Music From Exodus (LL 3231) _ 

fee ee re te ile ee 

aw, 1 r : 
a he eee Lee omer. 

Prete meena re ote ae gates oe i Lee renee eee, Ste 

Sa SO te See ae Swe eC 

1 Learns Hata ge ote eg ae wotg a a _ we ot 

mand Z saatnst 3 Ca ae Pa PAY ee a Lee tae 



~ Taide Stuff—Music 
- The third in a series of RCA Vietor’ s Distributor Advisory Counell 

mectings will be held during late September and early October in 
_ Dallas, Pittsburgh, Newark :and Seattle, Directing the conclave will be 
‘~ David Finn, Victor’s: manager ‘of record: distributor relations. Attend- 
* Ing! will be regional delegates elected to represent all the diskery’s 
distributors at these: informal sessions. The meets are designed as an 

opportunity in which mutual problems and programs can. be studied: 
and.-discussed in order to create better relations and more profitable. 
operations for the benefit of. dealers | as well as the distributors and the 
manufacturer. . 

_ Bartolome “March, ‘son of. Spain's Tnultimniionaire- Juan March, will 
sponsor a new “Latin: ‘Song Festival to be organized annually during the 

- summer months in Palma de Majorca: Hé reportedly will offer 500 ,000. 
_pesetas ($8, 500) to the winning tune.-Heavilyz-endowed Majorcan. song 
‘fest: is expected to give.the Balearic playground a preferred. ‘spot in 
‘the Spanish -circuit of chanson events which: include Barcelona’s Medi- 
“terranean Song Festival ‘and the: National: Song Festival at. Benidorm. 

The New York City: Center. Ballet will feature’ an “electronic ballet” 
_ -ealled “Electronics” this season. It will-be. danéed. ‘without an orchestra, 
“. "put to recorded ‘music. created. by. ‘electronic instruments. George Bal-, 
lanchine of ‘the Ballet will be honored by. officials: of the New ‘York 
Hi-Fi Show,- being held. Sept. 14-17, at the Trade Show ‘Building, | for 
advancing: “the cause of good music in this couritry: and also the’ use 
-of high fidelity componeitts” thr ough his. work. ‘with the’ Ballet. 

Kapp: Records is making: the most of its. single by Bill Dana’ doing his 
. Jose Jiminez, zstronaut routine. For one thing, the diskery has changed. 
the title of Dana’s latest’ LP from “Jose Jiminez at the. hungry i” to 
“The. Astronaut.” Latter is the title of. his. click single. In another move, 
Kapp is reprising a previous. ‘Jiminez album, “More Jose Jiminez”’. and 
changing its title to.“The Submarine Officer.” Both, moves have been 
“made to capitalize: on the exposure. being Pulled by. the ‘single. mo 

_ Two folk. song: ‘collections writtén as “an. ‘aid ‘in the study. of foreign | 
-Janguages have recently béen- released by Mills Music, with: ‘companion . 
. record. albums made: available simultaneously. The disks -are’ produced 

: py Bowmar ‘Records. Both. books..and: platters, called “Songs for the 
Italian Class” and “Songs for the Russian. Class,” are ‘by Ruth DeCaesar 
who has done similar. projects in. ‘other janguages. . - 

Maestro Denny Vaughan. of ‘Queen. ‘Elizabeth Hotel's Salle: Bonayen- 
ture plushery in Montreal returns from vacation Sept. 11,‘same ‘night 
-MCA’s Canadian thrush, Joan Fairfax, opens a three-frame: return date 
there. Bob Harrington batons during Yaughan's seven-week absence. 

New $3 wn, rr Bandshell Set For 
Chis Grant Park Concerts in 8 

Chicago, Sept. 12. °4 
Grant Park, Chi’s lakefront free | 

concert site, will have a new $3,000- 
000 bandshell and amphitheatre for |-: 
its 1968 sgison. Half the amount] 
has been donated by the A. Mont- 
omery Ward Foundation (set. up 
fy the widow of the founder of the. 
mail order firm). and. matching 
‘funds will.come. from the Chicago 
Park ‘District's’ surplus corporate 
funds. - 
‘The new shell calls for a major 

reconstruction of the site, includ- 
ing a stage sunk seven’ feet below 
the ‘street level. Rows of individ- 
-wal seats will rise to a height of 40 
feet above ground, and the entire. 
amphitheatre will seat. from 20,000. 

‘to 23,000 persons. The: current. lay-. 
out has all seats and grotind seat-| 
ing level with the shell. 

The Grant -Park series notched 
-one of ‘its best ‘seasons in décades. 
‘this summer, ‘The Park District 
‘estimates ‘that 387,250 persons ‘at-. 
‘ tended the 1961 concerts, and’ in- 
crease of 118, 250 from the preced- 
ing year. 

Revamped Platters Draw - 
Overflow Valencia Crowd | 
On Spanish Cities Tour. 

‘Valencia, Sept. 12, 
Valencia “filled | ‘its bullring to 

capacity last week with an overflow 
turnout of over 20, 000 for The. 
Platters,:Los Cinco Latinos, Javier | 
Fleta, Juan. Jose; Nieve Lulion, Elia 

‘Feta and several promising chirps 
who made their debuts earlier this 
summer at.the Benidorm song -fest.: 

..... Fhe revamped Platters arrived 
from Milan for their. opening stand 
in a tour. that will take them ‘and{ 

. the others programmed to the bull- 
ying in Alicante, where The Plat-|: 
ters ‘proceed’..on their own. to a 

- three-night engagement. at Tito’s in. 
Palma of Majorca, followed ‘by .a 
‘one-nighter’ at the San Sebastian 
Tennis -Club. 

Valencia. bill, sponsored. by Mad- 
rid newspaper ‘Pueblo and the SER 
radio. chain, was emceed iby. Jose 
Luis Pecker. . 

Batoner’s: Homicide Sentence 
Mexico City; Sert. 12.. 

‘Jose (Pepe) Villa Perez, director 
of Mexican musical combo unit 
billed as. ‘Mariachi . Mexico, -has. 
_been. sentenced to an eight-year |. 

HEMI/US veepee-general manager, Prison. term. for homicide.. 
‘Perez shat and killed a Treasury 

‘Dept. employee last Christmas fol-. 
-lowing a violent quarrel. stemming 
fom an auto accident. 

‘Johns, . 

Suspend Narcotics Rap 
Vs.. Little: Willie Johns 
Greensboro, N:C., Sept..12.. 

William: Edward (Tittie Willie) 

recéiyed . ‘an ..18-month sentence, 
suspended for five years, and ‘a 
$250 fine:-on a narcotics charge 
here last week in tha criminal divi-' 
sion -of -Guilford. Superior Court. 

23, of Miami, : “pleaded. 
“guilty. to: the unlawful possession 
lof marijuana..” 

RCA BOWS 3 NEW TAPE 
PLAYERS AT 0’SEAS CLUB 

In a. further push into, the- tape’ 
field, Radio Corp. of America has. 

Johns, 

come up with threé new tape re- 
corder players,-using RCA's maga-. 
zine loading tape cartridge system | 
in’ control .dual: purpose units. The |, 
units are in compact styling weigh- | 
ing slightly more than 13- pounds. 
. According: to’ Raymond 'W.-Sax- I 
on, ‘vicepresident in-charge of mar-' 

‘keting. who . introduced ‘the . new 
units yesterday (Tués.) at. the dedi- |. 
cation of a music lounge at New 
York's Overseas Press Club, the 
iplayers have .an .added: advantage. 
of ‘serving as separate units or as 
attachments to high-fdility or other 
sound, systems. . 

- Also. speaking: .at - ‘the. riusic 
lounge dedication were. RCA. execs. 
Martin 'H. Bennett, veepee for-con- 
‘sumer. products and. George 'R. 
Marek, veepee-general manager of 
the disk’ division. — 

EMI's Metcalfe fodding 

Clifford Metcalfe, a 
Electrie’ - & Musical 
(EMI), ig. in. ‘Hollywood from. his 
London base for two weeks. of dis- 
cussions with. senfor execs. of. Capi- 
tol. Records and ‘Cap’s. electronics 
subsid, EMI/US. 
Purpose of. Metcalfe’s ‘yisit is to |. 

improve - longrange planning and 
{coordination between “EMI Elec- 
‘tronics. Ltd. and EMI/US.: During | 

“this stay in L, A., he will attend the 
{International Data Processing. Ex- 

hibit at the Statler Hilton and: the 
ISA: Instrument-Automation Con- 
ferenece at the. L. AL “Memorial 
Sports: Arena... 
In ‘mid-October, Ae Bruce Rozet, 

and. Daniel C.. Bonbright, Capitol 
veepee in charge of the company’s 
electronic’s activities, will travel to 
England and Europe, ~ 

J pact on popular music. 
Ewen. dgesn’t go into the area in. 

rhythm - & blues. -singer,. 

|easiest to write, 

‘With Cap Coast Execs! 
- director of. 
Industries: 

- Informative Paperback — 
Covering US. Scene “ABit Out of 

‘David Ewen’s “History of Popu-|_ 
lar Music” (Barnes & Noble; $1.50) 
Is designed to be an inexpensive] 
handbovk of historical. and bio- |}. 
graphical materials related to 
American ‘popular | music from | ° 
colonial ‘times to the preserit.}: 
{While it is limited in coverage be- | 
cause of its handbook format and 
size’ it still . contains a tremendous |. 
mass -of: information previously 
unavailable in. a single source.. 
should. be. of. considerable. value to 
interested. laymen and _ teachers 
and “students on a beginning or 
survey level.: As. source material 
for. advanced students and trade] ~ 
professionals, it.is seriously -lim- 
ited by the necessarily Yrestricted | 
nature of its contents. 

Ewen rapidly surveys : .the his- 
{tory of American music from the | 

earliest publications ‘The Bay 
Psalm Book, William” Billings, 
etc.) of the colonial period through 
the Revolutionary War. The growth 
cf an American. culture - ‘and in- 
digenous musie .materials is re- 
lated by ‘Ewen to .the social and 
economic factors involved in the 
growth and development of the] 
new United States. 

The majority ofthe historical | 
emphasis is on the post-Civil War 
period and. includes’ chapters on. 
minstrelsy, ragtime and the. blues, 

|.jazz; musical theatre, Tin Pan ‘Al- 
ley, and the emergence, from 1910: 

jon, of the.modern American popu-. 
lar song. as developed -by giants” 
like Porter, Berlin, Kern, Gersh- 
win, and Rodgers. The emphasis 
In the book is on the songwriters, 
the creators of the original ma- 

‘tterlal, rather than. the performers. 
{Brief biographical studies and 
career. sketches are well written: 
end highly informative... 

There is. much ‘in the ‘book ‘that 
is significant, particularly in the 
area of social change and its im- 

While 

depth he points out the important 
social and economic changes that 

sic. business and, as ‘a result, the 
popular song in ‘America. This ‘is. 
an’ area that. more and more is 
going‘to be studied by: serious re- 
‘searchers. in the field, especially 
the influence of ‘technology. on the. 
form of the music itself; e.g., the 
influence of the 45 and. -LP rec 
ords, new style jukeboxes, stereo, 
‘tape splicing, the echo chamber, 
multiple dubbing, etc. 

marred. by a number of factual 
| errors. Some are in ‘the: Civil War. 
section... 
In the jazz section Ewen has 

Fletcher’ Henderson’s big ‘band 
originating © in 1920 ‘and. breaking 
‘up in 1924 when actually Smack's. 
band did. not exist until ‘late. 1923. 

Rand. 

“Case fr R’ 1 rR 

Editor, ‘Vanrere: 
New Yerk. 

“Having just..read some -of the 
‘comments made -by Jimmy Mc- 
Hugh, Alan: Livingston, et, al, about 
state of the pop music “industry, I 
decided. that a few words from 

| Bobby Darin’s personal secretary. 
might be in order. 

It should be -mentioned that a 
song ala “Splish Splash” is not the 

‘and that Bob- 
by - recently collaborated | with 

-}Johnny * ‘Mercer—together they 
-[wrote “Two of a Kind.” . Although 
‘J am anything but a rock and roll] _ 
-adict, : facts are facts. 
‘whether ‘any of our socalled “good 
smusic”’ writers can actually write 
a rock 'n’.roll song. The young 
writer has grown up w ith the kind 
-of music. he is writing and, there- 
fore, has a true feeling. for it. The 
older, longer established. writer, 
feels. contempt for rock ’n’ roll and 
{and tends to lack it out. 

Who knows how many “great” 
songs these young writers ‘have 
stacked in -their closets? Bob 
Crewe, for example, has dozens. 
He is “constantly . writing songs of 
quality. No doubt many will. be 
‘standards some day. There is no 
doubt ‘in. my mind that he. ‘will 
‘reach the ‘heights on Broadway. 
However, his creativity and imagi- 
nation also enables him to.write a. 
“Silouhettes” or “Magic. Moon”, . . 
I've. made my point. — 

. Sincerély, 
Harriet Wasser, 

(Secretary to -Bobby Darin) 

It | 

have historically | affected the ‘mu-| 

I -doubt |. 

British Disk Best Sellers ; 
London, Sept. 11. 

‘Johnny Remember Me. Leyton 
- (Top Rank) 
You Don’t Know...... . Shapiro 

(Columbia) | 
Reach For The Stars. ..Bassey 

~ (Columbia) 
- Wild In The Country. .Presley 

(RCA) 
Well, I Ask You........ Kane 

_ Wecea) 
* Kalfway -To Paradise. . 

_(Decea) 
Romeo 

(Pye) . 
Kon Tiki. .......... 

(Columbia) 
Quarter To Three.... 

(Top Rank) 
That’s My Home 
(Columbia) 

Venus Rey Heads 
Mexican Tooters: 

Mexico City, Sept. 12. 
Venus Rey, who fvaited to be- 

come head of the Federal District 
Union of Musicians for over two 
years (he first began electioneer- 

- Fury 

ssseeccceecess- Clark, 

. Shadows 

. .Bonds 

‘ing Nov. 29, 1959) attained his 
goal Tast week.. Musicians yoted 
him in:by 965 votes against 412 
for opposition candidate Felipe 
eon. 
There was no violence in elec-|- 

tions, chiefly because of absence 
of adherents of Tirso Rivera, re- 

| cently deposed. But troubles of 
the. local musicians’ union appar- 
ently are not over yet, While Leon 
ceeded victory to Rey, Rivera said 
that he will continue his protests 
for the “unlawful storming” by Rey 
Supporters of union headquarters 
a few weeks’ back, when he was 
away. 

Rivera_claims his overthrow was i 
“unconstitutional” and that he had 
been elected at meetings when ma- 
‘jority of members of union had 
been present. He said that he will 
not give up the fight to win back 
the - Presidency of the union. 

ART TALMADGE BEEFS UP 
UA RECORDS’ MANPOWER : 
.In the eventuality of his moving 
up ‘to--the présidency of United ' 
Artists Records, Art. Talmadge, 
diskery’s veepee-general manager, 
has bolstered his exec lineup’ with 
two hew veeps. They are Si Mael, 
who becomes v.p.-controiler, and 

. | Norman Weiser, who becomes v.p. 
11 in charge. of adv ertising, marketing 
and public relations. 
The appointments of Mael and 

Weiser follow the naming of Chet 
| Woods, formerly of Mercury Rec- 
-|.ords, aS a vicepresident, and Jerry 
Raker as national sales manager 
of the company. 
" Mael has been associated with 
‘the UA diskery since its inception 
four years ago as controller of the 
firm. Weiser, who's been in the 
musie biz for the past 20 years, 
joined UA last October. He’s also 
publicity director for ARMADA 
(Assn. of Record Manufacturers & 
Distributors. of America). 

B’klyn Par’s 12-Day R&R 
Clocked OK $149,860 

The 12-day holiday rock 'n’ roll 
show at the Brooklyn Paramount, 
which wound up last Tuesday 15), 
‘hit ‘a satisfactory $149,860, accord- 
ing to the theatre’s managing di- 
rector, Gene Pleshette. He de~ 
clared that the 12 days of exces- 
sive heat cost the boxoffice at least ; 
.$50,000. Promoters of the show | 
were Roulette’s. Records’ Morris 
Levy; personal manager Nat Tar- 
nopol, who handles the topliner | 
Jackie Wilson: and. deejay. Mur-: 
ray Kaufman, who also appeared } 
on the show. Group was incor- 
‘porated .as Namo Productions. 

Appearing in the layout, in addi- , 

Key at Grossinger’ § 
+ The first of what is expected wil 
ibe an annual event was held last 
j week (4-10) in the seemingly incone 
,;gruous setting of Grossinger's, the 
upstate New York resort-hotel re- 
treat which caters mostly to the 
posher gentry and their families. It 
was the first Annual Folk Music & 
Guitar Festival, sponsored by Goya 
Guitars Inc., manufacturer and im- 
porter of the instruments, which 
brought an air of Greenwich Vil- 
lage’s Washington Square et al, to 
the normally less earthy Gros- 
singer atmosphere. 

Goya’s idea in setting up the fest 
was to push folk music and, in the 
process, advance the use of its 
guitars. It was not organized as a 
moneymaking venture in the usual 
music fest sense; in fact the pro- 
ceedings were costly to the come- 
pany. It is a relatively new cutfit 
(eight years old) which has been 
trying, with some degree of suce 
cess, to make a dent in the guitar 
market and has recently come out 

; With a folk model which triggered 
the idea for the program. 

Activities included concerts, sym- 
‘posiums, group singing. contests 
| guest appearances and iull use of 
the Grossinger facilities. Speciaz 
rates were set up te’ enable folk 
enthusiasts to attend the outing, 
These rates included everything, 
the full meals, use of the grounds, 
rooms. Tariff ranged from $14-per- 
person-per-day on the weekdays to 
$21 for the weekends. That’s about 
half the normal Grossinger bottom | 
for those periods. 

Contest Idea 
‘In addition to this, Goya spone 

sored a collegiate folk singing cone 
test throughout the week which 
had 23 contestants from 11 groups 
participating. These people were. 
Put up as guests of the company. 

The contestants were selected on" 
the basis of tapes sent to the com- 
pany and approved by Oscar Brand, 
folk singer-personality, who di- 
rected the fest. Several hundred 
‘applicants from ever 50 universi- 
ities and colleges were screened. 
Contest winner received a disk con- 
tract audition, a guitar, and will be 
;used in future Goya promotions. 
| The idea of the program was to 
reach the students with their gui- 
tar message. . 

Probably the most expensive 
:feature of the fest for Goya was 
_ the lineup of professional folk 
_ talent it collected for appearances 
‘and lectures during the program. 
In this area, the company had to 
| Pay y the going rates some of these 
ientertainers charge fer a regular 
club appearance or ihe like. which 

‘in some cases ran high. Among 

{Continued on page 62) 

Capitol Records’ Kidisks 
Hitting Package Market 
With Reissues on 9 LPs 

Capitol Records’ kidisks are 
going to the package market. For 
the first time, Cap is reissuing 
some of its most popular juve items 
in LP form. 

A’ total of nine T2-inch kiddie 
LPs will be released including 
three Capitol Record Readers. ‘The 
Record Readers coordinate the re- 
eorded sound with read-along il- 
lustrations for the young listeners.) 
In the new LPs, the Readers will 
have full-color cartoon strips in- 
side the double-foid packaging. 

Heading the release is “Bozo at 
the Circus.” The original recording 
will appear as both. a compact 33 
double and as the title selection 
in a 12-inch disk containing three 
other kiddie stories. 

Alan W. Livingston, now Cap’s 
v.p. for creative services, first 
1846. the children’s series in 

| Fantasticks’ LP Bowing 
| With the Show in London 

MGM Records is releasing its 
Original cast LP of “The Fan- 
tasticks” in London in time to co- 
incide with the opening there of 
j the click off-Broadway tuner. A 
British edition of the Tom Jones- 
Harvey Schmidt show, now in its 

- Bruce Bruno, Frank Gari, 

Jand Biyan Hyland. 

tion to Wilson and Kaufman, were (16th week at the Sullivan Street 
Clarence (Frogman! Henry, Etta | Playhouse, N. Y., is slated to cpen 
James, Jerry Lee Lewis, Vibra-{Sept. 7 at the Apollo Theatre in 
tions, Ral Donner, Belmonts, {the West End. 

Linda The “Fantasticks” album has re- 
Seott, Curtis Lee. Cleftones, Re-! :portedly sold over 10,000 copies 
gents, Chantels, Joanie Orlando ‘here since its: initial distribution 

summer. ~ 
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theatres and elubs .. . 

American 

New York 
Johnny Buruette, Liberty waxer, 

hat h.s contract extended for an- 

oO cor wear... Israeli chirper Yaffa 

Yarkoni of the Cafe Sahbra signed 

for 1 Tovn Hall concert Nov. 12 

.  . TYent lineup for the “Dick 

C.ark Catavan of Stars,” which 

pias, York, Pa., Sept. 15 and Tren- | 

tor, NJ, Sept. 21 and 22, includes 

Eryddv Cannen, Dion, Johnny & 

taé Hurricanes, JoAnn Campbell, 

Kittie Anthony & The Regents who 
ali. evrxcept Dion, will be at the: 

Jer sy 

Trenton, 

Conway Twitty set at the Winter 
Garden Arena, Elizabeth City, O.. 
Sept 15-17... Singer Johnny King 
of ona cr oss-country tour visiting 

key citv jocks and making p.a.’s at 
Madison 

Reeords took over national distri- 
bution of Laurel Records 
George Pincus planning a German 
firm to be jointly owned with a 
German publisher. to represent his 

companies, Gil Music 
ani George Pincus & Sons Music, 

— ee 
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Louis Armstrong uses two 

Noave.co ‘Continental’ Tape Re-} 
eorders at home and always takes . 
them with him on his worldwide | 
concert tours, Says Louis, “I tape 
Phono records and airshots all 
the time and if I'm in the room 
talking with friends, my NOREL-! 
cos keep right on copying with 
the volume turned down.” 
als» finds the choice of three 
speeds convenient, using the slow- 
esi, 173 ips, for interyiews and 
speech recordings, the 334 speed 
for some music, and the 744 speed ° 
for live recording. He says, “I’ve 
tried lot. of tape machines since 
I got my first one in 1948, but 
Nuoeeies is the one for me.” Now 
there are four models in the 

as well as York dates. Bob-: 
by Rydell and the Jive Five join in! 

Louis | 

{in Germany, Austria and Switzer- 
lard. 

sam Cooke, Victor disker, set to: 
Orlando, Fla., Sept. 15 and Jack-| 
sonville, Fla., Sept. 16 . 

three-city tour of AuStralia in Bris-: 

See eee nee Bae heme ;the Quaker City Lodge, B'nai B'rith 
t 

Monday 111) at the Mermaid Room 2hevemen 
6-9 . 

of the Park Sheraton Hotel, N.Y.: 
. Della Reese signed to return to: mer drummer with the late Herby 

ty e Copacabana N.Y., Jan. 18, feat! Fields, now with Jimmy Wisner 
uring her own gospel group. theimrig . 

‘Meditation Singers, which is slated: ‘ tumbo's s, Oct. 12: 
to open at the. Flamtino Hotel, Las' one-time promotion ‘man for Dec- 

16. Vegas, Nov. 

London 
Lonnie Donegan, whose 

yor?” has sold more than 600,000 
.dixks In the U. S. to date, says, he 
may prolong a trek to the U. S. i 
planned for October if suitable ty} 
dates can be arranged . Singer. 
Karl Denver will visit the U. S. 
for concerts later this.year.. . 
Radio Luxembourg introduces. its 
first ali-jazz program Sept. 26 
titled “Marquee Trad Club’ . 
-Promoter Harold Davidson says 
U. S. singer Ray Charles wili be 
-here for a concert. tour next year’ 

. American jazz singer Donna 
Hightower in for concerts and a 
radio broadcast... . After her New 

, York stints, Shirley Bassey will 
return for U.K. tour from Oct. 10. 
lined up by William Victor pro- 
ductions. 

All-American jazz label, Blue 
Note, will retail for less in the 
‘UK. in future. Disks dropped , 
from $7 to $638... EMI topper, 
L. G. Wood heads for the U. S. 
Sent. 20 where--he will be first! 
Buest speaker of the newly-formed | 
, Unteenational 1 Recard Men’s. Club 
nwN 

. Matt Monro; 
S. recently to 

. Vision “specials” . . 
‘who flew to the U. 

~" make an ad jingle, plays the Round 
Table nitery in N. Y¥. in October. 

i 

Chicago 
Roy Orbison departs on jaunt.of ; . 

Australian key cities this week . 
Saxophonist Roeland Kirk inked to. 
Mercury recording contract . . 
Toshiko-Mariano Quartet and Os- 
ear Peterson did respective fill-in 
stints for Horace Silver Quintet 
last week at Birdhouse, Chi . 
“Cannonball” Adderly set for fort- | 
night stay at same club, Sept. 27.! 

4 1 |events. Least appealing to the reg- 

ol |and issued grunts and groans. in. 

x folk activity was announced. As a 

1} NORELCO ‘Continental’ line, each - 
designed for specific functions. 
The ‘400’—3-speed, 4-track stereo 
and mono recording and play- 
pack, completely. self-contained 
-with dual record/playback pre- 
amps, dual power amps, two 
speakers and stereo microphone. 
The ‘300’ -— 4-track stereo play- 
back: mono .record/playback. 3 

record ‘playback; facilities for 
stereo playback. "The ‘100’—100% 
transistorized, battery - operated, 
T-lb. portable. Records, plays 
back up to 2 hours on one reel. 
All are products of North Amer- 
ican Philips Co., Inc., High Fidel- 
ity P oducts Division, Dept. LL10, 

- 230 Duffy Ave., Hicksville, LL, 
| New York. (Ady.,) 

| die’s, Mpls., for two: week stay, 

Bobby 

Vee, Liberty waxer, inked for a 

“Does ‘sade, in Connie Mack Stadium. 
Your Chewing Gum Lose Its Fli-: 

.and:has been established by St/and 

‘backed by be 

.Sammy Davis Jr. : 
:signed for two Associated Tele-. 

‘&.. Francesia, 

_Anderson, Tom Pasle, Paul Evans. 

-happenings. An album package of 
*: either 
‘produced from the tapes gathered 

; December. The contest winner will 

‘the proceedings seemed to be the 

!..{each night into the wee hours. 

‘|ful portion of the series was the 

| didn’t dig the whole scene and at 

. schools and: intended to hit this 

each winter at Christmas vacation 

+regular guests, Hershman felt that 
| the festival was successful for 

speeds. The ‘200’ — 4-track mono 

{the festivities to three days in.the 
future. 

Wednesday, September is, 1961 

two weeks, Oct. 11 ...-: Dave Bru- 
beck. Quartet set for Oct. 1 concert 
date at Orchestra Hall, Chi 
George Shearing. Trio into Fred-| 

” Musicians’ Blues 
Continued from pare. ST Se 

until they 2 are dissolved, Kostal re- 
calls. This came about because 

‘there is so little live music being 

Oct. . Don McGrane Orch 
plays Shamrock Hilton, Houston, 
Oct. 19-Dec. 31. 

qualified performers for these 
‘jobs are scarce, he says. There’s- 
always room for new blood, he 

————- . programmed from Chi. Fifteen} adds, but it's a tough -scene to 
s °. years ago the stations there had make. . : 

P hiladelphia ‘54 tooters who played regularly }° Blames the Public 
Nat King Cole, current at the]on many shows which emanated 

from the Loop.: Today there's al- a result of the “failure of. the 

most nothing. i American people ‘to recognize the. 
These tv staffers average $10,000 value of the Position of the artist 

a year, he figures. lin this country.” He feels “wea: 
In legit, there’s a flexible em- | need more live. music on the ‘air 

ployment. situetion geared to thei and a law that says you ‘can't use 
number of musicals which are: recorded music to back tv shows.” 
presented. and-the length of time; ‘(Some years ago: Fred: Waring and 
they run. Kostal estimates that the Paul Whiteman. tried to stop the 
legit tooter with a click.show can | use of records. on the -air_but lost 
make about va, ,000 a year The i their case in. Federal Court.). 

| average Broadway pit employs Kostal .also’. sees. tollvision as a 
musicians, he says, and although] chance to. put. live music before : 
ese tooters ~ erage $200 a: week, ; the public and ‘stresseg the role of. 
G Sa very hazardous position. promotion and advertising in. get-. 
etting into one of these orchs is: tins music more into the mind and 

Up Start Label Cutting | 4 difficult task in the first place: pabit of the people.” ” 
d: t.aS ‘‘the conductor of the Broadway | Ai hi 

Pop Line for St/ an ;Show has set himself up as the” mong his current activities, 
Another diskery has set up a pop; | kingpin to whom musicians have. 

branch. The new label is Up Start ! to come to get a job,” he charges. [: 

“The situation -has come about as ‘Latin Casino, 'Sept.. T-201. receives 

Miles Dayis Quintet follows : 

award = at Lert 
: opening dinner meeting. at the 
‘Jersey spot... Frankie Root, far- 

. Nelson Eddy back at Pa- 
. Len Murphy, 

ca and Keen Records in serious 
condition, burned by hot asphalt 

Ethel Waters led. the choir in 
hymns at the Billy Graham Cru- 

Kostal has: done the orchestra- 
tions for.” “Sail Away” and 
‘Kwamina” . which are prepping . 

There’s so little local employ-' ‘for: forthcoming Broadway ping 
ment for" musicians out of the | ings, and. “Charge. Account” and 
N. Y. or L. A. areas that “when !+on ‘the ‘Way. to the Forum,” two 
we go out of town with a show we! mo 
have a terrible time finding musi- Fe distant Broadway “projects. 
cians.” In the New York area 
there are- only about 700 jobs]. 
aroung (including broadcasting, 
legit, recording, and longhair! and 
Gotham is a mecca for musicians. | 
There is an enroliment-in Local |. 
802 of about 37,000 tooters. 

Even Worse in Disks — 
In -the recording end of things 

it’s even worse, Kostal estimates 
that about 200 musicians are re- | 
sponsible for the U. S. output of 
recorded music. There are ex-|. ~ 
ceptions like Philharmonic record- 
ings, ete., but all the studio work 
is ‘controlled ‘by roughly 100 toat- 
ers on each coast. Because of this 
“inequitable” situation, it’s . very 
competitive to get on these staffs... 
Reliance is placed on a few men |[ 
for each instrument who are con- |, 
sidered the best, and. they play'j| 
everything. “A musician can't; 
live off the recording industry. mi 
he says. 

In pix, because of the Taft-| 
Hartley Act, Kostal. says there are j Verve Records 
no staffs in the studios. He states 
that for motion pictures it's dif- 
ficult to assemble orchs. which ‘]. YOU'LL HAVE TO SWING IT. | 
makes this area about the only one I]. 
which has some flexibility and ! MR p AG ANINI 7 
room for tooters to work. Films ; 

Panos Mose CORPORATION |: 

Records, a classical line. First disk 
on Up Start will be. “Baby Doe” 

“Wishing Song,” sung. 
Frances’ Archer and Beverly 

Gile, folk: singers and balladeers. 
Archer: & Gile have previously 

cut three albums for Disneyland 
‘and a St’and LP, “International | 
Songs and Ballads.” The “Baby 
Doe” side was written for the duo 
by Lloyd Grosse. and Bill. Simon 
while the flip side was discovered 
py Archer & Gile and adapted by 
them in . conjunction’ with Jay 
Richards and Eddie Manson. - 

Grossinger’ $ 
Continyed’ from page 61 a 

HEADING FOR THE TOP! 

A BEAUTIFUL BABY” 
ATCO #6206 

MUSIC PUBLISHERS 
HOLDING CORPORATION those who appeared were the Lime- 

jiters, the Ivy League Trio, Gene 
Martha Schlamme, 

Charlie. Byrd, George Britton, Jean 
Ritchie, Cynthia Gooding, Casey . JUST GREAT! 

and Brand. Some of these per- LA TCITTAL In 

formers were. there for the entire ELLA FITZGERALD fe, 

program, courtsey..of Goya. oo Sa | 1 dl 

ABC-Par Cut It 
‘ABC-Paramount Records was 

also on the scene recording the 

ES LS: one or two disks will be 

and will. be released probably in 

!are “music oriented,” he avers. — 
On the jazz-scene, club shrink- 

agé is forcing combos out and dis- 
couraging new ones from forming. 
Yet Kostal figures that. the guys: — 
who. toot on the society circuit and a2 
do get the club jobs probably, on. 
an average, make more than most | 
other musicians. Members and 
leaders of some of these groups 
can do $15,000 and up per annum |-.. 
which is. considerably more ‘than,|:: 
say, the Met musician who earns. | 
about $7,600 a year for his Met | 
and related activities. : 

The average American musician 
earns about $7,000 a year accord-| 
ing to Kostal, who figures it takes | 
-about 10 years of study and star- 
vation to get to the place where 
a tooter can earn $200. a week. 
There are not enough jobs andj 

‘likely get a disk contract from the ; 
abel. 
The most ‘successful ° aspect of 

discussion. periods and related 
~SMNills 

ular hotel guests, but a feature 
which was very popular with the 
participants, were the all-night 
songfests which seemed to occur 

:: Be Ne 

M, DOES YOUR 
CHEWING GUM 

LOSE ITS FLAVOR 
Lonnie Donegan and.Hle | 

Skiffle. Group—D OT J 

-T HAT'S MY DESIRE 
Boone—DOT ; 

The vretHerman— CAPITOL 
~.: «Jan Avugust—MERCURY .. 

OT ee eee eee ee 

MILLS MUSIC; INC,” 
1619 Broodway “New York 19. 

Hotel guests with no interest in 
the folk proceedings were incréas- 
ingly bugged by the happenings 

‘the diningroom when each: new 

‘result, probably the least success- 

in-concert entertainment which was 
presented as the nightly bill of 
fare in the 9:30 entertainment spot 
usually held by more club-oriented 
performers. Hotel regulars just) Currently HEADLINING Latin Quarter; New. York City 

BILLY aii 
And. His Revue | 

Variety (Sept. 6) said... “ambitious undertaking coe 
Billy Williams Is vigorous and forthright and his tempocomes ¥ . 
across smoothly as well as. forcefully .; + + group of five ‘4 
voices which provides stirring rhythms... -. six piece band: J: 
‘accentuates the beat... a tapster and a ‘femme trumpeter 
alt add ‘up. to stirring entertainment. . . visual as well as. - 
aural upbeat... comedy and a lot of entertainment that. 
create a turn filled with excitement.” : 

BOOKED EXCLUSIVELY BY 

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION. 
JOE GLASER, President 

745 FIFTH AVE., NEW.YORK 22,.N.Y., PLAZA 9:4600. 
CHICAGO © MIAMI» HOLLYWoopD » LAS. VEGAS « DALLAS ¢ LONDON 

“GIVE MY TOY TO THE. BOY NEXT DOOR” | 

these times were ‘considerably less 
than enthusiastic. . 
But Jerry Hershman,. who with 

Goya prexy Edward Hershman cre- 
ated the fest, didn’t- seem to mind 
this at all. He said that the pro- 
gram-was designed for the partici- 
pants. It was promoted through the 

: 

area. Grossinger’s, on the other * 
hand, is in a slump during this ¥ 
time of the year usually and was 
looking for something to hypo its 
Labor . Bay-to-Jewish holiday biz 
and will probably go with the fest 

tagain in coming years. The hotel 
j}has a eollege-oriented jazz festival 

: time.. 
| At the risk -of offending a few 

| Goya, which was all he was inter- |} 
‘ested in, in the first place, and 
said he planned to possibly shorten 

“It will be an experiment 
for the next couple of times,” he 

‘said and figured that. there were 
‘ still some ‘bugs to be worked out 
of the format, but was pleased with 
j the fest as a first outing. 

Words and Music by Charles Tobias 

Eleveath Floor Music, Inc. — Toblas & Lewis Mesic Publishers 
Kali. 
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VAUDEVIEIE 

N.Y. Hotels’ 

T:.> Hotel Plaza’s (N.Y.) veepee! Pierre's 
ani.s-. Neal Lang, having signed 
as:.: x. of diskery vocalists for the 
Pes st Room, has put on a special 
rs}: cxploiteer, Milton Karle, 
a. acuasv flip for “hotel cireuit” 
beso... + Opening tonight : Wed.) 
uw’ Britam’s Shirley Bassey, 
fri... t het Gotham debut, he 
f (> s 4-9 Goat Grant, Diahann 
re “ tatol Burnett, Vie Da- 
r Pil Ford & Mimi Hines. 
i ~' oett' Viarguerite Plazza 
a’ raseeta Kitt All but the: 
c. ‘-ain Rave diskery outlets. 

ry ’i.cs (arcoin of course, when 
8:. “ts Noy, 22, will be riding 
tio. sf of her lesit advent into 
t! até Samurs Tayvlor-Richard 
Koo vs re teal “No Strings.” 

Class hotels ismtat.s. the 

. stiefy parties in New York, 
-faip a’ and Washington, is 

siete d fo: the new “club privee” 
r.n.. at tins Fontainebleau Hotel, 
Afei: Benet: before he opens 
J: ‘Ite Frink J. Hate’s Celeb- 
ro Roan, Palm Beach. 

t-iattoee Grey shifted from the 
Esvass. Room of the Sheraton 
F.s: sce Ambassador Hotel: to 
this “tt Regis’ Maisonette. He 
Opeed iast night :Tuesday: with 
Peaciot. Milt Shaw, some 14 

-ats af the St. Regis, has suc- 
viet Coleman as the Waldorf's 

>» £ Sand. and debuts there Sept. 
site Genevieve as the fall re- 

Openings aftraction. Latter also 
wis fornuieris a St. Regis fixture. 

teiaeie 

Dance Band Shifts As New. 
Season Debuts; Plaza’s DJ Pitch 

+{11 p.m.) to permit the earlier 

aru di Nest York have been pilay- 
& + x oa! bends. There’s a com- 
pore te saiip oof orchestral spots. 
Fo: ¢ol-onan, long a fixture at- 
t tw aliort-Astoria. is now at: 
to - Par: Mark Monte’s Continen- 
; Sore Le succeeding Ted 
Gos. Litter besides doing - 
pP w"— 

pP 

a bl el 

Ice Show Review 

lee. Follies of 1962 
Los Angeles, Sept. 8. 

Cotillion Room and|/ “Ice Follies of 1962,” presented. 
‘Patachou bowed into the St. Regis. by Eddie & Roy Shipstad, Oscar 

As result, latter did only one show | Johnson; directed by Fran Claudet, 
Stanely Kohn; costumes, Renie; 

: music, Larry Morey; musical direc- 
iover. The Pierre also marked the jtion, George Hackett; lighting, 
return to the podium of Stanley; Charles Skillings; sets, Dale Hen- 
.Melba, originally an orchestra: nesy.. $4 top at Pan Pacific Aud, 
leader who, because of other duties ‘ onened Sept. 7. '61.— ~ 

.as entertainment director of the: | en 

. Pierre, had been relinquishing the: xfessrs. Eddie and Roy Shipstad 
baton. and Oscar Johnson launched their. 

' How It li Work Gut | 9 weak 
In connection with Miss Bassey, | 26th and longest season (48 weeks 

vs. 46 last year) Thursday (7) :a Negra thrush from England, 
United Artists Records, to which 
she was recently signed, ts releas-!,,,, ois jes 91 3 
ing her first American disk, “You'll : ment Oe eee with a: 20CK toe ane | 
Never Know" backed by “Reach over last year. Show as usual is' 
‘For The Stars.” MGM Records, 0‘. colorful combo of extravaganza 
‘which she was formerly signed, isi ang spectacle, comedy and indi- 
‘also getting into the act. MGM | Fidual “numbers ‘keyed ‘to the 
has brought out her first and only | crowd. .- But somehow it lacks the 
LP, “The Fabulous Shirley Bas- ; 7 “af , 
sey.”” and distributed some 50. al- dash and excitement, the overall 
bums in the N.Y. area. splendor and show-stopping . pro- 

Miss Bassey, who arrived in N.Y. clivities of past years. Wo 
last week (6) was feted by Lang| Nonetheless, it’s a frosty frolic 
with a cocktailery at the Plaza's ; aE ° 
White and Gold Room yesterday ; ‘0!s will find rich reward in the 
‘Tues.’ at which her disks. were beautifully . executed - numbers, 

.distributed. Patrons who. visit the flashy blade work and particularly 
;Plaza during Miss Bassey’s five- {the precision of the Ice Folliettes 
‘week run will also receive copies;im the highly climatic final num-. 
‘of her disk. ; ber. Directors Fran Claudet and 
i : Stanley Kohn have expertly fash- 

:diners at the Pierre to double 

ead 

ioned 17 standout numbers and 
Tr 3 | Renie, has provided lovely and im-' 

acé S = ee aginative. costumes.’ co 
.a- . Spectacle always strikes a: pop 

. | | note, but in this latest version the 
, |. comedy numbers are best received. 

all . ri The Beattys, starting as a graceful 
7 | Skating ‘team, soon. explodes -its 

| The Broadway. Palace Theatre's .s!apstick to jar the crowd, which 
one-week stage show fling com- {then wildly applauds the “Bertram 
mencing Sept. 22 with Ray Charles!the- Bull” number, with Dough 
and his’ band headlining, will be Sears and Dick. Cooper; The Ker- 
on a continuous policy. It’s a{mond Bros.:in a drunk act; Mr. 

|Hub Crackdown on Prostes Nets 5 
Hostesses’i Raid on Stage Bar 

carrying mass. appeal and specta- | 

Newark Sept. 22 before New. Jer- 

rector William Howe Davis. 

S «ocumeg Grey at the Sheraton- 
F.- + w+ Quinters and Jani Sarkozi. 

There was 

break from. the periodic headline | Frick, always a 
bookings, which have .gone on|ported Swiss”; and finally The. 

talk of Straeter! either two-a-day or eight-a-week | Crows, a tria-of rough-and-tumble 

always a fave, in “Im- 

sifting into the Savoy Hilton but| policy. There will be a first run ;gents who-are the hit of the show. 
Gunrar H.insen reopened there on' film, “The Mighty Crusaders”. 
Monday «lt. , 

Six production nuntbers are. 
In addition to Charles, most of ;headed by “A Winter Fable.” in 

Last nizht :Tues.), incidentally, | the show yill have Sarah Vaughan, | which Ina Bauer figures, and “Hap- 
had conflicting premleres—a new |Larry Storch and the Johnny:Con-;py. Hunting Ground,” Lee Carroll 
revuette opened at the Hotel rad Dancers. 

“UNBEATABL 
“Buckskin Billi Selden, garbed in a striped shirt, sporting a 45 
and wearing a buckskin vest is UNBEATABLE. Bantering with 
the erowd between numbers or leading a hoked up version of 
‘When You Wore A Tulip,’ Selden never relaxes his ROUSING 
PACE. The IMMEDIATE ACCEPTANCE brings a look of AS- 
TONISHMENT and AWE to the faces of many localites. who 
haven't had to line up for cafe space since the late 1940's.” —. 

HIS HIGHNESS OF HONKY TONK... 

: Th] 

oe eS 
ie! OMS ag 

BILL 
SELDE 

JUST CONCLUDED 

HOTEL DE LA SALLE, Montreal 
Thank You MONTE SIMMONDS 

Thank You BERT WILKS 

| Sept. 1,.1961. 
Dear Bit! Pe 

This is to tell you what a great job I feel you are doing in 
tran tree You broke all opening nisht records, and you did 
i odeunz the slowest season A3 you know, we feel we play 
ory t.2 best in your line, and in‘my opinion you are one of 

tire Soa of the best. 

It is my pleasure to tell you that you are being held over 
longer than any previou3 act. We want you back for a.re- 
tern ergagement conimencing December 26, 1961, and we also 
want you back for four weeks more in the spring. If you have 
any more open time please advise u3. 

Azan my congratulations 9n a job well done. 

Sincerely, 

Chairman of ‘the Board 
HOTBL DE LA SALLE, Montreal 

Personal Management: HARRY LAWRENCE 
250 West 57 Street, New York 19, N. Y.. 

Clrele 6-7166 - 

Thanks DAYZ BOSSIN. 
and JOE POSTER 

patmospherically 

J) bers. 

a -particular - standout here. 
“Amore D’Italia” is an appropriate 
opener, carry a Venetian ‘canal 

[theme and featuring Barbara. 
i’ Myers, trio. eomposed -of Carol 

Caverly, Bill Thomas and Hugh 
iSmith. and Janet Champion get- 
.ting a particularly. big hand as 

i] The Jester. 

i. “Inky’s Magic Circus” leans to 
jthe comedy side, Inky heing a 
black bear, with particular moppet 
appeal when a number: of small 

jtots are -lifted. from. audience to 
ride in wagons. with toy lions and 

|!tigers.. Another top comedy ‘pro- 
duction number is “Take Me Out 
to the Balk Game,” Carol Caverly 
i again particularly scoring and Wall 
& Dova a smash team. “Rhythm 
| of the City” also. provides coler 
(;and spectacle, and fancy blading by 
Barbara Myers, Lesley Goodwin 
:and.Jdanet Champion. 

i; Richard Dwyer, always. one of 
‘the hit. performers for his fast 
, Skating “and particularly his fabu- 
j|lous spinning, socks over:a couple 

2 : 

fof numbers, Srst with Miss Good- 

B, S. Pally Out on Bai 
In Boston, Belle Barth’s. 

, Boston, Sept. 12. _ 
| .A police. raid .on a downtown 
nightspot early Saturday (9) 

{scooped up five femmes, booked 
inta the Stage Bar as entertainers 

_.. Jand-hostesses, but booked-at head-.- 
ALC. Jam: ‘Indecent’ Shows quarters *inder different “billing. 

. |Four. were charged with itu- Boston, Sept. 12. : charged with prostitu- 
Comedian B. S. Pully was arrest-! were booked as “lewd, wanton and 

ed following his opening at the 
Round Table Monday (4) by two | pehaviour.” : 

vice squad gendarmes who made} ‘The blanket arrests .capped a’ 
notes on his routine. Charged with lengthy undercover ‘investigation 

. ; ‘7) |open and gross lewdness,” he was/py ‘ two- unidentified | detectives: 
with opening of an 18-day engage- {freed on $1,000 bail. : : ail. “His case }brought in especially for the .job 

comes up for disposition fomorrow from outlying. districts. by John J. 

eee 7 ieq |Slattery. dr.. deputy supt. Slattery 

Murphy and James F. Condon, said proposals. to. the pldainclothesmen 

Pully made obscene remarks dur-| club, owned by Jeffrey Cafe, Inc. 
ing his routine. City Censor’ Rich-|. Two of the femmes had been 
ard J. Sinnott,: who also has charge 1 appearing. as exotic terpérs. , 

of Sunday licensing of entertain-| “The 1 "a.m, raid-was ordered by 
ei Spols. banned Pully from | police Commissioner Leo. J. Sulli-- 
working on Sunday. van, following complaints from Dis- 

. trict Attorney Garrett: H. Byrne, 

sare ‘ C. Spots It marked the .second. nitery raid 
Atlantic City, Sept. 12. | within a week. in Boston. Previous- 

Charged with permittins come- |}. 6n Monday (4), B. S. Pully was 
dienne Belle Barth to perform in arrested at. the close of his act at 
a “lewd, indecent and immoral lthe Round. Table, charged with 
manner,” Irv Kolker’s Le Bistro is!open and gross lewdness.” (see 
scheduled’ to have a hearing in! 

{reported under surveillance. 
sey Alcoholic Beverage Control Di-} “Booked as. prostitutes were Mrs. 

charge was filed by ABC agents’ =f OT. Nay ee ee 

following three visits to the mid- | Goster “hay Buchel tate gO. 
town nitery in August. . Boston, aree, 2 

Meantime, the City Commission 

for 60 days for permitting female: ya, released without charges’. ° : we ee WAS t ‘ cnarges.. . impersonators to loiter ‘on the | Arraigned before Judge Francis 
premises. Louise Mack, operator of+x. Morrissey in -municipal- court, 
the spot, entered a plea of non vult! y Y. to 
{tantamount to guilt) to the. charge. ! 

More Niteries fei, 
Tum to Cover S HAYDEN'S AGVA PROMOTION’ 

Nitery operators throughout the! >. . Dallas, Sept. 12. 
country aresfaced with the choice :*, Johnny. Hayden, head of the 
of upping minimums or clamping ; American Guild of Variety Artists 
on a cover charge. The tendency.| local. office is being promoted to 

;charges: of. prostitution. and. lewd. 
{and ‘lascivious .conduct: The De- 
Paree girl, accused only of the lat- 
ter count, likewise. pleaded -inna- 

-}cent, and cases of all five were con- 

tin recent years has beeri to in- | assistant ‘to the West Coast regional 

|-cafes have food and beverage min-: 

a 

_ Win and again in “Jewels of Fash-| 
ion,” -assisted by. six beauties. 
“Magnolias’ in the Moonlight,” a; 

}standard..waltz number with each 
{Season, is smooth and restful as 
leight.couples dance. The Jacobys 
and Clark & Carroll also are 
rhythm and grace in motion in 

|} separate’ turns. 
George Hackett’s direction of 

‘Larry ‘Morey’s. excellent score 
backdrops num- 

| _ Lighting by Charles Skill- 
iings and sets by Dale Hennsy are 
‘plus factors in overall impressive- 
‘ness of new “Follies.” = Whit, — 

Dorothy Shay Tees Off 
i D.C. Shoreham’s Season 

Washington, Sept. 12. 
Dorothy Shay will open the new 

: season of. the Shoreham Hotel’s 
| Blue ‘Room Oct. 3 with. a two-} g 
: week engagement. The posh hotel's 

4' outdoor Terrace is now in the 
: summer windup with Toni Carroll | 
!and Stan Fisher billed. 
| | The Oct. 17-21 stanza in the Blue 
Room is currently open, but other |’ 

| acts booked Include Nelson Eddy, | 
|} Oct. 24-Nov.. 4; Ted Lewis, Noy. 

Nov. 2i- ; j 7-18; Carol- Channing, 
Dec. 2. 

‘only in spots not serving dinners. | 

| crease the bottom spending to the | director Irving Mazzei. 
point where some Miami Beach 

. 7 mney? 

“THE COMEDIAN 
The Only Real Monthly |. 

PROFESSIONAL GAG SERVICE : 
THE. LATEST — THE GREATEST —- 

. THE. MOST-UP-TO-DATEST  _ 
Now In its 132nd Issue, containing - 
storles, one-liners, poemettes, song. 
‘titles, hecklers, audience stuff, mono. | 
logs, parodies; .double. gags, bits. 
ideas, intros; Impressions and im- 
personations,” political, interruptions. 

imums ‘during season which hit. 
$12.50 while New York niteries i] 
have gone up to $7.50 (Latin.|. 
Quarter). re 

The bonifaces seem to be veer- ; 
ing to the installation of a cover, 
under various names suéh as mu- 
sic and/or entertainment charge, : 
in the belief that it will eventually: ' 
be cheaper for the custcmer, espe- ; 
cially on the late shows when!) 

‘ef the News, Vignettes, etc. 

many find it difficult to drink ‘up | -?" Rereigh 
to $7.50 in New York. "|| $35 YR—SINGLE ISSUES $4. 
The trend in recent years has | "NO €.0.D.’s. 

BILLY. GLASON, 200 W, 54th Sf. . 
New York City 19, CO. 5-1316 

— been to institute the cover charges. 
On percentage deals with. talent, 
the p.c. is generally based on the 
number of covers attracted to the |= 
spot. It also has the. effect. of en- ! 
abling the customer to pay a Iower | 
tab without diminishing the. oper-| 
ator’s profit. This, however, is true ' 

B&B 
COSTUMES 
‘Gowns and Costumes. 
INDIVIDUALLY. DESIGNED. 

. MADE TO ORDER 
110. W. 44th St, N.Y. - 

In most cafes, the minimum gen- | 
erally is sufficient to cover the 
cost of a drink and the meal. 

The latest nitery in New York} 
to jettison the minimum in favor 
of cover is the Viennese Lantern. 
which has clamped on a modest 
-$1. tab in Iieu of a $3.50 and $4.50 
minimum. This has the net effect || 
of upping the profit in a rather 
painless manner. Other spots, ; 
such as the Village .:-Vanguard, 
Basin St. East and all the .NLY. |. 
hotels have cover charges which 
go under the name of music |[™ _ ue 
charges, _ entertainment ohare a ALWAYS WORKING | 
dancing charge.or other labels. |] & ; 5 
nite Birdland has an admission | WHITEY ROBER] 

charge, but should a patron sit at Sept. I-RUTH BEST, Cinn. ©. 
‘a table, there is an additional min- |] 5sP%, 15-5, LORCH: Ashville. Nc. 
imum. The industry seems to like |] Sept. 21—ED. SLIGH, @. Rapids, Mich. 
the cover charge better, and :in|[ Sept, 23. JOHNSON, Cinn. 0. 
many cases s0 the customers. einemeennenseesemnes = 

5 plete, German. Singing and Instru-- 
mental Combo for new Bavarian Hof-. 
brau In. Palq Alto, .Callfornia. co 

Please: contact 
JOHN RICKEY 1 

Studio Isn, 4219 El Camino Real 
Palo Alto, California = 

DICK a "AUNT | 

WESTON «*> MARTHA. 
_ Comedy Ventelloquivm 

“Now . 

LATIN QUARTER 
NEW YORK 

_, Management: GEORGE SOARES 
4208 BL Jardin, Las Vegas, Nev,, Dv. 421 82 

=< 

tion.. They and the fifth femme also. 

lascivious persons. in speech and 

during. their: various visits to the: 

; separate: story), Other spots were. 

The | carla Bettencourt, 37; Mrs. Shirley - 

Boston. Gloria” DeParee, 26,: Bos-~ 
Jten, was charged with being “lewd, . 

has closed the. Entertainers’ Club A wanton and ‘Yascivious ” A sixth girl 

the. first four pleaded. innocent to-, 

Thoughts of the Day, Humorous Views | - 

$25 YR—SINGLE ISSUES $3. | 

Cl 5-460 J. 
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Bil Miller Deplores Censorship: 
Doubts Nev. Solons Can KO. has | 

Reno, - Sept. 12... + 

’ Nevada’s. attorney general: "| Canad, Natl Exbib. 
‘opined. the state’s gaming commis- 

sion: carries the. all-encompassing 

“power: to regulate the: -entertain-. 

-ment industry in Nevada-—but- it’s 

an. opinion : that differs from that 

‘of Bill 

Riverside. Hotel | and - ‘casino. “Atty. 

Gen. Roger Foley. early this. ‘month! 
held that the Nevada. Gaming : 
Commission’ has .the ‘broad powers - 
to establish standar ds of. suitability - 
for live entertainment ‘in | ‘the in- 
terest .of protecting the. : public. 
‘against obscene and: indecent shows ' 
produced. ‘im connection - with lic- . 
ensed casinos.. 

‘Miller, who now stages the-‘‘Min- 
sky's Follies’: at his’ hotel “ithe. 
revenue includes ‘bare’ busoms) 
opines the attorney general’s opin- - 
jon involves cerfsorship ‘and “any 
form of.censorship is dangerous.” 
'“T. have the. greatest respect for.: 
the members. of :the gaming: com- 
“mission, but .I- question whether 
any single small group of peopie 
{s qualified to judge the. merits: of 
a ‘show,’ *” Miller ‘answered. 

“In the’ Jong run, the people who. 
either accept a show. because they 
Jike ‘it or-condemn a show by not. 
patronizing it make the decision 
that” any. producer must jaccept,” " 
he added. 

‘Miller, who. has: ‘staged braless | 
shows in both Reno. and Las Vegas. 
introduced the policy at the River- 

“side. early ‘this. year in a- Frank 

Miller, ‘veteran showman | 

currently at the. helm of ‘Reno's *- 

Grandstand Show Pulls 
Fancy 3756 Despite Rain 

a - Toronto, Sept. 12. 

Running’ a: “reduced 14 evenings : 
this . year—of which nine per- 

‘ formarices Were. marred by. rain. 
‘and ‘two were’ ‘sellouts. the Can- j 
-adian: National Exhibition’ grand- 
stand’ spectacle showed. a gross of . 
$375. 180,.up about $67.000 over last * 
year’s. total receipts of $308.005: 

, Nighily. average attendance was ; 
‘13,700 at the 24.000-seat grand- 
stand show during the 1961 CNE 
at $3,50. Lop. 

cast of about: 500.: He. dispensed | 
With -an- American star- this year, 
bowing to ‘demands -of a. CNE 
directorate that he present an all- 
Canadian .gr andstand -show—ex- 
‘cept for four acts that -he. had to: 
‘import from: the, U.S..:-because 
‘Canada- does. not: produce: turns of 
this type. | 
‘Because of rain. for 12 of : the 

“15: days’ 
‘Fair, the CNE fell disappointing- ' 
ly short of its 3,060. 000 attendance : 
goal, but. 2.872.500. payees: clicked 
the. turnstiles, ‘this down some: 90,- 

000 “from dast, ‘Year's total, 

M ‘waukee. Mulls 

annual ‘fortnightly Big: 

Sennes production, ° “Le: Crazy 
Horse.” The show did. . tarnaway 
business. He followed. it: this month 
with a Harold Minsky revue. 

‘The Golden Hotel- in Reno: aiso | 
Offers a: Barry Ashton show using . 
undraped' femmes. . 

The tocal * clergy, “led “by. the -, 
Nevada: Catholic bishop, publicly ‘ 
condemned shows - ‘without men- j 
‘tioning names of: any. ‘particular | mon. -Council under - “which the: 
‘club?. offering lewd or obscene present: curfew. -for teenagers 
acts. The attorney general's opin: | would. ‘be moved from ‘midnight ' 

. Jon followed. It was noted by: one ; to” 10:30. p.m. 7 
Reno man of the cloth, however: ‘District Judge “Christ T. Sera- 

the. protests’ were not ‘aimed at phim also approved establishment ‘ 
‘tare bosoms. per se; but at any of the earlier curfew. .. Proposed i 
obscene or. suggestive. movements. | ordinance ‘would .set up..a: 10: 30} 

Miller ‘said. ‘his shows had ..P-m.. curfew tor’ all Milwaukeans 

“achieved public acceptance” and | under" ‘17, Existing Jaw ‘applies. 
represented expenditure. of large. only to those. under -16 and _-vio- 
‘sums: of money for. ‘production and: laters are subject: to fines: ranging ! 

- Teenage Curfew. 
_ Milw aukee,, Sept. 12. 

‘Theatres, - -dancehalls: and other 
| amusement . ‘spat “‘aperators are ~ 

“mitted. Dy... 
Johnson to the. Milwaukee Com- 

closely ‘studving a. proposal sub- :. 
‘Poatice- Chief . ‘Howard 

costumes. 

“The fact they. include segments 
where partially undraped. girls ap- | 
pear: is incidental, and simply sda | 
‘te’ the spectacular mature of. the } 
production,” Miller noted. . “‘Clas-. 
Bifying. them as ‘bare bosom’ shows. 
is as: inaccurate as classifying them 
‘as: comedy. shows’ or musical shows. 
‘They contain. something for every- 
“one “and as a result. do the busiriess 
‘we expect. ‘of them.” . 7 the | 

from $10° to $100. or. 30 days. in: 
‘ jail. 

HULA BEACH BAR INTO 
~ APARK EVENTUALLY: 
. - Honolulu, ‘Sept. 12. 

"Queen's | ‘Surf & Barefoot. Bar 
| will continue to be operated by 

Spgncechiff chain for three’ 
and -four ‘months, city. offi- 

“1 -cials have “ruled. Spe sncecliff. was” 

Ottawa Mayor Finds a 
Joke-in Mirth’s’ New 5 

* marked for conversion. te. public Year Ticket With CCEA park Suoses 
 Ottawa,.-Sept: 12... f. 

r. hs “World - of: 
Tih Berech , [ivorid of House Comm: to Study 

_. Artists’ Work Conditions. next five years by.the Central Can- 
ada Exhibition Assn., but Ottawa's 

Mayor Charlotte Whitton’ “thinks |. the i Washington Sent oz. 
, 1e House: Education a 

CCE should have shopped. around | Committee, ‘Has ‘acopted a resolu- 
"more before inking Bergen for five’tign, ealling for “an intersive-study 4 
years again... “Mirth” is on its final: or the eo iE aoe ‘affecting the in: 
year of. a previous five-year Pact. come ‘and employment of the ‘per-_ 

with CCE. -forming « artists .in America.” 
CCEA prexy Don -Reid, who. is ’ Resolution, introduced - by’ Rep. 

‘also ‘a city alderman, told 'the :-Robert: .N-:Giaimo 'D:-Conn:),’ a! 
mayor the five-year contract would | member of. the ..committee. was. 

_Bive the midway management ai prompted by thé recent Metro- 
better chance to prepare programs. 
‘each year ‘than if the one-year con- 
tract, reportedly ‘customary in out- | of Musicians. -A study of the prob- 
door am business, had cbeen? ‘lems. facing all artists and cultural 
signe -_ 

and..will pay the city” a minimum 
-of. $60,000: a Vear, 

pact with CCE. “World. of Mirth’ | on: improving. conditions in this 
played .CCE.. continually for -30 : sphere.. =. 
years, ‘until 1952. on one-year. ar- Rep. Frank’ Thompson Jr, (D.- 

rangements. No ‘financial figures 
were release in “connection. with: 
‘the new deal. ° 

mittee which will conduct . the 
tstudy, : 

sole bidder: on: the extended lease : 

‘On-beach site eventually Js ear-’. 

. .:_ sinstitutions will be made. Giaimo. 
This was Bergen’s third. five-year jstated the study wiil concentrate’ 

N.J.). ig - chairman. ‘of the’ subcom- 

‘MATSON LINE'S 
SHOW BOAT ’61) 
By. AL SCHARPER. 

Honolulu, Sept: 12. 
In one form or another the Show 

Boat is old: as. show biz and reaches 
back into the dawn of. seafaring 

| history to about the time the Phoe- 
lnicians first trimmed a sail. Cleo- 
‘patra -had performers working on: 
her .barge and-a thousand’ years 
ago the Chinese had jugglers en- 
itertaining on. their junks. 

:; Most memorabie and colorful ; 
-episode.jn Show Boat annals un- 
‘doubtedly was in the. last century 
:when sternwheelers by the. score 
dotted ‘the. Mississippi, Ohio and_| 
| Miss suri Rivers and were. glorified. 
iby writers ranging from Mark 

; . 4+Tw ain to Edna ‘Ferber, - 

“Jack ‘Arthur, producer, “used: a; ‘It is- somewhat fronic that the 
Jet Age -has. produced the latest— |. 
:and most ambitious—form of Show 
: Boatery. ~ 

i The . Matson Navigation Co, . 
iwhich operates the two top liners! . 
making the California-Hawaii | run, 
:has felt. the pinch in the pursér’s’ 
office caused by the speedy jet. 
“flights to and from. the. U.S.A. 
mainland,: and as so many other. 
commercial enterprise’ have done,” 
‘Matson Lines has. altered course to 
the extent’ it is now using name 
.talent: fo woo more passengers 
‘aboard its luxury liners, the Lur- 

- ha and: ‘Matsonia. 

When some months ago Matson 
| ran. up a distress flag in signaling 
travel agencies, it just so happened 
songwriter i‘Flamingo,” ete.) Ted. 
Grouya was: ‘with Andrew W. Le- 
Ties Travel Agency, a ‘division of 
-E. F. MacDonald Co.. 

Grouya suggested name enter- 
‘tainment and bobbed up with blue- 
‘print that caught the eye of Mat-. 
son's general sales and. ad mah- 
ager... Monty Vail. 

The pitch is this: entertainers 

: Beles. to.Honolulu and. put on two 
snows a night:en-route. At -the 
Royal Hawaiian © Hotel here they. 
also: do another, out of which they 
“get a cut of the. gate,’on. -varying 
terms.. Further, during layovers in 

: Hawaii, performers can play the 
i military clubs at fatter. fees. They. 
sail out. on one. Ship, back. on. the 
-other,. 

| - "Name Seagoing. Cast . 

‘Initial star-studded cruise aboard 
SS_Matsonia,-was precisely that 
and proved an unqualified success. 
‘That some business momentum al-. 
fready--is evident ean be gleaned 
tfrom - ‘fact (452 passengers were 
‘aboard ship that can handle 770, 
‘plus .401 complement. of crew and 
attendants: 

‘ «That idea: if Grouya’s already is 
‘clicking with - showTolk can be. at- 
‘tested to by presence. on cruise. of ! 
jGordon & Sheila Machae, Dorothy 
Dandridge and ‘tr oupe. and the 
Crosby Bros. Dennis, Lindsay and 
Phillip). 
.That’s a pretty potent package | 

of: acts, one: “few niteries could 
‘afford. 

| AGVA-AFM United Front in Hawaii 

‘AND STRIPES writes. 

enjoyable «act ta eame our 

Forces Military Clubs Go 1607, Union 
Henelulu, Sept. 12. 

| Joint pressure by American 
Guild of Variety Artists and Amer- 
ican Federation of Musicians’ Local 
677 has forced U.S. military clubs 

‘| [throughout Hawaii to use AFMen 
iwhen buying AGVA talent to en- 

i tertain. 

Heretofore. the two uniens 
charge, the servicemen’s clubs 
have bought much name talent 
‘chiefly singers) from the main- 
land and backed them with arches- 
tras composed of servicemen. The 

‘ |servicemen tooters got paid, of 
‘leourse, but far under AFM scale, 

: it is alleged. 

The military clubs knuckled un- 
der when AGVA’s western region- 
‘al rep Irvin Mazzei. now here from 

4 {his Hollywood headquarters, two 
|-; weeks ago issued a ukase that any 
|AGVA acts which play the pests 
‘sans AFMen would be rut cr 
{AGVA “unfair list.” This edict fel- 
{tnoes cementing of relations bé- 
tween the two unions here to ex- 

‘tent that AFMers won't play for 
Monday | NOn-AGVA acts and vice versa. 

night this versatile quartet pursued} According fe Buddy Peterson, 
and captured an SRO audience at: Local 677 prez: use of military per- 
the NEW LATIN Oded er sonnel bandsmen at the Service- 

res tonshe were % 1 eke 

formers...the most exhilarating and Prat eestonee as packs oo iving 
ways 

since Earl Grant feck Japan by this 800 members of much work. 
storm...Don't Miss Them.” There are nearly 100 such ciubs 

3 that buy occasional talent scattered 

9 ‘ “3 

Texas Bottle 

FOUR LADS 
“Al Ricketts in JAPAN’S STARS; 

throughout the 50th state, and 
only 30 niteries in Honolulu using 
unionized talent. © 

It is felt here that the Army, 
Navy and air Force clubs had no 
intention of grappling with the 

fect. 

‘get a lavish. vovage . from Los An-, 

Clubs Pay Dues 
Houston, Tex., Sept. 12. 

new Texas law that just took ef-: 

$103,940 

than 250 members pays $2 a 
ber. 

Some 102 clubs in Harris County j 
have applied for permits to serve 
liquior to their members under the 

They mailed in checks for } 
New law provides that | 

the minimum fee be $500 for a, 
club with as few as two or as many 
as 250 members. A club with more 

i Vegas in 2960 such a 

mem-; ! 

unions, as this Could reverberate 
jto the Pentagon. However, there 
lis some. bditterness covertly echoed 
i around the service clubs that AFM 
refuses to let a serviceman join; 
| and t that the fact seme earn a little 
iside money 4as musicians on mile 
‘itary bases wes a morale plus. 

Ever since AFM and AGVA held 
concurrent conventions in ‘Las 

liaison he- 
{tween the two és has grown tects 
‘here has been talked about. 

AGVA, which didn’t erganize in 
' Hawaii until four years ago. al- 

‘or a jail term of as muc.. as a year, | 

[ paid in $10,512. 

i Galveston County. 
1$26,330. The largest applicant was 
| the: ‘Pélican Ciub at Gaido’s Restau- 

It was revealed that 73 Harris | ready is getting AFM help in that 

County clubs have been closed i scme_ civilion spots, which used 
since January 1.1960. This district ( AFMen but not AGVAns now have 
includes 14.counties and the entire to go alJ-union, under AFM pres- 

{142 clubs in the district have asked , , sure. 
for permits and have paid $134.270.: According to Peterson. within 

There will be a three or four-day- {three days after military clubs 
grace period.. If a club fails toi agreed to use AFM members when 
comply its liquor can be seized.! buying AGVA acts one local union 
If. the operator is «convicted, the | orch. Oliver Pancini's, got beoked 
penalty is a fine cf $100 to $1.000, : ‘for 40 one-niters at various mil- 

‘itary clubs. 

‘er both. 
The Cork Club turned cut to be 

4the largest club in Harris county. iNew Mexico State Fair 
It reported 5.256- members and Shelling Oat $5 3,000 

For 10 Days of Talent 
Albuquerque, Sept. 12. 

There were. 34 applicants from 
‘sith fees of 

rant, with 1.115 .members, and 
$2.230 to pay. 

Buceancer Club. 

There were 1.150 M 
‘members apicce reperted. by thei 

the Galveston’ 
On: the five-day run from Los { Club, arid the Seahorse Club, which : 

Talent lineup for the 1961 New 
exico State Fair, which opens in 

‘ Albuquerque fer 11- day run Sept. 
.14, was set with signing of tuo 
:Stars of “Bonanza” = television 

Anceles, shows. were staged in the | ave interlocking memberships but ‘ cores and Dennis Weaver of “Gun- 

a me 

last’ few “months. .Manager Pete 
‘Petitto was along, ‘alse the act’s 

- reguiar pianist Fred -Otis. and 
.dvummer’ Lloyd Moreles.. The trio 
continues to gain in aplomb and 
retain the boyish. appeal. Further, . 
“thev hare developed. a style of 
their - -own: far. removed -from that 
of ‘their dad Bing, and also, in 
i harmonizing, ‘they have quite a 
“big “sound.” They have the. right 
‘modicum of patier and are partic- 
jularly strong.on Ye Olde English 

‘politan ’ Opera -hassle: with . Local :folktunes. By the time, near clos- 
-802,. of. the American Federation ; ing, they get around. to a medley 

of Old Dad's: disclicks, they have 
imparted their’ own impact and es- 
tablished: their ‘own identity. 

Following night came the Mac- 
Raes, hands down the best man- 
‘wife act on the boite’ belt. ‘They, 
too, worked an ‘hour and their: long. 
polished act, uppointed -by- their 
old pra poise, rocked’ the audience. 

(Continued: on. page 66) 

- ballroom the three ‘middle. eve- i Separate liquor pools. 
The smallest club in the district }] Dan Blocker of “BC's 

The -Crosbys teed it’ off, doing {18 the Rod & Gun Club in Galves- | “Bonanza” series 
{their full-hour nitery turn which 
‘has -become. well- burnished in the 

;ton, with 50 members, 

———— - 

smoke” serics. Lorne Gicene and 
hour-long 

zre skedced for 
j personal appearances in econnee- 
' tion with redeo competitions in 
Tingley Coliseum Sept. 23-22. 

DALLAS’ OWN VERSION ° | Weaver will solic on fina) nicht of 

OF DANCING WATERS: 
Dallas, Sept. 12. 

Local Aquacon Inc. has devel- | the 12.000-seat hall. 
oped an electronic device that! feature. Helen O°Connelil, 
uses music to control the flow. and 

‘rodeo Sept. 23. 
Opening (14 and clesing 124) 

,days of fair will be devoted fo 
ivariety shows, witheut redee. in 

Opener will 
Bully 

Barty. Doberman ‘Maurice Gos- 
lighting of water. Called Aquacon, j field), Pepino (Tony Martinez from 
the deyice uses frequency signals “Real McCoys” tver! and Jimmy 
from any electronic music system {| Wakely and his show. 
to produce an infinite variety of Closer will be Red Skelton in, 
water patterns and color effects in: matinee ang evening shows, as- 

tains. 
According to Paul Spurgeon, 

‘| prez of the company, if you play 
a Dixieland record on a hi-fi set 
connected up to the water system, 
the water will dance in perfect 
harmony with the record and in a 
multitude of bright colors. A slow- 
er music. will produce a smoother 

" | flow’ of water in softer hues. 

indoor and outdoor water foun-| sisted by Wakely and loca! talent. 
Gosfield will headline opening 
night of rodeo on Sept. 15. Other 
names booked, and dates: Andy 
Griffith, Sept. 16-17; Andrews Sis- 
ters, Sept. 18-19-20. Wakely will 
act as host and emcee for all shows 
al] 11 nights. . 

Total talent package, Jined up 
by manager Tex Barron, totals 
$53,000. 

To. 

aad 



6h 

= | ennis Day Unit Pulls 
Seagoing Floorshows $38,500 at Oregon Fair 

Continued from page 65 —— Portland, Ore., Sept. 12.. 

‘Name’ 
— 

a> the sea hadn't all the way, well—particularly well’ until, a!. The Dennis Day show racked up | 
Mrs. MacRae’s sharply | decade ago, the Government made ;.2 Mild $38,500 in nine evening a.Tuss. ys ways 

ma- {and nine,twilight performances at haued, satirie takeoffs of Carol} Matson get rid of: the slot 
Channing, Zsa Zsa Gabor, etc.,!chines, which at one time ; 
and her husband's baritoning with | duced a gross biz of $20,000 weekly ; Worked on a huge portable stage 
his owa brand of-needling Arthur ; for four ships. lin.front, of the racetrack grand- 
Golfrey and Edward R. Murrow; The steamship company, as it. Stand. ne . 
made it difficult for them to beg'kept running into heavier and; The 5,000-seater was scaled at 
off Van Alexander, their long-} heavier seas of airline competition, ‘$2.50 in addition to a 75c¢_ main 
time arranger, had come along to ‘realized something new was need-: gate tab. Layout ineluded Dennis 
bawon the nine-piece ship’s band ed, hence the Show Boat innova-:Day Betty Johnson, Keiroys, Don 
for the turn ition, 1961 style = Re, Claude & Jean, The Comets 

Next night came Dorothy Dan-{ Talent—all of which is booked '{*¥'. 2nd Del Milne oreh \te!. 
dridse and her spanking new re- {Solely by Grouya—takes one of the it A new, athendance mark was set 
yue ‘New Acts:. Matson Lines got )Ships over, the other back. Already: tor Me 36 aN ach more than 
av added plus when all the acts booked for succeeding cruises are | 225.000, going thi eee ; ton 
yotunteered to put on a show one: Helen Grayco & Spike Jones.'5 tine eridd. was good for the 
atternoo: for crew, all hands in-;George Jessel, Helen O'Connell, .CBtIte Period. 

pro- | Ore. Jast week (1-9), The. two-a-day- 

_Wednesday, September 13, 1961 

Vande ale Dae 
New York -, into same spot Oct. 17: for a simi- 

Roberta Sherwood signed for the | -" David Nichols’ binge ee 
; International, starting March .21 Garland - here: for <a third: concert 
{for three weeks. :... Dorothy Shay ! sometime next February.. Mean- 
!inaugurates the fall season at the) time, ‘he’s booked a series of jazz 
; Shoreham, Washington, Sept: 22.| shows at the Music Hall. Duke 
‘.,. Teny Willams, formerly with | Ellington’ leads _off ':Sept. 7, fol- 
;The Platters, into the Roulevard, “lowed by Al Hirt Sept. 12.and Pete 
.L.1.. with The Flares, Oct. 6... . .' Fountain Sept. 25... Harry James 
Jerry Vale started last night ,orch set for ‘one-nighter Sept. 13 
i(Tues.) at the Barclay, Toronto.” at-the Kendall County Fairgrounds. 
:. . . Sammy Davis Jr. tapped -for | hall, Boerne, Tex. - 
{Blinstrub’s, Boston, Feb: 2); ..!  * —- —_ 

Bee PY Don vrice' Soc, TCECAPADES’ IN MIDDLE 
Villa newcomers at the Flamboyan, 
San Juan. cluding those from the engine ; Jimmie Rodgers, Gale Storm, Mel |. 

rovm 
May Spread Further 

That this 

from fact Bobby Burns. who han- 
dies personals for all Music Corp. 
of America talent out of agency’s 
Beverly Hills office, was observed 
absard Matsonia. Said Burns,. “In 
the words of the song, ‘This Could 
Be the Start of Something Big’.” 

Another _ self-styled 
was Bill Morrow who has written 
and produced Bing Crosby’s radio 
and tv programs for more than 
two decades. Also eyeing the ac- 
tion on inaugural cruise was Jack | other shi 
Leonard, the erstwhile singer who 
is now Nat (King! Cole’s road 
manager 

For talent it is quite a deal— 
luxury suites for selves and im- 
mediate families aboard the ships 
and the chance to latch added loot 
via gigs here in the Hula Isles. 

Bucking the Airlines 

For Matson it Is a potent weap- 
on in the steamship company’s 
ever intensifying battle with air-;Tuns | 

Out- | countries. lines fur the tourist dollar. 
luvk, according to Vail, had been 
bleak but interest by prospective 
passengers is perking, a salubri- 

innovation is being} 
eyed with interest can be gleaned : 

jSonia are the only American liners 

| steamship lines which compete on 

:Torme, Margaret Whiting, Hoagy | 
Carmichael, Ray Anthony, Connie. 
Haines, June Christy, Dick Con- 
tino, Jan Murray, Alving Rey. the 
King Sisters, Billy Daniels, Romo 
Vincent, Tony Martin also may 
swing aboard. 

Undoubtedly, Matson’s Show 
j Boat-ing will increase work in 
| Hawaii for top American acts, for 
iit will eliminate travel costs on| 

Mate j the Hula hop, increase local in- 
kibitzer” | terest in live American entertain- |’ 

ers of name stature and ease the 
burden of costs for promoters and. 
bonifaces hereabouts. 

Too, idea may be adopted by 

steam in battling air carriers. 
Matson is harder hit than any' 

other passenger vessels flying the | 
U. S. ensign, for Lurline and Mat- 

on the high seas which receive no 
Government subsidy. Because they 
have that main and-Hawaiian ear- 
go cartage, the Government sub- 
sidizes in part only those U. S.. 

of other against vessels 

Beaucoup Showmanship 

With savvy, well-salted show- 
manship, Matson’s innovation of 

p lines, all under full : 

.Seattle stint. 

‘tail its bookings ‘with Shaw’s dates. 

Chica . _° Pittsburgh, Sept. 12. 
icago _.| While any: kind of a satisfactory. 

_ Elkins Sisters, currently at the ‘settlement between opposite union: 
Volchok's Shows 
(; .. *. te With | Shamrock Hilton, Houston, set for factions seems.remote in. time for 

the Palmer House, Chi; Dec. 10-23' the opening of the Auditorium 
-. . Kitty. Kallen down for the here on Sunday .(17), management. 

nm. ry -{Shamrock Hilton Sept..2i1 for a! and. labor with the aid. of Henry 
aatblin ~ fortnight ... Phyllis Dorn Quintet ‘Shore, Nationa] Labor Relations 

atte S$ pO i& Bobby Sherwood set for the | Board regional director, are doing 
. oor '< |Sheraton-Jefferson, St. Louis, Sept.’ everything to iron out the differ-. 
Portland, Ore., Sept. 12. {25 for three weeks, followed by: ences. Caught in the middleis John — 

Northwest Releasing Corp’s Zol-|The Interludes for a ‘week... .'H. Harris and his “Icecapades” 
ly Volchok details the position of | Lottie Brunn inked for a series of which is scheduled as the opening 
his’ firm in relation to the “Cen-{club dates in the Cincinnati area: attraction on Monday (18). Some 
tury 21” Expo coming up in‘Seat-| Dec. 9-20... Tommy Timlin on a. arbitration may be effected by. this 
tle, April 21—Oct. 31, 1962: Port-!southern tour under the Brumitt date but right now it looks: rough. 
land and other cities on the NWR ! Agency banner Sept. 29-Oct. 13 ...:.. The AFL-CIO Pittsburgh Build-.. 
circuit are set ‘to get a great many |Jee Conti plays the Brown Hotel, ing Trades Council..who struck 
of the -attractions following the | Louisville, Oct. 6 for two weeks the Auditorium for 23. days. during. 

-Volchok’s company | 29d the Embers McCurdy, Evans- the past winter, filed unfair labor 
is acting as advisors to the “Cen-| Ville. Oct. 20 for two .. . “For: practice charges on Friday (8) be-. 
tury 21” director of performing | People Only” revue inked for the fore the NLRB against .-Allied. 
arts, Harold Shaw, -but:is not on|Embers. ,Northerest, Ft. Wayne, Maintenance Inc., operating eon- 
the “21” payroll. Oct. 23 for three weeks . . . Dick ‘ fractor for the Auditorium. Allied 

Northwest Releasing will dove- | Gregory skedded for the Red Hill. was accused of “assisting and con-. 
] . Inn, Camden, N. J., Oct. 6-8, and . tributing to the support”.of two or 

the Crystal Palace, St. Louis, Oct. ‘three unions representing: employ- 
9-21... Jan McArt plays the Cork . ees hiréd last week for operational . 

{Club, Houston, Oct. 5 for two -maintenance'of the big $22,000,000 
| weeks. , : _. building. — . . 

When Shaw cannot fill dates for 
the three locations on the fair- 
grounds—either at the 3,000-seat 
Opera House, 800-seat Playhouse, 
or .6,000-seat Ice Arena—then Vol- 
chok will present shows there as a 
NWR promotion and rent the facili- |. 

Hollywood _ Glaser Back In: ‘Action 

ous situation for Matson for au- 
tuinn and winter are usually dull 
for the Hula Hop here from the 
mainiand. > 

| modern Show :Boat-ing is pegged 
lon realization top-tier name per- 
formers can pull biz The cut- 

. rate tourist trade flies to Hawaii. 
Fhe underlying economic as-iThe ships bring the well-heeled, 

pects are interesting. Since back | those with leisure time—the type 
in the era when Mormon mission-/| tourist Hawaii is most eager to 
acies were first passing out Mother keep streaming in. 

Hubbards to the Polynesians—circa | WRc-TV’'s daytime stripper, 

1390—Matson has been the domi-! «pores Hollywood.” taped the de- 

nant carrier between Hawaii and | parture from L.A. and two- disk 

tha mainland. As a matter of jocks, Ira Cook of KMPC and Tony 

fact Matson freighters haul all the |] oac6 of KRKD, made-the voyage 

vast cargo. In return, over the |i tape impressions and reactions. 
years Matson has maintained lux-; pockside, when Matsonia land- 
ury passenger liners to bring iM 4q were Carmen Lombardo {vaca- 
the tourists, a vital artery in Ha-| tioning heres, American Guild. of 
waii’s economic bloodstream. _,{Variety Artists’ western regional 

Over the years the. liners did! ohier Irvin Mazzei and Ralph Yen- 
puku, largest buyer. of American 
name acts playing Japan and other 

D 0 N Oriental ports of call. ‘Yempuku 
feels “this sort of salt water cir- 

T A ql N E | i cuit will bring renewed interest in 
}mainland. performers in various 

* 1 Pacific areas” and Mazzel is high 
| on project in that it widens work 

7m ‘scope for AGVAns.. . a 
S$ t arrin g Lombardo: - “This is we most 

I in interesting new idea I have ob-. 
Melbourne, Austraiia, ending “eet, {/served in a long while. With 

Hawaii now a state, it behooves 
‘| American talent to. make its pres- 

——aa 

f 6th—Opening Tivoll Theatre, Sydney, 
Sept F9th:— . 

“,.. Srilliant lines of subtle humour 
- - - he had them eating out of his 
hand—"Agon,” “Listener in. 
“Don Tannen departed to bly ap-. 

j plause... . He Is the first of the new | 
quality comedians to come hare’... 
his subtleties were unexpected and 
vacy welcome.” —Howard Palmer, 
€ Sun ee 

“Don Tannen ts an original and 
sophisticated funny man.’—H. A. 

A Standish, “Herald.” 

* 

iis one way it can be done.” 

Laine Opens Dallas Hotel 
a, Dallas, Sept. 12.. 

The Statler Hilton will raise the 
|eurtain Sept. 21 on fall Empire 
“Room activities with Frankie 
/ Laine. 

p Olesction: | A new policy will also go into 

6 {effect at the spot with two shows 
_ Sth, Sth Ave. New York Ti nightly at 8:30° and 10:45. p.m. 

La aR a 

ED SULLIVAN SHOW (Aug. 20) REPEAT ENGAGEMENT 

THE 

ELKINS SISTERS 
BOOKED SOLIDLY UNTIL 1962 

Currently Fair Dates Until Oct. 4 

SHAMROCK HOTEL, Houston (Oct. 5- Oct. 18) 

Contiauing Fair Dates. and Shrine Circuses 
PALMER HOUSE, Chicago (Dec. 10 thru Dec. 23) 

Direction: G.A.C. 

tence felt more deeply ‘here. This | yy 

. . ee ee 

ty the same as any other house. 
The bookings would. be at NWR 
risk and rent yould be paid to the 
“21” outfit for use of the hall. | 

Fair officials 
running day and date in. all three 
spots. Zolly will also continue to 
book into the 2,600-seat Orpheum 
and 1,700-seat Moore Theatres in 
downtown Seattle despite the ac-. 
tion at the nearby fairgrounds. 
-’ Voichok has just returned from 
a European tour at his own ex- 
pense seeking attractions for his 
office and “Century 21.” He has 
already. inked “My. Fair Lady,” 
“Unsinkable Molly Brown,” Victor 
Borge, Eileen Farrell, Lena Horne, 
Morman Tabernacle Choir and Hal 
Holbrook for Seattle, and. all’-or 
part of his ‘NW .circuit.. He has 
pencilled in 
“Camelot,” “Carnival”: .and cur- 
rently is negotiating for Fred War- 
ing, Garry Moore Show, N. ¥. Phil- 
harmonic, Lawrence Welk; Jona-. 
than Winters, Joey Bishop, Judy 

| Garland and Prima & Smith. He 
has set “Young Abe Lincoln” for 
afternoon showings for two months. 
Negotiations are under way to 
sign Danny Kaye as the preem 
attraction. for the New Opera 
ouse.. . . 
Associated with Volchok & En- 

german (NWR) are M. M. Mesher, 
Paramount Theatre, Portland; Wil 
Connor, John Hamrick Theatres, 
Seattle; Hugh. Pickett, Famous 
Artists Ltd.,.Vancouver,:-B. C.; the 
Rosenfield, Post Theatre, Spokane; 
and Doug Isman & -Eric. Rose- 
bourne, Edmonton & Calgary. 
Some of the “Century 21” shows, 
as well as NWR bookings, will play 
all or part of the circuit. Volchok 
was here for the Belafonte Show. 

JOEY ADAMS’ UNIT (ALL 
. SIGHT ACTS) IN NEPAL 
The sight acts on the. State Dert.- 

Asia scored on ‘their three-day 
visit to Katmandu, Nepal, last 
week, Unit, headed by Joey 
Adams, relies on its. visual talent, 
largely, because..of the. language 
differences -which eliminates. gags 
1as a means. of communication. 

Show comprises Chaz Chase, the 
| Buddy Rich Band,.Four Step Bros., 
Silky Sisters and was cast by the 
Associated ‘Booking Corp. Adams 
was. requested by the. American 

| Guiid of Variety Artists, of which 
he is president. 
_ Also with the. troupe is Cindy 
Heller (Mrs. Adams) who is along 
as a’ correspondent for the North. 

JAmerican Newspaper Alliance. 

Arthur Lyman quartet replaces! Joe Glaser returned to. his office: 
Teddy Buckner -Dixieland orch ‘at ,at Associated “Booking Corp.. for 

| 19. . Red ; the first time in several weeks on : Crescendo Sept. 

want attractions: 

“Sound of Music,” 

ANTA vaude troupe now touring | 

i stanzas. . 
,for. two additional frames as 
:“Oriental Holiday” star at Harris,’ 
‘Anaheim,’. . . Patti Page into 
| Desert Inn, Las Vegas, Oct. 3 for 
:four. . . . Vivienne delia..Chiesa 
lopens at Holiday: House, Pitts- 
(burgh. Oct. 2. . ... Pete Fountain 
on Texas concert tour in Lubbock. 
Fort Worth, Austin, Dallas. and 
Houston. ... Billy Barnes returns 
| to Cabaret Concertheatre,; where 

J 

|! Barnes Party.” 
Kathryn Grayson booked into 

Cui Chi, Palm Springs, Oct. 6 for. 
nine days ... Ray Anthony orch 
‘set for opening of new Brasilia 
Club, now being built in Brazilian 
capital as largest nitery in South 
America .... Allen & Rossi opens 
with Paul Anka Sept. 6 at Sands 
‘Las Vegas ..., Oscar Cartier checks 

Morgan at Cocoanut Grove Oct, 12 
for three sessions .. . Mamie Van 
Doren into Vapors Club, Hot 

Kansas City. 
Tony Bennett plays the new 

21. Club: has signed ‘Ted Lewis, 
-DeCastro Sisters and Joe. E. Lewis 
for dates this fall and winter. 
Liberace opens the Ruth Seufert 

‘Music Hall Sept. 22. ... . Sammy 
Tucker and Marilyn Maye Quartet 
back in town after a USO. tour, 

... Pee Wee King following Ernest 
Tubb into the Chestnut Inn. 

Houston 

the Cork. Club. Oct. 9 for a two- 
weeker ... Rutch Clay set for two 
weeks at the Orbit Room starting | 
Sept. 26 while June Christie moves 

! into Marineland ‘Restaurant's Por- ; 
fpoise Room Sept. 19 for nine | 

. . Bob. Kino reoptioned. 

he originated his revue format in: 
1958, Sept. 21 with “The Billy. 

into Ben Blue’s Sept. 15 . ... Com-. 
edian Larry Daniels joins Jane 

Springs, Ark., Sept, 28. 7 

Cabaret Riviera here through Sept.: 

‘CABARET 
Celebrity Series with a date in the]. 

this time. playing the Castaways. |. 

Gene Austin & Jan McArt into. 

j Nichols and his Five Pennies goes; Monday (11) for ‘a few hours. The 
ABC prexy injured his back dur-. 
ing a robbery at his :apartment. 

: when. he resisted the looters: and 
was thrown to. the ground in a 
scuffle. —. 

Glaser will be. wearing a special’ 
brace while. sevéral vertebrae in 
‘his’ back complete the healing 

erasows’ FUN-MASTER | 
PROFESSIONAL | : 

COMEDY MATERIAL 
. for all Theatricals. 
“We Service the Stars™ = 

Buy Professional’ — Be Professional = ff 
35 Gag Fites for $15, Plus $1.08 Postage 

, -' Fereign: 35 for $250 °~—“‘<i‘é‘“‘] 
@ 32 Poredy. Sookx, Per Bk. ... $10.8 | 
.@ 4 Biackovt Books, Per Bk... £23 @ | 
‘@ Minstrel Budget  ........ 33 @ 

: Hew te Master copy 

' Ne C.0.D's.- ” “Alwayt Open” 
7 - BILLY G@LASON rn | 

ie tekCh Ekcebind sad COMEDY) 
(Let a Real. Professional Train Yow) & - 

RAYROMAINE = 
and CLAIRE 
“Delightfully 

| Ditferent’” 

Now Appearing -* 

‘BRISTOL 

mo : 
‘er OS Te ‘ 3 
“Ry, &, 

OS 

Rotterdam, 
Holfand 

| Thanks ‘te 

Lou: Ven. Rees 

| AUDITION FOR SOPRANO. 
{ Thursday, Sept. 14, et 2:00 P.M. 7 

‘CHEZ VITO, 30 East 60th Street 
Lyrlé‘er eeloratura for sel ible 
singing ‘In the world. famous New: 
York supper. club. Must have reper- 3 

{ folre of opera, musical comedy, con- § 
tinental songs. -Enter through office 
building, 

|. PLase 5-2025 

| TALENT ILLIMITE 
.PERSONAL MANAGEMENT , 

TELEVISION — RADIO — RECORDINGS — 
NITE CLUBS — STAGE — SCREEN 

Hoellyweed — Teronte — 

Cell for Appt.: LY 1-1638, New York 
S14—WE 7-5792, Ext. 624, Montreal 

Moatreal — New York 
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LIBERACE SPARKLES IN 
EVENING OF ENTERTAINMENT 

cnet FEW TIMES ny EVERY LIFETIME A TRULY 

XUDIENCE IS UPLIFTED TO JOY, EACH MEMBER 
COMPLETELY TAKEN OUT OF HIMSELF, SHARING. 
WITH THE ATMOSPHERE AN EVENING OF EN- 
“CHANTMENT, SUCH MOMENTS ARE RARE, 

THE SENSATION ‘HAS COME TO ME BUT THREE 
TIMES - - - MANY YEARS AGO WITH THE WHIMSICAL 
MOVIE, "DADDY LONG LEGS," THE “MY FAIR LADY". 
OF REX HARRISON AND JULIE ANDREWS, AND LAST. 
MONDAY NIGHT WHEN LIBERACE DEBUTED AT THE 
MEADOWBROOK, ae ened 

IT IS AN EVENING OF ENCHANTMENT FROM 

THE FIRST INSTANT THAT THE ELABORATE, 

CANDELABRA 18 PLACED ON. THE GLASS-TOPPED. 

PIANO TO THE LAST HUSH AS THE MASTER SNUFFS 

gur EACH LITTLE FLAME, 

ET WEEN THESE MOMENTS THERE is LIBERACE: 

ae “LITTLE MORE. BUT. NOTHING ELSE Is TOLSTEN” 
ue OLS 

TO, HE IS ALSO A PERSONALITY AND ‘ALEGEND, IN 

S- THEATRICAL WORLD. WHERE MOST PIANISTS ARE 

: NOTHING BUT. ACCOMPANISTS, HE HAS. BECOME THAT | 

PHENOMENON, A STAR. 

HAPPINESS. RADIATES FROM THE LIBERACE 
SHOW - - - HAPPINESS AND ROMANCE, ENCOMPASSED 
IS A NEVER-NEVER-LAND WHERE MEN SPARKLE 
WITH DIAMONDS, CLANDLES GLITTER, AND GLASS — 
PIANOS PLAY TSC HAIKOVSKY, WHO. WOULDN'T - 
LIKE TO LIVE. THERE - -.- EVEN FOR AN EVENING, : 
FOR ONLY FOUR MORE NIGHTS THAT WORLD WILL 
LIVE AT THE MEADOWBROOK. THOSE WHO DO. 
NOT REACH THE DINNER-THEATRE BY SUNDAY. 
‘WILL MISS AN ENCHANTMENT THEY MAY. NEVER. BE. 
ABLE TO RECAPTURE, 

eon Carole Cleaver 

 Thennt Ornes Tears £-0844 . 
Buena wo COVE TEMPLE 2.1900 

orto Smt | Tams ats WHEN YOU SEE LADIES AND GENTLEMEN OP 

THE PRESS JOINING IN WITH THE GENERAL PUBLIC + 

IN A TREMENDOUS DISPLAY OF APPRECIATION FOR 

A PERFORMER'S EFFORTS, THEN YOU IMMEDIATELY 
BOX 231° PALM BEACH © FLORIDA. 

PRANK J. HALE PAUL CRASTREG 

‘KNOW THAT THE PERFORMER IS A SMASH HIT, SUCH 
WAS THE CASE LAST MONDAY NITE AT THE MEADOW- 

- Liberace, BROOK DINNER THEATRE IN CEDAR GROVE, AS 
%& Music Corporation of America "MR, SHOWMANSHIP, " LIBERACE, CAPTURED THE 
. Miami 38, Florida 

oe, HEARTS OF NEW JERSEYIANS IN HIS FIRST SHOW OF 
Dear Lee: 

It gives'us great-pleasure to tell you that YOU BROKE ALL A ONE WEEK'S ENGAGEMENT, THE SILVER-HAIRED 
EXISTING BOX OFFICE RECORDS for ten performances in the : _ os 

Royal Potnciana Playhouse, Palm Beach, Floridal.’ DYNAMO OF TALENT HAS PUT TOGETHER A SOLID 
‘Not only was your entire. engagement sold out prior to . _ . 

opening but all of the standees and extra chairs allowed were sold '- ‘TWO AND A HALF. HOURS OF VARIED ENTERPAINMENT 
for every performance. FHE DEMAND FOR TICKETS WAS SO GREAT. ; : 
THAT I DARESAY WE COULD HAVE ‘EASILY SOLD OUT ANOTHER WEEK, WHI CH Is SURE TO ASE U OF 

The 1961 s€ason in the most fabulous ‘showplace under the pun was ~ - 
the greatest in our history and your fine show topped off our reco ~W.." . 
oe Eon year with showmanship, glamor and 9000 satisfied theatre goers, A. N. Y_GROUP, ° 
If this.were not enough, may we also say what a great pleasure it was : ; 
for us to get to know you and your file staff personally and express our =~ « « «© THE APPLAUSE IS SIMPLY THUNDEROUS 
sincere hy and pal ic Felations for your friendly Stic wath 3 on: - ' 

blicit blic relations in co tion with your . ‘pare programy lv connes a 6» »» THERE IS NO DOUBT IN MY MIND THAT 
“\ yyeouR BOOK LIBERACE 1S RECORDED AS ONE.OF THE GREAT , ow. | 
STAGE ENTERTAINERS OF OUR TIME‘AND WE LOOK FORWARD WITH LIRERACE 1S SHOWMANSHIP PERSONIFIED, 
FOND ANTICIPATION, TO YOUR RETURN TO THE ROYAL POINCLANA 
PLAYHOUSE, . by... 

Sincerely, : Gary X. Martin 

& 
‘Ron Poine1ena Playhouse 

AMNOUNCINY, 
The Appointment Of , 

Dick Gabbe. Seymour Heller 
New York Beverly Hills 

As My Personal Managers 
oan aoe aoe 7“ oe 

sacenasee® 
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NEW YORK CITY 
MuSIC HALL — Georgie Kaye. Dick 

. See-Hees Corps de Ballet, Rock- 
Raymond Paige Orc. 

AUSTRALIA 
MELSOURNE (Tivoti) —. Frank Berry. 

seas. Jade Grey, 
aa pretitis Ball Christopher, Harvev , 

be dong & Dee, Trapinos, Maris . 
tlean Sfackes, Admenne Erdos, 

Revs 
artes. 

J . 

Vooocer. 

an. 
(Tivollh — Nat Jackies, 

t ser & Asst... Howard Morrison 4. 
_ Godirey, Javk Bowkett. 4 Brit- 
wee De Pauls, Janet Grex. May 

-Ixktiha  Helioh, Rosemuly . 
e lashs. 

BRITAIN 
BLACKPOOL Grand:—Arthur Askev. 

E Locret. Bettys Driver. Brnny 

x James, Raymond Dyer. 
Jil Thompson & Billy 

es : Ann 

” aene tle 

4 mf Rie n, 

* L KPOOL ‘Opera House? — Shirley 

, PE ACK word Heart ne. Iver Emmanuel, 

eo: Eiedds, Clerk Bros. Lueky La- 

1 43 tes neh -Himpshire & Doreen 
, vera, ttehell Singers. Malcolm 

nd be ee Trvidesiev Garls Choir; ; 
ow Ss Dancing Watels. 

. CKPOOL ‘Palace) — Frankie 
4 BLA . Agstur Worsles, Billy Ternent, 

tes caine Coates, Bell Tones, Neil 

Lie: ‘: aa, Kims, Ted Lune, Hetty 
+ 

- ¢, ‘Tower Circus}—Charlie 
« Co. Schickler Sisters, Knie’s 

~. 4 @alacies. Cireus Roland's 
~ 3 Eascrdos. Berasinis, Rudy Hora, 
nie f ‘ephant, Captain Danion’s Sea 

s. l- candes. Lilian Kenny, Sydney 
»* ne RK Taruo, Trio Faber, Our Sammy, 

amv & Circusettes. 
‘BLACKPOOL (Winter Gardens Pavition) 
-? «sxe Donegan, as Boys, Suzie 

2. GIT & Freddie Lavedo, Miki & 
“+, Norman Vaughan. 

BRIGHTON (Hippodrome) — Russ Con- 
w *. alfred Marks, Janie Marden, Page 
& us, Brook Bros, Freddie Mills, Al 
Rea? cose Pat Coombs, Two Heinkes, Den- 
- -vey, Ted Carson, Bells & Beaux, 
GLASGOW (Empire) — Andy Stewart, 

lar Powrie & Band, Alex McAvoy, Mar- 
ret Nihell Max Ray, Andrew McKen- 

BLAC KPOOL 

iw Mr ~ 

ose l me 

&.; 
7... Trixie Ingram, 4 Jays, Cherry _Wil- 
Bhs Dancers, Richard Hardie, David 
Leenat _ Acolian Choir, Scottish Country 
D ners. Pipes & Drums of 5 Sth Batt. 
Ei; nor “ed Licht Infantry (T.A.). 

Lt! IVERPOOL (Empire)—Charlie Drake, 
Athert & Les Ward, Springfields, Patricia 
Bre. 

LO ONDON (Palladium)}—Harry Secombe. 
Rt Castle, Marion Ryan, King Bros., 
Fite Cclert, Wise Guys, Audrey Jeans, 
Jere mo Hawk, Michel & Carol, Grazina 
Er. me. Wendy Wayne, Helene & Howard, 
Bieentons. Ronnie Corbett, Jack Francois, 
Gerze Carden Dancers, Bill Shepherd 
&:.. te: 
MANCHESTER (Palace}—Johnnie Ray. 

Jeiert Silver. Flack & Lamar, Toromy 
Woh & Bersl. Two Tones. 
Geers Pupvets, Rondart & Jean. 
MORECAMSE (Winter Gardens) — 
+ :ie €hester. Hedley Ward Tro, 

Eric “Jeeses” Grier, Wallabies, J & 
Barbour, Franklin & Doves, & 
Annerd. John Tiler Girls. 

Cabaret Bills 

NEW YORK CITY 
BASIN St. EAST -—Dave Brubeck, Car- 

m~ Vetta... Brothers Four. - 
LIRDLANG.-Joe Williams, Harry Edl- 

er Gis. Gryce. 
BLUE ANGEL—Dick Gregory. Barbara 

G. abe :. Clancy Bros. & Tommy Mukun, 
wer Lyon Trio. - 

"BON SOIR— Greenwich Village,. U.S.A. 
M.e)=«6Baeres, Jimmie Daniels, Three 
fr. 
CAMELOT — Bobby Van. Helen Gal- 

. ‘yt ‘arden Lovell. Ronni Hall, Karen 
Fo sseil. mueenerd Blair. 
9 PAARDAS -Nina Silvana. Tibor Rakos- 

. Duk Marta, Micheline Bardin, Blemar 
eth: 

’ CHATEAU MADRID — “Extravaganza ° 
who? Eva Flores, Jonas Mouras, Nora 
& Pat, Pup? Campo Orc. 
COPACASANA — Joe E. Lewis. Adam ; 

Wowe. Pasvl Snellev Orc., Frank Marti Orc. 
EMBERS -- Joey Bushkin Three, Roy 

E: ride Four, Ray Bryant Three. 
HOTEL ASTOR—Eddie Lane Ore. 
HOTEL LEXINGTON—Virginia Wing, 

LI:.lan Knight. Denny Regor, Tony Drake, 
Tee €C bot Ore. 
HOTEL NEW YORKER—Joe Furst. 
HOTEL PIERRE — ‘Steppin’ in Society’ 

Peeiscca Rricht, Jack Haskell, Patricia 
BMecand. BEM Haggett. 
HOTEL PLAZA—Shirley Bassey, Emil 

C: -man Ore.. Mark Monte Continentals. 
HOTEL TAFT—Vincent Lopez Orc. 
HOTEL ROOSEVELT — Mult Saunders 

Q.r. 
HOTEL ST. REGIS—Patachou, Milton 

Kin) Trin, Malt Shaw Ore. 
INTERNATIONAL — Milt Trenier. Will 

Jerdin. Wake Durso Ore., Aviles Orc. 
LATIN QUARTER — Billy Williams, 

D..k Weston. Wazzan Troupe. Harrison & 
K: ssi, 1) rethea MeFarland, Ronald Field. 
Jy Temhardi Ore... B. Harlowe Orc. 
LEFT BANK—Cal Bostic. 
LIVING ROOM — Sallie Blair, Bobby 

Be'!, Bobby Ferro. 
NO 1 FIFTH AVE. — Stan Freeman, 

L.-: Stewart. HankinSon & Silver, . 
ROUNDTABLE Dorothy Donegan, 

Ards Sonatore, 
SAHBRA -- Yaffa Yarkonl, Rachel & 

Zicla, Martin Roman, Sara Avani, Kovesh 
& Vrrach:e Leo» Fuld. 
TWO GUITARS—Alya Uno, Sasha Poli- 

nit gf, Ivan Nepa & Sonia, Kostya Polian- 

a UPSTAIRS & DOWNSTAIRS—Lovelady 
Powell, Vredaie Weber, Jim Sheridan. 
Bil MeC.tchen, Trueblood & Colston. 
VIENNESE LANTERN — Yvonne Con- 

Stit., Gina Marea. Ernst Schoen. 
VILLAGE BARN Dery = Sinclair 

R.:iph Pote, Susan Brady, Joe Shay, 
Temmv 72ng. Lou Harold Ore. 
' VILLAGE GATE — Nina Simone 3, ‘Ola- 
uni 6. 

VILLAGE VANGUARD _ Miles Davis, 
Shirley Horne. ~ 

CHICAGO 
BLUE ANGEL —~Pablo Candela Limbo ; 

C txpse Revue.” Lydia Lora, Raphael Her. } 
1 °. Lord Christo, 
Scvratt, Solea Caro, Tite Perez ore. 
CLO.STER --Phil Tucker. Doree Crews, 

~ » Suw.s Ore. 
CON2AD HILTON—“Ooh La La,” Bor- 

nan Bros, Margie Lee, Dru & Landell, 

CURRENT BILLS 
WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 13 

Howard Hardin, : 

Sid ° 

Lord Mike, Jeanne Guardsmen, 

Chordettes, Dorothy. Dorben | Singers & 
Dancers, ton Nobile. 3 
Mary Kaye o, Jerry Colsana teeree, 
Sheets. Minton, Tune Jesters, Rudy - Ro- 

; HOLIDAY—DeCastro_ Sisters, Joe Maize 
& . Cordsmen, Margaret Ann .& 
Mariant Trio. 
MAPES—Roberta Lian, King’s ‘IV, Eber 

Lobato - Dancers, Betty Ayres’ Sparkling 
tr 
NEVADA LODGE (Tahce}—Carmen Va- 

lez Trio, Notk-A-Bouts, Jo a Jordan 3. 
: RIVERSIDE — Mi Follies with 

Lothar: Weidemann, Brigitte Voit, Anez & 
Gordon. Gay Claridg Boul evar- 

DOWNSTAGE ROOM (Happy Medium) 
Junie Vincent. 
DRAKE—Dorothy Shay, Buddy Freed, 

Jimmy Biade Ore. 
EDGEWATER BEACH — Kim Sisters, . 

Don Davis Ore. . 
GATE OF HORN —‘An Evening with! 

Lionel Stander.’, Liunel Stander, Norman j 
' Betkin. Patricia Kearney. . 

LE BISTRO—Harold Ward. Dave Green. 

Kay Stevens, Newton ° Bras. 
WAGON WHEEL (Tahoe) .— Gaylords, 

Andrini Bros., Kay. Martin, Roy Aubrey, 
{Bobby Pages, Manny’ Lopez, Magie Vio- 
-lins' of Mexico, Ron. Rose. 

SAN. FRANCISCO 
: Sir Gregory. Guy Viveros Trio. . 

LIVING “ROOM — Roberta Sherwood, . BLACKHAWK—Joe- Loco Four. 
Jackie Kahane, Bobby. Cole, Joe Parnello ‘BLACKSHEEP—Bill Davidson Ore. 
Trio. - €ARTHQUAKE McGOON'S.—Turk. ‘Mur- 

1 LONDON. HOUSE—Paul Smith Trio. Ed- 
die Higgins Trio.. Larry Novak Trio. 
MISTER. KEGLY’S — Felicit Sanders, 

Ch: arlie Manna. Marx & fFrigo, Marty.|.— 
‘Rubenstein Tris. ‘| Goman, Joan. Brant, Marah Gates Dners., 
| PALMER. HOUSE — Carol Channing || HUNGRY i—Phyllis Diller, Joe & Eddie, 
w rally Griffin, Mattison @), Ben. Arden. Clancy Knight, Olga: 

tree Trio. 
O PLAYBOY cLuB — Joe Conti. Marian 
Paige, Stu Gilliam, Raftsmen, Will Mercer, 
Marge Dodson. Bob Davis Trio. Kirk 

phy Or 

Ernie. Heckscher Orc. - 
GAY 90'S—Ray KH. ‘Goman. Bee & Ray 

NEW FACK’S—Barbara MeNair, Salmas 
Bros., Vernon Alley 3. Mel Young. : 

Stuart Trio, Harold Hariis Trio, Cliude | ON THE LEVEEB—Joe Sullivan Ore. . | deal, a slick Job of ad-pub in all 
Jones, a PURPLE ONION ‘— Smothers Bros.,/the national mags and key news- 

e a 

LOS ANGELES 
BEN BLUE'S — Ben Blue's. “Hullaba 

-loo.’* with Joey Faye... Cully Richatis, 
i Harry Clexx, Sid Fields, Allison McKay. 
Mona -Adams, Joy Healey. Dancefs, The} 
Domestrics, lvan. Lane & -Ore. 
COCOANUT GROVE — Myron Coher, ; 

i Vivienne della Chiesa, Dick Stable Orc. 3 
CRESCENDS—Mort Sahl, Joannie Sum 

365 CLUB—Jenny Mack, Paul. Gray,. Vol: : 
Roy Palmer Ore. 

~ Bellydancers 
— ; Continued from page I — | 

mers. 

site's Feveruth Gillis, Jack. E.toris or tg grant. a visa allowing the; 
SLATE BROS. — Billy Gray, Interna- performer to work in this country 

tiona —usually for a sixmonth period. 

Two. general criteria are used— 
SUMMIT—iiedd. Foxx, Toni Har | inavailability of the talent domes- 

per, John Anderson Ore : 9: 
YE LITTLE cLuB — Ruth Olay, Dave. * tically and the rep of the individ- 

Madden, Eduardo Sasson. { ual concerned: (w hether or not he’s 
got a big. name or unusual talent). 

LAS VEGAS Clearance Papers 
CARVER HOUSE—Billy Ward & Domi- 

STATLER HOTEL—“Playmates in New 
York. Sk Skinnay Ennis Orc. 

Noes, Barbara Randolph. Lon Fontaine 
Dancers, Marl Young Ore Ore. Keel from the Employment Service for 

_ Qe eely . 

Smith, Dick Humphreys, Sam Butera & both belly dancer and bouzouki 
Witnesses, Donn Arden Dancers, Carlton 
Hayes Orc.: Lounge: Michael Kent, Dave 
Apollon, Malt Herth, ‘Henri Rose, Bobby 
Sievenson. 
DUNES—Eleanor Powell. ADan Drake, 

Toni Basil, rl Barton Dancers. Bill 
Reddie Orc, Lounge: Maaka Nua Hawaiian 
Revue, Billy Andre, Fabulous Tones, Den- 
is & Kogers, Joseph Mack 4. 

EL CORTEZ—Johnny Ukulele, Princess 
Lei Momi. Kahala Twins. 
FLAMINGO—Pearl Bailey, Bill Bailey, 

Carmen De Lavallade, Louis Bellson Orc. 
Leunge: Lionel Hampton, Betty Reilly. 
FREMONT—Joe King Zaniacs, Newton 

Bros., Make Beleves. - 
GOLDEN. NUGGET—Judy Lynn, Jimmy: 

Wakely, Wanda Jackson. Sneed Family, 
Joe Wolverton, Annie Maloney. 
HACIENDA — Four Tunes, Johnny 

Olenn, Cathy Ryan, Grover- 
Shore 
cast. FRONTIER — Lou Mosconi Jr. 

P | Virginia Rae, Fritz Becker 
MINT—Pat Moreno’s “Artists & Modela of af 

NEVADA—‘“Les Girls De Paris. "4 Jose 
Duarte, Moon Puppets. Kay Brown,-. Vido 
Muss», Johnny Pauli, Sparklers. 

+ NEW FRONTIER — “Holiday in Rio.” 
; Lounge: Ink Spots, “Hot Lips” Levine, 
Fred Kushon. 
RIVIERA—“Gypsy,” Mitzi Green, Jules 

‘Munshin, Eddie Innes. Betty McGuire, 
Anne Russell. Lounge: Goofers, Kay. 
Steens. Hi-Lads. . 
SADDLE CLUS—Jackie Lee Cochran. 
SAHARA—Teresa Brewer, Bobby Ram- 

sen. Moro-Landis Dancers, Louis Basil 
Orc. Lounge: Don Rickles, Arthur Ellen, 
Freddie Bell, George Rock 6. 
SANDS—Paul Anka, Allen -& Rossi, 

Garr Nelson, George. Zak, Copa Girls, 
Antonio Morelli Ore. Lounge: Dave 
Burton, Aforry King. 
SHOW BOAT—Tex Williams. Wade Ray,. 

Twin Tunes. 
SILVER SLIPPER—Hank Henry, Sparky 

Kaye, Red Marshall, nu Jacobs, 
Taffy O’Neil, Rudenko Bros., perettes, 
George Redman Orc. Lounge: Charlie 

: Teagarder. Barbary Coast Boys. 
STARDUST—“Lido. de Paris”; Lounge: 

Daniels, Happy Jesters, Peggy De 
, Castro. Micki Lyne Del-Martins. 

THUNDERBIRD—Alice Lon, Larry Dan- 
jiels, Harry Nofal, The Henrys, Gar- 
wood Van Orc. Lounge: Lancers, Edi. 
Domingo & Norma; Frank Gusto... 
TROPICANA—‘Tolies SBergere,” Col- 

1 ette Riedinger, Pompoff, Thedy & Fam- 
ily, Pinky & Perky, The Bogdadis, Danny 
Costello, Trio Martelli, Mme. Baron Hal- 
let, Florence & Frederic & Dancers, Ray. 
Sinatra Ore. Lounge: Shecky Greene, |. 
Mafalda Trio, Al DePaulis 4, Dubonnet 3. | 
Paul Goupil 4 . 

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH 
AMERICANA—George Arnold Ice Re- 

vue, Phil Richards, Marjii Lee, Shirley 
Linde, Johnny Bachemin, Johnny Flana: 
gan, Michael Meehan, Lolo. & Lita, Mal: 
Malkin Ore. .» Iea Models. 

. BALMORAL — “Caribbean Carnival.” 
Gladys Repett, Alicia Rolando, Rudy 
Faneity, Deta Downer, Sos Guaracheros, 
Mad Mandy Orc. 
- DEAUVILLE — “Playmates of Paris," : 
Jay Nemeth, Nita & Pepi, Carla Lucerne, 
Martha Aguilar, Carole Dreyfuss. Shari- 
Martel, Marcel Le Bon, the Callahans. 
DIPLOMAT—Mandy Campo Orc., Van. 

Smith Trio. _ 
EDEN ROC—Duke Jenkins Orc., Monroe. 

Kasse 5, Mal Malkin Orc., Luis Varona 
Orc., Ronnie Savoy. 
FONTAINEBLEAU—Ziggy Lane, Frank 

Sextette. 
LUCERNE — “Japanese Spectacular,” 

Shig Toyata, Mitsu aki, Saja. 
MURRAY FRANKLIN’S — Patsy Shaw, 

Kaye Carole & Tommy, Dick Havilland, 
Roy Sedley, Sue Lawton, Eddie Bernard, 
Murray Franklin. 
PLAYBOY CLUB — Romer & Howard, 

Jerri painters; WiFi Quartet, Jerry Shane. 
SEVILLE-—“Caught in Act,” Jack De- 

‘Leon, Terry Haven, Joe Ross, Jerry New- 
; by, Linda Lavin, Held & Paul, 

RENO-TAHOE 
CRYSTAL BAY (Tahoe)—Peggy DeCas. 

tree, eit Collins, Don Lane & Madness, Ine. 
DEN — Barry Ashton’s “Playmates 

in Pais” Freddie Bell, Norman Rouner 

T AROLDS. CLUB . “Can-Can” 
Don Conn Ore. 

HARRAH’S (Reno)}—Hank Penny & Sue 
Thompson, George Rock, Pep Tones, 
{Pepper & Friend, Abbie Neal & Ranch 
Girls, Red C 
[ HARRAH’S. “Gahoe) — In, ‘South Shore 

Service couldn't find anyone in 
either category on their roster of 
jobseekers nationwide, much less 
the D.C. area. The attorney con- 
ceded it ‘would be unusual for |. 
such types -to seek bookings via 
the U.S. Employment Serviee, how-. 
ever, 

to.a finding of unavailability, didn’t. 
help when Charles. sought the en- 
try permit for the bouzouki player. 
(He’s awaiting outcome of this ef- 
fort before trying for the belly-. 
dancer.) 

_ In such circumstances; INS cus- 
tomarily consults with unions and 
other outfits in the know about 
the domestic labor situation. Kauff- 
man informed INS that although 
he had.no bouzouki specialists in 
rhis local,-he had some names in 
Baltimore ‘and New -York. 

.-'The ‘local Immigration . Office, 
after deliberation, turned down the 
plea for the bouzouki’ man on 
grounds one could he found ‘in 
this country. Charles appealed to 
‘the .Regional Immigration: Office 
which also’ nixed.the entry permit. 

JIf a petition for .reconsideration 
doesn’t’ succeed, Charles said he. 
plans to .appeal to- U.S. District 
Court: here: - 

The Immigration people, 
course, ar2 not concerned about 
the union problem and consulted 
Kauffman only for his knowledge 
in the .tooter. “field. 

'. Kauffman, however, is interested 
in ‘getting the bouzouki, and other 
Greek and Syrian 4nstrumentalists 
into the AFM fold. 

gnemotes. 

‘Tanguage barrier, which he sus- 
‘pects. is sometimes a phoney 
facade. _ . a 

‘It’s All Greek To Him 
The local chieftain said -after 

several futile efforts to get his un- 
don pitch across to some Mid-East. 
instrument: players, he even used: 

D.C, tooter local- to interpret. 

“It’s pr ob ably the old army 

boys;” he commented. - 

Kauffman thinks similar “hassles 
and resultant organization prob- 
lems for the AFM might become 
more .widespread as the Mid-East 
fad grows: A Suez nitery hostess 
attributes its popularity to the film, 
“Never on. Sunday,” which has had 
a marathon. run here. 

‘Royal, is in. the market for a 
bouzoukist too. But he argues that 
AFM jis pegging them at too high 
a scale, 
An “Immigration Service official 

confided he went to one of the 
niteries unofficially once, and was 
surprised to see mostly milky- 

Rev, skin femmes with red or blonde 

for Maureen O'Hara. Charles said 

at his client’ s spots. were aliens. 

~s 

‘|Room: Géorge Burns, Dorothy Louden, 

Bert ‘Wheeler, Lou Levitt Ore. Lounge: | 

Cc. 
FAIRMONT HOTEL — Billy De Wolfe. 

bragia, Dick Crab | 

‘JAZZ WORKSHOP—Bodby Timmins 3.;and beliefs common knowledge. 

Charles gained clearance papers |. 

player (from Greece). He said the- 

The clearance pa pers, which | 
don’t bind the Immigration people. 

| most of the gawking tourists: never 

dozen hired hands who went 

of |. 

But so far he’s met a stoney| 

‘the grounds that it was “making . 
_ —_—_———— Ee 

‘esoteric series* of. lectures. 

a Greek-speaking member of the 

game, or . they could be Harvard |- 

. ticket men. _ 
Buddy Ottenberg, of the Casino | 

‘With the Wind,” at the Boyd, and 

that particular corner. 
hair. One, he averred, could double | 

only one or two of the hoofers at. 

| Wednesday; September 15, 1961 

Dutch Frolic No Pennsy Polka 
keyed to the Labor Day ‘weekend.. 
It did just that, and at $1.50 per. 
adult the gross was -impressive— 
at least locally. 

Shoemaker will go with the 

next four years—a contract he 
would like to forget: says so. 
-Meanwhile, with the Lancaster 
property on his hands (anda costly 
-bit o£ property it is—farmland in’ 
this area frequently brings as much 
as $1,300 per acre), the folklorist, 
had to get busy. 

Thus, the “Harvest : 
rushed into production and almost 
immediately put under taboo by: 
the very people Shoemaker: sought’ 
to honor by making their customs 

Promotion for this Lancaster 

| papers, made much of the “Amish” 
; angle, ; 

Amish Say Nix. 

The: Amish would stand around 
and jaw about their philosophy of. 
life. The Amish would play, and 
; work, under the eyes of the tour-. 
ists. The Amish, mysterious folk, 
would bare souls. 

That was the big comeon, and it 
worked. Only Shoemaker did not 
consult the Amish about all this. 

ballyhoo, the roof -fell in, The 
Amish do not read Life. and Time 
and the Sunday supplements. 
they do scan the Lancaster news+ 
papers, quite closely.’ 

First thing that happened was 
that thé Amish bishops’. forbade: 
‘any participation whatsoever. by 
any of their flocks. This: ‘put a 
crimp, right away, in the ‘pro- 
jected barn-raisings. : 

“What about when they. did it’ on: 
the stage, in ‘Plain and Faney?’,” 
screamed. the Pennsylvania -Folk- 
life Society— which is 4 corporate 
word for. Dr. Alfred ” L. Shoe- 
maker. . 

The Amfshmen let Dr.. ‘Shoe- 
maker know that that was an en- 
tirely different horse, of extremely. 
dissimilar color. 

“They were not Amishmen,” 
they said. “They were play ‘actors, 
and what they said and how.they 
acted was good. They helped peo- 
ple to understand how: we live. 
You want to pass: off real Amish- 
men as play actors. We are. not 
play actors. A barn we know how: 
to build, when it -is ‘Necessary:. 
Your barn. is not necessary.” 

The barns went up, anyhow, and: 

knew the difference between the 
three real (and renegade) Amish- 
men working on them and. the 

through unfamiliar and often dan- 
gerous motions to - maintain. the 
advertised illusion. . 

Clerics No Like - 
But that wasn’t all. Ah, no—. 

Shoemaker’s ‘announced “schedule | 
of “religious life seminars” quickly 
brought protesting. reaction from 
the Protestant Council of Churches... 
Seems the good doctor leans to the 
theory that, while the formal re- 
ligious influence among the Penn- 
sylvania Plain. Sects was Prot- 
estant, the absorbingly interésting 
“folk religion” stems from Old 
World Catholicism, -and even more 
than a smattering of Judaism.. 

official ban on the “Frolic;” on 

a mockery of the sacraments.” 
This apparently, was exactly. 

‘what Shoemaker was counting on]: 
when he announced his somewhat 

Pro- 
foundly, he assured. the -wroth 
churchmen that they were imagin- 
ing devils where there were none, 
indeed. 
And it. paid off. Everyone: came 

out to see for themselves. 
Shoemaker no showman? 
Meanwhile, back downtown .. . 

. Film house matiager, caught in 
the doldrums of August, put away 
the aspirins and the half-empty 
bottles of warm beer and went out 
to help their boxoffice. girls and 

“Guns of Navarone,” on a desul- 
tory third week at Capitol, stuck 
around for a fourth, almost capaci- 
ty week. Across the street at the 
Grand, “Spartacus” also held an- 
other—fourth—week. Even “Gone 

on eighth time around (counting 
from original release) brightened 

‘God, of course—Amish, Catho- 
lic, Protestant or what have you— 
had a hand in all this, although 
Shoemaker _-Brudgingly gets the 

Kutztown affair at least for the |. 

When the.local press began’ the]. 

But. 

So,. the Council also put an un-| 

: ceremonies, 
‘pipers marched into the premises 

Continued from. page 8 ————— es 

credit: ‘Because: the Tains came-— 
but good. So. good the “Frolic” had: 
to..close the. gates to all but those 
equipped with ‘skindiving | equip 
ment..- 

Tt was’a tough break for’ Shoe- 
Iaker, but it did much to endear 
him to :the towners. Thousands” 
of footloose tourists fiinnelled into 
the city.. Some restaurants went - 
‘out of stock :items—not to mention - 
specials—within -hours. ‘The film- .. 

|eries called: in extra help. 

Frolie” | 
The other tourist ‘traps. in the 

aréa. were almost “swamped... 
“Wheatland,” mansion ‘ home... of 
President ‘James . Buchanan (1856- 
60) here, handled 950 visitors that . 
day—more than. twice the:-usual 

them plunked down : 75. 
Most were mildly piqued to. earn - 

that Buchanan was not an ‘Amish- 
man, but.a straitlaced Presbyterian 
-whose brother-—an.- Episcopalian . 
priest—was. married to.the sister 
of Stephen. Collins Foster, the. 
songwriter, of Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Apprised of this, Dr. Shoemaker 
tilted his beard into the driving 
rain and. commented: 

“So-it is, so it is. To be. sure, . 
the Scotch-Irish: are ‘an-. integral . 
part of: all this, too. We..shall 

‘come, this will. be the finest Scan-: 
: dinavian-type open air. museum - 
-in ‘the. world.” 

For the nonce, Scandinavian and ” 
Scotch-Irish types: lacking, it is‘ a. 
pretty good také-home:' sort of 
business,. rain and minor religious 
uproars notwithstanding. 

Cold War & Show Biz~ 
=e Continued: from page % —s- 

prevent: beaming of West-originat- 
ing tv shows into. East Germany 
and threatening punishment to all 
“illegal viewers”; and, in turn, 
East Berlin. beaming. _Nazi-style 
propaganda. programs. at:. the 
beefed up U.S. Occupation Forces 
in West Berlin; 

(4) It was a week that’ ‘SaW.. Tron 
Curtain lines drawn on. all:German. 
theatrical enterprises, with the 
Western. .sector's. concellation of 
‘productions of. Red-inspired - au- 
thors, particularly” banning. - the: 
late. Bertholt. Brecht (although one 
or. two West German: theatres res’ 
fused. to “put .an Iron Curtain-on 
-art.”. and proceeded with ‘Brecht 
productions; 

(5) It was a: week: ‘in which the 
champions ‘of divorcement ‘of: art. 
‘from politico fevers. won a stun- 
ning victory on the U.S. front, a3 
the Leningrad. Ballet scored, a:tri- 
-umphant ovation in its. Metropoli-. 
tan Opera House premiere. in N. Y. 
Monday night (11); . 

(6) It was. a week. ‘in: ‘which the 
free forces of television (as -ex- 
emplified by. the Ed Sullivan 
Show): hoped to persuade the Pen- - 
tagon © that .junketing. tv . artists 
could also playa vital morale role 
for U.S: soldiers, as Sullivan con-. 
tinued his plans to fly a chartered 
Pan American jet into. West Ber- 
lin in. October: to -entertain the 
‘nen and originate two CBS shows 
from the harrassed. area... 

Details of these multiple-pronged 
activities an be found in the vari- 
ous: sections of this. issue. = 

New Bermuda Hotel: 
i Continued from page 2 onl. 

a company ° * of - bage 

and meanwhile, out on a raft, a- 
calypso . band dressed. as - shipe 
wrecked sailors serenaded the fish. 
Ruby Newman and orchestra and. 
vocal -sextet, The Show’ Toppers, 
opened the Bermuda Room. supper 
club. 
The _200-room. Carlton Beach is 

the 26th HCA property. Chain .di- | 
rected by Sondabend peye and fils, 
includes new. Carlton ‘Tower. in. 
London, New York's Plaza, Barclay: 
and Roosevelt; Mayflower in ‘Wash-. 
ington, Chicago’s Edgewater Beach, 
the new Royal Orleans in New Or-' © 
leans, the .Palm Beach Biltmore, - 
the Quito in Ecuadoror and the 
Charterhouse group. headed by. EL 
‘Miramar in San Juan. 

The ‘new hotel brings the. best 
in modern resort design to the sub- 
tropical island closest to New York. 
General manager is. Bing .Morris, 
old Bermuda hand and: most re- 
cently gim., of Toronto’ s Park 
Plaza, 

Saturday play. Aid every one of.’: 

have them in it, and in. years to’ * 
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New Adis 
DOROTHY DANDRIDGE “REVUE BOB: NEWKIRK ‘SHOW’. 

a Anaheim ‘Bow!, ‘Anaheim, Calif, 8S. Mateonia (At Sea) 
Apparently. looking to plush hotel “Honolulu, ‘Sept: 6. 

1 working sans : mntke and still able to |. 
carry the room. Her offerings are |f} 
multilingual, hitting operatic -ex- 

1cerpts as well as standards in the 
pop.and ‘classic reaim. 

Her excerpts have been 
done and sometimes. overdone, and 

-\ therefore the “need to..give these 

|| ‘At this point Miss Marca needs 
~|to infuse color and more excite-|.— 
Jment in:her repertoire as well as 
-|her style. 

For : the. string ‘of ‘fall-winter 
nitery ‘dates she is lining up Doro- 
‘thy: Dandridge. has: expanded her 
act.: In this new turn she. cushions: 
her ‘chirping with a-male. warbling | 
‘quartet’ ‘Ron’ Townsend; Reggie 
‘Fields, Doug Lincoln, Don .Wyatt) ; 
and -two male dancers of the loose- 
‘Jimbed, :moderne. sort ‘(Don Mar: - 
shall, . Harold Walker). =. 

_ Not: only is it the biggest ‘act 
. Miss Dandridge ever has.had, it is , 
‘her: ‘best and,. further, will make’ a: 
- dent of ‘considerable: impact. - By j 
‘bulking out the act’ she, as. have 

other name femme singers, now : 
actually offers’ a.-whole. show: to. 

most. niteries. . 

When - caught aboard. i Mate | 
sonia, en ronte. from Los. Angeles - 
to Hawaii, in the inaugural. cruise : 

precedent of .. of Matson Lines’. 
‘using name acts:to woo passenger ; 
biz, act was smooth, ‘for 10-day. 
break-in date: had just | been’ ‘play ed 
in Bakersfield. 

"As. ‘expected. it’ is . Miss Dan-! 
dridge’s razor-keen phrasing can 

. subtle songselling. which -kevs* the.’ 
“act. . “After an ensemble teéoff. via” 
-*“Sunny Side Up” cand. “Great To: 
‘Be Here,” she purrs “Got Love?”, 
“Get Kick Out .Of. You,” ’ “La - 
Plume” tin Gallic) and a cha-cha’d. 
“Smooth. Operator’; that ‘leave 
them alternately limp. and. howling ” 
‘for more.. 

“whole. Neither. performer - ‘shows. ‘to 

| tounge bookings, singer Bob New- 
kirk launched his own nitery: pack- 
age as a co-presentation with Clin- 
ton’ Records, to which. he is con-|} 

i tracted. Youngster has. -everything . "Technically, Miss ‘Marea: has-a 
j going for. him—a solid, rich voice, ! wellpitched set of pipes, and util- 
appealing personality: and ‘extreme |ization of the mike could help hey 
| good looks. Format of show, how- i 

ever, leaves much to be desired. | thus stressing the more personable 
i Pretentiously . billed. as a musical | facets of the song. “ Jose, 
‘revue ‘act featurés last year's “Miss 
Texas,” Leigh-Ann.Austin, a beauty 
: whose “buxom charms amply: live | CALUM ‘KENNEDY 
up .to anything ‘her home’ state Songs.” 
ever bragged .about, and. comic; 18 Mins. ; 
‘Larry Allen. However, there is lit-, Palladium, Edinburgh: 
‘tlé attempt at a story. idea or con-?: A three-week stint for. duration 

. tinuity -with result that the show o¢ the: Edinburgh Festival . givés 

never. gets off the: Bround ‘as a. ‘Scot. warbler Calum ‘Kennedy a 

best advantage.. _ chance’ to aim his-act at the:many 

‘Maior. spotlight » ‘ts. on. Newkirk. ov erseas yisitors.. His friendly 
‘himself’ who delivers variety of : ‘manner puts the payees solidly be- 
, Songs, * displaying: versatality’ and 
‘ strong. potential. He néeds_ staging i ‘hind him and “ensures good Te- 
‘and ‘polish -and ‘lacks. Sliitable ‘ar-, SPonse. 
,rangements ° ‘to: "properly project} 
: qualities that ‘are there.:Most mate-: ! Song,” 
rial is far overstyled.and he gets‘ clips along at a fair rate. - 

. bogged. down in trying-too hard for-second’ song is’ the 
‘emotional intensity:.Just in Time” : Gaelic number, “Bratachbanach;” 
is. a “bright ‘entry, while top work ; which. ‘goes over big with the lo- 
comes’ with “Whole: World in His! cals. A one-time Scots chart-top- 
Hands”: and the Israeli “Hava Na- | per. js next, “Highland Donald,” 
geela:”’ Lack of proper manage- followed by: “Bennie. Isle of Skye.” 
‘ment is sorely indicated in. nonpro | He: takes time out here to intro- 
pitch for autographed. copies of :duce.U.S. accordionist Will Starr. 

‘his first: record. (Greek Song titled ‘Shapely. pianist-accompanist | Cath- 

of her own personality. She Is 
young: enough to. pick this deficit 
uP. in the course of. normal experi- 

as a teeoff, Kennedy's act 
. His. 

items. some. distinction and. more: 

| by: eliminating accent on volume, 

. Using his. disclick, The ‘Hiking. 

inevitable. 

*" California show circuit since 1956, J 

a) 

, “Dance. of. Love. 
- "Miss ‘Austin. has ‘@ pleasing voice 

‘best “used in “I' Enjoy Being. A: 
Girl,” but she: hasn't. vet’ learned: 

" showmanship, ‘Party. song,. “Davey’s 
, Dinehy,”.cheapens. her. . 

Allen ‘has -bright delivery in .a: 
patter of. quick jokes, most in: sex 

. More it:is: “Thing Called Love". 
‘and two -caly 'PSOS, “Love Is Cheap ! 
“As. Wine” : and “Come With “Me,” 
“The - Continental” and. “Without. 
Somebody. ” 

| Along. the- route’. the: yoral: four- 
“some work both with Miss Dan-: - 
‘dridge and. while she makes four . 
gown’ changes. Dancers Marshall , vein and many pretty old..He has: 

..and Walker are’ particularly effec- j. charm -and could spark with. better. 
“tive when prancing a framework ; material. 
for her calypso chants, 9". op Three-piece- “Maury Dell ‘trio 

. Staging. by’ Stephan Papich is ‘at backs with safisfactory performatice ; 

orice inventive and: very ‘brisk. Ar- 
-Yangements by Herbie -Dell up- 

_ point Miss _Dandridge’s’ ‘vocal }. 
': prowess. On... date caught -Van 
Alexander, w ho happened to be 3 MILT TERENIER* 
‘passenger on atsonia atone 
‘Aldo Rosselli‘s ship band. (10),. and. : : with 4 the Danny 1 Long. Trio 
was a plus, of course. : 30 Mins... 

One.. of the’ aceruing aspects’ to! International, NY ¥. v 
this new turn is Miss’ Dandridge’s | Milt. ‘Trenier formally in ‘a  fam- | 

glittering watdrobe—opening in| jy ‘act. labeled ‘The. Treniefs, is 
gown of old blue with crystal) going it alone. He has been around : 
beads and silver’ sequins, then into | previously, but.a brief hasn’t pre-% 

““peaded tangerine with tie on skirt viously been filed on his ‘behalf. 
over tights; . ‘then canary. yellow; in New Acts. - 
thence,.-at finale, into enveloping |. He is ‘strong. -thythm singer. | 
cloak of Chinese. red. hue. -wilh !prenier has the beat to attract the j 
gold metallic brocade,- Ivory’satin. youngsters’ and has. ballads to. in-; 

“evening coat marked ler entrance. terest the ‘more. mature ‘listener. 
The ‘wardrobe is. a big | credit: for f ‘With his: backing .by the Danny 

Jean P och. . * Sharp. ‘Long “Trio, he ‘becomes. a -hard- 
‘| driving singer. ‘with vatied and 
interesting . backgrounds. 
‘chanteur ig also.one ‘who will not; 

| Plement show or performers. 
fo. Lee Dale; 

HANK ° ‘PENNY cal ‘SUE THOMP- 
' SON (7) . ; 

: - stand still: : With his peripatetic’ 

$5 medy, Musi¢, Songs. } mike he hits ‘every corner .of the 
/ Stage, does. impromptu dance 
: Steps.’ and thus: provides: yisual. as ; 
- Well as aural interest. 

- At” this ~ point, Trenier has the 
| drive. to. entice .the. juveniles, . but © 
a: ‘large part: of his catalog is. for . 
the elders. : He does his work in‘a - 
rmanner. that - Ww ont alienate either: 
“school: - - Jose. 

Harrah’s ‘Club, ‘Reno, 

Albeit Hank Penny and “gue 
-- Thompson have played the Neyada- ; 

the group has not been duly re-! 
eorded in New.Acts.. And, ‘for: this ; 
“reprise ‘on thé Reno scene, much ; 
“of the material and. ‘songs ‘rate the ’-. 
“new” label.’ What: with Penny 
‘keeping topical on his repartee and | 
‘Miss Thonipson (theyre Mr. & Mrs. | PANTO-MANTACS ay 
-in- private life) essay’ ing her. latest: Pantomime, Comedy » 
recordings... ...-” -. £15. Mins, - 

Penny. has backed © his own tal- “Skylane | Inn, . Houston. 
ents (vocal and: guitar) with musi- {. Belgian husband-wife team .(Eve- 
cians picked for their instrumental | tlyn.and Peter ‘Velthoven) are ‘vet: : 
abilities. and ‘stage savvy.. Mark. ‘eran pantomimists, new to U.S. Act.; 
Tully capably handles the.-bass‘is pretty much standard, with a 
chores along’. with ‘his --vocaling, | couple: of new twists. Pantomime 
“Glenn .Blair.:doubles on ‘sax, flute . is: nigh. ‘perfect,’ ‘and: .rubberfaced 
and clarinet, “Hatold. (Curley) ) ‘antics of Peter Velthoven. are gen- 
Chalker -is.on ‘steel console’ and “erally a plus, -as are. looks of his; 
trumpet, Frank. Maio takes the _ branet wife. - 
tenor sax and vocal:spots,. -and: Mar- * 

Thompson plays it solo as the. 
j however, and that time seems. to type” member of the group; se 0 

Group proves equally ‘impressive . nae. s Numbers include “Figaro” 
on the up-tempo. and the slow heat, Two, pike Jones’ ist 
witn nice arrangements, some “by 0,” about par for. pantomimists. 
Biair) and presentation Miss: 
Thompson, who. rates : the. “girl | 
type” description, gets good re-| . 

“action, and: deservedly; -with such | GINA’ ‘MARCA 
as “You Belong: To Me,” “Slow|Songs = .° 
Boat To China” and her. latest disk, ,18 Mins, ° 
“Sad Moviés (Make Me‘Cry).” ‘The | Viennese: Lanter, N. ¥. 
-group is perfect for lounges and in-| Gina Marca, billed as 2 Roman 
timate rooms. Rapport is no. prob- | import,. speaks rather accentless 
‘lem, and: the appeal is: not limited. | and fluent Inglese-. for.a. newcomer, 

Long. ‘Miss. Mares’ i is a Pleasant performer 

that ‘book panto. acts. Skip. 

| skill bit artangements do. not.com: 

Negro | 

Comedy by. one or other of team} 
ty -Alired sitsat the drums. Miss ' 48 - partner ‘changes costume. -and. 

“gir] Teeord behind screen is ‘only so-so, 

“Cocktails For’ 

¥| Turn: is okay for lounges or clubs’. 

‘lerine McLeod. takes a bow, too. 

| The rousing “Barnyards of. Dal- 
-gety,”” plus handelapping .and par-{. 
ticipation, is always a cinch to go 

-Perhaps thé biggest mitt is. well... 
for “Rolling -in. the Heather,” 
which wraps up: the sesh. 

pMost of the tunes offered were 
0 

‘singer was: born. All these have 
‘been good servants: to Kennedy, 
« who . must “now try for another 
“Hiking Song” to Bet him back up 
the. charts, . Gord, 

LIZA STEWART. 

‘1 Fifth Ave., . N.Y. 

_of ‘the off-Broadway revue “Fan- 

: tasticks, ” has given herself an ex- 

a vintage: ‘dating back to before. 

“Liza Stewart, a eheerful miss - 

‘doubling into.1. Fifth Ave., out 

Music Hall, N. Y. 
Russell Markert production with: 

Georgie Kaye, Dick Roman See 
Hee Troupe (4), John Alexander, 
Joseph Tekula, Irene Apinee, Jury 
Gotshalks, Mona Elson, Eight 
Notes, Corps de Ballet ( Margaret 
Sande, director), “Rockettes 
(dances by Markert); special lyrics, 
Albert Stillman; sets, James Stew- 
art Morcom; lighting, Eugene 
Braun;: -Music ‘Hall Symphony 
Orch, Raymond Paige, director; 
“Come September” (U-Ii,  re- 

‘| viewed in VARIETY June 28, ’61. 

The current Radio City Music 
|.Hall stage bill has its distinct 
moods. starting with a nod to the 
Jewish High Holidays with the 
chanting of ‘Kol Nidre,” the tra- 
ditional Hebrew prayer for the 
Day of Atonement. To a stained- 
glass batkdrop -with accompani- 
ment by cellist Joseph Tekula, 
tenor John Alexander dressed in 
cantorial garb gives a reverent 
reading of this liturgical air. It’s 
4 well done religious tribute, which ! 
incidentally, has become a spe- 
cialty of the Music Hall produc- 
tion staff. 

After this sombre opening, the 
Russell Markert production takes 
off into a gay and sprightly session 
in which three outside turns blend 
with the resident staff of talent 
in a lighthearted undertaking. The 
comedy is supplied by Georgie 
‘Kaye, who. has temporarily aban- 
doned his whacky psychiatrist 
‘chanacterization in favor of strong 
random bits on femme lunches, 
and a set of assorted lines that ; 
brought a steady yock parade. 

Dick Roman, in two spots,: does 
well in ballad renditions. He’s 
given a good setting and the voice 
of Mona Elson who supplies brief 
‘but effective atmosphere for him. 
The See Hee Troupe, three men 
and a girl, exhibit some excellent 
hand-to-hand acrobatics, impressing 
with a combination of prodigious 
strength and well-designed tricks. 

House Reviews 

‘sent 

is an eye-popping blonde; a. pity 
she hasn’t a voice to match, al- 
though slick accordionistics make 
up for her lack of vocappeal. 

Chris Bell and the Moxon Troupe 
run through some snappy dance 
routines. Helen Fowler orch backe 
grounds the show in style. Gord. 

Apollo, N.Y. 
Fred Barr & Doc Wheeler pre- 

“Fhe Gospel Caravan” with 
ithe Murray Singers, Bennett Gos- 

"i 

li 
| 

| 

pel Singers, Soul Stirrers, Cara- 
vans an@ Swanee Quintet; “The 
Great Imposter” 'U). 

An annual event at the Apollo, 
Fred Barr and Doc Wheeler's “Gos- 
pel Caravan” rolled into the Hare 
lem house last Friday (8) with a 
lineup of five groups, emceed by. 
Barr and Wheeler, WWRL, N.Y. 
gospel disk jocks. An enthusiastic 
audience received the proceedings 
with the usual hand clapping and 
nurses there toe minister to the 
more enraptured spectators were 
kept fairly busy throughout the 
hour and 45 minute set. 

The proceedings lead off with the 
entire cast doing a charged ren- 
dering of a religioso favorite and 
then each group takes its turn while 
the others participate from 2 plat- 
form on the stage. First group to 
perform is the Murray Singers, a 
five-man vocal team who do a bal- 
lad and wild uptempo number. 
They are followed by the Bennett 
Gospel Singers, a group of six girls 
(all from the same family and ine 
cluding their’ mother: who are ac- 

.| companied at the piano and vocal- 
ly assisted by a brother. Their turn 
is well-received and gets participa- 
tion both from the audience and 
the other groups on the stage. 

Next group up is the Soul Stir- 
rers, a particular crowd pleaser 
which has six members two of 
whom play guitars as well as sing. 
Their rendering of religioso nume- 
bers, especially the faster-paced 

The Music Hall, come to think of ‘ones, is exciting and the crowd 

this type can be seen. 

The Rockettes punch out one of 
7 their highly effective routines, and 

the. Corps de Ballet takes time out 
for a bit of ethereal choreography 
in the “Silver & Gold” ballet with 
Irene Apinee and Jury Gotshalks 
fronting. The Hall has assembled 
-a mixed octet to supply production 

cellent. start in the eafe field with | yocalistics - which further accentu- 

her catalog: and delivery. ‘Miss 
Stewart has come: up with several 
4 

around too much in the trade. 
: Result is a rather fresh voice in 
‘the nightlife. sector. Her tunes in- 
elude “Femininity” and “Second 
‘Hand Rose” 

novel, approach. Her ‘other tunes 
{ include. standards, most of which 
4 have: some nuances that. give her 
‘a degree of: distinctiveness. 

‘However, her choice of. tunes 
‘is ‘but one reason for an excellent 
show hiz: potential. She has an 
easy and graceful song style and 
delivery. -With:a flair for comedy. 

-and”.a charm in delivering. small. 
talk, she seemingly is ‘eligible for 
a wide variety of: emery: 

ose 

| ~ Fabian in S.A. 
—« ‘Continued from page 1 a 

‘that area. Records and films have 
‘created. the bulk of -the market: 
and public response -has reached | 
the point where most of. the head- 
liners being sent: there are able to 
insure profits, to the. local impresa- 
Tos. eo 

“Valdez - works with a group of 
' promoters. in the various countries. 
He has been consulting with Eddie 
Elkort, who. formerly headed the 

ists Corp., but who is now on his 
own:. He is now workirg on several 

He indicated 
that there is not likely to. be any 

4néw restrictions on either travel or 
-|moriey. export which will discour- 
age. American acts..Becayse of the 
strong boxoffice. created by the 
imported entertainers, ‘it’s unlikely 

anything. to. disturb the situation. 

+ comedy numbers out of the stocks, : 
‘but. which. haven’t .been pushed 

latter done as at 
museum piece, but with a rather 

foreign. department of General Art-. 

tours in ‘conjunction. . with Elkort.. 

NMaldez feels that the new politi-| 
cal situation in. Brazil-will not af- 

tfect future tours. 

that the new administration will do 

ate the session. 
In this presentation, the imag- 

‘inative sets show off the excellent 
staging facilities of this emporium. 
Its. extraordinary stage always 
seems to impress as the real star 
of the show. Jose. 

Palladium, Edinburgh 
- " Edinburgh, Sept. 12. 

“Hey. for the Tartan,” with Ca- 
lum Kennedy, Billy Stutt, Will 
Starr, George Burton, Harry Red- 
‘path, Jennie Hogarth, The Ambas- 
‘sadors (4), The Ken Lomond Trio, 
David. Young, Anne Grayson, Lil- 
liane Rpse, Tom Lees, Chris Bell, 
‘Catherine McLeod, Moxon Troupe 
(6), Helen Fow ler orch. 
by Claude Worth. 

A long piper ‘standing front-of- 
|house, piping the payees in, is the 
{scene outside the only Edinburgh 
theatré offering vaude in a city 
chockful of festival culture. And a 
real. tartan sesh it is! 

Headliner is Gaelic songster 
Calum Kennedy. Gearing his act 
for the overseas visitors, his song- 
‘alog ineludes many auld Jang syne 
faves, Calum winds with a couple 
of his disclicks, aided by a looker 
at the piano, Catherine McLeod, 
‘and bouncy accordionist Will Starr. 
A little standup comic, Billy Stutt 

gets biggest yocks in the comedy 
section. Some clever byplay with 
the customers takes a big trick. 
Other comicality comes from. Harry 
Redpath, Jennie Hogarth and vet 
gab-man George Burton. 

The Four Ambassadors are a 
neatly-garbed beat and ballad com- 
bo, tailor-made for the juves. Their 
piping of some chart-toppers is a 
pushover with the-youngsters, Foot- 
tapping Scot medleys are from the 
Ken Lomond Trio, an act which 
would be improved if fronter in- 
vested in better costuming. 
: Sweet sounds emit from teen- 

age. songsters David Young & Anne 
Grayson, .A slick pairing here by 
gtager Claude ‘Worth. Lilliane Rose 

lit, is one of the very few places ; brought them back for two encore 
in New York in which an act. of | turns. 

Another high-voltage group fs the 
Caravans. This four-femme team. 
also draws avid response from the 
audience and featured a lead sing- 
er whose routine includes high-— 
pitched singing and a 40-yard dash 
up and down the Apollo aisles along 
with some frantic terping. 

Last turn is by the Swanee Quin- 
tet, a five-man singing group with 
two electric guitar players besides. 
They are more a talking group than 
the frenzied vocal and terping sets 
that preceded them and reach the 
audience effectively if less dy- 
namically through a preaching and. 
conversational technique. Kali. 

a la 

ame Continued from page 2 aaa 

and lack of a wow ending. Fiat, the 
General Motors of Italy, sponsored 
and kept the plugola te a minimum. 

There are 19 regional or provin- 
cial buildings and originally it was 

Staged | planned to have that many regional 
restaurants in connection. However 
today there are only four ristorane 
ti—Venice, Emilia-Romagna, Sicily 
and Abruzzo-Molise offering their 
specialties. In addition Campagnia 
has a Neapolitan pizzeria which is 
well-patronized and the Marches 
building shelters an excellent tayo- 
la calde thot table) with a tasty if 
limited, selection. Hit of the festa 
{s the Abruzzi restaurant which of- 
fers a lush and abundant dinner 
for 2,500 lire ($4) including wine, 
no cheap tariff hereabouts. 

It is the mural graphs and sub- 
titles, photographs on the wall and 
a few sad historical relics scattered 
about which mute the usually ebul- 
lient Italians. There is nothing for 
them to react to, sing along with, 
exclaim about once they have taken 
in the Nervi architecture, the short 
monorail and the cable car across 
the Po to Europa Park on the over- 
looking mountain. And since it is 
an immutable law of entertainment 
that enthusiastic reaction squares 
with the-number of entertainees, 
the visitors wander about as if they 
were in some Ghost Town Europe. 

But the Italian hostesses, guides 
and interpreters are all knockouts. 

The midway, brushed off in a 
corner, has a few well-partonized 
rides and ene barnlike night elub- 
eatery. 



NIGHT CLUE 

Copacabana, N. ¥.. 
gre E. Lewis (with Austin 

Wak , Adam Wade, Andy Thomas 
& Taek - Casey; Paul Shelley and 
rget Marts Orchs; CopaGirls (8); 
aged by Bill Foster & Douglas 
~udy, songs, Jerry Seelen & Mort 
ris mn custumes, Jimmy Bidgood 
te Be rthe ; $6 menimum. 

Jo E. Lewis comes of age with 
tiis his 2tat year as the Copaca- 
basemien? *s reopening-of-+the-fall- 
seas peadiiner. Primary day and 
no-daaze-unti-10 p.m. or not, the 
avhan packed the room for the 
f a2 s-eyed pixie who gets away 
ucr:. zis iovable leers like nobody 
else on the saloon circut. Fortified 
b. the hquid penicillin in between 
te mots. nifties, one-liners and 
sorcsnatehes, the bistro Boccaccio 
bafoed the strong dinner show 
trace for a solid 50 minutes. 

Tue poet taureate of Pimlico 
aire? his odes to the bangtails. 
b ave and babes with unashamed 
furth wightness and clicked con- 
sistently 
is by El: Basse; all the bum jokes 
are mtne” was his oblique salute 
to his longtime personal Shake- 
speare. Lewis is relying more and 
more on gags than songs save for 
a coupte of new parodies and a 
ribaid d:ttv about the Jewish astro- 
naut. “Cohen's nose in. the nose- 
cone.” an idea which more or less 
ends with the obvious paraphrase. 

His offbeat remarks about Bob |} 
Newhart «“he looks like the ad-; 

- 

vertising mamager of The Wateh- | 
tower Magazine’:: Sinatra (“he's 
got quite a bombshelter; it’s 
stocked with a year’s supply of 
broads” : the poets Shelley and 
Keats *" ‘BF. Keith's, I read it in 
VarisTY”-; Zsa Zsa Gabor, Mort 
Sah?, Albert Schweitzer, Kennedy. 
girls toujours :“I never made the 
cover of Life but I’d like to make 
the middle of Playboy”), Nixon, 
“outer space” (‘that’s the area 20 
feet from the bar” », all rang the 
hell. He reeled off a ‘flock of barbs 
“I've got equal hatred for every- 

beds" but vonfessed he person- 
ally “led an integrated life—I drink | 
White Labe! and Black Label.” 

Fur the opener, to his thematic ' 
“Chicagu™ st trains, he observed, | 
“You dont know what it means 
ty do a sober show,” referring to 
the temporary booze tabu until the 
primarie~ were over, but soon 
fuund oases at the sundry ring- 
siders;. 

Good honking also is the upcom- 
ing Adam Wede. who catapulted 
from a basketball scholarship, to 
working on virus research at the 
t’ of Pitt’s Salk Hall. to the Coed: 
label. Personable rangy baritone | 
erred by being on a little too long 
aithough the ‘dinner's competition 
ixn‘t exactly conducive for a torch 
medley «to paraphrase our star’s 
“it’s post time’ I call this torch 
time’’, but by and large Wade is 
fulfilling the promise he showed 
in his earlier Living Room and 
Roundtable ‘intimate N.Y. boites) 
bookings. Wade's penchant for bal- 
lads with a beat is a nice blend 
of both values. 

Doug Coudy now gives Bill Fos- 
te: top billing as coproducer of 
the new floorshow; and the new 
songs by Jerry. Seelen & Mort 
Lindsey ‘latter also did the’ ar- 
Tangements: bespeak promise of 
breaking through. 

The formula has been changed 
a bit, and wisely. with two male 
numhber-ieaders instead of the con- 
ventional mixed couple, plus an 
entra‘acte tapster as usually. Now 
the two chaps, Andy Thomas..and 
Jock Casey. who handle their mike 
vocal leading with authority, make 
for a nice change of pace. The new 
line of. Copa beauts is a more 
attractive octet; the costuming is 
fresh and the fall season looks in 
high. Boniface Jules Podell and 
maitre d°hotel Bruno should be 
busy for the next five weeks of the 
Lewis stint until Sid Caesar comes : 
in Oct. 12, a long delayed returner 
for that comedian. Abel. 

& Rivers Inn, Syracuse 
Syracuse. Sept. 9. 

Detia Reese, Sonny Sands, 
Miriam Sage Dancers (4), and 
Gry Bono orch; admission $2.00. 

In Della Reese, .boniface Dom 
rumo has selected a winner to 

open his new season; one that will 
include Nat King Cole and Jimmy 
Durante. 

Opening strong with “In the 
Still of the Night.” the RCA Victor 
disk artist had the opening night 
audience with her all the way. 
A compelling “Time after Time,’ 
and a spirited cha cha version. of 
“True to You in My Fashion,” in 
which pianist John Cotter joined 
cher for some terping and clown: 

“All the good material | 

REVIEWS 

ing, preceded an informal request 
session. Miss Reese actommo- 
dated the crowd with her per- 
sonal stylings of “Misty,” " “Funny 
Valentine,” an uptempo “St.. Louis 
Woman,” plus her own -disclicks 
“That Reminds Me” and “Don’t 
You Know?” A rousing “Bill Bai- 
ley” left the audience begging 
for more. 

Songstress goes easy on the pat- 
ter but proves to be quick with an 
ad lib. A ringsider who repeat- 
edly shouted a request for “Walk- 
ing to New Orleans” was told fo 
desist or he would be reported 
to the freedom riders. 

Sonny Sands, announcing his re- 
turn to the nitery circuit, was well 
received by the first ‘niters -‘al- 
though he leaned a bit heavily ‘on 
limp wrist humor. A comparison 
of people applying for. jobs during 

jthe depression with today’s. job 
tapplicants was a gém of character- 

5; | ization that combined pathos with’ 
humor. 

Miriam Sage Dancers, quartet 
clad in-short kimonos, ralsed the 
curt ain with a+pseudo-Oriental 
number that went over well. Miss 
Reese & Co. is in until the 17th 
with Cole skedded te open Sept. 

}22, according to Bruno, Lang. 

Sands, Las Vegas 
Las Vegas, Sept. 6.. 

Paul Anka, Allen & Rossi, Garr 
‘Nelson, George Zak, Copa Girls 
(13), Antonio Morelli Orch. (22); 
produced by Jack Entratter; chore- 
ography, Renee Stuart; stage di- 
rection, Harold Dobrow; $4 mini- 

' mum. 

_ Two acts that ordinarily head- |. 
line elsewhere on the nitery cir- 
cuit are presented by Jack Entrat- 
ter in the Cop2 Room asa big 
doubte - feature. 

Paul Anka, whose boy!sh charm 
registers with both youngsters and 
adults, and the orbiting comedy 
team of Marty Allen & Steve 
Rossi. pius a holdover Renee 
Stuart production number, are in 
for three frames until Dean Martin 

- opens Sept. 27. Antonio Morelli's 
z2-piece orch does the smooth 
backing. 

Although Anka has lost some 
of the beguiling humility he had on 
| his last Vegas outing. he’s still a 
solid attraction as he sings his 
own compositions which zoomed 
him to the top. He kids himself 
and his tender years (‘Remember 
this song from ‘way. back in 
19359?"") while offering such num- 

: bers as “You Always Hurt the One 

Give You Anything But Love,” and 
“Wedding Bells Are Breaking Up 
That Old Gang of Mine,” in which 
he applies special lyrics to the fact 
that his pals Bobby Darin: (from 
whom he’s learned 2 lot) and Tom- 

Allen &. Rossi have about 75% 
new material, and the whole turn 
is delightfully outrageous. ‘The 
handsome Rossi scores in the vocal 
department, and Allen’s. fantasti- 
cally funny face and “Hello Dere” 
trademark pulled avalanching 
yocks from first nighters. Duke. 

Versailles, N. Y. 

$2.50-$3 minimum. 

Blossom Dearie, the blonde 
sweetie with the ineffable. (or 
maybe it’s wispy cirrus) song style, 
‘is back at Trude Heller’s Green- 
wich Village Versailles after a 
European tour. 

out the old book— “Tt’s. been. too 
hot to rehearse,” she advises from |. 
the stand—but it’s of small matter, 
because her traditionals are more 
often than not something else. 
She's a crusader in the inferest 
of the intelligent lyric, arid often 
gives the composers a credit. 

The list runs to Cy Coleman and_ 
Carolyn Leigh (and Joe Mce-Car- 
thy); Dian MacGregor & Michel 
Barr; Bob Haymes; Marvin Fischer 
& Jack Seagal; and Tom Wolfe. 
Her melodic and vaguely progres- 
sive piano style and gentle pro- 

the articulate catalog. 

Guitarist Jim Hall’s Trio, featur- 
ing Jeremy Steig (18-year-old son 
of cartoonist Wilkam Steig) on 
flute. supplies a solid jazz instru- 
mental break. Young Steig, who 
blows with a little mere dedication 
than style at this early stage of his 
career, is probably the only jazz 
man to ever have an art exhibit 
along with the gig. Like father, 
son sketches some pretty wild 
stuff, and his ink drawings are on 
display at the club, Bill, 

SODSS.,. 

You Love.” “Stardust,” “I Can’t: 

Teddy Buckner combo; $2.50 cover. 

my Sands are recent bridegrooms. 

Blossom Dearie, Jim Hall Trio; ¥ 

Miss Dearie is inclined to trot. 

jection are perfectly matched with | 

Blue Angel, N.Y. 
Dick Gregory, Barbara Gilbert, 

Clancy Bros. & Tommy Makem (4), 
Jimmy Lyon ‘rio; ‘87 minimum. 

With. Labor Day ushering in the 
open season on niteries, New York 
seems a much livelier place than 
during the summer doldrums. 
Among the first to reopen. for the 
fall is the Blue Angel which has 
gathered a prime bill for the oc- 
casion. It’s a strong. semester in! 
both ‘terms of prestige and box- 
office, and..operators Herbert Jac- 
oby & Max Gordon should split a 
sizeable: dividend from this array 
of turns. 

The focal ‘point is Dick Gregory, 
the Negro.comic who zoomed last 
season from clubdate obscurity. 
‘He tekes his. text from the news- 
‘papers, which gives him a solid 
base for strong and pertinent com- 
ment on today’s social scene. Theré 
is no bitterness in his tract, but 
he does make human beings, gen- 
erally, look silly for creating and- 
abiding -by. some situations, espe- 
cially in racial: matters. 

Since his appearance here last 
season, Gregory has acquired a 
more commercial mien. He ties -his 
gab together with. a few catchlines. 

|+Some: of his material seems the 
same as last seéason, but he’s apply- 

Jing it to an. updated situation. ‘He. 
‘gives the customers a rewarding 
and laughladen session. 
Barbara Gilbert, also a new act 

here last season, ig another who 
has grown in: stature in the in- 
terim.. She is a bright and vivid 
youngster who has awareness and 
liveliness. Her songs are in the 

| special material: genre and show |. 
cleverness. - 
‘Most of Miss Gilbert’s material 

is new. although she. repeats a 
‘strong number from last year. Her 
tunes have such varied subjects as 

‘| the glass. and. steel buildings now. 
going up, the ultra rightest organi- 
zation . (“Sons of: Birches”) a. rib 
of the Peace Corps, all of which 
makes a pleasant interlude. 

Completing the lineup is. the 
Clancy Bros. & Tom Makem, a: 
loyal Irish. group with a love of.the 
ould sod.and the traditional an- 
noyance with England. Both char- 
acteristics predominate in. their 

but: they’re leavened with 
good humor, robust delivery and. a 
knowing projection. ‘The group 
also makes. headway" with the cus: ; 
tomers. 
-Back on the podium {is the. Jim- 

my 
backstops for the entertainers. 

, , - Jose, 

Creseende, L: Ag: 
. Los Angeles, Sept. 9. 

Mort Sahl, Joannie Sommers 

‘Mort Sahl, knight ‘errant of the 
eggheads, | daring. young "man on 
the flying ad-lib, effortlessly ral- 
lied a jam-packed ‘Crescendo open- 
ing Thursday. (7) night, with sing- 
er Joannie Sommers and Teddy: 
Buckner’s -jazz: group in: the Van- 
guard, as they opened. a two-week | 
stan 

Politics. still engage the mental : 
musketeer’s eye, but Sahl sidesteps 
with some nimbie self. criticism 
(“Don’t go into my personal life, 

|1 try to stay out of it"), sex, sci- 
ence, satellites, integration, and tv |. 

_l investigations were. also attacked 
with. frenetic jabs. 

Dueling expertly ‘with a. ‘recep 
tive audience, Sahl played touche | 
with. the. Kennedys, - flying ‘leaps 
with Senator - Goldwater, cross- 
swords with Castro, and one-up- 
manship with Adlai. All basic 
Sahl, but the ‘edge’ Is. still: sharp, 
swift and sanguine. 
Miss Sommers, in a- return. en- 

gagement, has. the poHsh and pluck 
to hold onto a song,: but with her 
ballads “You Inspire Me,” “There’s 
No .You” and “People Who: ‘Live } 
Ona Hill” she has yet to learn 
to let go. She has-a throaty purr, 
neat: diction and frantic delivery, 
but registers higher with the up- 
beat: “All Or Nothing At All.” 

- Buckner and his solid jazz group 
hammer out standards in the old 
brassy ‘manner, ©. ‘.Dool. 

‘Ben: Soir, N.Y: 
“Greenwich Village, U.S.A,” 

Mae Barnes, Jimmie Daniels, Three 
|Flames; $5 minimum, 

‘Fhe: off-Broadway revue that: was 
converted to fit into this cellar 
poshery, 
USA,,” isin its. second holdover 
with new faces and new nunrbers 
to open the fall séason.. 
Back with the troupe are Burke 

McHugh, Marcle Stringer and. 
Dawn Hampton. New members of 

ithe cast: are Hal Buckley, Fred 

Lyon.: Trio, supplying strong. 

‘{ard, Mort Sahl and Lennie Bruce. 
Jack Burns is ‘an adept foil. for. 

“Greenwich Village; 

have all joined the. ver 
funny pace’ of this takeo 
town types and acenes. 
‘missing a step. 

With a zesty vengeance, the sex- 

exposes Village low life. Bur- 

beat, poets, the fuzz, Madison Ave- 
nuel schizoids, -hinterland neo- 
phytes and New York University 

could be the two-act show’s high- 
light. 

edic talents, and there’s no reason 
why the revue ¢couldn’t move ‘out 

run of the sophisticated. clubs. 
Group’s sepia member, Dawn 
Hampton (kin of Lionel and trom- 

ularly effective and wide- -ranging 
song style. ° 

Bon Soir favorita - Mae Barnes; 
stolid sepia blues and comedy 
belter, sets her own pace for en- 

is a scathing rendition of “Sum- 
‘mertime” as- though it were ‘writ- 
ten by Uncle Tom Gershwin. — 
.Jimmie Daniels and the -Three. 

Flames warm the house with a 
sock turn of ballads. With usual 
breaks, opening night show Fri- 
day (8) ran close to. three hours. 

. Bill. 

Freddie’s, Is. 
Minneavolis, Sept. 7. 

Billy Eckstine, Burns & Carlin, 
Bobby Tucker, George Avaloz. Leo 
Fine combo (5); $2-$2. 50 corer. 

Billy Eckstine never loses: his 
faculty for. captivating listeners. 
He’s as smooth and melodic. as 
ever in his current stint at: Fred- 
‘die’s, first for him in this swank 
supper club. It’s one of the sing- 
er’s infrequent visits - to ‘these 

parts, 
As usual, Eckstine scores best 

with his disclicks. Wisely, he wel- 
comes requests from his fans, and 

doubly ‘appreciated. At his preem, 
crooner also rated heavy. mitting 
with a Duke Ellington medley and 

is unusual nitery fare, but it pro- 
vides a neat change of pace and | 

Pp, | was. well receiveal. Pianist-director 
Bobby Tucker and 

accompanists, are nifty in support 

combo.. 

Show openers Burns & Carlin 
are a young, talented comedy téam. 

keeps tablesitters howling with 
deadringer impreshes of. President 
‘Kennedy ‘and comics Jack E. Leon- 

the versatile Carlin, pair collabor- 
ating: on an interview with south- 
ern college student and several 
other routines. Its’ a sock comedy 
act which should command head- 
line billing when the boys get a 
little more exposure. 

Eckstine and company’s -16-day. 
stay here is one.of the lengthier 
bookings. in this - spot. Woody 
Woodbury follows Sept. 22. 

Rees. 

Skylane Inn, Houston 
Houston, Sept.. 5. 

Beverly St. Lawrence, Panto- 
Maniacs, Bill Gannon Orch (3)3. 
‘no cover or minimum,’ 

‘Beverly St. Lawrence, attractive 

styled gown, draws enthusiastic re- 
sponse from ‘Orbit Room auditors 
for her combined talents at mike 
and 88. Thrush shows excellent 

and spirituals. 

You,” followed. by “Sometimes I’m 
Happy, ”" “Smoke Gets in. Your 
Eyes,” “Lady Is a Tramp” and 
“AH I Have Is You.” She also does 
a spiritual medley in which she 
brings off such numbers as “Swing 
Low,” “Saints,” and “I Believe” 
(which is more religious than spir- 
itua]l). Femme clicks at piano in 
“Cumana” and the “Exodus” theme. 
Act was timed at 35 minutes: 

record pantomimists who play 
their comedy broad. They. have 
been in this country about three 
months, but mere about them in 
‘New Acts, 

Bill Gannon trio has one-of the 
better small orchs in this area, 
plays for show and diners. 
This bill plays two frames. 

Wednesday, September 18, 1961 
Cline and Peggy LeRoy, and. they: 

fast. and | 
on down-. 

wthout. 

tet turns over a giant rock and | 

lesqued in song and bisckout are’ 

—the latter In a new routine that. 

All concerned -have high com-. 

‘across the country for an extended 

bonist Slide Hampton), has a sing-| 

fairly’. 

his renditions of old faves -are 

the theme from “Exodus.” Latter. 

-. drummer |! 
|George Avaloz, Eckstine’s regular } 

of the vocals as is Leo Fine’s. 

George Carlin a master. mimic.- 

and dressed’ in a pink Grecian- | 

vocal versatility, doing blues, jazz 

‘Opening is “I’m Glad There Is 

Plays a. furious. 

-Panto-Maniacs, husband and wife | 
\Belgian act that has played 38) 

| countries. on four continents,. are 

‘Cocoanut Grove, LAs 
Los Angeles, Aug. 31. 

Myron ‘Cohen, Vivienne della 
Chiesa, Dick Stabile Orch. (15)3 
$3-$3.50 | cover, 

Italian ‘cantatrice’ Vivienne della 
Chiesa and Yiddish comic Myron 
Cohen have at least one thing in: 
common — the confident profes-' 
‘soinalism of practiced. entertainers | 
-who-have been .around long enough 
-to appreciate the value of show-.. 
manship through specialization. In' 
tandem, they put .on an 80-minute... 
show that has few frills and. few: 
fluctuations, few highs and few.- 
lows, ‘that: never roars but always: 
puirs, to the satisfaction of spend- 
ers. who geét precisely ‘what they. 
didn’t bother to bargain for. It’s 
a three-week booking that's. not - 
going to cramp the cocoanuts. or 
break any Grove -. attendance 
‘records, but it: should gain some 
momentum..as it. goes along be- 
cause those attracted to it won’t 

; ; ‘come away feeling short-changed. 
ehores. Typical of her high style | It's Miss. ‘della’ Chiesa’s third 

stint in this spot. She leads off the 
‘bill. with -a dozen selections, all. 
designed to showcase: her’ full- 
bodied, mellow and disciplined 
contralto, - Her choice of songs is 

conventional, emphasis. 
placed: on the.. quality of. her tone 
and the vocal drama of ‘her melodic 
arrangements at the . -expense of. 
some lyric meaning. -Among her - 
offerings are. a medley of Italian 
ballads highlighted by’ a -semi- 
operatic . outburst on “Just Say I. 
Loye Him,” a distaff-tailored “Sept. 
Song.” a’ bouncy treatment of 
-“Never On ‘Sunday ”.a “Whistle 
Song” specialty, and an ‘occasional 
Swerve into spiritual “swing or 
romantic balladeering. 

Cohen, a gifted dialectician and 
ingratiatingly low pressure standup’ 
performer, deals almost exclusively 
in anectdotes, chiefly Yiadish-fia-:. 
vored.. As with most comics who 
turn up regularly: in tv channels, 
-some of ‘his stories alert the mem 
ory before the. funnybone, but even 
variations .on familiar themes: are -- 
given a lift via Cohen's. keen sense 
of timing’ and his: ability to .con-. . 
Struct’ an: elaborate. -monolog . out — 
of a‘ simple situation: and a. punch- 
line. Usually, his inner én:bellish- :- 
ments: are’ superior tu the gag: he 
ds telling. 

Dick Stabile’s versatile ‘\5-piece’ ; 
orch is as. listenable as it is: dance~ 

rable, Tube... -. 

Angelo’s, Omaha - 
: Omaha; Sept. 9. _ 

Nelson Eddy & Gale Shetwood, - 
Theucore Paxon - Orch: 6)5 si 
cover. 

Boniface Angelo DiGiacomo’ ton- 
Unues to set the pace for Omaha's’ 
niteries, entertainment-wise,...and- 
his current show, a re-engagement 
of Nelson Eddy & Gale Sherwood, 
isn’t: going .to hurt his. rating. 

The vets are experts, with come- 
ly Miss’ Sherwood proving. herself ' 
a blockbuster in the comedy field. 
Her spoofing on. “Desert. Song’’. in. 
brief. is & classic.. Eddy, of. course, : 
still belts a. ‘song in A-l style, with 
“September Song” and his encore, 
“Make Believe;” standing out. 

Patter between pair is-exception- 
ally clever at times and the 32- 
minute act moves swiftly. Orch, 

‘theaded by Eddy's pianist - -Theo- 
dore’ Paxson, was having its ‘trou 
bles at. show caught (7). _ 

Trump. 

“Club 76, Torente: 
- . - Toronto, ‘Sept. 5. 
"Johnny Maddoz, 50c cover. 

"Without ‘such added devices’ as 
silent shorts or song slides, ‘Ten-. 
nessee-born Johnny . Maddox. is at 
the Club 76. with his ragtime piano - 
stylings of old faves. An ‘uninhi-- 
bited honkytonk. player, he digits. 
the 88 in songs ranging from those 
popular at the: St. Louis. Fair of 

+ 1904 till. after World ‘War.1.' 
Treating jazz subjectively, he 

“Twelfth. Street. 
Rag” and..“Memphis Blues” 
writen before: they “had any lyries wn 
and complete with the’ original 

“3 
— 

‘Jazz breaks, -Maddox also does the. 
‘singable oldies, in which the cus: 
tomers. join in. 
He is. on for 20 ‘minitites five 

timés. nightly but—when ‘caught— 
stayed for 55 minutes: including - 
his chase music from & Pearl. “White: 
serial. : 

‘Maddox is jamming ’em fn aE 
an oldtime pianist in this honky- 
tonk-crazed city; and don’t let the 
cover charge fool’ you—-beer is a- 

‘| buck a pint, hard likker commen-- 
surate, and no coffee is served with. 
meals. After his seven-weeks’ stint. 
at the Cub 76, he goes to the 
Moose-Elk. ‘Chub, Champaigne, Ill. 

McStay. 



“didn't prevent, her fromm delivering 

Wednesday, September 1 9. 

- Palmer ‘House, ‘Chi 
. Chicago, Sept. 7 

ou Carol Channing, Mattison Tilo, 
Ben Arden . Orch; $3 cover. 

Wide-aiid-wild-eyed Carol Chan- 

1961.” 

100 pounds lightér, he reopened |. 
*| this. ‘tony.-Hotel Radisson nitery, 
-Ishuttered the past. seven weeks. 
Flame Room is a fairly sedate spot 
for his brand of humor, and many 

ning had to work with her voice 
“several degrees ‘raspier ‘than her’ ile ae wisecracks 
normal hoarseness on her: opening . 
night at the Empire Room, .but it The. socks pile up 0 rapidly, 

a swinging 170- minute turn that 
had. the ringsiders laughing and | 
mitting . every time she’ raised an 
eyebrow up toward. that thatch of 
‘Mixmaster-coifed hair.’ It’s typis. 
Cal of her. troupership: that. she 
felt obliged to give them. a little. 
‘Dit ‘more. hecause of. her. sore 
.throat:.. 

Miss. ‘Channing's - act; expertly. 
produced by Charles Lowe and 
with sprightly. and. clever special 
“material by Charles Gaynor, is. 
custom-tailored to. ‘her. grownup 

lfin charm, but. still gives free. 
‘rein to ‘spontaneous | electricity 

‘' that she generates on stage., 
She begins and ends her. turn 

with two of hér trademark .num- 
bers—“Little Rock” ‘and. “Dia- 

..monds’—and in’ between she 
' clowns, mugs, sings; rattles patter, 
_ and terps . at a literally non-stop 
". pace. Her: -impresh. of Sophie 
“Tucker (“the Helen Hayes of the. 
‘pight.club.circuit’?) remains a-sock. 
item; and her takeoff. on Marlene 
Dietrich is a. nifty: bit of. gentle 
satire. 
Her centrepiece... is a compact: } 

musical comedy, first. in the vapid. 
style. of the 1920s, then in the mod- 
ern and morose mock-Breécht. mar-. 
ner, In this number alene there 
-are six. costumes changes on stage. 
The show lulled ‘at bit when Miss: 
Channing: made.a try ata straight | 
rendition of .“Stormy .Weather,” 
but it wasn’t enough to destroy the. 
overall momentum, and her ¢losing | 
flinging. of “diamonds” into ‘the au- |.. 
dience is still naivély charming. | -} 

Mattison Trio, s opening : -act, is ‘a- 
slick and proficient dance group: 

- with a well-thought-out and neatly McKerina Line, Mike Durso Orch; 
‘executed 25-minute: turn. In | $8 ™nimum. 
“Around the World,” they inter- |" 
work terp bits from: ‘various. coun- 
tries -deftly,..and their“Malaguena” 
is an exciting display of Spanish- 
style héel & toe work. and flashy: 
‘cape-tossing. | Big’ number is a 
*“Guys: & Dolls”: medley that is 
nicely. staged. Group consist. of 
-Guy Tanno, Dorothy . Mathews and 
Dean Diggins. . 
Opening night: customers. Teally 

‘got. their money’s worth in 
fast-moving hour-and-a-half show. 
Miss. Channing’s musical director, 

~ Peppy Morreale, took over the Ben. 
Arden orch. during her turn, and- 
Arden plies the baton behind the’ 
Mattisons -and ‘also for his usual 
elassy dansapation between shows. 

Bill. is in ul Oct. 4, Mor. - 

One Fifth Aves N. VY.” ‘| show -is.. Will Jordan, who is one 
of the. more. literaté mimics 

pom Harner ee ean around, His subjects are carefully 

$2.50 night. minimum. 

Packed: house « ‘at préem ‘perform- 

‘back for repeated ‘bows. 
No one escapes Leonard’s “stiletto 

customers,- local bigwigs, -nitery’s 
management, musicians. ‘and wait- 

cand religions, Fans know what to 
expect, ‘though, and if anybody 
‘was’ offended by the .verbal hot- 
foot, 
opening. show.. 

‘Leonard's raipidfire ‘delivery -oc- 

be ‘missed by tablesitters in the 
rear. “Still. enough of. the patter 
filters © through ‘to Bive everyone 

premium. |. 
Returning to the ‘Flame. , Room. 

to resume.its house band: ‘chores 
js .Danny. Ferguson’s orch. Long a 
favorite in these parts, Ferguson 

some headliners. . The.. massive 
batoner, who resembles - in ‘girth 
the old Jack E. Leonard, is a prime 
‘butt for. the comic. 

Leonard continues to carve up 

16,. Next In. are Nelson Eddy & 
Gale ‘Sherwood for a ‘12-day stay. 

Rees. 

International, N. Wz. 
Milt Trenier, with. The Danny. 

‘Long’ Trio:.. Will -Jordan,. Boots 

‘season on. Broadway at the Interna- 
‘tional, He has invested: heavily in 
name : talent: including .the Ritz: 
Bros. whom he js repeating start- 
ing early: next month, and has other 
‘big ones on the. hook. For. his sea-: 
\'sonal. opener, he. is -relying .on 
sturdy: 
hames, and. artistically, ‘the bill 

| comes off. 
The preem. headliner is Milt 

Trenier: (New Acts) who at. one 

family in .the -act. billed as The 
Treniers.: He is now in. business 
for himself. The Danny Long Trio 
joins the Mike ‘Durso’ band. 
‘backing: ‘him. - 

of: picking .up characteristics of 

One’ Fifth “Avenue, which re- 
“mMained: open during the summer, 
‘took that opportunity to play out. 
its commitments with winners of 

His weekly a mateur night contests. to lampoon the ‘video: show con- 
Cedrone & Mitchell, true*pros ‘who | £erencier. and: ‘endowed . Sullivan 
rovided the raison d’etre for the with. lines which are now identified, 
ot weather attendance. Now that | him. 

the tyros have taken leave, this], -2e Boots. McKenna’ Line ; is. a 
Village spot ‘again becomes ‘its:| lively group, dance well, but cos- 
usual professional showcase,. — 

_. The prime turn is Stan Free- 
- %nan,-with Liza Stewart: (New Acts) 
-a@S second -banana. Freeman, who - 
: gome time ago had a-long run at 
‘this spot, provides ample reason 
for his popularity here. He's a: 
pianist-singer of surefire . projec- 
tion. -with a strong comedy vein 
‘running through. his offerings,. 
“Some of his material is of- the | 
any variety, and many of: his con-.| 

_ cepts are offbeat, to say. the least. 
*-Qne of them .is his: marriage ‘of 
“Summer: and Smoke” and “The 

-. Sound of Music’ pegging the homo 
concept: of the Williams play. to 

‘the purity of the Rodgers-Hammer- 
‘stein. music, It's a weirdo that. 
comes. off well, He has. his. serioso |: 
‘moments ‘at times, but these are 
‘generally’. change-of-pacers that - 
“provide. further bounce to fhe re-. 
sumption of. comedy. ‘Phe custom-. 
Vers dig. him: well, ~~ 

. Dick Hankinson & Fred’ Silver 
eomprise ‘the new piano team -at 
the’: spot and they dish up some. 
lively .88ing. Silver, doing the. act 
‘backing this bill, is a. good. back- 
stop. for the talent. _  Fose,. 

Flame Room, Mpls: 
‘Minneapolis, Sept. 7. 

Jack E: Leonard, Danny Fergu- 
on. Orch. Ms $2-$2.50. cover, 

Last time Jack: E. “Leonard. 

enlarged upon, provide ‘satiric mo- 
ments that fall sort of. caricatures. 
His magnum opus Is a rib of Ed 

showbacks with his accustomed 
excellence. Jose. 

Walker Hotel, Toronto 
: Torento,. Sept. 6.. 
Mary Martha Briney & Bob Car- 

ccver, 

After: spending the: 
‘months. singing at the swank Royal 
Muskoka Inn near here, Mary Mar- 

for .a -return | engagement. - ‘But. 
they'll break up their vocal act in 

Weill-complemented. in. voice and 

she. in ‘a clinging gold. Iame gown; 

—warble duets’ and solos. . 
{opens with “Almost ‘Like Being in 
‘Love’ and. follows: with. a medley 
of | oldtime pops. 

Miss Briney does a: ‘ salé—with 
English and German. lyrics-—of the 
“Frasquita Serenade,” with Carter 

‘|Tangements are by Kloman Schmidt |- 

German, Italian, Yiddish—and, of 
course, in. English. Duo: pulted. a 
packed ‘second show—when caught. 

Miss Briney and:Cater are. in 
until Sept.16, 0 MeStay. 

| showed: here was ‘circa 1931, Back f. 7 
in Minneapolis 80 years later and. 

‘written. by byn: Duddy, < pom 
; ler: stage. direction, evin, 

however, that Leonard ‘succéeds in. Bres g y 
winning over the. majority of 
‘patrons by. overpowering them.. 

‘ance. gave tthe new thin’ man‘ a 
rousing sendoff. and. brought him: 

remarks. He takes pot shots at 

‘As always, Miss Brewer is a solid 

ers. and adds. jibes at Most races. 

|Ramsen and production vocalist 

it. wasn't apparent at. the- 

 easionally: proves ‘a drawback since: |}the rear of the huge showroom 
his muttered punchlines are apt. to b ma ‘makes it difficult for the near-| 

the general. idea. Maybe. ringsid- 
ers, who get the full effect of. the. 

' comic’s backfiring, . should Pay a 

‘in: the ‘house. 

‘for her by Lyn Duddy and Jerry 

; draws as many patrons here as do’ 

the local. citizenry - through Sept. 

‘records, adding such as “Bye Bye 
: Blackbird, oa 
| Street Parade,” and “When I Leave 
the World Behind.” Herb Buchan- 
‘an neatly guides the Louis Basil 

which shes’ handsomely aided by 
| the Terry Tones (6). 

his time to a very funny account. 
of how he plans. to: take over. the’ 
-world with: his Diners’ Card. 
firie situation stuff punctuated with. 
some hilarious dialog. 

Jack Silverman anticipates a big. 

new:. Moro-Landis ‘production cur- 

‘entertainers rather than|na.” The Randy: Van Horn singers 
and the 16 “Most American. Girls 

|in' The World” blend with Miss 
‘Hines to make the number a bril- 
liant miniature musicale. 

time was with the rest of. the 

“Also .important. In the. opening ; 

thought out..He also has a knack] 

{various individuals: which, when. 
val La little-known-here but delightful 

Sullivan. He was, perhaps, thé first. 

‘ina: first-time Tucson appearance 

‘ager Mike Crino,- who is making 
anh attempt to return the posh” 

isn’t up to par. Mike Durso | SUPper club to status. 

| played to a half-full house but 

| fort. The few mistakes the girls 
|} made’ were. Jaughed ‘off by them- 
| selves, making for a: Tefreshing 

‘ter; Jimmy Amaro’ 8 Quartet; no 

; ‘| and. keep the pace moving, ‘inter- 

summer .|.with the .aid: of guitar, banjo and 

tha Briney & Bob Carter opened. 
the fall season at the opulent Franz.|- 
Joseph Room in the Walker ‘Hotel |. 

October and will reopen as Singles: | 

‘looks, the soprano-baritone team 

he in formal clothes—when caught |. 
: Pair.| 

‘| Lantern, also. found time to refur- 

.| Soloing : “Little Bit_of “Heaven.” Ar-. 

jand both sing in-French, Spanish, 

“' The mademoiselle, still Btruggling | 

‘. Sahara, Las Vegas _[ with Anglais, is nonetheless reach- 
. “Das Vegas, Sept. 5. 

’ Teresa Brewer, Bobby Ramsen, 
Barbara Hines, : Randy Van. Horn 
Singers, Terry Tones (6), Moro- 
Landis Dancers (16), Louis Basil 
Orch (14); produced. ‘by. Stan. Ir- 

staged ‘by Bobby Hergot; 

fect. 
Her satirical renditions of a 

peace such as “Mary the Mink” 
has a lot of obvious as well as 
subtle comedy. She is also able to 
take the standard “Le Fiacre” and 
give it a few new insights. Her 
music is well arranged, and even 
though she has to hide some non- 
musical elements in her voice, Miss 
Constant nevertheless impresses 
ie a performer of a}l-around abil- 

choreography, George Moro; $4 
minimum. © 

The Teresa Brewer show .is 2. 
well-balanced bash of music, songs, 
and. comedy: which should keep: 
TMaitre’.d’ Ralph Greco and his 
Congo - ‘Room captains exception- 
ally busy for the next three weeks. 

The other act for this soiree fs 
Gina Marea (New Acts!. Much of 

spot is the result cf Ernest 
Schoen’s baekground. Pitching in 
with an occasional vocal, he heads 
the strolling fiddlers, and cuts an 
effective show. _Jose: 

hit, and two .newcomers to- the 
Vegascene—comedy.. star. Bobby 

Barbara Hines—are welcome ad- 
ditions to the entertainment -par- 
ade with their refreshing efforts. 

A new policy which oddly 
‘enough seats reviewers toward | 

Saddle & Sirloizu, Tueson 
-Tueson, Aug. 31. 

Marion Colby, Buddy Beck Trio; 
no cover, $2 minimum Saturdays. 

Faced with a last-minute boaok- 
ing change, boniface Jim Sfarnas 
came up with a gem in auburn- 
haired: singer Marion Colby, who 
often appears with Joe E. Lewis 
but is making her initial engage- 
ment in Arizona a solo stint. Miss 
Colby, whose personality and good 
looks complement her fine. pipes, 
was no begoff performer opening 
night but drew strong mitting with 
her .‘pro’ delivery. 

Equally at ease with a ballad. or 
uptempo number, she ties her 
vocals together with a ribbon of 

| sharp: patter. Her opener, “Almost 
Like Being In Love,” was followed 
by a musical answer to the. in- 
dependence of man, “If It Weren't 
for Girls.” Her observation, “I 
don’t want to marry a millionaire, 
I just want to divorce one,” 
brought yocks and was followed by 
the current singalong trend with 
@ medley of standards. 

.. Closer -was- a clever parody of 
“will You Still Be Mine?” with a 
“ane more time” ending. Alez. 

sighted to give an accurate visual. 
report of the proceedings. -_How- 
ever,. the audio department leaves 
nothing-to be desired—in fact the 
sound ‘system here makes it pos- 
sible to hear clearly from any ‘table. 

Miss Brewer’s act was. swritten 

Bresler, and the. excellent turn -is 
smoothly staged by. Bobby Hergot. 
‘The two new numbers, “Why Take 
‘Me Out: of This World?” .and} 
“Jenny .the Jinx,” are outstanding, 
and the star would be wise to iden-. 
tify herself -in the future with: the. 
latter. delightful song-story. 

She does a. medley of- her hit 

“South Rampart 

orch: (14) during her session, in 

‘Bobby Ramsen. devotes most ‘of. 

It’s = 
. Cabaret Riviera, K.C. 

Kansas City, Sept. 8. 
Tony Bennett, Ralph Sharon 

Trio, Tommy Reed Orch (11); $3 
cover, 

Barbara. Hines is: featured in” al 

and . quite effectively 
“Hard-Hearted Han- |} 

tain-raiseér, 
socks across 

‘Opening the town’s newest night 
spot, Cabaret Riviera, Tony Ben- 
nett brought out a pack of fans to 
jam this intimate club in the 
Broadway-Valentine Shopping Cen- 
tre on the Broadway “strip.” It's 
been three. years since the singer 
appeared here, and then it was 

The Stan Irwin production is in| 
for three weeks, with Steve Law-. 
rence and Eydle Gorme. opening. 
Sept. 26. Duke. 

Skyroom, Tueson. 
‘Tucson, Aug. 31. 

The Sawyer Sisters, Max Dat. 
ner, Skytones (3);. no cover, no 
minimum. 

light Theatre. This.time he’s sol- 
_tidly in his element, and reels off 

a-45-minute show that has the cus- 
tomers howling: for more. 

The list of 17 songs is long for 
most any singer today, but Be 
nett is good to the Jast bar. He too 
off his jacket when the going got 
a bit warm, fraternized with the 
ringsiders and gave the big band 
an inning. He tosses in a number 
of his disclicks including “Rags 
to Riches,” and “Lullaby of Broad- 
way,” amopg others. For new ones 
he went to Harold Arlen’s “What 
-Good Does It Do a Guy” and Gor- 
don Jenkins’ “This Is All I Ask.” 
The customers liked them all. 

-. By now Bennett has plenty of 
poise and polish, and has come a 
long way from the boy who scored 

Tucson's ninth-floor supper. club 
returned to floorshow policy with 

sister act, Katie, Susie &. Joanie 
Sawyer, three comely lasses late 
of Tacoma, Wash: Guided ‘by 
‘drummer - arranger -manager. Max. 
Daffner, the trio won a few hearts 

and pleased. room - general man-- 

‘The -wholegome-appearing:. trio" 

‘drew heavy mitting with each ef- 
vy ig a few years back. He’s getting top 

returns from that fine voice, and 
lis proficient with the mike besides. 

‘approach to the act. The sisters 
blend well the simple harmonies | with ace arrangements and good 

musicians, The Ralph Sharon Trio 
takes over the lead rhythm, with 
Sharon at the band’s helm while 
Bennett is singing. Sharon at the 
piano, Don Payne on string bass 

spersing. comedy. and noveity. bits 

washtub. bass. : Katie handles most 
of the comedy, under an unlikely 
-10-gaHlon hat. 
Girls show. plenty of zip. in their 

up numbers like “Bill Bailey,” and 
gained yocks with satires on hill- 
billy Inusic.. Alex. 

has an opportunity to duo with the 
singer,-and it makes for a great 
change of pace. 
Tommy Reed and his orch join 

1the Sharon Trio in backing Bennett 
and play for the dancing. It brings Viennese ‘Lantern, N. Y. 

- ¥vonne Constant, Gina Marea, 
Ernest. Schoen Orch; ° $1 cover. from which he has been absent a 

couple of years. His is a top combo 
in the area should prove an asset 
to the club. 
The Riviera offers much in decor 

with its Italian Renaissance done 
to a turn. Its streamlined bar set- 
up gets the drinks out pronto. Spot 
also has a chi-chi line of hors 
@oeuvres (no other food). 
‘with a tight capacity, only about 
250, director Russell D’Anna will 
have to pack them in steadily. At 
the outset it looks like the town is 
ready for this nitery. Later in the 
season the answer will be more 
clear. Quin, 

‘Impressario Max Loew, who. 
spent his summer hiatus in Europe 
seeking talent for -the Viennese 

bish the ‘spot with a new decor but 
the same theme of Alt Wien. It’s a 
pleasant ‘site for year-round enter- 
tainment tastefully produced. 

: For the. premiere bill Loew, has 
returned Yvonne Constant to the 
headline spot. Miss Constant, who | 
initially came to attention in “La 
Plume de ma Tante,” is progress- 
ing in her’ status as a comedienne. 

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS 

ing her audience with greater ef-} 

‘the Continental atmosphere in this’ 

outdoors in’a musical at the Star-| 

with an unusually good voice just |. 

He’s also sharp in backing himself 

Bill Exiner on drums each | 

Reed back to the night club stand | 

But | 
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Beverly Hills, Cincy 
Cincinnati, Sept. “9. 

Phil Ford & Mimi Hines, Det 
Ray, Moro-Landis Dancers (10) 
with Neil Patrick, Gardner Bene 
dict Orch (10), Jimmy Wilber Trio, 
Larry Vincent; $3-$4 minimum, $le 
$1.50 cover. 

Ford & Hines. in for a third an- 
fual date, hit high in this two- 
framer. The superb comedy team 
is capably supported by Del Ray, 
the magico, a fave here, and the 
Moro-Landis line with production 
singer Neil Patrick. to backing by 
the Gardner Benedict combo. 
“While top talent offerings con- 

tinue without interruption, attend- 
ance remains much below par. A 
strong deterrent of late is the pen- 
nant bid by the Cincy Reds, hold- 
ing rabid fans to radio and tv sets 
on night games or luring them tc 
Crosley Field, Opening. weekerd 
of the current show was further 
nipped by the Jewish holy days. 

Garson Tucker. general manager, 
booked Carol Bruce to headline the 
next show and Eleanor Powell to 
open Oct. 6. 

For a hilarious 55 minutes, Ford 
& Hines include distinctive caper- 
ings with their established song 
and dance routines. Ford, when not 
straighting for Miss Hines, solos 
at the piano and on flute. The dis- 
taffer capitalizes on her buck teeth, 
goes in for a sidefall, romps bare- 
footed, then reveals a beautiful 
volce In serious handling of “Love 
Makes the World Go Round.” 

Ray’s bag of tricks unfolds ex- 
elusive spark-shooting and drink- 
ing toy bear mechanical: effects, 
vanishing canaries and doves, ever- 
burning cigarettes, mystic handker- 
chiefs, and mystifying card "manipue 
lating. Holds -attention for 17 min- 
‘utes. 

The Jimmy Wilber Trio is: hack 
for intermission dancing after a yva- 
eation. Larry Vincent ‘sings and 
clowns in the celebrity bar. 1 

oll, 

Drake Hetel, Chi 
Chicago, Sept. 8, 

Derothy Shay, Jimmy - Blade 
Orch; $3 cover weekends, $2.50 
aweeknights. 

Dorothy Shay is still plying her 
brand of crackerbarrel sophistica- 
tion in song as though the big city 
boys don't really know what it’s 
all about, but the Camellia House 
opening nighters appeared to find - 
her hayseed leers as much fun as 
the kneeslappers around the stove 
at Uncle Fud’s. 
Her catalog is comprised of her 

standby numbers for the most part 
—“Experience,” “Sears,” “Efii- 
cfency” and “Doing What Comes 
Naturally”"—but she butters the 
diet of corn with a whimsical cock- 
ney song, “Your Baby Has Gone 
Down the Drain,” and a nicely- 
piled “Story of My Life” med- 

She delivers her songalog with 
assurance, works over the ring- 

| siders with generally clever patter, 
and even manages to get laughs 
from the old stunt of kissing a 
bald headed customer on the top 
of hig pate. Jimmy Blade’s unit 
backs Miss Shay artfully and pro- 
yidts their usual terpworthy beat 
between shows. 

She’s in till Sept. 28, followed by 
Henny Youngman for three weeks. 

OT. 

Le Caharet, Toronte 
Toronto, Sept. 8. 

Jona Carroll, Jack Lander Trios 
$1.75 cover. 

Just back from the Caribbean 
niteries—including Nassau—blond 
Jona Carroll proves herself a 
unique comedy singer at this posh 
spot and kids the otherwise staid 
customers by a choice of vocals to 
which they are not ordinarily ac 
customed. 

Miss Carroll is a deft comedi- 
enne with her between-numbers 
patter and the art of laughing 
at herself and the patrons. She can 
also sing. Her’ arrangements are 
by Richard Weiss, Al Russ and 
Frank Owens. - 

Poured into = blue and green 
chiffon with beaded panels—when 
caught—the chic warbler was on 
for 35 minutes in her twice-nightly 
stint and had to beg off. She opens 
with a bouncy “Everything’s Com- 
ing Up Roses,” moves inte “My 
Heart Belongs to Daddy” and one 
sad song, “When the World {s 
Yours.” She also does a medley of 
oldies, among other tunes, 

All her numbers are strong on 
choice and hefty singing—in which 
she holds the top notes when 
called for. Miss Carroll easily jolts 
her enthusiastic audience to a beg- 
off. cStay. 
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Let It Ride! 
Philadetphia, Sept. 8. 

ryt Spector presentation of muusical ° 

++, am two acts (17 scenes). with | 

- kas Ahiam S Ginnes and music and‘ 

My das Livingston and Ray Evans, 

‘vw othe play, “Three Men on a, 

Hierse * Se John Cecil Holm and George ! 

‘Atmore f)eersil staging. Stanley Prayer: 

Geo ts and musical numbers staged by 

Una Where. settings and lighting, W 11- 

Tye and éean Eckurt: costumes, Gus 

Kees, ptiseal director, Jay Blackton: 

wea director Jerry Packer; productioa 

avweiate, Butt Cobb; orchestrations, ¢ 

Rism-nd Jaimes; dance mus:c¢ arranze: . 

Ved 

vones 

mows) Bly Goldenberg, Stars George 

{ert Sam Levens: features Paula Stew- 

carr. Stintee Grover, Larry Alpert. Ted 

Tr aston. Vibeet Linville, Harold Garv. 
61, at the Erlanser. eres; Sept. 7. 

ewe ake $7.50 O; 

. 

Philateipiva. $6 top weeknights. 

F.stas and Saturday nights. 

Awires Paula Stewart 

Cased te eee Stanley Grover 

J t Watson . .T I Halligan 

Copvaniers . Jack Leish, Jimmv Weiss 

Etat ce wcece cere eee George Gobel 

Fr rshad ccc cece eee ceeere Larry Alpert 

Chat eva cccccassccecee Albert Linville 

Patsy. cecreccccsccccces Sam Levene 

Maher... c cee wcenweee Barbara Nichols 

Hares 2. eww eeeenere: Harold Garv 

Oy | er. Edward MeNally 

C omemtsSioner oa. ee ee eee ee Allan Nourse 

Boinkkeaper wees Clifford . Feirl 

Bathta. Gurls Sandra Devlin. Ann 

Johnson, Sandv Walsh, Rae MelI.ean, 
Fran.ine Bond, Caruvl Glade, 

Siih Lee 

Gore tw eee *.. . John Ford 

ar be ec Maggie Worth 

Farther sae seen eees .. Ted Thurston 

Repruski .. . Stanley Simmonds 

( 94 John Ford, Michael Robett 
Randy Gaynes 
Helen Baisley. 
Francine Bond 

Virginia Perlowin 
Ted Thurston 

Kil Late settee 
Children’s Vaieds ...---- 

Matton Voice 
Annainver’s Voice. 7 

Dap. ors Eugene Louis, Ted Atkins, Rob- 

ert Bakanic, Rhett Dennis, Sandra 

De<sbn. Robert A. Evans, Richard 

Gingrich. Ann Johnson, Sally Kirk. 
Sally Lee, Jack Leigh, Vernon Lus- 
bi. Rae McLean, Barbara Marcon, 

Patricia Turner, Sandra Walsh. 

James Weiss. Mare West. 
Smeers Helen Baisley. Francine Bond 

Austin Colyer, Clifford Fearl. John 

Ford, Carol Glade, Robert Lenn. 

Vuginia Perlowin, Michael Riberts, 
Mizeie Worth. ; 

bers: “Sweet Man.” “His Own 

Littla Island. “Broads Ain’t Peo- 

la”” “Let It Ride,” “Ill Learn 

Pa “Tove Let Me Know.” . “Hap- 

py Birthday.” “Everything Beautt- 

ful.” “Honest Work.” “Whose 

Doing What to Erwin,” “I Wouldn’t 
Have Had To.” “There’s Some- 
ihing About a Horse.” “Trust Me,” 
“Just an Honest Mistake,” “‘Love 
Is the Greatest.” 

Musleal num 

on 

_ 

Tie difficulties of converting a 

far» into a musical are imme- 

diately apparent in “Let It Ride,” 

the new tuneshow reconstruction 

of the indestructible. George Ab- 

bott John Cecil Holm comedy hit 

of the 1930s, “Fhree Men on a 

Horse <A previous musicaliza-, 

tion of the same play, “Banjo 

Eyes." was done in 1941-42, with 

Eddie Cantor as star. 

Greorze Gobel and Sam Levene 

costar in “Let It Ride,” which re-: 

opened tne Erlanger Theatre last : 

Thursday °7°. 

story of the gentle greeting card 

poet with an uncanny knack for: 

picking winning nags and his ad-: 

ventures in the sporting under- 

world. Loo 

But the elaborate song and | 

dance superstructure that has been : 

tarked on is a lot of weight for | 

this ancient vehicle to carry. “Let j 

It Ride” is hobbled with a routine . 

libretto by Abraham 8. Ginnes. ‘ 

and the pedestrian songs by Jay | 

Livingston and Ray Evans get it 

off on a slow track. 

The ensemble numbers seem in- ; 

terpoiated and have only slight i 

‘relationship to the plot lint. That | 

creates unevenness although | 

some of that impression may have 

been due to first-night nerves. The 
office of the greeting card firm 

serves to introduce the cast, and | 

for some unexplained reason the 
boss decides to hold his business 
meetings in terms of the bullring. 
After this curious sequence the 
theme is forgotten. 

Gobel’s low-key mannerisms and 
delivery would seem to make him 
an obvious choice for the role of 
Erwin, the suburban jingle lau- 
reate with a side interest in the 
bangtails. However, the television 
gtar overdoes his halting, deliber- 
ate style and at times seems un- 
comfortable. His voice is pleasant, 
though lacking volume. He 
heard effectively in 

It is still the basic ! 

. that rates its reprise. 
The role of Patsy gives Sam 

Levene a chance to repeat per- 
formance of the smalltime gambler 
he gave in the original “Three 
Men on a Horse” and he also has 
a couple of numbers reminiscent 
of “Guys and Dolls,” notably a 
patter item called “Trust Me,” 
which is delivered much like his 
“Sue Me” bit in the latter show. 

Visual and vocal assets are Bar- 
bara Nichols, -who impresses in the 
role of the stripper, and Paula 
Stewart. who comes through nicely 
in several song numbers as Er- 
win's everloving finance. Stanley 
Grove. Ted Thurston and Stanley. 
Simmonds are the best of the 
male voices, the latter two pacing 

Shows Gut of Town | | 

tive ski of William and Jean 

story 

:1. retain ig. A coniving captain is 
.cashing in on the situatior by 
. tutoring the lieutenant and.several | Sherek. to Cut Matinee. 

S 
“His Own 

Little Island,” a ballad-type tune | 

“Just an Honest Mistake,” a sock 
chorus of cops recounting various 
miscarriages of justice. 

Physically, the production {is top. 
drawer, with the settings furnish- 
ing fresh testimony to the decora-. 

Eckart. Gagh. 

Blood, Sweat 
‘and Stanley Poole 

New Haven; Sept. 7. 

presentation of tomedy in two acts by 
James and William Goldman. Staged by’ 
Jer »me Chocoros. Settings and lighting. 
Dons'd QOenslager: costumes, J. Michael 
Travis; associate producer, Lyn -Austin. | 
Stars Darren. McGavin; features. Peter | 
Fonda. Opened Sept. 6, ’61, at Shubert} 
Theatre. New Haven; $4.80 top. | 
It. Stenley Poole — Darren McGavin ! 
PFC Rooney ~. eee: . Gene Roche : 
Master Sgt. David Bell Reed Brown Pr. j 
Master Sgt. Florence Denzil . { 

’  Elisabsth Fraser : 

{ 

Pvt. Robert Oglethorpe . Peter: Fonda! 
Capt. Mal Malcolm ....-. John McMartin - 
Col Egan . ....-. “Laeees Nat Pelen 
Master Set. Angelo Bucel....Robert Weil © 
Mrs Rooney t+ oesee Sumi Suno 
Master Sst. Lucius Snow 

J. Talbot Holland 
Master Sgt. Jerry Wheeler 

Richard Hamilton . 
Master Set..J. J. LaRue..... Hy Anzet ‘ 
Mrs. Buced ......0 0 -seeee Peg Murray ,; 

Brushup skill in ‘the remainder. 
of its tryout tour will determine 
whether this new: comedy. will 
reach Broadway as a solid laugh 
show or just. another moderately 
funny near-hit. The devastating re-. 
quirements for modern-day Gotham | 
acceptance leave little or no tol- 
erance between the two categories, 
and the premiere of “Blood, Sweat 
and Stanley Poole” finds it at the 
crossroads. 

There is definite merit to this 
production. It spouts humorous 
lines within comical situations, and 
the dialog and action are in com- 
petent hands. The theme is off- 
beat, replete with both. laugh and ; emphasizes simple theafrecality, 

human interest potentials. But it’s 
going to require a bit of blood, ! 
sweat and know-how. to meld into ; 
hit proportions the many talents — 
on tap. 
The script unveils several {nter-.; 

esting. seemingly authéntie char-" 
acters that avoid caricature. The ; 

involves a. not-too-literate; 
Army lieutenant who has won his 
commission on the battlefield faces 
the passing of an exam in order 

officer candidates fot the exam, 
but a brilliant, though neurotic 

“young private ends up as tem- 
‘ porary savior of the lieutenant and 
‘nemesis af the blackmailing cap- 
tajn. a, 
‘In this first combined Broadway 

effort. James and William Gold- 
man have not written for laughs | 
alone, but also presenta heart-. 
warming friendship between the 
two leading characters. As: the re- 
luctantly'. embezzling .lieutenant, | 
Darren McGavin fits nicely. He 
delivers yerbal force when. needed 
and put considerable heart into the: 

Peter Fonda makes his Broadway ! 
production debut in this one and 
exhibits personable traits, and an | 
indication of acting skill. The rest; 
of the cast shoulder’ individual 
responsibilities in good shape.: . 

Dialog registers a good share of | Ed." 
funny ‘lines, and laugh ‘situations 
have been well punctuated. Audi- 
ence sympathy for the fun-shy 
private is well developed. A. nega- 
tive note in the script is an occa- 
sional suggestion of artifielality, 
but the script has originality in its 
lot. 

P The somewhat drab locale of the. 
Army supply room, together with 
regulation service clothing, leave 
little opportunity for visual treats 

The musical numbers in 
ly omitted from the review of the 

Is Beginning to Cro 
“Seven Sheep, Four 

Happened to Me Tonight?” “I'm 
Wife,” “Happy Is 
Another Place.” 

Another song,. 
last week at the 
out, but itwas deleted 
heard. 

Any number of 
Greshler, David M 

clients, but Bruce. 
of the Tappan Zee 
shingle to specialize 
took him seven years 
at odd hours, — 

but Donald Oenslager’s scenery ‘and 
[the - J. Michael Travis costumes 
lode authentic. Chodorov's staging 

| quite this particular theme. 

, | Dean Siockwell presentation of pro-, 

Roger L. Stevens & Fields Productions’ gram‘ of two one-act . plays: “‘Enidgame” 

(T. 

‘each. 

but the. theatre managements | 
would never agree. “It’s done fre- 

world,” ‘Sherek argues, “and. I’m 

| way and elsewhere in the 

Inside Stuf—Leg
it 

“Kwamina,” a list of which was inadvertant- 

‘Phe Cocoa Bean Song,” “Barbarians,” “Welcome Home,’ 
w,” “Did You Hear.That?” “You’re As English As,” 
Red Shirts anda Bottle of Gin,” “Nothing More 

to Look Forward to,” “Ordinary People,” “Mammy Traders,” “What 

the Cricket,” “Something Big” and “Another Time, 

“I'm Seeing Rainbows,” :was listed in the program 

O’Keefe Centre; Toronto, where the show was trying 

just before 

show biz lawyers (Charles K. Feldman, Abner J. 
errick et al.) have turned agents or producers, and 

any number of show. biz lawyers are quasi-producers 
Becker is reversing field. The 36-year-old operator 
Playhouse, Nyack, N. Y., has hung out his legal 
‘in ‘theatrical and copyright law'in New York. It 

to get his sheepskin by attending NYU classes § 

os ' * | further in breaking with G & S 

4s for the most part on ths credit 
side, his guidance in the transitions 
between sentiment and _ hilarity 
being noteworthy. , 
Army life films have had a wide. 

variety of airings, but) none with 

Bone. 

The New Tenant and 
Endgame _ 
Los Angeles, Sept. 2. 

by ‘Samuel Beckett and “The New Ten- 
ant’ by .Eugene Ionesco.. Staged by 
Stockwell; settings and lighting, Charles 

Morrison dr.;° costumes, Logan Cos- 
tume (Co. Features Robert Ellenstein, 
Diana Bourbon, Loyal T. Lucas, Lester 
Feréuson. -David’ Leland. Opened Sept. 
1, 61, at the Coronet Theatre, Los An- 
geles: $3.50. top 

0 _ENOGAME 
‘Hamm .......3.2,./+-. Robert Ellenstein 
{ClOD .ccaceocnsevcesese Lester Ferguson 
Na@S .aceedaceeleveeeeee, Loyal T. Lucas 
Nell ....- ee ae Diena Bourbon 

' THE NEW TENANT . . 
Gentleman Robert Etlenstein 
Caretaker. ...-+csresee 
Furniture Movers David Seland, 

i Loyal T. Lucas 

° Like Samuel Beckett’s “End- 
game,” with which it {s paired in 
this dual-bill,. Eugene Ionesco’s 
“The New. Tenant,” has mostly 
curiosity value. This Coronet The- 

: atre presentation is its U.S. pre- 
miere.. ‘Endgame,” on the other 

|New York Oct 2-7 to catch the Broadway shows . 

_. ‘Wednesday, September 13,1961. 

i Asidesand Ad Libs : : Asidesand Ad Libs. : 
Mary Chase, author of “Harvey” and “Mrs. McThing,” 1s working. 

on a new comedy at her home.in Denver .. . E:. Frances Melrose, drama 
critic of the Rocky Mountain News, will bring .a showplane group to 

1 ..:In an: election 
‘conducted by the NLRB, the Home Office. Employees Local .H-63, 
IATSE, was. chosen as bargaining representative for souvenir program. 
Sellers for David Merrick productions:on Broadway ...: Wendy Waring, 
who succeeded Anita Gillette as understudy for.Anna Maria Alberghettl 
in “Carnival,” is the granddaughter of William Goldman, owner of the 
Erlanger and Locust Theatres in Philadelphia as well. as a chain: of° 
film houses in southeastern Perinsylvania. ©: _ 7 
_A course in theatre engineering, believed to be the first of ‘its. kind, 

will be started this. year by the Drama School of. Yale. Uniy. The three- 
year course will be directed by the noted theatre. architect-engineer 
Prof. George C. Izenour . .. Add unattractive titles: “Drop Dead !!"*. 
(that’s right: two exclamation. points) is the new name for a. projected 
musical formerly called “Bella.” ae : ot 

The recent Oregon. Shakespearean Festival, at Ashland, ‘Ore., drew 
47,734 attendance, or 99° of capacity, during its 42-night run en ing-. 
Sept. 3. The plays presented included, in order of popularity, “A Mid- 
‘summer Night's Dream,’ “Hamlet,” “All's. Well That. Ends.. Well," 
“Henry IV, Part One” and Ben Johnson’s “The Alcheniist.” Scheduled 

ve ifana Bnurbon | fOr next summer are “As You Like It,” “Henry IV, Part Two,” “A 
Comedy of Errors” and “Coriolanus,” 
A ceremony: in.honor of musical comedy character man Joséph: 

Macauley was held the. next-to-closing night of “Fewer Drum Song” 
at the St. Louis Municipal Opera, -in recognition. of his: having ‘played 
75 different. roles in the last 10 years at the outdoor operation’: .. 
Mike Linz, partnered with Stan Fuchs in the Lobster Restaurant, 
N.Y,, ig back on the job after being Jaid up at his Scarsdale’ home © 
several weeks as a result of torn ligaments in his leg from-a fall while. 
playing tennis . . . Jo Mielwiner is due’ back. this week from Seattle, 
where he attended the tryout.cpening of “A-Short, Happy ‘Life,” for’: 

hand, has had. several previous: which he designed thé scenery and lighting. 
showings .in America. _ : 

“The New Tenant” concerns a! 
sadistically. intense .man_ -moving! 
into a new apartment and becomi- 
ing gleefully. maniacal as two moy-. 

' ers load .the place to the rafters 
with a varied assortment of wil , 
colorful ‘furniture. The ‘author is |O’Keefe Centre is situated. 

dly 

apparently charging society with 
materialism and possessiveness. 

Dean. Stockwell makes his direc- ; 
torial bow ‘with ‘both plays, and 

without projecting a message. Both 
works offer striking opportunities 
for actors:: Loyal -T. Lucas is a 
standout: in both. Robert Ellen- 
stein has consistent control and a 
lofty power, while Diana Bourbon 
‘maintains humorous reactions in| 

‘Charles T. Morrison Jr.'s. set-| 
tings. and lighting are handsome 
assets; while Logan Costumes add 
much. , 

Tab for London ‘Affair’ 
(i's Old Stuff.in US.) 

... London, Sept.. 12. 
Matinee. prices for “The Affair,” 

which Henry Sherek presents Sept. 
21 at the Strand Theatre, -will be 
reduced by about a third. Prices | 
for most shows range from $2.80 to 

$1. - a 
Sherek has several times sought 

to cut matinee prices for his shows, 

quently. in other parts of the 

sure it’s a way of filling these empty 
matinee .seats.” (Lower prices for 
matinees are standard on Broad- 

USsS.— 

. Sherek will also :follow the sys- 
tem which he successfully instituted 
fot . “Playboy. Of The Western. 
World,” that of selling all opening- 
night tickets to the general public} Ea 
through the boxoffice. That elimi- 
nates reserved seats for celebrities,. 
who sometimes arrive Iate and de- 
Jay -first-night curtains. 
' “The Affair,” by Ronald Millar, 
stars. John Clements, Dorothy Ali- 

show in: last week’s issue, include 
> “The Sun 

Troubled Abut . Your. Son,” “One 

the premiere and was not actually 

, because of their 

son and Alan Dobie. | 
—— - J deau, Brian Crabb, John Dorrin, Carman 

lof the Phoenix Theatre, are repeat- 

Broadway producer Alexander H..Cohen: liad a busy schedule. last 
week, even for him. From his home in Fairfield, Conn:; He went to’ 
Sharon, Conn., Sept. 1 to catch a strawhat performance of the. James 
Davis. comedy, “A Adventure." Sept. 2°he .was.in New’-Haven to. see 
the pre-Broadway tryout, “Milk and Honey.”-Sept. 3 he visited Theatre 
Guild head Lawrence Langner at the Jatter’s home in Easton, Conn..,. 
to discuss theGuild subscription setup in. Toronto, where: Cohen-booked 

qePt. 4. Cohen .was in Toronto to.attend the tryout opening of ‘ 
Kwamina” at the O’Keefe, and Sept: 5 he was in. Montreal for advance 
work for the ‘Lena Horne shaw, which: he's presenting on. tour and 
possibly Broadway. He was in his New York office last. Wednesday (6) 
and went to the Coast Thursday (7) with his wife, actress Hidly. Parks,. 
for confabs on O’Keefe bookings and: shows, then to San Francisco 
to make advance preparations for the engagement there of the Lena. 
Horne show.. He is due back:in New York tomorrow (Thurs.).. 
The ‘September issue of Equity, ‘house’ organ of. Actors Equity, 

reports an appeal from the Union. of South. African Artists’ to Ameri- 
can performers anticipating engagements in- South Africa to press 
for performances to non-white in..additional to regularly scheduled ° 
shows for white audiences. ... . The: mag’ also’ reports. that -340 new 
members joined the. union ‘during July, while 59 members obtained 
withdrawal cards’... The next Equity quarterly membership. meeting - 
will be Oct. 5. The election of the Nominating Committee will be held 
at the membership meeting Jan. 5. The next annual meeting will be” 
next March 23, and a.subsequent quarterly meeting. will be June 8. 

Bulletin from Stratford, Ont.:. Whether Irish actor. Peter. O’Toole 
will be a member of the company next. year at. the Stratford Shake- 

{spearean Festival apparently .depends. on the shooting schedule of 
Sam Spiegel’s “Lawrence of Arabia”: film, in which he’ll play the title 
role . . . Christopher Plummer is. also. beirig sought for next year’s. 
Fest... Festival officials. deny having invited Laurence Olivier: to 
appear at Stratford next year. In -any case, it's figured ‘he'll. be: too 
busy as artistic director of a new theatre being built at. Chichester, . 
England . . . Australian actress Zoe Caldwell,.a. member .of the. Strate" 
ford. company this year, . will. appear in: ‘two shows this :fall-winter. . 
at the Crest Theatre, Toronto, then returns to Australia to star-in a. 
-production of “Saint Joan” at the. Adelaide Arts Festival next March. 

The Pirates of Penzance 
T. Edward Hambleton & Norris Hough- 

ton presentation of Tyrone Guthrie. pro- 
duction of comic opera in two acts,. with. 
ibretto and lyrics by W. S. ‘Gilbert ‘and 
music by Arthur Sullivan. Staged -by 
Tyrone Guthrie and Norman Campbell;. 
musical director, Louis Apglebaum:;. 
scenery and costumes, Brian Jackson; 
orchestra conditctor, Hemri Rene; dances 
arranged by Douglas Campbell. Features 
Eric House, Marion Studholme, Andrew 
Downie, Harry Mossfield, Howell Glynne, 
Irene Byatt. Opened Sept. 6. ’61, at the. 
Phoenix Theatre, N.Y.; $4.95- top. 

tradition. notably’ in the injection 
of comedy.business.§ = = = © 
-. Following’ this presentation, the 
Phoenix moves uptown. to the East 
74th Street Theatre,“which will be 
renamed the. Phoenix 47th Street. 
‘The significance of the. move is not’ 
in the change of locale, however, 
but rather in the switch from the... 
1,159-seat house to.a 299-seat band- — 
-box, from: full .Equity conditions” 

Ruth ......... se ceeeneces Irene Byatt|to off-Broadway. In .effect,.: that. 

‘Plrate Lieut t ceeeee Al der G  alwindg ‘at. 7 a 

irate eitentie® ..2s., Andrew Downie | means giving up: the: long, losing 
Pirate King ......+ eee Harry Mossfield battle to. maintain bigtime stand- - .. 

wcuecetonece -»- Annabelle . ms | and. - hindge 

“Kate ..ccccccseyesece Genevieve ‘Gordon ards and accepting Jimited budgets, 

Mabel. Peers Marion, Studholme smaller-scale productions, . lower 
aj. Gen. Stanley....... ... .-Eric House i salar , 

Police Sergeant ...--..--- Howell Glynne satames and modest objectives. It marks the end of still another .at- 
tempt at first class operation in 
New York. re 
"Aside from that -negative situa- 
tion, this “Pirates” is a generally 
fresh. and entertaining show.*. A 
talented and assured . director, 
Guthrie has apparently taken a 
free hand. with the G. & S classie 
without feeling: any compulsion. to 
try innovations or novelty for its 
own sake. If the clowning doesn’t 
always come off satisfactorily, it 
is mostly relaxed and amusing, and. 
occasionally quite funny. =. 
‘: The production offers an_effec- 
tive balance of. musical and dra-.. 
matic values. The leads, mostly the 
‘same as in last season’s “Pinafore,” 
are generally excellent. singers and: 
capable actors. And: as was true— 
of the previous G &.S-: work, the 
fact. that’ the presentation has 
played: a previous: engagement at 
the Stratford (Ont.) Shakespearean” 
Festival, mins that it has reached 
Broadway in tip-top condition. © . 

Although Guthrie. is’ responsible 
for the directional conception and 
treatment, he left. the assignment 
after the Stratford opening, and. 

- “(Continued.on page 76). 

General’s Other Daughters: MaRia Har- 
ris, Mirra Hinson, Anne Linden, Joan] 
Kroschell, Elizabeth Mawson, Helen. Mur- 
ray, Ellie Quint, Ruth Ramsey, Mara 
Wirt. . ; 

Pirates: Brian Beaton, Leonard Bilo- 

¥leischer, Robert Jeffrey. Howard Waw- 
gon, Dan Merriman, Murray Olson, Cor- 
nelis Opthof, Nasco Petroff. Randy Phil- 
lips, Herbert Pordum, Donald Young. 

Policemen: John Dorrin, Carman 
Fleischer, Dan Merriman, Murray Olson, 
Cornelis Opthof, Donald Young. 
- Footmen: ‘Leonard Bilodeau. Robert 
Jeffrey. : ; 

T. Edward Hambleton and Nor- 
ris Houghton, managing directors 

ing the winning combination of: 
Tyrone Guthrie and Gilbert & Sul-" 
livan in this opening production of. 
their ninth season and final. pres- 
entation at the lower Second. Ave. 
location, It’s a happy choice. - 

Last year’s opener, Guthrie’s 
new treatment of “H. M. S. Pina- 
‘fore,’ was a highight of Phoenix 
history. The same director’s present 
offering, an unhackneyed version of: 
“The Pirates of Penzance," is an 
even better show, perhaps partly 
because Guthrie has gone a bit 



° “that it had been ealled off, also 

".. -Hoting that the .actréss from..the 

Cold War — Prec 77 Other 
W. German Legits Spurn Blackout 

|-Happened on the Way to th 
By ‘HAZEL GUILD. 

_ Frankfurt, Sept. 12. 
. AS the cold war turns more 
frigid in West Germany, the Iron 
Curtain is being drawn up on the 
Jocal ‘stages..And in:a particularly |: 
‘theatrical. gesture, many of: the 
local theatre groups are. cancelling 
roductions -. ‘of Red-inspired au- 

thors, “particularly: . banning. the: 
-Jate Bertholt Brechit.’. 

| Phe city. of Hamburg took the 
‘first action, ag three of the stages: of 
‘cancelled planned’ works of: the 
Communist: poet-playwright Brecht. 

. who died five years ago. The Ham- 
~ burg: City Opera. dropped its” 
‘planned premiere of ‘ ‘Mahagonny” 
.which. was: set. for. Sept. 21, -the 
‘Thalia: Theatre cancelled its pro- 
“duction of “The Good Woman From. 
Sezuan,” and the ‘Kammerspiele 
decided not to go ahead with the. 
musical | “Threepenny Opera.” 
. ‘The “West’ German ‘: Television 
net ‘had - planned -- to do .Brecht’s 
“The Life .of Galilei”. on. ‘Oct. 26;' 
but. that; too, ‘has been called off.. 

And ‘at Frankfurt; city stage 
director ‘Harry -Buckwitz, who. has 
‘been responsible for ‘popularizing 
Brecht in this city in the last: five 
years, called off his planned: show- 
ing: o 
anti-religious :tendencies.. 
In Berlin, the. Schausplelhaws | 

decided not to do the play, “‘Volks- |. 
‘puch..von Herzog Ernst” (Folks 
Book of Duke. Ernst) by leftist au-. 
thor Peter. Hack,. and the "West |_ 

* Berlin. ‘Vagants decided to call off 
athe planned “Zwei Engel. Steigen |. 

| Channing, Aus” .(Two ‘Angels: Step Out),. a 
comedy by Guenther. ‘Weisenborn 
who is also a Commie writer. 

The director .of the - Hessian 
State Theatre in Wiesbaden, Dr. 
Friedrich Schramm, noted that his 
group stil] planned. to do, Brecht’s ; 
“Mother: Courage” next March be-. 
cause “there is no telling what the. 
political situation will ‘be ‘at that 
time. 

Switch: East: Berliner. Cancels | 
At Tuebingen, the Land Theatre 

_of Wuerttemberg .-. Hohenzollern. 
‘dropped its upcoming . staging of 
Brecht’s “Fear and Poverty :of the 
Third Reich, » and in an odd- 

gwiteh, an. East. Berlin actress who 

had been hired to play the lead in 

a Brecht dramatization “wired -that 

she ‘would not: take the role. : The. 

Stuttgart. State — Theatre - had 

planned. to do “Saint. Joan in the 

Slaughterhouse,”. ‘but ‘announced 

Compsie_ half. of the split city: of 

Berlin, Kaethe. Reichel would. not 

, take the lead. 

'"*A& couple of other: performers. 

from the.Commie: half of: the sév- 

ered country ‘escaped from their 

Jand,: though,: and announced that, 

the’ ‘would try .to carve careers-im.- 

the. free ‘world. Peter Palitzsch, 

(Continued on page 76). 

See 656 Backer Retorn 
~ OnPar’s 1006:‘Home’ Buy;| 

Show To Fold This Week 
“The screen rights to “All the’ Way 

Home”. have been bouglit, ‘by, Para- 

mount for $100,000. The company 

exercised. an option ‘taken several 

: weeks ago by- television. and. film | 

‘. producer David Susskind. Talent 

Associates-Paramount. will produce ; 

‘and Paramount will release. 

- Under the usual: ‘sharing ‘arrange- 

ment, 60% of the revenue from. the 

{im sale, fess agent’s commission, 

~ §xill go to Tad Mosel, who wrote 

the dramatization, and to the estate 

_ of the late James Agee, author of 

, the original novel, “A Death in-the. 

~ Family.” 
less 10% -eommission, will go. to 

‘the Fred Coe: & “Arthur » Cantor 

stage oduction.. - 
as, Feured that the. show's $36,- 

..000 -share of the picture deal” ‘will. 

enable the producers ‘to . return: 

_-about $60,000 of the $150,000 -in-|. 

“yestment to the . backers. The 
- drama, which won both the . Pul- 
jizer Prize and- ‘the N: Y. Drama. 
Critics Award last. ‘season, is ‘cur-. 
rently In its: 42d: and probably last 
week at the Belasco Theatre, N.Y. 
However, it has’ had several previ- 

“ous closing notices ‘rescinded and 
:may be reprieved again this time. 
In any ease, the shaw must. vacate 
the theatre in time forthe. sched- 
uled Oct. 26 opening of “Write Me. 
a Murder.” There are 10 plans: ‘for 
-a tour, 

‘duction of: “Do Re Mi,” 
opens a ‘tryout tour. ‘Thursday - (14) © 

Carol Char 
“Galilei,” because of ‘its, 

from July, 3 

during the summer. -' . 
Because of the success of the 

‘Philly booking. the show was not} 
‘only able to continue nine weeks; 

The: ‘remaining 40°%,.also|. 

Cleveland. - 

te Charles Mooney will be company 

Sule Styne th London: 
-For.“Do: Re Mi’. Rehearsal 

London; Sept. 12. 

from New York last week to. sit in 
on rehearsals of the British pro- 

which |- 

in’ Manchester: ‘The West End 

. Wales: Theatre. 

scores - ‘for both.“De Re Mi” and 
“Gypsy,” among .others, revealed: 
that. the. latter show-1s slated to 
open -March: 9 in London, with.| 

originated on Broadway and is now 
playing ‘on tour in the U.S.” 

‘New. York with the upcoming 
Broadway. ‘production, of “Subways 
Are for Sleeping,” he. hopes. ta! 
conduct. -the. ‘opening ‘perform- 

“Gypsy” in the West ‘End. 

Crossed § $312 645 

“Show Girl, ” starring Carol 
‘grossed. over $312,645}. 

on -the stock circult this summer. 
That included . five separate house} 

a total of 73 performatices at only 
‘10° of the 11 spots played by the 
revue. from May 29-Aug.: 27. Re- 
ceipts ‘have not: been divulged for 
eight performances Jilly 25-30 at] 
the: Broadmoor’ Theatre, Colorado 
‘Sp rings 
"The. individual - stands” ‘included |’ 

Playhouse: ii the ‘Park,: ‘Philadel- 
phia,. $26,213 -for: elght -perform- 
ances May 29-June . 3; Oakdale 

‘Wallingford, 
Conn.,. $26, 062 for six performances 
June-12-17: Warwick (R. I.) Musical 
Theatre,- $23,785 for..seven. per-| 

‘Westbury. 
(L. 1.) -Music. Fair, house. record; 
$36,773. .€or seven performances. 

Musical Theatre, 

formances. June 19-25; . 

June ‘27-July 2, and North Shore 
Music Theatre. Beverly, 
$28,327 for. eight performances 
Jaly. 3-8. 

Also:: the Melody Tent, Pitts-i |-rector thig season, having succeed- 
$30,363 for | ed Charles R. Meeker Jr., who re- 

elght. performances July: 10-15; Me- signed to become general. manager 
‘morial. Hall Auditorium, Dayton, of the Cary Plaza Hotel, now under 
house record, £27,107. for. Seven ‘construction - here. 

burgh, “hotise. record, 

performances : July 18-23: Broad-' 

fi¢ures. elght performances July 25-. 
‘130: O’Keefe Centre, Toronto, $46,-}- 
445 for etht performances: Aug. 7- 
12: Colonie. -Summer Theatre, 
Latham, ‘N..Y., house record, $30.- 
316 for seven performances Aug: 
15-20, 
‘Fair, Owings Mills, Md., house rec- 
ord, $37,254 for seven: _ Rerform- 
ances. Aug. 22-27. 

FLOWER DRIM-TOURFR 
FOLDING IN. CLEVELAND | 
“Flower Drum Song,” which put 

‘Philadelphia on the -map. this: sum- | 
mer asa ‘warm-weather: legit town, 
will end its tour: Oct. 14 at the}. 

‘Cleveland. The | Hanna - Theatre, . 
Philly stand, which: ran ‘nine weeks 

through Sept.:2. rep- 
resented atest of the town's ability 
to carry a regular. touring . show: 

through the summer, but is also 
tagging ‘on additional plaving.time 
through. ta scheduled closing | ‘in 

The. production, 

last Monday. (11) at.the Ford’s The- 
atre, Wilmington. It. will next play 
a week at -the Bushnell Auditorium,, 
‘Hartford, and then. the’ final two, 
weeks in Cleveland. 

Manager, Fred: ‘Hlerbert general 
stage. “manager and. Charles For- 
sythe ‘stage manager.of the Broad-. 
way ‘presentation. of “The. Care- 

“taker.” 

‘lig set as. director. 

‘Composer: ‘Jule. Styne. planed: 

preem is due Oct. 12 at the Prince’. 

“The -composer, ‘who wrote the} 

Ethel Merman making her: first |. 
English. appearance in the part she 

_ Although ‘Styne is now busy. in- 

ances of- both “Do Re Mi” and | Ambassadors ‘Theatre, 
}production of “The Mousetrap” {fs 

An Summer Tour 
| FIGURE 756 NET LOSS: 

records and represents the take for 

'Mass.,. 

atid Patnter’s Mill ‘Music 

‘membership. 

which - maved | 
‘last ‘week to the Playhouse, Wil- 

Tington, began a fortnight’s stand 

” George Abbott to Stage 
Milton Berle is understood to be | 

in line to star in “A Funny Thing 
e 

Forum,” for which George Abbott 
The musical is 

booked to open May 3 at the. Alvin 
Theatre, N.Y., after a 

bart have written the book for the 
show and Stephen Sondheim. is 
providing the. music. and lyrics. 
Harold Ss. Prinee is the producer.. - 

Saunders Buys 
Duchess, London 

London, Sept. 12. 
West End producer. Peter Saun- 

ders has bought the Duchess Thea-~: 
tre for an undisclosed price from 
the executors of the late John 
Leigh, an M.P., and will take pos- 
session of the ‘property Oct.. 2.- It 
will be the first theatre of which 
Saunders has acquired ownership, 
though he holds a long lease on the 

where his 

now in its ninth year. 

” Saunders will use: the 494-seat 
Duchess mainly for his own pro-. 

‘{ductions but it will also be rented 
for suitable plays of other manage) 

jments:.-He defines “suitable” as 
these he likes himself. Saunders: 
is independent in this venture, as 
in all. his. legit entermrises. 

-ON DALLAS MUSICALS 
Dallas, Sept. 12, 

- The. State Fajr Musicals summer 
season, which ended Sept. 3, is fig- 
‘ured.to have lost about $85,000, less 
$10,000 profit from concessions. It’s 
expected that for the first time the 
guarrantors will be called on for 
part of their pre-season. pledges. 

‘The closing bill, a two-week en- 
‘gagement of the touring company 
of “Bye Bye. Birdie,” was a smash 
draw, grossing about $101,000 and 
‘substantially reduced the. deficit. 
The-other shows, all produced local- 
ly, each for a two-week stand, were 
“Song of Norway,” “Destry Rides 
Again,”. “Brigadoon,” “Take Me 
Along” and “Billion Dollar Baby.” 
The. total gross for the season: was 
about $445,000, against production 
and. opérating expenses ‘of. around | 
$530, 000. “ 
‘Tom Hughes was mahaging di- 

moor, Colorado Springs. where the| — 
management does not disclose gross Rivoli Theatre, Houston, ~ 

To Becoine Legit House 
Houston, Sept.°12. 

The: downtown: Rivoli Theatre, 
formerly the Uptown. is going legit. 
Major ‘Productions Inc.; has taken 
over ‘the house and: will open: a’ 
stage policy Oct. 18 with “Auntie 
Mame.” Jerry L. Gray, president 
of the organization, says:the pro- 
duction budget.-will be over $200,- 
000 the first year. 
‘An ‘additional $20,000 ts to be 

spent, on | Fenovating. the theatre. 

Ho ow Come? 
There have -been - astonish- 

ment. and speculation. in 
Broadway. circles over recent 
Tefusal of the United Scenic 
Artists Union to admit British. 
stage designer Sean Kenny to 

Ehe.. latter is 
~ regarded... ‘currently vas. the 
leading designer of the Lon- 
“don theatre. > - 
In. compliance ‘with USAU 

: procedure, ‘Kenny . -recently 
took an: exam: for admission: 
to the union. affer spending 
several weeks studying the 
organization’s rules and re-- 
quirements. The: examination 

committee flunked him. ... 
What puziles people who 

Imow Kenny. or are familiar 
- with his work ‘is not only his 

skill and taste as a designer, 
‘but also his professional back- 
‘ground, including a degree as 
au architect and his work as a 
sculptor.: It’s. inconceivable te 
them that he should be con-. - 
sidered unqualified as a scenic _ 
“and costume designer for 

. -Broadw ay. 

tryout tour. 
Bert. Shevelove ‘and Larry Gel- |. 

m 

4in London theatres, 

San Diego Bard Season 

The National Shakespeare Festi- 
val, San Diego, is extending its sea- 
son an additional week through 
‘Sept. 17..The season, which began 
‘June 27 and was originally slated 

-}to run 11 weeks through next Sun- 
{day (10), ts the longest in the 12- 
{year history of the. festival. 

Attendance for 60 performances 
played during the first eight weeks 
of the current semester was 23,707, 
representing 97.5% of capacity at 
the 400-seat replica of Shakes- 
peare’s Globe Playhouse. A reper- 
tory of “Twelfth Night,” “Merchant 
of Venice” and “King Richard II¥” 
is being presented by a professional 
cast, the members of which include 
Jacqueline Brookes, Morris Car- 
novsky, Cloyton Corzatte. Ludi 
‘Claire, Philip Hanson, Taldo Ken- 
yon, Christopher Knight, James 
Maloney, Joanna Roos and Douglas 
Watson. 

London Theatre 

‘As In Middle Of 
Inter-Union Row 

London, Sept. 12. 
The employment of a contro- 

versial former union official as a 
standby electrician has involved 
the London theatre in 2 national 
labor struggle. The ex-official is 

‘Fr Haxell, recently deposed 
tary of the Electrical Trade 
m. He was hired by the Mer- 
d Theatre, an off-West End 

operation currently presenting 2 
revival of the 300-year-old shock- 
er, “’Tis Pity She’s Whore.” 

Haxell was ousted as ETU sec- 
retary by the court after he and 
other officials wereé convicted of 
rigging a union election. The prin- 
cipal hitch to his-job with the Mer- 

se 
Uni 

Imaid is that electricians in London 
theatres are normally members of 
the National Assn. of Theatrical & 
Kine Employees. The latter group 
is part of overall British labor 
organization,. the Trades Union 
Congress, which last week expelled 

ithe Communist-dominated ETU 
because of the election-rigging 
‘charge. 

According to NATKE general: 
‘secretary Tom O'Brien, the ousted 
ETU official had no right to accept 
the Mermaid offer. He said, “Our 
union is recognized -as the appro- 
priate. organization for electricians 

Haxell knows 
that, because when he was an ETU 

Extends an Extra Week | 

0 

Segal & Hall Plan Additional Tents 
In Laurel, Md, Frisco, Hawait 

a @ 

| Aussie 
By JESSE GROSS 

Ben Segal and Bob Hall, co- 
producers of the Oakdale Musical 
Theatre, Wallingford, Conn., are 
planning a $10,000,000 expansion 
of their theatrical setup. It in- 
volves the construction of a com- 
plex of permanent theatres in 
Wallingford, plus the establish- 
ment of a permanent theatre in 
Laurel, Md., and tents in San 
Francisco, Hawaii and possibly 
Australia. 

The theatre in Laurel and the 
Friseo tent are planned for next 
summer. The Frisco operation is 
to be run in partnership with 
Singer Tony Martin. A June open- 
ing is planned for the tent, which 
will be capitalized at $350,000. 
Present plans call for the subse- 
guent conversion of the canvastop 
into a permanent theatre. Martin, 
incidentally, appeared at Walling- 
ford this season in “Guys and 
Dolls.” He has wanted for several 
years to move into legit. 

Segal and Hall intend breaking 
ground in Laurel next February 
or March for a 3,000-seat air-con- 
ditioned in-the-round theatre. 
They plan operating the house on 
a year-round basis. The venture, 
to involve an outlay of around 
$1,000,000, will also include a res- 
taurant and bar. A star policy will 
be employed, mostly with musicals 
and variety shows. 

Eddie Albert a Partner 

The Hawail tent is to be in part- 
nership with actor Eddie Albert, 
who will select the location for the 
2,500-seater. Capitalization will be 
around $350.000. There’s nothing 
definite on the erection of a tent 
in Australia, but it’s being con- 
sidered by Segal and Hail. The. 
latter was in Australia during 
World War II as one of the special 
deputy administrators on the Lend 
Lease program. 

The Wallingford project, as 
previously reported in VaRIETY, 
involves the construction of a 
3,000-seat permanent arena thea- 
tre, a 2,500-seat proscenium play- 
house and a 750-seat presentation 
house for films or legit offerings 
of off-Broadway ralibre. There'll 
also be a 1.000-seat restaurant-bar, 
and a motel and country club. Con- 
struction, capitalized at $8,000,000, 
is slated for next year. 

The three-theatre Wallingford 
project, to be located in a 43-acre 

(Continued on page 77) 

Charlotte (N.C.) Tunetent 
Had 100,000 Attendance, 

Sliced Less to $22,000 
Charlotte, N.C., Sept. 12. 

Ben Kapen’s Charlotte _ Music 
official he was party. to the agree-; Theatre closed its second ‘season 
‘ment. I am surprised that he did 
not consult me personally when he 
was offered the job. I would have 
advised him not to accept.” 

Haxell conceded that he par- 

with almost 50°C increase in at- 
tendance over 1960. More than 
4,100 people saw the final two Sun- 
‘day performances of “Showboat,” 
;and sent Kapen‘s hopes soaring for 

ticipated in the signing of the ia successful third season here next 
theatre agreement, but declare 
that he had been: informed that 
Bernard Miles, head of the Mer- 
maid, had approached NATKE offi- 
cials,on the matter and had been 
told that. there would be no objec- 
tion to his employment at the thea- 

‘tire for five weeks, fhe scheduled 

ment. 
* Miles explained that he hired 

Haxwell -because the Mermaid is 
“democratic, inter-denominatienal, 
multi-lingual, and deplores vietim- 
ization and restrictive practices of | 

{all kinds. ” 

| BRITISH EQUITY RAPS 
NAT'L THEATRE SCHEME, 

London, Sept. 12. 
British Actors Equity has can- 

demned Government proposals for 
1a National Theatre on the grounds 
‘that they would “blur the image” 
ef British drama and would bring 

-| legit in the United Kingdom nearer 
Ito a monopoly. The Government’s 
plen is to “amalgamate” Sadlers 
Wells Opera House, the Old Vic 
and the Royal Shakespeare Co. in 
the single National Theatre setup. 

Equity has submitted a memo to 
‘\Chancellor of the Exchequer Sel- 

‘+ wyn Lloyd, asking him to receive a 
deputation. The union attitude is 
that the Government's plans mere- 
ly tend to create one theatre at the 
expense of three others.. 

summer. 
The capacity crowd Sunday af- 

ternoon and the more than 1,500 
that night made “Show Boat” sec- 
ond only to “Gentlemen Prefer 
Blondes” as the most successful 
show of the 1l-week season. The 

F ae ° total attendance for the season was 
jlength of the “T'is Pity” engage-! over 100,000, of which almost 98,- 

‘000 were ‘paid. 
Last year, its first, the theatre 

drew 64,000 customers, with a loss 
of $56,060. Kapen estimated this 
| e000. lasses would run be about 

Several profitable shows, such as 
Betsy Palmer’s “Gentlemen” and 
“Showboat,” helped to pay some 

, old bills—including federal enter- 
tainment taxes. In order of at- 
tendanee, the schedule included 
“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,” 
“Show Boat,” “Mister Roberts. ” 
“The King and I,” “The Student 
Prince,” “West Side Story,” ‘An- 
nie Get Your Gun,” “Destry Rides. 
Again,” “‘Where’s Charley?” “Seng 
of Norway” and “Plain and Fancy.” 

Plans for next year include sub- 
stituting Saturday matinees for 
Sunday night performances and in- 
creased ticket prices. 

Shows next year may include 
“Carousel,” “Kismet,” “The Pajama 
Game,” “No Time for Sergeants,” 
“Liit Abner,” “Damn Yankees,” 
“The Teahouse ef. the August 
Moon,” “The Flower Drum Song,” 
“Gypsy.” “My Fair Lady,” “The 
Music Man” and ‘Okiahoma,” 
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Neither Heat, $25 Top Nor Mr. K. Dims | 
Russ Ballet’s Round of N.Y. Triumphs; 

By ROBERT J. LANDRY 

Tf Russian diplomacy were as 
conservative as Russian ballet, Sol 
Heurdk could become Secretary of 
Sartre and American parents start 
niming their kids Diaghilev. The 
{Leningrad Kirov Co. was classic 
down to the smallest detail of stag- 
ing Monday ‘11: in an uncut “Swan 
Taxe” A determinedly apprecia- 
tris Wanhattan firstnight audience 
sit tn the un-aireonditioned Metro- 
politan Opera House under steamy 
$)-leszrea heat which made the 
terms “plush” have a special, 
abostier-seratching meaning. 

Whatever history may eventually 
sa. of Americans, they must surely 
ha given good marks for ignoring 
bot the weather and the comrade: 
churmin back in Moscow. That 
enatlsetive, wilted. partly — shirt- 
sir-401 audience was giving a 
aryvio 
hotliug the serles aloft. 

True, a few cheated after the sec- 
oni art, but gave their stubs to 
halleromanes lurking outside the 
portals Given the weather, the $25 
premiere ton fproletarian art yet!! 
and Khrushchev’s recert speeches, 
it was hardly surprising that ‘a) the 
flez-draned American box. was 
empty, -b felicitations were not so 
arient as previously for the Bol- 
shovi, Moisevev and Bervozka dance. 
troupes and c' the main floor was 
liberally oapnered (Attendance 
should Improve at the $12.50 top. 
for the rest of the three-week en- 
Zazenient’. 

The Leningraders are’ ‘first class. 
though comparisons 
selves with the Bolshoi “Swan 
T.ak>,” which memory suggests was 
Inore sorsistent in virtuosity and 
bravura. Inna Zuhbkovskaya’s 
Odette-Odil. thhuzh well received,’ 
seemed more technically mastered 
than 

Little of the swan’s tremulous 
flutters and delicacy of feeling 
emerzel. Working the third act 
pis de deux with her prince.- 

Viadilea Semenov. the aetect was: house for legit musicals, 
competent but not 
Meaere in stage business and show- 
manship ai very 

sense of menace which the fairy 
tale badly needs. 

The Leningrad company’s Jester 
is on a par with the remembered ; 
Bolshol Jester. The leaps. of Alex- 

but his every outburst of agilitv 
fz impressive. In the first act, there 

Alla Sivova, Natalia Makarova and, 

+ 

impersonation of Justice, 

force. them-. 

“nlaved” for characterization. ' son ‘formerly Mansfield), .54th 
Street (formerly ‘Adelphi’, Long- 

8, acre, Lunt-Fontanne (formerly 

tame Rothbart. 
(Vsevolod Ukhov) diminished the_ 

Hudson Theatre 
mamas Continued from pags 1 — 

reverted to legit, getting a season- 
long run with “Toys in the Attic.” 

The Hudson’ fs one of the few 
Broadway theatres with frontage 
on two streets. It faces West 44th’ 
Street east of Broadway, and ex- 
tends through to 45th Street, with 
ample facilities at the rear for 
loading and unloading § sceriery,. 
costumes, props, etc.; directly. into 
the back of the house. 

The front and rear street front- 
age makes the theatre unusually 
convenient for legit. buf presum- 
ably is also an asset if the site is 
used for a garage. since it would 
provide access for both east-bound ! 
and west-bound traffic. As a legit : 

t house, the Hudson is also unusual | 
among Broadway theatres in hav- 
ing ample lobby space. 

One of the drawbacks of the | 
theatre is that it seats only 1.065. 
including 547 in the orchestra, 264 
mezzanine and 254 second balcony. 
For “Toys in the Attic,” with a 
$6.90 top weeknights and $7.50 
Friday and Saturday. nights, the 
gross capacity was. $39,600.: 

If the Hudson becomes a garage 
or is otherwise lost to legit, it will 
reduce the number of Broadway 
theatres fo 34. including the City ; 
Center, which is used most. of the! 
time for opera and ballet. Henry 
Miller's currently playing a film. 
“La Dolce Vita,” and the Bitmore, 
which is about to return to legit 
after some years as a television 
studio. Houses which have been 
reclaimed from tv or films in re- 
cent years include. the Ambassador, 
ANTA tformerly the Guild), Atkin- 

Globe) and Playhouse. 
-The Ziegfeld, a former key; 

is now: 
under Iease to NBC as a tele thea- 
tre. The Century is now used as a 
tape-recdoring studio and. the Bijou 
has been incorporated’ inta the 
, Astor film house. The Vanderbilt | 
iand 48th Street were demolished | 
some years ago. 

| 

ander Pavlosky seem shoulder high, | 

ig a crescending pas de trois by: 

ee 

Lincoln Genter 
Continued from page 1 = 

j “Her ‘bergprinses”’ 

Map Revival of London 
Group With Littlewood: 

London, Sept. 12. 
‘fhe revival of the Theatre Weis Lo 

shop next Spring, with Joan Little- 
wood back in. charge, is being 
planned. “Even if she is not avail- 
able the Workshop will still be 
re-formed,” says Gerald Raffles, 
the: company’s manager, 

pany is now largely scattered, but 
it is hoped that there will not be 
much difficulty in wooing most of 
them back when the new setup is]. 
ready. Present plans are that the 
new season will begin with Stephen |. 
Lewis's “The Cat. Burglars.” 
Rumors ‘that the Workshop is 

hard up are emphatically ‘denied. 
Substantial coin is still coming in 
from “Fings: Ain't Wot They Used 

Honey" 

declined. 

' Antwerp. Considers New 
Theatre Construction; 

ee 

Meantime Opera Thrives| 
Antwerp, Sept: 12. 

‘Despite intense interest in ‘the } 
stage,. the legit theatres In Ant- 
twerp are generally in -a delapi- |. 
dated state The group of the kon- | | 
inklijke Nederlandse Schouwburg 

| ‘Royal Netherlands Theatre) gives 
performances in a condemned 
building. due to be: razed in 1965. 
‘The Koninklijke Vlaamse Opera 
‘Royal Flemish Opera) has an ‘an- 
nual: deficit of about $600,000. 
The’ city plans... ‘to. construct a 

new theatre but is. moving slowly 

| 

on erecting a. legit. centre within 
two years. The new venture. would 
be on site of the: K.V.O. opera 
hous2 and would mean wrecking 
of Jatter and therefore no per- 
formances for the next two years. 
It might also mean that K.V.O. 
and K.N.S. groups would have to 
take turns performing in the new 
legit center, as it-is doubtful that 
‘the city would go ahead. with own ; 
inew theatre. :replacing K.N-S. 
house. The private group is wait- 
ing for a go-ahead from the city 
hoawever, which has to release the 
{K.¥.O. building and in turn would 
be allowed to use the new theatre. 

Regardless of these uncertain- 
ties, Renaat Verbruggen, new di- 
rector of the Flemish Opera, an- 
nounced the scheduled opening 
Sept. 6 of an opera by Jan Blockx, 

(“Cafe Prin- 
to be followed by. “Cosi cess” ', 

| Fan Tutte, ” Nico Dostal’s “Loved 
. Yurt Soloviev which stirs audience if and when the City gets. around | by All” ‘and Donizetti's “Don Pas- 
enthusiasm. So, too, with the vari-: 
ous swak Specialties and the Inter-; 
prlated Spanish. Neapolitan and: 
Hungarian rautines at the court: 
bali 

Less well known to Americans: 
thin the Bolshoi, the former Mary-! 
inskvs come with a repertory of: 

to making the appropriation. 

| In any case, it now seems assur- 
ed for the first time that construc- 

tion of the theatre will be started 

at last. and that it will -be com- 
pleted for opening simultaneously | 
with the World’s Fair. 

~ Tom 

three full length b3llets “Sleeping | As for the ‘theatre itself, it will 
Beauty” and “Giselle” follow) andj seat about 1,400 and will be ultra-|. 
tw) gala programs of. short items.| modern in design, especially in- 
There will certainly be much curi-’ its backstage setup. It’s under- 
osit’ to view the repertory and if? stooq that, as designed by the late 
the weather turns cool, every body | Kero Saarinen, ‘with scenic’ and 
mist relax and 1ejoice. Meanwhile, industrial designer Jo. Mielziner|. 
artistis director Korstantin Serge- as technical consultant, the theatre. 
yer ani conductor Eugeni Dubro-: wn) have radically new facilties 

gkat ani their colleagues had no}-¢or automatic changes of produc- 
ease for sadness 
spectators In a state of respect de- scenery 
spif2 the evening’s physical dis- 
comforts. One hoves to have the 
op-ra house saved after the move 
to Lincoln Center. but the heat this‘ 
tim> melted enthusiasm for Ros-: 
taisia into a ball.of wax. 

It {3 nerhans pertinent to remark! Tector of the theatre, with film 
thar “Swan Lake” is a work of, and legit director Elia Kazan as 
suet “set conventions that some: : artistic director. 

of it3 effects are prettv. stereotype, 

aS prodictablo as Irish. policemen 3 
jokes at a communion breakfast. Scheduled B Way 1y Preems 

Rhinoceros, Longacre (9-11-61). 
Greek Tragedy, Center (9-19-61). 

Joe E. as Dad of ‘Bride’ From Second City, Royale (8-26-81).. 
1: . 9-28-6 

Reopens Houston Stock) fant Wiyo'Battymore (wk. 102-60, 
Houston, Sept. 12. . 

Sail Away, Broadhurst | © 103-61). 
: . Caretaker,. Lyceum (10-46 

Fhe Playhouse Theatre will Stanley Poole, Morosco ao. 561). - 

open its stock season tomorrow 
(Wed> with Joe E. Brown in “The 

Let it Ride, O'Neill (10-68-61). 
High Fidelity, Ambassador (10-9-61).° 

Father of the Bride,” for the usual 
four-week run. Due to follow are 

and lighting, within a 
few hours. That’s intended to meet ; 
| the requirements for repertory | 
operation. 

Broadway producer Robert 

Milk & Honey. Martin Beck (10-10-81. 
Everybody Loves, Longacre (10-11-61. 
How fo Succeed, 46th St. (10-14-61). 
Shot In Dark, Booth (10-18-6b. 

Drake in “Send Me No 
Flowers," opening Oct. 11, and Pat| $M 2™SP3aq° Gorden 10-24-60. 
O’Brien in “The Loud Red We've Come Through, Hudson (19-23-61). 

Write Murder, Belasco (10-28-61).. 
Garden of Sweets, ANTA (10-31-61. 
Complaisant Lover, Barkymore a1-1-6D. 
Kean, Broadway (11-2-61 
Gidaon. Plymouth ao 6). 
-Gay Life, Shubert (11-18-61). 
Sunday In N.Y., Cort (wk. 11-2081. 
Man -fer All Seasons, ANTA, (11-22-61). 
Daughter Silence, Music Box (11-2061), 
Age of Consent, Biltmore (12-216). — 
At Nina O'Clock, Golden (12-23-61). 
Night of Javins Roxale (12-28-61) 
Funny Thing Happened, .Alvia (5-3-62) 

Patrick,” opening Nov. 8. 
The Playhouse recently became 

an Actors Equity-franchised oper- 
atlon. Jim Mendenhall is producer 
and Bert Well associate. 

Alan Mowbray, the veteran 
British actor, is currently heading 
the cast of the Samuel Taylor- 
Cornelia Otis Skinner comedy. 

Whitehead will be managing di- 

‘way,. 

Cook :for General, Playhouse -(10-19-61) . 

7 quale.” 
Later in the. season will come ; 

the premiere of “The Temptation 
of St. Anthony,” by the Belgian 
;composer Louis De Meester; the 
performarice in Flemish of Pou- 
lene’s “Dialogues of the Carmel- 
ites.” and of ‘course “Tannhauser,” 
“Faust,” “La Traviata,” “Cavaé. 
Jeria -Rusticana.”: “Boris Goudo- 
nov,” “A Night in Venice” and on 
the occasion of famous Belgian 
composer:-Peter Benoit’s commem- 

| oration. “Charlotte Corday.” 
The new season brings also bal- 

lets. by composers Bizet, Britten. 
Prokokieff. Roussel, Delibes, Karel 
Albert, Blockx, Ravel, Richard 

. They held their] sign. including complete ‘shifts of Strauss. Vander. Velden. Orchestra 
leaders’ will be Frits Celis, Walter. 
Crabeels, Leoncé Gras, Jean Jakus, 
Luisi Martelli and Jef Nachter- 
gaele.- 

Legit Cues 
Author's agent Leah Salisbury is 

visiting London and Paris. 
Richard Maney will -_pressagent 

“Mr. President.”, 
.Michael Strong has joined the 

cast of “A Far Country” on Broad- 
.succeeding: Patrick ..O’Neal, 

who withdraws for. a part in the 
upcoming “Night of the Iguana.” 
A mid - October off - Broadway |. 

presentation of Gene Feldman’s | 
‘t“Go Show Me a Dragon” is planned 
by Hanneford Productions, in as- 
“sociation with Lillian Bari and Jay 
Rosenblatt, with John. Ben ‘Tarver 
Staging. 
“Vet director-producer David 

‘TLicht is in New York from his 
home in Buenos Aires to stage 
Elihu Gilner’s Yiddish: play, ‘Back | 
Lane Center,” scheduled for a Nov. 

111 opening at the Folksbiene Play- 
house, N.Y. 
: Marty May has taken over as 
the ‘Greenwich Village political 
boss .in the Broadway edition of 
“Fiorello,” ” succeeding Howard Da 
Silva, 

T’Be” = in London . and “Taste Of: 
in N.Y., and a recent offer [ 

of $112, 000 for the theatre ‘was 

The Workshop's present com-|" 

taken by a private group figuring | Hartman, 

| Dazzled By 

the Saturday Evening Post has 
ducer David ‘Merrick. It’s’ titled 

legends and flagrant boners. 

ment, 

Merrick’s financial failures,. 
“Taste of Honey” and. 
“Destry Rides Again,” ‘Maria. 

"60. on 

howler, 

with legit. 

William Redfield, 
mon, Nancy Marchand and Mario 

and lighting. William Ritman. . Qpened 
Aug. 30, ’61, at the Westport (Conn:) , 
Country Playho'ise, 

| By HOBE ‘MORRISON | 

In its current issue (dated. Sept. 16), the frst in its x new format, 

Robert | 
lyrics culled’ from. - 

‘Alcade. Staged. by Boris Sagal: sett | 4 11. of them, con: 

T. he Razzle. 

an article - about Broadway ‘pro-. 
“Method in His Meéanness,” has. 

the byline of. John Kobler, and is a collection: of rehashed, garbled... 

Without trying to cite complete chapter and. verse, {t's possible’. 
to spot some half-dozen errors of fact in the first colunm alone. 
For example, Merrick’s production. of “A Taste of Honey” has-not: 
“earned merely | ‘respectable profits.” As of its Broadway: closing. 
week to go on tour, it had recouped about: half its $66. 000- invest- 

“Becket” did indeed fare ‘somewhat better, »” ‘but has. not. yet 
recovered its cost; although. it will prestimably do so when either’ ' 
‘of two. disputed film deals goes: through. Contrary to ‘Kobler, ‘the. 
rest-have not been “bonanzas.” The. excessively expensive “Do Re 
Mi” is still deeply in. the red, and may never get out, — : 

The statement, “in fact. only four of Merrick’s 21: productions. 
have failed to réturn their. backers’ investments,” is’ absurd. . 

in. addition. to the still-unclassified 
“Becket,” include ‘Take Me Along,” 

Golovin,” “Epitaph -for. George 
. Dille:,’” “The Good Soup,” “Juniper and: the Pagans” and. “Vintage 

Still . in the first column, the article comes up. with the: ‘following . 
“The others have. yielded BTOSS profits totalling’ ‘close to. 

$50,000,000—and Merrick expects to gross $15,000,000. more on 
the road and from film rights,” That betrays the author's ignorance 
of the distinction between gross receipts.and net profits... 

The $50,000,000 figure. presumably refers to total boxoffice. gross’. 
on all Merrick shows to date, and might be possible. But how box-. 
office gross.and total film: sale proceeds or net profits and film 
proceeds could be lumped together would: baffle anyone familiar. 

The Test of the article {8 on about the : ‘same Jevel. 

Stock Renews 
Journey to the Day. 

Westport, Conn. Aug.’ 30: 
Fred Coe & Arthur Cantor presentation 

on the project: and. may be. over-.! of drama by Roger O. Hirson. With Paut ! 

jtyn Green. as - conferencier: doubl- 
ing in the part. of W. S. .Gilbert.. 

The ‘vitality. of : the “operettas, . 
‘with. the. familiar. melodies and 

tinues. to captivate’ Savoyard de- 
, votees, ‘as they have done since. 
| 1875. The .production pits Green 

Gearge -...ccececcacceccnceres= Dick Via ! 
Charles pe asceeeeenens ‘yeu. Michael: Vale ; 45 Gilbert against. Wilbur, ‘Evans. 
Dr. Gutera ...... ecco neces Mario Aleade | as Arthur Sullivan. . 
Dr. Endicott ...c.cccseare: “ Robert: Simon | . , - 
Dr, Sobik. -....- ees... Casey Allen’ Both stars stepout: of. character’ 
Katherine Rogers ... Joan Hackett ; 
Arthur Millman’ ....... William Redfield ‘ 
Martha Kowalski Nancy Marchand } 
Elmer P. Cooper ........ Paul Hartman | 

King wee a eee Charles Saari 
Helen Whitfield ....... ‘Katherine Squire 
Nurse .......cccweees- Carol Teltel. 
Mrs. King ....sccees " Eileen Letehworth - 
Judge O’Brien ~......... Donald Hyland 
Mr. Kavey 9 ..asaes . Michael Vale 
Mr. Whitfield .......- «eee. Allen: Frank. 
Mrs. Tsowalski .wecceseecss Fran Lee 
Mrs. Rogers .....cccceeeee Marian Sweet 
Mra. Gutera .....ecseseverss Elia Braca 

“Journey to the Day” can scar- 
cely be called a summer holiday, 
but it is certainly one of the most 
interesting experiments Westport. 
has had in a long time. ‘Skillfully 
written by Roger O. - Hirson, 
scrupulously. prepared . by | Fred. 
Goe and Arthur. Cantor,:the treat-. 
ment. of mental group therapy. is’: 
a steadily commanding drama..- 

It is better in its. élements, 
perhaps,. than in its overall im- 
pact. Intimate studies .of. unfor- 
tunates will always touch the pub- 
lic, but ‘only a vivid ‘example .of | 
accomplishment can be converted 
into successful theatre. 

The play, involves 2 visiting 
South Amefican psychiatrist “who | 
conducts group discussions ‘with an 
assortment of mental patients. in! 
a state hospital. They include. a 
carnival man, @ little -boy a neg- 
Jected mother, a distressed roman- 

a 

tic, a possible actor, and he: skill- 
fully steers their conversations. to | 
reveal their pathetic troubles. . 

The affection-starved child ts : 
brilliantly played © by’ ‘Charles 
Saari, and the helpless performer |. 

| is expressively portrayed by Wil- 
liam Redfield. Mario Alcade. is 
somewhat monotonous as the doe- 
tor, but- Paul Hartman: has a field |T 
day as a racing form addict. 

Boris Sagal. has: staged. “Jour- 
ney to the Day” well and -has | 
mercifully kept it from” being on | 
the grim. side: Doul. 

Mr. Gilbert, Mr. Sullivan. 
‘and Mr. Green 

Ethelyn R. Thrasher presentation of 
two-part concert version of W..'S. 

Gilbert & Arthur Sullivan selections, ‘with: 
biographical continuity’ by Frank ‘Wil- 
son. ‘Production under supervision of 
Martin Green; 
Kreis; staged by Allen Fletcher; settings, 
Charles Evans; costumes, A. Christina 
Giannini; lighting, Bruce ~-MeMden. 
Stars Martyn Green, Witbur Evans; fea- 
tures Victoria Sherry, Elizabeth. Burgess, 
William Diard, Jeff Killian. Opened Ausz. 
28, °61, at the John. B. Kelly Playhouse 
in the Park, Philadelphi a. 

A tabloid history" of the. Gilbert 
and Sullivan operettas told in 
terms oftheir wrangling collabora- 
tors provided a successful season 

house in the Park. The. music. is 
presented in concert-play. style 
with veteran. G&S comedian Mar- 

| the arena’ stage. 

conducted by Robert!‘ 

ta ‘take part in the. singing of some . 
49 excerpts from the. lush scores. * 
Sullivan's desire to get away. from 
-his partner's nonsensical plots. and 
doggerel to pursue more serious” 
music. sparks lively: bickering. The: 
situation could profitably have 
‘been ‘explored ‘more ‘fully, and the 
Plot. is tantalizingly brief. 

‘Both Green and writer. Frank - 
‘Wilson had no idea for a_get-off, 
‘and the eonclusion drags.. The 
chorus finally’ comes on singing 
“Onward Christian Soldiers,” 
While supers wave the Union Jack..-” 
But they have a framework for 
the. G&S: favorites. . 

‘Green is a true ‘center of: stage 
interest and his impeccable diction 
triumphs over. the -handicaps of 

‘Evans's © ‘strong 
baritone is heard. to. ‘excellent ef- - 
fect and ‘William Diard “makes 
much of. tenor: standbys - such as- 
“Wandering Minstrel J.” Victoria - 
Sherry..and Elizabeth Burgess are”. 
outstanding among the femme = 
choristers. . 

Four ‘boys and four girls make’ 
; UD® the’ chorus..The performers .- 
| work in evening togs and. achieve «=. 
costume - effects with .accessories, 
‘The: movement: is ‘simplified. and : 
runs smoothly, but needs .choreo - 
graphic. planning. Gagh. 

Bits af London 
London, ‘Sept. 12. : 

Jack — Minster ‘has - ‘Dolight:. 
French’ play, “Boeing, | Boeing,” 
which. he'll present on. ry ‘month's. 
tour before the West End. David 
Tomlinson is the male lead. Of the 
three leading ladies, only Julia Are. : 
nall ‘has been cast.: ‘Beverley Cross. 
adapted. the piece.’ 

Richard Johnson airs - to New ~ 
York. this week -to. appear ' with 

[Googie Withers and Michael Reéd- 
grave in. ane Comriaisant Lover. ” 

Barry. Ashmore. will star Mar- 
\garet Rutherford, Lally Bowers: 
and Stringer Davis. in “Our Little 

Life," which will be dramaic read-' 
ings of many playwrights, modern 
and -classieal. It will be tried out’. — 
in Malta before Teaching London. « 
in October. 

John Neville, playing Macbeth, 
and. Joan Heal. starring in a 
Streetcar Named. Desire,” will be 

-[among the offerings in Frank Dun- 
lop’s new Nottingham Playhouse 
season, which: opened last week... 
Brian Aherne is in: London dis- 

cussing a possible’ ‘West End. stage 
‘appearance, 

windup at the John B. Kelly Play-| “Goodnight, Mrs.- Puffin,” which 
has had'to make way at: the Apollo— 
for “The Fantasticks,’ ” is: seeking - 
a new home. : 
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Road OK: : ‘Kwamina’ $67.56, Toronto; 
‘Sail’ $59,534, ‘Succeed’ $29,192, Philly; | 

~ ‘Mule $35,307, Hub; 
Business on the road was gen- 

-erally. strong last week, although 
a trifle spotty. A bullish factor, 

“of course, were. the six tryouts, 
. ineluding, four musicals, ‘The Labor 
“Day weekend apparently . didn’t. 
hurt 
eases.’ 
‘Of the new .- shows,. potent | 

grosses were registered by “Sail 
Away” in Philadelphia and. 
“Kwamina™ in. Toronto, perhaps. 

_ significantly" both on subscription. 
.The touring. “Birdie” had a smash 
start. in- Chicago, “Flower Drum 
Song” did well in. Wilmington, and 
“Sound of Music” -and “Gypsy” 
were powerhouses . aggin in Los. 
_Angeles and San. Franci isco, Tespec- | 
tively.” 
‘“How- to Succeed in Business 

‘Without. Really ‘Trying’ and “Let |. 
It Ride,” started slowly in Philly, | 
*Milk.and Honey”. had.a moderate 
getaway in. Boston and “Blood, 
Sweat .and Stanley Poole”. was: 
passable in New Haven. - 

This week’s added tryout start-| 
ers are “The Caretaker’ in New| 
Haven,. “High Fidelity” in Philly,. 
“Kean” | in Boston and “A- ‘Short 
‘Happy Life” in Seattle. 

Estimates fer. ‘Last Week 

Parenthetic designations for out- 
--of-town shows are. the same as for 
Broadway, except that hyphenated 
T with show classification indicates. 
tryout and RS indicates road show. | 
‘Also,. prices on touring shows. in- | 
clude. 10% Federal Tax ‘and locat. 
tax, if any, but as on -_Broadway 
grosses fire net: te., exclusive- of 
taxes. Engagerients. ‘are jor. single 
week unless otherwise noted. : 

BOSTON. 
. Milk. and Honey, Colonial. (MC- 
T) (Ist wk) ($6.50-$7.50: 1.685; $62,- 
000) (Robert Weede, Mimi Benzell, : 
Molly Picon). 

” Opened ‘Sept. 5 ‘but: the critics 
covered the second-night to three | 
affirmatives (Hughes. Herald; Ma-.| 
loney, ‘Traveler; Sullivan. Ameri- 
ean), two yes-and-no 
-Globe; Gaffney, Record) and: one 

. Hiegative tMaddocks, Monitor. *" 
Last week, $35,307 for seven per- 

‘formances. 

'- Miracle Worker, Wilbur (DRS). 
(ist wk)’ ($4.95-$5.50; °1.241; $33,- 
699). Opened Sept..5 to five favor- 1 

Monitor;: able . nofices ‘Guidry, 
‘Hu hes,» —Herald;. Kelly, Globe; 
Maloney, “Traveler; Sullivan, Rec- 
ord -and American). . 

. Last week, $21.468. for five. eve-{ 
“ning Berformatices and ‘three mat- 7 
dnees. oe Ts 

‘CHICAGO: 
:. Bye Bye Birdie, Erlanger. (MC- 

RS). (1st wk) ($6-$7; 1,380; $48, 000). 
‘Previous. week, $54,446 for ‘seven 
- performarices ‘at: the. State. Fair 
' Music Hall, Dallas.” 

Opened . here ‘Sept. " @sunanimeus |- 
approval (Christiansen, News: Dett- 
mer, American; - Syse, - Sun-Times; 
Willis, Tribune). : 

-Grossed $31, 616. for fi "per- 

formances, “with Theatre’. Guild- 
American - Theatre - Society. . ‘sub- 

-. gcriptien. 

: LOS. "ANGELES 
Fiorello, Biltmore «MC-RS) (5th | 

wk). ($6-$6.60; 1, 636; $63, 000). Pre- ; 
vious week: $33,926 
‘Last. week, : $27, 124. 

-Seund of Music, : ‘Phitharmonte 
(MD-RS) - 47th wk) ($5,90-$6.75; 2,- 

670;. 

Light. Opera subscription: - 
Last week, $83; 008 - “with CLO] 

__ Bubseription. 

“NEW HAVEN 
Blood, Sweat and Stanley. Poole, te, 

i “Shubert. (C): ($4.80; 1,650; $27,300) 
Darren ‘McGavin,: Peter Fonda). 

-Opened Sept: 6 to both favorable 
reviews (Johnson, Journal-Courier; 4 
‘Leeney,. ‘Register. 

Last’ week, $14. 267 ‘for five per-. 
_, formances, . 

"PHILADELPHIA 
Hew to Succeed in Business: 

_ Without Really : Trying, . Shubert | - 
* (MC-T) (1st wk) +$6-$7. 50;° 1,878; | 

£22, 364) ‘Robert Morse, Rudy Val- ft 

“Opened Sept. 4 to. three. affirma: 

tive notices (Gaghan, News; Mur- 

- dock, Inquirer, Schier, Bulletin). 

' Last week, $29.192. 

attendance. much - ‘in most |. 

(Durgin, | 

$83.400) ‘Florence Henderson). | 
Previous week. $83,123 with’ Civic : 

‘|. Sereguiar verb, Criterion A1146D~ 

| .~Reousetrap, ¢ 

Poole’ $14,267, N.H. 
wk) ($6- $7. 50; “I 894; $67, 600) 
(George: ‘Gobel; Sam Levene). 
Opened last "Thursday (7) unani- 

moust!ly unenthusiastic notices 
(Gaghan, News; ‘Murdock, Inquirer; 
Schier, Bulletin). - 
.Last week, about $17, 900 for four 

performances, 

- Sail Away; Forrest (MC-T) : (1st | 
wk) ($6-$7:50;| $62.606). Previous. 
week, $62, 040 at the. Colonial, Bos- 
‘ton. 

Opened. here. Sept, 5 to. one- favor- 
able review: (Murdock. Inquirer), ' 
one .on the.-fence (Gaghan, News) | 
‘and one pan (Schier, Bulletin). 

Last. week, $59,534 for five eve- |, 
nings ‘and three matinees, 

| Society subscription. 

“SAN. FRANCISCO . 
Gypsy, Curran *MC-RS) (5th wk). 

($6.90-$7.25; 1,758; $63:500) (Ethel 
Merman). Previous| week, $63,699 
with Civic: ‘Light Opera ‘subscrip- 

4 tion: 
Last: “week, $64. 367 © swith cLO 

subscription. 

La. Plume de Ma Tante, ‘Aleazar 
(R-RS) 47th wk} ($5. 40-$5. 95; 1, 147; . 

.. | $40,000). Previous. weeék,. $36, éi1. 
‘Last week, $33, 612. 

My. Fair. Lady,- Geary. (ME-RS) | 
(5th wk) 4($6-$6.50:° 1,550; -$58.006) 

(Michael Evans, Caroline, Dixon). 
Previous week, $57,823 ° 

Last week, ‘$57, 823. 

: TORONTO 
_Kwamina, O'Keefe (MD-T) (st 

wk) ($6; 3,200; -$100. 399)" (Sally 
Anne Howes). 

. Opened Sept: 4 to two enthusi- 
‘astic -potices. ‘Evans. Telegram; 
Thomson; Globe &:. Mail) and cone |. 
pan (Cohen, ‘Starr 

. Last -week;,'-$67,576 with Theatre. 
Guild-Ameriean Theatre Society 
subseription..- 

a WASHINGTON 
“Music Man; National (MC-RS). 

(13th. wk): ($6.95-$7.90; 1.685; $64,- 
795). Previous week, $45, 341. 

- Last. week. $4,363, 

” WILMINGTON 
Flower ‘Drum Song. Playhouse | 
(MC-RS) ($7-$7.70; 1,251, “$55, 985). 
Last week, $42,488. 

Child ‘Actor Is Drowned 
Ih Hyde Park (N.Y.). Pool | 

Hyde Park. N.Y.; Sept. 12. 
Eryek. Washington. an- 11-year 

old actor, drowned. Aug. 30 in a 
swimming pool on- the property of 

Park (N. “Y.).Playhouse. The youth 
had. opened: at the. summer ‘theatre | 
the previous night in * ‘A Raisin in 
the Sun.” 

According to Dutchess ‘County 
‘Sheriff Lawrence Quinlan, the boy] 
went: to the. pool with his father, 
Vernon, who was. also. appearing 
in.“‘Raisin:” The father instructed 
‘his son.to stay out of the. water 
while he changed into. his bathing 

|trunks, but when he returned he 
..) found thé ‘lad. lying on the bottom 
“J of the -eight-foot-deep ‘Pool, 

| London: Shows — 
(Figures. denote’ opening . dates). 
‘" Amorous .Prawh: Piccadilly 02-8-58). | 
> Ballets USA, Saville .(8-1-61). 
"+ Beyond: Fringe, Fortune (5-30-61). - 

: Billy. Liar, * Pambridge (9-13-60). 
Bird eof. Time, Savoy. (5-31-61 

. Caesar. & Cleopatra, Duchess" (8-30-61). 
” Fantasticks, . Apollo (97 61); : : 

Fines Aln‘t. Garrick ¢ 11-60). 
. Guilty’ Party, St. ee une (8-17-62). 
-Irma_ La:Douce, Lyric (7-17-58). 

King Kona, ‘Princes (2-22-61). 
Kltchen, Royal. .Court, (8-21- 61). 
Kreutzer Sonata, Arts (7-10-6D. 
‘Ledy Chatterley, Arts (8-16-61. 
Let Yourself Go; Palladium (5-19-61). 
Lord Chamberlain, Sayville - (8-23-61). 
‘Luther, Phoenix . Tarepi ‘moved Sept. | 
5 from -the Roval 
‘Miracle ‘Worker, Wyndham’s) (3-9-6). 

‘Ambassador. {11-25 52). . 
Mrs. Puffin, “Strand: .(7-18-6D.: 
Musle Man, Adelphi. (3-16-61), - 
my Fair Lady,. 2, Drury Lane 430-58. 

: ver, New (F-30- 
. Oa Brighter Side, ‘Comedy (4-12-61). 
One Fer the Pot, Whiteball 18-2-61). 
“One: Over Eight, Duke York's @ 5-61). 
Rehearsal, Globe (4-5-61).- : 
Repertery,, Aldywich .12- 15-60)... 
Boss, ‘Gaymarket (5-12-60). « 

wnd ef Music, Palace (618-617. : 
‘See the. Werld, aiscens, tear. . 
Tis She's, Merma 
Tis nity Dark, T.: Royal (¢211-€2). 
Wildest . Drearss, “Vaudeville 

. Vevng. in Heart, Vic. Fal. (12-21-60): 
‘SCHEDULED: OPENINGS . 

Affair, ‘Strand (9-21-61). 
De Re Mi, . Prince. Wales (36-12-61). 

with | 
Theatre Guild-American ‘Theatre | 

2 -12:300; -$92,000).. 

| SHERMAN (TEX.) 0. H. 

Hillary: Masters, owner of the Hyde |: 

). tr 
Bye Bye Birdie, Her Maijesty’s (6-15-61). |. 

| “Under Milk Weed (Rep.) Circle (3-29-61) 

1. -Cuckeyed: Kite, Actors (9-13-60). 

(8-53-60, | 

| . August for. People, Royal: Ct. 1240), Bu 

Let it it Ride, Brlanger (MCT) 
Ast a 

af 

[Belafonte Sets $95,308 
Tent Record at Oakdale; 
Stock Season Unwinding 

.. Harry ‘Belafonte provided 
spectacular touch to the waning 
summer stock season last week, 

:| pulling >what’s believed to be an 
all-timie showtent record gross for | 
seven. performances at the Oakdale. 

Wallingford, 
he 

Musical Theatre, - 
Conn,: With a higher ‘scale, 
topped the mark recently set. by. 
Danny Kaye at. the same. spot. 

The American Shakespeare 
Festival Theatre at Stratford, 
Conn., ended its regular season, 
but will play six additional weeks 
of special performances for stu- 
‘dents. The Stratford (Ont.) Shake- 
spearean Festival continues 
through Sept. 23. 

Estimates for Last Week 

Parenthetical’ ‘designations for 
‘stock are the same as for the road. 

STRATFORD, CONN. 

1479; . $52,568). .Macbeth-As You. 
. ‘Like It-Treilus. and. Cressida. (14th 
and final -Wk),| "$34,120. Season to- 
‘tal gross. was $576, 791. 

~ STRATFORD, ONT. 
Shakespeare Festival ($5; 2,258; 

$64,600). . Corielanus-Heary VIIT- 
|Leve’s Labor's Lost (12th) =wk); 
$49, 085. 

; WALLINGFORD, CONN. 
'-Qakdale .Musieal: Theatre ($7.50; 

Harry: Belafente 
Show, $95,308. for seven. perform-. 
‘ances, . believed to be a record for 
a tent theatre; Danny Kaye recently 
grossed $76,338 ‘for ‘seven per- 

-|formances: at a $6.50 ‘top here. : | 
“Previous week, Destry Rides 

| Again ‘Hugh O'Brien), $22,200 for. 
seven performances at. ‘$4. 50 top. 

- CONVERTING TO STORES 
7 Sherman, Tex. , Sept. 12.. 
The. 80-year-old. Sherman ‘Opera 

House that once housed. renowned 

opera ‘house. | 
‘ The ground floor which once fea-|, 

| tured. early day attractions as Cole. 
‘LYounger, the outlaw, and William 
Jennings Bryan, : the: debator, will 

‘be converted: for retail business. | 
The .1,000-seat ‘opera house .was 
built in- 1880, the second in Texas. 

‘+The end. came with World War I. 
and the rising popularity of motion 

| pictures. The last show was held in|. 
1918—Gus Hill’ Ss minstrel show: As 
many as 150 appeared on the stage 
‘together, ‘and camels and elephants 
{were part of the production, “The 
Garden of Allah.” anda chariot 
race was once staged in “Ben-Hur”. 
made possible by means of:2 tread= 
‘mill track.and a moving drop. 
-“Uncle Tom’s .Cabin” was among 

the éarly productions. staged there, 
necording, to oldtimers 

Sidney Blackmer Better 
_. Salisbury, N. C., Sept. 12. 
Sidney Blackmer is resting. com- 

‘fortably here following. recent. “eor- 
rective surgery.” 

‘The. 60-year-old: legit: and film | 
actor isa native of Salisbury, and 
maintains homes here and in New 

| York and Hollywood. | 

- Off-Broadway Shows 
. (Supplied by. Bache &.Co.). 

“(Figures denote opening dates) . 

. Balcony ens 2 Circle In In Square (3-3-0) 

: Connection, . ex “Rep) "(8-12-6D.. 

': Fantasticks, Sullivan St. (5-3-60). 
King Derk: Chamber, Jan Hus (2-9-61); 
closes Sept. 24. 
Krapp’s & Zoo,. East End (9-12-61). 
Mary. Sunshine, Players, (12-18-59). . 
_Mime & Me, Provineetown (9-4-6). 

. Plrates of Penrance, Phoenix 19-6-61). 
. Premise; Premise (11-22-60). 

Red Eye, Provincet’n Flayh’se 6-12-46). 
Tender Trap, 41st St. (8-25-61. 
Threepenny Opera, de Lys (9- 20-55), 

SCHEDUL ED. OPENINGS 

‘4 Want You, Maidman (8-146), 
- Happy Beys, Cherry Lane (9-17-6D. ° 
One Way ®endulum, E. 74th St. (9-18-61) 

' . Ghests, 4th St. (9-21-6D 
Misaltiance, Sheridan a, (9-25-61). 
Jungle. Living (Rep). (9-26-61). 
Faractan Horses, Orpheum (9-27-61). 

I Patsenes rere (9-27-61). 
at Ave. Madison Ave. (9-27-61). 
Sap of “ine, ” ‘Sher. 10-26 S¢. 61). 

Loves, Living (Rep) (10-361). 

" 0- 
Halt, Mayfair ae 1). 

Shadows of Heroes, . York (11460. 

Shakespeare Festival ($6.25: 1,- 

| seats, 

stars of ‘that: day is being com-|- 
'| pletely remodeled. But not as an 

1,090; 

 $48,26 

Dream & Bessie, Cherry Lane G-1-61). wk:" 739 p) ($5-$7. 50: 1. 900; 3$59,- 

. Opening ef Window, Marquee (9-20-61), 

|Brway Takes Its Labor Day Lumps; 
Unsinkable’ $41,329, ‘Birdie’ $35,744, 
‘Come Blow’ $22,295, “All Way’ $8,766 

Broadway took the expected | $75,000) (Mary Martin). Previous 
shellacking last week. Following | week, $75,859. 

\tradition, the exodus of New York- 
ers to the country over the holi- 
day weekend and the departure of 
tourists, plus preparations for the 
return to work or school after va- 
cation, reduced attendance particu- 
larly Monday night :4). Business 
is expected to improve this week 
and should continue to climb fair- 
ly consistently through the autumn 
period 

The total gross for all 14 shows 
}last week was about $80.000 belaw 
the previous stanza. There was only 
one. sellout, “Carnival,” which 
topped its reguiar capacity gross 

{with an increased scale for the La- 
bor Day matinee. 

“Mary, Mary” also topped “ea: 
pacity figures, but that was by 
means of a nine- performance 
schedule. As before, six shows used 
discount tickets. 

“Taste of Honey” closed Jast 
week to tour. “Rhinoceros” re- 
turned last: night iTueés.) after a 
stock engagement in Chicago, but 
exits after three weeks. to tour. 

_|-With its collapse of attendance last 
week, “All the Way Home” is fi- 
nally due to fold Saturday (16). 

Estimates fer Last Week 

Keys; C (Comedy), D (Drama), 
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Reruey), 
‘MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi- 
cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op 
eretta}), Rep. (Repertory), DR 
(Dramatic Reading). 
Other parenthetic designations 

refer, respectively, to weeks played, 

number of performances through 
last Saturday, top prices (where 
two prices are given, the higher its 
for Friday-Saturday nights and the 
lower for weeknights), number of 

Price includes 10%- Federal and 
5% City tar, but grosses are net; 
t.2., exclusize of tazes. 

Asterisk denotes show had cut- 
rate tickets in circulation. 

' *All the Way Home, Belasco 'D) 
‘taist wk; 325 p) ($6.90-$7.50: 967; 
$38,500). Previous week, $12,267. 
Due to fold Saturday ‘16). 

Last. week, $8,766. 

_ Bye Bye Birdie, Shubert (MC) 
(73d wk; 575 p) ($8.60-$9.40: 1.461; 
$61,000). Previous week, $45,707. 

Last week, $35,744. 

Camelot, Majestic (MC) (40th 
‘wk; 321 p) ($9.40; 1,626; $84,000) 
(Richard Burton,. Julie Andrews). 
Previous week, $82,053, — 

‘Last week, $74,316. 

Carnival, Imperial ‘MC) (22nd 
wk; 172 p) ($860; 1,428; $68,299) 
‘anna Maria Alberghetti). Previ- 
ous week, $68,398. 

Last week, $69,111, with in- 
creased scale for the Labor Day 
matinee. 

_Come Blow Your Hern, Atkinson 
(C) 629th wk; 229 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 

$43;522). Previous. week, 
$22, 216. 

Last week, $22, 295. 

De Re Mi, St. James ‘MC) (33d 
wk; 264 p) !$8.60-$9.50; 1,615; $69,- 
500) eal Silvers). Previous week, 

Poet week, $40.501. 

*Far Country, Music Box (D) 
(23d: wk; 183 p) ‘$6.90-$7.50; 1,101; 
$40,107} (Kim Stanley, Steven Hill, 
Ludwig Donath. Previous week, 

| $20,857. 
Last week, $15,046. 

*Fiorelle, Broadway (MC) (93d 

000) (Previous week, $40, 685. "Moves 
Oct. 31 to the Alvin Theatre. 

' Last week, $24,737. 

*Irma La Douce, Plymouth (MC) 
(50th wk; 396 p) ($8.60; 999; $48,- 
250: (Elizabeth Seal, Denis Quil- 
ley), Previous week, $34,646. 
Last week, $29,879. 

Mary, Mary, Hayes (C) (27th wk; 
212 p) '$6.90-$7.50; 1.139; $43.380) 
(Barbara Bel Geddes, Barry Nelson, 
Michael Wilding). Previous week, 
$43,419. 
Last week, $45,983 for nine per- 
formances. 

_ *My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC) 
(286th wk; 2,278 p) ($8.05; 1,551; 
$69,500) (Michael Allinson, Margot 
Moser). Previous week, $51,656. 

Last week, $37, 546. 

capacity gross and stars. |. 

Last week, $72,605. 

Unsinkable Molly Brown, Winter 
Garden (MC) (‘45th wk; 356 p) 
($8.60-$9.40; 1,404; $68,000) (Tammy 
Grimes). Previous week, $51,862. 

Last week, $41,329. 

* Closed Laet Week 

*Taste of Honey, Booth '(D) (49th 
wk; 376 p) ($6.90; 807; $306,580) 
(Hermione Baddeley, Frances 
Cuka).. Closed last Saturday (9), 
representing a deficit of about 
$35,006 on a $66,600 investment. 
Opened a road tour Menday night 
(11) at the National Theatre, Wash- 
ington. Previous week, $17,559. 

Last week, $16,711. 

Return Engagement 

Rhinoceros, Longarre iCD) 
($6.90; 1,101; $37,000) :Zere Mos- 
tel, Alfred Ryder). Opened last 

2 

Monday night +11) for a scheduled . 
three-week return epeagement 
after a four-week stock stand a 
Edgewater Beach Playhouse, Chi- 
cago. Original Broadway run was 
29 weeks {232 performances). 
Starts a road tour Oct. 2 at the 
Aleazar Theatre, San Francisco. 

Other Theatres 

Alvin, Ambassador, ANTA, 
Barrymore, Beck, Biltmere, City 
Center, Cort, ‘54th St., 
Golden, Hudson, Lyceum, Miller, 
Morosco, O'Neill, Playhouse, Rese, 

i Royale. 

Says Jean Littlewood 
Quit London Workshep 

For Financial Reasons 
Toronto, Sept. 12. 

The recent resignation of Joan 
Littlewood from the Theatre 
Workshop in East London contin- 
ues to have repercussions. In an 
interview with Antony Ferry in 
the Toronto Star, actress Avis Bun- 
nage, one of the original members 
of the Littlewood group,” asserts 
that the noted director’s walk-out 
had reasons deeper than ‘ “personal 
and organizational problems.” 

Miss Bunnage is quoted as say- 
ing that Miss Littlewood learned 
from David Albery (presumably 
that means Donald Albery, a Lon- 
don producer who has presented 
several Theatre Workshop produc- 
tions in the West End), how much 
money these shows had earned 
from such commercial runs. 

According to the actress, when 
Miss Littlewood investigated the 

| situation, “she was appalled by 
\the casual accounting. There were 
unexplained expenditures and no 
hint of any auditing.” Miss Bun- 
nage goes on to assert Miss Little- 
wood provided not only the stag- 
ing but also was responsible for 
the successful scripts af several 
Workshop hits. She's quoted as 
saying specifically, “An extreme 
example is ‘Fings Ain't Wot They 
Used T’be.’ a musical play which 
cecupied 1G pages of seript at the 
time Miss Littlewood began werk- 
ing on the production.” 

As for “A Taste of Honey,” a 
first play by the then 17-year-old 
Shelagh Delaney. the interview 
reports, “she started the actors 
improvising” Miss Bunnage relates, 
and the script gradually got the 
Littlewcod treatment.” The play 
subsequently was voted the best of 
the season in Varrety’s annual 
poll of the London critics and was 
later selected as the best foreign 
play of the Broadway season by 
the N. Y. Drama Critics Circle. 

The interview reports that Lon- 
don producer Oscar Lewenstein 
may try to hold the Theatre Work- 
shop together, and that Miss Bun- 
nage has been asked to become its 
director. "I dont’ want to make a 
decision until I get back.” the ac- 
tress is quoted as saying. “If 
they're just looking for another 
Joan Liftlewood, I’m not interest- 
ed. If I can go my own way as & 
director, I might say yes.” 

Robert H. Bishop 3d, picsident 
of the Musical Arena Theatres 
Assn., returned last week after a 
few days in New York to Cleve- 
land where he operates the Musi- 

D: Sound of Music, Lunt-Fontanme {carnival in partnership ‘with Jehz 
(MD) (89th wk; 708 p) ‘$9.60; 1,407; I. Price Jr. , 

46th St.,. 
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TY Digest Folds 
1."*.tsion Digest, weekly trade ® 

nes.ivt or founded in 1945 by Mar-,; 
fi: (' wivl and sold a few years ago. 
t» Trtanste Publications for $400,- 

Wok’ n issue 

th ys 

vicravis to prospective station op-: 
era. and manufacturers in an! 
in i industry was now duplicat-; 
in: on > ate provided by numer- 
ates ccada mats and newspapers. : 
"> ac convinced.” the statement 
sis (that there is mot sufficient 
in «cs tn-uch broad general cov- 
eri: a te’evision In the newslet- 
ter “xen be subscribers to justify 
eont cuanes of Television Dizest . 
by ts present publishers.” 

De tsron to fold the operation 
mie. 222 heen sudden. since staff-. 
ers ix New York and Radnor, Pa..’ 
wee ots notified of the suspen- 
Sin fast ‘ 

Mats Lavish Press Club 
Doors of the lavish new Minne-. 

gota Pre-s Club swung open for 
th test time Fridav ¢8). The 
Sipe), 4.5°0-foot lavout in the 
Radtssan Hotel ix cansidered to be 
th» most elaborate press setup out- 
sid’ oy New York and Washington. 
Chis hos a membetship of over 
Fi) ond has completed arrange- 
ments for reciprocal privileges 
with 2) otler press groups. 

Prestedort of the organization is 
Sheldon Peterson, WTCN news 
Gost xe. WCCO news director Jim 
Bormann head-d the ctnh’s original 
steert1z committee Formal dedi- 
Cin, of the «lubrooms has been’ 
set for Sept. 30). 

The Gable Biogs i 
Tae baitle ef the Clark Gable: 

biosriphios continues with Cow- 
ari-VcCann calling “The King,”” by 
Charles Samuels, Its nonfiction 
J>oader for 196? “the first and 
on!y futlseale biography” of the 
late fin star. Gahle’s widow has 
alreaids publi-hed +Prentice-Hall 
“Clark Gabie A Personal. Por- 
trait” Look serialized a portion 
or it in advance of the official - 
Sept 25 nublication. Good House- 
keessins bought Samuels’ biog for 
seriatization in the November and 
Deventber irsues, 

iss: Yas Spreeklest Gable 
illustrates ner book with intimate 
photoscaph,s of their posthumously 
bosses) om~tmuels accents Gable’s 
perwnial Sasa, his romances, and 
his five marriages. 

Another White House Book 
Mrs Littian Rogers Park. ‘in 

eollaooration with Frances Spatz 
Letrhton naving clicked with her 
bavkstairs memoir, “My 30- Years 
Backsturs at the White House,” 
Awnz) VPields now has written 
*Viv 21 Years in the White House.” 
Which Cosard-VieCann will pub- 
lisk next month 

As chief butler and = maitre 
dhotel during the Hoover, Roose- 
velt, Truman ani Eisenhower ad- 
minstrations >-he retired in April 
1953 and now resides in West 
M-iforii. Mass... author Fields’ 
memoir is replete with anecdotes 
about MacArthur, Churchill, Eden, : 

week, I 

Molotov, the Windors, 

and generals. ’ 
, . When Mrs. Kennedy imported’ a 

Qs, stnends publication with this: French chef ‘the White House was 
! quoted as frowning..dn any future 

~ ronment in the final issue savs * memoirs or “intimate” closeups on 
-stelter that was initially; the incumbent First Family, a con- 

dition which probably can never men acquired the property in 1956! run a wild. goose 1 

and. resold it to another syndicate, charge. be made to stick in future, 

CHATTER 
Leo Guild is writing a book. 

“Hollywood Screwballs.” with kind- 
ly analysis of the unusual actiors 
‘of the more colorful Hollywood peo-! 10. ( 
ple and their didos in the half cen-jtorium have been initiated by the |. 
tury of motion pictures. 

Art Moger, former 

rep in Boston. is readying new 
tome. “Some of my Best Friends 
are People,” story about show biz. 
due for bookstalls early in April. 

Six “Hugo” awards were given 
writers and artists at the World: 
Science-Fiction convention in Seat- ; 
the in September. Rod Serling. 
creator of tv’s “Twilight Zone.” 
won the dramatic award. Other 
winners. Walter Miller, best novel, 
for “Canticle for Leibowitz"; Poul 
Anderson, best -short story, for 
“The Longest Vovage”; best mag- 
azine, Analogue Science Fact and 
Fiction, a Street & Smith publica- 
tion: best artist. Ed Enskwiller. 
and F3arl Kemp's “Who Killed Sci- 
ence-Fiction,” best amateur pub- 
lication. ce 

The Manchester Guardian, al- 
ready a quasi-national daily in 
England, will also. start printing 
in London. thus giving the north- 

_of-England paper a- full national 
| daily perspective. This move is in 
contrast to the folding of several 
London newspapers. _ 

A two-hour Monday night work- 
shop on the practical side of writ- 
ing the mystery novel, mystery 
short story and fact-crime, wil] be 
conducted by the Mystery Writers. 
of America Ine. at its hq, 232 
East 40th St.. New York. Pro writ- 
ers and editors will conduct the 
14 sessions from Sept. 25-Jan. 15. 

Nathaniel Weyl, author of “Red 
Star Over Cuba” (Devin-Adair. 
hardcover; ‘Hillman -Macfadden, 
paperback publishers, coinciden- 
tally) is the son of Walter Weyl. 
one of the first editors of The New 
Republic. His uncle; -Ernest Poole, 
was the first Pulitzer Prizewinner 
for fiction. Weyl became’ disillu- 
sioned with Communism and now 
writes anti-Communist articles. 

Peter Bart is still a civilian and 
‘as not been drafted, as misre- 
ported. He was on a fortnight’s 
leave, as-he has been doing for 
some years. to serve two weeks of 
active duty in the Army Reserves. 
during which period William Free- 
man did first week’s N. Y. Times 
advertising column and Phil Shabe- 
coff, his secretary, did the second: 
week’s stint. Bart: is back writing 
his ad stuff on the Times. 

Lancer Books to handle all 
Zojar Press reprints in .paperback. 
Zolar inee Bruce King) 
astrologist and his horoscope 
books have been big sellers, as 
have also his 
Woolworth’s and kindred outlets. . 

se 

collection is, by itself, a 

i. These plays by the author of Pal Joey have never 
= before been published. O’Hara’s foreword to the 

valuable contribution to 

dramatic writing. Included are THE SEARCHING SUN, 
THE WAY IT WAS, VERONIQUE, THE FARMERS HOTEL, 
AND THE CHAMPAGNE POOL, ' ; 

$5.90, now at your bookstore 

global 
royalty, prime ministers, admirals ; 4 parking lot. 

is the’ 

“Zolarscopes” in. 

i 

| Old Alhambra, Brussels, 
‘To Be Razed for Shops 

Brussels,. Sept. 12. 
The Alhambra Theatre, noted ‘as 

"1a local showcase. for operett | | deGaulle, Mme. Chiang Kai-shek, | jac scvilie wean be deostehey ond 

P CAST 
tooo 

Wednesday, September 13, ‘1961 7 

ING. NEWS 
vaudeville, is to be demolished and Fotlowing are available parts in upcoming : Broddway,- off-Broad- ; 

‘The house was built in 1845 and 
‘originally played circuses. It-subse-| checked as of noon yesterday (Tues.). ~ re 

The available roles will be repeated weekly until filled, and addi- 

‘the ‘site used for offices, ‘shops and| wa: 

; quently played Flemish language 
< 

, and touring shows, as well as ballet, films, industrial. and tele: 
vision shows. All information has been obtained directly by the 
Variety Casting Department by telephone calls, and has been’ re- 

legit, but was sold many. years ago} tions to. the list will be made only: when. information is secured fram 
ito the Chamberlain family of} responsible parties: The intention. is to service performers with leads 
| Englard..A group of local business| provided by the managements of the shows involved. rather than to. 

‘two years. later for $198,000. 

TEXAS TOWN’S OWN. AUD 
_.. Freeport, Tex.. Sept. 12. 

Plans for a $250,000 city audi- 

Freeport City Council, ‘but action 
‘Warner |by the legislature and a city elec- | 

‘Bros. press agent, now a producers’ /tion would be necessary ‘before . {| 
funds could be made available for 
{the building. .. : 

‘+ At present the. only sizeable au- 
,ditorium in the area is in a local] 
ischool. — 

Cold War Cancels 
‘ <—=as Continued. from page 73 = 
a_i 

who was-a director of the’ East 
Berlin Ensemble Theatre which 

“was founded .by Brecht, defected 
to the West and said he would not 
return. ; 

And Horst Stein, formerly the 
‘music director of the East Berlin 
‘opera, likewise announced from 
Hamburg that he. felt’ the Com- 
munists had. built barricades 
against his “personal and. artistic 
freedom.” 

The reverse Viewpoint was taken 
by the Goettingen Theatre, which 
announced. that it was. continuing 

with its fortheoming staging of 
Brecht’s “Die.Ausnahme and die 
Regel™ ‘The .Exception and the 
Rule).. The Young Theatre’s direc- 
tor pointed out that it was proof 
that the free world exists in West- 
ern Germany when a local. stage 
can play a Brecht offering on the 
same calendar with a playwright 
who is the exact antithesis ot 
Brecht, Eugene Ionesco, and that! 
-his. group is proud of- offering the. 
‘two. plays of subsequent nights. 

And a final ironic touch was 
that all the German papérs were ~ 
full. of praise for the sole Brecht 
play, “Process of Joan of: Arc,” ; 
which has been premiered so far. 
this fall. The Ulm stage presented 
the play on Sept. 1,-and .as the - 

‘lofty review in the Frankfyrter . 
Rundschau newspaper pointed. out, 
Brecht was against opportunism 
and conformity and oppression—so 
‘why should: his plays be banned at 
this moment? _ 7 
Much of .the praise for . the 
Brecht staging in Ulm went-to the 
direetor, Peter Palitzsch of East 
Berlin, wno, as mentioned, above, | 
used his opportunity. of staging 
the production in the west as a 
chance to.escape from the Com-. 
munist domination. 
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, The Pirates of Penzance 
\|Norman Campbell took ‘aver the 
i staging. for a subsequent television 
‘taping In Toronto, the present New 

-;York engagement and a-U.S. tour 
and London = stand 

Erie House combines an - amusing 
slapstick portrait of the preposter- 
ous British general,. and enuciates 
the Gilbertian patter clearly, while 

% [Marion .Studholme is: a~ properly 
|forthright heroine with a beautiful 
{soprano voice, and Andrew Downie 
sings agreeably and adds a droll | 
itouch :to the role of the dutiful 
hero. . . _ 
As the bogusly ferocious pirate 

-chief, Harry Mossfield has a su- 
-perb -baritone voice and ‘an infeci- 

> ‘ously spoofing style while Howell. 
Glynne combines sham courage 
and an expressive bass voice as 
the timorous Police 

pirates’ contralto eamp follower...’ 
_ Louis Applebaum’s musical -di- 
jrection, Henri’ Rene's conducting, 
Brian Jackson’s simple but un- 
trammeled. scenery and costumes 
and the’ dances arranged ‘by Festi- 
val actor“director Douglas Camp- 
bell are- theatrical. dividends. 

_ Hobe. 

Sergeant. 
+ ‘Irene Byatt is satisfactory as the. 

narathon. This information ‘is. published. without: 

In addition to the available parts Usted, the tabulation includes pro- 
ductions announced. for. later this season, but, for which, :the manage-.- 
ments, as yet, aren’t holding open. casting calls. Parenthetical designa- 
tions are as follows: (C) Comedy, (D). Drama,.(MC) Musical Comedy, 

Reading. 

au 

‘BROADWAY 
“Carnival” (MC). Producer, 

David Merrick (246 W. 44th St., 
N.Y.; LO 3-7520). Parts . available» 
‘for. two midgets or two dwarfs, © 
male or femme, who can play the. 
trumpet.. Mail photos and resurnes 

:immediately c/o Robinson Stone, 
: above address. - 
! “Daughter of Silence” (D', Pro- 
, ducer, Richard Halliday (75 FE. 55th 

available for Italian, 

(MD) Musical Drama, (R) Revue, (Rep) Repertory, (DR) Dramatie 

ee 

Mail photos and resumes ¢/o above 
address. Auditions for non-Equity 
male and femme singers, all voices, 
and. Equity. and non-Equity tall: 
male dancers who sing, Friday 
115), 1-4 p.m., at. the Jan Hus 
House (351 E..74th St., N.Y.) Ap- 
plicants should bring resumes, 

“Attitudes” ©. (R). Producer, 
_Michael F. Goldstein (10 W.. 65th 
St,, N.Y. TR 3-0571), Parts avail- 

able for male and femme actors 
218-35," who can -sing and’ have- 
, comedy. ability. Mail photos and 
resumes ¢,0 above address. 

7 ; ah |. “Drop Dead” (MC). Producers, 
'St.. N.Y.; PL 3-7341). Several parts france Barklie & Ned Hendrickson. 

non-dialect ! 
; character men, 45-60. Mail photos: 
‘and resumes c/o above address. 
-Interviews by appointment only. 

ducers, Ben Frye, Irving Squires 
.& Sirki De Vysenof (250 W. 37th 
, St. N.Y.: CO 5-0286).. Auditions 
‘this week for a sensitive-looking 
eight-year-old boy, with light ‘or 

;dark brown hair, at above address. 
.Call Pat Fowler,above number for 
‘ appointment. 

i “Garden of Sweets” (D+: Pro- 

(80 W. 3d St., N-Y.:°GR 5-7188). 
Equity call for -singer-dancer-act- 
ors, tomorrow (Thurs.) and for non- 
-Equity. performers Friday (15), 2- 
-3. p.m. at. Showcase’ Studios (950. 
Eighth Ave., N.Y... Performers are 

-to bring their own accompaniest if 

“Isle of Children” (D). Produ-: 
‘cers, Lester Osterman & Shirley 
‘Bernstein (1650 Broadway, N.Y.: 
JU 6-5570). Part available for a 14. 

possible. 

“Go..Show ‘Me a Dragon” (C}. 
Producer, -Hanneford Productions. 
17 W. 67th St, No Yo. Avail- 
able Parts:. femme lead; 30, 
attractive; male lead, 50's, .broken- 
down poef; man; 35,. prof; man;: 
30. flamboyant -poet; man. 29,-. 

. Sensitive; -man, 30. wild - beatnik; - 

‘year-old boy, slim; earnest, sensi-° 
‘tive, must be experienced actor. 
'Call Nicholas Gray, above number, 
-for interview appointment. 

burge-Porter Prods. (1619 Broad- 
‘way, N..Y.; JU 6-4886).. Available 
‘parts: male lead, 30's, tall: femme, ! All 
20, etherial, small, lovely, lyric today «Wed.), 6-10 p.m. and tomoar- 
soprano; femme, 50's, strong per- row (Thurs.), 10 a.m.-4 p.m, with 
_sonality; male, 50-60, timid; three special call for children tomorrow. 
men, 35-45, businessmen; femme, |!:Thurs.). 4-6 p.ni.; at ELT rehearsal. 
voluptuous model; character man,’ studio (Hotel Marseilles, 103¢ St. & ~ 
50-60, non-singing; high wire act, Broadway.N.Y.). Some non-Equity 
one man and one woman; several ‘actors will be used ‘in small roles. 

:small male and femme roles, All Script ayailable: at Drama Book 

young man, hulking, -handsome; 
femme, 20-25, “seductive; femme, - 

_tall gaunt, young; four attors v.ho 

“Jennie” (MD). Producer, New- : 

can. play modern jazz. Mail photos. 
and. resumes c¢.o0 above address. — 

“Love’s. Old. Sweet Song” (D), 
Producer, Equity Library Theatre 
1226 W. 47th St., N.Y.; PL 7-1710). 

parts available. Auditions 

must sing. Mail photos and res-. Shop’ (51 W. 52d St., N.Y.)- and 

‘ address. 

‘Producers, Robert Fryer 
| “Place Without Twilight” (D).: 

umes, through agents only, ‘above actors are requested to read the 
play. before: auditioning. ° 

“Shadow of Heroes” (DD), Pro-: 
and, queers, Warner LeRoy & Paul Li- 

‘Lawrence Carr, in association with | pin (21 E. 63d St., N:Y.; TE 8-5188).: 
‘John Herman (234 W. 44th St., 
iN.Y.; LA 4-2844), Available parts: 
‘man, .19-21, tall, handsome, cat- 
like, fair; boy, 16, intense, medium 
height, fair; girl, 18, spiritual qual- 

1 

. 

£ 
, 

Available parts: man, 35, tall, hand- 
some, gaunt; man, 55, thin, dig-. 
nified: woman, 30-40, warm, strong; . 
attractive; character men, 35-45; 
boy, 7. dark; character woman, 50's; . 

fragile: girl, 18, all-American type: ‘sitive; 10 non-Equity non-speaking 
‘boy, 19, sincere. All roles ‘are Ne- roles. Mail ‘photos and .resumes 

above address. 

| “Subways Are For Sleeping” ; 
(MC). 
(246.W..44th St., N.Y.; LO 3-7520). 

j Auditions for dancers: girls;. 11 
am.-l p.m. and boys, 2-4 p.m. 

Theatre (246 W. 44th St. N.Y. 

‘Theatre 1962. Producer, Richard. 
Barr (Cherry Lane Theatre, 38 

Producer, David Merrick Corhmerce. St., N.Y.; CH: 2-395)).., 
Accepting. photos and resumes: of 
male and ‘femme performers for: 

a. “a-% » the new Season c/o above :address..” 
tomorrow {Thurs.) at the St: James Don’t phone. or 

“Time Wise” (MC). Producers, 
“Time Is a Thief” (D). Producer,’ Helaine and Arnold Washton ‘206° 

iN.Y.; YU 6-4284). Available . parts: 
male lead, 55-65, large. character 
man; femme lead, 50’s,- small, 
proud, character woman; character 
man, 50’s small, meticulous,: char- 
acter ‘femme, 45, plump; - char- 
acter man, 30's solid, rugged; man, 
30’s, tall, wirey;.two juves, 12-14. 
Mail photos. and resumes, through 

‘agents only, c/o above address. - . 

OFF-BROADWAY 
“All in Love” (MC). Producers, 

Jacques Urbont, J. Terry Brown 
Jr. & Stella Holt (c/o Brown, 
Floyd Ackerman Agency, 145 W. 
55th St., N.Y.; CO 4-4122). Photos 
and resumes of male and femme 

for the musical based on. Sheri- 
dan’s “The Rivals.” Part available 

‘MD).. - Producer, 

‘to follow.. onli : ; ‘ae a / > 
‘Guthrie, meanwhile, is directing Beverly Zarling (489 Fifth Ave., B, 60th St. N.Y: EL . 5-3768). 

& lthe new Paddy Chayefsky - play, 
2 | “Gideon,” for Broadway. 
: |. Of the “Pirates” featured leads, 

Available parts: man, 30's, cone. 
tinental: ‘character comedienne, 
30’s.. All must~ sing. .Mail photos. 
and resumes_.or call. above address - 
and: number. 

2 ‘TOURING 
“Amahl and the. Night Visitors” 

David Aiken 
‘Dwaarkill’ Manor, Pine Bush, 
N.Y.), Part available for a boy so-— 

}prano, 9-12, .for_a.tour of sympho- 
nies and universities, Thanksgiving 
through Christmas,.as well as for 
the NBC-TV -presentation of the 
opera. Mail photos, resumes and * 
tapes. of voices, if possible,. c/o -.- 
above address. Tapes. will be. re- - 
‘turned and -New York auditions’ 

‘musical performers being accepted | 

for an operatic male quartet, ‘skilled. 
in Restoration comedy acting. Mail 
information c/o above address.. 

American. Savoyards. Director, 
Dorothy: Raedler (140 W. 79th. St., 
N.Y.). 

jsoloist and a male dancer who 
‘Sings, over 3 feet, 10 inches: talL 

will ‘be held the last two weeks in 
September, .so those in commuting 
distance of N.Y. fieed not send 
tapes. . oo 

“Bye Bye Birdie’. (MC).: Produce © 
- er, Edward Padula (1501 Broadway, 

N.Y.; .OX 5-8170), in. association. 
with L, Slade Brown. Auditions. for. 

Part available for tenor |male dancers, 25-40 today (Wed.), © 
jat. 10 a.m.;. ‘teenage boys singer- 

“(Continued on page 77) 



Actor . John Cc. Becher ‘will be. 
committing what might be. called 
professional bigamy starting next 

. Sunday . (17), | 
ferent husbands every weék.. In 
«the off-Broadway repertory at. ‘the 
‘Cherry Lane. Theatre, N.Y,,. he’ll. 
be playing Willie in “Happy Days,” 
Daddy in “The: American Dream” 
and. Father in “The™ Death: of 
Bessie. Smith.” 

Kenneth W. ‘Leish (Kenn), an 
off- Broadway. reviewer . for 
Varitry, is in the Brokton {Mass.) 
General. Hospital. for ‘treatment of, 

hepatitis. ‘He's a -writer-editor for 
Garrett Publications. 

Tony. Richardson is being sought 
to stage: the Broadway edition of. 
“A Passage to India,” the “London 

. hit by Santha Rama. ‘Rau based on. 
the E, M, Forster novel, The Thea- 

‘tre. Guild and Robert. Fryer. & 
Lawrence Carr, in association with 
Jolin Herman, plan to :open. the 
production ‘in. ‘January. at-an_ us- 
‘specified Broadway theatre. 

‘Jenn Fenn will withdraw from | 
the cast of “Sail Away’-during its 
-eurrent Philadelphia tryout be- 
cause her role’ as second femme 
lead is being eliminated.in rewrite. 
Tn ‘an exception to regular policy, 

“to: launch. the presentation of Eq- 
“‘uity Library. Theatre shows .at the - 

_Blanche Yurka. 
will star in: the ELT production of. 
“The Corn Is Green.” ELT. has not: 

‘Master’ ‘Institute, | 

previously used guest stars, 
Art. Carney will star in: “Age of 

Consent” on. Broadway. 
The Town. Theatre, of Colum- 

‘bia, S.C., is offering a $1,000 prize... 
for a play ‘contest, with ‘Nov. aap ; 
the deadline for entries. 
Janet Margolin, a prop. gir]: at.{9 

the N:Y. Shakespeare Festival, will. 
play. the. character-ingenue lead ‘in. 
“Daughter of Silence.”-‘The char- 
acter she will portray - is: under-. 

-. stood to: be a homicidal maniac. « 
“A Shot in the Dark’. is the new | 

title for the Harry. Kurnitz adapta- 
tion of Marcel Achard’s comedy, - 

? “L’Tdiote.” ‘The play was previous- 
ly titled “The. Naked Truth” and. 
then “The Maid’s Room.” 

Drama editors and: critics: ave 
Been invited to -make ‘nominations: 
for the ‘Margo Jonés. Medal,.to be: 
awarded annually “to the produc- 
-Ing..manager of an American or 
Canadian theatre whose - -poliey. ‘of. 
presenting new dramatic works. 
-eontinues most. faithfully the tra- 
dition and vision”. of the late - stock 
"producer. of Dallas, ~ 

The winter’ semester at. ‘the. 
American: 

--Comn., originally scheduled to be- 
gin in October, has been. postponed 
‘until after Jan. 1. 

“The off-Broadway: musical. come- 
dy, “Little: Mary Sunshine,” which 

' had announced “‘final weeks,” fs: 
continuing indefinitely at the. Play- 
ers Theatre, N.Y. 

Dimitri Rondiris . and ‘members 
_ of the Greek ‘Tragedy Theatre, will 
" be guests at’ a ‘cocktail party to be 

given: Monday. ‘18) ‘at: the . Hotel | 
- Pierre, N. Y., by. the Greek repre-. 
Bentative: to the United ‘Nations. 

‘TEMPORARY 

Earn extra money. between show . 
assignments.. If. you have any: : 

. Office skills, we can keep you | 
: , busy whenever you care to work. | 

Top Rates of Pay—No Fees 
Monthly Bonus—Finest Firms 

"ALLIED: TEMPORARY. 
15 East 40-St. or 152 West. A St. Lael 
"NEWYORK. 7 

F was the ad fer a well-known, brand et 4 
‘It’s no’. social cough drops in 19)9. 

“blonder — yet — not . ‘te 

| Sostsi. risks and advantages, ©". 

, T:&:CO.: 
| ize “J BERMAN pot mu Tams 1 

a. - Coniplete- ‘set of. Theatre Magoezines, 
“4 peautifully bound, perfect condition, 

rarely used, 1900-1930 Including | bal 
JIsave... Player’s Gallery, abo 
volumes. Only. ‘substantial offer. con 
sidered. 

Box 7@, VARIETY,:. . 
. ‘1s West 4éth St. New: York 36, NY. 

Successful Summer. Theatre 
and Of: troadway Producer 

Avallabie Oct, 1.-May 1 «. 
. Interested. Mon Friday Siet- 

or Related 

* Box. V-3115, ‘VARIETY. 
154, W. 46 St. New ‘York 36,.N. ¥. 

playing - three. ‘dif- 

‘of “August for the People,” 

Shakespeare ‘¥estival 
Theatre &.Academy, at Stratford; | 

‘way. presentation ‘of: 
‘Second. City.” 

own Mutual: Fi: 
Funds. But yeu should -consider their’. 

-area,. 

- materialize. Segal, 
: Producing: ‘with Hail .at: Walling- 

The troupe. ‘plays an ‘engagement 
Sept. 19-Oct. 1-at.the City Centre.. 

recently 
changed his name.from John Hel-. 
dabrand, will be in. the upcoming’ 
Broadway ‘drama, “The Garden of |. 
Sweets.” He was originally named. 

John Balzac, who. 

Richard Malek. . 
“The. Inside Out Adyenture,” 

children’s play by. theatrical pho- 
tographer. Alix Jeffry, will open 
Oct. 14 for Saturday afternoon. and ! 
special - Sunday miatinee perform-. 
ances at the Actors Playhouse, N.Y. 
Joy Bergman, head. of The Ameri-. 
ean Theatre. for. Children, which is 
produting the ‘offering, will :direct. 
' Denhoim -Ellictt will “be co-. 
starred with James. Donald, Kim 
Hunter, Torin: Thatcher and Ethel | 
Griffies.in the fortheéming Broad- 
way, P production, “Write. Me a Mur- 
er 
“Marefe Hubert is back. in New. | 

. York’ after a summer. stint with 
the’: ‘improvisational “Premise”. in. 
Westport, Conn. 
Mae and ‘Ruth Brandt, a sister |. 

scripting team active in. radio and. 
television, are to be- represented - 
off-Broadway this fall by -a- pro- 
duction. of their courtroom drama, 
“Pick My Peers.” . . 

. Dorothea ‘Freitag. is arranging 
the dance music for “Kicks & -Co:” 
“London producer Tony Furness: 

was in New York last week to con- 
fer with: playwright. Joseph C2rolé 
about ‘producing some other of. his. 
plays. He -presented the author's 
“Roger the: Sixth” in the West 
‘End last season, | 

‘Boris’ Tumarin will appear in-= 
“Garden: of Sweets.” . 

William — Branch’s dramatization 
' the Peter Abrahams novel,.“A 
reath for Udomo,” which: William 

Chambers plans presenting in New 
York, ‘will be tested by Chambers 
in London where he intends’ open- 
ing. the play. the week..of Oct.. 29. 
at the Lyric Hammersmith. 

' Farley Granger: will. appear with. 
Chester Morris in- the touring. pro-. 
duction -of .‘Advise and Consent,” 
scheduled. ta open Oct. 2 in Gin- 
cinnati. |. 

New York legit producer Caro- 
line Swann jis. associate. producer 

opened last night (Tues.) at the 
Royal .Caurt; London,: following its. 
recent. preem at. the- Edinburgh 
1961 International Festival. ; 

Alan © ‘Manson... ‘will appear ‘in 
“Gideon. mre ; 

. Doris. Roberts has. succeeded Rae. 
\anen: in the. off-Broadway “Death 
of Bessie Smith.” 

‘Gordon Davidson {s general. stage 
manager for the upcoming -Broad- 

tival,, Stratford, Conn.;. to. student 
| audiences. for. six. weeks beginning - 
tomorrow -(Wed.). ‘Margaret -Phil- |. 
lips will appear as Lady Macbeth, 
‘succeeding . Jessica Tandy. 

A¢tress Jean Stapleton returned - 
to New: York Iast. week: from Los 
Angeles where she did-a. stint for 
the. “Dr. Kildare” - television. series. 

“Rhinoceros, "mow. 
| last Monday- (11) at. the. Longacre 

|| Theatre,.N. Y., for .a. three-week 
{}-Tun,. ‘will give ‘a benefit -perform- 

ance tomorrow night (Thurs.) for. 
|| the -Congress: of .Racial Equality. 

“Harvey: Jason’. is understudying 
4| the featured ; role: of * Geofiry in: 
“Taste of Honey.” 

]]_ . Alfred: Lunt will. direct “First 
Love. " : y 

” Sogal & Hall Tents 
Continued . from. page 3 — 

S. expected to be completed.} 
by 1964; when. the Segal-Hall. lease. 
‘on the ‘present site of: their 2,300- | 
seat tent. éxpires. The’ Oakdale 

4|.canvastop, | incidentally, is’ having |: 
‘its best. season this.summer. The | 

| gross for the 13-week semester is 
.expected..to: hit $600, 000 which. the. 
. producers believe. ‘would bé a rec- 
ord -for a ‘tent: theatre. operation.. 

Exclusive of. -the ‘conteniplated 
Australian venture, the combined ' 
capitalization of - the projects 
planned by Segal and Hall is 
‘$9,700,000. That figure would climb 
‘to around the $10,000,000 mark if. 
Plans for an Australian tent did 

besides... co- 

which - 

“From the 

‘Franklin . Cover succeeds Pat. 
Hingle in the title. role of. “Mac- 
beth” for the play’s presentation 
“by: the American: Shakespeare Fes- 

—- Parts 

. “4 e a 7 

Casting News 
= Continued from page 76 =m 

dancers, ‘tomorrow (Thurs.), at 10 
a.m.; . baritones. and basses, "Frida 

cae Ny Theatre (225 W.. 44th: 

“Carnival” (MD). producer, 
David Merrick (246 W. 44th St., Thels 
N.Y.; LO’ 3-7520). All. parts..avail- 

aj able ‘for the national company. Mail 
~ | photos. and resumes c/o ‘Michael Kreo 
| Shurtleff, above address. 

‘Music Box Theatée. Producer, Al 
Reiners. {Box 395, Hyannis, Mass.). 
Photos. and resumes being accepted 
.of male and femme. chorus, danc-: 
ers and dramatic performers for 
three musical comedies and two: 
‘musical revues that will. be toured 
in-a package company this winter. 
Company will. perform in Florida 
and other states. in cabaret-style 
theatres: Auditions wili'be held in 
New York by appointment only: 

OUT OF TOWN 
BOSTON 

: “Student Prince” (MC). Produc- 
er,’ Carl Sawyer (Hotel Bradford 
Roof Dinner Theatre, Boston, 
“Mass.). Auditions. Friday (15): fem- 
me. ‘singers, at 2:30 p.m. and. men, - 
at 3:30.-p.m.; .femme. dancers, at 
4:30 p.m. and men, at 5 pm. at: 
Variety ‘Arts Studio (225. W 
‘St, N.Y.). 

; - CEDAR GROVE, NLJ. 
“Music Man” (MC). Producer, 

‘Carl Sawyer (Meadowbrook Dinner 
Theatre, Cedar. Grove, N.J.). Au- 
ditions Friday (15): femme singers, 

, 46th 

{at 2:30 p.m. and mien, at 3:30 p.m.; | 
femme dancers, -at 4:30 p.m, and 
f{men. at.5 p.m., at Variety Arts Stu- 
dio. (225 W. 46th St., N¥.). 

CHICAGO 
. “Medium. Rare” (R). Producer, 

Robért Weiner. (234. W. 44th St, 
-Part available. 

for a. "femme singer-dancer, pretty.. 
N. ¥.; LO 3-4370). 

Call above number - ‘for appoint- 
ment, 

TORONTO 
Premise (improvisational group). 

Producers, Theodore J. Flicker & 
Monty Shaff. (c/o the Premise, 154 
Bleeker’ St:, N.Y.; AL 5-9692), 
Parts‘ available . for. male and] 
femme performers - to do ‘impro- 

established: in Toronto within the 
‘next ‘few weeks. Mail photos and 
Tesumes c/o Zev. Putterman,. above 
“address, or. call- him at above 
number. : a 

_ Television 

“Bozo’ .: Circus” (children’ s show 
locally on’ WGN-TV)... Producer, 
McGinn. Television Productions | Cardinal 
(410 S. Michigan Ave.,. cmeago; | 
WA 2-1000). Casting director Laura 
Hitt ‘accepting photos and resumes 
of ail-types of circus acts c/o above 
address. Include availability date 
in Chi area.. 

Three” “Camera (educational 
|dramatic series). Producer, CBS 
(524 W. 57th St., N. ¥.; JU 6-6000); | 
casting director, Paula. Hindlin. 
‘Accepting phofos and resumes. of 
general male ahd female dramatic 
talent, c/o above address. No dupli- 

‘} cates. © 

“Lamp: Unto My Feet” (religi- 
ous-dramatie series). Producer, 
CBS (524. W. 57th St. N. Y.; JU 
6-6000); casting director, Paula 
Hindlin. Aceepting photos’ and re- |: 
-sumes.of general male and female 
‘dramatic talent, c/o above address. 
No duplicates.': . 
‘WBEM-TV, Chicago, (630 N: Me- 

_Clurg Ct.,: Chicago; WH 4-6000). 
available for “male. and 

femme performers, all ages and 
. | types, for 39-week series of drama | 

| workshops plus four ‘to six prime |: 
‘time original dramas. Must be. 
from Chi. Mail photos and resumes 
e/0. Pon. Dillion, . above address. 

_ “Girl In a a Hurry” (D). Producer, 
Acteon Productions (27 W. 72d St., 
‘N.Y.; TR 17-4200, ext. 602). Avail-. 

| able’ parts: leading man, 50’s, syni- 
eal, foreign, urbane. Phone Larry 
Evans, above number, for appoint- 
ment. 
York this . winter.. 
“Mademoiselle: Omaha” (featur- 

ette); Producer, ‘Creative Mart 
Films (507 Fifth Ave., N.Y.. OX 
7-5895), Available | parts: two at- 
tractive. girls, 20-25, one a’ model. 

ford, is also partnered with Burton |type; two young men, c-r'y 20's. 
Mail photos and resumes ¢/ e ahave F ‘Bonoff ‘in the. operatiqn of the 

‘Warwick. RI)” ‘Musical , Theatre. address." 
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115), at 10 a.m: and femme singers, 
25-40, Friday (15), at. 11:30, all at | Costu 

.Mellinge.. 

visational show at a theatre to be 

Shooting will be in New || 

Shows Abroad 
Sappho 

. Edinburgh, Aug. 29. | 
Edinbar: Festival Society presentation 

of the Eristel Ol4 Vic Co. Dboduction of 
drama in by Lawrence Dur- ‘three acts, 
rell. Staged hy John Bale; se 

Stas omarearet 
Nigel Dave Opened Aug. 21, "61, 
at Lyceum entre. inburgh; $1.30 top. 

SO eee Diane Aubrey 
PHOOD@ ..ceccccsecseccace Bridget Wood 

@ovevscoe 

DR wc0ce ea ncenesece Norman Tyrrell 
Sappho ........2.6... Margaret Rawili 

Th oes cc ewcccesdecce Frederick Parley 
Messenger deesece eorcces bin Fi ips 

otro e cee cesesecenes ichar ale 
Diomeder Siave ee eeceas Michael Lynch 
Pittakos see accees aces. Nigel Davenport 
Adaman nthis ocenee escesss-- Peter Birrel 
Pythoeritos ae ern Henry 
Soldier ........ poccccces "Michael Goldie 
Kleis ‘Jane Barlow Oat eee aseaercecevevesecse 

“Sappho”. is good poetic imagery, 
but hardly good theatre. Lawrence 
Durrell’s original has been cut 
somewhat, but is still verbose, with 
too much side-plot material. . 

_ There is.a strong portrayal by 
Margaret Rawlings as the Greek 
poetess, She conveys the torture of 
the woman who wearies of life, de- 
spises her husband, has affairs 
with two brothers, and ends alone 
and unhappy. 
.Thé Bristol Old Vie company, in- 

vited. by Edinburgh Festival Soci- 
ety to produce the work, with John 
Hale providing capable direction,. 
gives a fine performance of vio- 
lence and passion in a decadent | 
society, Nigel Davenport, is effec- 

‘|tive as a weak tyrant, and Richard 
Gale is believable as his brother 
‘who prefers to walk alone. 
. Frederick Farley is good as the 
heroine's. elderly husband who 
discloses he may also be her father. 
Norman Tyrell gives a clearly enun- 
ciated portrayal of his friend and 
grammarian. Willoughby Goddard | 
spouts verse and declaims color- 
fully as an ancient Greek wino. 

Jane. Graham’s settings and cos- 
tumes strike the timeless and effec- 
tively quiet note of island life. The ; 
‘Michael Mellinger music meets all 
requirements. Play does not hold 
its own dramatically. ‘Gord. 

‘Tis Pity. She’s a Whore 
London, Aug. 30. 

Mermaid Theatre Trust revival of two- 
act rama, me, John Ford. Staged by Da- 
vid son; decor, Tony Carruthers. 
Features J Edward De Siuza, Zena Walker, 
Patience Cutler, John Woodvine. David 
Sumner, enneth Edwards, Jerry Verno 
-Barbara Barnett. Opened Aug. 9, ’61, at 
the Mermaid Theatre, London: $1.90 top. 
Bonaventura Kenneth Edwards 

Souza Giovann] .......c0.e00. Edward De 
Vasques ..sccccssecesee. John Woodvine 
Grimaldl ......ccsccecees Richard Ware 
FIOTIO .......00ccceesceeess Douglas Muir 
“‘Donado 2... cccavesccesece- Jerry Verno 
Soranzo ..ccoccccccveese- David Sumner 
Putana ...cscccecsscecos: Patience Collier 

a oe ver ecccecace Zena Walker - 
Bergetta ....cccsecones- Stephen Thorne 
Poggio .....ccccccecase- Jeremy Geidt 
Richardetto .............- .Keith Williams 
Philotis .....cccccccvsce- Anthea Lynex 

re rbara : 

r . -eo---- Patrick Crean 
. ‘Ronald d Robinson, 

Others: Norma Shebbeare. 
Smith, wonald Porter, 
Clare: Wilkinson. 

Caroline 
Gaynor Owen, 

‘Incest, murder, lust, Antrigue 
} and whatnot are piled on in this. 
300-year-old tragedy, and the re- 
sult is heavy going, despite two 
or three sound acting jobs. Author 
John Ford’s tragedy should suffice 
for a-limited engegement. at the ; 

| Mermaid, but is unlikely to have- 
wide appeal. The complicated 
story concerns the incestuous love, }> 
and Ford tells’ it boldly and 
frankly. . 

From the tragic romance spring 
vengeance and slaughter appreach- 
ing a blood bath proportation, 

a{ cus,” 

Ann 
Willoughby Goddard | 

which,. toward the end, is almost 
too much to take. The play lacks 
the true horror and the passion of 
“Macbeth” or “Tifus and Androni- 

and there is insufficient 
poetry in Ford’s writing, also, the 
main thread is often submerged 

.|in minor sub-plots and too many 
characters. The result is confusion. 

David Thompson has staged the 
play intelligently. and it is ap- 
parently the fault of the script 
itself, rather than the presentation, 
that the effect at times suggests a 
horror comic strip. Of severai sen- 
sitive performances, the outstand- 
ing given by Zena Walker as the 
ill-fated heroine. The scene where 
she first capitulates to the sd- 
vances of her brother is movingly 
contrived. John Woodvine as a 
scheming servant and Patience 
Collier as a lady-in-waiting who 
helps the incestuous romance tcG 
flourish, Stephen Thorne and Bar- 
bara Barnett (though she overacts 
her death scene) give commend- 
able performances. 

Edward De Souza seems il] af 
. ease the illicitly amorous brother, 
but Jerry Verno, David Sumner, 
Kenneth Edwards, Douglas Muif 
and Richard Dare conform to act- 
ing pattern. The Tony Carruthers 
deeor and costumes are richly 
lavish. 

Opinions were mixed about 
“"Tis Pity” when it was fst 
staged in the 17th century. This 
revival won't change that very 
much. Rich. 

Touring Shows 
(Figures cover Sept. 10-24) 

Best Maa—Hanna, Cleve. (18-23). 
and Stanley Pocie (try- 

out)—Locust, Phila. (12-23). 
Bye Sye Birdie (2d Co.)}—Erianger, 

Chi (11-23). 
Caretaker (tryout) — Shubert, New 

Hayen (13-16); Wilbur, Boston 118-23). 
Cook for Mr. General (tryout)}—Shubert, 

New Haven (20- 
De You Know the Milky Way (ryout) 

—Cass, Det. (20-23). 
Flerelie (2d Co.)—Biltmore, L.A. 11-23). 

Drum Song—Fuord’s, Balte 

rran, S.F. (11-23). 
étryout )—Walnut, 

Flower 
(11-23). 

Gypsy. 
Hi Fiaelity 

(14-23) 
Phila, 

How te Succeed In Business Without 
Real Trying (tryout}—Shubert, Phila. 

Kean (tryout)}—Shubert, Boston ¢16-23). 
(tryout—O’Keefe, Torcnte 

Plume de Ma Tante—Alcazar. SF. 
(11-1717); Auditorium, Denver (19.23). 
1 ist, it Ride (tryout}—Erlanger, Phila, 
¢ = 

Milk ond Honey (tryout}—Colonial. Bos 
ton (11-23). 

Miracte Worker Wilbur, Boston (11-16); 
Nixon, Pitt. 18-23 

Music Wane Acditorium, Rochester 
(11-16); Murat, IndpJs. (18-23). 

Music Man (Bus-and-truck) — Rajabkzs. 
Reading, Pa. (18-18); Memorial. Trenton 
y2n; Masonic, Scranton (22-23). 
My Falr Lady (2d Co.}—-KRNT, Des 

Moines (13-16); Shubert, Chi (20-23). 
Sall Away (tryout)—Forrest, Phila. 

(11-23). 
Shert Mappy tite § (tryout)}—Moore, 

Reattle (12-15); Paramount, "ortland (16) 
Alcazar, S.F. (19-23). 
Sound cf Music (2d Co. +—~Philharmonie, 

L.A. (11-23). 
Taste ef Honey—National, Wash. (11-23), 
Threepenny Opera (2d Co.)—Faper Mill 

burn, N.J. dio; Royal 
Alexandra, Toronto (19-23). 

eer eeenneneeneeearenenenennee 

Togo onion 
HOW TO PRODUCE 

; OFF-BROADWAY 
Four detailed lecture-discussians cov- 
ering ALL PROBL off-Broad- 
way Aosaion te includes short- 
cuts tow. solytieans 
* Conducted by Dorethy Clim and 
Gerald Krone, active producers, in- 
cluding sessions with an Attorney. 
Press Agent and Accountanf, spe- 
clalists tn off-B’way. 

Calf UN 6-1220 or write Miss Olim, 
65 West 95th St., New York 25 
2ND SERIES BEGINS SEPT. 25TH ; 

MEE PY EM oO og Og oe ee 

ATTENTION ANGELS 
A message to men with. vision (and money) who are 

interested in the theatre. Here on the West Coasi the 

legitimate theatre is growing by leaps and bounds. 

Opportunities here can surpass Broadway, New York, 

This new plan brought forward is to present a new 

original play every. two months, six new plays a year. 

All plays are originals. 

atres are available. 

Scripts are available. 

Financial backing is 

The- 

needed. 

T repeat, the opportunities here can he greater than 

on Broadway, N. Y. 

For Additional Information, Write to 

P.O, Box 6404 — Los Angeles 55, Calif. 
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Broadway 
Acvt:#ss Gloria Stuart debuts 

with ner one-woman art show Sept. 

132°) of Hammer Galleries, 

Viers.y publisher Syd Silver- 

min and atte, Jan) to London on 

beotr.tss tadas «Wed? for a fort- 

mei’ 

Cove loot 

Bepa fins 

Lovers ‘ne Arthur Hornblow, Jr., 

prods * iain London, 

Act >. Homer Croy was the’ 
“firs” a the annual sweepstakes / 
with -- > “earliest” Xmas card; he ; 
maize sou. Labor Day. 

nt ree Ryan, author bf “YT he 
Long Das.” which Darryl 
Zan. 
retzr: -i from Paris Monday (11). 

Riise 
Radios 
weeks oo. the Coast ta onceover - 

mes Hin 

Kia .t Faxinuu and Alice 
Conpes director of London’s 
White’ :'t Theatre, in from Europe 
ester ia, «Tues? on. the Queen 
Taty 

Ezra Stone and actress-wife Sara 
Seeza: guickied east from their 
Holls s >. base to 0.0. their farm 
in Newtown, Pa. Stone is a tv 
Producer on the Coast. 

Dor3:is Lamour and her hus- 
band, Wiiham Ross Howard 3d, 
gailing for Europe today (Wed.) on 
the Queen Mary, as is concert 
Pianist Margaret Nicherson. 

Ethe! Griffies, 81-year-old British 
actress, in from London Mon. (11) 
on the SS United States to start 
rehearsals for the upcoming Broad- 
way entry, “Write Me a Murder.” 

Vincent Lopez will baton the 
ninth consecutive Jockeys Guild 
Bali at the Waldorf-Astoria Sept. 
18 These-are the turf (not disk) 
jockeys an annual event sponsored 
y the nation's turfmen, track own- 

era et. al. Sul Rosen is staging the 
show. 

Phil!y’s Mavor Dilworth has set 
Oct. 7 as Mario Lanza’s Memorial 
Day, including ‘a City Hall cere- 
Mony and prubable bookings to 
revive his “Great Caruso” filmusi- 
cal cvincidental with the event. 
Late tenor was born In Philly but 
died in Rome. 

Copyright attorney Stanley ; 
Rothenberg ‘author of several; 
hooks on the subject) admitted to | 
partnership in Marguiles & Helt, 
tha iawtirm with which he has been 
associated »ince returning from: 
the Arms and postgraduate work , 
at the Unmv af Netherlands. 

Wihiam Howard Kreek and Wal- | 
ter R Pott. Jr are the new sales: 
and contention managers respec- | 
tively of the N.Y. Hilton Hotel in 
Rockefeller Center, due in ’83.} 
Kreek is convention manager of} 
the Waldorf-Astoria and Potts } 
comes frum the N.Y. Convention & ! 
Visitors Bureau. 

Buis Rove, re his AT&T share 
holdings, sra*ks, “Every time that 

end ee erg gr reper nee 

‘stock 20e. up a quarter point, it’s 
another Rolls Royvee.” This per a 
Sunday Times profile on the capi- | 
talist and his walk-in closet trading- 
room ‘repiete with ticker and di- 
rect phone’. from whenee the 
affluence becomes Rose-y 

Harry Shittman back to oper- 
ating familv-owned Larchmont 
Lodge, afte: managing the class 
Forum: of the 12 Caesars’for Res- 
tauran’ Associates. Shiffman, who 
@ls9 operates a gift shop in Larch- 
mont Lodte made a deal with 
Iron Gite Products (“21” Club 
merchandise for his territory. 

Hillesirde joins the show’ biz 
auitivorin2g parade with a. book on 
beauts. health and glamor for 

ouble-lay next spring, Adele 
rhitele: Fleteher, until recently 

Women’s pase editor of American 
Weekly anid who has collabed with 
the Duchess of Windsor and Elsa 
Maxwell, wil work with the chan- 
teuse on her book 

Manan aed John Byram, Iam- 
sters fron: Broadway for over three 
year.--he’. now in realestate in 
Napies, Fia — will house-guest 
witi Phitits Perlman at her Cen- 
tra! Park South digs later this 
nowt when they come in for a 
furtnieht'’. visit. Marian Byram 
an? Nis. Perlman were longtime 
le sir Da associates, was long an 

*eas’: Aa Mirzmaunt Pictures: story 
exer? ” 

Rockette from ‘December 1960 to 
May 1981. The Asheville -Chamber | 
of Commerce sponsored her in| 

| London | 
-, (HYde Park 4561/2/3) 

publicist Robert Jo- ; 

the beauty sweepstakes. 

Rockland County, N. Y. 
By Hobe Morrison 

Former stage. star Sally Bates, 
the ex-Mrs. Calvin Tompkins, is a 
resident of Snedens Landing. 

The Rockland County Fair, dis- 
over to handle “War | continued some years age, is to. beheld at. the National Film Theatre 

Alan Kean, Anglo-Amalgamated 
general manager, hospitalized. 

Sid Taylor has quit Pearl &. 
Dean's commercial film setup after 
eight. years.. 

Dorothy Lamour in on Monday 
(18).for her chore in “The Road to 
Hong .Kong.”’ 

London's fifth Film Fest will be 

revived this fall on the old fair ! on Oct. 17 for two weeks. 
grounds in Orangeburg, on land} 
fowned by Manhattan realty oper- 
ator Irving Maidman, of Nyack. . 

Lewis Nichols, columnist for the ! 
tSuniay book section of the N. Y. ' Christie's 
| Times, has moved back to Man-j; 
hattan and his Snedens Landing 

The Antrim Players will launch, 
:¥ Downing, president of , ‘ their 25th season next. ‘Saturday | 
~ Music Hall, off for four , ‘16. with a reception at their Play- {now with the De Cueuvas Ballet, 

ipa dance at Margot Fonteyn’s 
gala matinee at. _Drury Lane -on: 

-house in Suffern. Their revival of 
vroduct, among other biz. i‘Candida.” to be presented Oct. 

' 20-21 and 27-28, will be their 115th 
i ; production. 

The Skouras chain is butlding a 
| 600-seat film theatre on Route 59, 
at Nanuet, on: the site of Swiss. 
Trudy’s Cafe, which was destroyed 
by fire. The project, due for “com- 
pletion in January, Will also in- 
clude 11 stores and a parking lot. 

Carl Low, co-producer of the 
White Barn Theatre, Irwin, Pa., 
and advance director for the recent 
strawhat-touring “O Mistress 
Mine,” is going on the road as an 
actor in “The Best Man,” so he 
won't be seeing much of his Nyack 
home and family this fali and 
winter. 

Paris 
By Gene Moskowitz 

{66 Ave Breteuil; SUF 5920) 
M. C. W. 2 

ankled as head of Universal Films 
publicity here. — 

Keiko Kishi to Tokyo to star in 
the French-Japanese pic “Rififi a: 
Tokyo” which Jacques Deray di- 

i rects. 
Zizi Jeanmaire set to do a sing- 

ing stint as headliner of a vaude 
show at the Alhambra in Novem- 
ber before starring with: hubby 
Roland Petit in a new ballet sea- 
son, also at the Alhambra. 

Jill Haworth slated for a starring 
role in French pic “Your Shadow 
Is Mine” to roll in Malaya ‘next 
season. Andre. Michel directs and’ 
Pierre Courau produces. Story is 
based on Han. Suyin’s novel about. 
a white girl brought up. by Malay- 

‘ans and the subsequent complica- 
tions when her family redeems 
her. 

No less than 88 pix mad. in °59, 
1°60 and ’61 are awaiting release 
‘here. A goodly part of them are; 
first pix made after the “New 

? Wave” euphoria and found want- 
ting. Many also are underestimated, 
!but this backlog is also worrying | 
U. S. majers who could lose thea- 
tre space if the French try to apply 

I pressures ta clear out this pic ac- 
cumulation. 

Las Vegas 
By Forrest Duke 
(DUdley 4-4141) 

Shirley Scott now at the Esquire 
Lounge piano. bar. 

King’s IV a big click in the 
Thunderbird lounge. 

Lee Fisher has “started his fifth 
year as Dunes flack. 

Orrin Tucker getting -verbal 
blasts from Don Rickles at the 
Sahara Casbar. 

Bert Wheeler in to see his god. 
son, Lou Mosconi Jr., star of: the |: 
Last. Frontier ‘Showbar. . 

Arlene Daht and. hubby Chris- 
topher Holmes weeking at the Fla- 
mingo as guests of- prexy Morris 
‘Lansburgh. 

H'wood Park flack, Al Wesson, 
in at the Tropicana reminiscing | 
with his longtime friend, hotel 
prexy J. K. Houssels Sr. 

Juliet Prowse unhappy because 
her. pet Boxer can’t stay at the 
Riviera with her while ‘she’s star- 
ring in “Irma La Douce.” 

Rusty Isabell, rinky-dink 88er 
from Phoenix, has’ joined the 
Showboat’s entainment. setup— 
complete with Gay 90’s: attire. 

Charlotte Arren and Johnny 
Broderick, comedy. stars of -the 
“Holiday In Rio” show at the Rivi-- 
era, hated to see the schood sea-: 
son start—their youngsters went 

Ny Y onty is the new Miss Amer-: ‘back to Chicago.: 
tes Mas a Beale Fletcher, of Ashe- | 
VEG from show biz but the 
194 brunet’s parents are 
Vaivi-.illtans Vir. and Mrs. Charles 

Harry James and Betty Grable 
back at their home here in time 
for the youngsters to start school. 
James gets more respect from his 

“Dubois has amicably: 

+ 

Prime Minister Harold MaeMil- 
(tan at the first night.of John Os-: 
' borne’ s transferred “Luther.” 

Peter Saunders skedding Agatha 
new play,. “Rule of 

Three,” for November preduction. 
Pete Cotes and actress wife Joan 

F. {house is now occupied by his writ- | Miller back from Melbourne after |. 
nis now filming In Europe. ; -er-daughter, Mrs. Fred H. Burrelle.}a sixmonth stint in its. tv drama 

department: 
Soviet dancer ‘Rudolf Nureyev, 

Ses, 

of honor ‘tonight: (Wed.) at the 
Variety | Club’s - Heart. Award ‘gala 
dinner, 

Among visitors. to the London 
scene are Jerome Whyte, Red But- |: 
tons, Irving Chezar of Pye Records. 
Jack Croft, RFD’s. New. 
Beneéral manager, Dino De Lauren- 
tiis, Linda Christian, Edward Ris- 
man. and Ed Reek. 

Press Guy" David Jones is guest | 

And last Saturday (9) Tent |. 
36 held its annual horsetrack meet.. 

‘Zealand |. 

Wednesday, September 13, 1961 | 

_ for. adults only; motion to ban film 
| was defeated by. sever votes to six. |. 

Hans Hausmann, chief: -of light 
entertainment, Radio Basel, Swit- | 
zerland, due’ here to look at shows 
and attend: the Film- ‘Fest next | 
month. 

Freud.. 
‘Eamonn Keane bowed » out of : 

currently rehearsing for Dublin. 
Theatre Fest.. 

chain store group - by the Rank |. 
Organization for a reported $913,- 
000. Two other cinemas and a stage. 

last two years. 
Sean O’Casey nixed” 

Jack McGowran production of 

International Theatre. Fest. 
banned all Dublin professional 

sign to .McGowran’s alternative | 

tion at Oxford. 

Mexico City 
By Emil Zubryn 

{Apartado 56; Tarco) 

Tele star Mike Connors doing a: 

can night club and tv engage 
“| ments. 

Boston 
By .Guy _Livingston . 

(423 Little Bldg.: DE 8-7560) 

Statler Hilton Yerrace: Room to 
jazz ¢ombos. 

Elinor Hughes, drama_ editor, 
Boston Herald, back from vacation. 

Mexican ‘thrush Maria Victoria | 
off on American tour embracing 
Los Angeles, Chicago, Philadel- 
phia and New York. ~ 

daughter. Adelita as director of 
. | filmed short subjects, with first as- 

Ben Sack bought. “Breakfast at jSsignment a documentary for: the’ 
: Tiffanys” ‘for his Capri theatre. Russian Embassy in Mexico. : 

Mexican night clubs and theatre 
impressarios interested in pacting 

Eva Le -Gallienne . in “Elizabeth | Romano Mussolini, son of Musso- 
1 the Queen” ‘at Boston. Arts Center { lini. for. an extended engagement. 
theatre. 

Roland. Rogers opening the sea- 
son for Blinstrub’s..1,700-seater in |. 
South. Boston:. 

Romano has a name as a jazz. Di- |: 
anist and composer... 

Nat King Cole. eoming to’ Mexi-. 
co ‘ate. in ‘September. to do a film} 

leading role in his brother John |: 
B. Keane’s play, “No More Dust,” |: 

dance and song routine for Mexi- ; 

| testimonial 

Hollywood: 
Pat: Weaver. ‘in from Gotham. 

-Steve- Parker returned::: from - 
ky 

: George Seaton. ‘returned - trom <. 

|} John Huston and Montgomery: London. : 
Clift planed to London after mul- Paul | Nathan back from © five. : 
ling script for film on’. Sigmund weeks in Europe. a 

Neal -East new: Paramount brane 
Manager . in ' L.- A. 

Arnold Shartin moved. over: to: 
bm. post at Metro. 

‘Helen. Rose’s contract with | Met. 
Gaumont cinema, Belfast; sold to | ro extended another year. 

Billy Wilder back: from. lensing 
“One, Two, Three”. in. ‘Germany. 

Neil Brunnenkant in Morte Sano 
theatre.closed in that nabe in the | Hospital with ruptured appendix. * 

‘William E. Shultz named “a 
project for. count exec of KFMB,. San ‘Diego. a 

‘Thalians toss: their ‘sixth: anndal: 
“Plough and the Stars” at Dublin. International. ‘Gala Oct. 20 at Bev-. 

He's | erly Hilton.” 
Mel’ Stevenson’ sueceeds: ‘late: 

productions of his. plays, and this. Whitey Hendricks. as: Metro studio. . 
time he’s also given thumbs, down | police chief. 

William T. Kirk: succeeds Wilma 
suggestion of staging the pr oduc- Bashor as.exec’ director: of: Motion: 

Picture Relief Fund. . 
Tony Curtis and. Janet Leigh, 

{and ‘their: children, en.route to 
| Buenas Aires for “Taras Bulba. an 

Sherrill _ Corwin .: heads.’ upconis. 
| ing Community .: Chest campaign 
-} among theatre exhibs. ‘and -distribs 
lin L.A: aréa.- 

Richard. "Rawlings, “camerman,, 
j and Jay Ashworth, -‘soundman, , 
newly-partnered -in | Mug. ‘n’ Jug. 
-Tacos. Restaurant. — _ 

Lewis J. Rachmil to be hosted at.: 
dinner. Sept.: 24 “at - 

Beverly . -Hilton Hotel. for work as 

Emilio Fernandez grooming } Brexy of Reiss-Davis-Clinic. : 
Hal Wallis: hoisted option of film. o 

ed Warren. Low.. Francis Lederer 
joined “Founder”. lineup of ‘filmites 

| in. Hollywood Motion: Picture, & 
Television | Museum. 

. Chicago 
(DE laware. 71-4984) 

Ora McBride joined , east ot 
“Tongue In Chic” .revue at: ‘the 

Price Brothers, owners of the | chore for ‘producer’ Mario. Zaca-|Sabre Room in suburban Oak. 
Occidental, Washington, 
Poland Spring Hotel, Me. 

Fred Ball, .. ventriloquist. from 

dates and fairs in this territory. 

bought | rias, with picture titled, 
‘American Teacher.” 

“The } Lawn: 
‘Company. of Four opens ‘its "61< 

Kim ‘Novak in: ‘Mexico to seek :°62 season: with ‘Gogol’s. “The Mar- 
‘Chicago area, in town doing club | location sites for her initial inde- riage”. Sept. -20-30- at John Wool- 

pendently produced film, . 
Rifkin Drive-In Theatres cracked Acapulco | serving as. background’ 

a first in ozoner circles. hereabouts | for part of action of film. 
Rene Cardoita said he will. use|Farmer-Golson. Jazztet; eurrently with trading stamp giveaways. 

Caesar Tamagna, boniface of the Marcelo. Mastroiani, 
Monticello, Framingham, .to Las | nale and Betty Davis ina Mexican 
Vegas catching talent for his 1,200- | story with a “La Dolce Vita” like | tor Danny Segal. opens new Chi 

theme, with shooting here and in counterpart in the‘ whilom Trade. 
“La Dolce Vita”: was brought | Italy in black and white. 

seater. 

baek to-Boston after a long run 
!at the Gary, and is now berthed 
at ‘Capri. 
‘Film ‘crews, headquartering at 

Hotel! Madison, shooting three 
Minneapolis 

Rees 

Elsa Cardi- \! 

‘with | man -Hall:. 
- Southside Sutherland Lounge. Te-. 

L-vives- ‘its name jazz. ‘policy with the. 

through Sept. 27. . 
.Gotham’s Living Room propries 

| Winds lacation tonight. (Wed.).. 
-Johnny Desmond opened the 

‘(new women's keyspéak, My Lady 
| Fair. (nee ‘Cafe. Continental), as 

-| first headliner last night (Tues.), 
- Melody - Top- Theatre shutters. By Bob 

episodes for tv’s “Route 66” in | (4009 Xernes. Ave.'So,; WA. 6.6935). | this. week. officially ending Chi 
Hub and Gloucester. 

Ben Sack ‘took. Hub film crix to 
N.Y: for’ screening of “West Side 
Story,” which he's bought for. the |. 
Gary, opening ‘Nov. 1. 

‘Milk and- Honey” trying out at. 
the Colonial; Wilbur has road com-. 
pany. of. “Miracle Worker,” 

Dick: Richards. opens the Upstairs 
| Room at his Black Angus with 

‘| John Colleary -singing at the 88.- 
Helen .Manning: plays the baby |: 
grand at the Downstairs Room. 
Stephen Slane, managing direc- | “Bloomer Girl,” 

tor of North Shore Music Theatre. 
and Ida. Martuccie .held audition | 824 Tribune’s movie ad censor- 
for 50 prospective investors of. ship, Campus theatre ran. a Cue. 
songs for “P.-T. Barnum,” musical Magazine review es a blurb for. 
to be produced for. Broadway. 

‘Treland 
By. Maxwell Sweeney 

{Dublin 684506) 

Arthur. Godfrey - due fram N.Y. 
as house guest of U.S. Ambassador 
Grant Stockdale. 

’ Robert .Ryan gandering scenery 
on vacation from filming “Billy 
Budd” in’ London. | - 
Cinema admission: ‘prices upped: 

an average of 3c in Dublin follow- 
ing pay hike for workers. 

John Upfold, new ‘publicity di- 

|-here to gander local | setup. 

‘* Ringmaster ‘Frank Foster, of 
Bertram ‘Mills Circus, was robbed.| opening of -Salzburg's famed. Music 
of. about ‘$500 while circus was. in| Festival, with seats going begging 
Dublin 

‘in N.Y. production ‘of 
brook,” named. choreographer for 
Irish Felevision, 

Beats FY ieteh sv danced profession- | fellow golfers atthe Desert Inn | pany’s. touring sked. 
alls 2, Boeke & Peggy. The 1962. 
Miss Ametica Was a Radio City 

course since he won that tourney 
at Torrey Pines South, 

Derry (Northern Treland) Corp. Jente von Lossow. is -doing the. 
okayed “Go Naked*in the World”! production. 

rector for Paramount in London, |and-.. American entertainer Gus- 

.Susan Hayward‘ due in for loca- | both signed for five-minute spots 
fion work on Metro’s “I Thank a] on the American tele: show. of Dick 
Fool” at Craokhaven, Cotinty Cork. | Clark. 

Norman Maen, principal dancer | keeper reported 40% fewer Ameri- 
“Donny-| can tourists. - 

‘Gulbenkian Foundation handed | titled “The Good Old Times,” with 
out grant: of $5,387 for the Irish | biographies of such old-time favor- 
Theatre: Ballet. to. aid the com: | ites as -Zarah Leander; Loni Heuse7,: 

Minnesota State fair ‘drew: 106,- 
027 opening. day 

Billy Eckstine opened return en- 
gagement. at Freddie’s remaining | 
fhrough ‘Sept. 20. 

Persian Palms night club, land-| 
|.mark on Minneapolis skid row. for | 
past 20 years, being demolished. MacIntyre: “Dixon ‘last. week: 

“Stewed Prunes” ‘at. the Gate: of. 
Horn. Dixon. is récovering after -be- 
ing rushed ‘to.. Veterans Research 
Hospital for an emergency ap- 
pendectomy. ° 

for redevelopment. project.. 
U. of Minnesota theatre sold out. 

‘all 102 performances of its sum- 
mer showboat offering of. 

Sidestepping Minneapolis. Star 

“The Cousins.” 
Actors’ Henry Fonda, Richard: 

Widmark -and George -Peppard, 
-director George Marshall and com- 
pany in Rapid City, S.D. for Metro 
shooting .of “How the West Was 
Won” ség. . 

Frankfurt, 
By Hazel Guild 

(2° Fuerstenbergerstrasse; 59575) 
’Fred Hift in-Germany, in connec: | 

tion with his press-agenting, chores 4: 
for “Longest Day.” 
German record star: Peter Kraus 

Backus, who performs in Germany, 

Business reported way down’ at. 

One hotel for the first concerts. 

_. Hessischer Rundfunk Television 
-here signed up a series of 24 films 

Marikka Roekk, Theo ‘Lingen. 

‘strawhat season. Other Chi: and’ 
‘| surrounding silo’s closed last week. 

B&K prexy Dave’ Wallerstein 
i huddled with Universal’s Lou Ber= 
'man last week to book world preem.. 
of “Back, Street,” opening. Oct. 11 
‘at the United Artists Theatre.. 

Bob Gibson: subbed . for ailing: 

Bonifaces Arnold Morton and: 
George Marienthal. hosted. kickoff 
‘soiree for the restaurant & nitery 
division of the. Chi Crusade : of 
Mercy (Red Cross .& Community’ 
Chest) © 
Playboy Club.. 

yesterday (Tues.) at. the : 

-Elaine- Dunn, Bill Hayes ‘and 
Joan Blondell- opened indefinite 
stay. of “Bye Bye Birdie” last. week 
at the. Erlanger: Theatre. Kathleen 

-{ Murray: and Ray Tudor opened 
|Midwest preem of “Leave It To. 
Jane” for. five. week. residence at. 
Hama.” Prudential Building Audite- 
Yr um... 

Detroit: 
By Fred: Tew 
(TU: 48810). 

7 Dick Clark . here * ‘to headline. 
Michigan State Fair’ show. - 
Ina . Ray Hutton, sans her.. all- 

girl band, opens as a single ‘at 
Club. Alamo... 
“Peggy Cass in town briefly. to: 

plug her new ABC. series, _ “The: 
Hathaways.” © 

Oscar Peterson: recovered from 
iliness- to: finish - tail-end - of” his. 
Stand at Baker's ‘Keyboard... 

Jon Essex, former: ‘pressagent 
for. Hanna ‘Theatre, . Cleveland, 
takes over similar ‘duties for the 
‘Nederlander Theatrical. Corp. 
which operates the new Fisher, 
and the Riviera. and Shubert. legits. 
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‘:lernated -between. Broadw av 

“screen - ‘appearances: . 
“The, Love : ‘Chef, '. Gypsy Jim,” . 

. “The ‘Saint,’ ” “The. Padre.” .“The. 
Broken Wing,” “They. Knew What 

‘ near’ Encenitas. . 

.Blvd.’s Santa. Clatise Lane, 
A ‘prother and daughter, sury ive. - 

‘Harr v.. James, . 

“LEO CARKILLO 
“Leo. Carrillo, 81, former - Broad- 

“way, and vaudeville: star and for. 
many years .a. film actor ‘typed as -. 
the. rascally cowboy. sidekick, died 
-at his Santa Monica, . Calif, -home © 
Sept. 10 of cancer. ; 
: Member of an early California 

and ‘descendent of - the 
gtate’s first. governor, Cazrillo, in - 
recent yéars Had been. identified 
-more -with.: parades and Southern: 
California festivals and civic events - 
than with acting. - ‘He had ‘recently . 
returned .from New Yo: *k; “where | 
he ‘confabbed. ‘on ~~ city’s: 1964 
“World's Fair -and. strengthening: 
rélations between: this. country. cand 
Latin. America, -a subject in. whiclt 
for many years: he wis deeply. in- 
er ‘ested... 

‘Jn. declining health “fob several. 
“years, two years” ago he.was. forced” 

‘Aa: cancel’ a: “nationwide: tour: in 
after a-series of: -‘ 

hemorrhages. and was hospitalized 
in.. Pittsburgh.” 
‘surgery at. Santa Monica. Hospital.’ 

.. He managed a quick’ comeback, 
‘however, and embarked upon <a: 
20. 000-mile tour of South-America 
‘to. promote hemispheric solidarity. : 

‘Scranton: Pa, 4 

‘later. undergoing 

‘Prior to turning to-the stage he. 
‘was. A Newspaper - cartoonist, ‘and 

"made his first: appearance in vaude . 
“as a nronologist in 1913. at Proc- a a 
“‘tor's 5th -Avenue Theatre, 
‘ and. first. Broadway: stint “in. “Pads. 

N.Y. 

and: Fancies” at the Knickerbocker 
Theatre in 1915. Thereafter he al- 

and 
the. road: touring with “Twin: Beds.” 
returning to ‘N.Y. for “Upstairs. and 

. Down” and “Lombardi® Ltd.,” -lat- | 
ter.one of his greatest hits.. Later 
he took a troupe. ta Australia. for! 
seven months with this property... 
Among his: best- -known ‘legit ap: 

pearances: were “Mister: Antonio.” 
which he repeated: ‘for. Tiffany Pic-' 
tures in 1929 for..one of fis first 

‘They Wanted,” “The Badman.”: He 
_ Was also .a_vaude headliner - ‘for 

-: Inany years ‘on: the Keith-Albee |: 
= Circuit, where he was known: aS: 3 

dialect comedian. 
, On- the ‘screen -he appeared in 
such ‘films as “The. Gay Desper-: 

: ads,” *' “Deception,” “Love: Me For- 
ever, ” “Bowery to Broadway,” “Un- 
der. ‘Western ‘Stars,” “Crime, Inc.,”’ 
“Mexicana, ” “Daring .Caballero.” 

. Carrillo repeated. the - opulence . 
° of. ‘his. early. California’ ancestors: 
in. his ‘parties, and for many years 
was noted as Hollywood's greatest 
host. both. ‘at his old- family Santa 
Monica ‘Canyon: home and: his ranch 

His . love of..pa-- 
‘rades was W ell-known: and no ‘pa- 
rade was complete without Carrillo - 
donning his elaborately - embroi- , 
dered ‘costumes: and prancing the: 
Jength on one. of his .Palominos.:; 
He always rode’ in Pasadena’s an-° 
nual New Year's. Day Rose Parade. | 
and: in:the opening of. Hollywood" 

JOSEPH P. "HIGGINS | 
Joseph P. Higgins, 72,: recording 

industry pioneer for more: than 50. 
. years, died of cancer.in New ‘York. 
Sept...10. Known. as “Unele Joe” - 
to industryites, he. was. feted in 
New York. October. 1959. in: honor. 
of. his.50th anni in the industty 
‘and an LP of the occasion. was 

. 2 Jater. distributed by Columbia: 
‘+ Records.. 

Higgins, who had™ ‘been a ‘Col 
-exee since "1934, . was . responsible .- 

-sfor the first - recording -dates of. 
many’ prominent artists. including 

‘Benny’ Goodman, 
Glenn Miller. Kay ™ ‘Karser, Duke. 

"-. . EHington, Artie Shaw and. Sammy 
Kaye.. 
‘He was associated with RCA View 

tor from-1910 until 1934 when‘he. 

“Wednesday, September 13, 1961 

Others were,” 

"y mentated ‘regularly: on. radio and 
‘descr: ibed ‘scenes. of ship launchings 
‘, -A native of Greenock, ‘near Glas- 
‘gow, Blake ‘began as a‘journalist in, 
Glasgow, and went to London in 
the 1920s. He became acting editor! 

- of “John: 0’ London's Weekly” from ! 
1924-28 and editor of. the Strand.| 
Magazine from 1928 to 1980.. His : 
"miost recent novel, 
Mary Glen," 
-year. 

‘Survived - by: his Wifey. two sons 
and. a ‘daughter, mo 

“The Lofes. of. 
Was, Published ° ‘ast! 

GEORGE IRVING 
! -George Irving, 87: legit. and. pix ? 
-actor-directer, died Sépt: 11. of a. 

before ‘its. ty station opened— was wardrobe mistress for “Peter 
|| became . -head of. the. firm, — 

JOHN C. LANDOWSKI 
- John C. Landowski, 82, ‘longtime 

lorganist and choral director, died 
‘lef a heart attack Sept. 3 in Mil- 
waukee. He directed the Polish 
Opera Club in that. city during the 
11920s. His: ‘production. of the Po-- 
{lish national. ‘opera, “Halka,”.won 
critical acclaim. 

Surviving are’ his wife,. three 
| daughters, son and a sister. 

WILLIAM. F. HANNAFORD 
William F. Hannaford, 70, band 

i musician, judge and ‘conductor, 
i died recently. in Edinburgh. ‘He 
, began his brass hand career at the 
age of.eight-and became champion | 
trombone. plaver, conductor, judge 

| and ‘administrator. ~ 
. He helged form the City of Edin- 
burgh Band which he conducted 

heart attack at his Holiywood home. . ‘for: several years. 
‘Liis stage ‘and ° _Streen. career. 

-' spanned sonié 50 Years. As an actor {. 
-he ‘appeared in many silent films of” 
the 1920's and’ directed numerous * 
“pix from: the time of his Hollywood ' 
arrival in «1913.° 
He had been. ‘In retirement’ for. 

the past:--10 years due’. to. failing - 
health. . a . 

. SAM WILLIAMS 

| Sam -Williams: -77, former. song- 
“writer, died ‘in. Belle Island, Fla., 
Aug. $1, Tre. was: also: a ‘performer. 
in his youth. ‘He: dived in retireé- | 
ment in Florida. after a career. as: 
“stockbroker. : 
‘During World War I “Williams | 

“defted several ‘patriotic ‘songs in-' 
cluding “When I Fought for ‘the 
U:S.A.” and ‘Just: Like. Washing- 
ton.. Crossed the ‘Delaware Gen. 

- Pershing: Will :Cross the Rhine." .. 
‘Surv ived by Wife and. two sisters. ‘ 

Mi ARCELLA. CONNOR. 
‘Marcella . Connor, -53. 

"tress.. died of . _@aneer: Sept:: -6-in 
- Hollyw ood.: 

Company, Minneapolis, she:went to | ’ 
New York, where she appeared in’ 
“Dracula,” “Born Yesterday” and 
““Allegro.”. For the last three years |. 
she had been living on. the Coast 
in. semi-retirement- 

Surviving -is a son, actor Robert 
‘Vaughn. . 

oe NIGEL BIRCH. 
Nigel _Bireh, 24, 

‘controller. for: “Granada; died .of: 

‘Eng. --A member of.a théatrical 

and. 

legit .ac-' 

” Siter~ launching . her’ 
’ @areer.. with. ‘the Bainbridge Stock. 

tr ‘ansmission’ 

. FRANK L. DACEY. 
Fiank L.. Dacey, 73; vet ‘rrop- 

-ertyman for Broadway road shows, 
died of ar teriosclerosis recently ‘in : 
‘ Auburn, Me. He was. a half-cen- 
.tury member of the IATSE,. and }. 
served several times as the Pert- : 

Me., local’s. delegate to na- : 
‘{tional union ‘conventions. 

- His wife and. two: children sur- 
vive. 

JULIUS GLICKMAN. 
Julius Glickman, 59, longtime 

Stagehand, and. former property- | 
master: for the Lyric Opera, Chi- 
cago, died Sept. 2. in that. city after. 
a Tong ‘{llness. . 

‘a brother, Jack, stage: electrician 
at.the Palace” Theatre, Chi. 

JOHN: GOULSON 
* John Goulson,.92, deputy. chair- 
man: .of Greater Union: Theatres, 
died in Sydney, Australia, Sept. -2. 
‘He was. connected’ with show biz 

tensive -commercial interests. 
Four’ sons . af . - daughters 

survive. 

ema . ‘exhibitor, ‘died recently, - 
Keighley, ‘eng. He was. soe easiy, 
connected with the Cosy Corner 

-}Picture House, the Palace and the | 
‘|Hippodrome: at ‘Howarth and the 
Hippodrome, Bingley, ds well as. 

ethers in the: Bradford, Yorkshire, ; Son, Sept. 5. Westbury, L.I. Father .? 
j district. 

leukemia. Aug.:-21'in Manchester: |- 
"William H. Berning, 67, a Dutch 

‘last December, died recently in. 

‘He is survided by two sisters and 

|rector, died in Nashville Sept. 1. 

,|Show and repertoire actor, died | 
| Aug. 5 in Haines City, Fla. 

_practially all his life and had ex- | 

and ] 

Michael Cryer, 85,.léng time eins . 

79 

MARRIAGES 
Diana Reynolds to Teny Helm, 

Arthur A. Barnett, 66, owner of | Skegness, Eng., Aug. 13. Both are 
the Rex Theatre, Oakland, Cal.,;Pl@#yers in the Forbes Russell stock 

died there Aug. 19. Wife. and}company at Butlin's Holiday 
daughter survive. Camp. 

Pan" for 20 years, 

Anne Rye to Brian Poyser, Can- 
Wife of Henry Goode, Fox Films | terbury, Eng., recentiy. Both are 

recording orch musician in late! players in stock. ; 

‘20s and early '30s, died in Holly-| Linda Dee Thurston to Philip P, 
, wood Sept. 1. ‘Upton, Whitehorse. Yukon Terri- 

tory, Canada, Aug. 19. Bride was a 
reporter for the Manchester «N.H.) 
Union Leader, he 15 a former 
Claremont, N. H, radio announcer. 

, Esther Eastman to Arthur Sal- 
Langhern K. (Buddy) Brown, 44, | feov, New York, Aug. 20. Bride is 

a member of the Hilo Hawaiians : “ith General Artists Corp. 
recording troupe, died Aug. 20 in: Carol Marie Lavaliey te 
i Hilo, Hawaii. ‘Matthew J. Martin. Burlington, 

'Vt., Sept. 2. Bride is a cashier at 
‘Mother, en of William Blair, the Strong Theatre there. 

manager of the Nixon Theatre. in. Marsha Metal 
Pittsburgh, died in Cleveland Dupuis, ‘Laconia NH. ° Sent 40. 

| Aug. 20.° .Bride is the daughter ‘of novelist. 
‘Grace Metalious. 

Sylvia Sands to Stewart Morris, 
London, Aug. 29. Bride is a pop 

_ singer; he’s a BBC tv producer. 

| Mafalda Hunter to Tony Hall, 
Mrs. Florence Holtzman, long-,.London, Sept. 9. He is Decca’s 

‘time voice teacher, died recently man. 
:-in Plattsburgh, N. Y. She was in, Mary Anne Cohan to Nicholas’ 
‘her 80s. !Gibson Jr., Sept. 9, Beverly Hills. 

; Bride has b t 
Ellen Kemp, exhibitions offer of ‘actress and ig on a tt v and legit 

Hugo A. Anhalt, 71, retired in- 
structor of music and conductor of 
earlier day orchestras died recently 
in. Milwaukee. 

Paul R. Spechko, program man- | 
ager for KXLY-TV, Seattle, since | 

that city. 

the “Council, Committee of British ‘ljard School of Music. a of Juil- 

‘burgh. ounc! died Aug. ¥9 in Edin Geraldine Dolores Gleason to 
yon Steven Chutuk, Sept. 9, New 

Earl Upham, 61, projectionist at - ork. Bride is daughter of came- 

the Latchis Theatre, Milford, N.H., dian orien ae ay Je a's eeney i di . . ad agenc 
died Aug. 28 in Manchester, N.H. -in Beverly Hills. y 

Fanny May Baldridge, 68, for-!_ Doreen Freeman to Bob Burgess, 
mer radio writer, actress and di- London, Sept. 4. Both are dancers, 

Bert Cyshman, veteran tent 

Warner’s Dim View 
— Continued from page 1 mud 

I-ngtime exec: ‘ that Warner could still be in a Alee Tozer, 85, 

' |with Eastman Kodak, died Aug. 29 , burn over the chill reception for 
in Cliftonville, Eng. '“Sunrise at Campobello,” WB en- 

— try at the recent _Moscow Film 

BIRTHS [Per 
‘Mr. and Mrs.-Harry Belafonte}, “Let us remember at all times daughter, Sept. 9, New York. They { ithat the musicians, the dancers, 

have a four-year-old son, Singer's | ithe athletes, and others who have 
wife is the former dancer, Julie ‘visited the United States as emis- 
Robinson. : Saries of ite, Soviet Union are 

< merely a facade.” Warner confine 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Zottarelli. i og “Behind the overtures of 

ifriendship made by these talented 
-Russians, there continues to flow 
.an endless stream of anti-Amerie 
:ean vilification, conspiracy and in- 

is stage electrician. 
Mr. and Mrs. John Osborne, son, : 

London, Aug. 31. Mother is ac-: 
tress Mary Ure; father is the play- 
wright. 

Mr: and Mrs. David Ragan, son, 

family, he ‘was the’ son of BBC. ‘comic in burlesque - from 1910 to 

‘radio actor Derek Birch and his{1915, died. Aug. 29 in Detroit, 
i wife; who was’ formerly | actress. iwhere. he w orked for .an auto firm 

Corinrie ‘Bouchier; ° {until retiring. in 1959. He was a 
. native. of Cincinnati. Bitch, who studied at - Central: magazine. 

 trigue.” 

Sentiment in similar vein wag 
New York. Aug. 30. Father is man- {expressed shortly after the Mos- 
aging © editor of Motion Picture = cow fest by producer Bill Perlberg 

-1& Seaton), who assessed the Ruse 

_Thomas,:-assistant, to the :president 

Schoot.. of Drama, . later: ‘became | 
‘stage .manager at. Nottingham -Rep- |: 
‘ertory Theatre. He ‘also toured . 
abroad with: the- Shakespeare . Me-": 
morial and Old Vie companies be- | 
fore turning to ty. He first joined : 
Tyne-Tees, then Granada. : 

A. brother. survives’ besides: his 7 
parents, 

ELOISE E. ‘THOMAS 
. Eloise: E, Thomas, 55,- former: 

' singer. and. ‘network radio actress, i 
died Sept.. ‘Lin St. Charles,. Ill, 

‘Early in-her career, she had been 
‘chief soloist. with -the Chicago, Bos- 

ton’.and. Philadelphia Sy mphony ; 
‘Orchestras, ‘and frequently appear-. 
‘ed as: guest. soloist for ‘various 
.Studio orchestras. During the hey- 
day. of radio, she was a. featured 
actress:on the “Ma Perkins,” Judy. 
and. Jane” and “Court of Missing 
Heirs” network: serials. 
Surviying ig her husband, Perry 

of. Olian &> Bronner Advertising, 
and two sons. 

JANES ‘T,. MAHONEY. 
James. T. Mahoney, -63, onetime 

‘director. of | ‘musical programs for 
{NBC in New. York who. also was’ 
_program. director for Baltimore and. 
“Boston: radio statioris, died recent- 
.ly.. in New Hampshire. During: his: 

..,19'in Corpus Christi, Tex., 
he was. participating : .in- a show! 

ecutive, Tecently, 
“|Eng. He was secretary of, Royston 

‘cago radio personality, 

Maude Hughes, 78. “film journal- 
ist, died recently in Westcliff, Eng. 
‘She was.a pioneer of film fan jour- 
nalism:.and edited, Pieture Show 
from its inception till she retired 
- two years . ago. 

-|alist, died of a heart. ‘attack . Aug. 

‘Club by the Coastal Bend. Shrine 
Club. 

Sheldon L. ‘Gerhard, manager: 
and part owner of the Martin The- 
atre, Mount Pleasant, Tex:, died 
-Aug. 9:in Dallas. ‘Surviving are 
two. daughters, a brother and sis- 
ter. : 

Juitus Pappal, 30, ‘film editor, 
died Sept: 7. in Hollywood. He had: 
been mostly in animation and last 
was: with. UPI Studios.. His wife: 
and. child survive. 

” Maurice Howard, 65, -¢inema ex: 
at Christchurch, 

Theatres-- Ltd... and the’ Picture 
House, Denaby. 

Sister, 55, of “Jack Eigen, Chi- 

cently: In New .York. 

. . a 

where | 

died re- | 

Joined the American’ Record: Co.'; ‘career he was associated with*such [obit erroneously Bave. it ‘as his 

Mr. and Mrs. Art Katzen. son, in Sian shindig as purely a propae 
Houston, Tex.; recently. Father is ganda platform. 
director of publicity for Interstate’ As for “suspect” talent, Warner 
‘Theatres: in that city. talso told Legionnaires, ‘Frankly, 

Mr. ‘and’ Mrs. Don Russell, I cannot understand why any legit- 
| daughter ‘Houston, Tex., recently.:imate motion picture company or 
‘Father is drummer with ‘the Bobby : individual would engage a known 

Willi. J. ‘Hustrei, 51; circus dDeri- Doyle Trio currently at Show Biz Communist — or a person whose 
‘in that city. ‘very actions prove that he is sube- 

‘Mr. and Mrs. Larry . James, ject to the Communist Party's bide 
daughter, San. Antonio, recently. :ding.” Topper mentioned no names, 
Father is chief announcer for merely alluded to the 1947 “Fifth 
KAPE in that city. : Amendment” contingent. 

Mr. and Mrs. ‘Paul ‘Bain, son. 

Albuquerque, Aug. 15. Father i | ——>—>—E~E 

promotion-public relations direc- No Leew HH osings 
tion for KOB radio-tv in that city. 

’ Mr: and Mts. Harry Norviel. son, 
| Albuquerque,. Aug. 2. Father is 2: — Continued from page 4 Somme 
sistant operations manager for 
KOB radio-tv there. 

Mr.. and Mrs. Dennis Kux, ' 
daughter, Madras, India. Scet. 5. 
Mother is Molly Bower, formerly chief. 

pointed to a series of arti- 
with legit lighter Jean Rosenthal; ‘ples in Life mag titled “Today's 

father. is with the U.S. Consulate niemma of Love and Marriage.” 
/Gist of this is that young married 

Mr, and Mrs. Stuart Cameron, couples are staying home nights: 
son, Washington, Sept. 2. Father is ore so than ever. In light of this, 
producer-director at WTTG-TV “said Davis, the film industry must 

Read: Ar come up with “new methods of 
d avant and Hellew ous Se { Merchandising” if it’s to draw the 

Father is associate director at °UStomers to theatres. 
KNXT. Fred’ Goldberg underlined that 
“Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Atkinson, ‘the trade has yet to utilize tele- 

son, Ottawa, Sept. 3. Father, a disk | Vision to full pic-sell advantages. 

tributors joined in the meeting 
;Friday '8) to tell of upcoming prod- 
uct and promotional activities, 

Martin Davis, Paramount ad-pub 

“ oire. 

‘Br oadcast ‘Music. ‘Ine: 

cently in Glasgow. 

“builders.” pulls shed in’ 1935, and ; then went’ into advertising, In 

_ Clydeside,. nie ued tide.” He com: 

as director of pop artists’ .&-reper- i bandleaders -as-the Dorsey: Bros., 
‘Sammy Kaye and Eddy “Duchin. |. 

‘ehased by. Columbia: in.1938, Hig: :More. recently. he was a. manage- |. 
When --American’ Was pur-: 

girs served variously .in Col! $s Hol- ; ment. consultant, 

lywood: office and as liaison: ben! : Surviving: are’ his’, 
tween the disk company. and music j daughters and 4 “son, 
Publishers. 

He is survived: by his wife. and | 
£0n,: Robert. who. is* “treasurer “at | 

wife, - two 

JOSEPH. E.: CAMPEAU: 
‘Toseph. E: ‘Ted: Campeau, . 63, 

president ‘and g.m.: 
—_—— |. Ontario Broadcasting ‘Ltd. - died 

“GEORGE BLAKE . . 
George Blake, 67. novelist. broad-." pany operates ‘CKLW and CKLW- 

caster anid film’ scripter.: died ‘re-; TV -in Windsor. 
‘Films were pro-. [ ‘Born: Windsor. 

duced based on his book “Fhe Ship-.j practiced law ‘there arid in ‘Detroit, 

1932. he’ hecame’ sites nranacer for 
CREW and in 144 i7—seven | ‘years 

an: his Seenerio. ef chin wal a: life on. t 

of. Wester 

; Aug. 31 in Windsar, Ont. “His com- | 

“Camipéait | Aug. 14 -in Philadelphia. His .son. 

-AD ‘ea | 

mother. \jockey at radio ‘station CFRA, is 
also Ottawa Citizen radig-&-rec- : 

‘Dick Scott, 58. former. Broadw ay !ords columnist. 
actor.and later a screen and radio{ Mr. and Mrs. Paul Sonkin. son. 
performer, died Sept..2 in. Hal- |New York, Sept. 2. Father is mana- 
I ote His wife and sister survive. l ger ‘of audience measurement at 

—— ; ‘ABC-TY. 
: Oliver ‘W. Heath, 67,’ vice ‘presi-.| Mr. and Mrs. 

Pass of Leo Burnett’. Advertising ! daughter, Philadelphia, Sept. 6. 
Ine., died Sept. 2. in Evanston, Ill. i Father is an exec. with his father’s 
Wife, son and daughter survive. — | booking agenty, Jolly Joyce Asso- 

; Ciates,. 
Henry. a “Mayo, 42,, engineer! Mr, and Mis. Robert Yan 

{with radio station WPEN. died |Scoyk, son. New York, Sept. 11. 
Father is a tv writer. 

Mr. ane is. Vincent Giovinca. 
| son, recently. Créton-or Had: on. 

‘Elsie “Watson. wardrobe mis-; N.Y. Fitter ‘6 acsistant control , 
‘tress, died Aug. 28 in Eéndon.. She jer of United Aitists, 

and: two daughters. survive. 

Norman Joy ve, ! - 

‘Talks also were given by Charles 
. Levy, Buena Vista: Richard Leder- 
‘er, Warners: Rodney Bush, 20th- 
Fox, and Herman Kass. Un:versal, 
all of whom offered glowing reports 
tu their respective company's pic- 

ures. 

The Loew's reps were clearly 
pleased with the product rundcewns, 
But there seemed to be <cme niis- 
understanding at ne point. As 
Levy complained, the program 
called for discussions of cne pie- 
.ture each by the #d-pub «pokes. 
men whereas several «¢f them de- 
‘tailed a full seasonis Uneun. But 
‘then bey merehonts t.72itfean: iy 
bave heen addicted to ue sche with 
tie big talk. 



Wednesday, September 18, 1961 

Poor 
Johnny 
Brown ; 
Isdead 
and gone,. 

Of him 
well hear 
Nomore, 

| 
' \ 

If the unscientific among us know nothing else, we know that water is H.0 and sulphuric acidis H:S0.. The forniulas 
were indelibly impressed upon us by that jingle, above. We used to think it was hilarious. 

Often the most memorable lessons are also the most entertaining. Which is why one of Granada’s TV scientists used 
the jingle in a recent edition of Granada’s science series, “It’s Wizard” The show, networked weekly, has taken on 

everything from electrolysis and magnetism to blood circulation and invisible ink, always making science palatable, 

English youngsters (and, we’re told, their parents) eat it up. GRANADA TV NETWORK, ENGLAND 
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New York ‘Owners ¢ of Disie Theatres | NEW nREED EYES Protuce Ted Yates, NBC Camera 
Crew Slugged Filming Crime Show Hope for Gradual Tension Letup| 

‘The big circuits, plenty 
%0 picketing and other of 1, 

".. gppear to be taking a hand in ¢ ¢ 
- Dixie ‘theatre segregation - iseue.. 

blic . policy: has been one oft 
ivvands 0 off” on. the pretext of local 

_ qutonomy,. but: now it’s undersiood 
te chains are diligently. working 
0 ease the racial barrier customs. 
‘Reason: for the q.t, is to 

e southland antagonisms, | 
fe course, is the dollars-and-cents. 

Dixie operations. 
. Most of the integrating to date! 
as been limited to nearby college. 

xas theatres in San Antonio, 
{ ‘former,.an Interstate. house, 
t's. understood Leonard Golden- 

i prez of the parent AB-PT, was 
fosttinenta in. opening: 

‘egro students.- 
In-the-knowers. believe: that. with: 

wedge it's just: a matter of 
@ before all Interstate situg- 

ons in Dallas and: San Antor 
‘Become integrated. . © 
"The partial Texas 

sastened by organized pic 

g Chicago and New 
tham last month'a w York. 
cketed the AB-PT ‘homeoft 

They’ te ‘Exotic, Not Lewd” 
Cicero Judge Opines In 

soup 

Acquitting 10 Peelers 
Chicago, Sept. 19. 

A Justice of the peace in Cicero, 
‘village on-the western city limits 

10. strippers at Rose’s Original 

‘Jewd:” The dancers were arrested 

with being inmates of a hoise of 
prostitution. -Judge Eugene White 

smissed the charges even though 
_ witnesses. described : the G-string- 
Jess acts “obscene.” . 
‘With Chi: considered a tight city 

as far-as the more -torrid hip-and-| 
orso tossing is concerned, and the 
ecent. crackdowns on neighboring. 
lumet City (Li1.), Cicero remains 

the last outpost of the everything- 
goes. school of disrobing in the 
rea. Some critics say that an. un- 

‘@erstanding exists between. ‘the 
_Jaw enforcement agencies in Chi- 

' ago and Cook. County to- permit 
the hotter performances in. Cicero | 
as long as they stay out of. Chi... 

. Inspired by. Clergy | 
‘This latest raid was apparently 

inspired by the Cicero Ministerial 
Council, since they supplied the 
‘witnesses and have bitterly con- 
‘q_emned Judge White's’ dismissal 
of the case. The council has-been: 
inereasingly agitated at the fleshy 

ows, most of which ‘are in a two- 
Biock stretch of Cermak Road: just 

. tracks that. have- passed 1,000,000 
Possibly | because of the stir: 

eaused by the ‘ministerial: council,. 

ver the Chicago city limit. 

(Continued on page- 16). 

e . 

| Saturday Nicht A 
ere) Vategration. doubtless was |- 

-yarlous northern. cltleg, ‘nade | | 

_| the. loneliest night in the week to}: 

| pressing these. ‘fears this: week as: 
the new ty. season gets underway 
‘with dramatic emphasis on tele-] 

quisitionis. 

_ gf Chi, has ruled that performances: 

gic Lounge were “exotic but:not 

ist, Wednesday (13) and charged available. NBC-TV, which is’ kick- 

fillates will also be tailing the-net 

Sound of Music’ Gives 
* R&H'3d Origi 

are Columbia’s 
and Decca’s “Oklahoma.” ~. - 

BROADER VISTAS! 
The chorus girl, one of the last Needle Miehtier Than : oa . | 

The needle ‘apparently is 
mightier than the pen.. — 
‘The American Book. Pub- 

lishers Council. reports that 
- domestic sales of general books 

in-1960 rose 11.9% to a total 
_ of $418,778,000. Another $37, 

' 000,000 was gained from exe 
port sales giving the book pub- 
shers total net sales of $455, 

000,000. This includes all kinds 
of books : except textbooks. and 
-encyclopedias. _ 

.According to the Record: Ine-: 
dustry: Assn: of America's re- 
ports, the. disk industry's sales: 

- -Yolume is around $480,000, 000. 
_‘at- list ‘price value, ~ 

‘|nitery biz, is following the stage- 
-| door Johns into limbo: The demand 
Jig definitely’ there, along the New 
| York-Miami-Las Vegas circuit, but 
the supply of the prancing babes 

and the lure of other show biz 
media, ~ —— 

1 The yesteryear brand of chori- 

1 talent, has long since disappeared 
{from the legit scene where they 

youngsters, trained in ballet and 
1 vocalistics, are not moving onto the 
| nightelub floors, preferring Iegit 
jmusicals, films and. television 
-where fhe rewards are higher, 

| financially and artistically.’ 

Latin. ‘Quarter, N.Y., orie of the 
largest. employers of chorus talent 
in the country, will be starting its Yawn for Films: racists _ New Exhib Fear! A recent trip to Europe by Ed Ris- 
man, the LQ managing director, un- 

(Continued on ontinued on page 6 62) 
‘Is. Saturday. night due to become 

Which ‘Audition’ 
--Has The GI Cut? 

‘Acts Ys, Army 
‘Frankfurt, Sept. 19. 

Authorities of the U.S. Army in 
Europe have denied charges. that 

‘|the motion picture exhibitor? A 
number: of theatremen were. ex- 

vision’s Post-1948 feature film. ac- 

While there already have been @ 
number of post-48s screened on’ 
tv,. the launching of the: new tele- 
vision: season is being. heralded by 
intensive ad-pub’ ‘campaigns de-: 
signed to focus attention on: the 
“continuity” of top new product 

ing boards” act as censors in elim- 
ing off its network “Saturday Night inating . undersirable, anti-military | Movie”: show this. Saturday’ (23) 1 terial. 
with 20th-Fox’s “How to. Marry.a|®F blue materia 
Millionaire,” is: ad-suggesting-that| Denying charges made by tele- 
Saturday night is mow a good. night vision .star-.and comedian Jack 
to “stay -home and see a. show.” 
A fmmber of the NBC net’s' af- 

were unfounded, they said. 

The U.S. Army in. Europe does 
have a board consisting of a‘ chap- 
lain, a field entertainment direc- 

presentation with. local telecasts. of | 
(Continued on’ page 62) ~ 

|publie information officer. who 

nal ‘Caster 
To Top 000.000 Sales 

‘The original cast album of ‘Co- 
lumbia’s “Sound of Music” has hit 
the 1,000,000 .sales mark. . This! 
marks the third. original Broadway 
cast set of a Richard Rodgers-Os- 
car Hammerstein 2d tuner to crack 
past 1,000,000 sales. The other two. 

“South. Pacific”. 

even those of big-name enter- 
tainers like Carter—before allow- 
ing the people to perform in the 
USAREUR, clubs. 

Army, racial, religious or ma- 
tional groups cannot: be defamed 
and individual deformities. cannot 
lbe ridiculed. Profanity, - vulgarity 
or..sexual connotations. cannot: be 
used... and hypnotism of any type 
is forbidden: °. 
“USAREUR does’ ‘not have. a.so- 

‘called ‘censorship board’ which 
passes on-all club entertainers and 
acts before they can be hired,” 
one military spokesman said. 
At the local level, an official of: 

{Continued on page 15) 

R&H also have. two film sound- 

sales. -They. are -RCA Victor's 
“South Pacific” and -Capitol’s. “Ok- 

(Continued on page 15) 

remaining glamor symbols of -the. 

has dwindled to the vanishing | 
point, a victim of cafe. economies |: 

| ster, equipped with looks if not] 

have given. way to more versatile’! 
| song-and-dance troupers. But. the 

new display next month with many: 

1 Never mind, 

their newly instigated “audition-|. 

{Carter in Varrety recently, .some 
of the. charges issued by Carter] 

‘tor, a special services’ officer and |” 

| have to hear atid approve all. acts—. 

It’s the Monuments 
Madrid, Sept. 10, 

Asked to explain the 
cessful renaissance of ae 
ian Alm industry, 
Malenotti (representin 

- in the Italo-Erench 
coproduction “Mme, papi 
Gene”) SHO uted on @ tor 

Italian film direc oung 
. and old) and to “our wonder 

ful monuments which fnolude 
the Coloseum in Romg, ine 
Venetian canals, Sophia 
the Leaning Tower 0 P. " 

Foreman Also For 
AWS. Subsidy To 
Help Save H’wood 
a London, 
Editor VaRIEetTyt 
I am delighted to read (Varmry, 

Sept. 6) that Marty Rackin has 
jumped right up alongside me on 
the subsidy bandwagon, even if 
this correspondence kills my proj-|- 
ected Anniversary Issue plece. 

I'll think of another, 
And I'm so pleased that Rackin 
has seen. the light. It’s been a little 
lonely, but perhaps now that the 
head of one of the major studios 
has ‘publicly realized the need for 
a subsidy of some kind for the 

| American film industry, we may see 1. 
the beginning of some action. 
hope so. Despite the occasional 
blockbuster, time is running out. 
Rackin reports, as I have been 

saying all along, and what is com- 
mon knowledge anyway, that prac- 
tically the entire European film in- |t 
dustry is subsidizéd in one form or 

(Continued on page 62): 

Opera Singers Supply 
® d . 8 

White House’s Show Biz 
Gloss To State Dinner 
"Washington, Sept. 19. 

‘The White House’s new social ; 
season, which Washington society 
‘thinks might be the most dazzling 
in years because of Mrs. John F. 
/‘Kennedy’s originality in staging 
parties, opened tonight (Tues.) with 
Roberta Peters and Jerome Hines 
providing the entertainment. It 
iwas a sumptuous dinner honoring 
President Prado of Peru. 
In their. program after the five-. 

course dinner; Miss Peters and 
‘Hines: sang selections from Rossini, 
Robert MacGimsey and Gershwin. 
Miss Peters also, as a salute to 
President and Mrs. Prado, sang a 

Detrolt, Sept, 19. 
Producer Ted Yateg and a NBC- 

TV camera crew charged they were | 
Attacked Saturday (16) as they 
film homes in Qrosse Pointe 
Park, one of the ritziest suburban 
towns in the nation, for the “Crime 
Does Pay” show Oct, jt which is 
Dart, of “The David Brinkley Jour- 

Yates said he was filming homes 
of “well known Prohibition Era 
hoodlums” when theif occupants 
rushed out and wrestled with him 
and cameramen. Cameras and 
sound equipment were damaged 
and Yates said he and a camera- 
man were cut when 6 window in 
their stationwagon was broken. 

Yates said he got pictures and 
sound of the scuffle and that it 
would be used as part of the tv 
show. On Sunday Yates finished 
his filming chore from a helicopter. 

Yates said he would return Mon- 
day to make a formal complaint 
against the attackers. Grosse 
Pointe Park police made no arrest 
but did return to Yates film whick 
was found in the car of one of the 
residents Yates said attacked him. 

In Washington, Brinkley was 
quoted as Saying the incident was 
“an outrage.” He sald he would 
discuss the matter with NBC at- 
torneys. 

American Negro Quits 
French Play, Objecting ~ 
‘Uncle Tom’ Stereotype 

Paris, Sept. 19. 
In a disagreement over the in- 

terpretation of his part in a French 
play, “Louisiane” by Marcel Ayme, 
dealing with racism in the USS., 
American Negro thesp Hermann 
Gantt has walked out on the play. 
It was due to open this week. Gantt 
termed director Andre Villiers’ de- 
‘mands he play it in a stereotyped 
manner an insult to his race and 
country. 

Gantt, who is from Atlanta but 
lives in New York, said he was to 
play the part of a southern Negro 
student in Atlanta who is killed 
by whites when he tries to marry 
a white woman. He felt the situa- 
tion was misrepresented by the di- 
rector and pointed out that he iived 
in Atlanta most of his life and. 
never had any trouble. 

However, his main objection ‘was 
that what he thought would be a 
role of dignity and a credit to a 
man of his race was turned into 
a Frenchman's sterectyped “Unele 
Tom” version of the American Ne- . 
gro. He then walked out after 
wrangles with Villiers, 

Villiers told the press. that 
Gantt’s real reason for quitting was 
that he was not a professivnal act- 
or and that he has already been re- 
placed by somehody else. Gantt has 
appeared as a singer on some Yank 

selection by Roberto Chapi in yriaeo shows. He studied musie at 
Spanish, (Continued on page 60) 
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A Dressy ‘Cleo’ (60 Royal Robes) 
Ready in Rome 

To Exorcise 
By ROBERT F. HAWKINS 

Rome, Sept. 19. 
Everything is set here for “Cleo- 

patra’s” fresh start. 20th produc- 
tion gets officially going here today 
i118) in Cinecitta Studios, with 
principal photography to begin 
next Monday (25:. 

Almost a year after the first 
abortive attempt to film the yarn, 

as 20th Pushes: 
London Nightmare a 

\Big Lineup Set For 1th 
Berlin Cultural Festival 

Berlin, Sept. 19. 
If nothing unforeseen happens, 

the forthcoming 11th Cultural Fes- 
tival (Sept. 24-Oct. 10) promises to 
become another bigscale artistic en- 
terprise. In addition to previously 

involving star Elizabeth Taylors |announced names Including Igor 
illness as well as unusually wet 
British weather, the Yank company 
is now beginning what amounts to 
an entirely new picture. All pre-. 
viously-shot footage is scrapped. 
Sets. costumes, technicians, sev- 
eral stars, and the twriter-) direc- 
tor are all new. And so, substan- 
tially, is the story.” 

20th admittedly has a lot viding | 
on this item. There’s a psvchologi- 
cal as well as financial burden car- 
ried over from the scrapped initial 
attempt during which some S$4,000.- 
G00 came to naught ‘though there's 
a giant insurance claim awaiting 

Stravinsky. and the Santa Fe Op- 
era, many foreign: artists and en- 
sembles have promised to come to 
this Soviet-menaced city. These in- 
clude: 

The Youth Theatre of London 
with Shakespeare’s “Julius Cae-. 
;sar”; the State Opera of Rome 
with Verdi’s “Troubadour” and 
Puccini’s “Tosca”; the Finnish Na- 
tional Theatre with Chekhov's 
“Seagull”; Les Ballets de Hats, | 
the Grupo ‘Vocal Feminino Harmo- 
nia of Portugal: the Singverein of ' 
Vienna; composers Paul Ben-Haim , 
of Israel, Alexander Tscherepnin 

court decision which could wipe lof Chicago; American singer Gloria 
out much or all of this deficit). And ! 
the recent Fox decision to abandon : 
production of George 

Davey; U.S. tap dancer Paul Drap- | 
er, American mezzo-soprano Phyliis 

Stevens’ | Curtin; U.S. tenor Jess Thomas: 
“The Greatest Story Ever Told” | Brazilian guitarist Jacob Thomas, 
makes the success of “Cleopatra” 
even more vital to 20th’s future. 

Result is a grim determination 
noticeable on the bustling local lot 
to make “Cleopatra” not only big- 
ger than anything which has pre- 
ceded it, but also better. 

The evidence is convincing that 
‘Continued on page 63) 

Met Basso Jerome Hines 
Will Concert Tour With — 

Quick-Change-&-Putty 
Jérome Hines. the Metropolitan 

Opera basso, will experiment this Gene 
fali, and more extensively next! 
spring, in the use of costumes, 
props and makeup for his concerts. 
“I think the publie is tired of 
folded hands. I know I am,” says 
the six-foot-five-incher from Cali- 
fornia who has been at the Met 
14 years. He averages about 30 
concerts on the road annually via | 
Sol Huroak office. 

Hines will. open his concert ex- 
periment in Haddonfield, N.J., and 
repeat it in Johnstown. Pa., and 
Paoli. Pa., prior to the Met season, 
First half of program will see him 
in conventional tails. Thereafter 
he'H offer costumed 
Vanni.” also both Liporello and Don 

and U.S. baritone William Pearson. 

‘Marco Polo’ Film’s 
Deep Into Himalayas; 
Raoul Levy to New York: 

Madrid, Sept. 19. 
Raoul Leyy carries an Atlas 

around with him to help identify 
|some of the far-flung locations he 
and director Christian Jacques will 
use for their forthcoming .‘‘Marco 
Folo. ” Following his visit to Mad- 

for talks with his director 
completing “Mme. Sans ‘ wow 

with his - ‘cinematograpner Claude‘ 
Renoir to fitrm up: one of the big? 
screen systems—probably either 
Cinemiracle or: Panovision.. 

Levy plans to start cameras roll- 
ing in Afghanistan mid-November 
and says he already has agents 
posted in the Khyber Pass to firm ; 
up camel caravans he needs by the | 
thousands. Other: loéations in- 
cludé Bhutan in the Himalayas | 

JACK ENTRATTER 
President and Producer, 

Sands Hotel, Las Vegas, says: 
“ANKA’S AWAY !...Here’s 

great new. talent at the top. It’s { a real pleasure to see. PAUL ANKA 
perform at the Sandszg, . 

songs. ANKA ig truly. exciting.” 

Booze Blurbs Big 
Bother-to NAB As 
Industry Alerted | 

‘: Washington, Sept. 19. 
; National Assn. of Broadcasters 
is hard at it trying to drum. in the 
importance of licensees shunning 
hard liquor blurbs. 

The warning was-reiterated ‘that | 
dire consequences might befall the 
whole industry at a time when it- 

, 1s still peculiarly senstive to public 
opinion, Congress and -Federal. 
Communications Commission if 
the booze blurbs are aired. — 

The spokesman was Charles M. 
Storie, director of NAB’s: Radio 
j Code, | who stressed that broadcast- 
ing, via the Codes, has stuck con- 

”), Levy will fly to New York |sistently to the line. that Nquor| Rosenbloom and the late Max Baer. 
commercials ‘will in the long run 
‘harm ‘the industry. He cited the 
Senate Commerce Committee’s re- 
cent ominous letter. that legislation 
outlawing such ads might be con- 
sidered if self-regulation fails, as | 
well as NAB president LeRoy. Col- 
lins’ reply that it would be “folly” 
to bow to the desire for new reve- 
nues from distillers. 

Stone said in.a speech to. the 
(one of the world’s last Shangri-| Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters re- 
La’s, per a Cinerama travelog}, 
Japan and Nepal. Levy is confi- 
dent that he can also location in 
China if he really wants to, but 

“Don Gio-| may accept Siberia as a substitute. 
The producer was slightly scar- 

from “Barber of Seville,” Mephi-|1et at the mention of other “Marco 
stopheles from “Faust” and cli- 
maxing with his mad Russian czar 
from “Boris Godounow.” 

Plan calls for singer to explain 
the roles and apply makeup in full 
view of audience. Hines estimates 
he'll add 80 pounds of overweight 
fer his airplane jumps with the 
new routine, Nancy Kwan and Alain Delon. 

Polo's” in preparation. ‘“I’ don't 
get it.” Leavy said, half the indus- 
try seems. to be preparing ‘Marco 
Polo’ while the other fialf is trying j ville, 
té get ‘Tarass Bulba” on the 
screen.” 

“Marco Polo” cast (Levy" s te.) 
now includes Gina Lollobrigida, 
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case of mental confusion. ” 

leased here that in the past 23 
(Continued on. page 15) 

FRANK FAY DECLARED 
INCOMPETENT ON COAST 
Frank Fay, one of the. great 

comedy stylists of bigtime vaude- 
the original fey-hero of 

“Harvey,” .and former husband of 
screen actress Barbara Stanwyck, 
has been. declared incompetent to 
handle his own affairs. A Califor- | 
nia Superior: Court commissioner 

jJnamed San ‘Francisco’ Municipal | - 
Court Judge William A. O’Brien | 
and the Bank of America as joint 
guardians of the. actor's $200; 000 
estate. 

Now 68 -.and absent from his 
Lambs Club and other Manhattan 
haunts for some time, Fay has re- 
cently been confined in St. John’s | 
Hospital at Santa Monica, Cal. with 
what is described as a “severe 

His ‘Loving Stooges 
Washington, Sept. 19. 

Otto Preminger is doing 
some fancy production. step- 
ping while making “Advise 
and Consent” on location here. 
He needed an elaborate gar- 
.den. party scene, Induced local 
soeialite Mrs. Fountaine 
Broun to throw a gala on the 
éstate of her late father, Jo- 
seph E. Davies, onetime Am- 
-bassador to Russia. Producer 
Preminger paid the check, alsa 
donated to the Washington 
Hospital Center, and got his 
garden party on. film. 
Preminger also worked out 

a deal for several hundred 
|} . newsmen to attend a dinner in 

black tie, this, too, while his. 
cameras tolled. He contribu- 

- ted $10,000 to a fund for the. 
surviving children of Charles 
Corte, UPI photographer who, 

‘with his wife, was - killed in . 
an automobile accident. 

| Mexico Money Men Plan to Bolster 

! : in the title role of “Taras Bulba.” 

been forced to give. up his. local pic 

|three weeks in Rome, the French } 
-|coproducer of film, Thanos Film, 

| Milan. 

The 

Paul displays j ihe hoped to return here soon to 
& bright sense of “projecting — his work in the same atmosphere of 

'|by Henry Zaphiratos was Rosanna 

Jeredits to support his argument. 

has.appeared:in “Happiest Million- 

‘Wednesday, September’ 20,1961 __ 

Tourist Biz With Cruises From L.A. 
oe _ Acapulco, Sept. 19. 

With hotels and tourist. shops 
Terms Unmet in Rome, erying the blues in this “Paradise 

of the Pacific,” Mexican financial. . ‘ | 
Heflin Scrams. Bulba’ | interests -. have - stepped ‘into’ the 

Rome, Sept. 19.- |breach and plan to bolster the 
Van Heflin will no longer appear, tourist movement. by initiating: 

regular cruise servfce between 
| Acapulco and Los Angeles. “ 

Two ships, the 24,000-ton Aca: 
pulco and. the 32,000-ton Victoria, 
acquired in the U.S., aré. expected. 
to go into service ‘in ‘the Patifie 
on. regular runs, with a .14-day . 
‘erulse having a $360 tab. Lure-.. 
will be that, in- addition to Aca- 
pulco,. tourists will see many Paci- 
fie “dream bays” in such: out of 
the way spots as Barre de Navidad, 
Puerto Vallarta, and little. known 
spots ‘plus stops: at Zihuatanejo, 
‘Mazatlan , and Baja California 
beachsidé 3 resorts. 

Another ship is to piy in Gulg 
waters, hitting high spots there 
including Vera Cruz, San ‘Blas, 
Campeche and Yucatan, and the 
exotic islands.of Isla de Mujeres. 

Heflin’s original deal with CCE. and Cozimel. Also, a ‘long. range 
reportedly called for a $100,000 ‘goal. is ta take in ‘cruises - from 
fee. His slated partner in pic, | Mexican ports, and on Mexican 
which was to have been directed | ‘Ships, to. New York and foreign 

po 
The Acapulco will handle ‘640 

‘passengers and the Victoria 820, 
‘Travelers also get as a bonus over. 
land trips, all inchusive, to: Taxco. 

[and Mexico City. 

Emilio Sanchez, ‘president. of the 
4 Mexican’ Assn. of Travel. Agents, 
said that unnamed investors are 
putting up almost $5,000,000. in: 

appearance when, after he'd spent 

had still not “met its commit- | 
ments.” Thanos’ Italian. partrier on 
much-heralded pic was C. C. E. of 

‘Statement released. here by. act-7 
or’s agent quoted Heflin on his de- 

a(parture from Fiumicino airport as 
s regretting that circumstances had. 

forced his decision, and. adding that’ 

“collaboration and sympathy” -un- 
der which he had previously made. 
four features in Italy. — 

[Scbiadino. 
Producer made himself unavaila- 

ble for comment. 

|Pugs-Gone-Stage Not 
Traly Actors, But Nova 

Feels He’s a Real Thesp 
By DAVE JAMPEL 

, Tokyo, Sept. 19: : 
Lou Nova claims to be the only 

prizefighter in recent: years who 
has become a bona fide actor. 

He dismisses other pugilists who 
removed their mouthpieces. and 
‘vaulted from the ring to the stage, 
such as Rocky Graziano, . Maxie 

he envisaged a two-way -traffic,. 
| with Mexicans having a. chance to 
visit the U:S. 

While these plans are - being 
rushed through. for the. coming. 
winter season, Acapuleo is doing 
only. so-so trade with DO ap 
‘Preciate pickup yet in summer 

This is attributed to many. 
factors ranging from alleged anti- 
Mexican stories in the American 
press fo competition from other 
areas which pare prices down to 

' (Continued. on Page’ 63) 

(who he kayoed twice), as ‘‘person- 
alities.” From earlier - generations, 
Nova recognizes nly Jim Cor-|. 
bett as having made the transition 

i Norn, in Japan for club pertorst: | Moral Degeneracy’ And 
“Student Strike’ Themes 

Draw Legion’s ‘B’ Tags 

ances at both U.S: military and 

Roman. Catholic Legion of De-. 

downtown niteries before moving 
on to other Pacific points, has the 

cency has slapped B (objectionable 

The former heavyweight contender 

aire,” “Guys and Dolis” and “Ros- 
alie” on Broadway, in three Holly- 
wood films, on some of the top tv 
shows, both as a comedian and as 
a straight actor. He is a regular 
on. the nitery cireut. 
“From the - nning of boxing 

as we know it,” Nova told Variety, 
“men who made names in the ring 
would make personal appearance 
tours. They were seen as person-. 
alities, not actors. It was. the same 
with Graziano, Baer and Rosen- , 
bloom,” he said. 

“Fortunately or unfortunately,’ 7 
(Continued on page 63) 

= 

United Artists UA releases,. “Paris 
Blues" and “Explosive Genera- 
tion.” , 

Re “Blues,” Legion says that 
“the casual presentation of moral 
degeneracy on: the part of the 
principal white. characters is come 
pounded by social overtones which. 
are. prejudicial. to. harmonious race 
relations.” ' 

“Generation,” which” tells. of a 
-|suceessful - strike by : ‘highs¢hool 
students, ..“presents a dangerous 
blueprint for youth,” says LOD.: 
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DRIV 
Ceancinan Invites a Mandate 

For Him to Push Censoring in LA 
“Hollywood, Sept. 19. - 

Latest threat, to. Hollywood in 
‘way’ of possible censorship. comes 
rom L.A. City “Councilman. C, 
fom uine Blanchard; who last week 
stated he would propose. establish- |- 
“ment of a city:film censorship board 
if a questionnaire mailed to 84,000 | 
‘familles'.in his. disirict indicates. 
they. are in favor - of such civie 

- legislation. 
Move follows an: * Garlier: action 

by L. A. County Board Supervisor 
Kenneth: Hahn which shook Holly- 
wood. .Hahn. told- supervisors in 
a board meeting that he would) 
move to hold up County-allotted: 
funds for building of upcoming 
Hollywood Motion: Picture. & Téle- 
‘vision Museum if. the industry 
didn't clean up production of what. 
he ‘termed “junk”: films. In quick 
- order, Supervisors,” ‘with full sane- 
tion -and cooperation of film: 

leaders, resolved to.appoint a -fact- 
finding committee. and first appoint- 
“ments included. 16 leaders in vari- 

ous guilds - and: AMPP. Non-pro- 
. fessional committeemen will. swell 

ized this. week. . 

Blanchard’s: action in. inalling out 
“questionnaires: relating to. “im- | 
moral” pix was predicated, ace 

-eording to official; upon rising tide. 
of such films in the ‘L. A. area. | 
Questionnaire asked ‘the’ following: 

-“Do you. believe the ‘city - 
should establish. a censorship 
‘board -to. review questionable 
motion pictures? | - 

“Do you. believe the’ ‘city. 
establish: a get-tough -ordi- ~ 
nance calling: for stiff fines. and 
imprisonment ‘for. - persons. 
showing léwd- and immoral 
pictures . in: public theatres?” | 

Councilman reported -he would 
work for a censorship board and 
‘get-tough ordinances. if: replies to 
questionnaire show his constituents 

_ are in favor of.this move: 

“] believe that. people are becom- 
:ing definitely concerned ‘with the 
-type of: motion ‘pictures. designed. 

that’ is becoming more and more 
_common in neighborhood theatres,” 
. he sald, - 

Observers ‘peint -out that such :a 
eensorship board would lead ‘to. the 
question - of: what...constitutes a 
“lewd’’ film, which. police: and other 
ublic ‘officials ‘stress has. never 
een made. clear. 

_ A member’ ofthe. L:: A Police 
Vice Squad, in. charge. of keepirig 
track of. ‘production ' of . nude-and- 
lewd films and subsequent local’ 
release .in theatres, | reported that. 

‘two. people .¢an never come to a 
definite agreement on the. subject, 
which makes ‘diffieult'.and almost: 
impossible the exercise of laws and 
control over the showing’ of ‘pix. 
‘which have been reported: by. pub- 
Bes as. objectionable. - 

A. City - ‘Council ‘ast: Aug. 95. 
toot B.. "stand against pix in’ ques- 

tion -when it adopted ‘a’ two-point 
‘gesolution against immoral. films. 
Resolution asked the. State Legis- 
lature: to ban. the: production of 
immoral motion pix and to direct | 
the L. A.. Police Commission - to | 
prep laws: and -regulations which | 

(Continued on page. 15). 

SPAIN BANS PROJECTS — 

Chorine Tale,- 
Lesbians Won't. Roll ° 

Madrid’. Sept. 19, 
_ Two screen projects: ‘were 
banned «.; by .. governmerit film 
authorities. after censors turned. 
thumbs-dowfi on submitted ‘scripts. 
‘One was “Nunea pasa Nada” (Noth-. 

‘screenplay. by. ing ever Happens),: 
Juan Antonio ‘Barden. who. was: to. 
direct for his production company, | 

-JUninei, with French star Francoise 
“Arnoul in the. lead. Story deals. 
with.: the “24-hour: sojourn: ‘of. a: 

| Wisdom of WOMPI.”. -ehorus girl in a. hinterland pueblo. 
Other ‘reject; 

Certa” (So. Far, So Near), a -mod- 
ern version. of Sappho of ‘Lesbos 
‘which Argentine: director - Luis |.. 
Saslavsky: was to have ‘directed ith 

with. producer Juan Buhigas. 
Vicente. ‘Parra as “star. _ 

WB Split (4-1) OF 
number to 24, expected to. be. finial- . 

Ditto Queen * of 

“Tan. Lejos, ‘Tan ]. 

"MADE:IN-MONTAUK FILM 

Vulcan’ ‘Completes Sci-fi. On. Lone, 
Island. For. 1506s. . 

Vulcan Productions, Tieaded ‘by 
Jack ‘Curtis -and ‘ wife Terry,. who 
also operate Film Sync lab in New 

| York, has just. finished principal 
photography on- its. first feature, 
a. sci-fi .pic “entitled “The Flesh-'| 
eaters. ” Pie shot entirely in and’ 
around ‘Montauk, LI. was brought, 
in.for less than $150, 000.: 
-Cast is ‘ieaded by’: ty-legit actor 

Martin. Kosleck, : while 

in ‘one cafe. sequence. Jack: Curtis 
directed: and ‘coproduced with his 
wife. and’ “Arnold Drake, the latter |’ 
‘being responsible for the screen- 
play: aS. well, 

‘Shares Drags Its 
Price Down $7.50| 

- Warner ‘stock- on the New. York 
‘Stock Exchange, for. long going up, 

-{suddenly tumbled.- by ‘$7.50 . per 
[share last- Friday. (15), 
‘+985. 
}Surprise to: ‘Wall Streeters, or 80, 
they. “paid. 

The. sharp drop came as no 

Decline tied. with the - -eom-' 
pany. annotincement ‘of a four-for- 

oné stock split, ‘which had_ been 
‘anticipated 

| VARIETY last. June). Expectation ' of.| 
the split was among the factors |- 
that had caused the WE price rise. | 
When it became. official the. profit- 
takers -went into action: 

- Further disheartening to. inves- 
tors, and also causing the drop in |. 
paper value, was that the WB board |" 
gave no indication of.dividend rate 

to appeal to the baser ‘instincts and on the upcoming outstanding issue. 

(and. reported in 

Stockholders’ Must -Okay 
. “Warner buatd over the ‘past } 
‘week formally ~ “approved a stock 
split; as long anticipated, on the 
basis of four shares for one. Each 
stackholder. ‘of record: on Feb...14, 
1962, will receive: three shares. for 
each share.then. held; This is :sub- 
ject .to.stoekholders’ okay- at_ the 

‘jannual meeting Feb. 7. 
‘Par yalue per share: is to be re- 

‘duced from. $5 to $1.25. and- the 
authorized common ‘stock is to. be: 
changed ‘from. -5,000:000 shares. to | 
7,500,000, latter ; on the: $1. 25 par 
value. basis. 

- Board ‘also decided. that: of the 
635; 783 common -shares’ now ‘held 
in treasury; 630, 783 shares will. be 
retired. 
' Directors also’ declared a “divi-: 

|dend of 30c per share on the pres-. 
ently ° ‘outstanding - stock, - -payable:| 
Nov. 3 to stockholders of record.on |} 
Oct.'13. Matter of divvies: on .the. 
post-split. stock will not be decided’ 
until. after the ‘split becomes, ef- 
fective. 

200 WOMPI SASHAYING 
‘TO CHARLOTTE SEPT, 22 

“Charlotte, N.C., Sept. 19. 

Charlotte. will be the ‘scene of the 

eighth © annual convention of the | 

..| Women. of. the. Motion Picture In- 

Tdustry.. Sept... 2224... 
women are coming here from: ‘New. | 

York, ‘Toronto, ‘St:. ‘Louis, Kansas |. 

ity, © Atlanta, Memphis, New . Or- 

leans. ‘and ‘Dallas - will. attend. the 

three-day : meeting ‘in. Hotel Char- 

Jotte. 
‘Mrs. ieargaret. Twyman, director 

of community relations of. the Mo-. 
‘tion Picture Assn. of: America, “will: 
‘speak on’ “The Publie Relations 

Mrs: ° Floretice ‘Long, of . “Toroii- 
to, president of the. association, 
will preside. at business. sessions. 
‘Members ‘work in theatres, film 

exchanges -and:. offices -of.-.com- 
panies engaged in: the motion pic- 

“ture industry. 

ginger. 
‘Anita . Ellis. is - seen-but-not-heard: 

| gress, 

‘closing. at. 

. Around 200] 

b= 

VS. FRANCE, 
By. ROBERT J. - LANDRY 

we ‘new ‘surge’ of pro-censorship 
advocacy is. armarently shaping up Metro's : 
}in the United States. ‘In part: this | 
represeiits” a counter-offensive, 
which is. to. say, af effort to re- 

ITALY} 
CONGRESSWON AN Less Franchises, More Salesmanship 

i: or Allied Artists International 
+ With an eye to beefing its for- 

BOUNTY’ HEADS FOR HOME 

150G Replica 
Hawaiian Caulking 

‘Honolulu, Sept. 19. 
The most expensive prop ever 

Gets 

trieve lost. ground. Same’ of ‘the: imade, the $750,000 replica of HMS 
agitation operates locally: and aims ; 
‘to create municipal-type, or volice- 
type, regulation, as..in.. Atlanta, | 

Bounty, arrived: after a 14- day. 
voyage from -Tahiti for scraping, 
painting, caulking and modern re- 

Memphis, Chicago, ‘Los . Angeles, pairs. Ship will continue on to 
Columbus and various Texas towns. | Long Beach, Calif., late this month. 
‘Other pressures have as their goal 
‘the. ‘reestablishment or reinforee- 
ment of state: legislation and ap-! Mayer remake of “Mutiny on the 

Ohio, | { Bounty,” planed in to supervise 
Maryland, . ‘Kansas, Massachusetts, | 
paratus’ in . Pennsylvania, 

ete. 
Now looms an investigation at | 

the national’ level, the proposed : 
‘| probe by-a woman member-of Con- 

‘Kathryn E.. Granahan, a 
Democrat from Pénnsylvania. She |- 
was the leader of the. Post: Office 

_ | subcommittee. which, in February |: 
}-of 1960, harvested. some headlines 
but nothing more from hearings on 
the sex content. of U.S. periodicals, | 
television and motion. pictures. 

If. Congresswoman Granahan {Is |. 
no better .prepared {intellectually 
than. she. was last time there {s.[ 
perhaps. not. much cause for alarm. 
But meanwhile she has got hold of | 
a frequently-bruited charge that 
foreign films, ‘notably avant-garde 
imports from: France and Italy, 
have . sometimes been “dripping 
poison” on the moral-standards of } 
the Christian nations because of 
the ¢ongenital bias, or party-line | 
instructions of European directors. 
or. writers “with: Communist ‘con- 
néetion Or. ‘sympathy. 

There. has: “never ‘been, as 
far as known,.any serious re- 
-search of the charge. that Com- 
munist ‘strategy deliberately 

_sets.out to spread sexual laxity, . 
‘making evil seem normal and 
normal seem stuffy. This tn- 
terpretation has its proponents: — 
inthe United States but wheth- 
er a case could be Proved is 
dubious, 

‘The -Granahan. ‘investigation, if | 
it. develops any momentum ‘ or | 
‘depth of-. -pénetration, -would pos- | 
sibly cause-more undesirable pub-. 
lieity for.-U:S. show business: gen- 
erally. It relates to the tendency; 
evident. in someée-quarters of the 
‘country, to make “imports” the 
scapegoat in. the “family rebellion” |: 
against certain film’ themes. Actu-. 
ally.there-is much opinion among | 
Hollywood producers fhat the “sex 
kick” is no longer, if it ever was, 
dependable boxoffice. The Con- 
gresswoman may, as before, be 
whistling . against a spent wind. 
Which, however, does not. mean 
that. she :and her . subcommittee 
might not reap plenty. of publicity 
.at the expense of amusements gen- | 
erally. 

Her Previous Blasts — 
Early last:.year the Intellectual 

Freedom Committee of the Ameri- 
can Library Assn. circulated a 

| series of quotes from the Widow 
Granahan. (she succeeded her hus- 

| band in Congress) which amounted 
|to a series. of. ‘eharges that - Los 
Angeles was deep in perversion, 
Chicago the smut-publishing capi- 

_ (Continued on ___‘Continued- on page 18) __. 1 takes longer to consummate a deal. 18) 

| Ruby: "Rosenberg, production 
manager of the Metro-Goldwyn- 

-the over haul. 

Marty Baum On 
Talent Peddling 
Tn Nervous Age 

By JOE COHEN 

‘A new era in selling of artists 

j to mction pictures. -has come, ac- 

cording. to Marty Baum, head of 

‘the General Artists Corp. film 

dept. who was recently in New 

York for a series of conferences. 

According to Baum, new condi- 

tions in the film industry, no long- 
‘er make-it possible for any one 
casting director, or producer to 
sign a major performer ' on the spot. 
‘An agent, says Baum, not only has 
to go to the casting director, but 

‘| also. must sell the producer, direc- 
tor, and the moneymen in New 

| York. 

Today, he declared, this type of 
composite selling makes it more 
difficult to pact acts for the old- 
line agent, who was accustomed 
to. cornering one individual and 
getting him hipped on a perform- 
er. Today, very few will assume 
the authority to sign talent on 

| their own, Picture making, he 
said is a new example of the 
group-think with everybody taking 
a hand in making decisions. Sell- 
‘ing can be done, but it’s a longer 
‘process and it takes a new breed 
of. salesman, accordirg to Baum. . 

-This modus operandi that ob- 
tains ingthe field of getting talent 
into.- films, makes the old ‘legit 
agent more valuable to the Coast 
datediggers, says Baum. In legit, 
the percenter had to get the ap- 
proval. of not only the casting 
agent, but the director, producer 
and the: frequently, the active an- 
gels. Baum points out that even 
some of the nitery agents have 
experienced this kind of selling to 
‘individual members of the com- 
mittee. But, he says, if was pos- 
sible for a nitery agent to get ail 
cafe partners under one roof. This 
isn’t the case in films in any legit 
which talent selling has become an 
exercise in legwork as well as the 
usual run of persuasive arts. 

AS: a result of this new kind of 
sell, says Baum, agency costs have 
also gone up somewhat and it 

I takes longer to consummate a deal. 

See Paramount Taking Over Full Tab 

Paramount: is on. ‘the verge of as- 

suaging _ Canadian. investors fn 

| Famous. Players: Canadian, this be- 

For Etobicoke Tollvision Test 
chance of any income until the 
system is expanded well beyond 
its present subscription list of 
‘6,000 homes. 

ing the. Toronto-based theatre and; 

television . outfit which holds the. 
franchise for the Par-owhed Inter- 
national | Telemeter home toll’ 
system. 

Some above-the-border  stock- 
holders and: directors in FPC had 
been complaining, in effect, that 
they were being called upon to un-. 
derwrite. the Etobicoke experiment 
‘with. Telemeter at a cost so far of 

-41$2,000,000. Further, : ‘there's ‘no 

Canadian. sources now say that 
Par. is now about.to take over the 
financial responsibilities for such 
expansion to,the extent of develop- 
ing. an audience of 40,000. Also, 
there’s to be a greater effort in the 
direction of building more diversi- 
fied programming. One report had 
it that Par actually was all but 
taking over. the entire franchise, 
but with FPC still participating 
fiscally. ‘ 

. . A a . . 

eign position, Allieq Artists Inter- 
national has tapped Bernard J. 
Gates as veep-general global sales 
manager. He'd been South Amer- 
ican supervisor in recent years, 
basing in Sao Paulo, Brazil. 

Move reflects a stronger AA 
focus on the European and Far 
East- markets. Part of the plan, 
as disclosed by foreign operations 
boss Norton Ritchey. is to step up 
acquisition of foreign product for 
distribution abroad. Company set 
the pattern about a year ago when 
its Latin branches broke ground 
and took. over a string of Italian 
pix for the S.A. territories. 

Up to now, AA product overseas 
has been handled to a large ex- 
tent by franchise agreements. The 
company isn’t saying so yet. but 
the outlook is for expansion of AA 
owned - and - operated branches 
abroad. This would ensue logical- 
ly from a hiked production slate 
covering both the rest of this year 
and next. 

Should be more developing on 
the foreign front when the inter- 
national execs converge early next 
year—probably February—in Sao 
Paulo. 

‘£1 Cid? Info Latin Lands 
Next Spring; Differing 

Policies Per Local Ways 
Allied Artists is fixing to bow 

Samuel Bronston’s “El Cid” in 
South America next spring, either 
April or May. Policy as to whether 
roadshow or grind will be contin- 
gent on regional playoff habits and 
audience preferences. 

Well in front of the Latin dates, 
AA international publicity manager 
Charles Garrett will swing through 
the S. A. market to put the ex- 
ploitation gears in motion. 

EXHIB’S ‘CONSPIRACY’ 
CHARGE VERSUS TOWN 

Minneapolis, Sept. 19. 
After a week's recess currently, 

resumption is scheduled for Sept. 
18 here of the federal court trial 
of local exhibitor John Wright’s 
$100,000 triple damages antitrust 
suit against the nearby town of 
Red Wing, Minn., et al, for allege 
edly putting his theatre, the Chief, 
out of business. The trial had been 
halted to permit Federal Judge 
Dennis Donovan to conduct heare 
ings in other of his circuit's towns. 

Plaintiff claims that the town 
of Red Wing and other defendants, 
including the Red Wing daily 
newspaper, the city couricil presi- 
dent, five Auditorium board mem- 
bers and James Fraser, who now 
operates the town-owned Audi- 
torium film house as lessee, con- 
spired to kill the Chief Theatre. 
The purpose, Wright contends, was 
to eliminate competition for the 
Auditorium. 

Next week's principal’ witness 
for Wright will be Tom Burke, 
Theatre Associates head here, who 
had done the booking and buying 
for Wright’s Chief theatre. 

KEN MURRAY’S ‘COMEBACK’ 

Comic of 1937 Will Be Straight 
In John Ford Pic 

Hollywood, Sept. 19. 

Ken Murray has bcen set to 

make his first feature film in 24 

years with a top featured role in 
“The Man Who Shot Liberty Val- 
ance,” John Ford production for 

Paramount. After seeing Murray 

in a dramatie role on “Death Val- 

ley Days” teleseries, Ford tas spe- 
cial part of a wealthy Houston 
doctor written into the feature for 
him. 

Murray's last film was “You're A 
Sweetheart” for Universal in 1937. 
Pic also starred Alice Faye, who 
was recently set to make a screen 
return in “State Fair” for Twen- 
tieth Century-Fox... 



4 PICTURES 

If Britain Enrolls In ‘Common Market’: 
What of Quota and Eady F und? 
London, Sept. 19. 

Britain’s Cinematograph Exhibi- 
tors Assn. has taken a long luok! 
at the European Common Market 
and the effect it might have on 
exhibitors if the United Kingdom 
Gecides to join. The two points ° 
that worry trade bady concern a) 
gucta and b: Eady Fund levy. 

Firstly, the exhibitors be'ieve 
Common Market pictures should 
not qualify for British quota and : 
consequently cinemas should have 
chligations to select from The 
Secondly. films from Cre toe 
Market countries should not be 
able to claim levy coin. 

Copreduction deals, however, 
shouid qualify on both counts, ex- 
hikitors agree. 

are three substantial film-produc- 
ing -countries, Italy, France and 

Board's viewpoint. 
Exhibitors hint that the UK’s 

‘tested by these three states as 

Germany which may change the : 

quota system will ‘be strongly con- |. 

‘there . is disagreement already be- | 
‘tween them on the subject of film 
» quotas. 

‘New England Circuit Exec . 
| Sees Area’s Early Adoption: 

Of Single Feature Policy’ 
Boston, Sept. 19. 

“About 95% 

| thing. For another, sales chief Len. 
Lightstone is auditioning salesmen, 

|compelled- by the acquisition of. 

JOE LEVINE BURSTING 
HIS NEW QUARTE 

Embassy ‘Pictures is bulging at. 
the seams. : 

Joe ‘Levine’s. outfit, housed in | 
the new Time-Life ‘building, is 
scouting additional space, for one 

specialty foreign pix (“Two Wom- 
-en,” “No Leve for Johnnie”), which 
Embassy is booking direct instead 
of farming out. 

Also, with, Levine wading deeper 
; Into production on the Coast, he’ll 
| be needing a: liaison. office in the 

of our theatres: palmetto precincts before long— 
If there is any doubt as to the | will be giving single feature pro- | around ° ‘the first of the year, in 

future of British films once Britain | grams before the year is out, and! fact, and probably on the -Metro 
has joined The Six, the exhibitors ' all theatres will lend the double |jot,’where his “Boys’ Night Out” 
feel the government should ensure ; feature soon,” according to Robert { will be shooting. The Culver City. 
that the present working of screen | M. Sternburg. prexy of New Eng- | basing, however, isn’t definite. 
quota here is not effected. 

And there is plenty of doubt, 
is seems. It was stated in Par- 
ligament earlier this year that 
there was still uncertainty as 
te how films would be treated 
under ECM, and no-one was 
prepared to rredict what ef- 
fect joining would have on the 
British film industry. 

The main reason for this is be- 
eavse the Treaty of Rome ‘basic 
te the Common Market) was drawn : 
un without films being specifically ; If there hadn't been two for one 
contemplated. One of the first prin- ; 
ciples of the treaty is the elimina- ' 
licn between members of Customs 
cuties and of quantative restric- 
tians on the import and export of 
foeds “as well as all other meas- 
ures of equivalent effect.” 

iMland Theatres Inc., 

{at the old Beacon Theatre. 
| many pictures were’ being made 
tat that time in Hollywood that the 

: stayed in their cans and never 

and Allied. 
| Theatres of -N.E., representing 500 
indie houses in N.E. While Boston 
Still sticks to the two for one, most 
other big N.E. ‘cities. like Worces- 
ter, Springfield and Hartford, have 
sloughed the double feature. 

Sternburg recounted that Jack 

| 

; Lourie .of the old NETOCO gsoup 
‘first originated the double feature 

“So 

double feature worked out well. 

!maybe a lot of films would have 

been exhibited.” 

But, he pointed out, the ‘system 
is different today with not so many: 
pictures being produced. While in 

Whether film quotas etc., will be | the eld days pictures ran about an 
corsidered as such a measure is / hour, today they run from 90 mins. 
debatable. Under the Stockholm 
Pian -which has similar provisions 
to the Treaty of Rome) Britain's 
Board of Trade refused to recog- 
mize screen quota as a “restrictive” 
reasure. But within The Six, there 
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to at least two hours. “That. is 
why 95% of our theatres will be 
giving a single feature program 
before the year is out. Soon all 
theatres -will abandon the. double 
feature.” 
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Harry Levine 

N. Y. Embassy Theatre Suit 
Vs. Warners & Circuits 
Ended ‘With Prejudice’ 

A $38,000. antitrust action against 
Warner Bros. and: ‘two Gotham. 

prejudice (meaning future action 
is out) in N.Y. Federal ‘court. last 
week. 
‘Plaintiff Guild Enterprises 

(which operates firstrun arty Em- 
bassy in N. Y.), had. alleged dis- 
criminatory. first nabe run booking 
practice involving three WB re- 
leases—"Auntie Mame,” “Sayo- 
nara” and “Indiscreet.” Suit was 
filed in 1959, and had named cir-’ 
cuit owner Harry Brandt and the 
‘Beath 'Corp., in addition. to 
Warner's. , 

LA. to N. Y. 
Eddie Albert 
Jeanne Baird 
Robert S. Benjamin . 
Eob. Corcoran 
‘Tom Corradine 
Roger DeKoven. 

- Marlene Dietrich 
Hillard Elkins 
Lou. Frizzell 

_ ‘Beverly Garland 
Radie Harris 
William Inge 
Leé Jaffe — . 

_ Stanley Kramer 
. Doug:. McClure . 
“Kenny Miller: 
Robert. H. O’Brien 
Dave Picker , 
Barry: Sullivan 
Robert P. Sutton 
Irving Townsend 
‘Ned Washington 
Gig Young: 

U. S. to Europe 
Lawrence Bachman 
Enrico. Banducci 
‘David Berger 
‘Janet Blair — 
Jane Broder 
Philp Burton 
Richard Burton 
-Cyd Charisse 
Madeleine Clive . 

. Arthur Ebenstein 
Charles Einfeld 
Robert S. Ferguson 

- Milton Goldstein 
Rube Jackter 
B.-B. Kreisler 

A. Wilfred May 
Roddy McDowell 

" David Merrick 
Arnold Parker 
Ted Ritter 
Jonas Rosenfield. Jr. 

- Ma Rothman 
- Cornelia Otis Skinner 
Ernest Turnbull 

N.Y. to L. A. 
June’ Allison 
Samuel Z. Arkoff 
Peggy Cass 
_Ed Feldman . 
James Gardiner 
Dick’ Powell © 
Robert Preston. 

' Harold S. Prince. 
Herman Rush. 
‘Stephan Slane 
Roger L. Stevens 

Europe to U.S. 
Julius Bing 
George Foley 

- George -Jenkins 
Richard Johnson 
Fred. Robbins. 

fated 600.000 shares (15°% 

theatre chains - was dismissed. with. 

{up for the militia. 

| Artists, of course, is handling pic for Western hemisphere 

. 25¢ per share of common, payable 

|16.. Decea’s is for same amount. 

Wednesday, September 20,1961 

‘New York Sound Track | 
Occasion for a good. many: chuckles ‘about. Port-of-Spain; trinidad, 

W. I: recently was the De Luxe Theatre's” marquee tandem, “Go. 
Naked in the World”—‘Where the Boys Are.” Both ‘MGM pies. soloed’ 

1at this same house previously. Brought back as a. package, the bill me 

played for two weeks, doing very nice biz for a pair of.reruns.: 
‘New York's own little old’ New. Wave. publicist, Elinor Silverman, 

these days -finds herself beseiged with scripts. from wouldbe filme . 
makers, including more than’a few crackpots. One recent: script: ‘The: .- 

‘| Frank Story of A Gynecologist. with A Don Juan Complex.” ... . a 

Irvin Shapiro, prexy of Films’ Around’.the ‘World ‘who: has spent... 
most ‘of the summer abroad, expects to'be hack. at his office around ~~: 

. Producer-director Stanley Kramer in town’. the end of the. month . 
. A print of Ingmar Bergman's newest pic, “The Devil’srEye,.”” which 

House last week for viewing by: the President and Mrs. ‘Kennedy .. .° 
Twentieth-Fox, aiming. to’ penetrate as deeply as possible. with ‘the 
special appeal. of “Francis.of Assisi,” last Wednesday (13) called. 
together more than 30 reps of the ‘six leading N:Y. area circuits to. 
coordinate efforts to reach into the 1,700 ‘Joral Roman. Catholic pare. ~ 
ishes, schools and colleges: here: when pic. goes subsequent run ..,: 
Kingsley International will open its latest British acquisition, “The 
Risk,” next Saturday (23) at the Trans-Lux 52d Street. 
American International toppers, prexy Jim ‘Nicholson and exec veep. 

Sam Arkoff, in town briefly last week . “Tony Curtis, wife Janet. 
Leigh and their two children sailed Friday (45) ‘on ‘the S.S. Argentina 
for Argentina where Curtis will shoot location stuff.for upcoming.- 
“Taras Bulba”. .. Janet Blair also in town briefly for costume fittings 
for her. “Burn, “Witeh, Burn,””: AIP-Anglo-Amalgamated coproduction 

{Which starts shooting in. London ext Monday (25):" 
Carl M. Loeb, Rhoades &.Co., which today is playing. an important 

part in the corporate affairs of 20th-Fox, ds reported. to ‘have accumu-_ 
<) -of the voting | stock of Curtis’. Publishing © 

for a syndicate. out to get control, aceording ' to the. Gallagher Report. 
newsletter. ; 

While the local importing fraternity seems to agree that this: is the - 
year. of ‘the Italian Renaissance on local attie screens, the French 
aren't doing so badly vat the moment with “The Truth,” “Purple 
Noon” and “The Joker”... . Darryl Zanuck :reportedly angling. to get 
Jack Lemmon to do a. role ‘in “The Longest Day.” but with the’star’s -. - 
busy sked, there’ s timing to. figure out . The 60. “German” soldiers: 
now at work for Zanuck, inéidentally, are German-looking Frenchmen, 
but. they ‘are being drilled and trained by an ex-German paratrooper, 
Jonny Jendrich, who makes them stand: inspection every am. - 

Add roadshow dates for UA’s “West Side Story”: the United Artists: 
Theatre, San. Francisco,. and Sheridan, ‘Miami. Beach. both opening 
Dec: 14, .. Tony Wilson, who for the last six years has’ headed: the 
music publishing outfits of Les Paul and Mary Ford, has joined Astor: - 
Pictures as general manager of its music. activities ... . Morry Kraritz,. 
a member of the 20th ad-pub staff for the past year, has been placed: 
in charge of the company’s: still department, filling vacancy created 
by the death of Fred: Bullock... 
_Charley Garrett, recently’ installed. as publicity: manager for Allied 

Artists International, has ‘started a monthly news bulletin to Keep 
foreign personnel posted ... . Producer Martin Poll cloud-hops to Italy 

| at weekend ahead of “Fron “Men” (for Par). shooting, which gets under- 
_| way Oct. 24 with Sidney Poitier and Claudia Cardinale. She's the new 

‘Italo. entry in the alliterative initials. sexpot derby .'. . Allied’ States 
will discontinue its program book. at the December ‘exhib’s - Meet in 
‘Miami, subbing a merchandising manual: ““guarantéed” to make thea-. 
tre operations: more profitable. That’s no money-back offer, however 

. John Huston has preliminary filming on “Freud” going. in Munich 
. Jack Goldstein got the nod for “El Cid” publicity in.Boston. Made-.. 

in-Spainer opens there at the Astor Dec. 21 . Now. definite Sophia. 
‘| Loren will be in L.A. about Noy. 1, partly to: help the “Pwo: Women” 
kickoff, but mainly as a ploy in Joe Levine's | bid to land her an Oscar 
jnext spring. 

Dick: Powell reports, back ‘to 20th-Fox’ next April on. first .of. two-pix 
‘commitment, after year’s absence . . . Mel Shavelson cast Elsa Martin- 
elli. as femme lead of “The Easter Dinner, ” Charlton Heston starrer for 
‘Paramount release ... Ken Englund has written.-original space age 
comedy-romance, “The “Wild Blue,” with assistance “of pair of experts 
‘in field, Raymond E. Wiech Jr., and Robert -F. Strauss, prexy. and vp, 
respectively, of Astro Systems. Inc.; New. Jersey. 

Myrna Leiderman, head booker at Times Film for five years, took. 
| time off to become the mother. Aug. 31 of a daughter, Shari Lynn: 

Carl Foreman’s “Guns of. Nayarone” was used in Toronto last week, 
|to spur recruiting for Canada’s- armed forces. now being augmented, 
Half the Royal Regiment of Canada and. its: CO. appeared in uniform 
on the stage of theatre. Reputedly. lured 25 in in the’ audience.’ to sign. 

Lois Weber, formerly with the Arthur: Jacobs outat,. ‘now teamed 
| -with Rupert and Christopher Allan. in Allan-Weber, public ‘relations 

; Just before ‘going back to the Coast Monday -(18!, Jerry Lewis. 
‘pulled a surprise visit at an “Errand Boy” exploitation meeting of. 
Skouras Theatres managers . . . Robert J. Enders, producer of “A: 
Thunder of Drums,” and George Hamilton, who stars in the Metra pic, 
in Manhattan this week on the bally rounds ... . Robert H. O’Brien, 
M-G v.p.-treasurer, back froma week's work in Culver City... . Mary 
Alice Austin, daughter of M-G exploitation chief Emory Austin, engaged’ 
to. Gary Frederick Van Allen. of Hydro Electronics Corp. 

Session on merchandiing at the upcoming. TOA powwow will hear’ 
|trom UA’s Fred Goldberg, Columbia’s Bob Ferguson, and either: Dave.: 
Lipton or Phil. Gerard from Universal... . Milton Goldstein, Sam‘ 
Bronston’s foreign sales manager, a N.Y.-to-Madrid item in connection’ 
with “El Cid.” He’s also headed for Australia and New: Zealand, Allied 

ctress. 
Gena Rowlands (Mrs. John Cassavetes) signed with U for five ‘more, 
pix... Virginia Grey in from the Coast for “Back Street”: bally.. a 

Jan Sterling formed partnership of her Senalda Productions with. -° 
Patrick Dennis and Chris Allen for coproduction ‘of former's ‘novel, 
“The Loving Couple.” to star actress . . .. director Robert Ellis: Miller 
bows as indie film producer next year with. “Tonight .in Samarkand,” 
Jacques Duval-Lorenzo Semple play. which he produced on ‘Broadway 
several seasons ago. | 
David Susskind reportedly moving into a top production, spot. at 

International Telemeter. Any conflict with Jean Dalrymple? . . . Sam 
‘Bronston back to Spain, returning here again in: two weeks . . . Car- 
roll Baker was asked to autograph the guest registration . book: at the 
Army recruiting. stand in Times Square. She took pen in-hand, hesij- 
tated, and asked, “Are you sure I’m not signing myself in?" 

Decca, U’s 2e Divvies - Spartacis’ Bis in. Paris. 
The Decca-Universal directorates | ‘Paris,. Sept. 19.” 

‘ame up with their regular stock Following, the. premiere of Uni-- 
divvies last week. . versal’s «.‘Spartacus here.” last’ 

, week, Gaumont Palace Theatre - 
Universal’s | quarterly. ‘split is: for racked up a new record of 19,759... 

admissions for the first three: days. 
Previous high for a..comparable 
period at the ‘same house. was 
16,497. 

Pic is playing a hardticket, toad- a 
 dshow. policy. : 

Sept. 29 to holders of record Sept. 

per common shate,. also payable on 
same date, but to holders of record 
as of Sept. 18. 

Janus Films will release here later this. fall, was sent to, the White . : 
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Phil Yordan Talked Script and Casting’ With Him— 
: _ Now y Peddles Idea to Bronston 

‘S.. 

Sure to Explode. 
oe ‘Edinburgh, Sept. 19.. 
“Let My People Go,”.: anti- 

Hollywood, “Sept. 19. 

“Samuel | Bronston is the’ brunt: . 

of: a fiery attack by Jerry. Wald} 
‘over former’s’ announcement in 
N.Y. last -week that he will pro- 

_ duce. “55 Days of Peking”. in Spain { 
m early. ‘next: Spring: Simultaneous- 

ly,’.' 20th-Fox producer, -who}| 
‘claimed he: has: had “The Hell |- 
Raisers,” also. based on {he Boxer-| 
Rebellion, on his production agen- “Michael Elder,’ ‘Festival's ad- 

da sin ce, 1956, charged” Bronston ; ministrative director,. described ‘with unfair ethics” and said Eric |. the film as 
sennsto should’ do: something mite.” He added: “This film 

ebout it” was not made by the country 
Harking -back- to 20th-Fox prexy | concerned, and: cannot, there- 

‘Spyros Skouras’ fracas with Bron-{ . fore,. represent: South Africa 
ston over “King of Kings,” when! -officially. We cannot turn the 
20th was projecting plans for “The|: ‘Festival into a political arena.” 
Greatest’ Story Ever. Told’—now |. —_____ 
taken: over part and. parcel. by 
" George Stevens in settlement of 

‘his contract: on™ film—Wald .de- 
clared, “I don't think. there should. 
be a duplication of the ‘King. of 

_ Kings’ ‘Greatest Story’ situa- | 
tion.” | 

Wald reported ‘that he had reg-|' 
istered. his ‘title: with Motion. Pic-: 

- ‘ture Assn.‘'of America, and that. 
“in, 1957 ‘he’ erigaged- ‘Barre Linden |. 
‘to write a screenplay. Later, Frank- 

.. Fenton was brought in. to. do a] 
-polish job. However, Wald ad-|: 
mitted - his. studio chief would not. 
give him the green light ‘to go 
ahead and. final script: has since 
‘been’ awaiting - a propitious time 
for filming. 

Producer - asserted that. while 
Philip -Yordan: was working on 
“No Down Payment”. for him fhe 
Boxer Rebellion script and .story 
had been discussed between :.them 
in ‘detail:. This. was in 1956, ac-. 
‘cording to producer, who said ‘that 
in past four years research and 
Rap aso ‘have cost 20th-Fox about | 
$150,00 

. Now Bronston comes along and: 
announces he, has bought Yordan’s 
 seript about the Boxer Rebellion 
and. is going to do.it... He’s even. 
-after Alec Guinness, the ‘ ‘same as 
I was,” he said. 
“Tam immediately advising my: 

attorney, ‘Dean R. Johnsen, to send 
a letter of: protest. to Erie John- 
ston to put.a stop to. this sort. of 
thing,” Wald declared. 
Wald said-he felt-the time had 

come for a. showdown in matters 
of this kind. “I think the industry 
has’ to come to an agreement 

‘ among themselves—a code’: of 
ethics—there has to. be some kind 
of protection for the producer who. 
invests -time and money ‘and - ef- 
fort.” 

Wald. decried. fact “Bronston has 
flouted all fair business ethics and 
practices. Maybe -he operates in 
Spain’in a world.of his own. ‘Yet 
he must still be made aware’ he 
can’t raid. studios: for.ideas. It’s 
bad enough we have had trouble. 
with tv picking up. our ideas—and 
this has happened:-in several in- 
‘stances before and. after ‘The Hel- 
en. Morgan Story "and . produced 
them: on: the air before. film studios 

(Continued on. page. 18) 

: Par Diversfes 

Continuing in ‘the: mood. ‘for ab. 
versification,. Paramount has’ ac- 
quired control: of Tinsley ‘Labora- 
tories Inc., manufacturer of prect-. 
sion optical . components and .op-| principle yet to be signed. Seript 

_tical. instruments. Actual acquisi- | is being completed: now’ by. Richard 
tion was via Autometrie Corp., + |Carr and pie goes on a# multi- 
wholly-owned Par subsidiary, -.- million-dollar’ budget... 

Autometric acquired: 204,480 |. 
‘shares of Tinsley in: exchange for: 
42,500. shares of«Autometric. The 
acquisition ‘gives -Par’s Autometric 
€0%. of. the outstanding. Tinsley 
shares.: 

Deal appears: in line with ‘Par 
president Barney- Balaban’s policy 
of branching out but still. remain- 
ing within the bounds of the pic- 
ture-communication business... 

’ based :on:: material collected in © 
South Africa, was.rejected by 
the ° Edinburgh. International . 
Film Festival’ program commit- | 
‘tee. It was made by:members’ ; 
of .the Association :of. Cine-~ 
Technicians. ° 

Invading Europe 

=. Hollywood, Sept. 19. 

‘John. Cassavetes over. the ‘week- 

distribution approach. in the’ works 

‘for “Too: Late Blues,” first ~pic 
Cassavetes has produced and di- 
rected on a " one-picture-a-year. 
‘seyen - year ‘pact. | 
sneak preview behind it, (two 
weeks: aga in. San Francisco) pic is 
‘being. ‘aimed © for distribution in 
Europe : 
months” prior to release ‘here, No 

said: 

industry, according. to Cassavetes, 
who called Paramount an “ahead” 
studio that is “aware of changing 
times.” 

will’ do. well. in Europe -where the 
young producer-director ‘said: the 

ferent: Pic will be shown in’ Eng- 
lish: establishments there. such. as 
the National Film Theatre, a.Lon- 
‘don organization that Sponsors de- 
velopments .of .new films.’ First: 
opening {s expected fo be London. 

Cassavetes’. asserted American 
pix often don't get good reviews 
abroad because ‘of the money spent 
‘In. their. promotion..and ‘empha- 

‘on their own artistic. level ‘through 
‘reviews, word-of-mouth and: gen- 
‘eral’ press reaction: He said feel- 
ing against general screenings 
here on “Blues” is that. “nobody 

want to,” meaning the industry 
people, while the European: screen- 

themselves. Cassavetes thinks 
opehing pic fn America would in- 
volve big ‘campaigns ‘we are used 

‘|}public on a8 Jevel of promotion 

a expects, European release to give 
{pic big support for opening here. 

_: Bobby Darin and Stella Stevens 
ae costar | in * “Blues,” 

~ |script by Richard ‘Carr. * Pic cost 
i; | $750,000. 

-Cassavetes, begins directing “The 
Tron Men” for “producer’ Martin 
Poll and ‘Paramount release Oct. 6 
in Italy. Sidney Poitier and Clau- 

fact they. are daring themes: and 
formats.. He said Poll tried: to in- 
terest: a: studio in making “Men” 
for -two years. and ‘none except 
Paramount would touch it. -“It 
proves that it is possible for peo- 
ple to.make the. pictures they. want 
wa gree. with. ‘major - scudios,” he 
isa 

apartheld documentary. film. 

“political dyna-.... 
“| Loren starrer, 

1 Maria.” © 

Cassavetes’ Blues’ 

Before US. Dates| 
‘to use the mobility of film-making 

end. revealed Paramount has.a new. 

-With only. one 

“within the. next four. 

screenings are to be held here be-|- 
fore “the European opening, he 

‘Plans. -are -in line. with Para- 
mount’s new lodk at thé changing. 

Feeling about “Blues” ‘is: 
that it fs an “artistic” picture that: 

entire’ exploitation pattern .is dif-. 

o ‘sized European pix are exploited - 

s|sees it. except | people who don’t. 

ings will be designed for. ‘audiences ; 

‘to here-and feels ft: would reach 

rather than on its. own level.’ He. 

an, original 

dia’. Cardinale ‘star, with a third. 

Significance, ...to- producer-direc-. 
tor, of: both “Blues”. and:“Men’’ Is. 

By DICK RICHARDS. 

London; Sept. 19. 
‘Melvin Frank and Norman 

Panama, the lorg-allianced pro- 
ducing-directing-writing team, plan 

_|to make Britain their permanent 
-4 base. .Or, at least, as permanent as. 
janything can be. in-the shifting. 
jsands of show. biz. They are CUuF- 
rently “ making- ..the 
“Road. to Hong Kong,’ ” for their 

indie company Melnor Films for 
| United Artists release, at Shepper- 
ton Studios, and their. next chore |. 

\Magna May Put Up 
will -be. a Danny Kaye-Sophia 

“Five Pieces of 

Frank, who in. this instance is 
producing, while partner Panama 

| directs: Bing Crosby and Bob. Hope, 
hastened to say no knock at. Hol- | 
lywood: is intended.- Said he: 
“Man. - for man, European tech- 

Hollywood ‘but there is still no 
more. efficiently. geared: place for 
making motion.pictures than Hol- 
lywood. Years of experience and 
knowhow have gone ‘into making it 

ing.” 
. For Kid's’ Sake 

“But Panama and I have decided 

for giving our children ‘a chance 
of living for.a while with different 
people and different: cultures. We 
regard it as part of their. educa- 
tion. If we were plumbers or den- 
tists we wouldn’t be able to do it. 
‘But as writers and film-makers we 
can and it’s an opportunity not to 
be missed. After all; at the drop 
of an airline ticket: we. can hop 
back. to Hollywood or anywhere 
else in the world to tackle an in- 
teresting: assignment.’ " 
‘Frank and Panama decided - to 

England. because, originally, there 

Much of this has gone 
by the wayside but ‘shooting at 
Shepperton has still been worth- 
while. “No, shooting . in - Britain 
hasn't savéd.us any money as far 
as.I..ean tell,” said -Frank;. “but-I 

given -us: all: a lift. After all, it’s 
virtually the first time Crosby has 
worked. in. Europe: and Bob Hope 
has. only done so once before. I'm 

kick that is bound to ‘show in his 
performance. 

. Lovely Putting ; 

-“We.chose Shepperton ‘not only 
because it’s a. good, well-equipped 
studio but because on the. studio 
lot is a large’ -enough lawn. for 

practice golf shots between takes 
and .at lunch. We’ also chose a| 
house for them which is only a few. 
miles from Sunningdale. and Went- 
worth golf courses. - Points. like 

they can add a. lot. ‘to the harmony 
of film making.” 
Only . slight criticism Frank has 

regarding studio. conditions here 
is that set-ups are too: often done 

ing instead of,. as in Hollywood, 
before the day’s shooting or dur- 
ing -lunch break. “Of course, it 
‘would cost more money in over- 
‘time but L think it would be worth | 
it from the point of view of time 
saved.” 

Frank ~ echoed .the opinion of 
mary | American producers when 
he praised the: acting talent in} 
Britain. and patticularly the type 
of experienced player they can 
snap up for small cameos. “‘There’s 
a young actor called. Paul Dane- 
man who is typical, for instance,” 
he said, “I'd like very much to 
make a ‘film with him.” 
“In fact, Panama and Frank have 

only. one "slight grudge about Brit- 
ain. They. can’t understand why 
“El. Abner’ didn’t get a circuit 
booking. “The reviews. were stand-. 
outs and. everybody who saw it 
seemed to like it, but. still it didn’t 
rate nation-wide showing, it seems. 
It made us a bit sore,” Frank .ad- 
mitted. Anyway, when they get 
time they aim to try and stage it 
here-as a West End show. — 

FAVOR BRITAIN 

$2,000,000 | 

nicians can stand up to those in. 

the. ideal spot, technically, for film-. 

make. the- current “Road” pic in 

was a. lot. of London material in 
the script. 

think: “the new : environment chas 

sure,.too, that filming in Britain. 
will. give Danny Kaye an extra 

Crosby and Hope to be able to. 

that may not seem important but. 

during hours” skedded for. shoot-. 

Censor Addresses Exhibs 
. Detroit, Sept. 19. 

Michigan Allled’s 42d an- 
hual convention will be held 

‘“‘Yiext Monday and Tuesday 
(25-26) in the Sheraton-Cadil- 
lac Hotel, with more than 250 
delegates expected. 

Featured speaker will be 
Capt. Jack Fahlstedt, of the 
Grand Rapids Police Depart- 
ment, whose subject will be 
“A Police Official Looks at 
Censorship.” — 

Coin for Stevens 
‘Greatest Story’| 

Hollywood, Sept. 19. 

_ WaldProtss Borer Rbelion Dp [5 PIMIMI-FINK |e Artist’ Roadshow Sales Dep As Substance in an Iffy Area 
+ Motion picture roadshows would 
seem to be coming of age at long 
last with the disclosure last week 
by United Artists that it is forming 
a separate foadshow sales depart- 
ment. The company, which last 
year tied up two of its biggest 
releases in roadshow playoff sim- 
ultaneously (“Exodus” and “Al-« 
amo”), wilk be doing the same 
this year with “West Side Story” 
and “Judgment at Nuremburg.” 

Milton Cohen, heretofore UA’a 
eastern and Canadian division 
manager, will head the new opera- 
tion in the newly created post of 
‘National director of roadshow 
sales. The exec, has had long exe 
perience in roadshow sales, pare 
ticularly with “Around The World 
in 80 Days.” 

The UA move serves to legitf- 
mize” the roadshow film as a con- 
tinuing factor in the new shape 
of distribution. However, in the 
upcoming film season there appear 
to be only three roadshow pice 
tures definitely set, the aforemen- 
tion. two from UA and Metro’s 

ngs of Kings.” Another pos- ~ — “Kin 
There’s a possibility that Magna, | sinility is Allied Artists’ “El Cid.” 

of which George P. Skouras od (Last two are Sam Bronston pro- 
head, ‘may come out on top in the | ductions.) 
bidding for financing George Ste- This is in sharp contrast to the 

vens “The Greatest Story Ever.! lm season a year ago when, in 
Told-” Discussions toward that end 

were held between the two prin- 
Cipals ali last week on the 20th 

lot where Stevens continues to 

make his headquarters since offi- 

cial severance of his deal with 

prexy Spyros P. Skouras. Under 

settlement of his contract, Stevens 
acquired all rights to the property 
{subject to Henry Denker’s protest 
thereof) and is supposedly free to 
make the pic wherever he pleases’ 
under terms to be negotiated by 
his rep Charles K. Feldman. 
George Skouras, also. prexy of 

United Artists Theatres, wound up 
a.series of talks with Stevens on 
Friday (15). Cornered by a VaRIETY 
reporter as he was leaving the Ste- 
vens building on the 20th lot, Mag- 
na head said,.“‘We hope to make a 
deal. There is nothing final.” — 
.Skouras said he was headed for 

Pasadena the following day to look 
over UA theatres. He planed to 
Gotham over the weekend with 
plans to return here in two weeks 
to resume discussions with pro- 
ducer-director Stevens, 

When reporter tried to elicit 
further info on details of his talks 
with Stevens, Skouras flared up, 
stating “I won’t discuss my busi- 
ness with the trade press.” 

Cardinal Spellman Laity 
‘Group Will View Saviour 
Treatment in New ‘Kings’ 
Samuel- Bronston’s “King of 

Kings,” which was given a special 

classification by the Catholic 
Legion of Decency, meaning some 

reseryations, is set for a full- 

theatre private showing under the 

aegis of Francis Cardinal Spell- 
man. . . 

Meira, releasing the picture, 
would. prefer to keep the matter 

| hush-hush for fear of some kind of 
protocol violation. But it was 
learned that the production: and 
the theatre (Loew’s State, Broad- 
way firstrun) are being made avail- 
able as an accommodation for the 
Cardinal’s Committee of the Laity, 

Cardinal. Spellman’s special 
Screening is set for Oct. 8. Regular 
run begins at the State Oct. 11. 

Legion of Decency did not 
‘specify why the Bronston Biblical 
epic was placed in the special 
category. Indication, however, is 
that “this was done because. the 
film was judged not entirely ac- 
curate because it omits description 
of the miracles performed by 
Christ. On the other hand it’s said 
‘that the omissions were delib- 
erate because miracles #would not 
be believable in many parts of the 
non-Christian world. 

addition to UA’s “Exodus” and 
“Alamo,” 20th-Fox had “Can-Can’” 
on hardticket (and was prepping 
for the shortlived 70m reissue of 
“King and I”), Warners’ had “Sune 
rise at Campobello” upcoming; 
Columbia had “Pepe,” Metro “Ben- 
Hur” and Universal “Spartacus.” 
Of these, only “Exodus” and “Ben- 
Hur” had the longtifne staying 
power which the distrib of a road- 
show attraction seeks, 

The iffy roadshow results for 
some of those entries apparently 
has not scared UA off from trying 
again with two more pix. In the 
case of “Alamo,” there's the strong 
feeling at UA that although the 
film did not get the boff run in ‘ 
hardticket which was anticipated, 
the prestige launching decidely 
helped the pic when it went into 
general grind release. 

The formation of a permanent 
roadshow sales department by UA 

(Continued on page 63) 

Anglo-Pole Film 
May Bio Conrad 

London, Sept. 19. 
Plans for an Anglo-Polish copro- 

duction were discussed in London 
last week between Maxwell Setton 
and Christopher Mann for Britain, 
and director Aleksander Ferd and 
Edward Zajicek for Poland. Lat- 
ter is chief of an important War- 
saw production group. 

If the negotiations succeed, a film 
based on the life of mariner- 
novelist Josef Conrad will be filmed 
in Britain and directed by Ford in 
the English language. The project 
would call for locations in Europe 
and the Far East. A budget in the 
Vicinity of $1,400,000 is envisaged 
for this first ever Anglo-Polish co- 
production. The two Poles have 
returned to Warsaw for dis« 
cussions with local industry 
authorities and te develop the 
script. 

Setton is managing director of 
Bryanston Films and Mann is a 
member of the board, but it is con- 
sidered premature to indicate 
whether Bryanston or any of its as5- 
sociates will be involved beyond the 
participation of persons identifiel 
with the company. 

Frisco Fest Judges 
San Faancisco, Sept, 19. 

New York imperter- exhibitor 
Arthur Mayer and Indian director 
Tapan Sinha have agreed to join 
director Josef von Sternberg on 
the jury of the fifth annual Frisco 
Film Festival, fest director Irving 
M. Levin said last week. 

Festival is scheduled from Noy, 
1-14 at 1,000-seat Metro Theatre. 



FELM REVIEWS 

A Taste Of Heney aly 
(BRITISH) ing stable of fresh, exciting talent. 

Dora Bryan, best known for a 
string. of sharp comedy cameos in: 
films and plays, tackles the role 
of the flighty, footloose mother 
with confidence and zest. The 

‘| three men in the lives of daughter | 
and mother are also played with | 

Cempelling, offbeat slice of 
North Country life based on 
Shelagh Delaney’s hit play. 
Jutriguing performance dy 
newcomer Rita Tushingham, 
imaginative direction by Tony 

cessful entry into Britain's grow-- The Flight _ 
That Disappeared | 

Confusing programmer. 

_ . Hollywood, Sept. 12. 
United Artists release “of Robert E. 

Kent prvuduction, Stars Craig Hill, Paula 
Raymond, Dayton Lummis. 
Reginald LeBorg.: Screenplay, Ralph and 

‘|hard-hitting and concerns inter- 

Directed by. 

_Wedneiday, September 20, 1961 
4 screenplay from an original yarn | 
by himself and John Lemont, The 

_| two co-produce and Leniont directs | 
{for their. own indie company, 
Zodiac. a , _ 

Accent of the film is tough and. 

La Fete Espagnele 
(The Spanish Fiesta) 

(FRENCH) ee 
; . ‘Paris, Sept. 18. 
20th-Fax release of Univers-Jose Benae. 

seraf production. Stars Peter Van Eyck. 
‘Dahlia: Lavi; features’ Roland Lessaffre, 
Helmo: Kindermann, Anne-Marie Coffinet. 
Directed. by . Jean-Jacques  Vierne 
Screenplay, -Henri-Francois Rey ang 
-Vierne. from: the novel by Rey: cameras: 

fang warfare plus the clash. be- 
tween the caps and the crooks, the 

Richardson: and a down-to- keen insight by Robert Stephens, | Judith Hart, Owen Harris; camera, Gil- | COPS, aS a spokesmen bitterly says, | Raymond. Lemogine; editor, Eric Pluet,” 
earth approach should help | P2u} Danquah and Murray Melvin. | bert, Warrenton; editor. Kenneth Crane; | finding themselves hampered by | Ai ,rmitage, Paris, Running time, 106 
this comedy-drama overcome — Stephens gives a fine perform- Goldwyn Studios, Sept. ary “61. Running out-dated laws. “We're trying to.|-Georgenko ..........-%. ‘Peter Van Eyck 
its lack of r e values a ‘ ffish | time, 71 MINS. so fight 20th century crime with.19th | Nathalie .........;-.+.... . Dahlia Lavi 

ac oF marque . 4; ance as the loud-mouthed, ra : Tam Endicott ........,...- ... Craig. Hill century legislation ” he says. | Nancini peeve nescscceese, Roland. Lesaffre 
° lover ‘of Miss Bryan, particularly | marcia Paxton’ .....2.22) Paula Raymond Six main gangs are running th | Walter ‘Seceeeeeecenes Helmo Kindermann : 
London, Sept. 13. {in ane brilliant scene when he is.| Dr. Morris. .........5.:Dayton Lummis | nain gangs are ning the | Gina ....,.+.....-+- Anne-Marie Coffinet 

British Lion Brvanston rettuse of a | half roud and half embarrassed -The Examiner ........ Gregory Morton. protection racket and a bent ac--|. ae — ae 

Bryanston presentation of a Woodfall p . .. Hank Norton .:..... +++. John Bryant | countant hits on the idea of organ-1 .Film handles a subject - absent” 
film. Stars Dora Bryan. Robert Stephens, , at the spectacle she makes of her- The Sage. .......::.Addison Richards |... h on ‘ftom ‘the en éf late. namel 
Murray Melvin, Paul Danquah. Rita Tusb-| self when ‘singing in a lively sa-{ Barbara. Nielsen ......... Nancy Hale | 12INg the gangs into one all-power-.jirom the screen ate, hamely a. 
ingham. Produced and directed py Fony ‘Joon sequence. Danquah. plays the j Walter eee . vetoes vee ‘Bernadette Hale ful syndicate. All. goes well for |tale of a ‘liberal in’.the Spanish 
Richardson. Screenplay, Shelagh. e : + pias ol We . eeeeeeces Harvey Stephens | 2..,13 ce ete : © 1N9R: A lave « . 

laney ‘and Tony Richardson from Miss | young Negro lover’ of Miss Tush- Jack Peters ....,....... Brad Trumbull awhile but then the boss of the Revolution. of 1936. A love story is 
Denaley’s play: camera. Walter Lassally; ' 3 ona ith charm and tender-: Helen Cooper .........: - Meg Wyllie | organization | makes a. successful [also placed into this 20th-Fox re- 
editor. Antony Gibbs: music. John Addi- ; Ingham WwW —— " Manson |............7¢ .Francis DeSales play fora deal- involving a $560,- lease. Though. it Tacks a‘ directional - 
son. At Leicester Squere Theatre. Lon- ; Ness. : Snnouncer Ao tee eeeeceeese Carl Prinei 000 bloek of offices being built. , punch “3 feeling for the ‘times and - 
Gon, Sept. 12, 61. Running time, 100 MINS. | Perhaps the most difficult role ; oe OF vo seep eieeen sens Eden Hartford VU vioe: BAGES END . a, Hg the ‘th ‘ 

Helen .... wee eee eee Dora Bryan. +. ‘shat of Melvin. He repeats the; Jamicon Snes Be Stoddard ' One of the gangsters fights shy ja good narrative stylé make this | 

Rete: UII Tehert Steshens ; eS he ‘made of the part of the : R2¥ Houser .....-seeeccee Jerry” ns [of this bigger game. backs out of |entry suitable for ‘dualer use.’ Art.’ 

Geeffrey slurtey. Melvin ; SUCCES osex ir play. The ere a oe ee rae Mann the organizations and re-forms his ;chances abroad: are chancier.. . 
Jemmy Yosceceererecsere a Paul Danquah | young homosexual in the play. : e _ ATC Official Stephen Elisworth Crowley { own ‘gang. This sparks -off gang The liberal involved in the yarn 

Bert veseecececeereses David Boliver | supporting players fit snugly into | Radio Operator ..... .. .. Joe Haworth |. soo and the boss.decides that! runs up against some irritating 
Dens Mvira Kaye: a film about .real people, people’ + he | | peated 
Shoe Shep Pro vieter. Herbert Smith . us alk 
Wosran ir Shue Shop Valerie Scarden ! of whom. audiences will probably ; 
ruS@ wk eee Rasalie Scase , not approve but who.are. alive and 

Glades ge eee eee Veronica Howard t t ot 

Landladv........- Margo Cunningham , Not puppets. . 7 

Sips Mate ont Jone eee | “A Taste of Honey” occasionally : 
ave ttendant -.......6. onn arrison : " * ; aad 

School Mistress ""Eunce Black; Gawdles and the screenplay by: 
> 

; Miss Delaney. and Richardson does 

Shelagh Delaney's play.. “A! not offer anything | particular'y : 
, sav”? : : . ' in ilosophy - oar 

ane a the west we ciewed ree “But it is a vital and absorb- : 
° _°" | ing piece of film-making both tech- 

Broadway, was a natural selection | nically and performance-wise.. 
for the current vogue of down-} Rich.. 
to-earth British films exemplified 

by “Saturday Night and Sunday 

Morning.’ The result is compel- 

ling, offbeat job, imaginatively di- 

rected and produced. 

It should have ro difficulty in 
licking its two obvious handicaps, 
a cast that hardly rates in Ameri-. 
can marquee value and Britain's 

3 

What A Carve Up 
(BRITISH) 

Farcical spoof on the haunted. 
house type of yarn. Some con- 
scientious actors: play the joke 
for rather more. than it -ts 
worth; it’s largely heavy-going. 

a cme | 
colloquial, North Country lingo! | oo, _London, Sept. 15. 3 

: . - A i esa 7 : 
“hich my prove an_ occasional Pictures production. Stars Shirley Eaton, ; 

. Kenneth Connor, Dennis 
Pleasance. Features Michael 

Michael| Gwynn. , 
1 

strain cn U.S. ears until they are Sidney peemes 
t i Price. na 

attuned. . . Gough, Esma Cannon, 
“Honey” has an earthy gusto! Valerie Taylor, Philip O'Flynn. Produced 

i ity ; ; . by Robert S. Baker and Monty Berman. 

and sincerity that lift its some-: Directed by .Pat Jackson. Screenplay, 
what downbeat theme and drab. Ray Cooney and Tony Hilton from’ Frank 

: i - King’s novel. “The oul’; editor, 
Seretandime a It has manor. duty ! Jeanne Henderson: camera, Monty Ber- 

erstanding and polgnance. . y , man; music. Neil Mathieson, At Hammer 

enough the dialog, though point- -: Theatre, London. Running time, 87 MINS. 

edly eouched in the semi-illiterate ! Ernie Kenneth Connor 

! 
t 

‘ 

t 
, 

re a “4 

vernacular of the  lower-¢lass: Syd. sraseatersesencenses Sidney. James 

North Country working folk ar- Guy. .......-+-ee:- Dennis Price '. 
chives, at times, a halting and ; Mr, Sloane sresereeees Donald Flea ance 
toushing form of poetry. Janet" ssueseseeecee Velerie ‘Taylor ° 

The film faithfully follows the fun. Emily annetese George Woodbridge i 
narrative of the play. But the: Malcolm ...... eeeseese.- Michael Gwynn | 
camera effectively gets into the: Gabriel, 
kireets and captures the gray drab- Arkweight SaTenrrnaan 
ness of the locals as well as the , Hearse Driver 
boisterous vulgarity of Blackpool, , .. , . “ 
Saloons and dance-halls. pow” | This is a farcical version of The 

Yarn primarily concerns five: Ghoul,” an oldtime Boris Karloff 

people and their dreams, hopes : feature,.and despite a good cast of 

ad fears. They are Jo (Rita Tush-: experienced actors the attempt to 
ingham); her fiighty. sluttish Ne-; josh the “haunted-house” type of 

Fiectful mother; the fancy man her bspooky drama doesn't quite come 
mother marries: a young Negro . off. However, hard work by the 

Philip O'Flynn 
Timothy Bateson 
Frederick Piper 

-@ eteaceves i 

t t 

' 

subject requires, 

ship’s cook with whom Jo has a' 
brief affair which leaves her preg- ‘ 
nant, and a sensitive young hom@ 
zexual who gives her the tender-'| 
hess and affection lacking in her 
relationship with her mother. 

Nothing much happens. It is: 
purely a well observed slice of: 
life. The girl reaches out for the: 
stars, has a brief spell of happi-; 
ness and finds that her taste of! 
honey is shortlived. 

Tony Richardson's direction is! 
sometimes over-fussy but he uses. 
Walter Lassally’s eamera and An-| 
tony Gibbs’ editing to exciting ef- 
fect. Much of the camerawork was 

. 

. 

done via a candid technique and it 
produces a vivid realism and au- 
thenticity which smacks of the 
streets rather than the studio. 
Richardson has not been afraid to 
let his direction linger over his 
players’ reactions, and an exten- 
sive use of close-ups has put a 
challenge to his cast which they 
have skillfully accepted. 

Film introduces a 19-year-old 
newcomer, Rita Tushingham, as 
the 16-year-old school-girl. Her 
previous experience has been lim- 
ited to a eouple of years in stock 
and a small role in the play, “The 
Kitchen.” Miss Tushingham has 
nothing of the conventional box- 
office prettiness about her. She 
plays with no makeup, her hair is 
untidy, her profile completely 
wrong by all accepted standards; 
but her expressive eyes and her 
warm, wry smile are haunting. 

She handles comedy, drama and 
pathos with equal facility and, even 
though the film dwells overlong 
on her pregnancy she never allows 
§t to become maudlin. How much 
ef this is her own talent and how 
“much the skilful work of the di- 
rector is difficult to assess. But 
she brings a vitality to her role 
which clearly suggests a new suc- 

Lod 

players ensures’ a fair quota: of 
laughs. For undiscriminating audi-. 
ences, this could be a useful’ sec- 
ond feature. = , 

It concerns the. goings on in aj 
lonely mansion in the North of 
England when members of Uncle 
Gabriel’s family are summoned to | 
hear the reading of his will. They : 
are a crackpot bunch consisting of : 
a frightened little man who reads j 
proofs of horror novels for a living ; 
and who persuades his bookmaker | 
chum to go along with him for the! 
| ride. 

Also on hand are the dead man’s | 
octor-brother, his. two sons, a dis~ 

solute, hard drinking Army officer : 
and an eccentric pianist; his hard- 
bitten daughter and a simple old: 
aunt who still thinks World War I‘ 
is not yet ended. Mix this motley 
bunch with a sinister solicitor, and* 
an even more sinister butler plus 
the dead man’s pretty nurse and 
the characters are on hand for a 
night of murders and all: the 
trappings of an eerie whodunit. 

But the film: never quite gets 
farcical enough or thrilling enough 
and the cast has to work tremend- 
ously hard to keep the tempo alive, 
Kenneth Connor and Sidney James 
provide most of the yocks, Shirley 
Eaton is a pretty diversion, Dennis 
Price is a suave Army officer and’ 
Donald Pleasence a _ forbidding 
solicitor. Valerie Taylor, Esma 
Cannon, Michael Gough and 
Michael Gwynn also are assets. . 

Unfortunately there is a mixture 
of styles, some playing ‘straight, 
others going for the frolicsome.’ 
Direction by Pat Jackson is never 
controlled enough. to decide quite 
the type of film he is trying. to 
develop. But special effects cam- 
erawork and the general atmos- 
phere of spookiness are som 

ich. 

|posed in “The Frightened City” is 

1} material: for: a eonventional but 

- Plot. of “The Flight That. Dis- 
appeared” goes beyond its depth in 
trying to. propound an_ ethical 
premise on the planning of nuclear 
"warheads, which might devastate: 
the entire earth. Action enters .a 
realm: which,:-theugh supposed to 
be fanciful, is’ too: confusing for 
acceptance: and film emerges a 
weak ‘programmer. 

_ Action takes place aboard an air- 
liner en route from Los Angeles to. 
Washington on which are a. cele- 
brated nuclear physicist, Dayton 
Lummis, his' research assistant, 
Paula. Raymond, and a rocket pro- 
pulsion. expert, Craig Hill. Scien- 
tists have been called to the Pen- 
tagon for an important meeting, 

assumed relating to. a. superbomb 
they have developed. ' 

Plane starts climbing out of con- 
‘trol, reaching altitudes far beyond 
-hormal mechanical -: possibilities, 
:and all passengers except. three 
principals lose: consciousness when 
oxygen is exhausted. Trio discov- 
ers plane apparently has. landed 
far. bevond the earth’s atmosphere. 
on a cloud-shrouded plateau, where 
they are taken from: eraft by a 
mysterious figure and tried before 
a jury of. generations yet to be 
born fer the bomb which they de- 

‘Stroy all future life. Script by. 
Ralph: and Judith Hart and Owen 
Harris lacks the finishing touches 

and.-Robert E. 
Kent -production leaves spectator 
as perplexed as the principals 
when they finally arrive in Wash- 
ington after plane. has disappeared 
for 24 hours. , 

y Reginald Le Borg makes the | Bruce Seton help Gregson uphold : 773 
most of his direction and cast 

‘capably play their roles. Gilbert } 
‘Warrenton’s lensing is first-class, ! 
but script. was against Kenneth 
Crane's editing. Whit, 

The Frightened City 
(BRITISH) 

Brisk gangster dualler about 
the protection racket in MLon- 
don. Some tough perform-. 
ances and some smooth diree- 
tion. Useful b.o. 

Anglo . Amalgamated release of 3 
Zodiac: production. Stars Herbert Lom, 
John .Gregson, -Sean Connery, AHred 
Marks. Yvonne: Romain... Features Olive 
McFarland, Kenneth -Griffiths, David 
Davies, Bruce Seton. Produced by John |- 
Lemont «end Leigh Vance. Directed by 
Lemont. Screenplay by Leigh Vance from | 
original story by Vance and Lemont; 
camera, Desmond Dickinson: editor, Ber- 
nard Gribble: musi¢.. Norrie -Faramor; 
at Odeon, Marble Arch. Running time, 

Waldo Zhernikov ........ Herbert Lom | 
Sayers ss... aeee ‘eevee John Gregson 
Paddy Damion: ......-.... Sean Connery 
Harry Foulcher . Alfred Marks eoenpenves 

ADVA .-.ccccecceceecnes Yvonne Romain 
Sadie .........sceeee. ‘Olive _M¢Farland 

es bee wescnveee Kenneth Griffiths 
Alf. Peters ........2000. _ David . Davies 
Ogle ..-......eeseeee.- Frederick Piper 
00d . ......sse.eee.. Robert Cawdron 

Tanky Thomas .-...... »e.+. Fom Bowman 
Frankie Farmer ...,.... Patrick Jordan 
Sanchetti weoceteveece George Pastel 
Superintendent Carter......Patrick Holt 
Asst. Commissioner........- Bruce Seton 
Wingrove ....... veeseae Robert Percival: 
Miss Rush ............. Joan Haythorne 
Moffat ....-s.eccccces Arnold Diamond 
TYSOD owe scence caeee Jack Stewart 
‘Salty Brewer ........ Douglas Robinson 
Barmaid  . ..s..eseesees Marianne Stone 
Head Walter .........06.. Neal Arden | 
Pianist . sseesecseee Norrie Paramor 
Choreographer .....e.e-- Malcolm Clare 

former ........ceeseees.. J. -G. Devlin. 
TV Announcer ...........4.. John Witty 

Just how frightened London need 
be of the “protection racket”. ex-. 

a moot: point. But it has provided 

brisk gangster yarn which. could 
be a useful dualler in average U.S. 
houses. There’s no. obvious star. 
value but, on the other hand, a 
solid alround. cast keeps the en- 
‘tertainment value bubbling apart 
from a forced and overdramatic 
‘ending. Bo 
Jt is very:-much a two-man cir- 

cus. Leigh Vance has written the 

'the rebel gangleader must be |Communist principles. A member” 
rubbed out. The man detailed to}of a. brigade going to Spain, he. 
do this cons the victim’s best friend } misses his truck. On the way down 

'into betraying him and the climax |he meets an American girl and love 
comes with the friend bumping off } blossoms. 
the murderer and then. exposing 
the top undercover’ man to the 

' police. | we 
| That reliable. “smoothie,” Her- 
bert Lom, plays. the brains of. the 

}.crooked organization with “ urbane 
lyillainv and an ‘equally reliable 
| actor, John Gregson, makes a solid,| Peter Van Eyck has the. craggy 
| confident jobeof the dedicated cop. {looks and personality for the hero 
Alfred Marks, best known as ajwhile Dalia Bavi- brings mainly. on 
vaude, tv, and radio comedian, is',attractive physiaue to her role of 
cast offbeat as .Lom’s gangster ,;the Anierican girl. The crueltv. of 
lieutenant. Marks gives a rich, oily, | the battles are well handled. How- 
sinister and yet. often amusing por- | ever, ‘director Jean-Jacques Vierne: 

itrayal.of an ambitious. thug who Js joften lets things. lose point and 
prepared to turn killer to get -his ‘punch -by not. underlining the. es-.. 
own-way. A comparative: newcomer, :sentials more dvnamically. = — 
rugged Sean Connery, makes.adis- |. Its :grayish. lensing, stock shots 
tinct impression as:an Irish crook, ‘and general devicfion of tired and 
‘with an eye.for the ladies, who :betrayed liberals ‘give the: film an 
kills Marks out of revenge and then | atmosphere of.the era. But it needs 

‘helps to seal the doom of the ‘or-'a hard sell for it smacks of the 
| ganization by testifying against the |1930s. in characterization and noint. 
‘erooks in court. Connery is .a:For his. first: pic. director Vierne. 
| rangy, virile young man who com- .disvlays some ability. In: narration 
‘bines. toughness, charm and Irish: 
blarney. : 

: but as vet lacks a more distinctive,. 

Olive McFarland. as’ Connery’s: 
hard hitting style. — Mosk... 

j steady, and Yvonne Romain as the 
| ambitious night club singer for 
whom he falls, have the two Prins’ 
cipal distaff roles, but neither of |. ron nan? 
the parts amounts to very much. | (FRENCH-COLOR-FRANSCOPE). 
Of the rest of a long cast there are‘) 140° teieace - Pat is, Sept. 19. 
useful studies of smalltime crooks | production. _ Stars Anna Karinas Meant 
by David Davies. Patrick Jordan : Claude’ Brialy, Jean-Paul Belmondo. 
and Kenneth Griffiths, while Fred- | Written, and directed by Jean-Luc God- 

-Film’ has some .well .done love. 
,scenes which could be exploitable... 
j The ‘liberal decidés to desert-with . 
the girl when he feels love is . 
| stronger than the revolution, but — 
they are captured by an anarchisti¢ 
group. and he is brutally murdered. .: 

‘Une Femme Est Une 
_ Femme. 

(A Woman Is Always’ A Woman) 

. , ard, Camera (Eastmancolor), Raoul 
erick Piper, Patrick. Holt and {-Coutard; editor, .A. Guillemot. Preemed 

Faris Running time, 86 MINS. x: : 
Tamate' [rr woe, ink 

the Iaw. Joan Haythorne, Norris; Emite 226200000007): Jean-Claude Brialy 
‘Paramor, -J. G. Devlin, George Alfred ...veee..i.-: _ Jean-Paul “Belmondo 

Paste amd Vanda Godsell. are 
others who chip in with -useful se 
supporting’ performances. _~ —_ , UNusual ‘cutting, fragmented pac-. 

Director Lemont. extracts. the jing and cynical jocularity. worked 
full sock ‘out of the material. on ,i0 his ‘first film, “Breathless,” has. 
hand though the murder. fight ;"0W tried’ to apply. these. tech="_ 
when Connery and Marks. meet |@iques to’a -situation comedy. It - 

Jean-Lue Godard, whose use of: 

and should -have been ruthlessly 
edited. Desmond Dickinson's cam- 
era has caught the sleazy atmos- 
phere of a_certain section: of Lon-. 

comes ridiculously ‘near to parody; ‘ ] L tH ’ 
one ae p | only intermittently bright.. Film's: - 

Le Gout De La Violenee 
(The Taste of Violence). | 

‘Paris, Sept..19.. - 

Film - Continental - Gaumont - praduction. 
Stars -Robert Hossein, Giovanna: Ralli; 
features Mario Adorf. Madeleine: Robin- 
son, Dany Jacquet, H. Neubert, Directed 
by ‘Robezt Hossein. Screenplay, Hossein, 
Loyis Martin. Claude Desailly: camera, 
Jacques Robin; editor, Borys. Lewin. At 
Marignan, Paris. Running time, 85 MINS. 
Perez ..ccse ccc ewasees .»+ Robert Hossein 

: ‘Giovanna Ralit 

Madele Bianca .......e.e0- ine. Robinsan. 
Tsa ccc cee ween caveccseee Dany Jaquet 
ChICO «2,-0.0 seee.. ee. ean ese. H, Neubert 

Supposedly taking place in =a 
Latino -country, “Le Gout de la 
Violence”. was made in. Yugo-. 
slavia with a French, Italo, Ger- 
man and Yugoslav cast. It re-. 
mains too much a hybrid in spite 

simple tale and ordinary direction 
relegate it to. bookings in action 
dualers abroad. Film. is. minus 
depth and meaning for: art spots, 
_A revolutionary leader captures 
the daughter of the local dictator. 
In lugging her back to headquar-: 
ters love grows. He ends up kill-: 
ing his followers who would use 
her for ransom or worse rather 
than for the cause. Romance nat- 
urally blooms between them before : 

sein has obviously seen many Yank: 
oaters and Mexican pix. His film 
imitates them and has little origi-. 
nality of its own. Lensing is .good 
and acting acceptable if not of a. 
Latino feeling. Mosk. 

; don. while the artwork in the- in- | 
‘teriors is up to scratch... Rich. 

Gaumont release of Franco London . situation. -. 

Jand: to 

Marie Adorf | 

| Karina’ almost. continually on 

of some okay approximations. Its |- 

g. -, 
Director-writer-star Robert. Hos- 

does not come off as well and. is: ’. 

market ‘in the U. S. appears..lim-" 
ited, with subsequents more diffi-: 
cult. on its sprawling aspects. - . 
, A ‘stripteaser.: living with a. 
young bookseller, decides -she- 
wants a baby. He fs againt it un- 
til they get married... She. finally 
{goes to his friend so that she can 
have: her child and comes back and 
tells her. beau who. accepts: the 

“There‘are some good sequences 
jin the strip parlor. .Some: witty: 
dialog alongwith visual and. sound 
jokes also are assets: But’ not 
enough of the material is éffective . 

o many situation. gags. fall 
flat; = BO 
Godard has kept wife Anna: 

screen. She is a fetching. feather- 
brain, but is sometimes lost in the 
jdead spots that call for girlish: 
mugging. Actors Jean-Claude. Bri- 
aly and. Jean-Paul Belmondo are 
mainly foils, but aequit. themselves 
well, Color is uneven: At times, 
however, it aids the ‘story. 

Too much homage to Yank musi- ‘ 
cals and..comedies’ point up. the 
lack of polish in this entry. It 
looms :a_ difficult film that could: 
still cash in on the growing ‘inter- 
est for pix with: offbeat. aps. 
proaches. It won the Special Jury 
Prize and thesp award for Miss... 
‘Karina at the Berlin Film. Fest. - 
this year. _ Mosk. 

“BUD ‘ROSE TO. CLEVELAND 
we, Milwaukee, Sept. 19. . 
_ Harold. (Bud). Rose, branch man- 

ager. of Allied Artists.. Pictures, . 
Ltd., in Milwaukee since 1956, has 
been transferred to like duties with: 
‘Allied at Cleveland. © .°°:.. 

_ Rose was prominent in Variety 
| Club of Wisconsin activities. - 
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A hotsy art house picture is set 
to cut its Manhattan firstrun while 
stil going great guns. This 
reasonably unique in N.Y. arty 
annals, but, as the story gets along, 

Tauck on Defeatists’ 
‘By TOM CURTISS. 

. Caen, Sept.. 19° 
yf ‘Why D-Day and why now?’ — that's: what I’m asked more, © 
“than. anything else,” said:.Darryl F. Zantick at ‘his Caen hotel 
headquarters. “There will. be.no. preaching in my. film.” ‘It’ will 
‘pe, like the book, a factual-record without comment or asides. No .. 
‘Johnny Get Your Gun’ stuff, no flag-waving, no sermonizing. But 
the film, like the book, will be..a -comment in itself.. You’can’t | 

4 read: the . headlines today and not. be reminded of. the parallel . 
ke. between the situation then and the situation now. 

. “Fundamentally, it’s the story of David. and . Goliath, . -the. tri: 
umph of the seemingly weak over. the seemingly invincible. There 
were the Allies, weary of long years of war, of humiliating. defeats, 
divided, uncertain, the knife at their throats; uniting:in a com~ 
pined attack that first ‘broke the hold of Naziism. and. -then broke 

$ nec . 
“There. were ‘defeatists: then. I. remember them and ‘so do you.- 

“They talked about the ‘wave .of the future’ and ‘how,. whether 
we liked: it or not, we should ride with it. Well;.they’re back again. : 
You've heard the - ‘rather-be-Red-than-dead’ line. But. I believe 
that freedom. will never be crushed as long as there are men as 
‘brave as the men of. D-Day. That's what's implied—though not. 

By HANK. WERBA 

_ + Aranjuez, Spain, Sept. 19. 
Sophia Loren has now. reached 

: the plateau-and the full orchestra- 
‘| tion’-privileges of stardom. When | 
|she first left Italy for .Hollywood,: 
she had the disadvantages of poor |. 
English and roles that were Holly- | 

-|woad s,erectypeés rather than suit- 
._Jable to.her.type. Now she stands 

in-a favorable: position to cop. an 
Oscar a-la Anna Magnanni for 

| “Two Women” - and: is set. three} 
years. ahead, with the right of veto 

[on parts. and - directors. Along the 
course of her future career she 
also: hopes to become one of the 

Razin’ In the Sun 
W. Los Angeles, Sept. 1S. 

Project at 20th-Fox by Cleve- 
land Wrecking Co. ts calied not the chief significance, 

-Razin’ in the Sun, aceording to The film is the Italo “Two Wom- 
veepee William Fenning, mas- en,’ Sophia Loren starrer which 
terminding . the demolition Joe Levine's Embassy Pictures is 
_work, It’s obviously ‘a play ‘on handling in the U.S. Pic quits the 
-but has no bearing on Colum- arty mid-town Sutton in a fort- 
bia pic, “Raisin. in the Sun.” |night, and on Oct. 25 breaks in 85 
Oddly enough Fenning was, RKO theatres in the N.¥. area as 
for a brief time, a film cutter | the double-bill topper for a week's 
on the Col lot. That was be- |run, then plays off remainder of 

eet tebe ween 

Sn rere rere ee os 

fairs, Arthur Sylvester, 
wanted: to know whether -it was]. 

buy: films of Japanese -companies 

which sell pre-1945- films to tele- 

| vision, despite. denial of : rumor of 

such a deal by” the: five’ Nipponese 

/ majors. ; 

‘ Rumor fs. that: the fivesome al- 
ready have reached accord fo sell 

pre-1949 packages. to tv. outlets. 
This would be in violation -of. their ; 
own agreement. not to offer thea-. 
trical product ta tv. Exception was. 

directly stated—in "The Longe t Da and. that’s wh fm King =. 
, “ones ” y ma nine ; world’s wealthier self-made women. | it and‘making it now.” 

Republicans Use Tanuck S War 
Film as Beachhead Vs. Democrats: 

Military Trembles on Targ 
Washington, Sept. °19.: 

Governmental, 
military, cooperation. with films 

‘and television has been “discov-' 
- gred” (after all’ -these years) : by| 
amembers-of Congress. Two events |. 

(1). Jack f 
Paar’s. filmed segment ‘from. West: 
point .the -Immediacy: . 

Berlin ‘and (2) Darrvl F. Zanuck’s 
“Longest. Day” sequence ‘at Caen; 
France: for which the: comander-|_ 
in-Chief. of NATO, .Gen.. Lauris |... 

.. Norstad, gathers the rap or crédit, |. 
. depending: upon point of view. 

(Congressmen ‘have been. notort- |. 
ously temiper-prone since. the Cu- | 
“ban fiasco. Repeatedly balked of |. 
their hunger for..scapegoat - meat, | 
‘they grab at almost. any “incident” 
with which.to release their nervous 
tensions in the cold war, That some 
of their “victims” are “innocent” 
is secondary in the present state 
of mind.) 

Rep... Robert Wilson - (R-Galif,) 
Chairman. of the. National Repub- 
‘Jiean | ‘Congressional Committee de-. 
manded.an explanation from the |. 
Peritagon of. the reported: deploy-| 
ment from Germany of 150. Rang- 
ers to-reenact.the World War IL] 
Normandy. ‘Beachhead in France.{. 

“In: a letter: to Defense Dept.: As-]. 
sistant Secretary for Public -Af- 

proper to use troops. from the same 
. °.@ivision whose units are defending 

.. ‘West Berlin as “Props” for a’ com- 
‘mercial - production. 

NBC Echoes G. O.P. 

Meanwhile, . ‘David - Brinkley of]. 
NBC. in defending. ‘Paar.as the vic- 
tim of a bum rap had. himself: 
raised .a: “how. about” question, re- 

. garding the use of troops for Zan-. 
~~ gieck, “Brinkley claimed, aceording' 

to a wire. service. dispatch; that no 
‘less than- ‘two army divisions plus 
navy and air ufits have. been stag- 
ng another'“D” Day for the Zan- 

“. gieck picture.-about ‘World War II. 
(Wilson's. beef was about only 150 
GI's. ) 

. The ‘political stink-bomb . ‘tossed 
. by: Wilson. was in the form. of -a|. 
questionnaire: The California Con- 
gressman,.a member of ‘the House. 

-. Armed Servces' Committee, will} 
await Sylvester’s reply before de-}. 
elding ‘whether to push for an in- | 
quiry into the cooperation. with 
Zanuck. 

(Wilson, it was learned, did not | 
know that President . Kennedy's 
brother-in-law, Peter Lawford, act- 
ed in “Longest: Day.” Whether new 
‘dimensions .would have -heen been | 

‘nection is” rumored. 

.Winikus was: ‘the head. of UA's 

added to the GOP assault if he had 
known this is’ a matter for specula-| 
‘tion.).” ’ 

th. answer. to: press queries about. 
the ‘central question raised by Wil- 
son, a Pentagon spokesman. said: it: 
had asked Gen. Lauris. Norstad’s 
‘European command. headquarters 
for information on:the purported. 
troop movements. As -Feported 
previously, the Pentagon, gave a 
general okay for military coopera- 
‘tion with the 7or:--°k film. nrovid- 

(Continued on ‘page 15) - 

and oer culetly ‘ 

Wilson | 

20th. Studio i in Malibu 
W. Los Angeles, Sept. 19: 

Progress - has’ shunted ‘nos- 
talgia into limbo of the: for-' 
gotten on the 20th-Fox' Jot. 
All that will remain; after Ne- - 

- vember, will be the photos shot: - 
‘by the ‘studio for publicity pur-" a 

poses, an 
But to.those ‘who lament the 

pissing there. is. Green Valley. 
in ‘Malibu. where: a new..20th 
‘studio will be’ developed in the: 
next'10 to 15 yéars, to quote 
prexy Spyros P. Skouras. : 

Green Valley will bethe new | 
20th studio: in years to come,. 
modern in every facet of opera- 
tion for things | of the future. 

Japanese Ma jors 
May Sell Pre-'49. 

Product To T\ 
Tokyo, Sept. 19.. 

Exhibs | have - threatened. not. to 

made = several months ago when 
suspended Shintoho 

ready. cash: for. debt -payoffs. But 
Shintoho had dropped from the 

- | Japan: Producers Ass'n . prior to|- 
making ‘deal. 

WINIKUS DECAMPS UA; 
JUROE AS SUCCESSOR 

“Francis M: Winikus is departing 
the payroll of United Artists as. of. 

Jan. 1, closing out some five years} 

in Paris. and. London, and latterly | 

Continent-wide. His future . plans 

are ‘unknown but. another: film con- 

homeoffice advertising - publicity- 

exploitation department: for some 
time, predating Roger H: Lewis, 
‘who has ‘since been‘ replaced, in. 
turn, * by Fred. Goldberg. -Winikus 
recently came into: a large legacy. 
with. the: death -0f his mother. 

‘Meanwhile. UA thas . selected 
Jerry -Juroe, who. recently joined 
Pmramount, to’ réplace Winikus 

overseas... 

; Vittorio. ‘de Sica’s 
last year, then followed by’ dia- 

‘La: Tulipe:” 

‘sold films. 
from shelves to tv: station to gain. 

-Fhree Languages 
-4 Miss- Loren is now a linguist. 

‘She used. her native Italian in 
“Two Women” 

loguing in impeccable ' ‘English. for 
Samuel: Bronston’s “EI: Cid,” and}. 

jis‘ now spouting flawless French | 
for her current starring role in| 
the Italo-French-Spanish copro+ 
duction, “Mime. Sans Gene.” 

On location close by: the chateau |- 
Teity of. ‘Aranjuez, she is currently | 
playing .a. luscious - Parisian wash- 
woman who falls for a non-com 

leon’s*Marshal and she as his: wife 
| determined that no-rourt intrigue 

| bucket. she left behind. ; 
-- “Mme. Sans Gene” is an histori- 
cal, romantic adventure filmed: 

jthe now. almost classic “Fan-Fan | 
‘By a happy coin- 

cidence Christian Jacques is the 
| director of both. ' 

(The director was signed to a 
|three-picture deal by 20th Fox 

| some years. ago, but took.one look | 
‘at. the scripts offered him by the 
Hollywood. major and baulked:. 

‘| “Either you give me a. script. I can 
={shoot, or double my salary,” he 

told Fox producers jocularly, until 
‘be -and -the Holiywood studio 
friendly-like tore up the gontract | 

fand agreed verbally to reunite : duction between now and year 

| when. the right project for both 
came along.) 

‘the question naturally’ arises 
whether the ‘director is ‘shooting 

‘}one version for the Spanish co- 
|producer (Jose Dibildos’ Agata 
| Films) and another for the rest of 
the world. He readily admitted he 
re-shot. ‘one. sequence in which 
Mme. Sans Gene and her Napole- 
onic NCO (played by Robert Hos- 
sein) seek refuge...In the Spanish 
version they hide: among the peas- 

reaction to the film’s low-cut ward- 
tobe so yery much in fashion dur- 
ing Napoleon’s early emperorship. 

While Christian Jacques is gam- 
bolling - through ‘this. -gay adven- 

next assignment as director of 
Raoul Levy’s “Marco Polo” which. 

he says, “as a ‘giant travelogue 
western. rn 

Due In London 

In between ‘takes of the scene 
‘fn which. the lovely Iaundress and 
{the naive NCO destroy the coun- 
ter-revolutionary Austrians, Sophia 
‘Loren provided. a glimpse. of her 
‘future activities. “Her role in 
“Sans Gene”. ends: this week. She 
-then . flies to London to dub her 
lines as Chimene in “El Cid” and 
leaves straight away to Italy for a 
firm. starting date.in the DeSica 

| section ‘of the. four-part *Bacaccio 

to Hollywood for the opening there 
of..“Two- Women” (with this per- 
formance. and - appearance, 
‘Levine. throws her hat. in the ring 
for the Hollywood: Oscar), .and then 

by Anatole Litvak. She plans. to 
start the New Year under De Sica’'s 
direction. in the screen adaptation 

‘lof Jean Paul Sartre’s “Sequestres 
de Altoona.” - Next, she will star 
with Danny Kaye in a musical;.re- 
vert back to her native téngue in ;. 

(Continued on page 18) 

in Napoleon's. Army during the 
| Revolution.’ He ends:up as Napo-: 

will downgrade her to the wash- 

with ‘all the insouciant hi-jinks of | 

Since “Mme. Sans Gene” is as} 
‘|Gallic as Place. de Ia Concorde,| 20th a pic, has indicated she will 

ants. ‘He refuses, however, to haz-. 
ard a ‘guess regarding local censor. 

ture, he is looking ahead to his 

he will film in Far Eastern climes,. 

70.” Hef next move is a-:quick trip |. 

Joe 

flies to Paris to star. with Tony. 
Perkins ina suspense pic directed 

fore he joined Uncle Sam’s 
forcés in World War II. 

_ Fenning didn’t want any 
part of the film biz after the 
war. But here he is five days 
a week on the 20th lot engi- 
neering wreckage on all but 

95 of 286 acres. 

20th Dusting Off 
Stories on Shelf: 

Rolling With 9 
. Hollywood, Sept. 19. 

On basis of studio bank of story 

properties, 20th-Fox is shying 

the circuit. 

Tradesters who can sniff a 
portent did so from the fact “Wome 
n’’ launches a two-week engage- 
ment today (Wed.) at the RKO 
Albee in Brooklyn—the obvious 
tipoff of multiple day-dating in the 
boroughs (with the _ traditional 
Long Island swing sandwiched be- 
tween). 

Embassy reckoned the picture 
] could last at the Sutton (it’s now 
in 20th frame) to Christmas, 
Reason for yanking it is simple and 

|| pecuniary—a difference, it’s theor- 
ed, of $400,000 or more in rental 
oin, 
What appears principally signifi- 

cant in the “Women” N.Y. maneuve 
ers is the passible influence on 
future booking patterns, though 

tas yet confined to psychological 
affect. One imagines art houses, 
with hit entries, looking nervously 
over their shoulders at circuits 

away from new literary PUT-| poised to snatch away a cinematie 
chases, in line with economy pro- | bauble. Much Jess imaginary, how- 

gram. instituted recently, accord-| €Ver, 

ing to studio exec. Consideration 
only will be given to exceptional 

property if and when such story 

{or play should come along. 

Company is reactivating numer- 

j Ous properties on shelf with hopes 

: of lining up stars, main difficulty 
{in finalizing plans for at least two 

or thtee on tap for possible pro- 

end. 
Marilyn Monroe, who owes 

fulfill commitment starting Oc- 

tober. Studio has submitted sev- 

{eral scripts with hopes star will 

seleet one ‘by -middile of next 

j month, “Good Time Charlie,” 

with George Cukor as director, 
is out. Cukor is busy at Warner 
Bros. on “The Chapman Report,” 
to hit. cameras this week. 

Monroe pic will give studio nine 
starters between now and first of 
year, here and abroad. Kickoff 
‘pic will be “State Fair,” Sept. 11 
in Dallas, Charles Brackett pro- 
duction, Jose Ferrer directing; 
“Young ' Man,” Sept. 18, Jerry 
Wald production, Martin Ritt di- 
recting; “Cleopatra,” Walter 
“Wanger spectacle, Joe Mankiewicz 
‘director, Sept. 18. 

In addition. to Miss Monroe’s 
film, October will see start of 
Mark. Robson’s. “Day of Dark-. 
ness” in Europe about middle of 
month;.Sam Engel will start his 
production of “The Lion” in 
Kenya, Africa, Oct. 23. 

Brace of Wald pix, “Mr. Hobbs 
‘Takes A Vacation,” with James 
Stewart. starring, and “Celebra- 
tion” with Joanne Woodward in 
top role, get gun Nov. 10 and Nov. 
15 respectively, at BevHills. 

Martin Manulis’ production of 
“Days of Wine and Roses,” still 
‘without cast or director, is slated 
‘for Dec. 4 takeoff 

. Meanwhile, recent purchase of 
“Blood and Guts,” book on Gen. 
George Patton, has been assigned 
to producer Frank McCarthy as 
his second undertaking. Robert S. 
Allen, Washington syndicated col- 
umnist, has keen signed to pre- 
pare first treatment. Pic will fol- 
‘low. “Second Sin” on producer’s 
sked. Ivan Goff and Ben Roberts 
scripted “Sin,” to roll in France 
| early next . year. 

is that RKO's dea! for the 
pic means putting off the second 
run arties in town. The balm for 
them, thaugh, is that the two 
breeds’ of audience don’t normally 
eross over; and besides, the sube 
run smaliseaters will show “Wome 
en” with titles, vice the dubbed 
version (usually anathema ta 
foreign buffs: on the circuit. 

As for firstrurn arty anxieties 
anent. that “poised circuits" meta- 
phor above, the calmer hunch is 
that “Women”-— notwithstanding 
the fact its broken-field running 
in N.Y. is precedentiai—has the 
special attributes and magnitude 
for conventional spots that pre- 
viously obtained with “Room at 
the Top.” 

While “Women” is not the first 
film of the adult foreign genre to 
play the RKO loop, it’s one of the 
very few (“Riffifi’ also comes to 

which she agreed to do carlier|mind), and at least in part echoes 
the strong b.o. it has been notching 
in other territories. This harks 
again to the theme of growing 
-acceptance of specialized product. 

But to Embassy ‘and intratrade) 
thinking, the film's main appeal 
for conventional sites {cross-coun- 
try as well as the N.Y. windfall) is 
its star rower. Not alone for Miss 
Loren’s dimensions (which didn’t 
help much‘ earlier in a series of 
Yank pix), but also for what’s gen- 
erally conceded to be impressive 
histrionies—the best of her career. 
Another value, presumably, is a 
consensused firstrate dubbing job 
—star herself, in fact, did the 
anglo soundtrack, which Is une- 
usual. 

Also seen booming the fitm’s 
playoff is the way its star, in par- 
ticular, has been grabbing reams 
of newspaper and national mag 
snace (covers included) of late. 
Perfectly logical, therefore, that 
RKO film booker Matty Polon 
should insist on playing the pie 
while it’s still hot copy. 

“Desilu Fuses Its Studios 
Hollywood, Sept. 19. 

Desilu Productions Ine. has 
merged .its wholly-owned suhsidi- 

‘ary, Motion Picture Center Studios 
Inc., into parent company, and 
henceforth studio. first to be owned 
by Desilu, will be officially desig- 
nated, only as Desilu-Cahuenga 
Studio and will operate on same 
basis as Desilu-Culver. 

Desilu’s home base, formerly 
RKO Studios and which was 
acquired simultaneous with RKO 
Culver lot, is now known as Desi- 
lu. 



PICTURE GROSSES Wednesday, September 20,: 1961 

LA in Slump; Goodbye Soft $18,500, 
‘Goliath’ Modest $13,200, ‘Sept.’ Light - 

, Guns’ Loud $17,800, ‘Vita’ 136 
+ Los  smieles Sept. 19. 

First-runs continue on the down- 
grade this week and are spotty at 
best. “Goodbye Again,” in its first 
general release, looks like a soft 
$18.500 in five houses. But “David 
and Goliath” should do an oke 
$13.200 at the Los Angeles and Pix. 

“Come September” heads _ the 
holdovers with a light $18,600 in 
sight for its fourth stanza in three 
houses and its initial round in two 
sites. “Guns of Navarone” is head- 
ing for a busy $17,800 in a trio of 
situations. 

In single bill sites, “Young Doc- 
tors’ is shaping to a handy $13,- 
000 in its third frame at the 
Chinese. “Fanny” is a big $12,000 
in 12th canter at the Holywood 
Paramount while “Spartacus” is a 
plump $11.500 for a 48th Pantages 
week. “La Dolce Vita” is shap- 
i for a wow $13,000 in its 10th ; 
Mo $ this week, led by “Honeymoon Ma- Music Hall lap. 

Estimates for This Week 

Los Angeles, Pix ‘Metropolitan- 
Prin) 12,019; 756; 90-$1.50:—"Da- 
vid and Goliath” (AA) and “Big 
Circus” ‘AA) (reissue). 
200. Last week, Los Angeles with 
Jris, “Behind Great Wail’. 'Con), 
“Brave One” (Fav) (Los Azgeles), 
“School for Scoundrels” (Con) 
(Iris) treissues) tlst wk), $4,900. 
Pix with Beverly, Baldwin, Hill- 
street, “Come September” 'UI) 
(3d wk), “Perfect Furlough” (UI) 
(reissue) (Pix) (Ist wk’, “Tammy 
Tell Me True” (UI) +moveover) 
(Beverly, Baldwin) ‘lst wk), 
“Posse from Hell” (VU) ‘Hillstreet) ; 
(3d wk}, $20,200. 
Orpheum, Wiltern, Loyola, 

Vogue  (Metropolitan-SW-FWC)) 
(2.219: 2,344; 1,298; 810; 90-$1.50) 
—“Goodbye ‘Again” (UA) ‘Ist gen- 
eral release) and “Flight That Dis- 
appeared” (UA). Soft $18,500. Last | Last week 

Vogue j Riverside week. Orpheum, Loyola, 
with El Rey, “Rxodus” WA) "3d | 
wk), $12,200. Wiltern with State, 
Hawaii, “Thief of Baghdad” (MG), 
““lagic Boy” (MG) (1st wk), 
$15.000. 

State (CATC) (2,404;. 90-$1.50)— 
“feat of Summer” tindie) 
“French venus” (Indie) (reissues). 
Dull $3,500 

Chinese (FWC) (1,408; 
—"“Young Doctors” (UA) \3d wk). 
Handy $13, 000, Last week, $15,500. 

Warner Beverly, Hoilywood, : 
Warren’s 
(1.316; 756; 1,757; 90-$1.50) 
“Guns of Navarone” (Col) (12th: 
wk}, Warner Beverly: 3d wk, Hol- 
lywood, Warren's). 
Last week, $22,100. 

Four Star (UATC) (868; 90-$1.50) ; Sturdy $6,000, excellent: run here. 
— "One Plus One” (Sel) (4th wk). 
Thin $3.500. Last week. $4,800. 

Beverly, Baldwin, Hillstreet,| Big $8,000, holds. Last ‘week, great 

Oke $13.-!of the Roaring 20’s.”” ‘Weather on 

and | $8,500. Last week, $9.000. 

$2-$2.40) run) (13th wk). Slimmed to $1,000, 

(SW-F ¥C-Metropolitan) ; Average $6,500. Last week, “Blood| 
—iand Roses” (Par). Medium. $6,000. 

Busy $17,800. | Sparkling $9.000. holds. Last. week, 

ag Fancy $7.50, 
- Providence, Sept. 19. 

Get acquainted week for return-{ 
ing university students has given | 
holdovers and others on the main- 

‘nice take with newcomer “Clau- 
‘| delle -Inglish.” 

Estimates for This Week 

| Albee (RKO) (2,200; 75-$1.25)— 
“Come September” \(U) and “Ole 
Rex” (U). (3rd wk). Neat $8,000. 
Last week, $7,500 
Elmwood (Snyder) (724; $1.25- 

Key City ity Grosses 

Estimated ‘Total Gross 

. $2,334,300 
(Based on 22 cities and 249. 

theatres, chiefly first runs, in- 
cluding N.Y.) 
Last Year .......: $2,323,300 i f 

(Based on 21 cities and 230 | $2) — Spartacus” (U). Sturdy 

theatres) | Majestic (SW) (2,200; 65-90) 
™ , " |“Clandelle.- Inglish” (WB) and. 
e 9 “Girl in. ‘Room. 13” (WB). Happy 

Machine Hot96, faeces" | AUG: RAUL JU, | 4th wh). Fair $4,000. 
oO State (Loew) (3,200; 65-90)—- 

;“Ada” (M-G) and “Beyond All KC; ‘Again’ 86 
Kansas City, . Sept. 19. 

Flock of newcomers on screens 

|week, “Marines, Let’s. Go” (20th) 
jand “The Long Rope” (20th). Mild 
$6,500. 

Strand (National Realty) (2,200; 
$1:25-$2.50)—"“‘Guns. of Navarone” 
(Col) (7th wk). Still nice $6,500. 
Last week, neat $7, 000. 

‘Doctors’ ‘Sharp rs’ Sharp $8,500 | 
In So-so Cincy; ‘Roses’ 

Oke $7,500, ‘Fear’ 86 
Cincinnati, Sept. 19. 

‘“This-round shapes as a so-so biz 
holdover for first-runs. An unsea- 
sonable temperature drop in the. 

chine” at the Plaza and “Goodbye 
Again” at the Uptown. “Two Wom- 
en” at the Paramount is doing 
nicely. Five-theatre hookup has 
“Armored Command” and “King 

the chilly side, following. tremen-| 
dous rains and floods of last mid-| 
week, 

Estimates for This Week 

Brookside (Fox Midwest-Naftl.j 
Theatres). (800; $1)—"Exodus” | 
(UA) (3d wk). Modest $2,500. Last 
week, $3,000. 

Capri (Durwood (1,280: $1-$1.50) 
—“Romanoff and Juliet” ‘(U) (4th 
wk). Okay $4,000. Last. week, $5,000. | high school and college football 

Prov; ‘Ada’ Meek 76 

stem an added boost. This ig re- 
fiected in higher takes over last | 
week's holdover fare. RKO Albee’s |_. 
third round’ of ‘Come September” | 
is-neat. Majestic is shaping for ‘a }. 

Last Year 

Limits” (M-G): Fair $7,000. Last} 

wk).. 
$22,000. 

Eglinton (FP) (918; $1. 50-$2. 50)— 
“Windjammer” 

first half was not enough theatre | 
lure to: offset season opening of |“Fanny” 

change. at fine $11,500. Last week, 

; Victim Rousing $77,600, West End; 
Edge’ Sharp $13,100, ‘Company’ 136, 

Broadway Grosses 
| Estimated Total Gross, 

This Week .......: $531,800 
(Based on 31 a S26 Ab 

(Based on 28: theatres) | 

Soldier’ Big 1G 
Tronto; ‘Ada’ 136 

Toronto, “Sept: 19, 
. With biz continuing swell, new-] 
comers include “Ada” and “Ballad 
of a Soldier,” both off to a hefty. 

|start. But “Guns of Navarone,” in 
seventh ‘stanza, still leads the ‘city. 
“Come September,” in third frame, 
and “Fanny,” in seventh stanza, 
show little change. - 

Estimates for This. Week 

_ Carlton (Rank). (2,318; $1-$1.50) J. 
—"Guns of Navarone”.. (Col) (Ith 

(NT) . wk). 

—‘Ballad of Soldier’ (Astrgl). 
Sturdy $11,000. Last. week, “Scream, 
of Fear” (Col). (2d wk), $7,000 

Imperial (FP) (3,343; $1-$1. 50) — 
{WB) (7th wk). Little 

Boulevard (Rosedale) (750. cars; | 22d spread.of Cincy. Reds pennant |$12,000 
"{fever, plus the annual four-day |. 

90c.), Isis, Vista, Fairway (FMW- $1.25)—“Never on Sunday” (Lope) Carthage Fair. “Young Doctors” 
‘bids as a pleasant entry at the 
flagship Albee, Other new bills, 

NT) (1,360, 700, 700: 90c.). Avenue 
(Fulton) - (800; 90c. J—“Armored 
Command” (AA) and “King of the 

” ( looking okay, are “Blood and 
Roaring ws poulenara, apart Roses” and “Love. in Goldfish 

(Commonwealth). 900 Bowl” at the Palace; and Twin 

cars each: 90c.). Electric (Fulton) |. Drive-In dualers “Scream of Fear 

(1,800: 90c.-—“Hippodrome” (Cont)! 22d “Trunk,” and “Son of Sinbad” | 
and “Pirate of Black Hawk.” 

Estimates for This Week 

‘Albee (RKO) (3,100; $1-$1. 50)— 
“Young Doctors” {UA).. Pleasant 

| $8,500. Last week, “Claudelle Ing- 
lish” (WB) (2d wk), $6,500. 

Capitol (SW-Cinerama) (1,400; 
$1.25-$1.80)—“‘Guns of Navarone” 
(Col) (10th wk). Fine $10,500 on 
rebound over $10, 000 ninth week. 
and low for run. 

‘ Esquire Art {Shor) (500; $1.25) 
—“Romanoff and. Juliet” (U) (6th 
wk). _ Good $1,200. Last week, 
$1, 700. 
- Grand. IRKO) ( 300; $1.50-$1.75) 
—La Dolce Vita” tAstor): (6th wk). 
Good ‘$7,000. Same last week. 

- Guild (Vance). 1300; $1.25)— 
“Two Women” (Embassy) (2d wk). 
Oke $2,000. after $2,500 preém. 
Hyde Park Art (Shor) (500; $1.25) 

and “Tiger Bay” (Cont), $15.000. 

Empire (Durwood) (1,200: 90¢.+ 
$2)—“This Is Cinerama” ‘(Ciner- 
amaj (reissue) (3d wk). Pleasant 

Kimo: (Dickifison) ‘504: 90-$1.25) 
—“Never on Sundav” {Lope) (2d{ 

may hoid. Last week, bright .$1, 200. 

Paramount (Blank-UP) (1. 900; $1- 
$1.50—“Two Women” (Embassy). 

Plaza (FMW-NT). (1.630; $1.25'— 
‘“Honeymoon Machine” ‘(M-G). 

“Guns of Navarone” (Col) (8th wk). 

Boxy ‘Durwood) (859: $1-$1.50\— 
“Come September” 1). (6th wk). 

fris, El Rey (State-Metropolitan- | $9.000. “ 0 
FWC} (1, 150.1 779; 1.800: 825; 861.| Uptown (FMW-NT) (2. 043: $1- Kind Hearts and Coronets’ (Cont) 
99-$2) — “Come September” (UI) |$1.25—"Goodbye Again’ (UA). and Man In White’..Suit* (Cont). 

(4th wk, Beverly, Baldwin, Hill-: 
street; 

wk, Beverly; ist wk. Iris, El Rey), 
“Thy Love Possessed” !UA! ‘Baid-: 
vin) (ist wk), 
(GE 'Hillstreet) (4th wk. 
$18.600. 

Hawaii (G&S) (1,106; 90-$1.50)— 
“Exodus” (UA) (moveover). Pale | 
$3.600. 

Fox Wilshire (FWC: (1,990; 90- 
$1.50'—“King and I” '20th) treis- 
sue’ (3d wk). Dim $3,000. Last 
wegk. 85.606. 

Crest «State) +750; 90-$1.50). — 
“T’Avventura” ‘Brea: ‘9th wk) and 
“One Summer of Happiness’ Ind): 
(reissue? ‘Ist wk. VJan $2,090. 
Last week, “L'’Avventura,” “Carry 
On, Admiral” ‘Gevs (4th wh), 
$2,300. 

Hollywood Paramount ( Ss tate): 
(1.268; $1-S2.46: “Panay”? 
(12th wk). Big $12,0(0. Last week. 

Light 

$12.560. 

Musie Hall tRos) (720; $2.40- 
$2.75) — “La Dolee Vita” ‘Ast) 
(1Gch wk), Wow SI5.000. Last week, ’ 

$12,700. 

Wat. Strong $5,700. Last week, 
$6,100. 

Pantages ‘RKO) (1.513; $1.25- 
$2.73: —"Spartaeus” (CD ‘48th wk). 
Plump $11.500. Last week, $13,600. 

. Egyptian 

Tall $14,000. Last week, $15,200. 

ist wk, Iris, El Rey) and. | “Nikki” (BV) (3d wk) day and date’ 
“Tammy Tell Me True” ‘CI (2d |in Uvtown and Granada (1,217), 

“Posse from Hell” | ¢ 

'St.” is smart at the Continental 

‘WBr:only fair at the Palace. 

|s1-S1. 50)-—“Come Senotember” (U) 

i Colony (S-W) (1.354; $1.50-$2)— |. 
_ Fine Arts ‘FWC: ‘631; $2-$2.40);"La Dolce Vita” (Astor) (11th wk). 

“Never On Sunday” 'UA) (43d } Adequate $5,000. Last week, same. 

'UATC) 11,392; $1.25- 
£3.50'—“Ben-Hur” 'M-G) 95th wk). 

(reissues) (2d wk).. Solid - $1, 600. 
Last week, $2,500. . 

Keith’s: (Shor) 11,560; 90- $1.25)— i 

‘Continued | _on page 17). 

Drums Disappointing $8 000, Cleve: 
Madonna Smart 56, Companions 96; 

‘Healthy $8.000. holds. Last week, 

$5.50 0. 

$14.000. Last week. $13, 000. 
Ohio (Loew) ‘2,700;' $1-$1.50)— 

“Man in Gray Flannel Suit” 420th) 
and “Night People” (20th) (reis- 
sues). -So-so $4,000. Last week, 
“Between -Heaven and Hell (Indie) 
and “Enemy Below” (Indie), $4,500. 
‘Palace (Silk. & Helpern) (2,739; 

-$1-$1.50)—“‘Deadlv Companions” 
Pathe-America). Fair $9,000. Last 
week; “Big Gamble” (20th), $3,500. 
for five days. 

State (Loew) (3.700; $1-$1. 50)}— 
“Thunder of Drums” (M-G). Disap- 
pointing $8.000. Last week, “‘Ar- 
;mored Command” (AA), $6, 500. 

. Stillman (Loew) (2 700: $1-$1.50) 
—"Nikki Wild Dog of North” (BV) 

tember” is hot in a fourth Allen 
round. Of the’ newcomers, “Thun- 
der of Drums” is disappointing at 
the State, “Big Deal on Madonna 

Art whife Deadly Companions” is 

Estimates for This Week -.. 

Allen (Stanley-Warner) '2,866; 

‘4th wk). Hot $13,500 and holds. 
Last week, $12,000. 

ants ‘Women” opens today (20). 1. 
Heights Art (Art Theater Guild) 

(925; $1-$1.25)—“Truth” (Indie)](8d wk). Okay $4,500. Last. week,. 
| ath’ wk). Good $2,400. Last week, | $5,000. 
} $2,200. Westwood (Art Theater Guild) |. 

Continental Art (Art Theatre 
Guild) (G00; $1-$1.25:—‘Big Deal 
on Madonna Street” (Indie). Smart 

(855; . $1.25-$1.50)—“The 
(Kings) (4th. Pleasant $2,000 af- 
ter $1,900. 

‘|tial round at the Buffalo.. 
delle Inglish’ is modest at: the. 

“Pit and the Pendu-|. 
lum”. is nifty at the. Paramount. | 

“Boy Who Caught A. Crook” (In- 
Slow $9,500. Last week, } 

‘Truth’’ |- 

“International (Taylor): (557; $1- 

(35th wk). Nice $3,000. Last ‘week, 
sam 
Loew's (Loew) (1;641; $1-$1.25)— 

“Come “September” W) (3d. wk). 
Still sock $16,000. Last week, $18,-| 
000 | (1,875; 50-$1.75)—“Goodbye Again”. 

Tivoli (FP) (935: $1.50-$2.50) -— 
“La Dolce Vita” (Astral) (7th wk). 
Virtual night capacity,. $11, 500. ‘Last. 
week, ditto. 
Towne (Taylor): (693; 90-$1.25) — 

“The Bridge” (AA) (2d wk), Slip- 
ping to still good $4,000. Last week, | 

Uptown (Loew) (2,543; * $1-$1.75) 
—"‘Ada” (M-G). Big $13, 000.. Last 
week, “Spartacus” (U) (6th wk), 
pickup to closing $7, 500. 

Pit’ Nifty $16,000, Buff 
‘Doctors’ Slow $9, 500 

Buffalo, Sept. 19.: 
Although three. newcomers. are 

on the first-run scene this stanza, 
business is somewhat 
“Young Doctors” is slow in ‘its ini- 

“Clau- 

Center while. 

“Guns of-Navarone” is topping the | 
‘holdovers in its seventh" Century. 
| frame. 

_ Estimates. for This Week . 
Buffalo (Loew) (3,500; 75-$1.25) 

—‘“Young Doctors” (WA) and 

die). 
Ada” (M-G) and “Flight that. Dis- 

appeared” (Indie), $6,000.: 

et (AB-PT). (3,500; 70-$)— 
udelle Inglish” (WR). Fair 

Cleveland, Sept. 19. ,$5.000. ‘Last week. “Day of Thrills $6 ai Last .week, “Pleasure of 
’ Biz is on the upgrade in most|and Laughter,” $1,900. - 4 His: (Company” (Par) Gd wk), 

houses, Still leading the town is eames Eastern Hipp) (3,- | $6,00 
“Guns of Navarone” in eighth lap $ 25-$1.75)—“Guns of Nava- 
at the Hippadrome. “Come Sep-frane’ (Col) (8th wk). Solid "Gentary (vATC) 2.70; 7-81.05] 

wk). Fine $10,000: Last week; 
“Guns of Navarone” (Col): (6th wk), 
$9,500. 

Lafayette (Basil) (3, 000: . 
$1.25) — “Come - September” 
(5th wk). 
“Come September” (UI) (4th wk), 
same. 

Paramount -(AB-PT) (3 000; 70- 
$1.25)—“Pit and the Pendulum” 
(AI) and “Anatomy of a. Psycho” 
(Al). Nifty $16,000. Last week, 
“Marines, ‘Let’s’) Go” (20th) and 
“The Mignty. Crusaders” . (Indie). 
Over $8,000 

Teck - (Loew) (1,200; $1-$1. 75)— 
“La Dolce Vita” (Astor) (8th wk). 
Fine $3,000 on: final nine days. 
Last week, $2,500. 

Cinema (Martina) (450; 10-$1. 25) 
—‘“Please Turn Over” (Col) {3d 
wk). Steady $2, 700. Last’ week, 
$2,500, 

: ‘Yun. scene is the resounding 
‘| cess of. “The Victim” at the | 

j Leicester Square, where ‘it. estab. 

Wham. $20,000, Last week, | Sturdy 

. spotty. |. 

$1.50) — “Come September” 

-(WB). 

‘Guns’ Loud $12,600, 12th, ‘Hur’ 146 
London, Sept. 19... 

. Wighlighting the West: End: firste 
BUCe. 

deon, 

lished a new house record at nore: 
mal seat prices (“Guns of Navas 
rone” did better at the samie house, ° 

‘|but at upped admission. charges),. 
J “Victini’s” first round’ closed at. 

| $27,600. Among: other ‘newcomers, . 
“Naked. Edge” shapes ‘nicely with 

‘| almost .§13,100 in its first London. 
‘[avilion week, while “Pleasure of 
His Company” was heading ‘for a 
‘sturdy $13,000. in its opening Pla-. 
za. frame. 
“Guns of Navarone” is ‘still hold." 

ing up in fine style with a. great 
$12, B00 in its 12th Columbia week,” 
Exodus” hit a fancy $11;800 in 
its 18th Astoria. stanza, and the. 
never-ending. “South Pacific” Was | 
over - $19,300 in its 176th week at 
the Dominion. “Bén-Hur,” now in 
the 15th week at its ‘new locale at. 
the ‘Royalty, grossed just under. 
$14,000 in the last round: 

Estimates for Last Week 

Astoria (CMA) (1,474;  $1:20-. 
$1.75)—“Exodus” ({NA)- (18th wk). 

$11,800. Expected to run. 
through to.end of: the. year. 

‘Carlton (20th) (1, 128: 70-$1. 15)— 
“Spinster” (M-G) (3d: wk). Fair $5, 

. . | 500. Last week, $7,200. “Marriage- 
Ge-Round- (20th) - .follows next. 

¥ Sastno (Indie): re 155; $1. 20-$2.10) 
—“Search for Paradise” (Robin) 
(27th wk). Great $19,300: ; 

Coliseum (M-G) (1,795; 70-$1.75) 
—"Black Tights” (BLG) (ist. wk). 
Steady $8,400. 
‘Columbia (Col) (740; $1 .05-$2:50) 

—"Guns of Navarone”™ fBLG) -Gn.0.} 

Dominion (CMA) (1,712; “$1.05. 
$2.20) — “South Pacific™ (20th) 
176th wk).. Fancy $19,300. 

Leicester Sauare Theatre (CMA) 

‘| 12th wk), Smash $12,600.: 

(UA) ‘(4th wk). Neat $9,800.-Over 
$10,600 previous week. “Taste of 
‘Honey” (BLC) bows Sept. 14°: 

‘London Pavilion (UA) (1,217; 70- 
$1.75) — “Naked Edge” (UA) (4d 
wk). Solid $12,000.- Over $13, 100° 
opening week. 

Metropole (CMA) (2.200; 20- - 
$1.75)}—“King and I” (20th) (4th 
wk). Okay $8,100. + 
Qdeon, Leicester Square (CMA) 2 

(2,200; 70-$1.75)—“Victim” (Rank) 
(2d wk). Heading for smash $22,000 
‘or more this frame after opening 
‘week record of $27,600. Stays one 
‘more frame when “Come. Septem-. 
ber” (Rank-UI). set to: follow. 

Odeon, Marble Arch (CMA). (2,<: 
200; 70-$1:75)—“Tammy Tell Me 
True” (Rank-UD (2d wk). Moder-. 

» (Continued on page 17) 

DOCTORS’ MILD 546. 
_ AS H.0’s SLOW: PORT, 

Portland, Ore., Sept..19. 
” rong playing holdovers are “pute 
ting: first-run take. into’ the dole - 

‘| drums. . ‘“The Young Doctors” is 
the lone new entry at ‘the Orpheum 
and. is shaping. mild. “Navarone” 
moves into an eighth week at. the 
Fox while “Henry” moves into a 
fourth round ‘at the Paramount.. 

|.“Spartacus” stays for an 11th sesh 
at the Hollywood with the end 
near. 

“Estimates. for This:-Week _ 
Broadway. (Parker) (1,890; si 

(VY) 
and. “Posse From Hell” .(U) (4th 
wk). Bright '$5, 000.. Last week, 
$5,700: 
Fox (Evergreen) (1,600; $1-$1.49) 

—"Guns of Navarone” (CoD. (8th 
‘|wk). Loud. 87, 500. “Last week, $6.9 

10- |. 
(U) | 

Fair $7,000.. Last week,: 

700. ° 
Hollywood ( Evergreen) (2,0005 

$1-$1.49)-—‘ ‘Spartacus” AUA). (11th 
wk), pop. prices.. Okay $3,000. Last . ] 
week, $3,100 . 

Music Bene (Hamrick) (640: $1. 
$1.50)—“World By-.Night” (WB) ~ 
and “Old Man of. the’ Sea” (WB): - 
(reissue). (2d wk). Slim $8,000. 
Last week, $3.400.. , 
Orpheum (Evergreen) (, 536; $1- 

$1. 49)—"Young Doc’ ‘ors (UA) ang 
“The Secret of..ieep- Harbor’ 

_ Mild .$5.500.. Last. week, - 
“Marines, Let's Go” (20th) ; and 7 
“20,000 Eyes’. (20th), $5,300.. . 
“Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; ($i- 

$1.50).—“Not -Tonite;. Henry” (Ine 
die) and. “Next To‘No Time” (Ine _ 
die) (4th wk), Fast .$5,000.. Last . ; 
week, .$5,200.. ee ut. 



al ol Spel Up Fear Fast 46, | 
Picnic’ Pleasant $5,350: ‘Sept.’ Great |, 

32466, Doctors’ $13750, Both 2a 
Chicago, Sept. 19. 

First cool. spell has Chi ‘first | 
‘yuns holding ‘nicely this. round: 

‘Sprinkling ‘of new. entries show 3 

promise, and,’ combined ‘with some 

potent: ‘holdovers, should:. provide 

tidy > overall - tallies. ° 
“Fear” leads newcomers, heading. 

for a: nice $19,500 at the. Woods, | 

with-“Love And: The: Frenchwom- |} 

an” shaping ‘an okay $5,000 for}. 
‘five days at the new Town Theatre. | 

{Pit Smash 196, - 
Denver Ace's: 

- “Picnic ‘in the. Grass” is nab- 
‘ping: ‘a. hep. $5,350 in itz. World 
opener, and Monroe pair of “Sav- 
age Eye,” on reissue, and: “Private 
‘Property’. looks: 2 good. $4,850. | 
“Behind The. Great wall” Js post-| 
ing .a busy $3,900 in. Ats Cinema P 
ow. 

.. “Big Deal: On ‘Madonna’ Street” 
is: great’ in first Carnegie holdover 
sesh. “Come September” paces 
third termers with another. sock 
week at.the Chicago, and “Pit And 
‘The Pendulum” is: shaping a tall | 
‘third at the Roosevelt. “The Young | Orp 
Doctors” -is notching a-trim third 
and final United Artists -session. |. 

. “Ada” Tooks light In third. Oriental 
‘round, with same ‘sesh of “Carry 
On . Constable”. garnering dandy 
returns at the Esquire. — 

- “Guns of Navarone” ‘continues 
‘loud. in its 12th State-Lake canto, 
. and ditto | sesh. of “This Is. Cine- 
rama” figures neat the. Palace. 
“Spartacus” remains | solid in: its: 
13th ponriced. Loop week, with 
“Never On Sunday” sighting ‘an- 
‘Other ‘Stick. stanza in’ its .33d Surf 
canto. 

Roadshowing of. “Ly Dolce Vita” 
‘{s perking uv from ‘last wéek’s 
downtrend, with trim. 14th Todd} 
session in sight. . 

Estimates For This Week, 

Carnegie (Telem’t) (495; $1. 23. | 
‘Madonna | Berge: $1.80)—“Big Deal On 

Street” (Indie) (2d wk). Hotsy. ‘$6,- | 
-850.. Last week, $7,000 

‘Chicago (B&K). (3. 900: 90-$1: 80). 
—‘Come September” (U) (3d wk). 
Great $32;500. Last week, $38,000. | og 

‘Cinéma (Stern) (500;. $1.50) — 
“Behind :.The. Great Wall”. (Indie). 
‘Busy: : $3,900. Last week, “The| 
Cheaters” (indie) (2d wk),. $2,850..| 

Esquire (H&E Balaban) . (1,350; 
$1. 25-$1.80)—“Carry On. Constable” 

“Scream - of 2 

Estimates ‘Are Net. 
Film gross’ estimates ‘as ree . 

, ous 
' without’. usual. tax. Distrib- 
utors' share on net.take, when 

o Playing E percentage, hence the 
ted. figures are net in- 

come. 
The: “parenthetic: admission. 

prices, however, as. indicated, 
include. U. . amusement. tax, 

Denver, Sept. 19. 
Topping | the town is “Pit and}, 

Drums” is fine at the Denvér while 

heum. “Ada” is: steady in. x 
third Orpheum’ round. 

_ _ Estimates for This Week 
Aladdin (Fox) (900; $1,25)—. 

Centre (Fox). (1,270; $1-$1.45)— 

week, $14,000. - 
. Denver. (Fox). (2 432; $1.25)— 

and. “Racers” (20th), $10, 000. 

$5,500. Last. week, same. 
Esquire. (Fox) (600; $1\—"Folies 

re”. Indie) and. “Diary of a 
Bad Girl” (Indie).-So-so $1,800. 

}Last week, “Carry On Constable” |. 
(Gov). (5th wk). $2,000. 

Orpheum: (REO) - (2,690; $1.25- 
$1.45}—“World By. Night”. (WB) 

(4th. wk), $5,500. 
‘Paramount (Indie) . 2. 100; 

‘September” - () - (6th - wk), 
(Indie) (3d wk). Swift $7,000. ‘Last: $3,000. 
week, $9, 500. 

Loop (Telem’t) (606; $1.25-$2)— 
“Spartacus” (U). (sub-run) (13th 
wk). Good $10,600. Last week, 

* $12,570. 
_Monroe (Jovan) (1,000; 65-90). 

“Savage Eve” (Indie) (reissue) and | 
Neat}. 

$4,850. Last week, “Virgin: Spring” | 
“Three | 

“Private Property”: (Indie). 

(Janus) _ (reissue) .and 
‘Strange. Loves”. anus) (reissue) 
(st wk), $5,000. 

Oriental - (Indie) (3,400; 90-$1. #0) 
—“Ada” (M-G) (3d wk). Modest 
$11, 250. Last week, $13,500. 

Palace (Indie). (1,570; 90-$1.80)-—~ 
(Cinerama)-: “This Is Cimerama” 

“@eissue) (12th wk). 
"Last week, $15,250. 

- Roosevelt (B&K) - 1, 400: 
$1.80)-—"Pit And The Pendulum” 
(ATI) (3d. wk). Torrid $22,500: Last} 

. week, $29,000. : 

* State-Lake - (B&K): “(2 4005... 90« 
$1.80)—“Guns_ of Navarone” (Col) 
(12th wk). Hardy $18, 500. ‘Last 
week, $19. 006. 

Surf. (H&E Balaban) (685; $i. 50- |. 
$1.80i—"'Never- On Sunday” (Lope) 
Am:o0:) (33d. wk). Frisky: $6, 850, 
‘Last week,. $6,800. 

Todd (Todd). (1,089; $2.20-$3. 50) 

‘Good. $10, 150. 

—“La Dolee Vita”. (Astor)” (24th | 
- Trim $10,200. Last week, wk). 

$9,500. 
Town (Teitel) (640; $1.25-$1.80): 

—"“Love’® and. ‘the. ‘-Frenchwoman” 

(Union). “Okay. $5,000 for: “five: ‘days, 
Last week, dark. 

United. Artists (Bek) (1 700; 90-. 
$1.86)—"“The Young Doctors” (WA) 
(3d wk). 
$17,000. 

:Woods (Bssaness) (1,200: ‘90- 
$1.80)—"Scream _ of Fear”. (Col). 
Fine’ $19,500. Last week,. “Honey-j 
moon. pMachine” (M-G) . (4th wk),. 
$12,000 

“Picnic in -the. Grass”. (Unton}. 
Slick $5,350. Last week, “Dreams” 
(Janus) (3d. wk), -$3, 950. 

90: 

‘Neat $13, 750. : Last week, 

World (retteny - (606; 90-$1.25)—| 

$3,000. Last week, $5,000 

I*Goodbye’ "Seo $10,000, 
24, SL; Machine” 126 

“St. Louis, Sept. 19. 
- Holdovers ‘have the. -mar 

reissue, at the Ambassador. ‘Taking 
brisk encores are “‘Come Septem- 

jber” in :a fifth week at the Fox, 
“Goodbyé Again” in a second at |. 
the Esquire. and “Honeyrioon Ma-/__. 
ichine” in.a second at Loew's State. | 

| Truth’ Wow $3,500, 
Thin $4,500, ‘Marines’ Soft $6,000 

Estimates for This Week _ 
‘Ambassador (Arthur) (2,970;. 90- 

$1 25)—“King. and I” ¢20th).: Good. 
$12,000, Last week, “Claudelle h-| 

|glish” (WB) (2d. wi). $10,000. : 
Apollo Art (Grace) (700;: 90-. 

$1.25) — “Never on Sunday”” (WA) 
(33d we Okay $2, 000. Last week, | 
$2,20 
eoqaire. (Schuchart-Levin} 1, 800; 

90-$1.25)—"Goodbye Again’ (UA) 
(2d ihn So-so. $10, 000. Last week, . 
$12,000. 
Fox (Arthur). 6, 000; 90-$1 25) —_: 

“Come September” (U) (5th wk). 
Steady $16,000. Last week, $12, 000. 
Loew's Mid-City (Loew) : (1, 160; 

60-$1:90)° —- “Guns: .of Navarone’ 
(Col) -3d- wk). Okay $8, 000. Last 
week, $9,000 

: State (Loew) (3,600: 90-$1. 25)—~ 
“Honeymoon Machine” (M-G) and 
“Secret Partner” (M-G) (2d. wk). 
Good: $42.000. Last week, ‘$15,000. 
Pageant: (Arthur) (1,000; 90-$1.25) 

—“Truth” (Kings) . (4th -wk): Aver- 
age . $2,500. Last. week, $2,500. 
"St. Louis ¢Arthur) -(3,800; 75-90) | — 

—“Parent Trap” (BY).and. “Misty”: 
(20th). Good. $12,000: Last ‘week, 
“King of. Roaring. '20s’ (AA) .and | 
“Angel Baby” ‘(AA),. $9,000. > 
Shady Oak (Arthur) (760: $0- 

$1.25)—“Love. and Frenchwoman” 
(Indie) (3d wk), modest. $2,500, Last | 
week, $3, 000. 

“TDouble’ Light 4Gin Slow 

‘ported’ herewith from the vari- - 
key cities,’ are “net; ie... 

the Pendulum,” a smash new. entry |; .. 
at the Paramount: “Thunder of the |; 

“World. By Night” is -oke at the |, 

“King and I” (20th} (2d wk), Good 
| $4,500. ‘Last week, $8,000. 

“Guns of Navarone” (Col). (7th wk). | 

\‘Sept.’ Wow 3 Wow 7G 
rama) (27th wk). Nice. $10,000. Last | 

“thunder of Drums” (M-G) and | 
“Silent Calt”- (20th).: Fine: $12,000. 
Last week; “Big Gamble” (20th) | 

and “Girl in Room. 13” (Astor). Oke 
$8,500. Last week, “Exodus” A) 

$90-. 
| $1.25)—“Pit. and Pendulum” (AD. |. 
Smash ' $19,000. Last week, “Come 

Tewne (Indie) (600: $181 43)— 
“The Truth”: (Kings) .)3d. wk). Mild |° 

_Dville; ‘Cristo’ Fair 446 
Louisville, Sept. :10. 

‘Business - "at 
houses is on the slow side despite 
tsudden drop-in temperature and 

accompanied. high temperatures for 
a long spell. New product is at] 

‘but results are 80-s0. 
“Secret. of ‘Monte... Cristo” 
“Magic Boy” at the. Ohio looks 
good. “Honeymoon Machine” at 

{United . Artists is’. shaping for a 
thealthy ta 

vottesates for. This Week 

(2d wk). Light $4,000, after last 
week’ s modest $4,500, 

“Mary Anderson (People’s) (900; 
|95-$15—"On. the Double” (Par) and 
“Foxhole In Cairo” (Par). 

lish” (WB) (2d wk).-Slow $5,000 

jret of Monte Cristo” rire and 
“Magic Boy” -(M-G), 

1.25-$2.20) 

000 after last week’s slow $5,000 

(3, 000; 75-$1.25)—“Honeymoon Ma- 
chine”. (M-G). Oke $7,000. 

(Sth wk). ). Strong $8,000. $8,000 

D.C: Doctors’ 166 
‘Washington, Sept. 19. 

First-run. trade here shapes for 
an upbeat round with hot inittalers 

Denham (Indie). (B00; | $1.25)— | ‘bolstered by robust holdovers. 
| “Ada” (M-G) (3d" wk). Steady | Among: the entries, “Young ' Doc- | 

tors” is rated sock at Keith's. 

looks boff, while “Pure Hell of St. 

at McArthur deluxer. “Come Sep- 
tember” is rousing at two Stanley 
Warner situations. 

Estimates fer This Week 

Ambassador (SW) (1,480; 
6) — “Come September” UY. 

delle Inglish” (WB) (2d wk), $3,000. 

“Two “Women” (Embassy) (3d wk). 
Lusty $7,500. Last week, $9,2 

Capitel (Loew) (3,420; 
“Thunder of Drums” (M- 
$13,600. Last week, “Ada” 
(2d. wk), $10,100 for final six 

Ketth’s (RKO): (1,850; $$ 49)— 
‘Young Doctors” (UA). . 
000. Last wéek,’ 7, aoodbye Again” 
(UA) (5th wk), $6,500. 

Last. week, “Secret ques | Rich $8,000 
monopoly ‘this frame ‘with only one Partner” (indie) 

(24 wk). $4,400.. 

‘mew one in- town, “King ‘and I;” 
-Ontarie (K-B) (1,240; $1-$1.49)— 

wk). :Mild 
opener. 

$4,000 . after $4,600 

Palace (Loew) (2,390; $1-$1 49)—- 
, (Continued: on page 17) 

Pittsburgh, Sept. 19. 

Shadyside; one reissue, “King and 
I” at the Warner, and one’ strong 
holdover, . “Come -September” at 

-/the.. Fulton, .are. providing the 

‘the Pitt deluxers. All shape. strong. 
Two. other new entries, “Marines, 
Let's Go”. at the Stanley and “Big 
‘Gamble” at the Gateway loom]: 
drab. Saturday (16) night. saw biz 
‘boosted. . with  . four sneaks, 
“Armored Command” at the Gate- 
way; “Carousel” at the Warner, | 
-Thunder in. Drums” at the Penn 

{and “Pit and Pendulum” at the 
Stanley. 

' Estimates for This Week - 
‘Fulton (Shea) (1,635; $1.25-$1.75) 
“Come September’’: (U) (4th wk). 

Rousing $7. 500 to top last week's 
$7,000. 

Gateway (Associated) (1,900; si-}- 
$1.50) —“‘Big Gamble” (20th). Thin 
$4,000 even with help of “Armored 
Command” (AA) on "Saturday (26). 
night. ° 

Nixon (Rubin) (1,760; $1. 50-$2. 75) 

‘downtown film: 

absence of stifling humidity which. 

‘lthree: houses. Mary Anderson has. 
“On the, Double” and. “Foxhole. in 

‘| Cairo,” 
and. 

}. Brewm (Fourth Avenue) (1,100: 
175-$1) —_— “Goodbye Again” (WAS 

+ Kentueky (Switow) (900; 75-$1)— in pintsized 
“Come September” (U): (Sth wk). 

[Pair . $4,500, after last week's nice’ 

‘Light | period. 
000. Last week, “Claudelie Ing-| “Ninth Circle” (Indie) is very |- 

Obie (Settos) 900; 15-$1)-—''Sec- 

‘fourth Avenue) --(1,100; | its 
— “Seven ‘Wonders of 

World” (Ciherama) (9th wk). Perky 

United Artists (Fourth Avenue) | - 

1000 apparent 
“Thunder of 

“Thunder of Drums” at ‘Capitol 

Trinian’s” heads for torrid opener |: 

$1-. 

Sock $10,000. Last week, “Clau- 

Apex (K-B} (940;. -$1-$1.25) — 

Boff $16,- 

MacArthur | (K-B). (900; ‘$1.25)— 
“Pure Hell of St. Trinian’ ‘5’ (Cont), . 

“Angry Silence” (British Lion) (241 

One. new entry, “Truth at ‘the 

wicket. excitement this round with 

‘Last week, 

‘Dept. -Stageshow 
‘Girl “Oth Circle’ 

Most major houses in Manhat- 
tan’s firstrun belt are still travel- 
ing with holdovers and at varying 
speeds. The epics are going stead- 
ity, losing but little ground from 
week to week. Small situations 
with the longrun imports also are 
holding up. Past weekend, sunny 
and.. bright, brought a boxoffice 
boost generally. Getting the boot 
this week are “Big Gamble” and 
“Great War.” 
Two newcomers created a stir 

locations. “Girk With 
a Suitcase” (Ellis) is going great in 
two theatres, setting a record for « 

hitting a solid $11,500 fn same 
‘at the Pix. 

much on the plus side at the tiny 
Carnegie Half Cinema. First 
week’s take of $6,700 has nobody 

air $4,500. |running for tran quilizers. 
“Come September” (U) with 

stageshow at the Music Hall winds: 
second week tonight (Wed.} 

with a lofty $160,000 apparent. 
Opening frame brought $187,000, 

. above expectations, _ 
‘ There was mixed opinion among 
Broadway showmen as to how the 

Last | Jewish holidays influenced the b.o. 
week, “Guns of Navarone” {Col) |. Estimates for. This. Week 

_ Aster (City: Inv.) (0m 75-$2)— 

with -easy-to-take $21,000 fn view. 
Continues. 

‘ Capitel. (Loew) (4,820; $1-$2.50)— 
“Ada” (M-G) (4th wk}. Fourth week 

in next Tuesday (26). 
Criterion (Moss) (1,520; $1.25- 

$2.50)—"Guns of Navarone”. (Cob | 
(13th wk). Still making like boom , 

Bway Biz Spotty for H.0s 
Big $1606 2d: 
Hotsy Newcomers 

with $7,000 after $7,500 in week 
previous. Not enough. “Picnic” and 
“Twinkle and Shine,” Col reissue 
combo, in Friday (22). 

Paramount (AB-PT) (3,665; $1- 
$2)—Big Gamble” (2th) (3d. wk). 
Third week ends tomorrow (Thurs.) 
with $17,000 indicated after $19,- 
000 in week previous. Just mark- 
ing time till “The Hustler” (20th) 
opens Friday. 

Radie City Music Hall (Rocke- 
fellers) (6,200; 90-$2.75)—“Come 
September” (U) (24 wk). Second 
week ends tonight (Wed.) with 
$160,000 in happy prospect after 
$187,000 in initial frame. Opening 
week was slightly under-estimated 
earlier. Fancy ess. 

Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $1.50-$2.50) 
—“Francis of Assisi” (26th) (8th 
¥"-’. Moderate $16,000 for eighth 
week ending tomorrow (Thurs.). 

State (Loew) (1,900; $1.50-$2.50) 
—‘“Honeymoon Machine” (M-G) 
(5th wk). Getting by with $15,000 
for fourth week ended yesterday 
(Fues.). Stays through September, 
then house tools up for “King of 
Kings” in 70m. 

Victeria (City Inv.) (1,003; 50-$2) 
—“Great War” {Lopert) (4th wk). 
Third week ended yesterday (Tues.) 
in the poor neighborhood of $6.500- 
after $10,000 in second session. A 
quiet “War.” 
Warner (SW) (1,813; $1.50-$3.50) 

—"Exodus™ (UA) (39th wk). The 
33th week ends today (Wed.) with 
about $17,500. Slipping slightly but 
still good enough. 

; First-Run Arties 

Barenet (Reade) (430; $1.25-$2) 
—‘“‘Saturday Night, Sunday Morn- 
ing” (Continental (25th wk). Up 
to $7,509 for 24th week which 
‘ended Sunday (17). Nice going. 

Fine Arte: (Davis) (468; 90-$1. 80) 
—“Man Who Wags His Tail” (Con- 

town, with $36,000 in prospect for| tnental). Opened Monday (18) and 
13th week, 
DeMille (Reade) (1,463; 90-$2.75) 

More weeks and Kirk Douglas will| 

for fine 50th week 
Embassy (Guild Enterprises} 

(500; 90-$1.75)—“Gold Wind in 
August” (VA) (9th wk). Best Satur- 
day since opening beefed up eighth 
week’s take to firm $9,000, after 
$8.500 in ‘seventh. 
Henry Miller (Gilbert Miller) 

(800: $1.50-$3.50}—"La Dolee Vita” 
49) | (Astor) (23d wk). The 22d week 

jended Saturday (16) with $21,500 
jafter $24,600 in week previous. 
Tost. a little ground but still blue 
chips. 

Palace (RKO) (1,642: 90-$2.56)— 
“Pit and Pendulum” (Al) (4th wk). 
Poe-slanted lobby displays helped 
lure passers-by. Good $18,000 for 
final week ended yesterday (Tues.) 
Invitational screenings of “Judg- 
ment at Nuremberg” today and to- 
morrow. Vaude (Sarah Vaughan, 
Ray Charles, etc.) and “Mighty 
Crusaders” in Friday for a week. 
Forum: (Mfoss) (813; 90-$1.80}— 

Pitt: ‘Gamble’ 

“La. Dolce Vita” (Astor) (11th wk) 
(3 days). Closed Saturday (16) 
night with $3,000. House has now 
returned to legit with “Miracle 
Worker. ” 
“Penn (UATC (3,300; $1-$1.50)— 

“Young Doctors” (UA) (2d wk). 
Good $10,000 via 

—*Spartacus” (U) (Sist wk). Two; wk), slow $4,000. 

“Scream of Fear” (Col) (5th wk).. 
. Fourth week ended Monday (18) $9. 

all right. In previous 
“Seream of Fear’ (Col) (fourth 

(590; $1.20- Beekman (R&B) 
be a year old. Chalk up $22,000 $1 15;—"Rocco and His Brothers” 

(Continued on page 17) 

Fear’ Tall $14,000, Det.: 
‘Companions’ Good 156, 
Doctors’ Rich 156, 2d 

Detroit, Sept. 19. 
First-runs maintain a good, 

steady pace this week. “Scream of 
Fear” is getting good action at 
the Palms. “Deadly Companions” 
looks good af the Fox. “Young Doc- 
tors” stays rich in second round 
at the Michigan. “Fanny” looks 
trim in 10th round at the Madison. 
“Guns of Navarone” still is blazing 
at. the United Artists. 

Estimates for This Week 
Fox (Woodmont Corp.) (5,041: 75- 

$1.49)—“The Deadly Companions” 
(Pathe-Amer.) and “The Unstop- 
fable Man” (P-A). Good $15.000. 
Last week, “Mad Dog Coll’ ‘Col) 
and “Stop Me Before I Kili” (Col), 

000. 
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,036; 

‘$1.25-$1.49) — “Young Doctors” 
(UA) and “A -Matter of Morals” 
(UA) (2d wk). Steady $15,000. Last 
week, $17,000. 
Palms (UD) (2,955: $1.25-S1. 49) 

—“Scream of Fear” (Col) and “The 
Trunk” (Cob. Screeching $14,000. 
Last week, “Great War’ {UA:! and 
“Minotaur” (UA), $9,000 in second. 
stanza. 

Madison (UD) (1,408; $1.25-$1.49) 
—‘Fanny” (WB) (10th wk). Trim 
$10,000. Last week, $12,000. 

Grand Circus (UD) (1,409; $1.25- 
$1.49 —“Francis of Assisi” ‘20th)- 

aid from |igth wk), Fair $9,000. Last week, 
“Thunder in Drums” (M-G). Last j $10,000. 

“Picnic on Grass” 
(Kings),. $2.100: 

Squirrel Hill {SW) (834; $1:25)— 
“Raisin in Sun” (Col} (4th wk). 
Tall. $3,300: Last week, $3,800. 

Stanley (SW? (3,700; $1-$1.50i— 
“Marines, _Let’s Go” (20th). Soft ! 
$6.000 with “Pit and Pendulum” 

week, $12,000. Adams (Balaban) (1,700: $1.25- 
', Shadyside (MOTC) (750; . $1. 251-4 $1. 50: — “Honeymoon Machine” 

‘Truth” (Kings). Wow $3,500. | '1M-G) (3d wk). Slow $5.000.- Last 
week, same, 

United Artists (UA) I .667; $1.25- 
$1.80i'—"Guns of Navarone” tCol) 
39.200. wk. Oke $9, 009. Last week, 

Music Hall (Cinerama, Inc.) ‘1, 
i 209; Sl. 20-$2.65:—“‘This Is Cine- 
jrama” (NT) (reissue) (16th wk». 

(AID on Saturday (16) night, Last | Great $13.800. T.ast week, $12,500. 
week, “Deadly Companions” 

| (Pathe-American), $6,000. 
Trans-Lux Krim 

(1,000; $1.80-$2)—“La Dolee Vita” 
(Trans - Lux) 

Warner (SW) (1,516; $1-$1 50)— | (Astor) (10th wk). Terrific $9,000. 
“King and I” (20th) (reissue). Tall Last week, $10,000. -- 
$10,000 with aid of “Carousel” (U) | 
‘on Saturday. (16) night. Last week, 
“Pleasure of His Company” 
days), $5,000. 

Mercury (UM! (1 “465: $1-$1.80'— 
“King and I” (20th) (reissue'. Sec- 

(6 ond week starts tomorrow 120). 
|Last week, $10,500. 

a 
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iaemtin Sound Track 
Paris. 

. Anatole Litvak and Jules Dassin, two: Yank: ‘film directors. who have | 
formed indie companies’ here. and make pix in. English in Europe for 
UA, talking a merger to ‘save overhead. Both would remain indepen- 
“dent but share the expenses and would thus be able to keep more 
workers: onthe. payroll.: So it seems indies as well as majors: are 
thinking. of joint facilities to cut financial corners’... ; John and Faith 

+... Hubley: in ‘from the. Venice Fest where. he served on the ‘jury. Hubley 
‘talked. sale: of ‘his full length animated pic: “Of Stars and Men” before 
‘heading stateside ... Betsy Blair to Italy to start work in an Italo pic 
~‘Sensualita’’: which will be made in English and distributed by Columbia. 
--Mauro Bolognini directs and pic\ also stars’ Anthony Franciesa and 
Claudia’ Cardinale . . 

- Belle. Americaine” ‘which he has written, directed. and is starred in. 
He said that. the people in it are simple and wholesome and. he is.not. 
afraid of this approach in. spite ‘of the “New Wave's” successful insist- 
‘ence on ‘using: vulgarity and nausea.as the ‘basis of their characteriza- 
tions. He feels. there are other: types of- people ‘in France. Comic 
Dhery said his long sojourn in the U.Swith. his hit legiter. “Ta Plume 
De..Ma ‘Tante”: revealed to him. -wha€ things that made Frenchmen | 
laugh -could also. tickle Yanks. as: well’ as. the British. Walter Reade’s 
Continental ‘Distributing has. the pic for .the.U.S. via an: investment 

‘ French-German pic talks” ‘seem . more ‘favorable with the latter. 
“probably. giving a bigger .quota soon.. Coming © British coproduction 
and Common -Mart entrance were: also the crux. of .French-German. 
pow wowing °. ‘Playwright Andre. Roussin will tour’ this season in 
‘his recent hit? “Glorieuses” as an actor, He “also. has a. ‘new. play” up 

_-coming as well as two revivals, 
‘Pop singer Charles. Aznavour, who has also become a film: player. 

here, readying. a singing. stint in English: for’ a. London appearance 
late this season. Would also like to repeat this in the States . 
Consultative. : ‘Commission - -of: Cinema, heretofore a. ‘special group 
serving: to. give info on film . problenis. to querying industry and 
governmental people, and under the. Centre Du Cinema, has been 
handed mére power by a: special Ministerial ‘decree. it ‘has six ‘more 
National members added: and 
-info on,: ail film matters that-come within the. national ken . . Leo- 
poldo: Torre. Nilsson, Argentine director, in Paris for ‘deal with Charles 
Smadja of UA-who has taken his “Summer. Skin” for Western Europe ; 
at a. reported $30,000.’ Hya Lopert. may handle same (privately, not: 
via UA) in the U.S. ‘Torre Nilsson ‘hops to Manhattan this. week for 
a Iooksee. . ‘Eddie. Constantine, Yank who became. a French film 
star, has added two. more horses. to ‘his racing stable .... The French 

. Film: Museum,. the Cinematheque. Francaise,‘ which for years has had 
. three ‘feature. ‘showings: per. night: in a: stuffy small .theatre, has now 
_ gotten a big spacious. one: inthe Palais De Chaillot thanks to Culture |. 
Minister Andre Malraux’s interest. 

Jacques: Charrier:. Brigitte. Bardot's. ‘estranged ‘husband, making. ‘his 
_ first feature in France in two years after. séveral in Italy. It. is Claude’ 

At long. last film offers for. ‘substantial. 
. « Statistics. 
‘show that during the second. part. of. 61 six million ‘film’ house entries, 

-Chabrol's “The Evil Eye”. . 
parts are rolling in for Suzanne’ Flon, winner: at Venice. . 

“were lost ‘as compared to the same time in ‘G0. It means a 6.63% | 
=i drop in attendance overall with. 7.82% in the Paris area and. an 

11.36% fall: in the provinces. Alarmed film people, especially -exhibs, 
have brought: this to Culture’ Minister. Andre .Malraux's attention and 
hé has promised a detaxation move in the near future.. © 

‘“Spartacus’”’ (U). at the big Gaumont:Palac, and: “Guns of Nava- 
Gina Lollobrigida in to dub herself. 

in -French in “Com September” ; (uy ‘while. Fred MacMurray and Jane 
Ton” (Col) at three. firstruns.. .°. 

Wyman are busy on the. Walt Disney production “Bon Voyage”. .; 
Raoul Levy. asking $500,000 in damages in court from ‘Maurice Jac-. 

“quin of UFA. Comacico whose: project. to film “Marco Polo” hurt. his 
own which had been in preparation for years.. Levy claims this new 

attempt was’ disloyal and delayed his own project... Jacquin claims 
he is ready to go while Levy. does not.begin. till Jan. "62 . «... Mar: 
Pagnol’s ‘pic “Marius” has. its soundtrack out on a Tongplaying disk. . 
Pathe: Marconi distribs this CMF. bressing. 

London 

Films, J. B.Priestley’s “The Old Dark House.” It’ be done in Britain 
‘and may. lead to. further gettogethers of the. horror kings. Later, Castle 
plans two indie. productions in Britain ... John Kohn aud Jud Kinberg 
of Blazer Films’ will ext make a comedy, “Hi Diddle Diddle," which 
Selwyn Jepson will script | from a Michael Pertwee original. It will be 
the second of. the. three..pix which Blazer has pacted to make for Co- 
lumbia in U. K...... Norman Roper, chief make-up. editor of Pathe-News, 
-has just spent.a week. in Hamburg as guest of ‘Deutsche Wochenschau, 
‘the German newsreel. It’s a gesture of gratitude for. the film news 
service and co-operation received from British newsreel companies . 
‘Carl Mohner has been named as the title star of “‘Marco Polo,” “Deal, 

. John Clein has invited Peter Newman to scribe the screenplay for 
a re-make. of Anthony’s Armstrong's thriller, “10 Minute Alibi,” “Ver-. 
‘non Sewell will direct . .:. Sammy Davis Ir. and Anthony Newley. are 
to- make a film together in London, probably: next March. Leslie -Bri- 
cusse will write the story and screenplay. Davis. claims -that : they. al- 
ready have. the money for.the film but won't disclose. who the backer fs. 

Producers Julian Wintle and Leslie Parkyn have signed Peter ‘Wyn- | though, that the “AX” fag on a 
garde with Janet Blair in their latest Independent Artists production, 
“Torment,” which: is. for distribution. through Anglo. Amalgamated.. 
Film starts next Monday (25) at the Associated British Elstree Studtos 

. Bob and Dick Sherman are doing. the music for Disney’s “The Cast- 
aw. ays,” starring Maurice Cheyalier. Some'30 years ago their father, 
‘Al Sherman, gave Chevalier’ one’ of ‘his first big song. hit with “Livin’ 
in the Sunlight, Lovin’ in, the Moonlight” .. - Harry Andrews: has 
joined the cast of "The. Inspector,” the’ Mark Robson - production. for 
20th which Philip Dunne is now directing : on location in Wales. Stephen | . 
Boyd and Dolores Hart are starred... Within 2 couple -of days of his 
marriage to actress Delena. Kidd, Gary Raymond planed. out for Italy. 
for Charles H. Schneer’s “Jason pod the Golden Fleece,” which Don 
Chaffey - is directing in. SuperDynamation and Technicolor. It will be 
a Columbia release . 
turned up'for the preem of “Ben -Har” in that city last week... A 
young Hungarian actor, Sandor Eles, who fled to Britain during the 
1956 uprising, has been. signed’ to an. Associated. British ‘contract.: 

Madrid | 
Fernando Lamas stepped out of the Halcon Films (Spain): — Sono 

Films (Argentina) production “In Cold. Blood” and Alberto de Mendoza |: 
Frank. 

Lattimore will pair with. Mary. Luz Galicia in ‘'The Sword of Zorro,” 
will now star with. Olga Zubarry . Rome-based Yank actor 

under Romero-Marchant’s direction .|... Jose Suarez; after. a succession 
of film. roles in Italy, signed here: for. Los. Vengadores” (The Vengers) 
with Diana Lorys as_ his partner. and youthful Jesus Franco directing 

‘In‘“friendly”. accord with. director Cesar Ardavin, Maria Cuadra 
abandoned her role in “Cerca de las Estrellas” (Close. to‘ th .Stars) 
after early shooting brought on clash over. interpretation ,.: .-: Paco 
Rabal was chosen by Italian‘ director ‘Michaelangelo ‘Antonioni for. 
«“The Eclipse”... 
48th. week at: the Cine Albeniz, Metro’s “Ben-Hur”. winds a 10-month 
run at. the Cine Madrid, and “The Alamo” enters. 25th frame at the 
Cine Paz, 

Despite New Contract, 

‘petition to. reduce the - number of 

. Robert Dhery set to wind his: pic comedy “La. 

. The! W 

can ‘now give. opinions on, as well as: 

12 
| youths. and children) recommended 
‘for the whole family. 

which was set by.Eric Glass, takes Mohnet to Rome to film for Panda 

« The Lord Mayor and ‘Lady Mayoress. of Cork 

‘| Color.” 

Cinerama’s “Seven Wonders of the World” naw- in: 

Universal Sail Wants 
Smaller Staff in Mex. 

_ Mexico City, Sept. 19. . 
The Universal: distributorship| 

here; although it followed lead of}: 
alt other firms in signing a new.col- 
lective work: contract granting per- 
sonnel a 15% -wage hike, is still 
seeking an official ruling on its 

workers.. 
Even. before negotiations began, 

‘Hollywood distribs had been peti- 
tioning authorities. to permit a 
general downward revision of per- 
sonnel ‘by as much as 50%. Uni- 
versal spokesmen argue that the 
distributorship is not handling the 
amount ‘of film it did in past years, 
and therefore has superflous work-; 

| down-to-earth swashbuckle, 
The issue of “economic distress” 

‘ers causing economic distress. 

is up for arbitration before the De- 
‘partment. of Labor’s Mediation 
Board. If this. body rules in favor 
‘of the distrib, _then a reduction in 
‘personnel, will be mandatory. Uni-| 
versal -has submitted voluminous 
records. to support its: thesis that 
its: payroll under. present condi- 
‘tions is topheavy. 

This situation is being: carefully 
watched both by. other distributors 
and the Union of: Film ‘Industry 
Workers, Latter is very much con- 
cerned, for if: the Mediation Board 
acknowledges ‘Universal’s economic 
troubles, union will have te accept 
the. reduction © in. workers. There 
can be no appeal: from the Board's 

- executive - committee of 
STIC is worried. because a favor- 
able decision. will undoubtedly 
ean that other Hollywood distribs 

will-reopen the. question - of . cut- 
backs in: ‘personnel, vs 

US. Armed Forces 
Rates Pix 0’Seas 

Frankfurt, Sept: 12. 
“The Army and Air Force Motion | 

Picture Service in Europe, which 
has formerly taken. several slaps at 
films : considered - “unsuitable”. for 
‘young people, has set up a new 
code system for grading pictures 
shown..on the GI-screens. — 
'The system is very much like 

that used by -the ‘British film cen-: 
sors, but, according to the Army 

cel | and Air: Force Motion Pix authori- 
ties; the parents can make the 
final: ‘decision. on what movies their 
children can see and this rating 

. system is only to. be considered a 
. . 2 : 

‘William’ Castle: is to. co-produce, with .James Carteras of: ‘Hammer |. bd 
classified as “adult” or “family”. 
entertainment at the basé theatres, 
Now, the new categories are AX, 
which means not recommended for 
dependents: 16 years of. age and 
under; A’ (adult), 

sons; AY (adults and youths) over 
years of age; AYC, (adults, 

The ‘motion. picture service re- 
cently advised’ parents to carefully 
consider whether the teen-agers. 
should .see such films as “Elmer 
Gantry,’ “Anatomy of a Murder” 
and “Psycho.” 
“One spokesman . admitted, 

picture often makes it: exception- 
ally interesting to the teen-agers 
who will try. to see the forbidden 
film,. and there will be no one at: 
the ticket. office or the gate to; 
actually.turn the youngsters away. 

Barcelona Pix: Meet 
Madrid, Sept. 12. 

Though Barcelona’s -Third Int'l 
Film. Congress will. follow last 
year’s pattern by programming @ 
-week of films. in color and sem- 
inar discussion of papers submitted 
by cinematography “greats on the 

[subject of “My. Experience with 
The Oct. 2-8 film gather-| 

ing will draw major. interest from 
‘a series of controversial panels on 
“Boxoffice. Secrecy” i in the Spanish. 
film industry. _. 
Congress - panelists. will hear 

prominent national experts: from 
producer, distributor and exhibitor 
wings of the industry speak for or 
against the need to.implant pro- 
cedures that will finally make box- 
‘office figures'a matter of public 
record. Specialists on the subject 
from France and Italy will also be 
invited to participate. Panel talks 
are. expected to fough off heated |. 
discussion 

those recom-| 
‘mended. for’ adults or mature per- 

Is Third ve In alan Cyc 
Denia, Spain, Sept. 12. 

' The double conflict of mounting 
mutiny and enemy danger which 

producer Lord John Brabourne will 
bring to the screen this year for | 
Columbia release under the title 

‘of. “Mutineers,” is the third of what 
begins to look like a mutiny cycle. 

The producer, son-in-law of Admiral 
Earl Mountbatten, has taken the 

Frank Tilsley novel for screen adap- 
tation on the assumption that nei- 
ther “Mutiny on the Bounty” (M-G) 
nor “Billy Budd” (AA) accents the 

full 

broadside and soul-stirring ship 

captain-son relationship encased in 
the parallel heartbeat of mutiny 

‘aboard and enemy at arms-length. 
Director Lewis Gilbert brought 

the entire cast, headed by Alec 
‘Guinness, Dirk Bogarde and An- 

| thony. Quayle, from England to the 
ancient coastal town of Denia, mid- 
way between Valencla and Alicante: 

Aléee Guinness recently returned 
from Jordan where he portrayed a 
Middle-Eastern king in “Lawrence 
of Arabia,” is playing the lead role 
of. Captain Crawford, Commander 
‘of H.M:S. Defiant in the “Mutt- 
neers.” Sir Alec, as he appears on 

|the call sheet, did not recall ever 
having performed in a sea yarn 
before. and decided to take com- 
mand of this magnificent prop ship 
out of love for the Royal British 
Navy. :“I commanded a Landing 

+ Craft extra-Large during the last 
war ard sailed ft from Boston to. 
New York to the Bahamas, and 
then overseas to the war zone. Ever 
since, I knew I would succumb to 
the first exalting screen role of- 
fered to me for. action at sea.” 
Among his future plans, Sir Alee 
had verbally committed himself to 

jappear in “The Greatest Story 
Eyer Told,” in the dual roles of 
Herodius and Herod the Great, out 
of.adminration for director George 
Stevens-—but depending on avail- 
ability and terms. 

“Lord Brabourne {fs undoubtedly 
one of the most active and opfimis- 
tic producers going. After a suc- 
cessful film-making start with 
“Harry Black” and “Sink the Bis- 
mark,” Lord John thinks nothing 
of donning a life belt and climbing 
a shaky rope ladder for filming on 
‘a makeshift crow’s nest. During his 

Lord John. working day aloft, 
pitched In to hold reflectors, carry 

Formerly,” the vi pictures have been | C2mera equipment or do whatever 
elsa was necessary to keep the 
‘show. on the road and get a day’s 
footage in the can. 

< Brabourne & Tollvision 

In his spare moments, Brabourne 
fs thinking ahead and planning for 
the advent of British tollvision. 
Aligned with such prominents as 
Laurence Olivier, Field-Marshal 
Viscount Slim, Major Danny Angel, 

Havelock-Ellis and the Earl of 
Harewood among others in an am- 
bitious tollvision ‘enterprise he 

tainments,, he is committed to. pro- 
duce paysee features starting this 
year and is prepared to release 
them .to pay-tv entrepreneurs ‘in 
the U.S! (like Leland Hayward of 
Zenith), while awaiting the critical 
year of 1964 when England is ex- 
pected to apportion pay-tv channel 
time to Home Entertainments: and 
two other contending combines. 
Brabourne is convinced that the 
age of. tollvision is at hand, but 
will never be competently estab-j| 4 
lished, unless its future is tightly 
‘taken in hand by film-making ex- 
perts. He also firmly believes that 
pay-see in his country must ulti- 
mately. fail unless the British sys- 
tems are installed before American 

gling take-over. 

Location highlight at Denia is the 
battle between the Defiant and a 
French frigate staged at wharfside 
where three years past Robert 
‘Stack.as John Paul Jones, shouted, 
“We have: just begun to fight.” It 
was a special effect ball of can- 
nonades, burning decks and scuf- 
fing stuntmen, but the outcome re-. 
mained indecisive when a Mediter- 
‘ranean squall burst on the belig- 
erents. and an Anglo-Spanish film 
unit numbering well over 100 
serambled for cover. 

Fifty miles down the coast, How- 
ard Lydecker is supervising Bra- 

Dame Margot Fonteyn, Anthony: 

helped found, British Home Enter- } 

television can move in for a stran- 

(BEF), 

bourne’s special model unit of 50 
veterans conducting spectacular 
battle maneuvers with oyvyer-scaled 
models. Lydecker, a Hollywood spe- 
cialist in the field, saw action with 
Brabourne on “Sink the Bismark.” 
Since Lord John sees “Mutineers” 
as an 1804 version of the “Bis- 
mark,” it is not surprising that he 
should bring the American model 
specialist back for another term. 

Others the producer has recalled 
to duty are director Lewis Gilbert, 
art director Arthur Lawson, cine- 
matographer Chris Challis and pro- 
duction manager Richard Goodwin. 
Another recognizable marine fiz- 
ure {s Captain Alan Villiers. When 
the sea swells and the boats roli, 
it’s Captain Villiers’ skill that keens 
the ships afloat and gets them 
back to portside shelter. 

With the mounting waves and 
dipping hulls, though, there comes 
the day-to-day lGcation-at-sea 
quibble at to the relative merits 
-of Drammamine -versus Marzine. 
As the ship’s doctor John Stephens 
explained, there ds only a psycho- 
logical difference, but since Mar- 
zine is a British product and con- 
sequently available at tower cost, 
“We have decided to make Marzine 
our budget item on, “Mutiners” to 
countract the daily dread and 
spread of of sea-sickness.” 7 

‘Lost’ Audiences 
Worries Brit. T Worries brit. 100 

London; Sept. 12. 

A comprehensive market re- 
séarch survey to seek are practical 

steps-for the {ndustry to recapture 

‘some of the lost cinema audiences 

has been approved in principle by 
the council of the Federation of 
British Film Makers. But it will 
only be commissioned if the pro- 
ject is given financial support from 
individual companies and other 
sections of the industry. 

One company has already agreed 
to underwrite 10% of the cost of 
the survey and overtures are about 
to be. made to other companies 
and trade associations to help foot 
the bill. The FBFM itself has only 
limited funds and could not meet 
the cost on its own. 

Aussie Pic Biz Swings 
Into Top Gear With 

Big Spring Uptura 
Sidney, Sept. 12. 

Cinema trading Down Under has 

hit high biz levels with the advent 

of spring and moppets’ school va- 

cation period coast-to-coast. Box- 

offices should maintain highpaced 
tempo through the summer to 
Yuletide, according to local show 
biz toppers. 

The Disney trademark is sure- 
‘fire b.o. magic in this sector and 
“Toby Tyler,, and Jungle Cat,, are 
doing turnaway trade in the keys 
and suburbs presenty. Both pix 
are distributed by Metro. 

“Snow White & Three Stooges” 
(20th) and “Seven Wonders of the 
World” (C’rama) are pulling very 
solid trade, with the former on 
planket release. 

“Never on a Sunday” (UA) is 
a big biz-getter on two-a-day and 
is set for a long run. 

Universal has “Tammy Tell Me 
True” and indications are that it 
will be a smash run. 

Longrunners Still Hot 

“South Pacific’ (20th) swings 
into 143d week to set new records, 
with “Can Can” (20th) stiil buoy- 
ant in 75th week. Columbia has a 
socko hit with “Pepe” in 15th 
week on four-a-day at upped ad- 
missions. “Suzie Wong” (Par! is 
still a sellout in 16th week, with 
“Spartacus” (UI) still a good pulier 
in 41st week. 

Continental Okay - 

Foreign lingo pix are also in 
the big coin presently and tie 
spring-summer span should he 
highly profitable both ways. Cur- 
rent shows include “Virgin Spring” 

“L'Adventure” (Blake), “La 
Dolce Vita” (Colt, “Remi” (Blake), 
“My Uucle” (BEF). 
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Seidelman Heads AIPs Foreign Subsid MOVING OUT f al TAS Stan Probing Precedes Judgment Of 
Reich Exit a Mystery—Rumors: Related to.. Company | : 

‘Going Public’ Hereafter 

“Sarauel L.- Seidelman hag been 
Named Veep. in. charge of foreign . 
‘distribution for American Interna- 
tional Export. Corp.,. American. In-} 
ternational Pictures’ overseas: sub- | 

- gid. He. Succeeds Willian: G. Reich |: . 
~. who has resignéd. but who will stay |. 
on with AIP: in .an. advisory Ca- } 

~ pacity” ‘for several -months. ° 

‘Until- his new ‘appointment, ‘Sei-| . 
-deiman has been a. distrib. of ‘inde- | 
pendently produced pix. in Mexico, 
and also -has been serving’ as the |. 
‘Mexican government's official film j 
rep. Prior fo that, he was general 

-manager of foreign distribution for. 
- Eagle Lion and Latin. American | 
supe: ‘visor. for United Artists, 

Official reason. for Reich's. bow 
out’ from. AIP has not been -re-| 
‘vealed, though the parties involved: 
‘deseribe ‘it as being “eompletely 

. friendly.”.. -Some tradesters - sug: 
gest it mieht: be tied to -uncon-. 

“firmed reports that. AIP ‘plans to 
go “public” - in eight or nine 
months and that Reich: had ‘been 
unsuccessful. in persuading Nichol- 
son and. Arkolf to cut. ‘him. ‘in on a 
‘piece - ‘of the currently prospering 
“business. ° . 

STEVE TRILLING’S NEW 
STATUS AT WARNERS !3:: 

Hollywood; Sept, ¥9.. 

Steve Trilling: exec “veepee a 
Warner Bros,, will again play a 
key. role-in. overall theatrical .pro-. 
duction. und?r a change of -status 
which has him becoming’ assistant ; 
‘to production chjef Wiliam T. Orr? 
on. features. Hugh Benson, 
became . Orr's" principal. assistant , 
when ‘latter - ‘Was. appointed. by - 
prexy: Jack ‘L. ‘Warner. as. prodic- 

‘tion veepee. last March, now will; 
concentrate. “on ‘the studio's: vast. 
ty operations, reporting - to. Orr. 

_ Trilling. 
. to Jac’: . 

_ajiznment was “made - ‘in - March.. 
Trilling ‘recently. returned -from early last. week, has since returned. 

and director. to New York. - Europe where - he. 
. Raoul Walsh scouted’ Jocations for |. 
“The Deathmakers. 

wider 
‘sponsibilities.. 

NIST EXECS: ‘HIT: ROAD 

Klein: ant Selig. Attending Divl- 
sional. Rallies -. 

Salt: Lake City, Sept.. 19. 

“National Theatres “&- Television. 

Yatinches. six ‘divisional conclaves. 
here. today, with - prexy Eugene 
‘Klein and’ theatre’ operations. ‘Vp-" 

~ general manager. Robert. W. -Selfig 
to attend all: tlie. one-day: meets.. 

‘ Following. ‘within a’ 10- day _pe- 
riod Will: ‘be. sessions in Denver, 
“Sept, 20;. Kansas City, Sept. 21; 
‘Los .. Angeles, Sept: . 
Sept. 27; and Seattle, Sept. 28. 

‘Slogan for company’ is. “Happy: 
New (Fiscal). Year—the. Comamnd 

- Is Forward.” ' Expansion. plans for. 
building 29 new ‘hardtops -. and |: 
drive-ins. at cost of $18, 500,000: 
‘during next three . years ~ will: be |’ 
discussed... Agenda also. talls- for | 
upped | ad-promotion drive. ot 

vr. “THEATRE REOPENS” 
Albany, ‘Sept. 19. 

Bridgham © ‘ Theatres, -of. Dover, 
N.H., have Jeased. the .Harte in 
Bennington, Vt.,: 

this month. L. He: Bridgham - is 
president .of the circuit, which 
operates” chiefly. in the - “Boston | 
area.’ 

The Harte, which “has been’ dark. . 
| will. start filming “The Protectors,” for more’ than.‘ year, . will be 

booked by Ray. Smith, former War- 
mer Bros: branch- manager in: Al- 
bany and now conducting a buying- 
booking service. 

‘er, -who. turned down - several of- 

j.. when asked if agreement was néar 

Ww To i? 

tvolved his full. ‘library of..more 

a longtime _. studio ‘aide vanced ‘some very: good “ideas ‘that | 
WW. Warner, took-on special linterest me very much. and we are. 

production duties when exec rer|still talking. about it.” | -- 

No starting‘fin the Goldwyn library are “The 
date has yet, been set. for the film, Best Years of Our Lives.” “The. 
and it “could not .be. determined Little Foxes.” “Pride Of The Yank-. 
‘yesterday whether or ‘not ‘Trilling ; ees,” “Wuthering Heights,” “Stella 
will. ‘continue. to: ‘function -as its: ‘Dallas, #9, such. Danny Kaye. comedies. 

producer in view of his resuming |as°- 
producticn . operation re- j« 

: “Brooklyn,” “The .Secret'.Life Of 
‘| Walter: Mitty”: ‘and “Up In Arms.” 

‘jis known to-have.turned down: one 

{erence to a™-possible get-together | 

26:3: Frisco, 

back theatrical properties to tv. 

|. Bugene-F. Michael’ has béen ap- 
pointed as public relations director 
|for ‘Texas International ‘Produc- 

-and. will. reopen. 
“that. ‘village's: only’. indoor. house} 

-personalities under contract: : to 

| Federal: law enforcement agencies. 

| SUBUR OF ROME His 
- By VIN CENT ‘CANBY 

Kerteetly J ocular | 
Washington, Sept. 19.- 

Sen: Robert S. Kerr (Ds 
Okla. ), in the new's-sheet called 
“Kert-ent | Status” which. he 
prepares here, : made. this ob-- 

- Servation: 
‘With - all this. ‘Advise - ‘and 

Consent’ ’ “mov ic-making Boing 
on ‘around “here, ‘the Senate 
May -open: the. next session 

‘with ‘Roll "em’ -and adjourn. 
with. ‘Mr. President, cut!” 

Goldwyn May OK 
Matty Fox Terms 
On TV Residuals 

‘Hollywood, Sept: 19. 
Samuel ‘Goldwyn has confirmed 

that he is negotiating with Matty 
Fox: for ‘presentation’ of .Goldwyn. 
film library-on television. Produc-. 

Ttry,. -which heretofore “has been 

| cavalry. scenes in Italo pectoral 
spectacles, will. soon have on dis- 

‘| more serious fimmaking efforts. 

_ The first pic to launch the new 
j “sell America” effort is “The Ninth 
Circle,” Yugoslavia’s contender for 

_{this year’s foreign-language: Oscar. 
“Circle,” .kieked off with an invita- 

|tional’. premiere last week - at 
|the artie Carnegie ‘Hall Cinema in 
an .extended engagement booking 
arranged directly by Jovan Petro- 
vic, Yugoslavia’ S permanent film 
in New York. 

Following the “Ninth Circle” 

for a comprehensive review of 
Yugoslav filmmaking at the Mu- 

through Nov. 
rizon are the commercial release 
of two more Yugoslay imports, 

prize for ‘its American Negro star, 
John Kitzmiller, at. Cannes several 
years ago, and. “The -Road A Year 
Long,” .a@ drama about a. coopera- 
tive effort in a small town, directed 
‘by Italian Giuseppe de. Santis. 
“Jim” is’ owned: by William . Horne. 
and “Road” by J. J. Frankel.- 

In New York. last week, Petro- 
vic reported -that he had under-| 
‘taken to gamble a sizeable. amount. 
Of Yugoslav dollars on. premiering | 
“Ninth Circle’ himself after -find- 

‘ling the bids. from U-S.- distribs. 
“unsatisfactory.’ ” While © Petroyic 
‘was. looking: for a guarantee, plus | 
_@ percentage of the rentals, he .was 
offered “flat”. deals which would 
‘mot only have denied him partici- 

‘fers in. recent. years when it. ap- 
|peared deals might -be imminent, 
had sidestepped all last week. at- 

pts to pin down-reports he was 
listing to. residual proposition. by’ 
Fox. 

He refused - to answer . directly: 

‘on Fox proposal. “It’s true we have. 
been talking for some time,” Gold-. 
wyn said, “but as to consummation 
of a. deal that remains to be seen.” 

“No.” he. replied, “I can’t tell 
you exactly what..we are discuss- 
ing,” ‘when .asked if proposal in- 

han . 50 features. or only" certain. 

; “Why don’t you ‘ask. ‘Fox? pro- 
jducer. countered. “All I. can tell. 
you, at this time is’ that Fox -ad- the film. 

Because his principal . purpose. 
in. the States. is to ‘break into an 

‘lentirely .new market for Yugo- 
Fox, . ‘who tet with producer. 

Among the many. “notable films’ 
stances. “All told, the N.Y. ‘preem 
for the : vic probably has cost in 
the neighborhood of $15.000, in- 
cluding the’ pre-opening ad-pub 

“Fans Christen -Andersen,” campaign. 
“Wonder “Man.” “The ‘Kid °From ‘Same Kind of, Luck 

that he'll haye. the same. kind’ of 
‘More than a year ago, Goldwyn 

decided to Jaunch “I’m All Right 
‘Jack”’ himself after’ finding US. 

|bids on the pic too meagre. Fol- 

‘offer of $485,000 for only two show- 
ings. of “Andersen. Can 

~ Nothing’ “Now,” Says Fox . 
“Neither confirmation nor flat de- 

nial’ camé from: Matty Fox when: 
queried: in New York Monday (18) 
concerning a deal for the licensing. 
‘of Samuel ..Goldwyn’s: theatrical li- 
brary to television. He said in ref-- 

ae Jack,’ ” 

trib. deal with Columbia than ‘he 
would have” taken. before 
preem- date... 

In addition. to “Circle,” Petro- 
vic says he -has about 10 other 

with :Goldwyn' anent the latter's. 
pictures ‘to .tv “there's. absolutely. 
nothing. now” but indicated. the 
possibility” of a deal at some. later 
date.”: 
“Fox was. a key figure in the ar- 

fangement. whereby: RKO became 
the. first: big. studio’ to. unload ‘its 

buyers; At the moment, -he isn’t; 

on his own. but feels if ‘the first 
film generates enough. excitement, 
he’ll ave a somewhat more easy 
‘time: ‘with the others. © 

: in making money With his imports, 
.| Petrovic. also hopes that ‘the quality 

of American filmmakers in going 
to.. Yugoslavia to shoot. films. Un- 

.| fortunately, he’ notes,.: 
‘U.S. -producers ‘only think ‘of his 
country. as a sort. of. suburb of 
‘Rome, where you go. when you 
want a lot of horses cheap.. 

On the contrary, he says, Yugo- 
slavia (alone and ‘with other coun- 
tries) is. now turing out some of 

“Gene Michael’ TP Post 
Ei Paso, Sept. 19. 

tions by, William D:' Coates, prez. 
He will coordinate all publicity 

in ‘connection .with the newly 
formed company, ‘its: motion. pic- 
ture and television productions, 

-versial pix'.to be seen in Europe. 

In ‘addition fo the. aforemen- 
tioned titles, he cited “The En- 
closure,” “Yugoslav-French copro- 
duction, a. drama about ‘a concen- 
tration camp which excited .a good 
‘deal of- comment at this year’s 
Cannes -fest where it was. screened 
out-of. competition; “Kapo.” an 

"TIP, as well as the company’s pub-. 
lic’ relations: with’ elty, . state .and 
Federal. officials. : 
-Starting this month. the company 

-based| on the. El ‘Paso ‘and Juarez: 
(Mexico) - police departments and 
their. relationship with ‘state and 

The young "Yugostavy. film. indus- | 

repped on U.S. screens almost-ex-: 
clusively by extended battle and_ 

‘play here’ several examples of its} 

launching, Petrovic ‘has arranged | 

|seum of. Modern Art, from Oct. 15 |. 
3. Then, on the ho-| 

“Mr. Jim.” which won an acting | 

‘slay product. ‘Petrovic said It was ! 
extremely. important that the ini-j ly 21 days (instead of the long :that “Sunday” was not ‘obscene. 

| tialer, “Ninth Circle," go out under { fective 30 days‘ clearance over 

the most. auspicious of. circum. |: 

Petrovic ‘obviously is. hoping: too. 

{luck- that Michael Bromhead, Brit- 
ish Lion’s U.S. rep, had when he. 

contemplating any more openings ; which 

Although he is highly. interested | 

of the pix will spur the interest. 

too many. 

the most stimulating and contro-j 

Court Viewing ‘Never on Sunday’ 
‘Runaway’ Probe 
‘Washington, Sept. 19. 

Odds are against any early 
decision: by Rep. John H. Dent 
(D-Pa.) on whether to hold for- 
mal hearings on the runaway 
picture hassle, 

Dent has ordered a study by 
the Library of Congress into 

_ the problem after listening to 
varying views of Hollywood in- 
dustry ites and unionists earlier: 
this month. 

.. Atcording to a top staffer of 
“the House Labor Subcommit- 

. tee headed by Dent, the Con- 
gressman wants some informa- 
tion furnished by a neutral 
source, before making up his 
mind. “It was stressed, _also, 
that Dent will want to see how 
other members of his unit feel 
about formally airing the run- 
away. dispute. _ 

Dent is slated to leave on a 
two-week trip. to Europe to- 
morrow (Wed.), and is not ex- 
pected to make any decision 
until his return. He has been 
too tied up with the adjourn- 
ment rush since his return 
from the. Coast to give the 
matter much_attention. 

Reshuffle Buf 
Release Pattern 
To Fit Exhib Suit! 

Buffalo, Sept. 19. 
Picture release situation. in Buf- 

pation in any profits, buf more im-/falo area is undergoing drastic 
portantly, would have denied’ him |revision. currently. As a result of 

y. say-so.in the presentation of |a pending settlement in an anti-? 
trust suit involving all distribu-. 
ters and local first-run exhibitors, | 
protection for firstruns is now be-! 
ing shortened so as to grant the 
‘downtown ‘early exhibition houses | 

first sub-runs, which now include 
‘area drive-ins. 

In addition, at least one distrib- 
utor has presently decided to fur- 
ther revamp its release pattern 

there, i.e. Buena Vista. which. until 
recently las exhibited its features 

By SAM LUCCHESE 

Atlanta, Sept. 19. 

Georgia Supreme Court may de- 
cide to hold a private screening 
of Greek-made motion picture, 
“Never on Sunday,” starring Meti- 
na Mercouri, to help it decide lezal 
questions revolving around the 
“ha»opy prostitute” film. 

Chief Ivstice W. H. Duckworth 
indicated Wed. (13: this might be 
uvi.2 Guring oral argu:..encs 2 3 e 
Yieh cout on an appeal be C1: of 
Atlanta and its Library Board :cena- 
S“.a.1) Dody) from a ruling by Ful- 
to S-uyerior Court Judge Luther 
Alverson. 

tiorneys for city brought legal 
battle over picture, distributed by 
Lopert Pictures Corp.. to Supreme 
Court after Judge Alverson had 
siruck- down Atlanta’s censorship 
laws aS unconstitutional. He en- 
joincd censorship board (which had 
upheld decision of City ‘Censor 
Mrs. Chr’stine Smith Gilliam) fron 

-|interfering with Lopert’s efforts to 
show “Never on Sunday” in At- 
lanta theatres. 

In an argument that lasted an 
hour, enlivened by sharp and 
pointed questioning by members 
of high court, attorneys for Lovert 
and municipality disagreed widely 
on merits of feature and whether 
Atlenta could impose “prior re- 

“int” on showing of nicturrg 
found objectionable by the city's 
or v-woman censor, under the Li- 
brary Board. which” passes on ap- 
peals from her decisions. 

Attorney Robert F. Lyle, who 
argued most. of city’s case, told 
court the censorship board was of 
the opinion “Never on Sunday” is 
| obscene “as measured” and that 
| obscenity is not a “protected area” 
| under the Constitution of Georgia 
or the United States. 

Not ‘Obscene 
“But. Maurice Maloof, member of 

the firm of Herman, Abrams & 
Young, Atlanta legal firm, repre- 
.senting Lopert Pictures, contended 
ithat the city’s charter amendment 
‘providing for censorship violated 
‘the distributing company's due 
nrocess rights. He also contended 

iCensor originally objected to 
use of word “whore” in film and 
scene in hotel room: between Miss 
Mercouri and a sailor she had 
picked up in a downstairs bar.: 

Attorney Lyle told court that the 
real nature of the scenes and dia- 
logue considered obscene by cen- 

first run at the indie’s Basil’s Lafa-; sor and the Library Board did rot 
‘yetie. B.V. has. licensed” “Nikki"’ 
firstrun to four drive-ins and five 
‘hardtop subruns on a day-and-date 
basis. In fact, billboards previous- 
ly advertising “Nikki” as a “com- 
ing attraction” at the Lafayette 
have heen hastily changed to “See 

has broken the traditional firstrun 

At 

| Italo - Yugoslav coproduction 
Yugoslav films on hand looking for! (yialy’s Oscar contender this year’, 

‘also about a concentration camp, 
stars -Susan Strasberg; | 

“Thou Shalt Not Kill,” the Claude 
!Autant-Lara pic about conscien- 
tious objectors which raised such 
a stir among the French at this 
year’s Venice fest; and “Square 
of. Violence,” another war pic, ; 
Starring Broderick Crawford, and } 
Yugoslvia’s entry at Venice. 

Petrovic admitted that it ‘“ap- 
pears” 

1s! row through in written briefs on 
‘tho case. He told high court mem- 
hers that seeing the picture itself 
would make the points. 

Chief Justice Duckworth, though, 
declared he “would not be willing 
for this court to view it’ unless 

lowing. a great N.Y. .reception forjit at your favorite drive-in or}the trial judge had done so. When 
Bromhead -was able to! neighborhood theatre.” This is the 

.swing a mtich more fayorable dis-! first time any major distributor | selior Maloof that the film actually 
it was brought out later by Coun- 

had been entered in the court hear- 
the} release pattern on an important ing, although not viewed by Judge 

‘| feature. Alverson in the courtroom, Jusfice 
Duckworth said it might well be 
decided that the Supreme Court 
would review the film. 

Maloof stated, in effect, that 
Lopert Pictures did not contend 
a law against “obscene” movies is 
invalid, but that it does contend 
prior restraint of showing films is 
invalid. He said such laws allow 
the executive -branch of govern- 
ment to “prejudge.” 

Associate Justice Joseph D. Quil- 
lian startled Maloof when he asked 
him whether the leading feminine 
player in the film was not “a har- 

Yugoslavia puts an eX-|Jot"-and whether the entire picture 
tremely heavy emphasis on wat] didn’t revolve around her “plying 
themes, but suggested that this 
was principally because the war- 
themed pix were the ones most 
often exported, since war themes 
are international and lose less 
in transport than topically slanted 
comedies. and romances. 

However, he has high hopes for 
the profitable export of some re- 
cenfly completed pix which eschew 
war altogether. These include 
“Caroline of Rijeka,” a comedy 
with two British stars; “Dancing 
in The Rain,” a highly symbolic 
drama about a failing marriage, 
and “Love Has Vanished,” a bitter- 

her trade.” 
Maloof answered that the cen- 

tral figure was a “prostitute” but 
he contended the moyie was not 
confined solely to her activities. 

At another point, Associate Jus- 
tice T. Grady Head asked Maloof 
to tell “in one sentence, what does 
the title (of the picture) mean to 
you?” Maloof answered that “she 
doesn’t ply her trade on Sunday.” 

Constitutionality of Atlanta’s 
censorship law is the main point of 
contention before the Supreme 
Court since an 11-week run of 
“Never on Sunday” at Peachtree 

{sweet drama about a love affair. Art Theatre ended weeks ago. 
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dokumentary market 

A GREAT SUCCESS ATTRACTING WORLD ATTENTION 
Two annual meetings: the Spring. meeting In 

APRIL, to coincide with the Milan Trade Falr,- 
the world’s largest display of sample goods and 

products; an Autumn meeting in OCTOBER. 

MIFED is-an. internatianal- centre favoured by 
film dealers from many countries, Including 

‘thase of Asia and Africa. At the last meeting 
921 full tength, TV and documentary. films of 
cultural, scientifle, travel and publicity Interest. 
were viewed by buyers and renters coming 
from forty-three different countries and five 

continents: 7 

Producers, film executives and cinema circuit managers are cordially invited to 
attend the "Fourth Cine Meeting”, which will be held from 9 to 20 October 1 961 

Information from: MIFED 
Largo Domodossola 1 
Milano (italy) 2 
Telegrams: MIFED- Milano 

MIFED 
? 

Wednesday, September 20,1961 - 
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“This Is Cinerama,”: first. of: the. 
five travelogues produced ‘in triple- |. 

-, screen. ,weress,. has. grossed : $40,- |. 
000,000 in: less. than - 60 theatres,’ 
-Cinerama prexy: Nicholas’ Reisini |" 
‘tated diter returning to'U.S. from 
Paris after. debut .of Ttinerama. in 
Monte-Jolie in. the Loire Valley. 

With Itinerama, 

900,000. -This- is anticipated: for 
MGM-C ‘inerama “How. the West 
“Was Won" which ‘won't be ready: 
‘until next May or June.: 

Three Itinerama caravans. : “will 
tour France. Others are slated for | 
Germany, Great Britain, Belgium, 

the. Netherlands, Scandinavia, 
Spain and “perhaps: ‘Yugoslavia. 

It {s estimated three. French | 
_-Mobile ‘Cincrama units can gross 
‘approximately 

 gountry” annually. Total European . 
’ audience: for Itinerama, when or- 
Sanized, according. to. Reisini, : ‘is |. 
‘targeted at between. 20, 000, 000. to 
30, 600, 000 people: yearly. 

- Depending on. population, tour [0 
ing shows will remain two or three 

i gays in each city or -town beyand |. 
50-.mile clearance zone of fer-: 

‘'Manent’ Cinerama theatres., Itine- ; 
_ rama visits will be limited to. once. 
‘or twiee. a year, per. location, . 

Rls Vs. Army. 7 
-. —— Continued: ‘from ‘Page 1 — 

oh ‘the Northern “Area | ‘Command in‘ 
_. Frankfurt: 
“committee tries “to get: our money's 
worth ‘and -decent: shows.” 
A’ member. ‘of: the. auditioning 

board. Chaplain (Lt. Col.) “A. HL. : 
Marsh, added, “First we try to- -get- 
our. money's worth in the . shows. 
and secondly. they. should . -be in. 
good taste.” 

The chaplain ‘said. his group has - 
refused ‘on'y one. act, that of an 
Indian magician who. mistreated a. 

oa member of the: audience. SO that. 
he bled. 

prexy «adds, |. 
financial. return.‘on ‘single Cine-.| 
Tama pic’ can ‘hit well ‘over $100,-- 

$7,500,000°.in that | 

said ‘the - auditioning. 

Winners at Edinburgh 
Edinburgh, Sept. 19: 

Three. films from the: U.S. A., 
the Paramount feature “The 
Pleasure of His Company,” 
plus two shorts, “The Shoes,” 
and ‘“‘Robert "Frost, ”"” were 
‘awarded Diplomas of Merit 

_ by the. Edinburgn: Film. Festi- 
val’ selection committee. : 

“Others: of the 15 award- 
winners. were “A Clear Sky”. 
(Russia), “Hand in Hand” 
(U.K.), “The House” (Nether- 
Jands), “Innecent- Sorcerers” 
(Poland), “The Knife” (Neth- - 
-erlands),.”.“Love on the 

- Gallows’! . (West Germany), 
‘“Morning.: on ‘the Lievre” 

(Canada), “A Place. in the 
' Sun” (Czechostoyakia), “A 
' Ship Is Born” (Poland), “Sou. 
vénirs from. Sweden), “Termi- 

... Mus" (Britain), and “"Volcario”™ 
-. (France +, 

| mitted from all over-the world. ° 
“Of these, 135. were publicly ; 
screened in Festival cinemas. ° 

San. Francisco Festival. 
- Getting Hollywood Help’ 

Irving Levin, ‘founder -and head 
of the annual. San. Francisco. film }- 

is. ‘confident that. :major | 
' Hollywood company: suppofrt,. lack-. 

. ving: previously, will be forthcoming | 
a!at this year’s. affair;- set. ‘to run. 
from. Nov. 

“Levin. ‘reports that at least one. ; 
|major company - pic will. probably . 

festival, . 

1 through ‘14. 

“bé in the. competition, but declined 
to -name. the film until the final 
choices are. made: ‘by. the . fest’s 
official selection committee; There 
_will-be 20 films in the official com-- 
i petition, witha number also’ being 
‘Shown. outside of the comp. - 

* ‘The three-man jury ‘will be com: : 
“posed - of. director . Joseph. . Von 
. Siernberg, 
‘Cue. ‘Arthur: Mayer. and | Indian 
idirector - “Taphan :. Sina. - 
planed. back to the éoast from. New 7 
.ork - over the weekend. 

This Time, Thinks Levin 

vet distrib- exhib-pro-' 

__ Levin these ‘questions at the Pentagon: 

TE these: shows: “were. aimed at! 
the soldiers’ alone we would .audi-| 

‘tion: a. little ‘differently,’ * the chap- |. 
Iain: stated. “But we have to tone | 
‘some things. down ‘for. the “wives | 
and children.’ " 
A recreation assistant. at North- 

‘ern ‘Area’ Command did confirm 
that. theve are fewer. name. acts: 
‘playing the military clubs" since 
tthe auditioning’ system “started, 
“ginee the: better-known. performers 
Tefuse: to. ‘do the: free audition. 

‘Lowe’ Vs. the ‘Army 
-' Paris, Sept. 19, 

Skip E Lowe, ‘U...S:. comic, is 
‘another. act angered at the U.S. 
Army tactics in regard to Yank 
acts that: hit: the: military ‘circuits. 
in Germany and mainty. in: Mann- 
‘heim.. ‘He told off.an' army group. 

_ there recenfly whén he found they 
‘were’ making: him .audition after 
-coming all the way.from America.. 

Lowe. was. booked ‘via a British 
“agency. ‘When he went.on in Mann-. 
heim he suddenly found it was a 

* tryout with sergeants from various 
‘posts sizing -him. up for further: 
dates.. He then told them. off 
" * Lowe 
“gentle © but ©. sophisticated’ 

with all and needs a mixed crowd 
: for: best results. He did not think: 

a@ group of sergeants were the best 
judges..‘He finally finished -his stint 
working Air Corps hases.. ..- 

_ Lowe says: that ‘many. -vauders do 
not come. from the U. S.. dite’ to 
‘this system. and there “ts: also a 
teridency to book British. and Ger-' 
man acts.. This could be more of a 
spot-for Yank acts, he thinks,. and | - 
‘the. doing -away with an army -ra!- |-* 
“ing system ‘of professional “ntin-| _ 
‘bers. plus more invites.of Stateside |‘ 
entries, . could ‘settle things ‘and 
ease up. on the many miffed: Yank 
‘acts that have rim into these prob- 
lems in Germany of late: 
Lowe is playing in Darryl Zan 

uck’s “The Longest Day” (20th) 
and. doinz French: dates in- U. S. 
Army’ spots. ve 

Gene Tunick’ S. N ew ; Berth | 
“Gene Tunick, United Artists east- | 

ern. district manager, has’ been 
- named. eastern and Canadian divi. 
-sion :manager to succeed Milton. E. 
Cohen, named last week to head! 
sup WA's ‘new. roadshow sales" de-| 
partment... . 

Tunick joined UA. in’ 1954" ‘as: 
Philadelphia, branth manager, : 

points out that his. type of. 
insult ; 

comedy is not likely to -go. over 

I stepping up’ along the exhibition 

front: Besides the. Ed Hyman & 

Ca. -continuing. effort; Stanley. War- 

‘ner circuit is: mapping extensive. 

moves ‘to ‘dispel - ‘the boxoffice 

Charles Smakwitz. 

‘keyed. té grass - roots point-of-sale 
techniques. Exec also” indicates 

‘product. promotion; 

First meeting was last wéek, 
with more to come. It’s also plan- 

personally. | -once-oyer . theatres to 

house: managers. 

Gilbreth Adds Another 
Chicago, Sept. 19. 

‘based art film distributors. 
Teitel is. midwest rep for: ‘Union|. ™ 

Films, Kingsley ‘International, As- 

tor’ Films. and Times Film: Corp., I}. 

among others. 

“Cicero Strippers 

Judge White disqualified -himself 

+; from . hearing charges against ‘29 

| women and four. men arrested the}! 

same night at the Frolics: across 
the ‘street. _ a 

| ' Bigeest: beneficiary of | Cicero’s 

“relaxed. attitude toward the “skin 

‘shows are ‘the Chi. ‘cab . drivers, 

sev eral of «whont park. outside the 
‘tamer. joints in- the .city and, wait. 

| for the:. conventioneers -to -come 

‘gut, then”.promise them ‘ 

Athe $3. cab ride owt to Cicero. 

and admonished in. Berlin 

ennui and. assure robust October- 

; December turnouts. 

_| SW zone: matiager. (New York. 
. |New Jersey): 

for one, has arrayed his exec team: 
for a series of “how. to” parleys, | 

he: wants plenty of care paid- to 
sound, projection and maintenance {| 
.(eustomer comfort). din addition. to| nepartment : to. ceploy personnel | 

for such activities and, if so. where } 

ned- to have . departmental - cheads: 

heeck'-on the acide by 

operate. in these programs? 

J ack: Gilbreth, formerly with the. 

‘sales _ department of Paramount | _ 

‘here, has’ joined. Teite] Films, Chi- 

Continued . from page: 1 — — i 

Ja vexing one.. 

‘real. at- 

tion” if the customers went to take. 

| Republicans Successfully 
- Launch Insecurity Among. 
Po Military Commands}. 

‘. ‘Washington, Sept. 19. 
U. S. military commands through- 

out. the world are reviewing any 
.{and all commitments to. cooperate |. 
‘with motion ‘picture and radio-tv | 

.| producers. 
The action was revealed by Ar- 

| thur Sylvester, Assistant Defense 
Secretary for Public Affairs. in the 

‘wake of the Jack Paar. cold war: 
: flurry in. Berlin. 

‘1nere appeared good grounds for 
“| believing. the review is the har- 
|binger’ of a possible temporary 
‘freeze.on use of GI's and -miliiary 
hardware for motion picture or tv 
productions.. 

It was stressed that. the dispatch 
_ J requesting the re Gos not been 

. _|sent'as result of a GOP deman 
dn all, 221. Alms. were sub- “lfor an: explanation of: the Army's. 

.-| reported deployment of troops, for 
Darryl: Zanuck’s 
-production 

‘|The Pentagon had taken. the ac- 
(see separate. story). 

tion several days before receipt of 
‘{4he letter-by Rep. Bob Wilson (R- 

| Calif,}, Chairman of the National 
Republican . Campaign Committee, 
it was . learned. 

_ “Zanuck 
— Continued from. page T 

ing no interference with training, 
ete. or extra cost to the taxpayers 
was involved... 
Under routine procedure,. after: 

the general cooperation greenlight 
from, ‘Washington, Norstad. has re- 
sponsibility to‘ lend a hand to the 
motion picture producer as he Sees: 
fit—providing it’s | within regula- 
tions. . 

No. reply wilt ‘be given Wilson 
until Norstad. furnishes. the facts 
.on. the alleged. Zanuck. maneuvers, 
the Pentagon saijd. 

- Loaded For Embarrassment 
In’ his missive, Wilson hurled 

“Was the motie filmed in France 
|approved by the Department? Who 

‘STANLEY WARNER - CHAIN| ‘from that in Berlin. involving a w 

IN BIZ-BUILDING DRIVE |""77"2 
The biz-building “momentum | is: 

approved it? On what’ grounds? 
“How does this project differ 

“If. a colonel and: subordinate 
officers were removed and admon- 
ished. for their: role in -the. Berlin 
enisode, is there now a plan pro- 
viding for those involved. with the 
French episode? 

“Did not the ‘officers : removed 
have 

Teasonable cause to use the French 
episode. as a precedent. for their ac- 

_| titans 
What has been the cost to date | 

for movement of troops to the 
French beaches for: this filming 
exercise? . 
“Were the troops ‘dn France paid’ 

‘extra’ wages by the. movie com- 
pany that used. them in. filming 
scenes?. 
“Ig: tt a. normal function of the 

else have they been ‘deployed, OT 
will they be. deployed for similar 
activities? 
“Are the public information ‘offi- 

cers of the respective. services en-. 
couraged to participate and co- 

[will be very much appreciated,” 
Rep. Wilson added. 

Booze Blurbs 
<== Continued ‘from ‘page 2 jaa 

years Congress has held 13 hear- 
ings piling up 3,229 pages. of testi- 
mony.on. bills legalizing alcoholic:| 

J commercials, both the distilled and |. 
fermented - varieties, “Although ali 

‘died in committee, there were 
_{three which were deféated by very 
{narrow margins, Stone recounted. 

- In another speech to the Michi- 
gan group, Edward H.- Bronson, di- 
rector. of NAB’s Television Code, 
‘reported .the. TV Code Board .had 
made‘a “good beginning” in ‘curb- 
ing: program interruptions by com- 
mercials, but the problem is Still 

He also. warned 
telecasters to. beware of over-ripe 
post-’48. feature films. (see. sep- 
arate story in sy: ndication section). 
Length of commercials. appar- 

ently. isn’t the publie’s:main gripe. 
‘Bronson ‘said: 

Code headquarters . ... that inter- 
ution. of program and frequency 
oe” ‘ntef-uptiors are. what irritates 

ithe ‘public most,” - 

“Longest Day”: 

Japan's Pic Exports On the Rise 
But Increase Is Short of Quota 

Rothman Party 0’Seas 
Mo Rothman, exec v.p. of Co- 

‘lumbia International, and a trio of 
domestic. department execs will 
leave New York Friday (22) for 
London and Rome, mission- betng ! 
to look at and talk about new: 
product. Joining Rothman are 
Rube Jackter, domestic sales chief; ; 
Jonas Rosenfield Jr., ad-pub v.p., 
and Robert ‘Ferguson, ad-pub di-; 
rector. 

Following two weeks in Europe, 
Rothman will return to Gotham for ' 
a week.. Then off on his annual j 
visit to the Far East. - 

Getting to Be Habit 
Is Obscenity Charge 

Against Dayton House 
Dayton, 0., Sept. 19. - 

“Obscenity” ‘charges were file 

against the Far Hills theatre in 

| suburban Oakwood twice within 

five days, making the third time 

that Edward M. Eads, manager, ? 
has been named on: such charges. | 
He was cited early this year ree. | 
“Sins of Youth,” which is unad-|. 
judicated. Then on Sept. 6, on an 
affidavit signed by nine Oakwood }j, 
residents, Police Chief Leon M. 
Lynch _-confiscated the film “The 
Immoral Teas,” during its: 
final showing. Citizens had com- 
plained that the film showed bare 
bosoms. . 

‘Oakwood police were back again 
Sept. 10, when they. confiscated 
two’ films, “Twilight Girls” and: 
the “Fast Set,” again on citizen 
affidavits claiming obscenity. Some 
.50 patrons got their money back. 

Manager Eads put up $1,000 
court appearance bond on each of 
‘the films. He had’ posted $500 
bond on “The Immoral Mr. Teas”’ 

Tokyo, Sept. 12. 
Japan’s exports for first six 

months of year disappointed by 
earning $1,594,244, despite figure 
being $140,207 higher than earn- 
ings for corresponding period of 
Jast annum. Export target for 1961 
jhad been set at $4.5 million, a boost 
‘of 40°% of last year’s foreign in- 
‘come. 

Figures compiled by Japan Mo- 
tion Picture Producers’ Assn. 
| Biren’ show $947,602 of total hav- 

ing been earned from outright 
Sales, $326,704 from percentage 
deals and $319,958 from print 

“sales. 
Prints gxported during period 

totaled 1,355—170 less than first 
six months of last year—to 41 coun- 
tries as compared with 38...The 
U.S. and Okinawa, largest’ im- 
porters of Nipponese product, pur- 
chased about the same nufnber of 
prints as Jan.-June of 1960, but 
with receipts taking a slight dip, 

Hopeful aspect is that U.S. pur- 
chases show increased number of 

| percentage deals: 

—————— 

2 L.A. Gouneilman 
| wana Continued from page 3 — 

might serve the purpose of outlaw- 
ing these pix.: 

Call Mayor a Dictator 
Fort Wayne, Ind., Sept. 19/ 

A special judge will be selected 
!by both sides in the base of Lit- 
tle Art Theatre Inc., which is seek- 
ing to prevent the City of Fort 
‘Wayne from suspending its thea- 
tre license, on the grounds that the 
licensing ordinante is unconstitu- 
tional. since it has no provision for 
appeal. The theatre also charges 
that Mayor Paul M. Burns. who 
sought to revoke its license, has 
made.un his mind on the questions 
involved. 
Mayor first became irked at the 

theatre wher the nudist film, 
». “Hideout in the Sun,” was shown, 

and a like amount for “Sins of |He ordered the cinema to desist, 
Youth." Hearings are scheduled! under threat of license revocation, 
before Oakwood Municinal Judge | but was imnored. He then set a ° 
‘Frederick Howell Sept. 22 on the i date to hola a hearing on the license 

1 Barrett, 

'“We can tell. from}. 
the. audience mail received at’ 

‘eases. Fifteen residents signed 
affidavits against “Twilight Girls” 
and six against “Fast Set.” 

UNITED ARTISTS BUSY 
WITH REGIONAL MEETS: 
Following gn the heels of its 

two-day regional sales meet in Los 
Angeles last. week, United Artists 
execs: will hold three more within 
the next two weeks. These include 
{New York, next Friday (22) and, 
Saturday (23); Chicago. 29-30, ‘and 
Atlanta, Oct. 6 7, 

Principal item. of business fs the 
‘outlining of the company’s release 
program for the balance of this 
year and all of 1962. 

In addition to exec veep Arnold 
| Picker, N.Y., execs on hand for the 
iL. A. sessions included Max Young- 
stein, veep; James R. Velde, veep 

.Jin.charge of domestic sales; "David 
V. Picker, exec assistant to prexy 
Arthur B.. Krim; Eugene Picker, 
veep; Al Fitter, western sales man- 
‘lager; Milton Cohen, eastern and 
Canadian division manager; Fre 

|Goldberg, exec director of ad-pub 
and exploitation, and J. K. Chap- 
man, branch operations head. 

Sandburg ‘Back to N.C. 
But Contirues on ‘Story’ 

Hollywood, Sept. 19. 

After 13 months as creative con- 
sultant on “The Greatest Storv 
Ever Told,” Carl Sandburg left 
‘over the weekend for his farm at? 
Flat Rock, N.C.’ Considerable re- 
search .material he was working 
with, including first draft of the 
seript by Ivan Moffat and James 

is being shipped ‘to his; 
homestead “where I will continue i 
to work: on the picture until’: 
George Stevens tells-me to stop.” 

Sandburg stated before depart- 
ing that his contract ran until pic- 
ture was completed. Pact provides 

am paid in fuil.” 

He said there was considerable 
work to be done on the script be- - 
fore it could be considered firal. 
As far as he was concerned he 
will cont’nne it, 
speak for other two writers. 

ml a 

for “better than $150,000 and Ii 

het eguid not: 

revocation charging the theatre and 
violated a city ordinance banning 
“indecent, immoral, lewd or scan= 
dalous plays or other representa~ 
tion. exhibitions,” To forestall the 
hearing. Gerald Allen, manager of 
the house for Leroy Griffith then 

; filed an injunction suit, on charges 
that: the licensing bill was uncon- 
stitutional. 

An Echo in Ohio 
Columbus, O., Sept. 19. 

Councilwoman Golda May Ed- 
!monston, who is sponsoring an or- 
dinance to establish censorship in 
the city of Columbus, is expected 
te introduce her bill this week, 
having deferred such a proposal 
since last spring, because of the 
possibility that an Ohio state cen- 
sorship bill would be enacted. Un- 
der her proposal, a 15-member 
board would be appointed by the 
mayor to view all films except 
newsreels and trailers. 

Such films could be viewed by 
any five.-members, with approval 
granted by a majority of the five. 
If there is a disagreement among 
the five, the film would be seen by 
the entire board, which would have 
power to ban it in its entirety, or 
order scene or dialog cuts. Exhibi- 
tors who show uncensored films 

‘|{(Ohio’s law, after 40 years being 
declared unconstitutional) would 
be liable to up to $500 in fines and 

:six months in prison. A license 
fee of $3 for films up to 1,000 feet 
would be enacted, with a fee of $3 
for each additional 1,000 feet or 
fraction thereof. 

‘Sound of Musie’ 
quae Continveg from page 1 m_ 

ilahoma.' On the Columbia end, 
ithe diskery now has three orizinal 
Broadway cest packages that hive 
topped 1.009,00) They are the 
runaway “My Fair Lady.” w.tin 
3.000.000-pius, “South Pacific” and 
the newly added “Sound of Music.” 

Col celebrated the “Sound of 
Music” entry into the 1.000.909 
fold with a lunc?eon at N. Y¥.'s 
Twenty-One Club yesterday 

itTues.). Guests of honor were 
t Richard Rod-e-s, Mrs. Oscar Ham- 
wersts'9 and “ary Martin, who 
stars in the tuner. 



Weduesday; September 20, 1961 

It is easy to make with the merry quips about the delicates- 
sen in the lobby, or the prolonged intermissions at drive-ins, 
‘the better to fortify the inner man before he gets his. spiritual 
sustenance on.the giant, hurricane-proof screen. “Tonight at 
Sundown — Marilyn Monroe, Door Prizes and Delicious Cheese- 
burgers. Try Our New Chef.” 

To remind the film producer of the radically-altered con- 
ditions in American exhibition, in the present exploding era 
of more suburbs—more automobiles and more kids—is directly 
to challenge his oneupmanship. 

Today's film producer. neglects the promotion of his own 
product at its, and his, peril. If-he adbicates to popcorn, if he 
remains supine or unimaginative in selling his wares (and him- 

~ self), by what mystique of fallacious logic does he suppose that 
he will either thrive or survive? 

The make-weight for the picture and the producer is just 
where it has been for well nigh onto 50 years — with the pre- 
selling campaign in the tradepaper and to the trade audience. 

Express confidence in what you're offering the trade by 
telling the trade in, of course 
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Picture Crosses 

Doctors’ Tall 56, |, 
ttAstor (13th ‘wk).- The. 12th -week } 

- Balto; ‘Ada’ 66 
“Baltimore, Sept.. 19. 

Sudden: ‘cool weather put a: chill 
‘on the ‘boxoffice. New films include. 
“Young Doctors,” 

and. “The Adulteress,” so-so at the 
Aurora. “Fanny” is up in: ninth 

. week .at- the ‘Chatles: “Guns of 
. Navarone” Jooks: good ‘in 10th and]. 
‘final week . at the Hippodrome ‘and |... 

holding 
week’ cat ‘the 

“Come 
nicely . 
Stanton. 

‘Estimates for. This. Week 

Aurora. -(kappaport) - A367; 
‘$1. 50)—‘*Adulteress” Indie)... 
$1,500. Last week, 

September” 
in: fourth 

Slow |: 

(Times? (reissue), ° - $2,000. | | 

‘Charles _ (Fruchtman) (500; 90-. 
‘$1 .50)-—“‘Fanny” (WB) (9th wk).. 

Okay: "$3,500.. Last week, $4, 000. 

Cinema ‘(Schwaber) (460: ° 90- 
-$1.50)-—“Truth’’” (Kings) (8th wk). 
Down. to $1,400. Last week, $1,500. 

. Hippodrome -(Rappaport) (2,300: 
90-$1.50'—"“‘Guns._. of . - Navarone” 
(Col): (10th wk), Good $6,000. Last 
week, ‘$6,500: 

Little (Rappaport): (300: 90-$1, 50) 
—"La ‘Dolce Vita”. (Astor) (3 wk). 

_ Pleasing. $2,300. Last week, $2, 500: 2 

(750; 90- 
“TWA). 

- Mayfair (Fruchtman) 
$1 500—"“Young | - Doctors” 
Warm $5,000. Last. week, “St. Fran- 
cis of Assisi” (20th) (3d wk), -$4; 000: 

._New (Fruchtman) 41,600; 90-$1. 50) |" 
-—'Claudelle Inglish” (WB) (2d wk). 
‘Slow $4,000. Last’ week, $5 500, 
Playhouse (Schwaber) (355: 90- 

gi 50)—"“Never on Sunday”. (Lope) 
(44th wk. Down to $2; 000.. Last. 

“Week, : - $2,500: 
Rex. (Freedman. (500; “$1, 50)— 

" &geventh | “Seal”: (Janus) . (Qa wk). 
.Good- $1,800.. Last week, $3. 000. 

_ Stanton (Fruchtman) (2, 800;:. -90- 
$1. 501—“Come. September”:: (U)| 
(4th. wk), -Warm. $6. 000. Last week, 
$7,000. 
a Town (Rappaport) (4, 125;" “90- 
$1. 50) .(M-G).. Good™: $6, 000.. Last} 
‘week,. “Honeymoon. Machine” 
(M-G) (2d wk), 56, 000. 

‘Command’ Quiet $10. 000 
dn Spotty Philly: Doctors’ 
~ Healthy 206, nglish’. 96 

‘Philadelphia, ‘Sept. 19.: 
Biz is: spotty, ‘although bolstered : 

‘hy several. new entries. “Armored 
Command” is mild at the Goldman. 

“Young Doctors” is-healthy at. the 
Stanley, “Scream of Fear’’ is meek 
at the’ Stanton and “Claudelle Ing- 
lish” isthin at the Viking. 

Estimates for This: Week . 
Arcadia (S&S) (536; 99-$1.80)— 

“Come September”...(U) (4th. wki.- 
Breezy $16. 000. Last week, $18,000. 

- Boyd: (SW) (1,536; - 
“ya Dolce Vita’. (Astor) (9th wk). | 
Dragging at $6; 800. ‘Last week, : 
$7,800 

‘Fox (Milgram) (2 400; 99:$1. 80)— 
“Guns: of Navarone” (Col) (10th. 

‘Loud $15, 000. Last week, . 

#8, 000. 
-Goldman (Goldman) (1, 200; 99- 

$1. 80) —“Armored Command” (AA). 
__ Quiet $10,000. ‘Last week, ‘King ‘of 
the Roaring ’20; "(2d ‘wh),. '$9,000.. 

' Midtewn (G*idman) -(1,200;. 99- 
$1. 80)—"“Spartacus” (U) -(6th - wk). 
Okay $8,000. Last week, $9,000... 

Randolph (Goldman) (2,200;. 99- . 
$1.80)—“‘Ada” (MG) (4th wk): 
0-so $9,000." Last week,..$10;500. 
Stanley (SW). (2,500; 99-81. 80)— 

“Young Doctors” (UA). Sharp $20,- 
000. Last wéek, “Honeymoon Ma- . 

.¢hine” (M-G) (4th-wk), $10,000. | 
‘Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.80)—~- 

“Screem of Fear” (Col). Thin $9,- 
$00. Last « week, ' “Marines, Let's | 
“Go” (20th) (24 wk), $6,500. 

Studio (Goldberg: (489; 99-$1. 80} 
s—Primitive Paradise’’. (Indie) and 
“Girl in Bikini” (Kings). Solid $4,- 
800. . Last week, ‘Naked- 
Wicked” (Indie) and “Fever. “Heat” 
‘(ndie), : $6,000... 

—‘Cold Wind in August”: (Indie). 
‘Warm $10,000. Last .week, “Tunes 
of Glory” (8th “wk), $3,000. . -- 
Viking (Sley) :(1,000;, 99-$1.80)— 
“#Claudette Inglish" (WB). Poor |— 

9,000.. Last. week, “Naked Edge” 
UA) (8th wk),. $4, 000. 
World - (R&B-Pathe) . 

$1.80)—“‘Secrets of Women” (Jan-- 
us): (3d. wk). Oke $3, 500. Last. week, 

> ° 

doing. fair: ‘at the: 
Mayfair; “Ada, " okay at the ‘Town. 

“Naked Night”: 

$2-$2.75)— | 

and |. 

(483; 99." 

BROADWAY. 
“(Continued from. page. 9) 

ended. Monday (18) at close to. $8,- 
000;. thus © ‘continuing previous 
week's pace. This one is well. | 

Carnegie ‘Hall Cinema (F&A) 
(300; . $1.25-$1.801-—“Ninth Circle’”’ 
(Indie). House is not much larger 
than a breadbox, consequently the- 
estimated $6,700. for. first .week, 
ending. today, of “Circle” means’ 
good income. “Apu. Trilogy” ‘which 
preceded. slipped. to $2, 200 dn. 10th 
and final. 

: Fifth Ave. ‘Cinema (R&B) (250; 
$1.25-$1,80)—“‘Seerets -of. Woman” 
(Janus) (11th wk). ‘This one’s about‘ 
had its $3,500. for current . frame. ] 
“Macario”’ .. {Indie} . comes in ext. 

_ | Wednesday (27). 
90-7. ‘Normandie (R-L)- (592: °$1.25-. 

$1, 80: —.“Girl With. the Suitcase” 
AEs. First- week of Italian import |. 

‘| clocked at. $14,300, a house. record 
for a.foreign film. Looks like indie’ 
distributor Jack Ellis has a winner. 

Little . Carnegie (L... Carnegie) 
($20; -$1:25-$21) — “Purple Noon” 
(Times) (3d wk... Third’ week ends 
‘today: iw edi. “with close. to $20, 000. 
Smash.- | -:- 

Guild: (Guilds (450; $1-$1. 785 —_ 
“Sand: Castles” (DeRochemont): (6th 
wk». Fifth week ended Monday. (18). 
close’ to fairish $7,000. “Question 
7” (DeRochemont) 
8. . 

follows. Sept: 

Wk).. 
(Thurs.) with fine $10,500. A run 
for the moniey. 

: Paris .. (Pathe: Cinema) (568: 90- 
“} $1. 80) — “Truth”. (Kingsley? ‘(3th |: 
'wkr, The 12th week ended- ‘Sunday 
(171 with, $9,000, same as previous 
Stanza, ‘and everybody's” 

happy. — 
‘Pix: (Bernard, Brandt) (819; 99- 

$2)—"Girt “With a Suitease” (El- 
lis). A mighty: $11,500 for the first 

house. 
Mandie. : 

(18) with. $13, 000, after $15,000 the 

‘Lletup in: excellent run. 

der). (370; $1. 50-$2)— 
-(Lopert) | (7th ‘wk).. 
ended . Sunday’ (170 around - $4,000, 

‘previous. 

“Two Women” (Embassy) . 
wk). The 19th week ended ‘Sunday 
(17), close to $11,000, up a little 
from previous . stanza. . 
(Kingsley) comes in: Saturday. 

Trans-Lux..52d_ St. (T-L) . (540; 
$1-$1.50\—"Great Wac” 
(4th wk. Third week ended ‘yes- 

getting the — boot. 
-Aingsley): comes in’ Saturday. . 

Trans-Lux 85th St. (T-L) (550; 
$1.25-$2'—-“Young Doctors” (UA) 
(4th wk), Fourth ‘week ends today 

after $9,500 in ‘the. third. 
tors” healthy... — 

— “Lust for the Sun” (FAW). (12th 
“week). Current «week ending . to- 

$8,500,:same.as the 11th. frame, for 
continuy 

GTON 
“(Continued from. page: 9) 

“Marings, _Let’s Go”. (20th): -Okay 

" Playhouse. ‘(T-L) (459; $1. 49-$2) 
—"Guns of: Navarone” (Col) (10th 
wk). 
-$6,700. 

Plaza (TL) (278: ‘$1-$1. 80). — 

rid. $9,000. Last week, 
“(Kings) (10th wk), $2, 200. 

‘Town: (King) (800; $1. 25-$2) — 
“Dolce Vita’: (Astor) - (llth wk). 

“Truth” 

Trans-Lux “(T-L) (600: $1. 49-$2) 
—"Guns -of. ‘Navarone” (Col) (10th 
wk). Sock $12, 500. ° 

| $12,800. 
Uptown (sw) a 300: $1:25-$1, 15) 

- “Fanny” (WB). ‘(subrun). Okay 
$8, 500. Last week, 
(subrun) (1ith wk), $5,000. 

“Come September” (U). Tall $20,- 
000: Last week, “Fanny” (WB) (9th. 
wk), $10,000. — 

1 ance. | 

(8th. wk). 

‘(rei§Ssue) (15th wk). 
‘500. Last week, $8,500. 

(20th) opens. tomorrow (20). 

(1,000; $1-$1.25)— - 

mand” (AA), $7,500. | 
Mann. (Mann) (1,100; $1-$1.25)— 

000° for 11 day stay, helped by. 
‘$1.50 admish weekends. Last week, 
|“Big Gamble” (20th), $5,000.. 

"Murray Hill (R&Bi (565; 95-$1. 80) 1 
—“Guns of Navarone”- (Cobb (13th. 

‘Current week ends tomorrow 

rLet’s Go” (20th) Fri. 
‘chapter looks like steady $7,000. 

$1,25-$2) — “Spartacus” 

Still. 

“Guns ‘of Navarone”’ 

week. Best in. long - time. for: this” 
‘Day-dating at . ‘the _ Nor~, 

Plaza (Lopert) (525: $1. 50:$2).—- 
“Never on: Sunday” (Lopert) -(49th |. 
wk)... The-48th week ended Monday: 

| week previous. No sign of serious 

| (AD d- wk), same. 
68th St. Playhouse. (Léo Brech- : 

“The Joker" |. 
- Sixth “week. Bowing 

‘fair enough, after $5, 800: the. week . 

Sutton (R&B) (561; 95-$1. g0)— 
(20th | 

Holding: kegler’ sites to its tenpin chain. 

(Lopert) 

terday (Tues.). with low $3,800 and.|. 
“The — Risk” | 

with :all- right. ‘$8,000 - indicated | 
“Doc- 

~ World (Perfecto), (890: 90°$1. 80) 

-contrast: to the blistering. heat of 
.morrow -(Thurs.). ought to reach 

Profitable. engageinent. | translate itself into better business 

$10,500. Last week, “P it”. (AD Gd again is demonstrating its prowess 

“Guns of Navarone” 

Nifty 86, 500.. Last week, » | sweepstakes. Taking third spot is 

“Cold Wind in “August” (UA). Tor- 

_ Robust. $7,000. “Last. week, $9,000.. 
Trans-Lux. (T-L) (500; 99-$1. 80). ; 

Last _ week, | 

on Sunday” (UA), which wound up 
--|in’ same spot. last week. Close on 

Warner (SW) 1, 440; $1-$1. 49)— 

“Spartacus” 

"G). 
L(M-G). A newcomer, latter is sock ' 

| . Grid Game Ups Mpls; 
_ ‘Fear’ Modest $8,000, 

‘Roaring ’20s’ Fat 86 | 
Minneapolis, ‘Sept. 19. 

_ Exhibs were helped . this round = 

by the Minnesota Vikings grid | 

opener: which drew 32,000 attend- 

Mainsfem again has two fresh en- 
tries. Of the pair “Scream of} 
‘Fear,’ booked for. just 11.days at 
Mann, is. Only fair while “King of ; 
Roaring 20's” is robust at Lyric. 

. Estimates for This Week 

- Academy (Mann) (947; $1.75- 
$2.65)—“La Dolce Vita” (Astor) 

. ‘Okay ‘$7,000. Last. week, 
$7,500. 

Century (Cinerama, Inc.) (1,150; 
$1.75-$2.65)—“Windjammer” (NT) 

Pleasant $8,- 

Gopher . (Berger) (1,000; $1-$1.25) 
—"Nikki, Wild Dog of North” (BV) 
(6th wk). Concluding pleasant run 
with satisfactory. $3,000. Last 
week, $3,500. . “Francis of - Assisi” 

“Lyric. (Par) 
“King of Roaring 20s” f(AA), | Fat 
$8,000. Last week, “Armored Com- 

“Scream: of Fear” (Col). Fair $8,- 

Orpheum . (Mann) (2,800: $1.25- 
$1. 50!—-‘‘Come ‘September’ (U) 
(6th, wk). Makes way for’ “Marines, 

(22). Final 

Last week, -$8,000. 

- Louis Park (Field). a 000; 
‘U) (@d 

Solid $5, 300. Last. 

St. 

run) (7th wk). 
week, $5,000. :. 

State (Par) (2,200; $1. 25-$1.50)—. 
{Col} (7th 

wk). Wow $13,000. ‘Last week, 
‘$12, 000.: 

Suburban. World (Mann) (800; 
$1.251—* ‘Romanoff and Juliet” (U). 
(8th wk). Oke $2,000. Last week, 
$2. 500. : 

‘Uptown (Field) (1,000; :.$1.25)— 
“House of Fright” (AI). and “Black. 
Pit of Dr. M” (AI), Brisk $4,000. 
Last’ week, “Pit and” Pendulum” 

World (Mann) © (400; 85-$1 50)— 
ruth” (Kings? (5th wk). 
gut with trim 1 $4, 000. Last 

week, same. 

‘The: 

Drive-In Circuit Bowls Along 
‘Boston, Sept. 19. 

General ‘Drive-in. circuit, diver- 
sified. via restaurant. and. bowling 
operations, has added three new 

stport 
ewis- 

_New alley setups are in W 
and Gloucester, -Mass., and 
fon, Me. 

Pacesetter: continues to. be 

“Guns: of. Navarone,” ‘still going. 
‘strong in. seventh chapter at. State. 

\Cool Wave Perks Hub; ‘Again’ Hotsy 
317,000, Doctors’ Pleasing $15,000 
CINCINNATI 

(Continued from page 8) 

Boston, Sept. 19. 
Biz is booming with a break in 

the heat wave, which had been 
plaguing the city with-90° tempere 

“Come September” (U) (4th wk),| atures. Mercury dipped on weeke« 

{ 

‘Fear’ 

(20th) and 

Tog gee 228] be ause BaD DOPe: = —— : . : ’ - “ : . : 

: A 

‘in. Goldfish -Bowl” 

Swell $7,500. ast week, $9,000. 
Palace. (RKO) (2,600; $1-$1.25)— 

“Blood and Roses” (Par) and “Love 
(Par), Okay 

' $7,500. Same last week for “World 
i By Night” (WB) and “Steel Claw” 
(WB). 0 
Twin Drive-In (Shor) (600 cars 

each side, 90c)—West: “Scream of 
é (Col) and “Trunk” (Col). 

Okay $8,000. Last week. “Misty” 
“Racers” (23th) (re- 

issues), $4,000. East: “Son of Sin- 
bad” (Indie: and “Pirate of Black 
Hawk” (Indie). All right $5,000. 
Last week, “Pit and Pendulum” 
(AI) and “Time Bomb” (AA) (2d 
wk), $6,500 

Valley (Wiethe). (1,200; $1-$1.50) 
“Ada” (M-G) (3d wk). Poor $4,000. 
Last week, $4,500. 

¢ »] 

T. ? 

OMAHA, ‘ROSES’ 46 
Omaha, Sept. 19. 

Downtown first-runs are riding 
high this stanza, thanks to a.sock- 
eroo “Come September” at the 
Orpheum. Other new entries, how- 
ever, aren’t so lofty, with “Born : 
to Speed” tidy at two houses and 
“Portrait of Sinner” okay at the 
Admiral. “Blood and Roses” shapes 
okay at the Omaha and “Thief of 
Baghdad” is barely oke at the 
State. . 

Estimates for This Week 
Admiral (Slank) (1,239; 75-$1)— 

“Portrait of Sinner” (AI) and “Be- 
ware. of Children” (AI). So-so 
32,000. Last week, “Pit and Pen- 
dulum” (AI) and “Passport to 
China” (Col) (2d wk), $7,000 at 
Admiral, Chief and Skyview. 

Chief, Skyview (Blank) (1, 000: 
1,200; 
(Indie) and “Devil on Wheels” 
(Indie). Okay $8,500. . 
Cooper (Cooper) (687; $1.55- 

$2.20)—“Cinerama South Seas Ad- 
venture” (Cinerama) (9th wk). 
Slimming to $6,000. Last week, 

500 
Dundee (Cooper) (500; $1.55- 

$2.20)—"‘Spartacus” (U) (17th wk). 
So-so $2,500. Last week, $2,300. 
Omaha (Tristates) (2,066; 75-$1) 

—“Blood and Roses” (Par). Mod- 
erate $4,000. Last week, “Scream 
of Fear” (Col) and “Trunk” (Col), 
sam 
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,877; $1- 

$1.25) —“Come. September” (U), 
Excellent $18,000. Last week, “Two 
Women” (Embassy), $6,000. 

State (Cooper) (743; $1)—“Thiet 
of Baghdad” (M-G). Medium $3,500. 
Last week, “Nikki, Wild Dog of 
North” (BY) (3d wk), $3, 500. 

ae 

National Boxoffice Survey 

Cool “weather {s- prevalent: in. 
most of the nation this week in 

early: September. But curiously. the 
mereury’s sharp decline. failed to 

for exhibitors. For the b:o. pattern 
is -spotty. . 
-Top quality product, however, 

has little difficulty’ in luring pa- 
trons. Example of the foregoing is 
“Come. September” (U) ~ which 

as a biz: builder.. It’s far-ahead of 
(Col), : 

runnerup.in this frame’s wicket 

“Young Doctors” (UA). It was 
fourth last week. 
“Ta Dolee Vita’* (Astor) - fs 

fourth, having dropped from last: 
week’s. third niche. “Spartacus” 

-{ (U), a‘marathon Jongrunner, forged . 
up from eighth to cop.fifth posi- 
tion. It’s closely followed by “Ada” 
(M-G), “Pit and the Pendulum” 
(AI) - and “Scream of Fear” (Col). 
-“Goodbye Again” (UA); despite 

some. inconsistencies at the b.o.,.is 
copping enough coin to rate ninth. 
Completing the Top 10 is “Never 

its heels are “Two: Women” (Em- 
bassy); “Honeymoon Machine” (M- 

and. “Thunder of - Drums” 

the | 

Biz Spotty; ‘September’ Still Champ, ‘Guns’ 24d, 
~ Doctors’ 3d, ‘Vita’ 4th 

fn Washington, disappointing. in 
Cleveland but fine in Denver. 
Among other fresh’ entries, 

“Blood and Roses” (Par) is okay 
in Cincy, fair in Boston and mod- 
erate in. Omaha. “Secret of Monte 
Cristo” (M-G) is fair in Louisville. 
“Deadly :Companions” (Pathe- 
America} is good in Detroit and 
fair in: Cleveland. 

“Armored Command” (AA), mild 
in Kansas City, is quiet in Philly. 
“King of Roaring ’'20s” (AA) is fat 
in Minneapolis. On the art house 
front “Girl with the Suitcase” 
(Ellis) is torrid in two New York 
dates. “Purple Noon” (Times) is 
smash in New York. 

“Big Gamble” (20th), thin in 
Pittsburgh, is light in a third 
Gotham round. “Claudelle Inglish” 
(WB) is happy in Providence, but 
unimpressive in four other keys. 
“Marines, Let’s Go’ (20th) is. soft. 
in Pitt, but okay in Washington. 
Some extended runs appear to 

be tapering off. “Exodus” (UA), 
long on the list, is modest in a 
third. Kansas City stanza, pale on 
an. L.A. moveover and easing off 
in its 89th New York week. 
“Truth” 

Baltimore and Denver holdovers, 
(Kings), is slipping in 

but is still stout in four other keys. 

(Complete Boxoffice Reports on 
Page 8). 

75-$1)—“Born to Speed” 

end and Bostonians donned coats, 
With lots of new product, plus the 
nippy weather, grosses salied ups 
wards all around. “Goodbye Again” 
is hotsy at the Saxon. “Blood and 
Roses” is fair at the Metropolitan. 
“Young Doctors” is okey at the 
Orpheum, and “Seream of Fear" 
is slick at Paramount. “Purple 
Noon” opened good at the Exeter, 

Estimates for This Week 

Astor (B & Q! (1,170; 90-$1.50)—« 
“Ada” (M-G: (4th wk). Oke $6,000, 
Last week, $7,000. 

Beacon Hill (Sack) (678; $1-$1.59) 
—‘“Never On Sunday” (Lope) (24th 
wk-final). Fast $6,200. Last week, 
$6,500. “Cold Wind in August’ 
(Aidart! opens Friday (22). 

Boston (Cinerama, Inc.) (1,354 
$1.75-$2.65'—"‘Windjammer” (NT) 
treissue} (19th wk't. Oke $7,000 
again. Last week, same. 

Capri (Sack) (900; $1-$1.50) — 
;“La Dolee Vita’ tAstor) (rerun) 
(m.o.) (2d wk). Strong $10,000. Last 
week, same, above estimate. 

Exeter (Indie! (1,376; 90-$1.50)—~ 
“Purple Noon” (Times). Opened 
Saturday (16!. Last week, “Roman- 
off and Juliet” (U) (11th wk), 

+ $4,000". 

Fenway (Indie) (1,350; $1.30} — 
“Adultress” tIindie) and “Third 
Ave. Ei” (Indie'. Offish $1,900. Last 
week, “Eve Wants to Sleep” Indie) 
and “Highway” (Indie) (2d wk), 
$1.500. 

Gary (Sack) (1,277; 90-$1.80)}— 
“Guns of Navarone” {Col) (10th 
wk: Still big with $18,500. Last 
‘week, $16.000. 

Kenmore (Indie) (700; gl. 50) —~ 
“Two Women” (Embassy) ‘3d wk), 
Sparkling $12,000. Last week, $14,« 

os 

.Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; 90 
$1.25: — “Blood and Reses” (Par) 
and “Home is Hero” (Indie). Fair 
$10,500. Last week, “Claudelle 
Inglish” (WB) and “Girl in Room 
13” (Indie! (2d wk), $6,000. 

Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 90-$1.49) 
— “Come September” (U) and 
“Posse From Hell” (U) (4th wk), 
Good $15,000. Last week, $16,000, 

Orpheum 'Loew) (2,900; 90-$1.49) 
—“Young Doctors” (UA) and 
“Flight That Disappeared” (Indie), 
Oke .$15.000. Last week, “Honeys 
moon Machine” ‘M-G) and “Three 
on Spree” (UA) (3d wk), $7,500. 

Paramount (NET) (2,357; ‘70 
$1.25) — “Scream of Fear” (Col) 
and “Trunk” !“1rdie), Good $11,500, 
Last week, “Big Gamble” (20th) 
and “Ferry to Hong Kong” (20th), 
$7,500. 

Pilgrim (ATC) (1,909; 75-$1.25)—~ 
“Raisin in Sun” -(Gol) (rerun) 
(‘m.o.). and “Born Yesterday” (ree 
issue). “Raisin” moved from Capri, 
where it had an eight week run, 

| Nice $7.500. Last week, “Secret of 
Monte Cristo” (M-G) and “Magie 
Boy” (M-G}, $5,500. 

Saxon (Sacki (1,100; $1.25-$1.80) 
—‘“Goodbye Again” (UA). Hot $17,+ 
000. Last -week, “Fanny” (WB) 
{10th wk), $7,500. 

State (Trans-Lux (730; 75-$1.25) 
—“Girl Fever” (Indie) and “Ree 
venge of Virgins” (Indie) (2d wk), 
Fast $4,500.. Last week, $5,500. 

LONDON 
(Continued from page 8) 

ate $3.60f after poor $4,000 opens 
ing week. “Last Sunset” {(Rank-UI) 
returns at end of the week. 

Plaza 1M-G) (936; $1.05-$2.20)—~ 
“Pleasure of His Company” (Par) 
(Ist wk). Likely $13, 000 or near 
after $7,800 opening weekend. 

Rialto (20th). (529: '70-$1.20)— 
“Young Lions” (20th) (10th wk), 
Fine $5,000. ‘Marines, Let’s Go’ 
(20th) opens Sept. 14. 

Ritz (M-G! (430; 70-$1.75)—“Two 
Women” (M-G) (7th wk).. Fancy 
$5.500. Sturdy $5,900: previous 
week. 

Royalty (M-G: (936; $1.05-$2.20) 
— “Ben-Hur” (M-G) (m.o.) (15th 
wk). Stout $14,000. 

Studio One (Indie) 556; 50-$1.20) 
—‘Parent Trap” (Disney) (5th wk), 
Solid .$5.500. Pleasing $6,300 pree 
vious week. 

Warner ‘WB) (1,785; 70-$1.75)— 
“East of Eden” (WP) (6th wk). 
Okay $7,000, sames as previous 
reek. “Fanny” (WP) preems Sept, 
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PICTURES 

20th Sellout or +r Meraers, 
Exhibition results for the first;and distrib advertise and make | 

gix months of this year have been these classifications Known; how- 

“very encouraging” and give every | ver 0 exo, cannot De neid ee, 
indication the downtrend that in| pie judged to ‘be unsuitable for 
recent years has -been plaguing | them. The effect is to put the onus 
the Australian industry has been }of the responsibility onto the 
arrested, according to Ernest fParents “where it belongs,” says 
Turnbull, managing director of Turnbull. 
Hoyts Theatres, 20th-Fox affiliate ‘Never on Sunday’ Big 
down under. Because of the “high degree of 

Turnbull is also chairman and | Cooperation” which exists Detwen 
managing director of 20th-Fox of | the film industry and the censor 

i Httle ustralia and, as befits a man who}; 0ard, there has been very . 
Aust two hats, he hands a report- | pressure from local. and commun- 

. ity dogoaders to ‘ ‘protect the pub- er two separate cards, one for |} , 
Hoyts and one for 20th. Tne exec, he morals. In’ ‘passing, he noted. 
who has been in New York on his hel Cn ed a rt ts. h has hed 
regular biennial visit to the 20th] ever On sunday, Ww ich cr 
homeoffice, leaves this week for | ™ore than one brush in the States 

London and eventually home. | biz in Australia and will probably 

Te exe Toro oO, as e ircuit release after its 
mers to the effect that 20th was arettcans. circuit 

eensidering selling. out its control- 
ling interest in the Hoyts chain, or | Turnbull emphasized that he 
that 20th and Metro. which oper- ; wasn't advocating classification for 

ithe States, or presuming to advise ate jointly in New Zealand, were! , 
considering the extension of that{O® What's become a very none 
liaison to the Aussie terrrtory. No | Situation here. It’s just tnat he 
truth to that one, he said. or were i 
there any other Aussie “merger” | °¥2 problems quite neatly. 
plans in the immediate offing. Diversifying 
though he did indicate that he How are 20th-Fox -returns in 
Seeis such merging of facilities to | Australia? Turnbull says “steady,” 
be the economically intelligent | noting that the company’s relations 
thing to do in many areas. with exhibs have always been tops, 

Asked to comment on whether | “probably the closest of any of the 
or not Hoyts, which in recent years | companies.” 

has gone from a total of about| Twentieth and Hoyts have also 
200 theatres down to 150, would been diversifying to a certain ex- 

be closing any more theatres.;tent during the recent downturn 
Turnbull replied, “Thats’ difficult}in film biz generally in Australia. 
toe say. 
the largest in Australia, would ! ing alleys, and ‘also’ is a ‘partner 

never have been able to keep those ;in a group that includes Brunswick 
now-closed 50 houses open as long j of America in the manufacture of 
as jit did, he emphasized. without | bowling alley equipment. At the 
the boom conditions which existed {same time, Hoyts is in a group, | Granahan’s 

-after ‘including Greater Union Theatres.{that one of every 12 delinquents during and immediately 
World War II. : which owns & share of a Melbourne 

Television is. of caurse, the j tv station. 
major bugaboo to the film biz in, 
his country, the exec says. but; 
there, as in the States. the success- 
ful pix are making’ more money 
than ever. From just five engage-; 
ments in Australia. he reported.: === 

“South Pacific’ had thrown off a «The Nun of Monza for Luchino 
fiim rental of approximately SI. | Viseonti; co-star with David Niven - 
500,000. The 70m version of 20th’s in “Shocking,” and finally tackle - 

“Can-Can™ is now in its 75th week the Sophia Loren version of “Moll : 
in Sydney, and he is confident tha’ i Flanders” well along’ in 1963 or. 
the upcoming 70m _ release of’ ;early 1964. 
“Oklahoma” there will do compar- Her Entourage 
ably as well, although it’s already 
been thoroughly played off in the! Sophia Loren’s perpetual en- 

, tourage—her photographer Piel country in 35m. Ri : t Brug, hair-' 
, icci, secretary Inez - Despite the fact that Australia; Maria Angellina, and : 

dresser gets just about the same run of; 
U.S. and European product ‘as js: Make-up man Pepino Anunziata : : cannot listen too often to their ' 
there in the Sates. annul said | j idol reiterate artistic and statistical 
hue and cry—comparable to. that , Triumphs she has achieved of Jate. § 
being heard in the States—over Statistically, it sounds like one of - 
the inerease in so-called adult-. Hollywood's dizziest dollar dreams, 
themed pix. The reason, the exec for Sophia will net a cool million 

thinks, is the intelligent and efi-.°% More from the $5.000.000 gross 
the dubbed and sub-title versions ' 

Sonhia Loren 
Continued from page 7 = 

eensor board ‘| officially, the Com-- i " lor 
monwealth Film Censor Board:, €4°2 n Uz S. release alone, 

. have forty percent of the net,” she wheh classifies pix as either suit- ; rs 
sble for general exhibition, or not :¢*Plained, “and Carto has ten per-: 

‘cent. Just imagine, in Lima ‘Two suitable for children under 16. ‘Women’ outgrossed in it's first. 

The law requires that the exhib : . week, ‘Butterfield. 8.’ In Boston we ° 
— ‘are doing better than ‘Room at the. 

“Top.’” If you want more, figures 
; just say so.” She can, she knows : 
; National Box-Office Sury eys by: 

ce 

KAUFMAN-LERNER 
ASSOCIATES 

Has a position open for a young, able, ! heart. 
experienced Agent eager for a career 
in Europe; must be American, male, 

| and have facility for languages; should 
preferably have legal background. 
Salary moderate but career opportu- 
nity excellent. 

Director Christian Jacques lost ; 
‘the afternoon sun for his Sophia 
; Loren/Robert Hossein escape shot :. 
4 against one of the farm buildings ; 

AIRMAIL full particulars, tneluding ‘ of the Marquesa de Mendogoria’s 
general background, edueption, agency 
and cther professional experience, sal- . three-mile long finca bordering on 

the Jarama river. But he put his 
ropean pest. stars through rehearsal for the 

j fontidential. Address airmailed replies erent Y nee trated tcheinte to eet 

las much exposure in the remaining 
Via Lisbona, 12 | few days of Sophia Loren and her 

ary requirements, Janguages, marital 
status, age, reason for Interest In Eu- 

All reptiles will be treated as strictly 

KAUFMAN -LERNER ASSOCIATES. 

ROME, ITALY 
; over-exposed Ww. ardrobe. 

ITS A FACT: 

in addition to servicing distribu- 
tors of domestic film, BONDED 
stores and services almost all 
foreign films shown in the United 
States. 

NEW YORK 
| LOS ANGELES 

A Division of 
NOVO INDUSTRIAL CORP. . 

feels the Aussies. have licked their jy 

’ The circuit, which is still; Company has an interest -in bowl- | 

of “Two Women” are expected to” 

‘BONDED || 

In Australia | 

Indie Importers-Distribs 
Electing New Leadership| 

The Independent Film Impor- 
ters & : Distributors . of ,America [ 

Snember- is currently ballotting its 
ship for a héw three-man. gov-. 
erning committee to steer the 
association - during the ‘upcoming. 
year. 

- This. year's governing commit- 
tee is comprised of Dick Brandt, 
-prexy of Trans-Lux Distributing; 
Dan Frankel, prexy of Zenith In-| 
ternational, and Jack Ellis, prexy 
of Ellis Films. Of the three, only 
Brandt has declined to serve for 
another. year. . 

with the censors, is playing to top! | Frontier Chain: Maps , 

Albuquerque Hardtop. 
Albuquerque, Sept. 19. 

Two-acre tract of land was pur- 
chased in northeast section of Al- 
buquerque last week for construc- |. 
tion of a new 1,000-seat hardtop 
theatre, planned by Frontier Thea- 
tres: Inc. of Dallas 

- Project, planned to be completed 
in 1962, will cost firm about $500,- 
000 according to Louis Higdon, 
Frontier’ prexy. Censtruction is 
expected to get underway shortly. 

also has seven ozoners. 

Red, Wash & Blue 
aman Continued from pare 3 a 

tal of the land. and so on. Sepa- 
rately, the San Francisco Chronicle 
then referred to Congresswoman 

“amazing ‘ statistics” 

‘had smutty reading material on 
‘his or her person when. arrested. 
t Students of the perennial pro- 
‘ and-antiwar over film censorship 
lare. wondering who may be behind 
Mrs. Granahan’'s latest campaign. 
‘It is doubted that’ she has the 
necessary personal knowledge of 
content to herself mastermind an |. 
attack on French and Italian. prod- 
‘uct. At’a guess she’s expécted to |. 
single out “The Lovers,” . already | 
the subject of numerous police and | 

_eounty sheriff actions,,notably in 
* Ohio. 

However the. suspicion that Com- 
.munists would use any. weapon— 
. including “smut”—to weaken capi- 
talistic society has some acceptance |: 
‘in political circles and fs not. neces- 
sarily just a “crank” hypothesis. |: 
But’ can Mrs. Granahan stage- 

.Mmanage such a probe with any 
‘conviction? Could she possibly ad- 
duce. plausible proof that Commies 

. were being subtle in areas of ex- 
port cinema entertainment? One 

.hurdle she would have to get over 
is the fact that Russian films are 
notably “puritanical.” True, since 

I Stalin there is less of the old prop- 
yagandistic . boy-meets-tractor kind 
‘of romance, and more humanistic 
: plotting. Even se, Russia may be. 
the land with the film industry 

. most consistently free or eroticism. 
1 At the moment ‘it is impossible 
‘to assert how serious: a threat is 
: Mrs. Granahan’s probe. It might 
; well find plenty of echoing edi- 
-torials and ‘provide city councils. 
'with handy: arguments for setting 
! up hometown ‘censor ‘boards. 

-The very idea of such an investi- 
| gation has caused some alarm 
| overseas. The ‘film industries of | 
Italy and France. are both doing 
well in this country, (British prod- 
uct is also thriving in the States 
these days but seems not to inspire 
| any criticism on the grounds: of. sex: 
perversion, ‘ete... 

The following item was turned: 
in by a staff reporter for this issue:. 

“Travelers returning from 
abroad reported that filmmak- 
ers in France. and Italy are 
‘genuinely “shocked” by stories 
of. an upcoming -Congressional 
probe to find a link between. 
‘Communism and the alleged 
‘dow moral tone” of film im- 
ports, General opinion is that 
such a probe can. only give 
ammunition to the Commu- 
nists by making the U.S. law- 
makers look foolish — espe- 

' cially when it’s generally ac- 
‘knowledged that pix coming 
from Comniunist countries 
usually are so highly. moral-. 
toned as to be downright dull.” 

Frontier. owns five of the’ seven | 
other hardtoppers in town. City |. 

Wednesday, September 20,. 1961. 

Week Ended Tues (19) 
N. Y. Stock Exchange Net: 

1961 "Weekly Vel. Weekly ‘Weekly Tues, Change. . 
High Lew 1063 «High-Low. Close for wh, .- 
27% 19 ABC. Vending 88. £036 “39° 19%. = &.- 
61%. 41% Am Br-Par Th. 118. 44144. (4314. Bip: 4 & 
27% 1754 Ampex ..... 597 9146 1756 17%: 34° 
* 42% 335% CBS ........ 173 $434 (8356. $394 i241 
3534 213% Col Pix-..... 75 31% 29% 2956 .-1. 
4714 32 Decea ......1188 386 33144 3338 —I% 
4614 2656 Disney ....- {73 37% 85 35°. —1% 

11934 9914 "Kastman Kdk. 289 10434 9934 993% —4%. 
715% 47 EMI . 352. 5% 5 54 —& 
1714s 125% Glen Alden. 295° 1356 125% 1254 34 
(35% 15% Loew's Thea, 185 81% 284 28% 2% 
‘Tl 3638 MCA Inc. .: 80 69% 614 62° —8% 
7036 4114 Metro'GM....1008 52%. -@7\%¢ 47! —43:. 
4134 2216 NAFI Corp... 184 29 26144. 2614 —2% 
914 514 Nat. Thea, 141 wks 7. a —% 

21% 165g Ontlet.....$1070 20% 195% . 18% —% 
8534 5334 Paramount .. 98 68 6134-62 - —6 
2556 1734 Phileo ..... 983 . 24% 214 2134 1% 
227° #175 Polaroid .... 251 20544 19214 20014 % 
6554 4916 RCA ......13843 5896 555@ 5574 1% 
18% 1034 Republic ..... 102 127% 12), 124% wH%&% 
22 .1434 Rep. pfd. .. (25. 1738 16% 177% +H. 
‘35 26% Stanley War:. 76 3474 32 3214 +236. 
(84% 27% Storer ..°.. 17 29% 92914 9934 14: 
5544 3254 -20th-Fox- ... 153 3514 33. 3334 $e 
40% 3034 United Artistst106 343% 32 $2. 2° 
85 7014 Univ., pid. ..t200 82% 791%. 82. “2 
87 523% Warner. Bros. 109 9434 = 81%q—i‘iB3H_. «108%: 

19134 97% Zenith ...... ‘16S «18534-17744. 180% 5% 
| American Stock Exchange 

814 414 Allied Artists. 98° 6% 6). 6 — %.. 
15144 11% BalM’nt' GAC 17 13° 117% 314 ~1% 
444 2 Buckeye Corp 150 (2 3 ge . 216 a 
243% - 934 Cap. Cit. Bde. 44 193% 19 9 —Y¥%. 
1914 .454 Cinerama Inc.1001 19%. 1714 171%. 114 
16%g 914 Desilu Prods. 24 ‘“$7% 91% 94 <—% 
95% 4% Filmways ... 28 626 if* 614° —% 

18 14 1Movielah .:. 9 147% 14 —_T 
25% 8% MPO Vid. .. 28 ‘187% . 17% 1734 = 

} 534 2% Nat'l Telefilm 117 258 2 21g. 24° +i 
- 1014 334 Reeves Brest 44 6% © 514 5144 —:7% 
104 6 # Reeves Snd... 163_ 7 6a 614 3H 
-27 20 Sereen Gems 12 23% 21% 21% 4M 
4234 1134 Technicolor 614.. 28% 255% 2714 42 
31 9% Teleprompter 36 2234 8=—6- 2054 21°. 
614 25% Tele Indus... 13 3% 3148 «714k 

2534 1416 Trans-Lux .. +16 20% 20 205%- «+5 

* Week Ended Mon. (18). 
t Ex-dividend. 
t Actual Volume. 

(Courtesy of Merrill, Lynch. Pierce, Fenner &. Smith; Inc.) 

Over-the-Counter. Securities 
Bia Ask. oon 

Ameriea Corp. coe - ee Camere ceeeeseeses 314 4 Cad wo 

Four Star Television: .......2cecccccees 1744 18%. 1. | 
‘- Gen Aniline & FA Dae en ens mewereervenes 2 283 , 10. : 

General Drive-in ws escereoceceacsseees 1634 18 
Gold Medal Studios oe eee rece sereeneeeee 14 5g 

King Bros .. recone ctenseccetececosse 1% 234 | 
Magna Pictures seen cececececeeecsasvacs 3 314 we 

- Metromedia Inc. ..........ccceneceeseces 1514 16345 == BG 
Official Films .........ccescicecccveces Be, 
Sterling Television: sivevsuneeweceigenens 256 | 3% tof 1%, 

U. A. Theatres ste scceerseecccesecese ONG 4 4. ° 
Wometco Enterprises .........c.ecccuces 22. 2414 —134 
Wrather Corp. © .....-....-. ccc cence "73% 814 . &- 

( Source: National Assn. of Securities Dealers Iné. J. 

\Omar Prods. Roling 
San Francisco, Sept. 19 - Israeli Pi IC in F all 

Universal will world-premiere Nathanu Silberberg, ‘prexy of |. 
“Flower Drum Song” at. Frisco’s Omar Productions, says ‘he - will 
2,859-seat Golden Gaté Nov. 1%, start production in Israel in the 
then hold back the film for Christ: late fall of “A Walk. in The. 
mas release nationally.. Desert, ” with a ‘screenplay’ by" 

Plan is to tie in preem with a George Tabori:. Story’ deals. with. 
three-day “Flower Druny” festival | the people who helped found 

in Chinatown, fly press. in from all modern Israel.. 
over US. plus Hollywood pro-: No director or stars have” yet 
ducer -Ross:Hunter anda group of ‘been set, but. ‘Silberberg plans to . . 

the film's players, Premiere will be | US® at least three .. American - 
a benefit, with gross proceeds be-| 2#™mes.": with the rest of the” 
ing split among Chinese Hospital cast being Israeli. ee. , 
and auxiliaries. of Frisco County |’ 
Hospital and Laguna Honda Honie COCO OCOOECS on 00000. ifor aged). |° PROTECT hh 

: “Flower Drum’ Benefit 
Preem in Frisco Noy. 17 |- 

HUE OE 

_ >Re Fountain rea Type POCKET 

, DANCE... “ Tara 5 Wi ° arene 
‘amnes Continued from page 5 iamumee. 

had a chance to start cameras ¢ | 
grinding.” 

That there should be ground : 
ules to, PrGreat recurring inci- -@ roti tee 
ents of “Greatest Story” and »@ ner, | permanent Injury, Mighty 

“The ‘Hell Raisers” was suggested. MONET ORDER NO. COO eee neeee nek 
by 20th producer. [pocket cap, Pmerase! 

“I'm particularly angry at ‘Yor-.: 
dan who knew I was worikng on | 
‘Hell Raisers’. At one time he was 
going to work on the script: for 
me. I told him all my ideas and | 
how to approach script, but I.sup- 
‘pose he wrote it in Spain for Bron- 
son instead. 

“I. feel Eric Johnston should get 
into this. The repercussions affect 
‘the entire industry... When will} . 
this sort of. thing ‘stop unless.| _ 
something is done? Bronson has }{*. 

—ap = 

_QAb10 CITY MaSsiC Mitt— 
_ Rockefeller Coater « Ci6- 460 

“COME. SEPTEMBER” - 
got to show some - responsibility. | _ + Protas by Reber Retr Direced by Robert ete 

4, “fT. erea ional Release ia PHCOL : 
He can’t look the other way: ail| Go Sage “OVE TO MUSIC” snd “ROL MORES” 

«the time.” 



| Hayes on Minow: 

_ Wednesday, September 20, 1961. . 

The Guy Likes Us 
Aware ‘of the “vast” wasteland” views of Federal Communications 

- Commission- chairman’ Newton C. Minow regarding tv, CBS Radio 
‘prexy Arthur Hull Hayes took # ¢alculated-risk and invited. Minow | 
to address the CBS Radio affil meet in N. Y. 

~ “Hayes phoned Minow telling him, in. part, that: radio ‘operators 7 
~ would like to know more’ about haw he: feels about. the. ‘sound me-. 
dium. 
-Hayes. knew if Minow’ 3 views. weren't: laundatory; the opinions 

of Minow: ‘couldn’t be’ dumped. The FCC chairman ‘begged off a 
personal appearance, saying he .already .had-:a N.. ‘Y. date set for . 
the week, his address:at the Radio and ‘Television Executives So- 
-Ciety, and would.do-.a tape for relay at the affil ‘meet. Hayes, com- 

menting ‘on Minow’s taped address, expressed .deep. satisfaction. 
““T couldn't. have .written ‘it better myself,’ ” Hayes opined. : . 

‘Here are excerpts from Minow’s taped address: 
“Radio is America’s roomate. We -hear its voice from the time we 

wake up in.the morning: until we go.to sleep at night. Radio. is also 
America’s traveling companion. It travels with us like a welcome 

: shadow . . Broadcasters of your. caliber who seek to serve ‘as well 
as. to: entertain your commiunities—and who serve. by furnishing - 

outcome will hinge whether ABC: quality news broadcasts, néws analysis, world. roundups, documen- 
-taries, special events, and community affairs—should be com- 
‘mended and “encouraged. Nothing can ‘beat radio on: a breaking 
‘news story. 

Typical of the €ontributions: to public information are many 
especially informative broadcasts. over CBS: Radio last year. ... 
I also want to commend you for occasionally messaging the egghead: 

o 

---for continuing-a great musical tradition by making a place in 
.. your schedules for the broadcasts of the N;Y:.Philharmonic and the. 
- Cleveland Symphony Orchestra . . « This ‘is’ responsible broadcast- 
Ang and this is what makes radio the finest: kind of companion.” - 

tf Brinkley’ § Wry, McGee Is Bourbon’. 
Sums Up NBC-TV’s News Approaches 

By ART WOODSTONE. 

whether the new Wednesday night | 
“David. Brinkley’s' Journal’. 

YBC-TV this season. © In :part. they 
“will be—but: as one NBC sourée 
said, apologizing . in - advarice’ for 
the.pun,; “You might. say ‘that 
Brinkley is. Wry. and McGee is 
bourbon. ». 

“Thus, - ‘NBC feels, city slicker 
Brinkley . and country boy McGee’ 
are, # least, different - ‘personali- 
tles.- 

‘they'll also have different produc- 
ers, with ‘different. approaches" to 
mews. 

‘Ted Yates, based in Washington;| 
also from 

Washington. Brinkley, one of the} 
“two biggest guns on the NBC News |: 
gommentator ‘staff .(other. is Chet]: 

‘will “handle Brinkley, 

Huntley), will be’ allowed to pro- 
‘vide -“a personal reflection: -of ev-|. 
grything in ‘the world that intérests 

avid Brinkley-—in short, he'll do . 
: pee essays. 
NBC figures eo be’ a’liftle like 
a David Brinkley byline (‘for the 
Tront of the book”), whila McGee 
‘will do his. regular. Friday’ series 
much - like’ a magazine's “back. of 
the bodk"--more “topical” : and 
perhaps more offbeat. ‘Chet. Hagan, 
-one of the relatively unsung 
“busy: men’ of .NBC News (he’ll| 
be. producing | -at .Jeast $2,310,000 
worth. of ‘ty news programming. 
this .coming season; as much as” 
Irving Gitlin.in this respect), .will 
produce. the- weekly McGee. haif- 

our. 
‘Hagan. says. that McGee's" first 

" program,..on Sept. 29,-. will,” in. a 

(Continued on. page 42) 

‘. London, Sept.. “19. 
Associated “‘TeleVision is trying 

to:“feel' out’ a new audience this 
fall. It has slotted: the atten 
“Sir Francis . Drake” ‘and 
Oxbridge. 2000" skeins to-run con- 
secutively on: Sunday. afternoons. 
These costly series are potential’ 
prime time offerings. and . certain. 
sections of ATV connected. with 
’“Drake,” feel the ‘show. ds being 
“thrown away.” 

But Lew Grade, one of. the trie 
umvirate’ who. now: run ATY, is 
confident he can win’ out: against 
old: movies which inhabit ‘the. cor- 
‘responding slot on the _BBC-TV 
channel. . ABC-TV, which: " part- 
nered “ATV. 
“Drake” has not, so far, .skedded 
the skein. But ‘insiders. predict it 

: is, a good bet for evening showing. 1 

+ 

There: has been some " question: 

arid. 
the: Friday. ‘Frank ‘McGee—Here }. 

. Now” . serles. will be ‘alike on’ 

‘money in. the. second 
tyear, and I think we will. ‘pass. the 

; break-even - Point 
1961: 

Never on Sunday? 
Not So at ATV) 

in production of 

N. Y. +o-L ‘A: CBS Brass. 
: Hollywood, ‘Sept. 19. 

‘Top. ‘tier CBS brass. section -ar- 
rives tomorrow. (Wed.) for. what 
ig: called “routine inspéction. of new 
shows.” 
It’s. understood | visit .of William: 

‘S. Paley; : 
‘Stanton, prexy and James: ‘Aubrey, 

| head of. tv network, has no relation 

‘board chairman; Frank 

to reported shakeup at Television 
City: They're’ expected to pass re-. 
mainder. of the ‘week here. 

Beyond that. aspect. of their | 
respective 10:30-11 p.m. programs, | 

(BS Radio Inches 
Into Black Ink Ist ; —still another “testing ground”. in 

Time in 8 Years 

prexy.. “Arthur Hull Hayes informed 

the web’s.affil meet. The confabs, 

which: ended yesterday (Tues,); 
hear Hayes: underline ‘a substan- 
tial upturn in the network's eco- 
nomic prospects.” 

' Hayes, speaking of the: curtent 
calendar year, said “we would have 
-atrived at the break-even point for. 
ithe year 1961-had' it not. been for 
the: economic situation. during’ the 
‘first half: However, unless we en- 

‘counter some very unforseen re- 
1 not’ lose | verses, the. network ‘will 
lf of ‘the 

“CBS Radio: prexy, expanding on 
‘his report to affils at an interview, 
stressed the. financial forecast of 
the web was separate and. apart 
from the CBS o&o radio. division. F 
That. division, he ‘stated, -has made 
and is making “good money.” He 

.|also- tacked off some of the’ web’s: 
personality ‘shows which are doing 

Arthur .Godfrey, 80% sold|’ well: 
aut for the fourth quarter at this 
point: Garry Moore, SRO; 
Linkletter, 75% sold out, biz. on 
cellent on- “Bing Crosby & Rose- 
mary Clooney” strip, . ‘ete. . 

’ When he was asked -whether he 
foresaw ‘a continued ‘trend toward 
More personality and. entertain- 
ment shows. on network radio, 
Hayes begged off making | any solid 
‘predictions. 

Hayes. saw: CBS: ‘Radio continuing } 
its stress on news and information- 
al. shows. of. a: wide variety. He 
also . expresseé - satisfaction ‘ with 
the way the: web’s Program Con- 
solidation Plan is working,.the pol- 
{icy under which ‘the web. supplies 

(Continued on page: 47) 

NEXT 6 WEEKS , 
TOTELLSTORY} 

‘leadership: 
_| saying it, all three webs 2 
'|for bear, with the best ‘of what the 
: public wants, ue 

' ‘More to the point, the next few | 
weeks will definitely decide which |. 

fedy- will 
{whether 

ting -of .NBC’s 

| touchables.” 

-CBS Radio, for. the first time ‘in 
eight years. faces .the prospect. of 

operating in- the black, CBS Radio’ 

tional 
‘show vs. CBS’ “Rawhide.”: 

in this. year. 

By GEORGE ROSEN 

By. Nov. L the Nielsen tallies will 
be. officially posted.on the new sea- 
son and the 1-2-3 position of the 

-|tv networks will be inscribed into. 
|the.’61-’62 program archives. Thé 
next: six weeks will be the sweat- 

Jing. out period for: the’ three-web 
‘| hierarchy ‘as the. nation’s viewers 
make known. their preferences and 
determine the- scorecard on. who 
did. what.to whom. 

flip-of-the-dial ballot and on the 

or NBC moves into the forefront or 
{CBS retains its. national Nielsen 

Depending on™ who's: 
re loaded 

way the public: has ‘decided to 
go—whether it still yens action-ad- 
Wenture-violence; whether it's’ had 
its fill of westerns; ‘whether com- 

take a firmer hold; 
the “class” drama-an-! 

thology: (as . characterized by CBS 
“Defenders” ‘and ABC’s 
Stop”) will assert itself, or whether 

could suggest. a. hankering | for per- 
sonalities, 

Many. of. the answers will. come. 
| out of the following’ pivotal com- 
petitive slottings (and these will: 
be the areas to watch over the next |. 
few weeks): 

The Sunday night 9 to 10 “Bus}. | 

It. doesn't. take | 
long for:the televiewer to cast -his 

‘Close-Up’ Blackout 
“Walk In My Shoes,” ABC- 

TV’s documentary on the 
_ Negros mounting discontent in 
‘‘America which kicked off the 
“Close-Up series last night 
(Tues.), was locked out of eight 
of ABC’s: southern affiliates. 
A total of 11 southern stations 
‘requested an advance look at 
the show but the Richmond 
and Atlanta stations okayed it 
for telecasting. 

The eight cities definitely 
: blacking out the show were 
Augusta, Charleston, Chatta- 

‘nooga, Jacksonville, Miami, 
{> Dallas, Newton and New Or- 

leans. Birmingham had not 
“yet made up its mind as of yes- 
terday afternoon. The web ob- 
tained clearance for the show 
on 117 stations, seven on a de- 
layed basis. 

= wood Baffled 
‘a Steve Allen return (on ABC 

On ‘62-63 Plans 
Sez BBDO’s Polk 

While wrapping up a pilot deal 

Stop” on ABC’ going . headlong; Sj. and talking a couple of others for 
against NBC’s “Bonanza”—the. so" 
called “class. drama—anthology”’ 
opposed to-an established western. | 

The Thursday night. 10 to ii pit- | 

Mitch” against the “‘pappy” of the: 
high-rated violence shows, 

for his hour showcase, it could por- 
tend the beginning of the end for 
the no-holds-barred violence sagas. ; 

The Saturday hight “Defenders” 
on. CBS against NBC’s “Tall Man” 

the. ‘slotting of “class drama-an- 
thology” vs. a holdover western. 

‘The Tuesday night Garry Moore. 
entry on CBS vs. the new “Cain’s! 
100” on NBC—the lJatter.in the ac- 
tion violence genre as opposed to. 
personality-variety, thus represent-: 
ing another “test (tv) tube’’ in: re- 
‘solving. whether. the public feels 
like FEC boss Newton: Minow oni 
‘perpetuation of crime-violence, 

The Wednesday . night ABC. pit- 
ting of Bob Newhart (as a new tv 
‘personality ) against ABC's “Naked 
City.” 

The Wednesday slotting of ABC's 
Steve Allen against _NBC’s - prize 
western “Wagon Train.” 

NBC's. Friday night. 
Showtime” 

“Interna- 
circus-variety 

And finally the NBC. showcasing 
of 20th-Fox features (with Marilyn: 
Monrve's “How to Marry a Million- 
aire” as the kickoff) as the Satur- 
day conspetition - vs. the expanded 
full-hour “Gunsmoke.” This alone 
could be loaded witn “trend ‘ma- 
terial”. in terms of future network 
programming. (NBC views it as an 

- {Continued on page 46) 

NBC-TV’S PILOT ON 
By mid-October, NBC-TV is e@x- 

rected ‘to produce a pilot. tape for 
a ‘live 60-minute .drama’ series, 
‘which the. network. anticipates will 
be put onthe air the Season: after. 
the one just starting—or sooner. 
It'll bea courtroom drama series, 
and of: the pilot show is satisfactory 
it could go on the air as a replace- 
ment in January, 1962. 

Gene Burr, who. ‘produces NBC- 
TV's daytime strip, “From These 
Roots,” is expected to get the nod 
as producer of: the pilot. Burr, until 
recently a staff veep -at. NBC-TV, 
is also committed by NBC contract 
to do several dramas for the up- 

lcoming DuPont Sunday series. 

+o pepe ete eesqae 

“Sing Along with | 

“Un-: 
It’s ‘a toughie ‘for! 

“Mitch Miller, but if the public goes 

COURTROOM DRAMAS: 

| clients, . BBDO’s tv programming 

i topper George Polk, back from a 

'Coast show-shopping junket, says 
;there’s very little mew under the 
Hollywood production sun. 

: Only the video wings of the 
major studios, says Polk, seem to 
be ‘moving ahead with new pro- 
gram concepts, and then in a 
limited area. In spite of the shape- 
_up of the film companies for future’ 
live-programming, the ‘agency exec 
says he encountered a “what'll we 
-do next?” attitude in most produc- 
tion quarters—“They were asking 
‘me questions.” 

Wide criticism of Hollywood's 
‘sausage-factory output, downbeat- 
ting of violence ete. and client clam- 
or for new ideas has caused a res- 
lestness—and little else, says the 
agency exec. Single fresh idea, he 
says, seems to be an hour comedy 
format, presumably struck upon 

i by three different majors project- 
ing on their own. Details of the 
projects, he says, are confidential, 
but the formats seem to be an 
extension of feature-film comedy 
techniques combined with video 

| situation comedy. series casting— 
the primary difference in the 
‘doubled exposure being a strong- 
er, les$ farcial storyline. 

Deal firmed by Polk is a pilot 
project for a series based on Wil- 
liam Saroyan’s “Human Comedy” 
involving - BBDO, | client Bristol- 
_Myers and ABC-TV and MGM's 
Bob. Maxwell on the production 
end. Aiming for .a timeslot in the 
’62-'63 schedule, sponsor would sell 
off half the. property. 

| TI0’ s Pacifier Ys. 
Wasteland Wailing 

The Television Information Of- 
fiee, video better-image org, has 
compiled a 283-page survey of 
local station pubservice program- 
ming that should be a handy idea 

i guide to stations everywhere -and 
a pacifier for the wasteland wail- 
lin ing crix.. 

Titled “Interaction, Television 
Public Affairs Programming at the 
Community Level,” the survey de- 
tails more than 1,000 examples of 
local station pubservice efforts by 
264 stations in 162 cities. Covered 
are shows that have dealt with 
community affairs and problems; 
literature and the arts; better 
schools; science and technology; 

' (Continued on page 44) ee TY 
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T VIOLE CE? 
TV Webs Astee to Pension Plan 

For Directors Following Pattern 
Of Film Biz; B00 Pay Increases 

Hollywood, Sept. 19. 
Major networks have agreed to 

adoption of the pension plan of 
the motion picture industry for tv 
directors in the four-year pact now 
being finalized by attorneys for 

JNBC, CBS, .ABC .and Directors, 

my tg nn eg ee ad 

Guild of America. Agreement is 
retroactive to Jan. 1, 1961. 

Strict secrecy on developments 
at two-day meet here by 40 DGA. 
delegates from various sections of 
the country has been maintained. 
Neither side has been willing to 
discuss new pact until necessary 

‘|signatures are affixed to papers, 
Decisions reached at sessions will 
insist on pension proviso in all fue 
ture contracts, whether with net« 
works or logal stations indepen- 
dent of national ties. 

Increases for directors in all cat- 
egories on network payrolls also 
are provided for approximately 800 
of the 2.200 DGA members. 

Contract for which exee secre- 
tary Joe Youngerman has repped 
DGA has gone back to the nete 
works, following weekend discus- 
sion. It is expected network attor- 
neys, will take another three weeks 
before returning papers. 

In six weeks, DGA national board 
will again meet for final approval 
of pact, meeting to be held either 
here or in New York. Decision on 
place will: be determined later, 
Following finalization of language 
and approval by DGA board, pact 
then will be sent to membership 
for ratification. This is expected 
before the end of the year. 

Attending Saturday-Sunday DGA 
national board were 40 men from 
New York, Philadelphia, Detroit, 
Chicago, Washington, San Francise 
eco and Los Angeles. 
George Sidney, prexy of DGA, 

presided at the weekend kend palavers, 

CBS ‘Top Secret’ 
shift of Skelton 

CBS-TV, in shifting “Red Skele 
ton Show” from its long establishe 
ed Tuesday night 9:30 p.m. slot, 
played its cards close to its chest, 
Shiff to 9 p.m. on the same night, 
in the works for the past three 
months, proved out to be one of 
the best kept secrets of the new 
season. 

Web, marking its time. saw the 
competition slot two hour shows 
Tuesday nights, both starting at 
9 pm., ABC-TV. with “New Breed” 
and NBC-TV with “Dick Powell 
Show.” Move by the conipetition 
was interpreted as an obvious at- 
tempt to kill off rating points for 
Skelton, consistently one of the 
top 10 in the rating scramble. The 
heur push was plotted, CBS-TV 
felt, to hook viewers a half-hour 
before toprated Skelton and then 
hope that the Powell and “Breed” 
dramas rrevent a switchaway at 
the half-way mark, 
On that premise, CBS-TV went 

to work, informing all the talent 
and their agents of the impending 
switch. Ditto the advertisers and 
agencies involved in the Skelfon 
show and the program preceding 
it, “Ichabod and Me," a new vid- 
film comedic series. The informa- 
tion was labelled top secret and, 
to the surprise of the web, it re- 
mained so even though so many 
people had been involved. 
CBS-TV now feels its Tuesday 

nights will be stronger than ever, 
with Skelton leading at 9 p.m., fol- 
lowed by “Ichabod,” serving as a 
half-hour bridge to the “Garry 
Moore Show” at 10 p.m. 

Satidek in MCA Pact 
Robert Saudek has signed with 

MCA to become his sales repre- 
sentative. Agencv will represent 
all “Omnibus” shows as well ag 
specs contacted by Saudek. 

On the planning boards is a spe- 
cial for next year to mark the 10ih 
anni of the start of the “Oninibus” 
series, 

a 
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Daytime TV Tops All Media in Moving 
Product Off Supermarket Shelves 

Supermarket owners and man-+¢ 
avers vote daytime television as 
the most effective adver Using WNBC AM SHIFT, 

medium for moving goods off th . 

shelf, according to a national sur- DROP BOB H AYMES 
vey done by Stewart, Dougall & 
Associates for CBS-TV. When Jim Lucas replaces the re- 

Survey gave supermarket owners ;signing Bill Cullen as WNBC 
and managers six media to choose! padijo’s ear ly morning deejsy on: 
from, daytime television, news- ; . 
papers, billboards, women’s maga- 'Oct. 2, this move will be accom 

zines, Sunday supplements. and | panied by other changes in the 
radio. Daytime television won an , scheduling of the NBC flagship : 
overwhelming majority as the best -statioa in New York. Sandy Beck- 
mcdium in the survey. er, who was one of the contestants | 

) DR... 

Herb Sheldon’s LI. Pact | 
Broadcast personality and Long 

[Island booster the calls it the 51st 
-State). Herb Sheldon has signed 

_|with the N.Y.Herald Tribune Ra-| 
dio Network's WFYI. Garden City, : 

‘|for 18 hours a week broadcasting 
from his home in Roslyn. 

Sheldon, whoa. also. has 
‘aunched a daily hour show on 
: WOR-TV, will be using a deejay 
format for the radio shows which 
jbegins.“Oct. 2. | 

Announcement of signing says 
‘Sheldon is mot only a prodigious 
contributor to Long Island com- 
-munity projects, but. also Has. prob- } 
ably opened moré L.}. supermar- 
‘kets and ‘discount. houses than any 
fother. show biz row biz personality. * 

just: 

CBS-TV prexy James T. Aubrey, 
jn un aceompanying letter to tne 
brochure announcing the results, 
ccramented, “Significantly, the 
scif--ccvice dealers’ overwhelming : 
e:.dorsement of daytime television 
zemes ino a year. when women’s 
macuzines as well as national mag- 
arines’ are enguged in a pitched 
Eattle for circulation. It provides 
tireiy evidence that despite the 
Wecegazines’ forced subscription 
e€rives and new razzle-@azzle for- 
m:ts, they simply eannot compete | 
in television's big league.” 

Brochure and accompanying Auw- 
brry letter went out this week to 
5: “00 advertisers and agencies. and 
“tt food brokers. Findings were. 
bined en a survey among 2.887 j 
self-service dealers in all parts of 
the country, taken in April, 1961. 
R: presented were food stores, in ; 
the majcrity, drug stores and vari-. 
et stores, ; 

Two questions were asked of the 
setf-service dealers. One was 
“Tninking in terms of your own 
business. which one of these six 
tspes of national advertising 
placed by manufacturers helps you 
most in Selling advertising brands! 

‘for the 6-ta-10 a.m. Cullen slot be-. 
fore Lucas got it, will still be with ; 
the outlet, only hel: hold: down CBS Standoffish. 

| On Lotsa Specials 
i or Lotsa Reasons. 

well. 

Dann said an entertainment spe- 

- 000, time and ‘talent, and “it must 
perform for. the advertiser.” Very 

‘nature of the monies involved and 
the talent needed. he opined, limits 

: the number. that successfully can 
come off. . 

‘CBS-TV: defines: a special as one 

the noon-to-3 p.m. daily time. 
In the shuffle, Bob Haymes, who | 

night block, will be released. 
New daily schedule, on Oct. 2.° 

a:m., Art Ford from 10 to noon: 
Becker from noon to 3 p.n 

Ford is heard. from 4-to 6:40 p.m.,: the need for these entertainment 
while Jim Lowe has noon to 4 p.m.) } ! blockbusters to ‘pay off ‘for the 

9 f.m. and Lowe. in a shift from; the continued levelling off of. the 
the afternoon, will assume the number of specials. Mike Dann, 

night. iN.Y.. in examining the status of 
i Specials, spoke of his network, but 

‘currently has WNBC’s 9 p.m.-mid- 

will read: Jim Lucas from 6 ‘to.10.! 

again from 3 to. 6 p.m. ‘curently 

Wayne Howell goes from 6:15 to { sponsors were cited as reasons for 

block between 9 p.m, and mid- y.p. CBS-TV. network. programs, 

q ‘a good deal. of what he had to say 

ayward ward Susskind 
4 

Cosmetic house of Brecht to will| 

The high cost of tv specials and |. 

pertained to the other two websas 

‘cial cost the sponsor cbout $500,- |. 

: which preempts a regularly sehed- | to rour women cusfomers, relative ! ? sponsor a series of four one hour. 

te the advertising dollars spent?” | drama CBS-TV specials, each bud- 
To the first question. 687 
sponded in favor of daytime tv, 
22°, newspapers; radio, 47; 
women’s magazines, 4°¢. 
beards. less than 5° and Sunday | 
eunplements, 1%. 

Second question was “Suppose a!‘“Picture of Dorian Gray.” slated ; 

000. 

two. 

re- | Beted in the neighborhood of $125.- : 
-Exec producers of the four’ 

dramas. will be Leyland _Hayward : 
bill-} and David Susskind, each doing: 

Initialer will -be Oscar Wilde's } 

‘uled program or group of pro-| 
grams. This season, in the enter- 
tainment category, CBS-TV will! 
have 22 specials. These are exclu- 

specials. 
During. the peak viewing winter 

season, CBS-TV ‘has attempted to 

sive of news, pubaffairs and sports 

mcnufacturer left it up to you tol for Dec, 6 at 8:30 p.m., with Suss-; Slot three a. month. The’ specials 
decide hew to spend a million dol- | kind as exec producer. The other , roster includes Victor Borge, Pon- 
Jars in national advertising. Just ; three properties haven't. been de tiac; “Carnegie - Hall Salutes Jack |: 
how much would you spend in each | cided on as yet, but according to Oy Sara. 
of these national advertisng|web spokesman they would be inj 
media?” Response was that self-! the nature of an “Enchanted Cot-| 
service dealers alloted almost half |tage,” 2 pie and stage play of 
«of an advertiser's total budget to!vere, or a George Bernard Shaw 

ee | Chemical, and. six. Westinghouse 
Series of four grew out .of | drama ‘specials. 

ciustime television. nearly twice as | “Candida.” - 
much as the second-ranking medi- 
un and three times as much as the 
third. In percentages of the theo- 
retical $1,000,000 pie, daytime 
te‘evision received 44°C; news- 

Brecht’s sponsorship last season: of ; 
“Family Classics” on the web. 
Client liked “The Heiress” and 

papers, 24°, radio, 14°¢, women’s | Programming department wanted, In - the 
Magazines, 10. Sunday supple- | to do programming in the classics | “Noah's Ark,” for which the web 
m: nts, 5° and billbecards 3%. vein. The four drama: ‘specials deal | commissioned the music and chore- 

Brochure, natch, wound up with | was a wedding or interests. 
a pitch that CBS-TV daytime is the 
best buy. 

FCC to ‘Police’ 
Conduct of Staff 

ward, Marshal Jamison. ‘Dramas | 
will be slated one a month, starting | 
in December. 

Brecht already is lined. up as; 
half-sponsor of “The Power & the 
Glory,” sharing the. Sir Laur- 
ence Olivier starrer with Motorola. 
Cosmetic firm also plans to pick. 
up full sponsorship of the: web- 

: commissioned “Noah and. the 
Washington, Sept. 18. | Food” outing, slated for telecast- 

Federal Communications Com- ing in April. 

mission Monday (18) set forth new i 

G‘delines for the ethical conduct | 

of its employees. To carry out the 

program, Chairman Newton Minow 

will name a staffer to be respon- 

sible for investigating all suspected 

cases of improper conduet. 

The FCC action is in accord with 
President Kennedy's special direc- 
tive that the agencies draft codes 
gzove-ning behavior of their 
staffers. 

Among the standards iaid down 
Is a flat prohibition on leaking in- 
fo:mation on official FCC actions 
betore its made public. It’s heen 
hvooun that Minow has been peeved 
©? occasion by premature dis- 
elesure of FCC decisions. 

Washington, Sept. 19. 
The ancient clear channel case 

has been put to rest by Federal 
Communications Commission, But 
the pressure from Capitol Hill. is 
on already for disinterment. — 

The all-important 16-year: rule- ' 
making was formally terminated : 
by.a “final” FCC order opening up : 
13 of the 25 dominant Class I-A, 

ern areas... 
It left up in the air the fate of: 

the. remaining 12 clear ‘channel | 

“nother: standard states that em- operations and also held back. any | 
decision on proposals for souping: 
their power up to 750 kw. 

In issuing the order, FCC side-: 
,; stepped an. “urgent request by: 

pl ees “are expected to meet all 
je: financial obligations.” Various | 
cov flict-of-interest tuations are | 
&c-led out fer staffers to avoid. 
f‘-0, no employee is perimtted to; House Commerce Chairman Oren‘ 
a--cpt anything of value. directly | Harris "D-Ark.) to postpone. final: 
c indirectly. which might affect | action until next year when Con-_ 
}i- “partiality in his official ca-|8TeSS can consider legislation con- , 
pe flicting with the order now before: 

\iolations: are uncovered, the | his committee. 
© t could, on majority vote of| Harris wrote FCC that at a, 
FOeC. be given a written repri-/| closed session Sept. 6, the commit- 
mind, a suspension or out. ight tee directed him to ask for’ de-.’ 
ouster from his job. ferment of the clear channel order 

“Jane Eyre” outings and CBS-TV's| Pageant” in the specials category. 

Producing for Susskind will ‘be | and the “N.Y. Philharmonic Young 
Jacqueline Babbin and for Hay- “People’s Concerts,” among others, 

vuntil 3 a 

fulltimers to duplication ‘in west- 
--4 channel decision when it directed 

Benny,” Lee, Motorola; 
“Power and the Glory,” Motorola, 
Brecht; Danny Kaye, General Mo- 
tors; Judy Garland (Frank Sinatra 
and. Dean . Martin guests),, Dow 

In addition, web has such events 
as “Tournament of Roses’ and the 
recently telecast “Miss America 

“class” field. web has 

ography (Stravinsky & Balanchine) 

‘All specials are sporisored. Dann 
j said the web took a special for one 
| of two reasons. It either must have. 
mass appeal or it must be consid- 
ered of such class appeal that the 
web would consider itself remiss. 
to miss the chance of widening 
tv’s horizons. 
Key to the payoff on specials, 

Dann feels, lies in the areas of 
promotion, ‘ exploitation, slotting, | 
and last, ‘but not least, execution. 

‘The “All Clear’ on. Clear Channels |g 
“reasonable” time after 

Congress reconvenes next January. 
‘FCC Chairman Newton Minow 

dispatched a letter to. Harris when: 
the order was adopted last. week: 
explaining that “‘the Commission. 
it regrets it 1s unable at this late 
stage” to delay the final action. 
: Minow. cited particularly the fact 
-that.on June 12, FCC announced 
the basic ‘features of the clear 

its staff to draw up the formal re- 
i port and order. 

However, Minow - pointed ‘out 
| that. aietual implementation of the } 
| order willbe some time off, al- 
. though . Oct. 31 was set as effec- 
' tive date of the rule changes. Peti- 
tions for reconsideration by ad- 
! versely affected broadcast inter- 
ests will be heaped on the -Com-- 

_ mission, and the. appeals are bound. 
‘to wind up in the courts. 
| “In our judgment,” w rote 
' Minow, “there is no possibility that 
“applications for any. of the pro- 
posed Class II station authorized to 
j operate on. existing clear. channels. 

be revived by WBAI-FM,. N.Y. on} 

a twice monthly: basis, starting Oct. 
9, at 8:30 p.m. ‘Station’s general 

manager John F. Day said the. 5e-. 
ries will be broadcast in coopera- 
tion with Town Hall. 

will be held once a month at Town 

toric interest which have not been 

; supported outlet. 

TV Network Premieres 
o¢ Sept. 20-Sept. 30 ) 

'WEDNESDAY,. SEPT, 20 |: 
The Joey Bishop Show. (film); Comedy,. NBC, 8: 30-9 p.m. Proce 

ter & Gamble via Benton & Bowles. and: American - ‘Tobacco via - 
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles. 

SATURDAY, SEPT, 23. 
Saturday Night At the Movies (film), partly. color), Features, 

NBC, 9-11 p.m. Participating. 

SUNDAY, SEPT. 24 . 
‘Bullwinkle (film), Cartoon, NBC, 7-7:30 p.m. General’ ‘Mills via. 

Dancer-Fitzgerald- Sample: and American. ‘Tobacco and Beechnut via 
Young & Rubicam. 

Walt Disney’s Wonderful World of | Color (film, olor). Cartoon, 
Drama, NBC, 7:30-8:30 p.m. ‘RCA. and Eastman-Kodak via J. Walter . 
Thompson. 

MONDAY, SEPT. 23 
87th Precinct (film), Action-Adventure, NBC, 9-10 p.m. Particl- 
ating. 

P “TUESDAY, SEPT.26 . . 
The Dick Powell Show (film), Anthology, NBC, 9-10-p.m. Reynolds 
Metals. talf.. weeks) via Lennen & Newell and. Participating.. 
Ichabod & Me (film), Situation Comedy, CBS, 9-9:30 p.m: Quaker. 

Oats via J. Walter Thompson (alt. weeks) and. Participating. 

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 27 
‘The Steve Allen Show (tape), Variety, ABC, 7:30- 8: 30 p. ra. “Pars 

ticipating. 
Top Cat (film), Animated Comedy; ABC, 8:30-9 p.m... Bristol-. 

Myers via Young & Rubicam .and :Kellogg. yia Leo: Burnett. . 
THURSDAY, SEPT. 2 

.. Dr. Kildare (film), Drama, NBC, 8:30-9:30. * participating. - 
‘Hazel (film), Situation: Comedy, NBC, .9: 30-10 p.m: ‘Ford via. a... 

Walter Thompson. 
FRIDAY, SEPT. 29 

Robert Taylor’s Detectives (film—new hour Jength’ for former 
half-hour show), Action-Adventure, -NBC, 8: 30-9: 30° p.m.. ‘Participat- 
ing. 

. Father of the Bride (film), Comeay;. CBS, 9: 40:10: Pp. m. . General 
Mills and Campbell Soup via BBDO.:’ 

Target: The. Corrupters (film), ‘Drama, ABC, 10- 11° pm: “Partict-- 
ating. 

P Frank McGee's Here & Now (live; tape, film), ‘News, NBC, 10: 30-. 
11 p.m. Gulf Oil via Young & Rubicam. |... 

SATURDAY, SEPT. 30 ~~: 
Tales of ‘Wells. Fargo (film,. color—new length. for: ‘fornier half- 

hour show), Western, NBC; 7: 30-8: 30. American: Tobacco Malt. Weeks) : 
via Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles and Participating. ‘ 
‘Gunsmoke (film—new length for former half-hour shaw), West-' 

ern, CBS, 10-11 p.m. Liggett & Myers via “‘Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sam- 
ple and Remington Rand via Young & Rubicam and General Foods 
and S. C. Johnson. via Benton & Bowles.. © 

SPECIALS 
The Victor Borge Show (tape), CBS, Wednesday, Sept.’ ‘27, 9-10 

p.m. Pontiae via MacManus, John & Adams. 
Carnegie Hall Salutes Jack Benny (tape), CBS, Wednesday, Sept. 

- 27, 10-11 p.m., Motorola via Leo Burnett. 
3. F.. K. Report (live, tape, film), NEC, Thurs., ‘Sept. 2, 7:30- 

8:30 p.m. Ford via.J. Walter Thompson. — 
Bell Telephone Hour (live, color), NBC, Fri., Set: 29; & 30-10 30 

Separate Blurbs 
For FM and AM 
-'Noah’s Ark Auto Accessories, & 

chain in western N.Y.. state,. obvi-' 

ously figures AM and FM radio 

have essentially different audi 

jences. Noah boss Martin - Sher ‘or- 

dered. his budget split between 
local AM’ers and FM’ers.in 22 mar~- 
kets, and for each he. iad different 

p.m. AT&T via N. WwW. Ayer.. . 

Town Meeting of Air’ 
Rebroadcasts for FM’er 

“Town Meeting of the Air” will |, 

Day pointed out that meetings 

Halt and will be broadcasts of his- 

Productions, the. Shelley Berman- 
Harry Bell production company: 

Nirene did two Noah. blurbs, 
“one a little more sweet and mel- 
low than the: other: which had been 
geared -for straight _AM’ .sounds,”.. 
said a spokesman for the’ producer; 
-Another sponsor in FM radio 

lately is Nabisco, which spent 
$5,000 preparing jingles for FM- 
only. The Noah and Nabisco : 

| blurbs, were prepared ty composer 
Chet: Gierlach. 

Gulf ‘Instant Special” - 
Gets British TV Ride 

-- London, Sept. 19, 
“Russiari Pandora,” an NBC “ine 

ctant” Gulf News. Special on the ': 
iesumption of nuclear. tests by the. 
‘Soviets, was placed on commercial — 
webs here by Independent. ‘Televi- - 
sion News. 

Documentary, which was updated 
with film cut in by ITN, replaced 
the scheduled “Douglas "Fairbanks: 

that it must press forward to a|Presents” skein at 11:07.p.m. It had 
conclusion of this’ long-pending |been seen in the U.S. a few days a 

| proceeding in the manner which, | earlier. 
in its best Judgment, appears to be. . OO 

Robin Makes It 
‘After a two-week tryout, Robin 

most in the public interest.” 
“Having thus discharged its: re- 

sponsibilities, the Commission will 
welcome study of its action by|Bain has .become ‘the regular 
your Committee and will, of course, | distaff member of ‘the “Today’ 
be most happy. to cooperate in any |team. NBC News, .which controls 
way that it can,” Minow concluded. |the morning strip on the ty net- 

Dissenting from. the clear chan-| work, pacted her to “a- - several- 
month contract. 

‘She joins other regulars. ‘Ed. 
Newman, John- Chancellor and 

nel action was Commissioner Rob- 

Frank Blair. NBC.News has. been | 

ert E. Lee who declared: “The 
Commission’s. offer of special. Proc- 

looking: for a femme counterpart.” 
a for three months. 

heard since they were originally 
performed. Such personalities as. 
Wendell Wilkie, Fiorello .LaGuar<|, 
dia, H. G. Wells, Fanny Hurst, Nor- 
man. Thomas, Robert La Follette,. 
Harold Ickes and Madam. Pundit 
will be heard on the rebroadcasts, 
initially carried by the Blue Net- 
work; later the ABC network. 
WBAI-FM is a Pacifica listener-. 

can be granted within the next six 
months—and probably not for’ a , 
substantial period thereafter. 

“As a consequence, it. would: ap- 
pear that ample time will be avail-. 
able for the Committee to hold 
hearings on this problem early in 
the next session if it concluded 
that such a course would be in the 
public interest, . . . Meanwhile,- 
however, the Commission féels 

essing rules to bring new service. 
to less than 1% of the e-c> in ‘the 

(Continued on page 44) 

‘spot jingles prepared. via Nirene 



ABC-TV's If-&-When Deal on M&M 

“Wednesday, September 20, 1961 

Baltimore. Sept: 19. 
_. The Mickey ‘Mantle-Roger. Maris. race to beat Babe ‘Ruth's 
‘homerun record will get network coverage at the critical. stage 
tomorrow | night . (Wed,) . under an... unusual {f-and-when deal 
cooked up by ABC-TV. The web has made.a deal with the Balti- 
more: Orioles’ baseball -¢lub, which- is: meeting the N. Y. Yankees. 

‘jn Baltimore tomorrow. night, to pick.up the game if the. following: 
_conditions: are met: .(1) either Mantle or Maris has hit 58, 59 or 60 
homers by that. time; and (2) if tomorrow night’s game is ‘the 154th. 
game of the season. le not, the deal is off although it may be held 
over for the following night if the same conditions prevail. Tonight 
(Tues.) ‘called for a.scheduled double-header (games.152° and 153).. 
ABC-TV obtained: okays. from-the advertisers of “Hong: Kong,” 

“Ozzie & Harriet,” “Hawaiian Eye”. and “Naked'City,” to use their 
_commertials during’ the ball ‘game.’ It will involve 21 spots or- 
dinarily heard on the four shows’ which. will preempted by the 
network for the ballgame: The. four shows. how ever, will-be ‘carried 

-on ABC outlets ‘in all the major league. cities ‘under the usual 
’ blackout ‘agreement. In: New: York, -WPIX! will. be carrying. the 
away-from-home. Yankee game as: cusual. 

Deal with the Baltimore. club, -which. will, “cost “ABC-TV. from 
$75,000 to $100,000, is reminiscent. of the web's arrangement with 
the Los Angeles Dodgers three years ago to’ give network coverage 
to a possible pennant playoff’ with the Milwaukee Braves: under . 
the same if-and-when terms. The playoff took. place and. actually 

7 launched ABC-TV into the sports scene in a big. -way since. then _ 

Paar Show: Funniest Thing Happened 
On My Way to the Friedrichstrasse’ 

‘Had - anyone. other: than Jack+- 
Paar moved his ty cameras‘up to; | 
the line’ on. the. Friedrichstrasse 
there probably would not have 
been_the explosions that resounded 
in the U. S. Senate and the -Ameri~ 

-.€an press last week... 

Of. course, the - U. S. Army ‘In 
Berlin was. overselicitous of the 
television entertainer, 
orily added:-fue] to the verbal ma-]' 
chinety that made Paar out as aj 
villain. It’s not: likely, ine{dentally, 
that. the Army would. have sent 50 
armed. soldiers to the border be- |. 
tween. East and West for. any .or- 
dinary newsman, because there 
might. well. be as many newsmen. 
‘in Berlin as there are soldiers and |. 
.the commonplace rarely ever. gets |. 
7 special. ‘attention. 

- But it: was: Paar- and not a news- 

for anything it isnot his enter- 
prise in doing a program for Amer- 
ican . television ‘consumption .from 
the hottest spot in the world today. | 
His blame js that he is.an egocen- }. 
tric, who; when speaking (as he 
almost .always. doés) in the pro- 
‘noun “I,” plays clairvoyant, expert | 
“and électronically-stimulated deity, }- 
and, thus;:is capable of. misleading | 

~~ his more susceptible: followers. 

Last - Tuesday, Wednesday. and |: 
Thursday (Sept. 12-14), Paar was 
not really misleading. His Berlin 
tapes, played .on his regular NBC-. 
IN program, were’ merely irritat- 
ing. Aware perhaps that the eyes. 
of powerful Americans were: on 
him, he demonstrated, particularly 
in the last two tapes, more re- 
‘straint than is usual. for him, but 
‘Riis -ego still ‘got. ‘the: best of him 
‘at times. 

Going on the: assumption that an 
ordinary tv. news program would]. 
not have been able fo attract. the 
“kind of audience Paar’s stanza gets, 
especially after the kind of pub-' 
licity given the Berlin tapes, there 
is something good ‘to. be said for a 
showman who can show apathetic 

(Continued on page 47) 

Lincoln- Mercury 
News Specials Set 

_ NBC News: has rounded: out the. 
schedule of six. specials being spon- 
sored this season by Lincoln-Mer-- 
cury. Latest two shows in the $800,-: 

. 000 automotive buy are to be “The. 
’ Life of Van: Gogh, ” slated for. Nov.’ 
17,. and a stanza’ on Japan ° for. 
Dec. 

Lee J. Cobb will navrate. the Van'|- 
Gogh program, pegged to a 9:30- 
10:30 slot, and Ed Newnian -will 
host the Japan: show, to be done 
between 8 arid 9 p.m: on its Decem- 
ber airdate. Both stanzas will be 
in color’ and © “produced by Lou 
Hazam: - Other Lincoln-Mercury 
stanzas by NBC News will be two 
new “JFK Reports”. and two-“Na- 
tion’s. Future” hours. | 

and: that |. 

‘The AIL Clear 
Washington, ‘Sept. 19.. 

‘Senate Communications Sub-. 
-eommittee’s watchdog  could- 
“ find nothing wrong with Jack 
Paar's. NBC-TV: ‘program fea- 
turing the. Berlin shots. “Sub- 

committee staff ‘director’. Nick 
‘Zaple, who. watched the pro- 
‘gram, described it as a “typi-” 
cal “Paar show” .and said he. 

- saw ho question raised involy- 
ing broadcast -régulation.: 

'. .He opined, ‘therefore, that 
Mo steps would be taken to 
‘delve into the.matter deeper— 
especially in light of the Pen- 

. tagon’s speedy.-disciplinary. ac- 
- tion’ -against officers connected 
oS with the affair. 

man .who- went to the-Friedrich-| 
strassé, ‘and if. Paar is to blame 

Hagerty Beefs Up 
Berlin Coverage; 
Clampdown Alert 

|. While’ hoping for the. best; 
‘ABC-TV's news operation is gear-. 
ing for the worst eventualities in. 
the current crisis over Berlin. Jim 
Hagerty, the web's news chief, said. 
ABC: has “prepared: alternate "lines 
of communication”. in the event of 
a-clampdown by the Reds on all 
transmissions out of. Berlin. 3£: 
ABC's correspondents ‘are unable 
to get out of Berlin for one Teason 
or another, other ‘news. personnel 
in: Europe -have been assigned: as. 
backstops. in West Germany. 

has caused Magerty to beef up his 
staff within Germany. Jack Begon, 
the web's Paris correspondent, has 
joined regular. Berlin. correspon-: 
dent George Bailey in that city 
along ‘with Roger. -Sharp.. Tom 

_fWeyr has- been moved from Vienna 
into Germany while Bob Clark is 

{headquartering in Bonn.-Lou Ciof- | 
ABC's chief .-European corres- |. 

pondent, -has. also been ‘spending 
eonsiderable time in. Germany, al- 

| fi, 

though - permanently stationed. ‘in 
Paris.: * 

The: draft ard reserve ‘status of {2 
all ABC.newsmen, along with their 
various language proficiencies, have 
also been é¢ataloged by ABC in the 
event that the ‘crisis gets even- hot- |’ 
ter. Hagerty said. that a constant 
study. of. manpower needs and: al- 
ternate communications - channels 
was, necessary for protection of the. 
network’s ‘service. 
Hagerty is also preparing to join. 

the other webs in. having ABC rep- 
resentation in Moscow. All the pre- |" 
liminary arrangements have been 
set.and now the web is momentari- 
ly waiting for final Soviet accredi- 
tation for its man. The web: has |. 
already ‘designated. the correspon- 
dent; but-it is. ‘keeping his. identity 
under. wraps until. the Russians. 

the’ ‘station, give their final okay. 

| Nicholas. 

director of the “Walk in My Shoes” : 

|stanza for the -ABC-TV “Bell. &. 

| niques and. -public taste. 
last couple of years, the develop-. 

| ards, 

DIGUMENTARIS, 
“By HERM SCHOENFELD - 
The “new wave” vogue in film- 

making, which has created a stir at 

the art: lious¢ b.o.. ‘via a flock of 

French imports, is’ now imprinting 

itself on the. video documentarians. |: 

Increasingly, tv documentaries are | 

turning to the fluid camera. tech- 
{niques and. spontaneous qualities 

| that have hallmarked: some of the 

more | highly. rated film imports, 

. such as “Breathless”. and “L'Ayven- 

tura,’”: ‘among: others. 

Webster, producer- 

Howell Close-up”  series,. explains 
‘the “new: ‘wave” in ty documen- 
taries as a ‘timely combination. of 
advances: in photography. - 

In. the | 

ment-of very fast film and extreme 
wide angle lenses has made it pos- 
sible to “shoot in.a closet with the 
door closed.” 
ster said the néw availability . of 
lightw eight and. smailer cameras |. 

| has made it possible to shoot more 
flexibly’ and candidly. 

- Audience tastes, ° 

not to 
speak of more daring subject. mat- 
ter. .The studied pictorial’ stand- 

change. that naturally - favors the 
| documentary form. 

Somes documentarians, ‘how- 
. ever, have gone: overboard into 
the “new wave” by thinking that 

-(the whole trick is to hang up a 
microphone and. start shooting 
film. 
ster said, 

go into the frame.” A major ele- 
ment. in’ this‘: command. !s_ the. 
director's knowledge of the sub-. 
‘ject. 
|My Shoes,” Webster immersed him- 
self in several scholarly tomes on 

‘In: preparing for: “Walk in 

the Negro In America in addition 
to getting personal ‘briefing by 
Negroes, particularly: associate pro- 
ducer .Louis: Lomax, on some of 
the problems in this area. 
Now one of the “hot” freelance 

directors on call ‘by the: networks, 
Webster was schooled many years. 
ago on. thé MGM lot in. Hollywood 
where he worked as an ‘actor, then 
cameraman and eventually as direc- 
tor. Part. of Louis deRochemont’s 
production team atone time, he 
was sidetracked for several years 
on. assignments 
Bangkok, Jaipur, .etc., before he 
returned to New ‘York to find that 
the show biz. cycle was coming ‘his 

‘Mounting. -tension over Beilin. wey. In ‘addition to-doing tv. documen- 
taries, he’s also directed an upcom- 
ing film for United Artists release,: 
“The State. Department Murders” 
and is starting.to work on: a short 
for ‘Columbia Pictures concerning 
the fantasies of a 12-year-old girl. 

Flicka’s’ CBS Berth 
Another. Sponsor has brought: in 

a show to CBS-TV for the Saturday. 
daytime 
Flicka, " which had a network and 

been. 
booked. by Tootsie Roll and Gen- 

lineup. “My Friend 

. syndication. ride, has 

eral Mills, with the. agency” buying 
the: 12:30 to T D.m. period of: the 
web. 

Other Saturday kiddie programs 
delivered by sponsors for a CBS 
TV daytime ride iaclude the Jong- 
standing “Sky King,” Nabiseo, and |’ 
Roy. Rogers, Nestle. 

; GIVEN EXITS WNEW 
Joe Given has exited the news 

staff of WNEW,: N.Y., to concen- 
trate on. freelance radio-tv assign- 
ments. .. 

Given who had ‘been’ a morning 
news fixture on WNEW for the 
past five years, asked for and re- 
ceived'a release’ from his pact with 

tech- 

In addition, Web-! 

. “according - to} 
‘Webster, have alsa: evolved to a}. 
‘stage . where they'll - accept more 
|venfuresome -techniques, - 

‘still characteristic of most. 
‘Hollywood praduet,: is- giving way 

| to a public yearning for reality, 

“Life. needs editing,” Web- 
“and the director must 

‘| still command all the elements that 

in Singapore, | 

Minow’ s Panel Show 
FCC chairman Newton H. 

Minow and five other members 
of the commission will par- 

_ ticipate in an-in-depth study,of 
the history of the U. S. com- 
munications industry Oct. 1 to 
be telecast over Metropolitan 
‘Broadcasting tv stations in 
.New York (WNEW), Washing- 
ton (WTTG), Sacramento 

_ (KOVR), Peoria (WTVH), De- 
: eatur (WTVP) and Kansas City 
. OKMBC). 

Show has been produced by 
Metropolitan in cooperation 
with the FCC and WNYC, N. Y. 
Mark Evans will be narrator, 
The show. will be made avail- 
able to tv outlets. and educa- 
tional institutions throughout 
the country. 

ACLU Champions 
Right of FCC To 
Review Programs 

The American Civil Liberties 
Union last week supported the 
FCC’s right to review the program 
services of radio and ty stations, 
denying in the course of statement 
to the Federal agency that such a 
review constituted “government 

a+censorship.” 

ACLU said the FCC “has an af- 
firmative duty” to once-over pro- 
gramming so that “it could satis- 
factorily protect “public interest, 
convenience. and necessity.” 

ACLU filed its statement in con- 
nection. with the proposed rule. 
ehange by. the FCC ordering li- 
censees to file a detailed schedule 
of pregramming and commercials. 
ACLU declared false the com- 
plaint by home broadcasters that 
the demand for such details on 
programming would either be 
“prior or subsequent restraint ... 
upon the free exercise by a licen- 
see of his First Amendment free- 
oms.” 

ACLU statement sald: “The 
Commission’s aim is not to censor 
specific programs, but to ensure 
a balance of categories of programs 
whether those shown fall into 
the religious, instructive, public af- 
fairs, agricultural], news, sports or 
other unnamed categories, and also 
about types within these categories, 
such as children’s, education, con- 
troversial or local interest pro- 
gram 

“Certainly it would be censor- 
ship, i.e., restraint, for the FCC to 
rule: that a station, in order to have 
its license renewed, must discon- 
tinue showing a particular western 
-.' But it patently would not be 
censorship for the FCC to rule that 
programming.composed almost en- 
tirely of westerns was not sufficfent- 
ly. diversified or responsive to the 
community’s needs tg satisfy the 
iaw’s requirement that the public 
interest, convenience and necessity 
be served, 

“Far from being censorship .. . 
‘such implementation of the law 
by the Commission would constti- 
tute a much-needed antidote to the 
tremendous commercial pressures 
within the industry which too often 
result in the elimination of con- 
troversial and stimulating mate- 
rial—pressures which might in- 
deed. be called -censorship in 
reverse.” 

Salant on CBS Board 
Richard S.. Salant, CBS News| 

prexy, has been elected to the 
board .of directors of CBS, Inc. 

Salant was named prexy of the 
CBS‘ News division last February. 
He joined CBS in July, ’52 as a v.p. 
jand general exec. Before he was 
named head of CBS News, Salant 
served as chairman of the CBS 
News Executive Committee; prior 
to that he was a member of the 
CBS Editorial Board for five years. 

[LENDS TSE ITSELF 1 (hi Crs On That TV Documentary: 
‘What's the Big Fuss All About?” 

By LES BROWN 

Chicago, Sept. 19. 
Around 75. Chicagoans, including 

the critics, finally got to see “Chi- 
'ago: First Impressions of a Great 
American City” at a private screen- 
ing by WBKB last week. The 
others who saw the controversial 
film were timebuyers and assorted 
muckamucks of ad agencies who 
were being briefed on a lineup of 
specials the station was proposing 
to air in the new season. The Chl-. 
ago film was “definitely” not on 
the schedule. It was just a bonus 
for attendance. 

This was the Denis Michell dote 
umentary that touched off an epi- 
demic¢ of lynch fever in Chi last 
winter when certain London cor- 
respondents reported, after the 
film was shown on BBC-TY, that 
it presented a grotesquely dis- 
torted (and, impliediy, malicious) 
portrait of the city. WBKB has 
since felt somehow enjoined from 
showing it here, because of the 
pressures exerted by guardians of 
the city’s image and good name, 
who never did see the picture 
themselves. 

The critical verdict after the 
private screening was expectedly 

| mixed, but there was at least one 
‘unusual wrinkle. The Chicago 
Tribune, which had been one of 
the principal attackers of the film, 
carried an admiring and enthue 
Siastic review by Francis Coughlin, 
second-stringer on the tv desk. 
Only one of the four critics, Janet 
Kern of the American, felt that 
it was “fully as dishonest, distorted 
and disgusting as the original re- 
ports from England indicated.” 
Her paper too had damned the him. 

Terry Turner wrote a rave in 
the Daily News, calling the docu- 
mentary “beautifully warm and 
human.” Paul Molloy of the Sune 
Times was unimpressed with Mit- 
chell’s artistry, but he did say, “I 
can see no compelling reason for 
its being ordered off the air.” 

The VaRiIeETY reviewer in atten- 
dance found it an altogether suc 
cessful effort in terms of its pur- 
pose (as articulated in the title? 
but, more than that, a monumental 
achievement in the tv documentary 
field generally. It is eloquent, 
dramatic and affecting. Unorth- 
odox as documentaries go, it 
doesn't contain a body of fact that 
builds to a summing up and a 
neat conclusion. “Chicago” is more 
a cinematographic poem than it is 
informative non-fiction. Plainly, 
this is what has caused the mis- 
understanding. 

Mitchell’s. excursions Into the 
city’s lawer depths is the sore 
point, especially since the film 
opens with 3 a.m. scenes of drunks, 
derelicts and criminal violence. ~ 
The viewer who is oriented fo the 
factual or socioligical documen- 
tary might get the impression that 
Mitchell intended an expose, or an 
indictment of life in the U.S. ale 
though this wouldn’t square with 
other parts of the film. The British 
documentarian apparently feels a 

(Continued on page 47) 

Still Another 
TV Medic Format 

Hollywood, Sept. 19. _ 
A fourth medical-formatted 

skein is projected by Joseph M, 
Schenck Enterprises, to be tabbed 
“The Specialists” and revolving 
around a “Mayo clinic type medt- 
cal plant” with a new approach to 
medicine not already covered by 
Metro’s “Dr. Kildare,” Bing 
Crosby Productions’ “Ben Casey” - 
and earlier “Medic.” 
To be coproduced by John New- 

land and Merwin Gerard for 1962-. 
63 season, plays will involve 
“unique and unusual aspects of 
medicine,” according to Schenck 
prexy Bernard Schawartz. Format 
involves father, son an& daughter 
who are doctors at clinic. Jay 
Rosenburg and Isabel Gilbert cre- 
ated series, 

Design is for halfhour, with full, 
hour expansion available. 

be 
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Half-hour firsts: 

22 

“Source: Nicisen 24 Market TY Report, 

‘Take another look at the numbers, 
Out of $1 half-hour nighttime periods: 
rated in this Jatest Nielsen*, ABC- 
TY. was first or second 45 times, 
Third only 6 times! The percentages, 
you have to say, are.very much with 
you when you go with ABC-TV. 

‘Contributing to this happy state of 



Average Audlonce, week ending Sept, 10, 1961, All commercial me periods, Mam, thru Sat, 7390-1 PM Suite G:30-LL Ph, 

time on network television) 

affairs are 6 ABC’ shows In the top 
10: My Three Sons, 77 Sunset Strip, 
The Untouchables, The Real McCoys, 
The. Flintstones, Hawaiian Eye. 
No question about: it. You. can. 

sure have a good time on 

ABC Television 



Says Leonard Patricelli: 
Vice President, Programs, WTIC-TV, Hartford, Connecticut 

"We bought Seven Arts’ 
Vol. Il because 

you've got to have 

“Warner's ‘Films of the 50’s’ have name value 

and story line, two of the main points | 

weigh when | compare the quality of feature films. 

We couldn’t afford less than the best for . 

AFTER DINNER MOVIES, 7 to 9 Monday nights.”” - 
0 &® 

. » 
me. 

Leonard Patricelli 

Warner’s films of the 50’s 
Money makers of the 60's. 

| SEVEN ARTS. [ 
ASSOCIATED 

CORP. 

_A SUBSIDIARY OF SEVEN ARTS PRODUCTIONS, LTD. 

Motion Pictures —“Gigot”, starring Jackle Gleason, completed shooting 
In. Paris... Gene Kelly directing... _ Oe 
Theatre — “Gone with the Wind” in preparation. + 
Television — Distribution of films for T.V., Warner's “Fiims-of the 50's” so 
Literary-Properties —“Romancero” by Jacques Deyal...: 
Real Estate — The Riviera of the Caribbean, Grand Bahama, In construction... 

NEW YORK: 270 Park Avenue ; : YUkon 6-1717 
CHICAGO: 8922-D N. La Crosse, Skokie, Ill.: ORchard:4-5105 

DALLAS: 5641 Charlestown Drive  ADams 9-2855. 
L.A.: 232 So. Reeves Drive GRanite 6-1564—STate 8-8276 

For tist of TV stations programming Warner Bros. “Films: of 
the 50's” see Third Cover SRDS (Spot TV Rates and Data) 
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NAB $ New Caution on Post- Bs 
" Washington, Sept. 

Code’ Review Board of National Assn. of -Broadcasters. cletie. 
it, has had “little. success” in. working with film: “astributors to- 
weed out blue matter from. post-’48 features . being offered: to tele-"- 
casters. 
Hence there is an “urgent. need to edit carefully” the new. films: 

before they see the. light of the family tv ‘screen. . 
" The words of warning .came from Edward H: Bronson, director 

-of NAB Television Code Affairs, ina speech to Michigan | ‘broad 
casters released here. 

“Some: pretty. controversial” pictures Of the post-'48 era are on 
the. tv market these days, cautioned Bronson. Noting that when he 

edit carefully “an. occasional - Jean Harlow . and Marie Dressler 
bit that would raise your. eyebrows,” Bronson added: 
: “Editing is even more important in these days with Brigitte 

. Bardot and Gina Lollobrigida and perhaps. more fun, too. . 
‘"* “The NAB Code Review Board has been. working with distribu. . 

tors of some of. this: ‘newer film material in an attempt to winnow 
out. some of the riper or riskier: episodes before they ‘find thelr 
‘way into your (tv) vault. So far we have had little success. . 

“We are urging: stations everywhere to keep a constant ‘watch 
on this material and:to let us know if,.in your opinion, a particular 

. film or & particular scene in a film seems. to violate the code.” .- 

‘WBKB's TV Bid As Chis Creative 
Pace-Setter on Pubaffairs 

Chicago, Sept. 19.. 

: WBKB,. in an unusual ‘arrange- 
‘ment for - a local station, -has set- 
up—instead: of a public, affairs de- | 
“‘partment—four. separate: produc- | 
tion units. to create major pub- 

_affairs. specials. Under the ar- {| 
‘rangement, the ABC o&o is able 
‘to have four ambitious specials in 

--the works concurrently instéad of 
being: forced, by. the limitations of 
a small department, to do them one 
at a time, 

- The projects’ ‘currently in motion | 
include. a: documentary . ‘on smut, 

-being peddling, “See. No’ Evil,” 
_prepared: by the Alex Dreier-Bill 

irch-Don Bresnahan unit; a two- 
hour telementary, “Ig Chicago De- 
-fensible?,” by the «team:.of Norm 
Ross and. David McElroy; * ‘@ series | - 
of: _Derhaps six half-hour specials 

“The: Face .of Modern ‘Ger-. 
many,” being: shot. in that country. 
now by Ronny Born and Sam. Ven- 

“. tura; and an hour's. length follow- | 
up to last year’s ‘Argonne special, 
“Argonne Revisited,” 
Schuffman in charge. 

The four units will eack do. sep- [. 
arate. segmen “Homie | 

. Again” portfolio.. Schuffman han- |. 
‘dled. the first one, on Steve Alen; |. 

ts. for the - 

and Born and Ventura are working 
on the. second, ‘with - Archibald 
_MacLeish as the subject. 

-Only Schuffrran, who is WBKB 
program director, is. an actual staf- 

‘Teo One 
“Metro: TY, . which: got. into the 

syndie race with off-network hour 
. ‘series, ‘may have its ‘initial: syndie 
*.)-widfilm first-runner in “Zero One.” 
- ‘Half-hour. property, dealing: with 
‘. airlirie security,-is being produced 
: in England by ‘Métro: at. the film. 
company’s Elstree Studios. - 

- BBC has ‘bought the series for 
England. It wilk be sold -in the 
US. after the ‘first of the year. Of 
“eourse; skein will 

‘tion:as the next possibility: Law- 
rence. Bachman, production super- 
‘visor for Metro in England on both 
‘feature and vidfilm properties, is 
the exec producer of .thé series. 

“~“Zero One” also will mark ‘Metro's’ 
first vidflm entry to ‘be ‘produced |. 
at. Elstree. Studio has been’ util- 

_ ited, ‘thougk,. cby. other’ Producers. 

sion . manager, under. William P.. 

Ronzoni’ S Third Year 
On ‘Phil Silvers ‘Show’ 

~ Ronzont has renewed CBS Films 
“The Phil. Silvers. Show” for’ the: 

‘third year on. WNBC-TV,. N.Y. Sé- 
ries will rémaln. in the same 7 p.m. 

_ Blot this season, where its. average |. 
“> ARB rating for the past 85 weeks. 

has beén -13. 0, with a 27. 2 ‘share of 
audience. 
. Off-network “Silvers” rerun has 
been toprated in its time period for. 
-§2 of. the 85 weeks, a batting aver 
age of 612. 

‘with Dan. 

initially be | 
pitched ‘to networks, with syndica- | - 

Andrews, 

PED SYNDIES 
(SMALL UT HUT AUCH 
~— KEYSNEW ORGS 

_ Syndication distribution in light 
of the altered marketing situation, 

.jbas gone through some radical 
changes. The accent: now is on aj. 
small sales organization, as opposed. 

| to the Ziv-UA type of sales organi- 

was a station manager in the pjoneer days of tv, he felt obliged to. zation The altered distribution approach 
is _dramatized: by the reentry of 

| Jack Wrather into syndication, The |: 
new Wrather Corp. division, called | 

|Telesynd, formed. to market the 
| off-network backlog of. “The Lone 

| Ranger” and other selected prop- |: 
| erties, J« keyed to a streamlined 
sales starf. 
“Same.compact sales organization . 

7 is. functioning at. other new arrivals 
~ | into .. syndication, .20th-Fox and 

Metro TV, both now handling off- 
network hour. entries; © 

. Contrasting Wrather’s current 
- ‘approach to the syndie market 
‘| with his ‘syndie push of years ago 

A Pubaffairs: Chieftain 
For. RKO-Gen. Stations 

“RKO- General stations, “whose 
-pubservice ‘programming in. tele- 
vision has generally been via out- 
side production, will now have a. 
public affairs producer-in the New 
fork headquarters at. WOR-TV- 

. Howard A. Enders; formerly ‘an. 
independent producer. with credits 
‘including. “The Challenge of: Auto-. 
mation,” “Vertical Frontier,” and 
“Operation Worldwide;” has been. 
named director: of public. affairs 
for the group... 

He. will supervise special shows 
and documentaries. for RKO's- 12) 
Tadio and Ww stations. 

tells some of the story of what’s 
happened in the field. ‘When 
‘Wrather joined with Associated 
Television, Ltd., of England, in the 
purchase ‘of Television Programs 

Toe Ameriéa some. years back, the ! 
emerging company tried to ape the 
Ziv. operation, hiring a. saturation 
sales force for the U. S. In de- 
pressed times, that approach” 
‘proved out financially disasterous 

| and. Wrather sold out his interests: 
in Independent Television Corp. to 
his British partners. . 

In the recent past, ITC, operat- 
-|ing with sizable but abbreviated" 
sales:force has done.quite well. Now 
‘Wrather’s new. Telesynd organiz4- 
tion, headed in sales by Hardie. 
Frieberg, is sticking ‘to a handful 
of men,:six to be exact, each as-- 
signed to a. different: territory.. 
‘Frieberg says the goal of the com- 
‘pany is to be “small but rich,” with 
limited, but specialized properties, 
and a few in number sales force. 
Similar ‘compactness is the rule 

at Metro-TV and 20th-Fox. Latter 
‘| company, in fact, at this point only 

‘Champ Bridge’ To 

. Chicago, Sept. 19. 
‘Walter ‘Schwimmer’ ‘s “Champfon- 

‘Bridge,’ formerly on -ABC-. ship 
TV and now in syndication, has two 
sponsors: in. tow for a projected. 
spread of over 100 markets, The} 
‘Charlies Goren-helmed series will 
{start in January with ‘North Ameri- 
can Van Lines picking up half the 
tab and. Shwayder Bros. (Samson- J. 

\ite” bridge. tables: and chairs) a 
quarter. Both are in on. a 26-week 
basis... 

‘North American is ‘in for the |: 
y third straight year, having been a 

half sponsor since the show’s in- | 
ception. on. ABC. Shwayder, via 
Grey Ady ertising,. ‘came in for ‘a 
few- spots, last. year. but hag in- 
creased its buy for. the syndication | 
ride. New series is being freshly 
shot by Schwimmer. It won't be-re- 
runs. off the network. | 

Bert Weiland to Head 
~ TTC Syndication Sales | 

- Bert Weiland. has ‘been named j: 
general manager of Independent 
‘Televesion Corp. (ITC) syndication. 
‘sales. He reports to Abe Mandell, 
ITC v.p. ‘in charge of Sales and ad- 
ministration. 

Weiland,. with. ITC since ‘March, | 
"59: ‘saw’ formerly eastern: division: 
sales manager and midwest divi- 

who recently. resigned. 
Working closely with Weiland and 
Mandell is. A: J. Torregrossa. For-- 
merly: sales” servicé manager, Tor- 
regrossa has ‘been ‘promoted. to the 

a8- position of - administrative 
sistant for’ sales. 

a general strengthening: of: the 
‘syndication ..sales‘. force. in ITC’s 
central division. Plerce Smith, Wil- 
fred Guenther, James Deitsch and: 
Harold Winther have been added. 
as account execs to that division, 
‘headed by Jack Rhodes. 

Past. few -weeks also - have" séen 

{has one sales exec Charles Goit 
selling its off-network “Hong 

| Kong": and “Five Fingers’ series. 

‘Span 100 Markets 
| Television, under the guidance ‘of 
George Sh 

Goit, via phone, has written over 
$500,000 in biz, selling the two ser- 
fes in 13 markets. Twentieth-Fox 

now is in the 
process of hiring. men for the 
Coast, middlewest, and. the south, 
with: a possible addition in the 
east. 

etro TV, ‘now selling two off- 
work. rties, “Asphalt Jun- 

gle,” and “Islanders,”. is utilizing: 

(Continued. on page 42) 

HERB SUSSAN’S NEW. , 
SCREEN GEMS STATUS 

Screen: Gems has turned’ Herb 
Sussan from a consultant, which 
he's been: for the cémpany since 
February, ‘into’ a fulltimer on the 
production house’s. executive staff, 
and the appointment cues SG's am- 
bition to spread its wings. 
“Generally ‘unbeknown outside: 

\sc, ‘Sussan has been working | as a. 
consultant ‘on. two series being 

'|made in Canada, basically for Can- 
adian tv consumption. One is a 10- 
minute commentary by Pierre Ben- 
ton, the other is a kidvid skein. 
“In his regular SG post, former 

NBC director-of-specials Sussan, 
will work on development of “in- 
formational” programs and live and 
tape tv. specials. On some of the 
shows (SG has essentially produced 
films: for tv although it has had 
tape aspirations for at. least three’ 
years), Sussan will act-as exec pro- 
ducer. Another part. of Sussan’s job 

will ‘be to act_as liaison between: 
N.Y. and: the SG studio: in Holly: | 
wood, a post the. ‘company. never 
before had. 

34 Markets for Dr. Burke 
‘:Dr. Albert Burke's’ series, “A 

“Way” of Thinking,” has ‘been ‘sold 
in 34 markets by: Banner Films. 
New ‘sales include KCOP, Los ! group. 

‘KONO, |them a few days earlier last week. Angeles; WSB, Atlanta; 
San Antonio; KTVI, - ‘St. Louis; |. 
KOTY, Tulsa; 
City; _WDBO, Orlando; KGNC, 
Amarillo, and WIVJ, Miami. , 

\Framer Back in Game and Quiz Biz 
As a Live Syndication Entrepreneur 

+ Game and quiz show producer 
Walter Framer, who hasn’t been 
able to crack the nefworks with a 
package since CBS topper Frank 
Stanton hit the panic button two 
years ago, darkening all his web's 
game stages as a prelude to: the 
quiz scandals, is prepping a flock 
of live and tape productions for 

Ziy-UA’s 5 First-Runs 
Ziv-UA, boasting the largest 

syndication budget in tv, is 
currently in production on five 
firstrun series. Ziv-UA also is 
prepping future properties, 
both for networking and syndi- 
eation. die sh in 3 local station sales. 

_ New syndie s ows produc- Via the mails, Framer has ap- fen so a King af Bi proached close to 500 locat tas 
_ rd, ae tions, offe 2 
monds,”. Jack: Douglas’ “Key- ring the following serv ice on several new formats: script 

and visual material of network 
“quality control”: personal produc- 
tion and supervision; set. design 
and/or the set itself; collaboration 

hole” and Dave Wolper’s “The 
. Story of .:.” 

. High among the more than 
‘dozen programs reported in 
varying stages of development 

‘began. “Meighan-Lanthan’s 

WKY, Oklahoma ‘Tunes 
Bakersfield, Calif., and KCPX-TV, 

is the Amato TY Opera pres- 
-entations. 

CBS Animations 
$1,500,000 Year 

CBS Animations, now only in its 
third month of: operation, fore- 
casts. a first year biz of $1,500,000, 
if clients come in at the present 
Pace. First year biz estimate was 
made by Tom Judge, Animations’ 
general sales manager. 

Severl new accounts have been 
added to Animation’s ‘roster. They 
‘Include Cadillac Dog Food, Asso- 
ciated Investments, Nabisco, Fifth 
Avenue Candy Bar, Good & Plenty 
Candy, Friend’s Beans and Lay’s 
Potato Chips. 

Videotape Production’s 
Strip, Pack and Move 

With Only a Day Lost 
Howard S. Meighan, president 

and . part-owner (with Minnesota 
Mining and Ampex) ‘of Videotape. 
Productions, is in Manhattan from 
his home in Bel-Air, Calif., through | 
the present week. He joins operat- 
ing veep John B. Lanihan in su- 
pervising the transfer of Videotape 
to new studios. 

Videotape crews were shooting 
their final commercial at 4:45 Fri- 
day (15). Immediately the task of 
stripping, packing and moving 
from the soon-to-be-razed old Cen- 
tury Theatre at Central Park South 

own 
staff of about 55 plus some 150 
movers and specialists worked, in 

shifts, the clock around over the 
weekend. Goal was to be in actual 
production yesterday (Tues.) los- 
ing onty one business day in the 
moving. . 
New headquarters are at Colum- 

bus and 67th in the plant originally 
‘built for WOR-TV by Ted Streibert 
and Jack Poppele but operated in 
recent years: by NBC. Meighan- 
Lanihan operation has a two-year- 
and-two-more lease. There are 
three large studios, trucking and 
storage facilities, ample. engineer- 
ing controls and about 35 offices 
in the building. 

Videotape uses both the $11,000 
RCA cameras; some of its own, 
some included in the takeover plus 
half-a-dozen of the hand-tooled 
$20,000 Marconi cameras of which 
about 60 now exist’ in the United 
States. 8, 
Move makes Videotape a round- 

the-corner neighbor from 

own Jane. 

WB ‘Volume II’ Sales 
Stations in Miami, kKla., Ashe- 

ville, N. C. and New Orleans, in 
addition to one in New York re- 
cently,.haye signed on for “volume 
II” of the post-’48 Warner features 
being distributed by Seven Arts 
Associated. 
-WTVJ, Miami, WLOS-TV ‘and 

'WWL-TV, New Orleans’ each 
bought the 41 films in the SAA 

WNBC-TV, N.Y., bought 

SAA _ has also sold all 191 ‘Looney 
cartoons to KBAK-TV, 

Salt Lake City. 

ABC: 
which has made 66th Street its : 

in selecting and training a local 
emcee; frequent visits “by New 
York production personnel to help 
maintain top standards. 

Framer, who has already re- 
jceived some 50 replies from the 
Mailed queries (evenly divided be- 
tween indie. and web stations), says 
he has more than two-dozen new 
concepts in the field of “liye- 
people type” shows for both day 
and night slotting. Shows are in 
two categories, the ones the New 
York producer can tailor-make for 
a client for local station use, and 
programs which he would like to 
see on the networks, but could vid- 
tape for local syndication. 

Formats include two -audience- 
participation, “Strike It .Lucky,” a 
quiz game, and “Spell & Tell,, a 
word game. Shows, says Framer, 
would require a minimum of pro- 
duction, and his office would fur- 
nish and distribute the prizes di- 
rect to viewers from New York. 

Another Framer proposal fs 
“Puzzle Panel,” a quiz that would 
be taped in New York, using a 
celeb panel and a top puzzle editor 
as moderator. There also are two 
five-minute audience-participation 
shows in the works, “Fashion Your 
Weather,” and “Sports Payoff.” 
First would call for aud predic- 
tions on weather and the other on 
sports with prizes again handled 
from New York. 

Framer says he is currently in 
negotiation with all seven New 
York tv stations for preem show- 
casing of some of the new pro- 
grams. Besides showcasing, the 
New York outings will afford a 
chance to work out the bugs, since 
Framer figures that any partici- 

(Continued on page 42) 

Herridge Theatre 
nto 1] Countries 

Maftila’s Channel 5 in the Phil- 
ippines has bought all 26 episodes 
of CBS Films’ “The Robert Her- 
ridge Theatre,” marking the 11th 
foreign country in which the se- 
ries has been sold. Other coun- 
tries are Italy, Hong Kong, Canada, 
Australia, New Zealand, Switzer- 
land, Denmark, Sweden, Finland 
and Germany. 

Latest sales domestically are 
WREX-TV, Rockford, IIll., and 
WQED, Pittsburgh Pa., an educa- 
tional station. The-programs on 
the etv outlet are to be furnished 
by the Pittsburgh National Bank. 
The WQED sale is the third of its 
type for the “Herridge” series. 
Bank of America was its “patron” 
on KQED, San Francisco, and the 
First National Bank of Boston is 
its “patron” on _ Boston’s etv, 
WOBH, where it starts Monday 
(ZOl, 

|McArdle’s WNEW-TV Stripe 
John McArdle has been promot- 

led to the newly created post of 
viceprexy and general manager for 
WNEW-TY, the N.Y. outlet for 
Metropolitan Broadeasting. Mce- 
Ardle has been with Metropolitan 
for the past four years and earlier 
this year was named V.p. over sales 
for television. 

“Bennett H. Korn, exec v.p. over 
Metropolitan’s broadcasting opera- 
tion, made the new appointment, 

w 
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When a network program schedule keeps winning the largest nationwide audien- - 
ces for six years, the riatural instinct is. to leave well enough alone. But the trick is not - 
only'to give fresh twists to old favorites but to break out with exciting new programs. You | 
do it with a unique courtroom series dramatizing the terrifying moral choices of the law 
(like “The Defenders” whose. premiere outrated the other two networks combined)... Or 
with programs that satisfy the city dweller’s yearriing for the simple life (like “Ichabod. 
and Me” and “Window on MainStreet”)... or with captivating fantasies of talking horses — 



and singing. chipmunks... .You add the element of adventure to the comedy of Bob 
Cummings, or create a team of smooth investigators who track down their quarry with 
style...You refresh the air with the comic spirit of Dick Van Dyke, the hilarity of a best- 
seller (‘Father of the Bride”), the adventures of a pioneer circus, the heart- ‘warming humor 
of a “Molly” Berg as a college freshman.. .. This kind of innovation carries the rich 
promise that in the intense competition for viewers, the dGOMIN Ale 
CBS Television Network and its advertisers will once again 



ALL EYES WILL BE ON 
ALLIED ARTISTS... 
Altied Artists Television Corp: ... the newest name in feature film sales 

to TV... is ready to release two new powerful packages of entertainment 

today! | 
Released: Allied Artists’ Cavalcade of the 60’s, forty great features, made 

In the nineteen fifties, and-starring top names that include Rod Steiger, 

Gary Cooper, Anthony Perkins, Patti Page, Dorothy McGuire, Joel McCrea, 

Rory Calhoun, Ernest Borgnine and others ... - 

Released: Allied Artists’ “Bomba” ‘series!. “Bomba, the Jungle Boy”, 
featured in twelve top. jungle films — brought to life from Roy Rockwood’s 

ever-popular books, PLUS an outstariding Sabu feature. 

Also — many fine half-hours including 98 episodes of “1 Married Joan”... 

‘Contact your nearest Allied Artists TV Corp. office for availability. 

ALLIED ARTISTS TELEVISION CORP, 
rN RR New York, ‘New York | 
A | A 165 West 46th St. *. Plaza 7-8530 ¢ Alan G. Roberts 

) ; Chicago, Illinois 
1232-1234 So. Michigan Ave. * WAbash 27937 # James C. Stern 

Hollywood, California 

4376 Sunset Drive * NOrmandy 2-9181 ¢ Maurie Gresham 

‘Wednesday, September 20, 1961 
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Washington, Sept. 19: 

Another short-term. license. Te 

newal (the ‘third. this ‘gummer) is 

further underscoring Federal Com-. 

munication Commission’ s big’ stick|: 
-policy regarding” _ PFogramming | | 

promises. 

The one-year ledge on life: was 
‘given “WKKO, Cocoa, Fia.,.. 

‘programming promises in its FCC 
applications. In ‘one ‘sense, it rep-. 
‘resents a tough stance by. FCE; in. 
another, leniency... 

In. the. initial short-term ‘license: 
renewal. case (KORD,. Pasco, ‘Wash- 
ington),:. FCC: formally. set forth 
one: “poliey © : 
-merey ‘would be shown. broadcast- 
ers who fail without: good cause to 
measure up to: ‘their program prom-. 
ises. But since the policy, in a way 

- was a departure ‘from the softer’ 
.. Hne ‘previously followed -by FC¢ 

‘the: policy. statement’ said “no: 
censés: would’ be. jerked or. other 
drastic -action taken on a retroac-. 
‘tive basis.: — 

_ Only last week. KDB, Santa. Bar- 
bara, was given a one year renewal 
(usual ‘term; three: years) on. pre- 
gramming grounds. 

‘In its letter to: WKKO, the Com-. 
mission; by unanimaus: vote, said 
that in its original application for 

_ the AM. license in 1959 it promised | 
«- 994 hours of commercial spots dur- 
- ing an.84-hour: broadcasting .week. 
_ - Also, it pledged to devote 70% of. 

ad its time to entertainment; 6% re-| 
lgious, 19. agricultural, | 1% edu:'|- 7 
‘cational, ainong other -eategories. 

‘When it. ‘applied | for. renewal. re- 
ently, FCC. pointed out, the com- 
posite’ week: ‘showed the. outlet de-! 
voted to 82.0%. of its time to enter- 
tainment; 0: 6% to religious affairs; 
none to: ‘farm news, and none to. 
educational. programs... 

Moreover, '1,461 commercial. -spot- -Britannica would place the series 
’ plutbs were aired. during ‘an oper- |. 
ating week’ of: 8334 ‘hours,- accords 
ing to the comiposite week of the 
Florida: station.” . 

Commission, .- citing” the. KORD 
- case, said it could not-find.a three- 
“year renewal in. the: public -inter- 
est. If gave the station -until Sept. 
1, 1962 .to Straighten up .and fly: 
right. During this time,..it will, 
obviously; ‘be. the ‘target of close 

.! scrutiny” of - "Commission Staffers.. 

“CHI BLACKHAWKS, 
* PACKERS TO WGN-TV 

‘| to date have ‘been slotted.as Sun- Chicago, - Sept. 19. 
‘Indie station WGN-TV has come: 

up. with a. heavyweight entry for 
Saturday -night prime time next 
fall, ‘having plucked. the rights. to 
‘road ‘games of both the Chicago 
Packers,. in the new pro. basket- 
ball - league,.-arid ‘the -. Chicago 
Blackhawks, .team: that won the 

. Stanley. Cup in- -last. year’s: ice 
Hockey. competition. . Station will 
‘be telecasting .the:. games. on ‘23. 
‘consecutive - Saturdays, - beginning | 
at 7 p.m: and runnng around three 
hours: Reported. price is $40, 000. 

“This is ‘figured’ ‘to be. very ‘for: | 
“midable’ competition, in the coun- |} 
try’s second largest market, for 
such .shows .as..“Gunsmoke” and 
“Haye Gun” on CBS-TV, “Fight of - 
the Week” on ABC, and the.-pre- 
-mium feature film.on NBC. Games |. 
will be followed by’ NTA's 
of the Week. ” 

NGM’ $ Stripped: Down 

“Play 

What ‘is claimed to be the’ first 
hand-held ‘tv. camera of videotape 
“quality ‘standards ‘has ‘been devel- 
oped by MGM. Telestudios,’ Subsid 
stated that the camera—a stripped- 
down version of the standard stu- 

_ dio image orthicon—is for. the ex- |. 
’ clusive use ‘of its clients in the tap-: 
ing: Of ty commercials, , 

The. electronic. camera is fitted 
“with a. bazooka: grip. which permits 
the operator to carry it on his 

‘shoulder and sight through’ a spe- 
cially . built finder. According. to. 
‘MGM. Telestudio’s . prexy George 
‘Gould, development of the. hand- |. 
held camera, ‘coupled | ‘with the 
single -camera’ shooting. and: edit-" 
ing technique developed earlier by 
Telestudios, 

mericals on location, - 

for. 
various. alleged reneging ‘on its. 

Travel Service, a. branch of the. 
Department - of: Commerce. 

that ‘thereafter. no 

ran and Abadan, both commercial- 

, }gramming. 

_.json ‘to organize. Pearson’s' ‘special- 

7 viewer of notable scholars on tppics’ 

a ing, Conried, in addition ‘to inter- 
.| viewing, will read. selections from 

|] will. now. ‘be consolidated at MGM. 

Camera for TV Com’ls:. 

represents a major 
breakthrough: in the taping of.com-. 

Fl Staton 

lea $ DownUnder | 
Stations Pact Pearson| 

to the U.S. to be Blaced by the U.S. 

McQuarie © stations, including 
-te&o’s. and affils, number: 67. Me- | 

Quarie also has ty ‘interests in: the 
larger cities. At. the same time, 
Pearson office. ‘annouced- that | 
T.V.L,; Television’ of Iran, has ap-' 
pointed: them to seek placements. ; 
by the Department of Commerce. 
T.V:I. operates stations in Tehe- 

ized and using - American-style pro- | 

McQuarie: . -Broadcasting | 
T.V.I. agreements -were negotiat- } 
ed for Pearson by. Key Broadcast- 7 

{ OF Vagabond - Battalion 

-McQuarie Broadcasting . Services 
of. Australia, a giant broadcasting } 
‘group Down-Under; has appointed | 
‘the Jolin BE. Pearson Co. to Tepre- 
sent it in conection with tourism’: 

. and’}.- 

They may be : clean-shaven 
and. -Brooks-suited like Madie 

.60n ‘Ave. expatriots, but Of- 
ficial Films’ hinterland sales- 
men. are’ as footloose as 
Kerouac’s. fictional beatniks. 

__ Official prexy. Seymour 
_ Reéed. says he has lifted 
_. geographical restrictions on 

| the sales ‘org so each account 
exec can “explore the poten- 
tial- of .an unsold television 
market anywhere. in the 
nation,” 
.Move. was made, says Reed, 

-“Kknowing full well- -additional 
costs of operation would arise. 
But, our experience has shown 
that the closely-knit relation- 
ship among many important-tv 
Station operators, as well as 
single ownership of several 
‘outlets: in a‘ number. of cases, 
makes -this method the ‘most 
practical because ofits flexi-. 
bility.” =. 
' As a direct result of the 
vagabond. operation, Reed says — 
his wayfaring ‘strangers have. 
upped sales of the syndie’ 
firm's off-web packages—. 
“Peter Gunn” and three other 

_action-adventiire series—to a 
‘total of -55 markets—better 
than: one sale per business day. 

" 

casting corisultants, Key, which 4s’ 
| operated by Ralph Weil and Arnold |. 
Hartley, hasbeen engaged by Pear- | 

ized ‘Stations into separate selling { 
units. Weil. and Hartley. formerly : 
operated wov, N. ¥. 

Britannica Dickering 
‘Conried’s Pubservice 

“Great Books’ Series 
Chicago, Sept. 19: 

Encyclopedia Britannica. is nego- 
tlating the purchase ofa vidseries 
produced by. Television Features. 
Inc., titled “Great Voices, Great 
Books,’ ” which will star Hans Con- 
‘ied. If the .deal goes through, 

in markets across country: on a 
| public service basis; . 

.An educational:” series,: “Great. 
| Voices” ‘Casts. Conried’as an inter- 

of univer:al interest that are dealt 
with in ‘the Great Books.-of the 
‘Western. World: -The Great Books 
‘collections. is: published by Britan- 
‘nica Inc.;- which accounts for: the. 
company’s interest in the show.. 
There are. to be no commercials 
in the:series,: however: In each out- 

‘the Great Books -on the topic in. 
question: ~~ 
* Pour pilots that have been made 

day pubaffairs entries on WBKB, 
Chicago; the home. .base' of Jim 
Stewart, writer and exec producer 
of “Great. Voices.” Stewart. and his 
wife. Budd ‘are the principal per- | 
formers on.three:WBKB kidshows, 
“Here's Geraldine,”’ “The-: Glove- 
ables” and It’s Light Time,” the]: 
latter a ‘pubsérvice series under-. 
‘written. by. the .National. Lutheran |" 
Council and distributed nationally. 

FILMWAYS SHIFTS TO. 
~ MGM LOT. ON COAST 

“Tt an agreement announced. this 
week, Filmways Coast ‘tv commer-. 
cial ‘operations © will be: moved to}. 
the MGM lot. . 
Filmways “eommercial . division 

will be using the major studio's fa- 
cilities. for production, editing and 
post-production. activities. Com- 
pany ‘had been . operating: three 
separate units in Hollywood which 

Will .Cowan,: Filmways veepée. 
will continue in charge of commer-. 
cial production in California, while 
Fred Raphael, newly-appointed 
‘general manager, will handle blurb 
business in New: York. 

~WCCA-TV to ABC” 
“WCCA-TY, a new Columbia, S. C., 

tion Oct. 1, has joined the ABC- 
TV network‘as a primary affiliate. 
Julius Barnathan, ABC v.p. for af-. 
filiated tv stations, -said’ that. Co- 
lumbia was destined to. become aD 
all UHF area, 

In an. effort to boost the UBF 
‘outlet ‘im a mixed. market, ABC-| 
TV has: arranged for. all of its shows 
to . be .: shown exclusively over 
WCCA-TV -with two exceptions. 
These. are: the “-NCAA™ football: 
games and. “Cheyenne.” 

‘Broadcasting Corp. ” 

UHF’ station which ‘begins -opera- 

ttoons also are 

jing: Management of N.Y., broad- |= 

alist Goldberg 
~ In KFWB Strike 

Hollywood, Sept. 19. 
With: “negotiations completely 

broken off, AFTRA’s 10-week-old 
strike against KFWB became bit- 
terer’ than ever last week with 
the union announcing that it would 
enlist the aid of U.S. Secretary of 
Labor Arthur Goldberg ‘and L.A. 
Mayor Sam’ Yorty by calling on 
them.‘ to intervene in the labor 

Crowell-Collier 
ownets . of 

KEWB, filed suit in L.A. Superior. 
Court against ‘AFTRA and nine of 
its members for $11,400,000. In a 
22-page defamation ‘complaint, C-C 

‘dispute. 
Meanwhile, 

charged the union and individual 
members with 19-separate counts 
of “libel, distortions and misinfor- 
mation.” 
Charges “are based on union 

press | releases, news builetins to 
its members and other printed ma- 
terial. such’: as leaflets and hand- 
bills. .Individual. defendants named 
are Claude McCue, AFTRA exec 
‘secretary, Elliot Field, Joe Yocam, 
Cleve _Hermann, John Babcock, 
Bill ‘Kenneally, Earl McDaniel, 
Gary Owens and Ted Quillin. 

This was the. second defamation 
suit -filed by C-C last week. The 
other, against Harry Maizlish, asks. 
$5,000,000. Complaint ‘alleges. that. 
Maizlish made..statements which 
defamed C-C. Maislish, who op- 
erates KRHM in.L.A., sold KFWB 
to C-C in 1956. for $2,000,000. 

Crowell Collier Slaps 
$5,000,000 Defamation 

Los Angeles, Sept. 19. 
‘Offshot of AFTRA strike against 

ration. suit for $5,000, 000 filed by 
Crowell + Collier “Broadcasting 
Corp., owner. of ‘station, against 
Harry Maizlish ‘Sept. 12 in LA. 
Superior Court. , 

Maizlish, present operatof of 
KRHM., L.A., and who sold KFWB 
to C-C. in 1956: for $2,000,000, ac- 
cording to complaint, made state-. 
ments which defamed C-C on or 
about last July- 12: 

Attributed to 
statements that: “plaintiff is in seri- 
ous trouble with the station due to ; 

strike; may lose its license and does. 
not ‘operate station in the public 
interest.” 

Plaintiff charged. that these re- 
marks were included in a wire sent 

‘| by-Maizlish to C-C board chairman 
W. C.. Cole, offering. to buy back 
KFWB. . 

WPik’s Popeye’ Deal 
King Features, distributing new 

episodes of “Popeye,” 
cluded a deal with WPIX, N.Y., for 
208 episodes. Daily News indie has 
had a successful “Popeye” kiddie 
Strip for years. 

‘Since King first ‘began to: -do the 
new “Popeye” series, it has been 
sold in more than 100 markets 
domestically. New “Popeye’’ car- 

appearing in Can- 
ada, Australia, South America and. 

‘goon will debut in the Philippines. 

> 

‘Tshow.. 

Suit Against Maizlish 

KFWB, now in 11th week, is: defa-; 

Maizlish ‘were. 

{to teach the language to newcom-, 

has -con- 

Ltre,” a weekly series of 30-min- 

‘Deal for In-School Use 
‘CBS Films, and Hemispheric Re-| 

|ports have reached an agreement 

whereby Hemisphere will produce, 

|for in-school 16m showing,-a series 
of educational films using material 

javailable in the film library of 
CBS News. 

_ Sam Digges, CBS Films adminis- 
trative v.p., commenting on the 
deal, said “We feel that- by adapt- 
ing these films to specific: educa- 
tional needs that additional, valu-. 
able usé can be made of millions of 

_\f2et of film in the CBS News library 
.-. (and that the web’s) “emphasis 
on news reporting . . : will be re- 
‘fleefed .in classrooms across the 
country. ” 

Hemisphere Reports indicated 
that one’ film of from 26 to 25 
minutes in length will be -pro- 
duced each month of the school 
year. First two subjects will be 
“This Is Latin America” and “How 
High the Moon.” 

: WGN- TV’s 12 Cénsecutive 
Heurs of Chi Ballcasting; 
‘May Stand As a Record 

Chicago, Sept. 19. 

This must be some kind of rec- 
ord 

WGN-TV,.the baseball station in 
a two-team town, found itself tele- 
casting nearly 12. consecutive | 
hours of play-by-play last Thurs- 
day (14), starting at 1 p.m. and 
ending about 12:45 a.m. the next 
morning. - Station remoted an af- 
terneon double-header from Chi- 
cago between the White Sox and 
the Yankees and. then segued into 
a twilight-night pair between the 
Cubs and the Cardinals in St. 
Louis. Ironically, the fourth and 
final game of the day was an ex-’ 
tended affair that ran 11 innings. 

The interesting thing is that the 
station hadn’t intended the base- 
ball marathon. WGN-TV carries 
all the daytime home games of 
both Chicago teams.and occasion- 
ally a night game on the road. The 
Sox and the Cubs were each to 
have played only one: game that 
day, but rainouts the previous day 
necessitated . the double-headers 
this late in the season. The base- 
ball sponsors ‘rode with the whole 

+ pee WGN didn’t order an overnight : 
coincidental, but it wouldn’t be 
surprising if the indie station 

-|elocked its highest rating average 
of the year last Thursday. The 
Sox-Yankee game had special in- 
terest in Maris and Mantle shoot-. 
ing for the homer mark, and while 
the Cubs-Cardinal game was noth- 
ing consequential in itself there's , 
‘always a good audience here for | 
night baseball on tv. 

‘SHOESTRING THEATRE’ 
AS CBLT-TV ENTRY: 

_ Toronto, Sept. 19. 
With American network imports 

and Canadian originations, plus} 
thrice-weekly lessons in elementary 
English -and .afternoon program- 
ming aimed: at the housewife, : 
CBLT-TV, Toronto, key station of 
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. 
web, tees off -its fall and _winter 
sked on Sept. 28. 

One of the innovations of the 
new season is “Let's Speak Eng- 
lish,” a 30-minutes series designed : 

ers and skedded to be seen on 
Saturdays and Sundays at noon, | 
with a recap of the weekend Ies-; 
sons to be tv’d the following: 
Wednesday. | 

Other Canadian-originated pro- | 
grams include “Shoestring Thea- 

utes dramas; “Foreign Embassies,” | 
in which . diplomats appointed to: 
Canada will contrast their differ- 

[Dick Powell Talks of Four Star's 
4Pronged Biz, Increased Profits 
And Its Own TV Syndication Arm 

| CBS News Film Library 
Four Star ds probably going to 

start its own tv syndication arm 
to sell the telefilm properties the 
Dick Powell-helmed company re- 
cently acquired when it bought 
out Danny Thomas’ Marterto pro« 
duction firm. 

But syndication, if plans work 
out, will be the only kind of tv. 
film selling handled directly by 
Four Star, with exec veep Ts:n 
McDermott setting up the peddling - 
org. Powell, in an interview in New 
York last week, stated firmly, all 
rumors to the contrary, that Four 
Star will continue to be renre- 
sented in the network sales area 
by William Morris agency. 

Powell pointed out that Four 
Star has four more years on a 
rep contract to go with Morris an4, 
as far as he was concerned, the 
tieup between the production com- 
pany and the agency will continue 
indefinitely. 

Four Star, Powell said, has a 
gross for the last fiscaal yoar 
(through June, 1961! of “near $23,- 
000,000” by rough’ count. and the 
rroduction company will repart 
soon a higher profit, on the 
strength of that take, that it did 
the year before. 

Powell wads also careful to deny 
the reports that Four Star was in 
debt to its national tv sales agency, 
William Morris. He said, as a mait- 
ter of record for a publicly-h.'d 
corporation like Four Star, that 
the company paid a considera':le 
amount of coin in fees to Mevriis 
last fiscal year and that “positive- 
ly” there is no debt outstanding 
to the reppery. 

Four Star recently bought out 
Heatter-Quigley, a production com- 
pany making live and taped ty 
stanzas. Among the Frograms that 
H-Q now has on the air is the 
CBS-TV daytime strip, “Video Vil- 
dage.” Pointing in other directions, 
too, Four Star -also bought into a 
company called Astrojet, which 
makes edurational and training 
films. Astrojet, in which Four Star 
owns a “good percentage,” is pres- 
ently making technical military 
training films and will continue 
making academic pix as well. « 

With Astrojet, H-Q, the regular 
Four Star output and the new 
Marterto holdings, Four Star is 
now pointed in four business direc- 
tions. Acquired through Marterto, . 
Powell said, were three years’ 
worth of Danny Thomas half-hour 
telefilms and five vears of “Real 
McCoys” films, all of which, sooner 
or later, will end up on the syndie 
or national spot sale route. 

Four Star's “flagship shew,” ac 

(Continued. on page 46) 

PARROT PLAYHOUSE” 
AS PARODY SERIES 

Pelican Films, one of the major 
commercial animation producers, 
and Total Television Productions 
Inc., which produces “King Le- 
onardo & His Friends.” have 
‘formed a jointly owned firm, “Par« 
‘ret Productions” which will pro- 
iduce tv comedy series. 

W. Watts Biggers, former Dan- 
cer-Fitzgerald-Sample veepee, will 
head the new company, and will be 
in charge of the ney series, “Par- 
rott Playhouse” which like many 
juve series of today, is aimed for 
the adult market as well as the 
moppet trade. Adult parts will be 
assumed by children, who will have 
adult voices dubbed in. Series is 
intended as a parody on many cur- 
rent vogues in entertainment, 

Kup’s ‘At Random’ Set 
For Six. TV Markets 

Six stations have signed up to 
take the syndicated Irv Kupcinet 
“At Random” weekly series start- 
ing in the falls . 

Vidtaped show, originating at 
Chicago’s CBS-TV o&0 WBBM. is 
being syndicated by CBS Films. 
Initial stations taking the 90-min- 
uate syndie version are KCOP, Los 
Arfgeles; KSD, St. Louis; WGAN, 
Portland, Me.; WIM, Milwaukee; 
WSB, Atlanta; and WFBM, Indian- 
apolis. 

Saturday night WBBM’s late 
ent ways of homeland living; ‘“His-| Chicago show can run up to three 
torical Sites” and “Cuisine,” the| hours on its home grounds, being 
latter designed for the tv audience|an open-end affair starting at 
which seeks more about cooking.! 12:15 a.m, 
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Stealing the show...audience- wise 

. "Silents Please!” WAS THE Ahn HIGHEST RATED SHOW 
Seosccocccoscoovcsvecoooocosooeoooesooooosose 

ON NETWORK TELEVISION ACCORDING TO ARBITRON* 

= Proving that time, effort, ingenuity and love applied to the really great works of the film art can pro- 

duce television programming that is really big box office. m Adding'to the proven audience drawing 

power of stars like Rudolph Valentino, Gloria Swanson, the Gish Sisters, Charles Chaplin, Lon Chaney, 

and William S. Hart are 26. new half-hour episodes, now ready or almost ready, including Douglas 

Fairbanks Sr. in “The Three Musketeers”, John Barrymore playing “Don Juan”, Gary Cooper and 

Colleen Moore in “Lilac Time” and “The Patent Leather Kid” with Richard Barthelmess. 
*7-City Survey September 3-9 TOM MOORE: Saul Turell is just one- tenth ofa rating point from that. oigar. 

“BEY STERLING TELEVISION COMPANY, 6 EAST 38th STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. © NEWYORK © HOLLYWOOD © “CHICAGO » TORONTO 



... Barney, 
ton’, friend; hes taken to writing 

NTERNATIONAL Suowrmy rf 
ith The Circus. Schumann, Don 
Ameché, others 

Producer:-Lawrence White 
‘Director: Joseph Cates - 
‘60 -‘Mins., Fri.,. 7:30: p.m.. 
.Seven Up, DERBY: FOODS. 
NBC-TV. (tape) ; 

(JWT, ‘MeCann:Erickson) 
“International - Showtime,” 

signed. to display the top existing 
entertainments ‘of the world: is a 

- . show ‘that. can interest the entire |. 
‘ABC-TV’ 's ‘special. projects, depart-' find the remedyi, it’s still - possi- ‘. “household, -. which makes its -Fri- 

, day 7:30: slotting a natural. It--may 
‘be the old vaude concept of: start-. 
ing -off. with acrobats—the. lively |. 
‘and - ‘awe-inspiring task - forces. of 
showbiz, which, in. the old variety 
days, set* the tone. of the whole. 
show, ‘ ‘got the customers in the 
“mood _to> ‘applaud . and ‘paved the 
‘way ‘for: the talent to come. ‘This 
‘may. provide: the ‘mood | for. shows 
.to come. 

“International Showtime” preem 
get. such an atmosphere with an 
‘hourlong excerpt from one of Eu- 
rope's. best. known . family ‘enter-. 

‘Schumann ‘prises,. The Circus’: 
‘shown ‘from. its. quarters: in Copen- 
“hagen” with Don ‘Ameche. in the 
role of emcee. 

OF course, the European one-ring | : 
circus is somewhat different than. 
the huge. Setups in. Americ¢a. They { 
are ‘shown, ‘in ‘specially designed, 

intimate’ -houses. An act -has the. 
stage all to itself,-and what's more, 
‘the performer .has.. the: time to. un- 
fold and:develop his act rather than. 
excerpt’ its peak. -A.turn has the 
chance. to grow on the audience, 
establish rapport... and - introduce 
that build up to the climax:: This is. 

. the general. format, Thé acts show- 
eased here started with a genuinely | 
funny clown bit, -Charlie Cossy & 
-Co., 

‘dition env eloped the -house in| 
-laughter.. The | White. Horse - Fan- 
tasy, with owners Albert, Pauline 
and. Max.- Schumann : provided - al 
skilled exhibition _ of: high-school: 
equestrianism. Another. clown act, “| young :N egro. 
Adolph Linon, ‘who, - Ameche -said, 

hasn't ‘changed a: -gesture. in. 25 
- years, offers a elassie concept ‘of.a 
..clown doing a-wire act. He is billed 
as-oa. tragic . elown, working: his 
props ‘with. an amazing expertise 
and having a subtle gift of turning. 
what could . be: tragic: ‘moments: for. 
the performer into‘high comedy. . 
THe ‘tiger act of Toni Darix pro- 

vided some ‘skilled animal antics 
and the mule riding of Karl Koss- 
mayer were other highlights. of 
the show..-Another .peak was the 
erial act by the Rose Gold Trio,. 
in-which two.men: provide: the sup- 
“port ‘for | trapezes on: which - the 
dady swings.’ Some ‘of the . tricks 
are spectacular. 
- "This, of course; is wholesome en- 
tertainmént, ‘which seemingly has 
as its base an appeal for..all the 
family. It could be the new ‘direc- 

ot ‘ton, of non-violence. 3, José. 

THE FLINTSTONES 
With: voices’ of. Alan . Reed, : Mel 

- Blane. 

_ chael 
Producers: Bilt Hanna, ‘Joe Barbera, 
Directors: Hanna, Barbera 
Writer: Jack Raymond 
30. Mins., - Fri., 8: 30 p 
“MILES | LABS: RK r ‘BEYNOLDS 
ABC-TV (film) 

oe (Wade: ‘Wm. Esty). . 
“The Flintstones” . amatured suf- 

Ticiently during its first ‘season to 
‘be worthy of an-adult as ‘well as a 

.. juve following, and it. carries -en-: 
viable momentum: into. ifs second 
semester on. ABC-TV in the. same 
¥riday evening berth. While: basic- 
ally a situation comedy that owes 
a certain debt to Jackie Gieason’s 
“Ffoneymooriers,” - it has the com-- 
fortable. license to roam into the’ 
-realm ‘of the. preposterous: because. 
“Its . eharacters ‘are animated car-. 
toons rather’ than live. actors. - 

let it get:so far out that it losés 
‘touch: with the. ‘plausible.. 
The satirical framework—that of 

depicting modern’ life in~ prehis- 
toric terms—seems plenty durable, 
and ‘of ‘course it- affords endless 
possibilities: for sight gags; such 
as naming. a piano a “Stoneway”” 

« and using. the serrated: fin of a 
~ dinosaur as.a staricase. .The Stone 
Age situationer staeks up.as rough 
competition for anything slotted 
against..it. 
. Hoagy: ‘Carmichael was’ a. guest | 
‘voice (and “cartoon character) ‘in 
the season's initialer, which was on 
the,.wholé’ an. amusing. episode. 

Fred_ Flintstone's ‘simple-. 

verse, and in the belief that there. 
_Mmay. be. a. fortune in it the two. go 
into . the ‘son... “Writing. business. 

. Flintstone. isn’t going. to. 0 let anyone. ‘ 

160 Mins.; Tues. (19), 10° Pa 
BELL:& HOWELL :: "- 
ABC-TV, from. N.Y... 

de- |. 

‘that a: few southern stations re- 

| such surface manisfestations as 

‘thimself: It was probably the most’ 
in which slapstick in the old. P y 

- paste-heaving ‘and. piethrowing tra-. 

‘whole story: 

‘and* thought. .A Harlem : rat-trap 

-}ner, the brilliantly turned rhetoric 
.of a Harlem ‘cab-driver,. a sharp. 

{CAR 54, ‘WHERE ARE. ¥our 
‘With - Joe -E; -Ross, Fred Gwynne, 

_ Producer-Director: Nicholas Web-: others 
‘ster . ; | Producer-Directer-Writert Nat Hi- 

. Writer: Arthur: Hoich ken. - 

BELL &. HOWELL CLOSEUP 
(Walk In. My Shoes) 

30 Mins.; “Sun., 8:30. p.m. 
PROCTER & GAMBLE’ 
NBC-TY, from N.. ¥. (film) 

+t MeCann-Erickson ). yo . Leo Burnett) 
“Walk Inv. My. Shoes,” thie’ ‘ppen- - If Nat Hiken disciplines himself 

ing “stanza! in tlie string’ of docu- ; (and ” it’s. a pretty safe- bet, based 

mentaries. being turned: out: by | on past. ‘perforinance, that he'll ; 

ment: for Bell -& ‘Howell, “was : ‘an | ble that “Car 54—Where Are You” 
can emerg , overpow ering..experience, ranking | ‘the nen = blue Sasochonataly | 

high among the handful of memor-:| the initial installment Sunday (17) 
able documentaries - produced for |on. NBC-TV was: over-frantic, both 
television..A study of: the ‘Ameri: ; in ‘Hiken’s writing and direction, 
can Negro’s. ‘new. and ‘defiant S0-j and in the acting itself, With result 

cial outiook,; this show. delivered ? that his “iugitives” graduated | cum 
a staggering jolt to the conscious-., laude from the khaki campus were 

ness and - conscience: of white !stripped of any believability. 
America.. The unusual angle is not} There’s one other ‘vital aspect 

that’s. going against the cops from’ 
(2 Bronx. .precinct—they’ll be less jected this show but ‘that: the. vast 

majority. of: broadcasters’ 
ready to ride with a documentary, ithan the Ed Sullivan competition 
not only. explosive in content, but. 
handied with :such - uncompromis- way through the Sullivan vaudeo. 
Fi candor, benetration. and au-j'session, it’s gonna have to be! 
acity, 
This Was a: glimpse of the Negro | over..It’H have to be a lot.funnier 

‘without the defensive social mask | than the ‘first segment to achieve 

wWaites.: 1t looked . easy. ‘Cameras.} there's a. Hiken- 
simply. | ‘yolled ‘into interiot i ae about “Car 54°—a 

on CBS-TY.* Slotted at 8:30, mid-} 

| bangup. comedy to woo. ‘switch- 

by which he is: recognized by the ; it. 
Nonetheless 

“style”: 
rain of: the Negro mind to ‘light. 
up the bitterness and fury now: 
revoiutionizing -race..relations in 
‘this country. ‘Virtually: ‘ignoring 

that, once the proper amount of ; 
‘restraint. is achieved, could -trans- | 
late itself into a pleasurable half- 
hour stanza. . 

‘Initial installment concerned the 
;yen of -a couple of the boys to go 
swordfish crusing and the ulti- 
‘mate: chaos wrought in effecting 
a work reshuffling among the pre- 
cinct’ comrades.. Instead of Sat. 
Bilko, Hiken this’ time -out is kid- 
ding. around.. With coppers, and! 
while the leads—Joe E. Ross and ; 
]¥red Gwynne—are new to tv. star- 

The documentary. opened in: ‘dom, they .immediately suggest a 
Harlem,. walking. in. the shoes of a couple . of the ex-Bilko Stalwarts. ! 

‘worker “cast: in a;}What. makes it ‘different are the_ 
white man's world. From this cen-{ situations’: Show, incidentally, is‘ 
tral. point. the: shaw Tadiated into being shot in the Bronx, ‘with a: 
the various corners ‘of Negro ‘life | maximum ‘of outdoor footage (ini-} 

tial segment in the City Islan 
mar:na, “ precincts). to heighten the | 
reality. and authenticity. Occasion-. 
‘ally guestars will be used. 

If Hiken can hurdle the existing 
obstacle “of csnvéving that he’s: 
laughing ‘at his, supposedly. dumb. 
cop’s foibles and weaknesses an 
inject a greater element of hu- 
maneness in their misdemeanors : 
and escapades, he'll have himself ; 
a show. Rose. 

school integration and . freedom * 
rides, this’ show uncovered. the |: 
source of the underlying ferment | 
by revealing the Negro as. he sees 

suctes.ful example to date of the’ 
‘technique, which has trademarked 
thie’ “Close-up” series; of letting 
the actualities-on the film. tell the 

with.-the .faint noise. -of leaking 
toilet ‘underlining’ ‘the story of a 
Negro wonian, the ranting’ of a 
-black nationalist. on a. streét-cor- 

discussion. of. Negro. intellectuals 
at: a..cocktail: party in ‘Chicago,. 
‘Negro comic-Dick Gregory's white- 
baiting nitery: routine were ail} 
pieced together into a vivid, and 
sometimes terrifying portrait of 
the: new -American Negro.. 

“The pacing of the material was ! 
‘a tour de force.- It: was 60. high 
tension minutes: punctuated _ by. 
glowing arcs of. emotion..A long | With Benny "Goodman. & Band, 
recital by a Negro: lawyer,- Percy'|- Yachtsmen — 
‘Hutton, of his fear during a free+ Producer: Tommy Walker 

“WESTINGHOUSE P REVIE w! 
THEATRE i 

(Benny Goodman Show) 

were { concerned about fighting robbers ! 

variation on the Bilko. comedics— ! 

THE DEFENDERS 
(The Quality of Mercy) (Laughter, U.S.A.) 
With E. G. Marshall, Robert Reed, | With George Burns, host: others 

Philip Abbott, Jack Klugman, ‘ Producer-Director: Donald Hyatt 
Joan. Hackett, Helen Auerbach, Writer: Richard Hanser 
“Gene Hackman, others — | Music: Robert Russell Bennett 

Producer: Herbert Brodkin 60 Mins., Sun., 10 p,m, 
‘Director: Buzz Kulik DUPONT 
‘Writer: Reginald Kose | NBC-TV from New York 
‘69 Mins.; Sat., 8:30 p.m. 
| PROS. & WILLIAMSON, LEVER 

. ERLY-CLARK Pa we 
day night hourlong “DuPont Sh..g 

CBS-TV, from N.Y. (film) | ot the Week” series on NBC-TV 
(Bytes; Benson & Mather; FC&B) | are high. in fact boding one ot the 
On immediate inspection one more commendable aspects of the 

may wonder. why CBS-TV chose to. ,; ‘61-62 season, since into the 10 to 
‘ ” 11 show ouL2 

bracket its new “Defenders” series ; jing its case th Crete vk ons ee ig 
as a back-to-back attraction with‘ ranging from. Don Hyatt and his 

i“Perry Mason” on Saturday nights, :eMterpiising “Project 29° en- 
‘since both essentially come under deavors to entertainment spectacu- 
i the heading. of legal dramas. Yet !ars. 
there’s a difference, and it's a; luus the premiere entry this 
difference that may find this new i past Sunday (17) saw fhe series o7f 
Herbert Brodkin-Reginald Rose 29d running with distinction as 
hour series both. provocative. and ‘the Project 20-inspired ‘ *Lausht> T, 

i rewarding. Whereas “Perry Mason,” U- S.A.” explored the dimensions 
for all its courtroom pyrotechnics, of humor spanning a lifetime. It 

(remains little more than hoked up “@S an engrossing, laugh-provok- 
melodrama, “Defenders” on the ing hour pegged to Mark Twain's 

other hand strives for (and achieves ; 
on its initial installment) a new nothing can stand” and into itws 

dimension and a character delinea- {Packed the hilarities and camicati- 
tion that sets it widely apart and‘ Ues that ranzed through the early 
unquestionably quite a cut above Vaude days, the silents, the tatkies, 
the Raymond Burr legalistic fan- Tadio and into the present day 
dangos. a niests of Jack Paar & Co. 

For. the premiere stan y ere was no lofty treatise de- 
example, “"D ret ders.” which: pan 8 signed to plumb the sociologicai of 
ners E. G.-Marshall and Robert .P*¥chological overtones of ,wnat 

Reed as a father-son Jawyer team, ™#%es People laugh; the Richard 

DUPONT SHOW OF THE WEEK 

4 

(BBDO) ' 

The anticipations for the Sun- 

“Against the assault of laugh.> 

takes up the case of a mercy kill- Hanser once-over-lightly script and 

ing—a doctor whose deep com- 
passion moves him to risk his life . 
and career in administering mor- 
phine to an imbecilic infant. 
Hardly original or way out as script 
material goes, and one which, when 
translated into dramatic form, is 
susceptible to such traps as time- 

the exceptionally fine runvuitz 
“commentary by George Burns 
‘struck just the right note of forth- 
‘ iness and illumination. It was a 
show designed strictly for laughs, 

the whole “of it sparked by a tight, 
all-encampassing editing job under. 
the g:fted production-directorial 

, helin of Hyatt. 
worn cliches masquerading as pro- Ty yas ail here, or practically ail 
found truths.. here ‘one may quibble that e that no 

For the first 20 minutes or S0,i cognizance was taken of an Ed ; while involved in the Story line. ‘Wynn, Danny Kaye, Red Skelt 
‘It looked like “Defenders” was or an Abbott & Costello:, yet with 
heading z in en direction, but ‘Rose {i in the hour framework was packed 

: p e deeper in- ia high]< representative picture of 
‘tent and by the end of the program . Taughmakers in ‘the 20th Cent 
| presented his thesis with telling: Weber & Fields, Buster Keaton 

9 s 

nin. demonstrating the pros and-: in the ve ‘silent oeort we Be n it sorties, Ben 

enough left the emotional level ‘ihe ind’ ructibie sapped all ‘ es 
and approached it from the larger ; “prehistoric” footage, on into the 
issue of ethics and human compas- ; belly laughs of the travelling tent 

; sion. Both in E. G. Marshall's de- shows. the rube comics, some peak 

| eres seeutiag atioenen eee ee Allen, Jerry Lewis Jammer Det - ; ry Lewis, Jimmy Du- 
man’s personal response, the ethics | rante, Eddie Cantor, Jack Benny, 
and morality of the issue were ‘some indescribable buffoonery by 
propounde with a clarity and in- ; W. C. Fields on a golf course, Fred. 
Cisiveness that were wholly per- iron pare! & Hardy, the Marx 
: SuaSive, © Bros., Ph ilvers, etc. 

Thé performances, notably by And in answer to Burns’ own 
Klugman, Marshall and Philip , Observation that “one man's laugh 
Abbott, who played the mercy; , is another man’s yawn"—it's to the 

" 

i 

high order; Brodkin'’s overall pro- there wasn’t the suggestion of a 

Jean | Vander .. Pyl, “Bex. 
Benaderet;. gest, -Hoagy ‘Carmi- 

But 
wisely, Hanna and Barbera never |. 

|dom.ride through’ Alabama. was. 
‘tfashioned into..high and poignant 
drama. Another closeup of a. Mus- 
lim léadér . whipping..up a mass 
Meeting pointed to ‘the’ ‘direction |. 
the Negroes may ‘take if the demo- | 
-eratie ‘process fails them: It’ was 
unmistakably. the ‘real thing with: 

.jno effort -by the cameras to sen- | 
‘sationalize what. was" already in- 
heréntly shocking, : - nr 
‘With ‘this show,- ‘producer-direc- 

tor Nicholas Webster establishes | 
himself as one of the. eminent tal- | 
ents in the documentary - medium. 
He. was given an obviously im- 
portant assist. by associate. pro- 
ducer Louis. Lomax, .a Negro’ who 
‘opened many doors.that would be 

“~ t+-.-" 7 @ man. Seripter Ar- 
‘thur Holch: ‘also made -a key con-: 
tribution by synthesizing the Negro 
viewpoint into a spare, accurately- 
toned. commentary. Camera-work 
on this’show, which was viewed in 
‘a:scréerniing room because of dead-. 
‘line ‘pequirements, ‘was consistently: 
firstrat:,- ve . Herm. 

know that they’ re. just tyros, and 
so they’ré taker’ advantage of at 
‘every turn. 

Enter .Garmichael,. who * sees 
what the pumblers have. let them- 
‘selves. in for: ‘Good-naturedly - he 
writes .a Song for them based :-en 
‘one of. the. favorite-exclamiations of 
Flintstone, ‘Yabba .Dabba Doo.” 
The boys have .their moment. of 
glory when the song .is performed 

tin''a ‘nightelub, - but’ Carmichael 
brings. them. back down. to earth 
‘with the information that only one 
published. song in 5,000 ever makes }: 
any. money. Intended or.-not, the 
advice was a public service to all. 
the amateur song-writers. -watehing. 

The animated blurbs, -with the || 
Flintstone ‘characters, are as en-. 
joy able‘ as. 5 anything in the show. 

‘Les. 

-}in ‘the: band and the people out in 

three network: splurge of ‘specials. 
celebrating its diamond jubilee |? “ghost town” where ty drama 
with a half-hour, jazz vignette. It originations are concerned. Rose. 

was jazz. in the. swing style of |. 
Benny. Goodman &-his band, and | 
the outing © ‘must. have. left the HAVE GUN, WILL TRAVEL 
swing buffs swaying. Mary Fickett, George Kennedy, 
Many swinging tune faves of| Dan’ Stafford 

Goodman were: represented, ““Sep-|'Producer: Frank R. Pierson 
‘tember Song,” “Avalon.” “All the | Director: Andrew V. McLaglen 
‘Things ‘You .Are,”: and “Stealin’| Writer: Shimen Wincelberg 
Apples.” Goodman made the melo- {30 Mins.; Sat., 9:30 .p.m. 
dies shimmer with. his ‘clarinet: |, EVER BROS., 
|Patter and hijinks were kept’ at a HOME PRODUCTS 
minimum, the jazz sound. holding ; CBS-TYV (film) 
sway for virtually the entire out-| ~ (JWT: Ted Bates) 
ing. 

‘ Same. sidearm. same itinerary |” 
- Background for the band was | as' the prairie trail of the gentle- 

Disneyland. The park, though, man gunny Raladin was rutted a! 
didn’t get any showcasing. 2* WaS little deeper by a boring fifth sea- : 
just a matter of the cameras taking , -9, preem episode on CBS-TY 

Sat. (16).. 
front, listening and dancing. ‘Com- 
ing out for-a stint was “The Yachts- 
men” quartet,-a group of tollege 
‘kids who did a country. western | 

"06 e l 

een untber ae okay {order to. extricate himself and a‘ 
but hardly matched the profes- | nurse ‘he was taking to a western 
sionalism: and appeal of Goodman. : i qutpost from a couple of murderers 
For a segment, Goodman left the: they encounter amongst the tum- ; 
big ‘band to lead ‘a small instru- i bleweed. Shades of Hoot Gibson. 

‘mental combo in a Dixieland group. : Moral, Which the credulous nurse 

Pictorially, the outing may have learned. after’ befriending the 

been somewhat static. There was. prairie muggers, was “don't ever 
nothing Static about the music, trust nobody,” to paraphrase some 
though. : -of the language in the script. a 

The. Westinghouse. commercials © See a trom | which a competent : 

nd originality, : i¢a anage Oo squeeze nary a sang with punch and orig Horo, drop of real blodd. 

i. Only ‘the honest-to-God oater- 
eee 4 files among Nielsen's wired view- 

More TV Reviews -ers will be able to ride out the 
On Pages 35 & 38 Season at the’ starting pace. 

number, 
Darlin’ Cora.’ 

Bill. 

‘Director: Win Opie duction betrayed the kind of values Yawa im the whole hour. Rose. 
30 ‘Mins.;. Fri. (15), 9: 30 pm. with which ‘he has long been iden- j ° 
WESTINGHOUSE tified in video dramatics, and Buzz f 
NBC-TV (Color; Vidtape) Kulik’s direction had sureness and ; =XPEDITION® 

¢ McCann-Erickson). ‘| tightness. | with Col. John D. Craig, hosts 
“ ed”. itg|_ Series is being filmed in New! ers 

“Westinghouse previewe York, restoring a respectability to! ! Producer: V. Fae Thomas 
Studio Director. Lee Sholem 
Writer: P. T. Furst 
30 Mins.; Mon., 7 p.m, 
{RALSTON PURINA 

F 

ABC-TV (film) 
‘Guid, Bascom & Bonfigli) 

Struggle of survival in the lower 
| animal kingdom of the Congo was 
the theme of the preem episode of 
“Expediifon!”, now in its second 
season on ABC-TV. The episode 

, Proved to be a fascinating nature 
AMERICAN Study, with segments as harrowing 

and dramatic as the headline news 
stories about Congo’s upper animal 
kingdom—although man is equip- 
ped to know better. 

Opener depicted the African 
journey of U.S. naturalist Ronald 
:Shanin whose mission was to col- 
lect animal specimens for Ameri- 
can museums and zoos. Shanin and 

!his cameramen collected an amaz- 
In fact, after 104 outings only : ing amount of exciting footase— 

gimmick a desperate script came ;the ‘capture of a cobra, 
up with was a second gun for | snakes, a lizard, and a lion Charze 
Paladin, with witich he killed in ‘on Shanin, himself. The ‘abundanca 

other 

, Of wild life, from baby leopards to 
‘man-eating alligators, filled jie 
screen. The picture story aiso tauld 
/of the primitive struggle of sur- 
_Vival existing in the Congo and 
‘environs. 

Contituing the 7 p.m. slot wien 
the yvounzsiers, as well as the 

" parents,” wre still available is a 
vise decision. Ralston, as the pai- 
tern of last season, wil! Sponsor 
the show three out of every fur 

; Weeks. with the open week goinz 
‘to the local ABC-TV affit for a 
local version of “Expedition'” 

Commercials of Ralston were a8 
bright as the idea for th.s project, 

Horo. 

: 

. | killer, - were of an exceptionally | credit of “Laughter, U.S.A.” that. 
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For Dreaming Out Loud 

ne of the avant-garde toys on display in 

the window of a local shop advertises 

itself as ‘the machine that thinks like.a man.” 

Fach time we pass the store, we can’t help do- 

ing a bit of mental editing. What they really 

mean, itseems to us, is “the machine that thinks 

like a man who thinks like a machine.” 

For, thankfully, there are always.a certain num- 

ber of people around who don’t think like ma- 

chines—men with free-wheeling, unfettered 

imaginations who refuse to outgrow their 

fantasies. 

Among the most Peter Pannish of these in the 

entertainment field is a chap named Walt Dis-. 

ney, who'll run out of Academy-Award thank- 

you speeches long before he runs out of dreams. 

Starting this week-end, we're proud +o. say, 

he'll be dreaming out loud on NBC Television, 

where “Walt Disney’s Wonderful World of 

Color” will be presented every Sunday night 

from 7:30 to 8:30 (NYT). 

Walt is. a man who fairly breathes in color. In 

fact, if nature hadn’t invented the ‘rainbow, 

there’s an excellent chance that Disney 

(nudged, perhaps, by Judy Garland) would 

have come up with it anyway. 

IT WAS BACK IN 1982 that his.“Flowers and 

Trees,’ , the first color cartoon short ever, won. 

Disney an. Oscar. Later, “Snow White and the 

Seven Dwarfs” became the first feature-length 

cartoon in color. In cartoons, live-action ‘fea-. 

tures and True-Life Adventures (‘“Bambi,” 

“Old Yeller,” “The Vanishing Prairie”) Disney 

and color have been extremely good for one 

another: Now, for the very first time, the mar- 

riage of Disney and-color will be celebrated on 

" TV—amedium destined to be the greatest color 

showcase éver. 

In light of all this, it’s more than happy coinci- 

dence that Disney’s new TV. venture is being 

sponsored by the Eastman Kodak Gompany and 

the: Radio Corporation of America—acknowl- 

edged pioneers in the respective fields of color 

photography and color television. 

What’s ‘more, the show’s very title immediately 

establishes the identity of the network carrying’ 

it, for it’s NBC which—single handedly—has 
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been transmitting color TV on a nationwide 

basis. 

JUST’ SEVEN YEARS. AGO, we did only 68 

hours in. color. Last year we carried more than. 

a thousand: such hours. Durin g this new season, 

with additional prime-time shows coming into. 

the colorcamp, the hour total will cometol. ,630. 

We's re tickled pink—or any ‘other hue you may 

prefer—that all of Mr. Disney’s weekly shows 

will be contributing to that total. We're. aware 

that most viewers will begin watching (and en- 

joyingy the Sunday night: series in black and 

white. But there’s S$ no overestimating that Dis- 

ney ‘influence. Remember, this -is the fellow 

who once made an elephant fly. 

F or-the. new series, W alt and staff will be roam- 

ing the full range of their. talent-scope. It’s a 

gainut that will ney itably. make this one of 

‘many NBC programs, which will not only de- 

Tight: younger viewers ‘but generate a an: enor- 

mous appeal. for adults. 

The ‘Disney shows: will be using live actors as 

well: as cartoon figures. Sometimes they’ Il com- 

bine both—a technique first introduced to: color 

film by Disney 16. years ‘ago. in “The Three 

Caballeros.” 

Many. of the shows will have a distinctively 

overseas flavor. Viewers can: ‘look forward, for 

example, toa three. “part. version of! “The Prince 

and the Pauper” and a two-part production of 

“Hans Brinker, ‘or the Silver Skates, both. 

filmed i in ‘Europe. 

Another on- ‘location. offering, will be: “The 

‘Horsemasters,” an adventure tale of a group of 

teenagers at an. English riding academy; and 

: nature stories like “Chico, the Misunderstood 

reluctant finger ata celebrated 

“male collie who's been brazen- 

“ly passing for years as “Lassie.” 

Hasn’t ‘nature a nifty talent 

for balancing things out? 

Coyote” and “Sancho, the Homing Steer” have 
been and are being filmed in various parts of 
the globe. 

But Disney’s cartooning genius will be very 
‘much in evidence; too. Let’s not forget that the 

most famous double-M in the world is neither 

Marilyn Monroe nor Maris-Mantle but Mickey 
Mouse (all right, who’s the wise guy who yelled 

“Marvin Mermelstein’’?). 

THIS.SEASON NBC VIEWERS will meet Lud- 

wig Von Drake, the first new cartoon star Disney 
“has éver created for TV. As Donald Duck’s 

eccentric uncle from the Continent, Von Drake 

—complete with mittel-Europa accent and a 

string of questionable university degrees—will 

_ be launching “‘expert’’ discourses (illustrated) 

“on just about everything, 

“Part of the premiere will be devoted to Von 

Drake’s explanation of color—the spectrum 

‘may néver be the same again—and he'll be 

‘Teturning later in.the season for similarly unin- 

“formed lectures on such topics as ‘“The Hunt- 

ing Instinct” and ‘Kids Is Kids.”
 

The newcomer’s surname could, we suppose, 

‘prompt certain literal-minded viewers to pon- 

der about nephew Donald’s real gender, since— 

generically speaking—the drake is the male and 

the.duck the female of the species: 

“We don’t see why that should really matter—to 

anyone but the ducks and drakes themselves, 

that is, But, if pressed, we need only point a 
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Poste ee meee qeartcets are carered. 

pe programming in the particular slot, ete, 

D AYT ON 
“TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS AV. }! ' ‘TOP SYNDICATED PROGRAMS . AY. 

RK. PROGR AM—DAY—TIME STA. a PROGRAM—DAY—TIME i STA.- —-_- DISTRIB. RIG, 

“1. Gur- ‘Travel ‘Sat. 9:30- 10: O)' ....06. WHIO 401 1. Sea. Hunt (Fris 7:000.2 00.0... Leese WLWD.... ZIV UA 30: 
® Andy Griffith ‘Mon. 9:30-10:00'......WHIO 39}| 2. Death Valley Days (Mon. 7:00)......WL WD,...US Borax 28. 
2. Real MeCoys 'Thurs. 8:30-9:00'...... WLWD 39:| 3. Shot Gun Slade. 'Sat..10:30) -..2..,. WHIO.....MCA 24. 
2, Wagon Train «Wed. 7:30-8:30: ..... WLWD 39: 4. Tomb’s Territory (Thurs. '7:00)...... WLWD.. .ZIV UA 22 - 
3. Chec'zmate -Sat. 8:30-9:30) .......- WHIO 38 ;} H 5. Dang Robin/Gunslinger. (Thurs. WHIO.... . ZIV UA 20 
3. Perry Mason -Sat. 7:30-8:30°........ WHIO. 38:! 9:30-20:00! CBS Rpts.........05. sees ee 
4. Flin’.tones «Fri. 8:30-9:00- ......... WLWD 37.° 6. Cannonball ‘Thurs. 6: 00).....s 0s .  WLWD.... ITC 18. 
4. Gunsmoke ‘Sat. 10:00-10:30'........ WHIO 37:1 6& Mr. Ed (Mon. 6:00). ...... secaeeess. WLWD....MCA . -18. 
4, Rifleran «Tues. 8:00-8:39 ...eee, WLWD 37 H 7. Mac Raiders (Fri. 6:00):.........,.. WLWD a ZIV VA ‘17 
5. Net.on Family - Wed. 8:30-9:00: ..... WLWD 3 8. Interpol. (Wed. 7:00)....0:........ -WLWD.. «ee-ITC 16 

5. 77 Sunset Strip +Fri. 9:00-10:00: ... WLWD 35 35] Blue Angels (Tues. 8:00)...... acess WHIO.....CNP 14 
5 Si. . Stavecoach West ‘Tues. 9:00-10:00:.. WLWD 

VaRtETY’S weekly tabulation based on ratings furnished by American Research 
Bureau, hiuilights the top ten network show's ona local lerel and offers a rating study Over th 

' , @ course o ear, U 
pun deoth 2 of the top ten syndicated sows in the same particular markets. This “week results of that ourse of a yea LARS wilt tebutate G, saint of 247 maarcts. The . 

performance ofthe top ten network shows on thé local level, the VaRIeTY-ARB charts 
.are designéd to reflect the rating tastes of virtually every tv market in the Uz. S..- 

{*) ARB’s May-Jutie 1961 survey covered a: multi-week period.” Syndicated shows } 
sharing one of the weeks with an alternating or special program. are. listed, ‘with the | 
multi-week. rating of all progranis in the time period given. 

I> ea » suidicated program lTistiigs.of the top ten shows, rating data such as the 

averts: share of audience, coupled with data as to time and: day of telecasting com- 
is furnished, Reason for detailing an 

ert ture .of the rating perjorman: e of syndicated shows is to reflect: the true rating 
tree of particular series. Various branches of . the industry, ranging from ‘media 

STATIONS: WLWD, WHIO. 

. Coronado 9 (Tues. 7:30)... eee eee ee LW HIO seeee MCA 14 
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/ARTETY - ARB SY DICATION CHART 
buyers to local stations and/or advertisers to syndicators will find the charts valuable. 

*SURVEY DATES: MAY 15- JUNE: t I, N96t. 

~ AY, AV. TOP COMPETITION. 
SH. PROGRAM. - STA, RIG. 

73| Third ‘Nan TevveeteresWHIO oy 
82 | WHIO Reports ....... + WHIO ff 
49 . Roaring 20's .... a cbeees .WLWD 24 
67: Assig’ Underwater .:..... WHIO. 11. 
$8 }'Ernie- Ford ..... woes WLWD 29 
_ | Groucho Marx weiss eee WLWD- 25 
55 | Sohio Reports/Spts. ... «+. WHIO 10 
55|Sohio Reporter/Spts. ...: WHIO. 10: 
‘50 ! Sohio Reporter; Spts.. im : -WHIO - 11 
621Best Of Post ..... ae eees . WLWD "gu 
25. | Rifleman ’......... veeeees WHIO = ©8377 
33 i Bugs Bunny wa 'geeues vase WLWD 25 

1 Gu nusmoke ‘Sat. 9:00-9:30).......... KWTV 
2. Andy Griffith ‘Mon. 8:30-9:00 ...... KWTV 
3. Cand*d Camera ‘Sun. 9:00-9:30'...... KWTV 
4. Gun-Travel ‘Sat. 8:30-9:00 .......KWTV 
5. Wago. Train iWed. 6:30-7:30 ...... WRKY 
6 Hennesey ‘“fon. 9:00-9:30: .....-.- KWTV 
3%. Red Skelton «Tues. 8:30-9:09: ..... KWTV 
8. Danny Thomas ‘Mon. 8:00-8.30' .... KWEV 
9. Laramie ‘Tues. 6:30-7:30)...........: WKY 
9. Rawhide «Fri. 6:30-7:30) — ....-. KWTV | 

1, TT, Gunsmoke ‘Sat. 16:00-10:30) .......WTAR 
2, Perry. Mason :Sat. 7:30-8:30: .......WTAR. 
3. Checkmate ‘Sat. 8:30-9:30'.......... WTAR 
3. Gun-Travel ‘Sat. 9:30-10:00'........ -WTAR 
4. Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00)..... WVEC 
5. Ed Sullivan «Sun, 8:00-9:00’... .... WTAR 
6. Andy Griffith ‘Mon. 9.30-10:00:....WTAR 
7. Red Skelton ‘Tues. 9:30-10:00- .....WTAR 
7. Dennis the Menace (Sun. 7:30-8:00)... WTAR 
8. Candia Camera ‘Sun. 10:00-10:30)...WTAR 
8 . Rawhide iFfri. 7:30-8:303...... (....6.WTAR 

1. Untouchabales (Thurs. 9:30-10:30)...WNEP .. 
2. Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00)...... WNEP 

3. My 3 Sons (Thurs. 9:00-9:30)........ WNEP 

4. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30'........ WDAU. 

5. Candid Camera (Sun. 10:00-10:30). »»» WDAU 

5. Flintstones (Fri. 8:30-9:00) ......... WNEP 
5. Donna Reed (Thurs. 8:00-8:30)..... . WNEP 
5. Surfside 6 ‘Mon. 8:30-9:30)! ....... WNEP 
6. Lawrence Welk (Sat. 9:00-10:00)....WNEP_ 
7.. Danny Thomas (Mon. 9:00-9:30)..... WDAU 
7. Naked City (Wed. 10:00-11:00)......WNEP 

50! J 
‘49: 2. Tallahassee 7000 (Thurs 9:00' ...:..WKY...... ZIV UA- 34 
40.| 3. Brothers Brannigan (Sat. 9:30)..,...KWTV...,-CBS 26 
39.! 3. Manhunt (Fri. /9-20> | .++ WRY...... Screen Gems 26. 
38., 4. Miami Undercover. (Fri. 8:30) cases KWTV....ZIV-UA 24 
35 H 5. Dang. Robin (Mon.. 9:30)....:... ae -. WKY Laeeee ZIV UA 18. 
34°; 6. Two Faces West ‘Mon. 7:30'........ KWTV.... Sereens Gems 16.-. 
‘331 6, Three Stooges (Sat. 10:00+: OE Kwrtv.: . Screens Gems 16 
32 4 a Blue Angels ‘Thurs. 7:00).......... KWTV... ... CNP . 12. 

- US Marshal (Sun. 5:30", . _ WRY:......NTA a: 

441 1, Third Man (Sat. 10:30) .........:-.WTAR....NTA ——:19 
411-2. Jim Backus (Mon. 8:30'...6....00- WTAR......CNP- 1t 
soll 2 Pioneers (Mon. 7:00Y......4.000000- WTAR.... Roebeck 17. 
35'| 3. Mr. Ed. (Tues. 7:00)....... ws eeseees WAVY..., MCA 16° 
341] 4. Death Valley Days (Tues, 7:00)...... . WTAR.....US Borax 15 
33°! 4. Brothers Brannigan (Fri. 7:00)...... WT TAR....-CBS 15 
30;| 4. Manhunt (Sat. 7:00) 2........ peeeee -WTAR.... Screen Gems 15 
30| 5. Rescue 8 (Tues. 7:30)..... Saweecene WTAR..... “Sereen Gems. 14 
29;| 6 Shot Slade (Wed. 7:00)........:....WAVY.... MCA | 13 
29 i! 7. Lock Up/JFK (Thurs. 10: 30) veeee »+. WAVY... . ZIV UA 12 

42\1 1. Manhunt (Thurs. 10:30)..... os ~aNEP 7Baeen Gems 2 

36|| 2. Jim Backus/JFK (Sat. 10:30).....:.. WDAU.... CNP 18. 
33|| 3. Mr. -Ed (Fri. 7:00). 2..........06% |... WNEP.....MCA 17 
33 || 4. Sea Hunt (Thurs. 7:00).;..........4. WBRE.....ZIV UA 14. 
30|| 5. Mr. Ed (Sat. 7:00).......0...0. «see. WBRE..:.-MCA | 13° 
30|| 6.. Huck Hound (Thurs. 6:00).......... WNEP.....Screen’ Gems 12 
30} 7. Rescue 8 (Mon. 7:00)......... ...... WBRE.....Screen Gems ‘11 
30 || 8. Assign Under/JFK (Tues. 7:00).....WNEP.....NTA 10 

_-28|| 9 Coronado 9 (Fri. 7:00). vagecsaeeessWBRE..,..MCA 9° 
28|| 9. Phil Silvers (Sat. 6:30).:..........WBRE....-CBS 9 

aL . Death Valley Days (Thurs. er cere Borax = Silents ‘Kovaks - weeceade "KOCO 
61; Untouchables ..........:KOCO. 
.55|Groucho Marx ............. WKY.” 
57!Main Event ........2...KWTV 
“55 | Law & Jones .~.....:...KOCO 
31/77 Sunset Strip .........KOCO 
30! June Allyson a weleees KWTV 
63 | Wells.Fargo....... 7 as 2s WEY" 
28 {Fury 2... cs eee sae eis. WKY 
29 Outlaws. - eens teeees (ee WKY 

51 Big Movie . we eeatecee eee WAVY. |. 
31| Surfside 6 .........5..:WVEC_ 
49|Two Faces... 40.24.05. WAVY 
44| Death Valley ......:....WATR.. 
41} Mr. Ed®...2.0....2005. WAVY 
‘54 Action Theatre .........WAVY 
45 | Divorce Court veweee »-. . WVEC. 
27 | Bugs Bunny .. > - WVEC. 

. 42] Moyie 3. wcpeecsee WEAR. 
38S Silents/Kovaks | SST WWRe 

‘ 63) Third. Man/JEK. eesenee .WBRE 
$7|-Fight W Kot. .scsesseeWNEP 
46 Coronade 9 fees tee’ WBRE 
82 News Sports Weather -..:WDAU 

Mounted Police Cont NEB 
89) TV- Bandstand «... 20... WWNEP 
48 Early Show °...,.°. twee WDAU 
38| News Sports Weather -...WDAU 
qg.| News Edwards ......65 tee 

"| Blue . gee EK aes -:- WBRE- 
“4 | Mr. . Ea” Wn 

OMAOMe! © 
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WICHITA *SURVEY DATES: MAY 15: JUNE: th, 1961. 

1. Real McCoys (Thurs. 7:30-8:00)..... KAKE 
2. Untouchables (Thurs. 8:30-9:30).....KAKE 

3. Lay & Jones (Fri. 9:30-10:00)...... , KAKE 

8. My 3 Sons ‘Thurs, 8:00-8:30! ..... ...- KAKE 

4. Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30)..... opee .KTVH 

4. Naked City (Wed. 9:00-10:00).......KAKE 

4. 77 Sunset Strip (Fri.. 8:00-9:00)...... KAKE 

5. Candid Camera (Sun. 9:00-9:30)......-KTVH 
6. Andy Griffith ‘Mon. 8:30-9:00)......KTVH 

§. Hawziian Eye *Wed. 8:00-9:00)...... KAKE 
6. Revel «Sun. 8.00-8:30).......-.-. .. - KAKE 
6. Garry Moore iTues. 9: 00-10:00)...... KTVH | 

—— — 

1. Bonaiy a. . “Sat. 7T:30-8:30- ce eee eee W TRF 

2. Pri.c Is Right .Wed. 8:30-9:09) .:... WTRF 

3. Grow .> Mars 'Thurs. 10:09-10:30:. .WTRF 

4. Perrs Como ‘Wed. 9:00-10:00!...... WTRF 

4. Wei!s Targo iMon. 8:30-9:00:..... .- WIRE 

5. Wagon Trein ‘Wed. 7:30-8:30°...... WTRF" 
6. Bachelor Father ‘Thurs. 9:00-9:30:..WTRE 

6. Ernie Tord ‘Thurs. 9:30-10:00:...... WTRF 

7. Andy Griffith ‘Mon. 9:30-10.90 .....WSTV 

7. Michael Shayne (Fri. 10:00-11:00:...WTRF 
7. Thriller (Tues. 9:00-10:00)..........WIERF 

3 1. Death Valley ‘Days (Thurs. 9: 9:30)... .KAKE..;..US Borax 29 
31|| 2% Manhunt~ (Mon. 9:30)......... ess. KAKE.... Screen Gems 25. 

-31|| 8. Tomb Territory (Thurs. 9:30)...,...KARD....-ZIV UA 18 
30 || 4 Quick Draw McGraw (Mon, 6:00)... .~KAKE..... Screen Gems 17 
30|| 4 Third Man (Sat. 9:30)..............KTVH..,..NTA At 

-g0j| 5. Huck Hound (Thurs. 6:00)... ooeeosee+s KAKE.....Screen Gems 16 
29|| 3 Yogi Bear (Wed. 6:00)...:..........KAKE..... Screen Gems 16 
2g|| 6 Blue Angels: (Thurs. 6:30)..........KAKE.....CNP 15 
23|| 7. San Francisco Beat (Sun. 10:15). we “KARD..... CBS 12 
28 | 7. Sea Hunt (Fri. 6:00)............ «+ KAKE..... ZIV UA 12 

361 1. Lock Up/Godtrey (Fri. 9:30)......-.-WSTV.....Z1V UA . 3 

ot 2. Death Valley Days (Sat. 7:00)....... WTRF.....US Borax 21 
oa -8.-Third Man (Sun, 10: 30)... .cseeeee+eWTRF.....NTA .20 
33 } 4, Blue Angels (Thurs. 10:30)..........WTRF.....CNP 19. 
32|| 4.Tomb Territory/MLBB (Sat. 10:30)..WSTV. ZIV UA 19. 
31]| 3 Brothers Brannigan (Wed. 10:30)..7. WTRF.....CBS 18 

31}| 6. dim- Backus/JFK (Fri: 8:00)........ WTRF.....CNP 15 
29|| 7. Huck Hound (Thurs. 6:30)........ ..WTRF..... Screen Gems 12. 
29 | 8. Quick Draw McGraw (Tues. 6:30). .. WTRF.....Sereen .Gems. 11 
29 I 8. Yogi Bear (Fri.. 6:30). vecavesesess WTRF, ....Soreen Gems 11 

; ‘Tomb Terri pibetivnens KARD 
57| June Allison: oeeseves ee KIVH 
83{| Death Valley . eaeeceee ce RAKE 
85 Edition . Se dle ne ees CTE Eg rwa: 

‘Lawrence ' Welk . oeens KAKE 
Bil kdition ...:.....¢.0.0..KTVH 
85 Huntley. Brinkley. vias .«.KARD 
85] Edition ..-........ vee KT VE 
53 | Huntley | Brinkley . teveee BARD ..... 
8 Outlaws ....... vacdecs KARD - 

58 Weather Sports TEE UKAKE - 
39} Nightwatch .............KAKE 
52|Edition .:.............-KTVH 

| Huntley: Brinkley - ---KARD 

‘*SURYEY: DATES: MAY 15 - JUNE 1, 

40. Fabr aY wiles. os ene acces WIRF 
53 |. Maverick: ....es..ceeee - WSTY 

| My Line... os... 65.0.0... WSTV 
32) June Allyson ..........WSTV 
42: Your Life ........0...., WTRF 
““-| Naked City <:.... aes WSTV 
33| Rawhide .....6:........WSTV 
31 |.-Time Out For. Sports ... WSTV 
33 | News With Scott ...... WSTV 
55 Time Out.For Sports ...WSTV 
>|News With Scott 2.2... . WSFV 

46} Time Out for Sports.....WSTV 
441 News With Scott: ........WSTV 

Be 

co, ~ . 
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“.<‘ along better with: its. audience: the 

Lob g 

TARILLER ©... 0. . 
(What Beckoning Ghost?) . . 

-' With: Judith Evelyn, Tom .Helmore, 
Adele Mara, Frank. Wilcox; 

. Boris Karloff, host oe 
‘Producer:. William Frye. . 
-Director: Ida:Lupino =... : 
‘Writer: Donald S. Sanford (adapted 
- from Harold Lawlor stery) — 
‘60 Mins., Mon., 10: p.m.. | 
PARTICIPATING. 
UNBC-TV. (film) - 

In’ “swapping Tuesday-at-9 for 

“the new. .Monday-at10: berth on 
‘NBC-TYV, Hubbell Robinson's pro- 
duction, “Thriller,” seems. to have 

_Mmade-an: even’ exchange. First off, 
‘a mystery show, theoretically, gets 

Jater it is:shown, and .a 10° o'clock 
‘time is, in this respect,:better than 
9 o’clock.. But sets-in-use fall off 
after 10 p.m: for tv, and this means 

that “Thriller” will havea smaller:She was’ persistent as~the- sales-! around Greater Boston and, over a |: ; i ; My audience. to ‘fight for against CBS. woman peddling the premium and ! two-week period, interviewed more | 

and ABC, 
.. Préem stanza of the new tv. sea- 

son, on Monday (18), was “What: 
“Beckoning: Ghost?" and it was. an 
' diluted ‘tale....It- concerned retri- 
bution for two killers;. Tom -Hel- 
‘qmore and Adele Mara,: who, like 
‘the. French: couple in.“Diabolique,” 

.. knocked off the man's wife ‘by scar- 
ing. her .to death: The dead -frau, 
:unseen..at the end: but ‘essayved- 
“nicely by Judith Evelyn at. the out- 

set,-camé back and drove Helmore. 
.to his death and Miss Mara insane. 

'Fhere were: those eerie tingling’ 
moments ‘as. when the coffins and 
funeral wreaths. were on. display. 
‘but’ much ef the: rest ‘of this first. 
‘outing. for.:“Thriller” was talky. 
‘Still, there ‘was a touch of the in- 

| Wednesday, Septéniber 20, 1961. 
‘|THE CONNIE FRANCIS SHOW 
‘| With: Art Carney, Tab Hunter, Ed-. 

{Musical director: Mit 
‘| 60 ‘Mins., ‘Wed. (13); 9 p.m. 

y- (Kenyon 

die’ Foy Jr., Alexander Scourby 
Producer-Director: Greg Garrison 
Exee producer; George. Scheck 
‘Writers: Jack. Wohl, Jim. Haines, 

en’ Davis, - Mel. Chick ..Green, Gw 
Brooks. = °° 0°92) 

‘Mitch Leigh 

BEECHAM PRODUCTS /-: 
ABC-TV (tape) 

& Eckhardi) 
-. There was more than: just ‘a -lit- 

—— 

first. special of the season,. In fact 
the packagers, General ‘Harmonics 
& Video Corp., made it virtually an 
hour-long commercial for -its _pre- 
mium disk-Brylereem offer ‘with 
some. songs, skefches and narration 
to. break up the. sales: pitch. , 
‘The premium -disk features Con- 

‘nie Francis, of course, and that was 
ithe reason for .the..show. starring 
:the young thrush in the ‘first place. 

| 

tle dab of Brylcreem-on ABC-TV's | 

| THE PEOPLE SPEAK - 
-With Jim. Jensen, narrator 
Executive Producer: Win Baker 

| Producer-Director: Stan- Berk 

30 Mins., Sat. (16) 10 p.m. . 
WBZ-TV, Boston (tape, film). °.. 

lectual ;status of the.- American 
public.” _. | oe 
There ig nothing particularly 

ynoteworthy abouf these tv criti- 
‘ques. They are. expressed every 
s 

4 . 

i faet they ‘were expressed on a tv 
program. _WBZ-TV, through the 
' vehicle of its “People Speak” show,. 
‘' gave Bostonians a chance to air 
, their opinions of the medium, 
| -.Newsman .Jim Jensen took a 
rsound-film crew to yarious sites 

1. Lanin, Ika Windish, Rebert : 
| Writers: Mel Bernstein, Jim Jensen | 

_/, “I think television is a waste of 
' |time:”. “I wouldn't buy ‘a tv set.” 
A “TV. fs downgradifig the intel- 

| KAISER STEEL: LIGGETT & | CBS-TV (film) 

week. What’ is: noteworthy is the’ 

TELEVISION REVIEWS 35 

|FOLLOW THE SUN ‘THE ALAN KING SHOW 
‘| With Brett Halsey, Gary Lockwood, With Denise Lor. Rickey Sleane, 

Gigi Perreau, Barry Coe, Jan! Dennis Sturtevant, Jack Fietch- 
er, Jan Chaney 

Vaughn, Nita Talbot, Torin That- Executive producer: Bcb Barner 
cher, guests Producer-Director: Jutio Di Bene- 

Producer: Anthony Wilson detto 
Director: Jules Bricken | Waiters: Arnie Rosen. Coleman 
Writers: Toby Benjamin, Howard! Jacoby 

‘30 Mins., Mon. (18), 16 p.m. 
{GENERAL FOODS 

Browne 
60 Mins., Sun., 7:30 p.m. . 

. MYERS. ‘Y & R) 

ABC-TV (a) R: JWT) If the reports around CBS are 

_- Jf the others are like the first correct, the “Alan King Snow” is 

episode of this imitative houilong already set aS a next season entry. 
‘action-adventure program, it’s g0-:In that event they better- forget 
ing to prove hard for viewers tOi spout the pilot, which was 
“Foliow the Sun.” This production : ,, - ae 
by 20th Fox-TV, under the aegis of : sneaked” for public reaction Mon- 

Roy Huggins, who earned his{day night (18, and start afresh, 
‘wings doing “Maverick,” once in ‘This is not to belittie King, who 

the same 7:30 spot, had a dismal : has a definite way with a line and 
launching last Sunday (17) night. ia delivery that bespeaks a seasoned 
_-Jnevitably, there are the three j comedic talent. 

rt 

L 

somewhat: -persuasive- 
as a song- | than .100° persons—lawyers, 

labor- 
stress. She's got..a strong..pop-ap-j| 

ers, bankers’ and barbers. parents 
peal, as evidenced by her-.long;.and 

‘pizza-makers, 
scientists and 

string of disclicks, ‘but she, projects. sfudents, teachers and teenagers. 
too hard in the long -hour pull to! with ~ meticulous - objectivity, 
make it com “People” presented views on pro- pletely comfortable : 
viewing or listening, . ~~ 4 gramming (“Too many westerns.” 
honk had a te Creda’ range, 4 “7 like westerns”), commercials 
jough, doing the Greek | Never | (“They have .too many for a half- 
;On Sunday.” the Ttalian “Mama” | 
rand the Hebrew’: “Hava .Nagila’”! 
She gave an okay belting sprend fo gram"), afectom social habits 
but a multi-costunie change special ‘and I ae the television. my wife 
‘material bit ‘was a:wasted effort . {oj orner ideas of entertain- 
ifor all concerned rer ment ), and influence on chileren 

ote. peg for the show’, tm adaiei (THEI values are lowered.” “t AOL MIE STOW, tn. . jthink the parent. should supervise 
the viewing”). 

‘tion to the premium p,teh,. was ; 
sound... The script: was tired and |. 
even . Alexander Scourbvy’s.- off-| .* mae Ut UF 
camera narration couldn't. bring: it} Vision ("I Tike television the way 
to life. It did-ledd.in to a funny :it is. I'd be lost without it.” “I 
sketch’ about : phonograph . records, | watch. it every morning, then 

Overall, the views favored tele- 

partners, the one girl and the regu- 
lar police officer—a tv scheme 
lused frequently by Warner Bros. 
on ‘such’ programs as “Surfside 6.” 
“77 Sunset Strip” and “Hawaiian 
Eye.” And, incidentally, “Sun“— 
like “Eye’—is set in Hawaii, only 
the regular leads are freelance 

| magazine writers not private eyes. 
It didn’t make any differerce 

4though, because, in the first epi- 
hour “show.” “I like some of the ,sode, Brett Halsey, who is another | 
commercials: better than the pro-|one of those bland, minimally tal-: gisturbing and entirely unsatis-. 

ented pretty boys who populate. 
;the hour. action-adventure form, 
| played it more like a private eye 
than a writer looking for a story; - 
he- went where no writer would 
‘care Jo tred. 

_ Halsey, as Paul Templin, ob- 
viously will not have any money 
worries. He lives in a posh beach 
house, makes longdistance calls 

‘from Hawaii to Chicago for total 
.. Senious, if not-in the way Ida: Lu- “written. by. Mel. Brooks and which {I wateh in the afternoon, then I: strangers and, without the benefit 
--pino. directed. this relatively slow-"\#aye ‘Art ‘Carney. his only chance’? Watch every night until the Jast ;of 4 private eye’s expense account, 
moving affair, then in the intricate jfo shine, Eddie Foy Jr: got his’ big ! picture is over”); — 
plotting -by Donald S. Sanford, On 
the whole, this episode of “Thrill- 
er” was not: up to.the standards 
the scries. has often:achieved in 
the past. se a 

‘THE UNCOMMITTED |... 
With Frank McGee, narrator. 
Producer: Gerald Green 
Director: Rex Goad) -_ 
60: Mins.;: Tues. (32), 10 p.m. 
‘NBC-TY, from N.Y: ° 0 2 
7 “This. report of the ‘recent: Bel- : 

grade conference of uncommitted: 
nations. was far from an outstand- 

“Ing example’ .of ‘video journalism. 
Coming a week after the event. it-. 
self, this show's: coverage ‘funda- 
-mentally rehashed U.S. daily news- 

» paper reports: with. no fresh or. 
probing. perspective. of its-own on 
_the neutralists’ meeting. >. | 
~The report on the conférence it- 
self was: mainly: a straight rundown 

“of the speeches by the leaders of 
the key .neutralist . nations. 
‘filmed. sequences. of Nehru, Tito. 
_Nkrumiah, ete., had high interest," 
especially .since ‘they. were shown 

in action under the gun. of .Russia’s 
declaration : that. it was resuming 
atomic. testing. The performatices 
of. these leaders, as. the. tv. com- 

‘ Inentary’ insistently pointed cut,, 
‘was.a study. in’ political .capitula- 
‘tion to Soviet power. A key.speech 
by Tito. unfortunately, was. all: -but 

. incomprehensible in the simultane-. 
ous English translation used on 

‘this show. — wn an 
The single departure’ from: 

straight coverage of the conference 
_-was also the best: part of this show: 
This section presented brief.reac-_ 

by:a varied group of ‘foreign news- 
papermen assigned to the confer-. 

‘ence. Here the shock of the Soviet 
move was more: clearly. felt than: 

..in the foymaI pronouncements of. 
the neutralist leaders... . |’: 

_ Because‘the eonference ‘was neld 
_.4n Belgrade, the show opened with 

‘- ‘a quick study. of ‘the: Yugoslav 
brand of. communism. Highlighted 
““were the booming mixed economy 
of private ‘and. state. enterprise, | 
well-dressed citizens and the. well-. 
stocked shops. There was, however, 
no digging beneath the - political 
surface of. this totalitarian ‘society. 
_As commentator, Frank McGee's’ 

_ -€entral role in shaping the charac-. 
“ter of this show was marked: by a 
nagging tone. of .disappointmient in 
the neutralist. countries; He struck 
a part-moralizing :and - part-threat-: 
ening attitude that was not particu- 
larly helpful in clarifying the un- 
derlying political and.‘social forces 
determining. the cautious and. even: 
cowardly.-attituce of. :the :so-talled 
unaligned. countries, 

i 
i 

t. 

chance with a reprise -of the “Fm | Employing the old Garroway 
A: Time Saving Man’ song from. 
“The .Paiama Game.” The other with Jensen walking through. one 
guestar, Tab Hunter, . had: few. op- ‘of the station’s -Studios,. capsulizing: 

portunities -ta shaw. why he’s. so’ the. brief and dynamic history of 

technique, the program opened: 

| UPDATE. 

Herm” } 

}popular with the younger set.- 
* Greg Garrison's 3 
Rod. Alexander's ‘choreography 
brought in some. occasional hright 
tmoments..” ~~ “Gros. : 

With ‘Robert: Abernethy «-." 
Exee:: Producer: 

‘Producer: Leonard Leddington | 
: Director: Don McDoneugh . 
130 Mins; Sat. noon 
‘HELENA: RUBINSTEIN... 
-NBC-TV, from N.Y. ¢- 
;.. , U.. W. Frohlich & €o.) 
' In’. “Update,” NBC’. News . and 
- Public Affairs has’ come. up with !—\which -moves* from: a 
san excellent tv textbook for teen- 
“agers interested 

- viewers, as well as. their elders. ’: 
. Not only did. this: series accent 
the .“how-and. why” ‘of the. week’s 
‘happenings’ but it also tossed ina | 
i student's own interview. of: a nota- 
-ble: along -with a filmed feature, 
Latter:.was' a “man-on-the-street” 
quiz. of .some Kansas..City teen- 

I 
. the program was narrated by NBC 
‘News. . Washington -. correspondent 

| Robert: Abernethy. who. was billed. 
‘as -“on-the-air editor.” “Although 
guilty of a few minor tongue slips, 

DS he ‘authoritatively. guided viewers: 
tions to the Russian announcement } through. a. review -of. the week and 

touched" ori, the opening’. of the 

‘among. other .newsworthy: items. — 
'* While. Abernethy’s -material-..was 

edly an. aid-in helping. the teen- 
ager .“understand this ,confusing 
world,” the filmed portion of: the 
program could well be. expanded. 
For this segment probably is more 
-“close to: home”..with the average 
student—it's something they “can 
identify with. The physical. fitness. 
theme: was.a natural for. a quiz.. 
Other timely teenage topics~ will 
likely provoke similar interest... _ 
* It will /be interesting, .however, 
to see what rating will: emerge’ on 
“Update.” -For: most teenagers 
‘would rather. be entertained -then 
-informed; On‘the whole, NBC's pro- 
-duction of the program as well as 
sponsorship by ‘the. Helena Rubin- 
stein cosmetic. house: represents. -2 
generous public. service gesture: 
Bankrotler,’ incidentally, plugs .its 
preparations for’: “better . teenage 
complexions.” | Gilb. 

_[nificent.. 

_! in broadening.: next, week—bore ‘out two 
; their ‘knowledge .of world events. ; When it-comes to tv everyone has ‘Haw 
‘Half-hour news program. which !an opinion, and these opinions are i 

agers on their reaction ta President | 
Kennedy's suggestions for better} 
‘physical fitness among young peo- 

Originating live in, New. York, 

United Nations General Assembly, 

concise, to the point and undoubt- |: 

tv. Then into the street for the 
‘direction .and ‘interviews which were exnertly ; 

filmed and edited by Bob Cirace, 
.to keep them short without distort- 
ing their essence. ‘To ‘retain the 
objectivity of its purpose the pro- 
fram carefully kept the pro- and’ 
con.remarks in: proportion to those 
of the 100 interviewed). | . 

The facial. closeups were mag- 

fbarbershop,-sShoeshine stand 
banker's office, pizza parlor) ind 
firstrate. job of interviewing. by 
Jensen. gave the show movement 

-1and. impact. 
+ -This edition of “People Speak” 

m montily 
half-hour’ to a- weekly 15-minuter 

facts: 

ot. preemed Saturday 16) unwrapped ’ aS varied as the backgrounds of :i 
-The a‘ lof of information for student «those giving them. ——- 

" «The “Westinghouse ‘station is. to 
. be ‘commended. , Guy. 

+0064 44 

7 Open End - _ 

David Susskind turned. his sec- 

sen on WNEW-TV Sunday night 
(17) into a fascinating preface to 
his forthcoming fullscale tv series 

President ‘Harry S. Truman. As 
yet unable to get his foot into a 
network or. agency. door, Susskind 
came up with the series’ most ef- 
fective salesman, the : plain-speak- 

Independence, Mo. 

elder statesmen invested with. the 
special status accorded. to former 

upon his prestige nor dignity in 
his two-hour tete-a-tete with Suss- 
kind. In ranging over the gamut. 
of international “and domestic 
problems, Truman’ remained the. 
authentic: voice of the common 
man in the simplicity: of his ap- 
proach and the blunt vigor of his 
eomments. . 
_In the expression of his views on 

current events and in his occa- 
sional reflections on his awn. ad-. 
minjstration, Truman made no _his- 
toric:.pronouncements or disclos- 
ures. However, he -made a-.vital 
contribution to his’ new «self-as- 
signed task of stimulating public 
‘interest:.in the. operation of the 
governmental machine. Even more 

‘Limportantly, this show was an. in-} 

‘The’ variety of locales | 

Tele Follow-Up: Comment 

ond “Open End” stanza of the sea- 

on the administration: of former. 

ing; give-’em- hell politician from. 

‘Although now one of America’s: 

-Presidents,:Truman stood neither. 

But the lines—and the situation 
—that they fed him on this “try- 
out” slotting were anything but 

‘kingsize, which is all the more 
- Surprising by virtue of the vet pro 
status of writers Arnie Rosen and 

: Coleman Jacoby, and. for that mat- 
_ter, the Bob Banner production 
1aegis. Practicaliv everybody con- 
‘cerned took a step backward on 
. this one. 

There was something vexing and 

fectory about handling of the 
whole stanza, from the screeching 

‘and the shouting which seemed to 
‘afflict all the participants. inelud- 
ing King, his spouse Denise Lor, 
_and the two brats. to the phony 
Jaughtrack and the format itself— 
which alternately found King 
monologing and enacting the suc- 
cession of vignettes that concerned 

.a family weekending in the moun- 
tains. When it wasn't hoary it was 
cliche. Rouse. 

wines and dines ladies he obviously , 
can’t stand—and most of this is- 
}done on what seems, at best. a 
‘whim. Next week, it’s probably 
going to be partner Barry Coe’s 

Ilka Windish, as.a famous opera 
singer, went to Hawaii to prove 
that’ her son-in-law, Robert 
Vaughn, had murdered her daugh- 
ter. Vaughn. evidently on the ad- 
vice of his director, Jules Bricken, ¢ 
'acted like one of those compressed 
: lipped; cold-blooded socialite 
smoothies whom you just got to 
{admit is guilty from the very start. 
; He was, but the fatuous way he 
| was run down isn’t worth repeat- 
‘ing, except to say that there was 
{no physical violence at any time. 
AS was expected also from the 

Start, Miss Windish, who couldn't 
sing for the shock of losing her 
daughter and then seeing the mur- 
iderer escape scott-free, sang at 
{the finale for hero Halsey and 
! that. ever-appreciative audience of 

aiian opera goers. 
Unless the acting and writing 

mproves, “Follow the Sun” will 

TV and NBC-TV: Sunday-7:30 com- 
petition, Art. 

+ 
+ 

| valuable ‘part of Truman’s ex- 
plicit aim of “making a record” of 
his administration, in this case 
clarifying more of the psvychologi- 
cal than the political angles for 
future generations of historians. 

In , the shadow. of the world 
crisis, Truman exuded endless op- 
tintism over the eventual victory 
of the dernocratic way. He re- 
fused however to make specific 
comments about any current prob- 
Iem, such as Berlin, the United 
Nations, etc., on the grounds that 

jhe did not have access to the in- 
telligence reports necessary to 
make a decision. Here, of course. 
‘Truman was. in -a contradiction. 
Since only the incumbent Presi- 
‘dent is privvy toa all the facts, then 
the public fs precluded, as Tru- 
man. precluded himself, from mak- 
ing any intelligent comment on 
any given crisis. And how does 
‘that square with the democratic 
process? 

At no. point did Susskind push 
Truman about his logic or his his- 
tory, but rather led the ex-Presi- 
‘dent into making a highly attrac- 
tive self-portrait. It was one of 
Susskind’s best. and most self-ef- 
facing jobs on “Open End.” 

questioning of Truman about the 
forthcoming tv series“and his final 
acknowledgement that he would 
be the producer of the show. 

- Herm 

turn to live like Hawaiian. rovalty. - 

Par-; 

ticularly effective was Sussking’s ap ow and acquitted himself very 

THE DONNA REED SHOW | 
With Carl Betz, Shelley Fabares, 

Paul Petersen. James Darren, 
-Johnny Darren 

Producer: Tany Owen 
Director: Jeffrey Hayden 
Writer: Sumner Long 
.30 Mins., 8 p.m., Thurs. 
CAMPBELL SOUP, JOHNSON & 

: .. JOHNSON , 
ABC-TV: (film) 

‘BI.DO; Y & R) 

One of the agreeable things 
‘about the Donna Reed show is that 
it doesn't try to be tov funny, Al- 
‘though in all other respects a 
‘rather typical tv series of idealized 
‘family Hfe in the suburbs, its par- 
ticular charm is that it seems more 
‘concerned with the human ingre- 
dient thah with any sort of screwy, 
:sub-human situation. Recultantly, 
as the comedic families-of-four go 
-on tv, this one carries a little mo-e 
i believability than most. 

i ‘The segment which kicked off 
. the series’ fourth ycar on ABC-TV 
-had a slim plot and, instead of 

_{ have tough going against the CBS- .straining for the climactic belly- 
‘laugh, was content to settle for a 
: sentimentally touching ending. The 
laugh track maintained nothing 
more extravagant than the appro- 
priate two-syllable snicker. 

In this episode, the involvement 
centred on the daughter -Shelley 
Fabares) who accidentally meets 
and has a date with a -xoung man 
about to be inducted into the 
{Army. She behaves with him: as 
ithe innocent, romantic teenager 
; that she is, and she feels foolish 
,about it later when she Jearus 
-(through her kid brother's research 
jin a fan magazine) that her date 
‘was really a teenage idol from 
Hollywood. - 

The mother ‘Donna _ Reed) 
soothes the hurt with an undere- 
standing woman-to-woman talk, 
and the girl bravely sees the 
dreamboat off without tipping that 
she knows who he is. It comes 
through implicitly, rather than 
overtly—and this is one of the nice 
touches in the script—that the 
singer-actor ~-ally found the girl's 
simplicity refreshing and that he 
‘appreciated his date with her more 
'than she realized. 

_ Miss Fabares gave a fine por- 
trayal of youthful innocence, and 
Miss Reed was properly warm and 

; mature in her maternal counsel. 
Carl Betz had little to do as the 
father in this chapter, and Paul 
Petersen logically was responsible 
‘for the laughter as the kid brother. 
'James Darren, who played the 
Army-bound singer, had the jati- 
tude to sing two songs in the 

t 

well as an actor. 

A firstrate family show and a 
good investment for the sponsors. 

3. 
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PETE & GLADYS 
With Cara Williams, Harry Mor- 

gan, Mina Kolb, Joe Mantell, 
Gene Barry, others 

Executive Producer: Parke Levy 
Director: James V. Kern 
Writers: Nat Curtis, Milt Rosen, : 

Bob Schiller, Bob Weiskopf 
80 Mins., Mion. 8 p.m. 
CARNATION MILK 
CBS-TYV cfilm) 
UL aie Worse. Ruthrauff & Ryan) | 
Tne Gomestic career of “Pete 

and Gladss” resumed on CBS-TV 
in the Modus at 8 slot. They ap- 
pear te he a reasonably happy 
couple aid try; to purvey that feel- 
ins to us audi ence in a desperate 
manner This is the show that: 
spruns frum the late “December 
Brie” and i: -eems that the strain | 
is weanvits father thin 

‘ta bvwo this session, it’s indi- 
Caed to.’ uest stars wl. be a 
reseuier teutre. Gene Barry sans 
cane is the first in this séries, 
and iavinz had a chance to show 
Git tis sonst and dance talent with 
Cura Wistiams. the Gladys of this 
Series, Aas Uns rumental in plotting 
& erent divection for this show. 

‘Yue mame cenaraciers are es- 
s. ei by Miss Williams and Harry 

wih Mina Kolb and Joe 
she nextdoor neighbors: 

seem to be likeable char- 

Aleem. 

Abamteik as ¢ 

Ts een at 
a. 

Gs aestrcr, and = apparently too: 
anainvin to depart from the norms 
of that ealime. The characters are | 
over-af?. bf and likeable in a cloy-— 
inst manner. The piot of the 
p.ermiere bid crossed telephone 
Vivey brinzing. Barry into their 
lives Miss Witllams capitalizes on 
tits freak by ultimately getting 
his: to appear on a local benefix 
Bow. 

‘Line technical credits are good, ° 
Wien weitinge by the staff compris- - 
jus Nat Curtis, Milt Kesen, Bob 
Sh:Her and Bob Weiskopf hitting 
course and the direction by James: 
par for tne course and the direc- 
tion br Jumes V. Kern maintains a- 
ood cilp. Jose. 

CHET HUNTLEY REPORTING 
Producer. Reuven Frank 
30 Jiins.. Sun., 5:30 p.m. 
MUTUAL OF OMAHA 
NBC-TYV, N.Y. 

uF yeoll & Jacobs}. 
“Chet Huntley Reporting” 

Jaunched its sixth season Sunday 
(17- with a program devoted evenly 
to the woes of humankind and 
these of the big game animals in 
drought-stricken Kenya, all re- 
counted in the dispassionate man- 
ner of Cnet Huntley. 

Sticking to the basic format of 
previous seasons, Huntley gave a 
rundawn on the top spot news— 
the Northern Electra crash in Chi- 
cago with films‘, Katanga, nuclear 
testing and Berlin—followed by a- 
we:l-done feature on the tense air 
corridors connecting West Berlin 
vith the free world. 

Last half of the program was 
comprised of films taken by NBC 
cameraman Harry Toluzzi showing 
th. pathetic suffering and dying of 
1t2inos, elephants, giraffes and 
other game in Keriya’s Tsavo Ne- 
tion: Park, parched by years of 
drouzht. Not as spectacular as 
Tyluzzi's 1959 films on the saving 
of animals in the same country 
from the rising waters of a new 
dum, the shots were somehow more 
moving. The mute agony of the 
heast: wandering aimlessly about 
their waterless wasteland gave a 
picture at a major natural catamity - 

that mace the artiucial crises of 
man’s own doing appear small for 
the momen: 

More offbeat, diverting features 
o: this kind ‘would - bolster the 
Hurties series, which sometimes 
tend to be dry and uninspired. The 
in-deptn treatment of major news 

can be left for the specials. Jay. 

KING LEONARDO & HIS SHORT: 
SUBJECTS 

Voices: Jackson Beck, Sandy Beek-! 
er, Kenny Delmar, Ben Stose, : 
Allen Swift 

Picducer: Leonardo Prods. 
30 Mins.; Sat., 10:30 am. 
PARTICIPATING 
NBC-IFYV, from N. Y. 

“ith ca:teon shows coming inte 
the: :-F own bitger than ever this. 

-on, “King Leonardo and His! 
Short Subjects” is going into its 
Second season of network color: 
presentation. It’s ‘essentially a! 
moog a timed show, but the cen- 
trei cha acters have some double- 
OU! feu “re! ne 11S that titilate adult - 
Viewers as we! 

AS with several of these shows, 
7 eamardo ” has. several main! 
chareeters who do net all apprar 
at once on the same seg. The sea-! 

‘Continued en page 45) 

‘ers Weil-versed im the mores of: 

TELEVISION REVIEWS 

SURFSIDE 6 
With Troy Donahue, Van. Williams, 

Lee Patterson, Diane McBain, 
Margarita Sierra, others 

‘| Director: Richard Sarafian. 
Writer: William Bruckner 
60 Mins; Men., 83:36 p.m. 
PARTICIPATING 
ABC-T\K (film) 

Back for its second season on 
fABC -TV, ° 

LAWMAN 
With John Russell, Peter Brown, 

Peggy. Castle, others 
Producer: Coles. Trappell 

Writer: Walter Wagner 
3@ Mins: Sanday, 3:38 =. 

{R.. J.. REYNOLDS, 
| ABC-TV . (film) 

(William Esty, Fed Bates}. 
6” will proba-{ “Lawman” moved into its second 

bly hold the £ nehise on the audi-: season last ‘Sunday (17) in the.8:30 
ence that goes\fer these Warner j 
Bros. manufact adventure; 
series. It. contmues a breezy 
private eye operation snaking no 
demands on intelligence and not 
trying to uplift ty's standards. > 

Probably “Surfside’s” major } 
contribution last season was that 
it served as,a jumping off point to 
sereen stardom t“Parrish”") for; 
Troy Donahue. Well, he’s back 
and so are his cohorts Van Wil-. 
liains and Lee Patterson. No need 
to fuol around with a formula that | 
gets a steady rating. 

Opening show for the new sea-- 
son was called “Count Seven.” 

pm.. slot on. ABC-TY, with no 
apparent changes in its law-and- 
order-in-the-old-west format.. The | 
show has always concentrated on 

‘the “adult” peg. with -a different 
each week pitted eharacter part 

against the efforts of Marshal Dan 
Troop (John Russell)..In the tra- 

; dition of the multiple-lead oaters, 
weekly segs alternately. also in- 
volve Troop’s deputy (Peter Brown) 
and: a femme saloon operator 
Peasy: Castle). ° 

‘Fhe season openér, “Trapped,” 
; Was not ‘up to some of the past sea- 
: son’ s efforts, -but did offer an ocea- 
} sional comic touch that appealed. 

Script, penned by Witham Bruck-{Seripter | Walter Wagner had a 
ner fron a story by Robert Martin, 

‘dealt with smuggling, blackmail, 
nurder and doegnapping. here: 
Was enough plot to hold up for the’ 
hour's rum and the cast played the 
gume sineerely. 

A stanza called “Jonathan. Wem- ; 
bles Is - Missing’ was originally : 
svkheduled to begin the-season far’ 
“Surfside 6." The - switch to’ 
“Count Seven” probably meant 
sumething to ‘someone. Gros, — 

Ww ONDERFUL WORLD OF FASH-: 
ION 

With Anita Colby, Mike Stokey 
Prodzeer: Robert Stivers 
Director: Robert Bleyer 
Writer: Bumsy Hendel 
30 Mins: Fri. Sept. 15, 7 
ALEXANDER’S. 

WABC-TV, N.Y. 
‘ Smith-Greenland ‘ 

With the garment district and ! 
its numberless fringe promoters: 
-guaged to plumb the femme ego! 
‘for yet another fall fashion splurge, ; 
tthe New York telescreen is begin- | 
: ning to lead up with those foreign 
‘creations and domestic facsimiles. . 

Macy’s was heard from last | 
iweek. via double exposure on 
!WNBC-FV¥ in a dull and plug-| 
loaded half-hour utilizing Rome 
and Paris lecatiéns. Alexander's 
chain was. close behind “the 
world’s Largest department store.” 

‘with this “outing on WABC-TV, 
which may have’ been painted-toe 

‘to painted-toe in the fashion com- 
‘petition, but had the distinet ad- 
vantage of high preduction values 
and a Httle promotional sanity. 

With creative use of camera ef- 
fects. Alexander’s show set coat and 
dress models against a fusion of: 
actual! Rome and Paris locations 
and studio sets. The store’s re- 
makes of the clothes were con- 
fined te exposure during commer- 
cials only. 

In spite of the idiotic. descriptive 
language that seems to be stand- 
ard operating procedure in any 
fashion spread, Bunny 
script managed to contain some 
wit and imaginative segues, and 
Anita Colby and Mike Stokey gave 
it the proper projection in rela- 
tively. collected hostess and host 
turns. Bill. 

4:36 p.m. 

ree Fee ree wee. 

WORLD’S GREATEST ATHLETE 
With Mike Wallace 
Fxec. Producer: David Wolper 
Producer-Director: Mel Stuart 
Writer: Malvin Wald. 
60 Mins., Wed. (13). 7:30 p.m. 
SCHAEFER BEER 
WCBS-TYV, N.Y, 

Up to now, producer David ; 
Wolper has had remarkable -SUC- | 
cess combining archives footage ; 
-and fresh film for specials in. 

a 

sports, space, ‘vintage films etc.,} 
: but-the combo didn’t click on this: 
‘life story of world decathalon 
champion Rafer Johnson. 
' The kour in the series of ; 
\ Schaefer beer sports specials w as ai 
: dult and sudsy affair, with a vastly | 
toverblown musical scote aS an 
ade irritant (the latter’ most: 
lit 4 contrived to cover up dra- 
Faure deficiencies). 

Only genuine dramatics were in 
the sequences covering Johnson’s 

Hendel’s. 

i bogus bandit attempt an unarmed 
‘ robbery ‘of Laramie’s bank on the 
‘ premise that he was holding hos- 
‘tage several passengers on a: stage 

. bound for the town and had sealed 
/ the community off by cutting the. 
‘ telegraph wires as-well. After some 
argument, town leagers agreed to 
_give him the loot. but Troop saved 
the day. by hidmg in the bandit’s 
wagon as he left town and subse- 
| quently exposing the crook’s plot, 
; thereby reeovering the cash. 

Richard C. Serafian’s direction 
included a usual brief gunbattle in | 
the hills. the tired clock-on-the- 

{wall gimmiek to show time short- 
ening and to supposedly build sus- 
pense and some occasiénally light 
fonches - involving. rube-type citi- 

Russell’s serious handling of 
things seemed a little grim in spots 
but he’s.a competent actor who 
does a consistently solid job in the 
i pivotal spot. Peter Breck was ol 
so coy as the would-be bandit. but 
| carried his role acceptably and 
Miss Castle registered her usual 
| capable performance. Brown didn't 
, figure in this seg. In all, “Law- 
man” is a usually entertaining com 
cept for: the horsey set. Kali.. 

L FASHION. SPECTACULAR 
| with Rex Merzgan_l. 
Director: Jim Hirshfield 
30 Mins., Sat. ¥ pm. 
HESS’ DEPARTMENT STORE 
WFIL-TV,. 

A 30-minute “spectacular” of 
“haute couture” fashions from 
abroad were presented virtually 

; bare of tv trimmings by Hess, the |° 
Allentown, -Pa., department store. 

* Host Rex Morgan | (WFIL-TV’s 
‘Morgan in the Morning”) kept up 
a repetitious gag of “we'd better 
rehearse before going on the air.” 
This informality coupled with his 
naive “oh, goody” excitement at 
the promise. of seeing . bikinis 
struck 2 false note. Credit it to an 
attempt at a homey outlook on 
sophistication: . 
‘Fhe packing boxes and the un- 

| patterned disarray of the set 
pointed up this approach. The im- 
ports from the top French and 
Etalian salons, ‘costing from $900 to 
$3,500 per outfit were also shown 
without .any attempt at decorative 
presentation—just a model in the 
center. of an empty screen. More 

teresting were the film clips of in 

jan Allentown housewife, selected | 
{in a conftest as “Fashion Envoy of 
Main St, - U.S:A.," traveling 
through Europe. The clips. showed {: 
her at the Baths of Caracalla, 
‘meeting the. opera and film stars. 
{Susan Sftrassberg, Robert Merrill, 

uy Madison, and Jack Palance. 
i Aft. t Fabian? s salon she modeled one | 

ons. 
A highlight of the telecast was a 

itaped interview with Count. Gior- 
' gini, so called father of Italian 
fashions, who. with warmth and 
‘smeerity thanked the US, for the 
spot Italy now holds in the fashion 
| world He told. of the time about 

.buyers to eome to Rome from Paris 

.to. look over a collection. Today, he 
ja added with charming pride they | 
; get about 600 buyers and 200 
| newsmen from all over the world 

Olympic efforts in Australia (where ! at-the Italian shows. : 
he atso ran) and Rome (where he 
F won in the final event} and in Rus- 
;sia ‘in a U.S.-Soviet competition). 
! Mike Wallace interviews with col- 
' lege and high school coaches, John= 
son's mother and ofay frat broth- |. 

Sept. 26 KRLD-TV will premiere a. 
college credit course. entitled “The 
College of the Air.” Credit. for the | 

iers at the Univ. of Southern Cali- 
I fornia, were out. of the yellowed 
;pages of Tom Swift (Cal coach: 
, attributed the athletes humility to 
»mtother and church, etc.), and the 
dramatized flashbacks were stilted. 

Bill. 

On the whole, the half-hour fell 
‘somewhat short of fitting the tag, 
“fashion. Spectacular. ” Gagh. 

Dallas — Beginning ‘Tuesday, 

course will be offered by the North 
Texas State College biology de- 
partment in 
KRLD-TV and CBS. 

10 years age when he cajoled five 

cooperation with 

don 

First of 10 one-hour spectacu- | 
lars, pre-GSilmed at the local Elstree 
stadios, “The Jo Stafford Show” 
made a sparkling entry into the | 
fall sehedules and shaped for a: 

[with the best packages from the | 
U.S. without: wilting, and more- |. 
over Bill. Ward’s production | 
touches -were notably. inventive, ! 
giving the format a high gloss and ' 
undisputed class. 

misty Sgures: as a “Dagel 

and she closed. Sah ‘evident Glens. 
‘ure at her sudden celebrity, pra:s .. 

high rating. It. stood comparison !img Farson for ‘his lovely’ face, 
: which he. took with. suitable mod- . 
esty. 

In fact, jt wasn’t:so much ‘what 
i she said but the way. in which she 
' said it, that made: Miss James a 
i brilliant capture. for the tv cam- 

Miss. Stafford, with her ready-jera. arson conducted the diffi- 
made transatlantic following, filled | cult interview with aplomb, . ex-. 
the hostess role well, fooling neatly |truding himself as much as pos- 
when called upon and unbending [ sible. 
rather more than on other isolated . this standard—and Farson is the 
tv appearances. There was still ai i mnost © reliable’ inguisitor on the 
certain starchiness in her presence « ' commercial web—it should stard 
which kept her at one remove from }Up: to comparison with BBC-TV's 
the top flight, and her pipes, 
theugh dulcet, lack something of ; der 
Hight and shade. So her impact: was ! 
‘gracious, rather than overwhelm- | 
ing. 
Promised for the skein fs a Host’! 

of star guests, ranging from Iocal | 
celebs like Roy Castle‘and Benny |. 
Hill te such imports as Bob Hope, 
Edd Byrnes and Ella Fitzgerald. 
Chief guest of this one was Peter 
Sellers, and the theme, when ‘it was } 
remembered, was language. 

Thus 

with Graham Stark, reiterating the 
pronunciation differences that: 
keep the two countries apart— 
with interpolations. from. Sellers. 
‘Fhis- sprightly opener: led in to. 
Miss Stafford’s. s. “Any Place I hang: 
‘My Hat is Home,” which. was her 

Lonly vocal. disappeintment for the 
‘muntber .needed a more” robust {. 

stage. delivery than.she provided, 
Terper. Lionel Blair: clicked in & 

the “other involving. some camera 
trickery with dancers made to look 
‘like ‘midgets. Both items were! 
smoothly accomplished, and made |. 
a change. The Polka Dots, slotted; 
im as the resident vocal group, 
}came up with an okay “Whosie on 
the Whatsie,” 
little instrumental blowing on 
saxes and horn. They certainly 
made a smooth. blend, ‘without | 
raising the roof. 
‘Miss Stafford’s. principal vocal 

segment was a romantic songalog, 
taking in “It Could Happen to! 
You,” “Lady’s In Love With You,” 
and “All the Things Yor Are” 
all delivered. with creamy poise. 

Gave to Me,”. ‘baeked - ‘by : Jimmy | 
Green’s guitar. 

Peter Sellers, with material sup-. 
plied by Spike Milligan and John 
Antrobus, raised his fair share of 

' yocks in three sketches, all devised 
to. i eeemae his }, Unerring voice-. too. 

ons. a mam about- : 7 . 
‘Yana’s.- solo’ spot took in py Chelsea dating an unknown f 

me by phone, as’ a World. Wie 3S 

needed “over there,” and finally as 
a beom-operator waving his mike 
like a sword in front of Jo Staf- 
ford’s face—each provided a zood 
strapshot. of the Sellers gift of | 
mimicry. The only reservation was. 
that he didn’t fit too comfortably 
into the stereotyped black-out. 
sketch, above average though these 
were. 

As indicated, Bill Ward’s pro- | 
duction was first-rate, and Jack | 
Partiell’s orchestra: ‘gave smooth | 
backing, perhaps less brazen than 
it might be. Otta... 

15 Mims.; Tues., 11:35. p.m: « 
Associated Rediffusion, froza Lon- 

| This series, result of a four- ; 
|}month Australian tour by reporter 
Daniel - -Farson, made a memorable 
start with an interview that should |. 
become one of the’ classics of its 
kind. Farson quizzed ‘94-year-old 
Carrie James, old enough to: re- 
member her native Port Arthur 
when it was a colony of convicts. 

Miss. Stafford duetted |. 
“Let’s Call the Whole Thing Off’ | 

| New Never Smile Again,” 

stale skein,. vy T Wunleker Down Un- 
: ~ Otta. 

SU 
N PALLADIUM 
DAY NIGHT AT ‘THE LON- 

If. the series lives up to. 

¥ 

With Bed. Hope, Yanz, Bruce Fer- © 
_ syth, the Tiller. Girk, Jack Far-. 
uel and. Londen Palladium orch. 
Preducer; : Francis Essex . 
‘69. Mims., Sun. 8:25 pnt. 
Asseciated TeleVisien, frome Lon= 
dom 

With some slight variations, this’ 

popular aude show made a brisk 

comeback; helped. by the return of 

‘emcee Bruce Forsyth, probably the. 
ideal warmer-upper for this sort 

of format,. and by a few new pro- 

duction ideas from Francis Essex, 

“who tried some side camera views 

and. explored the Fecesses of the: 

~The big draw was-its’ star, Bob - 

| Hope, who was ‘given 20° minutes 

7) of the. romning time and pro- 

. ceeded ‘to’ ‘deserve 10. He. was con- 
tent with ‘a string of. cracks about 
ty: westerns, golf, and. Crosby, ‘all - 

of which seemed vaguely. familiar 

and most of which were delivered. 

with a nonchalance which verged 
combined with a. dangerously upon take-it-or-leave 

it. Hope also” unburdened himself ; 

of a ditty, “Lazy,” which some-. 
what ‘misfired, and joined local 
thrush Yana in new lyrics for 

“Will You Still Be. Mine” This. 
made the error of giving . Hope 

referénees. to local celebs like Bes- 
ste Braddock and Bernard: ‘Levin: 
he’d obviously never heard _ of 
them, and why should he, and 
why should he'sing about them? 
A ‘surprise fale brought ‘on Bmg 
Crosby in cap and apron to sweep 
the ‘stage, but groan nothing. It 
was a. “good - mechanical | ‘aet——but 
others coulg have read a gagbook, 

‘Wicely war- 
bled but concluding with a broad _ 

‘| grin, and an uptempo version. of. 
“There, Pve Said It Again,” which 
didn’t entirely. fit her. Plaintive 

‘pipes. 

But the undisputed. ‘hit of the \ 
show was. Forsyth,.. who . bounced. . 
‘around like a ball-of-fire, sparking | 
off enthusiasm and bonhomie with - 
zest. He. gave vent to “I Hear 
Music.” terped ‘prettily, and con- 

-|-ducted: fhe “Beat the ‘Clock"* game 
with natty invention. This: latter 
introduced a couple: of games 

| which ‘depended not on skill, but. 
on play-acting. Such as pretend- . 
ing te be a waiter and. serving 2° 
meal in 60 seconds fiat. This led. 
te some easy yocks, and. was rath- 
‘er more entertaining that helping 
‘contestants to win. bali for 
which ‘they show not: the slightest 
aptitude... They might: equally dis- 

the fatuous. word game, 

“absence.. makes the heart | 
-grow: fonder”. she. shouldn’t be al- ~~ 
lowed on the stage. “anyway. 
In Cyril ‘Ornadel’s absence, Jack. 

Parnell . ‘mastered. the Palladium 
orchestra smoothly, and the Tiller - 
girls..kicked like. clockwork. On- 

‘| the: whole, a. MApPy return. 
Searching deep: into the past, - " Otta, 



Are Vou Moving. boyy 

Monday, September 18,Videotape Productions of New York, Inc. moves 
‘nto America’s great new Videotape Center at 101 West 67th Street, New York City 

Videotape* is really on the move—and for a very good reason! 
The rapid succession of recent technological advances in Video-. 

" tape has been moving more and more creative advertising people 
and their clients from film to Videotape. To accommodate this 
trend we are tripling our size'and operation, moving into our 
great new multi-studio complex—Videotape Center. The elec- 
tronic compatibility of Videotape and the television system, the 
reason for the vastly superior picture: ‘and sound quality of 
Videotape, has won more and more. decision makers in adver- 
tising to tape as an improvement over the limitations of film for 
television. Certainly Videotape-has come a long, long way from 

-its early days, not so long ago, when it was the fast, inexpensive 

way to put your stand-up commercial on television. It is still 
fast, still less costly. But today both these reasons are secondary 
to the real importance of Videotape. As a growing advertising 
medium, the television commercial is necessarily linked with the 
_growing technology, electronics and flexibility of Videotape. The 
newest and most original means of exploring the selling powers 
of television are happening on Videotape—at Videotape Center. 
Day by day more advertisers are finding this out. People cons 
cerned with investing the television advertising dollar 
are moving to the top-notch creative personnel and 
facilities at Videotape Center. These people are mov- 
ing ahead with the industry. Are you moving, too? 

Visit our great new Videotape Center, 101 West 67th Street, New York * Telephone: TR 3-5800 
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FCC Sets Stage for New Edition Of 
Foley Sq. ‘Madison Ave. Frolics’ 
On Other Adv. Agency Fronts| 25252 & 

By BILL GREELEY 

FCC will again have a gala Madi- 
son Ave. cast when the curtain 
goes up next Tuesday (28) on an- 
other act in the Foley Square in- 
quiry into network programming 

practices. 

For the last menth and @ half, 
FCC staffers have been making the 
advertiser rounds, rehearsing execs. 
for the reopening. This time wit- 
nesses will be from the client side 

TVin Far Nerth 
Ottawa, Sept. 19. 

Board of Broadeast. Governors 
has okayed a new. television sta- 

BEG’s Ottawa headquarters also. 
announced the Board’s recommen- 

tions at seven Canadian loeations, 
new AMers at Baie Comesu and 
Sept Isies. In Quebec province a 
a new FM station at. 'M station at: Victoria, BC, 

senting all the major tv sponsors 
taking the stand at the Federal 
Courthouse for an expected two- 
week run of the hearings. 

Two years ago tv chieftains from 
major video ad agencies had the 
spotlight. All agreed that progranr 
epntrol should ultimately reside 
with the networks. In the interim, 
the probers have aired the views 
of packagers in hearings on the 
Coast, and producing, writing and 
performing talents earlier this year 
in New York. 

A lot has happened since the 
agency execs appeared two years 
ago—such as the networks aetually 
taking control of virtually ail 
shows—and. the sponsor execs are 

to reyerse much of the 
of their agency asso-- 

Bersen Evans As 

Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., 

in an expansion of educational and 

public affairs projects, 

pitching a new skein of 50 half- 
{hour shows with Dr. Bergen Evans 

institutional 

titled. 
and two series of 

testimony spots. The Evans series, 

ciates. 

During rehearsal, the FCC staf- 
fers have covered a lot of ground 
with the company men. TPheir find- 
ings will determine the line of 
questioning. 

The advaucemen have discussed 
such matters as the policy of 
companies as regards network tele- 
vision; how the agency fits in; how 
shows are selected and what in- 
fluence ratings have; opinions on 
network control of shows and time 

duced by WBC in cooperation with 
Northwestern Univ., has been de- 

signed as 2 basic course in under- 

language. It is being sold on a cost 
basis and WNEW-TV has already 

entry. 

One series of spots, which are 
being cuffoed to the stations, is. 

‘tilted “College Presidents Speak” 
periods and network ownership of jand is. pegged to the idea of. drama- 

programs; attitudes toward pub-'tizing the need for public sppport 
lic service programming and pro-|for higher education. This series 
gram balanee; relationships with igrew out of WBC's produced and 
the talent-production conibos such | sponsored industry conference on 
as MCA; and relationships with !local public service at Stanford U. 
producers regarding directives on ‘in 1959 when WBC prexy Donald 

show content, etc. H. McGannon projected these 
Attention Gas Sufferers 

Mobil Oil and Ted Bates agency ! 
have reieased details ef the com- 
pany’s new campaign that breaks ! 
next week on 21 network tv shows ; 
and full-page newspaper 
throughout the country. 

Mobile ad manager J. D. Elgin 
says the drive will be built around 
new products and a new system of 

measuring gasoline performance; |tne conmentaries by Rex Marshalt the Megatane Rating System, ).4q Joyce Davidsow, The series 
“pioneered by Mobile scientists,” | 
and taking over for the familiar was devised by director Howard 
Octane Rating System established 
several years ago. 

“When you buy gasoline, don't ; 
make the Oc*tane mistake,” says: 
the voice-over on the commercials. ' 
“Let the Mobil living engine show : 
you a better way to buy gasoline. : 
You see your motor from the out- 
side. Your gasoline sees it from 
the inside. Octane ratings meas- 
ure only two of your motor's needs. 
But now comes Megatane, a rating 

system by which Mobile engineers ~ 

measure 21 of your motor’s needs. | Spot Howeke  eiee. Marketed by |" 

Not just Octane. But 21 of your: par, “Avenue Foods Co., is off the 
motor’s needs. While no gasoline market after a heavy ’ spot cam- 

has a perfect Megatane rating of paign on both radio and tv in the 

21. Mobil Premium at 19 rates. high- New York market. 

est. Mobil regular with 16 pares | The difference fg in the off- 

hisher than any leading regular|..reen campaigning, and apparent- 

gasoline. And we say, the higher ly in the success of getting store 

for collegiate institutions, The se- 
‘ries eamprises 42. spots with .vari- 
ous time spans. ranging up. to about 
‘two-and-a-half minutes. 

“T Have A Story,” is designed to 
sell literature to children. This is 
a string of 12 one-minute n- 
nouncements using art work from. 

LaFollette Jensen, 

frozen baked goods, is quadrupling 

the Mezatane rating, the better distribution. Manger only managed 
your motor will run. You probably ; 
won't notice the difference at first. ! ito crack one major food chain, and 
But your car will run stronger, 
keep youncer five - 10 - 20,000 
miles from now. Your motor will! 

kno the difference 
Rlobil. 

a break with A&P is enough to 
support a substantial proadcast 
‘outlay. The ehain is the most im- 

when it’s" portant, yet accounts for less than 
205% 

style, and the copy question, “Are: metropolitan area. 
you making the Octane mistake?” ! It could be argued that Lestoil 
is a setup for comic quips etc., | busted supermarket resistance sim- 
which will probably help sell Mobil. ;ply by creating a tremendous de- 

Briefs: William R. Brassington imand via video spots alone. 
hay been appointed to the newly-iLestoil at the time was a unique 
created post of ad manager of Mac- product, bucking no store brands 
fadden Publications. He was ad 29d no competition from the major 
manager of the Women’s Group. ; Soaperies in its early promotion. 

; When Downyflake entered tv 
Roscoe W. Sturges, formerly) with new produets to introduce, it 

with Young @& Rubicam, has!ajready had virtually 100¢@ distri- 
joined Donahue & Coe as a veepee! bution in the New York market. 

and account exec. {Since 1950, Food Enterprises, food 
H. William Davis and W. Hurley , brokers headquartered in Rye, had 

Ryan, formerly with MeCall’s Corp. | been plugging away at chain man- 
magazine, have moved over to the agers who can handle an average 
ad sales staff of Vogue. of 400 frozen food items out of 

‘& Co Which aren wrecult of 
arked 

WBC Educ] Entry| 22s: 

with some 40 top ad execs repre- : for tv rebroadcasting sta-. 

is now | } 

“English Fer Americans” and pro- | 

{standing the roots of the English 

picked it up as. an early morning. 

pitches with Stanford’s cooperation 

ads| The second series of apots, titled |r 

the original editions to illustrate | 

Jensen and his author-wife Amy |stars Brook 
‘and Del Shannon wilt be on hand. 

Donnyflake Foods, a. division of. 
DCA Food Industries, makers of. 

its ad budget following entry into 

in the New. York market net ever. 

of the food sales in New York 
Visual is in the familiar Bates | City, and less than 15% in the 

‘But. 

m: of business in |: expansion 
| this ‘country and fhe revigly oe | 

marketing _ 

. ee avid Shaw, 
Nevin 

gest, to enter the fleid is 
Video Productions Ltd., hesded 

and, @.S. outiets. 

thology, “No Greater Glory,” with 
novelist Arthur Hailey as possible 

health and astrology, among other. 
projects. 
‘Working in. the Esky stable. are 

onetime pro- 

Heustes=-KNUZ will stage its 
fall edition of the “Biggest Show 
of Stars for 61” Tuesday, Oct. 3, 

Recordin 

With the Station Reps 
thousands available. When the com- 
pany put most of its. $250,000 total: 
ad budget into a New York video 
foray, it was prepared to distribute 
‘in. accord with - demand. 

Downyflake agency Smith-Green- 
land switched the company’s pitch 
from adults to children with a kid- 
vid spread and a change of. pack- 
age design that tied in with blurbs. 
Sales of frozen waffles, pancakes, 
French toast and muffins increased 
120% in. New York, with individual 
products increasing as much as 
300%. Besides pravidmg the dis- 
tribution wedge, Food Enterprises | 
‘field force was able to get Downy- 
flake products the kind of stere 
facings that catch the moppet eye 
and set aff the chain reaction to 
purchase that begins with a tug of. 
the adult sleeve. 

In 2 six-month period this year, 
Downyfiake will spend $1,000,000. 
nationally and $250,000 in the New 
York. market. 
pitched again with such buys as 
the WCBS-TV nightly. weather, and 
such radio shows as. “Dorothy and 
Dick” and “At Home with Mct- 
Cann.” 

Briefs: Against trend of group 
defections from indie rep firms, 
Triangle stations. have renewed on 
longterm basis their exclusive con- 
tract with Blair companies . . 
James C. Rogers has joined the 
Chicago sales staff of Katz. He was 
manager of the Paul H. Raymer 
Co. Chi office. 

- 

‘x | “College ef the Air” om an: 
: formerly with CBS-T¥'s press inde division } 

public r 

‘| Story”. 

scripter. There'll also be shows on. 

ducer of the Dinah ‘Shore show. |. 

| quit that a shakeup at CBS Television City is only weeks away. 
Lynn exiting ABC-TV, where he is program. developer, to join Young 

Adults are being. 

[IN NEW YORK CIFY . «+ 
WTYIC.. Hartford, will broadenst WCBS TV's “Suarise 

off-the-nir- 

teday (Wed) addresses “the: EL. S. Information Scheot. on the ‘subject ¢ 
“Your Message and. Broadeasting.” Army schoot is located. at. Fort. 
Slocun: 

ber ... Native New Yorker Robert J. Lebdelf, who been heading 
the <€ Chicago: office of the Adwux Young reppery, has joined Mutual - 
Brosdcasting’s Chi sales operation. a6 midwest sales manager... 

“hall (“Preject 26° producer Bem Myatt’s “The Reat West” special landed 
‘ftop Koners. at the Prix Ftalie competition for ty documentasies iz fhe. 

WPreEer-TY¥ during the week of October 29. 

Amve Hustes pacted foc impenue lead. segment ox WOR's “True 
. Jam Mimer doing tv spots for Pittsburgh Plate Glase (via 

‘ap. 
| pearing en the Ort. 4 Steve Alles show . ” Meit Weebatetm as sifted 
from the NBC press department te NBG News aso writer 

James Therber will be om the pane! of David Susskind's Sept. 24 
“Open. End” stanza on WNEW-TV to discuss the. problems of marriage 
and divorce with Faye Emerson, Visgilla Petersen 

“Flair” is going into for oldtinre- ealesthenic ‘programming. with the 
inking of Past Fogarty, auther of “Your Figure, Ladies.” The show 
has also added Lisa Beward, ABC news commentator, to report. hiiman 
interest news ... Film producer Standey Bramer is guesting tomorrow 
(Thars.) 7 Jee J of Framer Morte oe Lane”: show. on WABC-TV. 

a boy e Plisaners (he’s blie. aff , 
WMCA), bern Sept. 13. pm ans exec at 
‘Betty Voight Marshall, former . LA assistant bureau chief for 

Newsweek, joined NBC press as sssoctate mag editor, .. 

talk on various research studies. done. by his web. 

{N HOLLYWOOD . 

|, Kenneth P. "onnetion, 

Former WINS deejay. Séan Richards becomes manager of WCCE-TY, . 
'| Montgomery, Alaz., whem the stistion takes the air ‘im Decetm 

and. various legat 
pundits, marriage counsellors and religious. leaders. : , ABC Radio's - 

After. combing the field fromm. Cansesie. to Calabasas, KCOP’s Alvi 
Mergar as. Tom Duggae’s permanent successor’ | Flamagan picked Henry 

| in the late night strip. He'll tae ahead so he can continue as a panel- 
ist on “I’ve Got a Secret.” Demarest, now cowpoking on o ¢ 

d| “Tales of Wells. Fargo,” ‘hopped to. x Y ¥. to help whip up some interest. 
-in the new hour version . F 

| 100: key men. by United “Jewish Welfare Fund for a study mission of 
. Agent Framk Cooper was picked as. one of 

London, Paris Geneva and Israel ... Arthur Hoffe, who produced the 
Ann Sothern show, caught the brass ring in ‘pictures. Even before he 
started as producer of ‘The Great. Sehastians”’. he was renewed for 
another feature... Henry Taylor has quit the islands to set: ‘up shop 
in Hollywood as a talent. agent. .. Maria Palmer, one of: the town’s 
top supporting actresses, started. her own syndicated series on. KTTV 
as lor to those with problems ... Frank O’Connor, late of Bates 
agency, closed a deal with Shelden Leonard for a comedy series based 
on the “I and Claugie” tomes by Dillon Anderson ... The rumor won't 

. Bill 

& Rubieam in N. Y. as account executive. 

IN. CHICAGO . 
Een O’Cennor will do-s ‘a prime time’ special on thie “Speratians of the: 

Chicago crime syndicate on WNBQ next Monday (25)... John E. Buzby, 
formerly with Headley-Reed reppery, joined CBS Radio Spot Sales 
here ... Jack Bivans, ex-Adarn Young, added:to WBBM sales staff . 
Marty Faye auditioning amateur. vocalists. fer shaweasing on. his. late- 
night WBKB program . . . Ed Sawicki transferred. from continuity ‘to 
WGN-TV sales . 
a creative hetshot at WEEM-TV) made his debut as a.grandpop last 
week ... WBBM-TV has chaageéd the “Eight O’Clock (ayem) Report” 
to the “Seven O'Clock Report” and assigned John Madigan, Carter. 
Davidsen, Hugh Hill and Lee Phillip to it... WEAW, in Evanston, is 
carrying the Mutual soaper “My True Story” since the local MBS affil,- 
WAIT, isn’t taking it . .. George Menard has taken over “Junior News-. 
room” on WBBN-TV, the moppet newscast that follows “Captain Kan- 
garoo” . . Studs Terkel, WI'MT personality, is writing: a. novel . 
Don. Harris, once with the Chi bureau of UPI, signed | on with WISN- 
TV, Milwaukee, as a newscaster 

IN LONDON . 
BBC-TV brought T.C,. 5 into service. This:is the fourth major studio 

to come into operation at the tv centre but this one is pegged. for 
school broadcasting. only’. : . Bob Sharples: joined ABC-TV as musical 
consultant . Michael Hutcheson. elevated to the board of Ulster-TV 
but stays in the London office.as sales director... Granada-TV slotted 

(Continued on page 46) 

. Les Weinrett, veepee at Reach, McClinton (and once - 
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TV Review 
Channel 4 Presents 2 
Copenhagen Circus 

IRCUS fans and perhaps even 
some of those who feel they lead 

a full life without ever peeking be- 
neath the big top were treated to some 
first-rate entertainment on Channel ¢ 
last at evening. 
The occasion was the premiere of 

“International Showtime,” a series de- 

RATING 
on NBC, Friday, 7:30-8 30 P.M. | panzas | leped in uope, ‘The debut 

OF ANY REGULAR SCHEDULED | Copenhagen. The selection of acts was 
dancing horses and trained tigers gave — PROGRAM SINCE THE FALL OF 1958 

(When the Arbitron Multi City 
Report Began) 

me skillful, eye-catching performances 
= that were neatly captured on tape. 

There were six acts, and the hour 
went by, it seemed, ten times as quick- 

=z ly as 2 visit in person -to the full- 
ee length three-ring affair that comes to 

town once a year. Don Ameche, seated 
in the audience, briefly described and 
introduced the acts and the cameras 
concentrated on bringing the viewer 
the best shots of the show without 
wandering about the hall. Certainly 
it was an entrancing outing for young- 
asters. 

Ice, water and magic shows and 
circuses often smack of run-of-the-mill 
show business, but this well-made pro- 

duction indicates that choice and di- 
rection can make all the difference in 

e world and that one ring can some- 

; run cireles around three. 

. . R. F. S. 

THE ACTUAL PERFORMANCES 
OF ENTERTAINMENT “EVENTS” 
SHOT AT THE ACTUAL LOCATIONS 

—INTERNATIONAL SHOWTIME 
ve September 15th:. September 22nd: 

[ obey e pti 2 hoe m , 

>= mill 

x6 CIRCUS SCHUMANN BAIER ICE BALLET 
Copenhagen, Denmark. Mainz, Germany 

September 29th: ‘October 6th: 
-WORLD‘S GREATEST MAGICIANS GREAT STARS of the CIRCUS 

Lyon, France Special 

GRANDES SCENES, S.A. PRODUCTIONS 

a Producer _ Director 
LAWRENCE WHITE JOSEPH CATES 

A 
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Britain Measures TY Audience 
Habits While the Com/s Are On 

London, Sept. 15. 

er or not advertisers get a good 

deal for their money is currently 
being carried out by one of the 
U.K.’s leading ad agencies, London’ 
Press Exchange. Agencies and. 
thelr clients have seen that their 
can be a big dropoff in audience 

when programs fade out to let in; Currently, advertisers. are sup- 
the commercials—although the ac-" nlieg with figures. relating to the 

tua! programs register high rating number of sets in use at any given | 

fissures, itime and to which channel they | 
According to an interim report are tuned. But there is. no check 

on L.PE’s survey, based on 11,000 

interviews, at least two-thirds of ai ing ‘or how many have the sound 

ty audience are doing something turned down). LPE is working on 
other than just watching their sets 
durinz the commercial breaks. 
Ard the number of viewers who 
are out of the room for part or all 
of the‘ ‘natural break” ranges from 
18 to 39°-. 

Report stafes it is important that 
the problems and possibilities of 
exploring eommercial audiences 
should be widely known and dis- 
cussed. Advertisers, it is felt, are 
now spending such vast sums on 
commercial webs fit’s expected to 
rise to $266.000.000 by the end 
F the year: that a new system of terim report is that the attention 

measuring habits. during plugs a viewer gives to the commercial 
should be evolved. : break i$ largely determined by his 

According to LPE it Is possible ‘interest in the program around it 
to measure after-program behavior: and. therefore, every time there 

_by which this could be done eco- 
nomically, on a large enough scale 
and which would give reliable in- 
formation complete enough for use 
in the day-to-day planning of tv 
campaigns. 

far as the amount of “atiention" 
given to commercials. This is 
based on a recall by viewers (the | 
following-morning) of plugs that 
appeared during the programs 
they watched. System also uses 

cials and, says LPE, so far results | 
appear to have successfully over- 
come the usual stumbling blocks 
associated with “ad recall’’ meas- 
ures. 

Further point made in the in- 

THE MOST TRAVELLED BRIEFCASE IN BROADCASTING 
BELONGS TO AN HR SALESMAN 
radio and television stations. HR salesmen take planned station'trips every year, so that all HR salesmen visit 
all HR stations. These travel schedules are carefully planned by HR management.far In advance and on a com- 

prehensive company-wide basis. Because of HR’s LIMITED STATION LIST each salesman thoroughly learns alt 
the facts about EACH station he represents. When an HR salesman says: “| was there, I-know,"’ you.can be sure 

he was and does. 

! by interviews on the following day.. 
An extensive survey into wheth- But problems spring up when it’ 

comes to developing a technique 

,on how people are actually watch- | 

a method that will.even probe as| 

carefully selected “false” commer- |. 

was a major change in program- 
|ming a “behavior” survey would. 
have to be conducted. “This would 
be impractical,” says .LPE, “al- 
though it would be comparatively - 
easy to supply ‘interest’ ratings for 
each and every program.” 

As most commercials. are di- 
rected at housewives (particularly 
those with young children), LPE’s 
survey relates only to this group 
and since the bulk of ad coin is 
spent during 5:45 p.m. and. 9 p.m., 
the agency has restricted its ‘sur- 
vey to behavior during this point. 
No date has been fixed for the 
publication of the full report. 

Int'l Video Tape In 
Program Expansion 

| Hollywood, Sept. 19. 
International Video’ Tape, ex- 

panding into creative tv program- 

ming, has appointed Henry Col- 
‘Man as exec producer and pro- 
gram development director, - mov- 
ing here from N.Y. to assume post. 

. New development, according to 
‘prexy William F. Wallace, is “a 
reflection’ of conviction that the 
television industry is moving to- 
ward more live and tape program- 
ming. ” 

Hotsston—Dick Albitz, a founder 
and first prez of the Houston Asso- 
ciation of FM: Broadcasters, has 
resigned as. manager here of 
KHUL-FM to. enter freelance sales 
and management consultant work. 

‘and Lester Flatt, Earl Scruggs. and 
|the Foggy Mt. Boys will help him. 

centre. 

| will also go into the Maris-Mantle 

‘| ground. 

‘only because the NBC News hier- 

During the past year HR salesmen rolled up 
more than 400,000 alr miles visiting HR 

Wednesday, Settomber 20, 1961 - 

NBC- TW. Newsmen 
Continued from page 19: 

great sense, typify the entire $2,310 ,000 worth ‘of programming 
series. Country boy McGee will a Mast en and. that moludes, a 

sides McGee, thre specials (ree 0.0. the topic of country music portedly for $150,000) ‘for NBO 

News,: one on ‘“The= Ship: 
Hope,” one on “Overseas” Bases” 
(a working title) and the regular 
“Projection '62," ‘yearend .wrapup 
by ‘NBC, something. he’s. produced 
oar the. annual: series began. in. 

Besides. that, Hagan will proba- 
bly handle instant. -news specials 
for Gulf. They’re done as a hot- 
breaking news story comes up, and 
last season Gulf sponsored 31 of 
some 34 or 35 of these late-break- 
ing tv yarns. Hagan did the other 
three or. four instant specials as 
well. 

For all this, Hagan has a-regular 
staff of two- film editing teams. 
(just for McGee), and. an associate 
producer and one director for the 
instant specials. The rest of his 
personnel, aside from. his -secre-. 
‘tary, he scrambles for as he needs 

It'll be a financial story essen- 
tially, about how country music is 
collecting all that moolah these 
days. It'll go into the booking 
picture and the banjo as the up 
and coming c&w instrument, and 
this segment of the half-hour ‘will 
wind up with a live pickup from 
Greenville, S. C., a c&w music 

First show by McGee and Hagan 

story, but it'll have absolutely 
nothing to do. with the way the two 
play baseball. Instead, it'll again}. 
be kind of a-back-of-the-book biz |: 
story—how the two pickup small 
fortunes doing ‘advertising en- 
dorsements. ‘Then, each week,}. 
there'll be one “spot news story” 
—the first probably on Berlin— 
plus one three minute “mood yig- 
nette,” a story told entirely in |them- 
pictures with a musical back- — With: McGee's show as the back- 

bone. of the tight Hagan operation, 
the latter is now one of the four 

several days in intensive prepara-|.busiest producers ‘in the network’s 
tion for the first McGee program, |news area.. ‘There's Irving Gitlin 
is a man in a definite hurry, if} with ‘his five’ separate groups of: 

‘shows, .Reuven Frank, who will do. 
the nightly Huntley-Brinkley strip, 
some. news specials, the. titled 
group of “Our Man... .” programs 
and the Sunday “Chet Huntley Re- 
porting,” and Lou Hazam; “with | 
more specials than ever,” includ- 

Jing the “JFK Report”. skein. There 
are other NBC producers, but. the. 

_| consensus is that here are ‘the big - 
' | four. 

“With, everybody, typified _by 
‘| Hagan, working this hard,,. maybe, 

said one NBC’er, it'll be difficult 
| telling what they do.‘apart after a 
while, but you'll. never have any 

: trouble: telling:their collective out- 
{ put. apart from most of whatever 

; else appears. on: network ty.” 

Hagan, who has spent the last 

archy wants it that way. As men- 
tioned before, he'll do about 

~ Compact Syndies 
—— Continued. fram. pase rte — 

its five-man. feature sales staff for 

the vidfilm: properties as well. In-. 

‘terestingly, Metro TV, 20th-Fox 
and ‘Pelesynd, have no pretentions 

-Lof aping the ‘Ziv-UA operation: As 
{one of the new synidie execs put it, 
‘det. Ziy-UA- do ‘it, more power to. 

| them. Ziv-UA, still, putting out first- — 
‘runners . at a fast clip, maintains 
ta comparative saturation syndie 
sales force:. 

Reasons: the new: “syniie operas 
‘tors avoid the Ziv-UA’ sales ap- 

| proach are-many. First, building 
and maintaining-a.large sales ‘or- 
ganization is costly: Secondly, the 

‘|mumber of properties that ‘can be 
‘absorbed in the current ‘syndie 
market is -considered limited. 

i Thirdly, emphasis in syndie selling: 
| today is. en the :station level, al- 
{though there still are. some good. 
regionals around. According to one 

ftexec, who commented on the sta- 
j tion sale as opposed to the sponsor 

| sale, there is no reason to have a 
field. sales. staff. that lives in the 

_} market and wines and dines poten- 
‘tial. agency and sponsor clients. 

| Many local and regional sponsors 
are. buying participations currently. 
\and. the key sales are being. made. 
to the stations. 

Framer. 
|| Sees Continued trom -page 25 mmm 
: ‘pation show must be: tried on. the “ 
Jair-to discover potential. 

| Former. Univ. of Southern Call-. 
‘fornia instructor : Ben Parker, who 

has tv and feature film credits on 

jthe Coast, has :been hired by- 
| Framer Productions. and is taking - 
‘ta swing through 30 markets en- 
froute to New York to checkout 
}Iocal station management on their. 
{needs in local, live programming. 

Framer. figures. his live-show 
syndication drive received a good. 
boost from recent -Minow-Collin’s 

‘| declarations’ .to local station men 
to get rolling with. local produc- 
tion. He-also says. that spokes- 
meén of ail three webs have’ come. 
through with enthusiastic support 

jin the .belief that the Framer 
‘{shows, while possibly~.shaping ‘as. 
competition, will still. benefit the 
locals in the | _bhome- production 
area. 
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Duality—Full of 
If the ABC-TV-fed programs that’ are to face off opposite NBC- 7 

TY’'s “National Velvet” in Corpus Christi, Savannab and. Johnstown 
have any trouble, the blame is going to be partly ABC's. ; 

‘it's not unique but then again it’s not quite commonplace for a. 

ty station with - | ‘dual affiliation to use one: network’s program- 

ming a5 a lead-in for anether network's programming. Yet KRIS- 
TY, In Corpus Christ!, is going to lead into. the ‘Monday-at-8 

. “Velvet” from NBC-TY by using a delayed broadcast of “My ‘Three 

Sons,” one of the strongest rating-getters on. the ABC-TV lineup. . 

WSAY of Savannah will use “Top Cat,” a new ABC-TV stanza 

WJAC, in Johnstown, Pa., will lead. into: “Velvet” . With “Real 

McCoys,” another. big 20 Nielsen leader at. ABC-TY¥:: _ 

Main reason for this kind of duality of networking is. that NBC- 

TV turned back. 7:30-8,. the half-hour before “Velvet” on Mondays, 

to Jocal stations to program Bs they see fit. 

Inside Stuff—Raio-TV 
Charging negligence and carelessness in name similarity on # tele- 

east on Dec. 19, 1960, 2a $2,006,000 libel action has been filed in New 
‘York Federal Court by attarney Miles J. Lurie. Defendants are. CBS, 
General Foods, Mark Terto Enterprises. and Danny Thomas. Action. 
4s in the name of a publishing firm, Shure-Fire . Music Co, and - ‘its 
four principals, © 

Script in’ dispute had ‘Danny Thomas protecting ‘two nuns s whose 
1 characters song had been appropriated. by a group of “ile, 

_ dy portrayed,” ‘per the actian, as “unreliable,” criminal . and untrust- 
" worthy.” Aili 

Louis ‘Edelman,’ executive producer of: the Thomas. ‘show, recalled. 
the incident of unscrupulous séng publishers trying to steal ‘the nurh-. 
ber from. the nuns, who wrote. it for a.Christmas show. Seript called 
for. Thomas to retrieve the song and put to rout. the offendmg pub- 

. Edelman, .“‘We. needed a name for the publishing 
and. went: ‘with: Shure Fire, little knowing that a music firm - 
a name was in éxistence..We thought, at least, we. were safe with the 
strange. spelling. That’s the way: it goes.” 0 

WABC-TV ls cooperating — with the NLY. City: "Fire Department ‘tn 
the latter's two-week “Christmas Toy Carnival” drive with a ‘special 
two-hour benefit performance at Madison Square Garden on Nov. 25. 
The show, which will not be telecast, will be hosted by Tommy ‘Seven, 
WABC’s kiddie show personality. 
ABC-TV's show. Benefit is. aimed at collecting new toys for under- 
privileged ‘children with admission to the Garden being the donation} , 
of a toy with a minimum value of $1. 

Télévision Digest, industry newsletter folded last. ‘week by Triangle {3 
Publications, has been resumed by Albert ‘Warren, former chief of the 
~weekly's Washington - office. 

As editor and. publisher, Warren will am ‘TD from Washington, with. 
headquarters moving to the capital from Radnor and the New York} 

‘and Los Angeles bureau closing. The new publisher started with the 
publication when it was founded by Martin Codel in the mid-40s. 

-] Association to operate as commer- 

'‘TJast vacant area for commercial tv 

“|B, Haydn Willitms, also chairman 

Wales-TV Setup 
Wales-TV has been ’ formed as a 

company by. the Wales Television |. 

cial ty contractors for Britain's: 

“Accent,” the CBS-TV pubaffairs 
series which recently completed a 

tour of Europe, will kick off the- 

‘under the present Independent. 
Television Authority set up. 

Chairman of Walés-TV is Dr. 

Not Even a Sat. Aft Sottng Can 
Dampen ‘Accent’ Producer's Forays 

and will feature name talent from’ 

Exclusively ROBERT COE MANAGEMENT, 

‘fof the Royal National Eisteddfod. 
Broadcasting is expected to start 
at the end of 1962 and an esti- 

_j mated 750,000 ‘wil be reached. 
that the rating predictors beli¢ve will ‘be a-winner in ’61-'62, and - . — 

Japan TV Units 
| Roam Globe In 

Rivalry Step-Up 
.Tokyo, Sept. 19.. 

for both documentary art 
entertainment footage. 

At’ present, the Nippon Tele- 

age in Affica ard the semi-Gov- 
ernment web NHK will dispatch 
2 unit to Africa and south. Europe. 

able Snowman” and the. Tokyo 
] Broadcasting System (TES) starred 
a. series, “Around the World with 
Kaoru Kanetaka:” 

With competition high, Tokyo's 
} ty stations:seem to be trying to out- 
do each other by sending film units. 

NHK filmed travelogs | 
in Southeast Asia, Central Amer- Kennedy 

new season with a half-hour outing 

exploring the flurry of art thefts 

on both sides of the Atlantic. 

The séries; subjects of which} 
range fram art thefts to English 
humor to a visit to a Parisian night 
club, is ea dream assignment for 
producer. ‘Don Kellerman. “I would 

. die on .tBe vine if I were assigned. 
to ‘Alvin, the Chipmunk,’ ’’ Keiler- 
man vows. Kellerman, 34-years-old, 
jeame to “Accent” after a stint as 
producer of such religioso shows 
as “Lock. Up and Live.” Prior 
to that he had been with CBS Ra- 
dio, joining the web's news, pub- 
affairs division from the Long Is- 
land Newsday publication. 

Kick-off arf theft show for the 
season’s round of half-hour vid- } 
tapes will be Oct. 21, in the new 
time slot of Saturday at 1 p.m. Cul- 

\teral series formerly had been 
slotted on the. web Sundays: 
5. p.m. Young ‘producer, “while say. 

isn’t his function, 

“Would your friends watch the 
show Saamday efternoon?,” he was 

ed, 
ets they don't they’re -not my - 

acknowledged j 
jwant a better sict, “prime night- 
time and full sponsorship.” He was 
quite excited about what had been 
done in the series to date and 
what's forthcoming. Series kicked 

on a program 
Frost 

Dobie, and the effect of the 
Berlin theatre of the 20’s on pres- 
ent-day theatre. Hope on the art 
theft show is to interview a forger 

off. iast . February with President: 

of the mesters as a segment. 
Forger’s face, for apparent reason? 
wouldn’t be shown. According to. 
Kellerman, the identity of forgers 
are ag known in art circles, as 
bookies are among gamblers, 

Orientation of “Accent,” ac- 
cor: to Kellerman, is to take 
an oblique leok at aspects of the 
world around us, ta examine cul- 
ture in its widest terms, and to 
try, as much as possible, to main- 
tain a feeling of currency in the 
outings. In those terms of refer- 
ences, a show on “Alvin & Chip- 
munks” could be included, al- 
though Kellerman wasn’t asked. 

HARRIS CALLS MEET © 
ON UHF PROPOSALS 

Washington, Sept. 19. 

House Commerce Committee 

Chariman Oren Harris ‘D-Ark.), 

whose personal opinion is that his- 
ticity markets should be. all-UHF, 

with VHF channels alloted to rural 
areas, disclosed that his commit- 
tee will bold hearings next Janu- 
ary on various UHF proposals 
made by the Federal Communica- 
tions Commission recently. 

In particular, Harris’ Commerce 
‘Committee will afford a seunding 
ineard for the gripes of eight cities, 
‘now with a single VHF outlet, 
which FCC has proposed to dein- 
termix and make all-UHF markets. 

Hartford is one of the eight 
cities. All Connecticut members of 
Congress jumped the gun on Har- 
ris and announced the hearings 
planned for next January several 
{hours before he did. Harris had 
‘not intended to say anything about | 
it for a few .weeks because he 
hasn’t yet completed some of the 
details 1 involved in scheduling the 

artis asked FCC to postpone 
the filing of comments in the de- 
intermixture proceeding until next - 
January to give time for his com- 
mittee to hold hearings before 
FCC acts finally. 

Currently heard on radio and television for: 

BALLANTINE ALE 
SEECHNUT COFFEE 
(CITIES SERVICE GASOLINE 

: DUFFY-MOTT PRODUCTS. 
DePONT SHOW OF THE WEEK 

144 West 5th Street, New York 19, NY. 



Azcarraga’s Empire Ambitions: Seeks. 
N.Y., Chi, L.A. B cast Acquisitions 
Mexico City, Sept. 19. 

The Mexican television industry 
is at the jumping off stage in inter- 
national expansion, Apart from ac- 
quisition of stations (as in case of 
San Antonio’s Channel 41, 

termed ‘an important percentage 
of stock”), there fs a drive to sell 
Mexican videotapes in Latin Amer- 
{ca and in Europe. 

Emilio Azcarraga is still in the: 
U.S., dickering for expansion of; 
his empire via buy up of stock in 
various stations. His goal is to in- 
vest In Channel 13 in Los Angeles, 
Channel 8 in Chicago and a New 
York outlet as well. 

If successful, pattern will be to 
transform stations into all Spanish ' 
operations. Channel 41 in San An-, 

‘tertainment shorts. tonio, according to a Tetevicentro 
spokesman, had been presenting 
Mexican music and some Spanish 

with | 
Emilito Azcarraga buying what was : 

programming for some time. Now, 
station is to go completely Span- 
ish, featuring the best programs 
prepared in Mexico and other Lat- 
in American nations. 

In interchange deals Mexican 
television is slowly working toward 
program diversification, with nego- 
tiations now going on for informal 
pacts with stations in Argentina, 

; Venezuala, .Panama, Puerto Rico, 
Peru, etc. Mexico will send filmed. 
or videotaped material into these 
areas on outright sale or exchange 
basis. oO 

Eurovision also {s increasing re- |. 
quests for Mexican material; ac- 
cording to Televicentro, and is 
also sending its own camera crews 
to film special programs on aspects 
of life here, documentaries and en- 

On production front tendency is 
j;jtowards gradual turning out of 

quality product and abandoning of 
quickie type episodics of. the past. 
These latter have had 4 difficult 
time in finding a market internally. 

All current activity aimed at con- | 
soldating Mexico’s position as 
third in importance in the world’s 
television industry. 

ABC’s | News Studio 
In line with the recent expansion 

-of ABC-TV’s news operation, a new 
studio has been set up in the Hotel 
Des Artistes, N.Y., exclusively for 
news stanzas. 

The studio was converted out 
of a series of offices in the hotel 
which: is fart of ABC's far-flung 
complex of various staff head- 
quarters in the. West. 60s and 70s. 

Denver—The U. S. Air Force 
Acadéniy’s full slate of 10 football 
}gamés Will be carred this fall on 
all 55 stations comprising the In- 
termountain Network. All games, 
both home and away, will be origi- 
nated by KHOW Radio in Denver. 
American Tobacco and Continental 
Ot] Co. are sponsoring.. 

FILM 

Wednesday, September: 20, 1961 : 

| Circling the Kilocycles 

Milwaukee—Donald Loose, pro- 

gram manager, WIMJ, Milwaukee 

Journal station, moderates‘a panel. 

at an FM radio. meeting Oct. 12 at 
Madison. Robert E. Lee of: the 
FCC will talk on “FM _ Looks 
Ahead.’ Operators of FM stations, 
FM industry engineers from Wis- 
consin and nearby states will at- 
tend. 

Atlanta—Lt. Col. Pernell M. Paf- 
ford, acting Georgia sector com- 
mander of the 12th U.S. Army 
Corps, presented Marcus Bartlett, 

{general manager of WSB-TY, with 
a plaque in recognition of station's 
public service programming in 
keeping the people informed on 
responsibilities, requirements and 
necessary duties performed by De- 
partment of the Army. Award came 
from office of Maj. Gen, W. W. 
Quinn, United States Army chief 

tof information. 

Clear Channels. 
mma. Continued from page 20 smmand 

U.S. now without such ‘(nighttime) 
service is hardly the decision the 
country has been waiting for the 

last 16 years, Had the Commission . 

deliberately swept the clear chan- 

nel processing. under the rug, it 
could not have done so more effec- 
tively.” MS 

Lee has been urging “super pow- 
er” proposals on his-colleagues—.” 
permitting the Class IA cleats to. 
up their power to 750° kw to elim= 
inate .daytime “white” (unseryed) 

areas as well as increase nighttime 
skywave coverage: oe 
_Dissenting. in part and concur- 

ring in part was’ Commissioner 
John Cross. He called: the scheme 
“half a solution” and would have 
gone -wholehog, fi.e.; opened the 
way for duplication on all 25 clears. 

{“This, in my opinion, would -not 
only be fairer, -but. would also ob- 

-{viate any possible criticism of ar- 

{antenna etc.). 

does the 

THIRST EE 

Teams 

“rs case. s7qie oct 

bitrariness,” ‘Cross averred. 

As it indicated last June, these’ 
13 clear’ channel - stations. would, 
funder the order, have to share 
their assignments with new unlim- 
ited .time Class II AMers in des- 
ignated western areas under con-. 
trolled conditions (directional 

WMAQ, Chicago, to:share 670 ke 
|With a Class II outlet: in: Idaho; 
WGN, Chicago. to share 72) ke 
with a Class II in Nevada or Idaho; . 
WSB, Atlanta, 750 ke, Anchoraye, 

| Alaska; WJR,: Detroit, 760 kc, San. 
Diego; WBBM, Chicago, 780 kc, 
Nevada; WCBS, New York, 880 ke, 
North Dakota, South Dakota, or 
Nehraska; WLS, Chicago, 890~ke, 
Utah; KDKA, Pittsburgh, 1020 -ke, 
New Mexico; WBZ, Boston, 1030 ke 
(reclassified under FCC’s order as 

{a. clear channel), Wyoming, KYW,. 
Cleveland. .1100 -ke, Colorado; 
KMOX, St. Louis, 1120 ke, Califor- 
nia or Oregon; WHAM. Rochester, 
1180 ke, Montana; and WCAU, Phil- 

‘|adelphia, 1210 ke, Kansas, Nebras- 
ka or Oklahoma. 

The states tapped for the du-- 
‘|plicating Class HI. outlets were 

cf any 5 ze 

‘ltaror ntnn are) 

Result 

jadjacent . channel | stations, 
areas in greatest need of night- 
time primary 
javoidance of undue mutual. inter- 

selected,, FCC sald, “with a 
view to making the most fair, equit- 
able. and efficient use of the fre- 
quency, taking into account limita- 
tions imposed by the need to 
protect existing co-channel and 

the 

service, and. the 

|ferences among the pew stations 
| themselves.” i 

“The arrangement,” FCC opined, 
“will, not jeopardize the. primary 
objective of clear channel opera- 

-jtion, namely, to bring: nighttime 
service from distant stations to 
less densely populated parts of the 
country which are. beyond the 

jrange: of other stations,” 

The new rules . provide safe- 
|guards. against undue mutual in- 

 F 
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‘terferences or prohibited overlaps 
between the new unlimited time 
Class II stations and. applications 
for stations on adjacent frequen- 
‘Gies, oO 
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TIO’s Pacifier 
— Continued from page 19 —— 

children and youth; government 
and politics; safety and law en- 
forcement; religion; farm and con- 
servation; health ‘and social prob-~ 
lems; formal education; organizas 

|. | tions, activities and services: prac- 

W oJ German :nx 

tical arts and skills; general adult 
education; and new “programming . 

.} areas, — 

Pied 

A 
Olcralgets 

AGENCY 

Ellington & Company -< 

-RODUCER 

Gray-O Res Ste 

In the foreword, TIO says the 
‘study was undertaken after a sta- 

_ {tion. owner in the Pacific north- 
|west asked if there wasn’t some 
‘|way to establish an exchange. of 
ideas.in- the. pubservice. area. 

TIO. hired Saturday Review's’ 
radio-tv critic Robert Lewis.Shay- 
on to write the descriptions of the 
various shows (garnered via ques- 
tionnaire to stations), chapter’ 
backgrounds and the introduction. ' 

_ Shayon’ says, “To. underscore 
constructive programming trends 

fat the local level, to articulate’ 
what was. sensed as a felt need in 
many of the programs reported— 
these. were two of the brincipal 
objectives of the extended descrip- 
tion. of. programs. An important 
-criterion was ‘the ‘transfer qual- 
ity’ of the. programs.” 

' Study: has several illustratlons 
" panda cross-index of stations, 

OOS AS 
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~ Television Reviews. 
. ————— Continued from.page 38 

gon “opener, - ‘for. exampie,. featured. 
“The: Hunter,” a takeoffcharacter 
pegged to joshing the tv detective 
series. 

- Job. at it.. 
Leonardo, 
-Rat, -his prime adversary, 
_ voiced effectively by Jackson Beck, 
along with the king's, faithful -ser- 
‘yant, Odie ' Colognie 
ruler’s beatnik - brother, 
Brother, spoken humorously by 
Ien Swift... Animation. by T 
‘Television ‘Prods, _ 
‘cleverly-conceived. 

Missing from the segment were 

the king. and Biggy 

‘Itchy 
J- 

two other. regular characters, Wiz-. 
ard the Lizard, voiced’ by’ Sandy 
‘Becker, and Tooter Turtle; spoken 
-by Swift. Also ‘shown during. the 
‘show’ are some non-format éar- 

-.- toons of a less witty nature: involv- 
ing the now old-fashioned. antics: of 

_ various - animals: ‘to. ‘musical back-. 
' grounds. 

Most amnoyiig,. however,. is. the 
volume: of ‘commercials spiced 
‘throughout the show. If it weren’t 

“for the ‘fact that some of the Gen-j 
eral Mills and Kool Aid material 
was in cartoon form it would prob- 

.’ “ably drive the kids right onto an- | 
_other channel but as it is, only the 
adults are :-presumably effected. 
But. there is ‘a saturation _ Point | 
even for kids. 
When the. show itself is permit- 

ted time, there’s considerable en- 
- tertainment.and it stacks up as a 
solid: effort, especially with the 
‘good lead-in it has from the. Shari |. 

- Lewis show, - “Kali. 

SPECTRUM 
‘Producers: Gwinn: Owens, John 

Baker 
Writer: Gwinn Owéns 
Director: John Baker 
30 Mins., Sun.,: 12:30..p.m. - 
WIZ-TV, Baltimore (vidiape) - 
WJZ-TV has.an ambitious. proj- 

ect in “Spectrum,” Sunday: after- | 
“noon entry that hits more than it: 
misses. This time it hit. A kind of | 
Toeal “Omnibus,” program has a! 

Kenny Delmar ‘provides: 
the ‘lump - in - the - throat, \ dimwit. 
voice for Hunter and. ‘does: a@ good | 

Also on the show were. 

both 

and. ‘the. 

_is bright- “and: 

DE. BUILDING | 

_— 

and the space age, 

and while-most other. shows have 
relied mostly. on. canned film, this 

] one was.composed. entirely of films 
‘produced by. studio cameramen. 

Subject was author F. Scott Fitz- 
gerald and two years or so he 
.spent. near ‘Baltimore at “La Paix,” 
surburban: mansion, where he fin- 
ished. “Tender is: the Night” and 
where he hoped. to find peate and 
treatment for-his wife Zelda, men- 
tally sick at: the time. 

cameras . weaving in and. out: of 

and down. lane ‘that led. to nearby 

mansion, Bob: Jones, program host, 

tional agony Fitgeralds: 
through there. -. |: 

Major flaw was ‘the voice used to} 
| represent Fitzgerald: It. might have’ 
been’ wiser not to have used: the 
voice at all, with: Jones speaking 
the. lines:.A shorter: segment was 
devoted to Timonium State Fair, 

working in: “Omnibus” style. 
Ced.. 

Time, Place & Camera’ 

- London;. Sept. 12. 

ming ©a. pubaffairs.. series’ with a 
difference—this one; “The: Time, 
The Place and. The’ ‘Camera, ” will 

{not only report but also comment. 
Program, which is to be slotted 
early on Sunday evenings, ‘will also 

-Jemploy non-highbrow. techniques, 
reduce: ‘issues to. human terms 
-where possible. 

pac. 

“PONROWALK: AND 

free-wheeling “format ‘that | allows 
producers: to cover variety of sub |: 
jects. Recent topics: have been] 
silent screen, antique autos, Caruso |. 

This session was completely Yocal | 

_ Photography. was. excellent ° with) 

mansion, over picturesque. grounds 

mental asylum. While lens caught |. 

delivered well-arranged . narration. 
that. shed some. light onthe emo- ; 

liv ed lr 

This. too, was effective with camera | ‘ 

ATV Pubaffairs Series 

ATV says it’s dickering with CBS 
-for a tieup ‘with “Calender” so any. 
international _ topics can. be swap. 
‘ped. - __ Inews-film company in Jamaica. 

p TENNESSEE:
 AVENUE 

Fuller Frenzy 
Tokyo, Sept. 19. 

Here for second visit this 
‘year, Robert: Fuller of high- 
Tated. “Laramie” (NBC) series 
is receiving almost -as hysteri- 
-cal_a reception as the first time 
around. Fuller is here for two 
weeks with his ‘parents for p.a. 
and charity show’ dates. From 
‘reaction of fans, he is perhaps 
most popular foreign show biz 
personality ever to reach these 
shores. 

Projected plan for Fuller to 
star in feature here for Toei 
called. “Under Skies of Asia’ 
has been postponed to spring 
-because of actor's: tight sched- 
ule, Fuller's visit is sponsored 
by Akira Shimizu and Pacific 
TV. Corp., distrib here for NBC 
roduct, 

BRITISH GUIANA’S 
NEW RADIO SETUP 

Work is progressing rapidly. on 
a new. radio station for British 

| Guiana; Great Britain’s only ter- 
ritory on the South. American 

|mainland. Expected. to cost in the 
neighborhood of $150.000, it is 
-being | financed. by local: lawyer- 
politician, Jai Narine .Singh, and 

of the year. 

Attention of the world has been 

‘Cheddi Jagan, reputed leftist, who. 
thereby becomes. B.G.’s ‘first pre- 
amier under: ‘its new ‘self-rule ‘gov- 
ernment. 

“Trarismitter forthe new ; station, 
| to be. known as Radio. Guiana, will 

Associated TeleVision is” ‘plan- “be erected about four miles from 
Georgetown, the capital. It is to 
be commerfial, will. offer competi- 
tion to the other two medium wave 
operations, namely. Radio Demer- 
ara and: British Guiana Broadcast- 
ing Service. 

Penne 

Davidson, who’s been. producing 
CBC-TV’s weekly “Newsmagazine,” 
leaves at month-end. to. set: up 4. 

EANT 
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hepes to be’ ‘operating by the end 

{pation buyers Mobil, 

focussed of late on this small coun-. 
| try because of its recent elections 
which. returned to power ‘Dr. 

Ottawa _ __Australian-born Keith 

CBS-TV, not long ago, was 

thought to have some king-sized |t 

‘sponsor headaches in its regularly 
scheduled news and_ rubaffairs 
programs for the '61-’62 season. 

| Bit by bit, though, the sponsor 
picture has brightened, and the 
fourth quarter will find the news, 
pubaffairs virtually SRO. 

Only remaining availabilities in 
the prime -time news, pubaffairs 
spot is. “CBS Reports,” and that, 
now sold in niinute participations, 
is 759 
quarter. 
_ This is the rundown and the 
background on some of the shows: 

“Eyewitness to History,” 10:30 
|p.m., Friday nights, has American 
Cyanamid picking up two shows a 
month, Liggett & Mvers one show 
a month, and minute sponsors 
every fourth week. When Firestone 
pulled out prior to.the selling sea- 
son there was talk that “Eyewit- 
ness” might not return, or that it 
would be telecast on a spasmodic 
basis. 

“CBS Reports,” telecast three 
out of four weeks, Thursday at 10 

| p.m., has among its minute rartici- 
.Polgroid, 

Lever and Shulton. ‘American Tele- 
phone & Telegraph, which has a 
standing deal on “CBS Reports” 
to pick up the tab on all space 
shows, will be sole sponsor of the 
‘hour outing on water. The. Eisen- 
hower telecasts will not carry any 
sponsorship. All told, at this point, 
the costly prestige vehicle is 75% 
solc out, a figure which minimizes 
the loss on this vehicle to the net- 
work. For a good part of last vear, 
“CBS Reports”. was sponsorless 
after Philip Morris bowed out. 
Opening the pubaffairs showcase 
to minute participation buyers has 

J changed the picture. 
SRO signs holds for “Douglas 

Edwards with the News” Pruden- 

sold out for the fourth. 

= pmeonnaoobDuaMNoh nh 

tial continues its.-sponsorship of 
“Twentieth Century,” now in its 
fifth seasun. Sunday News Special 
11 to 11:15 p.m., also continues 
SRO with Whitehall Pharmacal 

Bit By Bit CBS-TV Achieving SRO 
For 4th Quarter on News-Pubaffairs 

and Carter Products Picking up the 

In the daytime, the two new five- 
minute news strips have been sold, 
with Frigidaire on one and John- 
son’s Wax on the other. “Calene- 
dar,” the new half-hour: news- 
feature strip, has been sold in the 
“Morning Plan,” which is doing 
so well that the availabilities on 
“Calendar” have been increased 
from three to five. 

Web has other pubaffairs shows 
such as “Accent,” or religioso cut- 
ings such as “Look Up and Live” 
and occasional news specials. The 
virtual SRO sign pertains to the 
hard news areas, the prime time 
regularly schedueduled pubaffairs 
outings, and the daytime news, 
pubaffairs strips. 

WBKB 
a=eams Continued from page 25 imam 

fer of the station. The others are 

corporations that are under exclu- 

sive contract to the ABC anchor. 

Alex Dreier’s company, Joy Inc.. is 

under contract to the network in 

a deal that calls for the production 
of, and performance in, newscasts 
on the local station. This is in ad- 
dition -to other assignments that 
might come up, either for the web 
or the local station. Dreier’s unit 
includes Birch as news photogra- 
fher and Bresnahan as chief writ- 
er, in addition to other personneL 

Born and Ventura are identified 
as VeBo Productions, and the third 
outside company is  well-estab- 
lished as Ross-McElroy Produc- 
tions. While they operate with rela- 
tive autonomy, they use technical 
and directorial personnel of the 
station and are under direct super- 
vision of station veepee Sterling 
(Red) Quinlan. 

Quinlan expects that, with the 
four-unit plan, WBKB will emerge 
this year as “the creative pace- 
setter” in the Chicago market. 

. 

Thank you AL CANTWELL 
FOR THIS CHALLENGING ASSIGN- 
MENT AND GREAT. OPPORTUNITY 

And 
MANY THANKS ALSO TO 
BERNIE WAYNE, KIRK BROWNING, 
GLENN OSSER and WILLIS 
KNIGHTON 

BOB 
HAMILTON 

Exclusively 
ROBERT COE MANAGEMENT 

144 West 57th Street 
New York 19, N.Y.” 
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the first time a station. has actually owned the rights in any team: in| cur: f ry Dp Pa 
either the National or American Hockey Leagues. Roger Rice, vice Man of World As 

From The Production Centres [fessci'nshite sscts tua vsnen sons Soveeraan tat hen 
the team. for $12,000 . . .. WTAE takes the ABC Evening Report at| B- ae pe . 16:15 on Sept. 25. The local show of Dave Murray, Carl Ide, Eleanor | 44 7 Y Il efer 
Schano and Ed Conway will handle news, sports and weather at 7. ..|/4a4 F _ arity | MS VEVE four 3i)-minute programs, “Cuba .. . Si,” starting Sept. 29. Film was|wiic has a new news show at: 11. “a. y - 

shot in Cuba and program claims to be objective story of the revou-) handie the local and national news with Red Donley. the station's nev | _ .... London, Sept, 19, 
tion... BBC Radio news and comment show “10 O'Clock” became | spurts director, announcing sports ... Del Taylor. will handle WTAE’s| Story: editor Ian Stuart Black is 
one year old yesterday (19) . . . Border-TV which opened on Sept. 1. | bandstand show for the next few weeks until the station starts taking currently preparing the first six. reached 59.000 homes, says TAM, independent research org .. . Dr.|NCAA -fuotball. He replaced Dick Blanchard, ee eo Beek ote mx. 
C. F. Jones, of Plymouth, became education officer for Westward-TV! a Scripts on a new big budget: skein 
... First ever “Armchair Theatre” play with music, “His Polyviny! | IN EORONTO ot for -Associated - TeleVision, ‘ titled. 
Girl,” is slotted tor October on the ABC-TV web. Authors are US.-{ "" - eee aa eee 7 jeMan Of The World.” Skein is in 
bora Steven Vinaver and Carl Davis .. Anglia-TV signed Donald | _Robert Whitenead, Broadway producer, signed as host on this sea: 1 Keeping with web's “international” 
Zee, Siow biz columnist of The Daily Morrer, to host “Shooting Stars": som's “Quest”: drama series. to be Jaunche:d on the CBC-TV eross- * policy .and will feature continental... : 

Continued from page 40 

new, fall show ... BBC-TV brings back “Monitor,” fortnightly series ! Canada neiwork, with Whitehead to take over Oct. 8. Producing.’ lorations. AU. S. producer and a 
on the arts, an Sunday '24:, ' direcior of the upcoming Lincoln Centre, N.Y., he admits that he has: U- S. lead are expected to be. 

yNeser wiven up his Canadian citizenship but he wouldn't have aceepted ,Si8ned shortly, me 
1X BOST ON ee 6 fre BCT deal. if ne nad been. offered an “equivalent opportunity’ 7 According to Leslie Harris, ITC 

. : . . ; og: Mm Sew dork .... Bob (“Camelot”) Goulet in town to turn down that ; production exec; each segment wi 
WBZ took tv and radio editors to the Eastern States Exposition inj$%0 000 offer to -air-commute- on Sundays from Manhattan to emcee {cost ini the region of $61,600, will 

Sprurgrieid Tuesday 119+ by bus to celebrate the 40th anni of radio! the now “Playdate” drama: programs to be CBC-TV'd fext month: take 10. days to shoot. in such 
broadvasting ny WBZ at that spot and put on a two-hour radio spee-:... | Wes Chapman and. the Hi-Riders.sizned for 13- weeks. (Mon.-Fri). places as Greéce, Venice, Algiers 
tacular, a imusicai revue of the Roaring 20s, under direction of Ediby CHUM... Eva Langbord, casting. director for CBC, looking for {and'St. Moritz. * 
Pearle, pres.» chief .... Percy Shain, tv editor Boston Globe, back from |Oriental actors, between 25 and 49, for upcoming “Experiment ini. -“We ‘aim: to“ make this‘ series” 

Lay Vesus where he visited his showbiz family, son, Roy, base player. +Ccll 5°... . Evelyn Pasen set as femme vocalist. on CBC’s ‘Oct. 1)imuch more ‘realistic’ than, -say, 
ard daughter in law, Toni Madsen, dancer at the Sahara. ... “Starring | “Sund ty Showcase,” with music by Lucio Agostini. . . Mike Darow’ of | ‘Danger ‘Man.’ ” says Harris. “The the Editors.” only editorial news program of its kind in local tv with | CHI'M has signed to emcee CBLT-TV's “Club ‘Six’ series but will'!idea 38 fo. g ot. away fro F ihe we 
four greater Boston newspaper editors analyzing the news, begins its|ho!d both jobs at both radio and tv stations .. - Sammy. Sales and ventional action-adventure ‘into a 
“th year on WBZ-TV . . . Win Baker, WBZ-FY assistant program | Helene Winston, both CBC-TV actors will join the Ford of Canada ‘more ‘believable world”. nanazer, addressed Lawrence Kiwanis on “TV's Future”... Joe Ryan. | Show (industrial), with visits to Winnipeg, Regina, Edmonton ‘and ‘ Yarns. which wi ae 

WBZ-TV press chief, named public relations director of New England |-Vancouver lined up. a _ Sy, Yarns,.which -will be hour-long, 
Broadcastins Executives club ...WBZ-TV operations director Gordon nee recount the adventures of a photo- 
Swan panelist on Mass. PTA convention at Swampscott, :Oct. 27. IN DETRO IT . 2. {Journalist. ATV is paging some 

'_| big name writers to give the char- 

IN MINNEAPOLIS ... George Pierrot, whose travelog. show is in its ninth consecutive year acter substance (enough to. fill ut 

Twin Cities football fans should get their fill of local tv coverage: 
on WW4J-TV,. gets an hour. in prime evening time—?7-8 p.m. Mondays | tian shes te ements). F inst. Joca- 

this fall. WCCO-TV has slated seven road ganies of Minnesota Vikings, 
nev pre grid entry, for live coverage. Herb Carnell of Baltimore will 

—this season with Standard Federal Savings & Loan Association : var; . 2 ss ! 
sponsoring . . . WXYZ-TV and the Detroit Bank & Trust Co. are j vember and .it’s expected the show 

handle play-by-play account with Clayton Tonnemaker, former Univ. 
of Minnesota All-American, providing: color commentary. WCCO-TV 

partners .in an 80-foot electric ‘sign erected on the bank building in jw be Manet. here. next Febru. 

wiil run films of Minnsota Gophers’ games on Mondays. and KMSP- 
TV will beam Vikings’ game films on Wednesdays:: “Tony Parker 

downtown Detroit which flashes latest news .. .“Junior Auction’ is a Lota “ 
new WJBK-TV game show. with Harvey Kaye and Lynne Boyle auc- ee —_ 

Football Show” is another new program featuring KMSP-TV’s sports 
director ... Ray Scott, Minnesota Twins’ tv and radio announcer, to 

tioning prizes to five-to-14-year-old youngsters who collect auctionable . a. 
‘points with bottle caps.and labels from the dairy sponsors’ products | Violence?: 
in a JR has a weekly cumulative audience totaling 2,183,000 persons : : oe 
h the id-and over age bracket, accordir oli ia | = C ied from —— ava 

cover Univ. of Minnesota grid games this fall on WCCO Radio. Scott. | Studies, the largest. audience ever measuted by the station setae ; Continued from. page 19 Saree 
dn his 25th year of broadcasting, also handling tv running accounts of | Rt. Rev. Richard S. Emrich, bishop of the Episcopal diocese of Mich-|¢"couraging footnote that, in con-- 
Green Bay Packers’ contests for sixth year . . .. William H. Lawrence, |igan. will he interviewed on the WWJ-TV “Profile” series . . . John] ¢tast to a year ago when it decided. 
ABC Washington poureau chief, to speak at dedication ceremonies of |F. Pival. prexy of WXYZ ‘and: general manager of WXYZ-TV. wilt 40 #0 with ‘“Great.'Debates” as. new Minnesota Press club Sept. 30... WLOL-FM turning its facilities serve as chairman of AGVA Week in the Michigan-Ontario district, | °PPosed to “Gunsmoke,” it's now. over t» Minnesota Orehestral association for fullday “Salute to the oe so a r V : 
Minneapolis Symphony” Oct. 1, Program will include orchestra's first 
recording with Stanislaw Skrowaczewski as conductor. , 

t fs v T 

IN CINCINNATI ... 

Oct. 9-16. competing with a Marilyn Mon- 

New weekday 25-minute evening strip on WLW, tabbed “Conference 

a 7 roe opener.) 

IN PHILADELPHIA .. . Keyed to a: season when Minow 

Cail,” has news commentator Peter Grant in telephone discussion of 
the day’s news with newsmen from other Crosley stations; Ed Hamlyn, 

; mo . / ., -|& Co. will-be watching full time, Veteran announcer Hal Moore becomes production ‘manager for | y tracsional haaringe ng 
WREV.. Moore. returned :to the local station in April’from WCBS, in- OF eevee onal, hearings ed 
New York, where he had been program director . . . Jack Steck, up, when. attacks. from ee epped 
WFIL radio operations director,.and Lew Klein, WFIL-TV program ‘are’ how. being supplem it ae _oth lyn, | director, address the. Franklin -Institute. members on “Inside Radio | the national ma ts when ha pe 

WLW-D, Dayton; Hugh DeMoss, WLW-C, Columbus, and Tom Atkins, and TV’... Pat Leslie, new WCAU-TV personality, represents the cent ‘Jack P gs and when the ree : 
WLW-I, Indianapolis . . . WKRC public service programming allows  Gistaft side on “Morning Report” where she is featured daily with | wheth eal h aar’ Berlin incident, 
three-minute recorded talks by all 27 Cincy councilmanic candidates | Bill Hart and Gene Crane... .““Come Little Children,” pioneer religi- thel her right or wrong, has none- 
on separate nights . . . WSAI newcomers are W. Emerson (Dusty) | ous series for youngsters, returned for its fifth season on WRCV-TV, beheieee 4 new pall over the tv 
Rhodes, from Syracuse, N. Y., as community relations director, and|Sunday (17)... Rex Morgan, WFIL-TV personality, addresses Rotary thi avior pattern, the . networks. 
announcer, and disker Paul Purtan via WMBR,. Jacksonville, Fla. .../Club of Philadelphia, Sept. 27.. ... WFEL. radio will broadcast: four |- that go into a new season facing 
WLW-T stepping up its fall coler schedule with NBC-TV’s increased} Temple Univ. night football games, with Gene Kelly doing the -play- by at May prove :to be the, Most 
tint lineup and own originations . . . Dale Stevens, Cincy post and|by-play .... Tobey DeLuca, music librarian at WFIL, is publicity. a One aassment of all. a 
Times-Star bearded amusement editor, won over personalities from | chairman for “Mario Lanza Day,” to be marked here Oct. 7... Bill|../o2t Happens if’ the nation’s 
ocal radio and tv stations in pony cart race at Carthage Fair. 

IN PITTSBURGH ... 
Peter Thornton, p.a. for KDKA-TV and formerly with the John H. 

Harris Ice Hockey organization, has revealed that KDKA-TV’s outright 
ownership of the Pittsburgh Hornet’s hockey radio and tv rights marks: 

Wright, WIBG disk jockey, has béen upped to station’s sales depart- | 7udiences repudiate any. attempts: 
ment . . . Joe Brooks, director of music at WIP, has been. named toward moving. In a new direction; 
director of local publicity and promotion for station . . . Herb. Fields, the ere’ th tans ‘ he eve 
PEN ‘rep, has join he: W 5 a City | rsona ust or the come- ; : p la jo ed t e sales staff of WCBS TV, in New ¥ork City. die efforts, and throw in their mass 

: = 3 —— | Voté for.an “Untouchables,” a “Cor- 
_ - — = rupters,” an ““‘Investigators,” - 9 

Pp owell on 4 Star EX ansion | “Cain's .100” or the other variations: . ve Vv on a violence theme? The networks 
_ z ; _ ___ | ®ven now shudder to think of. the. ==aas Continued from page ee consequences, om ° . ° 

cording to Powell, is the hourlong hour. commanded a $5,000,000 price ————— ey 
“Dick Powell Show” anthology. |from the tv web. (Deal calls for ss 

. 30 first-runs and 20 repeats, and 
But. besides that Tuesday night}, number of pilot ‘shows will be | 
NBC series, kicking off on Sept.| contained in the anthology, at 
26, Four Star will also have four | which NBC-TV will get first crack.) 

yother network stanzas on. the air Besides hosting the skein, Powell 
sming. . | WHI star in of the 30 scripts, |i} 

hie com oie season: . iT me ur including the initialer on Sept. 26. |. 
long: version of Robert Taylor's | supported. by guests Nick Adams, 
“The Detectives,” the hour “Cor-|Edgar Bergen, Ralph. Bellamy, [ 
rupters,” and two half-hours week- Lloyd Bridges, Carolyn Jones, Dean | 
ye Damen’? An ‘1 Jones, Ronald Regan and Kay 
ly, a Rifleman and the Gertrude Thompson, he'll essay a miillon- 

|Berg-Cedric Hardwicke starrer-| aire police officer (“he inherited 
While the total ‘61-62 output on|it”). Also canned are two jaan 
‘network for Four Star is four|Spies stories, one fronted by Van 

ey. oe tes -|Heflin, the other by Mickey jhours.of film a week (last year it ae Se 
‘| was five-and-a-half hours), the com- | Roney. - Incidentally, “Four Star, sany’s eross and profits, Powell ‘Powell said, is planning an hour 
Peery hate gone up P ’ {tv film series regularly fronted by. 

; There ig” already a ‘profit,.. the: Heflin and plus that. it’s getting 

‘poss of Four Star noted, in the | oUt the much publicized "Mckeever 
‘|first year's sale. of “Dick Powell & the Colonel” series-for next sea- | 
Show” to NBC. Controlled and | 
‘owned: entirely by Four Star, ac- 

‘cording to Powell, his Tuesday 

HUNTING BIG GAME? 
You'll find it in the Northwest ...a big, rich ready market 
for your product. | . 

‘This-is the area which KSTP-TV serves and sells... «. 
$5 Billion in spendable income and 810,800 TV families. 
Let KSTP-TY start a sales stampede for you; 

fo Or 100,000 WATTS. « NBC 
son. . a 

Besides Powell himself and Mc- 
Dermott, the major :stockholders 
in Four Star atill. include David 
Niven and Charles Boyer, both of 
whom will appear in “Dick Powell 

‘|Show” episodes. =. 

[|Chipperfield’s Cras | — | 
| Signs 3-Year ATV Pactj| EMMETT KELLY | 

London, Sept. 19. | 300 H. Sist St. New York 
After a seven-year link with. PL 31764 : : 

‘BBC-TV, Chipperfield’s Circus has} __t 

SPA, ON AVERY CHANNEL 7 

signed a three-year exclusive con- 
tract with . Associated TeleVision. 

~ 

A; BROOKS| 
Wis COSTUMES] 
19" | ‘ . 

MINNEAPOLIS ¢ $T. PAUL 

AP BIGGEST SHARES OF AUDIENCES! 

BATON ROUGE, 61% CHARLESTON, 64%. LouIsviLLe, 84% 

Source: ARB, June, 1961. 

For Further Details Contact 

SCREEN }¥ GEMS, inc 
TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP. 

711 Fifth Avenue, New York 22 _ PL 1-4432 
NEW YORK DETROIT CHICAGO DALLAS HOLLYWOOD 

period. ; 7 
- .According to Richard Chipper-. 
field, seventh generation of the; 
famous circus family, BBC-TV 
screens. too. many other circuses. 

{and his show stood in danger of] ¥ 
‘losing its identity. Hence the}; B 
swap. 

Pact calls for three shows over this| }¢ 

i 

4p 3 West Gat St_,N.Y.C.-Tot: PL7-5000 | ATLANTA § TORONTO 
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*\Nathan Straus Dies at 72: Owner of 
_WMCA Pioneered Air Editorials 

Nathan Straus, who: died last [lished until 1917, when he joined 

| Wedneader, September 20, 1961. 

TAM’s Top 20 a . 
(Week. Ending Sept. 10) 

cas Radio 
= Continued from page re = 

| about: 48 hours weekly. in- program- 
~ | ming, reserving . about 25. hours | 

» | weekly for web sélling. - Val’ ‘Parneil’s Sunday Palladium TV. | ‘| Reporting on a survey taken by | week, was the first. broadcaster in|the Washington Times. He went 
Coronation Street Wed.) oo (GRANADA ‘Ithe web of the. competitive situa. the United States to editorialize on | back to the Globe after a Navy 
ver Street 10 (ru ) 7 ra . ». |tion in 103 citles,-in which CBS|the air, and despite the contro-/ hitch in World War I, quitting as 

ergency-Wa ues.) ary {Radio has affils, Hayes said that | Versies he stirred up, the owner of | assistant editor when the paper. 
Harpers ent one : An 167 CBS Radio affils, or two thirds | WMCA Radio in New York contin-jsupported Warren G. Harding for 
Three. L ve Wires aR ‘ranked first, second or third in |ved ‘editorlalizing almost until he | President in 1920. 

Bin ecre Ward 10 (En) ATY {their markets. Survey was based died, After serving as a Democratic 
mergency- Two AR. on. Pulse reports during the 1g1| Straus, who was 72 at the time | state senator in New York for three 

Echo hs ‘our- AB G year. He cited the survey to “un-|of his death on Wednesday (13), }terms, Straus got involved in hous- 
“Armchair Theatre. aR: derscore the fact that a good net- {went before the FCC in 1948 to ap- | ing legisation. Franklin D. Roose- 
Play: of the Wee Ten ary work station that is really serving | Peal against the “Mayflower De-|vet named him N.Y. State adminis- 
4 ‘Sophie Tucker Half-Hour - 3S RANADA the public can compete with a fad cision,” which then prevented|trator of the N.R.A. in 1934. In 
‘The ‘Younger Generation AR (mon-quality) radio station arid can | broadcast licensees from editorial- |1937, the President named him 
Abracadabra AR _ build not only. as large but a larger izing. The owner of WMCA since | head of the U.S. Housing Author- 
Rawhide An. “" | audience.” 1943, Straus is considered by many | ity, the job he held until 1942. He 
‘Winning ‘Widows . -ATY | ‘Web’s ‘new net ALERT: system (to have been. instrumental in the later published twe books on Hous- 
“Twenty Questions Ary. : ' | was dramatically brought into play | wtimate Tescinding of the “May- jing, “Seven Myths of Housing” and 
Tell the ‘Truth GRA NADA jat the. affil meet. During the Mon- flower,” “Two Thirds of a Nation—a Hous- 
Family Solicitor . |day (18) -morning session, net| He had argued, in the course of ;ing Program. 
This Week: “ ALERT set up at the Waldarf- 

~ Paar ‘Show Ih Berlin 
[Ee - Continued from page 21 — [new automatic level control devel- 

oped -by CBS Laboratories, called Americans that there is a ‘world- 
‘shaking crisis. going on. somewhere 
even: if the. demonstration, is. mild-. 
Jy: ‘distorted ‘by. the showman’ & per- 
“sonality... 

Paar is not. the first éntertainer; 
incidentally, to have gone ta Ber-.|. 

-was done ina studio there and: -lin lately, but,. due te to all. that ad- 
vanced - publicity. and to his: ag- 
_gressiveness. in taking the cam- 
“eras. right up to the borderline so 
‘that. America could see graphically. 
the effects of the border closing,: 
he did get himself an important. 
scoop.. And he did reach a wide 
arc of America with the. story. : 

“Tf off Tuesday (12),. the night of 
‘the first tape, Paar, inimitably self-: 
‘dramatic, proved . somewhat taste-} 
Jess, the fact. remains there was 
divided’ opinion’ on’ this subject.’ P 
One observer said that. Paar's out-’ 
ing was: “more tragic than. enlight- 
‘ening, more: in. bad ‘taste than -in 
good entertainment.” Someone else | 
obseryed, | “There: was’ nothing 
uTong -with his. -performance.. He 
Zot himself. a scoop while: “per- 
forming - a service.” 

-Most, however, agreed. that dur- 
"ing ‘the first tape, Paar was annoy- 
--dng, perhaps: becatise he seemed at |: 
wooments too flippant. But that is |- 
because he is. frequently: ‘unable 
to control the tenor of his. con-j 
versation.. - Still, -for what. 

- worth, his heart seemed’ alw ays to 
be in the right place. 

- Premiere - ‘episode opened . with: 
shots of Berlin from a helicopter. 
Then Paar and Peggy Cass moved 

-, to those formidable Communist: 
_ gates, gabbing, interviewing: G.I.’s 
and: making cracks at: the “Com- 

‘.munist cameramen behind .them. 
SS=—_—_—_—_=_—=—=—=—=—=—=S=—=— 

Top: 
EXECUTIVES 

. Distinctive and Unique Home HT 

J Here fs unsurpassed opportunity ts, 
_sequire a Five Yoar Yeung, All Brick. 

| Geerglen, Cystem Heme, built: fer. 
owner, Spacious Grounds, Many Shade |. 

‘Trees, Extensive Shrubbery, Beautiful ' 

Lawns. 

‘Entrance Foyer, Luxurious 
Room, Elegant Dining Room, Charm- | 
‘Ing Kitchen, Family ‘Room and Den,. 
all-on. First Fioer.. Large Recreation 

Reem in Basement. Three. ‘large. Bed- 

_tooms with Powder Reoms and Two 
Tited Bathe, en second tloer. ‘Twe Sun 

. Geeky off Bedrooms. . 2 car--attached 
‘Garage, Large: Pats, Walks, Wall to} 

| Wall, Carpeting. All this and many. 
J ther. cvstem features. $75,000. 

. Top- Residential Area ta. Plainfield. 

Hew Jersey. 

fe. Owner transferred. West, See ae 

Now ey appointment ‘they, 

STERN. & DRAGOSET | 
. REALTORS 

4. Mela St., Weedbridge; NJ 
‘Phone ‘ME 4-5500. 

Ask for Mr. Wright 

MUSY BE SEEN TO-BE FULLY. 
APPRECIATED. OTHER FINE 
HOMES, ON FOUR ACRE 

PLOTS AVAILABLE, | 

WANTED 
| Ambitieus y singers, 3.A.T.B., big. 

evs vecal train essentia 
RACES. 

| Koeal training, vte represent mode 
at ensemble, RADIO & TV. - 

: For. Avdition phone Co 6-6070, New. 
York: 9 to 11 A.M, week days” only. 

" SCHOLARSHIP. AVAILABLE 

| Berliners 

it’s. 

oung 
voice potential: read wnusien ne: previ’ ; 

ing 1. ALL EF 
. Fellewing, 4 months: intensive . : 

There ‘were. ‘some. telling motion’ 
pictures of the Communist. walk 
and: some harrowing tales of the 
tragedy -now being experienced by 

because. of the ‘deep 
division. = . 

On Wednesday, the Berlin tape 

featured mainly: interviews with 
refugees from East Berlin. These | 
harrowing: tales: were interspersed 
with entertainment segments. On 
Thursday, - again in a Berlin tv stu- [ 
dio, after.a brief. défense by Downs 
in the States, Paar and Miss Cass | 
talked’ on. They played a: radio 
tape of an insidious Communist | 
propaganda broadcast to American 

"sg 
abit noisy.. Her opinions ‘were 
primitive, but they may well: have. 
reflected. the. half-formed opinions 
of. many other Americans. Paar 
gave a weak defense: (weak: only, 

| because. it left so many questions | 
unanswered) of the Army men who 
had helped him set: up the _ first 
Berlin show. Thén he interviewed | 
German actor. Kurt Jurgens, who. 
was. ‘saccharirie, and then a. Ger- 
‘man Newsman, ‘who was firmly in- |" 
conclusive... 

were erratic, sometimes. helpful, 
:sometimes hapless, restrained and 
‘then bizarre, thoughtful cand then! 
compulsive. Yet it was good that | 
they were done. It’s only:bad that! 
the American people won't take. 
their tv “medicine ‘from qualified-| 
doctors rather than well-meaning the ‘project. 

. Art quacks. - 

SRA Partially. Backs | 
FCC's Wide:‘Authority’ 

‘Washington, ‘Sept. 19. 

inission- has “extensive. authority” 

to. ook {nto. programming to see if 

a “broadcaster's promises measure |f 

up to performance. 

and programming ‘proposals came 

making’s. overall objective, 
Washington -attorney,.. Harry Plot- 

tions for deletions, . clarifications 

the form. 
-SRA’s “19-page brief filed. early 

against censorship and. ‘the Com- 

But it went on to say: 

carrying out its. statutory respon- 
| sibility, has: extensive authority. to. 

= Astoria automatically cut inte the 
-|p.a. System for the flash or. Ham- 

tragic death and then: 
ja direct report from Leopoldville: 

jlevel of any given program with 

“Associated. ‘TeleVision cha cha-spe- Miss Cass was: maudlin and | cials “‘Broadway Goes Latin” star-| 

‘Rican talent for the skein—as well 

‘other Parts of the zlobe. 

The shows,. like’“Paar’ himself, | 

To Once-Over Programs! . 

Federal: “Communications Com- | 

from. ‘Station Representatives Assn.- 

in. the ‘midst of ‘loud squawks from | 
‘broadcasters. ' -associations | 

kin, heaped a mountain: of. sugges- | 

and additions-in the proposed new |} 
programming’. form. He submitted, . 

jin fact, a new substitute version of 7 

with - FCC (deadline is\ not until: 
Oct. 2). conceded that the bar) 

“Fhe. legislative history .of the 
(Communications Act). and numer-.|J. 
ous Court decisions leave no room |: 
for doubt that the. Commission,. in 

merskjold’s 

- Introduced at. the meeting was a 

:Audimax. The device’ contains ‘a 
central. “memory” section . which. 
constantly .. compares the audio 

the level of the. preceding. ten sec- 
'onds, ready to compensate auto- 
“matically for: any ‘undue fluctua-: 
tions. 

ATV Importing Talent 
° : London, Sept. 19. 
Date ‘set. for’ the start of. pro- 

duction -on thé Milton H. Lehr- 

ring Edmundo Ros, is Nov. 1. 
Some 39: half-hour shows will be 
taped: at Wood Green studios, di- 
rected by ATV's Dicky Leeman 
and ‘produced by Lehr. 
‘Latter. is. importing © Puerto 

as choreographer Arnold. Tara- 
borrelli—and transferring it to. 
film fo distribution in: US. and 

lina’s four-year old {n-school. tele- 
vision project began its fifth year. 
of ‘instruction: on WUNG-TV, and 
seven commercial ty : stations. ‘Sept. 
5 at_9 a.m. Some 22,000. students in: 
approximately 275 -junior. and 
senior high. schools. are involved. in 

_& qualified endorsement. of the t 
‘T{concept behind: FCC’s. new logging. 

Living . 

For Cha Cha Specials 

‘Gréeensbero,. N. C—North Caro-} 

‘his 25-page testimony in Washing- 
ton, that if it was fair for him to 
hire a commentator who could 
‘speak for him on WMCA or allow 
an advertiser to buy time in which- 
to express an editorial opinion, : 
then why wasn’t it legal for a sta- 
tion owner to say his piece directly 
to the Hstening public. 

Until 1954, however, no broad- 
caster, either in radio or tv, tested 
‘the fraditional exclusion of edito- 
rials from the air. Straus, then 
president of WMCA, took to the air 

of editorials, 
There were 

boot Straus out of the broadcasting 
‘business. 
-A second editorial precedent was 

established by Straus last year, on 
Oct. 27, prior to the Presidntial 
Election, | By then chairman of 
WMCA, Straus broadcast an edito- 
ria endorsement of Senator John 
Kennedy for President. The Re- 
pubicans requested and got equai 

i time. to. answer the official WMCA 
position on Presidential politics, 
and it was vicepresidential candi- 
date Henry Cabot Lodge who made 
the reply. . 

Straus, a member of the Macy 
‘department store. clan, had been 
active in politics and government 
for several: years. Born in New 
York, -educated at Princeton and 
Heidelberg, his first job was as a 
reporter on the New York Globe 
in 1909. He resigned the next year, 
because his father, the first Nathan 
Straus: who was part owner of 
‘Macy’s, took ill and needed some- 
one to manage his affairs.. 
In 1914, Nathan Jr. purchased 
Puck, which he edited and pub- 

himself and began a regular series | 

S threats and fears: 
that by. this act he had jeopordized 

| his. license to operate a station, but 
‘|there never was one single ~ at- 
tempt by official Washington to 

ug 8 

Chi Grix 
| =muames Continued from page 21 sam 

great deal of compassion for the 

downtrodden, and his preoccupa-. 
tion with them in the film has to 

be chalked up to poetic selection, 
Mitchell’s method, like that of 

many a modern poet, is to juxta- 
pose images for their ironic sig- 

| hificanee, and so he cuts back and . 
| forth from the high-livers to the 
low-lifers, from the delirious pool- 
side party at Hugh Hefner's swank 
playboy diggings on North State 
Pkwy. to the stuporous ghosts in 
the Skid Row saloons, from colored 
kids in a school playground to rich 
kids promenading at a society fash- 

!ion show. Similarly, from a car 
being sold in a showroom to a car 
being wrecked in a junkyard; and 
from the savagely rhythmic killing: 
of cattle at the stockyards to the 
savagely rhythmic rock ‘n’ rolk 
dances. 

For those who fail to grasp the 
form, it may seem disiointed and 
rambling, especially since there is 
no narrative assistance. The orly 
overt statements in the film are 
made by certain persons depleted 
or by candidly recorded voices 
commenting on their own lives or 
offering an opinion of the city. “It 
may be dirty and corrupt, but I 
love this city,” one said. 

Mitchell caught the human es- 
sence of Chi rather than the points 
of interest, and his view of it 
seems, if anything, a fond one. To 
one jaded Chicagoan privileged 
to see the forbidden film, the city 
has never seemed so many-faced or 
so profoundly alive. 

we are pleased to announce 

JAN MINER 
“is now under our 

exclusive personal management... 

mission's obligation to look after. |f- 
|the public interest pose a dilemna. : 

obtain information as to program |] 
promises: and performance - ‘with-- 
out slipping into the censor’s role. . 
‘Among the major revisious. urged } 

by SRA concerned ° the. proposed 
‘requirement that broadcasters show 
FCC how. they went about meeting 
the needs. of the communities they 

. u serve. ; 

ROBERT COE MANAGEMENT 

144 West 57th Street 

New York (9, NY, 



48 ‘RECORD REVIEWS | . 

Reiner & Brooks Comedy Click 

Donegan's Sock Skiffle; Other LPs} : 
& MEL! modern school but have evolved a 

“2.000 AND ONE_ hard attack of their own. The. im-| 
YEARS” (Capitol). Although it was! portant thing is that the combo |. 
touzh to foliow their first LP ef-! keeps swinging through some. ‘com. | 

CARL REINER 
BROOKS: 

fort, “2,000 Years Old,” Carl: plex territory, The takeoff points 
Reiner 
turned up another click laugh of-! ! including some Mangione originals. 
fering. The sequel is formatted: SARAH VAUGHAN: “AFTER 
similarly to their initialer with: HOURS” (Roulette). Sarah 
Reiner playing straight man to i Vaughan, a highly stylized thrush, 
Brooks’ dialectical humor. This is -is in an easygoing and comfortable 
waiy-out, oddball humor which reg: | imood here, Set has a freewheeling 5 

ularly ignites into high comedy. In 'spontaneous quality that-keeps the, = 
addition to the title routine there ‘package highly entertaining 
are sketches titled “The Tax Ex-- ‘through its 10 tune roundup. An. 

and Mel Brooks have! rare & series of jazz instrumentals, | 

“TAWRENCE WELK 

Proudly Presents Another Dat Hit: 

pert,” “Iwa Hour Old Baby, ‘The ' 
New Technique -Psychiatric So- 
ciety” and “Tha Third Best Poet.” 

LONNIE DONEGAN (Dot). Back - 
again with a single click in “Does. 
Your Chewing Gum Lose Its Fla-? 
vor,”” Lonnie Donegan has returned ' 
to the U.S: disk scene with more: 
ot British skiffling. This is in the: 
tradition of America’s country & ' 
western idiom and Donegan is of 
th 
this groove. A.vigorous singer, he 
also choses fresh material to work 
over with his direct, folk approach. 
In this collection, he includes the 
“Chewing Gum” number among 
other strong tunes such as “Whoa 
Back, Buck,” “Ain’t No More Cane 
On The Brazos,” “Grand Coulee 
Dam.” and “I’ve Got Rocks In My. 

tw. 

Bed 

CENTURY STRINGS” :20th Fox. 
One of the Iushest of the orch on 
disks, the 20th Century Strin.zs 
dish uo a double-platter offerinz in 
a nizhly listenable groove, Its a 
“Wrap-up of two-dozen standards 
and reeent Kits, including “The 
Last Time I Saw Paris,” “Over The 
Rainbow,” “Lullaby of Broadway,’ 
“Love Is A Many-Splendozed 
Thing,” “Tennessee Waltz,” “Never 
On Sundays” and “Canadian Sun- 
ser" 
GEORGE HAMILTON IV: TO 

YOU AND YOURS” ‘RCA Victor. 
This is a teen-angled package with 
a country flavor. George Hamilton 
IV, who's had a share of single 
hits, sings with an easy, unpre- 
tentious folk style, and gets first- 
rate backing from a Nashville arch :‘ 
and chorus. Besides the title tune. 
the -songalog includes a flock of’ 
country standards, ineluding “F 
Will. Miss You When You Go.” 
“Those Brawn Eyes,” “Lifes Rail- 
way to Heaven” and “Where Did 

- The Sunshine Go” and some new 
entries go such as “The Wall" and 
“IJ Want A Girl.” 
THE KINGSTON TRIO: 

“CLOSE-UP” (Capitol. 
sonnel of the Kingston Trio has 
undergone a slight shift with’ the . 
exit of Daye Garde in the wake 
of an internecine row, but the 
sound of the combo remains sub- 
Stantially the same and should con-. 
tinue its b.o. impact. John Stewart, ' 
the new member, blends. in nicely 
on another varied folksong recital. 
Highlights of this set 
“Take Her Out of Pity,” “Jesse 
James,” “Don’t You Weep, Mary,” ” 

“Ken Kar-: > “Ruben James” and 
enge° 

LIANE: “BERLIN CABARET 
SONGS OF THE 20s” (Vanguard). 
This is a specialized exercise in. 
nostalgia, recreating the popular 
Berlin songs of the 1920s, both 
vocal and instrumental. Liane, a 
Viennese chanteuse in a classic ! 
tradition, delivers these songs with , 
a sophisticated artfulness. 
persed among the vocals are in- 
strumentals performed by 
Boheme Bar Trio. 

CAN FOLK SONG” :Elektra). i 
Juining the growing ¢atalog of | 
folksong disks, this double-platter ° 
set has ‘assembled a fascinating col- 
lection of musical Americana, per- 
formed bs Ed MeCurdy in a> 
straightforward, virile style. Each 
ef the four sides has its own peg, 
covering songs of New England, : 
the south, the. pioneers and various ! 
occupations. The material is con- 
sistently excellent, much of its un- 
familiar -but also including such 
folk standards as “Gypsy Laddie,” 
“Lord Randall,” “Black Is The ; 
Color,” “Derby Ram,” “Careless : 
Love,’ “John Brown's Body” and: 
“Hard Travelin’,” among others. 

most colorful performers in‘ 

“follows it up by improv ising along’| 

“THE BEST OF THE 20TH. 

The per-- 

include . 

Inter: ! 

the | 

A TREASURE SET. OF AMERI. . 

added lighthearted mood is sup: 
jPlied by Mundell Lowe on guitar 
,and George Duviver. on. bass. Some 
‘of the highlights are “My Favor- 
ite ‘Things, ” “Ev'ry Time We Say 
;Goadbye” and “Easy To Love.’ . 

SANDY BARON: “OUT GF THE 
:MOUTHS OF BABES” (Shell). 
i This is one of those children inter- | 
iview platters but with a twist. In- 
.stead of the Art Linkletter fashion 
of ‘just throwing questions, Sandy |. 
Baron gives a child a lead and then 

THE LENNON SISTERS 
‘Singing. “Sad Movies" B'W ‘I 

Don’ t Know Why I Love You Like 
I Do.” 

Fris risco. o Postmaster’ $ Crab 

~ Have Federal Court Test 
‘San Francisco, Sept. 19.° 

San Francisco postmaster John 
Fixa is a party poorer, according 
a L.A. mailorder, record. house, 
Fax: ‘Record €o., ; because he im- 

plies about politics, school and. pounced 300, copies of the fins 
teachers, things adults take. for]. arty”. records. B eo 
granted but which mystify chil-|. P William H. Door, operator of the 
dren, and others. It’s a cute pack- 
age, nicely conceived. 
“WITNESS” (Riverside): For 

this. package, Bud Greenspan has’ 
functioned as producer and scrip-; 
ter. Narrated by H. V- Kaltenhorn, ! party planners plans.. 
the two-sleeve package explores |! Fax’s catalog listed such titles as 
.the fascinating world of Congres- : : ha “Songs of Erotica,” “Sex Is M 
sional hearings with actual tapes | ng E y 

from such hearings as the. Army Broad. ai " party fe and ds for 
° gs . a > Vo Bro Min A ul s n oA am 

MeCarthy, .baseball,. racketeering! 3 ded Ad and 
- Das . ‘Stag Party Seéries.”". 

and other sessions. with the gaps | - Blurbs in the catalogs called the 

tifies the speakers and offers some tion of our cultural heritage” and 
backzround materials. Among the added “in: Army barracks, ships at 

personages represented on this tsea, club smokers, campus dorms 
often engrossing set are President : 
John F. Kennedy, when he was.a. 
senator, Robert Kennedy. Estes Ke-.: 
fauver, Joseph Welch. Roy Cohn, 
Stuart Symington, Casey Stengel, 
Mickey Mantle (the latter two in a 
funny bit from baseball investiga- 
tions’, John Howard Lawson of: be obtained.. 
ithe “Hollywood Ten,” Dave Beck. Last month ‘an. administration 

‘Jimmy Hoffa, Frank Costello and hearing officer upheld the sejzure 
‘many others. ‘Herm. 

‘with the moppet in the train of | 
‘thought the child’ establishes.: 
There's some. simple questioning 
too which géts some candid. re- 

‘Court: here that Fixa’s position in 

constitutional guarantees of free 
speech as well as puta damper on 

hear these lusty. refrains.” 
The. catalogs were seized last 

May en. route to New 
Grounds for impounding them 
j were. that they gave information 
'on where obscene: material could 

| logs themselves were obscene, Last 
April, in a similar. suit-in L.A. 

Vagainst the L.A. post office, Fax 
Records received a favorable ruling 
by Federal Judge Peirson Hall of 
¥. 3 

.Victor’s Dario Soria 
| Back After O’seas 0.0. 

Dario Soria. RCA Victor. veepee : 
‘of the commercial records liaison |” In San Francisco, Federal Judge 
department, is back in New York | sibert C. Wollenberg ordered Fixa 
after a two-month survey abroad. !t9 appear Thursday (21) to show 

meetings with the heads and staffs !the impounded catalogs and in the 
of RCA’s European affiliates and j meantime admonished ‘him not to 
licencees in London, Paris, Zurich, ; burn the booklets. 
Berlin and Rome. 

He also attended the semi-an- 
nual RCA meeting ‘Aug. 22-28) 
.which had been seheduled. to co- 
incide with the first postwar Ber- Chicago, Sept: 19.: 
lin. Radio-Television-Phono Exhibi-'| “Marion Heuer, noted. interior 
tion.. The conclave brought’ to-' decorator, wants to-bring back a 

‘Hlectronic Music Room 

=! pean countries: Germany,. Norway, !—the music room. But in the 20th 
;Sweden, Denmark, Finland, Hol: } century, of. course, it would have 

land, Belgium, « Austria, Switzer- ; to be’ mostly electronic. 

‘land, Spain and Italy. ‘The idea, but naturally, 

Shure Bros., a. firm which manu- 
Satellite Becomes Stax factures hi-fi components, and the 

Satellite Records, the Memphis 
!indie distributed by Atlantic, has} Heuer to design an electronic age 
‘ changed its name to Stax Records. music room ‘which it will offer as]. 

a prize in a national contest this First disk on the new name will 
‘be “Morning After* and “Diana. "| fall. 

} 

i Columbia Records has 30 LPs scheduled for October release—10 
Masterworks, 11 pop, five jazz, three in the. Latin American series 
and a special four-record set, “The Fletcher Henderson Story”... 
Epic has slotted five packages for its October schedule—two- classical, + 

‘two pop and‘one jazz... Dick Gregory, currently at N. Y.’s Blue 
Angel, preparing his second. LP, “Dick Gregory East and West,” for 

| Colpix ... Columbia Records will release Richard Yardumian’s first 
violin concerto recorded by -the’ ‘Philadelphia. Orch under Eugene 

! Ormandy’s direction after the first of the year ... Capitot has added 
! three recordings to ‘its four-track stereo tape. line. They are Stan 
: Kenton’s. “West Side Story,” George Shearing’s “Fhe ‘Shearing Touch” } 
and “Hawaii Calls; Greatest Hits” by Webley Edwards with Al. Kealo- 
ha Perry. 

Nico Fidenco, who records for RCA Italiana, due in N. Y. this week 
THE JAZZ BROTHERS: HEY : and will be feted with a cocktailery by RCA. Victor’s International 

BABY” ‘Riv erside). This is a firmly ! 1 ‘Divi ision .. 
textured jazz package by a: 
Rochester quintet featuring Chuck! the midwest visiting distributors. 
Man2Zione on trumpet and_ his 
brother Gap Mangione on piano. 
These youngsters have assimilated | 
all the idiomatic techniques of the 

Harold Drayson, national sales director for Caedmon 
‘and the Shakespeare Recording Society, ona two-week swing through 

N. Y.’s Village Vanguard Sept. 26 . 

| gins with 1927. 

Of Party Record Catalogs | 

JOHNNY NASH Neneh eee aes enes 

(Fax label, complained in. Federal {- 

impounding the’ catalogs violated |. 

| CLYDE McPHATTER | eS eee age 

‘and even in ‘polite’ society we now |. 

Sound.- 

but made no ruling that the cata- | 

During his overseas stay, he had:i ‘cause why he should not release | 

‘gether RCA reps from 11 Euro-:19th century household institution | 

has; 
struck the ‘promotional fancy of} 

company. has commissioned Miss | 

... Anita O’Day, Verve. disker, into | 
. Time’ Records has a special 

three-volume special titled “Creat Songs From Motion Pictures” with: 
an orch conducted by Hugo. Montenegro.’ The pie tune anthology be-]| 

- Wednesday, September 20, : 1961 

Top. Singles Of The Week- 
au he ‘Best Bets’ raf This Week's 100-Plus Releases ) 

BRENDA LEE Pere eee ere eerr ee re ee ee ee ; FOOL NO. 1 

(Decea) «ses eopseseveseeressess Anybody But Me. 

Brenda Lee’s “Fool No, 1” (Sur-Firet) is a slow rocking ballad - 
with a teen-angled lyrie which~this. songstress delivers with 
potent impact. “Anybody But Me” ( Championt) ds Gnother solid 
slice with an interesting idea. 

* . 

|| GENE McDANIELS sowecivevers TOWER OF STRENGTH. 
(Liberty) anne enet cece ceceainaces The. Secret : 

Gene McDaniels' “Tower of Strength” (Famous*) ig.a stand- 
out jumping dallad belted with strefire. stylishness by this. fine 
singer. “The Secret” ( Daywint) is a quleter production also. with. 
strong chances, — . 

z. mt 

BILL DOGGETT... Wdeeeses OPE N THE DOOR, RICHARD: 
(Warner Bros.) .,.;,.+..,. The Waltz You Saved For 

Bill Doggett’s “Open The Door, Richard” (Duchesst) revives” 
this novelty oldie in. a swing. choral - ‘arrangement. with enough. 
infectious angles to repeat. all: over. again “with: the juke set. 
“The Walts You Saved for Me” Feist®). is an. okay instrumental . 
offering tn a rocking groa e. : 

e 

SHIRLEY BASSEY ...........REACH® FOR *THE STARS 
(United Artists) .............+. Youll Never Know 
Shirley Bassey’s “Reach for the Stars” (Picadillyt).is a dy- 

namic ballad showcasing of the Negro thrush from . England. 
“You'll - Never “Know” - (BVC*) follows the . same ‘big-voiced 
‘styling. « 

fe * 

TOO MUCH. LOVE ; 
(ABC-Paramount) .:....../.+.. Love's: Young Dream’ 

Johnny Nash's “Too Much Lore" (Gilt). is a standout. rocking. 
ballad with a sharp-lyric handled with lots of excitement-to. draw 
the juve listeners. “Love's, Young. Dream. (Winnetontt) isa 
sweet-flavored ballad for a neat change. of pace and. good. ¢ a. 
long pull, . . : * . ‘¢°: ; ; ae 

AME TIME, SAME PLACE 
(Mercury). . ccc cece eee ee * ». Your Second Choice: 

Clyde. McPhatter’s “Same Time, Same Place” (BL. F. Wood* ) 
ts a catchy rhythm number aimed right at the juve.target via 

.this high-ptched ‘rendition. “Your Second Choice” (Aldont): 
is a: good ballad with an arresting . melodic.idea, 

- + 7 _*. 

DORSEY BURNETTE 22... 000e ees VEEMININE TOUCH. 
(Dot) bee ee dees teeeeeteetienesecency ee Sad Boy’ 

Dorsey’s Burnette’s “Feminine: Fouch” (Doralt) is a swinging * 
ballad with a religioso-romantico approach. that packs plenty. of 
power via this performance. “Sak Boy”: - (Doralty is. a slow- 
tempoed torch baliad. due for spins. — ’ 

+ he * 

DAVE CORTEZ seeseeesenseee COME. ON AND STOMP 
(Clock) we Calypso Love Song 

Dave (Baby) Cortez's “Come. ‘on and Stontp (Emitt} isa 
hard-driving instrumental spotlighting some -rocking organistics - 
designed to get the kids:hoofing. “‘Calupso Love Sang” ( Emitt) 
has a light Caribbean. flavor’ for pleasing listening. 

rs * 

THE. SWEET SICK-TEENS_ see e cee eeene THE PRETZ EL 
(RCA Vietor) Sewer eres ecw escereseerenes Agnes 

The Sick-Teéns’ “The Pretzel” (Norick*) is a funny takeoff: 
on the flock of recent dance crazes and it's to be: hoped that 
the juves recognize that this is only.a rib and not just another: 
hoofologtcal invention. “Agnes” (Norick*) is ‘about: a. Russian 
teenage spy. ; 

* © i” 

GENE WILSON & GENIES.. wens ‘1 cor IT FROM A ‘BIRD 
(King) .. cesses eee e eee cw ane Nobody Knows 
Gene Wilson & His Genes! “I Got A Bird” ( Loist) is a clever. 

rhythm item delivered. in-.a bright . groove by. this ‘combo’ for. . 
solid commerctal: results, “Nobody Knows” ( Lois! is: more routing 
fare. 

oe - * 

LAVERN BAKER 2c. eee ee ewww eee _ YooD0O. ‘VOODOO. i 
(Atlantic) 5... cic ere eee eee er eeat Hey, Memphis 

Lavern Baker's “Woodoo Voodoo" { (Progréseivet} 4s a: power-. 
fully driving. entry. with a colorful tyric belted all.the, way home 
by this savvy songstress. “Hey, Memphis” ( Presteyt) ts. another 
hard. rhythm slice geared for spins.: 

* 2. -# 

JERRY KELLER 
BE CAREFUL HOW You DRIVE, YOUNG jor 

(Capitol) .......c0scaeeeneeevee Never: Wake ‘Up. 
Jerry Keller's “Be Careful. How: You Drive,.. Young Joe” 

(Starfirte) is a. message song but. with. enough story to hold 
the juves. “Never Wake Up”. (Trinityt) is ina jamiliar groove. 

‘s. ‘*- * 

JVAKI ALEONG ..3...50-- TRADE WINDS, TRADE WINDS 
(Reprise) . peeves veeecsecees & Without Your Love | 

Akt Aleong’s “Trade Winds, Trade Winds” (Pan. Worldt) 
is. a lltigg, well-written Calypso: styled ballad skillfully. handled . 
‘by this singer against a firstrate instrumental-chorat background. 
“Without Your. Love’ (Four Star) is ‘an ‘okay big’ ballad, but: 
{n a more: ‘cenventional groove... 

_* . * ba] 

CLEVELARD POPS ORCH. ceeeer . THEME -FROM FANNY. 
(Ep lc) ee ee ee ee oe Tt Might As Well Be Spring 

The Cleveland Pops Orch’s “Theme:From Fanny”. (Chappell*) 
has. the rich instrumental. quality and: the pie tie-in that the. 
spinners will find to their liking jor. upgraded programming. . 
“It Might As Well Be Spring”: ‘(Chapneli*) gives the .Richard 
Rodgers’ tune from “State Fair” a melcdic interpretation: that 
the “good — music’ programmers wilt dig. 7 . 

ne “go * * 

EDDY CURTIS Orewa rece reer cre tenes JOLLY POLLY 
(Decca) ...00eseee+ses PIL.Do. The Same For You 

Eddy Curtis’ “Jolly Polly” (Northern*): ig: a rocking. novelty. 
with a good lyric handled with a. lowdown rhythm &-: blues 
attack. “I'll Do The Same For You” (Northern*) 4s a wy 
ballad entry with ‘potential. Herm. 

*ASCAP, 1BML 



Local 812 Faces 4-Part Suit in Bid 
By Orch Leaders for Employ et Status | 
There's. quite a. hassle brewing4- 

within: the ranks of.the American 
Federation of Musicians. On: Nov. 
1, four actions filed by the Orches-| 
tra Leaders of Greater New York, 
an organization of several leader- 
‘members of the AFM, against Local |} 

_ 802 and the AFM .come to trial ‘in 
“ N.Y. Federal Court. The basic. is- 
“sue Js whether .or. not orch Jeaders 
‘are employers and accordingly what. 

.. their position is as regards . certain 
anion legislation and. the’ Federal 
and state - social security, ‘unem-. 
ployment and: welfare programs. . 

~~ -Jt is a sticky problem: which 
finds the union faced -with the pos- 
sible loss of some 1,000 members 
4f the orch leaders are ruled, once |. 
_and for. all, to be employers. under 
“the: Sherman Anti-Trust. . : Law 
whieh forbids employers belonging 
to the same union as their employ- 
ees. It’s: further complicated by a 
Federal judgment-in the.-case. of -a. 

: Jeader named Ben Cutler that he. 
“fg -an employer which occurred 
when Cutler. sued the Government |. 

-for- return: of. unemployment. tax 

on his payroll. : 
Still further complications: arise | 

from the ‘existence: of a Form B 
urion contract. which names: the. 

. purehaser and -not ‘the leader as| 
employer; This contract is the one 
used when a leader. and- purehaser 
pact for an engagement., Cutler’s |. 
case arose hecause the NY. Unem- 
ployment. Division - supported the. 
Form B idea -and. so Cutler: had ‘to [- 
“pay.thc¢e taxes to the Federal. Gov- |. 
 errnment.. Needless to say,.the ‘union ! 
does not recognize: the Jeaders as °. 
emnlov ers.. a 

That's the overriding issue but. it: 
‘will be tried as ‘four separate ac- 
tions which all hinge on the lead-|' 

‘Jazz Musician in ‘Antique. 
Shop— Ripley’ in, Vermont: 

‘Grand Isle, Vt.,.Sept. 19.:: 
A jazz musician in an antique 

shop. may be as scarce. ag a bull 
in a china shop, but. this commu- 
nity boasts such. an oddity in 44- 
year-old Lou. McGarity, ‘trom 
bonist... . 

Flying to. ‘this northern: Vermont 
‘community. weekends after appear-|_ 
ing on the Arthur Godfrey pro-}| 
gram ‘five times a.week, he assists. 
his wife, Velva, in operating their 
antique . ‘shop, ._ 
ret,” on US. Route’ 2 

McGarity - was. with the: Benny 
Goldman band. ‘for 10 years. and 
has appeared on. ‘the old. Hit Pa-. 
rade -program, as: well..as Perry 
‘Como .and Steve. Allen. shows. He 
‘bears a strong resemblance to folk 
singer Burl Av es. : 

Leeds it in 1 Pitch To 
Hypo Sheet Music 
Via New Sales Peg 
Leéds ‘Music, -Lou. ‘Levy’s : firm, 

is attempting to do something 
‘about. sheet music sales. In an ef- 
‘fort: to hypo the slumping market |: 
‘Leeds has. come up with a new 
imerchandising. . technique for. 
“sheéts’” pegged | on ' togetherness. : 

The sheet -folio fs called. “Home’ 

ers’ status. These actions. according (Edition” and was. created’ for the 
to :{O.L. G.N.Y. -attorney Godfr ey P. | 

_ Sehmidt, are: 

family. that plays together. The 
edition. includes eightparts for 

1) An action “commenced. for the. '25 different instruments, to play: 
purpose’ of. preventing the union 
from imposing. ‘a’ welfare’ .plah 
which the orchestra. leaders were 

‘required to pay:into a. fund in- 
-gugurated by the ‘union. This pay- |" 
ment was. $1 per engagement per 

net, 
flute, ete.. 

' solo" or together. The special pub-. 
i lication features: parts for piano, 
accordion, organ,’ guitar, sax, clari- 

“oboe | 
” lsigned musical-show treatments of 

‘a number of dramatic properties. 

-trumipet, | _trombone, ». 

The Leeds: copyrights ‘already. set . 

“McGarity’s Gar-. 

“employee sideman. This alleged | in the “Home Edition’ form’ are. 
welfare plan, which on its face was’ “Hawaiian Wedding Song,"- e “You. 
incomplete, could: not: be ‘set up: Always Hurt: ‘The One You Love, 

~ with the trustee. requirements . of | “Someday,” “Let It Be Me,” “(I 
'. the Taft-Hartley Act since the only ; Love You) For Sentimental ‘Reas-_ 
trustees are the four top officers of ons,” “Tl ‘Never Smile. Again, 
‘Local 802.” A. temporary injunction | “Have 17 Told You Lately That -I 
-against this program was. obtained | Love You? (All. Of. A Sudden) 
‘in Federal. Court. |My Heart Sings ‘and “Clair De 

2) An. action : “instituted to pre-j Lune.” 
“went the union on one hand: and - 

el “ORIGINAL CAST LPS 
certaiy employer orchestra leaders 

_on the -other, to fix prices and_ the: 
‘minimum amount of. men: to bee 
ployed. mo” 

3) An action. “commenced for the 
‘purpose .of.: preventing ‘the. -union |- 
from forcing the employers, the: or-: 
chestra leaders, to make ‘certain! ‘each other in: London. next ‘month. 

There. will be. two original cast) 

_ payments to the union and’ deduct | English Decca will put :the- West 
” these pavments from their. emiploy- | End produetion. into the groove: 

{OF ‘DO REMI’ IN LONDON: 
albums. of “Do Re: Mi”. bucking |’ 

BRIT. 5 JOHNNY LEYTON : 
ees: salaries, and their own salaries, ; 
to the extent of 114% tax. on Local ; 

(Continued:on page 51) 

WIRE for N. Y. Prof Slot 
ws Cleveland, ‘Sept. 19. 

Ex-WER ERE ‘deejay. Bill.- ‘Randle, 
still. a. consultant’ there. and. inei- 
dentally. a stockholder, winds. his |. 

“ stint ‘with ‘the. .Cleveland - Broad- : 

Am-Par' s Levine O’se seas. -easting:- “Co. on Jan. 1 and’: will 
‘move to’ New. York with his: ‘fame 
ily... 

possibly,: -hosting some. sort of: a 
“dignified” ‘tv program. - 
-It will be Dr. Randle, ‘come Jan- 

_ ‘wary; when he gets his Ph.D..from | 
Western Reserve Univ. here. 

Col Ups. Kleban: 
‘ Rdward ‘Klebdn: has ‘beei- ‘upped | 

to associate - producer. of Columbia 
Records’ Coast artists & repertoire 
operation. ~~: 

Reporting to exec ‘producer. Irv- 
dng Townsend, Kleban-. will be. re-| 
sponsible for productién, . editing’ 
and research ‘functions: ‘He's: been | 
~with Col since , January, 1961, 

" lopens thére Oct. 
:. | Victor (through an ‘EMI distribu- | 
-|torship) will hit the: English ‘mar- 
}ket with its: original Broadway cast " ny 

‘Bis Gotham plans include :a- 
-professorship ‘in. American. ‘history.|” * 
“at one of the. major: New York -in-.}- 
stitutions .of higher. ‘learning. and;: 

|.dles with overseas “distributors on 

soon: -after the Jule - Styne-Betty 
Comden-Adolph ‘Green’ musical | . 

‘12. and. RCA. 

set. 

The made-in-England. disk will | 
star Max: Bygraves. Victor’s Amer- ! 
‘ican ‘package’ stars. Phil Silvers and ! 
‘Nancy. ail the _ Broadway | 
originals. 

For’ Distrib Powwows, 
Harry ‘Levirie, exec” “weepee ‘of 

Am-Par Records, _léaves’ for  Eu- 
Tope. tomorrow: iThurs.) for hud-. 

the ABC-Paraniount, Westminster, 

staff. 

in Paris by: Dr. Kurt. List, artists 

minster, who will accompany, them. 
to the distibutor: meetings in Paris. 
Brussels, | 
and «. ‘Eondon. Levine. and Berger 

Octoher. 

Command and Grand Award lines. 
“He'll -be™ ‘accompanied “by’ Dave | 
Berger: of Am- Par’ 5 administrative: 

Levine and: ‘Berger will be’ met |. 

& -repertoire director -for ‘West-: 

Hamburg, -Amsterdam | 

are. expected . back . at. their New | 
York base about : the’ middle. ‘of. 

Petshek : & Freund. 

By MIKE GROSS 

“Fiorello” .-and “Tenderloin” 

Jerry ‘Herman, 
Ine. has openéd up its production 
and. educational facilities to bring 
more young writers into the legit- 
une picture. 

- The campaign to build its forays: 
into. the musical play: field is two- 
fold... It’s worked on ‘an under- 
graduate’ level whereby’ ‘BMI is 
stimulatizig interest in ‘legit cleff- 
ing- by holding a competiticn for 
the best Varsity ‘Show score from. 
colleges around the country ag well 
as in Canada. And it’s also being 
worked ona professional leve} for 
songwriters, who. have paps or 
special material credits and want 

[to learn’ the rudiments of show 
with a special -seminar 

_|Broadway composer-conductor. 

Started in March: 

The. seminar, tagged “Musical 
Theatre Workshop,” was launched |. 
in March of this year to allow a 

|group of writers.to meet regularly 
for discussions of: probléms rela- 
tive to the creation of - musical 
shows. The original class of 16 was | 
made up of. aspiring show writers 
and those already successful in 
other areas of current ‘sengwrif- 
ing. 

In addition -to the discussions, 
‘Engel gave the class the same 
creative assignment of musicaliz- 
ing scenes from plays or novels:to 
‘be turned in. bythe following: Ses- . 
sions. The ‘musical treatments were 
then auditioned hefore the entire 
group and.criticized by each other. 
Engel agreed that it’s a- sort of 
‘group therapy procedure ‘but he 
‘feels that each was helped by their 
-own candid analysis. 

During the’ summer Engel as- 

for completion ‘and. review. in the 
fall when the seminar resumes: for 
-another. season. 

-There are no ASCAP-BMI lines 
drawh at the “Musical Theatre 
Workshop,” says Engel. The pur- 
pose is. to develop new. writers for 
the theatre and even established 
writers with ASCAP ties have 

{sent ‘other. ‘tunesmiths ‘to. Engel’s 
classes. . 

impartial Judging Looe 
The ASCAP-BMI differences are 

-lalso -laid aside for the campus 
competition. Here the - Varsity 
Show submissions are judged by a 

(Continued on page 60) 

London, Sept 19. 
Happy.days for newcomer John- 

y. Remember Me,” soared to .the 
top of the U.K. hit ‘parade follow- 
ing a hefty’ plug on Associated-. 
‘FeleVision’s department store dra- 
;ma, “Harper’s, West One” ‘Leyton 
was. featured.as a pop singer who 
opened part of the store). Now, 
he’s signed for vaude, tv specials 

and a film. 
Manager Robert Stigwood: says, 

‘So. far, he’s. turned. down vaude of- |. 
fers totalling $40,000 ‘because we 
don’t: want to. rush things.” But 
Leyton has pacted to open for. a 
week .at the Royalty, Chester start- 
ing. next Monday: 18). 

Clive. Davis. Named 

ords. He replaces Harvey L. 

Records. International. 

‘after an association: with the law 
firm. of Rosenman, Colin, Kaye. 

FOR CLEFFERS) 
Having already gotten a rootnotd | 

-|in. the Broadway ‘musieal scene via |. 
: ‘by 

Jerry Bock & Sheldon.Harnick, and. 
‘the soon due “Milk and Honey” by | 

Broadcast. Music j. 

IN DISCLICK BONANZA 

Leyton whose disk bow, “John-. 

Col’s New Top Legalite: 
Clive J. Davis is. the new gen-. 

eral attorney for Columbia Rec-: 

Schein, who was recently appoint- 
ed general’ manager of ‘Columbia 

Spanka Music in Deal 
With Japanese Publisher 
Spanka Musie Corp. has ex- 

tended its operations to Japan 
where it has set a publishing deal 
‘with Yamah Music. Co., Tokyo, 
to represent the outfit’s catalog 
there. Andrew Anka, father of 
‘Paul. Anka, closed the deal during 
a recent Tokyo visit. 

-Yamah is the publishing subsi- 
diary of Nippon Gakki Industries, 
a leading Japanese music opera- 
tion and was represented in the 
deal by v.p. Eddie White and 
Fumio Suzuki, general professional 
manager. 

Col Putting 2006 
In ‘All American’: 
6006 Bway Total 
Columbia Records is the leading 

disk company. legit angel so far 
‘this season. With its latest com- 
mitment to put up $200,000 to- 
‘wards the financing of “All Ameri- 
ean,” Col now has $600,000 on the 
line § for upcoming Broadway musi- 
cals, 

In addition to the investment in 
“All American,” with a score by 
‘Charles Strouse & Lee Adams 
‘(Col also participated in the financ- 
ing of . writers’ first Broadway 
‘click, “Bye Bye Birdie”), Col has 
$200,000 in the Robert Wright 
George Forrest “Kean” and $200,- 
000 in the Jule Styne-Betty Com- 
den-Adolph Green “Subways Are 
for Sleeping.” © 

RCA Victor and Capitol, too, are 
doing the angeling bit again this 
season. Cap -has a $200,000 stake 

Dietz tuner “The Gay Life,” and 
Victor has “substantial invest- 
ments,” according to Bob Yorke, 
veepee in charge of all artists & 
repertoire, in Frank Loesser’s “How 
to Succeed in Business. ‘Without 
Really Trying,” Jerry Herman’s 
“Milk and Honey” and Jay Living- 
ston & Ray Evans’ “Let It Ride.” 

[MORETTI BALLYHOOING 
panel of. pro ‘writers who: are} 

~ MGM DISKS IN $0. AM. 
Santiago, Sept. 12. 

‘Gene Moretti, international rep- 
resentative of. MGM record divi- 

covering’ BraziJ;, Uruguay and 

promote launching of the LP al- 
bums of. the “King of Kings” 
soundtrack, among. others. _ 

Santiago talks were held with 
Industrias Fonograficas Goluboff. 
local -reps of MGM Record. He then 
‘left for Lima, Peru. 

White Joins MGM/Verve: 
Other Personnel Moves: 

nal 

in the Arthur Schwartz-Howard 

sion, stopped over in Chile, after. 

Argentine. Object of trip is to |. 

LEGIT ‘WORKSHOP! DC. Bi Aimed at Disk Counterfeiters 
Needs Public Support, MPPA Told: 
- Celler Backs AFM Vs. O'seas Tracks 

Washington, Sept. 19. 
Music Publishers Protective 

Asan. has been told that if trade 
and public demand can be drummeg 
up, tie ‘Congressional bali might 
get rolimg next year on legislation 
cracking down on disk countere 
feiting. 
MPPA counsel Julian T. Abeles, 

in Washington for the first confer 
ence on the recently issued copye 
right law overhaul report, was s6 
informed by Cyril Brickfield, top 
copyright aide for the House Judie 
clary Chairman Emanuel Cellar 
(D., N.Y.). The bill, authored by 
Celler and backed ‘by Abeles, would 
slap eriminal penalties of up te 
five years in jail and $10,000 4 
fines for disk bootlegging. as we 
as make {it easier to prove damages 
in civil suits. 

Brickfield said that the copyright 
-|subcommittee has to await reports 
|from various Government agencies 
before making ai decision on 
whether to hold hearings on the 
measure. Meanwhile. he said, ins 
dustry and public demand could 
play a big role in the decision to 
push the bill. 

In a related action, Celler Introe 
duced legislation which would ree 
quire broadcasters to announce 
soundtracks as originating from 
abroad. The bill, as others aimed 
at curbing the prartice of using 
foreign music, particularly Gere 
man, for tv soundtracks has backe 
ing of the American Federation of 
Musicians. 

The copyright overhaul confers 
ence, held at the Library of Cone 
gress last Thursday 14), was ate 
tended by reps from 71] phases of 
show business affected by the ree 
vision proposal issued: recently by 
the copyright office. To be fol- 
lowed by sessions later this year 
and early next, the corference was 
described as a general exchange of 
views on the first-chapters of the 
complex report. 

Presiding over the confab was 
A. L. Kaminstein, register of copye 
tights. In addition to Abeles, the 
roster Included: Nicholas E. Allen, 
Washington rep for the jukebox 
operators; Walter J. Derenberg, 
of the U.S. Copyright Society; 
Sidney A. Diamond. Lordon Rece 
ords; Joseph A. Dubin. Universal 
Pictures: Herman _—‘ Finkelstein, 
ASCAP; Harry Olsson Jr., NBC} 
Irwin Karp, Authors League of 
America: Sydney M. Kaye, BMI} 
Thomas J. Robinson. Motion Pice 
ture Assn.: John Schulman, Copye 
right Attorney; Paul Sherman, 
MCA: and a host of experts from 
{Government and non-show business 
fields. 

Al Earl Takes Charge 
_ Of Columbia Onerations 
Albert B. Earl has been upped 

to the newly created post of veepee 
of operations for Columbia Ree- 
ords. Supervising a wide variety 
of operational activities, Earl will 
now be responsible for manufac- 
turing, central order service, newly 
created functions of warehousing: 
and distribulion. as wc] as ae- 
counting, organization develope 
ment, industrial relations and over- 
all company administration. 

Associated with Col sinve 1944, 
Thomas F. White has joined. ‘Earl has served since 1956 as ad- 

MGM/Verve as director of inter-|™ministration veepee. 
administration handling fi-;he had held positiens as assistant 

Previously,’ 

nance‘systems, budgets and admin-!ad manager, exec assistant to the 
istration matters. He has been as- ; 

Metro-Goldiwyn- pic company, 
| Mayer since 1959. 

-In another. personnel. move at 
the label; Andy Miele, dircctor of 

‘president and director of consumer 

| sociated with the diskery’s parent j | research. 
— 

Pye ‘Handling Reprise 
London, Sept. 19. 

Pye Records nas ijgned with 
| marketing, added Vic Chirumblo, frank Sinatra’s Reprise label to 
to the staff as eastern regional ‘release the latter in the U.K. The 
‘sales manager for Verve. Chirum-|Reprise name will be retained 
blo. will report to Harry Hustler, lhere. 
Verve’s national sales manager. ; i First release in the U.K. will be 
| Hostler will now concentrate his (immediate and consists of three 
activities in the midwest with! 

Davis joined Col’s staff in. 1960 ‘headquarters in New York. 
‘singles, one by Sinatra. one by 
Sammy Davis Jr. and one by Tony 

Prior to joining Verve, “CapiteN\bum ie A Sinatra Christmas ale 
| plo held .sales posts with Capitol 
land Warner Bros. 

bum is also slated to appear with- 
Jin the next few weeks. 
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Dayton, 0,, Hotel Mor. Cant Explain 
Why No Negro Played Inn Smce ‘42; 

Toledo, Sept. 19. 
A charse of racial discrimination 

brought a Negro musician 
atainst the Van Cleve Hotel here 
and loeval bowk m2 agent Karl Tay- 
Jor moves into its second round ; 
of hearings this week before the 
Obio Civil PBorgzhts 
Pressing tie ¢e:aree is Lester Bass | 
phy sevis ta recover S534 in wages 
whieh were lost because of dis- 
crimination a‘.etediy practiced by - 
the kote: an. the agent. 

In the fir-t such hearing since. 
the Fair F:xtoyment Practices law : 
Was passed tvo Years ago, the five- 

by 

member co:nmission last 
heard testimony by Bass; Phil 
Kelly, a white drummer: John 

Commission. : 

; Wednesday, Scpicmber 2, ‘1961 

Inside Stuff—Music 
‘William Howard Schuman,. newly named president of Lincoln Cen- 

ter’ for the Performing Arts, had a fling at the pop field before turn. 
ing Ionghair composer. As.a young man, he collaborated with Edward 
B. Marks Jr., son of the founder of E. 2B. Marks Music,. and Frank 

oesser.: 
W. het we “Marks, he wrote, some camp ‘songs, as well: as. a: ‘few. . 

pops that were published by the Marks firm. -One of the titles is” 
t obiection. la. brs them.’ qualified | many, in- town for huddles with |‘“Who'll Close the Window ‘in ‘The Morning:*. The Marks firm also. 
;and I could afford them.’ {Claes Dahlgren, of Orion Develop-{ has “‘Waitin’ For the. Moon,” for which Schuman wrote words and. 

Counsel for the Civil Rights‘ment Corp., Metronome'’s firm in ; music. Edward B. Marks Jr., incidentally, never, followed his father’s | 
: Commission, John Hoskins, asked. ‘the U.S... . Lestoil Products’ has } footsteps into the publishing business. He's now head of. the U.S: Com- 
“Is it just a coincidence, then, that! -Faunched a. Co-op promotion with | mittee For Refugees. The music firm is. run by his. brother, Herbert: 

tin neariv 29 years you have ‘never ; Tibor Records’ first release, “Mem-!,E. Marks. 
‘hired Negro musicians?” ‘Cannon’ _ories of. Love,” . featuring Bob 
rreptied. “lt might be, but it is Ri'ey’s: vocal. . Dean Jenning 

New York 
Mats Bjerke, owner-prez of Met+ 

tion asainst Negroes. When asked 
if ha would permit a racially mix 
| group to play, he said, “I have no! 

‘rononie Records -in Europe, and 
‘|Bent Fabricius-Bjerre, prexy off] 
Metroneme in Denmark and Ger 

probably because bookers- submit 
‘groups they think will ga into my 
rooms.” Cannon said he hired} 
grou Ds from -names submitted to 
thim by bookers, 

| the bands. 
! When the hearings are con- 

and usually he | 

. profiles’ Connie. Francis in Sept. 23 ; 
;issue of the Satevepost . 
| Connor 

Jat the Village Gate Oct. 6.° 
Sonny Steele, recently signed by 

Mapp, who replaced Bass for the i cluded. a finding and recommenda- | Gene Autry’s Republic Records, 
Van Cleve bookinz. and Claude ‘tion will be rendered by the hear-|inked with the Hal Gefsky. Agency 

, Cannon, manager of the Van Cleve fins examiner, Roscoe L. Barrow,|for presentation in tv and pix . 
Hotel 

_ Bass, formerly a member of 2: 

Lamplizhters, charged he was; 
dropped for a Yan Cleve engage- 
ment last March solely because of 
his race. He testified that the book- 
ing agent said that Cannon “will 
not stand for a mixed group on the 
bandstand.” Kelly traded places 
with a drummer at the Roaring 
20s. another lova! spot,. while a 
white bass plaver :Mapp) replaced 
Bass. The latter said Taylor prom- 
ised him other work. 

in his complaint, Bass said the 
Lampligi:ters appeared at the Van 
Cleve from March 13 to March 26, 
and on the basis of their perform- 
ance the group was employed for 
10 weeks at the Galaxy, a local 
night club. During the 12-week 
period. Bass stated, he was able to 
earn $496 on other jobs instead of 
the $1.080 he would have earned 
at $90 a week with the Lamp- 
lighters. 

Witnesses Back Bass 
Both Kelly and Mapp corrobo- 

rated Bass’ testimony, stating that 
Bass dropped from the band be- 
cause of his color. Cannon, general ; 
manager of the Van Cleve since | 
1941, said he had no explanation : 
why there has net been a Negro. 
musician or entertainer in the ho- 
tel’s public rooms since 1942, but 
repeatedly denied any. discrimina-. 
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y OF THE) 
WEEK will have to pay if musie is 

COAST to COAST CONCERT FOUR. 

CAPITOL RECORDS. 

BOOKED EXCLUSIVELY BY 

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION =, 
JOE GLASER, President — 

745 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 22, N.Y., PLAZA 9-4600 - 

dean of the U. of Cincinnati law |Miriam Makeba and -The Chad 
His recommendation will Mitchell Trio do a-Town. Hall con- 

four-pigce combo known as the:then be acted upon by the Civil !cert Oct. 14.and Thee Bikel con- 
|certizes there the following: after- 
noon ‘and evening. Both concerts 

: school. 

Rights Commission. If discrimina- 
{tion is found to have been eom- 
mitted, the commission can issue 
a “cease and desist” order and has 

or back pay. 

isted for two years. no case prior 
to this reached a hearing. How- 

race bias have been adjusted by j 
conciliation. 

AVALON OLD ENOUGH 
TO VOTE & SIGN PACTS 

Rock ’n’ roll singer Frankie Ava- 
Ion is now old enough to sign his 
own contracts. The singer, who 
was 21 Monday (18), signed a five-. 
year deal with MDB Enterprises, 
management firm headed by Bob 
Marcucci, and a five-year recording 
contract with the Chancellor label. 

The singer was birthday-partied 
at New York's Harwyn Club 
Sunday (17). 

PRS Warns Bingo Ops 
That Music Ain’t Cuffo: 

London, Sept. 19. 
Bingo promoters received a 

sharp warning from the Perform- 
ing Right Society here that they 

used : 

_Ap- 
are 
UK, 

during sessions of the game. 
parently, promoters, who 
springing up all over the 
have been unaware that any tariff 
existed on the music they fed to 
patro 
PRS. “established a bingo tariff. 

of 10c per sesh per 100 persons 
Tecently. 

Chess Of Payola ‘Hook | 
Washington, Sept. 19. 

-Federal Trade Commission has} 
dismissed its payola complaint 
against Chess Record Corp. and 
two affiliates Argo and Checker 
Record, all of Chicago. The con- 
cerns were accused of slipping pay- 
ola to disk jockeys and other broad- 
cast employees in a FTC complaint ; 
jssued Jan. 6, 1960. 

They were among record makers 
and distributors who held . off 

|against so-called consent orders 
accepted by many companies ac- 
cused by payola by FTC. Policy of. 
dismissing the complaints is based 
on idea the anti-payola law enacted 
last year affords enough protection 
against the practice. 

thru Dec. 

e LAS VEGAS « DALLAS e LONDON 

power to order restoration of job { 

Though the commission has ex- 

ever, some 650 cases of alleged -U. 

i : 

: 

are being produced by Harold 
Levent 

London 
Jan’ Ralfini named exploitation: 

!manager for Heprise Records in the 
U.K..... . Pye Records’ latest dis- 
covery is Danny Davis, signed to a 
Yongterm contract :...New offbeat 
humorist Ivor . Cutler impressed 
Hermione Gingold and the latter 

|wants to use some of. the former’s 
yock-raisers on a Jack Paar show. 
Decca, meantime, reléased an al- 
bum and an EP here. 

‘Laurie Johnson orch. recorded. 
two ty themes, “Sucu Sucu” from 
“Top Secret” and theme from 
“Echo Four Two,” for a Pye single 
... Jazzman Yan Menzies quit the 
biz because, of ill health . . . Co- 
lumbia planning .a. special " Otst 
birthday album for. CHff Riehard 
which will be released on his 
birthday, Oct. 14. Singer celebrates 
by flying ‘out to Australia for a. 
month trek. 

Dick James. left Bron Music to 
‘jset up his own pubbery . . . Helea 
|Shapire, top femme singer with 
:the Kids here, headed the cast in 
her first charity performance. The- 
atre was mobile (bowing in this 
country) and. it seated 1,500 of the 
Crawley, Sussex, audience .. . 
Lark Matt Monro landed four tv 
;dates with Ed Sullivan. Initialer: 
Oct. 15 . .... Advance orders for 
Elvis Presley’s latest single, “Wild 
In the. Country,” topped 250,000 
which is quite a sag compared with 
his’ “Surrender” which soared 
above 306 000. 

British Dancehall Chain 

“London, Sept. 19: 

Britain’ s biggest dancehall chain, 

‘Mecca Dancing. Ltd, plans a na- 

‘tionwide traditional jazzband con- 

step trad jazz promoters. 

Morley, it is almost impossible to 

|book any of Britain’s top trad 
bands without going through & 

this constitutes paying two fees 
for one’ engagement, Morley says 
it is “unreasonable”. 
is not going ‘to play ball 

“If the trad bands won't come 

ed tous,” he: says, “We will go out 
(IIo odo kc tccciitchttichakk 

THE CREATIVE WORLD OF 

STAN KENTON: 
AND HIS ORCHESTRA 

. Currently Sept. 14 thru 30 
BASIN STREET EAST, New York City 

. - « Graws standing ovations at every show, from the enthusiastic audiences. 
at ‘Basin Street.” DOROTHY KILGALLEN, N.Y. Journal Americany. Sept. 17. 

and tind our own,” 

Walter’s Autobiog Il 
“Of Music and Music-Making” by. 

‘Bruno Walter (Norton; $5), is sub- | xy 
mitted. as a “finale” to the: cele-}. 
brated -orchestral conductor's auto- 
biography, 
tions.” Book was ‘published in Ger- 
man in 1957, and is translated by 
iPaul Hamburger. 

It offers the maestro’s penetrat- 
b 

i 
+ his reflections on many aspects of | 
lof career: the origin and nature 
of. music, approaches to interpreta- 
ition, and definitions of conducting. 
Conducting for opera occupies |: 
considerable space, with emphasis 
on two works especially identified: 
with Walter: Bachs’ “St. Matthew |i 

“The Magic | Passion,” and.Mozart’s 
.|Flute.’”” Style of translation makes 
for pleasant reading; and edition is 

|a must for serious musicologists. 
Rodo. 

Chris 

into Boston's Storyville 
Oct. 16 with the. Ronnie Bali Trio 

. The Herbie Man Afro-Jazz Sex- 
week ‘didn't even know the personnel in tet begins a six-week engagement 

Maps Jazzband Contest | 

test (first prize, $2,800) to side-/| 

According to Mecca topper, Eric 

‘Holmes:. Fred Ebb & Paul Klein 

promoter ‘as. well as an agent. As Jam 

and Mecca: 

| Glasses,” 

“Theme and Varia-|- 

Among latest entries in the concert field is the Lucas Management ” 
Inc., headed by James. A. Lucas. 

make their N.Y. debut Dec... 14. 

Symphony of the Air at. Carnegie. 

formance monies. 

The first luncheon meeting: of 

N.Y., 

to musical society affillation.. The 

Show competition was launched 

last year by BMI’s Bob Sour and 

Allan Becker. Now their offices 
are flooded with. submissions from 
all over the country. It’s also in- |- 

teresting to note that: the colleges 

are sending in their entries on 
LPs packaged with pro savvy...” . 

“Fhe LPs of the Varsity Shows,’ mo 
says Becker, “are sold at the per-. 
formances to friends, relatives, } 
classmates who want a memento } | 
of the college years.” In ‘addition 
to the LPs, folios of the score, 
sometimes printed by BMI, are |’ 
sold at the performances. 

Both Sour and Becker feel that} 
the college Varsity Show is prob- 
ably the pest training ground}. | 

potential Broad- |. around today for 
way writers. And is now do- 
‘ing all it can. to stimulate interest * 
on that level.. 

Push Paying Off.” 

to the aforementioned Bock 
Harnick and Herman, there are al ° 
string of BMI cleffers slated to 
move into the musical scene with 
Broadway and off-Broadway. pro- | 
ductions, 

Among them. are ‘Osear Brown 
Jr. with “Kicks & Co.,” Alan Fried- 
man & Dennis Marks with “Baker 
Street,” a musical about Sherlock. 

with “Simon Says” and “It Gives 
‘Me Great Pleasure,” William &| 7 

es Goodman. and John Kander! 7 
with 
Besoyan, who 
Broadway click ‘ 
shine” 

“A Family Affair,” 
penned -the off- 
Little Mary Sun- 

& Paul Nassau with “90 Dozen 

Grudoff with “Barnum,” 

Urbont’ with. a musicalization. of 
Richard Brinsley Sheridan’s “The 
Rivals," and Robert: Kessler’s “O 

wats Ss “She. Stoops To Conquer.” 

Also Bock & Harnick are prep-|_ 
ping a musical version of Sholem 
Alecheim’s: “Tevya’s. Daughters” 

auman Continued from page 49 — 

brought together without regard] 

collegiate scouting via the Varsity |] 

BMI’s push towards Broadway }- 
is beginning to pay off. In addition: : 

with an as yet untitled’ 
‘| mythical. satire for Broadway in} | 
late 1961-62 season, Oscar Brand 

Ray Jessel & Marian |: 
Robert |. . 

Kessler with “O Marry Me. ” Jack | 

rry Me,” based on Oliver Gold-| | 

Associated with Lucas is. ‘Nirginia . 
Henderson who was exec assistant to the late Ward French for 13 
years. Lucas will concentrate on attractions from the U.S. and the. 
Iron Curtain. countries, where he is presently negotiating. Recently 
imported from Spain is the guitar attraction, Celdodonio Romero & 
His Sons, Celin, Pepe and Angel; who will: tour the U.S. this fall and 

Also signed is bariton® McHenry 
Boatwright. Latter will sing. the role of.°“Boris Godunov” with. the - 

Hall Dec.. 29,. 

Although Jerry Herman: ts: under contract’ to-E. H. ‘Morris, he’s. 
signed to BMI as. a writer. Report in last week’s VaRIETY erroneosuly 
put Herman into ASCAP’s writer fold because of his affiliation with 
Morris. The Morris publishing combine has a holding company ealled 
Vogue Music, which is a BMI ‘affiliate, and into which Herman's. score 
for the upcoming Broadway musical, 
placed. The situation now is that Morris, which is now primarily an 
ASCAP operation having dissolved Meridian Music last June, will be 
promoting the Herman tunes and BMI will ba collecting the per- 

“Milk and Honey,” has been 

the . recently formed - - International 
‘Record Men’s Club will be held tomorrow (Thurs.) at the Warwick Hotel, 

Leonard Woods, EMI exeéc,. has re-arranged his travel schedule 
‘in order to be in N.Y. for the luncheon and will be the. speaker. at™ 
‘the meeting discussing the European record scene. IRMC is: an un- 
official non-profit group which will meet’ bi-monthly. | Gene . Meorettl, 
of MGM Records, ‘Is group's chairman. Lo, 

+ 

- HEAR THIS! 

ENE McDANIELS | 
TOWER 
OFC 
STRENGTH 
FAMOUS. MUSIC: . CORPORATION if 

HEADING FOR ie TOP! 

“BOBBY DARIN: 
sires =o 

“YOR MUST NAVE BEEN 
A BEAOTIRGL BART” 

ATCO #6206 
MUSIC PUBLISHERS 

WToluohi\iattdel-l-tol-7 batett 

te 

REMINDERS. 
. 274 

Hid, 

a4 ers your 
CHEWING GUN 

LOSI ITS PLAVOR 

mars MY DESIRE 
Beenc—DOT 

The’ Pol terman—cAPiTO L 
Jan Avgusl—MERCURY 

ae MILLS MUSIC,. INC. 
1619 Broadway ‘New York ae 

“DONT GO. AWAY” 
by 

TEDDY RANDAZZO 
#10247 

to. be. called “The Old Country,” 
and a month after “Milk and 
Honey” opens’ on Broadway, com- 
poser-lyricist. Jerry Herman wilh} - 

wodite - with 7 be repped 
“Madame. Aphrodite.” 

WHY? 

WHY? 

“GIVE MY TOY TO THE BOY NEXT poor” 
Words and Music by Charles-1 Tobias 

WHY? — 

‘WHY? | | 
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Weineeday, September 2 20, 1961. . 

RETAIL ALBUM BEST SELLERS 
(A National Survey. of Key Outlets) 

| This Last No. wks. 
wk. wk. ‘on chart | 

_JUDY GARLAND (Capitol): * Se 
‘Judy: Garland at Carnegie Hall’ (WBO 1560) _ 

1 1° 9° 

“2° 2.37 ‘CAMELOT ‘(Coliimbia) ‘: 
ae + Original Gast iKOL 5620). 

8° 6 6. _ JOHNNY. MATHIS Columbia) | 
. Portrait of Johnny (CL. 1644) . 

AB i NEVER ON SUNDAY (UA) 
Co _. Soundtrack (UAL 4070)” 

‘| 5" 7 13 ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor). = 
a . Something for Everyone (LPM- 2370), 

- "6° 3 2 LAWRENCE WELK Dot)” . 
--Yellow.Bird (DLP 3389). . 

7 4 35 GREAT MOTION PICTURE: THEMES. wa) 
a Various Artists (UAT) 2122)... 

-8 9 °15 | .KINGSTON TRIO: (Capitol) 
Sof te _ Going Places: 'T P1564). oo 8 

~-§. 10 26 MITCH MILLER (Columbia) 
oo ee Tv Sing Along 'CL 1628") 

“10 "20° -4 HARRY BELAFONTE © Victor) 
Oo mo Jump Up Calypso (LPM 2388) 

. 11 (8:.219.* CARNIVAL (MGM) 
wo _ Original Cast 1E 3946) . 

8 - FRANK SINATRA ‘Capitol 42-17 
‘ vos “Come. Swing W ‘With Me Ww 1594)" 

9s 14 41 EXODUS (Victor) 
_Soundtrack (LOC 1058) 

a 

14. 12-72 .. SOUND OF MUSIC (Columbia) 
Original C Cast , (KOL 5: 5450) - 

"15-21 8 FRANK SINATRA (Reprise) 
Sinatra Swings IR 1062) 

16 #415 7. U.S. BONDS. (Legrande) 
- Dance Till Quarter to. Three (LLP a001) 

“g: ‘ARTHUR LYMAN (Hi. Fi) “17 13 
_ Yellow Bird 1004) | 

18.35 3° MITCH MILLER (Columbia) - 
Yot “Your ir Reouest | ICL 1671) 

“PAUL (LANKA - (ABC- Par). 
Sings His. Big 15. tABC. 323) | 

RAY CONSIFF. :Columbia) 
ee Somebody 1 Loves Me. (CL 1642)" 

91 18 8. EARL GRANT ‘Decea) 
Pov Ebb Tide ‘DL 41651 

- 22 ae a “RAY CHARLES (Impulse)... 
- _ Genius Plus Soul Eauals. Satz (8-2), 

“93. 19° eT RICKY NELSON «tImperial) | 
Rick is 21 (EP. 9152) _ 

| Ba 30 13 “PAT BOONE (Dot): 
iF Moody 1 River: + (DLP. 3384)-. ° 

DAVE: ‘GARDNER ‘Wictor) - ‘25-37 ~«2 
. we Ain't Th That Weird (LPM 2335) _ 

EDDIE: HARRIS i¥ee J ay)” | 26°°25) 19° 
_ Exodus to. to. Jazz 4: 13016). 

37 8 

| 30 

38 

‘BRENDA L LEE. E (Decca). 
a All the he Way (DL AxT6Y 

“28 .29 2 AL HIRT (Victor) © 
; , _. Greatest Horn in the World LPM 2366) . 

99 32 .3. JOSE. JIMINEZ ‘Kappy ~~ 
ss he Astronaut (KL 1238) 

'44° 3 > LIMELITERS (Victor) | -— 
ft. . . Slightly F. Fabulous :LPM 2393) 

31 4% 4 FOUR PREPS (Capitol) ~*~ 
a ~ Four 1r Preps: On Campus ( (T P 1566) 

82 42. 5 “CONNIE FRANCIS. (MGM) — 
. More Greatest Hits (E 3942) 

33-24 35° ‘RUSTY WARREN (Jubilee) ~-’ 
ee Knockers. Up: (JLP: 2029) ar 

— 8 GEORGE “SHEARING (Capitol) | 
o _.. . Mood Latino ‘T°1567)- 

$5 —. 12° STARS FORA ‘SUMMER NIGHT (Columbia) 
la." Various Artists (PM 1) , 7 

86° 34....3 60 YEARS OF MUSIC AMERICA LOVES (WVietor) 
7 oe os Various Artists, Vol: III ‘LOP’ 1509) 

37. 39° € SOUTH PACIFIC (Victor). 
.. Soundtrack (OL 4180). no 

-2° ROGER WILLIAMS {Kapp) . ° 
Soaring. ’60s (KL. 1251) |. es 

36. LAWRENCE WELK (Dot): - | om coy 
; . «Calcutta (DLP. 253 2539). 

1 GUNS OF “ NAVARONE (Canam 
" Soundtrack (CL. 1655) ~.... 

“6 GONE WITH THE WIND: (WEY, 
Soundtrack: (WB: 1322).: : . 

{a 4 4 PETER NEKO (Victor) 
Piano. Forte. (LPM 2334) 

—- -1  HIGHWAYMEN (UA): 
Highwayraen (UAL 3125) 
BOBBY DARIN (Atco)”. 
‘Bobby Darin Story. (LP 39130)_ 

z = a | 

--@ . DAVE BRUBECK f Columbia): 
a : ‘Time. Out (CL 1397)". ©. 

46. “4° HARRY BELAFONTE. (Victor) © 
. ..." At Carnegie Hall (LOC 6006) 

— 3 Platters. (Mercury): 
Encore of Golden. Hits" MG: 20472). 

FRANK SINATRA (Capitol) — 
All the Way (W 1538) -: -. 

MANTOVANI (London) 
: Italia Mia (LL: 3239): 

-  LIMELITERS Victor) ce 
‘Tenight: Tn Person (LPM 2272) 

“ings -for 

_] merchandising program will be sét 
4: up ‘which Includes spécial window 
- “displays,” ‘streamers .and a newly 

-ereated browser box for the UA 
Silver Spotlight Series. 

ir “Local 802. 

‘ling engagenients.” 

:and jvithout any ‘previous notice to 

cee ie 

‘ing. As it stands now. 
‘fileaders part of the union, Local |] 
802 bylaws provide that if a: quorum |. 

| , dispute . 
: charges: ‘the one ov erriding strug- 

; out of business out ‘of town” 
; {that the situation has forced some 
1 leaders to become ‘fraudulent in 
{itheir ‘business practices both as} 
;regards Federal tax payments and |; 
i working under scale. 

$ -Among. these instances are a cur- 

iA Unveiling Fall Line 
| -AtFour Regional Sales 

Meets Throughout U.S. | 
!_-For the first:time in its history, | 

Lr United’ Artists Records will hold a| 
{Series of four regional sales -meet- 

‘distributors, their sales. 
The four |: _Personnel. and- éxecs. 

‘meets Have been scheduled for New 
. York 4Sept..23), Chicago (Sept. 24), 
Atlanta (Sept. 25) and Los Angeles 

: «Sept. 30). The new fall line, which’ 
includes 10 new. albums, will be 
“presented at. the. conclaves, 

_ Appearing ‘at the: sessions will 
be Art: Talmadge, veepee-general 
manager; veepee ‘Chet Woods; 

In:addition, Llovd Linville, south- 
ern regional manager, will be ‘in 

“> attendance at the Atlantic meeting, 
and Harry ‘Goldstein, western ‘re- 
: gional manager, at the L.A. ses- 
sion. This will mark the first time 
‘that all. sales personnel of the 

} complete group of UA distributors 
. | will be in attendance at ‘such a 

m © meeting. 

‘Besides the sales: sessions and 
the unveiling of the new LPs, a 

1 . 
 —e Continued trom page 49 —— 

-f Jerry ‘Baker, national sales man- 
ager; ‘Morris S. Price, newly ap- | 
pointed national. director - of re-|f 
gional operations, and Sy Mael,. 
veepee-controller. 

802 wages. ‘ind 10°% taxon travel- 

L 4) An action to ‘curb | “an ar 
“rangement. between the union and 
‘certain employer-orchestra leaders 
- for’ the purpose of exacting ‘gen- 

. eral scale increase for snecial class 
club dates.’ This general scale in- 
. - erease was decreed. by the. execu- 
‘tive board of: Local 802 without 
any. kind -of collective bargaining. 

; employer. ‘and employee of the 
_ union.’ a 

No- Consultation 

The: ‘ pricefixing charses stem 
from the leaders’ belief that some 
' “consultation between . 
‘twhich they Ahold themselves to bey 
and ‘the union. should: he in éffect 

‘in the form of collective hargain-. 

‘ing, the executive board shall de- 
‘cide’ on proposed resolutions: In 
.the case being tried. 250 men ap- 

“|: peared at. the price: list. meeting 
thereby ‘empowering the . hoard 

“Which passed all the propnsed wage 
“inereases. The leaders claim that 
.this token turnout demonstrated}. 
the’ ‘membership’s- rejection of the 

' “raises. -and that the. bord acted 
-arbitrarily and: “fixed’? the prices. : 
An injunction against. these raises |, 
| comes. up © ‘In Federal court this 
‘month. 

‘But through: it all. through the 
| welfare’ plan: fight,::the union tax 
fin effect for. the past 35 vears). 

. and the” price-fixing 

gle is the big oné—whether or not 

creases through the years ard other 

and 

;few law which set seven o'clock as 
‘the afternoon -curfew.‘after which | 
ja musician has to be paid over- 

. i time regardless if he started at 
: five’ o’clock or when, room and 

increasingly ‘difficult -on 

| cause it all adds up to.a big bill 
.for.the purchaser which more and: 
{more are not being able to afford 
‘as it spirals upward. 

i. In the last month, it's reported 

have expressed ‘interest in the case 
and. that. some of these have ‘lent 
financial support. It. will be an in- 
‘teresting November for the AFM 
this, year. 

emnlover | 

with the) 

L “of. 500. out of ‘some 30900 members |, 
“Friis not present at a price list mest-: 

fiorchestra leaders are employers. { 
_fi“We .want to be what: the govern- 
f'iment says we are,” savs Cutler. He 

5! says that continued price scale in-. 

such impositions have “priced us| 

‘board requirements for musicians |. 
"Hi out. of town’. and. factors of this 
7 { nature yhich are felt to have made 
|; things. 

leaders: and musicians as well be- | 

jthat sympathizing leaders in Phila-|1. 
;delphia, Los Angeles ‘and .CHicago 

MUSIC $1 

| ARTETYs RECORD TLPS. 
(Tune Index of Performance & Sales) 

This weekly tabulation is based on a statistically balanced 
ratio of. disk sales, nationally, as reported by key outicts in ine jor 
cities, and niusic programming by the major independent radio 

stations. 

This Last No. Wks. Oo 
Wk. WE. On Chart Label 

“1 2 7 TAKE GOOD CARE OF MY BABY ~ 
mo, Bobby Vee wen eee ee ean en ee cece Liberty 

2 1 £11 #£4MICHAEL ~ 
Highwaymen _ see eee cece ec ew cena accees UA 

3.4 6 LITTLE SISTER _ 
_ Elvis Presley. ...--..- eee ee eee pee eee Victor 

4° 8 & MOUNTAINS HIGH _ 
Dick & Dale ........................ Lama 

5 ii 6 CRYING _ SO 
_ Ray Orbison we eeepc ence rece eeceace. Monument 

6 3 10 HURT a 
Timi Yuro ... eee eee Liberty 

7 5 9 WHO PUT THE BOMP — 
Barry Mann _ ttt eee eee ABC-Par 

8 6 7% DOES THE GUM LOSE ITS FEAYOR — 
Lonnie Donegan ..............-....... . Dot 

9 9 7 WITHOUT YOU . 
7 - Johnny Tillotson baw enecec ccc eceveceee Cadence 

10 7 12 WOODEN HEART. _ 
Joe Dowell ........-....-- 200s eee Smash 

11 16. 7 MEXICO 

Bob Morrow Lecce cece een ccc ceeee Monument 

12 34 #3 #£=THIS TIME _ 
___Troy Shondell ... ......0............ Liberty 

13° 20 «12° IIUST DON'T tI UNDERSTAND oo 
; . Ann Margaret a Victor 

14 25 3 YOU MUST BEEN A. ‘BEAUTIFUL BABY _ 
. Bobby Darin iw. ee eee Atco 

15 48 ° 2. LET'S GET TOGETHER ~~ | 
- ; Hayley Mills Licence cs twee ec ceneceee - Vista © 

16 $22 4 #4xFRANKIE AND ) JOHNNY oo 
oo: Brook Benton | —.............. Mercury 

17 18 7 YOU'RE THE REASON _ 
Te __Bobby Edwards cee ene ee ee eee eee ee eee Crest 

18-27 #6 BLESS YOU 
_ _ Tony Orlando ..............-2-.000---0- Epic 

19 14 § MY TRUE STORY ~ 
Jive Five. .. .--+---e eee eee eee Beltone 

20 «610 9° SCHOOL’S OUT 
v_S. Bonds Lecce eee c cece seeee Legrande 

~~ -21°«15 6- BIG COLD © WIND . 
ot Pat Boone Lee ene eee twee ete c awe ee caes Dat 

_22°°19 +7 + #£=CANDY MAN 
Ray Orbison ..... ........ Monument 

23 «336 3 KISSING ON THE PHONE 
Paul Anka eee vee ee ARC-Par 

24° #33 4 MORE MONEY FOR You AND ME 
: .___FourPreps.  ........----. see eee Capitol 
25 26 25 I FALL TO PIECES . ‘ 

ee ___Patsy Cline .-.. .... weet ee eee eee eeee Decea 

‘26 ©6330 5 LET ME BELONG TO YOU ; 
__Brian Hvland . ree ABC-Par 

27 — Yt THE WAY YOU LOOK 
oe Lettermen = ............-22-000-0-00-> Capitel 

' 28°: 40 2 SAD MOVIES 
; ___Sue Fhompson ..........--0ceeceeees Hickory 

29. 12 13. 1F.4ST NIGHT 
_ , Markeys scene ete ete n cece eee cecseas Stax 

30 29 § ZLET ‘FOUR ¥ WINDS “BLOW 
_ ; Fats Domino ...............0--000-5 Imperial 

31 35 12 ‘MISSING YOU 
_. ; _Ray Peterson .......... «.------e Durkes 

$2 #17 #+%18 KNOCK ON YOUR DOOR . 
Eddie Hodges. eee eee ee ee Cadence 

330Cit 1 HIT THE ROAD JACK 
, Ray Charles cee cece e ent cence e ec eweaee ABC-Par 

84. 7 10 ASTRONAUT 

Jose Jiminez ....... wen eee aa ence scences Kapp 

35 I UNDERSTAND . 

G-Clefg 2. occ ee cence eens Terrace 
36 '.-28 °° 7 AMOR 

Ben E. King _......-..----+--------- Atco 

q $7 49 2 ONE “TRACK MIND 
Bobby Lewis Lela mecca cence merc ccacee. Beitone 

38 1 STICK SHIFT 
_ Duals . cee eee ec eaae etter e ee eee ee ences Sue 

39° 38 6 ITS GONNA WORK OUT FINE 
. Ike & Tima Turmer .___............ 2200. Sue 

40 31 8 A LITTLE BIT OF SOAP 
Varmelg -: .. 11. ese eee eee eee eee Laurie 

41 .— jf BRISTOL STOMP 
Dovells ... 22. cece cece ew eee Parkway 

1 BERLIN MELODY , , 
Billy Vaughn Le eee cece wee wen c ce cevacs Dot 

3 i LONELY STREET « 
: Clarence Henry ...............--.2200--- Argo 

44 #13 #18 -TOSSIN’ AND TURNIN' 
Bobby Lewis - nett tect eee eee: Beltone 

45 39 14 =SEA OF HEARTBREAK . 
oo, Don Gibson  i«w“altCie ate ew eee ees Victor 

46=-— 1 SWEETS 3 FOR THE : SWEET sew ee ee cece: 
Drifters .. Lance cece cee se aweeeecereeees ‘Atlantic 

:47- — 3 MUSIC, MUSIC, MUSIC 
' Sensations nec twee cece ewes cece reer ecae. Argo 

(48° 47 «#«14 DUM DUM 
. Brenda Lee ...............22-02e00e, Decea 

“I GREAT IMPOSTER..........- a 
© *  Flectwoods, bee c eee ecen se seees: Dolton 

50 — ‘1 ROLL OVER 2 BEETHOVEN 
; Welaires .. 0... ccc ccc cee ccc nets Jamie 
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Fontainebleau Retools as Pvt. Club 
With $500 Tab to Keep Out Rif- Raft 

.ARY SOLLOWAY 

Miami Beach, Sept. 12 
Decision by the Fountainebleau’s - 

ownecship-management to convert: 
this resort’s largest liotel complex ’ 
(1.99) rooms: into a private club 
thes winter: with the premises and: 
facilites to be maintained ex- 
eclusively for its guests and a se- 
Je ted = o“imembership” list has 
chansed radically the bookings 
pictu.e for the upcoming season 
TH. places oniv the Eden Roe and 
t? > Deausiste in the market for top 
hames. The rest of the ocean- 
f: wits amd concentrating on revue 

By 

prosenfations packaged on a much: 
‘Jouer cos’ base that will allow a 
chan.e fur a profit or break-even 
Mi PY tik: 

Fhe trend to revues has been. 
Broviniin ho pa-t two vears, Now, 
with the rand: nark Fontainbieau 
ecpinated from 
eieeiut, iz now looks lke only 
Fen Rov will 
d-aw linsup for the winter with 
the Deans Ye buttressing its long- 
rea produvtion “Playmates of 
Piris” a Bar.ev Ashton packaze, 
Vit: four or tive top names during _ 
tt: & ve ristinas to Easter peak tour-. 
4st neriad 

Too Many Sawkers 
Tn the case of the Fontainebleau, - 

the decision to convert to the pri- 
yate club and resort policy was 
yade by prexy Ben Novack after. 

Jonz studs. 

the 

mark reputation earned from the 

the competitive . 

present the bis-. 

.forced some guests to seek eX: 3 

ames 

Since the plushery’s ° 
opening five years ago, the land-:is to be applied to the club ear 

GAC. Shifts Ira Okun 
-Ira Okun, of the General Artists 

‘Corp. cafe ‘dept. in New York, ‘is. 
being transferred to that agency's 
Coast. office at the end of this 
week. He will work In the act dept. 
supervised. by Henry. Miller. Latter 

start brought with it headaches in‘ wil] drop..some of his cafe duties |° 

the form of hotel-hopping. parties to devote more time to foreign 
that soon found its vast lobbies ‘bookings. - 
cluttered with outsiders ogling the Replacement for Okun in-New 

‘place, squatting in “ chairs «and. . York hasnt’ t been set as asn’t been set as yet. 

; Lesser to Book 

Maisonette, NY. - 

ne 

‘brazen even had mail sent to the 
‘inn, which in self-protection, held - 
the mail gn the chance that. it. 
was for a prospective arrival whoj 
had neglected to make an advance | 

their maiJ. The, hotel’s gardens | 
and other facilites were virtually 
overrun during the busier times “Continentally | 
of the year. with registered guests ! 
unable to find fhe privacy, they - - Cesar Balsa, the Mexican hotelier: 
sought. who now ovderates the Hotel St. 

When the new addition of. 490° Re3is..New York, which he bought 
rooms waS opened last winter, from Webb & Knapp (and just re-: 

‘ant o ser: to handle all the bookings. for: 
came Larne 7 aneting: er and with 8 the. redecorated, Maisonette. Les- 
night: serving 5.000 persons adding Ser’s. wife, Patachou has just re-/ 
to the crowded look and confusion. OPened the room which, after a 
These were hasie factors that svondescript _atiempt at a quasi- 

“popular” policy last .season, will 
clusivity elsewhere. remain vith its traditional policy—|_ 

a “Continental” room. 

-to all but hig guests, invited debut. Miss Renard was the orig-. 
friends. and a membership group inal “Irma la Douce” in the basic 
that will pay an annual fee of $500 French production. He has Frankie’ 
for the privilege of belonging. | Vaughan, Vicki Autier and Charles 
One hundred dollars of this sum! Trenet slated to. follow in. Novem- 

di ber. December. and January.. Miss: 
; Autier has long been a fave'in this’ 
boite. Vaughan, the London music. (Continued on page 54) 

 bizites, 

3 “when her car caromed off another 

Test a 4G Flop After 30 Day Run 
Mexico City, Sept, 19. 

-The National ‘Assn. ° of Actors’ 
~ Smash Opening 

Mima Galdberg’s restaurant, 
owned, by a corporation of. show. 

had. an  unannounred. 
“opening” early Sunday (17). 
when .singer Dee Drummond 
crashed her car - ‘into the: eatery.. 
Miss Drummond was. uniniured 
and her passenger, quondam Copa- 
cabana (N.Y.) showgirl Constanee'} 
}Kermeth, was hurt only. slightly. 

house's shuttering Tast 

“ANDA - suffered loss of prestige: as 

| which began almost from the start. 

Cooperative premiered over a 

month ago to optimistic Statements 
auto and crashed into the plate-] that economie problems of lower 
glass ‘window of the restaurant. 
Miss Dee was charged with dunken 
driving. 

- Mama .Goldberg’s is owned by. 
singer Fran Warren, agent. Sam. 
Berger, and _ personal managers 
Kel. loss & Harry Steinman. 

‘employment,. would be ‘resolvea: 
An entire series of co-op: theatres 
presenting variety turns w bre ene 
visaged for this capital as’ well as 
the provinces. 

‘But from. the ‘start ‘performers 

jleged _ exploitation. . 

Vice Cleanup Continues 
In Boston as D.A. Eyes 

~ More Nitery ‘Obscenities’ 
Boston, Sept. 19. 

1 per. performance. 

jJy worth: $2.88 in cash when proj- 
ect statted making money. Grand 
‘total ‘wage at $4.48: was riot con- 

Boston niteries and. cafes, ine sidered fair: by chorus girs. . Other 

timers with flesh and all spots that i entertainers were not much better 
‘play any type of act “engaging in! off. 
obscenity” are the target of a atteoee was that bla names would 

. rac e public, such as. Maria 
fore Caambaten Be pistrit At Victoria, “Miguel Aceves Mejia, 

By rne said. that the raid last ! 

,weeck on the Stage Bar and the | services for.free to Help their less 

Wednesday, September 20, 1961 

| Mexican Actors Union Co-op Vande 

: venture: into ‘cooperative staging of | 

vaudeville ‘at the Ideal Theatre has” 
dorte. a’ floperoo. _ Apart from: being” 
in the red~some -$4,000 in the” 

“week, 

‘outcome of internal bickerings'- 

rung performers, hard hit by un-. 

rand. ‘line girls complained. of al-. 
‘Chorines.- 

claimed. they received: only 80c.. 
1 ‘This’ came to 
$1.60 nightly for the. two shows."° 
“They also received two cooperative: : 

' shares aightly, with these. alleged~' 

‘Ana Luisa Peluifo, Lilia Prado. ‘et . 
‘al. These. stars were to ‘offer: their. 

_ WHAT THE CRITICS SAY ABOUT 
AMERICA’S BRIGHT NEW COMEDY TEAM. 

BURNS » CARLIN 
"Refreshing in their attitude, their material and their de- 
livery ... destined to become the hottest partnership in 
the business." HY GARDNER, New York Herald Tribune 

“Fresh, never blue; distinctly topical enjoyable humor." 
PLAYBOY MAGAZINE | 

“Shrewd topical touch with a Delightful sense of the ridicu- 
lous, delivered with poise and precision.” 

BENTLEY STEGNER, Chicago Sun- Times 

"Fresh, clever, and promising. Fit into Berman-Sahl school 
of both acting and a point of view.” 

STEVENS, Cincinnati Post Times Star 

"Delivery, timing good." STEF, Variety 

“Funny funny comedy team." KELLY, San Francisco Chronicle 

“Pungent satire." SPEEGLE, Son Francisco News-Call-Bulletin 

"A wondrous potpourri ...a product of the era we live in 
»«. topical in a Mort Sahl way." HEARN, Washington 

‘Material is clean, sharp and fresh .. . impersonations are 
hilarious." TERRY, St. Louis Post-Dispatch - 

"Slam at kiddy TV shows is really rare. Contemporary 
comedians." HUNTER, St..Louis Globe Democrat 

“Aware and funny young men. Clever slanting of material. uo 
‘HOEKSTRA, Ft. Lauderdale News: 

"They have hit the comedy big time." 
BROOKS, Ft. Worth Star Telegram 

“Could go all the way. Good material, have something with 

reservation. They even asked. for | 

vith more lobby space and a huge Sold to Glickman Realty. Corp.),; 

$500 Membership Gag Lesser is bringing Colette Ren- 

ihatt fave, “has ‘worked Las Vegas.’ 

Stationery. with which to: answer 

renvention facility, the crowds be- has engaged showman. Arthur Les-: 

Novack is closing off the hotel ard over Oct. 28 for ‘her American! 

iin Holtvwood end at the Copaea-, 
-arrest of comedian B. S. Pully ‘for 

abscenity at.the Round. Table was bana 'N.Y.) but this: would mark: 

‘Trenet was Iast at New York's * 
‘his class New York hotel. debut. |‘ ‘only the beginning.” He’s aiming 

{Blue Angel quite a few years ago. | sponsible | for the operations, ‘fol- 
Lesser will commute to Europe! lowed by Boston Licensing Board | 

las he currently has a film coproduc- | action. ‘Pully’ S ‘case, due. to be. 
ition with and starring Robet Dhery; heird Wed. 113), was continued: to 
iin “work in Paris. (Walter Reade: Sat. :23r by Judge Harold Canavan. 
will d’stribute it independently in} Meantime, Pully 

jthe U.S.1. with another charge, violation of 
[ Lesser,. incidentally, while satis-4 the Mass. true name law and fail-{ 
fied « ith the new Chauncey Grey. -ure to register with the state com- | 

orchestra at. the Matsonette. is: missioner of public safety.:The ad- 
l awaiting Balsa’s return from: Mex-| ditional complaint was lodged in. 

Fileo City this. week to discus the! connection with last. week's” arrest 
eros fore of bandleader Milt Shaw’s! of ‘Murray Lerman, 51, alias B. S.. 
exodrs fram the St. Regis where! Pully. He pleaded innocent Sept. 

‘he: had. been a favorite with thei 5 to charges of open and gross 
feustomers for 14 years. He was, lewdness and participating in an. 

[his 

| the show. 

j particularly liked. by the talent for | 
‘musical backstopping and! 

‘quick study at rehearsals. ” if 

Til-an, Where Are You?’ 

| Thames Raffa Fri riars Club 

|| Toast to Producer-Director 
a Nat. Hiken. writer-producer. of 
; the-new NBC-TV comedy, “Car 54 
‘Where Are You” was. given an eve- 
ning.at the Friars Club Sunday (17) 
simultaneously with “the: debut of | 

Under the toastmaster-. 
‘ing of comedian Phil. Silvers; this 
was about as pleasant and even- 
‘flowin’ an-event as this group has 
hed. It was an evening when | 
every comedian got his yocks and 
every. singer made ‘a.mark. 

' There were also -moments of hil- 
arity with Joe E. Lewis contrib- 
utine the’ toppers. Lewis got on 
board with early - history. telling 

immoral show. 

The vice squad also obtained a: 
complaint against Martin E.- Kelley 
Jr.,23, Braintree, Mass., charging’ 
him. with managing an immoral. 
show at the Round: ‘Table -where 
Pully’ is appearing. His. case was” 
also continued to Sept. 23. — 

City Censor ‘Richard J. Sinnott, : 
who banned Pully from doing.a 
show on Sunday (The Boston city’ 

,cemsor has jurisdiction over ‘Sun- 
i day. licensing; the Boston licensing 
board over weekday licensing), has 
also banned Sunday performanees 
by. two of the five femmes. nabbed 
last Saturday. (9) morning in a 
raid on the Stage Bar. 

Byrne assigned assistant district: 
attorney Joseph Nolan to head the. 
continuing investigation inte Bos- 
tan niteries for “filth, abscenity, | 

| prostitution and: the ‘clipping’ of | 
patrons.” 

The Boston Traveler. got into the 
act editorially Thursday. (24) with. 

“The Vice Cleanup,” |; an editorial: 
‘of an extremely peculiar tribe of} which declared: “‘Vice—like other. 

and | forms. of filth that inflict-big cities. |, 
.from there’ on in hit repeated|—can’t' be eradicated: by an -ar- |: 
Indians: the Sweet. Sioux, 

yocks, capning off his turn with a casional vigorous cleanup, It's a 
pair of special material songs.|constant menace -'that demands | 
Other comedy ‘topper was. Gene continual ' scouring, day in and day 

{.Baylos, who. again wondered: why | out. . , 

was slapped |’ 

ed 

fortunate confreres. ‘It .did- ‘not 
work - out ~ this way. Fop.: talent 
shunned. appearances. -under: guise 
of other’ commitments, ill health, 

for indictments against those re- -ete. 

- Withal,” the co-op: effort turned. 
j out | a zero.: About 40° performers’ : 
are out-of ‘work and.a_ bricf. ANDA 
‘statement said it coulg no nothing 
‘to. help. them for the” ‘moment. 

. Flack Exits Grossinger's 
“Alan Foshko has resigned from 

‘the publicity ‘staff of Grossinger’s 
‘Hotel, Ferndale, N-Y., 
own. flackery.: 
counts will be the celebrity round- 
ups for the six-day: bike race which. 
started at. Madison Square Garden 
last night. (Tues. :. 

-Foshko is the- second Grossingér 
pressagent to’ go indie in recent 

. times. 
‘signed. to go. with ‘Webb ‘& Knapp 
and the Zeckendorf Hotels, opened. 
his own. splice. early this. minth,. 

7 . 

ote hs. FUN-MASTER 
, PROFESSIONAL 

: COMEDY MATERIAL. 
for all Theatricals.. 

“We Service the Stars’: 

Buy Professional — Be-Professionat 
5 Gag Elles for $15. ‘Plus $1.09 Pesrayr. 

. _ Foreign: 35 for $25. 
_@ 3Parody Books, Per Bk: 
@ 4 Blackout Books, Per Bk. 
e Minstrel Budget =. 5e@. 
How to Master the Ceramoniés 

$3 per Co 
No €.0.D's' vee 

BILLY GLASON 
200 W. S4th St.,N.Y.C., 1% CO' 51316: 
(WE TEACH EMCEEING and COMEDY {| 
(Let. ‘a Real _ Professional Train Yeu": 

Cc 0 Ss T U ME s 
‘Gowns ‘and Costumes. 
INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED 

: MADE TO. ORDER 
110 w. “44th St. N.Y. “el 35-4660" 

to opén his... 
One of his first ace 

George Bennett, who. re- - 

Opy. q. 
“Always Open” ’ 

headed for big things." 

will be no stopping them." 

Manager 

MURRAY BECKER. 

900. N. Rush Street 

Chicago, Ilinols 

which they can git up and git. I think they'll make it." 

"Solid material, sharp satire well presented. A funny team 

"These lads oughtn't to be passed: over, for: they're often 
acutely original, and they’ re almost always funny. There: 

"Brash young pair ¢ut it fine." | 
JONES, Mianeapolis Morning Tribune 

“A sock comedy act which should. command headline billing 
when the boys get a little more exposure.” 

{.he does so great when there’s no 
pay involved and dies before pay- 

HOCHULI, Houston Press: rf ine customers. Since he didn’t get | 
| paid for this turn, it was virtually | 
ta -guarantee ‘that he scored—but ! 

SKIP, Varlety \ big Joe Ross, the lead in the new | 

43 few well-chosen. -lines. 

4] toastmaster, ‘having a. personal | 
‘Jistake in the- ‘proceedings since it; Ni I 

NIGHT LIFE, Houston Post qi was Hiken who. designed. the Sst. 
‘ Bilko series which made him al] 
| maior entity in the medium. 

The song section included Met- 
opera. baritone Robert Merrill who 

i filled the SRO hall beautifully 
with the single song “Sorrento, ” 

| Adam. Wade who came over with 
} Lewis from the Copacabana; Milt 

REES, Variety 

bling stint from the International; 
and Lisa Carroll who scored in the 
opening spot. 

| Hiken was given a pair of gold 
‘cufflinks with _ the Friars roe 

ose. 

| Hiken series, also ‘hit it well with |4 

Silvers was an extremely ‘smooth te 

Trenier who did well in his dou-| 

COMEDY PRODUCERS (TV, STAGE, MOVIES) 
DO YOU SUFFER FROM SICKLY DIALOGUE?. 

‘L-Improve any script in 24 hours with. new lines. and visual, gags, (tailor 

written), Presently writing. movie: ‘series. . 

SAMPLE .RANDOM LINES:- “She's a member of ihe nouveau’ tlehe—her 

/husband’s a TV repair. man.”...... “This Is a true story and it. all: happened 

on the 34th of March, 1945”... “Trouble with him Is he doesn’t know which | 

the common scold?” . 2. “Lovely ‘couple—thsy’re happily divorced.” . 

“His | intentions are- serlous—he’s 

set.* . 

put Both ‘his wives. down as dependénfs on his Income fax.” . 

eer 

‘talking about setting @ duat confrot TV. 

~ “The police would never have. found he was. a bigamist. but- he 

. “Money. 

isn’t everything but, ‘It's nice to have If. yau’ve mistald: your credit. card.” ae oe 

ete » “The parking. lot only charges ten cents an hour. 1 found out why.. They 
use short. hours!” . . “He never stops fravelling—he can’t afford to. pay... 

later.” . . . “She used to spend a fortune on massages until one. day, ‘by 
chance, she rode the subway.” . ...“Her boy friend's with the F.B.!. you | 

know—he was picked up this morning.””; . « “There's only two. ‘kinds of. 
women—bad good ones and good bad onen”” ow ty. ste., ete. a : 

ART PAUL, 106 W. 45th Street, New York. City. 
| dUdsom: 2-0373 

side his bread Is oleomargarined.” '... .° “Wheo will. doctors find a cure for : - 

oe er 
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‘CORK CLUB 
P. 0, BOX 8381 

HOUSTON: 4, TEXAS 

September 7, 1961 

yr. award Shermans 
‘425 south Beverly Drives 
Beverly Bille, Californias 
Dear ‘Bat 

: oe here at The Cork Club, 
since Me» Gene Barry's appearanc® | job he 

I teen neesonelly compelled to tell you what @ great 3° | | Our 
an “love him - Houston loves hime 

has done for use We love ROBO 
business hae flourished since 

his arrivals 

Mr. Barry. is a gentlem
an and a "gem"! and: has a great 

acte. _ _ 

We Yook forward to hav
ing hin play Houston at the 

a 

Cork Club again in the
 very near futuree 

With kindest ‘personal regards, I remain. 

os 
Sincerely yourss 

. | EE CORK CLUB 

; Glenn 2 i eetiy 2 
‘President 

GiNe0/s8- 

Personal Management Personal Appearances 

EDWARD. SHERMAN ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP. 
° . ' Jee Glaser, President 

‘Motion Pictures — Television 

‘GOLDSTONE TOBIAS AGENCY 

Public Relations 

HANSON & SCHWAM 
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|Trade’s Rev. Mal Boyd 

‘Tee Show Review Headlines reporting arrest of 
the 15 Episcopal priests at Jack- 

‘son, Miss., for their challenge to 
segregated transportation in the 

Again In The Headlines. ~ Tnside Stuff—Vande 
Persian Palms nightclub, ‘for 20- years a-landmark-. fa Minneapolis’ 

skid row area and: frequently the scene of violent incidents, is being: 
torn down: to make way for a civic redevelopment project. Nitery was 

hapriolen 
(SOMuRSAULTS), 

Passau, Aug. 22. 
Musical-on-Ice  Shovv. 

evan Haanappel, 
Vienna 

Hanna E.ges. 
Felsingex. Rike 
Inge & Will: s. 
Dieter Cure. Tres 
Hemuilton Siow. 
cen Wheles. Ui. Ertl Book by 
Music, Robes? S.al’. 
Petter; choresttupat, Edith Petter; cos: 
tumes. El:. Bo, Gerdagu: settings, Fel 
Smetana. 
man}, Aus. to, 

The 10tn Will Petter-Robert | 
Stolz Vieaia Ice-Shuw, ‘“Kaprio- 
Jen” ¢Sunnuersaults:, preemed at ' 
the Nibelut:: 
a soldout opening show. 
surpasses its predecessor. 

year by \eur. 
institution.” Back 

jee-snow. 
added new ideas each year, 
by now have perfected this style- 
of entertainment. 

- With ; 

Norbert | act has the. melody, 
».hropp-Lucien Boyer, ' 

aging, Marei. Reg Park, 
Anuerson, Heinz Doepfl, its varying rhythm. Another tune, 

: Jimmy McCartney, Dun-:. 
Petter. ° 

Directed by Will Stoiz number, following ‘tthe pop- 

Word _preem at Passau, Ger: 
1. 

en Hall, Passau, with; 
This one! 

Great’ 
creative tuient, new ideas and good 
taste build tunis Viennese ice-show 

It’s now .a “Vienna 
in 1952, the is 1. 

team Petter-Stoiz produced its first | 4anappe 
The pair developed and: champion, not only is comely but 

and: is an outstanding danseuse on ice 

bers, sung by Curt Dieter, who has 
a pleasant voice. In the first act,|S0uth mentioned Rev. Robert L. 

" x+ Pierson, because ‘he is the son-in- 
tow ” ‘Two Guitars, Yearn For] law of Gov. Nelson Rockefeller of’ 

“Never Was NY. and was therefore the nea 
. writer's’ natural. angle ctually 

The Night So Entrancing,”” with ‘the Spakesman for the 15 freedom 
riders” was that. ex-film showman, 
Malcolm Boyd, just-installed at 
Wayne. U. of Detroit as Episcopal 

! chaplain. 

clad dancers. 

“Give Me Your Heart" is a real | an office building. 

_ular romantic trend in melody. 

Stolz also provided the show: 
| with superb. ballet-music. An ital-! 
tian Tarantella and. a French Waltz{interviewee for press and air 
| Museite deserve special mention; media, does Christian counseling 
but in the one, the island. of Bali| im coffeehouses and taverns (“Jesus 
inspired him to an extraordinary wasn't a beatnik,” says he) and 

; composition. . that - dot, hine. ensuaried with the 
_} conservative Episcop ishop o 

The two femme stars are out-| colorado where he was. previously 
standing lookers.. Blonde Hanna | 5 ationed at .Colorada State U. 

iEigel snows her great musicality, | ° ° 
sense of rhythm and excelient ‘skat- | Cleries are now out on bail. 

Lack of Guarantee 

entertainment via machines. 

to a credit to be used up in charges, 
' Norbert .Felsinger, seve tim 

sing n at the inn’s cafes, restaurants and ; Austrian champion, draws heavy! 
. | mitting or hi sion. 

Since this trend started in Eu} E} ae us eee io 
rope, audiences expect a new mu- xcellent acrooaties are exe- 

: oh tore year wi |cuted by the German duo’ of Inge sical-on-ice cvery year, with a: d Willy Schilling. Thei s 
strong story line and original mod- . 2? illy . Schilling eir win- 
ern score. There are soloist and , Bins number is “Adagio. "The 
terp numbers. but all of them are, Vitality of the duo Rike Schropp 

| (German? and Lucien Boyer interwoven in a story, told in pan- M 
tomime and easily understood. (French) won heavy plaudits. Die- 

fashioned two panto- ter Curt is excellent. A newcomer, 
Petter has fas p Marei belongs in the starlet-on-ice , 

ithe newly built Club ‘Gigi, a key 

XIG lice arrangement for the members. Cues AGVA Axing 
Of Japanese Spec 

Miami Beach, Sept. 19. 

American Guild of © 

iio. after 10 p.m.. 

Ala Concord-Grossingers -- 

‘La Ronde, where. the top names 
Variety | played, will be used for’an enter- 

‘Artists: office. here put the ax on;tainment policy much like that’ of. 

Latter will operate ona dinner-. 
darice. setup, with supper: club ar-. 

mimes filled. with lively suspense. | catecory. Australian : pro. champion : 
First is “Three Times Love,” being : ‘Rea Park delivers expertly the | 
the adventures of three jilted lov-i Rai; solo. 
ers (Curt Dieter, Lucien Boyer, Hamilton Brown and Duncan! verte wate : i 
Willy Schilling) in ttaly, ezante Walley ‘British) get laughs with'Show closed after two-week run 
one shows a modern: spa in Dus. their risky acrobatics. Smith (Hol- ‘following Thursday's (14) midnight 
tria. The “Silversisters” (Hannai land’ and Jimmy McCartney (Scot-!session with the performers head- 
Rigel and Joan Haanappel; make ‘land) go over big. Ulli Erti is a ing for home. 
all local men forget their own | Juggler on ice. Cast members couldn’t stay here 
wives and sweethearts. Even the} This is the most ambitious, e ex: | , without immigration bureau’s| 
mayor gets involved. But the; pensive ice show fcostumes cost “working acts” visas. Some of the 
daughter of the hotel owner in-, $200,000) to be produced in Eu-, crew also said they were homesick 
cites the town to a revolution with | Tope. Settings are colorfully de-;for Nippon anyway and. welcomed | 
alk local femmes changing into signed by Felix Smetana. the. chance to head thataway. 

“Japanese Spectacular” producer 

_Jim Hetzer when he didn’t come 
rup W ith new guarantee check for 
‘the cast’s return passage to Japan. 

gex appeal dames. 

panto musicals-on-ice with imagi-} Bel, Dr. Leo Bei and Gerdago sur- j continued on in “Spectacular” for 
nation and lavish, new ideas. He} passes predecessors in lavishness; another two weeks the Guild would 

shows once more that he is master | and beauty. _ [disclaim ahy responsibility to Tokyo. to lend a “apa” touch. The new | 17 

plan had been labelled mistakenly 
a full spa arrangement following 

of this type of show. The music,! The: Bali scene {fs virtually ting them return fare 
especially composed by Robertjsymphony in gold. The winter fairy | Fhe closedown followed. 

the Concord and Grossingers in 
New York's Catskills. The better 
acts will be booked-on a..two-per- 
formance basis, one. on ‘Wednesday, 
the second on Saturday ‘night. 

Budget wili be on the same scale. 
as that of the northern resorts and, 

a. trouble spot for police and was’ involved: in numerous ‘disturbances 
which included fights, robberies, prostitution, gambling and scantily 

Minneapolis Housing and Redevelopinent authority accomplished ; 
what the courts and police .were never able to do. It put:the Persian. 
Palms out of business. On the site where figures have always been a 
stock in trade, International Business Machines Corp. plans to put up 

Al Winsor owner. of Toronto's H Hotel Barclay (Club. Oasis nightclub). 
an indsor, Ont’s Elmwood Casino, is branching from his longtime 

Boyd, who has become a hot|staple vending-m&chine. business into mechanical vendors running. in. 
direct competition. with supermarkets. His. Siegel Enterprises Ltd., has 
joined 20 others to form. National. Automatic. Vending Co. Ltd., of 
which he's president. He has” no plans,. though, to vend nightclub 

. . 

Fontainebleau Retools a as: Prt. Club 
Continued from page 52 —_—————— 

ownership, with all ° facilities pro- |their payoff worth. at’ the ‘boxoffice . 

vided; the balance is to be applied |\vill relieve them of one’ of their’ 
biggest compétitive. headaches. 

And incidentally, the: Deauville’s 
op, : Morris ‘Lansburgh; -who had 
been mulling drapping the “Caval- 
cade of Stars” lineup this winter, 
‘is’ going ahead with the, bookings. 
in: order, to provide some sort of 

-{answer. to the. Concord-Grossinger 
“Mfor guests only” enterainment that 

the Fontainebleau will now feature. 
In Lansburgh’s case,: “however, “his 
nitery, the > Casanova. Roon, : will 
definitely pitch for the general pub- 
lic’s patronage, to make up the 
difference between the: big payoff 
to a Durante or a Gaynor and the 
like ‘for their appearances on-the 
“for. guests only” deal. in the | -ho-: 
tel’s big auditorium, 

following their policy, the perform- |. 
ances will be on a “guests only” 
‘basis. The Boom Boom Room.-will 
have a clubdate deal, with ‘shows |. 
featuring lesser acts three. or four 
{times a week. Added to the already |. 
numerous facilities will be -an ‘in-. 
door swimming pool with a bank of} 

Edith Petter’s choreography-on-, AGVA'S.. branch head Jerry Bakerj99q sunlamps. for use- during. in-| 

Petter has staged’ these two; ice is a feature. Costuming by Ella !had warned them all that if they] clement weather: nine. bowling ‘al- 
leys; an ice rink; four. tennis 
courts; gymnasia and. ‘steamrooms 

Seymour. Heller Back 
In Liberace’s. Mgt. ‘Setup 

‘Hollywood, Sept. 19. 

“Liberace . and Seymour ‘Heller 
are back -together again, :after a 
three-year hiatus. Heller, now as-. 
sociated with Dick Gabbe. in new-° 
ly-formed . Gabbe-Heller. Personal 

| Management firm, was —pianist’s 
personal manager ‘from | 1950. ‘to 
958. 
Pianist, currently’ ‘starting, a 23-..° 

‘Stolz, contains hundreds of new ; tale, with. special lightning effects ; 
melodies. 

!gown ballet is rated super-sexy. 
Maas. BOOKING?? 

«NAME ACTS 
e JAZZ BANDS 
e® FLASH COMBOS 

US. Magico Christopher's | | 
Revue May Book London’ 

London, Sept. 19. | 
Yank illusionist Milbourne: 

; Christopher -is touring the Moss, 
{Empire Theatres’ in the British | 
iIsles - with his magical revue,. 
| “Christopher's Wonders.” He 
the only American magicia now 
traveling a big show in the 
| Houdini-Thurston-Dante tradition. 

This week “Christopher’s .Won-} 
ders” is playing the Hippodrome, 
Bristol. Tour started Sept. 11 at. 

4 the New Theater in Cardiff, Wales, 
to a good press. 

“Christopher's Wonders,” which 
; made history as the first iliusien 
: show to play New York in 20 years 
; fast season. has a supporting cast 
from the U.S. and ‘England. In- 
cluded are comedian Roy Pickard, 
key assistants Diana Paoli and Bob 
Fischer, from the U.S., and the 
Peggy Farrell Dancers, with Wan- 

| dala Marr from Britain. . 
‘| There is interest in “Christo- 
pher’s Wonders” for a West End 
‘theatre at Christmas, and as. a tv 
special. 

Servicing 

@ TOP SUPPER CLUBS 
@ CONCERTS 
@ CONVENTIONS 

Area: Pitts to K.C. 
Toronto to. Loulsville 

TOURS and QUICK DATES 

Lou Posey 
Entertainment 

5700 E. Livingston Ave. 
Columbus 13, Ohic 

864-6381 

—e| 

Exclusive Agency. 

For the MARAMOR 
Columbus, Ohio 

“Japanese. Spectacular” 
i built into the costumes, winds the. played the area.during last ‘winter |change in ‘operational .policy. No- 

There are outstanding solo num-jfirst part of show. Beach scene is ,Season at the Americana and was|vack insists that the Fontainebleau 
eee | | another top number. The night-:a flop at the b.o. Revue then head-!should correctly be called a private-|= 

ed for South American and Mexico 
\dates, ‘with troubles in one book- 
ing when show. was.-cancelled by 
the bookers because a key act was 
not in the travelling troupe that 

‘ arrived. 

At the Lucerne here, in a com- 
paratively small room, business had: 
ibeen spotty. despite heavy adver- 
‘tismg promotion,. what with entry 
at.a time of year when tourists are 
distinguished for their absence. 

However, there'd: been a pickup 
expected this week with arrival in 
town of the Natiotral Shoe Fair | facet. 
conclave and exhibit with ‘over 
10.000 money laden manufacturers 
and: buyers ‘expected. 

Hetzer said he had disassociated 
himself from the revue. Ads of last 
days had, indeed,-shown no credits 
for him, with a Charles R. Brew-|private club plan. becomes: official 7 
ster topping the layout under label 
“C.R.B. Enterprises: presents” and 
“Directed by Charles R. Brewster.” 

_AGVA's rap evidently concerned 
Hetzer as original producer... Lu- 
cerne owners are looking around 
for a replacement whit that can be 
brought in for a’ modest budget. 
ala the Hetzer arrangement that 
took over the show presentation 
and advertising budget on a per- 

{céentage basis. 

ROLL OUT THE BARRELL 
OF CONTRACTS 

We Have Signed with the 

LOU IRWIN AGENCY 
For Exclusive Representation 

THE ANDREWS SISTERS 
PATTY, MAXENE and LAVERNE 

LOU IRWIN, INC., $765 SUNSET BOULEVARD, HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. . CRestview 1-7131 

had! original announcement of ‘the.} ‘concert tour through Midwest, has 
‘been booked into. Harrah's Club, 

club and resort. _ 

Lake. Tahoe, Nov.. 26. 

In the case of Frank Sinatra, |. s 
Sammy Davis Jr. and: Dean Mar- "BOSTON' Ss 
tin, who were to have played La |. = 
Ronde on a two-week deal under | -*% 
the old open-to-the-public arrange- | +; 
ment, a decision is still to be made. | if g% 
There is strong possibility that a.j $& 
special invited-guests setup may be | ER; 
used or else to have them work.) iB ¢¥ 
out—if they decide to play .the |-38 &# 
dates—the two-shows plan. This is | {§ 
speculative, however. Novack is | i R} 
still- mulling a decision on that] Mie 

letely new . 
Wore eat ot ; 
private bath and TV 

ome in. all rooms, will 
. Make your: visit. ta. 

Sy Boston a memorable. 
one. Located In the 

rt of the and enter» 
tatnnent district, Children under 14 | 
FREE. Parking: facilities, Sensibly 
priced, tool 

Plentitude of Packages | & 
Anomaly is the booking of ‘a| 

George Arnold package, to open 
Sept: 21 on a four-week (with op- | 
tions) contract. The show: will be | 
open to the public until the new Avery & Washington Ste, 

in mid-December, Oppesite Common 

The Arnold revue is typical of |. m2 e. 
the current thinking among the. ho-'| 
tel operators. Where September: 
was once a sparse time for show |". 
bookings here, there ‘will be five |: 
such packages going by end ‘month. 
Lou Walters, who started the whole |. 
thing several years. ago: with his | 
Gallic-angled productions: at .the 
Carillon, brings in a new edition 
of the -longrunner on- the same 
night as that of the Font’s budget- | 
er. The Deauville continues its. 
“Playmates In Paris”; “Spice On. 

Ice” (also. George. Arnold-staged) 
is now a year-round tenant.at the 
Americana’s Bal Masque; the Li- } 
cerne this week reopened its. cafe 
with Jim: Netzer’s “Japanese Spec-. 

\tacular”; the Balmoral is .reas-| 
sembling. a Latin type of:revue for |. 
its nitery, while. “Caught In The 
Act,” now on vacash for restaging, |}° 
is due back at the Seville, probably 

by _October.. | THE MOST-U uP. TO eves | eee the winter, all will continue wd teen ob ue tame te | Hel i ae a | i ich has ie er set. and a es, hecklers, audience rn ne 
lineup of Hike tonpers still to be ee “inires, " wate ate 

n ° 7’ nre : 

Bobby Darin, Mitei Gaynor, Jim-|| epaearts ot Mf bay; Homoraus view 
my Durante already: set, will be $25 YR—SINGLE ISSUES $3 
“names.” Most of the hoteliers say 

|they’re happy with the. picture. |} 
They feel that the savings in. those 

'/tall money layouts for the toppers 
who, in too many cases, didn’t draw. 

‘Inimvltables blag 

* Coniinentel Excentrics 

HELD OVER AGAIN’ 2 
’ AMERICANA HOTEL - 
MIAMI BEACH, FLA.. 

SS | 
Real Ment 
L 

NO €.0.Di‘s . 
* BIELY GLASON, 200 W. S4th st. 

New York City 19, co. S136 

. : wae 

yer Mareen ee 

’ 
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y Lee May Jom: ‘Sick’ lei ; 
[f That's What the People Want! 

By DAVE JAMPEL. 

Tokyo, Sept. 19. 

Visiting comic. Pinky. Lee, -who ! 

 Jearned his craft in burlesque and. 
later: ‘gained fame’ with ‘his. OWN + 

-NBC-TV children’ s series, may join: 

the ranks of. the. ‘So-called “giek” : 
comedians * despite his: perséiial, 
reservations about the -cult.: 

cussing the. Bob Newharts,. Lenny: 

then. completed - my. ‘three-year 
Lak Vegas contract,” he. recalled. 

‘|“I ‘worked 18 to 20 hours.a day, 
lseven days ‘a week, for’ three years 
(with that tv: show. ‘When I went 
into a hotel, I would prepare for | 
weeks.. I- killed myself. But the 

“first time I was. at the Dunes, . I! 
broke all records.” ° 

His | health improved, : Lee ox: 
Dis-.: pects. to go back to.work when he. “stricken 

returns to the U. S. “What I'd - 

"Allen Doing a Single 
During Rossi’s Illness| 

Las Vegas, Sept. 19. 

Comedian Marty Allen is work- 
ing temporarily: as. single at jhe 
Sends Hotel, Las Vegas, following 
collapse of his partner Steve Rossi. 

: Hospital, suffering. with intestinal 
‘flu. Paul .Anka is the headliner. 
| Rossi‘ collapsed Friday (15) and 
attempted to refurn the following 
night, but had to be removed to 
the hospital. Initially, many -per- 
formers offered to stand in for the 

singer - ‘comedian, but 
Sands. prexy Jaek Entratter felt 

‘ ‘Bruces ‘and’ Shelley ‘Bermans, he.' really love to, do is go back and that Allen should try on his..own. 
said, “I can’t knock. success and ‘as 

“long as they’ve: heen successful, 
‘I've got admiration for them. | 
“But they are not comedians,” 
he hastened: to. add. “They learn 
a ‘routine. of patter. They come 
-out, sit.on a. stool and don't éven 
wrinkle their. sleeves.. To. me, a- 
‘true coinedian is a guy who, if. 
you put him in a situation, he can. 
do something other. ‘than’ talk. A 
Red Skelton or a Milton. Berle can 
get as-much out of a: look or a 
mannerism as with. stories. 

““T was working in places where! 
people came to see nude girls and. 
: listen to loud music—places where | © 
you had to. give them this, that}. 
and the other. These’ new ‘guys:| 
just give.this, not that or.the other. : 5p) 
But they're making ‘the big nioney:! 
today, so how can. you Knock them? + 
Maybe we're: wrong.” . 

Lee’ was schooled to sing, ‘darice,’ 
play the xvlophoné and do flat~! 
shoe comedy. Reflecting .on.. his; 
own place’ on the current scene, 
the’ diminutive comic offered -in' 
his familiar. lisping, nasal voice, 
“You ‘get.so bewildered. I ‘know. : 
nothing - but show business. I’ve: 
been in it since I was five.. But I’m 
almost tempted to go into this slick ; 
humor, if that’s what the people! 
ate .With my ‘background, ‘Tean : 
:do. it.” 

.*had before, . 

agency. and network executives. 
“wouldn't want to be. confined. tq | was strictly’a one-woman show and Campo trailed with 850. 

jshe. held her audience in_ their |+nirg 

oT] ‘entertain kids,” he’ continued. 
‘find that kids undetstand me and 
I understand -kids. I was. able to 
give them somethirg they never 

“If. ‘you become’ suc- 

break. out, 

I, 

just one phase. ” 

‘Allard Roen, Desert Inn 
Mgr.’s Stock Fraud Rap 

Allard Roen, «manager of: the ; 
esert. Inn, Las . Vegas, is. among ! 

five “ individuals. and a’ defunct ! 

But becoming typed| .. 
with a kid show. hurt me,” Lee| .” 
‘submitted. 
cessful in .one. phase, you become. 
locked in it and it's difficult . ta: 

It! got 1,025, Valentine. 

‘JUDY GARLAND HOLDS - 
25,000 IN L.A. RAIN: 

Hollywood, ‘Sept. 19. 

Judy Garland’ worked to near- 

day (16). for a gute of S72. 000. 

Rossi is. in the Southern Nevada‘ 

1 Kelly, 
tthe nitery act. 

Joey Adams was reelected presi- 
dent of the American Guild of 
Variety Artists for his third suc- 
cessive term, defeating former 
president Penny Singleton, 2,035 
to 997, in an election conducted by 
the Honest Ballot Assn. Although 
the administration won a clean 
sweep in all the top administrative 
posts, the margin was uncomfort- 
ably close in several instances. 

For the post of first vicepresi- 
dent, Gus Van defeated incumbent 
Johnny Woods by 1,246 to 953. 
‘Archie Robbins was in third place 

{with 600 votes. Incumbent Joe 
Campo was defeated for reelection 

| aS. second. vicepresident by Al 
who is Adams’ partner in 

Kelly, with support 
{from the administration. won over 

eae 

(insurgent Paul Valentine by the 
Kelly ! 

1,013 ‘he 
For the 

vicepresident, Comedian 
}seats spellbound despite a drizzle Jack Haley with 1,047 defeated 
{which lasted -nearly through her! poyothy Lamour. 921, Candy Can- . whole Hollywood Bowl perform- dido, 696, and Harry Lifty Lewis. 

anc 
Climatic theme of: the. evening | 

j echoed her. “Stormy Weather,” 
one’ of her top numbers, but like 
| magic - the heavy mist disappeared | 
| with her first: encore, “Over the 

brokerage ‘concern: “indicted last; Rainbow.” 
‘week on charges of stock frauds 
pin which -the public. ‘was a $4,000,- 
.000 victim: .U:S. Attorney Robert. 
iM. ‘Morgenthau deeciared that a 

Judy Big-in SF 
San Francisco, Sept. 19. . 

Judy - Garland’s one-nighter at’ 
: federal grand jury:had accused thé ‘the Civic Auditorium Sept. 13 sold’ 
| defendants of Conspiring . to. vio- 
' late the registration. and anti- 
> fraud’. provisions’ of the federal 
-securitiés laws, and of mail and 
: Wire fraud. 

It.. was claimed. ‘that Roen, ‘in 
conjunction with Samuel Garfield 
‘of Calre, -Mich.; Irving Pasternak | 
of ‘Denver, “Allan: Swann, Evans- 

tout the house for 8.7006 paid ad- 
missions and a gross. of $45,000 at 
$7.75 --top. 
Sellout was assured almost from 

the moment tix went on sale. There 
were lines at the boxoffice opening j 
day and even 300 “limited visa- 
bility” (ie. pole seats) were accept- 
ed though some turried them in 
later.. Minimum advertising budget 
prevailed: following the whopping 
advance sale action.. 

Leé was stopping over “here. w ith! , ville, IIL; 
his: family on the first leg of a 
global. vacation after playing four 

weeks on G?V-9 in Melbourne. He |. wano Corp in--1955 and caused it| ‘Interesting twist was that pro- 
has been semi-retired-since he col-| to issue ‘8,000,000 shares of. its!moter Lou Robbins, of Concerts 
lapsed from nervous. exhaustion , common. stock-to them as infiated {Inc.,. could have had ‘the show for. 
during’ a tv show. . ~ | consideration for properties trans-|a flat $17,500. originally but’ de- 

; cided to go.on a percentage. 

Joseph Lederer, Miami, 
and: ‘the J. Hi. Lederer ‘Co. of: “MI- 

; ami. Beach, controlled: the Sha- 

“T finished the season. and quit,’ ferred to Shawano. | 

1951. Joe Smith also won by -his 
narrowest mezrgin for the post -of 
treasurer getting 1.388 to 1.293 for 
insurgent Russell Swann. Record- 
ing secretary Sally Winthrop was 
‘reelected by 1.476 to 682 for Mur- 
ray Lane and 670 for Linda Comp- 

{ ton. 

- For national board member from 
| Chicago, insurgent Anne O'Connor 
with 843 defeated Paul Benson, 
794; Jack Gwynne, 502 and Harry 
King, 444. Think-a-Drink. Hoffman 
got the nod as Dallas board mem- 
ber with 1,228 votes defeating for- 

| got a surprising 1.209. Lulu Mans- 
field ran unopposed from Hawaii, 
as did Budd Jacobson 28 board 
member from Minneapolis. 

Delegates at large elected are 
Candy Candido, Ray Conlin Sr., 
Sammy Davis Jr., Jack Haley, Al 
Kelly, Dorothy Lamour, Alan King, 
Roy Rogers (not the cowboy ac- 
tor), Russell Swann, Paul Valen- 
tine and Johnny Woods. 
Among those elected are a series 

of names who are not expected to 

mer comptroller Rex Weber who 

(Joey Adams Reelected AGVA Prexy 
In Full Sweep for Administration 

be very active and may not aitend 
board meetings as has been gen- 
erally the custom when name acts 
were’ elected. In this case, the 
administration is generally aided 
because their votes are entrusted 
to proxies. 

SATCHMO TO HEAD 
2D DISNEYLAND BASH 

Holivwood, Sept. 19. 
Dixieland jazzmen. numbering 

more than half a hundred and !ed 
by Louis Armstrong, will make 
sparks fly at Second Annual 
“Dixieland at Disneviand”’ Sept. 
30 in an 8 p.m. to 2 a.m. blara- 
jazzma. 

Entire evening, including the 
“Salute to Dixieland” river ‘show. 
aboard the park’s boats and night- 
long performances by bands at six 
Jone. pe locations, is wrapped up 
iin a ticket package which includes 
admission to park and adimssicn 
fo every ride and attraction, as 
| often as desired. 

Joining Satchmo will be such 
| Dixie faves as Teddy Buckrer and 
[his Dixieland Band, The Firehouse 
!Five Plus Two. The Young Men 
from New Orleans, Matty Matiock 
& his Dixieland All- Stars, the 
{Disneyland Strawhatters and Al- 
| bert McNeil Choir. 
| Adavnee sale pix are priced at 
$4.95 each, those sold Sept. 30 
are $5.50. 

SAM BERGER SOLO 

Partners Ross & Steinman 
Continue Met. Office 

Sam Berger, senior partner in 
the personal management firm ;:of 
Berger, Ross & Steinman, has with- 
drawn from that setup and has 
opened his own talent agéncy. 
Regulations in most talent unions 
forbid any one office assuming both 
Management and agency functions. 

Kal Ross and Harry Steinman re- 
main in charge of the management 
setup. Berger is now lining up # 

a 

and TOM DILLON 

VARIETY — 

“Old pros just keep rolling along. ‘Bert 
Wheeler, well in his 60s, sold with 

Rencites like a hotshot new diskery name 

-and, seemingly was just.as new and |. 

fresh. to many. 

“At 67, with. Hinited exposure: for seve". 

eral _years, ‘there's. no argument : Bert 

Wheeler i is ‘back In the: old routine." His 

act is. gedred | for any medium — and 

Wheeler is an old: pro. with the show 

business savvy. to. carry it: off to ‘pers 

fection.” 

RENO: NEWSPAPERS:— 

Bert Wheeler stands out-in his comedy: 

‘rele, and, succeeds in stopping. the show 

three times ‘nightly, The master. show- 

man calls on his. more than 50 years ox- 
Personal Management 

perience in delivering material that. is’ 

crisp and sharp. Riverside Hotel. pa: 

trons. cre delighted. a 

NEXT 6 WEEKS. 

‘RENO, NEVADA 

HEELER 

. CONTACT AT 

_ BILL MILLER’S RIVERSIDE HOTEL 

Dear Bert: 

old woman. 

funniest old 

howled and 

SMASH! 
in MINSKY’S FOLLIES —atso ED SULLIVAN SHOW 

I saw you on the Sullivan Show as an 

‘Fve seen many funny old ladies, 

LOUIS SOBOL:— 

“If was a veteran who stole the show 

with a completely new and hilarious 

routine. Bert Wheeler. The gathering 

night club floors.” 

JACK O’BRIAN:— 
“Bert Wheeler‘s old lady routine was 

almost the only male comic in women’s 

clothes who has ever remained funny 

.»« he played it broad but straight In 

his natural comic voice; it’s a wild ef- 

fect and very funny.” 

It was without question the 

lady I’ve ‘ever seen... and 

howled. Made to order for 



NEW YORK CITY 
MUSIC HALL — Georgie Kaye, Dick | Davis 

Roman, SeesHees Corps de Ballet. Rock- | 
attes, Raynfnd Paige Ore. 

’ AUSTRALIA 

MELBOURNE (Tivoli) — Frank Berry, 
Pat Gregory, Jodie Gray, Howard Hardin, 
Joe Chisotm. silr Christopher, 
Weber, De Jong & Dee, Trapinos, Maria 
Blanche, Ken Mackey, Adrienne Erdos, 
Lewis Dunn. 

YDONEY 
Lucio & Rosita. Four Kovacs. McKay : 
Bros. & Romayne. Daniele Dorlce. Hal, 
Roach, Yolande Rodrigues, David Fuller 
Trio, Leo Arno!, Robin Hardiman. 

BRITAIN 
BLACKPOOL <Grand)—Arthur Askey, 

Beatrice Varley. Betty Driver, Bunny 
May, Linda Jamies, 

CURRENT BILLS 
WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 20 

; Belicin 

(Tivoli) — Don Tannen. {King, Marx 

Raymond Dyer. } 

BEACH — Churumbeles 
P Dolores Del Carmen, Don 

re. 
GATE OF HORN—‘An Ev with 

Lionel Stander.” Lionel Stander, Norman 
and Nancy Jaris, Amanda Am- 

RE “‘BISTRO—Harold Ward, Dave Green, 
Sir Gregory, Guy Viveros Trio. 
LIVING ROOM — Roberta “Sherwood, 

EDGEWATER 
Espana, 

Jackie Kahane, Bobb . vey (an ck ane. y Cole, Joe Parnello 

LONDON HOUSE—Rameey Lewis Trio, 
Eddie Higgins Trio, Larry Novak Trio. 
MISTER KELLY’ — Lonis Nye, Teddi 

& Frigo, Marty Rubenstein 

PALMER HOUSE _ Ca. rol Channing. 
Wally Griffin, Mattison’), Ben Arden | 

PLAYBOY CLUB — Joe ContL ‘Marian. 
Paige, Stu Gilliam, Raftsmen, Will Mercer, 
Marge Dodson, Bob Davis Trio, 
Stuart Trio, Harold Harris Trio, Claude. 

; Jones 
SHERATO 

Geoffrey Ryan, Jill Thompson & Billy 'Bentler Orc. 
Tasker 
‘BLACKPGOL (Opera House)—Cliff Rich- 

ard & Shadows. Ri Hearne, Ivor 
Emmanuel, Tommy Fields, Clark Bros., 
Lucky Latinos. Smith- Hampshire & Casey. 
George Mitchell Singers. Malcolm God- 
dard. Dancers, Tyldesley Girls Choir, 
Jimmy Currie’s Dancing Waters. 

BLACKPOOL (Palace) Frankie | 
Vaughan, Arthur Worsley, Billy Ternent 
Orch.. Maxine Coates, Bell-Tones, Neil 
& Pat Delrina, Kims, Ted Lune, Hetty 
King 
BLACKPOOL (Tower Circus)}—Charlie 

Cairoli & Co., Schickler Sisters, Knie’s 
Animals. 4 Palacios. Circus Roland’s 
Tigers. 5 Elwardos, Berosinis, Rudy Horn. 
Mont the Elephant, Captain Danian’s Sea 
Lions, 3 Lorandos. Lilian Kenny, Sydney 
— Kangaroo, Trio Faber, Our Sammy. 
Little Jimmy & Circusettes. 
BLACKPOCL [Winter Gardens Paviifor: 

—Lonnie Donegan, Dallas Boys. Suzie 
Miller, Gil & Freddie Lavedo, Miki & 
Griff, Norman Vaughan. 
SIRMINGHAM (Hippodrome) — Charlie 

Drake. Albert & Les Ward, Springfields, 
Patricia Bredin 

LIVERPOOL (Empire)—Dickie Valentine, 
Ballet Montparnasse, Bobbie Pattinson, 
Maureen Evans. Harry’ Bailey, Johnny 
Duncan & Co., Duo Russmar. Al Redding. 
LONDON (Palladium)—Harry Secombe, 

Roy Castle, Marion Ryan, King Bros., 
Eddie Calvert. Wise Guys, Audrey Jeans, 
Jeremy Hawk. Michel & Carel. Grazina 
Frame, Wendy Wayne. Helene & Howard, 
Barantons. Ronnie Corbett, Jack Francois, 
George Carden Dancers, Bill Shepherd 
inge 
NEWCASTLE (Emplre)—Emile Ford & | 

Checkmates, Two Fordettes, Chris Carl- 
& Peter Barbour, David Mac- 

beth, Joan Small. 
VICTORIA (Palace) — Nervo & Knox. 

Bud Flanagan. Naughton & Gold, Eddie 

Cabaret Bills | 

LOS ANGELES . 
GEN BLUE'S — Ben Blue’s “Hullaba- 

loo.” with Joey. Faye, Cully Richards, 
Harry. Clexx, Sid Fields, .Altison McKay, 
Tlona Adams, Joy Healey Dancers, The 
Domestrics. Ivan Lane 
COCOANUT GROVE — Say Mathis, 

Diek Stabile Orc. 
CRESCENDO—Mort Sahl, Joannis ‘Som: 

mers. — 
DINO'S — Ruth Gils, Jack Elton, 

Steve La Fever. 
' SLATE sxos. — Billy Gray, Interna- 
onals 
STATLER HOTEL—*“Playmates in New 

York.” Skinnay Ennis Ore 
THE SUMMIT—Redd Foxx, Toni Har- 

per. John Anderson Orc. 
Y# LITTLE CLUS — Ruth. Olay, Dave 

Madden, Eduardo Sasson. 

LAS VEGAS 
CARVER HOUSE—silly Ward & Domil- 

noes. Barbara Randolph, Lon Fontaine 
Dancers. Marl Young Orc. 
DESERT INN — Louis Prima, Keely 

Smith, Dick Humphreys, .Sam Butera & 
Witnesses, Donn Arden Dancers, Carlton 
Hayes Orc.: Lounge: Michael Kent. Dave 
Apollon, Milt Herth, Henri Rose, Bobby 
Stevenson. 

. DUNES—Eleanor Powell, Allan Drake, 
Toni Basil. Earl Barton Dancers, Bill 
Reddie Orc. Leunge: Maaka Nua Hawaiian 
Revue, Billy Andre, Fabutous Tones, Den- 
is & Rogers. Joseph Mack 4 

EL CORTEZ—Johany Ukulele, Princess 
Lei Momi, Kahala Twins. 
FLAMINGO—Pearl Bailey, Bill. Bailey, 

Carmen De Lavallade,.Louis Bellson Orc. 
Lounge: Lionel Hampton, Betty Reilly. 
FREMONT—Joe King Zaniacs, Newton 

Bros., Make Beleves. 
GOLDEN NUGGET—Judy Lynn, Jimmy 

Wakely, Wanda Jackson. Sneed Family, 
Joe Wolverton, Annie Maloney. . 
HACIENDA — Four Tunes, Johnny 

Olenn, Keynotes, Cathy -Ryan. Grover- 
‘t Shore 3. 

NEW YORK CITY 
SASIN ST. EAST—Stan Kenton Orc. 
BIRDLAND—Joe Williams, Harry Edi- 

gon. Gigi Gryce. 
BLUE ANGEL—Dick Gregory, Barbara. 

Gilbert, Clanes Bros. & Tommy Mazakim, 
Jimmy Lyon Trio. 
BON SOIR—*Greenwich Village, U.S.A.’ 

Barnes, Jimmie Daniels, three 

CAMELOT — Bobby Van, Helen Gal- 
lagher. Marilyn Lovell, Ronni Hall, Karen 
Thorsell. Richard Blair. 
CHARDAS—wNina Silvana, Tibor Rakos- 

sy, Dick Marta, Micheline Bardin, Elemar 
Horvath. 

CHATEAU MADRID-— “Extravaganza 
Latino.” Eva Flores, Jonas Mouras, Nora 
& Haul, Pup* Campo Orc. 
COPACABANA — Joe E. Lewis, Adam 

Wade, Paul Shelley Ore.. Frank Marti Orc. 
EMBERS --- Joey Bushkin Three, Roy 

Eldridge Four. Ray Bryant ee. 
HOTEL ASTOR—Eddie Lane Orc. 
HOTEL LEXINGTON—Virginia Wing. 

Liihan Knight, Denny Regor, Tony Drake, 
Tony Cabot Orc. 
HOTEL NEW YORKER—Joe Furst. . 
HOTEL PIERRE -— ‘Steppin’ in Society’: 

Patricia Bright. Jack Haskell, Patricia © 
Marand. B&EM Haggett. 
HOTEL PLAZA—Shirley Bassey, Emil 

Coleman Orc.. Mark Monte Continentals. 
HOTEL TAFT— Vincent Lopez Orc. 
HOTEL ROOSEVELT — Milt Saunders © 

Ore J 
HOTEL ST. REGIS—Patachou, Milton: 

Kav Trio. Milt Shaw Orc. : 
HOTEL WALDORF-ASTORIA — Gene- 

vieve, Emil Coleman Orc i 
HOTEL SAVOY HILTON—Gunnar Han- j 

son Ore. Rav Hartley. 
INTERNATIONAL — Milt Trenier, Will 

Jordan, Mike Dursn Orc.; Aviles Orc. 
LATIN QUARTER — Billy Williams, 

Dick Weston, Wazzan Troupe, Harrison & 
Koss?, Nurothea McFarland. Ronald Field. 
Ja Lombards Ore... B. Harlowe Ore. 
LEFT BANK--Cal Bostic, Danny Apoll- ’ 

ne jw 

LIVING ROOM — Sallie Blair, Bobby 
Bel. Bobby Ferro 

NO 1 FIFTH AVE. — Stan Freeman. ° 
Liza Stewart. Hankinson: & Silver, 
ROUNDTABLE Dagothy Donegan, 

Andv Seratore. 
SAHBRA -- Yuaffa Yarkoni. Rachel & 

Zi:ila. Martin Roman, Sara Avani, Kovesh 
& Vezrachie, Leo Fuld. 
TOWN & COUNTRY — Billy Daniels, 

-Born. Sands. Terrace & Elita, Ned Har-. 
vex. Ore, Frank Martinez Orc. 

TWO GUITARS. -Alva Unn, Sasha Poli- 
no: sf, Ivica Nepa & Sonia,-Kostya Polian- 

ay 

UPSTAIRS & DOWNSTAIRS—-Lovelady | 
Povell, Lrethiie Weber, Jim Sheridan, | 
Bill VeCutchen, Truehblood & Colston. 
VIENNESE LANTERN — Yvonne €on- | 

stani. Gina Marca. Ernst Schoen. . 
VILLAGE BARN Dory Sinclair - 

Kaiph Pote. Susan Bradv. Joe Shay, 
Tommy Zane, Leu Harold Orc. 
VILLAGE GATE —Pete Seegar. 

.. VILLAGE VANGUARD — Miles Davis. 
Shictes Horne. 

CHICAGO 
BLUE ANGEL-— ‘Pablo Candela Limbo; 

Cal' py» Kewue.” Lydia Lora, Raphael Her. 
naz. Lord Christo, Lord Mike, Jeanne 
Seurat?, Solea Caro. Tito Perez orc. 
CLOISTER — Phil Tucker, Ronny Del 

& .“an. Eddy Subway Orc. 
CONRAD HILTON--“OQoh La La,’ - Dor- 

‘ 

nha. Bios, Margie Lee, Dru _ & Landell. 
Lothar W erdemann, Brigitte Voit, Anez & 
Gorden. Gay Claridge Orec., Boulevar- 
Dons (9, Boulevar-Dearg (9). 
DOWNSTAGE ROOM (Happy Medium) 

June Vin-ent 
DRAKE Durothy Shay, Buddy Freed, 

Jiminy Blade Orc. | 

LAST FRONTIER —Lou Moscon!. 
Virginia Rae, Fritz Beck er. 
MINT—Pat Moreno’s “Artists & Models 

of ’61. . 
NEVADA—"“Les Girlg De Paris,” Jose 

Duarte, Moon Puppets, Kay Brown, Vide: 
Musso, Johnny Paul, Sparklers: 
NEW FRONTIER — “Holiday in Rio.” 

Lounge: Fine Spots, “Hot Lips” Levine, 
Fred Kushon. . 
RIVIERA— aes Mitzi Green, Jules 

Munshin, Eddie Innes, Betty McGuire, 
Anpe Russell. Lounge: Goofers, Kay ,; 
Steens, Hi-Lads , 
SADDLE CLUB—Jackie Lee Cochran. 

sen, Moro-Landis Dancers, Louis Basil ‘ 
Ore. Lounge: Don Rickles,.. Arthur Ellen, | 
Freddie Bell, George Rock 6. 
SANDS—Paul Anka, Allen & Rossi, 

Garr Nelson. George Zak. Copa Girls, 
{Antonio Morelli. Ore, Lounge:. Dave 
* Burton. Morry Kin g. oo 

SHOWBOAT—Tex Williams, Wade Ray, 
Twin Tunes 

SILVER SLIPPER—Hank Henry, Sparky |. entation, 
rshall, Danny Jacobs, ! Kave, Red 

Tafiy O'Neil, Radenke Bros., Slippercttes, | 
George Redman Orc. Lounge: Charlie 
Tesgarden. Barbary Coast Bovs. 
STARDUST—"Lido de Paris’”’;. Lounge: 

Billy Daniels, Happy Jesters, Peggy e 
-Castra. Micki Lynn, Del-Martins. 

THUNDERBIRD—Alice Lon, Larry Dan- 
iels, Harry Nofal, The: Henrys, Gar- 

f wood Van Ore. Lounge: Lancers, Edi 
Domingo & Norma. Frank’ Gusto. 
TROPICANA—‘Folies SBergere,” 

ette Riedinger, Pompoff, Thedy & F. 
ilv, Pinky &° Perky, The Bogdadis, Danny 

Kirk | |@ 

N SLACKTONE—ilo,..Frant | 

-! Radisson, - 

GALE SHERWOOD 
Now singing and making good 

‘humor with Nelson Eddy at the 

Bays ahe's “splendid. of. voice’ and 
jframe!” Theodore Paxson batons 
and pianos. ; 

Es | 

tuming, with plenty of. flesh. still 
on. view, the terpers give a lavish 
production punch to this sock jazz 
session at the Harlem vaudery. 

It’s ‘been noted that some of the 
rock ’n’ roll groups from this stage | 
have taken the uninhibited Gospel 
style for a- wild burlesque ride in 
 sex-charged. interpretations. In 
much the: same way, Olatunji’s : 
dancers have taken the basic, sym- , 
bolic steps and movements of tri- | 
bal dances and amplified them for ; 
robust excitement. Backed by Ola-! 
-tunji. and four ‘other native-style 
drummers, the line of eight girls 
and four men electrify the house. 
(which had an SRO aud -when' 
caught Friday night (15). 

. Minneapolis, VARIETY: 

Barney ‘OldBeld’s Trailer 
Overseas Press Club prexy Ansel 

Talbert was introducing the head 
table at “Alaska” night, when he! 
‘eame to USAF Col. Barney Old-| 
field, NORAD’s chief of informa- 
tion. 

Liebling ‘Press’ Blast 
In “The Press,” Ballantine pa- 

| perback original (75c), the New 
Yorker mag's. A. J. Liebling has 
himself a tres gay time spearing 
pickles in a barrel—the publish- 
ers, editors, ‘pundits, reporters, 
etc., of the preening U.S. fourth 
estate. Book’s an anthology, with 
updated segues, of some of his 
“Wayward Press” pleces—very in- 
cisive.. sardonic and vastly enter-. 
taining. 
The press lords, says. Liebling, 

are fat and stingy non-newsmen 
who favor not-reporting. Heart of 
his attack is the narrow range of 
press. opinion, which bodes iii for 
this or any other country so suffer: 
ing. The man is, deplorably. on 

| target. Pit. 

Sandburg In Spades 
Carl Sandburg is taking time off 

from his chores on George Stevens’ 
|“Greatest. Story Ever Told” at 
20th-Fox to read galléyproofs on 
‘Harry Golden’s next book ‘for 
World Publishing called “Carl. 
‘Sandburg.” It’s due Nov. 20. . 

At same time, poet and Lincoln 
, historian, has another book on him 
_due early in same month. It’s Nor- 
.man Corwin’s “World of Carl 
Sandburg,” fo be published by} 
Hartecourt Brace. 

Sandburg plans to write one 

Wodncader, = 20, 1961_ ; 

| | “He,” said. Talbert, “represents 
| | the Friends-of-Jack-Paar Inc.” 

7 | personality sketches va the dramae 
tists. _ Abel, 

(CHATTER: a 
Weekend accidents took: ‘the 

lives of N. Y. Post reporter Betsy. 
| (Elizabeth Scott) Luce, 50, .-in 
drowning accident at. Hampton 
Bays, L. 1.; and. syndicated - colimm- 
nist George . Peck, 67, in that: 

{Northwest Orient - Plane. crash | in 
Chicago. © 
Random - House goes on the Big: 

Board. listings; had been an Overe -. 
the-Counter issue. 
Jack M. Bass: appointed. comptrol- 

ler of Macfadden publications, ac. 
cording to Gerald A. Bartell, presi-. 
dent of the company. Bass. suc-: 
ceeds. Meyer. Dworkin, ‘who recent- 
ly retired. 
Imprésario is a new: ‘magazine 

devoted to the. performing. arts in. 
Detroit. Andy Wilson, former tv 
editor of the defunct Detroit Times, 
is the editor; with Stephen Booth 
and Granville Ryan listed as _pub- 
lishers: ; 

Walter Mears, former AP: core 
respondent in. Montpelier, Vt:, 
transfering to the AP bureau in 
Washington Oct. 1.:-Mears, who 
opened the Vermont. Associated .. 
Press Bureau, has been ‘working 
at the AP bureau.-in- Boston for the 
past year. ; 
Frederick Duncan “Murphy, . 77, 

president’ of the Art. Gravure. 
Corp., of N:Y. City, and vicepresi- 
dent . ‘and general manager: of. ‘the 
Art Gravure Corp. of Cleveland; 
died at the Exeter. (N.H:): Hospital. 
He.-was A summer. resident. of. 
nearby Rye Beach. and was one of 
the first to commercially adopt.the. 
process. ‘to the production ‘of roto- 
grayure supplements ‘in the na-. 

Otherwise, the bill's ‘Jazz groups more book on Lincoln before he! | tion’s Sunday. newspapers. 
give the two-hour spread first-rate . sets. aside his pen. it will be called ! i 
interpretations of contrasting: ‘How Lincoln Educated Himself.” 
styles. Herbie Mann’s Afro-Cuban 
sextet opens with melodious flute 
and vibes over solid percussion of 
|tom-toms, bongos, : -bass and traps: 
Art Blakey’s six modernists follow 
Olatunji with slick cerebrals; and 
Gloria Lynn. wraps it with a turn 
of ballads in- her encompassing, 
articulate jazz: way. ._ 

WADO: deejay Symphony Sid 
handles emcee chores with savvy 
‘good hunmor and is probably giv-! 
ing attendance a- big boost with 
numerous plugs on his midnight- 
on jazz-disk outing. * Bill. 

| 
SAHARA—Teresa Brewer, Bobby Ram- . 

An Evening with 
Jaliette Greto 

Edinburgh, Sept. 19. 
Edinburgh Festival Society pres- 

in’ association with Al. 
‘fred Delval, of Juliette Greco tn 
late-night revue, with Henri Pat- 
terson & Ensemble; accordion, 
Freddy Balta: At Lyceum Theatre, 
Edinburgh,.Sept. 7, 61. $2 top. 

That ‘sexy, ‘sultry. femme from 
the Partisian Left-Bank clubs, Ju- 

rok liette Greco, sweeps. onstage here 
in a late show of the legit Interna- 

: Costello. Trio Martelli, Mme. Baron. Bal: tional Festival, and delivers songa- 
let, Florence & Frederic & Dancers, R 
Sinatra Ore. Lounge: *Shecky Greene, 

.Paul Goupil 4. 

SAN JUAN, P. R. 

a¥ llog of 21 numbers without moving: 
)Mafalda Trio. Al DePaulis 4, Dubonnet 3,|from center-stage — except” for |. 

beaucoup calls. 
La Greco, half Corsican. though ‘| 

born in Montpellier, France, 
CARIBE HILTON — Noreen Parker. | sheathed in a tight-fitting black , 

{Jimmy Nelsen, Miguelito. Miranda Ore 
_Pebito Arvelc Orc. 

CHARTERHOUSE—Tobaco Munez Orc., 
Ray Tico. 

*!dress from neck. to toes; displays 
a wide. vocal range from *pallad to 

CONDADO .BEACH — Jo Ann Vat, | Distro, from nice to naughty. She 
-Queralt Pepito Torres Ore. 

EL CALYPSO—Una Collins, Jerry Ma- 
son, Esso-E} Band. 
FLAMBOYAN—Evelyn. Souffront, Bette 

Martin, Freddie Gutierrez, Hector Escabi, | 
Laucel de Arce Ballet, Cesar Concepcion 
Ore., Joe Vallejo 5. 
INTERCONTINENTAL—Pearo Geraldo, 

; Henry Boyer Dancers, Charlie Fisk Orc 
1Joe Blanco Violins. . 

LA BOTELLA—Hal Hester, Duke Dorel. 
LA CONCHA—Jadin Wong, Noro Mor- 

ales Ore... Humberto Morales 5. 
OCHO PUERTAS—Aida Irizarry, Luis & 

Soledad, Rafael Kalaf. 

House Review. 

Apollo, MW. 

“Symphony Sid’s' Jazz Show,” 
with Olatunji and Dancers (12), 
Herbie Mann (6), Art Blakey's 
Jazz Messangers ( 6), Gloria Lynn 
and the Earl May Trio; ‘‘The Plun- 
derers” (August Productions). 

Nigerian drummer Olatunji’s 12 
African dancers are not of ‘fhe 
travelog genre. But they are far 
more exciting and colorful, even. 
with bras. In tropical-bright cos- 

Jpipes full catalog entirely in 
French: but introes.a. few numbers , 
in English.. 

. Existentialist songs figure Jarge- | 
ly in distaffer’s act, seen. here for 
first time in Scotland. Shapely fem- | 

{me hardly rates her aécompanying 
combo a glance, proof of a well- i 
drilled turn. Doing.a standout job 
in the Henri Patterson Ensemble 
is accordionist Freddy Balta, who 
\gets. a special mention from singer 
iduring windup. Ensemble is. on- 
istage throughout... 

| Biggest mitts are for “L’Amour 
a La Papa” and “Les Blancs Man- 
teaux,” last bit part-written by 
Jean-Paul Sartre. Some deft finger- 
ing in “L’Amour” is heard from 
Balta. 

Only sad note in an otherwise 
.socko. show is Miss Greco’s habit 
of arriving late and delaying the 
performance, - At show reviewed, 
warbler kept the customers wait- 
ing for.11 minutes. At two. previ- 
ous shows, thé curtains didn’t. open 
antil: -Wway ‘past the appointed time. 

or 

Pitt Press Club’s Bldg. 
The Pittsburgh Press Club, the 

oldést chartered press club in the | 
country, has bought the building 
‘that housed Kramer’s Restaurant 
and will move into its new quarters; 
after’ completion of extensive .Te- 
modeling. — 

For years. headquarters of the 
club was in ths Sherwyn Hotel 
but there wasn't enough room for 
many functions which made the} 
move necessary. The Kramer build- +} 
ing is also more centrally located. 

Weybright’s Election 
‘Vietor Weybright, chairman of ; 

‘the New..American Library of 

of _The Times-Mirror Co., has. 
-been elected to the board of the 
parent company. Weybright. is 
editor-in-chief of New American 

Library which publishes Signet 
‘Mentor paperbound books. He re- 
places Kurt Enoch, president and. 
general manager “of New American 
Library, as that firm’s representa- 
tive on. the Times-Mirror board. 

Together with. Enoch, Weybright 
founded: New American Library in 
February 1948 by acquiring’ Pen- 
guin Books Inc. from its British 
parent company. Incidentally, .he. 
is to receive an honorary Doctor. 
of Humane Letters degree from 
Wagner College, N.Y., on Sept. 30, 
1961. 

Kislik with Random House 
Richard W. Kislik, ex-Doubleday 

controller and, more recently, 
treasurer of Tifl-Davis, has_ be- 
come administrative assistant to 

| Bennett Cerf and Donald Klopfer, 
| the Random House toppers. 

‘He will be in charge of ac- 
counting, control and finance, 

_Gassner’s - ‘Supplement 
prof. John Gassner, long - the 

| Theatre Guild’s play editor and a. 
top authority, on the American the- 
atre, has’ an. ‘arresting “supplemen- 
‘tary volume” covering the 1918- 
1958 “Best American - Plays” 
(Crown; $5.95). .As he explains ‘in 
his foreword, this is a reappraisal : 
of the works over the 40-year pe- 
tiod which, for one reason or an- 
other, did not appear in previous 
“Best Plays” anthologies. 

The 17 added starters are by 
Mary Chase, John Patrick, Philip 
Barry, Sidney Kingsley, Clifford 
‘Gdets, S. N. Behrman, Booth Tar- 
‘kington, Frances Goodrich & Al- 
{ bert Hackett, Elmer Rice, twa each 
‘by Paul Osborn and Paul’ Green, 
John Colton & Clemence Randoiph, 
Edwin Justus. Mayer, Sidney How- 
ard, and Lynn Riggs. 

i 

self, 
original cast, 

is arrestingly 

|} World Literature Ine., a subsidiary’ |, 

Each play, good reading by it- 
prefaced by 

vital statistics’ on} 
‘production ¢redits, run, ete, and! 

The Madison Press; London,O., 
has become Ohio's first daily news- 
paper published. hy rotary offset. 

‘|The Press and the Plain City (O.). 
‘Advocate, a weekly, will. be -pub- 
lished by rotary offset: These pub. 
lications. wtre: purchased by Cen- 
tral .Ohio- Publishing Co., Colum- 
bus, last ‘March.. 

Robert Frost, the poet, has been: 
elected to the. board of trustees of 
Franconia College in. Franconia, 
N-H., where -he lived. -while he 

' wrote ‘much of his “New _Hamp- 
shire,” which was awarded the 
Pulitzer Prize “in 1924. Frost. 
‘worked at. farming as ~-well ‘as 
| poetry for. five years, but gave it 
!up to becotne. associated with vari- 
* ous educational institutions... 

American Heritage tie Tatest fo 
“go public.’” . 
Hawthorn Books. prexy ‘Ken Gin- 

iger:to Frankfurt for the book fair, 
Bill “Brink, late of -UPI- ‘in 

Gotham, succeeds. Harry -Home- 
wood as. bureau. chief of Newsweek . 
in Chicago. 

Nanette Kutner, | ‘top feature 
writer, whose book, “The White 
‘House. Saga”: (a: ‘dramatic: version 
of the growth of.-this’ country: in 
terms of the growth of thé ‘White 
House) will be published ‘by Athe- 
neum in the spring, has become. a 
Doubleday literary “Seout.” Dou- 
bleday. taps these’ to ferret new 
book ideas. In these days. of. in- 
tense competition editor-in-chief. 

| Ken McCormick. can point-to the 
efforts. of one scout flack ‘who pro-. 
duced. for. them: last year’s best 
seller Alan Drury’ s, “Advice and 
Consent. " 

Publishing Stocks 
(As of Sept, 20, 1961, closing) 
Allyn & Bacon (OC). ..3614 
American’ Book (AS) ....6614 
Book. of Month ...... 7 2516 
Conde Nast (NY¥)- +. 10% . 
Crowell-Collier ney - 34 
Curtis Pub. Co.. (NY) . _— 
Ginn & Co. (OC) ..: * 3aue 
Grolier (OC): 0.0.02... 4834 
Grossett & Dunlap. (0) 22 
Harcourt Brace. (OC)~ . 4214 
Hearst (OC) .... a daes 2312 

| Holt,: R&W (NY) ..0..: : 3534 
L.A. Times Mirror (oc) 33 
-Macfadden- (AS) | es ceee 10%. 
McCall (NY). ...-2.2... . 
McGraw-Hill (NY) eee “3534 
New Yorker (OC) ..,..92 °° 
Pocket Books (OC) ....27 | 
‘Prentice Hall -(AS) sewed 014, 
-‘Ran’m House (OC) ..,.30% 
Scott Foresman (OC) :..2914 _ 
Time Inc. (OC) .......90°" 
H.. W- Sams (OC) .,...4214 
Western Pub.. (OC): ves +13 

- -OC—Over ‘the Counter. . 
NY—N.Y. .Stock Exchange. ... .. 
AS—American . Stock Exchange. : 
(Supplied. by Bache & + Co). 



; 

‘pongstress {is a. bit- more formally. 

songs. As the. French have been 
rumored. . to. observe, . toujours, 
amour. oO 

“Wonderful Guy” to “Impossible. 
Love,” from “TI Wish You Love” “ 

. an enlarged - room. (some. 50: more 

“cey Grey, replacing Milt Shaw, for 

gourm urmet room,. also ‘decorated ‘by 

. ner, the added 50 capacity for the 

spective orchestras. Maestro Grey, | 
of course, is the longtime El. Mor- 

".  OCCO | bandleader, in more recent 

ce Sheraton East (Ambassador) Hotel 
*.. on Park Ave., succeeding longtime 

' St. Regis ‘incumbent ‘Milt Shaw 
who, in turn, debuts this week . at}- 

- the Waldorf-Astoria, - 

: ‘hotel George, and v.p. -Z. m Pierre. 
Bultinck running the ‘works - for 

_cent Astor Jandmark. 

“ers 

_Wedaesday, September - 20, 

. Hotel. St. Regis, N.Y: 
” Patachou with Jo Basile, Chaun- 
eey Grey and Chiquito” Orchs; $3 
¢over, ; 

Patachou, who closed. the’ St. Re- | 
* Maisonette ‘season. last spring, 
the fall reopener. and nothing. 

‘has been ‘changed but. the . skirt- 
and-blouse. . Personality French 

attired: but her. routine remains 
on even. keel—surfire holdover 
standards and enough. new : trim- 
smings to insure a wellsounded 
click. If. anything, her authority 
has increased, especially with her 
goodhumored Gallic: eye on Yank- | 
style l'amour and Yank-style. love 

‘ That runs . “the gamut from. 

(in original ‘Gallic . version)’ ‘to 

is a sold ‘holdover from her last. 
‘repertoire—the. affairs of Liza: Doo- 
little as a femme du pave and ‘fille }- 
‘de joie in Paris. ~ - 

New also to ‘the. ‘Maisonette is. 

seats added); a new. band, Chaun- 

14 years a fixture here; Chiquito’s 
‘Rhumbas for the Latin relief. . 

‘Jae Lessman did a capital job in 
completely redecorating the Mai- 
sonette. It’s now back in all -its 
“Continental” glitter and presum-’ ards 
ably. will. rétain that. suave policy 
instead. of the polyglot: talent array 
as last year. Understand that is 
owner Cesar Balsa’s present desire.. 

The new adjacent. La Boite, new 

n, will. have Pierre Gianotti 
in charge with only a. pianist . ‘and 
violinist for atmospheric music. - It 
has cut.down the outer bar and. 
juts into what. was. formerly an 
employées’ restaurant. In like man-. 

“Maisonette ‘was. cut out from. the 
-Russtan-cuisine portion of the 
‘Kitchen to achieve the added width, 

Incidentally, back to the. Grey. 
and Chiquito bands, it is a ¢oin-. 
cidence that the sons of beth maes- 
‘tros play :the drums in: thelr re- 

yéars in the Embassy Room of the 

Otherwise ‘there is same solid 
staff under: seasoned maitre 

mew operators. (Mexico’s. Cesar 
Balsa) as. undoubtedly he. will 
zwhen the Louis J. Glickman. Real } 
ty Corp., the upcoming new owners, | 
continue the tradition of this Vin- 

.-Abel, . 

"Harrah's ‘Lake. Tahoe. 
. Lake Tahoe, Sept, 15: 

‘George Burns,. Dorothy. Loudon, 
Chordettes. (4), Dunhiils (3), 
Dorothy Dorben. Singers & Dane. 

(14), . Leighton Noble’ Orch 
13); produced’ by Russ. Hall: . 
minimum, 

George ‘Burns headlines a nifty 
package in his ‘third outing at 
Tahoe Harrah's. where he. br oke in 
this ‘act in 1959. 

‘Current .75-minute edition’ jis 
best of the three. with Burns sell- | 
ing himself with the. self-assurance 
of a performer confident he’s doing. 
okay as a single. In the previous 
shows: here he betrayed -a “let's 
see what happens’” attitude, lean- 
ing: heavily. on. referetices to re- 
tired -wife Gracie Allen: as the| 
funny half of the erstwhile Burns- 
Allen duo... 
- In contrast references: to Gracie 
‘today ‘are at a minimum, and van- 
‘ished in an atmosphere of apology 
for years as a straight..man. The 
old. ‘Stogie . ‘puffer now faces auds 
as an ace storyteller ‘and comedy. 
song seller whoa intends to be 
atound awhile. 

Proceedings: are fast-paced | with 
Burns joining his supporting. per-'} . 
.formers for bits of comedy, ‘song 
and soft-shoe terping. ‘His know- 
how keeps. him from being intru- 
sive, yet at the same time keeps 
him from being submerged by. tal- 
ents of the others. Result js that | 
Burns emerges as. indisputable: star 
of the show. 

Dorothy Loudon clicks: with the 
: blend of song and chatter that’s 
put her among the best of the new 
comediennes. She takes. command 
at once with her ‘remember this?” 

pate 

‘| ment. 

tongue-in-cheek, 
‘ging. musical book. show is. certain. 

$3 | 

1961: 

‘routine, ‘Kicking’ off. with “But Sut: 
Song” and then interspersing — al | 

of similar. oldies with her| 
| particular brand. of humorous’ com A 

‘charming in ; 
plue gowns, essay. a- brace--of re- eS 
-corded song hits including. their] [ 
two million seller “Mr. Sandman,” | - 
but are most effective in “Let the: 

The, ‘Chordettes, 

Rest of. the’ World: Go By” with]. |# 
_-echo ‘chamber. effects. Enunelation 
of lyrics -is near-perfect. 
The | Dunhills © -again “establish Bees 

themselves ..as’ a’ precision. male: 
dance trio with “few. peers in-the | - 
field. The Dorben Singers & Danc-} 
ers are also precise, and pretty | 
‘too,:in.a curtain raiser based. on | | 
songs. from. the musical “Gypsy.” |: | 

. Leighton Noble's orch provides: ; . 
an. effective musical. backdrop and 
lighting is first rate in” ‘the Russ | 
Hall production, -: 

Sheraton-Blackstone 
.: .Chieago, Sept. 14. 

Lilo, Franz Benteler Orch; $2 
cover weekends, $1. 50 ‘weeknights. 

Lilo, . the chanteuse who. rose to. 
| prominerice in Cole Porter's “‘Can- 
Can,” is right at home in the turn- 
of-the-19th- century Parisian decor 
of the Bonaparte Room. Gowned |. 
‘in perhaps the most plummeting] — 
decolletage hereabouts outside «. 
the Playboy Club “punniés,”. the 
bubbling Gallic. songstress croons, | 
‘caresses and belts her way through. 
a repertoire of Parisian pop ‘stand- 

manship.. ° 
-She’s refined - ‘the supper. club- 

torcheuse’s business of. workings 
‘over the ringsiders with lap-sitting, 
-hair-mussing ‘and domie-Rissing to 
a fine art and the recipients 
seemed to love it. She’s in motion 
all the time—in a duet with the 
“talking” trumpet of her. musical 
director Jim ‘Sedlar,. in..a. brief 
‘Can-Can: to the: music ‘of ‘“Folies. 

shedding her. skirt and. 
‘putting: on a.cap .and man’s. shirt 

and don- 
ning.a straw hat for a ‘burlesque. 

Bergere,” 

for. “La Vie En Rose,” 

of. Maurice Chevalier: It’s a mitt- 
getting’ turn, . neatly balancing her 
vocal. skill with right: amount of 
sexy clowning.” 
‘The Franz Benteler ‘orch ‘backs. 

‘Lilo smooth} and: furnishes pleas- 
ing : ‘dansapation. between shows: 

Next up is another chanteuse, an overlong two-hour entertain- 
Fernanda. Montiel, Oct. 2-21. 

Mor. . 

Riviera, ‘Las Vegas 
_ Juas Vegas, Sept.. 1. 

“Irma La Douce” 

‘mon, Jack. Cathcart -Orch -(13)3 
presented. by David. Merrick; 
minimum, , 

Douce” ran 95 minutes at:the first 
‘performance, -and: the breezy bit 
lof fun is the:type of self-spoofing 
with which the French. excel. ‘The 

to gét extensive word-of-mouth 
praise, which: should make ‘it a 
sturdy ° Strip ‘attraction for its 
three-month ‘run. 

the shapely 

departments —.€moting, . 

pretation of the carefree prosti- 
tute blénds smoothly with the fine 
performance of Stuart. Damon, 
who ‘portrays the. Tole of “her Taw. 
student lover: . 
‘Heavyweight ‘in the romp is 

Clive ‘Revill, narrator. of. the: pro- 
ceedings, who ‘turns. up in various 
parts, each. displaying masterful 
mugging, - movement, and - brilliant 
acting ability. - 
Bruce MacKay. as. the police in-| 

spector, and. George Cotton as the 
gravel-voiced: “Polyte Le Mot” are 
outstanding among the. other. cast 
members, -all of whom . are: male. 
except Miss Prowse. The .singing 
and dancing of.the entire company 
is firstrate, with each member 

Montmarte locale. 

Teresa Brewer opens tor three 
weeks. Sept. 28... Lloy d. 

“Cherbourg” (“no Paris songs. this|° 
time!” she vows), from ‘Mon Men: |. 
age. et Moi” to- My, Fair: Lady,” . 
done a-la “Irma la Douce.” Latter |: 

“Cole, . 
with an easy familiarity and a 

| sparkling . display | of slick show-| 

‘with Juliet. 
‘Prowse, Clive. ‘Revill; -Stuart Da-. 

‘The. Vegas version of “Irma La: 

shoulder-shrug- 

Juliet Prowse, . ideally ‘east in. 
the title role, makes an auspicious: 

| Vegas debut here;. 
looker registers beautifully: in. all’ 

‘dancing. 
‘and singing. ‘Miss Prowse’s. inter-: 

| (‘under ‘entertainment’: 
‘Valentines Day surprise: party”). 
‘Showopener Bobby Cole is a deft 

seemingly ‘coming direct _ frem: the. 

“Irma” ‘is -presented by David: 

VAUGHN 3 MONROE 
CROWN ROOM, Indianapolis 

‘[“Monroe pleases people.. 
listener likes’ a. virile and an adult 

is a respite from 
the inane, sick lyric, Mau Mau 
Mau.music of the day, Vaughn 
Monroe is his man.’ Angelo An- 
gelopolous, Indianapolis News.. 
Return engagement, November 16th 

. Mgt IRV SIDERS 
$20. FE. B4th Street, New York 

PLaza 1-5166 

Living Room, Chi. 
Chicago, Sept. 13. 

- Robesta.. Sherwood 
Sherwood), Jackie Kahane, Bobby. 

Joe _Parnelio Trio; © $2.50. 
cover, . 

Dan Segal's. Chi edition of. his 
‘N. Y. Living Room has substituted 
a bright red interior decor for the 
sombre. gray .of its: predecessor at, 
this spot, the Trade Winds. Also 
new are miniscule cocktail tables, 
‘small overstuffed couches, and a 
small -bar separated from the main 
room by a glass wall. Capacity is 
now. 200 as against the Trade. 
‘Winds’ 140-seater. Living room 
motif is carried through with small 
fake~fireplaces on either side. of 
the stage. It’s a flashy layout and | 
should: attract some of the night- 
waifs who were left stranded by the 
demise of the Chez Paree, 

Club had its opening * night 
|problems with its sound system, 
and Ségal apparently: tried to give | 
the firstnight&rs a bonus by 
stretching the show, resulting in 

ment session. Show was further 
drawn: out by a ‘practice that has 
become -standard in clubs. here- 
abouts—the 10-minute intermission |. 
between acts. It has yet to prove 
advantageous for a show and us- 
ually results in.a loss of tempo. 

Roberta: Sherwood: still belts out 
$4 ‘her songs. of stardust and sawdust} 

with fervor. . However, sans specs 
and considerably more chic than 
‘the last time around, her appearance 
is becoming increasingly matronly. 
Her catalog is mostly.Sherwoodania. 
—“Lazy River,” “Ace in the Hole,” | 
“This Train” and others—but she 
doesn’t take any of them for 
‘granted and delivers them all with 
forceful enthusiasm. Her son, Don, 
who does several duets with her 
plus a couple of solos, has im- 
proved greatly both vocally and in 
poise and is a decided asset to the 
act. It’s a solid turn that manages 
to compress more than 20 numbers 
in its fast-moving format, 

Jaékie Kahane scores niftily- 
with his:topieal japery and glib de- 
livery. His material. is generally. 

‘| sharp, but he got his biggest yocks 
from a local-reference routine on 
Al Capone discussing - -his.. income 
tax: ‘return with ‘his - accountant 

one St. 

keyboarder-vocalist who drama- 
tizes a standard songalog cleverly, 
particularly. a. slick’ medley from 
“Fiorello.” ~ 

Joe Parnello’ s ‘considerable talent 
as an:accompanist goes: unused for 
this show, since Miss Sherwood 
brought ‘her own pianist ‘and 
guitarist) with her, but his house. 
trio brightens the atmosphere: art- 
fully: between acts: Bill is in for 
three weeks. | 

Merrick, with music by. Marguerite |. 
Monnet, book and ‘lyries by Julian 
Moore, David Heneker. and. Monty 
Norman. 
vised. by. Neil Hartley; book’ was 

Tonto. On opening night the con- 
ductor was “Don Pippin of: the 
original Broadway production, 
fronting the -Jack Catheart orch. 
(13), Show js set. through Dec: 10. 

Duke. . 

Production was.‘super- 

restaged, for Vegas by. Ben Ji anney | 
and the dances restaged by Rudy’ 

support: - 

‘Liv ing Room. N.Y. 
Sallie Blair; Bobby Bell, Jerry 

Citron, Bob Ferro Trioa;. $4. 50 mini- 
imum, 

Danny Siegel’s” Living Room. has 
‘an interesting bill with songstress 
Sallie Blair .as its topliner. and with 
Bobby Bell “and: Jerry Citroen in 

This | occasion marks. a 
local try by Miss Blair to tame her 

. jrather uninhibited talents: ‘for the. 

| personality on her. 
there were no objections to the 

(with Don! 

“Bound East for Cardifi”; 

“Mor.. | 19 better in a ‘small theatre. 

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS 

{confines of an intimery. 
jcase, it’s a fairly difficult assign- 

In her 

males Blair is somewhat hampered 
‘by the smaller sphere of opera- 

tions. It mot only stymies her 
Tat’.er bodied sweep of mo- 
ticn, but also clamps a different 

Inasmuch as 

personality by which she became 
fairly well-known, the wisdom of 
the latter step is dubious. 
-Miss Blair, with a hair change 

and a& different type of couture, 
‘plus an unfamiliar tune catalog, 
becomes a different type of per- 
former. Her hoydenish bits are 
toned down,;.and her physical at- 
tributes minimized. However, 
‘some of these errors could be mini-. 

by a more sapient song se- 
: lection at the beginning of her 

turn. Effective are some of the 
Cole Porter faves that she essays 
at the end of the stint, but her. 
former impact. doesn’t make itself 
evident. 
Bobby Bell, a newcomer in this 

room, ig a follower of several 
| schools of comedic thought. He is 
reminiscent of hecklers such as 
Don: Rickles, the wildly flamboy- 
ant gab of some of the topical 
comics, plus some of the usual 
‘type of standuppers. There is one 
major fault, he was. unsure of his 
material and certainly the tastes 

tof his audience at show caught. 
There were indeed many blank 
stretches. 

Yet it’s fairly. reasonable to as- 
sume that Bell needs to have his 
offerings edited down to eliminate 
a lot of unnecessary verbiage and | th 
movement. There are some strong 
bits in his act and should he fo-| Cyjiin 
cug on them, he’d have smoother 
sajling. 
The plano offerings by Jerry. 

Citron have a flowing ease and a 
sense of literacy. He is 2 pleasant 
‘performer with a strong repretoire 
of some of the top pops which 
rates appreciate mitts, 

The Bobby Ferro Trio show- 
backs well, Jose. 

-Gate of Horn, Chi 
: Chicago, Sept. 12. 

“An Evening. with Lionel Stand- 
er” with Stander, Norman Belkin 
& Nancy Jeris, ‘Amanéa Ambrose; 
$2, 50 admission. 

‘The effectiveness of serious 
drama in a club remains to be 
tested in Chicago despite the ap- 
parently serious intentions of own- 
er Alan Ribback in presenting “An 
Evening With Lionel Stander” at 
the Gate of Horn. 

Certainly the brevity of each of 
the selections from Stander’s 20th 
Century American theatre samp- 
ler prevents any of them from 
building up a sufficient head of 
steam for any substantial dramatic 
impact. Even the meatiest 10-min- 
ute selection torn from its context 
(particularly in a modern play) 
tends to have a feeling of dismem- 
berment, . 
The raspy-voiced vet actor wades 

into the roles with gusto: as Sam, a 
florid talent agent in. the upcoming 
Broadway play “Venus at Large” 
by Henry Denker; as Yank in the 
death scene from Eugene O’Neill’s 

as Joe 
in the “brief encounter” scene from 
Saroyan’s “Time of Your Life”; 
and in scenes from Harry Kurnitz's 
“Reclining Figure” and O’Casey’s 
“Plough and the Stars.” . 

The 45-minutes of acting are in- 
terspersed with Stander-dized opin- 
ions and lore of the American the- 
atre, most of it gratuitous and 
much of it inane. Norman Belkin 
is an excellent counterfoil for 
Stander,..to the point of nearly 
stealing the scene in “Plough and 
Stars.” “Nancy Jeris, a veritable 
last-minute replacement, does a 
creditable job considering the lack 
of rehearsal time. 

Withal, the-presentation doesn’t 
come off as highbrow entertain- 
ment, but merely registers as 
“artsy-craftsy,” and as such fails. 
to purvey the potential excitement 
of the juxtaposition of a classic art 
in a saloon setting. By dint of the 
‘same lack of finesse, polish, dra- 
‘matic organization and production 
values it could be expected to fare 

+ Opening, Amanda Ambrose ap- 
plies a gospel-music walking left 
hand to the keyboard and a sturdy 
voice to such offbeat numbers as 
the title song from “Kicks & Co.” 
and a comic-blues rendition of 
“Trish Eyes,” and to such gospel 
standards as “City Called Heaven” 
and “Let Jt Shine.” Her style is 
largely derivative but is saved from 
being a carbon copy of other gos- 
pelers by her enthusiasm and per- 
sonal charm, Mor, 
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Hotel Plaza, N. Y. 
Shirley Bassey with Raymond 

Long; Emil Coleman and Mark 
Monte orchs; $3 and $4 (Fri.-Sat. 
opening nights). 

From Engjand.. by way of Car- 
diff (Wales;, where this sepia 
songstress was born 23 years ago, 
comes an impressive new song 
stylist. Shirley Bassey, although 
heard before in the States, may 
really come into fullest flower this 
season. She had a fling in Las 
Vegas and has also been given the 
Ed Sullivan tv exposure but her - 
present 45-minute songalog is un- 
doubtedly a solid sendoff for this 
highly talented thrush. 

Miss Bassey is the urusual 
among chanteuses—she really sets 
out to sing songs in most effective, 
meledic manner, and achieves the 
end result with a progressive ere 
scendo of favorable impact. Per- 
haps her lesser moments come 
when she’s not Shirley Bassey une 
adulterated, for it is in these mo- 
ments that the Eartha Kitt colorae 
tion seems to creep in. But, as she 
evolves her balladeering, she hits 
a spontaneous enthusiasm that in- 
spired hand-to-hand response from 
the firstnight outfronters, 

Her voice is true and authorita- 
tive, so much so that in some spots 
she could wisely eschew the mike 
or, perhaps to be preferred, learn 
to shrink back from the amplifica- 
tion and avoid that slight feedback. 

Skilfully lighted, coming on in 
eclipse to twilight spotlighting, 
as she croons “Lovely Way to 
Spend an Evening,” Miss Bassey 

ereafter, for nearly an hour, 
proves that it is indeed all of that. 

g from Gershwin to Porter 

Lionel Bart’s click ballad, “As 
Long As He Needs Me,” from the 
current London musical, “‘Oliver.” 
“Romeo” (by Ross Parker) and 
“Till” (another effective ballad 

|heard too little) are interlarded 
between Porter’s sentimental 
“Everytime We Say Goodbye” and 
the saucier “Please Mr. Brown.” 

Miss Basey, handsomely accou- 
tred, is a canny performer with 
fine sense of audience values an 
gcod change of pace. She is given 
expert musical assist by special 
batoneer Raymond Long fronting 
the Emil Coleman orchestra. For 
the latter it’s a new and yet old - 
environment, his first return here 
since 1936, ‘at which time Serge 
Obolensky took the fave society 
dansapator to the-St. Regis for 
three years. Thereafter, he became, 
an annual fixture dt the Waldorf- 
Astoria, But with Neal Lang’s ad- 

{vent as bossman of the Plaza he 
insisted on Coleman’s return to the 
Persian Room where in years past 
he had succeeded the late Eddy 
Duchin, Lang, when he operated 
Detroit’s Book-Cadillac. Hotel, had 
Coleman as his No. 1 dansapation 
dispenser so this  old-school-tie 
reunion accounts for Ted Straet- 
er’s exodus. 
Mark Monte and his Continentals 

continue with their sprightly and 
every compelling terp tunes, and 
John Fossatti dittos as maitre. 
@hotel. Preem night witnessed a 
$10 special dinner ($4 couvert) 
end: only one show, making the’ 
Wednesday opener a truly gala 
wingding. Abel. 

Grinzinag, N.Y. 
Garde & Freddie Davidson, Lily 

Cavel, Frank Bartel, Bela Villanyi, 
George Havas: no cover no mini- 
mum, 

The Grinzing is an old estab- 
lished Yorkville institution which 
has been showcasing continental 
entertainment as well as home- 
grown product. Its task force for 
some years has been headed by 
baritone Carlos Harvary, who after 
16 years in this spot, booms out 
multi-lingual songs effectively. 
There are some interesting items 

in this spot- such as Garde & Fred- 
die Davidson, ‘a song and piano 
team skilled in languages, who do 
well at novel arrangements. A 
French children’s song comes out 
especially weil. 

The opening singer is Lily Cavel, 
who has appeared in this sector of 
town previously. Miss Cavel, excel- 
lently coutoured, as her top piece 
does a melodic Italian tango, which 
gets the crowd’s measure. She has 
a fine tune catalog, which shows 
off a tasteful set of pipes to good. 
advantage. Frank Bartell, also w.k. 
in ‘Yorkville, provides a good male 
voice. He does a brief turn with 
some Sinatraesque overtones, 

Completing the lineup are the 
violin offerings of Bela Vilanyi, 
who strolls around the spot offer- 
ing passionate gypsy and romantie 
airs. Jose. 
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LEGITIMATE | 

Shows Out of Town 
J. ack Cole's choreography Is ‘slick, 
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Kean . 
A Boston, Sept. 19. é ith é 
Robert Lantz presentation of musical; and acrobats, and there’s a rousing 

comeds in two acts «14 scenes), with , 
book by Peter Stune. songs by George , 
Forrest and Robert Wright. adapted on: 
a@ eomeds bs Jean-Paul Sartre. based on ; 

> br ‘ Jurmes St d . . . -. 
@ olay by Alexandre Dumas | Stagen ane: Wales. Miss Venora is admirable 

cover the period with a rich touch. 
Gray is standout as the Prince of 

ehovs sgtaphed by Jack Cale: settings. 
Et Wittsterm. isshung. John Harvey;,as the demure lady who pursues; 
nuusital direvGon and .vocai arrange- Kean ; _ 

ments, Pemotoke Davenport. orchestra- ; oe . - . 
tions, Phibp J. Lang: ballet and ance Joan Weldon’s portrait: of the 
dental must, Ebe Siegmersster Stars: g;,. : ee 4 ; 

Alfred Drake, features Lee venora, | flirtatious countess ‘over whom 
Olver Gras Joana Weldon, Roderick Kean loses his head is excellent. 
Crk, Patrick | Waddington, Truman “Miss Venora and Miss Weldon sing 
Sbett Penn. Arthur Rubin, Patricia fn duets, ‘solos’ and with Drake in| 
Cutts Opened Sept 1s. "61. at the Shu- frequent birsts of music. Patricia; 
bert Theetre. Boston, $750 tep. tte fis a . 5 ae 3 re ene : . 

Couatess Elsua De Koeberg Joan Weldon Cts is sood as a gossipy, snide ‘Hatry Davis oi essseetseeses Rod Steiger 
Lady Ams Goswed _ Paicicia Cutis, me~ber ef the peerage. Oli Lage... peneseasens jan Martin 

Td De Sanne as, Pa hn . cnketun | Truman Smith has a nice cameo|-Nick (0... ceseeseee cesses. Keir’ Dullea |- 
Briace of Wates clolcl..) Oliver Gray. as Kean’s monager, dresser and ; Marjorie vesereeee . vse gae Suome, Jens 

Carte Alfred Drake :nromoter Christopher Hewett.) Teg ©...) "..1L i Nat Home 
nk i Riderick Cook: Robert Penn and Arthur Rubin’ Also: Joe McWherter, Al Sambosna, 
Stage Manager... _Alfred Toigo scare with the big first act finale: Seldon. Powell, Robert Levenson,’ Fred- 
Srtomon acces tr see erent inumboer, “Tha Fog and the Grog te . sven. . ‘8 

VAT = we wm ae t er a. ; ; —. _ 

Ben we eevee Robert Pen’ as Nlaver~ of the Kean company. | - Marked by ‘brilliant. acting. with 

Anat Danis ve Arthur Rubo,  Mustealy the show reaches the: Nan Martin a standout, “A Short : MY cee eee eee ve aa * ar : . n wartin a star , 4. oho 

Pr > Bos ce ween es Eadie Biieksen navn ann done ‘before the. Happy Life™ is’ all/Ernest Heming- 

Gevretare — seeeerer ess vseph McGrath ‘intermission. The dialogue is crisp’ yay, as adapted by A. E. Hotchner. Heachn HE ec terecses “ieowe aha s] and VW itty, and the transition of the! » (Continued on : age 60) oe 

Se. Atbangs ..-...0-- Marissa Mason ; oriziral vlavs ta. musical status; oar pag a 
LLG Sth ae Margaret Gathright .Ignts ta ho a good bet. It’s evident) = - . ; 

Bott we eee eee eee Gloria Warner | thar ath . 4th &M 7 : — 

Dad ic cccese eee cee cece Randy Doney !°"@Te W & camnarisons W My! ’ e 

0 eo Juan Jordan i Fajr Lad,” but “Kean” would have OFE-B way Review 
Perk LIND ayes Dunn to be infsed with more rapidity, | Ul. _ Patrick ....2-e cee eee oe Charles Dunn - *" : I 

C :nstable oe Martin Ambrose “nace, stulin and verve to approach. eS —________ — 7 

Gearts | Lairy Shadur, ohn Wheeler : tm its roush form, it would seem |. ' I Want You Danvers John Wusiides. Barbara Beck, 
Jonanna Carothers, Lois Castle. Tony ; there's enoush 

ry 
. 

with the stage filled with dancers. 

S, a. ng’ material -for films. 
‘tavern duelling scene, The costumes; 

ingenious farcial} 

| on the costumes except to note the | 
creation of a classic outfit: in the 
tattered apparel af the hobo. The| - 
single’ setting by Brian Currah 
meets its: ramshackle requirements. 

“Caretaker” seems questionable 
'. Bone: 

A Short Happy Life 
; Seattle, Sept. 13. 

A. E. Hotchner. in. associatian with 
Jerome Brody, presentation of drama in 
two. acts, by A. E. Hatehner; based ‘on 
the writings of Ernest 
Staged by Frank Corsaro; ‘settings and 
lighting. Jo Mielziner; . choreography, 
Matt Mattox: niusic, Bernardo Segall: 
‘costumes, Theoni V. Aldredge. Stars Rod 
Steiger: features -Nan Martin, -Harvey 
Lemback, Keir Dullea, Judith Lowry, 
Salome Jens. Opened Sépt. 12, ’61, at 
the Moore Theatre, Seattle; $5 top. 

Theodore J. Flicker, Sam W. Gelfman 

Wednesday, September 20, 1961 

So They Say 
“The Edinburgh Festival probably has some small distant relation« 

ship to. going for a holiday. There are two types of these. One is the 
holiday which is a certain somewhere you' know, and look forward to... : 
Zoing again. The other is adventurous ‘where ‘you “are bréaking “new. 
ground. I -would rather. we were accused of heing spiky. and_conten- 

| tious than of settling-down to being ‘conifortable.’’-—The Earl of Hare- 
| wood, Artistic Administra 

Hemingway. |. 

i ing at Edinburgh. 

“There is little theatre here: ( 

tor, Edinburgh International Festival, speak- 

in the U.S.—Ed.), at Jeast “fn. my 
: Sense of it. Here’ we have the best ‘show bysiness.’ Don’t: misunderstand 
me. It is wonderfully done, and.I do nat suggest we get rid. of it. But - 

: With all that the theatre is, and ean: 
‘are is: like limiting a magnificent 
: Le_Gallienne, as quoted by. Donald 
' Monitor. ° 

be, to confine-our efforts the way. we 
library -only -to. hest ‘sellers’’—Eva’" 
Mainwaring in-the Christian Scienée 

an overwhelming . personality. But: 
“The paradox of stardom is. that: to become -a star ‘one must have’ 

one rannot be a'true actor if. one’s: - 
| personality overwhelms the role, and, unless it does, one. can’t. become 
ia star.”——Cartoonist Al Capp, in an article, ‘The. Art of Non-Acting, 
from Barrymore to Wayne,” in the Racine (Wis.) Journal-Timés: ~- 

“He does everything in a: hurry 
‘Of death. His. attitud 

| Rodgers, as quoted Arthur and mag . 

“Debut,” original. screenplay. by 
j background in. England and~Soho: 
t 

vam “global symbol.” 

Michael Howard. will direct the 
jOff-broadway musical, “O° Marry 

“Genousia,” - an adaptation. ‘by 

Collins, Charles (Corbett. Kenneth ; invention to keen the action rolling . & Josenh. Crayhon,. in association with.: ° 

Creai, Rants Dones Judy. Dunford. ; at a fester vace. Cole will need. David W. Carter. production of musical 
Larrs Fuller, Mickey runnesson: ‘ . - ! comedy in two acts, with book by Stefan 
Pamela Havford. Ron Lewis, Lisa: ta he so~ewhat more ruthless ini Kanfer and Jess J. Korman, music and 
James, Rrenard Lyle. George wart | his direction. Guy. {lyrics by Kanfer, Korman and Joseph 
Marissa Mason. Susanne or ey Ami- _ Cravhon Staged by. Theodore J. Flicker; 

Singers. Martin Ambrose. au ar Keer j musical nunibers staged by. Rhoda Levine; 
don, Chartes Duna. Eddie G: thri he, The Caretaker { scenery, David Moon; costumes, Frieda 
Naney = Fuster, Margaret : il enn r : Evans; musical direction, Harold Beebe. : \fe,”’ 

, Magzie Gos, George | Haren espet New Haven, Sept. 14. Opened Sept. 14, °61, at the Maidman ;. 
i Lankston. Joseph “icGra : Sh ae Roger T.. Stevens. Frederick -Brisson, | Piayhouse, N. Y.; $4.80 top. - . 
z Nelson. Mary Nettum. Thien Gl ria | Gilbert Muller presentation of comedy-; Jerry Gray. .....- .. "AL Maneini 
Susan Term, “Alfred Togo, oma drama in three acts (eight scenes), by | Jackie Gray _|........ Dwight Townsend 
Wainer, John Wherler > Harald Pinter. Staged by Donald MeWhin- 

Musieal numbfrs: “Mayfair Affair," nie: se : A fo Na Juni : = sae cat Tyanver.? & : setting, Brian Currah; supervision; _. - . ancy Junion | dia 
mp compte. ° Swzek Danaeres omence ; and lishting. Paut Morrison. Stars Don- | Newsboy -.....+scesecees Bernard Reed : ‘ 

of Disuy Lane. eeendon.” : ald Pleasence, Robert Shaw, Alan Bates. i Doughboy ....-....... . .... Franeis Du 
Colored.” “King of London.” “To Look ° Opened 
Upon My Love.” “Disorder and Genius.” i ept - 
“pws Imptovise.” “Elena,” “Social; Theatre, New Haven; $4.80 top. 

Whirl” “The Foe and the Grog’ “ltt Aston. iiliened 
evdtable.” = “Cisihzed. People. Willow, Davies .-............ Donald. Pleasence.| Mulligan 
Willow, Willow.” “Fracas at Old Drury.” 
“Chime In” "Swept Away,” “The En- - —_—_——- | . 

chanted Archer.” | _If there’s a prize for the odd-ball 
play of the vear,. this one should 

“Kean” is a big, opulent show. win hands down. Having baffled. 
with so much in it that the action 7 ondon playgoers over a consider-} 
is slo-ved to a walk. It needs cut-" able run. it has now crossed the 

ting for Broadway. It has strong’ pond to nerplex and intrigue Amer- 
potential, but it ran oem ean audiences. 

three hours onening night. A sold-: ,, ys a . 

out preview had to be cancelled The Caretaker” is an .amalga: 
Friday (15: because the Show nave no cohesive story line and yet 
wasn't ready. ! 

season's brightest musical. It has and puzzlement: It’ is frustrating, 

a slick, singable score with a show vet maintains a degree of fascina- 

stopping number, “The Fog and the tion. It is painfully lethargic in 
Grog.” Other songs with potential:.tempo in certain scenes, yet bris-. 

~ 

include “Sweet Danger,” “To Look tling with energy in- others. Its | 

People.” . ;samehow have an air of sense. 
There’s a good possibility for ul-. “Caretaker” might be compared 

imate screening. The “Kean” plot tg a first-rate still life. which,’ 
gets off to a slow start as much Of; though not necessarily telling a” 

€: story, exhibits excellence simply. the first act is taken to set th 
scene and situation. The show starts: through the merit of its own com- 
to light up half way through the; nositie1. It vill undoubtedly have 

first act. Against a bright and opu-/ a portion of its audience departing 
lent background with ingenius, before the final curtain but for 
decor achieving a variety of set-! those who see it through, it will- 
tings from Drury Lane to low tav-j mean an interesting playgoing ex- 
erns to Kean’s dressing room to: perience if for na other reason 
homes of nobility, is spun a some-! than the high quality of its playing. 
times comic,. sometimes serious; What theme there is concerns 
tragis musical story of a great: events when a sleazy tramp is be- 

Shakespearean actor. ifriended by a young man who turns 
Taken from the comedy by Jean-: out to bean ex-mental patient and 

Pau! Sartre and based on the play; his similarly’ eccentric younger 
brother, who live in a delapidated by Alexander Dumas, Kean {is pre- 7 

sented as a grandiloquent actor,! garret in- London. Whether pur- 
or otherwise, -Pinter has touched with genius. who berates!»<-30l~ 

his audiences from the stage. Is an; planted various implications of 
intimate of the Prinee of Wales, | violence, even murder, none of 
moves {In hizh social circles, but isj which materializes, but along the 
unhappy because he is not accepted; way there are interesting insights 
by society exeent as a freak, moun-; into the workings of the human 
tebank and choicer terms. “whore-{ mind. - . 
monger,” for instance, which are| There.is an element of ‘Waiting 
thrown af him bv the nobles. for Godot” in that everything is 

The vehicie moves on Kean’s; going to be rosy “tomorrow,” 
friendship with royalty, and his; which, of course, never comes. 
amours amone the gentry, with! There is irony in the fear of the 
femmes In and out of his dressing] disreputable hobo that he might | 
ranm throueh a seeret door. It’s al become polluted by the “blacks’’ 
fat part for Alfred Drake. as the| who live next door. (Perhaps the 
hammy. swashhuckling, imposing,| author’s sly poke at the “white 
dramatic, Iecherans Shakespearean | supremacy” theory.) There are sev- 
artor who's alwavs “on.” He turns! eral telling individual scenes of 
in a rich seine and acting per-| both comédy and drama. 
formaree He beines truth and un- As the vagrant, Donald Pleasence 
d=" tandin* to the role of the actor.| gives meaning to the ferm virtu- 
who insults the prince and the| osity. In mannerisms, voice and 
audience from the stroe and raves; overall understanding of the role 
and rants over inin-tices to actors: he is outstanding. Robert: Shaw’s 
as social ennals in that era. ; version of the -sometimes’ moody, 

There’s 4 great seene in which! sometimes warmhearted arrested 
Droke as Kean nlavs “Othello” with} mental case is fine acting and Alan 
femme lead Tee. Venora as Des-} Bates gives a good interpretation 
demona. Alors with a set of in-|of the slightly daft “younger 
gorins theatrics} devices, such as; brother. , 
a theatre curtain for the Drurv It is to Donald McWhinnie’s 
Taro nlavkoncse, there are such| credit that he has been able-to 
scenes as Joon Weldon taking a!extricate an absorbing show from 
hubhle bath an <tace, ard Oliver! the maze of wards and grasshopper. 
Grav a the %*- 4, taking a bath! progression of his working mate- 
in a gtided fuib in the same scene.i rials. There is little to comment 

~ 

* . ‘its numerous vignettes have an’ 

Sept. 12. "61. at the Shubert ; S 

Alan Bates | Tweed 
- Robert Shaw ! Sally Cork ..... 

} 

4 

‘mation of paradoxes. It seems to |} 

‘have a ball. - 

“corny. 

LS TY aL 

Valencia‘ Lovelies'....... Vivian Clemons, 

erzeant «oc... cceee. D. Bruce Rabbino 
Hockenbock vs - 

sees me 

wer eewerroses poe 

Graum eons e em eoresoures 

Gwen | awe ee spans K. C. Townsend - 
Mrs. Wiggins...... +. Say Bramlette 
Mme. Rita «ee. bees ; 
Jackie’s Girl saeceedees Vivian Clemons 
Niccoflinit Fettucinl....... . Al -Mancini 

«- - David Haine, Mulligan’s Horse....... 
0 D. Bruce Rabbino 

Herman ...- sees eceqe cence Francis .Dux 
Hugo __.....:- eee ..-2... Bernard Reed 
Chinese: Strongman....Dwight Townsend 
Lew ’ ‘..e-cee.-,.- David Haine 
‘Famaus General ....... D.. Bruce Rabbino 

‘What youth and loud energy can 
do for a show, the cast and director. 
of “I- Want You” have tried to pro- 
vide. As long as there’s. singing, 
or the backstage pianist and drum- 
mer are thumping out Tin Pan 
Alley tunes reminiscent of.the red, 
white and blue days of World War 
I, the hard-working boys and girls 
at the Maidman Theatre seem to 

Like conventional musicals of 
the era being lampooned, how- 
ever, “I -Want’ You” is tenuousty 
strung together. “While the jollity 
is ‘sometimes convivial, after: a 
first half hour there’ are damag- 

‘ingly. lengthy lulls. 
There’s not. much more material 

to the spoof: than would provide 
a revue sketch. Included .aré a 
pops music publisher who,: thanks 
to’ America’s tunefully- patriotic 
fervors, rises from cerise spats to 
ermine cape, and a Stan. Laurel- 
like hero whose songs and fiat 
feet save him from the. trenches, 
to the dismay of his Red. Cross-. 
yearning sweetheart: The Maidman 
Theatre’s confines have even. been: 
made to house an onstage sub- 
marine and a zeppelin over. the 
audience’s head.  -. 
' Stefan Kanfer. and. Jess J. Kor- 
-man. have. provided. what: there. is 
of book, and collaborated ‘with 
Joseph .Crayhon on music and 
lyrics. The tunes give “I Want 
You” its particular. strength, the 
book and dialog simply. being 

_ Joshua. Shelley plays the war- 
song entrepreneur. and his best 
material is early in the show. He’s 
an insouciant comedian,. however, 
who never surrenders while the 
curtain’s up. “ 

Blue-eyed Barbara” Quaney and 
Tresolutely cheerful Al Mancini, 

as the doting yeungsters, are at-. 
tractively sprightly, while Ed 
Crowley and.Leo Bloom are help- 
ful ‘as they soft shoe, strawhat and 
sing their peripatetic way through 
the evening in traditional vaude- 
‘ville fashion. Los 

_ Theodore J. Flicker has provided 
detailed and lusty ‘staging. 
.First-nighters were given sheet 

music. of ‘the title song; “I Want 
_You,” complete with a pointing 
Uncle Sam on the cover. Somehow 
it doesn’t seem funny this autumn. 

_ . Geor. 
(Closed Sept. 16, after four per- 

formances.)} 

Edward Crowley | 
.». . ‘Eeo- Bloom | 
.. Barbara Quaney | 

William Morris : 
- ; ‘David Haine |@ _ dewna 

Col. Yeast .....,.....8.. Joshua Shelley; “Trouble in Tahiti”. 

A  ¢ ona 

re hy te eA © 

Gertrude Corey of a dramia by. 
|French playwright Rene De’ Oba!- 

'ly-formed firm of Liska. March :and 
John Corrington. , . | 

dvction of Leonard’ Bernstein’s 
for. presenta- 

tion at the Gate of Horn in Chicago 
Joshua Shelley | in October. The cast will consist -of 

Alexandra Hunt and Frank Car- 
roll, of the: New: York City ‘Center: 
Opera Co., a 
‘of Chicago. 

Stanley Lebowsky will be. musi- 
cal director for the Broadway pro- 
duction, “A Family Affair.” 

of “Simone.” 

lead 
Broadway. 

Belack, Michael Kahn, Gordon 

Wittstein .as a sixth partner in 
Writers Stage Co 
producing group. 

The Ashtabula (O.) Playhouse,. 

general manager, has. booked the 

for the 1961-62 season. a 
_ Joseph Papp plans. a revival of 
“The Merchant of Venice’ for next 
summer as a presentation . of . his 

tral Park, N.Y., with George C. 

dation underwriting for a_pro- 
jected opera version by. David 

Verona.” 

ver, pressagent; Eugene Secunda, 
assistant p.a.; James Gelb, produc- 

ner,.assistant stage manager. 

and Linda Donovan joined the ¢ast 

(Tues.). They succeed Maybin 

ward | the book for the. Yiddish-American 
musical, “Go Fight City Hall.’*. 

Phillis Lear and Garold Gard-. 
ner, respectively,, have succeeded 

Charles. Cor- Laurie Archer and 
bett in “Camelat.” | 

Paul Vroom and H. Cherin are 
general manager and company 
manager, respectively, for “Let It; 
Ride.” 

Yiddish performers Max Bozyk, 
Issac Lipinsky, Vera Rosanko, Rose 
Bozyk and Rose Shoshano: have 
formed a new theatre group to 
present Yiddish productions at the | 

yEducational Alliance © Playhouse, 

‘Lesit 

‘is. planned’ for off-Broadway 
x iproduction December -by the new- 

Richard Tyler.~is: staging. a pro-. 

nd Amanda. Ambrose, 

The Schwartz-Luskin talent |} 
agency has been employed. by Nor-: 
‘man Twain toe handle casting for | 
his upcoming Broadway production’ 

Rita Gardner will be the ingenue | 
in. “A Family Affair" on™ 

Andre. Gregory has Joined Doris | 

Rogoff, Judith Rutherford and Ed'| 

. an off-Broadway. |. 

of which: Arthur H. Aronson is 

touring “Miracle Worker” for an 
Oct. 3 one-niter as the first of a 
variety of legit and concert entries | 

N.Y. Shakespeare Festival in Cen- [ 

Scott as Shylock and Nan Martin | 
as Portia. He’s also seeking foun- 

Amram of “Two Gentlemen of 

‘The staff for the incoming “Milk. 
and Honey” includes Phil Adler,: 
general manager; Sam: Handels- | . 
man, company. manager; Dick Wea-. 

tion stage manager; Burry Fredrik, 
stage manager, and Marnel Sum- | 

Denise Foster, Cindy Whitsell. 

of ‘Medium Rare” at Happy-Medi- | 
um Theatre, Chicago, last night 

‘Hewes, Diane Ladd and Lorrie |" 
Bentley, respectively, # ~ -. | 

Harry Kalmanowich is writing | 

because of his acute consciousness 
i f tude is: ‘I’m lueky so far, but'I- don’t know. what 

tomorrow will bring’.”—Lillian Leff, , sectetary to composer Richard 
Barbara Gelb in an article in Esquire 

Jane Boyd, in original form had -lts. 
Highroad. Productions ‘changed . the. 

setting to New York and Greenwich. Village, ‘latter being more ofa... 

'N.Y., where the first of their. offer . 
ings, “Going’to America,” a musi- 
-cal adaptation by Israel Rosenberg. 
of Sholom’ Aleichem’s .“Motle,” ig. 
scheduled to op:en Oct. 21.°. 

Jack: Blackton, who ‘has.- beén © 
standby “for Kenneth. Nelson. as 
leading -man in. “The Fantasticks,” 
has taken over the role inthe role 
in -the off-Broadway .revue.” Nel-~ 
son has withdzawn te take the lead __ 
in the. upcoming off-Broadway mu--: 
sical, “The. Sap of Lifé.”” . 

“Helene Pons and Oliver. Smith, 
;who’s also -daing.the-sets, are de-. 
|signing ‘the. costumes. for ““D:ugh- 
-tter of Silence.” in which Irene Dai- 
ley will play a major role. — 

(Figures denote opening. dates) 
' Balcony (Rep,), Circle In Square (3-3-60). 
Blacks, St. Marks (54-61). 7. 0 
Connection, . Living (Rep) (9-12-61. « .: 
-Dream & Bessie, Cherry Lane (3-160... 

_ Fantasticks, Sullivan St. (5-360). - 
“Kappy Days, Cherry Lane (9-17-61). 
King Dark Chamber, ‘Jan Hus. (2-93-61), 
Krapp’s & Zoo, East End (9-1261).° ° . 
Mary.-Sunshine, Players (11-18-59). |. 
Mime .& Me, Provincetown (9-4-61), 
One Way Pendulum, E. 74th St. (8-18-60. : 
Pirates ‘of. Penzance, Phoenix: (9-861). 
Premise, Premise (11-22-60). ve 
‘Red Eye, Provincet’n Playh’se (6-12-61), 
Tender Trap, 41st St. (8-25-61). | oo 
‘Threepenny Opera, de Lys (9-20-55)... 
‘Under, Milk Wood (Rep.) Circle (3-29-6D, . 

. CLOSED LAST WEEK. - 

Cockeyed Kite. Actors (9-13-6D. .. 
(. Want. You,.Maidman (9-14-61). 

. , . SCHEDULED OPENINGS 
“Ghosts, 4th St. (9-21-61L..-  e- 
‘“Misalllance, Sheridan Sq... (9-25-61). . 
Opening -Window, Marquee. (9-25-61), 
Jungle,. Living (Rep) (9-266)... 
Thracian Horses, Orpheum (9-27-61). 

_ HI -Paisano, York (9-27-61)... 0° -: 
4th Ave. North, Madison Ave. (9-27-60. 

' Sap of Life, -1 Sher: Sq. (10-2-61). ; 
“ Many Loves, Living (Rep) 0-3-61). 
Harry Stoones, Gramercy .(10-16-61). 
Diff‘rant,, Mermaid (10-17-61).. . 
O Marry Me, Gate (10-20-61). so, 
American Savoyard, Jan Hus (10-26-61)... 
Buskers,. Cricket (10-28-6D. * _ 
All in Love, 4ist St. (10-30-6D.S-. 
Go -Fight City Hall, Mayfair .(10-30-6L._ 
Shadows of..Heroes, York. (11-14-61). 

London Shows. 
(Figures denote opening dates) 
Amorous Prawn, Piccadilly - (12-9-59). 
Avgust for People, Royal.Ct: (9-12-61. 
Beyond -Fringe, Fortune (5-10-61). — . 

, Billy Liar, Cambridge (9-13-60). .. 
Bird of Time, Savoy ($316D. 
Bye Bye Birdie, Her Majesty’s (6-15-6D. -- 
Fantasticks, Apolla (9-7-61). .- 
‘ings Ain‘t, Garrick (2-11-60). 
Guilty Party, St. Martin’s (8-17-61). 
irma La Douce, Lyric (7-17-58). 
Irregular Verb, Criterion: (4-116). 
‘King Kong, Princés (2-23-61)... 

‘ Le¥ Yourself Go, Palladium (5-19-61). . 
Lord Chamberlain, Saville (8-23-61)... 
Luther, Phoenix ‘(7-27-61);; moved Sept. :- 

: Miracle Worker, Wyndham’s {3-9-60.. .. 
_ ‘Mousetrap,, Ambassador (11-25-52). - 

Mrs. Puffin, Duchess (7-18-61... | 
. Music Man, Adelphi (-16-61). - 
My Fair. Lady, Drury. Lane (4-30-58). 

' Oliver, New (6-30-60)... 0. : 
On Brighter Side, Comedy (412-6). . 
One For the Pot, Whitehall’ (6-261. . 
‘One Over Eight, Duke York’s:.(4-5-6D.. 
Rehearsal, Globe (45-61), , 
Repertory, Aldywich (12-15-80), 
‘Repertory, Old. Vie .(9-14-6D. — 
‘Rass, Haymarket ©-12-60). |— 
Sound of Music, Palace (5-18-61)... 
Stop the World, Queens (7-20-61). 
Tis .Pity She's, Mermaid (8-29-6)D. © 
Whistle tn’ Dark, .T.. Royal (9-11-6D. 
Wildest. Dreams, Vaudeville (8-3-6D. 
‘Young tn Heart, Vic, Fal. (12-21-60). - 

_, SCHEDULED OPENINGS. 
Affair, Strand (9-21-61). tee 

- Androcies’ & Posnet, Mermaid (10-3-61), 
-Do Re MI, Prince Wales’ (10-128). | 

oo ‘CLOSED a 
Ballets USA,. Saville’ (1-6). °. \ 
Caesar & Cleopatra,’ Duchess (-30-6D.. 
_Kifchen, -Royal Court, (8-2[-61). . ty 
Kreutzer Sonafa, Arts (7-10-6). 
Lady Chatterley, Arts (6-16-6). - 
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Crowded Dublin Theatre Festival | 
Offers 16 Shows in MeDay Span 
“Dublin; ‘Sept: 19. 

“An. ‘overladen - - program ° offers: 
theatrical indigestion: for -theatre-. 
goers during the 14 days and 16. 
presentations of Dublin’ 2 Interna- | : 
-tfonal: Theatre : Festival. - Perhaps 

_ because the summer. ‘vacation sea: |. 
“gon is over, ‘the. bulk of the. atten- | 

.- @ances is local rather than tourist. 
’ Jt was the latter whom -the Festival 
was - planned to attract. when ’ in-. 
gugurated a few years ago. : 

Opening offering was Shaw’s 
“Mrs. Warren's Profession,” with 
‘Kithne Dunne starrinng and her 
husband Gerard Healy directing 
at-the Gaiety, which is also staging | 

-the preem of “North City Traffie 
‘Straight. Ahead,” by. James": Dou- 
glas, directed for Pike Theatre Pro- 
-ductions by Alan: Simpson. . Follow- 
ing: isthe’ Duflin Gaté-’ Theatre 
Company presentation of Siobhan 
“McKenna..in. Bertold Brecht’s “St. 

-. Joan of the Stockyards,”: directed. 
‘by: Hilton. Edward; who {is “now 

_chead of drama for Irish Television. 
_ , The Olympia:has on hand ‘Hugh 
“Ross” Williamson’s. “Teresa -, of: 
Avila, ‘starring Sybil-. 
dike’ ‘and - Lewis. Casson. on a 
four-night ‘Stand, to. be. folloyed’ 
py two days. of Les. ‘Compagnie 
de Rigault (Paris). Second “week-} 
‘opens. with a piece based -on 
Kafka’s' 

“Who stars, The- Abbey Theatre | 
makes no cojicessions. to: festi-'| 
valitis. and its presentations are. | 

listed In the festschedule as “Plays |-- 
in the: Abbey ‘tradition: “Nightly : 

- at 8 p.m.” In the. Gate a London 
“group, Carvel. Productions, is. 
‘staging a triple -bill directed. by:i 
Lelia:. Blake and including “At 
Night: Out,” -by Harold Pinter; 
“Barnstable,” by. James: ‘Saunders, ' 
and “Soldiers from the War Re-; 
turing.” by: David.Camption. - 

“Thorn-. 

“The Trail,” -“The: Temp- |. 
‘tation of Mr. O,’* by. Cyril. Cusack,-. 

han Pere in Middle 

a ‘Cape Town, Sept.°12.. 
Jan" Peerce. -having. completed a 

very successful tour of South Afri-.| - 
ca, picked up his wife in Paris be- 
fore returning ‘to the States... 

‘He did good biz in Johannesburg, 

‘and had to sing :numierous encores 
in Tesponse to. repeated | ‘curtain 
‘calls. 

none are allowed. in “Furopean”’|- 

of. ill-feeling. In Cape Town.there 
-were demonstrations by whites and 
non-wWhites ‘outside the Alhambra 
Theatre at both performances when 
anti-“Apartheid” notices appeared: 
Peerce stated that. he would. gladly 
sing: before. non-whites if arrange- 

tour... 

Plan Raffles’ As 
~ Taner for Bway 

Hollyw ood, ‘Sept. - 19. 

;mantic - comeédy-melodrama; “Raf- 
| fies,” is Blanned for Broadway dur-. 
jing the 1962-63. season. by film 
producers, Martin Poll and Martin. 
. Melcher, who also figure on doing: 
“a: subsequent. ‘screen edition. No- 
‘one is set to. do: .the adaptation, 
“musie and -lyrices.. 

A complication appears. to have 

On ‘Apartheid’ Policy | 

‘Pretoria, Durban -and Cape Town 

| Folds in London: 
‘Unfortunately. no. arrangements ; 

‘were made for Peerce to sing be- | 
fore non-white audiences. and, ‘as’ 

theatres here, there has been a lot |’ 

ments. pee been. made during his 

. play, commented, 
A musical Version of the old ro-: 

~/Habimah Mulls Taherit” 
As Item for Repertory | 

“Tyherit. ‘the Wind” is: being con- 
sidered as a permanent’ repertory | 
item by’ the ‘Habimah ‘National 

| Theatre, Tel Aviv. The group has | 
| scheduled its first presentation -of 
}tHe Jerome Lawrence-Robert E. 
Lee play for. its upcoming’ séason, 

The: Hebrew presentation by the 
Habimah group will -mark the 28th | 
language into which the play has | 
‘thus. far been translated. 

Lady. Chatterley’ 

London, Sept. 19. 
* “Lady Chatterley’s Lover,” which 

-formances will not, as the producer 
-had hoped, ‘be’ transferred to a: 

berkain. has declined a license une 

These ‘include ‘the..cutting. of four- 
letter: words and a couple of what 
‘are regarded as suggestive lines. 

Straw must be substituted’ for 

Arts. must be adequately dressed, 
the Lord Chamberlain has ruled. 

‘Warina’ Paul, producer of the 
“It’s impossible. 

If. we do all he says there would 
be no play. It ts high time the 
theatre introduced a. certificate 
system similar to. that in the} 
cinema, so that: youngsters under 
18 are banned from certain plays.”: 
‘Miss Paul is now negotiating a 

deal’ for “Lady Chatterley’s Lover” 
}to be-done ‘on Broadway. The pro- 
duction :was able to play the Arts 

The second: week in- the. ‘Gate. is: been’: tossed - in the. way of. ‘the | Theatre Club because that is a 

‘occupied by an: Irish. company, | project, ‘however, by «. Frances ; membership setup. Since it is the-! 

Maybe for Bway! 
| Levy, ‘was sparked by Bates’ per- 

elosed last Saturday (16) at the. 
Arts Theatre Club after 33 per- 

public: theatre: The Lord .Cham-| 

less -certain changes are. made.- 

the ‘bed. used tn one. scene. .Also, |- 
tthe. two. principals, who have. been }- 
‘appearing virtually naked at the 

‘Alan Bates’ Lesit Deal 
Costs Pic Producers 106 

London, Sept. 12. 

Anglo-Amalgamated has bought 

for. $10,000 so that he can star in 
their next film, “A Kind Of Lov- 
ing.” Bates will quit the Broadway 
production of “The Caretaker” on 
Oct. 28, a month after it opens. 
He’ll air to. London next day and 
start shooting in Lancashire on 
Nov. 6 

Interest of Anglo-Amalgamated 
toppers, Nat: Cohen and Stuart 

formance in “The Caretaker” in 
the. West End and his recent role 
of a murderer on the run in the 
film, “Whistle Down The Wind.” 
Kind Of Loving” will-be produced 
‘by Joseph Janni and directed by 
John . Schlesinger. 

Erlanger in Chi 

Chicago, Sept. 19. 
The often-predicted razing of 

Chicago’s Erlanger Theatre has 
been deferred by a legal. snarl, but 
just how long the legit house will 
!be.able to remain in operation is 
I still conjectural. 

Some of the principals in the 
land dispute believe it may be a 
matter of anywhere from months 
to three or four years, depending 
on how rapidly and smoothly the 
litigation ts handled by the courts. 
In any case, the theatre is booking 
shows “Bye Bye Birdie” is cur- 

| 
| 
t 
| 

1out Alan Bates’ Broadway contract 

| oretically' not open to the public. { 
Howard ‘Productions. and -wife of} the “Lord. Chamberlain’ does not | allowing for the re'ease of the 

Gemini Productions, ‘staging “The ; Howard Goldwyn, presiderit of ; rent), with a clause in the contract 
‘Passion of -Peter Ginty,” by ‘Hugh | 

film -prodicer Samuel. Goldwyn.. have jurisdiction over "its, presen- ' house ' in the event that it should - Leonard. Fergus Linehan: ‘has a 
late-night revue, - “Slings ' 
“Arrows”, set for the same theatre ; 
with his wife Rosateen. MeMena- , 
min as the star. . 
In the ‘smaller theatres Mary ; 
Manning's. adaption of. “Finne-— 
gan’s Wake” under the title," "The | 
Voice. of Shem,” is“at the Eblana, , 
‘a basement: theatre beneath Dub- ! 
lin's bus terminaJ.: ‘It’s likely to- 
arouse interest, as Mary Elen Bute 
cis here. talking about her ‘project ‘ 
‘to film “Finnegan's Wake”,-with a The ‘original play, the full: title of ' 
Mary ‘Manning. script locally: ‘next | 
spring. 
torium of the Royal Trish Academy 
of Music, the Lyri¢. Players from 
. Beifast are staning. Ieb’ns “Brand.” 
“The Hour. ‘Glass”-and “The. P’ayver 
Queen.” * Jack. Aranson’ and his . 
wife Mary Rose McMaster move 
in tothe theatre tonight- for a. 
three-night ‘stand .with ‘.speecties : 
from Shakespeare's plays in Trish. : 

Festival is bankrolled by Bord : 
Failte’ Eireann (rish Tourist 
Board) and. ~ subsériptions -Jand 
guarantees are raised from. Dublin 
business. men, 

Norton Is Back on Job; 
‘Not All Milk and Honey 
For Tryouts in Boston: 

Boston, Sept. 19. 
Elliot ‘Norton, ‘Boston Daily} 

‘Record drama critic. who’s been ‘in-- 
capacitated. for ‘several’ weeks for! 
surgery, returned to-his aisle’ seat 
last week, and at least one manage- : 
‘ment ‘has: reason’ to ‘wish he’d stay 
away. longer. ‘Norton’s” followup 
‘yrotice of “Milk -and. Honey,” pub- 
lished. last Sunday - (17) in the 
Record’s companion - paper, 

~’ Sunday. Advertiser, was a pan. The 
: original review -in the ‘Record. by }. 
‘-@rama editor Leo Gaffney, was | 
favorable. 

Norton's. first opening after. ‘his. 
return: to work was “Kean,” which. 

~< premiered Jast Saturday. night (16). 
' Fhe critic’s notice was a-mild af- 
firmative.’ Norton also covered the. 
local opening last. Monday ‘night 

. (48) of another pre-Broadway. try- 
‘gut; “Fhe Caretaker.” 

KAUFMAN'S ADVISING 

in by’ Jean-Louis Barault for “tech- 
‘Rical advice”. on the latter’s forth- 
coming » production of: “Merchant 
of Venice” -. 

Play, in a new: ‘French adapta- 

tion, * opens. on Sept. a3, 

A. 

‘the. 

and: ail - ‘Tights -to’ the character, | 
and says she won't. permit . ‘Poll 
and Meicher to use it for a. Broad- 
way show, a. film or otherwise. 
| Poll and. Melcher said they” gat 
‘the. rights from Rosalie Menche 
‘ She préviously- obtained them from. 
the estate of the late E. W.: Horn-: 
_ Une, who co-adapted the piece with 
“Eugene -Presbrey, from the: for- 
mer’s series of. magazine sketches. 

| 

, which was “Raffles, the Amateur : 
In the Dagg Hall, . audi- | Cracksman;” was first produced by | 

! Liebler & Co. at the old Prineess 
Theatre,’ N-Y.,. -opening Oct. 27, 
1903, and. later’ Moving" to the old 
Savoy, It: had a- '168-performance. 
run. 
‘The. piece had several. legit re-- 

yivals and was done.at least four 
timés' ds a ‘picture, -once with -Ron- 

; ald Colman: in. the ‘title role. It 
was also adapted as a radio. show 
| starring the late Leslie. Howard. 

Poll and’ Melcher have’ -subse- 
: quently said that’ their use of the: 
; “Raffles” -title was. never. intended. 
\ for. the film they aim to: follow the | 
j legit musical. 
| They admit that use of -the title : 
- is vested: in- the. Goldwyn purchase, ! 
, but: explain: fhat: in the “hundreds 
of. Raffles stories” ‘they have ac- 
quired it is the. character rather 
{them an the. title which most. interests 

Hi 

‘Their deai with: the. estate of the 
; late co-author of the literary. -‘prop-: 
erty, accordirg to ‘Poll,-gives them 
‘the right to: state. “adapted from 

‘the Raffles character. ” 

Build New Edinburgh. 

- Edinburgh; Sept. 19, 

portant part of the: International 
Festival ‘if an ‘opera house. is not 
built here, warns Sir David Web- 

London Royal Opera Houge, .Cov- 
‘ent -Garden. He hoped ‘the city 
would - -go. Tight” ahead and build: 
one. .“It should," 7 he ‘said, “be 2 

: large one:”*: 

proposal to have the Covent Gar- 
‘|-den company ‘spend six months. in 
London and six in Edinburgh was 

spend part of the year in: Edfn- 
burgh and the remainder. at Glas- 
Bow. and Manchester... . 

the. Raffles stories” or “based upon ; 

- Opera House or. Else 
‘Opera may fade. out as an. ‘im- 

ster, general administrator of. the. 

According te London topper, ale : 

financially: impossible. But a solu- 
tion might. be for a company to” 

‘andj ‘She claims to own the “Raffies” title | tations. 

TALK PRE-PROD DEAL 
-FOR ‘AMERICAN’ TUNER’ 
A: “pre-production. filra deal is inj 

the works for the upcoming Broad- 
‘way musical, “All. American.” 
which Joshua ‘Logan will-stage for _ 
‘producers .Edward: Padula ‘and L. ' 
Slade’ Brown.. The identity of the: 

‘interested: studio ‘isn't ‘disclosed. 
The show will be capitalized: ‘for 
$400,000, of which Columbia Rec- ; 
_ords will supply a major share. 

: “Al American,” with book by ! 
Mel Brooks, music by ‘Charles 
Strouse and ‘lyrics by Lee Adams. 
is. based on.a Robert Lewis novel; | 

> Professor Fodorski.” about’ a 
-Eurapean . college. teacher who ! 
comes to the U.S. and falls in love ° 
with the eountry. It's: tentatively : 
‘scheduled. to. start - rehearsals Nov.. 
+. and arrive on Broadway in mid- | 

’ January after a tryout tour. 
‘Coast agent Hillard Elkins, who 

flew east over the weekend to 
negotiate: the “All American” 
screen deal, planed Monday night! 
118). to London ‘to confer with his! 
client,’ Steve McQueen, who's ap- 
‘pearing in ‘‘The War. Lover.” cur-. 
rently being filmed there: He's due. 
back. in - ‘about: two weeks. 

SANTA FE OPERA’S SRO 

: 5-Year Old | ‘Company's. .9-We 
te Season. Boffo B.Q, 

| 

ek = 

‘Albuquerque, Sept. 19, 
Jt was SRO for virtually every! 

show ” “during the nine-week 1961 
‘season of the. Santa'Fe Opera just: 
completed, . a tally sheet on the! 
‘company: reported last: week. 

”.. Almost 24,000. attended the 301 
performatices, ‘spread over the pe- 

cording. to - records. . 
Hypoing the. added attendance 

-was the. addition of about 100 

five: miles north of the New Mex- 
ico capital. city. 
. According to surveys taken by 
opera. officials, approximately 25% 

tourists. 

five-year old company were: guest 
‘appearances by three of the coun- 
try’s top composers—Igor | Strav- 
insky, Paul ‘Hindemith and Doug: 
Jas. Moore. 4 

Tiod from late June through Aug. |. 
26—and..this fs: an ‘increase of| 
15% over the previous, ‘year, acy 

-extra seats in the outdoor house: 

of the gate comprise dout-of-state 

Highpointing, the season of the |. 

jbe perved with a notice to shutter. 

s of now the Erlanger is one 
of Ane defendants, all Iandowners 
-or tenants of property contained in 
a square block in the Loop, in a 
lawsuit filed by the. Chicago Public 

i Buildings Commission, which is 
i seeking to have the land con- 
! demned for acquizition by the city. 
It is expected to take 30 days just 

‘for the sheriff’s office to serve all 
‘the defendants with notice of the 
i suit. The Commission’s attorney 
ihas asked the Circvit Court to 
treat the: suit as an emergency 

{, measure. 

1. The eity is anxious to have the 
Jand immediately so it may get 
started on the construction of a 

j cluster of municipal buildings. But 
| the owners of the 14 units of prop- 
erty involved have rejected the 
‘ city's: offer of $11.000,000 for the 
purchase, deeming it an unfair 
| price, and this has necessitated the 
«suit for condemnation. 

The purchase price was set by 
i& mayor-appointed appraisal com- 

*tmittee, and -Mayor Richard J. 
: Daley is convinced that it is a fair 
price. Six Chicago banks were to 
|. have loaned the city the money for 
the purchase. 

David C. Rockola, board chair- 
man of Peerless Weight & Vending 
Machine Co., which owns the Jarg- 
‘est. portion of. the. block, counter- 
prbposed the private construction 
of.a 5l-story -building that would 

| contain office space and court- 
| rooms for the eity to rent. The city 
|had no. interest in the. plan. Had 
the authorities gone along with it, 
the Erlanger ‘would have been 
| saved, since it is not located on the 
| Bockola property. 

Robert Molz to Write 
The Score for Yucatan’ 

Robert ‘Stolz, Austrian operetta 
composer, has been commissioned 
by the festival committee of Bre- 
genz, Austria, to write the music 
for a modern operetta, “Far Away 
from:. Yucatan,” for the 1962 sea- 
son. The vehicle, specifically writ- 
ten for. presentation at Bregenz, 
has. libretto and lyrics by Per 

| Schwenten and Robert Gilbert. 
Stolz will also conduct the offer- 

ing, the presentation of whieh will 
mark the first world preem for 
the large floating stage on Lake 
Constance, near the Swiss-West 
German border. 

May Get Breather 

a 

Paris Season Preems Promisingly: 
2 New Plays Opening in September 

By GENE MOSKOWITZ 

Paris, Sept. 19. 
The new legit season in Paris is 

starting with a hopeful look as te 
playwrights, names and variety, 
There are 13 new plays due this 
month, compared to last year’s 14. 
There will probably be more Yank 
plays than usual. 

_ Bertolt Brecht seems the most 
favored, with at least five works 
due, while Shakespeare and Paul 
Claudel also will be prominent, 
as will such living authors as Jean 
Anoulilh, Marcel Ayme and Wil- 
Ham Gibson. 

The Theatre Sarah Bernhardt 
relights with Terence Rattigan’s 
“Ross” under the title, ‘““Lawrence 
a@’Arabile,” Pierre Fresnay return- 
ing to legit after three years to 
play the title role and Michel Vi- 
told directing the Pol Quentin 
adaptation. The Edouard VII gets 
the Robert Thomas comedy-drama, 
“Huit Femmes” (“Eight Women”), 
with Jean Le Poulain directing an 
ali-femme cast. 

The Theatre Hebertot has Gib 
son’s “The Miracle Worker” as 
“Miracle in Alabame,” adapted by 
Marguerite Duras, Francois Mais- 
tre directing and Francoise Spira 
and Claudine Maugey respectively 
as Annie Sullivan and the moppet 
Helen Keller. The Theatre La 
Bruyere has avant garde writer 
Jean Vauthier’s “Le Reveur” 
(“The Dreamer”) starring Claude 
Nicot, Georges Vitalv directing. 

Robert Recea’s adaptation of the 
Pierre Daninos satirical book, 
“Monsieur Blot.” will be at the 
Gramont Theatre. Rene Dupuy is 
Staging, with vaude comic Michel 
Serrault as star. Marcel Ayme‘s 
“Louisiane” will be at the Theatre 
Renaissance, directed by Andre 
Villiers, with Magali Noel and 
Marpessa Dawn as leads. The sat- 
irical drama about mixed marriage 
takes place in the U.S. The author 
once visited Louisiana. 

The Palais Royal gets Andre 
Roussin’s adaptation of a Diego 
Fabbri play, “La Coquine” (“The 
Shrewdie”!, which Jean Meyer di- 
rects with Jacqueline Gauthier and 
Jean Poiret as leads. Francois Bil- 
letdoux’s third..play, “Va Done 
Chez Tornpe” ‘“Go to Torpe's 
Place”), will be at the Studio des 
Champs Elysees with Billetdoux 

‘Continued on page 60) 

Balto Area Music Tent 
Had 4006 Season Gross: 

Julia Meade Sparked It 
Baltimore, Sept. 19. 

Painters Mi!l Music Fair, tae 
Ford-Guber-Gross tent in Owings 
Mills outside ‘Baltimore, ended its 
second season in the black, with a 
gross Well over the $460,000 mark, 
as compared to $250.000 last year. 

The season, followi ing last year's 
pattern, began slowly, picked up 
with the third production, Julia 
Meade in “Pajama Game,” and 
closed to sellout business with 
“Annie Get Your Gun.” 

Profitable weeks were registered 
with “Pajama Game.’ Ginger Rog- 
ers in “Bell, Book and Candle,” 
Julie Newmar in “Damn Yankees,” 
Jane Morgan in “Gentlemen Pre- 

fer Biondes,” Carol Channing in 
“Show Girl’ and Phyllis Maguire 
in “Annie Get Your Gun.” 

“Most Happy Fella” did okay 
business, but Paul Hartman in 
“Take Me Along,” Larry Kert in 
“Merry Widow” and Pat Carroll 
in “On the Town” disappointed. 
There were 178 theatre parties and 
benefits, as compared to 20 last 
season. 

Painters Mil] had its share of 
headaches, medical and otherwise. 
Paul Hartman had a bad throat and 
had to perform with an electronic 
mike anc Carol Channing used a 
wheelchair the last two nights of 
her engagement after she suffered 
a back injury. 

On the physical side, the Fair 
increased it’s capacity by 350 seats, 
making 2 total of 2,400. An acre 
was added to parking lot and about 
256,000 people attended as com- 
pared to 125,000 last season. 

The showtent was again given 
ample coverage by the local news- 
papers. The pressagent, Larry 
Witchell, will leave Painters Mill 
next season to work the sixth Ford- 
Guber-Gross tent, the shady Grove 
Musie Fair, to be opened at Gait- 
jhersberg outside Washington. 



LEGITIMATE 

|_CASTING NEWS | 
Following are available parts in. upcoming Broadway, of-Broad- 

way, and touring shows, as well as ballet, films, industrial and tele |: 
vision shows. All information has been obtained directly by the 
Variety Casting Department by telephone calls, and has deen re- 
checked as of noon yesterday (Tues.). 7 

The available roles will. be repeated weekly until filled, and addl- 
tions to the list will be made only when information is secured from 
responsible parties. The intention is to service performers with leads 
promided by the managements of the shows involved rather than to 
run a wild gouse marathon. This information is published without 
charge, 1 . 

in addition to the available parts Usted, the tabulation includes pro- 
auctions announced fur later this season, but, for which, the manage- 
men's, as yet, aren't holding open casting calls. Parenthetical designa- 
tions are as follows: (C) Comedy, (D\) Drama, (MC) Musical Comedy, | Photos and resumes being accepted | 
(A1D1 Aiusical Drama, (R) Rerue,.(Rep) Repertory, (DR) Dramatic 
Reading 

? 

. Beverly Zarling (489 Fifth Ave., 
N.Y.; YU 6-4284'. Available -parts: 
‘male lead, 55-65, large character 
‘man; femme lead, 50's, small, 
proud, eharacter woman; character BROADWAY 
man, 50°s small, meticulous, char- 

“Carnival” (MC. Producer, acter femme, 45, plump; char- 
David Merrick (246 W. 44th St., acter man, 30's solid, rugged; man, 

N.Y.: LO 3-7520'. Parts available 
for two midgets or two dwarfs, 
mee or femme, who can play the 
traupet Mail photos and resumes 
deevtts eHiatels 
Miove aldress, 

City Conter Opera Co. Manager, 
Jiling Rucel Sy W. stth St. NY. 
JU §-2823. Parts available for 
mon oi.d voymen as supers. Con- 
fact Frank Wicks, above number. 
for apportinert. 

“Dauzy.tr of Silence” 'D’. Pro- 
dcer, Renard Halliday °75 E. 50th 
S' | N.Y. PL 3-7341:. Several parts 
avatlaide for Italian, non-diatect 
eharueter men, 45-60. Mail photos 
mi resumes c 0 above address. 
nt views by appointment only. 

“sarien of Swects” (D'. Pro- 
iyw-ers Ber Frye, Irving Squires 
& sirki De Vysenof +250 W. 57th 
¢. NY: CO 5-0286-. Auditions 
2.5 week for a sensitive-looking 
eizhi-year-uld boy, wita light or, 
duis brown hatr, at above address. 
Cati Pat Fowler.above number for 
apeointment. 

“Isle of Children” (D),. Produ- 
cers, Lester Osterman & Shirley 
Borastein 11650 Broadway, N.Y.; 
JU 6-557). Part available for a i+ 
year-o'd boy, slim, ‘earnest, sensi- 
‘ise, must be experienced actor. 
Cath Nicholas Gray, above number, 
for interview appointment. 

“Jennie” (MD). Producer, New- 
burze-Porter Prods. (1619 Broud- 
way, N. ¥.; JU 6-4886'. Available 
parts: male lead, 30's, tall; femme, 
29, etherial. small, 

sonality: male, 50-60, timid; three 

voluptuous model; character man, 
50-G0, non-singing; high wire act,. 
one. man and one woman; several 
sinalt male and femme roles. All 
must sing. Mail photos and res- 
uines, throuzh agents only, above 
address. 

“Place Without Twilight” 
Producers, Robert Fryer 
Lawrenee Carr, in association with 
John Herman (234 W. 44th St., 
N.Y.; LA 4-2844). Available parts: 
min, 19-21, tall, handsome, cat- 
like, fair; boy, 16, intense, medium 
height, fair; girl, 18, spiritual qual- 
ity, natura! beauty, fair; girl, 21, 
frazile: girl, 18, all-American type; 
boy, 19, sincere. All roles are Ne- 
gro. Mail photos and resumes to 
abave address. 

“Time Is a Thief” (D). Producer, 

FRANK J. HALE'S 

ROYAL POINCIANA 
PLAYHOUSE 

Palm Beach, Fla. 

Has openings for 
Salaried Apprentices 

In the following 
Staff Positions: 
PUBLICIST ASST. 
COSTUME DESIGNER 

SCENIC SHOP — PROPS 
ASST. STAGE MGRS. 

POSTER ARTIST 

Season Opens Jan. 22 
Write Box ¥-3121, YARIETY 

154 W. 46th S:.. New York 36, N.Y. 

STRICTLY BUSINESS 
Young man. career minded, educated, 
aggressive. box offize, stock manage 
ment, ATPAM touring experience: 
seeks position as ass‘t to Legit. Gen‘l. 
Mogr., or Exec. in agency management, 
promotional field of entertainment in- 
dustry: will relocate and travel. 

MX V-3317, VARIETY 
154 W. 48th St., New York 36, N.Y. 

¢ 0 Robinson Stone, ' 

: Hammerstein 

| type 

| 

. 30's, tall. wirey; two juves, 12-14. 
“Mail photos and resumes, through 
agents only, c'o above address. 

“Sound of Music” (MD). Produc- 
ers, Richard Rodgers & Oscar. 

2d. (488 Madison 
Ave, N. ¥.'; casting director, Eddie 
Blum. Auditions for possible future 

-replacements for girls. 7-16, and 
boys, 11-14 all with trained-voices. 
characters. Mail’ photos and 

iresumes to ahove address. 

“Top of. the List” (R-. Producer, 
"Robert ‘Weiner .234 W. 44th St., 
iN.Y.: LO 3-4370+. Parts available 
for male and femme revue. types. 

_Mail photos and resumes” 
. above address. 

OFF-BROADWAY 
| “All in Love” (MIC), Producers, *] 
Jacques Urbont, J. Terry Brown, 

&. Stella Holt (c/o Brown,! 
Floyd Ackerman’ Agency, 145 W.| 
| Iv. 

-55th St., N.¥.; CO 5-4122). Photos 
and resumes of male and femme 
musical performers being accepted 

'for’ the musical based on Sheri-. 
'dan’s “The Rivais.” Part available 
for an operatic ( 
:in Restoration comedy acting. Mail 

male quartet, skilled 

‘information c.’o above address. 

“Attitudes”  (¢R). Producer, 
i Michael F. Goldstein (10 W. 65th 
St., N.¥.; FR 3-0571).. Parts avail- 
able for male and femme actors 

; 18-35, _who can’ ‘sing and have 
comedy ability. 
‘resumes c ‘o above address. 

lovely lyric : “a d f th e 2 ry] . 
=a ve e Lightnin (D). 

soprano: femme. 50's, strong per-' Gods o 5 BD 

Mail photos and 

Producer, Equity Library Theatre 
2 199 , - oe aN ret: : ~ ie 

ten, 35-45, businessmen; femme,’ ¢ 6 W. 47th St. N.¥.; PE 7-1710 Some 20 parts available, leads to 

for guitar-playing (male 

views. Auditions Monday (25), 
-a.m.-4:30 p.m.; Tuesday (26), 6-11 
ip.m. and Wednesday (27), 10: a.m.- 
. 4:30 p.m., at ELT rehearsal studio 

103d St., N.¥.. 

bin’ '21 E. 63d St., N-Y.; TE 8-5188). 
Available. parts: man, 35, tall, hand- 
some, gaunt; man, 55, thin, dig-: 
nified; woman, 30-40, warm, strong, 

: boy, 7, dark; character woman, 50's; 
‘men 45, big, rough; man, 30, sen- 
‘sitive; 10 non-Equity non-speaking | 

Mail photos and’ resumes .. | roles. 
‘c/o Mary Jordan, above address.. 

i Theatre 1962. Producer, Richard 
Barr (‘Cherry Lane Theatre, 38 

; Accepting photos and resumes of 
‘t+male and femme performers for 
-the new season c,’o above address.| playwright Ayme-has previously 

on't phone. 
“Whom the Gods Love” (D). 

i Producer, D'Arey Productions (66 
,W. 46th St. N.Y.; JU 2-4860, Ext. 
; 63). Part available for young, Latin 

femnmie for lead. Apply 

jD 

| throuzh 
*D’Arcy, above number. — r 

. TOURING 
“Amahi and the Night Visitors” 

iMD*+. Producer,. David .Aiken 
(Dwaarkill Manor, Pine’ Bush, 

;the NBC-TV presentation of the 

,for male and femme: singer-danc- 
jers. Call above number for. ap- 
! pointmenit. . , 

I 
c/o' next ‘few weeks. Mail photas and 

bits, mostly male character roles, | 
some calling for singing. and one; 

; role). } 
‘Some non-Equity people will be; 
‘used: in small parts. Script is out] - 
;of print except in the early series’ ette). . Producer, Creative Mart 
:of John Gassner’s “25 Best Plays: Films (507 Fifth Ave., N.Y.; OX 

(D).: 9+ the American Theatre,” but . 7-5895). 
and, 

10. 

‘(Hotel Marseilles, Broadway © & 

“Shadow of Heroes” (D). Pro- i 
ducers, Warner LeRoy & Paul Li-.}? 

| Davis’ 

Commerce St., N.Y.: CH 2-3951).|™™" 

;morals, “The Blue Fly,” which -was 

jto be a jaundiced, surface look at 
y¥ the U.S. at the time. His new one. 

agents only, c/o Scotti, 

{penchant for treating American 
|race problems,. and -several - plays 

N.Y.!. Part available for .a boy. so-. 
prano, 9-12, for a tour of sympho- 
nies and universities, Thanksgiving + 
through Christmas, as well as for. 

opera. Mail photos, resumes and 

tapes: of voices, if. possible, ¢/o 
above address. Tapes will be re- 
turned and New York auditions 
will be keld the last two weeks in | 
September, so those in commuting 
distance of N.Y. need not ‘send 
tapes. . ee 

“Carnival” (MD). Producer, 
David ‘Merrick (246 W. 44th St., 
N.Y.; LO 38-7520), All parts: avail- 
able for the national company. Mail 
photos and resumes c/o. Michael 
Shurtleff, above address. Open all 
for dancers tomorrow (Thurs.), 
men, at 10 a.m. and girls, at 2 p.m., 

jat.the Imperial. Theatre (249 W. 
45th St. N. Y.). 

Music Box Theatre. Producer, Al 
Reiners (Box 395, Hyannis, Mass.). | 

of male and femme chorus, danc- 
ers. and dramatic: performers for 
three musical comedies and two 
musical revues that will be toured 
in a package campany this winter. 

| Company will perform in Florida 
and other states in cabaret-style 
‘theatres: Auditions will be held in 

| New York ‘by appointment only, 

OUT.OF TOWN 
' .CHICAGO 

“Medium Rare” (R). Producer, 
Robert Weiner (234. W. 44th St. 
N. Y.; LO. 3-43701.. Part available 

TORONTO. 
Premise (improvisational. group).; “Fifty Grand,” “Over the River} 

Producers, Theodore J. Flicker &, 
, Monty Shaft (c’o the Premise, 154; Afternoon,” “Sun Also Rises” 

A Short Happy Life 
‘Hemingway's prose does not trans-: 
late to the ‘stage with. any: addi- 
tional impact, however, and the 
play is episodic and sometimes be- 
wildering, although it has momenis 
of drama, passion and gayety. 
‘Assets are the acting and the imag- 
inative scenery and staging; al- 
though the latter. tends to sacri- 
fice movement and is confusing in 
some scene’ changes, 

Essentially, “A ‘Short Happy 
Life” is a 130-minute death scene, 
with Rod Steiger as an injured 
hunter, reliving episodes of ‘his 
life as he fights death in the. 
shadow of Mt. Kilimanjaro. It is:a.| 
demanding role and the actor dis- 
plays virtuosity as various. Heming- 
way heroes and by extension Hem-' 
ingway himself.. The character is 
somewhat - static, because of the 

Wednesday, September 20, 1961 

Shows Out of Town 
Continued from page 3 

sented. in a refrigerator. It is one 
| of those ehtries in:which the most 
interesting. person in the book ree - 
| mains offstage’ throughout:.A com- 
edy about show business, the plot. 
concerns a producer who is sore 
‘about the patronizing attitude and. 
skirt-chasing habits of his star and.- 

| director. This latter is never seen, 
.having run off between the Philly’ 
and. Boston tryout engagements to. 
spend a weekend romancing in Las’ .. 
Vegas. . - —— 

The rest of the cast sit or stand 
; around ineptly in a. South Orange: 
'(N.J.) livingroom, alternately -pan=. 
‘ning.and defending the absent-star-.- 
:with. a great deal. of: unncessary 
| Profanity and some. vulgarity. The 
maior. plot. gambit finds: the pro- 
‘ducer in drunken enthusiasm. mak- 
l'ing love to his wife in mistake for 
{the siren: who lives next: door. 

That gives John Newton; as the. inevitability of death, and the rane | ves JC 
between the hero and his wife loses : Pfoducer-hero a chance to wrestle . 

‘limpact through incidents not al-| around. with Julie . Wilson, band- 
ways pertinent to the main theme.: 

The locale and situation are from 
‘“The Snows of Kilimanjaro” : and 
| even to-a casual. Hemingway reader. 
it is easy to note kines, characters-!: 
and situations from such other 
Stories and novels as “To Have or- 
‘Have Not,” “Farewell to Arms,’ 

singer and cafe. vocalist: making 
her non-musical debut in: “High 

Fidelity.” Miss Wilson: is visually 
| fetching, but the playwright hasn't 
provided. her with. much. in the 
way of dialog except. expletives, 
’ Dody. Heath portrays. Newton’s 
‘battling but. ever-loving spouse. 
Vieki. Cummings dnd Leon Belas- 

and Into.the Trees,” “Death in the :° tty hard as the show's .backer 

Bleeker. St... N.Y.; AL 5-9692).| “Hills Like White Elephants.” 
‘Parts available. for male and 
femme performers to’ do impro-} mor, man ‘talk and plenty of ‘sex, 
visational show at a.theatre to be 
‘established. in Toronto within the 

‘resumes c’o Zev Putterman, above 
address, 

Television 

“Bozo’s Cireus” (chiidren’s: show 
locally. on 
McGinn Television | Productions 
‘1410 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago; 
WA 2-1000). Casting director Laura - 
Hitt accepting photos and resumes | 
of.all types of circus acts c/o above | 
address. Include availability date | 
ih Chi area, . 

“Camera . Three” (educational- 
dramatic series}. Producer, CBS 
(524 W. 57th St., N. ¥.; JU 6-6000); 
casting director, Paula. Hindlin. 
Accepting photos and. resumes’ of 
general male and female dramati¢ 
talent, c/o above address. No dupli- 
cates. 

-“Yiademoiselle Omaha” (featur- 

Available parts: two at- 
text will be available during inter- | tractive girls, 20-25, one a- model 

type; two young men, early 20's. 
Mail photos and. resumes c/o above: 
address. oS 

| ‘Cabaret 

viewed, For appointment call Dori 
(TR 4-2234), Tuesday-Fri- 

days, 1t-a.m.-5 p.m. 7 

Yank Negro Quits 
Continued from page 1 

Boston's New England Conserva- 
tory of Musie. . 

done a satirical comedy on US. 
business and amorous mores and 

a flop. some seasons ago and felt 

promises to be much more serious. 

The French seem to haye a 

and pix have done so and usually 
with ‘completely wrong and often 
contentious aspects. “Louisiane” al- 
‘so has American Negro. actress 
Marpessa Dawn in the cast. 

It bows at the Renaissance Thea- 
tre. this week. A final report has 
it that Gantt has been replaced by 
Jamés Campbell, also American. 

* , 

|. All in the éast are called upon 
. to play many parts and mostly 
,come through with great skill and 

’ Trudy Heller’s Versailles. th | 
St: & 6th Ave., N.Y.). Jazz singers | 

{and instrumentalists and hip com-! 
‘ies and comediennes being inter- 

attractive; character men, 35-45; ; 

There is earthy language, . hu- 

ijust as in Hemingway's works. Some 
b 

| as intended, and Steiger, Miss. Mar- 
, .tin and Salome Jens all have 

or call him at. above, 
number, | 

incidents may shock, presumably. 

explosive scenes, lifting the play 
at times to. heights which are apt 
to be dissipated, .-however, by : 
change of scene or tempo. . 

Miss Martin displays a range of 
talent as various Hemingway he10- 
ines. Miss Jens is warm and’ scn- | 

WGN-TV). Producer, | “Over the River” and. Catherine |. 
sual as the young Contessa from 

Barkley of “Farewell to Arms,” 
epitomizing Hemingway's lovely, 
loving femme characters. , 

. Judith Lowry.-is a jewel as the 
little Old Lady, bringing homey | 
najvete to scenes to point up dialog 
or play down poses. Harvey Lem-- 
beck is likewise effective, supply- 
ing welcome comedy and ably de- | 
‘picting the familiar Hemingway he- 
man friend—boxer, soldier, bar- 
tender, etc. Keir Dullea is: good in. 
several parts, but. seems to lack 
aplomb as a bullfighter. | 
“fhe others are. acceptable, but. 

incidental dancing. and. side: stage-| 
business are occasionally diversive. 
A bullfight pantomime .{or ballet): 
in the first part, however, is stir-- 
ringly dramatic. ~ 

Mielziner’s spare set, using mo- 
bile screens and panels, backlight- 
ing and frontlighting with trans- 
parencies to suggest localities, has | 
great impact. The action opens on 
a bare stage, with characters and | 
sets placed with an open. curtain 
for a vivid &start,.and the decor is 
often more exciting and. evocative. 
than the play itself. 

talent,, As ‘a show, however,-it is 
more'a series of-episodes than a 
cohesive drama, no matter. how 
moving and brilliant some of ‘the 
scenes are. Its Broadway. chances 
may depend largely on the Heming- 
way.-name and the glitter of. the. 
‘performance. Reed. 

High Fidelity. 
Philadelphia, Sept. 15. 

Lynn :Loesser presentation, in associa-. 
tion. with Sy Kasoff, of comedy in twa. 
‘acts (five scenes) by Arthur Carter. | 
Staged by Jack Ragotzy; scenery, Dayid 
Ballou; costumes,. Michael Travis. _Fea- 

‘| tures Julie Wilson, Vicki Cummings, Dody 
Heath, Leon Belasco, Billy King, John 
Varnum, John Newton. Opened Sepf.. 14, 

Saturday nights. — 
Max Freed acer eeepeneeers 

Hilton ..ceceeeeeee ‘Gin-Gin . Spelvin . 

‘ter comedy which relighted the 
non-airconditioned Walnut on one 

had two strikes against it. with the 
weather, since the audiénce kept 

through the break-in. performance-.. 
It was highly doubtful that most 

of the escapees would - have - re-| 
mained if the show had been pre-|i__. 

q 

:up. during. the. first act; made an’ 

t leads. 

r 

!Reybaz directing. It will try out 

'*S1, at the Walnut Theatre, Philadelphia; | 
$4.40 top weeknights, $5 ‘Friday: ‘and | 

Leon Belasco 1 
Tilly Freed '.<...see.ee Vicki Cummings 

. Hip Blake PUTUTET TTR Billy. King ; 

Alice Blake wteevvceuesoooes Dody Heath ae 

Ginny |......sevessevoceees. Julie Wilson. fl 
| Ozzie Blake .....ee+5..-. John Newton 
Freddie Jones .....-...... John Varnum 

“High Fidelity” the Arthur Car- | 

of the hottest nights of the’ year,.}} 

‘dribbling out of the house. all} 

andi and his frau.. Billy. King, as the 
| j producer's son, is a bright seven: 

iyear-old’ -who~ manages to keep 
| his head: when. 
‘around ‘him. : 

all is. collapsing 

- A bad: situation was. worsened. 
Topening night..when.a sheep. dos, . 
!whose. entrance: ‘is’ steadily built, 

unscheduled . appearance. on. stage 
15 minutes. before his cue and had” 
to be hauled - off. ‘Gagh. 
| (Closed in. Philadelphia last Sate 
jurday night (16¥ after. four per- 
‘formanées.) 

ew Paris Season’ 
—— Continued. from page 59 ad 

staging. Brecht’s “In.the Jungle of 
the Cities’ is.due at the theatre: 
‘next February with Laurent Terzl-.: 
eff starring.. — an 
~The Vieux-Colombier’is prepat- 

ing a repertory .season with: the 
Elizabethan “Arden of -Faversham’”’- 
in a new adaptation piece by Yves. 
Jamiague, as well as Friedrich 

| Durrenmait’s.““Romulus Le Grand,” 
adapted by J. P. Poiret, plus Clau- 
-del's. adaptation of Brendan Be- 
shhan’s “The..Hostage.” and Brecht’s 
“The Good Soldier Schweik.” | 
. The Theatre Des Champs-Elysees : 

| has Roget Planchon's Lyons Thea- 
tre Group -in Brecht’s “The Good 
‘Soldier Schweik in: World War II,” 
rwith Planchon ‘staging. The. Thea-. 
tre de Paris has Christiane..Roehe- 

‘fort's “Le Repos ‘de Guerrier” - 
(“Watrior’s: Rest’), with Raf Val- 
lone and ‘Francoise . Prevost: as 

The Ambigu: will have Armand 
-| Salacyou's ‘first new play in -years, .. 
“Boulevard Durand,” with Andre 

first in Le Havre, an unu 
cedure for France, ~ . 
“The Recamier Theatre will have 

.Pierre Boulle’s “William -Conrad.” 
-There :will also. be.some hit hold- _ 
overs, such as: Anowilh’s version.: 
of Shakespeare's “Twelfth Night,” 
Marcel ‘Achard’s “The Idiot,” Clau- 

Sual pro-.. 

-|del's “The Announcement “Made 
to. Mary,” “Herman Wouk's. “The- 

jCaine Mutiny. Court-Martial.” Mich- 
jel Gray's ..“The’ Third Widow,” 
-|Chekov’s . “The --Seagull,” * John. 
Ford’s . Elizabethan drama, “Tis 
Pity She’s.A Whore,” staged -bye 
Luchino Visconti, plus Francoise _ 
Sagan’s “Castle in Sweden” and 
Jerome Kilty's “Dear Liar.” ~ 

"LOVE OF LIFE™ 
(CBS-TV) features 

_ PAUL SAVIOR. - 
‘who Invests his. money in. . 

__‘ Mutuat Funds ..... fhroygh 

ee BERMANT & CO.—; 
Alf $22. E. 42 St, N.Y. Rem. 2701 MU 7-2515 

‘OFF - BROADWAY THEATRE 
AAND/OR MOVIE HOUSE | 

Greenwich Village—near: Washington [| 
; Sq. . Plan approved for! 200 seat mod- f 
‘ern, alr-cond. theatre In existing. 
bultding. $23,008 needed for con- 

 struction.. — oe a 
’ NASSOIT-SULZBERGER & CO., INC I~ 

' $654 Madison Ave., New York fo 
7 MR. SARNOFF, TE 62000. | 
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Road Fair, Merman 
‘Sail Away’ Record $66,234, 
‘Caretaker’ $13,286 (5), New Haven} 

‘Tryouts sparked business on. the. 
road last week, as usual for this 
period of. the season. Of the 20 
shows‘ on tour, nine were -pre- 
‘Broadway ventures. and, also.as per- |. 

there. was one casualty’ 7 
with the fotd of “High-Fidelity” in’ 
custom, 

Philadelphia: 
“A Short. Happy Life” aid ‘mod- | 

erately in.@ break-in split between 

on to: Frisco in the - course of a 
-Jong.trek to Broadway. “The Care: j 
“taker” seemed to. baffle: the. New; 
Haven reviewers, but. business . was *. 
passable there. ~ 

- The Noel Coward musical, “Sail 
Away,” set .a° house record in 
Philly, “Milk: and Honey” increased: |. 
its b.o. tempo in Boston, ‘and “The ! 
Sound of Music” and the. Ethel | 
_Merman edition . “Gypsy 
‘mopped up again on ‘the ‘Coast.. A! 
second “Gypsy: tourer, starring | 

: Mitzi: Green, opened. a regular: 
‘trek in Detroit, after ‘breaking in! 
at Las Vegas. ~ . 

Estimates for. Last Week 

Parenthctic designations jor out- 
-of-town:- shows are the same as for’ 
Broadway, except that: hyphenated 
T with show classification indicates 
truout and RS indicates road show. 
‘Also, -prices on touring shows ‘in- 
clude. 10° ‘Federal: ‘Tax and. ‘local Without - Really ‘Trying, 

Neal - production, ‘with... 

$64,092, Frisco; 
, Philly 

Journal-Courtery.. 
ter). 

Last: ‘week, #15,288 for five: “per- 
formances. - : 

‘Leeney,. 

_. PHILADELPHIA 

‘Locust: (C-T)> (1st wk). 

;quirer;-one moderate okay (Gaghan, 
; News). and. one . pan: (Schier, Bul- 
letiny, -.. 

‘Previous week, $14, 267 for. five 
| performances. at. the Shubert, New 
Haven. 

Last: week, $1; 900° ‘for. one regu-{ 
lar performance. and ‘a preview. 

“High Fidelity; Walnut (C-F) (1st 
wk) ($4.40-$5; 1.349; $36.000). 

, Opened last Thursday. (i4) to three | 
pans ''Gaghan, News; Murdock, In- 
quirer; _-Schier, Bulletin. . 
‘Saturday night (16) after four per- 
.formances, at a. deficit of ‘about: :) 
_|$80;000 on a $110;000- investment. | 
‘| Management. is: storing the physi-- 

the. idea of} 
doing the. show again’ after . revi- ; 
sions. 

Last week, ‘about $2, 100. tor four 
‘performances: 

How. to: Succeed: in Business : 
Shubert 

tar, if any, but. as on Broadway (MC-Ti | (2d ‘ wk) .1$6-$7.50: 1.878: 

grosses-are net: ie., -exelusire’ of $72,364) (Robert Morse, -Rudy Val-! ‘Labor's Lost,” at. the usiral $5- top. 
“taxes. Engagements. ‘are: for single: 
week wilers otherwise noted. 

- BALTIMORE | , 
Flower. Drum Song,-:-Ford’s (MC 5 

RS) ist .wk ($6.50; 1.819; $62 090). ! 
Previous week, $42,488 at the Play- i 
. house, Wilmington. 

Last week, $34,782. 

BOSTON . 
Kean, ‘Sfubert ‘“MC-T).- ($6. 50- ' 

“$7.50: 1,717: $63,000) 
‘RB ake). ‘Opened Jast Saturday (16): 

. after cancelling a scheduled paid /§ 
preview. Friday night (15). Drew: 
four - favorable reviews (Doyle, 
American: Durgin, Globe: Hughes, | - 
Herald:- Maloney, Traveler), one 

- mild: affirmative 4Norton, Record) | 
and: .. one. " yes-but-no (Maddocks, 
Monitor). . 

Last wéek, $7, 200. for. the single 
performance. 

Milk and. Honey, Colonial: (MC- . 
T) 12d wk) 1$6.50-$7.50; 1,685; $62,- 

.Q00). (Robert Weede, Mimi. Berizell, | 
‘Molly Picon). Previous week. $35,-| 
307 for seven performances. : 

_ Last week, $56,597. “— 

lee}... Previous week, $29, 192. 
Last week, $40, 313. “ 

‘Let It Ride, "Erlanger . 
(2d wk). ($6-$7. 50; 1.894; $67, 600]. 
‘George Gobel, ‘Same Levene), Pre--|. 
vious. week,: $17, 900. for. ‘four: ‘per- 

| formances. - 
Last week, $40. 180. 

‘Sail- Away: Forrest (MC-T) (2d 
wk) +$6-%7.50; 1,760; $62.606?. Pre- 

(Alfred {vious week, $59,534 with Théatre “ 
! Guild-American. Theatre: - Society a 
subscription. 
Last week, -$66, 234, house Tee: . 

j—Cass, Det. ;ord. 

ROCHESTER. 
. Music Man, Aud: (MC-RS). Pre- 

vious week, $41,363 vat the Nation- 
-al,, Washington. . ; 

‘Last week, .$50, 272, 

SAN: - FRANCISCO on, 
y, Curran (MC-RS) (6th wk) 

($B. tes 25;.. 1,758; $64.500) AEthe! | 
Merman). “Previous. week, $64.367: 
with ‘part Civic: Light Opera sub- | 
seription. _ 
Last: week, $64, 092 with part | 

Miracle Worker, Wilbur. (D-R§) | subscription. 
“(2d -wk)  ($4.95-$5.50; -1,241: 

_ 649). Previous .week, $21, 468. 
'~ Last week, $25, 428, 

‘CHICAGO: 
‘Bye Bye Birdie,: Erlanger: MC- 

$33,- =. 

RS) (2d. wk) (%6-$7; 1,380; $48,000). | 
“Previous - week, . $31,616 for five! 
‘performarices; “with Theatre. Guild: 
American. Theatre Society -sub- 
scription. . 
tion : Last week, $48, 785 with subset | 

“DRS "MOINES | 
My Fair Lady, KRNT Theatre |. 

‘(MC-RS) (Michael .Evans, Caroline 
Dixon)... Previous week, $57,823 at. 
‘the Geary. | San: Francisco. 

Last: week, $46, 276. - 

- DETROIT 
‘Gypsy, . ‘Shubert .- (MC-RS) (Ast 

wk) ($6.90. 2,050; $40,000)’ (Mitzi 
“Green). The..Manny. Davis road. 
edition, whieh recently completed 
‘an engagement. at the Riviera, Las 

--Wegas, ‘opened. a. tour here last 
Thursday (14): and. 
through Seot.: 30. 
.Last week, $16,949 for. four = per) 

for: mances. 

LOS | “ANGELES” 
Fiorello, Biltmore’ (MC-RS) . (6th. 

Wk) ($6-$6. 60: .1,636;. $63,000). Pre-. 
vious week, $27,124. 

‘Last. week, ‘$26, 624. 

‘Sound of Muste, Philharmonic 
-. (MD-RS) (8th wk)  ($5.90-$6:75; 

2,670; $84,000) (Florence - Hender- |. 
-son). _ Previous week, - $83, 608. 

Last week, ‘$84, 092. 

NEW. ‘HAVEN: ee 
Caretaker, Shubert 4CD-TY 

($4.80; 1 650; - $27,300) (Donald. 
Pleasance, ‘Robert. Shaw, Alan 

-. Bates). Opened a break-in en- 
“gagement. last Wednesday. (13) to 
two unfavorable: notes. W ohnson, 

{Frances - Cuka). 

‘continues 

La Plume’ de’ ‘Ma. Tante, Aléazar + 
AR-RS) (8th wk) ($5.40-$5.95;- 1,147; 

4 $40,000). Previous - week, $33; 612. 
Last week, $36, 550, 

‘TORONTO 
Kwamina, ‘O’Keéfe. (MD-T). (2d 

wk) ($6; 3,200; $100,399). Previous ; 
week, $67,576 on Theatre ‘Guild- | 
American. ‘Theatre Society Sub- 
scription. © 

- Last week, ‘$0, 000 with * suib- 
scription. 7 

: WASHINGTON . “ 
Taste of Honey, National {D-RS} 

(ist; “wk) .($4.50-$4.95-$9.95; 1,683; | 
$41,335) ‘Hermione 

“Opened its road 
tour Sept: 11 to’ two affirmative 
notices «Carmody; -Star;. Coe, Post) 
and one unenthusiastic .. review 
(Donnelly, News). 
$16,711. at. the Booth Theatre;. N.Y. 

Last week, $34,679 with Theatre | 
‘Guild-American: Fheatre- 
subscription. . 

SPLIT-WEEK 
Short, Happy Life (D-T). Grossed’ 

a. total. of $23,538. for seven per- 
formances, including - $20.263. for. 

| five performances Sept: 12 through. 
last Friday (15). at the Moore The- 
atre, Seattle, and $3,275 for two 

{ performances. Saturday (16). at the | 
‘Paramount, Portland. : 

Kiltys’ Tour in So. ‘Af. 
‘Cape .Town, : ‘Sept. 12. 

Jerome Kilty and his Wife, Ca- 
vada Humphrey, are.on tour in the 

|.Republic of ‘So... Africa ‘with the| 
production ° “Dear Liar”: and. _they ; 
are playing. ‘to good ‘houses. 
- For the first time in So.. Africa 
the two artists. and. all ‘the.. stare]. 
props were ‘transported. in one: aiv- 4 Imogene ‘Cota and. Kin? P’c1evan: 

‘n ‘the touring A Thurber Carni- | raft. when the company travelled | 
from Durban to. Cape. Town. 

Regis- 

(MC-T : 

“Baddeley, | . 

‘Previous: week, 

Society , 

Dramatists Jugged 
London, Sept. 19. 

‘Playwrights Arnold Wesker, 
” Bobet ‘Bolt: and Christopher 
Logue were among a number 
of people. sentenced to jail 
after refusing to be bound 
ever to keep the peace in con- 
nection with “Ban-The-Bomb” 
demonstrations. They appeared 
on summonses accusing them 

' of inciting members of the 

-the peace on Sunday. (16) by an 
i 7 ‘anti-bomb demonstration. 

The : three playwrights, all 

Blood, Sweat and Stanley Poole: _. Miembers of the Committee of 

($4.40-$5;.}. 
1,418; $42,000). (Darren. McGavin), | 
Opened here. last Saturday ‘16) to. 

Seattle and Portland, and moved |one favorable notice (Murdock. In- 

-100, were sentenced td cne 
month. Earl. Russeil, leader of 

the .Committee.. was sentenced 
‘to two months’: imprisonme ot, 
‘but on medical grounds’ this 

"Was ‘reduced. to seven days. 
Bolt’s ‘newly completed play, 
“The Last of. the Wine,” deals 
with the atomic thr eat. 

Stratford (Ont) Fest 
$38,792 on Sxecial Sked| 

Stratford, Ont., Sept. 19. 

‘public to commit a breach of - 

Bway Better; ‘Unsinkable’ $46,158, 
Fair Lady’ $42,570, Fiorello’ $30,022, 
‘Come Blow’ $18,563, ‘Country’ $15,904 
Broadway was generally up a bit 

last week, although the improve- 
ment was hardly spectacular and 
there’ were several exceptions to 
the increased attendance. Alibi- 

jsoeking treasurers cited the can- 
tinued hot-weather, which presum- 
ably led a few fortuna.e New 

.) Yorkers to extend their vacations 
Jand deterred potential tourists 
from coming to town. 

The only show to sell out cleanly 
was. “Carnival,” although “Came- 
lot, “Mary, Mary” and “Sound of 
Music” approximated capacity 
grosses. “Rhinoceros.” which was 

! scheduled to open Sept. 12 for a 
~ | tree ween return engagement, 

ostponed until last Monday night 
t 18) because costar Zero Mostel 
was incapacitated with laryngities. 

This. week’s only arrival]. the 

‘For its penultimate week of its; Greek Tragedy Theatre, was due 

i spearean Festival grossed $38:792 

tin the 2,258-seat Festival Theatre. 
‘| Potential capacity was $44,790. 

‘+ For the final two weeks of the. 
‘season, the revival of “‘Corjolanus” 
-has. been. dropped from‘ the reper- 
tory. Last. week’s schedule 

!¢luded six student matinees of 

i 

“Henry VIII” at a.$2.50-tep, and’ 
evening performances ‘Wednesday 
(13) and ‘Saturday (16) of “Love’s 

iThe ‘same. schedule ’ will be” fol- 
|. lowed: for the current clos’ ng week. 

Touring Shows 
° (Figures. cover: Sept.. 17-Oct.. 

Best Man —Hanna, o ve: 18- ee 
-4stone, Chi (25-30), 

1) 

out)—Locust, Philly (18-30). . 
wig). Bye ‘Birdie (24° Co.»-- Erlanger; Chi 

Caretaker Atryout)— W ilbur, Boston 

Cook. for Mr. General (tryouts +: Shubert, 

Do You Know the Milky. Way? (tryout) 
(20-30). 

Everybody Loves. Opa! ‘tryout)—Play- 
ead. Wilmington (20-23 );. 

_ Florello (24. Co. }-Biltmore; T..A. (18-23): 
Moines a8 ‘Omaha. (6-27): KRNT, Des. 

_ moines 

Flower. Drum “$ong—Ford’ s. Balto 
Gut 5-23); Bushnell, Hartford (25-30). 

y Life (tryout)—Fisher. Det. (30). 
Sypsy Curren. S.E. (18-30) 

; “(18- 30), apy (24. Co. )—Shubert, Det. 

f hw. to. Sucesed in Business - Without 

Kean (tryout)—Shubert, Boston (18-30). 
aqeemine (tryout )——O’Keefe.. Toronto 
8-23); Col onial, Boston (26- 
an Plume de Ma Tante~Aiditorium, 
‘Denver ao-24); Auditorium. St. P-. 307. 
at 30) It Ride (tryout)—-Erlanger, “PhiLy 

MIIk 
ton (18-23). 
” Miracie . ‘Werker—Nixon, 

‘Municipal, . Charleston (24); 
Bloomington’ (96); Purdue Music Hall, 

Pitt: 

Lafayette, Ind. G7-28); Memorial, L’ville. 
(29); Memorial, Dayton (30). 
M Man—Murat, indpls. (48-23): Taft, 

! Cincy. (25-30).. 
i Musle-| Mah .- (bus-and-truck).— Rajah, 
Reading, Pa. (18-19); Memorial. Trenton 
(20:21); Masonic, Scranton (22-23): Capl- 

I tol, --Binghamton (5); Stanley-Warner, 
Utica (26); Capitol, Ottawa (27); Her 
Majesty’ 3, Montreal (28-301. 
.My 

(20-30 
jas Sail" Away: (tryout) —Forrest, 

Short Happy: Life ttryou—Alcazar, 
SF: “ (19-30), 
“Shot ‘In the. Dark (tryout)—Shubert, 

. New Hayen (27-30). 
yer ef Music (24 Co.)—Philharmonic, 

- (18-23); ‘Auditorium, Denver (26-30), 
Taste ‘of Honey—National, Wash. (18- 

‘Harina; Cleve. (25-30). 
Tenth Man—National, Wash. (25-30). 

- Threepenny Opera (2d Co. }—Roval Alex- 
andra, .Toronto (19-30). 

iy 

‘ton 

SCHEDULED B’WAY PREEMS 
From: Second City, Royale {9-26-6}).. 
‘Purlle Victorious, Cort (9-28-61). - 
Sail Away, Broadhurst (10-3-61). 
Caretaker, Lyceum (104-61).: 
Stantey Poole, Moroscq (10-5-6)) 
‘High Pidelity, Ambassador (10-961). 
Milk & Honey, Martin Beck (10-10-61). 
Everybody : Loves, Longacre (0: 11-61). 
Let: it ‘Ride, O’Nelll (10-12-61). 
Pow fo Succeed, 46th St. ote sD. 

: Milky: Way, Rose (10-16-61) 
Shot In Dark,. Booth (16-18. 61). 
Cook. for General, Playhouse (10-19-6D 
Kwamina,. 54 St. (10-23-61). : 
Yves Montand, Golden (10-24-61). 
‘We've Come Through, Hud<«n (10 25-61). 

’ Write Murder, Belasco (10-27-61). 
Garden of Sweets, ANTA. (10-31-61. 
Complaisant Lover, Barrymore 1-1-6) 

oadway (11-26 

Gay Life, Shubert (11-18-61) . 
Sunday in WN.Y., Cort, (wk. 11 -20-61), 
Man for All Sessans, ANTA. (11-99-61) 
Daughter. ‘Silence, Music Box (11-79-61), 
Age of Consent, Biltmore (1° 21-1). 

- At Nine O'Cleck, Golden. ()2727-6D, 
Night of Iquena, Royale (12-28-67) 
‘Funny Thing Happened, Alvin (5 3-€2). 

val" 

ast week for eight performarices 

in-: 

| seats, 

- BI ck- | 

Blood, ‘Sweat and Stanley Peole (try- 

“New Haven (20-23): Forrést. Philly. (25-30).. 

Ford's, B: ‘Ito 

1180 p) ($8.60; 1,428; $62,299) ‘Anna 
.|Maria Alberghetti). Previous week, 

Really’ Trying _(tryout)—Shubert, _Philly.| 

and ‘Honey (tryout)—Colonial, Bos- 

Indiana iin wk; 272 p 

Fair ‘Lady: (2d Co. }-Shubert, Cht 

Philly. ; 

(51st wk; 404 p) ($8.60; 999; $48.- 

1 CaT-BO) In the Attic—Playhouse, ‘Wilming-| 

| (Ba 

3 
Arthur Treacher will costar with |. 

Folded‘! ninth season, the Stratford Skake- {to open last night ‘Tues.) at the 
| City ‘Center for a two-week stand: 

‘Estimates for Last: Week 

Keys: C (Comedy),-D (Drama), 
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Rerue), 
MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi 
cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op 
eretta), . Rep. (Repertory), DR 
(Dramatic Reading). 
Other. parenthetic designations 

refer, respectively, to weelcs played, 

‘number. of performances through 
last Saturday, top prices (where 
‘two prices dre given, the higher is 
for Friday-Saturday nights and the 
lower for weeknights), number of 

‘capucity . gross and ‘stars. 
Price includes 10° Federal and 
5% City tax, but grosses are net; 
t.e., exclusive of taxes. 

Asterisk denotes show had cut- 
rate tickets in circulation. 

Bye Bye Birdie, Shubert (MC) 
1(74th wk;.583 p) ($8.60-$9.40; 1,461; 
$61,000). Previous week, $35, 744, 

.Last week, $35,501. 

‘Camelot, Majestic (MC) (41st wk; 
329: p) ($9. 40; 1,626: $84,000) tRich- 
ard Burton, Julie Andrews). Previ- 
ous week, $74,316. — 

Last week, $82,471. 

Carnival, Imperial (MC) (23d wk; 

$69,111. 
' Last week, $68,371. 

Come Blow Your Horn, Atkin- 
son (C) (30th wk; 237 p) ‘$6.90- 
$7.50; 1,090; $43,522). Previous 
week. was: inadvertently overquoted 
by VARIETY; correct figure was 
$16, 295. 

Last ‘week, $18,563. 

Do Re Mi, St. James (MC) 34th 
($8:60-$9.50; 1.615; $69,- 

500) (Phi Silvers). Previous week, 
$40,501. 
-Last week, $40; 311. 

«Far Country, Music Box (D) 
(24th wk; 191 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1,101; 
$40,107) (Kin? Stanley, Steven Hill, 
Ludwig Donath). .Previous week, 
$15,046 

Last ‘week, $15,904. 

¥ Fiorello, Broadway (MC) (94th 
wk; ‘747 p) ($5-$7.50; 1,900; $59,- 
000).- Moves Oct. 31 to the Alvin. 
Theatre. Previous week, $24,737. 

‘Last week, $30,022. 

"" -* Irma La Douce, Plymouth «MC)- 

250) (Elizabeth Seal, Denis Quil- 
ley). Previous week, $29,879. 
bene week, $33,221. 

ary Mary, Hayes (C) (28th wk; 
Joao. ay ($6,90-$7.50; 1,139; $43. 380) 

rbara Bel Geddes, Barry Nel- 
json, Michael Wilding), Previous 
| week,’ -$45,983 for nine perform- 
ances. 

Last week $43,245 for regular 
eight performances. 

*My Fair Lady, ‘Hellinger (MC) 
(287th wk; 2,286 p) ‘$8.05: 1.551; 
$69,500) . (Michael Allinson. Margot 

-|Moser). Previous week, $37,546... 
Last week, $42,570. - 

| 

Ptolemy 

Rufio 

? 

2 

(42d. wk; 333 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 967; 
$38,500). Folded last Saturday 
night (16)” at a loss of about $85, 
000 on its $150,000 investment. 
That includes revenue from the 
film sale. Previous week, $8,766. 

Last week, $11,359. 

Opening This Week 

Greek Tragedy Theatre, City 
Center (D) ($3.95; 3.090; $60.060). 
Visiting troupe was due to open 
last night ‘Tues.! for a week’s 
Greek language presentation of 
“Sophocles,” to be followed next 
Tuesday (26) by the opening of a 
week’s engagement of “The Choe- 
phori” and “The Eumenides.” 

Return Engagement 

Rhinoceros, Longacre iCD) 
($6.90; 1.101; $37,000) ‘Zero Mos- 
tel, Alfred Ryder) Opened ast 
Monday night (18) for a scheduled 
two-week return engagement. 
Starts a road tour Oct. Z at the 
Aleazar Theatre, San Francisco. 

-Other Theatres 

Alvin, Ambassador, ANTA, Bar- 
rymore, Beck, Biltmore, Bocth, 
Cort, 54th Street, 46th Street, 
Golden, Hudson, Lyceum. Miller, 
Moresco, O'Neill, Playhouse, Rose, 
Royale. 

Show Abroad 

Caesar and Cleopatra 
London. Sept. 1. 

John Gale & Associated-Rediffusion 
Theatrical Productions Ltd. presentaticn 
of the Cambridge Arts Theatre revival 
of a five-act comedy by Bernard Shaw. 
Staged by Waris Hussein; decor, Ann 
Jasper; costumes. Judy Birdwood; hght- 
ing, Roderick Sangorski. Opened Aug. 
31, 61, at- the Duchess Theatre, London 
$2.80 top. 

IZANOY .cacscccesacees ‘Nigel Brown 
Persian ....ccccecuvess Terence Taplin 
Bel -Affria .-..cccseeres- Norman Mann 
Ftatateeta .....0..000- Claire Davenport 
Caesar. wccayenccccace:- Alun Thomas 
Cleopatra csscesesccseess: Yolande 
Charmian ....-..ececeee- Leilani Sacre 
Tras... scene taco scceces Janct McIntyre 
Achillas ....c.cccesceeeee Patrick Mower 
Theodous ......0+..6.--.- Peter Foster 

PMY .cccacccccvecae: Philip Vallins 
Pothinus ....ccccscsece Roger Hammend - 
a Bryan Reed 

Britannus ... esse. Michael Latimer 
Lucius Septimius eeeeee Philip Strick 
Sentinel ... Roger Woirod 
Appollodorus Curt Dawson 
Slaves, Porters, “Soldiers Ann Bucknall, 

Spencer, lan McIntyre, 
Peter Froggatt. Olwen ~ Coates, 
Stephanie Randall 

This revival of the Bernard 
Shaw comedy came to London 
after favorable receptions at Ox- 
ford and Cambridge. Its hopes of 
survival in the ‘capital seem slen- 
der, for the play needs ore 
astute direction and poised playing 
to avoid tedium. As it is. the bar- 
ren patches outweigh the occa 
sional felicities, the latter being 
mainly the work of the Ceylonese 
actress Yolande as Cleopatra. 

With a feline appearance and a 
pleasantly childlike menner, the 
actress gets close to the kittenish 
charmer of the earlier scenes. She 
has delightful moments in her first 
encounter with the conquest-weary 
Caesar and in her trick of bund- 
ling herself in a carpet to get her- 
self delivered ta the Romans. But 
the point of the play is her trans. 
formation into mature ruthlessness, 
and this Yolande misses, remzin- 
ing on a prattling level throvghout. 

Alun Thomas's Caesar is a dull 
stick, urbane but scarcely suggest- 
ing the warrier spoiling for an 
enemy. He is better in his wise 
banter with Cleopatra than in his 
scenes of action, but he is through- 
out too Jightweight for the role, 

The other performances range 
from inept to downright terrible, 
although Bryan Reed scores easy 
yoeks as the Briton, always good 
for a Shavian joke, and Curt Daw- 
son is showy as the artist-trader 
Appollodorus. Director Waris Hus- 
sein encourages the company to 

; fabble, and otherwise the staging 
is elumsy, with poor grouping 

Sound of Music, Lunt-Fontanne and little understanding of actor 
(MD) (90th wk; 716 p) ‘$9.€0; 1.407: 
$75,000) - (Mary Martin), Previous } 
week, $72.60 
Last week, $74, 376. 

Unsinkable Molly Brown, Winter 
Garden (MC) (46th wk: 364 p) 
1($8.60-$9.40; 1.404; .$68.000) 'Tam- 
my Griems). Previous week, $41 - 

Last. week, $46,158. 
Closed Last Week 

limitations. 
This production gathers momen- 

tum after a boring beginning, but 
is hampered by unimaginative 
lighting by Roderick Sangorski, 
poor sets by Ann Jasper. and fancy- 
dress costumes by Judy Birds ood. 

tta. 

Frederick Fox is designing the 
cetting and lighting for the upcom- 
ing Broadway presentation of 

* All the Way Home, Belasco ‘D) |“From the Second City.” 
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Broadway 
Teo “MMarsolin starts 11th year! 

teastons pubite relations at NYT.. 

Vet asent Meser North recuper- 
ating at thre Fren¢ h Hospital. atter 
nr. a SOE SS 

*i.t Georse Middleton Ve oy 
back to dus Ariinaton, Va. heme 
felosint a Cape Cod sununer. 

hands. Fr. co rep, George 
Poien eveachu and theatrical 
Bei. a tpandoop-—-first time. 

zhao PS fieah om of the tulen’ de- 
Petes oat Asides-steiner in Hole. 
Tevoed. tran terred ta N.Y. office. - 

her) fe baiss) cattobiosraphy, 
frye Caetorcia TD Love.” enmes out 
BPasct oush. om Ost. 39) via Pren-, 
tree Ee: 

Hujert Jack Fusazy Enterprises 
Tn, hae steer ainaorized to con- 
inn a i, “oh. enieptaininent busi- 
Rye se. th, ities In tke Com-} 
IN wire “TL Re i 

From Pa. comes word that; 
Artois Miuri.s despairs of open-! 
draoa clumee studio unere. Reason - 
Feeneimian dias oniv one thins on- 
Ins anid = Henee. too many per- 
see) miablems. 

Play scis tht Phil DunninZg, now 

elrins the Deamatists Bulletin of 
tie Diramatist, Guid ot the Au-! 
ti-ors Leasue ot America, marking | 
the ties’ anniversary of the spright- 
Ty sper 

“ROL exe: Frank M. Folsom to: 
Rome fur a week tms stanza and; 
thence to Vienna for the Atomic 
Peace Conference to which he ‘al- 
beit an American: is the official 
Vatican ambassador. 

Paris publicist Georges Cra- 
venne, who does beaucouo Franco- 
UC S§ show biz tieups. piloted 12 
European journalists to Washing- | 
ton to wateh Ott. Preminger shoot } 
“Advise and Convent.” 

Robert C. Schnitzer, Iong with 
ANTA and his wife, Marcella Cis- 
ney. the stage director, have taken 
up their new home in Ann Arbor, 
Mich., where he 1s new exec di- 
rector of Universtiy Theatre, 

Hollywood writer-producer 
Claude Binvon ‘ex-VARIETY!, re- 
cent!y back from a semi-biz chore 

and London on Sept. 23 with Flor- 
ence -“Shorty”’:, his wife, on a 
pleasure trip. 

Gearze Alan Smith, former exec- 
utive director of the American The- 
atre Wing and more recently pub-! 
lic relations director. of the; 
Crotched Mountain Foundation, is; 
‘the new head of IRP Inc., a New 
Jersev-based publicity firm. 

Expelling of tenants from. apart- : 
ments in Metropolitan Opera 
House eontinues as opera requires 
more rehearsal space. Latest evic- 1 
tion complete with furniture on 
sidewalk and ballet teachers Boris 
Novikoff and Phyliss Thorn grim- 
acing at camera hit dailies last 
week. 

Industrial-showman Harry | E. | 
Gould, just back from Asheville, 
N.C., on his papermill business, 
gaw the railroad station and air- 
part plastered the next day after | 
the ev ening. “Home of Miss Amer-! 
ica.” Snecessful contestant had 
been sponsored by the Asheville 
Chamber of Commerce. 

Anna Sosenko, long personal 
manager for Hildegarde, figured 
importantl in. calling British- 
Welsh songstress Shirley Bassey to 
the attention of the Hotel Plaza’s 
V.p. and gm. Neal Lang, Miss Bas- 
sey, incidentally no client of Miss 
Sosenko’s. opened at the Persian 
Room of. the Plaza last week to 
extraordinary response. 
When JFK grabbed back Gen- 

eral Maxwel: D. Taylor the presi- 
dency af Lincoln Center of Per- 
forming Arts fell opea and the job 
went to the head of the Julliard 
School, a component unit. That’s 
Wiliam Schuman, What makes the 
appointment significant is that he 
is an administrator who is also a 
ereim: rcompnsers of repute. 

. Nata Lee, who is a key home- 
party caterer in the fashionable 
midtown “Manhattan belt, has au- 
thored “Complete Book of Home 
Entertainin2"” which Hawthorn | 
Books will publish. Melanie 
Kubane Mrs. Ben Grauer? is’ as- 
Sisting in the ballyhoopla with a 
“babe friti~tuck” ‘German for j 
“second breakfast,” or bruneh) at | 
the Graver town-house on East 63d 
Si: 

Savoy Hilton publicist Gail 
Benedict making publicity capital 
of * edication” of each of the eight 
pulats in The Columns, main dine 
& -iancery in the hotel. Earl Wil- 
Bow Had) a No. 2 column “dedi- 
cated’ to him in a presentation 
hoopla made by Bob Considine. 
Do: othr 
mod te * 

columtis 
Decemb... Subsequent ! 

| 
in London, again off to Paris, Rome only eight shows a’ week, as against 

{the star-building system in the film 

'initial step in-a theatrical’ career. 

Kilgallen 2ot the initial 

will likewise be “dedi- | matel; 300. 

ists. 
Eugene Voit, general manager of | 

the Savoy Hilton Hotel (nee the 
‘Sav oy -Plaza*, becomes ‘g.m. of the | ° 
new New York Hilton, scheduled | Broadway confabbing ‘on film of-} 
io open early in 1963; Voit -has ! fers for his’ upcoming legiter, ° 

, of Consent.” : 
[ Liberace, whose career. was guid- 

Sherry-Netherland and the ed from 1950-1958 ‘by Seymour Hei- 

been a Hilton aide at the Plaza and ! 
Watdorf-Astoria, also . manager: of | 

the 

New F¥orker: Joseph P. Binns will: 
Ix overall boss of the new N.Y. | 
Hilton, now under construction on: 
Bra Ave. as part of the Rockefeller : 
Center, in ‘association with the | 

Ro: ketell ers and Lris Bros.. 
New York City Opera Julius: 

Rudel: will present “La Boheme” |. 
Nov. 27 at Fabian’s Palace. Albany, ti 

‘as part of a three-week tour of up- | 
state under the sponsorship of the |- 

“x Created State Council on the }- 
Some 17 performances wilt | 

which 

new 
Atte. 

he given during the toar, 
orens in Batavia Nov, 22. “Cosi 
‘Fen Tutte,” “Madam. Butterfly,” 
iThe Marriage . of Figaro” and. 
“Tire Mikado” also 10 be toured. | 

:Avts Council's will sponsor road 
‘dates by’ the Phoenix Theatre of 
-New York. the Buffalo Ter Atse. | 
‘and New York City Batlet. Also 
‘some -sort of contrivution to the | 
Council's program by. the New York 
Philharmionic. 

cated” to other Broadway column- Hollywood 
with Hifi Records. 

ler, when latter stepped out as his 
exclusive: manager,’-has signed: a 
new. contract 
:Seymour Heller personal manage- 
ment office. Heller, who-‘terminiat- 
ed long. association with Gabbe & 
Butz recently, is already function- } 
ing as ‘helmsman for-Liberace who. 
is. cuvrently on. a concert. tour of 
23 cities throughout midwest. 

London. 
CHYDe Park 4561/2/3) 

Jennifer. Loss, daughter of band- 
leader. Joe ,Loss, engaged to Rob- 
ert Jangle. 

Sean Flynn signed five-year deal 

with Dick’ Gabbe— 

? Oct. 

Wednesday, September 20, 1961 

| Lite” played a one-nighter: at the | 
Auditorium Sat...(16). 

Al Learman’s” “Midnight |: 
Paris” revue.in at the Ho Ti Sup- 

Harold S. Prince here from! ;per Club for a month. — i. 

Hugh O'Brien to headline --the || 
"Age 1961 Pacific Internatian Livetsack Prunes" Tevue jo ned: SIX: of One'?.’ 

EExposition in’ ‘mid-October. 

Ronald Reagan will address.the ! 
‘Better Business Relations Confer- 
ence at Gearheart, Ore., 
24-26, 

“Holiday On Ice of 1962” will 

Sept.) 

kick off the ‘fall season at the j. 
Memorial 26- 

1. . - 
Al Learman’s “Midnight In, 

Paris” opened a four-week. stay at 
the Ho Ti Mon. 118). The line will 

Coliseum. Sept.: 

| feature two. nudes. — 

Memorial Coliseum —celébrates 
its first anniversary. in November 
and ‘over 1.00.000 have already 
past. thru the turnstiles. 

Patrice’ Wymore. in for a- second 
week atthe Bali. Hai The Mills 

.. Adam Faith opened a two-week ; Bros. follow her. while Arthur Lee. 
date at :the Room At The Top ; 
Monday (18); 
‘Dora. Bryan fq appear in a West | 

End -production . of 
|. Prefer’ Blondes” -in the fall. 

‘George. Foley,. 

Simpkins will follow the Mills’ 
turn. 

Rod Steiger in “Phe -Short 

the Paramunt Theatre. 

‘prez. with veepee Douglas Netter} fore heading for Gotham. 

” Vanishing Chorines 
meas Continued from page t — 

earthed only a few eligibles for. 
the spot. 

The problem is ‘becoming in-; 
creasingly grave ‘among cafes 
throughout the country. The i 
three major cities- involved are: 

| 

Beach. all of which rely tremend- 
j ously on linegirls as a major com- 
| ponent of the show. Although 
many cafes have dropped the neces-. 
sitv. of some dance experience asa 
qualification, the girls are still stow | 
in applying for the line jobs. 
Among the chorus jobs, the cafe. 

is rated as the most difficult and|- 
; the scale pay lowest in proportion 
to the work demanded of them. 
In legit, for example, there are 

a minimum ‘of two nightly and 
three on weekends in cafes.. In 
television. a girl will participate 
in a one-hour or longer spec which 

iwith rehearsals will earn for far 
;more than in a week {n-niteries. | 
! Another factor is the decline. of 

industry. A starlet would fre- 
quently be signed from a chorus 

iline and groomed for bigger things. 
Film studios. for a variety of rea- 
sons, are no longer doing this. Many’}. - 
girls would consider niteries as an 

The decline of opportunities to ad- 
vance in. the. entertainment . arts 
[Da the chorus is another. reason, 

Dance schools, once a thriving 
industry, are not as numerous. as 
| in the past. Graduates used to go 
finto a line upon attaining minimum 
| qualifications, But the lessening 
; number of cafes, the complete dis- 
jappearance of vaudeville, the tre- 
;mendous costs of musical produc- 
; tion, and most of all, the constantly. 
rising wage graph in industry, have 
discouraged applicants from enter- |. 
ing what is regardeds«the bottom 
rung of a theatrical career. 

‘Sat. Nite Fear 
==meea Continued from page 1 Sa 

‘a second top feature. 
York. WNBC will be showing War- 
ners’ “East .of. Eden,” which will 
certainly make for a powerful tv. 
‘double bill. 

Interestingly enough, the Stanley 
Warner Corp.’s_ tail-wagging-dog 
subsid, International Latex, is listed. 
as one of the sponsors who have 

show—to the tune of $2,000,000. 
Stanley Warner execs have also 
been in the forefront of organized 
exhibition’s fight against pay-tv. 

While NBC is the only net going 
the net route with its post-48 fea- 
tures, local stations are also going 
jin for heavy ‘plugging of their 
t latest Hollywood acquisitions. The 
local CBS outlet in New York is 
currently plumping its “Fall Festi- 
val of Films.” 

local WOR-TV launches its film 
season Sunday (24: night with the} 
local tv premiere of Warners’ “A 
Star Is Burn,” Judy Garland 
starrer. oS 

Conservative estimates of. the 
nuniber of post-48 major company 
pictures now available for the small 
screen «lace the total- at approxi- 

__.__| Stairs has a new. 

ew York. Las Vegas and Miami} 

“Wilder pic, 
‘which bows at the Chatelef 

| Thursday (21) with singing emcee implies that if this is done new 
=!Don Dennis: back for 12th year. | 

As in New 

with heavy emphasis | 
on the newies, and RKG General's |: 

and publicist Bill Doll due in at] 
| the’ weekend. 

Film director John Paddy Car- 
exhibition of |. 

“ paintings~ ‘and water. colors. on. dis-. 
play ‘in the West End. 

Parl Foreman 

Edmund. Reek, v.p: of Movie-! ‘another, and that consequently our 
tonews, in town for confabs with {markets in that vital area are be- 

Perey Livingstone, 20th and Brit- 
ish: Movietone topper in Britain, 
and execs of the newsreel. 

ing threatened (and indeed dimin- 
ished» 
iHowever, I regret his tone, which. 

Dorothy Lamour in town for: her j iis sensational, and. implies. the ex~- 
role: in the Panama & Frank pro- jistence of a conspiracy: against. the 
duction of “The Road to Hong) American industry. For the sake of 

She'll also do a..comnier- | clarity, 
feial ty date while In London. 
Kong. 

Paris: 
By Gene Moskowitz 

(66° “Ave Breteuil; SUF 5920). 

Johann Strauss’ perennial -oper- 
etta, “The - Bat.” at the. Alhambra 
‘via the Vienna Opera. 

Oldtime film: star Jean Murat: 
getting -supporting role in the 
sketch film, “The Seven. Capital 
“Sins.” - 

French-Italo pie” coproduction, 
“Madame Sans Gene,” te shoot 
battle. scenes in Spain after in- 
teriors in Rome. 

Michele -Grellier replacing An- 
nie Girardot in Marcel Achard’s 
hit légiter, “L’Idiote," which re-. 
lights the Theatre Antoine this 
week. 

John. Hubley. huddling with Gil- 
bert De Goldschmidt, . -film pro- 
ducer: here, who wants Hubley’s 
63-minute anjmated pic, “O -Stars 
and Men,” ” for local release. . 

Marcel Achard winding a musi- 
cal ‘legit version of the Billy 

“Some Like It Hot,” 
in 

December. It will be ealled “Les | 
‘Hommes Sont Idiots” (Men Are 
Idiotsi, 

Boston 
By Guy - Livingston \. 

(423 Little Bldg.; DE '8-7560) 
Steuben's’ openg its ‘season 

Bobbi Baker back from Euro- 
pean dates with manager - Ruth 
Shapire, and set to open at the 
Frolic, Revere. 

Maurice. Turette, 
in. ahead of 

legit ‘press 
agent, “Bye Bye 
Birdie.” which opens at-the Shu- 
bert Oct. 10 for four weeks. 
Percy Shain, Boston. Globe tv 

editor, beck from Las Vegas visit 
to his show biz family: son; Roy, 
‘bass. player, and daughter-in-la-y, 
Toni Madsen, dancer at the Sa- 
‘hara.; 

bought into the NBC net feature} Joe Wolf, branch manager. of 
Embassy, and Harvey Appell, sales 
manager, exploiting “The Pit and 
the Pendulum” (AI) at the Para- 
‘mount and other New England 
theatres. 

Portland, Ore. 
‘By Ray Feves. . 

(3447 N-E. 26th; AT 13076) 
Bali Hai is shuttered awaiting. 

the fall season. «= - 
“Holiday -On Tee “of 1962” 

for the. Memorial Coliseum. 
Dennis . Day’. headlining at the 

Oregon State. Fair in Salem, Ore. 
The Harry | Babbitt Revue. 

-preemed at the Three Star (Mon. 
(18).° 

The Oregon Shakespearean Fes-. 
tivel pulled . 47,734 people for a 
99°". esoacity rin. 

set 

-|the Incéntive,. if not. the ability, to 

jspokesman for an important. stu- 

-|that any American subsidy (tax re- 

{must be tied to 4 definite plan, pro- 

-by a national film studio, engaged 

; +sidy, or a slow, unpleasant death. 
Rod Steiger in “A Short. Happy 

let us discard the concept. 
of conspiracy; Européan subsidies 
came into being because they were 
the only means of: keeping the; 
home film industries alive,. just as 
in a. very short time only an Ameri- 

{can subsidy will keep the U.S. fitm 
industry alive. > 
Rackin also implies that “many” 

European producers take advan- | 
tage of the subsidies to. turn out 
shoddy material. Perhaps. There are, 
of. course, . -carpetbaggers .. every- 
where. But, on reflection, I am sure. 
Rackin will agree that the quality 
of recent British, Italian and 
French films (all subsidized) - 
higher than ever before, that is to 
say, before subsidies..So high,. it- 
deed, that they are not only. making 
substantial profits in their own 
countries, but.at this very. moment 
in history are providing ‘some: of 
the most exciting entertainment. to 
be seen on American screens. To | 
check. the quality of these films, 
or the numbers of theatres . play- 
ing them, you have only to consult 
your daily newspaper or VARIETY’S 
weekly picture grosses reports. I 
have said ‘it before; I say it again: 
an American film subsidy will imn- | 
Iprove the breed. 

Next, the. question: of. developing 
new talent. Rackin, himself, admits | 

|that the -major - studios" ‘have lost 

do so. A sad confession from the 

dio, but it happens-to. be true.- He 
calls for the removal of the 10°. 
Federal tax on theatre tickets, and. 

talents will be developed. Tike hot 
cakes, 

Well, I'm with him all. the ‘way’ 1; 
for the abolition of the ‘tax, but 

jnet, in. the illusion ‘that tax relief 
wi 
even encourage the. ‘development of 
new talent, unless such a program 
was a hard and fast, solemnly un 
derstood and agreed to qui pro. 

quo. When. the British film indus-| favorable. to cinemas here. . Warm 
try was agitating for tax reduction; 
it, too, promised the development. 
of new talent, but since this was |: 
not made a condition of tax re- 
duction the promise was .never 
kept. I am sorry to say that ‘in my 
humble and somewhat .disenchant- 
ed. opinion,. the promise would not 
be kept here, either. : 

- No, Ihave said again and again 

lief or any other form of- subsidy) 

gram.-and organization for the 
training, education and exposire.of 
actors, writers, directors, tech- 
nicians, etc. In ‘other. words, a na- 
tional film school made. productive. 

in the production. of inexpensive 
films aimed at the revitalization of. 
our middleaged industry | and. mid- 
dleaged filmmakers. 

But there, perhaps’ I've gone. too 
far. A national film studio, indeed! 
Nevertheless, gentlemen, it’s sub- 

Carl Foreman — 

by the domestic product. 

! Syse, 

“Gentlemen | Happy Life’’.in for.one perform-. 
|ance at 

Astor Pictures| Legiter was on break-in ‘sesh. be- | 

: 

; | Friday (51. 
— ; Continued from page’ 1 somes | | 

Chicago. 
ADElaware 7-4984) 

-Lurlean Hunter ‘back as resident. 
thrush: at. Pigalle: in. Ernst Court. 
.Richard Libertini -of. “Stewed. 

pat Second. City. : 
Mort ‘and - ‘Libby ‘Schieffer, thee 

atrical- attorneys, off on- month. 
long. European respite. 

Robert Young in Monday. (189 ‘tn 
-behalf of -his-new CBS-TV series, 

1 “Window On. Main Street.’ 
‘Louis. Prima's daughter Joyce: 

| opened. ‘three weeks of - vocal 
| opened at the’ Club- Laurel Friday 
$415h | 

Jim Ritch subbing as. - Chi Trib- 
une pic reviewer while Anna. ‘Nan-. 
gle (Mae Tinee) vacations for a 
month. - 

Nick -Sankav. ich, formerly of .the 
Chez. Paree, replaces. Arturo: Pet- 
terino as. maitred’ at. the new Liv- 
ing Room. . 

Sun-Times. legit. critic: Glenna . 
and .. husband... Norman 

(WBBM News), off. on. three-week’ 
Canadian vacation. ct 
"Platters, “Brook Benton, Del 
‘Shannon and U.S. Bonds. headline. 
Hal Zeiger’s rock n’ roll spec Fri-. 
day .123) at. the Opera House. , 

‘Women’s Variety. Club. staged - 
benefit house-warming ‘for ‘Chuck. 
Teitel’s new nabe. arty, Town The- | 

jJatre (nee Lane Court) last: Tues-" 
day. (12+) House. officially opened. 

Albuquerque 
By Chuck Mittlestadt. 
(Diamond 4-1596) = 

Singer Helen Forrest | An) Santa 
Fe for four-day boaking Tast weels | 
at new. Tequila Inn’ nitery. , 
KDEF-FM - started. broadcasting 

here couple of. weeks ago, city’s 
second FM-er, City also has 10 
A.M. statioas. 
Albuquerque ABC ‘affiliate: 

KOAT-TV has asked ‘the FCC for 
authority to switch: frequency from. 
Channel 7 to: Channel .2. 

‘First ‘Holiday Inn niotel,,'to. sost 
$1, 500-000, - ‘skedded to: start © 
Albuquerque in ‘about. six. weeks. 
City now has more. than 230 motels 
of: call sizes, ° 
* Mel Allen is skedded ‘to come 
to: Albuquerque Noy. 11,: for ABC 
network telecast. of New Mexico-. 
Wyoming universities . football tilt 
first. national video “ exposure. of 
local grid game. 

Marianne: Johnson, former -Te« 
porter. ‘for Albuquerque daily | 
Journal, ‘named ‘managing editor - 
of Albuquerque Review, new. fort-- 
nightly :arts paper which bowed 
here two. months ago. 

Ellen Hill,. former, UPI newsgal 
and: Albuquerque. newsv; ‘oman, has © 
been hired. to head. ‘Tadio-tv. section . 
of state’s. tourist division.in Santa - 
Fe. succeeding Vern Rogers, who. 
ankled: post. to go. with Bas firm. 7 

Brussels 
By Gil ‘Vranken: 
(Tel: ‘016-23160) 

“ Plemish | tv, . network B.R.T. 
‘scheduling - Nine ‘full. length pix _ 
each: month for. the upcoming ‘tv= 
season. 7 

: “Smuggler’s Daughter, . Belgian 
pic, -has Henri Barreyre as director 
and French ‘star Betty ‘Beckers as. 
the “daughter. ” : 

‘Connie: Froeboss; © Gerinan ‘film 
actress’ and songstress, -here. en 
route to Blankenberge’ to- appear. 
at: the. “Teenagers Festival.” 

‘automatically guarantee or}. The — “Woodpeckers,” Flemish ' 
‘comedy: - team a. la. “Wayne. & - 
Shuster, now appearing: daily. ‘on 
the Flemish -vidnetwork. 
-Chilly mid: -August weather was 

and sunny month-end ‘weather de- 
creased: biz sharply however. 

Single week's. release ‘of “Return 
‘to -Peyton Place’ rather_ meager. 
‘in. the 1,250-seater. Plaza with a 
gate of $4,420 (prices from. 50c-$1). 

French | filin-: star Viviane Ro- 
‘mance. booked. ‘into Brussels’ :Gal- 
eries ‘Theatre Oct... 10 in Marcel 
Achard’s “Noix .de Coco” | 
nut. : 

({Coco- 

Alamo" grossed: $9,580 in first 
week. at 691-seater. Ambassador at. 
70c—$1.50 and $4:020 during -sec-- 
‘ond weekend (from Friday «till 
Sunday night)..- 

_ American vidpix: series: of halt. : 
hour duration (actually 35 minutes 
‘because; of cut .commercials).’ such - 
as “Father. Knows Best,” “Twilight 
Zone,” etc. were.. “purchased by 
state-run. Belgian national. vidnet- 
Work: | 

“Ben-Hur” opened: ‘in ‘Brussels at. 4 
the’ “Cameo” (original soundtrack) © 
and at: the Roy (French ‘dubbing. 
‘Rat Race” preem.at. Eldorado and 
“High Noon’ reissue ‘at the. ‘Astor. 
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‘he had. stopped for the. night. 

-came- into broadcasting 
‘ago when: he bought the New York. 
indie radio station. {Details in Ya" 

_ Wedmesday, Septeniber 20, 1961 

“OBITUA | RIES - 

“NATHAN STRAUS: 
: Nathan. Sfraus, 7 

WMCA Radio, N.Y.,. died Wednes- 
day (13) of a heart attack in a 
Nassau. County motel room. where 

Scion of the Stratis clan; which 
owns. _-Macy’s,. the largest. depart- | 
ment ‘store in the world, Straus 

dic-tv section.) 

LOUISE GROODY 
Louise Groody, 64, legit ‘musical 

ae Held: He weit to Hollywood! ‘ 

72, chairman of. | Rose became” a’ ‘member : of the . which 1s close to the Anzio beach: 

- | Wrath,” “The -Quiet -Man”. _ and ‘on - 

"19 ‘years | 

‘tv actor, died Sept. 11 in Bourne- jife some time later by throwing | Lavinio, where. Cleopatra's camp 

after World ‘War I, with the New-' 

MARRIAGES 
Delena Kidd to Gary Raymond, 

Sept. 9, here, Eng. Both are thesps. 

Darileen Pizzo to Fred Stromsoe, 
Carmel, Cal.,-Sept.-9. Brides an 
actress; he’s a film stuntman. 

Anne Aubrey to Derren Nesbitt, 

lis. at Torre Astura, some 30 miles 
‘ ‘gutside- Rome, where the city of 
|when it. played..at’ ‘the 1900 Paris |.Alexandria, complete with port, 
Exposition. _A little later he took! have been erected over a total of 
part. in ‘a command performance | 29 acres, four of them over water. 

| before Edward VII of Engiand. On{ The presence of mines and other 
he band’s return to the States,; wartime residuals on the site, 

{the completion ‘of the Eiffel. tow er. | 
Rose was -with -Sousa’s Band | 

in 1929. to. appear in “The Shan-, edison Band & .Orchestra and* a head area, Incidentally made an | yond Sept. 12. Both s 
nons . of: Broadway; -in .a ‘role he: layed. in: “hundreds of yvlinder. i t ese ondon, cept. lez. are S.age 
‘created: on the. Broadway stage: He pias ¢ ' added $22,000 expenditure ne and screen performers. 

records.. He was also a member ‘ sary to properly clear the area. . 
of the-Edison Venetian Trio. Other : ‘Other locations near Rome :clude Myrna lene Gomberg ta Hare 

members -were ‘Eugene Jaudas, : the Island of Ponza, some miles off ;Vey R. Reinstein, Manhasset, N.Y., 
(violin, and Charles Schuotze, harp.‘ the mainland south of the Capital,|Sept. 17. Hes an account exe¢ 

eis. wife and son survive.’ Rose is -survived by his son, where the sea battle ‘some $500.-|With United Artists Associated. 
————— ‘Robert, with whom he had made - 000:for boats alone) of Actium will . 

LAIDMAN BROWNE. ‘his home. His wife died about 10. be. ‘staged; Fiumicino, where Cae- | non yore ee re Hes nthe 
Laidman.-Browne, 65, radio. and. years: ago, and a son ended his sar’s villa has been built; and! radio-ty personality. 

Mary Teresa Blum to Harry J. 
'Ufland, New York, Sept. 15. Bride 
lis the ‘daughter of Carmel Myers, 
| former silent screen actress, and 

also appeared’ in: “Grapes. of: 

Jack Benny’s ty shows. | 

mouth, Eng. He became’ an actor ‘himself ~ beneath | ca Long Island: js. being erected. 
train. F In addition to th.oe nearby loca- 

| castle Stock Company. . itions, company expects 16 move to 
‘He broadcast in. his home town “PETER KEENE” 

comedy performer, died Sept. 16 j of Newcastle and, between appear- 
‘of -cancer 

‘“No, No “Nanette”. 

‘duced the now ‘standard Tea for 

“worker during World War - Il. 
_» Later ‘she did some. tv: work on 
_ panel shows amd was: cast in sup: 

_Peter. Keene, .39, dancer. died in 
an auto crash, Sept. 11 at Henham, 
‘Eng... He -was-.appeéaring with his 

in. Canadensis, Pa.|ing in legit: in the West End, at 
Ameng her Broadway’. credits: are | Malvern and. Stratford-on-Avon, he’ 

and “Hit . the became «a member: of the BBC wife at a summer show at Lowe- 
Deck.” In: the former she intro- Tadia Tepertory | company. in -the stoft'in. a danging act, billed as 

_, Pierre: & Desiree: Vis | ite was. 
seriously: injured. in: the accident. 

Keene had been. a stunt man in ; 
_films and a legit.actor:-The couple 
had appeared. at the Windmill and. 

i Coliseum ‘Theatres ‘n London and 
tin: a. dozen. foreign countries. 

PERCY. BARR 
“Percy Barr; 87, cinema manager, 

j rinks at Newbury aud Oxford, he: 
later was manager of the Reading 

| Va 

eee 

Founder of Variety wad Daily Variety sidivtood agent 33 sect Longnecke of 

, previously for five years with | 

MAY 19, 1873—SEPT. 22, 1933 ‘Killed ‘Sept: 8 in an: 

Harry. K. O'Neil, $7, 
‘account executive for Tobias, O'Neil ; 
‘& Gallay Ine, ad. agency. died - 
| Sept. 2 in- Chtesgo. His 
‘vives. : 

t 

nti in Hollywood. His. wife and daugh- 
. j ter. Survive. : 

r 
’ 

1920s and made: over. £'3,500 appear-|-° Wife; 43, of Alfred N..Sack,. Dal- 
ances ‘in ‘different: roles. He ‘turned. las theatre owner, died in that. city . 
‘freelance in 1952 and later ap) ‘Sept. ‘12 after a long illness. 
-peared in films and. on tv. 

‘TONY. LA FRANO 
_ Tony La Frano, 50,-:veteran of. 
30 years in radio and. television 
and: executive. director: of opera- | 
tions. on the coast for RKO-Gen- 
eral, -died Sept, 12 of a heart; 
attack in Los: Angeles. He had | 

Two.” She was a top performer 
of. the 1920s and reputedly earned. 
and. spent a fortune until. she was 
aviped’ out in the, stock market |. 
crash of 1929. ™ 

‘Miss Groody | was va Red. Cross: 

' Father, 85, “of Burt Lanéaster, 
‘died of a heart ailment Sept. 10 in 
Beverly. Hills, Cal. 

-pioneer, died recently at-Keighley, 
porting roles. | Yorkshire, Eng. 
Her ‘husband survives. 

ithe outdoor. constructions, and es- 

\. died recently: in. Reading, Eng. - ; 
{Manager’of cinemas and skating’ more 

udeville 
‘Survived by son and daughter. , 

j 

. | Pramett MeGaughey, v p. of Erwin- - 

v.p. and; 

wife ann 

iinto. Rome, is slated for next week 

Egypt in the January-February pe- 
riod for two or three. weeks of key. 
location work. Also expected that 
some studio work will wind pic in: 
‘Hollywood, especially for some ir- |! 
terior. sets which could not .be- 
accommodated with sufficient , 
Space margin at a Cinecitta already 
crowded by the current Italian pic 
‘boom. With. respect to facilities 
_in British Studios where. pic origi- 
nally “started,” some Rome sound” 
, Stages are smaller, making a rede- : 
signing job mandatory, while -all 

pecially. those concerning Alexan- 
ii be “much larger and 

’ grandoise,” a company | 
‘spokesman said. It’s probable, he 
‘said, that a few of the larger in- , 
‘teriors would be built in Holly- 
wood. 

“Cleopatra,” first set for produc- } 
tion on the Coast, then is Britain, 
‘then again on the Coast, and now 
‘for Italy, is no runaway effort. No ; 
Hess. than 8&5 Yank technicians | 
thought: a record figure! are here 

‘to handle all key facets of the pro-: 
j duction. together with 11 Britishers + 

' American. tempo and technique by 
‘previous experience in locally-shot ; 
. Yank items. 

First major scene, depicting 
‘triumphant entrance 

. 1235). Some 6,000 people. counting 
‘players, exfras, and 200 dancers 
,currently being put through their 
paces by .choreographer Hermes 
Pan, will perform to several cam- 
eras spotted around fhe mammoth 

. constructtons, 

United Artists 
a from page 5 =———* 

Michael Pickles Cryer, ‘84. cinema: ‘peints up that fact while there are 
some concerning the suc- 
cess or failure of a readshow film 
over which the sales department : 

‘and an Itelian crew attuned to | 

‘the late Ralph H. Bium. attorney 
“and cofounder of Famous Artists} 
-her stepfather is Alfred Schwal- 
berg, president of. Citation Films; 
groom is with the William Morris 
Agency. 

BIRTHS 
Mr. and *, .1id Hughes, 

daughter, London. Sept. 11. Father 
‘is & . op singer and actor. 

Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Austin, 

ones 

daughter, London, Sept. 11. Mothe 
er is Jackie Collins, actress-sister 
of Joan Collins. 

Mr. and Mrs. Hans Andersen, 
son, Sept. 4d, N. Y. Father is 
WNEW, N. Y., news annouseer. 

Pugs-Gone-Stage 
quan Continued from page 2 semua 

Nova added, “I have come along as 
an actor the hard way. They say 
that in the long run I'll be better 
off. One thing about Broadway,” he 
continued, “having a big name 
| doesn’t matter. If you can’t keep 
i your part up, they won't have you. 
‘And I’m the only fighter who has 
been on Bredway.” 

Nova just acted in a DuPont 
drama for NBC-TV called “Paper 
Bullets.” He said “I had to go up 
and read for the part just like any 
actor.” 

Nova, who now eats lunch at 
the Lambs Club, won 87 of his 92 
fights: After retiring from the 
ring, he stunned the press by giving 
two poetry readings at Carnegie. 
Recital Hall. His vear at the Uni- 
versity of California was a handi- 
cap aS a fighter. “They looked 

' down on me,” he said. 

Not the least of Novya’s attention 
grabbers was his devotion to yoga. 
“I still train every Guy by standing 
on my head,” he ‘claimed. Asked if 
he had begun this practice before 

MARION B. HICKS 
Marion .B:. Hicks...57 owner of 

the. Thunderbird Hotel in ‘Las 
Vegas, died OE cancer ~ Sept. 10: at 

‘| been with KH¥ and KHJ-TV since}: Eugene W. Dewart, 71, Pianist: - has no control {the all important | Joe Louis toppled him in the sixth 
1939, having previously been a saxophonist, died Aug 29 in. ‘St. Lewspaper reviews, for example'!, j round in 1941 Nova replied, “You 
fara Cal. executive in. Santa Bar-' j Atbans, Vt | there axe other things which the | know, I just missed Louis by a 

“a,” — istib cah and must do to get all ; 
dong ‘a Programming ‘director, £ i quarter of an inch with a punch 

Mother, 93, of publicist Jack | the mileage Possible out of thei that would have knocked him cut. 

Cc ee a Le eh rare esi eed pe es i eee el eps eel ne arti a alii meee oe, ieee 

ee anne ne a 0 remernnreneeenAl ° : — a 

’ 

a HARRY TYLER 

[Proctor, ‘died Sept. a in Hollywood. j 

IN cove MEMORY 
| Dressy ‘Clee’ in Rome | 22 

; | cies Continnea from page — 

@ithe company.is pulling out all 
1 stops, not skimping anywhere, in a September 20, 1958 - 
Glick repoundingls No budget has. 

een set as currently cif 
La “Jolla, “Cal. He built the Thun- | he was. V.p. and program ‘head or figure, not counting ‘posible 
‘derbird in 1848, The fourth resort |the . Don .. Lee regional network: weather problems, is. upwards of’ 

* hetel. te | be. constructed on: .the’ -until its . dissolution two years aZ0. $12.000.000 for the slated 26-wéek j 

Strip, He'also built.the adjacent | He was. recently named executive production cycle.- Mankiewicz and 
Algiers Motel, and the. downtown | ‘director of. the RKGQ-General.: ‘producer. Walter Wanger are as- 

2 Cortez Hotel. © a, ‘radio and tv properties ‘on the’ sembling ‘a: cast headed by Miss 
Among... his’ “survivors: are’ his ‘coast: KHJ. and KHJ-TV in Holly-.’ Taylor, Rex Harrison (as Caesar), 

‘Wife. and. a-nephew, Marty Hicks. | wood and KFRC ‘in San -Francisco. ‘Richard Burton. tas Antony). Hume’ 
Latter is the show, ‘producer at:the; He. leaves.’ ‘his. wile, two sons Cronyn, Roddy ‘McDowall, Pamela : 
‘Thunderbird. jand. a. daughter. : Brown, and many others.. On the 

technical side; Mankiewicz ‘will: 
FELIX HUGHES EUGENE C. ROSE have. Leon. Shemroy - behind ‘the | 

_ Felix. ‘Hughes, ' 81, voice teachet 1 

Harry. Tyler, 73, vet of 65 years 
“on-stage, ‘sereen "and ty, died of 
caneer in Hollywood . Sept. 15. He 
Started his career in show biz. at 
the age of eight when he appeared 
as a boy soprano in New Xork, with ' Exposition ‘held to . 

‘Eugene C, ‘Rose, 95, veteran flute camera, while 2nd ‘unit diréctor | 
: Ray: Kellogg: Nore with Piero Por- : 

— - oars — , talupi (who ‘handled similar ‘ehores i 
so :On “Ben-Hur”) as_ his. cinematog- og _ Tapher on the Todd-AO’ DeLuxe 7 wate , +. ‘color lensing chores. 4 . _ a | Well-Undreseged Cleo _. 

a PEN y. ow | No iess than 60. new costumes. 
| have been designed for Miss “‘Tay- 

‘§ lor by Irene Sharraff, including a 
86.500 true-gold item, while all : 

of the: jate ‘Lawre nee Tibbett and virtuoso, ‘died. Aug. 21° at “Frees other principals will sport néwly- 
ether singers and ‘brother of: the port, N. ¥... designed. robes. too. “22.000 pair of 
late Rupert Hughes, died Sept. 9|- _Born in. Danzig, Germany,..July.; Shoes’ and 26,000. costumes are 
in. Hollywood. | 1866, Rose, who kept 2 remark- being: prepped... as Script calfs for 

He also was founder. of the able memory, a keen ‘sense of |2arbing of eight armies: and forr Cleve Symphony, Assn. {humor and a zest for living to. his: different’ navies. Pic also boasts 62 ifs wife ves last days, was ‘probably the. last | Sets, ‘and a” studio back lot. 0.0.. 
survi .| surviving: link. with ‘the. earliest confirms: that: “Cleopatra” con- ; 

days of: sound recarding. In 1889, Structions are probably among the; 
affer his parents had moved: to the largest ever erected: at Cinecitta,: 
US. Rose ade . oldfashioned 130. massive ‘buildings spread over 
white wax cylinders for Thomas {11 acres constituting the outdoor 
‘A. Edison: Edison personally ex-{Roman Ferum group, while 7; 
‘hibited them that. ‘year at the Paris sound stages will house interi rs. { 

commemorate a An ‘additional shooting location | 

, concerted effort to make’.this one! 

:Salt Lake City, Seattle, ‘Portland. 

Purpoee of the new department ; 
will pre to coordinate all_experience 

from previous roadshow 
farts, ‘formalize and refine the; 
(fulltime) job of lining up group 
sales in advance, and thus to make 
an orderly and permanent opera- 
tio out of something which pre- | 
viously has been tackled only on j 

occasional basis. According to 
one’ UA sales exec, at least one 
of last year’s so-called roadshow 
“failures” . might have goiten a 

‘much better hardticket run had 
it been backed by the kind of | 
“clearing louse” of roadshow info 
which UA has now set up. 

Reassign Sales Power | 
Another UA organizational 

change puts all U. S.-Canada sales 
supervision into hands of two 
-homeoffice execs, Gene-Tunick and 
Al Fitter. District managerships 
are being converted into branch 
operations. 

‘Ralph Clark, west coast district 
Manager, takes over the Frisco 
braneh, previously included in his 

‘tertitory along with L.A., Denver, 

Fenten J. (Mike) Lee, midwestern 
district head, had in his seope 
‘Chicago, ‘Kansas City, Milwaukee. 
Minneapo!’s, Detroit, St. Louis. but 
no information available his new 
post. 

‘Central and Southern districts 
under James Hendel and William 
Hames, respectively, will find these 
men managing: branches where 
made. headquarters, Hendel, Pitts- 
:burgh,. Hames, Atlanta. Central 
‘district embraced Pittsburgh, Buf- 
fala, Cleyeland, Indianapolis; 
Southern had Atlanta, New Or- 
leans,. Dallas, Charlotte. C. Frank 
‘Harris, former Frisco munager. con- 
tinues with branch ‘in sales capac- 
ity. pa er eee a SS sy is Eu, i eSNG $e 

| Then yoga would have become a 
big thing.” 

At the opening of his first Broad- 
way show, ‘Happiest Af{ilionaire,” 
Nova looked out and saw the top 
New York critics among the less 
than 1,000 peopie in ibe light au- 
dience. He recalied, “I was more 

inervous than JI was before the 
jerowd of 56.000 when 1 fought 
Louis.” 

Cruises From L.A. 
m==mmas Continued from page 2 aammnd 

the bone in bidding for the tourist 
collar. 

While other resort areas cut 
prices by 50°C to lure tourists, 
especially in Caribbean islands, 
Acapuleo hotels have cut back 
only 10°c but sometimes 20¢2. The 
local branch of the Mexican Hotel 
Assn. admitted things were rather 
bad. Some 37. of the top hotels. 
are directly affected, with these 
charging the stiffest tariffs. So- 
called family type hotels without 
pretensfons, bars or variety acts, 
in the $4-to-S6 daily range, are not 
complaining. 
There is no question but that 

word-of-mouth adverse propagan- 
da of American vacationists, has 
been partly responsible for slump 
in tourist trade. Others have been 
political disturbances in the port, 
exaggerated in the American pre<s, 

Indication of the concern of 
Acapuleo’s ‘businessmen was wif- 
nessed about 10 days age when the 
British cruise ship Orion pulled 
into the port fer an eight-hour 
stay. The 2,000 tourists who 
swarmed into port, commandeered 
all taxis and bars for a_ brief 
peried. were welcomed with open 
arms and wide smiles. 
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SRO at the Esque Gan Quentin); — 
Pro Actors Shun Prison Plays| 

». By SAM. STARK. 

~San Quentin, Sept. 26. 
_. There ts no business like show: 

_ business in- the Big..House. The 
 @alifornia State Prison at San} 
“Quentin has a draiatic society, not | - 
of : the. high ‘school: variety, but-a 
riproaring Actors’ 
“which the members know ‘more. 
about andthe reasons for “Waiting 
for Godot” than Godot himself. 

It is all part of the rehabilitation | 
program that ‘Warden F. R. Dick- 
son fosters and: he has given a free 
rein to: John’ N, Apostol, the super- 
visor of recreation at Esque. Apos-. 
tol, who also handles. the. ininiense | - 
sports: program, in: turn, ~ gladly: 
‘gives the -drama group carte: 
blanche and. the inmates choose 
the play,- hold readings, do ‘the 
easting .and - directing - while. ‘other 
committees build'the scenery, take ! 
care of the props. and arrange for 
the printing of the programmes. 
: Warden Dickson permits no non- | 
gense in the drama -setup even“ 
‘though, it is:a recreation. feature; 

- it Is in ‘addition to the prisoner's. 
“regular work schedule. 
-There are no cliques standing 

yard . headed: by a. around: the 
Georgie Raft, "Eddie Robinson: or 
Wally Beery type. Everyone has. a 
ob whether it is. working or play- 
ig and leisure is for Sunday. 
There. are. approximately 5,600 

_prisoners at San Quentin (the men 
call it. Bastille by the Bay) and to 

‘(Continued on page 78) 

‘Stepin Fetchit, Now 68 
And 50 Yrs. in Show Biz, 

In Re Ofay Audiences 
‘Chicago,’ Sept. ‘28. - 

humor to white audiences. Cur- 
rently at: the Charcoal Room in 
Waukegan, Ill, Fetchit maintains 

- that he was doing social commen- 
tary at the Orpheum Theatre. in 
Memphis as early. AS 1932 and is 
‘still doing it. 

“For no particular: reason I'm 
still identified with a movie role 
that I did more-than 30 years ago,” 

“I’ve changed. the. 
material in my. act 20 times: since: 
then. Why I've. been in show -busi- |. 
_ness for 50 years—don’t you. think 

Fetchit said. 

‘T'd have. enough. business: sense to 
‘change my act with the times?” 
8 The 68-year-old comic: says that |- 

{Continued . on page 64) 

"Your station” 8 

prestige. is. 
linked fo. the 
quality of its 
news programs 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS. 

‘Lab type in|: 

|Depose Miss Canada 

Ottawa, Sept. 26. 
Miss. ‘Canada has-been dethroned, : 

It's a first: in. the 13-years the ¢ur-. 
rent management of the competi- 

nie-Gail Feller, daughter of :.an 
|e has: handled the show. Con-| 

Ottawa merchant; Joe. Feller, has: 
ihad her Miss Canada crown, along 
lwith a $3,000 ‘scholarship. and. a 
schedule of: coast- to-coast tours for. 
‘personal appearances, - taken away. 

Reported. reason was ‘Miss. Fel- 
ler’s failure. to fill contracted. en- 

: gagements, including © a. ‘personal 
| appearance for a Toranto:. com- 
|mercial backer of the.contest. Man- 
j agement alleged interference by 
her parents: also contributed . to 
i their deciston to dethrone her, She 
was Miss Ottawa -first, then Miss 
Canada, and competed in the re- 

lantic City 

Capitol Society 
Very Bored Being 
Extras for Prem 

By LES. CARPENTER 

. “Washington, ‘Sept. 26. 
Washington: society was. bored 

on an. occasion it expected to be 
‘fun—play-acting for Otto Premin- 

The big party scene was no party. 

body else did. 
“He adequate © explanations 

been made. in advance: (and. Prem-|- 
inger thought: they: had been), 
there would. have been fewer irate} 
bluebloods, some using” barroom 
language to express their reaction 
to the experience, <= 
‘What. Preminger wanted was a 

real Washington ‘party in .a real 
Washington - mansion with: real 
Washington ‘social register lumi- 

(Continued | on - page. 78) 

Katanga War Mis*Casts 
Newsmen-Actors’ Roles 

Leopoldville, . Sept, . 26. 
‘Shortages of goods continue to 

plague’ this’ newly independent. re- 
‘ [i public, but a ‘shortage of journal-. 

ists put a crimp.in the schedule of 
Dino De Laurentiis’ ‘production of 

| “Congo Vivo.” 
‘he film, which ‘stars: Jean Se- 

berg and Gabriele Ferzetti for 

in. which Ferzetti,: 

‘(Continued on. page 16) 

cent ‘Miss. ‘America contest: at. At. 

_ {individual markets 

ger’s film “Advise. and “Consent.” 

The trouble was that Prem knew 

Stepin Fetchit' ‘is challenging the. what he was doing but.hardly any-) 
elaim that: Dick Gregory isthe |. 
first’ Negro comic to bring topical'|: -had |. 

narles as extras. . In the film it’s a 
' |fotm of an American jazz ‘unit 

|helmed by John. Mehegan, instruc- {.. 
“|tor at the Juilliar€ School’ and 

Columbia release, calls for a scené 

SEAS SHES NOW US. Govt. & Show Biz Alarmed 
By European Copyright ‘Trick’ AHEAD OF U.5,)_ 

By MIKE GROSS 

The world market In records is 

-mark. 
The US, according to the 

‘Record Industry. ‘of America’s. esti- 
‘mates, accounts. for about $480,- 

° 

000,000. and’ the overseas rackup,, 
excluding the Communist bloc, is 
‘said to be in the region. of $400,- 
000,000. ‘The Communist bloc coun- 
tries, which. supply no figures: but 
where record production: appears 
to be’ substantial, apparently pushes 
‘tthe global - record. sales figure to 
$1,000,000,000. 
Breakdown of the $400, 000, 000 

overseas total gives Europe 70% 
of the market, Asia (largely India 
and Japan),. 10%; Latin-America, 
148%; Africa, 714%; and Australta- 
New Zealand, 5%.. 
EMI. (Electric ‘&- Musical Indus- 

tries) is the big wheel in this global 
disk operation. According to Leo- 
nard G. Wood, managing director 

lof a EMI, a. ‘London-based opera- 
tion, the company sells‘ons out of 
every four. records that are bought 
abroad. ‘The share held by EMI of 

varies from 
country to eountry depending on 
loeal conditions.:In India and Pak- 
istan, for instance, territor{es where 
EMI has been. long. established | 
with pressing plants, EMI controls. 

| virtually the eritire record. produe-. 
tion. In Great Britain, France, and} 
Spain, EMI has better than 40% 
of the market and in Germany and 

(Continued on ontinued on page § 58) 

Talent Caravan 
As O’seas Shill. 
For US. Tourism 

By ABEL GREEN 

‘Strongly reminiscent, ‘of the old- 
fashioned medicine 
pitch is the 1961 brand of “Bring 
European. Tourists. to: America” 
showmanship designed by Grey- 
hound Bus in cooperation with Pan |P 
American Airways. It is in the 

whose authoritative. book, “Jazz 
Improvisations,” was published re- 

| cently, 
-Going along with the jazz combo 

are several U. S. Rangers, multi- 
‘lingual stewardesses who will 
translate for them and. for the 
U.S. Immigration information per- 
‘sonnel, also barnstorming for. five 
weeks in England. and’ on the Con- 
tinent. Latter will also be glam 
femmes. who will. give answers, in. 
French, German. and Italian, on 

"(Continued on page 77) 

ow: nearing the §$1, 000,000 000}. - In Row Over tat | 

howm 
Showman’s ‘night was normal. 

\ Grant s 75% Net of U Pic 
Record Pay—$2,000,000 
Universal’s' “Operation Petti- 

coat” looks to be setting a record, 
or at least approaching one, in 
terms of payoff to a single actor. 
Cary Grant, who contracted for 
75% of the net profits, is likely 
to-make about $2,000,000 from this 
one picture. 

Universal has kept the film in 
constant circulation, rather than 
withdrawing it upon the first mar- 
ket playoff. The total distribution 
revenue from domestic theatres is 
now up to $9,000,000. This is ex- 
clusive of foreign income, which 
also is important. 

U’s distribution ig taken from 
the top, of course, and thereafter 
the 75% to Grant comes into 
play. As of present accounting this 
means $2,000,000. 

Saturday TV Film 
Scores 24.4 While 
Theatres Frown 

‘U. 8. film theatre girauit execu- 
tives hesiteted in drawing 
conclusions as yet about boxoffice 

|consequences of relatively recent- 
4vintage features on prime televi- 

sion. time Saturday nights. 
isald, in effect, it ean’t 
but it’s too early. 

The 24.4 Arbitron rating. for 
[seven cities obviously can't be dis- 
missed. But there’s no audience 
breakdown—that is, how many 
people stayed home for the “How 
to Marry a Millionaire” opener on 
NBC-TV, and who otherwise might 
have gone to. a theatre. 

Initial studies indicate that 
neighborhood houses will be hurt 
the most. Broadway last Saturday 

Pictures which 
Had been doing well continued to 
do well and the poor ones stayed 

OOor. 

Significant report came from 
' “(Continued on page 64) 

More Bertold Brecht 
Play Cancellations ; 

Venice, Sept. 26. 

A series of performances by the 
(East) Berliner Ensemble at: the 
current Venice Theatre’ Festival 
have ‘been cancelled. Troupe was 
slated: to perform two plays by 
Bertold Brecht. At the last minute 
it. was denied entrance visas by 
Italo authorities. 

Statement by the Venice Bien- 
who ‘plays .a U.S, tourist visas, quick tourism nale. ascribed denial of travel doc- || 

(Continued on page 64) 

By JAY LEWIS 

Washington, Sept. 26. 
A copyright confab in Rome 

next month poses the ultimate 
threat of knocking into a cocked. 
hat present U.S. law and prace 
tices bearing on the rights of per- 
formers, record manufacturers ang 
-broadcasters. 

. Quickened interest In the here- 
tofore little known field of “neigh- 
boring rights”—topie of the Rome 
meet—has stirred key entertain- 
ment groups—including ASCAP 
and National Assn. of Broadcasters. 
—to dispatch reps to the Rome 
meeting. 

There's no cfear and present 
danger. But a top Congressional 
copyright authority said adoption 
of a “neighboring rights” treaty 
could put the foot in the door 
which might eventually kick aside 
much of this country’s statutory 
copyright and property right struc- 
ture affecting certain show busl- 
ness segments. 

The draft treaty to be taken 
up at the Rome convention Oct. 
10-21 goes too far for U.S. copy- 
right interests to swallow by pro- 
posing revolutionary new rights 
for performers, diskeries and 
broadcasters. 

However, the U.S. delegation is 
‘expected to push for a half-pack- 
age deal whereby ratifying nattons 
which don’t recognize the oropozed 

(Continued on page 78) 

Closed-Circuit TV Of 
Legit Pickups To Sticks 

At 50% of B’way Admish 
Plans are y;nderway for the 

closed-circuilt tv broadcast of a live 
Broadway production outside New 
York this winter. The- project is 
the work of Dynamic Films Inc., ea 
producer of non-theatrical pix. The 
outfit has set up a division called 

| Dynamic Theatre Networks which 
has been experimenting with the 
technique since September. 

Transmissions from the Brooks 
Atkinson Theatre of “Come Blow 
Your Horn” have been tested on a 
hookup to the John Golden Thea- 
tre two blocks away. Five regu- 
larly scheduled performances of 
the comedy have been shown so 
far to an invited audience of pro- 

‘|ducers, theatre owners and craft 
J union representatives. 

The program’s pilot operation is 
expected to begin in a city 200-500 
miles from New York in December 
or January, but neither the city 

(Continued on page 64) 
a) 

READ THIS BEFORE TURN- 
ING THE PAGE .., Ten more | 
ZOOMAR LENSES sold 

2; San Diego, i; St. Japan, 

Louls, 2; and 5 in New York. 

JACK AND BILL 
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“Pablo Casals Sums Up Music 
By JOSEPH ‘LAPID 

Tourism Is Word for Greek Nit Life: 
Athens Goes From Class to B-Girls || 
But Bellydancers Strictly From N. Y, I 

By CONNIE SOLOYANIS + 

Athens, Sept. 26. Rio-Rita? 
Athens, the current tourists’ de- London, Sept. 26. 

Vicit with an average of 10,000 . ies 
rebherrneckets a “eck including ar | open aering. Wuesioneelan 
anticipated 86.000 U.S visitors this- v ons were at a low ebb, it 
year has varied a night life as one would seem that at least. one. 

“East Side” roof gardens to girlie 
jeinis are in full suing. fluence on Soviet life, in the 

‘The c.uss spots are the roof gar-| (Ukrainian State Dance Co. 
Gens of the King’s Patace and King currently ‘in London, has the 

George Hotels. The Amalia. newest} unlikely name of Rio-Rita 
hotel in town, will open its -roof-[ Dubitskaya. It can’t be a steal |- OD, er ‘o.6 a 
tep restaurant end garden next} from Tchaikovsky: : BILL DAVIDSON H 4 o,° | © an mealewtn WA ee 

erring . There is no flocr show, but a= Author. of “The Real. And The ouse ition P ; v0 0 es VE. oves 
is 4 tagnificent norama of . Unreal” and contributing editor of 

Tener “ wk’ the Aero olis. "the F nk FE () fR al The Satarday Evening Post, says: 

Se ee ee neeh6h [See eee ee] To Give Gold Medals to Hope & Kaye ‘Athens and its highest point— oj astonishing. Wwatche moat pe y of Athens and its highest pont—1 Vande Greats, Dies At 63; | Ko structure may be built as high— ! | torm recently toe mostly adult 
Washington, Sept. 26. 

Tel Aviv; Sept. 26: 
“Musical virtuosity reached its climax in our. age, while creas 

tive music {s in.a stage of crisis,” famed. cellist, Pablo Casals de 
clared in Tel Aviv before his concert with the Israeli Philharmonie, 
Casals elaborated, “For the time being even machines are able to 
produce contemporary music and‘ that’s terrible. I don’t know: what’ 
atonal music is, I don’t understand it. Certainly it is not: music. 
But I believe, that sooner or later real musical creativity will. have - 
a revival.” 

Asked, “Maestro, what is music?” he replied, “The New York’ 
Herald Tribune has 2 series of articles on this. question. and asked 
me to. contribute. I refused, because if you start to-talk about it, 
you reach the point of no return. Bach is music, and Bach’s sons, . 
Hayden, Beethoven, Mozart are music, Schuman, Schubert, Men- 
delsohn, Brahms—they are music. Music is. a divitie way to tell 
beautiful, poctic things to the heart.” 

Pablo Casals was giad, he said, to be. able to visit Israel. “You 
know,” he remarked with . & smile, “practically ‘every great living 
musician is Jewish, I seem to be the only exception.” ; 

can be seen from everywhere: | audience... ; the’ applause wae deat 
é § 3 Te: i N der that he has 5 

seemingly within touching distance. | Was Ruled ‘Incompetent’ lover 3¢. ni Nien of his. recor ds,” B ing’ Req t Resolutions to give Bob Hope and 
The rooftops are open from May By ROBERT J. LANDRY | . § ues {Danny Kaye gold medals are dead 
through October. The balance of | , . Ce Llovd Shearer, interviewing {ducks confined -to Congressional 
the ycar the hotels switch to their} Hardly a week after a California B e ti h Sp _ Dis 1 .. Bing Crosby in London, asked | limbo for this year anyway. House’ 
indoor night clubs, which normally ‘court had declared him incompe- him what he'd like best ta be opposition nixed action on them, 
feature a name singer ‘native’ and , tent to Wandle his affairs and, had ; & . remembered for. Crosby said The’ medal for Beb Hope was. 
dence music. | appointed joint guardians of his - he rowan wee of anything backed. by.-an unprecedented 98. 

The Mount Parnos Hotel oper-'Teputed $200,000" estate, actor ian Rauaonl Kant. ‘truly memorable he'd done. -|Senators: and sent to.the House 
ales a \ear-round indoor club: Frank Fay died Sept. .25 at St} _ 10. eve acts Shearer then asked, “What [last May where it was relegated to: 
which *s considered the most ex-. ‘Johns Hospital in Santa Monica. “sort of epitaph would you like oblivion in the House. Banking 

.Centinued on page 76) | Thus ended, at 63, the career of on your. tombstone?” Crosby | Committee: The Kaye - honor, 
— -. -——— la colorful performer who ‘was in- thought for a moment, then’ [iaunched with much hooptah at a 

variably of great interest to his ite or said seriously,.“In case I for- ; big luncheon in July by Sen: Ja- 

Prison- Women Film Via fellow-professionals because of his get, you tell Kathy I'd like this Jeob Javits (R-N.Y.), also. lies dor-:* 

} comedy Style and his offstage quar- London, Sept. 26. line: ould car an tunes” guy |mant in the ‘House unit. 

rels. . A new, independent label, Trans- | __W20 coule carry a tune : The. -rarely-cohferred medals. 
Lippert Nixed by Skouras: Born in Philadelphia he had atlantic Records, plans: to market a i1George. M. Cohan and Irving Bers. 

’ been a child actor in Victor Her-; ynique album in Britain later this |] . ° ar Ve -[lin “being ‘the only previous reci- 
Bad fer U. S. Image () seas bert’s “Babes in Toyland” and was | year. : Disk deals with the facts of ' Frank Smaatra’s Arrival pients) Be to have honored Hope: 

Hollywood, Sept. 26. ; an established standard vaudevil- (life which are explained from A ‘to A K . . Strik _ and Kaye for.their voluntary serv- 

Spiros Skouras has nixed Rob- J@in by 20. He became noted pri 'Z by.an eminent psychologist, pseu- t ennedy Digs IKES ices for good causes.: The Hope 
ert i. Lippert's production, “99-™4ily as a single. And what @/donymed Df. Keith Cammeron.| ‘resolution cites particularly his en- 
Women.” on grounds that “20th Simgle. The kind of trouper. who| Known here for his books, maga- A Grand-Ducal Picture ~ tertainment of GI's around the. 
dirt want U.S. women shown in is watched from the wings by his zine and newspaper articles, he is Ry is P rt, M. Se . 26. rid,. while Kaye’s efforts on be- 

# had licht in foreign countries,” >, colleagues at every show, He ‘made partly responsible for the idea of: yannis Po ass., Sept. half. of UNICEF, UN thildren: aid 

it on style, being frequently in-|the “sex disk.” Reporfs that Frank Sinatra. and. organization, prompted Javits’ according to producer. who has re- | cluded in any checklist of the ‘Peter Lawford were being cooled’ move to honor-him. a 
mow ved project from his 20th pro-} t greats to play the Palace in Times Josegn a DD peed ex Cann PY JFK and family over. filming | Blocked by. Committee 

Consequently, Lippert will “try” ‘Square. He was there some years. bridge-U. graduate, was formed in- SO eee ther ~Aavise ane A Capitol Hill. source said oppo- 

te make film elsewhere, or “put, almost once-a-month. December but has had no ‘releases ; sition had cropped up in the House 
seemin disproved here Saturday j; 

property on the block. sell it tot One of the most-analyzed of: ; S80 far.. Joseph. is seeking the offt- | 793) ingly the Presidential ‘yacht (Continued on. page. 79) 

another company or indie pro-; ‘comedians, his timing and deliv- \ cial blessing of the Marriage} “Marlin” was well represented by 

cucer and) thereby retrieve my ery were rated masterly. He. was ‘Guidance Council, the Family Plan- | mojivwood as the President took 2: > ‘G ie t ‘Liberman S. ea eS outlay to date.” ‘naturally reviewed. repeatedly in‘ ning Assn. and several distingushed ; d-athalf hour cruise with: 
Lippert. who devised noth ieee (Continued on page 78) educationalists. ete that included a Sloat and. : 

for plot and the title. hired script- |} a Joseph estimates the album will . Lawford. Laughs ‘An Offbeat: 

to write screenplay. Yarn. -aecord- Jeff Chandler’ $ Estate’ | soning that (1) the ‘subject matter !24) as guest of Peter and. Patricia | & Brittle Fun Book. 
ing ta producer, is “an expose of ; 
conditions in those prisons in some 

° will not become -dated for there ; Lawford at the home of former. 

, i ic Sues Culver Hospital will-always be.an upcoming mar-|ambassador John P, Kennedy, the| Gerald F. (better known. as: 
states in Nhich men as ene. Hollywood. Sept. 26 ket et among parents andor. kids and Lawford rane ree, the Prosi? Jerry) Lieberman, quondam gag’ 

z re of e ed. n; - oo.embarrasse ce] sex and; Lawford is, 0 course, eSl- | yg 

Lippert -ubmitted completed’ Estate of late Jeff Chandler, t2) schools will find the disk use-jdent’s sister. writer for Gleason, Crosby, Olsen 

Bcreenplay to Skouras, turndown who died June 17 at Culver City [ful as a basis for sex edueation! Sinatra flew into New Bedford, ; & Johnson, Paul Winchell, Frankie 
resulted. Hospital, yesterday (Mon.) brought lectures. Mass. airport Friday night (22) i Laine et al., has authored a. savvy 

Producer now is doing a re- action for $1,500,000 damages| 7 ncstiantic plans te bring out aboard the Kennedy family plane !book of humor which differs from 
make of “Caligari” for 20th, only against hospital, 25 doctors who|+ For disks in the same series atiCaroline after fog had closed in! the run-of-the-mine . joke ‘booke 
film he has in active preparation, assertedly had attended actor dur-. roughly three-month intervalsithe. airport at Hyannis. Aboard. , 
for which he's casting on Goldwyn ing his last illness. on: charge of | hich will deal with the related as-| Were Pat Lawford, Porfirfo Rubi-- cirea: Myron Cohen,’ Joey Adams, 
lot. Five low-budgetters Lippert! negligence and - malpractice. | | pects of. love. As with the initial, Tosa and wife, Edward “Ted” Ken- } ton Berte. Labled: “The Greatest 
has completed for 20th within last | Complaint filed by attorney | dich these will retail at $5.88 nedy, the president’s brother... Laughs of All Time” Doubleday;. 
seven months are yet unreleased: Irving H. Green in Santa Monica , ———_____— ° Sinatra made an impressive ar- $3.95), its title and subtitle ynight: 
“Broken Land,” “Hand of Death .” s Superior Court designated six phy- rival at New Bedford, walking ‘create the: misimpression that. 
“Purple Hills,” “Two Little Bears,” |sicians by name, others as John | down the Caroline’s ramp holding! “over 1,250 jokes, anecdotes, true 
“Womanhunt.” “Seven Women ;Doe doctors. Hospital has entered ; Benny & Burns Teaming fol- | 
£ Heil hort! al fa Hlass of champagne, and fol- jand *CContnied untrue funny stories 

rom Hell’ goes out shortly. “gener denial. F (Continued on page. | Continued. on page 7) 7 
} | _ or Royal Variety Show ne 

| | - London, Sept. 26, 
Though the artists to appear in 

} this year’s Royal Variety Show on | 

) | [Nov. 6 wiil not be named officially 
he ETY until next Tuesday (3) there has 

jj | already béen one leak from Holly- 
e ‘woed that George Burns and Jack 

Subscription Order Form 1! Benny will do a double, with Ben- | 
‘iny wearing «a wig and taking over 
the Gracie Allen stint im the act. 

Enclosed find check for $. oe ee F! The act is said to bea familiar 

O One Year | Barns Ba party piece around 
' || Beverly $. 

Please send VARIETY for [] Two Years {| Protocol demands that the Royal 
Cl] Three Years |Family should know the names of.| 

the acts appearing in the show be- 
To . { fore they read them = the news- 
ee eee lines Print Namen renee eee ; papers, ut nei er Bernard Del-| 

Please Print N font, responsible for this year’s 

| 13 
Trade. Mark Registered 

FOUNDED 1906 by SIAR SILVEAMAN? Published Weekty: by VARIETY, Ine. . 
TR, Sik 

158 Woot 6th 9, New York 36, N. Yo TUdeen 72-2700 

show, nor Arthur Scott, who runs 
Street TOPCOHTSHOETOEOHSEOEEEE SCHHSHHHESHHSEHOHEHOEEOES FARE | the Variety Benevolent Fund, ex Bills weetecsrecsesesesree 64 + New. Acts. sete “cs ereee ete OU . 

. : . . i snarl up the comedians’ appearance, NRETED wir cc nccasenvesces uaries ae eoeee ” ofertas 73 - 
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Regulor Subscription Rates Honoring Gene Kelly. 
—_ eers—$ Gene Kelly is to receive an hon- 
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. evision, - 
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DATA’ 
‘PICTURES 

Pring Staff at 2th Century Fox {OTHERWISE Nt US. Anti Red Films Usually Flop 
-Levathes Anxious. About: Veteran ‘Crew Members—No | 
Be Pix—all Depts. L.A. & N Y Economizing | 

‘Hollywood: “Sept. 28. 
20th-Fox production. head. Peter |- 

G.*Levathes -has called in all de: 
artmental - heads: . 

.them:to reduce their operations to 
fit snugly into.the revised sked of’ 
production calling for minimum of 
35 5 pix-a-year from. here ‘on in. ot 

Ukase went into effect immedt-| 
ately: with number of dismissals, 
‘$ncluding ‘several -producers.-who. 
have. been warming their. swivels: 
without turning out a. pic: during: 
tenure.on lot. Secretaries who have.} 
‘reported to’ individuals have. been | 
funneled “into secretarial - pool| 
which: will be | whittled as time. 
“goes on, 

Weaning of help has been going |. 
-on quietly, number. of lopoffs: tak- } 
Ing effect: ‘each week so as not to] 
become “too noticeable. Similar |. 
orders were issued to home office © 
‘heads several weeks ago with same 
procedure of : gradual dimunition. ! 
’ Levathes is. seguing’ much tech- : 
nical’ help: from theatrical to tv | 
production: He’s anxious to retain: 

‘experienced hands rather than. put : 
them ‘on involuntary -sabbaticals. 

At the moment five 20th features - 
are. shooting. abroad, two are on: 
locatlon in. the US. Many tech-: 
-nicians have been routed to these 
areas, a saving grace on two” 
counts: Hollywood. experienced , 
‘men are working on. the projects, i 
which all producers prefer;: and 
good hands are being kept em- 
ployed’ until studio— projects. here ; 
pick: up.” 

Pix in production abroad include 
Walter Wanger's “Cleopatra,” Dar- 
ryl F.. Zanuck’s “The Longest} 
‘Day,” .Samuel G. Engel’s) “The 
Lion,” ‘Mark. Robson’s “The In-. 
spector,” Leo. McCarey’s “Satan! 
Never Sleeps.” _- 

Domestically, there. {s-- Charles ' 

-and ordered | 

‘Stewart's Air. Force itt | , 
— Hollywood, - ‘Sept.. 26. 
-Frank Sinatra’s: Essex Pro- 

dictions will donate:a portion . 
_ of profits’ from its United Art- 
- ists release, ‘X-15," toa U.S. 
‘Air Force benefit, to. be desig- 
nated later by arm's. Secretary. 
' Donation will be- made. ‘as. ™ 

“payment for James Stewart, a 
‘brigadier ‘general in U.S:A. F. 
Reserve, narrating: segments’ of: 

> film. 

Chasing Away Regulars; 
That’s What Cheapie Sex ; 

Pix Do.to Art Houses: 
“Clem Perry,. oldtimer in art the-* 

vatre: operation, thinks many- art- 
i shop showmen are in error in mix- 
(ing their: programming—that “is 
bringing in an- exploitation pic 

when’ they.run into dffficulty -in “the frustration of tradepapers who 
t 

€ 

: finding a good import. 

Those patrons | who ‘become. ac- 

“chased away” by a cheap. sex pic- 
ture: ° 

whereas the art customer is steady 
and. should be respected. 
Perry. insists - there's always an - 

acceptable art film to be found if 
‘the exhib looks hard enough. 

| WARNERS NEW PARIS 

Patis, Sept. 26. 

Arthur’ S.. Abeles Jr., 

oer ar 

“RUNAMAY PROBE! 
By. JAY ‘LEWIS 

Washington, Sept. 26. 
With. the U.S. State Dept. clearly |" 

devoted.to free trade in filins, the 
‘Hollywood film. craft unions .are 

‘1 pressing for legislation. action to 
‘| penalize. American producers who}: 
}shoot in’ foreign lands. 

‘| develops: that Rep. John. Dent, the]. 
Pennsylvania Democrat, is willing 

to’ conduct hearings on the “runa- 
“way” problem only if he is first]: 
‘supplied with convincing. factual |- 
evidence of actual. cases and re-| 

; sultant joblessness without -which 
‘he cannot cepe with the State 

| Dept. In a closed-door meeting 
held -Sept. 8 in ‘Hollywood, and 
only now revealed, Dent told. the | 
‘unionists, in effect. “Put up or 
shut up. No facts, no hearings.” 

"This ultimatum’ may. bring the 
whole Hollywood propaganda cam- 
.paign either to a crescendo or 
‘ silence. The congressman’s fear of 

‘;a lack of. .documentation—much 
emotion and little -data—echoes 

have. also tired of sweeping gen- 
.eralities over ‘the. years which 

-customed. to an art pelicy are’ 

-Latter, says.Perry, appeals - 
-only’ to an unreliable. audience 

named no names and gave no facts. 

The = “runaway film" issue ds, of 
course,. only -one of many pres- 
sures for Congressional: 

, ‘rising from various areas of job- 

Warner t 
| Bros. foreign head operating out of - 
‘London, was in ‘Paris this: week to-- 

Tight. Office, Brackett’s “State Fair” shooting in. choose'a new manager for. the local 
- [office to handle French and :North 

* ciding whether to- have a.full-dress 
“inquiry, in light of the Hollywood 

(Continued on page aaa 
“| African’ affairs.: -The. man’ chosen 
{is ‘Roger Goimbault, formerly di- 

Rendezvousing In Rome, 
Columbia Echelon: Views 

Laurentiis’ Barabbas’; 
London, Sept. 26. 

“Celumbia’ execs from New. York. 
London and Paris met.in Rome last’. 
weekend .to: view tte .first rough: 
‘out of Dino de Laurentiis’ -$9,000.-- 
000 production of “‘Barabbas, which i 
€ol will distribute. worldwide. With. 
the party.from London was Ken-' 
‘eth. Winckles, assistant managing 
director of the Rank Organization. S| 
_ The U.S.. contingent .comprised | 
Mo Rothman, exec vicepresident of! 
Columbia. International, Rube Jack-} 
ter, veepee and general sales man. 
ager, Joans Rosenfield ‘jr.. 
Robert ‘S. Ferguson: Mike J.- ‘Franke 
ovich led. the British delegation, 
‘which. included’ Kenneth N. Har- 
greayes,” Col's.managing director, 
‘Syd.--Mirkin,: U.S. publicity co-|. 
ordinator, and Alan--Tucker and 
:'Pat ‘Williamson,. ‘publicity director] 
and advertising manager respec- 
-tively. Also on hand for the session 
was Marion Jordan, head of Col’s 
Continental and Near. East divi-|’ 
sion, and. Continental pwb. director’. 
Jack Wiener... — 
-Following the Rome ‘meetings; atl 

the. execs are due to return to} 
London todav (Tues.} for -confabs 
.on the various -indle production 
enterprises based. In London. 

‘DELAY ‘BLACK TIGHTS’ 

-Magna Wants: Time for Longrange 
Ballyhoolies. 

Magna Pictures, which had. ortg- 
7 tnally intended to premiere its next} 
70m roadshow feature.  -“Black: 
Tights,” in New. York this fall, has. 
delayed the opening until the 
spring of 1962: According to Mas- 
ona sales chief, Joe Sugar, delay. will 

ive company. a.chance to get a 
angrange. promotional” campaign 

going before pic goes into release. 
’ “Tights” .was produced abroad. 

by. the tate. Joe Kaufman with a 
cast headed ‘by Cyd Charisse and 
Maurice Chevalier. 

i 

/rector.of a French distrib setup: 
.|Discifilms, and this probably means” 
'|that the. rumored Paramount-War-. 
ner ‘distrib . ‘mérger in France is y 

‘off, or ‘at’ least - postponed for a’ 
‘while. ! of-the Foreign Film Committee. ‘of |. 

lessness. and industries of. anxiety 
complexes which advocate “war on | 
the: foreigners.” " Meanwhile the 
whole American position in inter- 
national’ politics ‘is involved. 
-Dent’s attitude, it ‘is empha- 

sized, was not hostile and demand- 
‘ing of the unionists. It simply 

REP: ROGER GOIMBAULT, ; the’ wisdom of having a formal. 
boiled down to his questioning of 

hearing. on a subject where the 
germane facts and figures were 
confused..or deficient. The study 
now being undertaken by the Copy- 

which some inter- 
preted as a deliberate stall on de- 

testimony ‘would appear to be a 
move to get some figures. which. 
might bolster . the unions’ point of 

‘ O'Neil “Shaaks, Chairman 

- However Abeles said that the , the Hollywood. Film Council, AFL- 
‘industry ‘was tightening up on for- . CIO 

eign fronts ‘and -a- fufure. merger | hearing is held, “the Film Council 

‘was still not out of the question. ! will be prepared to present the 
“Though. the French office will be i : subcommittee. with. detailed up-to-j 
‘beefed up.a bit it will be-held to a: date figures which. ‘will - show that, 
‘minimum in-aceordance with ‘Yank | 
; austerity. measures, . 

havea greater leeway. in local 
iproblems and ‘decisions, 

‘ most Vigorous. operation. here. 
d| since: the ‘Watners crew had been 
| of ‘skeletal ” -proportions,. this move | 
is the:first positive one in the ever} _ 
tightening: foreign distrib setup of 
the” U. _S.. majors. 

Houghland and Wright 

° Hollywood, Sept: 26." 
“Two newcomers have: gotten to- 

gether on: initial properties they 
own for a concerted effort to inter- 
est. studios on. pix’ figured to cost. 
‘between. $200,000 and $300,000. 

| Each has a: second ‘yarn as ‘insur- 
ance for studio interested in. low 

“budget. undertakings... 
" Arnold. ‘Houghland and “Maurice: 
Wright are the two principals in- 
‘volved. Former heads Landam Pro- 
ductions, latter Anehor Produc- 
tioris. “ts 

Landam. owns “Survival,” an 
‘original by John Morton: and Jay 
Simms while Anchor has “Reich 4” 
whiclr Wright and Dan B. Berrigan: 
‘s¢cripted.. Don Murray. has agreed 
to play German officer‘ in “Reich: 
4. as soon as studio sponsorship. 
Is.-set. 
Other two ‘properties’ are “Adam 

and Evil,” by. an unknown Korean | 
author, “which. ‘Landam has the 
rights to, and. “The - Magnificent 

(Continued on. ‘page. 6) 

‘Abeles | - 
| felt this was necessary to have the} 

Though Goimbault . will. stilt|”. 
have to go through Abeles in. “ 
London -for.-major policy. he -wfil] 

| winding | a 
schedule and the upcoming ..Co- 

-Lualdi- 

even according to industry sources, 
-the -number..of American-interest 

(Continued ‘on page 19) 

Spain Crowded With od With Visiting Crews 
F Waiting Line for Uncle Sam (Bronston) Watertight 

» Ships—Outsiders Busier Than Natives 

By HANK WERBA 

‘Madrid, Sept. 19, 
‘There is every chance that for- 

| eign film production in Spain, par- 

Tn Low Budget Pitch 
| duction or location shooting in this 
‘country, will exceed the local pro- 

ticularly ‘Anglo-American film 
projects scheduled for full pro- 

duction rate during the-next six 
‘months, in what {s expected to be 
a: banner prelude to record-break- 
ing operations during 1962. 

‘At the moment, -the Lord. Bra- 
bourne production. “Mutineers” is 

four-week location 

lumbia ‘release . with’ Alee Guin- 
néss, Dirk Bogarde and Anthony 
Quayle is prepared for. interiors 
in London. -.In-Madrid, meanwhile. 
the United Artists-backed. “Titan,” 
with ‘Pedro’ -Amendariz, Antonella 

coproducers Arianne. (France) ‘and 
Vides (Italy): - 

. Waiting to take. over the “Mu- 
tineers” boats: are co-producers 
Harry Joe Brown, Nat Wachsberg- 
er- ‘and Italy’s Titanus for “The 
Return of Captain Blood,” starring 
-Sean Flynn: in. the role of his 

‘Mfather, Erroll,. first played... An- 

It now. 

action - 

-both Mexican film personalities. - 

‘stage and television personalities 

Luis Vigoreaux, 
“Alicia Moreda,. Rafael E. Saldana, 

‘Rodriguez,. 
Adalherto Rodriguez. 

fias asstired: Dent that if a{-Pereda. An original score will be 

“island.” 

other waiting in line to rent Sem- 

ships is Jerrold Brandt for his: 
November starter “Lord Johnnie.” 

Caballero.’ 

and Jacqueline .Sassard_ 
went before cameras last week for. 

Because Concocted by Fanatics; 
Slogans Bore the Poor’—Sherman 
She-Spy Saga: 
Hollywood, Sept. 26. 

- Eleanor Parker will -biopic 
Marian Miller, former under- 
‘cover woman ‘for the FBI in 
Communist . Party, in filmiza- 
tion of latter’s book, “I Was a 
Spy.” Pic will be produced as 
an indie by C. J. Tevlin, who 
reported feature will carry 
budget. in excess of $1,000,000. 
‘Femme operative will partic- 

ipate in profits and aid in its 
promotion via speaking appear- 
ances during production and 

-prior to. release. She already 
has 70 dates set at this time. 

‘Romance in Puerto Rico’ 
With Mexican Film Cast; 

Financed on Island 
By AL DINHOFER 

San Juan, Sept. 26. 
Filming -of the first feature- 

length color film to be made here 
by a local firm began last week 
‘in the presidential suite of the 
‘Caribe-Hilton 
‘called “Romance in Puerto. Rico,” 

Hotel. Comedy, 

is the initial undertaking of the 
newly-formed Puerto Rico Film 
Productions Inc. 

Film costars Maria Antonieta 
Pons and Dagoberto Rodriguez, 

Damian Rosa, who heads the 
new production company, said that 
scenes “will-be shot in Old San 
Juan as well as in New York City.” 

He said “a host of Puerto Rican 

will appear-in the film.” The local 
talent expected to appear in the 
film includes Jose Miguel Agrelot, 

Gilda Miros, 

Mona Marti, Lillian Hurst, Veida 
‘Gonzalez, ‘Rose- Rickie, Milagros 

Tommy Muniz and 

“The production is being directed 
by Mexican actor-director, Ramon 

contributed by Puerto Rican com- 
poser Rafael Hernandez. 
““This is basically a Puerto Rican 

company,” Rosa said. “And the 
$70,000 required to make the film 
has been acquired entirely on the 

uel. Bronston’s watertight prop 

When Pedro Amendariz termi- 
nates his starring role in “Titan,” 
he will team with Fernando Lamas 
under the direetion.of Edward 
Davies who plans to have cameras 
rolling on Costa Brava exteriors 
next. month for Marty Sperber— 
Ken Kessler’s. Pathe production, 

Also primed for an 
October: start is an Anglo-Spanish 
coproduction already firmed up by 

‘tion to anti - Communism, 

failure to pay 5°) 

By VINCENT CANBY > 

Perhaps one of the reasons that 
there have not yet been any suc- 
cessful anti-Communist Hollywood 
films (in terms of boxoffice as well 

-|as quality) is because the people 
who. have attempted them have 

.} been too fanatic on the subject, ac- 
cording to director Vincent Shere 
man, whose most recent film is 
20th-Fox’s comedy, “The Second 
Time Around” (see separate story), 
but who also directed one more 

| successful anti-Nazi pix. “Under- 
ground,” some decades back. 

Sherman, who was in New York 
to do some promotion on “Second 
Time,” was also tying business in 

-|with pleasure, since his daughter 
was being married here Sufhday 
(24), which may explain the 
leisurely spirit of the ensuing 
Varisty interview which, in addi- 

also 
touched on the life (Sherman’s} of 
a cub reporter in Atlanta more 
than 30 years ago, the legend of 
the late Harry Cohn, the talents of 
Juliette Greco, the highschools of 
Los Angeles and properties which 
he would like to film. 

The problem that exists when a 
fanatic sets out to state his case 
in a film, said Sherman, is that he 
usually ‘doesn’t know enough about 
what he’s knocking to be effective 
—and/or, he’s so “against” the 
subject that he’s not “for” any- 

(Continued on ontinued on page 21) 

Advertising Engineers 
Sues America and Pathe 
On Claimed Commissions 

Los Angeles, Sept. 28. 
America Corp. and other de- 

fendants including Pathe Labora- 
tories Inc., have been sued for 
$1,200,000 in Superior Court by 
Advertising Engineers Corp., L.A. 
ad-marketing firm, over asserted 

of gross receipts 
from program of indie films. 

Ad Engineers, which claims it 
was hireg by Pathe Lab, acting for 
itself and other defendants, as a 
marketing organization in selling, 
ad and exploitation of certain pix, 
maintains defendants repudiated 
a written contract and “deliber- 
ately and wilfully withheld com- 
pensation.” One of pix designated 
was “The Deadly Companions.” 

-Named also are Motion Picture 
Investors Iric., Pathe-Alpha FIl- 
nance Corp., Pathe America Dis- 
tributing Co. Inc., Producers and 
Distributors Finance Corp., Re- 
public Pictures Corp., Sutton Pic- 
tures Corp., Theatre Owners of 
America. Among those named in 
complaint respecting transactions 

{sued upon is William Zeckendort 
of Webb & Knapp. 

Complaint, which asks for de- 
claratory relief, also alleges breach 
of contract and accounting, fraud 
and conspiracy to defraud. 

RAOUL LEVY'S TRIPS 

Visits To Both U. S. and USSR 
Precede ‘Marco Polo’ 

Paris, Sept. 26. 
French pic producer Raoul Levy, 

who has had pienty of trouble and 
Hammer Films of England and! false starts on his long ballyhooed 
Tecisa of Spain. 
An Unger-Blaine production 

(possibly for Universal) will team 
‘Audie Murphy with Pina Pellicer 
in a co-production, still untitled, ; 
with Madrid’s Castilla films. ‘An- 
other November start is the Caval- 
cade production (Douglas Fair- 
banks Jr. and Tom Clyde) which 
brings in David. Niven to star in| 

and preparing “Marco Polo,” now 
leaves for a trfp to the U. S. and 
Russia to talk the use of Cinerama 
in the former and the use of 
iKinopanorama in the latter. He 
will use either triple screen pro- 
cess depending on his palavers 
with both parties. 

Levy recently had a suit with 
another French company. UFA- 

“Act of Mercy” for location film-;Comacico, preparing a pic version 
‘ing along’ the Malaga Sun Coast. | of “Polo” but says he will definite- 
Ronald Neames directs. -On the|Iy begin his pic in Feb. '62 with 
agenda at this time is “Brlef Inter- {Christian - Jaque Cirecting and 
lude,” starring Jacques Bergerac Alain Delon and Gina Lollobrigida 
for the French banner Metropole.|starring. It will be made in the 

Mid-November is when Sam!Far East with a budget of over 
(Continued on page 21) ,060,000. 
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Screen Gems & Columbia Electronics | 1 Muy New reen Gems umbia Electronics ee ollrvesd, sept. 28. {4 
sTye efe  -e 9 George Murphy has joined Tech- ; 

Due for Further ‘Diversification | 227.3 -s.an 
Hollywood, Sept. 26. ¢————————————___________—————— | 

In Hine with diversification plans j 

reveated rome time. ago, Sereen/ WB Asks Public If It _ 
Thinks Film Too Rough; tronics, which operates KCPX-TV- 

Tally Favors ‘Splendor’ 
FM in Salt Lake City, one or two 

One-night public: showing of. 

PICTURES —— Wedneaday,, September 27, 1
961_ 

New York Sound Track 
“BI Cid’ at the Warner on sale at $5 per for New Year's Eve. Other 

wise the top is $3.50... . Ernie Emerling delighted with that diplomatie. 
meeting in New York last week. As noted in the press it took place: at 
his favorite hotel, the Summit... . Milton Pickman in from the Coast. 
Samuel Bronston due back shortly from Spain. — a 7 

: Jerry Juroe, who succeeds Francis Winikus as. WA's supervising. 
cently was with Desilu Productions | ad-pub director for the UK and Europe Jan. 1, goes to London next: 
as public affairs topper.. He month: to be briefed by. Winikus on his upcoming duties . re Dimitd: 

~ - ‘ Tiomkin, whose most recent musical theme is in the upcoming “Town 
checked ‘out of latter company Without Pity,” 1s now scoring III Task’s “Pity Me Not”. ... Incident- 

exec v.p. of color company. 
Murphy, for many years an ac- 

jtor at Metro and Jater attached to 
its public relations dept., most. re- 

new acquisitions in radio or tv 
stations. currently in negotiation, 
js expected to be cemented by the 
end of the vear in time for the first 
annual stockholders meeting of a. wre; 
SG since it became separate cor-! York's Victoria and Trans-Lux 52d 
poration and listed on the N.Y. | Street Theatres Friday (15) result- 

Stock Exchange. Get together of ; ed in a large measure of acceptance 
babel anneal Key nents ‘of the sex-laden Warner offering. 
been decided yet, according to; 
company execs. 

Both units have been constantly | ¥5 okay for relatives of age 16 

inv estifating h various _ proposals.! trom 121 and 69 had. no comment. 
some of which are nearing signin ae cai - Beat. g signing | We also asked, “Did you find! 

“All are tied ‘in with the growth ‘4nything censorable in this pic- 
of a production: and distribution ture?” Answering in the negative. 
like Columbia.” said exec who! Were 830 customers, 101. in the af-| 
didn’t want to be quoted. : firmative and 35 did not answer. 

Cffers to S.G. and Col Electron- 

and companies identified with en-itures such.as “Grass.” 
tertainment biz. | 
4 There are no imitations to! : 
iversification program. Deals, \ : . bs 

must be right or it’s no go. For; Stross-Sutro’s Garrick 
some time now, studio exec has 
been commuting to New York and 
Chi on ene or more deals but noth- 
jr* has been wrapped up for offi- 
ci:] announcement, as yet. 

London, Sepi. 26. 
Indie British film  producers., 

! Raymond Stross & John Sutro are, 

“Splendor in the Grass” at New| 

Settled By Payment, N 
WB surveyed 976 persons at the |: 

i theatres. Of these 806 said the film 

and up. A “no” comment éame. Editor, VARIETY: 

Aug. 1. 

ot 

jally, IIt Task starts shooting Oct. 23 in’Mexico on its newest feature, 
“The Wounds of Hunger,” which will ‘be photographed. in. English but 
concurrently dubbed into Spanish in the course of production. = 
Motion Picture Assn, says neither Erie Johnston no Nathan Golden y 

were asked by Otto Preminger to lend a hand in.settling his disagree- 
‘Thrown Out of Court; | ment with: the Washington IATSE local. Hence, bafflement over the 

Prem’s. gratuitous remark at a National Pifess Club luncheon that 
neither Golden, Commerce Dept. motion picture head, nor Jolnston 

Norman Elson Clarifies had made much of an effort to:help him out in his labor difficulties. 

‘The report published on page 4' 
of your issue of Sept. 20 concern- 
ing dismissal of the antitrust suit 
filed by Guild Enterprises -Inc. 
against . Warner y 

a | .; Brandt, and Beathecorp, gave the 
Large majority thought Holly-; misleading and erroneous impres- | 

ics include 8m films, tv. radio wood should continue making pic-: sion that Guild Enterprises Inc. 

Bros., 

defendant had won it. The report} 

| stated that the suit “was thrown! jamin Epstein, Richard Watts. Jr., Stockton Helfrich; Richard J. Frishie. 
out. . 

Set With British Lion: The fact is that the case was 
se 

‘New York. | “The Chapman Report” finally got away at Warner Bros: under 
‘|! direction of George. Cukor, Richard Zanuck producing . . . Glenw Ford 
‘and Hope Lange into Martin Poll’s “The Grand ‘Duke and Mr. Pimm,” 
slated to rojl next May on French Riviera . ... Woolner Bros. start: 

“sEdgar Allen Poe’s “Premature. Burial” ‘Nov. 1“trom ‘script by Mark 
Hanna ... John Doucette joins 20th’s “Cleopatra” .... Jerry Wald 
dickering with Fabian for “Mr. Hobbs Takes a Vacation” at 20th .. . 
Robert Cohn negotiating with Frankie Avalon for Columbia Pictures’ 
“The Interns.” © ct 

Series of previously-published-in-its-bulletin articles has been edited 
‘inte'a brochure, “Prejudice and the Lively Arts” by Nathan .C. Belth. 

had lost the case and that. Warner : * ion L we th Intro. . 

Bros. Harry Brandt and the other 274, Morton Pumer of the Anti-Defamation League. There's in intro- 
‘duction by Dore Schary followed by two articles by: Robert J. Landry, 
managing editor of Variety, plus pieces of Harold Braverman: Ben- 

iand Jo Ranson .. . Free copies: may. be had from Anti-Defamation, |. 
1515 Madison Ave., N.Y. sree 

ttled on the basis of a. payment | “Leo Hochstetter, chief of the MPEA’s Rome. bureau, in: the States 
‘tnade to Guild Enterprises Inc. by 
‘the defendants.. The formal dis- 
missal was agreed to in the settle- 

SG apparent.y is parent com-!jinked in a new. production-dis-; men t ‘TL. oo, 
pany for Col Electronics for tv,! tribution outfit which has been! We hope that Vanrery will pub-_ 
ravio and technological additions. | registered under the title of Gar- : lis ; 
Company is proceeding cauti-| rick Film Distributirs Ltd. It will. 

ously, examining and investigating | have a releasing association with 
all proferrments for profit. and| British Lion and will operate in 
progress before clinching terms.| a similar way to Bryanston, Bri- 

At moment, changeover in pro-|tannia or Pax Films, inasmuch 
duction helm from Sam Briskin 
to Sol Schwartz presumably is|for domestic purposes, and have 
delaying finalizing some deals near} access to Lion International for 
closing. Schwartz, hawever, will| overseas sales if required, as well 
not have anything to do with S.G.,] as studio and production facilities. 
a separate entity operating on its Others who are associated with 
own across the street from Gower ! Stross and Sutro in the new ven- 
St. studio. ture are Robert Garrett, managing 

Although , Briskin relieves him-| director of Film Finances, ‘and 
‘Continued on page 7) Ardmore Studios, Dublin. 
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eather , 8 Movies in flight are 2° 
a unique part of ae 

-<  TWARoyal Ambassador §. 
service to Europe. 9. 

. Je> |. 

oe 
€ 

: vq TWA offers first class guests this pleasant os 

* JK diversion en route to any one of the “must oe 

Par see” cities of Europe: London, Paris, Rome, é. “*» 

EA ns Frankfurt, Lisbon, Madrid, Athens and others. er34 
Pa . ¢. 

bas In the U. S., movies are shown on selected Ae 

<8 flights between New York and California. <S*, 
‘ . . . » 

ae Book with your travel agent or call your S ¢ 
2 . © | 
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as they'll use the BL distribution | 

h' a corrected report. 
GvuiLp ' ENTERPRISES _ INC. 
By Norman W. Elson, Pres. 

. E A.cto N.Y. 
George Balzer 

Charles C. (Bud). Barry 
Jack Benny 

_ Ben Blue 

Vernon Burns 
William Castle 
Fred de Cordova 
Dennis Day. 

Ken Englund 
Irving Fein — 
Dave Gerber 
‘Hal Goldman. 

- Katharine Hepburn 
Raymond Katz. 
Buz Kulik 
Paul N. Lazarus Jr. 
Joe Lebworth, 

- Jan MeArt 
Tom McDermott 
Mahlon ‘Merrick 

Patti Page 
Sam Perrin _ 
Ingo Preminger 
Harold S. Prince 
Martin Rackin 
Ritz Bros. . 
Martin Roberts. 
Herman: Rush. 
Paul Sand ™ 
Dore Schary 
Madeleine Sherwood 
Arthur S. Wenzel | 
Don Wilson, 

U. S. to Europe 
Edward Albee . 

. Andrew Anspach 
Irving Antler. 
Samuel. Arkoft 
Ralph Benakano 
Claude Binyon 
Jeanne. Crain. 
Xavier Cugat 
Hillard Elkins 
Patrick J. Frawley Jr. 
Mickey Goldsen = — 
Michael Havas 
Nadine Kent 
Abbe Lane 
Norman Reader 
Marco Rizzo 
Marty Snyder. 
‘Willard Swire © 
Irving Wormser 
Clinton Wilder 

Europe to U. S. 
Ballets U.S.A. Co. 
Jean Cerrone: 
Philip. Gerard 
Ted Howard 
Gene Kelly - 
Nick Kessely 
Hank Lerner 
David Merrick 
Yves Monténd .. 
Arnold Parker | 
Claude C, Philippe. . 
Jerome Robbins. 
.Simone Signoret 

. Syd Silverman 
' Erwin A. Single | 

|. Werper, Torkanowsky 

for a quick visit and dividing his time between the: New. York and 
Washington MPEA Offices , . . Walter Reade, Ed Kingsley. Joe Levine, 
Paul Beckley and Mario De Vecchi have taped a Mike Wallace “PM. 
;East” segment discussing the. growth In. popularity of foreign films. 
, this side. No date yet. set for its showing . ... Since. Brigitte Bardot. 
proved that “The Truth” (La ‘Verite) can pay. off, other French film- 
‘makers are taking the hint. Three. upcoming. French pix: “The Well_ 
of Three Truths” (Le Puits aux Trois Verites), “The Game ‘of Truth” 
(Le Jeu de La Verite) and, on the -apposite. side, “The Liar” (La. 
Menteuse). : co , oe 

Arthur S. Wenzel who is due east next week en-route to Europe recalls 
that he was Led: lo’s first publicist at old Orpheum in San. 

-| Francisco, in the days before Ashton Stevens left the western metropo- 
lis for Chicago... Wenzel also handled Carrillo publicity in “Lombard! . 
Ltd.” at Morosco in.L.A. during 1916 . ...-show transferred later. to '- 
Manhattan . . ..extended notices of -Carrilla upon his recent demise 
mentioned that he had been a ‘cartoonist before he was an actor. ... 
not generally. known is fact that Carrillo did.an extended ‘series of. 

*|cartoons for Varzery in its earliest years of publication when vaude- 
ville was the main preoccupation ... . Two Seattlé-based_ officers were 
removed and reprimanded by U.S. Air Force last:-week for exhibiting’ 
and touting the Fulton Lewis III film ‘Operation Abolition,” concern- 

jing the. San Francisco hearings of the UnAmerican Committee. 
Average Israeli citizen buys 18 film tickets per annum. This is among 

the highest attendance rates ‘in the world. The phenomena is explained - 
by the fact, that there is no tv in Israel. Hence 2,200 people ‘have. : 
bought 39-million tickets in a year . tae ~ 
Jerome Cushman, chief librarian at. Salina (Kansas) Public Library 

who is acquainted with documentary film production in the east, has 
been appointed to head the New Orleans Public Library . ... Leonard 

1L, Levinsen:-of yesteryear’s Hollywood beat and former Vanrety staffer. 
has been living for some months in Italy where his daughter Robin is © 
now wed to a native. Wisecracks by Levinson anent Italian waiters, 

jon which he is doing a book, formed content of Art Buchwald column 
-}last week. 

Bill Levy, personal representative of Otto. Preminger; isin Europe 
to handle the special spectacular openings of “Exodus” here. Levy 
goes to Rome for the “Exodus” premiere scheduled there for thé 
beginning of October, then springs to Bonn, Germany, for the Oct. 
4 opening. oe wo oe a 

Margaret Twyman, the MPAA’s community relations director, was 
in Charlotte Saturday (23) to address: the annual WOMPI convention 
..- . Dr. Leon Warshaw, consultant in occupational health and medical 
director for UA and Par, on a two-week Tecture tour around: the- 
country. He'll also be addressing the annual TOA meet in New.’ 
Orleans Oct. 9. . .“Cradle of Genius,” a featurette about Dublin's 

| Abbey Theatre, fs on the bill with “Pure Hell of St. Trinians” at the 
‘Baronet .. . Gower Champion is set. to direct Tony. Curtis” “Playboy” 
{pic for U-I . . . James Stewart will narrate Frank Sinatra’s “X-15,” 
about the U.S. rocket plane , ... Publicist Bernie. Lewis is moving into . 
new local offices Oct. 2... Jonas Mekas’ first film, “Guns of the.” 
“Trees,” which he himself describes as a bomb (atomic bomb, that. is)” 
has been sold to Cinelatina for distribution in the Italian market. _ 

Irving Wormser, prexy of Continental Distributing. left for London’ 
jover the weekend for a series of meetings on new Continental copro- 
‘ductions .. . UA held a screening of “West Side Story” at the Rivoli 
Monday (25) for reps of groups who are prospective buyers of. blocks 
of tickets for their orgs . . . Kingsley. International’ reportedly has 
acquired U.S. distrib rights to “Viridiana,” cowinner of the top Cannes’ 
{prize this year. sO ne OS 

All indications are that the 20th-Fox homeoffice ad-pub department 
is going to have a lot of emptv. desks in a few weeks. A couple of 
people will be off on extended vacations: some will be resigning to 
-other things, and several will be. fired. Pass the Miltown,. Henre ‘ster 
you have one yourself. _ _ CT 

The ad-pub unit working on Sam Bronston’s “El Cid” patted them- ‘ selves on the back before the trade press at a St. Regis breakfast - 
{Friday (22) am. for having come up. with “the” greatest. magazine 
campaign ever created for a single motion picture”. .°. Dan Frankel, 

|prexy of Zenith International, last repped. on the: firstrun -artie screen 
here with “The Cow and I,” will next have “The. Green Mare” in 
circulation. Pic opens at the Trans-Lux Normandie following “The - 
Girl With A Suitcase”.:. . Phil Gerard, U’s ad-pub director, back at: jhis desk after a ttip through England, France, Italy, Spain and Israel. Bernie Jacon, who's handling the launching of Lux Films’: “Neopoli-. 
tan Carousel” here, has booked the pic into the Carnegie Hall Cinema. 
This is a switch in plans since Jacon had originally planned’ a triple theatre preem for the film .. . James Garner is in town for promotion on behalf of UA’s William Wyler relezse, “The Children’s Hour.” 

N. Y. to L. A, 
‘Karl Bernstein 
Mortimer Becker 

_ ¥vonne Moray — 

UA Shifts Exchangéemen 
a Atlanta, Sept. 26. 

_. Gene Goodman, branch manajer 
‘| here’ for United Artists, has moved 

Kal Ross | to’: New. Orleans to take over sizn- 
‘Alan Rivkin fo _| Jar position: there. Cs, 
Laura Rivkin , W. C. Hames, UA’s district man-:"- 
Stephan W. Sharmat ager in this area, will head. up 

‘Don W. Sharpe |. |. Atlanta Branch. in futures. ©” 



Amusement Stock Quotations 
Week Ended Tues. (26) 

N.Y. Stock Exchange 

‘+ Actual. Volume. 
(Courtesy of Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner. & Smith, Ine.) 

Over-the-Counter Securities . 
Bid. ‘Ask . Hour.” “One. ..Two Three” and | - 

America Corp. ... ..... sesesereteeseee 3 34% —136 | “Pocketful Of Miracles.” Two have in good taste, ‘Code’s last specific 
Four ‘Star Television. _ oe wp eeecseeceas, 21 23 +312 | been tagged for'roadshow handling. | taboo re subject matter. The tabco 
Gen Aniline & FA. atteasenndeteres  -280 309 . $25 namely | “Judgment” and “West | against: subject of dope addiction 
General Drive-in) ...........0:. svecceee IT” 18 “14 1Side. ; Was. removed about five years ago. 
Gold Medal Studios . ewe seen ees i wieeetes UM SR ag | Sayings, -natur ally, will benefit | While many industryites -fe reli 
King Bros). ooo. s ccc e cect e eee Ve «153 214 -—.14 | »roducers,: several of whom have} ‘that this is a very inopportune 
Magna. Pictures 2.0.00. 06.0 cecancavece 278° 33% 1g [beefed on distribution costs. | time for “loosening” Code pro- 
Metromedia Inc......-.:...... wees vronrse 8 ‘16 —.3 |Among the most outspoken ‘has: visions, in light of increasing cen- 
Official Films (+ ..6........ aerevecceee 234 3144 (=+14 | béen Otto, Preminger. sorship-classification pressures in 
Sterling Television .:... 00.00 cc caces dees 21S) 3 — MGM about five years ago elim: all. quarters. there are others who 
U. A. Theatres Si vedeccescwecseecsss. 638 714... «.  |Mnated district’ managers with the! feel that ‘the Code will at long 
Wometco Enterprises wees +. ween das dees . 213405 23% oe -fexceotion of New York where Saal} jact have “come of age.” by -plac- 
Wrather Corp... .- 2400.3. Valareccw 678 734 oat Gottlieh . sunervises Greater N-Y.|jng emphasis. on individual treat- 

-. Source: ‘National ‘Assn. oF Securities Dealers nc.) 

Title ( Changes: A New Russian Roulette, 
Is Debbie Reynolds” ‘New Starrer Latest Example. Of 

Confusion Net Compounding Public Interest? 

US. SHARE REDUCED ‘There are times wheit it appears: 
that the major Hollywood ‘compa- | 
nies. play Russian ‘roulette . with |: 
film titles: That is, they place five. 
“working” titles into the chamber 
and one good one. -When.they pull |. . 
the trigger, chances’ ‘are that. it's a: 
“Dad. title: that come out. 

Situation. was highlighted last 
~Wweek with. the: visit to New York 
of -Vincent Sherman,. director. of: 
'20th-Fax’'s ‘new. Debbie Reynolds’ |? 
starrer, presently called “The Seé- 
ond Time Around.” 
started off as -a screenplay. called 
“Star of The West.” was switched: 
to:“The: Galico. Sheriff.” then brief-- 
ly to: “Mother Ought. To. Marry,” 
‘before finally. winding up as “The 
Second Time Around,” which ‘also: 
happens to be -the. title: of a song 

. sung with considerable pop suc- 
cess by Bing Crosby. in. last year's 

. 20th - release, “High Time.” ~ 

Isn't this compounding’. confu: 
= plone not only: among: exhibs and |. 
other: trade people, but’ more im-. 
portaritly, among the. public? 
Sherman ‘himself .is hesitant . to. 

‘pay, since the final.choice.was not 
‘up. to. him. However, he does adeait: 

(Continued, ‘on page 22) ~ 
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\feature films released in. Portugal | 

The picture 

jtaken desvite ‘the fact, five “big” 
pix are being readied for. -€XPOSUTE | 

“| before the erd: of the vear, These | 
-Jinelude “Judgment At Nuremberg.” 
“West. Side Story,” 

sales: with: Phil .Gravitz.as branch. 
manager. ‘This, because of the: 

peculiar sefup of the territory. 
However, where. UA has two divi-! 
‘Sfonal sales chiefs, MGM has five. 

Paramount also. has’ joined the 
ln with Neal East, western dis- 
“trict manager. on Oct. 2 assuming 
-Arnold SRartin’s: nost as Los -An- 
geles branch head’ when Shartin 

}joins MGM as. local manager suc- 
ceeding Tom Asnell,.resigned. — 

tailment vests: more power in Gene} 
‘Tuhick: for the. ¢ast and Canada’ 

— ON PORTUG AL SCREEN and Al. Fitter for the west in home. 
office operation: authoritv... Milton . 

. .Washingtan, ‘Sept. 26: [F. Cohen, former ‘eastern andj 
The United States lost. ground. to “Canadian -sales ‘chief. under his 

Italy and France Jn ‘the number of i: inew title as. national roadshow 
sales director ° also’ will. have.-a: 
broader scone of activity, operating ‘ 

last year; the. Commerce: Dept. re- yout of headquarters. 

ported today’ (Tues... oe 
First-run released in 1960; = _¢ 

ha? Into L A. Seven 
Los Angeles, Sept. 26. 

totalled 374 featur es, according to 
Nathan D. Golden, ‘Dept: Motion. 
‘Picture Division Chief. -Of these, 
179 were American, 51. Italian, .50'- 
-French,. 35 British, .20. Spariish, 19.” 

Mexican. and 20 scattered., '- tat the Egyptian on Oct, 9, has been 
Tn. 1959, 360 features. were Te- -set for grind. policy at increased 

Jeased in Portugal with 195 U. S. | admissions at seven hardtops and 
productions. .No figures were given } }ixe number. of ‘drive-ins starting. 
for the other nations, but the’ re: | Noy. 1. “King™ of .Kings”’ preems 

port’ said Italy and . ‘France. both - in local area Oct. 12, same theatre. 
scored gains. . © ~ Theatres. slated ‘to. open. “Hur” 
“Official ‘Portuguese statistics list.: on Nov. 1 are Magnolia, Burbank;. 

413-theatres with. a seating. capacity. | State, here: United Artists theatres 
‘of about 250,000. . Lisbon:-has. 47|in Long. Beach. and Inglewood;. Fox, 
theatres. with a eapacity of 39, 000, BevHills; . ‘Alex, Glendale; Golden 

one of: its. longest: engagements in 

dena, also debuts same day. The 000,000, with - Lisbond “ane lee 4 ae te ed >. 
rive ns. now ar ein hed u “Mor 10,000, 000. 

BOTH AFFEGTED| 
.. Ment at, Nuremberg” previews, 

The UA district manager . cur-: 

‘Metro’s- “Ben-Hur,” which’ winds ° 

In 1959, . admissions totalled. 25,- | Gate, ‘East: L. A, :Colorada, Pasa- | 

“Beloved Dud 
in New 

York ‘last week for his “Judg- 

believes he deserves a niche 
in the motion picture Hall of 

: Fame for one unique contribu- 
tion to the annals of film his- 

He’s the only producer, he 
says,.who has made a picture 
with “New York” in its title 
which. did not get a New 
York firstrun on Broadway. 
The pic was Kramer's initial 

’ -producer’s credit, ‘So This Is 
based on Ring 

Lardner’s eomic novel. The 
1948 film made its N, Y. bow 
on the lower half of a double 

‘The comedy, 
_ which is still a favorite of 
_Kramer’s. and’ other assorted 

_ film. buffs, was a b.o. dud. 

Theme Now Okay. 
The board of directors of the | 

Motion. Picture Assn. of America ; 
jis expected to okay change. in the : 

has been approved by the board's ; 
! subcommittee on.Code matters. 

The action is the result of in- 
creasing pressure brought by a 

of producers who have 
scheduled pix with hamo-elements. 
Now in the cutting rooms is Wil-! 

Chapman, branch operations top- Hou er shooting Is Onnlaren’s ‘the Beach,” which was the subject 

inger’s “Advice and Consent.” and 
currently being planned are “The 

and “The Best ; 
all of. which have homo ele- 
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Devil's Advocate” 
Man.” 

ments. 
“Chil Change of.the Cade, to allow. 
Chi dren's | treatment of perversion “if done 

ment and- interpretation. 
Change will actually throw a 

greater responsibility on Produc- 
tion Code: Administrator Geoffrey 
Shurlock and his staff. In the early 

| days of the Code, the Code staff 
icould be governed by a number of 
specifics; now it must exercise 
taste toa greater degree than ever 
before—and inevitably there Will 

| be ‘a number of film scene observ- 
ers who will.disagree with rulings. 
on matters: of taste. 

Roy Cooper Erases Self 
As Pickus Successor. 

Roy Cooper, San Francisco exhib ! 
and chairman of: the exec commit- 
tee of Theatre Owners of America, 
has asked that his name be elim- 
inated from.those under considera- 

‘{tion to succeed TOA prexy Albert 
| M. Pickus, now serving his second 
term. A. new TOA head is fo be 
elected at the upcoming annual. 
‘board meeting in New Orleans Oct. 

: 11; preceding the anni conventfon. 
-the country on teserved-seat policy . prec: 8 Cooper, who-has been considered 

a likely possibility. to succeed 
Pickus,, reportedly declined be- 
cause of his recent acquisition of 
several new theatres and other 
business demands | on his time. 

NEW TAG FOR SATORI 
- William Satori has been: elected 
secretary of Allied Artists Inter- 
national. Corp. 

Exee has for last several years 
‘been in charge of the company’s 
Continental European business. 

‘|“Judgment at Nuremberg,’ 

{thump the pic. 
|word on “Judgment” 

T UA : VV . ail aren 
DOMEST, TG, OSES me a er dni se 

-+ “There’s not enough self-analysis 
in American films today,” says pro- 
ducer-director Stanley Kramer by 
way of commenting on the dispu- 
tations aspects of his newest pic, 

‘as well 
as such other Kramer films as “On 
the Beach,” “Inherit the Wind,” 
“The Defiant Ones,” etc. By “self- 
analysis,” Kramer carefully pointed 
‘out that he did not, necessarily 

‘| mean “self-criticism,” though there 
are times when the two phrases 
might mean the same thing. 
Kramer was in New York for a 

week to hosi a series of “Judg- 
ment’ previews as well as to tub- 

Advance trade 
is that in this 

pic Kramer has one of his hottest— 
topically speaking—items. Among 
other things the film dramatizes the 
question of the ultimate legality 
of the war criminal trials, and de- 
scribes the pressures brought to 
| bear on the U. S. judges to free the 
‘German defendants in view of the 
{need to get the Germans “on our 
side” in the Cold War. 

Though “Judgment” deals with 
matters in that vast “gray” area 

10f ideas, between those two famil- 
iar poles where things are all black 
or all white, Kramer says he was 
never, at any point during pro- 
duction or afterwards, subject io 

ipressure from the U. S. State De- 
j partment or others to change, mod- 

Orders™ have; in’ a number: of; Production Code to allow feature | ify or soften the “message” (i.e., 
‘cases; been jssued and where they, films with themes. of sex deviation |that the German people were re- 

‘thaven’t they will be by: Oct. 7, when board meets in New York sponsible for the rise of the Nazis, 
when the last of four regional sales “next Tuesday (3). Change already | and that. in a subsid{jary way, all 

civilization was an accessory to the 
crime, including American indus- 
j trialists, the Russian government, 

2+ the Vatican and Winston Churchill 
who, as late as 1938, found some 
good in what Hitler was doing). 

Based on the experience of “On 

; (Continued on page 19) 

Marion Davies Dies at 64; 
Made Star By W. R. Hearst; 
Noted For Her Kindness 

Hollywood, Sept. 26. 
Marion Davies, 64, one of the 

top names of the silent screen who 
‘ sought to carry her talent as a light 
comedienne over to talkies, died 
of cancer Friday (22: after a three- 
year illness. 

Living in virtual retirement in 
Beverly Hillis and Palm Springs 
since 1937, when she made her 
last pic, “Ever Since Eve,” for 
Warners, Miss Davies long was one 
of the screen's most glamorous 
beauties.. Her pin-up reign lasted 
from the time the late William R:. 
Hearst discovered her in the 
“Ziegfeld Follies’ in the ‘teens 
and made her a star overnight 
until the close of her active career. 

But while she had a flair for 
comedy she lacked the ability to 
handle the more dramatic roles. 
It's believed that Hearst dropped 
$7,000,000 in a relentless, though. 
hopeless campaign to build her into 
Hollywood’s No. 1 star. Hearst’s 
death in 1951 ended an intimate 
relationship between them that en- 
dured for 32 years. 

W..A. Swanberg’s recent biogta- 
i; phy, “Citizen Hearst,” states that 
he and Miss Davies wanted to wed 
each other but Mrs. Hearst re- 
fused to be cast aside. Parents of 
five sons,-the Hearsts remained on 
amicable terms. However, he and 
the actress lived together and 
made trips together. 

In destribing Hearst's efforts to 
shape Miss Davies into the top 
movie -queen during Hollywood's 
bygene era of splendor, Swanberg 
points out: “Miss Davies was his 
most prized possession whom he 
would train. groom. push, and 
publicize until she reached the 
heights, eclipsing the reigning 
Mary Pickford.” 

Their relationship was fecussed 
upon by “Citizen Kane,” produced 
by Orson Welles and released in 
1941 by RKO. Reportedly she was 
little disturbed by the pictures 
whose story remarkably paralleled 
certain incidents in the life of 

(Continued on page 21) 
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West Side Story 
(SONG—PANAVISION 70— 

COLOR) 

Smash picturization of Broad- 
Way musical with Handsome 
prospects indicated. 

- Hollywood. Sept. 14. 
Verted Artists relecse ¢F Robert Wise 

Frecuetin presented by Mirch Pictures, 
ie asscctafion with Screen Aris Preduc-- 
frems Stes Natale Wood. Richard Bev- 
ries Reuss Tembisn. Rites Morenyu, Gecrge 
Chikeris. Duected by Wise ind Jereme 
Rcbbins. Screenplay. Ernest I. imzn, 
based cn staze pluy preduced by Rebert 
E Gritfith, Harcild S Prunce. Rack be 
Arthur Laurents: music. Leonard Bern- 
atern: IWwerice, Stephen Sondherm: ¢h.e- 
ceraphy, Robbins: production designer, 
Bors Leven. camera. Daniel L  Fapp: 
ed;far. Themss Stanford. Previewed -at 
Carthay C.:rcle Theatre., Los Angeles. 
Cai. Sept. 33, ‘61. Running time. 153 
MINS. : 
Marta . onc. ecwee eee. Natalie Wood 
TOMV 2. Lecce cw wee eee Richard Be.mer 
RrfE 2. ce cee ween Russ Tambisn 
Anita eww sees. Rita “loreno 
Bernardo -... George Chakiris 
Loeuterant Schrank . Simon UOuklund 
C4fice: Krupke .wW dlam Bramilev 
Dee ewe ee’ Ned Glass. 
Glad Hand .............. John Astin 
Mudem Lucia ..........- - Peary Santon 
Chine. ok e ecw ee . Javé De Vega 
Pere as seesesseses « Jay Notman 
Indigo 2... ... cee ees ae. Gus Tirkenis 
LuiS ....6.1 cee cece Robert Thumpson 
Roceco ...... Lew vesaces Larrys Roquemore 
Leeu  . wece cece ew eeee Jamie Rogers 
JUNO 2. ccc es cee eaees Eédie Verso 
Chile kk eee eee Ardre Tayir 
Toro aaa ew acees Nick Covacevich 
Del Campo ............ Rudv Del Campo 
CO we eee eee Tucker Smith 
Action —s nsec cas eacseee Tony Mordente 
Baby John .......-.....-. Eliot Feld 
ARab  ....eeeee weceee Pavid Winters 
Snawhboy  .. wwe eee Rert Michaets 
Joy boy + pw ewe weeee. Robert Banas 
Big Deal ..........0.... Scooter Teague 
Gee-Tar  .. ........ Tommy Abbott 
Mouthpiece ......... Harvey Hohnecker 
TIREK cece eee e ence David Bean 
Anybodss .............. Sue O. kes 
Graziella 2... ......005 Gina Trikonis 
Velma we eae Carole D’ Andrea 
Consuelo .. 0 6... eee eee Yvenne Othon 
Rosaha ww eee ce Suzie Kave 
Francisca. - Joanne Miya 

“West Side Story” is a beauti- 

fuliv-mounted. impressive, emo- 

fion-ridden and violent musical 

which, in its stark approach to a 

raging social problem and. realism 

of unfoldment, may set a pattern 
fur future musical presentations. 
Screen takes on” a new dimension 

in this powerful and sometimes 
fascinating translation of. the 
Broadway musical to the greater 
scope of motion pictures. The Rob- 
ert Wise production. said to cost 
$6.000.000. should pile up hand- 
same returns, first on a roadshow 
basis and tater in general runs. — 

The Romeo and Juliet theme. 
Prepeunded against the seething 
backgrcund of rival and bitterly- 
hating youthful Puerta Rican and 
American gangs ‘repping the Man- 
tagues and the Capulets: on the 
upper West Side of Manhattan, 
makes for both a savage and tender 
admixture of roniance and war-to- 
the-death. Technically. it is superb; 
use of color is dazzling, camera 
work often is thrilling, editing 
fast with dramatic punch, produc- 
tion design catches mood as well as 
acnhion itself, 

Even more notable, however, is 
the music of Leonard Bernstein 
and most of all the breathtaking 
choreogri.phy of Jerome Robbins, 
who in tilm is not limited by 
space restrictions of the stage. 
His dancing numbers probably are 
fee inost Spectacular ever devised |. 
and lensed, blending into story ! 
and ce iving on action thet is 
electhifying to spectator and set- 
ting a pace which communicates 
to viewer. Bernstein's 
Stephen Sondheim's expressive 
Ihrics, accentuates the tenseness 
that constantly builds. 

Ernest T.ehman's — screenplay, 
based upon Arthur Laurents’ sotid - 
and compeling book in Robert E. 
Griffith and Hareld S. Prince’ 
Broads iy production, is a faithful 
adartatien in whieh he reflects 
the brutality of the juve gangs 
which vent upon each other the 
hatred they feel against the world. 
Here is juvenile delinquency in its 
worst and most dangerous sense, 

, and Wise, as producer and co- 
director with Jerome Robbins. 
catches the spirit in devastating - 
fashion. 

It is a preachment against j.d. 
even rue ‘potent than though it. 
were a “oiesSage picture” and in 
& sense may lack popular appeal. 
but in the final analysis the over- 
all structure js so superior that it 
should, delixer mass impact. In his 
direction, Wise utilizes both the 
stage and screen technique; i.e., 
Jong holds on individual scenés 
and bits of action which suddenly 
switches to 
Eftect is stimulating. 

Plottage tocuses on the romance 
of a ycung Pueite Rican girl with 
& Tainland hex. which fans the 
‘eninity between the two gangs and | 
ultiniately: leads %¢ the ‘runnble’ ‘is Tess certain. * 

‘ tector. 
delineated, and members of the 
‘two gangs, recruited from. various 
: “Story” 

_Moreno, 

“West Side. 

score, with: 

. MUSIC. 

dynamic movement.: 

FILM REVIEWS 

which leaves both gang. leaders 
dead of knife wounds and climax- 
ing in the murder of the American 
swain by girl's Puerto Riean pro- 

Characters are excellently 

troupes, both Broadway 
and national, satisfactorily combine 
the‘r menace with terrific dancing. : 

Natalie Wood offers an entranc-. 
ing performarice us the Puerto: 
Rican who falls in iove with Rich- | 
ard Beymer,+forbidden by strict; 
neighborhood ban against group: 
interniingling, and = latter = im-— 
presses with his singing. Most 
celarful performance, perhaps, is 
offered by George Chakiris, leader 
cf the Puerto Rican gang, the: 
Sharks. and brother of femme lead. ' 
who appeared in London company - 
in same role portrayed here by: 
Russ Tamblyn. leader of the white.’ 
Jets gang. Tamblyn socks over his * 
portraval and scores partieulamy 
with his 

in love with Chakiris, 
presents a fiery characterization 
and also. scores hugely. 

In rugged support, Tony Mor- 
dente stands out as a Jets member ~ 
who wants action: Tucker. Smith, 
another white gangster; Simon. 
Oakland and William Bramley, po- 
lice officers; Ned Glass as. owner 
of the candy store where the two 
gangs hold their war council. 

Musical numbers are topped by 
“America,” 
of U.S. against those of Puerto 
Ricans’ homeland and providing 
one of the most sensational pro- 
duction dances of entire pic. 
“Cool.” by Tucker Smith, is back-. 
ground for another terrific. dance 
routine, as is “Gee, Officer 
Krupke.” Another spirited dance 
is the two gangs terping on neu- 
tral ground tn the neighborhood 
gymnasium, fast and furious. and 
opening “Jet Song.” led by Tam-— 
blyn. gives audience an impression- 
of what is to came. 

Half a dozen straight song num- - 
bers also lend melody and charm, 
including “Maria.” sung by Bey- 

‘mer; two cther singles by Beymer, . 
“Something Comin’” and “Some-_ 
where”: “I: Feel Pretty,” led by. 
Miss Wood: “Tonight.” duet’ by 
Beymer and femme; “I Have a 
Love,” Wood; “A Boy. Like That,” 
Rita Moreno; “One Hand.: One 
Heart.” Beymer-Wood.. ‘Singer 
Marni. Nixon dubs Wood's voice 
and so perfect is the effect that 
audience isn't aware it isn’t actress’ 
own voice. 

Film, opening with a three-- 
minute orcthestral overture, has: 
been expertly. filmed by Daniel 
L. Fapp, whose. aerial prolog.. 
looking straight down 
Gotham as camera flies from the 
Battery uptown -and swings toa 

provides impressive 
views. Johnny. Green conducts 
music score, which runs 51? min- 
utes: Thomas. ‘Stanford’s — tight 
editing maintains a generally rapid 
pace; Boris Leven. scores as pro- 
duction designer; and Saul Bass 
is responsible for novel presenta- 
tion of titles and credits. Irene . 
Sharaff, who designed costumes .: 
for Broadway, repeats here... 

Whit. 

Recordando. 
-Remembering) 

Santiago, Sept. 14. 
Producclones Cinematoxgceficas - Alfonso |. 

Nrranio. Directed and edited bv “Ed- 
mundo Uriutia. Script. Vietoriano Reyes: 

Hector Carvajal: n‘rrator, Gus: ° 
tuvo Saleado. At Bandera ‘Theatre. Rup-. 
ning time, &5. MIN 

Put together from old newsreels. 
and other films that were bought 
per kilo by director Edmundo 
Urrutia befdre they found their 
way to junk, this is a pic that 
evokes a mood of gentle nostalgia. 
Over half the total footage is pre- 
1925. It includes scenes from “Ver- 
fuenza” a Chilean feature of 1922 
vintage and from a German film 
on interplanetary travel exhibited 
in Santiago in 1917: 

Newsreel clips have obvious his-. 
torical interest. The most: exciting 
are cerca 1910. and include: cele- 
brations of the first centennary of 
Chile’s independence, one of the 
first planes to fly in Santiago and 
an excellently lensed 15-minute 
coverage of President 
Montt’s funeral ‘also 19101 
French cameraman Jules Chave- - 
Jains. 

Well edited. with brief intro- 
ductory and closing footage shot 
by Urrutia, “Recordando” also has. 
a good atmosphere-creéating. score 
by Carvajal, but somewhat flat and . 
reiterative text by Reyes. 

Local box office’ prospects are 
excellent, but inte®national appeal * 

‘Chile! 

acrobatie: terping. Rita * 

lyrics pitting. virtues” 

upon. 

‘Pedro 
by 

‘The Hustler 
’ Plenty of exploitation needed 
for long, sordid story of a pool 
shark. Paul Newman, Jackie 
Gleason names, as help. 

Hollywood, Sept. 23. 
Twentieth- Fox rele: se of Robert Rossen 

‘ production. Stars Paul Newman; 
tures Piper. Laurie, . George - Cc. 

» Jackie Gleasen. Directed by: Rossen. 
} Screenplay. Rossen; Sidney. Carroll, based 
on novel by Walter S. Tevis; 
Gene Shrfton: editor. Deedee Allan. -Pre- 

* viewed at Westwood Village 
: Sept. 22, "bl. Ranning time, 134 MINS. | 

Eddie Félson .....:..... - Paul Newman 
Minnesota Fats ......... Jackie Gleuson 
Sarah Packard |........ - Piper. Laurie 
Bert Gorden ......;.. Geurge C. Seott 
Charlie “Burns° "eeeesees Myton McCormick , 
Findlay... ve... see Murray Hamilton“ 

: Big John . . Michzel Constantine 
; Preacher ay weicees, Stefan- Gierasch 
Bartender ......... , ‘Jake LaMotta 
Cashier .-.......... “Gordon B. ‘Clarke 
Scare Keeper. wee eeetecee Alexander Rose 
Waitress tees e vances “Carols Coates 
“Young Hustler ........ ; Carl York. 
Bartender leet ne Vincent Gardinia 

{ ‘ 

: “The Hustler’ belongs. to. that 

School of screen realism that al- 

lows impressive performances but’ 

defeats. the basic . goal. of pure 

entertainment. This Robert Rossen: 

pr ‘oduction accomplishes its pur- 

pose of providing a showcase for 
characterization, - but ° by .- same 
token is shy.on appeal. Prospects 
are spotty, lack of femme interest 
and. film's subject ‘matter requir- 
ing ‘unusually hard selling. 

Pleasant characters - set down 
against a backdrop of cheap pool 
halls and..otherwise dingy sur- 
‘roundings. Chief protagonist is 
Paul Newinan, a pool shark with a 
compulsion to be the best of.the 
lot; not in tournament ‘play but 
in beating Chi¢ago's bigtime 
player. Jackie Gleason. Unfold- 
ment of the Rossen-Sidney Carroll 
screenplay, based: on.-novel by 
Walter S. Tevis, is far overlength, 
and despite the excellence of New- 
man's’ portrayal of the boozing. 
pool hustler the sordid aspects of 
* overall picture. are strictly. down- . 
beat. 

Newman is entirely believable in 
the means he takes to defeat Glea- 
son, and. latter socks over a dra- 
matic role which, though compara- 
tively brief. generates potency. In: 
some respects, the quiet strength 
of his characterization over shadows . 
Newman in their scenes together. 
Piper Laurie establishes herself 
solidly as ah -actress as .a_hard- 
drinking ‘floosie who: lives with 
Newman,. and George .C. Scott 
scores as a gambler who promotes 
Newman and teaches him the 
psychology -of “being a winner. 
Myron McCormick as.) Newman's 
early manager and Murray Hamil- 
ton as a rich Lexington, Ky., bil-. 
liard enthusiast lend able support. 

Rossen. has directed with a harsh: 
hand, developing ‘his ‘theme satis- 
factorily and setting a pattern: of 
‘grimness. Teclmical departments 
are in ‘keeping with the mood, in-: 
eluding Gene Shufton's. photog- 
raphy, Harry. Horner and Albert. 

Ww hit. 

The Devil at: A o € ‘lock 
(GOLOR) 

Brenner's art direction: 

. Exciting ‘tropical isle meller 
with Spencer Tracy and Frank 

Sinatra to. spark b.o. attention. 

Hollywood, Sept. 17. . 
Columbia Pictures release of Fred, 

Kehimar-Mervyn LeRoy production, pro- 
duced by Kohlmar, directed: by: LeRoy. 
‘Stars Spencer’. Tracy. Frank ‘Sinatra; 

“features Kerwin Mathews, Jean Pierre: 
- Aumont, Gregoire ‘Aslan. | Alexander , 
Scourby, Barbara Luna, Bernie Hamilton, 
Cathy .Lewis, Martin Brandt. Screenplay, ° 
Liam. O'Brien, from novel by. Max Catto; 

-tcamera (Eastman-volor), Joseph : Biroc; ' 
editor, Charles Nelson: .musit, George ‘ 
' Duning. Previewed ‘at. Screen Directors; 
* Guild Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.;. Sept. 
761. Running time, 425 MINS. . 

Father Matthew Doonan ‘Spencer Tracy 
Harry ‘Frank Sinatra ; 
Father Joseph . Perreau’ Kerwin: Mathews ; 
Jacquég ...5....... Jean Pierre Aumant - 
Marcel . oi .....4.. Gregorie Aslan 
The Governor wee . Alexander Scourby 
Camille ........ eeeeesee.. Barbara Luna. 
Matren ..... Sec peaeee: -Cathy Lewis , 
Charlie sae, ” Bernie Haniilton ‘ 
Dr.. Wexler ...-.....,...... Martin Brandt : 
Aristide. -....ccecee ae eeeeee. Lou Merrill 
Gaston 2... ces. .ee eoeesss. Marcel Dalio 
Paul... eee econ ctees. Tom Middleton 
Clarisse .. 2.0... Seco nce »+... Ann Duggan’ 
Corporal. ....,0ccccsce anes . Louis Mercier . 
Margot .....-0.-eve.0..:. Michele Montau ! 
Fleagr ..n. ce cece ces es Nanette Tanaka . 
Antoine ..... ‘seceeesee- TONY Maxwell 
Captain Olsen: .......... . “Lucky” Luck ' 
Louis -....... aces oaeeds soe, Jean Del Val 
Sonia ......5...... qececeess Moki Hana — 
Napoleon ......... eee Warren Hsieh 
-Constable ..........:; William Keaulani : 
Fauquette ........ Nor man Josef Wright . 

- Mariarine ec ewseawe. -Robin Shimatsu 

i “The Dev it at 4 O'Clock,” de- 
spite a meaningless title, stirs: up 

, enough suspense and ‘excitement,. 
backed by draw of Spencer Tracy 
and Frank Sinatra, to. rate as a 
strong entry in ‘the ‘general market. 

A small ‘volcanic South Seas isle 
‘ tiiakes ‘a ‘colorful sétting | ‘f{6t this 

fea- . 

‘Scott. : 
i plus credits. Plot is off the beaten | 

‘camera . story. , 

Theatre, - 

Film is. peopled by a set of un- ° 

rn ee es 

{ “Palace, N. ¥. > 

14. i 

‘tale of heroism and sacrifice, but. 
vying with interest in characteriza- [ 

jtions are the exceptional special |. 
j effects of an ‘island. béing blown 
4to pieces, enhanced by potent use- 

| age of Eastman-color. 

. Fred Kohlmar produces and 
} Mervyn. LeRoy directs the Liam 
‘O’Brien screenplay, based’ -on: a 
novel by Max Catto, for definitely 

path for an adventure yarn, 
of a priest 'Tracy) who. with. three 

‘Bernie Hamiltan) 
of the children in a mountain-top 
leper hospital by leading them 
through tire and. lava flow to the 
coast and a W aiting schooner after ; 
the yolcano erupts and island is; 
doomed to certain destruction. 

-Traev delivers ‘one: of his" more 
colorful portrayals in his. hard- 
drinking Cleric who has lost’ faith | 
in his God, walloping over a. char- 
acter ‘which sparks entire action. 
of -125-minute film. Sinatra's role,. 
first-elass but minor in compari- 
son, overshadowed in: interest ‘by. 
Aslan, one of the convicts in a 
Stealing part who lightens .some. 
of the more dramatic action. Third ; 
con, Hamilton, also delivers solidly ; 
as the strong man who-holds up. a} 
tottering wooden bridge over: a. 
deep gorge while the children and. 
others from hospital “eross to 
safety. 

Barbara Luna is appealing and- 
pretty and Cathy Lewis scores as 
hospital: matron in’ a_ brief’ part: 
Also excellent are Alexander: 
Scourby, governor of the. island . 
who orders its ‘evacuation; 
Pierre Aumont, pilot. of plane. 
which drops Tracy and convicts | 
over hospital; Martin Brandt. hos- { 
pital doctor;. ‘Kerwin Mathews, 
missionary who is. replacing. Tracy 
on island. 

Special effects of Larry Butler 
and Willis Cook highlight the pic- 
ture. filmed impressively in color ! 
by Joseph Biroc on the vivid: island 

‘of ‘Maui in the Hawaiian. group. : 
Closeups of a voleano in actual. 
eruption. long shots and the devas- : 
tation created by fire and lava are 
reatistically presented - ‘in such a 
fashion that these sequences are. 
among the most exciting. in special 
effects. history. | 

Charles. Nelson’s tight - editing, , 
John Beckman's suitable art: di- 
rection and. George Duning’s musi- , 
cal score. are further assets. | 

oo Whit, 

The Mighty Crusaders 
(ITALIAN-DUBBED-COLOR- 

SUPERCINESCOPE) 

Weak Italo spec. entry.° 

Falcon Productions presentation: of a! 
.Max Productions (Octavio. Poggi) picture. i: 
‘Stars Frantisco Rabal, Sylva _ Koscina; 
feature Gianna Marla Canale. Rick: Bat- 
taglia, Philippe Hersent.: Directed’ by: 

: Carlo Ludovicio Btagaglia. 
Alessandro Continenza; English version, 
Frederica Nutter, A. Limentani: editor, ! 
enato | Cinquini; ‘camera, Rodolfo Lom- 

_bardi; music. Roberto Nicolosi. At’. the j 
‘Sept. 23, ‘61. -Running, time, 

: B7 MINS. 
i Tanerid  .e..eeeec acne Francisco ‘Rabal ; 
Glorinda. .........-. 

“Armida .o......0 0% Gianna. Maria Canale 
; Renaldo Lees Rick -Battaglia- 
; Geoffr ey of Bouillon. . --Philippe Hersent ; 

While it's not very chic to find 
"something good to say about the 
rash of Italo spec films seen. this |. 
' side recently, the facet is that of; 
;number of them have actually - ful-}. 
filled their corny ad promises of 
‘gaudy, if primitive, cinematic ex- 
citement. In other words, within 
‘the limitations of the genre ther 
can be. successful. However,. “The 
‘Mighty Crusaders” is a lethargic. 
-stilted film with practically nothing 
to recommend it for any. audience. 

+ The confused tale, with a cast. of 
tens, purports to recount how .the 
iCrusaders finally captured Jeru- 
‘Salem in the 11th Century. Seems 
[ ald. they. had to do was put a-couple 
of wobbly ladders against the walls. 
climb up, knock a few heads to- 
‘gether and take over. Filling out 
,the narrative is a tentative love 
iaffair between a crusading. knight 
‘and the warrior-daughter of the 
King. of Persia. Her penchant for 
donning armor’ and joining the 

ibattle results in the affair’s tragic 
denouement: her lover, not recog- 
nizing her under all. the tinplate, 

‘runs her through with his. sword in‘ 
‘the heat of the. climatic battle. 
How's that for irony? . : 

| Performances by Franctsco 
.Rabal, as the knight, and. Sylva 
| Koscina, as the princess, are: no 
i better. than’ the ‘material... Color 
and camerawork are so-so. The 
English dubbed voices are hollow 
and often disembodied, . but the 
arth dialog‘ is sopetimes, good for|- 
}@ laugh, " Aitbys * 

Wednesday, September 27, 1961 

convicts. (Sinatra, Gregoire Aslan, 
save the lives | 

In for romance with Sinatra: P 

"Jean: 

Screenplay, j 

Le. Temps Du Gheite 
“(The Time of the Ghetto) 

| (FRENCH—DOCUMENTARY) 
Paris, Sept, 25. : 

Films De La Pielade release of Pierre. 
Braunberger production. Written - and 

‘{ directed by Frederic .Rossif « with addi- 
‘tional commentary ‘writing by’ Madeleine 
Chaptal; additional. camera: work, Marcel 
Fradetal; editor, Suzanne Baron. Preemed 
in Paris.- ‘Running. tine, 82 MIN : 

Pie. is not: just another mounting. 
of. the’ Warsaw. Ghetto footage. 
Presumably only a small -part -of 
this footage has ‘been seen in. other 
films of this’ type. Painstaking’ Tes 
search has unearthed enough to be * 
able to show. a more rounded pic. 
pture of the. infamous episode ‘of 
1943. 
The. herding. ‘into ‘the. Ghetto -. 

lis depicted and then the daily life. © 
‘iIt shows the attempts at first of: :- 
lttying to make it a sort of slave |. 
city with its own laws and: -enforce- |. 

. Ment agencies: The moves by some. 
‘leaders “to subjugate’ their own 
; peoples, in.a misguided notion: it: . 
might save them, are also shown’ 
as well as their. falling | into their -- 
awn trap of eventually per secuting:. 
‘their ‘people. .: This. could: dead. ‘to. 
censor problems.). 3 
Growing horror, and Joss “of most 

* human traits’ when the: only desires 
‘left: ‘is to survive,. are brought. out 
as Well-as the. tirial evacuation ané . 
‘revolt and complete destruction: ‘of 

_: the Ghetto. 
* Narration: is well: ‘spoken by Nae. 
dine Alari and Jacques Perrot and 

-the festimonials in closeup. -by. sure 
¥ivors also attest. This: -is.a-film 
‘worth special handling and. is: ex- 
plicit and: ‘shattering ‘in its effect. 

: Mosk. 

Le. Miracle Des Loups 
{The “Miracles. ofthe Wolves) 

| (FRENCH-COLOR-DYALISCOPE) 
. -Paris.. Sept. 19. - 

|: Pathe release of: PAC-DAMA produc: 
tion. Stars Jean Marais. Rosanna Schiaf- 
i fino: features Roger Hanin. Jean-Loupis. 
:.Barrault, Annie Anderson, Jean .Marchat. 
Directed by. .Andre .Hunebelle.’ Screen- 
play, Jean Ralain, Pierre’ ‘Foucaud, Hune-. 
belle from the novel -by Heriry Dupuy- 

; Mazuel: camera (Eastmancolori, Marcel 
- Grignon: editor, Jean. Feyte.. At Puris,- 
Paris.: Running time,130 MINS. 

Robert -.. Jean Marais 
7 Jeanne... ese -eeneees Rosazna Schiaffina 
, Louis XI vee seeceees Jean-Louls. ‘Barrault 
' Charles : Roger. Hanin 
Catherine .. “Annie ‘Anderson. 
Eveque_ Jean Marchat 

eee ecw eces 

seen @eee 

ee ee ee 

Aging but still agile Jean “Mar: - 
‘ais again defends king’ and girl. in. 
ithis. 16th century tale of political | 
‘skullduggery. in “France.- Leaning ~ 
ion. pageant, talk ‘and~-eourt -in- 
.{ trigues, - with A good core” of ac---- 

tion, it” will probably: be-a good — 
grosser here .but -is‘somewhat too’ - 
static for: overseas spots -‘unless 
wordier scenes are drastically cut, 
. With’ the jousting scenes, sword-. 
play and naive love. episodes,’ the 

.{film. could be. useful for -dualers 
on its neat color, Scope and cos- 
tume aspects. The hero saves his 
girl as well as his king from. the. 
clutches. of a.w ould- be. revolu- 

‘tionary: ‘Yassal. 
|. Marais’ does .all his ‘own stunts. i 
‘and is impressive in the heroic ™ 
‘posturing. 
igives a bit .more. weight. to .the 
,cast - lineup as .the wily king. A 

... Sylva Koscina mir ‘avle. is: also rung in-as the hero- 
ine is saved. from.the heavies by. 
a’ group: -af ferocious: wolves who™ 
do not touch. her. Production. values. 
jare.” good: as. are technical credits, 

“Mask, 

Houghland & Wright 
—— ‘Continued - from. Page 3 — 

Mr. Ham,” for which’ “Wright and 
Simms are completing © script. 
These have not been pooled inte 
joint operation. as yet. 
.Tv -director Robert Altman’ has 

indicated to Houghland he will di- 
rect “Survival” as.soon .as he is 
given “go” sign. 
Houghland, a Canadian, has: spent: 

last eight years in Hollywood do-. 
ing advertising, ‘publicity. and pro- 
motion. For past. three. years he 
was in Warner Bras. studio praisery. 
under. Bill Hendricks. Wright has 
spent 25 years at various studios 
as film editor and writer. . 

Aceording to Houghland, ‘Ameri 
can International wanted to buy-: 
“Survival” script -but. it isn’t for < 
sale. He could have made a tidy 7 
sum if. peddled, but he and Wright 
are determined to produce. their. 
acquisitions on own - with a: ‘major 
studio = backing: . o 

SKOURAS. BACK,. BOARD ‘MEETS: 
With the . return Of | 20th-Fox 

prexy Spyros P. Skouras to New: 
York from Europe Monday... (23), 
the company’s regular September 
Board meeting will go off as sched- ~ 
‘uled ‘Wednesday (27) today .(Wed.)}. 
“As of late. Monday, _ agenda for 

thie ‘niéet' ‘hat! ‘hot'be n ‘finalized. . 

Jean-Louis Barrault -..- 



-. Matras: 
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Paris Biues 

Expatriate: Yank’ * musicians 
‘and. vacationing US. girls in | 
pursuit: of happiness and all. 
that jazx on the Left Bank. ~- 
Slim story given some novelty ©. 
via offbeat execution. Strong 
Marquee cast. will aid.. Has © 

. angles for, and needs, -advers' 
1) tising. : 

Hollywood, Sept. 20... 
United - Artists release .of° Sar: aw 

: roduction. -Slargs Paul Newman,: Joanne 
‘oodward,. Sidney  Poltier.. 

- Louis _Armstrong;.. Diahann Carroll. Di- 
rected by Martin Ritt. ‘Screenplay, Walter . 
Bernstéin, Irene’ Kamp, - Jack: Sher, 

- adapted .by Lulla Rosenfeld from novel 
* by ‘Harold ‘Flender; camera. Christian, 

- editor; Roger ‘Dwyre;. music, : 
Duke Eliington:. asst.’ director. - Bernard 
Farrel Reviewed. at Goldwyn ‘Studios, 
Sept: 20. ‘61; Running. time. 98 MINS. 

Ram..Bawen .. Saree 
Lillian. ‘Corning: 
Eddie Conk ©. ..-... 
Wild Man-Moore ...... 
‘Connie Lampson 
Michel’ Duvigne : 

‘Joanne Woodward 
Sidney Poitier 

woo . Serve -Rezgioni. 
Marie “Seoul ¢-.: Barhira Feare eer nonsense 

Rene Bermard .......200-- Andre Lusuet — 
Necole. Seeecees “Marie v ersini - 

. Rem’s. Band: : 
Drums: ..ceeeeeee ete | ““Monstache’: 
Piano bo Ce ab eee ew ene Axron Bridgers.— 

._ Bass . Lee eteeedeees. Guy ,Pederson 
Pianist Dele cee J. Marla. Veleseo 
‘Gypsy ‘Guitarist we eee te ‘Rober. ‘Blin 
-Pushet . 0 w..-,45.. _ Helene _Dleudonnie® 
Ricardo, - : 7 - Niko 

“Pennebaker; (George * Glass:Wai 

‘fer Seltzer) production, | ‘produced: 

by. Sam Shaw. :and | directed © by 

Martin. Ritt, ref lects: to some extent 

“in form. and technique the “influ- 
ence of ‘the: Festless young. Paris - 
cinema ‘colony,. .the environment 

. in which. the film was shot. But. 
“Incongruously conspicuous. Within — 

“its snappy. flashy veneer is. 
‘undernourished romantic drama 
of a -Tather traditional screen 
school. The upshot. is a choppy, . 
shallow and: discordant picture. in- 
which story runs a poor and dis- 
tant ‘second to: style. 

‘Though rich in marquee weight, zs 
the United. Artists release. may. be 
a. spotty. attraction. Tt figures. “for 

‘example, to fare better .domesti- 
cally in urban ‘than iIn:tural. -aréas 
and In the North than in. the South. 
‘The reaction of the Negro audi- 
ence will bea factor. While this. is | 

~ likely to.be largely Favorable. since | 
‘the film ‘significantly. erases some 
of the ‘traditional color barrier .of 
Hollywood. product, it also might 
arouse some passive criticism from | 
“more radical quarters. .where it! 
-may bé felt that a potentially’. bold : 
interracial. theme has been. abor- 
tively handled and cautiously di- 
‘luted for mass consumption. 

. The. Jack’ Sher-Irene Kamp-Wal- 
ter Bernstein screenplay, based on 
a novel by Harold Flender, relates. 
the romantic experiences. ‘of two - 
expatriate U.S: 
{Paul Newman and Sidney Poitier) , 
“and two American - girls (Joanne: 
‘Woodward and Diahann Carroll) ° 
on a two-week vacation fling -in. 
Paris.: The men fall in love with- 
the girls, ‘then must weigh: ‘their: 

_ philosophies and ‘careers against ; 
: their aniour. One decides to return! Self-dramatizing writer who “has | -out 
to the U.S.,: -the other remains: in ; 
France. 

Crux of. the picture's failure is . 
the screenplay’s failure to.. bring’ 
any. true identity: to- any: of these 
four eharacters:. As a: result, their : 
relationships are vague and super- 
ficial.. Furthermore, except for: 
sporadic. interludes, fione..of the, 

four’ players:-can achieve. clarity, {| 
arouse sympathy or sustain. con- 
ern. This is especially disappoint- : 

. Features }. 

. Paul ‘Newman, 

+ Fos Armstrong ; 
‘Ynahann. Carroll, 

an- 

jazz. musicians © 

‘Fwithi his principals. ‘that ‘have: an so 
| almost improvisational aura. " 

|: ‘Alexander Trauner’s art: direc-. 
‘| tion faithfully conveys the charac- 4: 
Jter: of -the. locale—artsy-craftsy, . 
cluttered, Left Bankript. - Roger 
Dwyre’s . ‘editing is competent,: -Jo’ 
de Bretagne’s. ‘sound. clear. The 

| picture ‘has “two strong supporting: 
| performances.. by. Serge’ Reggiani 
{ and: Barbata: Laage. -Fube, 

- Deja: Que Los Perros. 
Ladren — 
(CHILEAN) - 

: Santiago, Sépt.- 17... 
Atlas: Films Telease’ o£ Guido Maliejos 

production for. Producine. Direction .and., 
«screenplay by: Naum’..Kramerenco. Cam: 
era, Ricardo Younis, music, Tito, Le -der 
SPINS. at Gina Pacifico. Running time, : 

‘Father Fesedaeteiess sees: 
* Mother: .... Rakuel Luquer : 
‘Son enon setateeses :. Hector - Noguer3. 
Minister: aveeecexveseee,, Roberto Parada ; 

litor Vebeees bee _ Rafael .Frontaura. 

This adaptation of a stage hit bi 

“Sergio” Vodanovic ~adhered toa: : 

closely to. the original. in. its’ sereen-. 
‘play and Naum, ‘Kramarenco’s ‘di- 
rection. also- did little to:. remove 
legit flavor. Story: degls..with. graft 
in governinent circles that triggers 
a father-son conflict: The: son, ‘un- 

vable to find a cause to. believe: in,.|- 
Rives: ‘in’ to, environment’s corrup-. 
‘tion but ‘returns’ ‘to: the’. straight | 
and narrow..path thanks to a ‘stand ! 

‘generation. whieh : by: -the -older.- 
show's. ‘him. that there decency and 
honesty. are: ~ still worth~ 

for. : 

“Acting level is reasonable, with: 
.a@ good performance . by Ruben} 
Sotocon . (Father, 

is its” ‘professional: ‘approach. Tech- - 
nical credits are a considerable: im-- 
provement en. previous” Chilean : 
features, partieularly. ° Ricardo 
‘Younis’ competent black and white | 
lensing.:' 

Filmed ‘In 27: days. at a cost: of” 
$40,000. ““Deja que los. Perros 
Ladren” (Let. the © Dogs Bark) 
‘stands a fair ‘chance to recoup in- 
vestment on- local market. Foreign - 
changes: are limited. - Chile.” 

* La ‘Morte-Saison Des 
; _Amours_. 

| (The Dead ‘Season of Loves) 
_{FRENCH) 

a -Paris; Sept. 26. 
Cocinor.. “release: of ‘Jad Films produc: | 

‘ton: ‘Stars Francolse- Arnoul,.: Daniel. 
“Gélin. Francoise Prevost. Pierre Vaneck. : 

+ Directed by Pjérre Kast. Screenplay. Kast, : 
Alain Aptekman; camera, Sacha Yierny; ; 
editor, “Yannick — Bellon. ‘At Pantheon. 

| Paris: Running tenes’ “Tao MINS... 
. Francoise | ‘Arnoul ° 

Daniet - Gelin 
"Francoise, Prevost : 

‘Pierre Vaneck = 

Genevieve .......5 
1 Jacques 
Francoise: 
‘Sylvain 

“Two married couples’ have criss- : 
‘Cross. affairs which end with one! 
of the. wives .going off with the: 
two men. Talky,. Mmannered treat- ' 
ment. leaves. out any -shock | values - 
~and this is mainly : an. obscure. bet ° 
at. ‘best abroad. - 

One couple is composed of re 

run dry after one’ book and his | 
| mythomaniacal ‘wife’ and the other 
-of a youngish diplomat and his dry, 
“hard. wife. Both couples. cheat ‘on 
each.other.and'then go fora set- 
tlement.with the writer's wife get-. 

: ting both men: and the. diplomat's : 
:spouse the land: and the. running = 
of it from her. hubby. 

Thesps -are adequate “but. ‘the’ 
j wasue and’ basically feckless ‘and : 

5 

vapid characters s00n wear thin, | 

fighting . 
-: Gal. Directed .and screepllay by Kimble:. 

Pic’s importance on ‘a oval level 
portant and affecting examination 7 

Man Who Wagged 
His Tail 

This. moppet-angled_ ‘ Spanish- 
Italian .coproduction, which Con- 
.tinental Distributing is. handling’ 
for .U. S., was’ reviewed (as “Un! 
Angel ‘Paso ‘Sobre Brooklyn”) at; 
Venice, : Sept. 25,.1957, by . Mosk, : 
who rated it an obvious tale “pri-. 
marily for. lingo: spots.” Pic is “a— 
natural on its entertainment. and.|. 

-| sentimental. aspects,. but lacks the]. 
_foriginality. needed for arty house 
.: chances,” said reviewer. 

Costarred ‘are Peter. Ustinov ‘and 
‘| young. Pablito Calvo (latter in U.S. 
‘bow via “Marcellino”). -Tale. is aj 
‘fantasy built around. Ustinov as a 
mean Brooklyn: . Jandlord. whoei 
barks. at. passing peddlers, one ‘of: Spaak; features Scilla Gabel, 

“Ruben Sotocon’ | whom. puts the. hex. on him. and | 
‘converts. him into..a‘ canine until,: 
tas a,dog, “his life is touched by - 
‘ Tove. This is furnished by the boy. ; 
Calvo. “of course. 

Forbid ium Not 

“Worthwhile documentary study 
of the young blind. Suitable 
-for theatrical twin-billing, tv 
pubservice programming or - 
" odneationsl exhibition. 

Hollywood, Sept. 21.. 
a Norman Kaplan and Associates (William. 

Robinson) © production. -No character 
’ credits. Cast includes: “Michael - ‘Cole, Jean 
. Gale. Patti O’Neil, .John Ehrin, Herb 
Niccolls, John..Beers, Ann Dashner, Alex : 

camera, Friker; editer, Kimble; music, 
Richard Berres: narrated by Jose Ferrer. 

: Reviewed .at 20th-Fox Studios, Sept. 21, | 
61. Runniog time, 67. MINS. 

““Rorbid ‘Them Not" is an im-' 

of the sightless school-age child 
i and. his: relationship with the “sée- 
‘ ing”: society prone to misunder- : 
' stand .and. underestimate his capa-' 

+ bilities. Essentially a documentary, 
“but: with an. irresistible “twist of . 
drama, this physically modest but 
socially invaluable film, produced 
by Norman Kaplan, exec director 

‘of the Foundation for the Junior 
Blind, is certain to bean instruc- | 

. tive and inspirational . experience 
| for all who. sée it. 

Just wha will see it is a moot 
point at the moment. for the pic- 
ture has no theatrical release; but : 

j.there is no question. that it will: 
ysoon be seen’ ‘to advantage by peo- : 
‘ple all ‘over the world. Though } 
, the film lacks the ecommertial maz- } 
netism ‘to draw Patrons in suffi- - 

‘cient numbers. to theatres, art or. 
Fotherwise, it can easily and effer- 
tively be inserted at the .bottom:: 
half of a twin bill, and is ‘ideally. 
Suitable | for public service ‘pro- 
: gramming * on television or. for 
, 16mm. ‘exhibition on the library- 
schoo] and. non-profit welfare cir- | 
; cuit. . 

{ Written ‘and directed by Robert 
.B. Kimble, the film, some. four 
years . in .the makingy would. have 
‘ post. in the neighborhood of $100,-: 
:000, but only $214 actually came 

of ‘the production ‘team’s 

| of the motion picture industry. The 
drama ‘deals: with the plight ~f a 
lad (Michael Cole) rendered blind: 
following an -accident, and ‘his 

| abortive - ‘attempts: to’ adjust ‘until ° 
he is taken in by the Foundation: 
an ‘L:A.. association which Kaplan’ 
"hopes: can be duplicated in other 
communities for whom this. film 
will be exposed. : 

Both as drama and documentary, ! 
Ing in view of the acknowledged | and this ‘flaky, elegant attempt .at “the picture ‘has its shortcomings, ' 

- calibre of: performers such as New- ; 
.man; Poitier and Miss Woodward.’ 

The film. is notable for Duke 
Ellington’s ‘moody; stimulating jaz 
score. The music is likely to seem 
-just- too obtrusive and. dissonant: 

‘a comedy. of morals: falls flat. Too ; 
much off-screen" commentary and. 
‘static. direction also lose it the 
needed verve: insight and. insou- 
ciance. to make it as impertinent 
‘as intended. ; 

-for more conservative -tastes,. but ; A 
there {s no denying its ‘importance |. “Design © for, Living’ (Par); 
as.a driving factor in the sluggish ‘had. one womai.. deserving two 
dramatic. . proceedings . and its in-{men, but it had. the wit and comedic 
‘trinsic value ‘as a jazz work. There. balance to bring it off as a sprightly 
are, .however, scenes when ‘the | look at: sophisticated mores: while. 
‘drama itself actually takes a back | this pic Is much too verbose and: 
seat to the music, with unsatisfac- | Self. consciously quaint to have it 
tory. results insofar as dialog is| acceptable. 
concerned. Along the way there 
are several full-fledged passages - 
af superior. Ellingtonia such - as 
“Mood. Indigo”. and: “Sophisticated.|" 
Lady.” and :Louis Armstrong -is. on |. 
“@and for one flamboyant. Interlude o 
. of hot jazz. . : :--! Gamera. Equipment Co., N 

_* Ghristian, Matras” camera work taker ‘of photographic equipment 
ts admirable: for its artistic. seru-| for pix and tv (per its Ceco trade- 
tiny of the Paris seene, :especially | mark). 
‘geveral slow, sweeping panoramic | era manufacture. field. 
shots and. a-numbe? of strikingly |-. ‘New ‘board. of the combined 
composed interior. scenes, As -in} company is: headed by-. Robert B. 

- most new wave films, a great deal} Bregman; who's a member of .M. 
of attention is. given to faces in|1i.. Bregman. & Co., Wall. Street 

M ask. 

Dynex’ 3 ‘Acquisition 

on 

the crowd and fleeting impressions | brokers, and alsa. chairman of Ven-. 
of objects and places, and director |.ture Capital ‘Corp:. of. America, 
‘Ritt has. attempted to duplicate | which is listed om the American | 

" pby Phillip Dunne, ig crisp and to . that. flavor. in one or twe scenes Stock. Exchauge. 

It has mainly its the- 
matic handle for offshore chances.. 

Dynex -Industries has. acquired. 

Dynex is. also. in -the- cam-: 
tears. Master. Cole does an excel- 

| to be sure, and these are essentially ‘ 
a result.of the mixed concept it-- 

1 self, which can be pretty tricky in: 
‘execution. The first half of the. 
picture is primarily a drama, focus-.: 
|ing on the boy. and his personal | ° 

A pre-war pie of Ernst Lubltsc, 
also 

tragedy. But- when. the film. veers | 
into the Foundation and its good 
work, the first person story is rele- 
gated to the background, giving: 
the entire project a lopsided effect. 
Then, too, there is a tendency -to 

‘spirational prose and’ complicated | 
‘imagery that” make the picture, 
which. should ‘be light, direct and 
simple, abit heavy in spots.’ But 

|these are only minor shreds in a 
rich: canvas. 

Thea film’s real punch Ties in the 
fact that its star is not just acting 
he is truly blind, That. makes it 
a genuine emotional. “experience, 
and : it will cause a great many 
Seeing eyes. to cloud over with | 

Jent job in the role, and there is 
competent - assistance. from : Jean 
‘Gale as his mother and Patti O'Neil 
as his sister. Also on view are 
Kaplan and many of the young- 
‘sters at the Foundation. 
Most of the narration, written 

Fraker, Robert L. Kimble, James C: : 

pocket; thanks to the cooperation , 

‘get carried away with flowery in- | 

‘the ‘point, Narrator is Jose Ferrer, 
wherein the producers. have been 
fortunate in obtaining the services 
of one of the richest, most expres- 
| sive “voices” in the business. Rich- 
| ard Berres’ music adds dramatic 
iimpact, William A. Fraker’s lens- 
! work is first-rate, especially in a 
' shattering. carnival sequence. Kim- 
ble’s editing is: satisfactory. 

Tube, 

Le Puiis Aux Trois 
” Werites 

(The. Well of Three Truths) 
(FRENCH) 

“Paris, Sept. 26. 
Gaumont Telease of Caravelle-SNEG- : 

Sicilia. Film production. 
! Morgan, Jean-Claude  Brialy. 

Henri Duval, Directed by ‘Francois: Vil- 
t Hers. Screenplay, Remo Foriani, Henri ; Harold 
‘ Jeanson, Jean Canolle, Villiers from the ; i. -Morgan Rutherford 
novel by Jean-Jacques Gautier: camera, : Sfirands 

Raising The Wind 
(BRITISH-COLOR) 

Cheerful comedy aimed at 
“Carry On” customers and put 
over by same production team 
and many of the “Carry On” 
players. Agreeable relaxation 
for middlebrow audiences. 

J. 

London, Sept. 7. 
Anglo Amalgamated release of a Peter 

Rogers production. Stars James Robert- 
son Justice, Leslie Phillips, Sidney James, 
Paul Massie, Liz Fraser, Eric Barker. 
Produced by Peter Rogers. Directed by 
Gerald Thomas; original story, screen- 
play and music, Bruce Montgomery; edi- 
tor, John Shirley; camera. Alan Hume. 
At Plaza Theatre, London, 
Time: 91 MINS. 

Running 

Stars Michele: Sir Benjamin..James Robertson Justice 
Catherine : Mervyn 
Jacques- : Sid 

Leslie Phillips 
Sidney James 

Paul Massie 
: "Kenneth Williams 

Eric Barker 
Liz Fraser 

Malcolm ...... -..... 

‘J. Robin: editor, Christian Gaudin. At. Lecce a ten eseasesee: Jennifer Jayna 
;-Ambassade-Gaumont, Paris. Running: -time, | irs. Deveens ........... Esma Cannon 
| 95 MI {Sir John ............. Geoffrey Keen 
Remee ...ccccccscesvcs, Michele Morgan. | Alex ose coccencce. Jimmy Thompson 
Laurent. .....cccccees - Jean-Claude Brialy {Taxi Driver .......,-. .- David Lodze 
Daniele .......0.0.e05. Catherine. Spaak! Harry .......2.0200+ eee: Lanee Percival 
Model:...........-0.-,-:-- Scia Gabel 
Man. ..2....0. se... Jacques-Henri Duval 

Peter Rogers and Gerald Thomas 
Youngish mother and her self-!continue their successful boxoffice 

! dramatizing daughter court tragedy 
;via a youthful Bohemian painter. 

‘Surface characters and obvious, 

levasive unfoldment slant this as 
‘“soap opera,” French style. 

The mother is the chic Michele 
Morgan who is about to give in to 
a feckless charm boy, the painter 
in . question, when her daughter 
‘shows up and love blossoms. Pair 
‘marry and’ come to. live with. 
‘mother. Then the boy gets out of 
| hand, still yens the mother, -and 
‘finally drives his wife to suicide. 

Film is too pat in its characters 
‘and progression and it is hard to 
‘see why the frritat‘ 1g painter, 
played too broadly by Jean-Claude 
Brialy, is so irresistible to women. 
_The rest of the cast is also one- 
dimensional and, if technical} 
redits are good, the picture is | 

directed fairly listlessly with gloss 
taking the place of insight and 

feeling. Mosk. 

Le Monocle Noir 
(The Black Monocle) 

(FRENCH) 
1 ‘Paris, Sept. 16. 

‘Pathe .release of Orex Films produc 
tion. Stars Paul Meurisse, Bernard Blier, 

i Elga .Anderson; features, Pierre Blan- 
j char, Marie Dubois. Directed by Georges 
Lautner. Screenplay, Jacques Robert, 
! Pierre Laroche from a novel by Remy: 

a 

i Raa AREA IaN aa 

‘formula for Anglo Amalgamated 
and much the same team, before 
and behind the cameras, that have 
hit a long winning streak with the 
“Carry On” series. They again 
carry on in search of yocks with 
“Raising the Wind.” The situations 
and gags are strung together on a 
thin, but sufficient story line, and 
exhibitions who have struck oil 
with the “Carry On” frolics should 
cut themselves in on this one. 

Film concerns the adventures’ of 
some impecunious students at the 
London Academy of Music & Arts 
who are striving for the plum 
scholastic award of the year. That's 
about the lot plotwise except that 
one ‘of them, when under the in- 
fluence of hooch, finds he has sold 
a corny pop song to a couple of 

‘sharp publishers. This puts him 
iin a spot with the academy and 
he and his pals nearly go nuts 
trying to raise enough cash to buy 
back the ditty. 

Situations and dialog are fairly 
eredible but garner a steady flow 
of yocks. There’s the absent- 
minded professor, the deaf land- 
lady, the irascible professor and 
various other stock characters alt 
dropped lightheartedly into the 
loose fabric. 

Where these “Carry On’ films 
score consistently is that all the 

camera, Maurice Fellous; editor, Michel ! roles, even cameos, are played by 
mann. Art Director, Hector del Campo. 
David. At Balzac, Paris. Running time, 
100 MINS. 

: Dromard .ccscoscccecencs 
Martha ....cewcscwccees-. Elga Anderson | 

* Marquis ....... eesseees Pierre Blanchard 
; TOFUNEMIPe .cscceseasess Bernard Blier. 
” Catherine -...........2.--- Marie Dubois | 

: Spy story: about a group of dif- 
ferent nationality undercover peo- 

, ple tracking down a neo-Nazi group | 
“is told tongue-in-cheek. Comedics. 
and’ suspense grip only at .inter-|through the role of the hot-tem- 

vals. Outlook overseas but so-so. 

A half‘mad French nobleman is 
awaiting the supposedly still alive 
leader of the. Nazi Youth. French, 
German and Russo spies are about 
but the ex-Nazi never shows for it 
seems he -had really been dead 
and used by a hireling for per- 

-sonal-prestige. 

. pense aliye for the first half but 
then: loses control and gets heavy- 
handed at. the end. Acting is ac- 

‘ceptable.’ with Paul Meurisse, 
sporting a black monocle, adding 
an elegant air: to. the proceedings 
as a French agent. Technical cred- 

-{ts are good. Mosk. 

| 

Screen Gems 
at Continued from page 4 naa 
~~ ow 

self of top responsibility of studio 
Oct. 2, he'll be around to advise 
Schwartz if; as and when neces- 
sary. 

Exee also stated number of pix 

expert performers and_ trained 
funny men. The result, briskly 

Pail Meurisse | directed by Gerald Thomas and in 
color, is lively entertainment for 
‘the masses. Funniest situation ig 
when Kenneth Willidms, a cocky, 
‘supercilious student, conducts the 
orch for his examination. 

James Robertson Justice bull- 
dozes his way magnificently 

| pered professor and Eric Barker 
gives a remarkably amusing study 

‘of ‘an absent-minded one. The 

{ 

| 

Director Georges. Lautner does 
“an acceptable: job of keeping sus- 

and fiscal outlay for 1962 is as: 
elastic as the day is long. .that 
‘where -deals come up and. look 
good they are made. Hence, while 
company will have 31 home‘ and 
foreign. made releases this year, 
spec on What will develop in over- 
all figures in 1962 would be out; 
of the question. 

Elimination of several depart- 
ments on lot is no indication of 
radical economy move. Work done 
by departments are being farmed 
out thereby saying studio and pro- 
ducers substantial sums, according 
to. exec. Five departments are no 
longer in existence and while re- 

vanish from the scene in due time 
no confirmation was available from 
studio toppers planning the moves. 

|Yanis eontinue several more will |d 

| 

main students are pleasant young 
people, except Williams, who skill- 
fully repeats his characteristic per- 
formance of slightly mincing snobe 
bery but. which is now over- 
familiar. — 

Leslie Phillips is effective in a 
major role and Liz Fraser supplies 
her usual brand of come-hither sex 
appeal, though this time disguised 
behind some unlikely serious look- 
ing spectacles. Jennifer Jayne, a 
newcomer, also provides some 
pleasant femme interest and looks 
to be a discovery. Jimmy Thomp- 
son and Paul Massie also register 
as students. 

Among others who participate 
in the proceedings are Sid James 
and Lance Percival as the bent 
music publishers, Esma Cannon ag 
the deaf landlady, David Lodge, 
Geoffrey Keen, George Wood- 
bridge, Brian Oulton and Victor 
Maddern. 

The London Sinfonia orchestra 
plays Bruce Montgomery's scora@’ 
admirably and also does valiant 
work in the visual orchestral 
sequences. , 

This entry is bright amusement 
for those desiring a couple of 
hours’ escapism. Whether or not 
the formula is beginning to wear 
thinnish can be answered only by 
the b.o. takings and it is unlikely 
that Anglo Amalgamated has muck 
to worry on that score. Rich, 

Down To Weekends Only 
Claude, Tex., Sept. 26. 

John W. Butler, operator of the 
Gem Theatre has cut down his op- 
erating time to Saturday and Sua- 

ay. 
Butler stated that he may have 

to close the house entirely if busl- 
ness does not improve. 4 
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VIRGINIA AGNES __ VALENTINE HAL: 

young lovers from‘Where The Boys Ate” 
and “The Honeymoon Machine” and. | 



| Wednesday, : September 27 196]. 
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Directed by 
_ JACK 

Story by : 

aa “AM in CINEMASCOPE and MetroCOLOR 

The inside story of what 
goes on in those suburban 
housing developments 
when the husbands go off 
to work and the wives 
take lessons from the- 
world’s greatest authority 
on LOVE!!! 

. 

CONTACT YOUR 
M-G-M BRANCH 
NOW! 



10 PICTURE GROSSES 

LA. Hits Cellar: ‘Gamble’ Small $1) 600, 
‘Drums’ Thin $11,100, ‘Rocco’ Good 96, |. 
‘Alakazam’ Soft $8,100, ‘Verne’ $6,600 

Los Angeles, Sept. 26. 
Despite seven new openers, first- 

runs are taking it on the chin this 
stanza with the lowest outlook- in 
92 weeks. Of the seven “new 
only one was made in .America. 
“Big Gamble” leads the fresh 
product with a slim $12,600 in 
sight at three houses. It’s followed 
by “A Thunder of Drums” (filmed 
in U.S. with a thin $11,100 in 
three sites. 

“Rocco and His Brothers.” only 
bright entry. is shaping to a good: 
$9.000 at the 868-scat Four Star. 
“Alakazam the Great” is after a 
soft $8.100 at the Hillstreet and; 
Hawaii while “Loss of Innocence” 
jsa dull $7,000 at the Warner Bev- 
erly. “Fabulous World of Jules 
Verne” is a dim 36.600 at the 
Orpheum and Vogue. “Big Deal 
on Madonna Street” is aiming at aj 
light $3.000 at the El Rey. 

Holdovers are headed by 
of Navarone™ which is Jocking to 
a stout $14.400 in a fourth frame 
at the Halivwood and Warren’s, 
and an initial round at the Wil- - 
tern. “Young Doctors” should do a 
firm $1¢.5¢0 in its fourth Chinese 
frame. “Fanny” is eyeing a busy 
$10,000 in 13th round at the Hal- 
Bywood Paramount. “Spartacus” 
is a slow $10.000 in its 49th at the: 
Pantases. “La Dolce Vita” is a 
fine $11,000 for an 11th Music Hall | 
sesh. 

Estimates for ‘This Week 

Four Star: ‘CATC: 
$1.50:-—"R:cco anc His Brothers” 
(Ast. Good ‘89.609, Last week, } 
“One Plus One” ‘Sel: ‘4th wk), 
$3.400. 

Warner Beverly. SW) (1.316: 90- 
$1.50;—"‘Loss of Innocence” :Col). 
Dull $7,000. Last week. with Hol- 
Tywood, Warren's, “Guns of Nav- 
arone” *Cal- -12th wk, War Bev; 
8d wk. Holly, War’, $17,100. 

Los Angeles, Pix, Loyola ‘(Met- 
ropolitan-Prm-FWC?! (2,019; 756; 
1,298; 96-$1.50j\—“Big Gamble” 
(2Gth' and “The :Racers” (20th) 
treissue:. Slim $12.600. Last week, 
Los Angeles, Pix, “David and Goli- 
ath” :AA‘', “Big Circus” (AA) 
(reissue: ist wk', $13,000. Loyola 
with QO:pheum, Wiltern, Vogue, 
“Goodbye Again” (UA) Ust. gen- 
eral reiease), “Flight That Dis- 
apneared” ‘UA? (1st wk), $17,800. 

Orpheum, Vogue, (Metropolitan- 
FWC: °2.213: 810; 90-$1.50)}— 
“Fabulous World of Jules Verne” 
(WB) and “Bimbo the Great” 
(WB. Dim $6,600. 

Hillstreet, Hawaii (Metropolitan- 
G&S) :2.752: 1,106; 90-$1.50)— 
‘Alakazam the Great” (AIP) and 
“Atlas’ «AIP'. Soft $8,100. Last 
week, Hillstreet with Beverly, 
Baldwin, Iris. El Rey, “Come Sep- 
tember” :UI: -4th wk, Hillstreet, 
Beverly, Baldwin; 1st wk. Iris, El 
Rey), “Posse from Hell” (UD 
(Hillstreet' -2d wk), ““Tammy Tell 
Me True” ‘UI! :2d wk, Beverly; 
ist wk. Iris. El Rey), “By Love 
Possessed" -UA'! ‘Baldwin) (ist 
wk), $17,900. Hawaii. 
(UA) tmoveover ‘ist wk), $3,500. 

State, Iris, Fox Wilshire ‘«WATC- 
FWC) (2.404; 825; 1.990: 90-$1.50) 
—-“Thunder of Drums” ‘!31I-G) and 
“Riff Raff’ -Ind) ‘State “Jet 
Storm” ‘Ind: <Iris}, “Honeymoon 
Machine” I-G: ‘repeat! (Fox Wil- 
shire’, Thin $11,100. Last week, 
State, “Heat of Summer” (Ind), 
“French Venus’ ‘Ind! ‘treissues), 
$3,100. Fox Wilshire, “King and 
I’ «20th: -reissue: ‘3d wk’, $2.800. 

El Rey ‘FWC? ‘861: 90-$1.50i— 
“Big Deal cn Madonna Street” 
(Bor). Light $3.000. 

Hollywood, Warren’s, Wiltern | 
(FWC-Metropolitan-SW) (756; 1, 
757; 2,344; 90-$1.50 :—"“Guns of 
Navarone” (Col) (4th wk, Holly- | y. 
wood, Warren’s; Ist wk, Wiltern) 
and “Queen of Pirates” (Ind) 
(War), “Two Rode Together” (Col). 
(Wilt). Stout $14,400. 

Chinese (FWC) (1.408: $2-$2.40) 
—"“Young Doctors” UA) :4th wk). 
Firm $10,500. Last week, $11,700. 

Beverly, Baldwin ‘State, (1,150; 
1,800; 90-$2)—"“Come September” 
(UI) .5th wk) and “Goodbye 
Again” 'UA) (moveaver) (1st wk). 
Limp 36.000. 

Crest ‘State} 

“L’Avventura’” -Breg> :10th wk) 
and “Wee Georsie” ‘Ind? (1st wk). 
Drab $1.50N Lest weck, with “One 

(Continued on page 13) 

“Guns. 

68: 90-° 

“Exodus” | 

| Key City Grosses 

Estimated. Total Gross 

This Week ...... $1,952,525 
(Based. on-20 cities and 226 

theatres, chilefly first runs, ine. 
cluding N.Y.) . 

Last Year $2,379,900 
(Based. on 24 cities and 252 

theatres) 

‘Pit’ Fast $15,000 
Philly Roses’ 126: 
| Philadelphia, Sept. 26. 

Exhibs have the crying towel out 

“after summing up the week's biz. 
But despite the melancholy situa- 

‘tion a few pix are making ‘a fair 

showing. 

is fast at the Stanton, “Big Gam- ° 

| ble” 

“Pit and the Pendulum” ; 

slow at the Goldman. and; (20th) and. “Misty”. (20th). 

VARIETY. 

‘Assis? Breezy 37, 000, 
Seattle: ‘Doctors’ Il 4¢ | 

Seattle, Sept. 26: 
» Francis of Assisi,” lone new- 
mer, is good ‘at the Paramount 

following: ‘a charity preem. Else- 
where’ ‘it’s: all holdovers,- “Young 
Doctors” stayed for a slow second | 
round at the Coliseum mostly due 
to a product shortage. “Spartacus” 
is “big: at the Music Hall in a pop 

|price, non-Todd-AO return after 
an earlier run at the Music Box. 

Estimates for This Week _ 

- Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (739; .$1- 
$1.50.—“‘Come September?’ (U) 
(5th wk). Okay $4,500. Last week, 
“Saturday Night, Sunday Morning” 
(Cont) (2d wk), $2,500 on five days. 

‘Coliseum (Fox-Evergreen) (1,- 
870; .$1-$1.50)—“‘Young Doctors” 
(UA) and “Y6u Have to Run Fast” 
(UA) (2d wk), 
week, $7,300. 

Fifth Avenue (Fox-Evergreen) 
-2.500;--$1-$1.50)—"“Guns of Nava- 
-rone” {Col) (8th: wk), Good $6,000. 
l Last week, $7.800. 

Music Box’ (Hamrick) ° (768)—“La 
Dolce Vita” (Astor) (10th _ wk). 
Good .$4.000. Last week, $4,600. 

! Music Hall (Hamriek) (2,200: $1- 
1$] -50)—"Spartacus” (U). Return at 
pop prices, continuous showing. 
Big $9,000... Last. week, “(Come 
Sept.” (U) (4th wk), $7,300. 

i. Paramount (Fox-Evergreen) (3,- 
000; $1-$t. 50)—"Francis of Assisi’ 

“Come September” bangup in fifth | $7,000. Last week, “Claudelle Ing- 
| Arcadia frame. “Blood and Roses”; lish”. (WB). and “Beyond All Lim- 
:is bright at the Viking, 

Estimates for This Week _ 
Arcadia 'S&S) (536; 99-§1.80)— 

“Come September”: (U) ¢5th wk). 
I Breezy $13,000. Last week, $16,000. 

Boyd (SW) (1,536; $2-$2.75)——"“La 
i: Dolce Vita” (Astor) (9th wk}. Sour 
$6,800. Last week, $7.800. 

Fox (Milgram) (2,400: 99-$1.80.— 
“Guns of Navarone” (Col) (11th 
[ee 00 Loud: $13,000. Last .week 
$15,000 

$1.80)—“Big. Gamble” (20th). Slight 
$7,500. Last week, “Armored Com- 
mand” (AA}, $10,000. 

Midtown (Goldman) (1.200;- 99-; 
$1.80)—“Spartacus”. (U) (7th wk). 
Okay $6.500 in final round. Last 
week, $8,000. 

$7.000. Last week, $9.000. 

Stanley (SW) (2,500; 99-$1.80)— 
“Young Doctors” (UA) (2d wk). 
Busy $16,000. Last week, $20,000. 

Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.80)— 
“Pit and Pendulum” !AI). Swing- 
ing $15.000. Last week, “Scream of 
Fear” (Col), $9,500. 

Studio (Goldberg) (489; 99-$1. 80) 
—“After Mein Kampf” 
“Paris Underworld” (Indie). Sock 
$7,000. Last week, “Primitive Para- 
dise” (Indie) and “Girl. in Bikini”. 
(Indie), $4,000. 

Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.80) 
—“Cold Wind in August” (UA) (2d 
wk). Pleasant $7,500. Last week, 
$10,000. 

Viking (Sley) (1,000; 99-$1.80)— 
“Blood and Roses” (Par). Bright 
$12,000. Last week, ‘“Claudelle 
Inglish” (WB), $9,000. 

World (R&B-Pathe) (483; 99- 
$1.80—“Secrets of Women” (Janus) 
(4th vk. Nice $3, 00. Last week, 
$3,500 

THEATRE’S DEFENSE: 
ACCIDENT OWN FAULT 

Greensboro, N. C.,.Sept. "a6. 
A Tennessee amusement firm has 

denied connection with a Winston- 
Salem theatre in which a juvenile 

girl allegedly was injured in De- 
'cember, 1960, when,a seat. which 

ee ns de 

collapsed. 

Bijou Amusement: Circuit, with 
its principal office. in Nashville, 
was named in a $25,000 civil suit 
filed in Middle District Court here 
for Connie B. Kennedy by her next 
of kin, Rev, E. C. Kennedy of 
Wilkes "County. 

The firm’s denial came in an 
; answer filed here. The answer al- 
leges that the girl failed to exer- 
cise proper lookout for her safety 
in entering the theatre and con- 
tributed to.any injury she received 
by placing her feet or legs under 
an adjoining sedt occupied by an- 

‘750; 90-$1.50)\— | other person. 
In denying that Bijou operates 

the Lincoln Theatre in Winston- |: 
Salem, the firm asked that action 
against it be dismissed. 

*} ball happy: Cincy’. this week, the 

Goldman. (Goldman) (1,200: -99-| 

Randolph (Goldman) (2,200; 99-. 
$1.80)—“Ada” (M-G) (5th wk), Slim |. 

(Indie). and 

-|Goldfish Bowl” (Par), $5,500. 

she occupied was said to have |. 

| Christi. 

its” (Indie). ‘Flop at $3,200. 

Druns’ Modest $7,500 
In Baseball Happy Cincy: 

‘Man-Trap’ Steady 76 
Cincinnati. Sept. 26. 

Biz continues moderate in base- 

pennant Reds jamming Crosley 
‘Field in their final home stand of 
the season. Holdovers 
Doctors” and “Guns of: Navarone” 

{are close in bid to top the town. On 
their heels are newcomers “Thun- 
der of Drums” at the Palace, 
“Man-Trap” plus “Son of Pale- ; 
face. at the. Twin Drive-In, and 
“King and I’ reissue at the Valley. 

Estimates for This Week 

Albee (RKO) (3,100; $1-$1.50)— 
“Yourg Doctors” (UA) (2d wk). 
Oke $8.000 following $9,000 preem. 

Capitol (SW-Cinerama) (1,400; 
$1.25-$1.80)—“‘Guns ‘of Navarone” 
(Col) (11th wk), No . complaint, 
$8,000. Last: week, $9,500. “Rocco 
and His Brother” (Astor) due Oct. 
11. 
Esquire Art (Shor) (500; $1.25)— 

“Romanoff and Juliet” 
wk). Nice $1, 100. Last week, 
$1,500. 
Grand (RKO) (1,300; $1—"Op- 

eration Petticoat’ (U) and “Perfect. 
Furlough” (U) (reissues).. Fair $5,- 
500. Last week, “La Dolce Vita” 
(Astor) (6th. wk) at $1-$1.50 scale, 

(Vance) (300; $1.25)— 
“Two Women” (Embassy) (3d wk). 
Fairish $1,700. Last week, $1,800. 

Hyde Park Art (Shor) (500; 
$1.25}—“Kind Hearts and Coro- 
nets” (Cont) and “Man in White 
Suit” (Cont) (reissues) (3d ‘wk). 
Firm $1,100. Last week, $1,300. 

-Keith’s: (Shor) (1,500; 90-$1.25)— 
“Come September” qu) (5th wk). 
Good $6,500. Last week, $7,500. 

Palace (RKO) (2,600; $1-$1.25)— 
“A Thunder of Drums” (M-G). 
Okay: ‘$7,500. 
and Roses” (Par) and “Love in 

Twin Drive-In. (Shor) (600 ears 
each side; 90c)—West: “‘“Man-Trap” 

(reissue).. Oke $7,000. Last week, 
“Scream of Fear” (Col) and 
“Trunk” (Col), $7,500. East: Mighty: 
Crusaders”. (Indie) and “Cry Free- 
dom’. indie). Fair $4,500. Last 
week, “Son of Sinbad” (Indie). and 
“Pirate of Black Hawk” (Indie), 
$4,000: ~ . 

Valley (Wiethe) (1,200; $1-$1.25) 
—'King .and I” (20th) 
Good $7,000. Last week, “Ada” 
(M-G) (3d Wk). at .$1-$1.50.' “scale, 
$8, 700. 

' Pexan’s Second Feature 
- San Antonio, Sept. 26. 

Pat Boyette, head of his own film 

his second feature. film, 
the Sea,’ here and at ‘Corpus 

The first ‘Boyette . production, 
“The Weird Orne,” was recently 
premiered _ in- Dallas, , 

Slow $4,000. ‘Last 

Good 

“Young: 

(U) (7th} 

‘Gamble’ Poor $6,000, 
Buff; ‘Roses’ Dull 636° 

Last week, “Blood. 

(Par) - and “Son ‘of. Paleface” (Par) 

Last.” week, 

(reissue). 

producing company, will soon shoot 
“Below. 

"Wednesday, September 27, 1961 _ 

Broadway Grosses 
Estimated Total Gross 

This Week .........$496,300 
(Based on 28 theatres) 

‘Last ‘Year .......... 
(Based on 26 theatresy 

Pit’ Big $17, 000, 
Det.: ‘Ada’ Tall 116) 

Detroit, Sept. 26. 
Downtown biz flattens out. this 

-buster but overall conditions re- 
‘main good. “Pit ‘and Pendulum” 
opened fast at the Palms. ‘Ada” 
shapes nice in early returns at the 
Adams. “Blood :and Roses” looks 
slow at the Michigan. “Windjam- 
mer” returns to Music Hall’ 

_ Estimates for This Week 
Fox (Woodmont Corp) 

$.75-$1.49)—‘‘Deadly Companions” 
(P-A) and “Unstoppable Man” (In- 
die) (2d wk). Down to $7,000 in five 
‘days. Last week, $12,500. ; 

Michigan (United Detroit) (4,036: 
$1.25-$1.49)—““Blood and Roses” 
{Par) and “Man-Trap” (Par). Slow 
$12.000. Last week, 

als” (UA), $13,000. in second week. 
Palms (UD) (2,955; $1.25-$1.49)— 

“Pit and Pendulum” (AI) and “Day 
| Sky Exploded” (AI). Fast $17,000. 
Last week. “Scream of Fear” (Col) 
and Trunk” (Col), $12,000. ! 
-Madison (UD) (1,408; $1.25-$1.49) 

—‘“Fanny” (WB) 1th wk). Firm | 
$9,000. Last. week, same. 

Grand Circus (UD). (1,400; $1.25- 
$1.49)—"Francis of Assisi” (20th) 
{7th wk). Solid $7,500. Last week,. 
$8,000. 

Adams (Balaban) (1.700; $1.25- 
$1.50\—“‘Ada” (M-G). Great $11,- 
000. Last week, “Honeymoon Ma- 
chine” (M-G), $5,000 in third week. . 

United Artists (UA) 1,667; $1.25- | 
$1.80)—"Guns of Navarotie” {€ol) 
(12th = wk). 

208; $1:20-$2.65) — “Windjammer” 
(NT) (reissue). Oke $9, 000 in six- 
day first week. Last week, ‘This Is. 
Cinerama” (NT), $19,000 in eight- 
days of 16th week in re-release, 

Trans-Lux Krim_  (Trans-Lux) 
(1,000; $1.80-$2)—“La Dolce Vita” 
(Aster) (lith wk). Great $8,500. 
Last week, $9,000. 
Mereury (UM) (1,465; $1-$1.80)— 

“King and I’ (20th) (reissue) (2d 
wk). 
same. 

Buffalo, Sept. 26. 
With exception of “Pit and Pen- 

dulum” in its: second Paramount. 
‘round, product is taking a ‘trim- 
ming at downtown ‘houses. Of the 
three fresh entries “Blood and 
Roses” is slow at the Center, “Big 
Gamble” is poor at the Century 
and “Purple -Noon” is sad at the 
Teck. “Young Doctors,” in second. 

. }frame, is slim at the Buffalo. 
_Estima tes for This Week 

—“Young Doctors” 4UA) and “Boy 
Who. Caught Crook” (Indie) (2d 
ye. ‘Slim $6,500. Last week, $9,- 

Center (AB-PT) (3,500; 70-$1)— 
‘Blood and Roses” (Par). Slow $6,- 
500. Last week, “Claudelle, Ing- } 
lish” (WB), same.. 

Century (UATC) (2,760; '10-$1)— 
“The Big Gamble” (20th) and. “Sep-. 
tember Storm” (20th): Poor $6,000. 

(75-$1.50)—“‘Guns of 
Navarone” (Col) (7th wk), ‘$10,000. 

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 70-$1.25). 
— “Come September” wu) (6th wk). 
Fair $5,000 on five days. Last week,.| 
$6,500 
"Paramount (AB-PT) (3,000; '70- 

| $1.25)—“Pit and Pendulum” (AI) 
fand “Anatomy of a Psycho” (AI) 
(2d Wad. Good $9,500. Last week, 
-$14,00 
Took (Loew) (1,200: 70-$1)—""Pur- | 

ple Noon” (Times). Sad $3,000. Last 
week ($1-$1.75)—“La Douce Vita’ | . 
(Astor) (9th and final week) (9 
days), over $3,000. 
Cinema. (Martina) (450; 70-$1. 25). 

—“Please Turn Over” (Col) (4th. 
wk).. Fair $1,800. Last. week,. $2,400. 

week with no individual block- | 

| Last. ‘week, ‘ditto.. 
(5, 041: :: 

. “Young Doc-. 
tors” (UA) and “A Matter of Mor- 

) 

. Swell $10,500. ° - Last: 
week, $10,694. 
Musie Hall (Cinerama, Ine.) {1,-. 

Good $12,000. Last week, |. 

pany Story” 
{| moved from Saxon where it had 

~ [Esther K.0’s Hub, But ‘August Hot 
$15,000; ‘Pit’ Ditto, ‘Kampf’ Neat 5G 

Boston, Sept. 26. 

“Hurricane Esther, although # 
j did no physical. damage, ‘kayoed - 
the b.o. in. downtown -deluxers, 
nabes' and drive-ins, Thursday 

] (21) with ‘radio-tv Warnings scare. 
{ing the customers off.. Openers - 

3502, 100 1 were. hit, but exhibs were thank-. 
| ful it wasn’t the weekend. 
‘Wind in. August” opened to torrid 

| take at the’ Beacon Hill, with blis-° 

“Cold. 

‘tering hypoes on’ the: sex angle 
from critics. “Pit. and Pendulum” 
looms large at the Paramount. 
“After Mein Kampf” is oke af the 
State. | 

Estimates for. This Week 

Astor - (B&O). a 170; 90-$1. 50)— 
“Ada” (M- G) (5th wk). Oke $5,000. : 
Last week, $6, 000. 

Beacon Hill (Sack) (678; $1- 
$1.50) —“Cold’ “Wind: in - August” . 
(UA): Torrid $15,000. : ‘Last week, 
“Never..On Sunday” (Lope). (25th 
wk), - $6,000. * 

‘Boston (Cinerama, Inc.) , ‘354: ° 
$1.75-$2. 65)—-“‘Windjammer” . (NT) ° 
reissue) (20th ~ wk). Oke. $7, 000. 

Capri iSack) | (900; " $1-$1.50)— 
“a. Dolee. Vita” ‘Astor) © (rerun): 
(m.o.)) (83d wk). Potent _ $7,500. 
Last week, $10, 000. 

Exeter. (Indie) -1, 376: ‘90-$1. 49) 
—“Purple Noon” (Times). Second -. 
week: started Saturday (23), First. 
week was ‘rousing. $10,000. 

Fenway (Indie) 11,350; $1.50}— 
“Fate of a- Man’ (UA): - Okay - 
$4,000: _ Last’ week, © “A dultress” 
(Indie) and “Third Ave. El. Indie), 
$2,000. 

Gary (Sack) (1.277; 90: $1: 80)— 
“Guns of Navarone”. (Col) (11th 
ss Peppy $16, 000. dast ‘week, 

’ Kenmore : (indie) e700: "$4. 50)— . 
| po Women” (Embassy) (4th. 
-wk).. Fancy $10,000. . Last week, 
$12, 000. 

Metropolitan | (NET) (4 357: 90. 
$1.25\—“Blood and Roses” (Par) 
and. “Home is Hero” (Indie) (2d 
oO 00 Mild ($8,000. Last. week, . 

Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 90-.- 
$1.49) — “Come: ‘September” (U) 
and. “Posse From Hell”. (U) (5th - 
wk). Good $13, 000. . _ Last” week, 
$15,000... 

Orpheum : (Loew) (2; 900: 90- 
'$1.49)—“Young Doctors” (WA) and. 
“Flight. That Disappeared” (Indie) 
(2d wk). Oke $12,000. Last week, . 
$15,000, 

Paramount (NET) - (2,357; 70- 
$1.25)—“Pit and Pendulum” (AD 
and “Capture That: Capsule” (In- 
die). Fast -$15,000. Last week, 
“Scream of. Fear (Co})} and 
“Trunk” (Indie), $11,000. 

Pilgrim (ATC) (1,909; - .15-$1.25) 
—Fanny” (WB).(rerun) (m.o.) and. 

(reissue). “Fanny” 

a 10-week run. Nice $8,500.. Last | 
week, *Raisi in in Sun” (Col) {re- 
Tun) (m.o.) and “Born Y¥ ay' 
(reissue), $'7,000.. esterd 

"Saxon (Sack) (1, 100; $1.25-$1. 80) 
—"Goodbye. Again” (UA): (2d ‘wk).. 
Slick $15,000.° Last week, $17,000.- 

‘State (Trans-Lux) (730; '75-$1.25) 
—‘After Mein Kampf” (Brenner). 
and “Tread Softly Stranger” (ine 
die). Neat $5,000... Last week,. 
“Girl Fever” (Indie) and “Revenge 
er of Virgins”. (indiey (2d. wk), - 

, $4,000 

Buffalo (Loew) (3,500; 75-$1.25) | 

PAT COSTELLO STANDS IN 
FOR HIS LATE BROTHER 

‘Hollywood, Sept.. 26. 

Feature film using both new. 
footage of Bud Abbott. ‘and Pat 
Costello, ‘brother of late Lou, and 
‘clips from. comedians’ tv. series is | 
‘being prepped with title “Adven-.: 
tures of Abbott and Costello.” Jack. 
Eisenbach is producer and. Eddie: 
Sherman, comics’ oldtime man- 
ager, exec producer. ° 

- Pie features Pat Costello ‘and. 
Abbott ‘after Lou’s ‘death, “with. . 

orlginal: teleseries. Clips will in- 
clude, besides’ comedians, Hillary - 

e, Sid -Fields,. Veda. ‘Ann 
: Bobby “Barbour - and Joe 

Film; to run a ‘skedded 108 ‘min- 
utes, is aimed. ‘at. Nov. 1 comple- 

-|tion.. Approximately “32 _ minutes: 
already has. been cut. ‘Total budget 
is expected to. be around $250,000. 
Sherman will handle sales. 

flashbacks to comedy incidents jin 



Rain lows Ch Tngiak Linp SSN, 

‘with: “Claudelle “Inglish” nailing 

a limp. $14;500 ‘at the 

‘fast $8,000 at -the Esquire, and 
Monroe tandem: of “French Mis- 

tress” and “She Walks By Night; ” 

which: is looking for a s0-so $4, 625. 

“Scream of Fear!’ is garnering |. 

mild second week coin at the}. 

‘ ‘Woods, and “Love and the. French- | 

“woman” is light.in same. sesh: at}. 
the new Town Theatre. “Picnic in 
‘the Grass” shapes. trim in’ its sec-. 

ond World. round, -and “Behind. the. 

Great Wall!” is; excellent . ‘in. its | 

Cinema second: 

“Big Deal On Madonna Street’” 
fs. heading for a busy third round 

at the Carnegie, “Come September” 
is strong in its fourth Chicago’ 

stanza, while “pit and. the Pendu- 

lum” looks ° thin’ in: its. Roosevelt | 
fourth. “This Is Cinerama” is. post- | 
.ing a hefty 13th canto. at the Pal-: 
ace, and same sesh of “Guns of | 
‘Navarone” shapes fast at the State- 

_ Lake. “Spartacus” is. registering 
another solid canto in. its’ 14th. 
‘popscale frame. at. the: Loop, and 
‘Never .On Sunday" - continues : 

hotsy in its Surf 34th. 

“La Dolce Vita,” on. hardticket, | 
is ing & a firm 15th week at: the | 

Estimates for. This Week 

Carnegie: (Telem’t) (495;. $1. 25- 
$1.80)—"Big. Deal. On Madonna ‘ 
Street” . (Indie) (3d wk). 

; $5, 000. Last -week, $6, 850.: 

“Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 90-$1.80) 
—"Come September” (U) (4th wk). 
Hot $25.000. Last .week, .$32,500. ° 

Cinema (Stern) 
“Behind the Great Wall” (Indie) 
(2d. wk). Excellent: $4, 200, Last 
week, $3,900.. 

. Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1, 350:. 
$1. 25-$1. 80I\—“‘Loss of Tnnoeence”. 
(Col), Fast - $8,000. Last: week, 

. “Carry-On. Constable” (indie) (3d. 
“wk), $7, 000... 

Loop (Telem’t) (606; $1. 25-$2)— 
“Spartacus” (U) (sub-run). (14th 
wk): 
$10,600. 

Monroe (Jovan) a ,000; 65-90)-—— 
“A: French Mistress” (Indie) ‘and 
“She Walks By Night” -(Indie). 
“Fair $4,625. Last week, 

‘vate . Property” 
$4, 850, 

Oriental ‘(Indie) (3,400; 90-$1. 80) : 
—“‘Thunder of Drums” (M-G). Hep 
$19,250. Last’ week, “Ada” (M-G), 
‘(3d wk); $11, 250. 

Palace’ (Indie) (1: 570; 90-$1.80)— 
“This Is -Cinerama” 
(reissue) (13th wk).. 
Last week, $10,150. 

“Roosevelt. (B&K) (1, 400; 90-$1. 80) 
—"Pit and Pendulum” (Al) (4th. 
wk). Thin- $12,000. Last week, 
$22,500. 
“State-Lake (B&K). (2,400; *g0- 

$1. 80)—““Guns of .Navarone” (Col) |- 
(13th wki. Sturdy $16,100... ‘Last 
Week, $18,500. 

Surf (H&E Balaban). (683; $1. 50- 
$1.801—"Never On Sunday” (Lope? |. 

Smooth $5,000. ° _(M.0o.) (34th. wk).: 
‘Last week, $6, 850.. 

Todd (Todd) (1,089; $2. 20-$3. 50.1 
—"“La . Dolce’ Vita”: (Astor) - (15th | 
wk). Steady $9, 900. Last week, 
$10,200. 

(Union) (2d wk). Light. $3,500. Last 
week, $5,000 for five days. 

United ‘Artists (B&K) (1, 100; 90- 
$1.80)—“‘Claudelle | Inglish” (WB). 

. Limp. $14,500. Last week;. “Youn 
-. Doctors”. (UA) (3d wk), $13, ‘750. ' 

“Woods. (Essaness) - (1,200; . 90- 
$1 .80)—“Scream. of Fear” 

$19,500 
World (Teitel (608; 90-$1. 25)—- 

“Picnic in the Grass” (Union) (2d° 
wk). ‘Trim $3,800. Last week, $5,350.: 

United |: 

-Artists, and“A Thunder of Drums”. 
- shaping a hep $19,250.at the Orien- | 
tal. Other newies were’ “Loss. ‘of: a 

‘Innocence; ”.. cwhich | 4s ‘Trégistering . al. 

downtown “biz. 
however, has. been holding up well. 

World” 

Solid. $9,000, Last week, 

“Savage . 
Eye”. (Indie) (reissue) and “Prisy 

(Indie) (1st: wk), rf’ - 

' (Cinerama) | 
‘Slick $9,000. : 

-Modest’ :$5; 000. 
18 | Young Doctors” (UA). and “The 

Secret Of Deep “Harbor”. ' 
‘$5,300. 

(Col) | - 
(2d wk). Mild $11,350.. Last. week, | 

(AA) and- “Serengeti” | (AA). 

‘Henry’: (Ind) . 

ums Big $19,250, Tnnocence’ Wow 
86, ‘Mistress’- Night So Se $5 

Chicago, Sept, 26. 4- 
Wet weekend weather further [ 

. dampened a generally - dull first-| 
"un session, Springling of initial-| 
ers received mild _b.o.' ‘response, 

‘Estimates ‘Are Net™ 
‘Film gross. estimates as re 

ported: herewith ‘from the varis. 
ous key cities, are nef; fe.; 
without usual - tax. © Distrib-. 
utors share on net take, when 
playing percentage, hence the 
estimated: figures. are. “net in- 
come. 
The: patenthetic: ‘admission - 

‘prices, however, .a8 indicated, — 
inelude U.S. “amusement” tax.. 

‘Ada’ Healthy 1G, 
‘ville; Pit’ Ditto} 

—— Louisville, Sept. 26. 
- Newcomers are not. raising the 

‘overall take: ‘this week, and no big 
grosses are -_ sight... 

-not helping 
‘Weedend © trade, 

“Ada”. at - United - Artists. looks 
bright, .as does .“‘St.. Francis of 
Assisi’ ‘at: the. ‘Brown. “Pit and 
Pendulum” at: the Mary Anderson 
‘will. bring. that. house ‘the. ‘best: take 
in several weeks, - . 

Estimates | for . This Week a 

‘Brown. (Fourth Avenue). (1,100; |” 
75-$1. 25)—"'St. Francis of Assisi” 
(20th), Excellent - $6,500. . Last 

wk. “Light ‘$4,000. 

‘Kentucky (Switow) (900; 15-$1)— 
“Come September” (U)- (6th. wk). 

| Bright. $5, 000, ‘after fair 44, 500- last 

Mary Anderson (People *s) (900: 
'15-$1)-——"Pit - and: the. Pendulum” 
tAD.. -Fine $7,000. Last. week, 
“Oni ‘the ‘Double” |(Par) and “Fox- 
hole in “Cairo”. (Par), - Medium 

Ohio (Settos) (900: 
“Thief. of - Baghdad” 
“Ring of Fire” {M-G). 

‘| Last ~ week, 

“Sharp | $4,000. . 
15-$1)— 

(MLG) and | 
- Fair $4,000. 

“Secret of- Monte 
(500; $1. 50i—| ‘Cristo” (<M-G) and. “Magic - “Boy”. 

| (M-G). Fair $4,500 500 

Rialto’ (Fourth: “ Avenue) (i, 100; 
$1.25-$2 .20)—“Seven: . ‘Wonders -of 

(Cinerama) (10th ~.wk).: 
Slow $4,500. Last week, “perky: 
$6,000. 

‘United Artists (Fourth Avenue) 
(3,000; 75-$1. 25)—“Ada” “(M-G). 
Healthy $7,000. . Last. week, “Hon- | 
eymoon. Machine” - 
same. ae 

‘INGLISH” MODEST 56 
PORT, ‘COMMAND’ 46 

. ‘Portland, Ore., Sept. 26. 
Long playing holdovers continue 

big.” New entries are mild. “Guns 
‘of Navarone” is. in. a loud ninth 
week .at the Fox.:“‘Come. Septem- 
ber” is chalking up a brigtit fifth” 
inning at the Broadway. with a co- | - 
feature added. “Claudelle Inglish” 
is a. modest newcomer. 

| | Estimates for This Week _ 
Broadway. (Parker). (1, 890; $1-] 

$I. 50)—“Come - - September” -(U)} 
and “The. Great Imposter” (U) (re- |: 
issue) (5th wk). Lusty $4,500. Last | 

| week, single ‘bill, $5,100, 

. Fox (Evergreen) (1,600: $1-$1.49) 
—“Guns of. ‘Navarone” (Cob): (9th 

| wk). Hot $6,000. Last: week, $7,700. 

Hollywood . (Evergreen) © (2 000; 
$1-$1. 49)-—‘Spartacus” . (U)” 

week, -$3,100. 

Music Box (Hamrick) (640; $ 
$1.50)-—“‘David ‘and -Goliath". (AA) 
and “The Big Circus” (AA) (reis- | , 

1 sue), - “Gun 

Town .(Teitel) (640; $1.25:1:80)+ oud by. Night” (WB) and. “Old 
—"‘Love and the Frenchwoman”: 

Slim . $4,000. Last “ week,. 

Man of the Sea” (WB) (reissue)( 2d 
wk),. $3,400. 

Orpheum’ (Evergreen) a 536; $1: : 
‘| $1.49)-—“Claudelle Inglish’’ (WB) 
and “Portrait of a Mobster’ '(WB).: 

‘Last -week; “The 

“(WB), 

‘Paramouit. (Port-Par). (3; 400: $1- 
$1. 50).—-. “Armored Command”. 

$4,000.. Last: week,’ “Not: Tonite,. 
‘and: “Next to No 

Time” (Ind) (4th wh, $5,000. 

Esther Clips Prov. But 

1 $17,000, ‘Last. ‘week, 

‘Weather | 

‘week, “Goodbye Again” (UA) (2d |: 

“Breathless” is slow in. opener. at 

| $1.75-$2. 65)—“‘Windjammer” 

| Last week, $8,500. 

J 

“(12th |: 
wk), pop prices. . Solid $3, 000.. Last 

wk). 
at. this showhouse. Healthy $9,000, 

| $2,200. Last week, “Romanoff and 

Dr. M” (AD,- 

Slow | 

‘Modest $5,000. Last. week, “The 
‘4 Truth” (Kings) Gth wk), 

Vita’ Rousing $17,000 
. . Providence, Sept. 26.. 

Downtown section was bare and | 
deserted’ as hurricane Esther vise |. 

ited the: Rhode Island area ‘Thurs- 
day (21). But damage was light. 

Majestic opened big -with “La 

| Dolce Vita.” Loew’s State is steady 

‘| with “The Young. Doctors” and is 

‘| followed ‘closely by Strand’s “The 
| Pit and the Pendulum:” 

‘Estimates for This Week 

Albee - (RKO) (2,200; 75-$1. 25)— 
1 “Come. September” (U) and. ‘Ole. 

1 Rex". (U) (4th wk). Fairish $6; 000 
after. good $7,500 ‘last. week. 

Elmwood (Snydef) (724; $1. 25- 
$2)—“‘Spartacus” (U) (22 ‘wk). Fair 
$4,000; Opener was same. . 

“Majestic: (SW) (2, 200; $1.25- 
5 | $1 50)—“La. Dolce Vita” (Astor). 

‘Hurt “by: storm, but soaring to 
“Claudelle 

.| Inglish” (WB) and. “Girl in Room 
| 13” (WB). Mild . $5,000. 

“State (Loew) (3,200; 65-90)—"The 
‘Young Doctors”: (UA) and “Flight. 
That. at Disappeared’ (M-G). -Healthy 
$9,000. Last week, “Ada” (M-G) 
and “Beyond All Limits”: (M-G). 
Good $8,500 wet 

Strand (National. Realty). (2,200; 
65-90)—“‘Pit. and Pendulum” (AI) 
and “Capture That Capsule” (Par). 
Fairly peppy $8,500. Last week, 
“Guns of Navarone” (Col) (7th wk). 
Good, $6,500. 

‘Assisi’ Hep $3 00, 
Mpls; Thglish’ 56 

Minneapolis, Sept. 26. 

|: Minneapolis mainstem’ boasts 
tout fresh entries this round, big- 

gest influx of new product in many 

sessions, On hand for first outing 

{are “Love and Frenchwoman,” 

modest at ‘World, “Claudelle Ing- 

lish;”’ tepid at Lyric, arid “Francis 

of Assisi,” bright at Gopher. “Ma- 
‘Tines, Let’s Go,” another new- 
comer, is in for only. 10 days, mak-. 

ing way for legit at Orpheum’ Oct. - 

2. Nabe showhouses are also offer- 

ing: a slate’ of .newcomers this 

stanza. . “Cold Wind in’ August”. 

looms breezy at Uptown, while 

Suburban World. 

‘Estimates for This Week - 

Academy (Mann) (947; $1. 15- 
$2 .65)—“La Dolce Vita” (Astor) 
(9th wk)." Moderate -$6,500. - Last 
week, $6,000 

‘: Century. (Cinerama, Inc:) (1,150; 
(NT) 

(reissue), (16th wk). Neat $8, 000. 

Gopher (Berger) (1,000: $1-$1.25) 
—"Francis of Assisi” (20th).: Bright 
$8,000. Last week, “Nikki, Wild 
Dog of North” . (BV) (6th wk), 

_ Lyric (Par) *.(1,000; $1-$1. 25)— 
“Claudelle. Inglish” (WB), Tepid 
$5,000. ‘Last week, “King of Roar-' 
ing 20's” (AA), $8,000. 

Mann (Mann) (1,100; $1. 25-$1. 50). 
—"Come September” (U) ’ (m.o.) 
(ith wk). Respectable ‘$7,000 -in 
five. days. “Paris “Blues” (UA) 
opens tomorrow. (27)... Last week, 
“Scream of Fear” (Cob), $6,500 at 
$1-$1. 25 scale.. 

Orpheum (Mann) (2. 800; $1- 
$1. 25)—“Marines, Let’s Go” (20th). 
Rousing $14,000 for 10. days. Legit. 
moves,in Monday (2) when “Fio- 
rello” opens week run. Last week, 
“Come September” (U) (6th wk), 
$7,500 at $1 .25-$1.50,, admish. 

St.. - Louis. Park (Field) ‘ (1,000; 
$1.25-$2) —. “Spartacus” (U). (2d 
‘run) (8th wk). Nifty $4,500 and 
stays. another round. _ Last Week, 
same. 

State (Par) (2, 200: $1 25. $1. 50)— 
uns of Navarone” {Col) (8th 

First -film to stay:two months 

Last week, $12,000 

Suburban World (Mann) (800: 
$1.25)—' ‘Breathless” (FAW). Slow 

Juliet’? (U): (8th wk), $2,300. 

Uptown . (Field): (1,000; $1.25)—|. 
“Cold. Wind in August” (Lopert).. 

| Robust $4,800. Last week, “House. 
of Fright” (AI) ‘and. “Black Pit of | 

- $3, 500. oo, 

World (Mann) (460: “g5:s1. 50)— 
“Love and. Frenchwoman” (Kings). 

$4,000: 

| Sunday. 

; Vande Far From Resting i nm Peace 
As Charles-Vaughan Palatial 06; 
Bway Spotty But ‘Picnic’ Nice IT 

Broadway -firstruns apparently 
had little going for them the past 
week, Hardly beneficial was the | 
90-degree heat on Saturday and 

Major boxoffice deter- 
rent.was the absence of any kind 
of strong new product at the ma- 
jor houses. Introduction of a the- 
atrical feature, “How to Marry a 
Millionaire,” 
time Saturday night (23) had no 
discernible effects. The offish pic- 
tures just were still downbeat. In 
contrast, both the Music Hall and 
the Palace had capacity crowds the 
same evening. 

Palace created a big stir with its 
rie-week, one-shot run of vaude 

-|and. film. House looks to do a 
mammoth $50,000 in current stan-! 
za with Ray Charles orch,- Sarah 
Vaughan. and Larry Storch on 
stage, and “Mighty Crusaders” 
(Falcon) on sereen. “Operation 

.| Petticoat” -(U) comes in Friday 
(27). 
~ Paramount with “The Hustler” 
(20th): and Capitol with “Thunder 
of the Drums” (M-G), both having 
opened yesterday (Tues.) hope to 

| get a lift. 
‘Nice surprise is the Columbia 

reissue package at the Forum. 
‘Chalk up $17,000 for the first week 
of: “Picnic” and “Twinkle and 
Shine,” meaning nice business for 
this house even if it had a new 
entry. - 

Estimates for This Week 

Astor (City Inv.) (1,094; 75-$2)— 
“Young Doctors” (UA) (5th wk). 
Fifth week ends tonight (Wed.) 
with about $17, 000 and thus “Doc- 
tors” is not in need of b.o. med- 
ical attention. 

Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $1-$2.50) 
—"Thunder of Drums” (M-G). | 
Opened yesterday (Tues.) after: 
“Ada” (M-G) did poor $5,000 in| 
five days of fifth week. 

Criterion (Moss) (1,520; $1.50- 
$3.50)—“Guns of Navarone” (Col) 
(14th wk). .Current session looks 

on NBC-TV prime |. 

(Tues.) with about $5,000. 
ushers were yawning. 

’ Warner (SW) (1,813; $1.50-$3.50) 
—‘“Exodus” (UA) (42d wk). The 
40th week ends tonight (Wed.) 
with an apparent $15,000. It’s get- 
ting to be a long trip, understand- 
ably after all this time. 

First-Run Arties 
Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25-$2) 

—‘Saturday Night, Sunday Mor- 
ning” (Continental) (26th wk). 
About $7,000 for 25th week which 
ended Sunday (25), or just a mite 
short of previous week. Good. 

Fine Arts (Davis) (468; $0-$1.80) 
—“Man Who Wagged His Taii’’ 
(Continental) (2d wk). First week 
ended Sunday (24) with short of 
good $7,200. 
Beekman (R&B) (590; $1.20- 

$1.75)—“‘Roeco and His Brothers” 
(Astor) (14th wk). The 13th weele 
ended Monday (25) with $7,500, 
which is all right. 

Embassy (Guild Enterprises) 
(500; 90-$1.75).—“Cold Wind in 
August” (UA) (10th wk). Figure 
the ninth session at $8,500, not 
much under the previous, and 
‘good health continues apparent. 

Carnegie Hall Cineme (F&A) 
(300; $1.25-$1.80)—“Ninth Circle” 
(Indie) (2d .wk). Dropping to 
$5,000 for second week ending to- 
day (Wed.) after $6,700 for opener, 
Still, not bad. 

Fifth Ave. Cinema (R&B) (250; 
$1.25-$1.80'—"‘Secrets of Woman” 
(Janus) (12th wk). Short of $3,000 
or windup frame, not enough, 

with “Macario” (Mexican import) 
coming in today (Wed.). 
Normandie (T-L) (592; $1.25- 

$1.80\—“Girl With a Suitcase” 
(Ellis) (24 wk). Continues robust 
pace with $13,800 evident for 

second week. 

Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie) 
(520; $1.25-$2) — “Purple Noon” 
(Times) (4th wk). Fourth week 

‘ends today with another large 
| tally, being $18,000 after $20,000 
}in previous week. A substantial 

to hit $33,000, adding up to more artie hit. 
money in the bank for Col an 
Charles Moss. 

DeMille (Reade) {1 463; $1:50- (Tth wk). 
$3.50) — “Spartacus” {U) (52d wk). 
Winding up 51st week with tlose 
to $20,000 as the fine run contin- 
wes, 

Henry Miller (Gilbert Miller) } 
(800: $1.50-$3.50) — “La. Dolee| (yath wk). 
Vita” (Astor) (24th wk). 
week ended Saturday (23) with 
estimated $22,100, or slight gain 
over previous stanza. Stric tly 
high-life -boxoffice. 
Palace (RKO) (1,642; $1.50-$3)— 

Vaude 
Charles orch, Sarah Vaughan, | 
Larry. Storch, with “Mighty Cru- 
saders” ‘on screen. This entry 
opened: Friday (22) with whammo 
returns, estimated at $50,000 for, 
the. single week.. Public’s buying 
at the $3 top, as witness standing 
lines on occasion. Saturday night’s 
television features didn’t mean a 
thing.. 
Forum (Moss) (B13; 90-$1.80)— wk). 

“Picnic” (Col) and “Twinkle and 
Shine” (Col) (reissues) Oldie 
combo opened Friday (22) with 
surprisingly strong ».0. conse- 
quences. Appears to be good pack- $1.25 
‘aging.on Col’s part. First week ! 

1 ought to hit $17,000, which would } 
be nice even for a newcomer. 
Paramount (AB-PT) (3,665; $1-" 

$2)-—“Big: .Gamble” (20th? (4th - 
wk). “Gamble” stayed through. 
Monday, or four days of a fourth 
week, and grossed a minor $11,000 
for those four days. “The Hustler” 
(20th) opened yesterday (Tues.). 
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke- 

fellers) (6,200: 90-$2:75)— “Come 
September” (U) (3d wk). Current 
frame ends tonight. (Wed.) with 
$150, 000 apparent, same as pre- 

The 23d | tomorrow | (Thurs.) 

show headed by Ray! 

Guild (Guild) (450: $1-§1.75)— 
“Sand Castles” {‘DeRochemont) 

Sixth week ended Mone 
day (25) with about $6,000, NSG. 
“Question Seven” (DeRochemont) 

icomes in tomorrow (Thurs.). 

Murray Hill (R&B) (565; 95- 
i $1.80)—“Guns of Navarone” (Col) 

The 14th week ends 
‘with $10,000 

anticipated after $10,500:the week 
previous. This art house money 
ean be fine. 

Paris ‘Pathe Cinema) (568; 90- 
$1.80'—"Truth” (Kingsley) (4th 
wk). The 13th week ended Sunday 
(24) with $7,500, after $9,000 a 
week earlier. A little slip, but stilt 
strength. - 
« Plaza (Lopert) (525: $1.50-$2)— 
“Never On Sunday’ (Lopert) (50th 
wk), The 40th week ended Monday 
(25) with $11.000, or thereabout. 
A great Greek commodity. 

Sutton (R&B) (561: 95-$1.80i— 
“Two Women" (Embassy) (21st 

The Z0th week ended Sunday 
(24) with gratifying $10,000, after 
$11,000 in week previous. 

Trans-Lux 85th St. (T-L) (550: 
-$2)—“‘Young Doctors” (UA) 
wk). Fifth stanza ends today 

(Wed.) with nice $6,000. No com- 
| plaints. 

World (Perfecto) (390: 90-$1. 80) 
—“Lust for the Sun” (FAW) (13th 
wk). Current session ending to 
morrow (Thurs.) probably will ape 
| proach $7,600. It’s a nudie special, 
ae they say it’s a good produc 

Screen Actors Nominate 
Hollywood, Sept. 26. 

Screen Actors Guild nominating 
vious, and that's not bad at all. | committee has named 21 thesps to 
Holds for 
“Breakfast at. Tiffany’s” follows. 
‘Rivoli (UAT). (1,545; $1.50-$2.50) 

—‘Francis of Assisi” (20th) (9th: 
wk). About fair at . $13,000 for } 
ninth’ week ending tomorrow, 
(Thurs.}. This ane seems to have. 
done better than expected. 

—"“Honeymoon Machine” (M-G) 

another week andirun for office in Guild’s annual 
election. Those nominated include: 

George Chandler, for prexys 
‘Dana Andrews. Ist yp; James Gare 
iner, 2d vp; Charlton Heston, 3d 
;vp; Conrad Nagel, 4th vp; Ann 
' Doran, recording secretary: Franig 
| Faylen, treasurer. All except Hes- 

State (Loew) (1,900; $1.50-$2.50) jton are incumbents. 3 
For three-year terms on Board 

(6th wk). Fifth week ended yester- of Directors: Leon Ames, Wendell 
day (Tues.) with $10,100, short of 
‘adequate but then it’s been s Tong 
run so parking lot operators |; 
needn't inquire. _ 

‘Victoria (City Inv.) (1,003; 50-$2) 
—“Great War” (Lopert) (5th wk). 
Fourth week ended yesterday ‘year term: Jay Novello. 

Corey, Thomas Gomez, Howard 
Keel, Pauline Myers, Walter Pid- 
geon, Gene Raymond, Incumbents} 
Richard Boone, Frank Ferguson, 
James Griffith. Darryl Hickman, 
Jack Lemmon, Richard Long. One- 
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-very slow at the Stillman. 

‘on :-Madonna ‘Street” (Indie) 

“lees ‘Assist 
-Cleveland, Sept. 26. 

First-runs are somewhat. sluggish. 
“this week despite fresh. product. 

“Francis .of Assisi” is nice: in 
its initial Palace round, aided by a 

hospital. benefit. :preem. Topping} 
the town is “‘Two Women” with a| 
sizzling inaugural. frame at ‘the | 
Colony. ‘Young Doctors”: is mild. 
at the State while “Man-Trap” is 

Estimates for This Week 

Allen: (Stanley-Warner) 

$1-§1 50)—"Come September" Last| ‘Navarone”™. is still: Jeading the city: 
and 

‘both . are 

(9th wk). Lively 310, 000. 
- week, $13,000. 

Colony - ‘(Stanley-Warner) (1,354: 
$1.50-$2)—“Two Women” (Em 
passy-Levine). Sizzling $15, 000. 
Last week, “La Dolce Vita” (Astor) |- 
(11th: wk), .$5,000. ° 
Continental: Art (Art Theatre: wk). 

Wonen Sian ving $1500 Shag 
Handsome $12, 30 | 

' Stamps ‘at His 10 ozoners, re- 

‘| wave, 

(2, 866; ‘Trinian’ s” 

, hefty: in. second stanzas. 

"Trinian’s’ Hefty $5,500. 
fn Steady Toronto; ‘Long’. 
“Hot 76, ‘Ada’ Same, 2d} 

Toronto, Sept. 26.. 
. Despite. Jewish holiday and heat | 

biz. remains - steady, with |. 
Fan. into the’ manager's office, newcomers. being “Pure Hell at St. 

and “The Long, the 
Short and the Tall.” But “Guns of 

in its eighth frame. “Ada” 
“Ballad ofa Soldier’’.: 

Estimates for This Week | 

Carlton (Rank) | (2, 318;.:$1-$1. 50): 
—“‘Guns Of. ‘Navarone” (Col) - (8th 

Guijl4. 1990: $1-$1.25)-—“Bie Deal | week, $20,000. 

(20-1: 
w.:). acir §°,600. ‘Last week, $4,000. 

Eglinton (FP) (918; $1.50-$2. 50) |; 
—Windjammer” (NT). (40th: wk). 

“Heights Art (Art Theatre Guila) | Steady $7,000. Last week, same.. 
(925; -$1-$1.25). — :“L'Avventura” |. | 

Okay $2,300. . Last - ‘week, | —“Ballad of . Soldier” (Astral) (2d) 
Strong $9,000. ‘Last week, . 

(Janus). 
“Truth” (Kings): (4th wk), -$2, 400. 

700; $1.25- $1. 751—“Guns, of’ Nava- 

Ohio (Loew):, (2,700; | $1-$1.50)—— 
“Thunder of Drums” (M-G) 4{m.o.). 

(20th) . and } 
“Night People” (20th) 
$4.000. 

Palace (Silk & Helpe: 3. +2 789; 
$1-$1.50).. — -“Francis ag. 
(20th). Opening’. perie 
scaled up ‘to $7.50 per cu: 

Stil”? 

“mance 
at WAS 

for-St. Anne's: Hospital building’ 
- fund, taking $9,000. 

— “Man-Trap”’ 

“(4th wk), 

- $9,500. 

Weekend pull also good, . signal- 
ing -niee $12,300 for initial lap: 
Last. week. “Deadly “Companions” 
(Pathe-America), .$5, 000. on. ‘eight 
and one-half. days. 

State (Loew) - (3,700: $1-$1.50)— 
“Young Doctors” (UA). ‘Mild -$9,- 
500. Last week, “Thunder of 
Drums” - (M-G),- $8,200. 

Stillman. (Loew) (2,700: $1-$1. 50). 
(Par). 

$3,500.. “Last week, “Nikki Wild. 
Dog of North” (BV) {3d wk), ‘$4, 500, 

“Westwood Art . (Art | : Theatre. 
! Guild). (855:° $1,25-$1 50)—"Man ‘in |- 
~Cocked Hat’. (Indie). . 
Last. week,- 

$2, 300.. 

‘Inglish’ Stanely $9, 500, 
Denver; ‘Women’ $12, 000 

Denver, Sept. 26. 

luxers. Fresh product is helping, 
while holdovers . are strong.: 
“Claudelle Inglish” ts’ good at the. 
‘Orpheum, “Two Women’ 
‘at the Denver but “A. French Mis-- 
tress” 

Estimates for This Week 

Aladdin ‘(Fox) (900: 

' Cooper (Copper) (814; $1.65- 
$2.50)—“This. Is" Cinerama” (Cine- 
Tama) (28th -wk). 
Last: week,’ $10,000. 

_ Denver (Fox) ° (2, 432: $1. 25)— 
“Two Women’ (Embassy) - 
“The Long Rope” (20th). Nice $12,- 
000. Last week, “Thunder of: 
Drums” (M-G) and “Silent Call’’. 
(20th). $12, 000. ° 

Denham (Indie) (800: $1.25)— 
“Friendly. “Persuasion” - (KA) and. 
“Fascination” (AA).. Okay. $6,000. 
“Last - aveek, “Ada” (M-G). (3d wk), 
$5 500 

Esquire (Fox) (600; . S1I—"A 
French Mistress” (FAWr. -So-so 
$2,400. Last. week, “Folies Bergere” 
(Indie) and “Diary: of a Bad Girl” 
(Indie), $1,800. . 
Orpheum: (RKO) (2, 690: “-$1.95- 

$1.45) —“Claudelle Inglish” (WB) 
and “Cat. Burglar” (UA). Good 

Last . week, “World . By 
Night” (WB) and “Girl, in Room 
13” (Astor), $8,500.. 
‘Paramount (Indie). 2, 100; 90- 

$1.25)—“Pit ‘and "Pendulum" (A-T) | 
and “Mighty - Crusaders” (Indie) 
(2d wk), Big- $13, 000. Last. week, 
$19,000. 

* @owne. (Indie) (600:. $1.-$1. 451 
“The Truth”. (Kings). (4th .wk).’ 
Mild $2,000. Last week, $3,000. 

) wk). 

Hippodrome (Eastern ° Hipp) | (3,- $11,000. 
Hyland. (Rank) cei 35%: $1-$t: 50) |. 

rone” (Col (9th ‘wk), “Strong $10,« | —“Very Important Person”’ (20th) |. 
-.-006 and ‘holds. Last: week, $13. 000. 

(reissues. : 

Vian’s* (20th). 

Very. Slow-|.. 

Thin $1,900. 
“The = ‘Truth’ (Kings) 

is nice: 

is only so-so. at the Esquire..} 
“Pit and Pendulum” is big. in. a. 
second Paramount frame, . 

' Brookside 

$1.25)—- 
. “King.and I” (20th) (3d wk). Strong 
$4,500, Last week, same, 

Centre (Fox) (1,270;. “$1-$1 45)— 
“Guns of Navarone” (Col) (8th wk). 
Fine, $9,000. Last week, $11,000. . 

Steady $9, 100. | 

‘and. 

Hollywood. (FP) (1,080; $1-$1. 50} 

| (7th wki,. 
‘Week, ‘same... 

- Amperial (FP): &, 343; $1-9130— 
-!, Poor $3,500. Last week;- “Man -in.; “Fanny”. 8th 

- Gray’ Flannel. Suit” 
(WB) wk).: - Still 

| hefty $10,500.: "Last week, $11,500. : 
International. (Taylor) (557; $1- 

gt, 251—"Pure ‘Hell. of St. Trin- 
‘Hefty: $5,500. Last. 

‘Week, “Never: on. Sunday” (Lope) 
(35th wk), $3,000. 

“Loew's (Loew) (1,641; $1-$1. 50): ‘Sq uirrel Hill and “Truth” in sec- 

eek, wham | ‘ond at Shadyside all rate sock. 

-.$1,50-$2: 50)— 
“La Dolce Vita” (Astral). (8th wk). : 

“Come. September” (U) (4th wk). 
Big $10,000. Last. 
$15,000. 

Tivoli (FP) (935;- 

wv 

Still fine virtual. night . capacity, 
‘with sturdy $10,500. Last : week, |: 
$11,5 00. 

‘Towne (Taylor) (603:. 90-$1.25)— 
“Tong, Short, Tall” QFD). Swell 
$7,000. Last. week, “The Bridge” 
(AA) (2d wk); $3,500. 

—"Ada’’”” (M-G) (2d wh). 

$12, 000. 

Ta FANCY $8,000 

“Kansas City, Sept.. 26. 

newcomers * ‘making . ‘good. .impres- 

| sions, while holdovers are modest.. 

‘Biz is perking at downtown de-{ ‘La Dolce. Vita" opened in’ the 
Brookside to healthy play and will 

Paramount is okay." Holdovers. of 

“Goodbye Again” in the. Uptown 
and “Honeymoon Machine” in the 

Plaza both doing moderately well. 

Estimates for This Week 

(Fox - Midwést-Natl. 
Theatres). (800: 
Vita”. (Astor}. ° Fancy 

($1). Mild $2,500. 

—“Romanoff. ‘and Juliet” (0) 
wk). Fairish.. $3; 000. 
$4, 000.. = 

—"This: Is: ‘Cinerama” . (Cinerama) 

week, ‘$7,500. 
‘Isis, . Vista, ‘Fairway GM W-NT) 

(1,360, “700, 700; 90c),.” Boulevard 

runs. ‘Last week, “Armored. Conm- 
mand”. (AA) and. “King of the. 
Roaring 20’s” (AA). Light .$10,000.. 
. Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 90-$1.25). 
|—"Never on: Sunday”. (Lope) (2d 4: 
run) (14th wk). Remarkable $1, 000, 
winding. Tun. Last. week, . same. — 

‘Paramount. “(Blank-UP) 
$1-$t: 25)—“Thunder. of -Drum 
(M-G). Sprightly $7,000. Last week, 
“Two.Women” (Embassy). Average 
$6,500. 

Plaza (EFMW-NT) Q, 630; .$1.25)— 
“Honeymoon Machine” (M-G) | (2d. 
wk).. ‘Moderate $5; 000: Last week, 

| $6;500:' 
Roxy . (Durwood) (850; $1-$i. 50) 

—‘Come September” (U) (7th. wk). 

Uptown (FMW-NT)* (2,043;. $1- 
$1.25)——"Goodbye Again” | (UA) (2d 
wk. -Fairish © $5, 000... Last week, 

| $6, 500, a 

” his” Meadow .Glen; Medford 
.. (Mass.) drive-in. The winner is 

_ Stamps. 

Still: a smash $18,000. Last | 

“Hearty. ‘$6,000, - -Last | 

Command,” 

“Uptown (Loew) (2,543; $1-$1.75) 
Taper-. 

‘ing to. good $7,000. ‘Last week, 
‘t“Bridge to Sun’”(M-G) on Saturday 

nij “Young |- 
Doctors” (WA) (24 wk), $9,000 

Shadyside (MOTC) (750; $1. 25)\— 
‘Truth” (Kings) (2d wk). Smash’ 

~ KC; DRUMS’ OKE sl | 
Biz ‘ranges: good to strong, two 

hold.. ‘“Thunder- of Drums” at: the 

$1.50) La Dolce}. 
$8,000, holds.: 

Last week, - “Exodus” (UA) (3d. wk) 

Capri. (Durwood) (1,260; $1-$1. 50) 
(5th 

Twist week, if 

‘parent this round in a number of 
key ‘cities covered by Variety. Los 
Angeles, for ‘example, is facing its. 
bleakest biz outlook in 92 -weeks.] 

Empire (Durwood): (i, 200; 90c-$2) 

(4th. ‘ wk): (reissue), $6,500. Last 

(Rosedale) (730° cars; 90c), Ayente |. 
| (Fulton) (800; ‘90c)}—-Currently sub- 

(4,900; | 

_Stamp-ede Indeed 
_ Boston, Sept: 26. 

Julian Rifkin,. head of Rifkin 
ozoners in New England, which 
have set the area agog as re- 
sult of: giving away 10;000,000 
Star Gold and Gold Medal 

ports the following: 
A -winner was ‘announced -at 

given 15 minutes to make him- 
self..known to. the ‘manager, 

; either by telephone or ‘in per- 
:son. |. 

As the. clack. ran. out, a ‘ dis- 
heveled youth, out of breath, 

_ shouting that he was the. wiri- 
‘ner. As he produced his iden-. — 
tification; Rifkin looked at him - 
and told him that he was the 

“recipient: ‘of 150,000 “.Gold . 

'. “It’s stamp-tastic, don’t you 
‘think?,” said Mr. .R. 

. “Stamptastie! The trouble t 
. had getting through the crowds 
makes this seem more like a 
stamp-ede!,”, said the winner. 

‘Pittsburgh, ‘Sept. 26. 

“Pit and Pendulum” at the Stan- 
ley and “Thunder of Drums” at the 
Penn are two new. entries which 
shape good this rouiid at deluxers.. 

Other new entry, “Armored 
‘looms. drab 

Gateway, Reissue of “Carousel” is 
okay in first at Warner. The big; 
action remains with the holdovers. 

- Estimates for This Week 

“Come September’ cu) (5th wk).. 
Loud $6,500. Last week, $7,000 

(AA). Soft’ $3,500 -even. with the 

on Saturday (23) night. 

“Thunder of Drums” (M-G). Okay 

(UA) on Friday (22) night and 

(23) night. Last week, 

$3,000. Last week, $3,500. 
Squirrel Hilt (SW).(834; $1.25\— 

“Raisin in Sun” (Col) (5th wk).. 
Rousing $3,200. Last week, $3,600.. 

Stanley (SW) (3,700; $1-$1.50)— 
Good 
“Man- 

'Trap” (Par): Saturday (23) night. 

| Warner (SW) (1, 516; $1-$1.50)—| 

“Pit and -Pendulum” (Al). 
$10,500: with help .from 

“Carousel” (20th) (reissue). Oke 
$8,000.. Last week, “King and I”. 
(20th) freissue) @ days), $10,000. 

~ National Boxoffice Survey 

‘September? Champ for 5th. Consecutive Wk. ‘Guns’ 
2d, ‘Vita’ 3d,. ‘Doctors’ 4th 

‘K downward . b. o, trend,. quite 
evident: last week, is even more ap- 

Washington and Buffalo are almost 
as bad while Cleveland is spotty. 
Exhibitors, for ‘the most part: are’ 

inclined to. pin the. slide on a latk 
of strong new’ product. Some ‘thea- 

jtremen are. hinting that the dis- 
tribs are holding back on top pix] 

Kansas City, is fine in St. Louis while they. are‘ gauging the mar- 
ket in an- -effort to launch ‘em at 
a-prime time. : 

wag. hurricane Esther. 
Even “Come. September” “(@),, 

"| b.o. champ: for the fifth consecu- 
tive .week, is rolling. up less coin. 
compared to its past performance. 
But most: of its decline is due to 
the fact it’s moving well into ex- 
tended runs: .“Guns of Navarone,” 

long on the list, is second, same as 
‘jlast week, Moving up a notch from 
fourth. to third is “La Dolce Vita” | 
(Astor). , 

Pleasant. $5,000, holds.. Last ‘week, |. - 
tors”: (UA) which dropped to fourth 
“Vita” displaced “Young Doc- 

position. Latter has been slim--in 
‘some holdover dates. Taking fifth 
-place is “Pit and the Pendulum” 
(AD by dint. of some impressive 

| third week at Loew’s State, 
‘of Navarone” in a fourth at Loew's 

| wk). 
|. same. 

| $1.25)—“Never on Sunday” (Lope! 

at the 

‘Pleasant 

‘Fultom (Shea) (1,635; $1-$1.50)_| $1-25-—"Truth” (Indie) (Sth wk). 

Gateway (Associated) (1,900; -$1- 
$1.50)——-“‘Armored C ommand” | 

help of: “Twenty Plus Two” (AA) | 

Penn (UATC) (3,300; $1-$1 50)—| (Indie) “(4th _ wk). 

$10,000 via aid from “Paris Blues” | 

WB ZONE CHIEFS TO NY. 

‘of Drums” (M-G). 

}and “Big Gamble” (20th) round. out 

‘comer; 

' Machine” ’ 
‘K.C., but pleasant in St. Loo and 

| okay in New York. 
Fear” (Col) is mild in Chicago. 

. One factor crimp-, 
ing trade in ‘the northeast territory. 

of St.. Trinian’s” (Cont) is hefty in 

| “After Mein Kampf” (Indfe) is neat 
in Boston and sock in Philly. 

Pittsburgh. “Purple Noon” (Times) 

(Complete. Boxoffice Reports on 

PICTURE GROSSES 

Canble Slim $7500 in Dullsh D.C: 
Roses’ Pale 46, 

#0 s Lift St L: ‘Guns’ | 
Loud $8,000, 4th, ‘Trap’ 
96, 2d, ‘Goodbye’ 96, 3d 

- St. Louis, Sept. 26. 
-It’s all -holdovers this stanza, 

with “Honeymoon Machine” in a 
“Guns 

Mid-City after moveover from the 
State. “Goodbye Again” in a third 
‘at the Esquire and “King and I” 
|-tn a second at the Ambassador. 
“Never on Sunday,” the marathon 
runner, is in a record-breaking 

[34th frame at the Apollo Art. 

Estimates for This Week 

‘Ambassador (Arthur) (2,970; 90- 
$1.25.—‘King and I’. (20th) (2d 

Good $12, 000. Last week, 

‘Art . Apollo (Grace). (700; 90- 

oath wk). Good $1,800. Last. week, 

Esquire (Schuchart - Levin) 
(1,800;  90-$1:25).. —. “Goodbye 
Again” (UA) (3d wk). Fine $9,000. 
Last -week,. $10,000. 

Fox (Arthur) (5,000; 90-$1.25)— 
“Come September” (U) (6th wki. 
Nice $9,000.. Last week, $10,000. 

Loew's Mid-City (Loew) (1,160; 
60-90)—“Guns of Navarone” (Col) 
(4th wk). Good $8,000. Last week, 
same. wo 

State (Loew) (3,600; 60-90)— 
“Honeymoon Machine” (M-G) and 
“Secret Partner” (M-G). (3d wk). 

$9,000.. Last week, 
$12,000. = 

Pageant (Arthur) (1,000; 90- 

Good. $2,500: Last week, $2,500. 
. St. Leuis (Arthur) (3,800; 76- 
90\—“Parent Trap” (BV). and 
“Misty” (20th) (2d wk). Good 
$9,000. Last week, $12,000. 

‘Shady Oak (Arthur) (760; 90- 
$1.25)-—"Love. and Fen OD. 

* $1,800. 

Last week, $2,500. 

‘Warner Bros. eircuit zone man- 
agers will hold their-regular quar- 
terly meeting in New York for 
three days: starting Oct. 4. Fall and 
winter campaigns will highlight 
discussions to be presided over by 
veepee Harry M. Kalmine. 
Kalmine is due here shortly 

after the three-day sesh to. check: 
into local Warner theatre being 
remodeled for “Back Street” 
preem Oct. 19. Pat Notaro, zone ' 

planes manager for California, 
east Oct. 3 and returns Oct. 7. 

biz in several keys. It was seventh 
last frame. “Spartacus” (U) is sixth 
followed by newcomer “A Thunder 

“Francis of Assisi’ (20th), with 
more playdates, has climbed to 
eighth. “Iwo Women” (Embassy) 

the Top .10. Among the runnerups 
are “Blood and Roses” (Pat), a new- 

“Ada” (M-G), 
Sunday” (UA) and “Fanny” (WB): 

“Goodbye Again”. (U'A),: fair in 

and slick in. Boston. “Honeymoon 
(M-G)} is moderate in 

’ “Seream of 

Among the'few newcomers “Man- 
Trap” (Par) is okay in Cincy, but 
very:-slow in Cleveland. “Pure Hell 

Toronto and hot in Washington. 

“Alakazam .the Great” (AX) fs 
soft in. L.A. “Armored Command” 
(AA), slow in Portland, is soft in 

is sad in Buffalo but big in New 
York. “Fabulous World of Jules 
Verne” (WB): is dim in L.A 

pages 10and 11). 

“Never on} 
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‘Sept. Sock 206, 2d 
Washington, Sept. 26. 

The recent upbeat in first-run 
trade here has come to an abrupt 
end. Wickets have slowed marked- 
ly with. situation blamed variously | 
on drizzling threat of hurricane 
Esther and some too-good fallish 
weather. Of the two newcomers, 
“Blood and Roses” at the Ontario 
is rated NSG. “Big Gamble” is 
looking. for a thin kitty at the Pal- 

Estimates for This Week 

Ambassador (SW) (J.480; $1- 
$1.49.—"Come September” (U? (2d 
aon ot $6, 000. Last week, 

$8,5 
apex (K-B) (940; $1-$1.25)— 

“Two Women” (Embassy! (4th wk). 
Jaunty $4,500. Last week, $5,500. 

‘Capitol (Loew) (3,420; $1-$1.49) 
—“Thunder of Drums” (2d wk). 
Muffled $9,700 after $13,500 
opener. 

. Keith’s (RKO) (1,839; $1-$1.49)—~ 
“Young Doctors” (UA! (2d. wk). 
Good -$10,000 after $15,000 initial 
stanza. 

MacArthur (K-B) (900; $1.25)—~ 
“Pure Hell” (Cont) (2d wk. Hot 
$6,000, after $7,800 for first week. 

Ontario. (K-B) (1,240; $1-$1.491— 
“Blood & Roses” ‘Pari. Anemi¢ 
$4,000. Last week, “Angry Si- 
lence” (British Lion) (2d wk), 
$2,300. - 

Palace (Loew) (2,390; $1-$1.491— 
“Big Gamble” (20th). Slim $7,500. 
Last week, “Marines, Let’s Go” 
(20th), $7,800. 

Playhouse (T-L) (459; $1.49-$21— 
“Guns of Navarone” (Col) (1ith 

Large $5,500. Last week, 

Plaza iT-L). (278; $1-$1.80.— 
“Cold Wind in August” (UA) (2d 
wk). Hot $5,000 after $6,900 
opener. ; 

Town (King) (800; $1.25-$2)— 
“Dolee Vita” (Astor) (12th wk). 
Unw eakening at $7,000, same as 
last. 

Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; $1.49-$2) 
—“Guns of Navarone” (Col) illth 
wk). Oke $8,000.. Last week, 
$8,900. 

Uptown (SW) (1,300; $1-51.49)— 
“Fanny” (WB) (2d wk) (subrun). 
Good $7,000. Last week, $8,000. 

Warner (SW) (1,440; $1-$1.49)1—~ 
“Come September” (U) (2d wk). 
Trim $14,000. Last wegk, $16,000. 

Cuffo Trailers Plugging 
Pix at Michigan Fair 

Detroit, Sept. 26. 
- A successful film promotion 
stunt, sparked by Michigan Allied 
at last year’s Michigan State Fair, 
has been improved upon at this 
year’s fair. Thousands of visitors 
last year crowded into a small, hot 
plastic dome hut to see 15 minutes 
of the free shorts which were run 

| continuously. This year, the trailers 
are being shown to the huge audi- 
ences attending each of the 14 per- 
formances of Dick Clark, Ricky Nel- 
son atid Fabian stageshows in the 
Coliseum where a theatre-size 
CinemaScope screen and projection 
equipment is being installed. 

In the cooperative project, De- 
troit Motion Picture Projectionists 
Local 199 is contributing by setting 
up- the equipment and providing 
the operators; National . Screen 
Service is donating the trailers, the 
trucking companies are delivering 
ad material to individual exhibs 
without charge. 

LOS ANGELES 
(Continueg from page 10) 

Summer of Happiness” (Ind) (1st‘ 
wk), $2,000. 

Hollywood Paramount (State) 
(1; 468; $1-$2.40)—“Fanny” (WB) 
(13th wk). Busy $10, 000. Last week, 

-| $10,000. 
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; $2-$2.40) 

—‘Never on Sunday” (UA) (44th 
wk), Slick $5,600. Last week, $5,- 
500. 

Pantages (RKO) (1,513; $1.25- 
$2.751—“Spartacus” (UI) (49th 
wk). Slow’ $10,000. Last week, 
$11,300. 

Egyptian (UATC) (1,392; $1.23~ 
$3.50)—“Ben-Hur” (M-G) (96th 
wk). Nice $14,000. Last week, $13,- 

TMusic Hall (Ros) (720; $2.40- 
$2.75)—"‘La Dolce Vita” (Ast) (ith 
wk). Fine $11,000. Last week, $11,- 
800. 

-900. 



pancsiaarcacrelarclemaiian 

TV film and 
ofe)-auraat=tane-tm mmaar-ta.¢-3! 

A GREAT SUCCESS ATTRACTING WORLD ATTENTION 

Two annual meetings: the Spring meeting In 
APRIL, to coincide with the Milan Trade Falr, 
the world’s largest display of sample goods and 
producis; an Autumn meeting In OCTOBER. 

MIFED Is an international centre favoured by 
film dealers from many countries, Including 

those of Asia and Africa. At the fast meeting. 
‘921 full ¥ength, TV and documentary films of 

cultural, scientific. travel and publicity {nterest © 

weré viewed by buyers and renters coming 

from forty-three. different countries and five 
continents. 

Producers, film executives and cinema circuit managers are cordially invited to 
attend the "Fourth Cine Meeting”, which will bé held from 9 to 20 October 1961 

Information from: MIFED 
Largo Domodossola 1 
Milano. (Italy) 
Telegrams: MIFED- Milano 

MIFED 

Wednesday, September 27, 1961 



tried. .to hawk it > around . 

. MARIETY'S! LONDON ‘orrice. 
df. St James's ‘Street, Plecedilly- | INTERNATIONAL 15: 

IN SPAIN 
b Jnternational Sound Track IMPEA'S DILEMMA [Performer Unions Hit Scot Theatre 

Paris. 
Walt Disney, who is: lookseeing production: of ‘his live. feature. “Bon 

Voyage,” telling. the : -press this has been his best. financial year ‘in. ‘al. 

long time due to “101 ‘Dalmations, ” “Swiss. ‘Family Robinson, an “The: 

Absent ‘Minded: Professor” and “The: Parent Trap.” ” He declares: he is}. 

now out. of debt for the ‘first. time since “Snow White ‘and..the: Seven, 

Dwarfs” and Disneyland is still . going. -strong.: ‘Live -features are the: 

main reasons for ‘his affluence, but: he. will go on making. animated 

features: too but shorts only -occasionally since they - almost . always | 

lose money ... . Yank foreign film distrib Ed. Kingsley, has Luis 
Bunuel’s Cannes. Grand. Prix: winner . “Viridiana” ‘for the U.S. Pic was | 
attacked by ‘the. Vatican and led to the firing ‘of the. governmental film’! 
head in. Spain. 
foreign sales and recently took ads proclaiming that. only he: and. 

~ producer .G. Alatriste had sales tights:. With. the. pic. forbidden’ inj 
Spain, it appears..that somebody: else.may have gotten out a copy and: 

. ~ Due to. a hunting. accident in’ which.-he 
lost two toes French pic “star Daniel Gelin will. not be able to, do his. 
role in Darryl: Zanuck’s currently shooting “The Longest Day” 
Jules Dassin in for.three weeks of promo ‘on his “S.$. Phaedra” IUAY: 
which ‘thas Melina Mercouri,: Anthony. Perkins and Raf. Vallone. Team‘: 
comes from. Greece. where. exteriors. were shot _ 

London 
Keep Filnis, a ‘company “owned jointly: by. producers Jules Buck’ ‘and 

-actor Peter O'Toole, . last: week ‘started filming. its. first- production ‘att 

. Associated British Elstree. studios.’ It is. “Operation Snatch” Stafring | 

‘Terry-Thomas, George Sanders and Jackie Lane, and -is. for distribu- 

‘in the U. S.. . Jack Lemmon. filming: location ‘sequences’ here for 

“The Notorioj Ss" ; ‘Landlady * the Fred: Kohimar-Richard Quine produc-: 

tion for ColuXbia . . . Jack, ‘Cardiff off: to. Kenyas to plan. the filming. 
of “The Lion. which. he.-is. to direct :for. Samuel.:G. Engel. William 
Holden will -join the “unit as soon as. he's finished his part: in. Darryt 
Zanuck's. * ‘The Longest Day,’ " now on location in’ Normandy. ” 

Munich, 
William Bendix ‘plays one of: the leads” ‘in “Sergeant, Kraus, Civilian” 

“:American- German (Kalmoviez-Astra! co-production ‘shooting in- the. 

Jocal -Arri Studio; script: ‘by. Milton Krims, is. directed by Akos Von! 

“Rathony, with Christine ‘Kaufmann, Michael: ‘Hinz, Ron ‘Randall, Bob ! 

Cunningham, Charles Hickman, Al Hoosman - ‘in other leading. roles | 

, Horst Bucholtz whose injuries’ ina car’ crash. caused a premature ‘ 

Break-up of’ Billy Wilder's “One, ‘Two, Three” ‘at Geiselgasteig, re-. 

covered ‘sufficiently - to stand trial for drunken - driving; . 25-days. jail. 

sentence. was. suspended (against : ‘a. $6, 500 fine) in order. to ‘make early |i 

--completion - of the picture ‘in Hollywood. ‘possible: along with’. Bucholtz. 

anda few other. German. actors, a. major part of the set has’ to be flown 

to the Pacific Coast. . « Incidentally: ‘thie* $200, 000: set, reproducing 

inch: -by ‘inch Berlin's ‘Brandenburg: ‘Gate and adjacent streets, was | 
-about - -to : be. wiecked. ‘when ‘demands for. its further: use began to 
-gtream in; since Aug.:13, the day: that gate was closed. by. East Berlin, 
it: -hasn’t. been: possible: ‘to do any shooting. ‘there on actual’ location’ 
whereas the’same_events in the meantime. beeame the topic of atleast | office. 
two. European co-production and three Holly wood ‘pictures. whieh are i 
at:this time in advanced planning stages ; .-.. John Huston’s “Freud” | 
biopic got‘ rolling. at the Bavaria studios; “with Larry Parks: (as ‘pre- 

~ Freud: psychoanalyst Dr. Breuer), and Britishers Susannah York and 
Eric Portman added to the already. reported cast (Montgomery. Clift 
and Suzan Kohner’ . Producer-drector Gottfried Reinhardt winding 
‘up screen-conversion “of his. Salzburg. Festival highlight,. “Everyman” 
.(‘Jedérmann”) with. the’ original stage (or rather open-air platform) 
cast: Paula Wessgely, ‘Ellen Schwiers, Walter -Reyer, and Ewald Balser 

. Lawrence Weingarten, time record holder among MGM producers! M 
(35° years), in Munich ‘on promotion of- his. two: latest, “Ada” and “The 

- Marrying Machine,” also scouting talent and: facilities ‘for his two next 
‘pix. ‘Tennessee: Williams “Period of. Adjustment” and:. William - C.- 
Taylor's “Travelé of Jaime McPheeters”. . Ex-Tarzan Lex Barker to! 
co-star with Israeli beauty Daliah Lavi in the ‘French-German-italian 
co-prod, “The Steel Net of Dr.. Mabuse,” ‘latest: but probably. not last’ 
item in: the chiller seriés around the’ hypotist monster once originated 

: by Fritz Lang; this one, however, will be directed..by. Harald Reinel. 
G. K. -Chesterton’s “Father: ‘Brown” ‘stories to be revived for the: 

Sar ‘televiewers. through a weekly: series” now shooting at Geisel- 
gasteig. oS . 

* ‘More‘i in Singapore. 
' Singapore, Sept. 26. 

BETT ER cur VIA EADY| . The Cathay Organization this 
‘month is addi = 

London, Sept. 12.: : ng: two more 
|. theatres. to -its circuit” of °60. . 

Second feature producers’ want firstrun ‘houses. ~ throughout 

a bigger bite: of the statutory Eady |. . southeast Asia. | 
levy. and their representations to] eco Pened Sent. ‘11. was the ar 
‘the Federation: of - -British | Filni ” Kuala ‘Trengganu, Malaya, and. 

Makers have met with a ‘sympa-| “opened Sept. 20..is the 1,123- 
thetic response. At present support-| seat New. Bponpang Theatre in 

ing films qualify for double Eady |. ‘Brunei, ” 
coin up to a maximum of $42, 000 

®’ BRITISH PRODUCERS’| 

Francois Gergeley, a Parisian exporter, is handling i. 

f 

ON PUSHAROUND 
Madrid, Sept. 26. 

“Motion Picture Export Assn, of 

U.S. has given no evidence it will. 
repudiate ‘its ‘film pact. with ‘Spain 

-although: the. deadline for. such ac- 

tion: is Sept. 30. MPEA however, is 

‘expected to’-.wage a hard-fisted 
campaign for an’ increased license: 
allocation to Metro, ‘Warner Bros. . 

| Columbia and Paramount. 

Spanish - film: sources say that: 

MPBA. opposition. to. automatie re- 

: newal: of the: agreement: new: exist- 

ing could lead. to. its complete elim- 

ination as a hargaining agent for: 

the American. :companies in this 
country. If. MPEA were to take such 
-an extreme action, it is feared the 
director-general for: cinema might. 
be forced to withhold . clearance 
for the meager licenses already al- 
‘located. under the distributors’ as-. 
! sociation baremo (points) system. 
whieh; in fact, would constitute a 
lock-out | for, American film com- 

tion through: Regal International. Continental. Distributing will - release. P anies doing business in Spain. ” 
In. anticipation of MPEA rep Leo 

Hochsetter’s arrival soon to nego- 
tiate the thorny license issue. with 
director-general Jesus: Suevos, lo-. 
cal distribs. state. firmly. ‘that 
chances for an increased allocation 
to Yank companies will depend ‘en-’ 
‘tirely on MPEA: commitment to dis- 
tribute. Spanish pix. globally and 

Tecoaproduce , 
-|makers, ~ 

with Spanish: film 

_Columbia pictures, with only two 
licenses to its eredit for the 1961- 
62 season, is already taking a long 
Tead in this direction. Columbia 
manager. here, Emilio Lopez, stated 
his. company would send 10 native 
| features ‘into. Columbia’s Spanish 
language circuit in the U.S. A. dur- 
ng the coming year, ‘and indicated: 
negotiatious were in progress with 
top local producer. Cesareo Gor-. 
zalez ‘to distribute his native out- 
put in all markets..Columbia’s am- 
-bitious bid, Lopez explained, is not 

| motivated. by its-weak license situ- 
ation’ in Spain but as a’ profit- 
‘making. policy approved by home- 

box office Tesponse ‘to pix featur- 
ing Sarita ‘Montiel, Joselito and 
‘Marisol. 

New York Very Unhappy 
‘Negotiations for a new Spanish- 

Motion Picture Export .Assn. film 
pact were due to get..underway in’ 

Madrid yesterday (Tues.) with the 
arrival there of ‘Leo Hochstetter, 
the MPEA's Mediterranean. di- 
rector, . whose: homebase ‘is ‘Rome. . 

‘In ‘New York last. week for’ a 
short visit . before. taking off for 
Madrid, Hochstetter was. reluctant 
to disclose details of his new ap- 
proach to the’ Spanish officials, but 
there -were indications. elsewhere 
that the MPEA companies this year 
might formally terminate the pact 
which they regard as. completely | 
unfair and unrealistic. The pact, 
‘which. terminates Sept. 30, will be 
automatically renéwed: ‘unless | ‘one 
party or the other formally termin- 

tates it. Principal] U. S. company 
_\beef is the point system by. which 
‘| the..Spanish government allocates 
import. permits tothe Americans. 
Asked how long he thought the 

new negotiations would take, Hoch-. 
Sstetter replied. succinctly, “You 
don’t go into the land of manana 
with a deadline.” 

t Glasgow 

Int'l execs who have ‘seen 
Columbia coffers ‘swell from hearty 

_[ be: profitabte. 

By GORDON IRVING 

Glasgow, Sept. 26. 
‘Legit players and vaude acts in 

Scotland want .an organization for 
the preservation of theatres and 

own live theatre. 

impending closure of the Empire 

gestion that the Glasgow Empire 
known to. hundreds of U.S. acts, 
may be demolished in a general 
redevelopment of the site. The 
Lyceum Theare, .a leading Edin- 
burgh legiter, is Also facing a 
doubtful future ina redevelopment 
deal. 

‘Members of Actors Equity here 
are now huddling with represen- 
tatives: of the National Assn. of 
Theatrical & Kine Employees, the 
Musicians Union and the Variety 
Artists Federation. A similar body 
in -London,. the Theatre Trust, has 
ithe task of fact finding, providing |. - 
information to the press, and to lo- 

{cal groups, and acting as an ad- 
visory ‘panel, 

. The Scot group wiil now make 
approaches to the Assn, of Scottish 
‘Theatre ‘Proprietors & Managers, 
‘the Scottish Community Drama 
Assn., the Federation of Scottish 

| Repertéry Companies and the Scot 
committee. of the League of Dra- 
matists. 

"| Rouse .Publie Opinion 
‘According to Alex McCrindle, 

retiring secretary of Scottish Ac- 
tors Equity, their first task will be 
to. arouse opinion and increase. pub- 
lic- awareness of. the dangers fac- 
-ing live theatre. 

‘He said the theatregoers of 
would “not reassured 

by ,the statement from Leslie 
A. “Macdonnell, Managing direc- 
tor ‘of Moss Empires, national 
yaude loop, that there had been no 
decision to close the Empire in 
Glasgow. He thought the inten-. 
tion of the statement had been to 
influence audiences for the. Em- 
pire’s forthcoming attractions, and 
fhad-no bearing on any. eventual 
‘decision on the theatre. 
_McCrindle added that, in view.of 

the business the .Glasgow Empire 
was doing tit recently finished a |] 
record-breaking 20 weeks of “The 

| Andy Stewart Show’’), it must still 
“But the owners of | 

such properties. had discovered 
that by redeveloping the sites for 
offices and shops, they could make 
more -monev,: and that was en- 
dangering the livelihood of per-- 
formers everywhere. 

‘In a reference to a plan for 
building an. opera house at Edin- 
burgh, Equity topper said his col- 
leagues were not opposed to this, 
but he felt a playhouse should come 
first. He thought Edinburgh would 
be well. advised to build an opera 
‘house on the Empire site and a 
playhouse on the Lyceum sife,. or 
to keep the Lyceum as it was. 

‘We Want to Eat’ 
-Equity officers here plan to con- 

duct their fight against the shut- 
tering of theatres and threats to 
live entertainment on: all . fronts. 
“We want to eat all the year 
round,”: commented -McCrindle, 
himself an actor. 
Show biz interests here were 

shocked by a local government of- 
‘fice suggestion that the Empire 
vaudery might be demolished and 
converted into a six-story ‘block of 
offices. An application by Moss 
‘Emrgires Limited to build such a 

the encouragement of new theatre 
building. They. say every new. de: |,, 
velopment area should have ‘ts 

The move follows reports of the 

vaudery, Edinburgh, and a sug- 

from the distributor’s gross or la- 
bor.costs, whichever is lower.. 

‘Most ‘supporting features. are} 
budgeted at between $40, -$60,000 
and, in the overwhelming number {| 
of casés, labor costs are far below 

. $42,000, which méans that they only 
collect double Eady: up to the lower. 
figure. They are tow asking’ that | 
‘the concession should. extend. up 
to the $42,000 ceiling. _- 

The concession, if granted, would 
yield | Toughly. $2,500: ‘additional 
Eady coin per. picture, Further con- 
-sideration to. the request will be 
given at.-the next’ FBFM council. 
meeting. : 

{Town Without Pity’ Rated: | 
A-3 by Decency Legion!. 

“Town Without Pity.” United: 
| Artists’ Kirk Douglas ‘starrer, di- 
rected: by Gottfried Reinhardt, has 
‘received an A-HI rating (morally 
unobjectionable : for . adults). from 
the Legion. of Decency. The” film 
‘deals with, the trial of a group of. 
American G.1L.’s for.’ the .. ‘Tape of: 
a German girl. - 
-LOD notes that, the A-III. rating 

is only applicable to the. version of 
the film approved: by the. Produc- 
‘tion Code Administration. ” 

Inside Stuff—International 
New: wavers are being blamed for. French film business shortcomings 

and this is. unjustified, says new waver Jacques Doniol-Valcroze. He's 
the critic-turned filmmaker. Doniol-Valcroze insists that the new-wave 
appellation, in the first place, was over-stressed and the industry in 
general came to expect too much from modern-method directors. Now 
‘that. the boxoffice has fallen, the. wavers are being held responsible, 
without cause. . 
* He claims’ the wavers brought new prestige to the French industry 
a couple of years ago, and good boxoffice too. But too many people 
tried to get into the act, these being “regular” filmmakers. Says the 

former critic: “Che ‘wave’ -was a good positive thing that was almost 
‘killed. by too much publicity. It might have been too prone to shock 
‘and exploit form for. its own sake. But it -has left- enough facets to 
make it something that will. always count -in the annals of French 
filmmaking. ” 

Demolitions As Threat to Livelihood 
block has been okayed in principle 
by the Glasgow city planning com- 
mittee. It has been reported that 

t work on the demolition of the thea- 
‘tre would start towards‘the end of 
1962, 

But on a quickie trip here, to 
ongratulate star comedian-singer 
Andy Stewart on playing to “20 
weeks of capacity biz. Moss Em- 
pires’ Macdonnell described sus- 
gestions for redevelopment of the 

: Empire as “premature.” No deci- 
sion had yet been made, he said, 
and the theatre had conimitments 
for a long time ahead. 

He refuted the truth of scare 
headlines giving the impression 
bulldozers would arrive pronto, but 
said, as a public company Moss Em- 
pires had a duty to its sharehold- 
ers, and applications has been 
made to the Glasgow and Edin- 
burgh local authorities in order 
to establish the value of the frop- 
erties as redevelopment prospects. 

Recommends Closing 

Moss Empires topper said the 
Empire, Edinburgh, would stay 
open until February, 1962, but 
after that he could not say, and his 
recommendation was that the chain 
Should clese it. .Fhe theatre, he 
said, was lesing up to a $3,000 a 
week. 

Another threat to employment of 
actors in Scotland is the switch- 
over of the Gaumont Cinema, Dun- 
dee, to a strictly non-stage house. 
This leaves only the Palace vaud- 
ery and the small repertory thea- 
tre, a longtime “nursery” of British 
legit talent, as the main remaining 
live houses in this East Scotland 
city. 

Summing bt the situation, 
Equity’s McCrindle said: “There is 
too much at stake. We are not 
opposed to the demolition of all 
and every theatre, because we rec- 
ognize just as well as anyone that 
time marches on and some places 
outlive themselves. But we are 
concerned that the prospects of 
employment for all our members 
as a whole should remain steady.” 

Starts All Over Again: 
Casino Reruns Cinerama 

London, Sept. 26. 
It will be full circle for Cine- 

rama in London when the current 
-attraction, “Search for Paradise.” 
winds November after a run of 
about eight months. The Casino 
Theatre will start a reissue run of 
“This is Cinerama,” which was the 

' initial attraction some seven years 
back. 

“This is Cinerama” is set to start 
a rerun on Nov. 5 for about four 
months, to be followed by a return 
engagement of ‘“‘Cinerama Holiday” 
for a similar period, by which time 
it’s hope the first story-pic in the 
triple-screen process will be ayail- 
able for exhibition. 

Advance bookings for “Paradise” 
had been taken up to the end of 
the year, but when advised of the 
change of program 98° of the 
customers reconfirmed for the re- 
issue. 

DOUBLE CONCERTO FIRST 

Miklos Rozsa Defers Further Film 
Scoring 

Madrid, Sept. 26. 
Screen composer Miklos Rozsa° 

will pass up further film commit- 
ments until he has completed his 
double Concerto for Violin and 
Cello. Work was started two years 
ago and was to have been pre- 
‘miered by Jascha’ Helfitz and Igor 
Piatagorsky at a Philadelphia con- 
cert in January: of °59. In the 
meanwhile, Rozsa was saddled with 
Metro’s “Ben-Hur,” and . Sam 
Bronston’s “King of Kings” and 
“El Cid.” 

‘The Hungarian-horn composer, 
‘on loanout from Metro, has left 
Madrid for London to complete 
score for “El Cid.” He has refused 
all other assignments thereafter un- 
til the last note of his double con- 
certo has been orchestrated. 
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Starts, This Year. SS : 3 

"ALLIED “ARTISTS 
| Starts, This Year... se0.es 
This: Date, Last Year, . es eeus 

5: i 

+41! This Date, Last Year......10: 

' OTHE MAN | WHO. "SHOT LIBERTY. 
‘VALANCE’. . 

Gohn Ford Prods.) 
Prod.— Willis Goldbeck, 
Dir: _—John Ford 

"AMERICAN IN TL 
Siatts, This. Year.......s%6 L.3l] 
This Date, ai Year. cease 2 || if 

James’ ‘Stewart, - John. ‘Wayne, . Vera 
Miles, Lee: Marvin, Edmond O'Brien. 
Andy Devine, Ken Murray -- : . 

/Gharted Sept... 5). . 

20th CENTURY-FO 
cavevecesae | 

COLUMBIA 
Starts, This Year... .s..e00 1 

| This Date, Last. year. venene lO 
rare e2 

os vTHE. “WOTORIOUS. LANDLADY” 
‘GKohImar-Quine Productions) 

Prod.—Fred Kohlimar. 
_Pur.—Richard Quine 

Oni, mt 

Starts, This Year. 
This. Date, Last Year cecnes 7, 

—"| “pacify” organizations ‘which rafse | .. 
“THE INSPECTOR” 
(ed Lion Films) - 
(Shooting in. London): 

- Prod.—Mark Robson 
:Dir.—Philip- Dunne - 

‘Kim Novak, . Jack Lemmon, Fred ‘Stephen Boyd. Dolores. Hart, Hugh’ 
-Astaire, Estelle Winwood. Liond : “Griffith, Harry Andrews,. Michael Da- 

‘ Jeffries, . Philippa. vang, c£| _ vid, Robert. Stevens, Finlay Currie, 
Crockett : Leo. McKern, Harold Goldblatt 

(Started: May. (15) .. 

“LAWRENCE OF “ARABIA” 
. (Horizon- American .Productlona) 
‘hooting 1n Jordan) 

s‘rod.—Sam: Spiegel. 
Dir.—David Lean - 

(Started June’ 19). 

|-“THE LONGEST DAY” - |: 
| (Shooting in France): 

_ Prod.—Darryl F.. Zanuck © 
' Dirs.—Gerd— swald, Andrew Marton. | 

-Elmo Williams, Bernard Wickl, Ken 
Alec Guinness, Anthony Quinn, Ane . Annakin 

‘thony Quayle, -Peter O'Toole, I. S.. ‘wittam Holden, "Rt | Todd, ‘Peter: 
Johag, Zia Mahyeddin, Michel’ Ray, Lawford, Robert. Wagner, Tommy 

‘Sands, Fabian, Paul. 
.Fonda,. Curt ‘Jurgens, BR 
‘Trina. Demich’. 

~| (Started Aug: .28) 
“STATE FAIR” 
(Shooting in Dallas’ 
.Prod.—Charles t Deachett 
-‘Dir.—Jose. Ferrer. 
‘Pat Boone; Bobby: Darin. Pamela Pitkin, 

’ Ann Margaret, Alice Faye, Tom Ewell | 
(Started Sept. ap 

‘UNITED: ARTISTS: 
Starts, This Year.........23° 

j This Date; Last Year. ..0...7 

John. Dimech, Gamil ‘Ratib, John | 
“Ruddock, -Norman Rossington, .Philip 
Dunisson, Anthony Hart: 

“(Started May. 15) - 

EXPERIMENT 1N. “TERROR” 
(Geoffrey-Kate Productions). 

. Shooting in San Francisco) 
’ Prod.-Dir.--Blake Edwards. 
Glenn Ford, Lee Remick,. Ross Martin, 

Tatty Paul, Sidney Miller, Ray Poole, | 
William. Bryant. Anita Too, ‘Judee | 
‘Morton, Richard Norris, Fred: Colby: | 
Kenny Jackson. Bill Neff; . James 
Callahan, David’ Tomack, Kelly Me: 
Cormitk, Ken Wales, Edward Mal- i}, 
lory, Mari -_Lynn, Sherry O'Neill, 
Frederic Downes, William Sharon. 

(Started. Aug. 7) ". . 

“THE MUTINEERS" - : 
(G.W. Films Ltd.) 
(Shooting in Spain) . 

Prod.—John Brabourne 
Dir.—Lewis Gilbert . 
Alec G Guiness, Dirk Bogarde, Anthony 

ua ; ., 
(started. Aug. 14. 

*CONGO vivo” ; 
-@Mino deLaurentiis Prods) 
(Ghooting..in the Congo 

-" Prod.—Carmine Bologna 
Dir.—Giuseppe Benatti ’ 

‘: _ vean Seberg. Gabriele Ferzettt, . Bachir 
i+. > Foure, Frederika Andrew 
Started) Aug, 2B) . 

WALT DISNEY. 
Starts, | This Year ...eccee. 

| This. Date, last Year. cece 

Henry | 

tons, Ra” But 

oPHAEDRA™ a 
‘(Jules Dassin « Production) ~ 

; (Shooting. in Athens), 7 
Prod:-Dir.—Jules Dassin 
Melina af Mercourl, Anthony Perkins, 

- . (Started. ‘Tuly ‘9) ‘ 

T"-THE: ROAD TO HONG Kons” 
Gitelnor Productions) 

{Shooting in. London). 
‘Prad ay elvin Frank | 
Dir.—Norman Panama’ - 
Bing Crosby, Bob. Hope.. ‘Joan Collins, 
Dorothy Lamour 

(Started July” 31 

“UNIVERSAL. 
+| Starts, This Year... . aw bees 
. This Date, Last Year.. ecceee 

me THE ‘SPIRAL ROAD”. 
Ghooting: ‘in Surinam) 
-P¥od.—Robert: Arthur . 
_Dir.—Robert-- Mulligan 

-Rock Hudson, Burl Ives; Gena, Row- 
- lands, Leslie Bradley . 

“@iarted: June 26) . 
-T “TOUCH OF MINK’ . 

(Granley Producti 
‘| . Prods.—Stanley Qhapiro, Martio Melcher 

‘Dir.—Delbert Mann. —-- 
‘Cary _ Grant, . Doris “Day, Gig ‘Young. 

' Audrey’ Meadows - 
(Started July 10). 

a 1 THE. UGLY. AMERICAN 
. {Ghooting in Th 

‘ Prod:-Dir.—George “Engiun 
_ Marlon Brando, EXji are Pat Hingle, 

. Arthar: Hill, Jocelyn Brando 
; “Giarted- ‘Ang. 9) 

“EREUD® ~ . 
| (Shooting ‘in Munich) 

Prod,-Dir—John Huston a 
‘' Montgomery .- Cliff,-:Susannah ‘York. 

Larry Parks. Susan ‘Kobner,, 

“(started “Sept. ID 

Raf 

_5.. 
2 

“BON. VOYAGE" 
Prod.—Walt_ Disney . 
‘Dir.—James Neilson 
‘Fred MacMurrzy, Jane Wyman, ‘Michael |: =. 
‘Callen, Tommy Kirk, Kevin. Corcoran, |: 
Deborah Walley. - 

(Started Aug. 14) - 

THE, CASTAWAYS"” 
<Shodting- in London) 
Prod.—Walt ” Disney _ 
-Dir.—Robert Stevenson: —- 
Maurice Chevaliet, Hayley Mills, George 
‘Sanders, Michael Anderson | Jr. 

(Started: Aug. Aw. 

METRO 
Starts, This Year. oy. eae . 14 

This Date, Last Year.. ree 

“HOW: THE. WEST. WAS. WON”, 
_Prod.—Bernard Smith: ; 
Dirs.—John Ford, Henry Hathaway. a 
John Wayne, James Stewart, Carroll } 

Baker, Debbi¢ Reynolds, Karl Malden, | 
Brigid Bazlen,, Walter Brennan, Agnes | "WARNER BI BROS. 
Moorehead, George Peppard, Henry 
Morgan, Russ.Tamblyn, Andy Devine, | Starts, This Year... .ceeess oF | 

Gtarted May 23) mi This Date, Last Year. ooees 7 

@SWEET BIRD OF YOUTH" 
@andro: S. Berman .Prod.).-° 
‘Prod.—Pandjo: S.. Berman: 
‘Dir.—-Richard Brooks 
Paul Newman... Geralditie ‘Page, Shirley 

. Knight, Rip Torn; Ed Besley. _Dabd- 
Taylor, Kelly “Phordsen oo, 

(Started July 6. 

“WONDERFUL w ORL Db oF THE 
BROTHERS: GRIMM’. - 

.George Pal -Production) - : 
‘(Shooting in West Germany): 

’ Prod.—George Pal’ 
Dir.—Henry Leyin.. George Pal 
_Laurence Harvey, Karl Boehm, Ctlatre-| 

Bleom,: Barbara Eden, Yvette Mi- 
- mieux, Russ Tamblyn,. Walter ‘Slezak, 
Tammy Marihugh, Brian Russell, 
‘Oscar. Homulka, Terry-Thomas, Buddy. 
‘Hackett, Jan Wolfe 

(Started, July 3D : 

“THE HORIZONTAL LIEUTENANT” 
Euterpe ) 
Prod.—Joe Pasternak . 
Dir.—Richard ‘Thorpe 
Jim ‘Hutton, Paula Prentiss; Miyoshi 
Umeki, Jack: Carter, Charles McGraw, | 
‘Jim. ‘Backus, - Br Ohio Yodl 

"-. | LOVERS MUST LEARN” ; 
‘|. Pro.-Dir:—Delmer Daves. 

‘Troy Donahue, Suzanne Pleshette, Ros- 
sano Brazzi; Angie Dickinson . 

‘Started Sept. 12) 

IN DEPEN DENT 
1 Starts, This Year..., cowed] 
This Date, Last Year, neebe +128 

“GAY PURREE” . 
CUPA Pictures Inc.) 
‘(Animated Feature): ' 
' Prod.—Henry G. saapecstein - 

“ (Started June 6) 
“1 *"§SM0G". 

Dir —Franco: Rosst:. 

Renato 
Started Ang. 14). 

“ADVISE -& CONSENT” - ' 
“(Otto’ Preminger Prod;. for. Columbia 

' Release): 
" Fro Otto. Preminger 

Giarted Sept. . fry Fonda, Charles . ‘Laughton, Don | 
aa | THANK. A rook “Murray. Peter word, Wagter 

: Pidgeon; Franchot Tone, Lew Ayres, |. 
Burgess. Meredith, George Grizzard, 
‘Eddie Hodges; Paul’ Ford, Mort Sahl, 
Gene. Tiérney,. Michele Montau_ . 

Started Sept. 3S). . 

‘Prod.—Anatole de. Granwald 
Dir——Robert Stevens -: a 
Susan Hayward. Peter Fineh, Diare 
€Dento 

Gtarted: Sept. o. 

) censorship, said Col, P.. J. A. .Flem- | 

| objections to. film. scenes that ‘get 

| culty comes from people who want 

‘stricted. adult’ classifications for 

° in. favor of restricted categories 

| fore filmed. 

| office. However, he said, if regula- 

oi" 

\arising from drive-ins showing re- 

‘Tovercome. in that province with 

4118 wishing to attend having to sign 

| censor; deplored the fact that films 
fof “good family life” are disappear- 

‘jing. She said the peace of the 
_|- world may be determined by the 
kind of entertainment offered:. 

Erick ‘partment, was tead.to the confer-. 
“fence by ‘Louise Pesce, of New 
1| York,. director of the state educa-. 

division, Flick claimed films could 

. : derstanding... could ..be achieved 
|| through international exchange of 

honest films, 

in a film are taken care of by the 

‘}condemn a bad picture;” he said. 
' Enrico Marta’ Salerno “Annie Giradot, | 

: Satvatori : 

.}warned his colléagues ‘not to take 

‘less. stuff. ” He also. stressed that 

= i COMETN, 
By ' ‘BRUCE: .PEACOCK 

. Regina, Sask, . Sept. 26.. | 
- Only those people: ‘who. seem. to 
be “still wet behind the ears” raise 
the strongest . objections to film 

ing, of Edmonton,. chief censor for 
the province of ‘Alberta, here ‘in 
Regina last week. He told the fifth 
conference ‘of Canadian film’ cen- 

J sors that every: ‘cul: made. by Al- |. 
berta censors is a “genuine” one 
conforming. to broad principles laid 
down by the ‘board. . 
‘He said the. board, can usually } 

.| by the «censors. Most of the diffi- 

to ‘see those. parts that are cut. 
“However, I think the vast: nra- 

jority of the’ public thinks: we are} 
doing a good: job,” * -he said.- ; 

While ‘most ‘provinces have “re-| 

films, Alberta does not, and Flem- 
ing feels the regulations should be 
amended’ to allow this. In addition, 
he said, every theatre should be |- 
allowed to -shtq- restricted pic- 
tur ures. 
‘Among the advantages he Hsted 

were: 
| They | bolster theatre attendance; 
they..allow adult: themes never be- 

They. make for | greater continu- 
lity in ‘a. picture since there are 
fewer cuts by censors. — 

They allou the showing of ‘pre- 
viously banned. -films, - 

They eliminate. the -public’s ob- 
jection. to minors. attending certain 
films. : 
They allow people . the right ta 

see the ‘type of films they wish. 
Fleming said one of the miain 

difficulties with restricted films. is 
controlling admission at the’ box- 

tions governing admission to these 
films have: “teeth,” most ‘of the 

| difficulty ‘would .be removed.- In 
_| Saskatchewan,. - where. | restricted 
films ‘are shown,. there is: no: ‘legal 
way of. refusing admission to. per-. 
isons under 18, he reminded. 

. Re Drive-ins 
RW: “McDonald, film censor. for 
British ‘Columbia, | said’: difficulties | 

stricted. pictures have been. largely 

parents or guardians of :all. under 

a card. taking — full responsibility | 
for the minors.:. The system is 
working well. although. it is still In 
the experimental | stage. 

’ Mrs.. A. Bilton, Manitoba ‘film 

-& paper ‘prepared by Dr. Hugh 
Flick,: associate. commissioner - of | 
the New York:State education de- 

tion: department’s motion picture 

be a“eanstructive force in world 
peace, and urged a true portrayal 
of national character in this media. 
“We should encourage the pro- 

duction of socially acceptable and. 
financially profitable pictures ... 
and these two are not incompat- 
ible,” he said. ‘He felt world ‘un- 

“Publie Nixes Andecency 
George Enos, of the New. Bruns- 

wick censorship board, termed cen-} 
| sorship “very undesirable.” a 

“Obscenity and indecent things 

public. -Respectabie ‘people . will 

“Tt don’t like the idea .of setting 
up one man. to say what his neigh- 
bor shall see or not see. He would 
have. to be a ‘Superman.” He] 

themselves .so seriously. and de- 
cried the time spent’ on ‘a’ lot of 
innocuous, harmless and meaning- 

(Continued on. page 22) 

Chi. Censor Gives Views 
- Regina, ‘Sask., Sept. 26. 
Obscenity and pornography 

in: films is merely “dirt for 
dirt’s sake,” Sydney R. Dreb- 
in, head of the appeals and 
Teyiew division, Chicago law 
department, told the. confer- 
ence of Canadian film censors 
in Regina Wednesday (20).° 

_ Obscenity has never been 
protected by the provision for 

- freedom of speech and free- 
‘dom ofthe press in the U.S. 
Constitution, he said. 

Mags Trades, TV 
El Cid’ Ballyhoo 

At $2,000,000 
Allied Artists has sarmarked 

$2,000,000 for the campaign for 

Samuel’ Bronston’s production of 
“El Cid,” according to Steve 
Broidy, AA president. Of this 
amount $500,000 has been allo- 
cated for weekly and monthly 
periodicals, or more than twice the. 
amount ever. before spent in na-. 
tional. magazines by a film com- 
pany, said Broidy. 

_ Balance of $1,500,000 will go for 
newspapers, radio ‘and television, 
he reported. In addition, trade- 
paper advertising will exceed any- 
thing in the company’s past his- 

| tory. 

Elaborate ad splurge is espe- 
cially noteworthy. in light of the 
‘fact, that. “El Cid” will open in 
only nine markets before Jan. 1, 
each of ‘these on roadshow. 

20th Cuts Staff 
lemme Continued from. page 3 imam 

Dallas’ and Jerry Wald’s “Adven- 
tures” Of ‘A Young Man” in Wis- 

consin before heading for Michi- 

‘gan and Italy. 
Currently, tv production head 

Roy C. Huggins has three one hour 

and: two half hour shows shooting | 
on 40-week skeds. According to 
Levathes this amounts to one fea- 
ture a day four days a week. 

Shifting of technicians from fea- 
ture-to tv “stabilizes the situation,” 
reasons Levathes. 

The company will not make any 
“B’’ pix, production head. insisted. 
“There are no deals pending with 
Robert. Lippert or anyone. else for 
[this type of production.” This is in 
answer to reports Lippert had 
made a new deal with 20th. He has 
been producing “B” pix off the 
lot, Sam Katzman, who made one 
small pic last year, has an office 
on the lot in hopes of coming up 
with a project suitable under new 
‘order.:'So far nothing has devel- 
oped. Fran’ (Rick) Ricketson also 
-had produced‘a small pic on the lot 
last year and has given up as a 
producer for semi-retirement, de- 
voting spare time to personal in- 
terests encompassing directorship 
on at least a dozen boards of indus- 
-trial, cultural and edueational or- 
ganizations throughout the coun- 
try. 

- Ricketson recently sold two stor- 
ies. he owned to 20th. “Patton,” one |. 
of them, has been assigned to pro- 
ducer Frank McCarthy. 

20th also added to its story bank | 
Vera Caspary’s “Illicit.” Author is: 
working on screenplay with hopes - 
of alate December or January | 

| 

Iha 

start. 

-Dropped from the payroll of: 
Harry Brand's publicity setup Fri- 
day were. Teete Carle and Dave 
Kantor who. joined about two years ! 
ago. Three secretaries from depatt- 

? 

Pass be Bokery on Matine sue 

| magnificently,. 

. Detroit, Sept. 26. | 
The question as to the suita- 

bility or desirability of “Fanny” 
as a children’s matinee feature 
gets another good going over in 
a letter from Marshall H Fine, 
of Allied States, to Charles Boas- 
berg, of Warner Bros. 

Fine asks Boasberg to change 
contract provisions so that exhibs 
need not show “Fanny” at matinees 
if they feel it is unfit for their 
predominately children's audiences 
Fine calls Warner's policy “feath- 
erbedding” and “repugnant.” 

The letter, in part, said: “I think 
|I told you ‘that I personally re- 
garded this as one of the finest 

| films the industry has produced 
in many a year. The cast performs 

the settings and 
photography are a delight to be- 
-hold, and it should: surely be a 
strong Oscar contender in many 
departments. But the fact still 
Temains that the story concerns 
the raising of an illegitimate child, 
and has as one of its bases the 
problems of the unwed mother, 
with the subsequent events that 
follow. This is undoubedtly why 
the Legion of Decency rates the 
picture A-2 (for adults and adoles- 
cents); the Green Sheet recom- 
mends it te ‘adults and mature 
young people’ only; and ‘Parents’ 
magazine says specifically it is 
not for children. As an answer 
to this you keep mentioning some 
Milwaukee group which wrote you 
a letter commending the film 
highly (even as I do). But they 
do not in any way commend it as 
a Kiddie feature. 
“And yet your contention that 

it is fine for kiddies. Charley, I 
just can’t believe you mean it. 
A better than two hour long adult 
drama would have the children 
Testless beyond control at best, 
but one which has a theme as 
adult as ‘Fanny’ could surely not 
be considered by you or anyone 
as being even ‘suitable,’ much less 
‘desirable,’ to use as a kiddie 
matinee in the first place. 

“Charley, I want to play this 
picture in my thedtres, and I am 
sure there are many hundreds of 
exhibitors, both in Allied and out, 

mmm: Who want to play it also. But t 
cannot, and undoubtedly many 
others feel that they cannot, play 
this on my Saturday kiddie 
matinee. ‘ 

“Your suggested alternative that 
the exhibitor play another feature 
on the matinee, but give your per- 

{centage ‘receipts anyway, even if 
he doesn’t. play your picture and 

{you are therefore not entitled to 
them, is such an unfair one. and 
represents such a ‘featherbedding’ 
type departure from all previous 
methods of operation in this busi-* 
ness, that it is most repugnant. 
And indeed it must be so to any 
exhibitor who is willing to ccop- 
erate fully with distribution in any 
mutually beneficial way, and who 
is willing and ready to give a fair 
share of the receipts on any en- 
gagement, but who naturally re- 
sents paying for something which 
he is not receiving, and greatly 
resents just being ‘taken’ in 
general, . 

“Charley, I am therefore asking 
you again, most respectfully and 
in the vein of trying to help our 
whole industry to cooperate with 
one .another and work together 
smoothly for everyone’s benefit and 
to everyone’s satisfaction, to recon- 
sider your attitude on the play- 
ing of ‘Fanny.’ 

FAMOUS PLAYERS UP 4.1% 

In Ontario 
‘Delayed Magic’ 

Sundays Proves 

Ottawa, Sept. 26. 
Famous Players Canadian Corp.'s 

consolidated net profit jumped 
4.1% to $952,460 in: the first six 
:months this year, oyer the same 
1960 period. One factor has been 
its agreement with Odeon Theatres 
Lid. to close competing houses 
‘where operations were unprofitable. | 

Ontario Sunday films, now legal, 
ven’t paid off very well so far, 

‘but on the basis of Quebec prcv- 
ince’s experience over many years 

ment have: been segued into the .it’s expected this will build with 
general pool. © j habit, 
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A NEW WAVE IN LATIN AMERICA 

PRODUCCIONES ANGEL 

Present 

5 FILMS OF INTERNATIONAL QUALITY 

“THE HAND IN THE TRAP ““SUMMERSKIN” 
Grand Prix International Invited Out of Competition at 

Critics (FIPRESCI) at Venice Festival, 1961, and. 

Cannes Festival, 1961 1 London Film Festival, 1961 

with with 

Francisco Rabal and Elsa Daniel ; Alfredo Alcon and Graciela Borges 

DIRECTED BY THE FAMOUS LEOPOLDO TORRE NILSSON 

“BLOOD FEAST” “N TOUGH cuY OF 1900” 
Presented at Festivals in Berlin, Edinburgh, Grand Prix at Festivals in St; Margherita Ligure 

San Sebastian and Vancouver in 1960 and Rio Hondo | 

with with. 

Arturo Garcia Buhr, Lautaro Murua, Arturo Garcia Buhr, Alfredo Alcon, - 
Graciela Borges ' ‘Elida Gay Palmer 

ALSO DIRECTED BY LEOPOLDO TORRE NILSSON 

“PRISONERS OF A NIGHT” 
Grand Prix International Critics (FIPRESCI) and Best First Film at 

St. Margherita Ligure Festival 

with 

Alfredo Alcon and Maria Vaner 
Directed by D. J. Kohon 

WORLD DISTRIBUTION: PRODUCCIONES ANGEL, 
Ayacucho 273, Buenos Aires, Argentina 

In New York: ORESTES TRUCCO, 
1564, Broadway, Room 805, New York 36. Ci 5- 0269 



. “Gf, Congress, ‘thorough legislation, 

Overseas: Not Runaway’ Bat Reality| 
Madrid.. Sept:: 26.. 

“Tnternationalization” of film activities. is. Hollywood's. salvation 
_and, related thereto, the expansion in recent years of film opera- 
tions abroad {s-a-normal. process.in the’ foreign investment and 
development of most major American industries. . . 

Henry Gris,. Hollywood .film seribe for United Press. Yaterna- 
tional, reached. these conclusions if summing up.a six-week. 
“London-to-Jordan tour to foreign film centers and location sites. 

“Productions. I covered in London, Paris, Munich, Rome, Greece 
and Jordan,” Gris said, “were in no way: a ‘Hollywood ‘runaway’ 
masquerade or: “tax-dodge’——on the contrary, the: extra-territorial 
filmmaking fever. I encountered was an indication that Hollywood | 

As snugly’ integrated in -America’s re-alignment. with world trade. 
as. it is now conducted. Not from.a single geographical. yantage - 

* 

tion capitals wherever they exist.” . 
- In -Eondon, Gris covered “Satan «-Nevér Sleeps” with - ‘William .- 
‘Holden, Clifton: Webb and’ Frances Nuyen;. “The Inspector”: star-. 
ring Steve Boyd and Dolores Hart; “Castaways” with. Haley Mills 

set. 

On ‘the. Continent, the. wire. ‘service man‘ ‘looked: in on ‘Jack : 1! 

‘ly keen on his ert was 7 Ones” go-| 
‘Ing.to the Berlin fest several years | 

Gleason's “Gigot” .and ‘questioned “Darryl ‘Zanuck - about .‘‘The ' 
Longest. Day.” A short. hop. from Paris brought. him. “1-2-3. to 
Munich where Billy Wilder was hard put keeping his. script abreast 
of. day-to-day events, ~ 

He found Rome a film bee-hive.- “Cleopatta” in. full ‘preparation: 
+ “Sodom . and: Gomorrah” just about to wind; :“Barabbas” and 
“Rape of the Sabines". in. active production. ‘Cinecitta’ was burst-. . 
ing at the ‘seams and Rome film colony. was upbeat with talk 
of new ‘studios.and increased ‘production: 

Spiegel's tent, city in. the desert “wastes of Jordan, where. produc: — 
tion. planners are already - at work. on the big: move to’ Spajn for. 
six months: of interiors and exteriors. 

.. / Homebound via'.the Grecian Islands. of ‘Hydra: ‘to. catch: Tony 
no Perkins, “Melina Mercour! and. Raf Nallone performing: in‘ Jules 
: ’. Dassin's “S.S. Phaedre,” “Gris. planed . to Madrid- for. last-leg. inter- 

- views with. Sophia. Loren ‘as “Mme Sans G _— 
BD ans Gene” and’ with: Yank 1 have been of benefit to the U.S. 

' jabeoad, -h 
‘producer Sam Broristen anent past “King. of: ‘Kings” and “El Cid” 

., productions as: well. asa “pre-glimpse- into Bronston's '§2 line-up. of 
“Fall of the: Roman Empire” and “The French Revolution:” 7 

Gris. maintains that. productions such as “Ben-Hur,’: “King of _ 
Kings”. and .“El Cid” are ‘too.,costly ‘to make. in today’s: Hollywood,. 
‘but points out that. if. Hollywood did: not : go abroad to.produce 
them, this. product would have been made: by. European producers 
for: Profit-taking in the American ‘market, 

Coast Guards’ Overseas. War 
Continued from’ page ‘ 

films ‘produced abroad which have ; fact that of ihe much-reduced pres- 
grown. at an.alarming rate by. 1957. jent - total of . American-financed 
-has. once more multiplied. -itself | ‘product a substantial number were 
during: the last four years. 

Some ‘Location’ Okay 

‘Shanks: conceded that: all over-! 
Beas shooting is not- motivated “by | 
a desire to-secure ‘tax advantages | 
or to. undercut Jabor standards 
established through collective bar- 
gaining agreements in Hollywood.” 
He went on: 
has always ‘recognized that in:some 
‘fnstances there. are legitimate. rea-. 
sons for making portions of some 
American pictures abroad. In many |! 
cases however, - “producers have 
adopted a deliberate policy of seek- 
ing seripts ealling . for. . foreign 
‘Yocales, or.-making entire pictures 
abroad even where the locale is 
laid in the U.S., merely to gain 
‘selfish economic. ‘advantages. at the jafter is 
"expense of the American’ worker |He- had» 
-gnd the American taxpayers. - 

“There have been many instances |a Pic about-China in Wales.” 
in-which- some American producers, | 

‘|volume. was first. due to. television 
‘competition and -the. antitrust .de- 

tre ownership. 

Dales: also told the Congressman, 
“We are fearful of. what’s happen- 

the possibility: that the same thing 
can. happen’ in tv fhat. has hap- 
.pened in pictures,”. 

argument: ‘that 
ducers .use to the effect: all they’ re 

‘66 

exteriors on location abroad, have |—“but not 50%. 
then’ spent many weeks or months 
photographing interiors. on foreign 
sound stages instead of shooting’ 
the interiors on. Hollywood stages 
‘with American labor.” __ 

Raps ‘Ben-Hur’ ; 

Shanks singled out for particu- 
lar. wrath. Metro’s “Ben-Hur” which: 
he claimed jost millions’ of dollars 
for Hollywood labor “while dom- 
inating the 1959 Academy. Awards.” 
On the other hand, he lauded Unl-: 
versal’s’ “Spartacus” ‘ which also. 
-copped some. -Academy Awards, for. 
being. made almost entirely in. ‘Hol- 
Iywood. “The Apartment” was also 
cited by. Shanks as.a honored. pic 
shot in Hollywood. - 

Robert. Gilbert, Screen. "Extras 
Guild legal counsel, gave’ Dent aj 
rundown. on the many attempts.to | 
solve the problem: legislatively, all 
“futile so far. Among these, he cifed‘|~ 
bill by Rev, James Roosevelt re- | 
-quiring. labelling ‘of features made |: 
abroad. : He -assailed. the U.S. State | 
Dept. for giving the. measure aj 
fishy-eyed_ reception.-because of its- 

. possible impact on international re- 
lations. 

] Seas. me 

ployment ‘miseries, 

show a jack of growth.” ". 

ment; 
tion pix, you. will find a dramatic 

wood labor: force). | 

CARRILLO’S ESTATE. 

Daughter 

‘Leo Carrillo apaprently had *. 

nia. aS ‘was: his. original. intention, 

"While John Dales of Screen Act- .{the’ aetor left a big portion of it 
ors Guild ‘was on. the ‘stand:-on | ‘outright to his adopted daughter, 

Sept: 8, Dent. questioned: the: result 

-creates a situation where. it :ig no. 
longer profitable — for: American. 
producers to produce a pic over-4 
seas as an American entity? Then State 
you become subjected to an. ‘influx 
of purely foreign Made films.” © ~ 

- Dales said, “we are. unable to 
- handle this (runaway) problem.” 

Dales referred to. the overall de- 
cline’ in the number of ‘feature 
films. made annually” and fb ‘the: ‘Beles on Sept. -20.: 

parks use. 

‘Parks 

his estate to the State. The. will 

and’ Charles’ Boyer,. and ‘the Hope-Ctosby “Road to. Hong Kong” Ly 

“A Tong shuttle took him. to’ Lawrence of Arabla” and Sam‘: }in-the-sand”” | 

shot..overseas. The curtailment. of | 

crees which knocked: .producing-' 
distributing ‘companies out of théa- 

“The Film Council ing to .us. The thing that has made 
| Hollywood. what. it -is, is the tech- 
nical talent -which' we have. The | 

jonly- ‘thing: that has kept. us.alive 
s tv and we .are quite aware of 

. Dales hit at the frequently posed. 
the. rumaway’ pro- 

authentic background.” 
en informed - “recently. 

[that 20th Century-Fox is shooting 

Dales ‘thought perhaps 5%. pro- 
‘after completing photography: of duction abroad: would be “healthy”. 

- Dent told the unionists that “the 
State Dept. is going to: throw at 
me the fact that 50% . OF our income. 
is: from. showing our films over- 

“The. Yawmaker;: an ‘excoal mi: 
ner’: who's. -keenly aware of unéem-| 

sald as he 
looked at. the labor statistics, “the: 
figures. won't.show: too much of. a |: 
drop.in the labor force but it. wilt 

Dales countered with. the states 
“If you . take. theatrical mo- 

drop of: ‘about 15%" dn. the Holly- 

‘Bulk of $657,747 Left To Adopted | 

' change of heart before his recent 
death. Instead of leaving his $69§7,-. 
Ta estate to the State of Califor-, 

| Marie Antoinette. He willed that |: 
‘the remainder be placed in a trust { 
fund for charitable and public. 

He had been a member of. the | 
Commission until 

ishortly before his death. on Sept. 
10. Disenchantment with recent 
political : trends is figured-to have} 
changed. his mind about leaving. 

lavas. filed for p*obate in. ‘Los An- 

Imaginary Anxicties 
= Continued from Page 5 imal 

which is headed, Kramer says, for a 
| $10,000,000. worldwide. rental, the 

roducer-director is confident that 
the U. S: and international market 

“Judgement” swithout - panicking. 
|Even the German public. He re- 

| ports he received full and official |- 
cooperation when he. went abroad | 

‘|-earlier this year to:do:-three weeks 
point but through direct activity in. film. production and distribu- 

~ [he has. plans to accompany the pic 
of exterior work in Germany and 

te a Berlin prenilere.. 

wit in feet & will not harm, but 

‘ago, basing their objections on the 
| ground that it would do the U. S. 
-{no good to publicize its racial Prob- 
lems. - 

Head- In-Send. 

“Phat’s what: Kramer calls “head- 
since the 

fact. that. U.. §. opinfonmakers (in- 
‘| eluding Hollywood producers) were 
concerned about the. situation must 

. Im any ease, 
“Defiant” went on to win one of the 
top Berlin awards. 

Queried as te any thoughts he 
might have re a film dealing spe- 

| cifically with the school segrega- 

‘adding that, after all, “I've. been to 
the same well (of. the racial. ‘prob-. 
Jem) :twice before” -(with “Defiant 

‘| Ones” and “Home of the. Brave”). 
‘| His next pic may be (tentative title) 
“Something a Little Less Serious,” 

‘ish hit,” “Genevieve, “though 
Child Is- Waiting”. or another 
drama could precede it.- 

| their names above the title, includ- 
ing a couple of. players who are 
cast ini. extremely: un-typical roles, 

“star-studded production,” nor does. 

casting” as. an end in itself. 

“The: producer-director goes on to 

‘Tracy, Burt Lancaster, 

Montgomery Clift. Via. 

playing a sixty-ish.German judge, 

and frumpish. German hausfrau and 

helper. 

No single star, or combo of stars, 
‘insures the b.o., he says; it all de- 
pends on the excitement: they gen- 
rate, éither singly in specific roles, 

idea is sometimes a good thing, he 

‘lean be damaging. | 

jthe use of stars. of the magnitude 
| of Garland and Clift in small roles 

and flow of ‘the serious film. 
“That’s for somebody else ‘to say,” 
according to Kramer. -Maybe when 
he looks at the film after being 
away from it 10 or 15 years, he'll be 
able to judge it- better, . 

HYPERTENSIVE JOBS. 
‘Panhandle, Tex.,, -Sept. 26. 

Frank Dove, . 

Deve Theatre, has been released 

following his confinement’ in an 

Amarillo hospital. He had suffered 

‘Yesting. Dove is also county at- 
torney. of Carson County, of which 

/*Panhandle is the county seat. 

of almost as many: newspaper edi-.| 
‘| torials: as actual film reviews, and |: 

can take the searching talk of: 

’ Kramer obviously feels that: such 

State. Department boys. evidently |’ 
Jdidn’t realize that the racial prob-: 
jlems. in Little -Rock, -were. then 
| of number one. concern abroad. The 

‘| tion issue;: ‘Kramer said he hadn’t 
come upon any: likely properties, 

a comedy by the author of the Brit- | 
“A 

- Concerning another aspect of 
“Judgment”—the -fact that. it: has 
seven top players, ‘all of whom get 

Kramer .says he definitely. did not | 
set out. to. make ‘the proverbial. 

he believe: jn. what he calls. “cross- 

‘say that. he doesn’t find it particu- 
‘larly ironie that in this. period. 
when more and more filmmakers go. 
‘on the record as saying that stars 
don’t. insure anything, he himself 
has .wung -héavily to the “star- 
backed” film. The way you read 
this” situation depends on your 

:” {point of yiew, he says. . 
‘to- get the: best cast he: could, and 
wound up with no less than Spencer 

Richard | 
Widmark, Marlene ‘Dietrich, “Max- |]. 
millian. Schell, Judy Garland and 

He set out 

| Miss’ Garland playing. a pathetic 

Clift. a feeble-minded butcher's. 

or as a. group. The. cross-casting’ 

‘thinks (adding that ‘Judy is cer- 
tainly :a talking point” for the film |. 

now), but ‘unless the ‘cross-casting 
results. in a good performance, it 

‘ Having been so close to “y udge- 
ment’ for so long; Kramer says 
‘he has absolutely no idea whether 

destroys the. dramatic continuity 

operator of the 

from high. blood pressure and was. 

[Basic Symbol—The Fieleaf—Awarded 
Motion Picture Costumers Hail Greer Garson And 

J ohn Wayne—Other 

Aboaf’s 5-Week Month 
“October Aboaf Month,” a 

five-week sales drive honor- 
-ing Universal International’s 
veep and. foreign generals 
sales: manager Americo Aboaf, 
is underway and will run 
through Oct. 28, the end of 
pps company’s current fiscal 

ye orty-two of the company’s 
overseas branches are partici- 

. pating. Prizes are awarded to 
- the three countries exceeding 

billings, bookings and collec- 
tions for the comparable pe- 
riod last year by the greatest 

_ margins. 

(Sell, Buy, Re-Do 
NT&T Situations 

“Los Angeles, Sept.: 26. 

National Theatres & Television 
hag sold the Granada Theatre, 994- 
seater in Wilmington, which it has 
been operating for 25 years. Buyer 
is ‘Milton’ Lefton, owner of the 
Embassy. and Gordon Theatres 

[here. Company spokesman said sale 
was in line. with circuit’s policy of 
dropping houses that have proven 
unprofitable, but noted Lefton 
plans to continue operating it on 
an independent basis. 

.At the same time, it was re- 
vealed NT&T has purchased the 
ground lease on the Iris, on Hol- 
lywood Bivd., which they have 
been leasing for 35 years, from 
Main Holding Co. Marcus Right- 
man is. a principal owner. Terms 
of the deal were not disclosed. 
Hollywood. house has 756 seats. 

Name of the drive-in circuit is 
‘| building near Phoenix, Arizona, 

will be Thunderbird. First drive-in 
to be. constructed wholly by NT&T, 

11,080-car theatre is planned for a 
mid-December opening. Construc- 
tion-purchasing head J. Walter Ban. 
tau said it will feature transistored 
‘sound and also disclosed plans to 
outfit Chinese here with this sound 
when 70 mm is put in. 

Meanwhile, circuit has earmarked 
a $100,000 face-lifting for the nabe 
Lido Theatre, with house closing 
Nov. 12 and reopening Nov. 21. 

Theatre will be outfitted with 550 
new general admission seats and 
250 loges, with seating plan provid- 
ing a distance of 36” between rows 
and 38” between the loge sections... 
New refrigeration system will also 
‘be installed, along with new facade, 
display..cases, boxoffice marquee 
and vertical sign. Draperies, car- 
peting and other decorative changes 
‘will also be made. 

‘Modernization program, in line 
with NT&T’s expansion and busi- 

casting” he has he-man La neaster | ness building program, is under the 
‘supervision of J. Walter Bantau, 
construction - purchasing director. 
William H. Thedford is Pacific 
Coast division manager. 
Company recently completed 

‘$100,000 remodeling of the Wil- 
shire Theatre in Santa Monica and 
is nearing completion of a job on 
the Fine Arts in Beverly Hills, lat- 
ter expected to be ready by Nov. 
22: Extensive work has also been 
‘done on a number. of other houses. 

ALLIED STATES FORMS: 
A NEW YORK GROUP 

Detroit, Sept. 26. 
‘Allied States Assn. has a new 

regional .exhib unit, Allied Thea- 
tres of New York State. It was 
set up at an organization meeting 
in Buffalo. Initial membership is 
about 100 theatres. There were 37 
theatre owners (Buffalo, Niagara 
Falls, Syracuse, Rochester, Bing- 
hamton, Jamestown and Elmira) 

- Jat charter luncheon last week. 
Marshall H. Fine, national Al- 

lied prexy, and Milton H. London. 
executive director, addressed the 
group..An executive committee for 
the new group consists of the fol- 
lowing: Chairman, Sidney Cohen. 
Manny Brown, Myron Gross. and 
Dewey Michaels, all of Buffalo; 
Charles Finnerty, Jamestown; 
Charles Martina, Rochester; Rob- 
ert Heyman, Niagara Falls; Her- 
bert Slotnick, Syracuse, and Sam 
Suness, Binghamton. — 

Eyefulls Recognized 

Hollywood, Sept. 26. 

Greer Garson and John Wayne 
were presented with the Motion 

Picture Costumers 1961 Figleaf 

awards Saturday night (23) at the 

organization’s sixth annual dinner 

dance at the Beverly Hilton Hotel. 
Stars were selected as the actor 
and actress who distinguished 

themselves with artistry in cos- 

tumes during the year. 

Wayne award, for “The Alamo,” 
was the highlight of the evening, 
with John Ford making a rare 

jpublic appearance to make the 
presentation and Maureen O’Hara 
as a “surprise guest” to introduce 
Ford. Both paid high tribute to 
Wayne. Miss Garson was selected 
for “Sunrise at Campobello,” with 
Jimmy Stewart presenting her sta- 
tuette.. 

Best costumes of the year, s@- 
lected from 24 nominees, went to 
newcomer Ed Sebesta Workroom 
in female division for a Jo Staf- 
ford tv costume and Metro-Gold- 
wyn-Mayer in male, latter for 
“Four Horsemen of the Apoca- 
lypse.” Universa|-International 
won best theatrieal costume for 
“Flower Drum Song”; with a spe- 
cial award going to Warner Bros 
for “The Music Man.” 

Truman: Eli was awarded best 
creative artist Adam N’ Eve trophy 
for’ male costumes in Universal- 
International's “Spartacus” and 
Edna Taylor won in the female 
division for -Columbia’s “Pepe.” 
Arithony George, Connie Stevens, 
Paula Prentiss and Jim Hutton 
presented the awards. ; 

Television awards were present- 
ed by. Raymond Burr to Jack De- 
laney for male filmed tv division 
and Marguerite Royce and Ann 
Long in female division, both for 
“The Roaring 20's.” Live tv sec- 
tion, in which only: a male award 
was given, went to Robert Carl- 
ton for “The Shirley Temple 
Show.” 

‘As earlier announced, Joe Pas- 
ternak was singled out as “pro- 
ducer of the year,” with Jimmy 
Durante’ presenting the award. 
Pasternak spoke briefly, making a 
bid to make our pictures better. 
“There’s no place in the world 
that can make. a better picture 
than right here in Hollywood,” he 
said. Durante closed with a chorus 
of “Inka Dinka Do,” which, he 
said,. Pasternak had used in seven 
pix. . 

John Conte emceed affair for 
the organization’s 900 members, 
with prexy Frank Roberts opening 
ceremonies. Bernice Pontrelli and 
Mickey Sherrard, both currently 
on location, were co-chairmen of 
the evening. 

‘Entertainment was provided by 
dancers Henry Kersh and Vera 
Lee, dancing a special “Adam N’ 
Eve” ballet choreographed by Mi- 
chael Panaieff; Dee Blacker Dane- 
ers, Anthony “Scooter” Teague, 
Eileen Christy and Jim Backus, 

CODE REVIEW BOARD AS I§ 

All Members Reappointed By 
MPAA’s Eric Johnston 

All members of the Production 
| Code Review Board have been fe-- 

‘| appointed for the usual one-year 

term, per Erie Johnston, prexy of 

the Motion Picture Assn. of Amer- 
ica. 

In addition to the directors of 
MPAA, the boarfd -inciudes Russell 
V. Downing, Jonn Ford, Leopold 
Freidman, William Goetz, Leonard 
K. Goldenson, George Kerasotes, 
Stanley Kramer, Harry Mendel, 
Ben D. Marcus and George Sidney. 

AA On Own in Cleveland 
Milwaukee, Sept. 26. 

Allied Artists has acquired its 
Cleveland branch, franchised to 
Samuel Schultz, and has shifted 
Harold Rose there from Milwaukee 
as manager. Latter is being re- 
placed by Carroll Morton, a sales- 
man in the Chicago branch. 

Only two of the company's 31 
domestic offices remain franchise 
operations now—San_ Francisco 
and Los Angeles, 
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YOU KNOW THE TRADE, 
BUT DOES THE TRADE 
KNOW YOU? 

@ When we describe Joe Blow as a “Coast Guard” we don’t 

- mean he wears a middy blouse. We mean he loves California, 

Little Messages To Film Producers. 

Been there now, boy and man, some 23 years. Wouldn't make 

pictures anywhere else, unless the money was very good. 

®@ The private life of Blow Is bounded on the south by Santa 

Anita, on the east by Griffith Park and on the west by the 19th 

hole at Hillcrest. Within this umteen ‘square mile radius he 

never goes anywhere that he Is not already known. He loves 

to be greeted by name. Grateful barbers, manicurists, waiters 

and parking lot attendants murmer, ”Oh thank you, Mr. Blow.” 

All of which convinces him that he is a very widely-known guy. 

® Hence Blow’s disillusionment when he goes east on behalf 

of his latest release, “Mutiny On The Bowery”. As a well- 

known guy he has not considered tradepaper advertising nec- 

essary. True, the eastern barbers, ‘manicurists, walters and 

hat check chicks murmer gratefully, “Oh thank you, Mr. Blow!” 

@ But the people in the trade east—and west—of Santa Anita, 

Griffith Park and the 19th hole at Hillcrest have not been in- 

oculated for anti-indifference. To them Blow Is just that. 

@ The moral for the “Coast Guard” is to advertise to the trade 

-in— of course! ... 



PICTURES. 

“Pye Chiefs Art Chiefs 
. Hollywood, Sept. 26. 

Merrill . ‘Pye ig “new prexy of 
Society of Motion Picture Art 
Directors, Local 876, and Marvin 
Davis set as vp. 

ie Su Pcs 
Hollywood agent. Irving P. Lazar, just. back from five weeks on the 

. European scene, although he also. interlardg such: extended stays ‘with 
weekend ‘quickies. to London, Paris:or Rome:to huddle with this or that 
writer or ‘producer, says he never saw so much. picturemaking . abroad. 
as now. “In Rome alone,” he says, “there’s. more. film. Production than 
in Hollywood. a ; 

While overseas. the peripatetic agent, who ‘specializes in authors, 
sold | a 25-year-old novel by Vladimir Nabokov, suthor. of “Lolita,” who 
now makés. his home in Switzerland, to French’ producer Charles Lum- 

_ -broso. It’s titled ‘ ‘Camera Obscura” and both director Richard Brooks: 
and Elizabeth. Taylor | are. réading ‘it with an. eye to future filming. In- 
‘Cidentally, says’ Lazar, he.saw “most of. ‘Lolita’ and. I: wouldn't be sur- 
-prised that it-also gets.the seal because it's. been so skillfully handled.”: 
-He also agented the film-sale of Irwin, Shaw’ 8 “These. Fhree” which 

. Robert Parrish may. produce independently. 

- When. Lazar was taken to task by the. Variety man -for possibly. send: 
ing’ out a. phoney, through. pressagents. Roger. & Cowan,.he explained. 
‘ele $750, 000 plus: $250,000 for ‘Subways Are. For. Sleeping” ‘isn’t a $1,- 
000,000: deal, I don’t know what is. I can’t. help it, if David: Merrick 
_changes his mind, or. balks; as: I understand he. did, _and ‘wanted ‘to {_ 

_: know- whether Frank ‘Sinatra: and/or’ .his Essex Productions : ‘will still 
” be around three or four years from. now?’. All I.know is‘ that -I. got 
Sinatra ‘to lay: it’on the line for the Jule Styne-Comden & Green mu- 
sical and. was willing to gamble arid spend another $2,000,000. of his 
own money: He could. have turned.it over to UA. or. ‘Warners just like 
that, if any question. arose." 

Lazar is remaining east in his new Ritz. ‘Tower. combination apart- 
ment-office in New York, to see the new. John Patrick and: Noel Coward 
openings. - 

meet include Scott. McLean, secre- 
tary; Charles C. .Myall, treasurer; 
Leo E. :Kuter, administrator; Rol- 
Iand: M. Brooks, trustee. Richard: 

tary, as: does ‘board for another 
year, © 

The Command Is Forward’ 
Slogan for Fox Midwest: 

a Kansas City, Sept. 26. 

Midwest circuit in their annual con” 
vention at the Hotel President here 
-last week prepped for the fall sea- 

sive skull: ‘practice. ‘Thursday . (21) 
morning ‘it was a session on pro- 
motion. and selling held at the 
‘Brookside Theatre, while Friday it 
was new product, house operation 
and others at- the Hotel ‘President 
all day. Oy 

After erroneous reports: ‘that Otto Preminger. tad turned down two: 
invites: to dine. at the White. House, it'was learned-he and most of the 

-." stars of “Advise and Consent” finally made it to. a‘luncheon hosted by 
‘Mrs. Kennedy. The President was on hand along with Frank Sinatra |. 
at the “informal” luncheon Thursday (24). The White House refused | 
to divulge much about the luncheon, and didn’t disclose. it was. held | 

“until queried about it. ~ 
:Preminger, who's. been heaped with “publicity” ‘sinée lits shooting 

started here, made -no ‘ballyhoo ‘whatsoever about the honor, 
-On the day before the- Executive Mansion affair, Preminger was 

‘asked:-a’ needling question at ‘a ‘national press lub function about his. 
having: been invited. to the White House twice in one week. and declined 
to come. Preminger didn’t deny. it. Actually, ‘no formal invites went to 
Preminger—just preliminary feelers about ‘setting a- date, according to 
a top White House aide. Mrs. Preminger was on: the. guest list, along 
with .Franchot Tone, Charles. Laughton, Gene Tierney, Walter Pidgeon, 
Peter Lawford; and some others. 7 

Robert W. Selig, Denver, executive 
vice president, and Fred Souttar, 
Kansas. City, 
chief: Ina talk before film row 
execs’. ‘and newsmen who were. 

Klein. said the only way National 
is. going is up. It:-is no longer. a 
sleeping giant, but aims to. keep 
well apace of the industry re- 
surgence. with’ refurbishings wher- 
‘ever necessary. and expansions 
wherever possible, * _ Washington 
willing. 

Based on. the. convention theme, 
| "The. Command Is Forward,” Klein 
|-said the aim is to become-the finest 
circuit of exhibitors. in -the coun- 

“Marion Davies Dies of Cancer 
; Continued from page 5 

He, “of -course,. “had 8 less f tate holder, for : ‘Some, years she Hoant 

Other officers: elected at annual{- 

-F. Mahn ‘continues: as-.exec secre-|: 

Exees at K. C. MeetinG! 

‘Execs and managers of -the. Fox: 

son drives with two days of inten-{ 

Eugene. Klein, president of Na-| 
tional Théatres, was in. from the] 
‘Coast to: head the meetings with |. 

supervising ‘district: 

| guests “at. a Thursday luncheon. 

-ton IATSE has demanded he hire 

try. Souttar said evidence of growth 

Parents Want Cansers to Assume The 
Moral Responsibility, Conference Told 

Regina, Sask., Sept. 28. 

The responsibility of a film cen- 
sor is to see that what appears. on 
the screen ig decent, moral, deals 
honestly with life and is fit for 
everyone to see, Alberta’s film cen- 

{sor said hete last Tuesday (19), 
Col. P. J. A. Fleming, of Edmone 
ton, fold the conference of Can- 
adian film censors that censorship 
{fs mainly for the protection of 
young people. 

“Mature adults ought to be 
able to see any picture without 

‘Jadverse effects. But pictures can- 
not be restricted to mature adults,” 
he said. 

He contended that film censors 
can do their jobs adequately and 
Said “there is no better way to 
determine what the public wants 
than by determining what one 
wants oneself.” 

He said there are many classes 
that a censor has to please: 

Parents want pictures censored 
Es relieve them of the responsibil- 

Lolita’. Gets an ‘X’ 
“ "London, Sept. 26. 

“Lolita,” the film of the 
novel about an affair between 
a middleaged man and 12-year- 
old “nymphet” has been grante 
ed an “X* certificate by the 
British Board of Film Censors. 
This despite strong representa- 
tions by Christian Action, 
whose chairman is Canon John 
Collins, that no certificate 
should be given to the film. 
Christian Action wanted it 
banned because, if faithful to 
the. book, “it would be provo- 
eation of the kind that might 
Jead to rape -or murder.” | 

The BBFC. assured Caron 
Collins that his society’s views 
had been carefully considered. 

- The picture stars James Mason 
and a new: youngster, Sue. 
Lyon. 

PREMINGER AIRS PEEVE 
VS. CAPITAL’S IATSE 

Washington, Sept. 26. 

The “Advise and Consent” pro- 

duction has become embroiled in 

a hassle with the D.C, IATSE local 

(22), And producer Otto Prem- 

inger publicly griped that Motion 
Picture Assn. prexy Eric Johnston 
and Nathan Golden, Commerce 
Dept. motion picture chief, haven’t 
strained themselves to iron out 
the difficulty. 

_ Preminger told a National Press 
Club luncheon that the Washing- 

ity of guidance in what their chil- 
dren should see; churches want 
pictures in which “black is black 
‘and white is white” and in which 
virtue is..always rewarded and 
wrong is always punished; reform 
organizations want such things as 
‘no liquor in films and all crime re- 
moved. 

Fleming said censors must 
please all classes and this, while 
difficult, can best be done while 
relying on one’s own judgment. 

Canadian censors follow certain 
broad principles set down by their 
governments, ahd although these 
ido not follow exactly the Ameri~- 
can production code, they run faire 
ly parallel to it, he said. 
He charged many Hollywood pro- 

ducers with flaunting the code 
and said “some observe the letter 
of the code but not its spirit.” 

———— ae 

$tand-ins from the local in addi- 
tion. to his own imported techni- 
cians for the location shooting now 
going on here. 

charitable attitude toward the film. 
_ Known -for her generosity .and- 
‘gharities, Miss Davies-. added: to: 
her fame as probably: ‘Hollywood's 
most . colossal -party-giver. Her 
-Tesidence attracted the great both 
of the stage and screen:set and the 
world at-large. Her Santa. Monica’ 
home, built for her by Hearst, was. 
one of the most fabulous. mansions 
in the world; and’ she. acted. as. 
hostess for Hearst at his San ‘Sim-' 
eon estate. ‘until. his ‘death: 

‘Bgrn Marion Douras, daughter 
of a judgé in. New. York, she began 
“her professional career as a dancer 
in “Chin-Chin” with ‘Montgomery 
.& Stone in 1914, at the Forrest. 

Philly. “She ° “bowed on: 
-Broadway at. the “Globe: Theatre |, 
‘in the same Piece Oct.. 20. Prior |: 
-to joining the “Ziegfeld Follies of: 
1916,” she also appeared: on Broad- | 

Theatre, - 

> way in “Nobody Home,”:. “Miss | _ 
Information”. and “Stop, ‘Look and: 
Listen.” 
--Making “her film bow -in “The 

Runaway Romany”: in 1917, she 
alternated between the screen and 
‘gtage ‘until 1920. ‘At that. time, 
after playing in “Ed. Wynn Car- 
-nival” before the. footlights, she 
devoted herself. exclusively. to -pic- 

“When Knighthood Was in. 
Flower”. established her firmly as. 
_a film star in 1922. Her appear-. 

tures. 

ance: in: “Little Old: New’ York” 
for Samuel Goldwyn the following 
year further boosted -her: stock ‘as. 
a ‘top star. 

Hearst, ‘meanwhile, had: ‘formed 
Cosmopolitan Pictures’ as a pro- 
duction. company to ‘star the ac- 
tress, and she subsequently - ap- 
peared in a long succession of film 
under:this banner. Many of them’ 
‘were’ turned out for. Metro release. 
A story is told that she -became. a. 
“eomedienne when’ Hearst one. day, 
onthe set, saw her..accidentally 

-He. de- slip and take. a- pratfall; 
eided she was so funny: ‘her forte 
should .be comedy. 
Among her’ best-known: pix | were | 

= “Beverly - of ‘Graustark,” -. “Tillie 
» the’ Toiler. ” “Quality Street, » “The 
“Fair Coed,” “The:. Patsy,” “Card- 
board Lover,” “Hollywood ‘Revue,’ 4 

‘ People,’’.- ; .. “Marianne,” “Show | 
“Floradora Girl,” “Not So Dumb,” 
-“Bachelor Father,” “It’s a Wise 
Child,” “Five. and -Ten,” “Polly. of 
the. Circus, " “Blondie ‘of the. Fol- 
lies,”. “Operator ‘13,”.“Page Miss 
Glory,” -“Cain and: - Mabel” 
“Ever Since. Eve.” - 

_. Early in. the 20s. ‘Miss Davies 
‘became interested in .. children’s 
charities and donated. considerably 

_in- excess. of $1,000,000 to the eause 
in which ‘she "interested many of 

. her friends. An extensive. real. 28: 

‘|-nie,” 
and. 

owned the. Desert ‘Inn. in Palm 
Springs,. disposing | of it ‘only. re-| 
cently. She. also -owned ‘much 
property: in. New York... . 
_ .Long . before - high’ inconie . taxes |.‘ 
and: capital gains ‘Miss Davies 
turned to realestate as an invest-|. 
ing medium on the. suggestion of 
the late Arthur Brisbane who was 
‘a financial ‘savant as well. as}'. 
Hearst's top editor. At the time of |- 
her death she owned. such New| 

. | York properties as. the’ tecently 
‘built Davies Bldg. on E..57th, the 
new. Douras Bldg. on E. 55th St.. and 
the Squibb ‘Bldg. on Fifth Ave. 

Surviving are her widower, 
Capt. ‘Horace Brown, whom. she 
Married. in 1951. 

—_—_—_—_—_—_—————————————. 

Spain Crowded 
— Continued - from page 8 = 

‘Spiegel’ takes ‘over Sevilla Studios 
after ‘transferring 
‘Arabia’ operations from. Jordan 
desert locations to Spain. Cast 
principals Alec: Guinness, Anthony 
Quinn and Anthony Quayle will 
‘spend. the winter in Spain while 
director’. David. Lean: and :“Law-. 
renee” star Peter ‘O’Toole: will 
stay on: six - ‘months to, terminate | 
everything . but. the mass camel 
battle... Sevilla: Studios . takeover |‘ 
'is.for:three months with option to |= 

According to ‘Spiegel| | 
‘sources: here, the-producer is by- 
extend... 

-passing Brifish .sound stages on 
the theory: that British quota bene- | 
fits for. any film project. costing 
over $2, 000,000 are -less than the 
economy: derived : from prdoucer's 
freedom ‘to film. as script. and proj- 
éct | dictate. 

. Morningside producer ‘Charles : 
Schneer will add: fo the bulging 
‘production chart with exteriors in 
Majorca -for — his. 

and the Golden Fleece,” and puts 
a stable-full.of donkeys in training , 
this Fall for “The Golden Ass”’— 
‘film’ version of an early civiliza- 
tion ‘literary classic, he will pro- |. 
duce very -early. next. year. 
‘Rounding out the projected -in-. 

‘flux schedule ‘of. foreign produc- |: 
‘tions in’ Spain through the winter 

is Jerrold} 
Brandt's. followup to’“Lord John-| - 

a -three-peseta-in-the-foun- 
tain type musical called “It Hap-7. 
‘pened in Madrid.” 

smonths* of: next -year’, 

Brandt is now 
concluding negotiations: with Dan 
‘Dailey for the starring role and 
Bruce..-Humberstone as director. 
Like “Lord ‘Johnnie,” the Brandt 
musical. will. ‘Dea multi-partnered: 
Package. ~ 

{sales rights to' a French. device, 

jago. The néw..machine, licensed. 

three-minute films -which plays. 
|when'a coin is deposited. It has 

“Lawretice of 

co-production’ 
with Dino Di Laurentiis, “Jason 

expansion would be seen -in 
this territory soon. About 50 man- 
agers were.on hand with anather 
dozen or so execs, 

FRENCH SCOPE. I: TONE 
1S ALA ‘SOUNDIES’ 

“The. William ‘Morris Agency is| 
seeking to revive an amusement 
machine - originally introduced in 
the early 40’s. The agency has 

Moreover, he said the local 

| the reasoning is that the D.C. 
| IATSE traditionally starts _ 
workday at 9 a.m., while his unit 

regular starting. time. 

‘Preminger described the dispute 
‘as a “little thing, which I hope 
will get straightened out with the 

the..Scope-i:Tone, a jukebox which: 
shows ‘three-minute films similar) made much of an effort yet.” 
to the ‘Soundies of two decades 

ftom the Societe Francaise: Radio- 
electrique, contains space for 36 ment, or had such responsibility. 

of the big-name cast together with not yet been. determined : the cost Allen Drury, author of “Advise,” 
of .a play. 
‘George Wood. 1s in charge of 

marketing it.. He {is negotiating 
with seyeral manufacturers for the 
American. distribution. -According 
to Wood, there is also the possi- 
bility that Four Star Films will be 
making films. for. the projector. 
There are presently .about 100 
reels prepared for the machines by 
Camica, a French studio. The films 
are. on 16m. 

eon which drew a full house. 

Preminger was. hailed by Club 

efforts to relax the MPAA Code 

nettion, Preminger ave 
made no compromise in t 
ment: of the homosexual 
in Drury’s novel. - 

gat A Grunwald Re Variety’ 
-Edgar A. Grunwald, ‘editor of the néw McGraw-Hill maga- 

‘vine, Purchasing ‘Week, in addressing the Magazine Publishers 
Assn. recently about ‘business. periodicals generally, included ref- 
erence to Variety asthe “trade Bible.” He commented: 
- “Tt hasn't a single picture in it today or during its entire history. 

‘ The reason is simple: if a movie producer wants to see a pretty 
"girl, all he has to do-is look out his window. He doesn’t need a 

--/pusiness publication for that.” 
Distinguishing tradepaper prose from that of conventional con- 

sumer periodicals Grunwald bespeaks “the judicious use of an 
‘industry's special colorful language.” Quoting again: 

“Here again, VARIETY ‘is an outstanding example even granting 
‘that. lt is blessed with a colorful industry. Show business, as you 
know, rarely has any Tace lines. creed lines,.or pays much atten- 
tion. to anybody's nationality. So VARIETY takes full advantage of 
a lingo liberally: salted with Yiddish, German, Irish and Negro 
expressions. . 

“You probably have heard or seen the more familiar ones. But 
a really sensitive writer will develop an ear for those infrequent, 
less -monotonous gems that give a subtler sparkle. Take a word 
like. ‘glitsch.’ People in the television industry.use this one to 
designate the momentary flicker you see on your screen when 
spliced tape:runs through the projector. The word is probably 

- Yiddish or German: In those languages, it is used in connection 
with ice or anything: slippery, espécially when some unsuspecting 
victim takes a spill or, in VarteTy language, does a pratfall. So 

today: ‘glitsch’ has become the name for an embarrassing mechani- 
-cal hitch in ty tape. 

~ “Now Variety will pick up a word like that but it won't pick up 
any. strained or phony expressions.” 

unionists. are demanding double 
time for two hours of their stand- 
‘in’ day. According to Preminger, 

its 

begins work at 7 a.m, Hence the 
demand for double time for re- 
porting two hours before their 

help of Nate Golden and Eric 
Johnston—although. they haven't 

Preminger did not explain why 
Johnston and Golden had been 
called. in to mediate the disagree- 

Preminger, his wife and most 

appeared at the Press Club lunch- 
‘J anyone thinking in terms of drama. 

president: John Cosgrove for his 

‘to allow more adult treatment of 
once-tapoo themes. In this con- 

ed he 
treat- 
enator 

Anti-Red Films 
weeumem Continued from page 3 imal 

thing. This usually results in flat, 
unperceptive drama. Another 
problem, he thinks, is that a good 
anti-Communist film would have 
to dramatize the pitfalls of Com- 
munism so as to be understood by 
peaple for whom the Communists 
seem to hold so much promise, via 
share-the-wealth, acre-of-ground- 
for-all slogans. 

“We forget,” the director suge 
gested, “that there are many 
people in this world who are in 
pretty desperate circumstances, 
and for whom such promises have 
concrete meaning.” At the same 
time, it was a good deal easier te 
dramatize the so-called Nazi mens 
ace, what with the announced poli- 
cy of anti-Semitism, the concentra- 
tion camps, etc. The issues today 
are more complex, especially to 

Two exremely likely pose 
sibilities . on anti - Commynist 
themes, he suggested, would be 
Arthur’ Koestler’s “Darkness at 
Noon,” successfully dramatized on 
the Broadway stage early in the 
1950s, as we as Jean Paul Sartre’s 
“Red Gloves,” a play written by 
that swinging French intellectual- 
philosopher when he briefly was. 
disenchanted with the Stalinist 

Hdeology. At the moment, however, 
Sherman, a free lancer, is con- 
cerned with a projected film ver- 
sion of the Broadway comedy, 
“Drink to Me Only,” which he 

{hopes to do for 20th next year, as 
well as a film version of Ira Wal- 
lach’s somewhat sardonic novel, 
“Muscle Beach.” 

The director, whose Hullywood 
career has embraced writing as 
acting, and who has turned out 
such films as “Mr. Skeffington,” 
“The Damned Don’t Cary,” “Affair 
in Trinidad,” “The Hard Way,” 
among others, has seen the age of 
the old Hollywood tycoons near its 
close, and not without some mis- 
givings. 

Sherman admits that the new 
market demands prehaps require 
new production minds, but sug- 

|gests that the legendary studio 
heads had a good deal more on the 
bali than they are given credit for 
by the new generation. They were 
capable of remarkably naive judg- 
ment. Apropos of neither, he re- 
called his dealings with the late 
Harry Cohn of Columbia. remem- 
bering his as hard, crusty, some- 
times rude, persuasive and. on a 
number of occasions, tremendous- 
ly generous and kiod. 4 
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Al Take Censorship for Granted 
But Ontario Chairman Favors 

A Single Canadian Authority; 
| 

Rav | 

Rezina Sask. Sept. 26. 

Triess Cinadian censors ' 

isolate themselves from any thir 

-. but the darkened screening 16ems 

they mutt he awaie of a gtoewint 

hestuity and resentment cn the 

pert cf the pahiic toward the cer- 

sceing of secieus, adult films, s'C | aking classification: and censor- 
© J. Siiverthorne, Toronto, chate- t ship necessary.” he s:id. 

min of the Ontzito board of fim | A Changing Canada: 

censors. _ _{ Silverthorne said he feels there : 
He Ceclaved the present system : —_ room for more flexibility in 

of censorship mikes Canada * the _ classifying films. 

mut cver filmed censored country “Believing jn the need for cen- 

new end ridiculous in the ; 

een “ee pane ured nations.” Silver- sorship, ‘believing we are accom- 

ta, one ecamposed of theatre 
aners only, and the second of ex- 
ibitors and distributors. Silver- 

o classification although they have 
questioned the rniings of the; 
wards. “They have, however, di- ; 
“ected criticism at the producer in: 
Hollvwocd who turned out films: 

plishing seme gcod and want to} 
therne siid re hoped Canada 

wend elotueiiy have a sensible continue to do so, we must take i 
siem of fim censorship, with @ long, hard look at ourselves,” he 

sysier said. “All of us . ..-must realize 
ene national body instead of e.2zht 

provincial censcrs. "For many 

yealy we have worked in isol.iion, 

as though we lived in different : 

ecuntries. judging films for people 

of different nationalities.” he said. : 

“The fact is that we are a Ca- | 

‘nadians: but are we so ai erent | 

from each other when we CLOss ” Anglican Church of Canada, Arch- 

provincia! boundaries that a dif- , bishop H. H. Clark: of Winnipeg. 

fevent code of censorsiip must be : ‘and briefs from the. Independent. 

established?” !Order Daughters of the Empire 

He said-the annual conferences ' ‘and the National Council of Wom 

have done much to bring provin-;¢™ expressed concern over’ the 

cial censors together and to break , ‘need to protect children from dam- 

Gown the barriers existing between - ‘aging influences of sex and vio- 
them. :lence in visual arts and literature. 

“The censor is liable to be asked 
. :to do what only society itself can! 

Films that come to Canada have. * ” wrote the primate. “The: 

in the main, been passed by com: real ‘evils of our literature and } 
petent organizations similar to our ‘our films will be overcome only by 

le. ne een ee oduction code | a better social conscience on the 
e. he sai 

Mt the Motion Picture Assn. of: part of the public. 

‘has taken on. a fiexibil-'. 
ie eriea intellieent point of view: -ing this better conscience that the 
jn keeping with the changing ‘church must serve, and not mere- 

= ly in lecturing the censor.’ 
times. { 

In the United Kingdom. -he said. ; 

that the pressure groups—all the! 
‘ald criteria on which our judg-;{ 
‘ments have been based for many 
years—no longer have the same 
.meaning or impartance 
changing Canada. ” 

A letter from the primate of the 

Hollywood Mentioned 

“T am aware that it is in creat- 

“as “a part of the action of the state. 
‘in serving justice.’”” But, he 
warned: “Our. church would be 
; uneasy of censorship of films or of 
i any other medium of entertain- 
! ment if it became -heavy handed 

~'and restrictive... .” 

Geoffrey Shurlock, adminis- 
trator of the Hollywood Pro- 
duction Code, was alone in 
Goubting the value of any een- 

. uated 2 Toronto . 

Glabe i Ma etonat hece | Eatan6 ers ae concerns 
is ony om a accep table ce in and violency, especially in litera- 

a democratic community and { ture. he said. | 

that is the censorship of the It is simply not true that an 

public.” Some of the delegates author or a movie producer has 

applauded: others refrained. :a right to offer the public what-. 
Shurlock alluded to Canada’s ever in his view of his act,.or in 

eight provincial censorships "his desire for profit, he may de- 

and the dread of the U.S. film ; cide. Dr. Clark said. 

industry lest it face 50 state | “We learned in the 20s and 30s 

bodies at home. ‘that censorship can keep. out 

———— eee CVETVthing that is: nasty and sug- 

censorship is a subject of lively. 
public debate—“brought about by 
the public's desire fer a freer 
screen. one that faces up to the- 
realities of life. rather than'to 
obscure and avoid them with heavy 
ectutions.” 

: dangerous to -society. For it can 
be argued that Hollywood. with 
its unreal and sentimentalized por- 
trayal of life and the false sense 

-of values that it encouraged did 
much te undermine the health of 
our community. _ 

The reasoned approach to ceN- «Censorship is helpless to deal 
sorship lies in classificaticn. © yith this danger, inherent in all 

said. “If the screen is to be prop: entertainment. If a society has a 
erly adult, as the theatre is. classi- | ‘false set of values or if its lead- 
fication of films is necessary.’ ters in the arts have gone astray 

Silverthorne thought the Ca- in their. view of life the censor 
nadian system of classification. can do little.” 
based on that of the British board, | Demands for frankness and 
has worked out well, with no com-: openness about sex were wrong. 
plaints from leading theatre said Clark. “I do not see how we 

ehsins. ‘can ask censors to reject plots 
There are.two national motion ; which involve sexual misconduct, 

Picture trade organizations in Car or scenes that show that, it is go- 

CASH AVAILABLE |; 
/; the modern writer’s obsession with 

$5000 - $500,000 

‘this theme,” he said. 

For Loan Against 

Schneer Uses Prisms 

Accounts Recelvobles, Negatives, 

Rome, Sept. 26. 
Charles E. Schneer presently is 

Orher Collateral. Sound Business 

Propositions Only. 

; underway: With his production (for 

Write With Full Details, but 
do not enclose valuable material to 

BOX V-3123, VARIETY 
154 W. 46th Sr., New York 36 

:the Golden Fleece”—and with a 
! twist in cinematography. Producer, 
, Who's shooting his picture in vari- 
: ous parts of southern Europe, is 
using a system he calls Dynama- 
‘tion 90, which involves the use of 
', 45 degree prisms juxtaposed to pro- 
| vide for true registration of sub- 
‘jects for any given. perspective. 
‘Depth of field vision, allegedly, GERMAN DISTRIBUTOR 

BUYS ACTION FILMS (FBI, 
gangsters ete. b.w., and 
western. Net under 75 min. 
time. Production year 1957-61. 
psy ecashi 

Box V-3127, VARIETY 

154 We. 4éth St. New York 36 

fameaus 
colour- 
runn. 
We 

, posure system. 

; Ray Harryhausen, artist and cine- 
. matographer. It’s. been in process 

funder Schneer’s aegis. 

norne said ‘neither has objected |. 

in this. 

gestive and still that films can be: 

| Columbia release) of “Jason and 

_also is embraced via a multiple ex- 

; Sereen process was developed by. 

‘of refinement the past two years 

| Censors Love. Censors 
— Continued. from page 7 el 

90% fe Of censorship w orries . are 
needless, 
Will condemn a bad picture. 

“Our real purpose is to pro- 
tect young people, but if they 

-aren’t educated in the home, 
it’s a darn small chance they'll 
be educated in a movie thea- 
‘tre, ‘9 

r 
‘modified’ eensorship and called: 
for closer -co-operstion between 

‘censorship bodies. and producers. 
iHe thought there were many in-| 
| justices. done to -producers by cen-} 
; SOrs. 

| “Now is the time to try. ‘and de- 
velop’ a working agreement © -be-. 
‘tween producers and censors “so 
that censors aren’t called upon. to | 
da the impossible,” he said.: 

i 

beth, England, president of: the 

4 

;minds if it were done away with. 
iHe.said he would like to try it as 
tan experiment. 

“In six months, 
who: object to censorship would be 
| clamoring to hare it back.” 

He. advocated censorship rules 
that are flexible and easily modi- 
fied and said he. doesn't believe in| Loop Realty’ Inc., 

elaborate rules or codes. Rather, |jeace of the: house, because of al- 

‘those people. 

Ali respectable... -people | 

Enos advocated a system. of} 

Lord Herbert Morrison, of Lam-| 

British Board cf Film Censors, said | 
| those. people who advocate no cen- 
‘sorship would soon change ‘their | 

he said, censors should usé a com- | 
;Mon sense approach and judge a 
(am on its merits. 

British Ways 
While the- British system’ of; atres; to’ relinquish ‘its. lease asi 

classifying - films was not as good 
as it: might .be, no one has béen! 
able to come up with anything. bet- | 

‘ter, said John Trevelyan, secretary ! 
i of the British ‘Board of Film Cen- | 
i sors, in an addréss Tuesday (19). 

The Brifish ‘categories are: U, 
‘| suitable for everyone: A, which j 
persons under 16 can attend if ac- 
“‘eompanied: by) someone over 16 
who will be responsible for them; 
iX, restricted: to. those 16 and ‘over. 

Archbishop defined censorship] The latter are “essentially adult in 
‘theme and treatment.” he said. 

One of the major problems with. 
the. system, he said, comes within 
the A category, since it. has. greatly 
expanded in range. during the past 

‘seven years. Many of the A films 
ers, ‘on the -horderline of U films, 
and many X films are on the bor-. 
cerline ofA films. 

AS an example of an A film on 
the borderline: of a U film, he men- 
tioned “a typical western but with 
saloon girls that are-a bit more. 
than decorative.” One. suggestion 
being studied is to subdivide the 
A films into A and: AA categories. 

Trevelyan said nudist films. are 
now passed by his board. but with 

give the impression of having been 
made to 
naturism;” they. ‘must. contain” no 
sex. 

_ At present there. is no ‘television 
censorship in Britain. although it 
is being diseussed. “But. we (the 
film board) don’t want to take it 
on,” Trevelyan: said. 

Film censors must be fair to 
adults, fair to film makers and fair 
to the public,” he said. “The adult 
ean look after. himself reasonably 
well, but.our main purpose is to 
protect ‘the child. ” 

Lucien Desbiens, a Quebec film 
tensor; ‘said laws governing mation 
pictures in his province are being 
changed and. soon: may. be little 
different from those in other prov- 
inces. 
‘One law passed Jast June allows 

| tres in the afternoons. to view films 
specially approved for them by two 

‘}eensors named exclusively for 
these shows. — 

Every provincial ‘ censorship | 

in Great Britain and United States, 
were represented, with an attend- 
ance of 21. It was. the first. time 

Canada had ‘met together. 
There are eight provincial cen- 

sor boards in Canada. Prince Ed- 
ward. Island and Newfoundland 
have none.: 

U.S. representatives at the con- 
ference were.Sydney Drebin, of 

ment; Louis Pesce, New York, di- 
rector of the state education de- 
partment’s motion. picture division, 
and Geoffrey Sherlock, vice-pres- 
ident of the Motion Picture Asso- 

production code administration. . 

“preach the gospel of | 

children from’ 10. to 16 into thea- 

board in Canada, as well as boards 

censors from Britain, the U.S..and. 

the City of ‘Chicago law: depart-. 

‘ciation of America, in charge of. 

| 

‘these restrictions: They must give |-. 
the impression of taking ‘place. in: 
a genuine nudist camp; they must | 

“In view of the fact that in ‘the | ’ Councilwoman .. 
opinion of the Police Department, : ' municipal censorship bill is being 

‘Theatre’ § Conspiracy Suit Charges 
A Pot For An’ 

: $1,250, 000 | | 
Daytony: O,, Sept, ‘20. 

Charity Aim 
‘Hallywood,- Sept. 26. 

Goal of. $1,250,000 has been 
set for upcoming 1962: Motion 
Picture Permanent. Charities 
campaign, under chairmanship 
of .David Lipton. 

Drive kicks off Oct. 3 with 
a 20th anniversary lurtcheon- 
rally held.at Beverly Hills Ho- 
tel. 

Enjoi ned Mayor 

To Do His Work\=2:%:%. 
Fort Wayne, ind., Sept, 28. ‘Herman “elaimed that as. a: re 

Unable to carry out his plans to sult of the “conspiratorial acts of. 

I rescind the license of. the Little ! ‘the Far Hifls has been’ maligned 

Art Theatre because of an njune- | Le, damaged, and: that. he will 

tion suit, Mayor Paul.M. Burns has‘ continue -to suffer losses in the 
asked the owners of the - theatre, ; operation of: his business in the 

to revoke the. Sum of $1,000,000. He also seeks 
| $350,600. punitive. damages. — 

a ‘County Common Pleas Court here 

| the. Far Hills Theatre Inc., in. the 

as defendants 16. persons who had 

“obscenity” 

‘|ants: have “conspired together. for 

| tre’s business.” 

Named -in the. ‘suit. were Oak- 

man, Oakwood Police Chief Leon 
Lynch, Polite Sets. Donald - Porter 

suit, have caused charges .of. ob- 
‘scenity to be filed against. the mane 
ager ‘of the. Far Hills Theatre,.1 Ea- 

he will ask the lessee, Griffith The- [the cases. These included “Sins of 
‘Youth.” “The Immoral Mr. Teas,” 
i“Pwilight Girls’ and “Fast Set.’ 

soon as a pre-paid rent period €X- tn all cases, 
; Pires in. November. | against the: films were filed. 

© Lurid Ad Copy As 
Censorship Germ? 

Members Only,” was worse than 
the nudist film, “Hideout in the 

!Sun,” which started the mayor's | 

_ Columbus, Sept.- 26... 

| Mrs. ‘Golda May -Edmoriston,. 
whose - 

original campaign against the oper- | 
ator. He said that “our Police 
Department viewed. ‘For Members 
Only’ and said that the scenes ‘ex- 
posing the female anatomy were 
abscene.”’ 

this film is obscene, I. am formally. , dehated: here, states she: had re- 
asking you as one of our mast {| ceiv ed “several requests” to ine 
civic-minded citizens to revoke the clude magazines. in her censorship. 
lease of this theatre.” The clause 
in the lease says, “The said leased ' ‘tie. plays, but her bill would -con-. 
premises shall not be used for: ‘ fine itself to films. ‘At the Sept..18 

"A $1,850,000 damage sult. has. 
been filed (22) in ‘Montgomery 

{by Adolph Herman, : ‘president of 

_|pearby city ‘of ‘Oakwood; naming. 

| a hand in the filing: of one or more 
. -charges against the. 
‘| theatre.. He . claimed - the’ defend . 

{the purpose ‘of injuring . the thea-, 

and Raymond Oseit, and 12 other. 
defendants. who, according to the 

{the defendants,” the reputation of 

wood City Manager A. C. Berg-". 

Eads has been cited. for: Show- | 
Jegedly obscéne films. E. H. Kil- | ing several. filnis, ‘which were ‘con-" 

| bourne, president of the firm, said | fiscated pending determination. of” 

citizen affiday its °- 

proposed. . 

| ordinance, none to include drama- -- 

display of pictures or acts of— any ' Council. ‘session, Council tabled the.. 
kind that are illegal and/or objec- ‘Proposal after it.was amended to 
tionable to local authorities.” 

Kilbourne had previously gone 
on record as stating that. he would : 
revoke the lease if the films shown - 
there continued te be offensive to 
‘Public officials. 

Title & Changes 
_————~] Continued from -page 5 mama - 

that. he wrote a letter to ‘powers- 
jthat-be suggesting that . “Second . 
Time Around” was not exactly the. 
best of all possibilities, principally ; 
because to him it suggests. some- ; 
thing on the order of a soap opera. 
The picture, however, is.a light- | 
hearted western spoof aobut. a. 
lady sheriff. 

“Star of The West” was origi- 
nally discarded because it tended 
to bring to mind a-certain star of ! 
The. East, which might -eennote 

i “Sheriff” was! 
‘also discarded because sheriffs—! 
and other direct references to a 
western motif—don’t sell tickets.” 
Why “Mather Ought to Marry” was 
‘abandoned has not been revealed, 

i also include. prior censorship of 
' published film advertising. Mrs. - 
- Edmonston: charged “delaying tac-. 
ties” ‘and “a -weakening . amend- 

ent,” She herself moved: 
: amend the ordinance to exempt. 7 
movies shown: without admissions, 
such as educational ‘films, “which. 
was adopted. 

Councilman. - Robert. . t Van 
-Heyde had brought a.theatre page 
‘from: the Friday, Sept. 15; Colum- 
bus Dispatch, and ‘said, “Tt we 
could cut out. this’ type “of. adver- 
‘tising from these. newspapers; ‘we 
_wouldn’t have the problem we 
‘have today.” — He- then obtained 
| unanimous approval for is. 

sorship. of the films, 

Councilman Russell. M. Jones re- 
| quested: that the. amended ordi- 
nance be tabled, because he want- 
ed to study a counter ordinance 
‘submitted by the: Motion :Picture | 
{ Producers Assn.’ They had . sug-- 
| gested” that a city board have the. 
‘power to look at films at its own. 
initiative, and: ff it. found obscen¢ 

lng | scenes, it” could : notify. Police. for 

but. it’s not difficult to make up | further action. 
your own reasons. 
Apparently one of the strongest | 

‘reasons for latching onto “Second. 
Time” as title for the new film is 

|that the picture thus is provided 
with a ready-made title tune, al} 
lready recorded by the top pros.in. 
the biz. including Crosby and. 
Frank Sinatra. In recent weeks. 
20th’s blurb department has -been | 

effect that the title tune has been 
recorded by this or that personal-| 
ity, blandly ignoring the fact that. 
most of the recordings were turned 

ture. Has 20th’s. 
gone too far? 

economy Kick | 

last year washed dishes, 

automobiles to the accompaniment 

busy issuing communiques to the 

out originally for last year’s ‘pic- !| 

Inevitably, it ‘would -appear, a| 
large portion of the public which |: 

turied | 
pianos, sat on benches and drove | 

of the Bing Crosby recording, is |. 
going to think it’s already seen the} — 
}new Reynolds picture. 

- Mrs. Edmonston’ s proposed bill 
would. set up a’ 15-member. censor- 

; Ship body. to pass on ‘films on the: 
grounds of. “obscenity.”’ She re- 
ported. sonie. 7,000 signatures | to 
petitions pledging -support for’ her” 
bill, and denied that her. move was. 
‘Inspired by political or religious 
motives, but. said, “‘it’s simply a 
moral issue,” declaring that ob- 
scénity in movies is increasing at 
an unprecedented: rate. 

"New York Theatre 
|g WADIO CITY MUSIC HALE, 

Rockefeller Center «© Cj €-4600 

_ ROCK HUDSON - CAMA LOLLOORICIR 
SANDRA DEE - Renee BAe 

“COME SEPTEMBER” 
Produced by Rabert Arther -Dirntied by Robert Meleen f° 
AA Universal-latprnationel Boleaee ta TECHNICOLOR 

__ On Stage “ODE TO MUSIC” | 

{amendment requiring theatre ad- . 
vertising censorship: along with cen-. ” 
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* Jt. won't. be the same in the.future, according to the web’s. prexy ~: 
‘ Oliver Treyz. “If we find the. ground: we're on is too. crowded,” 
he said, “we'll move into. other. territory with new and different: 

a rogramming ° ideas.” Treyx pointed out that the single constant | 
the ABC approach is and. will be: the network's.pitch for the - ; 

‘under-40 audience’ where ABC claims. a. clear superiority over the. : 
competition. 

The. so-called ABC-TV" formula. of. the past couple. of. years: has 
Sbeen grossly and.-persistently misunderstood,. in. Treyz’s' opinion. 
. Because of. the prominence of “‘The Untouchables”, asa ‘subject. 
for competitive. imitation. and critical odium; ABC-TY. has been 
characterized as the action-adventure. network. It just. ain’t so, sez 
Treyz, “ake Thursday nights,” he said, “and: you'll find five situa- 
.tion comedies from 7:30 to 10 p.m., a. type :of- show which more 
“accurately. defines the overall nature. of the. ABC-TV: eoneept.” 

. Treyz: reiterated his rap of NBC -and: ‘CBS for diminishing the. 
diversity of network television by their aping of the ABC pattern. 
“We Intend to provide that necessary. diversity,” - Treyz stated, 
‘emphasizing. television's basic’ responsibility: to- satisfy ‘mass. audi- 

. ence. needs while allowing sufficient flexibility to cater: to special-. 
ized tastes. 

“The new season, Treyz sald; will begin. to reflect to. ABC-TV’'s 
anew departure’’: strategy: -He. ‘pointed. to such varied new entries: 
-as “Top Cat,” “The Hathaways, ” “Ben Casey” and “Bus Stop” as . 
indications - that. ABC-TY will: continue to. vide with: programming 
ideas. that. are “freshly. conceived.’ _ 

‘In Moscow They Loved Me r lt 
Parlays Gargiulo Into US. Career 

Mike Gargiulo; director. of. to-+ 
night’s (Wed.) Victor Borge CBS- 
‘tv. special, had to .go to Moscow |. 
to be discovered. It’s a long story, |. 
‘gomplete with Danish pastry, and | 
34-year-old Garglulo enjoys telling: 
it. 

_ | Gargiulo had worked in NBC's 
..tv vineyards as a.staff.director’ and. 
then as producer-director. for years |. 
without a show of his. own. Then}. 
opportunity. knocked. He “was se-| 
lected two years 2go to head™‘up| 
RCA’s.color tv. exhibition. in Mos. 
-eow, in conjunction with the U,-S.: 
exhibit In the:-Russian. capital. It|= 
was he who directed the cameras. 

-for the famous Khruschev-Nixon 
kitchen debate.. ‘While there, for. 

- @ #ag, he did a Russian version. of |. 
“The Price Is Right” and dropped. 

-@ card to that show's producer- |’ 
creator Bob Stewart, informing. 
him. of.“The Ruble Is Right.” — 

‘Mark Goodson. of Goodson-Tod- | 
‘man heard about it and when Gar- 
giulo returned both had lunch. Up- |" 
‘shot was Goodson gave Gargiulo 
“@ new show to direct, “Play. Your | 
-Hunch,” the Goodson-Todnian day-.| 
time game show on NBC-TV. Then,. 
through a mutual friend,. he: had 
‘a confab with Borge, who - was 
looking. fora diréctor for this sea- 
-son’s. Borge special. Gargiulo; who 
refuses to: change his name, point-° 
ing out the success of Italian dl- 
rectors, says Borge asked. him 
what big stars. he. ‘had. directed in 
the past. : 

“Khrushchev, T “ga id. 
(Continued on age 47) 

Be 

Of V aude, Comedy 
Lonlon, Sept.. 26. . 

‘The appointment of . éx-journal- 

4st Stuart Hood as. BBC-TV pro- 
“gram controller, allied to. the fact 
that the network’s - Director - of 
‘Television, Kenneth Adam, is also 
a journalist, gave rise ‘to. "the -be- 

-lief that the new-brooming would 
_ Bweep much. “unjournalistic” pro- | 
. gramming into he ashean. 

-In fact, ‘Hood has taken a wider. 
view and although documentaries,: 
dramas and outside broadcasts ‘fig- |- 
ure’ strongly in BBC-TV’s ‘fall.} 
schedules, ‘a hefty. slice of airtime 
has gone to light. entertainment.. 

Eric | 
Maschwitz, has. totted: up some 70 
The. web’s le: _ topper, 

hours of vaude and comedy: shows 
from October until Christmas... 

Six domestic comedies have- been 
placed, including sich “U.K... fav- 
orites. as Charlie Drake, Harry 
Worth, Michael Bentine, Jimmy 

* Hdwards and Sid James. .Frank 
‘Muir and Dennis Norden, who ad- 
‘vise- BBC-TV-on all gag shows, : 
have also sold network executives 

{Continued ob page 45). 

Te . Bloody Murder 
- London, Sept. 28. 

Short guide to show busi: 
- -ness on: this island: Granada- 
TV's nationally-networked, bi- 

_ weekly~ . serial. - “Coronation: 
*s Street’—story ‘of (8 

North ¥ngland—killed off a8 
likeable ‘femme arid had .the 
web’s Manchester H.. Q. inun-. 
“dated: with protesting - ‘Phone: 
calls. . a 
in London, one viewer called 

7 up to compan. 

5—Count En 55 
Top Stars Set For 
Ken Murray TVer 

._ Hollywood, Sept. 26. 
Hollywood in its” ‘growing-pains 

‘tacular Ken Murray is wrapping 
up, involving 55 top |stars and 
-based on personal films he’s taken 
during past 35 years. Three-hour 
film, tabbed “Hollywood, My Home 
Town,” ‘features five parts in a 

past. 17. months, ever. 

‘utes of his film collection during 
| a guest appearance -on Jack Paar 

Thesp_ has « done all editing : 
himself, and has a-narrative script 
completed by. Royal. Foster. Bill | 
Martin ‘is - directing and .Georgie 
Stolk makes his. ty bow with the 

show. 

score. 

number of stars. Early-day person- 
alities, ineluding W..C. Fields, 

along. ‘with © ‘such con- 
Cary: Grant, Spen- 

featured; 
temporaries as 
cer Tracy, Susan Hayward, Pat 
‘Boone ‘and Jack Lemmon. - 

Murray {s- wholly . financing the 
project, 
‘Television, Inc., prexy Earl Collins. 

, (Contin #24 on. page. 50). . 

with ‘former Hollywood 

Herman land To WBC 
from: the Corinthian - Broadcasting 
Corp. ta’ Westinghouse Broadcast- 

ting Corp. Oct..2 in the newly cre- 
ated: post’.of, director of creative 
services. The post: will ‘coordinate 
operation: - -ef the’ advertising, pro- 
motion and public relations depart- 
ments: .. 

. Land. was director ‘of public re- 
lations. and special projects at Cor- 
inthian for the past two and a half 

| years. . 

7 \ASOAP SGI 
Whatever "ABC-TV's " prograniming” ‘format has. been in the past, 

-show on the road” with the kickoff 

Procter & Gamble story has been. 
| lost in the shuffle: It’s‘a-story de 
‘signed. for 

a worth),. but is attended by such cal- 

up laughing itself into the season’s |. 

top tear-jerker. 

{about a 

{self four ‘half-hour shows, three- of 

‘| fact that ‘all four shows are brand 
| new. to tv, with personalities: here- | 

pounds the risk - element, to say the | 

—lhas done in committing. itself, at a 

. 000. per show on three. of them and 

|-half that amount.on the fourth, for 
‘|the new 

‘on ABC, the Dick Van Dyke entry 

‘|on CBS and the Joey Bishop show 

[on NBC (which. it is sharing with 

street in. 

potentially’ high-rated shows} 

-went like this: Put “Car 54° Sun- 
‘days at 8:30 to follow the. -hourlong 

, “Margie” 

-|“Gunsmoke” reruns Tuesday even- 

days will be pictured in a tv spec- ‘ried’ following. “Wagon Train.” | 

kaleidoscopic dairy of personal|topping Ed Sullivan's 17, but Sul- 
and professional’ activities of Holly- 
wood" personalities... 

‘Subject hasbeen. in: prepping. 
‘stage fo . 
since. Murray. screened three min-: 

-gpread - until next week, and to 

‘Thomas-Low | Edelman production. 

Significant” feature: of. show ‘Ine 
POSUI la 

| volves first ‘ty ex re for a ee | oat. loud: have their doubts as to 

Douglas. Fairbanks Sr.,; Mary Pick- 
'ford. and Carole Lombard, ‘thereof, : are’ 

‘timent appears to be that, of the 
‘four shows, Dick Van Dyke has the 

duction genesis at the Edelman-. 
-Thomas-Leonard shor, and‘ those 

“who watched the pilot when it was 
{given an on-the-air whirl in the 

responsibility: for the whole ‘‘com- 

~“LAUGH'S ON US" 
’ ‘By GEORGE ROSEN 

In the frantic ‘rush to “get. the 

of: the new television season, the 

laughs. . ($20,000,000 | 

culated risks that P&G could wind 

It all depends on 

what the ‘Nielsens have to. gay 

- For. hajor sponsor (and 

tP & G's ‘the biggest there is) to go}. 

all the way on comedy and buy it-{ 

them for. its own exclusive use, is 
almost. without precedent. The 

tofore untested in stardom, com-: 

least. | 

Yet that’s: precisely what P& G 

time- -program cost of some -$6,000,- 

.“Car 54—Where Are 
You?” on NBC, the “Margie” series: 

American: Tobacco). 

_|. What makes the. story all the}: 
+ | more fascinating“ is that P'& G's 
jMajor’ concern was in acquiring 
time :slots . (immediately. following 

as 

much: as ‘with the comedy shows 
themselves. 

‘ Thus the soap company s strategy 

Walt tint series; slot. 
immediately . following 

the succéssful “My. Three. Sons” 
Thursday rights on ABC; let Dick 
Van. Dyke: take over the 8:o’clock 
period | following - ‘the. half-hour 

Disney 

ings.on CBS; give Joey Bishop the 
coveted ‘Wednesday night 8:30 pe- 

Thus far-two of the shows have 
premiered. The -Nat Hiken “Car 
34” comedy about cops got a criti- 
cal panning. in its first time ur. 
(Initial Arbitrons gave it 20 plus; 

livan was. doing-’a repeat.) He 
doesn’t premiere. his new Season’s 

hear.CBS. tell it he’s loaded. 

The. Joey Bishop show—out of 
the | Sheldon Teonard-Danny 

shop-—bowed. last ‘Wednesday, with 
a. host of reservations as to its click 
potentials, .“Wagon Train” or no 
“Wagon -Train.” Even NBC will 
concede. it. doesn’t anticipate any 
walloping. surprises. 

Similarly at -ABC,. the: program 
boys (though.they won’t admit. it 

the likelihood of.a “Margie” bof-. 
fola; or even a reasonable facsimile 

At this early’ functure, ‘the sen- | 

greatest chances of making it.- 
This one, like Bishop, has its pro- 

-| Danny’ Thomas slot were enthusi- 
astic. . 

” “What happens. in- the event of a | 
| orié-out-of-four 

‘Herman Land is swinging over. 
_ ‘success __ story, 

which could very well happen, or a. 
complete ‘shutout, is ~ anybody’s 
guess. With so many P’& G brands 
involved, and so many agenc ies, 

edy concept” for-tv’s biggest buyer 
is: probably spread up and. down 
Madison. Ave. But when & if’the 
“for cry ing. out loud” wails should 
emanate from the P & G Ciney 
headquarters, it’s a.safe bet. that a- 
lot of 15%ers will be running for 

J cover, 

Dodd Probers Make Like Grand Jury 

-.. Goodson-Todman Productions,: 

‘tv sponsor told the FCC examiner 

jopened in New York on network 

‘played a big part in decisions on 

‘as well on dramatic presentations 

‘put into the show, 

| Forbes, director of Chrysler Codp, 

|proach to what the advertising is 

| motions, Robert R. Pauley has been 

gramming, have now been given 

_RADIO-TELEVISION 

| 
With Hush-Hush Tactics Hinting At | 
Some Incendiary ‘Exposes On Tap 

By JAY LEWIS 

. Washington, Sept. 26, 

The Senate Juvenile Delinque 
ency Subcommittee inquiry into 
television has taken on the aura of 
a Federal Grand Jury: since it went 
under ground several weeks ago. 

Chalrman Thomas Dodd (De 
Conn.) has screwed the lid on so 
tight that at least on one occasion, 
a staffer wouldn't even say 
whether a closed-session was being 
held on a particular day. As it 
turned out, it was held and, most 
annoying to the inquiring news- 

}man, the Congressional Record the 
following day listed the executive 
hearing as well as the witness (ex- 
NBC rrogramming v.p., David 

| Levy). This was a lamentable leak, 
it was later said, and wouldn't oc- 
cur again. 

One explanation offered for the 
hush-hush business is that Dodd 

j doesn’t want wild charges hurled 
about in open session for the press 
to mold into sensational headlines. 
This would indicate the subcom- 
mittee is on the scent of some very 
incendiary matter, and like a grand 
jury is keeping it under wraps lest 
some folks get burned. 

But causing some bafflement ts 
just what exactly could the sub- 
committee have latched onto of 
such a hot nature. Particularly in 
light of its-announced target of in- 
vestigation—cause-and-effect rela- 
tionship if any, between wild jue 
veniles and tv bloodletting. 

Is Dodd actually in process of 
nailing down the individual or 
clique who inyented crime-ande 
violence programming? This would 
be one of the great Congressional 
investigatory coups of’ the decade. 
Even in the quiz scandals, the 
blame could never be pinpointed 
with any exactness or documenta- 
tion. 

There’s another theory kivking 
around that Dodd is simply staging 
rehearsals behind closed doors to 
iron out the kinks and make his 
next set of public hearings a better 
show. 

Dodd and his subcommittee 
would probably hotly deny this be- 
cayse legislators are particularly 
sensitive to any public criticism 
they are running a “show” or “cire 
cus” when they are actually hold- 
ing an “inquiry” oz “study.” Yet 
most of the public who have some 
-knowledge of the legislative proc- 
ess are well aware of the fact that 
the power to wield publicity is one 
of Congress’ most effective ways 
to deal with a problem—and a per- 
fectly legitimate method. 

Since Dodd's subcommittee has 
no._—ilegislative authority over 
broadcasting, publicity obviously is 
of prime importance. And, from 
the standpoint of news value, the 
segond -phase of Dodd's hearings 
last summer ‘met some harsh no- 
tices (“Dodd’s Dud”: and, much 
worse, sometimes didn’t make it 
into print at all. 

If Dodd thus is simply shaping 
up his presentation for a better 
press the next time out, there is a 
unique little document that lays 
|down all the do’s and don'ts for 

(Continued on page 50) 

Roaring 20's 

asc ranoo vanes | , May Get Heave 
PAULEY NEW PREXY wt be dropped from the ABC-TV 
ae - lineup after the first 13-week cycle. 

In a series of top echelon pro-;The one-hour Warner Bros. stanza 
“on Saturday nights, which will tee 

upped from vice-prexy ‘and gen- ; ‘ off Oct. 14, has only been half soid 
eral manager of ABC Radio to: ‘and it's understood the web may 

Two For The Money 
-- Mark Goodson, partner in 

stated in an affidavit to the 
FCC examiner that ~talent 
agreements with William Mor- 
ris on two tv packages includ- 
ed relinquishing. of exclusive 
sales rights to the talent agen- 
cy. Two shows involved were 
“Two For the Money” and 
“Judge For Yourself,” for 
which Morris supplizd Herb 
‘Shriner. and the late Fred 
Allen. . ° 

The sworn affidavit. by 
Goodson was requested at the 
hearings earlier in the year. 

‘It was entered into the FCC 
record yesterday (Tues.). The 
examiner had asked originally 
for information regarding 
talent, offers to G-T on the un- 
derstanding, or at the request, 
that the “talent” be given the 
right to. sell the program in- 

° volved. 

Plugs Stick Best 
On Happy Shows, 
DuPont to FCC 

to Sot the maximum ride out of 
your commercial message, a major 

yesterday (Tues.) as. hearings re- 

program. practices, Two witnesses 
declared that sponsor press agents 

ty program content. 
J. Edward Dean, ad director of 

DuPont,. declared his company’s 
own research disclosed that the 
commercials were not “learned” 

as in light entertainment shows. 
He cited DuPont’s 1960 presen- 

tation of “Ethan Frome” as the- 
kind of “very sad” and ‘“‘distress- 
ful” drama that lessened viewer 
retention of the commercial mes- 
sage. (“Frome” was the show ear- 
marked by Talent Associates, pack- 
aging house, at the hearings earli- 
er this year as a disaster with re- 
gards to client and: agency inter- 
ference, DuPont wanted happiness 

it was dis- 
closed.) | 

Another’ witness, Richard iE. 

advertising, also told the FCC ex- 
aminer that “mood” was a. factor 
in commercial effectiveness on tv. 
“Certain shows, Forbes _ said, 

“maybe so exciting to viewers as 
to completely remove a normal ap- 

tryng to do.” 
He put some of the action-ad- 

venture series in the over-exciting 
category, but said they might be 
okay for advertisers other than 
Chrysler. 
FCC attorney Ashbrook P. Bry- 

ant cross-examined the first of 
ahout 40. tv sponsor representa- 
tives, concentrating on client con- 
trol. of program content and meth- 
‘ods of ‘program selection, use ‘and 

(Continued on page 48) 

president of the network. He was. ‘drop in two«half-hour shows in its 
put in charge of ABC Radio in‘: ‘ place starting in January. 
April, 1960, and. the web has in-j The rest of the network schedule. 
creased its gross billings 30% since ‘is commercially solid -with only 
that time. dribs and drabs to be sold on such 

James. FE. Duffy, sales chief, and entries as “The Hathaway ‘s,” Steve 
William T. Rafael, head of pro- Allen show, “Bus Stop,” “Straight- 

away” “New Breed” and “Follow 
The Sur.” theic v.p. stripes at ABC Radio. 
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Diversification Key to Six-Year 
Growth of Com! 

Lucrative Industry; Profits Loom, 
London. Sept. 26. 

Britain’s most lucrative indus- 
try, commercial television. 
pleted its sixth year on Friday 
(22). Combined profits. which 
climbed steeply after the first, dis- 
astrous year, will again exceed 
$55,000,000 this year and ad rev- 
enue promises to reach a new 
peak $266.000.000. 
Commercial tv started in Lon- 

@on with Associated-Rediffusion 
supplying weekday programs and 
Associated TeleVision covering the 
weekends. Six months later the 
Birmingham transmitter came into 
service for the midlands and ATV 
started a weekday service while 
ABC-TV. a subsidiary of Associ- 
‘ated British Picture Corp., was 
granted the franchise for the 
weekends; In May. 1956 Granada- : 
TV initiated a weekday commer-: 
cial tv network for the North and ° 
ABC-TV took over .weekends in 
this region. too. Thus the four, 
Majors were born. 

Now. ‘the Independent Televi- : 
sion Authority has granted all 15: 
station licenses. the last going to: 
Wales-TV which is due to be op-| 
erational early in 1963. By this- 
time the Pilkington Committee, 
looking into the future of British : 
broadcasting, should have made’ 
recommendations for any addition- 
al networks—or changes—to be in-| 
stituted after 1964 ‘uhen eae 
term of office runs out and. the 
BBC’s Charter expires!. Until that 
date, however, contractors can look : 
forwarg to a comparatively un- | 
harrassed existence. 

311,265.000 Sets 
After early struggles the num- 

ber of sets able to receive the 
eommercial channel rose rapidly 
from 200,000. Today. the ITA esti- 
mates it is in the neighborhood of 
11,265,000 ‘allowing 10°c for un- 
licensed, pirate sets over the Post ! 
Office’s figures). 

As profits began to soar. the in 
dustry started to diversify with | 
interests ranging from investments ; 

tres to music and book publishing. 
A-R took over the St. Martin’s 

Theatre in the West End; bought 
two music pubberies, Keith 
Prowse Music and Peter Maurice ! 
Music; acquired Wembley sports; 
stadium and bought out Independ-. 
ent Film Distributors ‘which wil | 
be turned into a trading company : 
at a Jater date’. Company also runs: 
TV Publications Ltd. which pro- | 
duces Britain’s largest commer-! 
cis] program-paper, TV Times, 
among other, smal! sheets. 
ATY, 

station interests in Australia and : 
Canada, has also spread: ‘into disks } 
with a 50% stake in Pye Records. 
Web also owns ITC, a selling sub- 
sidiary, ang plans an entry into: 

+ 

com-. 

_ltake a hard, cold look at peeling - 

in other tv stations and legit thea- | In a parting broadside at the 
} industry before Congressional ad- 

which owns radio and tv: 

Vanocur’s B-M Sponsor 
Bristol-Myers has. picked up the | 

entire weekly tab on a new Satur- 
day, -6 to 6:15 -p.m. newscast by 
Sander - Vanocur. 
start Oct. 21.0n NBC-TV. 

TV As U. K.’s Most 
from 4:55, to 5. p.m. 

‘Silly’ Domestic Comedies Ford and Philco 
Newest Target of PTA 

Chicago, Sept. 26. 
The PTA Magazine ‘paid circula- 

tion over 400,000), having cam- 

paigned for years against the ad-]- 
venture shows on iv because of 
their brutality and violence, now is 

preparing to do. battle with—be-‘of major. television | stations - in 
lieve it or not—domestic comedies. | Philadelphia, Boston, Washington 

In its October issue, the - official i 
organ of the National Congress of ' 
!Parents and Teachers described. ready overrun with complexities, 
the emerging. program trend of the Ford had to atquire Philco. 
newborn season as “a movement  Philco figures. importantly fn 

‘ from savagery to silliness.” It calls the legalistic nightmare, and its 
the typical plot. of: the typical do-jsellout’ to Ford adds to the con- 
mestic comedy “‘such silly stuff (as! fusion for the moment at least. 
could only have been conceived. . | There is no: question that the 
; by writers with a thoroughgoing ' merger of .Phileo and Ford, if it 
‘contempt for the American home goes through as now intended by 

and family.” .'the end of November, alters the 
The magazine describes the 

shows as taking place in “TV. 
‘dream houses”. which are inhabited 
‘by “pallid people.” It suggests 
that the family’s invariable to- 

' getherness over the kitchen sink is 
for the benefit of the ‘sponsors. — 

‘McGee's Blast At 
| Giant Companies 

Station Ownership 
Washington. Sept. 26. 

Justice Dept. and Federal Com- 
i munications Commission should 

.. Washington, Sept. 26. 

delphia. 

‘the Federal Communications Com- 
mission for Channel 3, naw oper- 
‘ated by NBC as WRCV-TV. Philco, 

;several months ago, says” FCC 
‘Should give it. the channel instead 
‘of renewing NBC’s license. Philco. 

‘phia-based) company, and would, 
Ithus, be no absentee owner with 

casting . interests, as is the case 
with. RCA-NBC. 
: At least some of the legal fra- 
ternity thinks the Phileo merger 

arguments, thereby - diminishing 
‘Phileo’s chances of snafuing the 
mass changeover of tv stations 
with a Philadelphia disruption. 

NBC, under a consent decree, 

off broadcasting outlets from giant 
; corporate ownership. web is proposing to trade WRCV- 

TV. to Westinghouse on an even- 
‘Steven basis for WBZ-TV, Bos- 

|journment, Senate Communieca- ton. The radio: properties go with 
; tions Subcommittee member: Gale .€ach. 
| McGee (D.-Wyo.) warned of dire! NBC, further, wants to sell 
consequences if present ownership :WRC-AM-FM-TV, Washington, - to 
trends aren’t curbed.. He ‘said in! ‘RKO General, which must then 
a Senate’ speech: sell WGMS-AM-FM, . “Washington, 

“The growing: concentration of : ito Crowell-Collier: - NBC is pro- 
; ownership which is evolving in the (Posing to buy KTVU-TV, San Fran- 
‘ communications industry is !cisco. 
fraught with many complications Sse TELE 
and has reached the stage -where-}| CIARDI TO HOST ‘ACCENT’ 
i by, unless properly constituted au-!| John Ciardi, ‘peet and critic. has 
; thorities such as the FCC act, and ; been signed as host of “Accent,” 
act quickly, we may witness a for-;| CBS-TV’s culture-and-arts series 
feiture of one.of the richest re-" presented Saturdays at 1 p.m: 

: sources belonging to the public—| |. Ciardi will assume his new as- 

It’s slated . to} 

Vanocur already has‘a daily five- | 
minute newscast on fhe network | ° 

Mating Compound| 
Philly Confusion | 

As if the proposed sale and: swap | 

, and” San Francisco weren't al-. 

whole case, with its axis. at Phila- 

Phileo bas ‘an ‘Application before | 

in, the unique’ application filed 

iclaimed it is a local tie. Philadel-: 

‘both home appliance and broad-. 

‘with Ford contradicts Philco’s own. 

must- get. rid of WRCV-TV. The |. 

‘mills, 

Son of Carla 
There was Carla, the hurricane ‘that ripped up ‘the Gulf. Coast. 

ef Texas, and then ‘there was Son of Carla,.the storm of flack that 
hit trade mags emanating’ from enterprising Houston | video press 

. KHOU-TV scored first with LD: phone calls: on ‘the. station’s 
coverage and work directly with U.S. Weather Department head- 
quarters in Galveston. AT&T’s rapid communications got the sta- 
tion some exclusive press breaks. 

The stories fired the imagination of KPRC-TV's promoters, “who 
flew to Gotham with a 45-minute compilation .of remarkable 
storm footage shot along the Gulf at the peak of the storm by ‘its. . 
newsmen. 

done all around. 

‘men on duty, too. 

_ around. 

Then a Texas. Congressman: took the floor of the house, and in 
the best Claghorn tradition trumpeted: the work of KHOU-TV’s 
news staff in a-particular, but carefully added that a grand job was 

' Then a friend of KPRC called New York trade ‘reporters to the. 
fact that KHOU’s man wasn’t the only one on duty. with the U.S. 
weathermen in that flooded Galveston building. KPRC had two 

‘Anyhow, the trade knows for sure now that it was a good job: all. 

“The Institutional tutional Pitcman 
Mark Evans as ‘Metromedia’s S Roving Envoy; 

Master of Soft Sell. 

Dallas, Sept. 26. 
McLendon Corp. has sold radio 

station WAKY, Louisville, Ky., for 

‘$1,350,000 to a group of Kansas 

City and Louisville businessnien, 

subject to FCC approval. Purchas- 
‘ing group is headed by John Ozier 
and Frederick Gregg, operators. of. 
station WMAK in Nashville. 

McLendon Corp., headquartered 
here. at KLIF, also owns four other 
‘radio outlets: ‘in the U. Ss. 

Cinema Board In 
‘Quebec Wants TV 

- Shows Censored 
‘Regina, Sask., Sept. 26. 

The Quebec board of cinema 
censors has asked for some form 
of -censotship of television . pro- 

grams 

Broadcasting Corp. and private 
stations in Canada. The “request 

‘was made by L. de G. Prevost,. 

$1, 350, 000 to McLendon © 

| president of the Quebec board, in 
a paper read to the fifth confer- 
ence of film censors in Regina. 
(See other news re “Censors Con- 
yention,” p. 5, this issue.)- 

The paper said the provinces 
and the Dominion should make 

a 

In L’ville WAKY Sale 

|his audiences to oppose. lpgi: 

shown by the Canadian | 

{of solid 
saturation coverage to Rotarians, 
‘Kiwanians and. Advertising Clubs 
‘on the Coast. It-was his third such 
intensive lecture tour since join-- 

{ing Metropolitan early in 1960 and 

he: airwaves.’ gnment:'on Oct. 21—the - first : Si 
MeGee, a member of the liberal : show to originate in the U. S. since. | some. arrangement whereby the: 

’ Democratic wing in the Senate,!its recent foreign swing which ; CBC and television stations in: 

Mark: Evans, viceprexy of ‘pub- 
He affairs for Metropolitan. Broad- 
casting Co., has the most offbeat. 
assignment - on radio-ty row. He’s. 
a traveling salesman for free. en- 
terprise, a roving ambassador. of 
goodwill for’ Metromedia, MEC’s 
parent company, and an apastle of 
the. ethical creed of: Dr.: Albert 
Schweitzer. Any commercial bene- 
fits accruing to. Metromedia from 
‘Eyans’ activities are strictly coin- 
cidental although ‘they bear. some 
resemblance’ to the: ultimate pure 
pose of. his job... 

From. one pojrt of: view, Evans. 
is the master of the soft sell, never: 
specifically plugging MBC stations 

_,in his repertory of lectures. De- 
‘| pending on the request, he'll talk 
about ethies in business, the dan- 

{gers of- Governmental encroach- 
iments on private industry, current. 
events or the food brokerage. 
business. The closest Evans comes. 
‘to a straight commercial in his 
}adyocacy of a hands-off policy: 
towards broadcasters, Since Metro- - 
media also owns Foster & Kleiser,: 
the largest outdoor: advertising 
firm in the west, Evans also. urges 

Ss - 

tion against billboards. But it’s all. 
part.of his underlying. philosophy ° 
that the best government is the 
least .government. 
Evans is probably. the traveling- 

est and talkingest. institutional 
pitchman now in ‘circulation. He's 
just wound up a‘ cycle of 28 days 

speechmaking, ‘giving... 

he’s due to hit organization of in-: 
fluential businessmen and women 
in all areas where the chain has 
outlets. 
‘Evans works out of Washington’ * 10-pin bowling. The first alley is teed off especially on broadcast! started. in July. teach. “province. would agree not: to |: 

now being built in Ipswich, Suf- 
folk. On the technical side, ATV 
has an electronic engineering con- | 
eern, Planned Communications 
Litd., and it owns Planned Music 
Ltd. holder of the franchise for 

in the U.K. 
Recent take-over by Granada- 

(Continued cn page 50) 

Robi. Sarnoff to Afriéa 
For NBC Management 

Deal on Nigerian TY: 
NBC chairman Robert W. Sar- 

noff went to Africa last week to: 
sign an agreement with the Fed- 
eration of Nigeria to provide 
American consultancy and man- 
agement personne! for the nation’s 
third video system. Five-year deal 
Was consummated on Monday :25).! 

Sixteen NBC execs and tech- 
nicians will be sent to Nigeria to 
help establish the federal tele- 

ownership by Westinghouse, Gen-' Currently. Ciardi is on a lecture’ 
(Continued on page 47) . ‘tour of the Uz S.. 

| televise a film in a province where 
{Continued on page 49) 

CBS-TV’s Salant Talks Up—& Down 
By MURRAY HOROWITZ 

New season finds the three net- 
works engaged’ in a competitive |. 
news pubaffairs race, fronted by 
CBS-TV and NBC-TV, with ABC- 
TV in pursuit. That’s the situation 
at the starting gate. How the sea- 

'son winds up is anybody’s guess. 
Fact, though, is that much has ra 

changed since the years when CBS- Seer et I necessarily. _ 
‘TV could claim a big edge in! | sundas : y night special on Hurricane 
news—pubafiairs. Huntley-Brink- | ons at 11:15 p.m, and it outrated 
ley. & Co. changed all that. Irving; a 
:Gitlin’s production team on NBC-TV on eee. ae BO NBO ent 
.is very much in evidence. ABC-1 > 2t6q us on the Hammerskjold spe- 
, TV's James Hagerty is out to re-| Gia) NBC-TV has. Gulf sponsoring. 
, Vitalize the web’s news, cue the instant specials. CBS-TV, if it 
setup and athe acon with elected to go at. 9:36, would have 
Walk Pate Sh e » fan Fore. wr |had to shell out $100, 000 toa cover 
. “Walk in My Shoes” fanfar the cost of:the preempted program. 

| taken for the upcoming mayorality 
entest? 
AS I'd rather not go into details. 

Q.: How: come NBC-TV slotted 
| its Dag Hammerskjold special at 
9:30 p.m. Monday (18) and the time 
slot for CBS-TV was 11: 15. p.m.? } 
Both were half-hour in length. 
Won't NBC-TV _ get the greater 

We. did a 

due this season, dealing with pos- 
sible atomic warfare, civilian de-. 
fense, survival, etc. 

Q:: “Doesn't that represent a loss? 
; “CBS Reports” sent a man and a 
'erew to Angola for the program. 

A.: We're constantly juggling 
Shows. Some come off. Some have 
[te pe be substituted for new pro- 

| ar “you came out for. repeal of 

provision. There’s a local fight in 
N.Y.. involving Section 315, bid by 
indies, WNEW-TV and WPIX to set 
up a series of debates involving 
the two major mayorality candi- 
dates. Are you. doing - -anything 
about it? 

A.: Dr.. Frank Stanton already 

Section 315. of the Federal Com- 
munications Act, .the. equal time 

Where's CBS-TV. in light of the yoy can get as-much of an ‘audi-| testified in Washington early this 

where he is scheduled. to do a 
public affairs. show on Sunday 

|nights on WITG-TV, MBC’s D.C, 
"Tl outlet. He also has been moderator 
Jand -narrator: on various _MBC 
shows in the past, A former. early : 
morning personality. on. WTOP,. 
CBS station in Washington, Evans 

(Continued on page 48) 

Frank Cooper Sees nV) 
Resurgence in N.Y. In 

Stepped-Up Activity 
Frank Cooper predicts a resurg- 

ence of New York. tv production 
based on--longterm staff contracts 
signed in the last couple of months... 
New York bookings ‘are up -25%. 

over a year ago, says. veepee and 
partner Perry Leff, with séveral 
network deals sewed: up at’ a’ time 
when Gotham video production has. 
reached an alltime lew. Increased . 
production activity, says-.Leff, is 
definitely indicated. 

vision service there. NBC thus be- ' altered situation? CBS News prexy 
ence late at. night. ‘Figuring on expanded. business, 

comes the first U.S. broadcasting : Richard Salant was sounded out.. 
compeny to make a longterm tv Following is a rundown of the 
Geal with an African nation. 'sense of the questions &. answers: 

System will start in ‘62. Made . nally 
up of states. Nigeria has two state- Q.:: what happened focally in the 
controlled tv systems, one in the caest, vn WNBC- TV pams hd 
eastern, the other in the western ;con est, wien ar ou 

_ Stripped WCBS-TV in rendering. portions of the country of 40,000,- 
GO persons. New sy stem will rep 'results? (Both flagship stations de- 

pended: on their’ respective web all Nigerian states. 
Sarnoff. and NBC international j news operations for ‘coverage.) - 

Q.: First “White. Paper” of NBC- 
ITV this season dealt with Angola. 
“CBS Reports” has a show slated 
on. Angola, too. Doesn’t NBC-TV’s 
Angola ‘“‘White Paper” hurt your 
upcoming show? . 

show and .we made - the. decision 
prior to the NBC-TV telecast.: I 
don’t want. to speak for. Fred 

boss Al Stern, are expected back ; : We goofed on that one and it | Friendly. The show substituted on 
in “ew York by the end of the won't harpen again. Angola is: “In Case of War,” the 
week, . Q.:: What are the steps you've! working title ofa “CBS Reports” 

A.:. We’ve given up the Angola | 

‘year, calling for the exemption of 
Section 315 as it applies on. the 
state and local levels. He asked 
fora temporary. moratorium pend- 

sting outright repeal of. the section. 
|" What more can we do? 

Salant spoke of a 40% nighttime. 
increase of pubaffairs specials this 
season of the network. He did not 
refer to “CBS Reports” or. the 
variety of pubaffairs. shows. that 
will occupy that Thursday night 

‘(Continued on page 46) 
hour slot, or “Eyewitness to His- 

-Cooper Assoc.’s earlier this year’ 
moved to new quarters in Canada 
House and added. three agents to. 
the’ New York staff. Firm drew on 

{its Coast office.for one of the new 
staffers. Martin Rosen, wha is in 
to .handle “extra load -in literary. 
properties department where the 
agency. says. activity has more than 
doubled. 

Producirg. talent recently signed. 
by networks. include Burton Ben- 

(Continued on page 45) — 
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for rack ‘comes ‘the rah ‘of "the lof publicity and special events for. 

year: 

‘CBS-TV this. season has 38% of its 

or’ in part to participation buys. 
Last season, the’ percentage’ was. 

7 Opinion at. CBS-TV is: that part | 
- of its” nighttime ‘schedule should 
.- be :open ‘to participation adver- 

‘economic reasons for. preferring 

figure. too. high and ‘the effort is 

‘bump the participation clients on |.- 
‘such shows-as “Pete. & Gladys,’’ |- 

-Zone”-—after the fourth ° quarter. . 

Wednesday; September 27, 1961 _ 

"Minow: TV’ $ Hottest Copy. 
Attitude. of broadcasters in the eastern. U.. ‘Ss. about Newton Minow 

was demonstrated. in several different ways ‘on the day last week |: 
that the FCC Chairman. spoke to them in New York: : 

-First, the ‘crowd.to hear him speak. at the annual Radio. & Tele-. 
‘vision Executive Society luncheon was more than a’ sellout—the 
over 1,000 persons attending, crewding into a sideroom where they 
couldn't. see him and-into the foyer of the Hotel Roosevelt; wherg 
some of them. couldn’t hear him, was taken as a sign that he’s pos- _ 

__ sibly the hottest’ news in tv and radio today. Vicepresident. Richard 
“Nixon, at ariother such-luncheon in: 155, could only draw: 875 listen- 
ers, which was then a record. 

Second, every tv and ‘radio network: had ‘cameras and mikes: 
there, both. for the speech and the press conference afterwards... 
Except for some of the indies. which transcribed: and repeated. his 
words in rather-liberal doses later on, the. nétworks,. mainly, treated 
the Minow. kidvid proposals as‘ straight news copy for their: regu- 
lar news shows—an opportunity however small relative to other’ 
mews such as the cold war, rarely afforded an FCC Chairman, par- 
ticularly one”considered. hostile to ‘much of the imdustry:: ” 

As for his: hostility, an image created ‘after Minew’s. “wasteland” 
speech in May, the new FCC. Chairman is now considered by some. 
industryites as-a man who has in his few months in office grown 
‘sensitive to the.:iris-and-outs of telecasting.. This, some felt, makes 
‘him still more dangerous, because if the -broadcasters don't:come .- 

‘ through with better shows under the new FCC rules, he seems now -: . 
“to know how.best to get even;”’-as one. luncheon attendee observed.. 
‘To judge ‘alone by the. applause, which was. long and hard after. 

the Minow speech of Friday (though “anybody. who ‘stood for the 
ovation would: have been considered heretic"), it seems.safe to sav - 
that the industry's respect. for Minow has- grown, . Many felt :his 
-speech moderate in tone, but “the undertone is what really eounts— 
and that was’still threatening.” 
” “Among the attendees from the tv. networks. were. large groups of . 
lawyers and public relations executives. Indeed, the number of law- 
-yers and p.r. men seemed, on the whole, to outweigh the number. 
of network program. men Present. - ns 

387, Too Much, (BS-TV Would Like 
To Ease Off on Participation Clients 

CBS-TY, “which. had to take the+ 

Santangelo Upped 
participation route to sell-off. the | 
remainder of its nighttime shows, 
hopes to put some of these. parti- |. 

eee en ai Broadcasting Co. 
“ since 1957, has been moved into 

- Web,. in: selling off. half of: Pete. the ' programming department -as 

& Gladys, ” “Checkmate,” etc., de- tant: to Dick :P 3 

«lined any’ participation commit- oven se oetem ek. F ack, Ww C vp. 

ments ‘beyond the fourth: quarter. ‘Santangelo had been serving in 

nighttime. schedule open in whole. the WBC programming’ operation 

East". and PM West.” 

Six New Hourlong 

19%. 

tisers, clients who. may ‘have. solid: 

the - participation route: _ Web, 
though, apparently thinks. the 38% 

‘on to. haye alternate. sponsors . Sk ed for 1962-63 
“Ichabod. & Me,” and. “Twilight. j we 

Hollywood,’ ‘Sept. 26. 
The 38% for this: season’s. ‘per- |. 

| sit. down: -together ‘and ° “divide the 
J competitive ‘disadvantages by ac-| 
|cepting -that. each network be re- 
‘sponsible for two days a week” of 

Jate afternoon. hour. Within min- 
jutés after. broadcasters were urged 
“to take a flier. for a.season” and] 

big play Minow got in the. dailies 

|indie producer and packager. had 
been laying in readiness-to pounce}. 
‘—and pounce they. did. Programs 
long forgotten (though - serviceable} 

~ jin their. day) -were ‘being reacti-|. 
‘vated as “just the thing Minow’s|. 

‘\talking about.” Network program|. 
execs were fleeing the premises to} 
escape the onrush: : - 

webs. and other broadcasters that 
"1thé .subject of Improved juvenile. 

Michael: R. Santaneglo, director 

‘on such projects as “Reading Out 
Loud” and «the twin. series, “PM. 

4“I. think the networks and local. 
stations are doing a better job.in 

TVShows on WB's 

Warner" Eros. has added’ six new: 
~ eentage ‘of nighttime shows de- 
‘voted: in- whole or.in part to -par-. 
--ticipating. sponsors ‘isn't complete- 
Ty reflective of. the situation. In- 

(ATV) and 

eluded in the 38% figuré is a show 
(Continued ‘on Page. 45). 

Early. Sizeup On. 

London, Sept:: 26. - 
Old established commercial tv | _ 

favorites are easily topping. new, 
shows in the. early stages of the | 
fall ‘season. While “Sunday Night’. 
At.The London Palladium’ zipped | 
to top place on its return, the best 
fresh program has done so ‘far. is 
to: reach No, 13 in the top. 20. 
Latter honor goes to Granada-TV’s 
comedy “Colonel. _Trumper’s ‘Pri-|{ | 
vate. War.” 
The first ¢ “Je Stafford - “Show” | 
“with its international guestar line- 
up. did not earn a top 20 spot and 
‘Westerns are not. proving overly]. — 
pene b Top shows are undoubted- 

the bi-weekly; dramatized’ .docu-} 
jnentaries “Emergency—Ward 10" |:. 
‘and.. “Coronation ‘Street’ 
-.take serial form. In the ‘same| - 
semi-serious vein ATV's “Harper's 

which 

West One” and: A-R’s “Echo Four- 
Two" also feature | regularly «in| 
high places. 

.. Other nevicomers: to make - the | 
“Ghost. Squad" } top 29 chart are: 

“Winning Widows” 
(ATV). 

hourlong series to its 1962-63 téle: 

vision sked, bringing to an “un- 

-precedented” ‘total of. 16 the num- 
bér-of network shows being filmed, 

_| according, to production chief: Wil- 
‘-}liam ‘T. Orr. Newles* are. in.varl-. 
.| ous stages of. preparation. for early 

} Production. starts. 

“New ‘series include: 
“Battle Zone,” 1c on fnterest: 

stories ‘about ‘people “caught in 
stress of. ‘perilous: times, prepping 

New British Shows ez Stanley: Nisa, 
“Timber -HiHl,’’: adventures inva 

(Continued: on. page 47) , 

WHAT HAPPENED ON SUNDAY (NATIONAL ARBITRONS) 
NBC. 
‘Rating | Share. 

“TWINow SPEECH 
INVITES DELUGE 
Newton .N. Minow, the FCC 

chairman, didn’t know. what he was 

inviting when he- ‘proposed on Fri-|~ 

day (22) that the three tv ‘networks 

elevating: kidvid programming in a- 

try something. different and worth- 
while, the. deluge ‘began. 

The ink -was° hardly dry on the 

when everybody and his . brother 
had a children’s show to offer the|. 
networks—new. shows, old .shows]. 

|that “-had. seen service years‘ back] 
both in radio and television, and| 
offers by -packagers to “tell us 
what you wart:and we'll deliver}: 
for you.” It. were as though. every 

‘Speaking ‘to over 1,000 members 
and guests of the Radio. &. Tele- 
vision Executives Society in N.Y.’s 
Hotel -Roosévelt, Minow told the 

programming on tv is “of surpass- 
‘ling significance, a compelling need. 

[You Not’ Just Fine 
which I believe requires your mést 
urgent attention as you plan.” 

Within four hours of the lunch- 
eon speech, all three networks— 
NBC first; then. CBS followed by 
ABC—had replied in effect that 

| they were willing to sit-down and 
discuss the matter of rotating after- 
noon kidvid responsibility’ as 
Minow | had. suggested. 

Minow: Heartened 

Minow, later. at ‘a press confer- 
‘ence attended by virtually every 
}radio and tv outlet in’ New York 
and from the near N-Y. area, gaid. 

‘public affairs. Fhe most pressing 
need now is childrens’ programs.’ 
He ealled for the. “urgent atten- 
tion” of broadcasters to kidvid In 
their planning for '62-’63. 

. He. said that tv - ‘contains a 
“minority” of television for. chil- 
den “which does obvious, docu- 
mented, emotional -harm”—Targely 
in the sex and violence vein. (He 
quoted .a packager who -had _ testi- 

‘| fied before the Senate Juvenile De- 
‘jlinquency hearing, 
memo to one of the networks ad- 
yocating a particular kidvid pack- 
age: “Will hold the kids . ..-Mak- 
ing the hero tough and hard to get 
against a violent physical ‘action 

| background with a seductive beau- 
jtiful girl each. week .(and)- should: 
get the result we all want. .. will. 
please the critics and the PTA. and 
at the same time be sexier, be 
more. violent. and. have more con- 
flict.” Definition -of conflict was 

(Continued on ‘page 50) 

. CBS: 
‘Rating _, -Share 

Oren Harris Feels 

‘Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark), 

‘} exerted on. the webs. 

val {the Federal Communications. Chair- 

who -read: a 

RADIO-TELEVISION 25 

KID SH 
ITV Networks Cracking Dixie 
Barrier on Controversial Shows: 
Despite Campaign by ‘Monitor South’ 

+ By HERM SCHOENFELD 

Paralleling the forward . move. 
ment in integrating southern 
schools, the television networks 
are cracking the Dixie barriers 
against controversial shows about 
the American Negro. Where a few 
years ago such shows would have 
suffered a virtual blackout below 
the Mason-Dixon line, curtently 
the vast majority of southern tv 
stations are riding with the net- 
works’ decision to give shows on 
the Negro question, domestically 

‘|and internationally, full exposure. 

Only a hard core of stations in 
eight to 10 southern cities are still 

{throwing blocks at shows with 
racial themes. More significant, 
however, is The fact that stations 
in 33 cities located in the border 
states in the Deep South, have 
okayed such shows as last ‘week's 
‘ABC-TV documentary, “Walk in 
My Shoes,” which raised the spec- 
tre of doom for the white race in 
face of the insurgent world move- 
ment of the colored peeples. 

In some cases, the decision by a 
southern ‘station not io earry such 
‘shows is motivated not by bigotry 
but by. a fear of slowing down 
progress in race relations. Stations 
in Dallas and New Orleans, where 
school integration is proceeding 
peacefully, are reluctant to stir up 
additional raciialist feeling.. Haow- 
ever, most of the southern stations 
not carrying Negro-themed shows 
are unwilling to buck the local re- 
sistance of the white cammunity to 
casting the Negroes in a favorable 
light. 

The campaign to keep the cone 
troversial Negro shows off southern 
stations has become organized un- 
der an outfit called Monitor South, 
located in Bossier City, La. Every 
southern affiliate of ABC-TV was 
canvassed by Monitor South with 
a letter questioning the advisabili- 
ty of showing “Walk in My Shoes” 
on the grounds that it might be 
advancing the “racial unrest pro- 
gram” of the Communist Party. 

Ned Touchstone, exec director 
of Monitor South and author of the 
letter to the ABC affils, advised 
the station managers to study 
“Walk in My Shoes,” part .f the 
“Bell & Howell Close-up” series, 
to see whether it met their re- 
quirement for “accuracy, honesty 
and freedom from biased political 

j‘Persuasion.” In the event that the 

(Continued on ontinued on page 4 46) 

. Cow Time on TV 
Washington, Sept. 26. 

After FCC Chairman New- 
ten Minow’s “Children’s 
Hour,” there”s the possibility 
{admittedly remote) of cow 
time on TV. - 

Nobody knows where he got 
his. crystal ball, but a Mary- 
land Senator foresees a bovine 
bogey in the future of the 
already apprehensive broad- 
easting industry. Sen. J. Glenn 
Beall ‘(R-Md.) thinks the day 
may be soon when there are 
‘more cows watching tv than 

. plain folks. 
Beall backs his prognostica- 

tion on a report out of Eng- 
‘land that a dairyman found 

. television hypoed miik output 
“in his barns. 

The senator added: 
““TV may become. standard 

dairy’ equipment: Eventually, 
we may be confronted with 
‘the rather bewildering possi- 
bility of a tv audience 60% 
cow _sow and:gnly 40% people.” 

Minow’s ‘I Kiddie 

‘Washington, Sept. 26.. 
Newton Minow’s programming, 

pool for children received the en- 

dorsement of House Commerce 

providing no federal préssure is 

Harris said: “I htink the sugges- 
tion is fine. I like the idea of the 
broadeasters doing it.” But he add- 
‘ed that no coercion on the part of 

man-or his colleagues should be 
involved in setting up the scheme. 
“T wouldn’t want the government: 

t® control broadcasters to the ex- 
tent they would be forced to do it,” 
said Congress’ most’ potent figure 
in broadcast matters. | 

In his New York speech, Minow 
made plain that Attorney General 
Robert. Kennedy not only. had no 
antitrust’ scruples about network 

a NII, 6 ee A apa SSS Ae 

cooperation in setting aside chil- 
dreh’s hours. but wholeheartedly 
‘backed the idea. 
. "Phere is solid reason to believe ABC- r ' Execs In 

the ball relling on the proposal, 
and perhaps even conceived it. It 
was the young Attorney Gerieral 

‘door luncheon confab with CBS| , 4 full batallion of AP-PT and 
Board Chairman William Paley,! ABC-TV execs trekked to the 
‘prexy Frank Stanton, NAB presi-: ‘ Coast early this week for powwows 

hash. over what should be done; ABC-TV affiliate ‘stations,’ Board, 
about tv fare for youngsters among ! i which comprises nine station execs 
"(Continued on page 48) representing the various geo- 

, ; meetings Monday (25: and are be- 
Ling joined by the network echelon 
_ Starting today (Wed.) 

technical and administrative prob- 
s, the meetings will include 

| prosiews of forthcoming shows on 

that Kennedy, in fact, actually got! 

Affil Poww 
who last suramer set up a closed- owWOW 

dent LeRoy Collins and Minow to: ‘with the board of governors of the 

graphic areas, opened its own 

In addition to discussions of 

the ABC web. 
ABC 
Rating. ‘Share 

- Disney - ‘Dennis Follow the Sun ’ 
7:30... 183... 383 15.7  —«- 32.8 10.7 22.5 NBC-TV Wr. aps Up More 
Disney ~ Sullivan . Follow the Sun- 7 fy - ' 
8:00 213°. - 87.8 19.0 33.5 . 13.8 24:6 ~ Lincoln Mercury Biz 
— $$ _ ———____. __.— Besides the previously disclosed 
oe Car. 54: a ~ Sullivan Lawman _-' “[§800,000. bus of six NBC news 
8:30 21.2. +. 86.2 —— -25.0° - 42.1 114 19.5 specials and continuing bankrolling 
oT a — ——— of “Alfred Hitchcock P Aad 

2 Bonanza 7 GE Theatre Fall Program Preview. Lincoln-Mercury. division ‘of ord 
9:00, - 23.0. _ 41.7 20.5, , "84.0 «8 14.6 is going with the same web on 

oo . Bonanza 535 . "Holiday Lodge Asphalt ‘Jungle sate ree tedae Shows and heavy 

9:30. _ 5 a 15.4 27.9 : TW 13.0 Via Kenyon & Eckhardt agency, 
Z . DuPont - - “Candid Camera’ Asphalt Jungle L-M has bought participations in 
10:00: 167. 341 | - °"" 19.9 _ 8.0 16.7 87th Precinct.” “Outlaws,” and 
_—____- ——$—$$_$____—_—_— —— —_—————— — “Tales of Wells Fargo.” for a Mone 
es DuPont a What's My Line Editor's Choice day-Thursday-Saturday night exe 
10:30 14.4 -. 31.6 199. 46.2 a6 93 posure pattern. “4 
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there is nothing harder to stop than a trend 
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Or some interesting illumination shed by 
Nielsen on the new season. 

Here we go again. Into fall again—with 
more television tubes aglow again. 

Glowing, already, with the premiere of a 
bright new season, with the excitement of 
such already-premiered new entries as ABC- 
TV's Follow the Sun, and such other, new net- 
work shows as The Defenders, Car 54, Where 
are You?, International Showtime and the Du 
Pont Show of the Week ...as well as with the 
return of established favorites with first run 
showings. 
And glowing already, the first Nielsen 

Report* shows, with a prophetically strong 
ABC glow. In homes where they can watch 

SSRRIESENG seth ciseonanemnerevonn 
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all $ networks, the glowing went: 
ABC—largest audience per average minute. 

ABC—most half-hour firsts (24 to Net Y’s 16, 
Net Z’s 11). ABC—8 out of the top 5 shows: 
(Flintstones, 77 Sunset Strip, Real McCoys). 

Sure, one rating doesn’t say a season. But 
ratings that evolve from the pattern set so 
consistently last season say plenty. 
They say the trend keeps trending. And 

that’s the kind of a trend there’s nothing 
harder to stop than. 

ABC Television 
*Source: Nielsen 24 Market TV Report, week ending Sept. 17, 
1961. iy erage audience, Mon. thru Sst. 7:80-11 PM; Sun., 
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This looks 
contagious. 

A resh of Increased viewing for 
ABC-TY programs has broken out In 
New York, Chicago, Detroit, Los 
Angeles, Sen Francisco. 

The stations involved are, respectively, 
WABC-TV, WBKB, WXYZ-TV, KABC-TV, 
and KGO-TV...the 5 Owned and Operated 
ABC-TV stations. 
Following the network pattern, four of these 
stations are now first in their markets...and 
WABC-TV, a strong second, is closing the 
gap for first place.in N.Y. 
How much audience has been gained—and 
at whose expense—can be quickly charted 
as follows: 

1Gain or loss in share of network audience* 

ABC-TV 
poten NETY NETZ 

ny 

New York. 

Source: ARB-March-April 1961, Sun.-Sat., 7:30-11 
PM (N.Y.T.) as against same period for1960. Network 
Programs. 

With scarcely more effort (like phoning one of 
the 5 ABC-TV National Station Sales offices 
below) you can get the info needed to plan 

_your smartest ad strategy in these great TV 
~ markets. 

ABC-TV National 
Station Sales, Inc. 
New York, New York; SUsquehanna 7-5000 
Chicago, {llinois, ANdover 3-0800 
Detroit, Michigan, WOodward 1-0255 
Hollywood, California, NOrmandy 3-32.11 
San Francisco, California, UNderhill 3-0077 



LOCAL TV & SYNDICATION 

Another Fla. TV er (Orlando) Takes 
Rap for Off-Record FCC Dealings 
Washington, Sept. 26. + 

Mid-Florida Broadcasting Corp. ! 
mould lose all rights tc Orlando 
Channel 9 because of off-the-rec- 
ord dealings under a Federal Com- 
munications Commission hearing 
examiner's recommendation. 

Examiner James D. Cunningham |- 
recommended that the 1957 grant 
to “Mid-Florida be set aside and 
that the firm be disqualified from 
any future contest for the assign- 
ment. At the same time, Cunning- 
ham gave the other contestant— 
WORZ Inc.—a clean bill of health 
and found no reason why it should 
be barred from receiving the 
award, 

Cunningham's intial decision— 
subject to appeal to the Commis- 
sion—held that former FCC Com- 
missioner Richard A. Mack voided 
the grant by voting in the case. 
Ex parte representations to him: 
disqualified the ex-Commissioner, | 
Cunningham said. 

The case was remanded to FCC 
on May 21, 1959 by U.S. Court of | 
Appeals on basis of revelations : 
before the House Harris Subcom-: 

‘around Or-: mittee. It centered 
Jando civie leader William H. Dial, 
a representative of Mid-Florida 
and old friend of Mack’s, who 
made private, off-the-rocrd efforts 
to persuade Mack ta vote for Mid- 
Florida. 

Dial purportedly on at least two 
occasions, according ta Cunning- 
ham, told Mack the reputation of 
William O. Murrell, of WORZ, 
was “questionable”. 

Cunningham's decision asserted: ! 
“Dial sought to influence the vote 
of Mack by creating in. his min 
the impression WORZ was an un- 
fit party to receive the permit and 
that it should be issued to Mid- 
Ftorida . .. The impropriety of the 
actions of Dial and Mack,-and the 
consequences thereof, are unaf-j 
fected by Dial’s assertion that he 
was acting only in the capacity of 
a’ citizen of his community and in 
its best interests.” 

The FCC hearing examiner dis- 
missed as “unreasonable, incredi- 
ble ‘and contrary to normal human 
experience” Dial’s claims he was 
acting only on his own personal 
behalf and in the civic interests of 
Orlando in his pleadings to Mack. 

As for WORZ, Cunningham’s |! 
decision said no showing was made 
that it or any of its principals 
“directly or indirectly secured, 
aided, confirmed, ratified or knew 
of any misconduct or improprieties 
ijn connection with the pyoceed- 
ings.” 

“It is therefore found that 
(WORZ) is not disqualified from 
receiving a grant of its applica- 
tion,” Cunningham concluded. 

Following the usual procedure 
of the ex: parte cases, next step 
will be filings of exceptions to 
Cunningham’s decision, and then 
eral arguments before the full 
Commission. 

sift WLW Charge 
In UAW Show Nix 

Washington. Sept. 26. 
Federal Communications Com-: 

mission is looking into complaints 
lodged against Cincinnati Radio 
Station WLW for dropping a 
United Auto Workers’ program. 

Sen. Philip A. Hart (D-Mich.), 
member of the Senate Communi- 
cations Subcommittee. revealed 
that UAW had made a formal pro- 
test to FCC and raised his own 
voice to denounce the station’s 
action. In a Senate speech, Hart 
termed the failure of WLW to 
renew the UAW “Eye Opener” 
program a “very dangerous threat | 
tae freedom of communications.” 

The UAW program, featuring 
news and commentary by Guy 
Nunn, is angled from a “liberal 
and labor point of view,” the Mich- 
igan lawmaker asserted. 

“What is important is that all 
points of view be presented over 
the airwaves for the thoughtful 
consideration of the American peo- ; 
ple,” he added. 

Hart said if there is any doubt 
about FCC's legal powers to handle 
the case, the Senate should con-' 
sider action giving the Commission -: 
power to require licensees to pre-} 
sent all points of view—both lib- 
eral and conservative. 

| Educ’l Station in Chi 
Revives ‘Studs’ Place’ 
As Early TV Art Form 

Chicago, Sept. 26, 
Educational station WITW, 

which showcases the highbrow and 
folk arts on its weekly “Festival” 
series, is planning to spotlight—of 
all things—a commercial televi- 
sion program. The programs, how- 
ever, is one of those that, has been 
off the air since the early '50s. 

For the Nov. 6 installment, 
“Festival” producer James -Mc- 

} Pharlin wants to. revive ‘Studs’ 
Place,” one of the shows that typi- 
‘fied the old “Chicago Style” tele- 
vision and one which McPharlin 

‘deems representative of the use 
of the medium as an art form. 

‘The old show, helmed by Studs 
Terkel, was a low-pressure, free- 

{ wheeling affair that dealt in im- 
. provised sketches, with a little jazz 
or folk music on the side. Terkel 
and some of his regular cast, in- 
cluding Chet Roble and Bev 
Younger, will appear on ‘ the 
WTTW recreation. 

“Festival's” recently cultural 
presentations included perform- 
ances by IHinois Ballet. Co., Equity 
Showease, Second City Players, 
Oscar Brown Jr., and. Mama Yan- 
cey and Big Joe Williams, and pro- 
grams devoted to readings from 
Sean O'Casey, © international 
dances, classical guitar, gospel mu- 
sic, jazz. satire, painting and sculp- 
: ture and d country folk mu: folk music. 

FRED NILES EXPANDS 
WITH N.Y. FACILITIES 

Chicago and Holywood film pro- 
'ducer Fred Niles has opened shop 
‘in New York with facilities housed 
in a five-story West End Ave. 
building. 

Under charge of Howard Hen- 
kin, formerly a partner in HFH 
Productions and with Academy 
:and Shamus .Culhane, the -new 
iFred Niles Communication Center 
has two stages, recording studios 
and editing rooms besides .office 

lspace for management, creative 
and technieal staffs. 

Prexy Niles says 60% of the 
company’ s business is done with ad 
agencies, and he sees unique serv-. 
ices arising out of the company’s 
having complete production facili- 
ties on both coasts and in Chicago. 

WSBK-TY, Others Join 
In Volume 2 WB Buys 

WJBK-TV, in Detroit, bought. 
Volume II of Seven Arts’ “Films of 
the 50s,” bringing the number of 
stations buying .the* 41 Warner 
Bros. features up to 50, according 
to the distribbery. 
WJBK ‘closed with Seven: Arts 

over the weekend, but in the pre- 
vious few days four. other stations 
made deals for the second Warner 
group — WISH-TV,. Indianapolis; 
WSLS-TV, Roanoke; KXTV, Sacra- 
mento, and WCTV, Tallahassee. 
Volume I, containing 41 Warner 

films, is now in 108 markets, Seven. 
: Arts says, latest being Boston via 
| WNAC-TV. Volume I has been on 
the tv market for nearly a. year, 
Volume II for 19 weeks. - 

Wolfson to Milt Cordon 
William M. Wolfson has left his 

post as v.p. of Independent Tele- 
vision Corp. to join M. A. Gor- 
don & Co. as. v-D. ; 

Wolfson in 1956 joined Tele- 
vision Programs of - America as; 
controller, ‘becoming ‘treasurer 
some months later. Wolfson was 

bITC treasurer until February, 1960, 
when he was named v.p. Milt Gor- 
don was president and one of the 
principal founders of TPA, which 
was acquired by ITC. 

DOUGHERTY TO MET 
Thomas J. Dougherty, legal alde 

ito. FCC commissioner Robert E:: 
jLee since’ 1957, has joined Metro- 
media as assistant general coun- 
sel. Metromedia is the parent com- | 
i pany of Metropolitan Broadcast- 
‘ing. 

Dougherty will work out of 
: Washington. Viceprexy Robert A. 
Dreyer ig Metromedia’s general 
counsel, 

Flynn was with KTLA-AM-TV, 
Los Angeles, which he joined as a. 

Telefilm Chatter 

Robert Rich, 
‘gales manager of Seven Arts Asm 
sociated, has returned from. De-. 
-troit ..... United Press Movietone} 
‘News has started to serve Nippon 

t Television Network (NTV) with its 
newsfilm service. UP - Movietone 

‘| News. now serves 81 national. net- 
works in the world among the 49 
countries which it serves. That’s 
in addition to domestic U.S. sta- 
tions ... Vét film salesman David 
Bader has joined intercontinental 
Television to serve as national 
sales manager, working with John 
Leo, Intercontinental y.p. . ... 
Jerry Wechsler named midwestern 
division sales manager for United 

|. Artigts Associated, 

(McCarthy Caut Cautions 
On Canada’s Quota 

Canada, the top market for 
American. ty .product, could be 
threatened by the. extension of 
present quota restrictions, accord- 
ing to John C. McCarthy, :prexy of 
Television Program Export Assn. 
He reflected that warning at | 
TPEA board of directors meeting, 
held after his trip to Canada. 
‘Initial restrictive measures were 

introduced last April in Canada, 
measures which provide a manda-| 
tory regulation that 45% of 
all programs. beamed from.Canadi- 
an stations” would have to be 
Canadian in. origin. ¢ e requirée- 
ment will be hiked to 3% in 1962.. 

Whiie in Canada, McCarthy con- 
ferred with execs of Canadian 
Broadcasting Corp., as well ag rep- 

cast Governors, and others. Pres- 
ent revenues flowing out of Can- 
ada to American: tv distributors js 
estimated at $14, 000, 000. 

117-MARKET SALE 
ON ‘BEACHCOMBER’. 

KTTV, Los Angeles, and 10. 
other stations have bought Filmas- 
ter’s “Beachcomber” -in the past 
‘two weeks,.‘bringing the total do- 
mestic sales to 417 markets. — 

Other stations recently signing 
up. for the first-runner inelude: 
-WITI, Milwaukee, KOTV, Tulsa, 
Okla., Storer and Corinthian Sta- 
tions, respectively. Previously, 
WAGA-TV, Atlanta, also owned by 
Storer, and -KXTV,. Sacramento, 
owned by Corinthian, had bought 
the series. . 
Two stations’ owned by the 

Friendly Group, .WSTV, Steuben- 
ville,.O., and WBOY-TV, Clarbs-. 
burgp, W. Va., and KOSA-TV, 
Odessa, Tex., and KVII-TV, Amar- 
illo, Tex., both ‘owned by South- 
west States, another group. owner-. 
ship company, also bought the 
show: 

. Other new “Beachcomber” sta- 
tions include WAVE, Youisville; 
-WJAC, Johnstown, Pa, and 
WRDW, -Augusta. 

185-Market Spread On. 
‘King of Diamonds’ 

‘Highest starting lineup for a | 
Ziv-UA show goes to Broderick 
Crawford starrer “King of Dia- 
monds,” according to Ziv-UA. 
Company reports that two weeks 
in advance of. airdates, the skein 

| has passeq the 185 market count. 
At its height, the previous Craw- 

ford starrer “Highway Patrol” was 
being seen in nearly.210 markets, 
Ziv-UA reports. In “King,” Craw- 
ford also serves as associate pro- 
ducer, under producer. Maurice 
Unger...Among regional sponsors 
riding the show are Jax Beer, Piels 
Beer, Jacob Schmidt Brewing, 
Kroger, Safeway Stores, Fels & 
Co.,. and: International Harvester. 

Flynn’ s WPIX Slot. 
Frank A. Flynn, formerly of. the 

sales staff; has been named na- 
+ tional sales and business manager 
of Daily News. indépendent WPIX. 
He succeeds: Thomas P. Robinson, 
20-year. veteran of the industry 
who retires to enter the stock 
brokerage field. in Greenwich, 
Conn. 

Before coming to ‘WPIX.in 1951, 

news editor and announcer, and 
WGN-AM-TY, Chicago. 

VD: and general: 

local tv emcees. 
Stang ask the questions and spaces 

“Background r Waves 
Background of the Screeb ActorsGuild'’d waivers on agents 

turned-tv-producers has become dimmed in the whirl of the boom” 
of vidpix production in Hollywood. It dates back:to a maneuver by 
SAG, in 1 jurisdictional battle with the American Federation of 
Television & Radio Actors. It was also a move to encourage :Holly- 
wood production employment. SAG issued waivers to about a dozen 
talent agencies, notably Music Corp. of America. There were others; 
of course, among them GAC, Morris, Jimmy -Saphier, etc.,° but: 
only MCA, through its Revue Productions, actually went. forward 
with largescale telepix production. 

As it shapes up now, with AFTRA having endorsed: SAG's can- 
cellation of these three-year waivers, only the current 1961-62 pro-. 
gram of vidpix production, under. agency-impresario: auspices, will. . 
be permitted to complete its schedule by June 1 next. Realistically 
this, of course, only means MCA-Revue. 

In turn this has created speculation of Revue’ s future. ‘Unques- 
tionably Jules C, Stein, Lew Wasserman & Co. will retain the pro-. . 
duction arm and spin. off the agency adjunct. : . 
MCA Artists, of which Larry Barnett. is president, ‘will probably: 

be retained by ‘the MCA: alumni associates and operated independ-: 
ently. This-‘means manpower like Barnet, Sonny Werblin, Jay Kan- 
ter, Herman Citron, Ed Henry, George Chasen, Arthur Parks, Edith 
Van Cleve, Herb Roserithal, Dick Rubin, Jerry Gershwin, ‘Roy Ger-. 
ber, Norman ‘Weiss, Larry Gengo, David Baumgarten, among others. 

Incidentally, Taft Schreiber has expressed himself. as ‘being in~ 
‘@ mood to:retire as president. of Revue Productions which probab- 
ly will-see overall MCA prexy Wasserman taking. first-hand: ‘come. 
mand in that department. 

3 Unions Back AFTRA Vs. KFWB: 
Three More Coast Indies Signed Up 

A Screen Gems Primer 
-On How to Promote 

A Cartoon (‘Top Cat’) 
‘ABC-TV is preeming “Top Cat” | gecretary Claude McCue. 

tonight (Wed.), but there was a| 
problem originally of how to pro-’ 

resentatives. of the Board of: Broad- | mote the cartoon series via one of 
‘ty’s traditional pre-preem road 
tours to warm up local audiences. 

Screen Gems, the outfit. that 
sold “Cat” to the web, solved the 
touring. problem. SG flack chief 

ving his show the 
edge over the ee other cartoon 
series preeming this fall, got pro-. 
ducer Hanna-Barabera to have 
Arnold Stang and Maurice Cos- 
field, the show’s main voices, pre- 
record five-minutes of banter with 

Gosfield and 

are left on the disk for answers, 
which any local performer can 
answer. — 

That accounts for the voice part 
of promo. As for “bodies,” Plot- 
‘nik got Eaves to turn out costume 
replicas of the cartoon characters 
involved, Top: Cat and his pal 
Benny the ‘Ball, which are being 
bicycled arotfnd to ABC affils in 
special containers. Costumes have 
‘been worn by office boys and Hack 
gals.at the local station level, who 
have gestured, mimed and danced | 
to the words of Stang and Gosfield. 

The “Cat”? has played nine ma- 
‘jor markets since Aug. 15. 

Main trouble? Plotnik says that 
there were no press interviews as. 
on other. promo tours. “With the 
press these days,” he says, “you 
can’t get down the answers in ad-| 
vance,” 

OCT. 4 HEARING ON : 
TAFT SCHREIBER CASE 

Los Angeles, Sept. 26. 
Federal Judge Leon R. Yank- 

‘wich -has set Oct. 4 as date for | 
hearing on Justice Dept.’s civil 
action, on behalf ‘of Federal Com- 
munications Commission, to com-. 
pel Taft B, Schreiber, MCA vp, to 
‘testify: publicly and produce docu-. 
mentary evidence in agency’s in-| 
‘vestigation of networks and others 
“arbitrarily restricting meritorious. 
programs” on the air. 

Suit. was’ filed last Friday 22) in 
U.S. District Court here against 
‘MCA and Schreiber, as: outgrowth 
of latter’s alleged refusal to testify. 
upon certain matters at FCC hear- 
lings Oct. 21, 1960 and March 6, 
1961. 

New ‘A-Okay’ Sales 
Another five markets have been 

added to the “A-Okay’s from UAA”: 
roster. New deals for the group of 
32 pix of recent vintage include 
WCBS-TV, N. Y¥.; WNBQ,. Chicago; 

I WJIAR; Providence; KLZ, Denver, 
and WCCO, Minneapolis. 

‘Titles include “Legend of the 
Lost,” “Paths of Glory,” “Paris 
Holiday,” and “Alexander, the 
Great.” 

Hollywood; Sept. 26.. 
A resolution pledging support to 

& {American Federation ‘of 
| Radio’. Artists’. in 
| KFWB strike was adopted by 23 . 

the 78-day-old 

‘unions’ in the entertainment in-. 
dustry. _ Action was taken at a 
meeting called. by AFTRA exec 

7 Most. significant. development. of 
the: two-hour session. held. Thurs- 
‘day (21) night was. approval by- 
the group to name a representative 
‘Action Co “to. coordinate 
all necessary action to assist . 

| AFTRA in. achlevirg a resumption 
of bargaining so that strike settle- 
ment can be reached.” : 

Committee will be selected. from. “ 
‘reps of unions attending the meet-. 
ing- which. included: NABET, 
IBEW, AFM, ° Building - Service: 
Union, Studio Transport Drivers, 
Waitresses & Cafeteria. Workers, 
Actors Equity. Association, SAG, 
American Guild of Musical Artists, : 
AGVA, ‘Writers Guild IATSE an 
its member: unions: Projectionists 
Film Technicians, International 7 
Sound Technicians, Makeup & . 
Hair Stylists, Motion Picture La-. 
borers & Utility Workers, Motions 
Picture Studio Electrical - ‘Techni-: 
cians, The Publicists, Screen, Story 
Analysts. and. Art Directors. 
“Meeting,. ‘according. to McCue, 

marked the initial step by the 
unions represented to support 
each other in. ‘labor-management. 
disputes -which -necessitates | uni- 
fied action...He termed: the devel- 
opment ‘one of the most si 

(Continued: on. page 50) 

Fremantle’ S 250 
Aussie Windfall 

Bob- Lapthorne, wha has been 

‘with ‘ Fremantle International . for 

the past year and a. half covering 

Australia . and New Zealand, has 

scored a sales ‘bonanza ‘during. a 

three-month period. In the. last 90- 

day period, ‘according to. Fremantle 
prexy Paul Talbot, Lapthorne has. 
sold 11 series and: two specials” 
totaling. over . $250, 000 in rental 
fees.. . 
Series . sold in Australia. by 

Lapthorne include: “Beach- 
comber,” “Time’ Out for Sports,” 
“Funny World,” — “Sportsfolio, aa 
“Almanac,” “Greatest -Headlines””’ 
and. “Encyclopaedia ‘Britannica 
shorts. Also sold was the: Canadian. 
produced pic special, “Oedipux 
Rex,” starring Cristopher ..Plum- 
mer, 

. In New Zealand; . Lapthorne 
| negotiated the sale for the 26 half- 
hour . series' “Silents Please,” 
“Royal Canadian Mounted Police,” 
‘a quarter-hour series “Wonders of 
the. World,” “Cartoon Classics” 
and the one-hour special “Castro, . 
Cuba-Communism.” 

Before : joining “Fremantle in 
April, 1960, to head. its operations . 
in -Australia and New Zealand,. 
Lapthorne. was a sales exec for. 
Screen Gems: in Canada. Before 
that-he worked for a radio station’ 
in his native. Sydney. 



LOCAL TV & SYNDICATION | 

Hot Yen: News & Weather 
‘No news is good news, neither ‘to the world nor to ty film syndi-. 

eators. The local news-weather shows are eating up more‘and more 
of the. regional coin that once went almost Strictly to. half-hour 
teléfilm series. ~ 
‘This has helped-to kill the’ hope. of syndicators to make those 

Hecessary 50-60 market regional ‘deals to launch a syndie success 
story. 

- D-X Suriray and Con6co. have not bought yet. They are described. 
‘lately as being ‘‘news ‘and, ‘weather conscious.” Esso of Indiana-is 
bigger than ever in news, it’s said. This is. the: coin once spent in 

: syndication, and there. are - ‘lots more examples like those above.. 

Official Films’ $237,000 Net Profit 
After Year of Red Ink ( } 

- Official Films, tn a switchover: 
‘from a loss to a ‘profit operation, 
reported. net profits of $237,000 af- |: 
ter taxes for the’ fiscal year ended | 
June 30, 1961. This is equal to 10 
cents per sharé' on 2,351,428. shares: 
outstanding on June 30,1961. 

_ In the 1960 fiscal yéar,' Official 
Films suffered a-net loss.of $691,- 
000 or 30 cents per.share. Distri- 
bution.commissions and ‘gross. prof- 
its from -sales’ for’ ‘fiscal 1961. to- 
taled . $1,192,994, “an increase. of. 

- $778,650 .over' the previous year. 
‘Official prexy. Seymour Reed at-. 

- tributed the turnabout -in_ profits. 
‘tothe efforts of :the streamlined : 
management team, the-sales organ- 
ization, and new product: acquisi- 

- tioris. 
In July of ‘the current fiscal 

year, Reed reported Official Films. 
“had secured ownership. and’ con-: 
‘trol of: “peter Gunn,” “Mr. Lucky,” 
“Yancy . Derringer’’ and 
Service’. properties {n addition ‘to 
‘the “42 on Film” series: formerly 

. known as “DuPont Theatre,’ in ex-. 
change: for 456,000 ‘shares - of the 
company’s common stock. Distri- 
‘bution rights. to the series had - 
been'secured previous. to July. 

Stockholders. were being asked | 
fa: approve an increase‘in the ‘au- |. 
- thorized common stoek, Reed. said, 
for _possible- use in future: acquisi- 
tions... Sales during the first twa- 
and-one-half months. of the cur- 
rent fiscal year were described as 

“ encouraging, and management be-] 
lieves the trend will. sontinue. ° 

Milwaukee WISN - 
Technician Strike 

Milwaukee, ‘Sept. 26. 
“Engineers | and technicians 
walked out on_ strike: against 
‘WISN-TV -and' WISN radio Thur.. 
(21) with key personnel and other 
station staffers doubling ‘duties 
and: keeping. both stations broad- 
easting.. 

Strike was called: by.’ the ‘Inter-. 
‘Hational. ‘Brotherhood. of Electrical 
Workers -loeal, ‘of which :31° en-| 

-a national exchange center for pub- 
affairs programming: of “U:S.. sta- 

gineers and technicians at. WISN- 
TV and: WISN. are members;: in- 
volving: a year’s negotiations: be- 
tween ‘the stations " Mnanagement 
and IBEW 

Stagehands and staff announcers 
did not walk out. 
“WISN management, both in dis. 

play. ads. in Milwaukee -Sentinel 
and on the air indicated that ex- 
planations of the “issues involved” 
will. be made when: time Fermits. 

Upswing i in Sale Of 
| Tint Pix to Stations 
‘Color film ‘sales . were reported 

~by United. Artists Associated ‘and 
-Teledynamics. ° 

Buying a substantial amount ‘of 
color prograinming from:-UAA was |" 
‘KBTV, Denver. Station: acquired a 
list of 40 recent Lopert and United 
-Artists.pix; all in color. In addition, 
KBTV's successful “Popeye” pro- 
gram of the past few years is go- 
ing into color, with the obtaining 
of color prints of the 114 ‘episodes’ - 
available: 

Teledynamics 
KRON-TV, San Francisco, is the 
fourth station to schedule “Long 
John Silver”-in color. “Silver” is 
currently being ‘telecast. on WNBC-. 

Color rights 
have been purchased by WNBQ-TV,, 
Chicago, and WSAZ-TV, Hunting-. 

TY, N.Y.,-in color.. 

“Wire 

Angeles; 
‘| KCTX, ‘Salt Lake City; KOMO, 
Seattle; 

_.[KOGO, San Diego; WFAA, Dallas; 
“| KPRC, Houston; KOIN,. Portland, 
1 Ore; KCRA, Sacramento; WFLA, 

reported that. 

as it. was heard on WHK, 

WNBC-TY’ $ Movie. Moola 
WNBC-TY's <(N.Y.) -“Saturday 

on’ Movie 4,” which bowed Satur- 
day after the: parent’ NBC-TY’s 
“Saturday Night ‘at the Movies,” is 
SRO, at least. for the first ‘four. 
weeks: ve 

Thirty-two: participating adver-. 
tisers have bucks ° spread across 
-the first four pictures.’ First film,. 
_after. the web's “How to Marry a 
Millionaire,” was a local showing 
{at11:35 p.m.) of. “East of Eden.” 
WNEC-TY, like’ the _web, showed. 
‘the preem pie. in tint: 

‘Next WNBC.. feature 
“Young at Heart,” after NBO-TY's 
“Snows of Kilimanjaro. ” 

Trans Lux’s TAC 
Pacts 14 Stations 

For Pubaffairs 
Fourteen stations. have: ‘become: 

charter . subscribers of. Television. 
Affiliates Corp., (TAC) the Trans. 
Lux: subsid ‘engaged in..securing 
pubaffairs ‘programming and. dis- 
tributing. these shows. 

‘The line up includes: KTTV, Los 
KRON, San. Francisco; 

WFIL, «Philadelphia; 

Tampa; “WLAC, Nashiville: “WLYH, 
‘Lebanon, Pa.; and WTRF, ‘Wheel: 
ing, W. Va.. 

‘To date, TAC has almost 20. pub- 
| affairs shows for distribution, with } 
the starting: air date for the TAC 
series being Jan. 1, 1962. Program-. 
ming. objective - {s to secure about 
100 for distribution among TAC 
subscribers each year, an objective 
readily realizable. according to Rob- 
ert Weisberg, ‘TAC gerieral man- 
> ager. 

Concept of. TAC is to function as | 

tions.. Station ‘producers, under the 
TAC. program would be compensat- | 
ed on the basis of an agréed upon: 
formula. Station subscribers, under 
‘the plan, pay a yearly fee allowing 
them to draw on.TAC’s. pubaffair 
library: Deal with station. subscrib- 
ers grant each subscriber. exclusiv- 
ity in the particular market, where- 
as’ pubaffairs ‘programs can be 
secured from one or more stations. 
in the same market, 
“TAC; in securing the 20 now in| 

the. library, culled them from. about, 
70 programs screened. Most of the: 

| 20 pubaffairs programs are a-half- 
hour in length, with a few 60 min- 
utes and. two 90 minutes, ‘Latter 
two: are. operas. Subject accepted 
deal with such topics as. juvenile 
delinquincy, sex. offenders, hurri- 
canes, Strategic: Air Command, 
travel to Tahiti,.Congo, and migrant 
workers in the U. S. 

WHK’S. ‘SPACE’ CUFFO 
-.’ Cleveland,-Sept. 26. 

WHK ‘AM and FM, Metropolitan 
Broadcasting’s Cleveland . outlet, 
has distributed copies: of the. first 
American flight of “Man in Space” |. 
‘to. schools, hospital, libraries and: 
publie officials. . . 
A.disk of the entire broadcast, 

was 
edited and prepared ‘for distribu- 
tion by the’ station. 

“will “bel. 

tory of tv. 

“Everglades.” 
only reason Ziv has three is be- |’ 

MBE ‘9° 
~ TTALL DEPENDS) 

By ART WOODSTONE 

1. ‘The dismal state of telefilm syns |. 
| dication may not be permanent but 
observers see little hope of its re- 

| vival before the ’63-’64 season and 
then the revival will have to rely on 
a reversal of the conditions that 

|last year and this undermined the 
7 sale of half-hour films to stations. 
:|_ “Syndicators, as. they have for a’ 
‘|long.time, are banking on the in- erin 

{ dition. The hour stanzas, it’s true, 
are the biggest: gambles the net-. 

ability of the three video networks, 
ABC-CBS and NBC, to keep their 
hour: film ‘programs in good ‘con- 

works are taking, because a_ bad 
rating s¢ore can drive the ‘short- 
term sponsors right out of them 
and into other shows with ‘higher 
Nielsens. Failure of some of the 
hours will. once’ more, syndicators 
hope, indeed pray, open up some of. 
the 7:30 to 8 p.m. time periods to 
the stations, who then, | theoretic- 
ally, can again. program syndicated 
half-hours.. This year; the net- 
works have left their affiliates but 
‘one single (NBC on Mondays) half- 
hour. period. at 7:30, due:.to the in- 
crease in hour programs between 
7:30 and 8:30. 

| that. it will. take the larger spon- 
sors, those that recently switched 
from. regional. film purchases to. 

{regional or ‘national network : pur- |. 
chases,. another. year’ at least to 
catch up’ with the reversal of a 
trend.. 

There are at least five reasons, 
| it’s. felt, why syndication | ‘is: so far. 
off this season. Before going into’ 
the reasons, however, it’ should be 
noted that the syndicators- alto- 
gether this year have no more.than 
six new half-hour series. up for saie 
to stations; This is one of. the 
‘lowest first-run catalogs in the his- 

Screen Gems has, 
“Shannon,” ITC has “Whiplish,” 
Filmmasters “Beachcombers,” and 
there are three from - Ziv, .“Rip- 
cord,” ‘King of Diamonds” and 

And, some say, the 

cause ‘the: ‘production company, 
needs somé way to amortize the 
cost. of maintaining a permanent. 
film studio. Ziv-VA has not made 
any ‘network ‘sale for °’61-'62.. 

‘ Decline & Fall 
‘The main reasons for the decline 

/and near. fall: of syndication are: 
{1) News ‘programming done lo- 

cally’ is inexpensive for stations. 
Throw in- weather programming 
too, and both news and weather are 
gobbled up by sponsors as fast as | 

NBC: 
owned & -operated. stations really: 
‘pioneered the modern concerts of 
news-weather that are selling so. 

they. can’..be put. on. (The 

big today to many former ‘syndle 
buyers.). 

(2) Even if news was expensive, 
chances: are that. more and more 
tv stations would: be airing it in 
former. syndication ‘time: like: 7 
o’elock. in the evening because of | 
the pressures from. Washington for 
more - informational programs, 
This position’ won’t change, it’s 
‘thought, .so.7 to 7:30 will probably 
‘be lost forever on many stations to. 

| syndicators. 
(3) The advent of the hour. pro-. 

grams on network has created a 
trend, and onetime regional syndie 
‘sponsors like ‘Ballantine and Fal- 
staff are. now.in things like NBC- 
TV's “Sing Along With Mitch.” 
Hour show upbeat has, one sy ndica-. 
ter puts it, ‘taken all the romance 
out. of the half-hour show.” 

(4) Even: if 7 o’clock time was’ 
available because of something as. 
unlikely as the failure of news- 

- | weather, it is not considered espe- 
| clally good time for action-adven- 
| ture programs like “Shannon” and 
‘]“Whiplash,” which are items. that | 
typify the general syndicated out- | 
put Later time periods: would be }- 

‘markets for its off-web preferred .by some: 

to look at: and, consequently, less, 
film from which to choose. ‘(Re- 
giongl .sponsors for . syndication: 
were spoiled -by the-fact that for 

(Continued on page 50) 

(ABC Radio 0&0’s Multi-Patterned — 
Formula With One Design—Profits 

: ‘+ ABC Radio’s owned & operated 

Allied’s Post:'48. Bundle |"stions the sixcornered, money- 
making keystone of the network's 

Newly-formed Allied Artists Tel- structure, are all making it with 
evision ‘Corp. has entered the post- 

Even if some of the web hours do 
|.a foldo, which is quite possible, by 
{the end of the: ’61-’62 season, fig-. 
uring among some syndicators is- 

‘48 pix-to-tv derby with an initial 
package of 40 pix, all of post-’50 
vintage. — 

Package, called “Cavalcade of 
the '60’s, No. 1,” includes such 
titles as “The Phoenix City Story,” 
“Face of Fire,” and “Cow Coun-. 
try.” Among the stars in the pix, 
over half of which are said to have 
been released theatrically in 1957 
ana thereafter, are Rod Steiger, 
Gary Cooper, Anthony Perkins, 
Patti. Page, Dorothy McGuire, Joel 
McCrea, Rory Calhoun and Ernest ; 
Borguine. gs 

Mul-Pronged TV 
Thrust by Sterling 
Brings Fancy Loot 

Easily: the fastest-growing sub- 
sidiary of. Sterling Films is the 
division known as Screen News 
Digest, says Saul Turell, company 
prexy who believes firmly that 
diversification is a fact of syndica- 
tion life these days. 

‘Screen “News Digest,: a film 
service that distributes educational 
films to more than 10,000 schools, 
will gross close to $500.000 this 
year, says Turell. Issued 10 times ; 
a year, the films cover current 
‘events, and. are sponsored on a 
community service basis by a long: 
roster of clients, including General 
Foods, Coke, Pepsi and Seven-Up, 
a long list of newspapers and local 

a different. personality approaches 
in their own markets. Granted 
complete autonomy within the 
broad guiding lines dictated by 
network considerations, the ABC 
o&o0’s have in this respect adopted 
the local operational pattern suc- 
cessfully used by the. parent thea- 
tre company, American Broadcast- 
ing-Paramount Theatres. - 

ABC Radio’s o&o’s run the 
gamut from conversational sta- 
tions to the modern pop musie 
and news formula with all the 
gradations between. On one end 
of the range is KABC, the Los 
Angeles outlet, which has beén 
clicking with an experiment in 
straight talk shows. Each hour 
of the.day consists of 15 minutes 
of news, split between local, re- 
gional and national developments, 
and then 45 minutes of conversa- 
tion programming. This varies 
from regular. features such as: 
Pamela Mason, Carlton Fredericks, 
et al to audience participation 
features. KABC came up with its 
best second quarter in its history, 
financially, and its rating climb 
has been steady though lower 
than the more conventional oper- 
ations. 

On the other swing of the pen- 
dulum, WABC, the N.Y. flagship, 
is a hard-sell music-and-news 
| station ‘with a strong emphasis 
{currently being placed on news. 
| WABC, incidentally, marks its 40th 
anni Sept. 30 and is the oldest 

i commercial station in New York. 
| In Detroit, WXYZ puts the ac- 
icent on documentaries, public af- 
| fairs and community service. The 
station recently sold a 13-week 

j industry. 

‘with its first feature effort, 

great comedy hits out of the com- 

| documentary series on Detroit’s 
role in the space race and, in gen- 

Also going to schools via their | eral, presents news in depth. 
own visual education budgets, are The Pittsburgh station. KQV, 
series covering most the arts and} is more akin to WABC in its stress 
sciences. In production is a series; on music and news. In Chicago, 
on baby care-—-26 five-minute stan- {| WLS, a 50,000 watter, has risen 
zas—and a science series for!from obscurity to a dominating 
youngsters. position in that market with a pro- 

Sterling also will premiere soon gramming philosophy of modern 
“The , music, news, documentaries and 

sports. In San Francisco, KGO, 
another 50,000 watter, uses a 

Show ; middle-of-the-road music approach 

Great Chase,” a compilation of| 

(5). With less syndie film being 
offered, the bankrollers have less 

pany’s extensive -archives. 
is in the can and will be shown for 
‘| distributors this week. — 

_Another feature is how in the 
works, this one compiled of footage 
on the famed love godesses down 
through the. years. 

Company’s' “Silents Please,” 
which had a successful run on ABC- 
TV from early this year through 
summer, is in production for 13 
additional half hours. New pro- 
grams will include “Rin Tin Tin,” 
“The Three Musketeers with Doug 
Fairbanks; Fritz Lang’s “Spies”; 
and Gary. Cooper's first important j 

jfeature role in “Lilac Tine.” Col- 
leen Moore, also featured in the: 
picture may come out of retire- 
ment to do the narration. 

‘ Wolper-Sterling division is work-’ 
ing on:a followup to the “Holly-' 

with a sophisticated personality 

(Continued on page 50) 

Jack Douglas 
‘Keyhole’ Series 

Paris, Sept. 26. 
Part of a new Jack Douglas vid- 

‘pic series of 39 half-hour entries 
to be called “Keyhole” is being 
made in France by Edgar Peter- 

ison. One segment is called “The 
Girl on the Left Bank,” now being 
wound in Paris, and the other 
| “The Riviera,” which goes next 
week down on the French Rivi- 

wood Golden Years,” (slated for i era, naturally. 
NBC-TV: airing), 
the “Talkies.” 

Riding the video. animal craze, 
Sterling has a package of 150 five- 
minute Chimp bits in wide distribu- 
tion. Titled “Chatter,” Turell says 
the series should gross $500.000. A 
new Chimp series, as yet untitled, ! 
‘will go into production next month. 

Sold in several top markets is 
Sterling’ s package of 78 half hours 
off the- Canadian Broadcasting web, : 
“Great Adventures,” with Ray For- 
rest as host. Show has sold 10 mar- 
kets in its week and a half promo- 
tion, including New York, Los An- 
geles and Ghicago. 

NEW ‘WYATT EARP’ SALES 
ABC Films reports five’ new 

“Wyatt 
Earp” series with the new sales 
boosting the total to 33 stations. 
New signees are KMBC, Kansas 

City; WCSH, Pg and, Me; 
KXTV, Sacraments? KSYD, Wich- 
ita Falls; and KUTV, Salt Lake 
City. 

“Hollywood and 
Ziv-UA will package and dis- 

; tribute the series which is expect- 
ied to bow the early part of next 
iyear. Six have already been made 
in the U.S. with dramatized-docu- 
mentary looks at private eyes, 

| bunko men, lonely hearts. clubs, 
4 

i“ Many of the pix will be made 
| abroad. Peterson points out that 
a general idea and framework is 
i used for each episode but that 
ithere is a great leeway for im- 
: provization. “Girl” follows a 
‘French girl about during a day in 
Paris and also looks at the sights 
and interviews people and noted 
personages. Young French thesp 
Christine Dandrieux plays the girl. 

“ The idea originated with Doug- 
las. Pix are eventually expected 
to bee-made all over the world: with 
a first batch of 13 to be ready by 
its early starting date next year. 
Peterson is assisted by Millie 
Moore and a local.Haison man, 
longtime Paris. resident Samuel 
Selsky. 
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Here’s the funniest line in television: Andy Griffith, Candid Camera, Jack: Benny, Dennis 
the Menace, Danny Thomas, Red Skelton, Dobie Gillis, Pete & Gladys, Hennesey, Father 

Knows Best, Bob Cummings, Dick Van Dyke, Father of the Bride, Ichabod and Me, Mrs. G.. 
Goes to College, Mr. Ed and The Alvin Show. It adds up to 25% of the CBS Television 
Network nighttime schedule— more top-rated comedy, more new comedy, and a bigger 
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percenta ge e of comedy than can-be found on any y other network. And if that’s not enough, 
tonight. Borge and Benny will titillate the nation’s viewers in two great “special” pro- 
grams. for two consecutive hours: Happy viewers make: happy customers make happy 
sponsors—a pretty sure indication that during this season 
‘the CBS Television Network and its advertisers will again dominate 
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Distraction Time’ on Madison Ave. 
Before Those Nielsens Are Posted: 
Lord Calvert Takes To the Hounds. 
By BILL GREELEY 

Items gathered during the } 
before the new-season Nielsens hit | 
the Madison Ave. fans: 

The foxes surely, and probably: 
the citizens. must have been shook ! 

Wednesday, Sepiember 27, 1961 

clude Robert "Breer, "who has 
evolved a theory of subliminal per- 

{ception via single-frame animation;. 
Stan Vanderbeek, creator of paste-{. 

{up film satires; Carmen D’Avino, Soe ei | TW-Radia Production Centres 
Bd Einshwiller; who. has combined: 

IN NEW . YORK CITY eee 
abstract settings with dance turns. 

“Maurice Evans, Janice Rule and Nancy Carroll. signed for “The 
Most outspoken about art film 

cribbing is McCann-Erickson, | 

: which a couple of years ‘ago. ran| Loves of Claire Ambler,” upcoming. CBS-TV “U.S. Steel Hour” drama 
{Hayward with script, production, a trade ad. headlined, “Time To ‘CBS. News editor BHI Seamans starts at Columbia U. Sept. .28— 

ull : ‘cast to be set. Go To the Movies, ” ‘touting the | winner of CBS Foundation Fellowship. for year of graduate study... .. 
Who's On First? fact that -agency’s art directors,| Harmonica virtuoso and composer: Eddy Manson to write . ofiginal 

A good many of the hip tech-| writers and: ty producers keep UP| musical score for “Twentieth Century” profile of Al Smith Noy. 5-... 
"niques seen in tv commercials; with the newest film techniques) Mary Ponterio, CBS-TV program department, back from. Lake George 
‘don't originate with the affluent ; via 10 to 12-hours screening of; hiatus .. “CBS Reports” producer Stephen Fleischman and CBS News. 

up by that Madison Ave. invasion ¢Teative folk at the ad agencies,| pix from Cinema 16, Museum of|Latin American correspondent Charles Kuralt enplaned with a tech- 
‘but rather are the work of the/yjodern Art, National Film Board| nical crew for Rio de Janeiro to. complete a program on Brazil .: . 

Comedienne Pat Carroll signed for a continuing role in this season’s 
+“Danny. Thomas Show”... ..CBS News Washington correspondent Bill 

of Waltham, Mass., recently. lean and hungry experimental film|of Canada, and other sources. 

‘Downs, whose beat is the State Department, has. been added ta the 

Production entourage included! makers, opines Amos Vogel, head 

Granada’ s. 25, 000 Feet CBS News staff covering the 16th session of. the United Nations. 

five horses, six hounds, eight mod- | of New York’s leading film society, 

els (featuring grown men wearing | Cjnema 16. 

jodhpurs:, and a half-dozen photo! Vogel says that: the society's General Assembly . Ralph Paskman, CBS-TV assignment editor, 
Of Ban- th Bo b Film| will get-a ehance to cool off for.three weeks in Antarctica. starting 

e- m ‘Oct. 28. A former Coastguardsman, Paskman will. be with “Operation 

“London, Sept. 26.. 

Granada-TV producer Tim 

crew and agency overseers. imembership numbers agency. execs 
It wes nothing but a plot bY ang company ad men representing 

Lord Calvert whiskey, via Comp-: eyery major shap and client in the Deepfreeze” to familiarize himself with that part. of the. world and 
ton agency, to inject an atmOS-' hisiness—and they are all attend-|: look inte. the possibility | of doing tv news ‘stories there . .. David. 
phere of elegance into a new cam- -ing on the expense account. i Shefrin, writer of “The Saturday News with Robert Trout” since the 
paign iremember the men of dis-' Asencies also - make extensive Hewat edited 25.000 feet of ain 1 | program's premiere in April, 1959, just campleted two weeks military | 
tinction?:. use of the Society’s exhaustive | just under eight hours to get “Sun-|joaye |. . N.Y. Yanks-and CBS-TV have invited representatives of the 

With a museum of early Ameri- library of experimental films that}day In September”. on the. air. 99: member delegations. of the United Nations and their children to be 
‘Program, which went. on On Most | suests at “Mighty.Mouse UNICEF Day at Yankee Stadium” Saturday 
of the commercial’ tv networks | (39) |. National Educational Television will distribute “UN Review.” 
here, depicted scenes from. the sit-. 

down ban-the-bomb demonstrations 

on Sunday (18), was screened the 

cana as background, the models have been in distribution for 10 

see ihe product with proper mod- 
weékly summary of events at the: United Nations, to its network of 

following day. Total of 12 camera’ 

ing the product with proper mod- 
eration. naturally. They'll appear , 
in the magazines in time for the: 

just attending the weekly ‘Cinema 
16 screenings “sort of loosens 
them up creatively.” One enter- 
‘prising agency exec, Robert. Brooks 

were mugged in ballroom setting. vears. says Vogel, ard, besides. 

56 stations . . . Sherril Taylor'and Jory Nodland, prez and V.p. respec- 
tively of ‘Taynod Productions, packagers of “Kukla & Ollie” tv series, 
‘are on the Coast negotiating for a pilot on an upcoming series , . . 

Christmas push. Estimated pro- of Benton & Bowles, draws on the/| teams were used to record . some Colleges across the nation have received. copies of. CBS Newsman 

diction cost: §10.000. Pictures: library to run his own film society staggering shots of police dragging Allan Jackson’s tome,. “You Have to Write, TOO!,” an examination. of 

fcur. jin suburbia. and ¢arrying demonstrators. into | the problem of writing for the ear: as. opposed to. writing for the eve. 

Some of the artists and film ex-; waiting. police vans. Only Associ- tice: 
Poetic Justice whose techniques | ated-Rediffusion | ‘didn’t take the 

Jackson plans to’ speak before a. number of colleges on his: writing 

At a press conference to intro- - -perimentalists 
ideas this fall .-. . Bruce E. Haight is the newly-appointed - assistant 

Jeontroller for CBS-TV . Mary. Fickett. is hostess for CBS-TY’s 
duce six producers who have proj- ; ‘have been picked up for blurbs in- progtam. 

ects in the Westinghouse three- ! 
network slate of 26 specials, Mc-j 
Cann Erickson’s new programming 
chieftain Sylvester = L. (Pat! 
Weaver. former NBC-TV president. 
guid it was good to be back in “the 
zacket” and meet old friends of 
the press. Westinghouse ad man- 
ager Roger Bolen said, “to quote 
one of our great lyric poets: ‘Tl 
be glad to pick up the check.’” 

Bolen wouldn't disclose the bud- 
get for the dazzling spread of hour 
and 0 minute “event-type pro- 
grams” “Weaver asain, but said 
it was actually slightly under the 
company’s outlsy last season for 
alternate weeks of “Desilu Play- 
house” and entire bankrolling of 
CBS-TV’s presidential convention, 
campzign and election coverage. f. 

On hand to give a progress re-. 
pert on their various productions 
were Gorgon Duff Rohert Saudek, 
Jerlo Lewis. Hubbetl 'Rabinson. 

Tetand Hayward and Reuven 
Frank. Shows = span pubaffairs. 
viricty entertainment and serious 

arama. 
Preducer Ev producer. 

wi.at’s on the way: 
Hub Robinson. who said the|- 

jdca for his and Dore Schary's 
“Sound of Sixties." jelled on su- 
rermarket trin when he heard .a 
Tes Angeles NBC redio deejay tah 
RCA recores with “Sound of Six- 
ties.” Las the show already in the 
can. It festures John Daly: Art} 
C:rney, Tony Randall, Andre 
Ficvin,. Vic Damone. Gogi Grant. 
Mehalia Jackson, Pat Harrington 
ane Scnary. 

Gordon Duff. producing series 
erigipal dramas fcr CBS airing. 
Bid the sim is for “quality.” even 
thench seript roaster lacks names 
like Serline. Rese and Cheyefsky. 
First drema, “Dispossessed.” by 
Siul Levitt. is cast with Juano 
Hernandez. Ralph Bellamy. Dina 
Marrill, Ear! Hollman, Conrad 
Navel and Albert Dekker. 

NBC News producer Renyen 
Frank has in hopper “Face of 
Spain,” with Chet Huntley at the 
helm: “Our Man in Vienna,” can- 
tinuing “Our Man” — concept 
Jaunched with David Brinkley in 
the Mediterranean; and another 
special for each, Huntley's to be 
slated and _  Brinklev’s possibly 
tilled “One Man’s Washington.” 

“Old Fashioned Thanksgiving.” 
reasonal musical to be presented 
Jive on ABC, will be the contribu- 
tien Saudek Assoc’s. Directed by 
Kirk Browning, the show will fea- 
ture Cherlton Heston, Dick Button. 
Fat Stanley, Betty Johnson and 
Eddie Foy. 

Marlo Lewis will produce two 
gycrials, “The Magic Nutcracker.” | 
vith new storviine and original 
Wrics, and a cki outing. “Winter 
Carnival at Sun Valley.” Former 
will have a Sam and Bella Spe- 
week book. and feature Carol Law- 
rence. Rohert Goulet, Pierre Olaf 
arc Lesive Hunter. “Sun Valex” 
vill have Jack Carter. Roterta 
Fete:s, Gorgon & Sheila Mac Rae. 
Tack Butten end ski exverts. 

An acGantion cf the book, “The 
Ge:d Years.” covering the SCERE | 
ficm Amcrieen 1900 to 1914. vill! 
be SG-minute project of Leland: 

here's 

TY Network Premieres 
(Sept. 27-Oct. 7) 

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 27 

The Steve Allen Show (tape), Variety, ABC, T: 30- 8: 30: p.m. Par- 

Hicipating: é 
a 

Myers via Young ’& Rubicam and Kellogg via Leo Burnett. 

. THURSDAY, SEPT. .28 
Dr. Kildare (film), Drama, NBC, 8:30-9:30 p.m. Participating. 

Hazel (film), Situation - Comedy, NBC, 9:30-10 p.m. Ford via J. 

Walter Thom son. 
ae P FRIDAY, SEPT. 29 

Robert Taylor’s Detectives (film—new hour ‘Jength | for. former: 

payt hour show), Action- Adventure, NEC, 8:30-9:30 p.m. Participat- 

in Father of the Bride :film), Comedy, CBS, -930-10 p-m. General 

Mills and Campbell Soup via B 
‘Farget: The ‘Corrupters (film), Drama, ABC, 10- 11 p.m. Partici- 

atin 
P Frank McGee’s Here & Now (live, tape, film), News NBC, 10:30- 

11 p.m. Gulf Oil via Young & Rubicam. 

‘SATURDAY, SEPT. 30 
Tales of Wells Fargo film, color—new length for former half- 

hour show', Western, NBC, 7:30-8:30 p.m. American. Tobacco (alt. 

weeks! via Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles and Participating. 

Gunsmoke (film—new iength for. former half-hour show), West- 

ern, CBS, 10-11 p.m. Liggett & Myers via Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sam- 

ple and Remington Rand via Young & Rubicam and General Foods 

and S. C. Johnson via Benton & Bowles. 

SUNDAY, OCT. t 
Mister Ed (film), Situation Comedy, CBS, 6: 30-7 p.m. ‘Studebaker- 

Packard via D*Arcy and Dow Chemical via Norman, Craig &. 

Kummel. 
Bus Stop (film), Drama, ABC, 9-10 ‘p.m. Participating. 

"MONDAY, OCT. 2 
Window on Main Street (film), Situation Comedy, .CBS, 8:30-9 

p.m. Scott Paper via J. Walter Thompson. and Toni -via North . 
Advertising. 

Ben Casey ifilm), Drama, ABC, 10-11 p.m. Participating. 

' -TUESDAY, OCT. 3 
The Dick Yan Dyke Show (film), Situation Comedy, CBS, -8- 8:30 

p.m. Procter & Gamble via Benton & :Bowles. 
Calvin & the Colonel film), Animated Comedy, ABC, 8: 30:9 p.m. 

Lever via J. Walter Thompson and Whitehall via Ted. Bates. 
The New Breed (film), Action-Adventure, ABC, ‘9-10 p.m, Par- 

ticipating. 
WEDNESDAY, OCcT.. 

The Alvin Show ./film), -Animated Comedy, CBS, 7:30-8 p.m. 
General Foods via Benton & Bowles. 

Mrs, G. Goes to College (film), Situation Comedy, CBS, 9: 30- 
10 p.m. General Foods via Young & Rubicam. ~- 

THURSDAY,. QCT. 5 
Frontier Circus (film), Western, CBS, 7:30-8:30 p.m. Participating. 
The Bob Cummings Show (film), Situation Comedy, CBS, 8:30-9 - 

p-m. Kellogg via. Leo. Burnett and - Brown & Williamson via Ted. 
Bates. 

The Investigators (film), Action-Adventure, CBS, 9-10 p.m. Par- 
ticipating. 

FRIDAY, OCT. 6 
Straightaway (film), Action-Adventure, ABC, 7: 30-8 p.m. Autolite 

via BBDO. 
- The Hathaways \film), Situation Comedy, ABC, 8-8:30 p.m. Par- 
ticipating. 

SPECIALS 
The Victor Borge Show (tape), CBS, Wednesday, Sept. 27, 9-10 

p.m. Pontiac via MacManus, John & Adams. 
Carnegie Hall Salutes Jack Benny (tape), CBS, Wednesday, Sept. 

27, 10-11 p.m., Motorola via Leo Burnett and “Sara Lee via Hill, . 
Roger, Mason & Scott.. 

J. F. K, Renort ‘live, tape, film), NBC, Thurs., Sept. 28, 7:30- 
8:30 . m. Ford via J. Walter Thompson.. 

Bell Telephone Hour ‘live, eolor), NBC, Fri., Sept. 29, 9:30-10: 30 
p.m. AT&T via N. W. Ayer. 

World Series Special live), ABC, Tuesday, Oct. 3, 40: 30- i p.m. 
Union Carbide via William Esty.. 

The Spiral Staircase ‘live, color), NBC, Wed., _Oct. 4, 10-11 p.m. 
American Gas Assn. via Lennen & ‘Newell. 

Dinah Shore Show (live, tape. color), NBC, -Friday,. Oct. 6, 9:30- 
16:30 p.m. American Dairy Assn. via ‘Campbell- Mithun and: S&H 
Green Stamps via ‘Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles. 

ifilm), Animated Comedy, ABC, 8: 30-9 p.m. Bristol- 

|America at N.Y.’s Hotel Statler .. 

-| Geraldine”) out of the: hospital after minor surgery. . . 

“Calendar.” Andy Rooriey: and Maurice Robinson will be: the writers, 
Martin Carr, the director, Hal Haley, news editor, Ron: ‘Bonn, news- - 
writer, and Vance “Walters, news director for the new davtime series. 
. . . Frank Gifford, former sfar halfback of the N.Y. Giants, hosts 
WCBS-TV’s “The Frank Gifford Show” and “The Frank Gifford Score- 
board,” starting Saturday (30). 

.“The Interview,” five-minute animated ‘cartoon produced by . Ernest. 
, Pintoff that’s been a hot comedy item in artie film houses, will be 
run off on Steve Allen’s premiere show tonight Wed.).on ABC-TV -. . 
‘Falton Lewis Jr., Mutual Broadtasting ‘commentator, is. 1961 recipient 
|of the Bill of. Rights Defense Gold Medal . Wanting to get the 
{hangover out of the way early this year, the Advertising Writers. As- 
sociation is having | a New Year’s.Eve party tonight aboard a *round- 

| Manhattan excursion ship. Royal Smith at Lennen & | Newell is the 
ticket man . . . Martin Block’s return 1o° New York. deejay ranks ‘was 

-laired from the Summit Hotel with a flock of celeb wellwishers on 
|hand, including Tony Bennett, Les Paul &.- ‘Mary Ford, Joey Bushkin, 
Steve Lawrence, Edie.Gorme and others, . 

Charles N. (Chuck) Hill has three ‘shows ‘going for. him—“Today,” 
“1, 2, 3-Go” and “The Nation's: Future.” all.on NBC-TV this season. 
“Project 20” film and picture re-earcher. Daniel W. Jones addresses 
the national. gonclave on Sept. 30 of the Photographic Society: of 

Robert C.. Currie Jxr., lately of 
Pittsburgh's: WQED-plus-tv, becoming director ; of program operations 
in the Broadcasting | Film Commission of the National Council of 
Churches; he succeeds Ben. E. Wilbur. who’ resigned ... .. Al Slep, 
WNBC and WNBC-TV ‘publicity-exploitation | boss. off'on a week’s 
cruise aboard the Qneen of Bermuda... : John J, Magan, formerly. of 
the Avery-Knodel reppery, joined: the “WNBC: Radia .sales staff last. 
week . ... Skitch Henderson cleffing the sccre for “Merrilly We Roll 

; Along” ‘on NBC-TV’s “DuPont Show of the Week” on -Oct. 22... 
Producer-director Norman Jewison and Alfred Productions veep Nor- 
man Rosemont in Paris this week for talks. with Alan: Jay Lerner 4nd . 
Fred Loewe on their tv special, “The Lerner-Loewe. Notebook”; one- 

_{shot due on NBC-TV Feb. 11 but.will be taped here before year’s end: 
Screen Gems: international veep Lloyd Burns off for Sydney, Aus- 

: tralia, Friday (22)‘on first leg of a. three-week Far Eastern tour. 
Bennett H. Korn, Metropolitan. Broadcasting Co.’s-v.p. over ‘television, 

speaking at the Huntington, L.I.; Health Clinic Oet. 16 on- the impact 
of television’s “horror and violence” ¢ on. children: 

{N HOLEYWOOD . 
Bruce Eells is back in aetion with a slew of: new tv: ideas: for. the 

‘hoped-for January selling season . ....CBS. brass held: a top secret meet- 
ing with department heads at Television: City with the minutes. closely: 
‘guarded. On hand were the Messrs Paley, Stanton’ and Aubrey . 
Basil Grillo, headman at Bing Crosby. Productions, will hustle ‘to. Wash- 
ington with a print of ABC-TV's “Ben Casey” to. show it to the FCCom- 

| missiqners . Gf they're available). as an explemplary™ exhibit of. what 
they’re been stumping for... ABC tép tiersmen moved in en masse from 
N. Y. for a week of meetings . With sociables with the: affiliates’ gov- 
erning board... Two versions.of what makes a show.a success were 
expounded. by a brace of tv’s spokesmen: Don Fedderson ¢éalls is chem- 

| istry; Jim Cominos, headman at Needham, Louis: & -Broby, Prefers 
image. ‘That should make it easy for admen buying shows ; . Perry. 
Botkin, king of the guitar, taped am hour. musical revue in San- Diego. 
cand exposes it there first before submitting to networks and/or syndi- 
l|eates ... Ice queen Donna Atwood makes her acting debut in a seg of 

| “Perry Mason.” . Louis Snader, one of: the earliest pioneers of Coast 
tv, getting ‘active again with that toll-tv look in his eye ... “PM.:West” 
moved into Hollywood for three -weeks of gabbing with picture and_ tv: 
‘stars ... Radio and TV News Club will make its Golden awards Oct. 
11, with the heads of wireservices judging . International Video 
taping of the Jerry Lewis hour ‘show for’ ‘muscular dystrophy will be. 
offered to stations gratis to spur the drive for funds. . 

IN CHICAGO . 
Hugh Del Regno transferred from NBC's Spot Sales division in ‘New 

‘York to become director of business affairs for the Chi stations, WNBQ 
and WMAQ. Post has been vacant since Al Lewis left the company ,.. . 
Del Clark was the fourth personality to be pink-slipped at WIND since 
Ed Wallis came in as general manager last spring . ... WLS plucked .. 
Clark Weber of WRIT, Milwaukee, for its all-night ‘deejay stanza . . 
WOPA, the Oak Park station, put its FM-er into orbit with eight: hours 
a day of separate programming. It'll specialize in what g.m.A] Michel. 
terms “memory lane” music . . . Bud Stewart (“Gloveables,” “Here’s 

‘Téd Weber 
(not the former. WGN-TV sales manager) has formed ‘Trojan Produc- 
tions, a radio syndie firm which is. prepping a fashion. series by.Magzgie 
Daly of the American and a news commentary show by Milburn (Pete) 
Akers, editor of the Sun-Times . . ABC newscaster Paul Harvey solid. 
‘with speaking engagements. in October: . Plough is separating the 
business offices and broadcast facilities of WJJD-AM-FM. Former will 
remain on Michigan Ave., -while studios move to Des Plaines .: .. 
| WBBM staff warbler, Boh Vers, recorc ~da tune. called “Playboy” on 

(Continued. on page 48) 
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Did you hear what “Miss Sadie Thompson’’ did? 
Well! On Friday, September 15th, “Sadie” played on WCBS-TV on the 
Late Show -in full view of nearly 2,000,000 New Yorkers!* “Sadie” 
recorded a sizzling 21.94 average. ARB rating and a more-than-generous 
53.9% average audience share. 

‘“‘Miss Sadie Thompson” is, incidentally, just one of many great 
‘COLUMBIA. POST-48 features now available for television. Others 
include, “On The Waterfront,” “Death Of A Salesman,” “Born Yester- 

day,” “The Caine Mutiny,” “The Last Hurrah,” “The Harder. They 
Fal »” and. “Jeanne Eagels.” 

But justi imagine what “Sadie” can do for you in your market! 

*ARB. 

E. ’ GEMS, INC. 
‘TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP. 
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WALT DISNEY'S WONDERFUL 
WORLD OF COLOR 

With Donald Duck, Professor Lud- 
wig Von Drake 

Producer: Walt Disney 
Director: Hamilton S. Luske 
Writers: Bill Berg, Joe Rinaldi, 

Milt Banta, Larry Clemmons, 
Otto Englander, Dr. Heinz Haber 

Music: Buddy Baker 
60 Mins., Sun., 7:30 p.m. 
RCA, EASTMAN KODAK 
NEC-TV (color: film) 

iJ Walter Thompson) 
The difference between color 

and bizck & white was never so 
forcefully demonstrated as on 
Sunday night's :24) premiere of 
the new hourlong “Walt Disney's 
Wonderful World of Color” on 
NBC-TV. Seldom has the spectrum 
been so handsomely or imagina- 
tively tinted up or such prismatic 
Tazzmatazz executed so _ beauti- 
fully. By the.same token as black 
and white viewing. one | could |10 p.m. Tuesday (19) over NBC-TV, 

TELEVISION REVIEWS 
CAIN’S HUNDRED. 
With Mark Richman, Martin Gabel, }- 
..Carol Rossen, Philip Pine, Gloria 

Talbot, others 
Executive Producer: Paul Monash 
Producer: Charles Russell. 
Director: Boris Sagal. 
Writers: Monash, Wallace Ware 
60 Mins., Tues., 10 p.m. _ 
PARTICIPATING - 
NBC-TV (film) a 

“Cain’s Hundred” is a frank 
1960ish facsimile of “The Untouch- 

ables.” Paul Monash, 
producer ‘of the new Metro hour 

film and co-author of the first few 

installments, was -the man who 

adapted the initial episodes of ‘The 

Untouchables"—the two successive 
hours on “Westinghouse-Desilu 
Playhouse” on which the current 
ABC series was based. - 

First. hour of “Cain's,” seen. at 

easily have wondered what “won-j was as slick-as could be, but, like 
derful world” they were talking |so many of the tv crime genre, it 
aLout. |was pap. Mark Richman, as Nicho- 

executive’ 

Wednesday, September 27, 1961 
THE JOEY. BISHOP SHOW: 8th. PRECINCY - OO 

|, With Joe Fiynm, Madge Blake, | With Robert Lansing, Ron Harper, 
Nancy Hadley, others _ . ° | -Nerman. Fell, Gregory. Waleott, 

Exeo Producer: Lou Edelman 
Producer: Marvin Marx . 
Director: David Lowell Rich 
30 Mins.; Wed., 8:30 p.m. co 
PROCTER .& GAMBLE;. PALL 
MALL — 

NEC-TV (film) 
\Bentc;: & Bowles; SSCB) 

There’s sharpness, a brittleness, . 

SATURDAY NIGHT AT THE 
MOVIES. , 

‘(How to Marry a Millionaire) 
Producer: 20th-Fox . 
12@ Mins., Sat.,.9.-p.m. 
PARTICIPATING . 
|NBC-TV (film) . 

' Nothing industry-shaking is like- 
ly to occur even though NBC-TV 
has decided for the first time in 
any network’s history to program | 
two consecutive hours of. prime 
jtime. tv with a series of post-48°a sophistication, .if you will, in 

feature films. . _ _} Joey Bishop’s comedic talents that 
First and foremost, the future of :-were almost totally absent from} 

the 9-11 p.m. series, “Saturday!the new Bishop-starring situation ; sl OF 
ee mene toens wie as comedy aneries which premiered | it’s no better, which’ should. miti- 

: . everyone ees, aepend! Jast ednesday (20) on NBC-TV. ! cate again: iralling. die 
for its. commercial tv success. on! Give the “ary-bumored comcdine | gate against a spiralling audience 
the quality of each picture offered, | half a chance to show his ad lib, : 
and the quality of the films, while | quick-on-the-uptake mettle (as has; Precinct.” == , 
aot ne same major studio ibeen demonstrated ‘so frequently| But more. fundamentally; “87th 

“H'0%),, IS errauc. e two-' on guest shots) and he'll project | precinct,” under “the production 
hour venture by NBC-TV averages : with a distinctiveness that is Beeu- | 7” eH phell ‘R bin Rae 
out more:than a 30% share of the : jjarly his ard his alone. ,aegis Of. tu HobINsOn, Was 
audience on Saturday nights, NBC! But the script that was fash-! deliberately morbid when it start- 
will have proved its point. — ‘foned to kick off the P & G-spon-.ed Monday (25). Morbid suddenly 

It id, however. do better than -sored “Joey Bishop Show” was as: becomes.a pallid word. in an ‘at- 
a 30% share the first week, Satur- - plodding as it was witless. Bishop's !tempt to describe accutately the 

|. others — ob 
“| Producer: Boris Kaplan ... . 
‘Director: Hersebel Daugherty. . 

stories by Ed McBain) -° = 
.60 Mins.; Mon., 9 p.m, — 
PARTICIPATING 

NBC-TV (film) . 
To begin with, this new NBC-TV 

Gena Rowlands, ‘Robert -Culp,. 

Writer: Winston Miller:(based on 

detective-meller starts a half-hour. 
after ABC-TV’s “Surfside 6,”. and. 

Tne first half-hour of the new | las Cain, is an up-to-date gangland 
series, devoted exclusively to an! lawyer who. during the first out- 
evocation of color as the extra di- : ing tried to shed his gangland ties. 
mension to ty enjoyment, could}He finally did, when his girl 
henceforth serve as the definitive i friend, played. by Carol Rossen 
“demonstration piece” for RCA in;'who will appear as a regular’ on 
its bid to get tint tv swinging into, another Metro-NBC series. “Dr. 
tiie bigtime. ‘It's only poetic justice  Kildar e”) got knockedsoff by venge- 
that RCA and Eastman Kodak; ful mobsters. The “hundred” of 
should be sponsoring the Disney |the title refers to Cain’s pursuits 
se lies in its switchover to NBC and {from here on in, it being the num- 
tint from its b & w tenure on|{ber of top mobsters, the same ones 
ABC.: Greater exposure of thisihe once handled in court, marked 

hi.lf-hour, everywhere and any- | by him for extinction or imprison- 
where, will get those sales rolling. | ment. oo 

If there were some misgivings| Richman, like Robert Stack of 
as to when Disney will “get on | “Untouchables,” is a strong-jawed, 
‘ith the show.” for its allround en- | lean, quiet-type actor—perfect for 
tertainment quotient is still -dang-!a lead role in a tv series, all the 
ling on a promissory note. the color | more so because so many of the 
splash — for those owning sets —|eW crime-adventure fronters_ are: 

mere than justified this initia]; baby-faced, immature actors. He 
“introductory offer” and offering. | \¥aS well backstopped on the first 
With Disney himself on deck ta}Show by Martin Gabel, as a gang- 
estoll the tint virtue, and with a|land chief called George Vincent. 
Donald Duck kin, Ludwig Von 
Drake, making his bow for a lec-{to the program. Gabel was back 
ture spiel in the earlier tradition ‘for the second successive install- | 
of the Jack Pearl accented comi-;ment and so was Philip Pine as 
culities, it wes an altogether per-|another gangster. This gimmick 
suasive and imaginative documen- 
tation of the origins of color and 
the use of tint in creating moods. 

trouble for the hero) is part and 
parcel of “Untouchables” too. An- 

There was a cliff-hanger element 

(same faées making (continuing |. 

It was a perfect blending of Show- 
Mmanship and salesmanship. 

The second half proved a hu- 

other thing that is the same on 
both shows is the clever use of 
lots of post-sunlight (mostly studio- 

morous exploration into the won-|made under proper subdued light- 
ders and mysteries of mathematics |ing) action, a crepuscular touch 
jn a Donald Duck “Mathamagie |that has always drawn in the tv 
Land” sequence, blending anima-| audience. The old “Peter Gunn” 
tion “and live. in which Disney’s;Series was Just as careful about 
famed creation tries to dig those | such dark alley-barroom shots. 
digits. Mathematics in relationto| Violence was present in the in- 
music with a then & now jam ses- | itialer of “Cain’s” buf, perhaps due 
sion of ‘Grecian hepsters and a-t !:e vrohibitions ecainst “sex & 
horn section circa ‘61’: mathe-i Violence,” were minimized. There 
matics in relation to games tchess,| Was enough shooting and bottle-. 
baseball, billiards, ete.;} and some 
mathematical hijinx with = stars. 
circles and triangles provided 
sume enlightening and ingenious 

bag of sight & sound tricks. 
The portents for the 7:30 to 8:30. 

showcase are promising, giving: 
NBC a new lease on Sunday night 
in the highly competitive '61-°62 
seuson. But for the first show. the |. 
big difference vas color. Ruse. 

GE THEATRE 

‘tossing just the same. Art. 

| THE BULLWINKLE SHOW 
‘ 

vignettes out of Disney's creative! <* 
t Directors: 
Producers: Jay Ward, Bill Scott 

Bill Hurtz, Ted Par- 
melee, Lew Keller, Gerard Bald- 
win, George Singer, Ernie Ter- 
razes 

| Wrkters: Chris Hayward, Loyd 
Turner, Chris’ Jenkyns, 

_ Burns, George Atkins 
30 Mins., Sun., 7 p.m. 
GENERAL MILLS, IDEAL TOY 

Al 

With Ronald Reagan, Carol Law-; NBC-TV (film) 
rence, Abraham Sofaer, James 
Westerfield, Gloria 
Elisa Palfi, others 

Preducer: Stanley Rubin 
Director: Ida Lupino 
Writer: Ken Kolb 
30 Mins. Sun.. 9 p.m. 
GENERAL ELECTRIC 
CBS-TY (film) 

‘BBDO’ 
. "GE Theatre's” 
premiere was a trashy melodrama 
about Russian cccupation cf a 
Hungrian village with all the spur- 
Jous pretense of political intelli- 
genee familiar to the genre. 

Shaw host Ronald Reuzgan. por-: 
traving a Russian major who start- 
ed out duty happy and wound up 
on the side of the town folk, en- 
acted the role Jike an All-Ameri- 
can Warner Bros. contract player. 
Felow officers, with Vie Morrow 
as the heaviest heavy. were Vodka 
svilling and lecherous to a fault 
in the ene-dimecnsional style of 
Holiywood military vitlains wheth- 

er they're Bosh. Nip. Gook or Red. 
As the young Hungarian Jevess 

accused in the killing of one. cf the 

Marshall, | 

\ video, “Lassie,” has some power- 

eighth season 

(D-F-S; Grey) - 
CBS-TV's venerable hound of 

ful competition in NBC-TV's new 

cartoon entry, “Bullwinkle.” The 
disarming moose and his animated 

+ buddies—Rocket J. Squirrel: Pea- 
body, the genius dog; Dudley 

:Doright of the Mounties; Natasha 
i Fatale. Boris Badenov: ete.—come 
- Out of syndication with a strong 
'kid following, and there’s a level 
‘of wit and whimsy that’s going to 
, Capture a lot of adults, 
i Show has several regular seg- 
iments, including two Bullwinkle 
: episodes. cliffhanger style; ‘‘Frac- 
tured Fairy Tales," voiced by Ed- 

, ward Everett Horton; “Aesop's 
: Fables,’ voiced by Charles Rug- 
‘ gles; “Peabody's Improbable His- 
‘tory:” and “Adventures of Doright. 
‘the Mountie.” 

Example of the show's sophis- 
:tieation was in the moral of the 
| initialer’s ‘Aesop's Fable,” the 
story of a sick lion who caught a 
}cold every time he roared like a 

officers, Carol Lawrence managed : ion because what he really want- 
some fiery appeal aided by high fed to do was sing like. a human. 
si ht values. Death scene was too; The moral: “Psychiatrists are good, 

much even for her. however. Offi-; but they’ve never cured the ¢om- 
cer is killed when she belts him in 
the face with a glass of vodka and 
he backs into a knife. 

mon cold.” . 
General Mills commercials were 

lin the satirical groove of overall 
Contrasting solid production val- | proceedings, with one for Cheer- 

uc surrcaunded the hokum, cspe- j 16s titled “Open Oat.” a live-action 
cilly in cutcoor settings. and Ida | takeoff on David Susskind’s “Open 
Lupino’s deft direction. Bill, | End.” Bill. 

day (23), with the airing of “How 
to Marry a Millionaire.’ First off, 
“Millionaire” is one of. the more 
solid grossers in the motion picture 
biz In the first seven years: since 

son production grossed nearly $7.- 
500,000 in the U.S., which isn’t bad 
by any means. This kind of a. the- 
atrical background, which offers 
built-in promotional values, plus 

carries implicit promotional values. 
gave it a fairly high share of the 
audience—into the 40° range. But, 

urday At the Movies” will affect 
normal boxoffice returns.- To do 
this, 

.VARIETY’s review (Brog:) .of ” 
“How To Marry A Millionaire” 
on Nov. 11,. 1953, called ‘the 
.20th-Fex Technicolor entry 
“a*winner -in this showmanly | 

_.combination of entertaining 
story and sock .trouping. It’s 
.a solid comedy. that would 

: cliek even without this an- 
_amorphic filming . 
casting.. of Betty: Grable 
Marilyn Monroe and Laureen 
Bacall in this type of girl 
galg@digger. plot is almost a 
guargntee of hearty ticket 

_ Sales.” . 

The 

use betwéen 9 and 11. p.m. This, 
despite all the strength of the first 
show, it did not do. . , 

If “Saturday Night At the Mov- 
ies” “hirts anybody in show biz, 
it'll probably be-the operators of 
pay tv, who have been eyeing. the 
‘post-'48 product. | ot . 

“Millionaire” was diverting fare, 
alright, but it- suffered somewhat— 
as feature films on tv usually do— 
| by the commercial cut-inse. NBC-TV 
says.it tried hard to make sure that 
the 12 network spots iplus two lo- 
cal spots) were placed more with 
an eye to “natural breaks” in the 
film than. arbitrarily every 20 min- 
utes. Plan didn't seem to work es- 
pecially well, though, since: the 
cuts, coming: first in 20-minute 
breaks and then in 15. and approxi- 
mately 10-minute breaks - fell’ at: 
annoyingly climactic moments. But - 
‘since there has to be blurbs, maybe 
NBC couldn’t have done it better 
in any event.  . mT 
Sixteen of the. 30 20th-Fox films 

that. are to be shown this’ season 
Will be in color. and: this, certainly, 
should help ‘the ‘sales aspirations 
of color-conscious RCA, the NBC 
parent company, particularly since 
tint on film seems to have a finer 
consistency than tv studio-produced 
color. As to the pictures them- : 
selves, not all the product to be 
faired is anywhere near the b.o. 
ability of ‘“Millionaire’ or next 
week’s film, “Snows -of . Kiliman- 
jaro.” Indeed, there are libraries 
equally -as good: or better available 
for lo¢eal station use. 

time. ; 
By putting a. first-run (for tv) 

film, even of reasonable quality, in 
prime time provides.the trade with 
room for some interesting, almost 
mystical, speculation. Can a prime 
time movie create’ a.new atmos- 
phere, one that might help build: 

{an audience for all Saturday night 
movies, whether network or local? 
‘The double-billing (in New York) 

of :“Millionaire’ on the network 
and a better film -‘qualitatively) 
like “East ‘of Eden” on local 
WNBC-TV did seem like a wallop- 
ing bargain last Saturday. Both in 
color, both of fairly high to excel- 

it was released, the Nunnally John- ' 

the fact that it. was a premiere ‘ 
telecast for a series, which also: 

for the benefit of theatrical motion , 
picture houses, there doesn’t seem - 
to be reason to believe that *‘Sat-- 

the NBC-TV program will. 
heve to raise the number of sets-in- - 

| PROJECT HOPE 

‘discomfort in trying to adapt him- 
. self to the situation posed for him. 
was almost discernible to’ the 
naked and: not-too-amused eye. 

Primarily what’s wrong with the 
show,‘ as 2 Bishop show, is that 
anyone of half a dozen or a dozen 
other comics could have rapped it 
up in just as good style—for this 
wasn’t the Bishop style at all. Sec- 
ondly, it lacked any of. the. neces- 

,Sary outlandishness or exaggera- 
-tions to give it the stamp of good 
situation comedy. There was some- 
thing too unhappily. “normal”. 
‘about it and the characterizations. 

tions man who is unjustifiably 
: fired from his job. Before the boss 
:Imakes amends and restores Bishop 
to good graces, the. hapless p-r. 

candid camera type tv show. .(“On 
, the Spot”).in which he takes some. 
verbal potshots at the boss. In 
: order to: get Bishop in and aut of 
.the mess the ‘show. is obliged ta 
‘bring on some stock characters 
‘whose only contributions are to 
;aceentuate the flaccid.tone of the 
; whole show. The direction was 
_about on a par with the writing. 

Rose. 

Bishop portrays a public rela-- 

man {finds himself involved on a 

shennanigans that occurred on this 
‘pseudo cop series. * 

"sex that, incredibly, got-on the air 
_at-a time when sex and violence 
.are of uppermost concern in some 
Washington circles. — a 

| ‘There is this cop, Steve Carella, 
; who has three plainclathes buddies. 
!—all working out of the &7th Pre- 

smorose, 
,;times dense. They. were chasing 

cinct on a big city police force. As. 
cops, ‘they were a shoddy banch,-: 

‘élassically. flip and at. 

at 9 p.m. on Mondays for “87th ; 

It was a display of. violence and ° 

idown a sadist who-.tatooed and - 
‘poisoned his female victims. ‘They 
finally caught-him, but. not before 
{there was sOme extraneous \vio- 
“lence and. some tasteless sex im- 
,parted to. what the producer ex- 
‘pects is a. lustful tv.audience..” | 

There's a Mrs;. Carella,. teq—a 

U 

Having a deaf and dumb woman as 
ia. 

it was a gimmick abused for all it 

: band a chance to work over a 
“masher in ‘a restuarant, a. masher,. 
lincidentally, who had_. nothing 
‘whatsoever. to. do with. moving ‘the 
plot.’ And when. she was: having 

beautiful deaf.mute who went and- 

regular .part of ‘the series. was,. 
‘ obviously, only a sex gimmick, and’ 

iwas worth. ..No. 1, it gave. her hus- 

With Bob Considine, others. 
| Producer: Frank Bibas 

‘| Director: Bibas 
30 Mins., Sept. 20, 8:30 p.m, 
!CBS-TV (film) | ; 
| Maybe it. was a case of firstest 
. with the Jeastest,.but nobody in his 
fright mind would knock the intent 
:of a half-hour show on the citizen- 
‘sponsored American“ hospital ‘ship. 
:SS Hope. . coe 

the. tatoo. applied, she stumbled. 
on: the killer her. husband was 

and there followed some inéxcusa-' 

; got a butterfly tatoged on her lus-". 
Vcious shoulder in the first hour. 

|seeking.. Chasing him and_ his. 
writhing newest victim to. :the 

{ docks, she, naturally, got. caught, 

bly morbid sexual suggestiveness — 
between a maniac and.a mute. And 
for ‘the final bit.of mayhem,. the. 
killer, surrounded and hapless, got: 
belfed about a bit. by: hero Carella. 

Such films, 
.| however, are not going to.compete 
with “Saturday Night At the Mov- 
ies,’ because they. are not. in prime. 

|. In airing “Project Hope,”. how- 
ever, CBS-TV. allowed outside pro- 
;duction on a pubaffairs stanza for 
:the first time, and the filmed ac- 
count of the ship’s yearlong voyage 
carrying medical aid and teaching ! out the. cop team. Gena. Rowlands 

jper, a clean-cut, sufficient. actor, 
j Norman Fell, :who knows the ropes, 
and rangy: Gregory: Walcott round. 

Robert Lansing is a white-eyed, <- 
contorted Steve Carella. Ron Hare - 

o 

to Southeast Asians was more: 4 was. the. beautiful, if unconvincing: 
‘slick example of an industrial pro- ' ;yte—and as shé was unconvine- 
‘duction than representative of the ing it. probably was more the 
‘sort of excitement the web’s own! scripter’s: fault than hers. And 

;decumentary efforts have created: guest Robert Culp was too good. 
Hately. (NBC News sent crews and His villainy, particularly -in the 

| Rarph Bellamy to Vietnam to pro-'' sexyal department, was altogether. 
{duce an hour on the Hope that’s impressive, and. again, the..actor 
|slated. for Nov. 28-showing, and ne¢ 
it’s entirely likely that “Project. y. he was supposed ‘to-do. 
Hope,” with production. bankrolled 1 Vat De Was Suppose: 
iby Exe Corp., will suffer’ by ‘backstop. facets were. excellent’ in 
; Comparison. “bringing - morbid qualities 

_ “Project” - traced the’. Hope eee g. out the me bid a “Art. . 
‘through the trip te the Islands of) ~ « 
‘Indonesia (a stop before Vietnam) |. Co , = 
‘with volunteer doctors, technicians CIVIC AUDITORIUM PREVIEW 
;and nurses. prepping for the task , With Bill Burns, Tom Finn, John 
in port, and the tremendous job of | ‘Reed King, -Icecapades 

Dick Simmons, . - Bill ; treatment and instruction once the | Producers: - 
‘|ship docked in the Islands where| Wuerch | 
‘in some areas there is one doctor ; Director: Joe. Samul 
for every 500,000 inhabitants and ‘30 Mins.. Mon, (18), 8 p.m.. 
where life expectancy _. +U.S. STEEL...” , 
| Hearst columnist Bob: Considine: KDKA TV,. Pittsburgh 
‘handled voice-over and at the wind; pits new $22.000.000 . Audi- 

jinterviewed Dr. William B. Walsh, itorjum was introed on ‘this show. 
jfounder and: prexy of the project. three numbers from “fcecapades” 

uit. = iwere on thé shew. but the beauty . - 
.: tand’‘scope of beth the building and 

lent quality, the two films did rela- {show were Jost on the small screen.. 
tively well. So, in fact, did “Only: No reverse ‘side. of a ‘black & 
the Valiant,” a post-’48er shown jwhite- telescope could. possibly. 
on rival WCBS-TV, N.Y. WNBC- bring out the majesty and‘grandeur 
iTV’s program broke 20 rating ; of .this picture. © ga 
points and. WCBS-TV’s Gregory |. John. Harris; : producer of. ‘the 
Peck-starrer got nearly. that much. | blader and one: of. the building’s. 
Could be the audience was put in! prime tenants, tried to help by 
‘the mood for pix. - f 

‘ It’s ironie that NBC-TV was the Wine. girls. so the ice productions. 
network to break the feature film: could be. shown but the viewers 
barrier. In contrast to the. other | wanted to see the results of three. 

eannot be .blamed; he ‘was doing = 

’ Film angles, direction and other ‘ 

Picking up the union tab for. the.. 

webs, which mainly have been si-:years work in .all its .colarful 
lent on. the subject, it was a top jsnlendor and thev rot what some 
NBC executive, echoing the long-|tv viewer in the 21st century. will 
standing policy of his company,|set when he ‘sees “Cone With the 
who a few years ago said he would | Wind.” Bill :Byrns, Tom. Finn and 
d. everything possible to prevent 
tv fram drowning in a “sea of .cel- 
lutoid.”" - Art. 

John Reed King wer excellent in 
; their interviews with the first night 
}celebrities. Lit, 



: Soe W Soccs 
ian. = 

-. Duty. This: was. at the: rate ef 10% as from. ‘Ist May: but was. 
.. Increased. te 11% as. from th 

quoting the. 

, befere the 

. Agure; the: 

fais. ‘sum was “serned” by an. acter whe walked on 

-. Union - 

‘Wednesday, September 27 3 ‘1961 

Bee Fr = TY, 
‘ap ear v-. 

‘DIFFUSION ?” 
THE SIXTH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
of. Associated-Rediffusion Limited was “Oo 
held on September {9th in: London, 

Mr. Joha Spencer Wills, the Chairman presidind. 

Moving the ‘adoption wt the Repert and Accounts fer the year 
_ Hering the a Chetrman seid: 

ore wilt push teen poet the Accounts that the proftt wee. 
just. abeut the same as was last year. It only appears ‘te be 
Mere because we did net consider it necessary te ‘the 
£500,006 provision fer. 
and thé year before that. 

- ADVERTISEMENT. REVENUE 

adve revenue, which shews an Increase of some 16% 
‘ever that fer. the previeus year. This must be accepted as a 
striking ingiestion « eof the valve of television advertising ia. the 
Lenden area, which mew has a petential audience of over nine 

‘million viewers, We have been: glad te welcome many new 
advertisers. 

tn this year's Budget,. fetevision” ‘advertising -was singled out 
fer special taxation .in the form of Television Advertisement 

th July. . 

Any comment by ms about thls new impost would probesly 
be regerded as whelly selfish, se ‘1 will content myself with 

wetticnewn economist, Mr. Graham Hutten:—. : 
“The eddest new tax ka that (estensibly) on: edverfising 

‘by television. .It Is almodt a classic offence against all of .. 
Adam Smith's femous canons of taxation.. Purportiag te 
hit at the prefits of fhe ‘pregramme-contracting companies, 
-H was admittedly: expected te be passed on to adverivers. 
Bince peepte and their advertising agents. werk. to 
“budgets of thelr own, and TV has the biggest Impact on 
their markets, He effect wilt be. completely te by-pass TV 
advertising, and. come to rest on all ether form: Ot % advere 

.. ft ft would: have been far better (as Lord Hinching- 
brooke ead many ethers in ali three parties In the. Com- 
mons peinted evt) te come out Into the open with a 

tax on all advertising.“ 

‘We took special. steps to ‘atsist those advertisers where budgets: 
gould net immediotely te adjusted te meet the Duty. 

ich, under eur General Terms and Con- 
Gitions of Contract, were: subject to eight weeks’ notice: 
eancelfation, we reduced ‘the cancellation: period te ene week 
fer bookings within the sight-week period following the Ini- 
posttien of the. Duty, In cases where ativertisers had entered 
‘Into |‘ non-cancellable contracts for. guaranteed - expenditure 

Wipesitien of the Duty,.we agreed that. the adver: 
tisers concerned could, :-lf they se desired, include. ihe appr 
-priste Dety in. thelr. guaranteed: expenditure, the ‘ratc. 
count remaining wachanged and centinuing to 
guaranteed expenditure excluding Duty. . 

In 1960, ever £134 million was spent on advertising: tn the 
‘United Kin Press. This Is 17% per. cént more than the 

o be payable on 

gdom . s 
£114 mifiten spent in 1959 ‘and Is the highest. annual expen-- 
diture ever recorded by The Statistical . Review of Press Ad-. 
vertising. Expenditure on TV advertising also reached a record 

total. fer 1960 being Just under’ £77 million. 
Television still hata 

‘the advertisers fhan by the adyertising medium. 

‘OPERATING COSTS 

A gratitying feature ef the. year Is the continued grewth in . 
rtisement 

fn the. 

A. 

of dis . 

ry q 

obsolescence which we. made ‘fast | year. - 

: -considerable distance te geo to catch. 
.! Op... Any: tex: upon advertising. tt a burden vpen the export trade, | 

- But this new tax burden Is more .a nmiatter for complaint . by. 7 

Our: _oberatins costs have continved to rise and: show en 
seme 14% ever | Pp is year's figure: There 

wil be a further substantial Increase In the current. year. 
The préduction of television programmes Is Indeed. van ex- 
pensive business. 

‘Our new million pound Studie 5 
‘tiaveus vse, has proved its werth the additional 
improved ‘factlities which Ht prevides have, I think, been 
flected in Improvement in the range and in the artistic and 
technical gu ity of. evr pregrammes. — 

It ts net wholly surprising that an industry: which earns large. 
v : be @ target fer the Tradex Untons céncerned. 
ery large. increases In pay have been negotiated and It is 

{nevi table evr friendly rivals; the B.B.C., shovid also 
been Naectews There is one application, however, which 

rocks even: m9, who has been closely. sorsernes in wage 
negetiations dtferent industries, for ter mber of 
years. And that has been lodged by The ‘British Yactors Equity 
Assoclafion, commonly called “Equity”. 

. When ‘Independent. Tetevision started, the 
payable to an acter in’.a B.B.C. production was 6 guiness! 

a Bard, 

“My Lord. the catrélege awaits’, By negotiation, this minimum 
for a national dppearance on independent Television was, from 
.the start In 1958, ti 7 gwineas and, 

minimum. fee 

a comparable actor, a minimum fee of 36 guiness, an. Increase 
-of 260%. They have also demanded, fer the national appearance 
-on Independeat Television ef an acter spesking mere than. 

“at Wembtey, ‘new Ta con. 
orace and” 

creased te in 1958, ‘was . 
‘Teised again te 18 guineas, Equity have new demanded, fer. 

“ten werds, a minimum payment ‘of 44 guineas, an Ancrease. 
of 340%.. 

if Is net pormaily considered good seed pra actice. te discos Trade 
negetiations whtiist: ‘wey? are . 

have issued an instruction te. 
engagement ta any ITV programme (except . com- 

They ir members - 
_ accept any 
mercials) which javeives any werk-on or after the Ist November, . 

The dem ands tn. support of which the strike has been. catied 
are se fantestic negotlations ere at an end. We, In . tele- 
‘vision, need acters; we, in television, have given them very 
tonsiderabte support tn many directens. we are. not, however, 
‘prepared to accede to ridiculteus demand 

it is. net w ‘that, in their latest” instruction to thelr 
members, the Council of Equity sald “Our. original proposals 
were wiede with full knowledge that. we might well not achieve 
-@ new deal. in Independent Television ag «@ result of dis- 
cussions over the negotiating table .-. .”. 

PROGRAMMES. I 
It has always , been the Board's policy fe. give tha maximum | 

eedorm pestinle: _ responsibility and. fr ef ach on. to our.” pre- 

rogress -but, in tals. 
‘case, Equify have publicly ankeunced the calling of a ities. 

. 

, Branches ef the Christion religion In this covatry. 
ln. every 

‘Wational Division. 

-Arabla, .Nicaragua, & 

. financial ‘significance, you will,. I 

“Str lifer Evans, Provost ef University 
‘ever the Chairmanship ef our Educational Advisery Council 

engaged in the previsie 

gramme planning ane production wef and f think the staff 
are again te be congratulated vpen the results ef their work. 

> although size ef audience Is net the sole criterion of suc- 
cess, it i¢ pleasing te note. that Asseciated-Rediffusion produe- 
Hens centinve to Agura poominently tn the weekly lists of 
tep-r. Programmers. It seems to me that the test of success 
for uny public service—particulariy where an alternative 
avallabre—must, In large measure, be the extent te 
‘the public use sarvice, 

An. ectecding event during the year was the apreduction 
lect March. of “Laudes. Evangel". -# presentation ef episodes 

the Ife ef Christ teld in music, mime and ballet. This: 
vrogramms, ‘which was tranemitted at peak aewins fime on 
@eod Friday and seen by seme four and quarter wittlion 
viewers, received: unqualified praise wren Teaders of. fhe main 

s wast, 

way, a most: challenging production: and, apert frem 
the public and press response to it, the spirit In ‘which the 
chatlenge was accepted by ‘the very large number ef staff 
concerned made the occasion memorable. The critic whe 

ere Mates Eve accuses independent Television of. 
‘he Interested te. Aearn. that the. 
-wan . £28,808. 

INTERTEL 

Another outstanding end adventurous préegramme devel- . 
epment. during. the year was the fermation of the Interna- 
tonal. Television Federation, known shortly es “tntertel”. 
This [s sn asseciation ef mater television organisations tn. 
the English speaking world which came into being on the {- 
Initiative ef on. Our Contreter of -Pro- }- . Asseciated-Rediffusi 
‘grammes ‘has’ been elected the first Chairman of the 
Federation Council. The member eryantsations have under- 
taken te produce, exchange and distribute, throughout. the 

| world, high class decumentary. feature pregrammes on cur- | 
rent world: preblems. Our first twe contributions, “The 
‘Quiet War’ and "The Heartbeat .ef France’, each cesting 
£20,408, have been shewn te peak-time sudiences in this 
country, Australie and Canada snd en sixty stations In the 
‘Untted States of America... We believe. that Intertel can do 
much fe-Incresse the knowtedge and understanding of cur- 
rent situations end ‘probioms. throughout the werld : 

1 mentioned. last ‘year the recent esteblishment of an Inter- 
Measured in ferms of revenve, H 

_yet 
be know’ that Associated- en pregrammes, including 

plays and drama series, documentary feature pregrammes and 
schools programmes, have been sotd, In thirty-three different 
countries. Some ef our schools programmes Rave been sold in 
such ‘remote. aad differing places as Ethieple, The” 

ern Rhodesia and Australia, and Amer- 
€urepean countries may shertly be added 

Whilst these dev 
‘fea and a number eof 
te. the lst. 

am. sure, be glad +t 
‘that an international reputation ‘Is gradvatly being established? 
the sert of reputation that cevld be of great value Hf, during 
the ‘next. few years, the international exchange ef. programmes 
by satellites were to become practicabte. . 

increasing use fs being made of tetevision ‘programmes for 
echeols, which Asseciated-RediGusion pioneered feur years age. 
The number ef schools taking the pregrammes hes risen from 
etshty ts, atteen. hundred and may wetl exceed twe thousand 
during th yeér just commenced. We are grateful te 

Coltege,. fer having taken 

tn succession te Sir Sydney Caine; whose résignation, on his 
appolatment’ as a2 .momber. ef the tadependent Television 
Avthority, | mentioned last year. 

_, At our meeting four years ago, I suggested that if you had 
net. ‘seen our schools programmes, you should take an opper- 
funity ef doing se. They are weit worth viewing by aduits 
and « repeat the suggestion new. Our French language series, 
‘Cher les Dupre”, has, in fact, been transmitted In evening 
“programmes and seen by audiences of ever twe million in the 
Londen area. The fact that clese on. 45,400 explanatory beekiets 

“were sold: to viewers Indicates the interest tr which was taken 
in this experiment In adylt education. Anether ef our scheels 
pregrammes, “London, Cepital City” is new .being transmitted 
‘In evening programme ‘time. 

THE FUTURE ° 
‘Te the. Pilkington ‘Committee of Inquiry | aren was appointed 

last year to censider and make recommendations on the. future 
ef broadcasting services in this. country, we have submitted 
our views and evidence, The Committee's R ig expected 
some time next year... 

The facts that. the ladependent ‘Television - Authority: Is te 
cease fo exist. In 1964; that the contracts of Programme con- 
tracters terminate in the. same year; that there has been 8 
great deal ef publicity given te an enormous number. of 
Trreconcitable recommendations wiade to the Plikington Cem- 
mittee—all these have caused, and. are bound te have 
eaused; some unrest snd ureesiness ameng our staff. Are their 
Jobs. safe? Are they reasonably certain of continued emptoy- 
ment? ts there any risk that they. may have. wasted thelr time? - 
tn omy opinion. ins® is no cause for alarm, no. justification 
even. fer misgivin 
_The main. sharenoiders- In | Assoclated-Rediffusion have been 

on and management of public services 
fer two-thirds ef a century—ever since 18%. I myself have 

- been so engaged for forty years. Railways, tramways, trackless 
trefteys, radfe tations, television stations, the generation and 

Hon of electricity, the manufacture and distribution of 
erent alrtines, wired redie, wired television, metor omnibus 
services, ‘Foad goods transport—all These activities, not only : 

is - 

which 

ma 
“Laudes Evangelli” ‘ 

cannot. 

ad, Saudi. 

are net yet. ef great 

In the United Kingderm, but tn countries all ever the world, 
have Been eur life. The bus interests alone embrace 13,608 
public service y ig it surprising that we should have 

‘with the task of television pro- 
grammes to the largest city In the weefern hemisphere? 
Sixty-six yeers ef public service and, let Ht be sald, of successful 
public service, on a targe scale, cannet be lightly disregarded. 

Rallweys, tremways, electricity undertakings snd gas under- 

furnteh 

. takings were mostly eperated under individual Statutes. The 
alr services wete operated under short term licences granted 
by a Statutory Avthority. The wired radio and teevisicn 
undertakings are curreatiy operated under teng term licences 
from the Pest Office but, for many years, could have been 
stopeed at shert notice. The omnibus services have, for the 
fast ‘thirty years, Been operated under shert term licences. 
But always H has Been t the practice, provided that the eper- 
ators sroperly discharged thelr responsibilities to the public 
they served, fer the licences to be renewed without question. 

My personal bellef I¢ that our ttaff have«no reason to 
fear any departure from the Iicencing practice established 
‘ever se many decades, 

- Our shares are widely held. The British Electric Traction Co. 
Lid. have 37,500 shareholders, Rediffusien Lid. have 12,800 
Shareholders and they, hetween them, are the  virtval 
owners of Astoclated-Rediffusion Lta.; that Is to say, We are 
owned by nearly 50,40¢ Individuals. 

Why skould any Governmant wish to shatter the existing 
scheme. of things? 

The “matn criticism hurled against us is that the State does 
not fake a sufficient share of our profits. Let us examine the 
figures during the year under review. The Assoclated-Redifusion 
Group's gross revenve was In excess of £21,060,000. Frem this 
the State takes (including a substantial part of ovr payment 
to the Independent Television Authority) £5,000,000 and our 
50,000 shareholders wilf, if you accept yeur Beard’s recom- 
mendatien, recelve £2,256,800. Had the Television Advertise- 
ment Duty been In operation during the year, the State would 
have taken another £ 1,470,000. 

Our sharehelders toek the risk of losing all thelr investment. 
At one stage. Im 1956, they had, In fact, lost the enormous 
sum of £3,25¢,000. The State took no risk at all. If the 
Company had gone [nto Ifquidation, the State would not have 
‘lost ene penny. 

As it fs, eut of the prefits which have succeeded the losses. 
the State will receive nearly three times as much as the 

_ Shareholders. 
It seems fo me that, Hf there Is cause for cemplaint, the 

shareholders have more right to complain tha anyone else! 

The main criticism of the Independent Television Authority 
1s that a large part of thelr work it done behind the scenes: 
that they de not publicly admenish their programme contractors 
If anything goes wrong. These of us in the business know that 
the Authority keep an eagle eye end a firm hand upen all 
that goes en. in my submission ff Is in the Interests of alt 
concerned—the public, the Government, the advertisers, the 
employees—that contro! should continue toe be exercised quietly 
and tactfully. To me, personally tnvelved In fhe settlement 
eof un enormous number ef sreblems during the formative 
years and since, Hf has been a matter of surprise and of 
‘considerable admiration that there has net been more friction 
between the Avutherify on the ene hand and the Contracters 
on the other. No Government can possibly afford te throw 
ever a body which has so happily and successfully carried 
-out Hs difficult ¢. 

My conviction (s that whatever the Plikington Committee 
May. recommend abeut alternative or competitive programmes 
or any other of the many subjects te which they are devoting 
se much fime and attention, two steps are certain: 

WD The Independent Television Authority will be given J new 
lease ef Ufe. 

(2) The existing pregramme contractors will confinue fo pro- 
vide television programmes. 

SUBSIDIARY COMPANIES 
‘The subsidiary compentes frie year have made a considerably 

fnucreased contribution to the grovp prefit and we are con- 
fident that this trend wil! continue. 

The TV Times, ewned by our subsidiary TV Publications 
Ltd: now publishes a Border Edition containing the programmes 
of Border Television’ Ltd., the new Independent Television 
programme company which commenced transmissions at the 

luning ef fhis -menth. Arrangements have also been made 
fer the publication ef a Grampian Editien to cever the pro- 
grammes of Gramplan Television Ltd., which Is te commence 
transmissions very shortty. 

We new hold. all the erdinary capital and all but an Insignia- 
cant amount of the preference capital, of Wembley Stadium 
Ltd. The Board of that company has, during the past year, 
given very considerable thought to future development with 
a view te enhancing the world-wide reputation of the Stadium: 
and Pool as frst-clats sperting and entertainment centres. 

Plans for a 46-lane bewling alley, with the most modern 
‘restaurant and other necessary amenities, are now far advanced 
and this profect will be gsroceeded with eas soon as possible. 

Another { develepment ts the recent acquisition 
by Wembley Stadium Lid. ef a 25% interest In Wembiey 
Trust Ltd., simfar interests having been acquired by Alinatt 
(Londen) Ltd., Central and District Praperttes Ltd. ana Warn: 
ford investments Ltd. The Wembley Trust compan 
valuable properties on some 15 acres of iand adjoining’ the 
Stadtum grounds. (f ts foo early for me af this stage to 
more than report the acquisition. 

MANAGEMENT AND STAFF 
t have already paid tribute to our programme planning and 

production stef#. You will, | know, wish me to express grateful 
thanks to all those whe werk for you, for their enormous 
contribution fo the success of Associated-Redi€¥usion.” 

The Report end Accounts were unanimously adopted. 



TELEVISION REVIEWS 

U.S. STEEL HOUR 
(Street cf Love) ! TEHERAN | 
With Millie Perkins, Doug Me-' With John Larch, Oscar Homolka, | 

Clure,, Simon Oakland, Laurence Abraham Sofaer, Nehemiah Per- 
Hugo, Sam Gray | soff. Hermione Gingold... Peter : 

Procucer: George Koldof Whitney, Stephen Roberts, Billy | 
Director: Bruce Minnex i Vincent, Joseph Mell, Bobs Wat-. 
Adcpted by Harold Gast from’ son, others 

stery by Max Ehrlich . Producer: Josef Shaftel 

60 Mins... Wed., 10 p.m. TDirector: Don Medford 
¥.S. STEEL ; Writer: Leonard Kantor 
CES-TY, FROM N.Y. -y lc, Sat. sa’ 7:36 p.m. - 

. ; : PARTICIPATING 

bBDO? “ABC-TV (film) 
“Street of Leve? was a falter- . a 

fng kickcff for the U.S. Steel: Ad agency McCann Erickson and | 
Heer’s’ rmanth season.on CBS-TV,' Desilu partnered on this. one, a 
A play vith an arresting political .twe-part pilot project for an hour : 

Rex it eventucily fell apart and series which never made it. Open- 
conapsed into an incunclus:ve fin- ing episode of the two-parter dealt 
ish. Telecast from New York, the with the fieticnalized work of the 

ehow was weil mounted and fiu- U.S. Counter Intelligence Corp. at 
ently directed. but neither in its Teheran. It was strictly hokum. 
performances nor its scripting was | jarring in its mixture of fact and” 
4t an effective argument for the: fiction. 4 
supericrity of live drama on tele-, cponsors who usually ride this 

vision. Saturday night slot in the preempt- 
The setting was Moscow during ed “Roaring Twenties” stuck for: 

an international south festival. this two-parter, which will be com- 
and the story revolved around the: pleted next Saturday +30). 
attempt of a’ Communist bureau- ; ‘Scripter _Leaonard Kantor sure . 

crat te manipulate a romance be- : threw caution to the wind in. real- 
- tween a pretty Russian guide and izing this one. According to.Jegend 
® yGuns American visiter into a. which preceded and fotlowed the 
Soviet propaganda coup. The idea outing, the story was based on.a 
was to use the love affair as a 
ploy to lure the American into 
delaying his return home and thus 
give the appearance of a defectian 
to the Soviet cause. But the crafty 
Reds, miscaiculating the unswerv- 
ing patriotism of the Americna lad 

‘at the 1943 Teheran Conference. . 
Rumor was that Hitler, in partner- 
ship with the Mufti and his axis 

‘the Big Three leaders during the | 
_ conference. 

|THE ASSASSINATION PLOT AT| 77 SUNSET STRIP _ 
| With Efrem Zimbalist IJr.,. Roger 

L- 
i. 

_LARIETY 

Smith, Edward Byrnes, - Louis 
Quinn, Jacqueline Beer, others 

Produéer: Fenton Earnshaw ~- 
Director: Jeffrey Hayden. | 
Writer: Sonya Roberts (from a 
“story -by ‘William Pugsley and 

Sonya Roberts) 
60 Mins.; Fri., 9. p.m. 
PARTICIPATING 
ABC-TV (film! 

The first of the Warner Bros. 
detective series, “«7 Sunset Strip” 

‘eased into its fourth ‘season last’ 
: Friday +22), over. ABC-TV:,. This 

is the series that served as the 
peg for several other durable WB- 
efforts and it-appears to be finally: 
running down,. its rating slipping 
over the past year. — 

It has served Warners well, and. 
- from the looks of the opening seg. 
of ‘this séason, it. will probably 
‘continue to serve for at least an- 
: other semester.. Like’ any such’ 
rigid formula show, it continues 
as ever with less-publicized Ed- 

ERNIE KOVACS SPECIAL. 

Wednesday, September 27, 1961. 
“HENNESEY 

With Jolene Brand, Joe Mikolas,| With Jackie Cooper, Abby Dalton, .. 
Maggie Brown, Frances McHale, 

_ Bobby Lauher , 
Producer; Ernie Kovacs 
Director: Kovacs, Maury Orr 
Writer:. Kovacs — 
30 Mins., Thurs. -(21), 10:30 p.m. < 
{DUTCH MASTERS CIGARS 
ABC-TY, from H’wood (tape) 
(Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan) 
Ernie Kovacs had a new idea for 
tv—a show with no: opening,. no 

:Rarration,. fia . cohesiveness and. 

no point. He emerged thereby | 
with nothing of value. His first of | 
seven Dutch: Masters specials on 
ABC-TV was a hokey, pathetically | 

; unfunny affair that. only served to 

‘prove what little value novelty and | 

toriginality have of themselves. = | 

| The show. had devices but “no! 
‘substance. _What apparently was 
intended as light-headed whinisy j 
‘came off as heavy-handed. slap- 
stick,, and what seemed meant as 
a form of video poetry ‘a montage 

: 
x 
. 

‘Roscoe Karns, Henry Kulky, 
James Komack =. ~* 

Producer; Cooper. 
Director: Cooper a 
Writers: Don McGuire, 

_Baer, James Komack 
30 Mins.; Mon, 10 pm. — - 

OODS, P. LORIL- GENERAL . F 
| LARD. 
CBS-TV (film) - 

(Y & R; Lennen & Newell) - 
“Hennesey” is a. solid effort in. 

all. areas, well worthy to be start- 
ing its third season on.-CBS-TY 
Comedy series based ‘on the. mili« 
tary have almost always been sures. 
fire successes,:and this is no exe 
‘ception. . With a cast of. regulars, 
headed by. Jackie Cooper, who. 
also produces the. show, and ine 
cludes Abby: Dalton, Roscoe Karns, 
Henry Kulky and James Komack, 
the weekly half-hour effort’ pro-. 
vides entertaining fare and is.a 
welcome comic relief in evening’ 
‘programming, coming.as it does-at 
10 p.m. Co 7 

_ Opening .seg. was spiced with: 

‘the teenage heartthrob vote. Efram 
: Zimbalist Jr.. Roger Smith, Louis 

-ure in episodes to varying degrees 
rumor which had some currency - . g deg 

followers, had a plot to assissinate “in g 

; “Kookie?” “Through: all ‘the sup-; and 

of.men and women dressing for 
dates, and a ballet of kitchen para- 
phernalia) proved out only as. arch. 
‘gimmickery. The reason it all some- 
;how sits. wrong is that Kovacs ‘as 
‘ writer-director) strains too hard to 

ward Byrnes still trying to get 

‘Quinn and Jacqueline Beer all fig- 

each week, and each does. a com- 
pefent job. in their now-formalized 
roles; _. " 

Season opener: was a stock out-im 
‘which: - centered. 

straining shows. thraugh. 

ishmash of blackouts, legitimate 
around commercials, spoof commercials 

 .Throug. running gags. Typical of 
posedly tip verbiage and simllarly ;Kovaés' theatrical Dadaism was a 

be. funny .and artful, ‘and the 

The ‘opus was a crudely edited | 

| 
clever bits, especially in direction 
and editing. . The pace was crisp 
and the. comedy -laugh-provoking 
(without the iritrusive aid. of. 
canned yocking). Komack’s script: 
involved Hennesey in the situation 
‘of finding himself unduly heralded 
as writing some great piece of lit-. 
erature. He was.in fact.writing an 
article on’ medicine ‘he being a 
naval doctor). .A literary tea en- 
‘suied at the admiral’s home and 

| 

and overlooking love's subversive , 
influence on the Communist girl, 
were -thyarted in their devious 
machinations. The boy returned 
te America and the girl. who 
goofed her party assignment. was 
Jeft te < cruel fate at the hands 
of her comrades. 

Trooped out for this ersatz -Hol- 
‘lywood documentary was West- 
brook Van Voorhees for. the narra- 
tion, Oscar Homolka as the head of 

pussian ipebrnt iris fpbraham So- _ Straightens out her brat son (Chad 

soff as Stalin's personal translator; Ee Rane ee wey eee 

managed to work up some interest 
. aS a rum-soaked ‘ex-actress iVir- 

hoked names and events: the show 

ginia Gregg) fights ta stability and’ 

‘a nail through a thin wall. with ai 

a Pee “mavhe TB ‘4; | complications ~ developed’ through. | Polish (or ‘maybe Russian). rendi | the appearance of a famed literary 
.tion of “Tennessee. Waltz.” af 7 “kb tT ; 
ae aa st who unearthed:the. hero. 
‘singer trying to break a glass with | cou Teen ened the .. ee er wrote 

,a high note and breaking . his). column which, after some raps 
‘mouth instead, a guy, hammering :  paised the doctor for various vir- 

‘guy on the other side receiving it! tuous. qualities and all was well.” 

The play had some bright mo 
ments as long as it was played 
as melodrama. But when it tacked 

_and bit parts going to piayers por-. 
:traying Roosevelt, Stalin and: 
Churchill. Star John Larch,. who 

into tragedy. as in the girl's final: portrays the CIA agent.. lent the 
heroic renunciation of the boy, the greatest degree of - credibility to 
going became too rough for con-_his role, 

viction. A key factor in the When the story line stuck to the 
etunza’s failure was Millie Perkins. meller aspects of plot complica- 
who plodded through her role as tions and exposure of the culprits, 
the Russian guide with an unvary-'jt retained interest. When - the, 
ingly stolid expression. Doug Mc- story. tried to capture history, it: 
Clure. star of the CBS-TV “Check- ‘fell apart, bringing down the bet-' 
mate” series. gave an adequate per- jer meller aspects with it. 
formance. Solid thesping contribu-} : 
tions. however. were turned-in by 
Laurence Hugo and Sam Gray, as 
the conniving Communists. and|ROUTE 66 
Simon Oakland, as the American |(4 Month of Sundays) 
diplomatic attache. Herm, | With Martin Milner, George Ma- 

haris, Anne: Francis. Conrad Na- 

Horo. . 
‘ 
i . > 
ry 

G-E COLLEGE BOWL _ others . 
With Allen Luden™ Exec Producer: Herbert B. Leon- 
Producer: John Cleary ard 
Director: Lamar Caselli 
30 Mins.: Sunday, 5:33 p.m. 
GENERAL ELECTRIC 

CBS-TYV, from N.Y. 

‘Maron) 

“G-E College Bowl” is a de- 
eervinely durable Sunday after- 
noon (5:30-6 p.m.) show which en- 
tered its fourth season last Sunday 
(24:. Its format is entertaining. in- 
formative and well paced, as four 
representatives from each of two 
colleges compete as teams for 
scholarship fund grants and laurels|order. The two drivers, Martin 
for their schools. Milner and. George Maharis, are 

Season preem had Texas Chris-|#!zeady pretty big wheels in tele- 
tian pitted against De Paul Uniy.|¥isionland. The scenery is authen- 
It wasn’t much of a fight, T.C.U.|tic. And the mechanics—exec. pro- 
winning by a 190-45 margin. ATlen ducer Herbert B; Leonard, produc- 

Producer: Leonard Freeman 
Director: Arthur Hiller 
Writer: Sterling Silliphant 
60 Mins.; Fri., 8:30: p.m. 
CHEVROLET, PHILIP MORRIS, | 
STERLING D&UG. | 

CBS-TV (film) H 

(Campbell Ewald: Leo Burnett; 
: D-F-S). — 

It's the second time around for. 
“Route 66,” and the series appears ; 
ready for a shift jnto Nielsen over-.: 
drive. The running parts ere ini 

‘ 

: Hermione Gingold as a conspirator, ; Gilson. All ‘performed credibly in .in the head, the starter of a: foot-| 

gel, Betty Garde, Rodney Bell, :. 

itary Club 

the over-simplified, strictly -sur-. 
face situation~ scrip 
Roberts. oo 
For those who buy the formula, 

and four sponsors seem to care 
for it, “77 Sunset. Strip” is its en- 

ted by Sonya 

 tertaining old self. For’ the more 

passed. up -without hardship. 
 Kal¥.. 

PATTERNS IN MUSIC. . 
With John Doremus, host; Joseph 

’ Galliechio orch 
Exec. Producer: Harry Trigg 
}Producer-Director: Dave Barnhizer 
30 Mins. or less: Sun., 4:30 p.m. 
‘NBC-TY, from. Chicago (color) 

To follow its Sunday football 
telecasts, NBC-TV needed a show 

with the flexibility to be tailored: 7 
";anywhere from.30 minutes to five,; INTERNATIONAL ZONE 

| as the length of the National Foot- 

ball League games dictated. ‘“Pat- 
terns In Music,” was both a practi- 
cal and worthy choice. 

The network’s Chicago stations 
maintain: (per the-requirements of 
‘the American‘ Federation of Musi- ! 7 : 
‘cians) a handsome studio orchestra tional cooperation in the midst of 
:batoned. by’ Joseph Gallicchio, ' political chaos was told on this|.with almost all the vehemence a 
which, in recent times, has had 
little. opportunity to perform save 
in good-will concerts before Ro- 

gatherings and _ such: 
; Despite its lack of use. Gallicchio provide sorely ‘needed technical 
-has_ kept it well-oiled and in fine and professional skills -for that 
trim, and “Patterns” gives it. de- 
served electronic exposure, how- 
ever insignificant. 

The’ format. of the. show is 

‘race shooting the runner, and zary- 
.ismg of the -sort. .The principal 
lrunning gag,.of a deep sea diver | 

t who: hasn’t:.come up for month. | 
!must have perplexed some viewers; 
‘because it seemed to go. unresolved. ! 
iit wasn’t clear,’ but ‘the point 

' discriminating viewer, it can be :seemed to be that. the. guy escaped .. 
' 

t 
i] 

‘from the suit and had been. writ- 
ing the. show under water. Anyway, 
it was a fiasco. ae 

Best things jn the sho 
‘the Dutch. Masters blurbs and the‘. 
‘closing’ credits, which. purely. for 
ithe sake of eccentricity, began five 
: minutes .early. It must also be said 
'‘that whatever else it may have 
‘been. Kovacs’ special wasn’t bor- 
jing. For that he.mav take the full 
credit. as producer, director,. writer 
l and star. — Les, 

} 

- The Hidden Crisis) 
‘With Alistair Cooke, host; 9 
-Producer: Cooke 
: Director: Frank. Jacoby: - 
30 Mins.: Sun, (24). 1 p.m. 
_WNBC-TY, N. Y,. (film) - 

: An inspiring story of iInterna- 

thers 

"season’s preem episode of “Inter- 
national Zone.” The episode dealt 
with the United Nations efforts to 

hard-pressed African trouble spot, 
, the Congo.. . : 
_ Marring the otherwise excellent. 
‘outing were pictorial and verbal 

{ people .on the: screen. are h 

‘a precedent. 

| 

Performances by .the regulars 
'are first rate with Cooper provid-. 
ing some ‘expressive facial manip- 
ulations for’ laughs, Karns. pere 
forming ably as.'a lightweight..ad- 
miral, Miss Dalton looking pert 
and doing a smooth job as a. Wave 
engaged to the hero anda pleasant 
performance by hulky Kulky. It's. 
a. well-produced effort with fine. 
‘camera work and thesping that 
make the viewer feel that the 

aving a 
good time, too. ' Kali. 

THE NATION’S BUSINESS 
Producer:.Pat:'Watson 
15 Mins., 7:30 p.m., Wed.: 
CBC-TY¥, from:.Ottawa : 

“The “Nation's . Business” {is a 
stint for political. stumping. pro- 
vided sans charge by the Canadian 

|Broadcasting Corp. on. its national 
|video web. Customarily, the party 
sends its topper to gab and the in- 

‘|\power. Progressive Conservatives ‘.. 
did just that. National. leader and 
the. nation’s: Prime ‘Minister, Rt... 

}Hon. John Diefenbaker, preemed .. 
the: series, and set what. could: be 

Past ‘seasons, “The Nation's: Busi- 
ness” was: used. to the. hilt- for: 
stumping between. elections: but 

politician could rally, Diefenbaker, 
on this initial show, kept politics 
to a minimum and well to: the nae 
tion’s _business—Canada’s posijtion _. 
in-and policies: on -world affairs: It 
will :give next week’s guest, Oppo- 
sition (Liberal Party) leader Hon, 

.|Lester Pearson, an’ effective . goal 
to shoot at. Stanza will come in a 
skein of -2Q 15-minute shows, rating’ © 

Ludden moderated the proceedings 
with criso effectiveness throwing 
the questions and keeping things 
going at a rapid-fire pace. He's 
authoratative, tough in contrast to 

er Leonard Freeman, chief penman * 
and co-creator Stirling Silliphant— 
have the vehicle humming. There's . 
‘only one thing. Like a Maris-mo- 
|bile, the script speedometer has a. 

after-the-game musicale and is 
easily adaptable to irregular meas- 
urements of time. The selections on 

nothing new, but it suffices for an jreferences to the late Dag Ham- the time between the three major 
patties to eight for the. PCs, seven 
and.a:-half for the Liberals and four 

half for the.CCF Party. Can- 

;merskjold, as if his. tragie death 
idid not occur. Apparently, the film (and 
‘had been prepared prior to the and 4 

. R habit of conking out at. about 5% many of the oozing q and a men on a seale of 100. 2A 
who ply he airwaves. Take “A Month of Sundays,” the.’ 

Questions are tricky and tough. | premiere episode. Heavy, morbid 
An interesting thing occurred when story about a doomed beaut from 
the brain children weré handling} Butte (Anne Francis) who flees the 
a question about famous twins. AS; Broadway boards, where: she’s 2. 

part of the querie they were asked i star, returns home. and frets over’ 
the home run twins and no on€/her impending demise tshe’s got : 
could answer Maris and Mantle.|/Tupus something or other’ until 
But thev were very bright about|our two heroes, Buz and Tod, who 

ture. astronomy, theatre, fe02-|choanalysts and part wolf, take 
raphy. music and other topics.tover. Passable but undis- 
That's education. 

The winning team gets to play|for the tv course, but this series. 
again the following week and also{has the premise to be something :. ri 

- strings. 
skip fund. The loser gets $500'course, is that .week-to-week tv ; A . : 

; scenes on film and in stills, plus 
_floral arrangements shot in the 

wins £1.500 erant for its scholor-!more. Beauty of the thing, of 

toward theirs and walking papers. | characters, unlike soapers, have no 
Also a feature of the show is the | memories —next chapter they'll be 
showing of pictures and descrip-' } 
tien of the school of the visitine;:hat’s precisely what's wrong with 
team each week. Some questions,ihe weekly series. No. real charac- ° 
are asked about pictures shown:ter growth. Emotional mayhem a 
on a beard and music is played for‘ia status quo. Milner. and Maharis 
still cther cuerjies. Teams areiare .dependable workers. Miss 
shown on a split screen, one above! Francis again here proves her com- 
the «ther. 

reduced effort. It will doubtless|Rodney Bell. Incidentally, sinee 
be around for many more se°sens, | when is Butte on “Route 66.” 

Kali. Tube. 

each show illustrate a theme,|death of Hammerskjold and per-|2da’s. August-Iormed New Demo- 

tinguished melodrama, about par: 

back as if nothing happened. And - 

:petence. Add good support from. 
“G-E College Bowl” is a well-;Conrad Nagel, Betty Garde and; 

fuied for’ telecasting. 

abetted by stills and motion picture |haps the producers felt that leav-|¢ratic Party. will have to. wait. for 
film..Qn fhe first network outing,,ing things be would stand as a. another season to figure, 
whose theme was “autumn,” .the 
orchestra performed such inevit- 
ables as “Autumn In.New York,” 
“Autumn Leaves,” “Autumn Noc- 
turne’ and “September: Song,”! 
along with a few more imagina- 

‘tive selections such as “Gone With 
‘the Wind” and “The Party’s Over.”. 

art. math, history, politics, litera-? are part social workers, part psy-: Latter used stills cleverly to illus- 
trate the story of a girl breaking 
up with her beau: It’l] never re- 
place radio, but Gallicchio’s tooters 
came through with -highly Hsten-. 
able arrang ements, heavy on the 

. 

‘The ‘visuals were mostly rural 

studio. They offered something to 
divert the eyes, but it’s probable 
that the orchestra would. have 

. served just. as. well. 

. who conducts a similar show with 
the same title on WMAQ Radio, is 

elegant-but-intimate tone. The net- 
‘work initialer ran the. ful 
hour because no game was sched- 

" Les. 

an, able tv host,. setting the right. 

1 half-- 

| tribute to the former secretary. 
‘general. A. few words, though, 
-either by the station or the pro- 
‘ducers. would have sufficed to' 
bring the ring of currency to the” 
| episode. 
| The focus of the episode was on: 
‘the role. of ‘the UN in bringing 
;some order and relief to the peo- 
ple of the-Congo. Told in pictures. 
and. narration, ‘the story. was an. 
interesting one, hardly delved into 
by the headline stories out of the 
Congo. “The Hidden. Crisis,” title. 
of the episode, dealt with the ef-! 
forts of the world organization. to 
| restore some healthy economic ‘life | 
to the area, to treat the sick and to 
: begin some educational system. — 
. Assisting the. UN in the cr 
; Were . professianal, technical. an 
medical experts flown in from al 

isis : 

dj 
Li 

.the host-narrator, was articulate | 
‘and to the point. Series of one a 
‘month. outings. is supervised by 
! United ‘Nations Television in asso- 
ciation with the U. 8S. Broadcasters | 
jCommnttce for the United Nations. 

oro.-. 

. 

lv if following speakers. 
stick to business and’ play down 
‘stumping, the session. will be a fop- 

‘Particularly i 

rung tv’er, even ‘better than in the 
Gorm. past. . 

G LEGACY OUR VANISHING 
With Ned Calmer . 
Producer: .Gordon Hyatt 
Director: Neal Finn ; — Lot 
30: Mins., Thurs, Sept. 21, . 10:36 
“pm... - . 

‘WCBS-TV (film) | no 
Not since the dapper and enter- - 

prising Mayor James Walker got 
the notion to.:parcel ‘off Central. 
Park have .thoughtful New York- .- 
ers been. so alarmed .about the. 
threat to. Manhattan’s. esthetic and’ 
historic landmarks, and. this WCBS-": 
TV pause to..look .at. what. the 
perpetual-motion wrecking. ball is 

John Doremus,.a disk jockey over the world. Alistair Cooke, as;UP to was indeed timely. 
“In an eyen-tempered . commen- 

tary that let the cameras do ‘mast :: 
of the editorializing, newsman Ned. — 
Calmer discussed the past and 
future’ of some of the. ¢ity’s 18th . 
and -19th century architecture. © 

(Continued on page 48) 



we urdays. at 7:30, perhaps even. bet- 

ONANZA 
ith Lorne Greene, Pernell Rob: 

erts, Dan Blocker, Michael Lan-. 
don, Herschel Bernardi, Cath- 
-erine ‘McLeod; others 

Producer: David. Dortort . 
- Director: Thomas Carr ©: 
. ‘Writer: Lewis Reed . 
60 Mins.; ‘Sun., 9 pm... 
CHEVROLET _ 
_NBC-TV: (film), 

(Campbell -Ewald) 

“Bonanza” will probably. hold ‘up 

at least as well in its new Sunday- 

~at-9' time. as it previously did’ Sat-. 

_ter.. ‘One thing, however, that 

seems to “work against total com- 
. mercial. suceess for the- two-year- 
old 60-minute western. is that now’ 
the stanza. will be deprived of.the 
large moppet segment. that appar- 
ently took such ‘a liking to Dan: 
locker. and, his outsized cowboy 
-hat 

In going to an “adult” time perl- 
od, NBC-TY tried to compensate 
by. offering more psychology than 

, was previously typical, and in do-|; 
| ing so, the first hour of “Bongnza”. 
for the. ‘New season was uncom- 
mony ‘slow. The psychology. was 
third-rate, in the. first place, and: 
there was. no clear purpose for’ it 

- other than to’: demonstrate to! 
grownups:-that, this was supposed | 
to.be a program ‘for them, 

‘Blocker, one of the four -regu- | 
lars: on. “Bonanza,”. was the hero | 
this time—victim of a smiling ped- 

‘ dler who. secretly. sought vengeance 
becalise “Blocker ‘was . responsible. 
for killing the: peddler’s: lustful | 
brother.. Poor ‘script. by. Lewis-i 
Reed- was. called. 

- Guester. Herschel - ‘Bernardi, once 
‘the policeman. buddy of “Peter | 
Gunn,” essayed. villainous 
-smiler. He was good in a bad role, 
and, if it really: was -his voice, as 
4t-seem to. be,“he was also a. pretty 
“good man with a folk song. -_ 

“Bonanza” is..formula ‘stuff, but. 
St is” highly ‘likely -that a western. 
ean do quite - nicely for. itself on 
Sunday nights.” » Art. 

NATION AL ‘VELVET. o 
With Lori Martin, Ann Dora 

__Weinesday, September m3 

130 Mins.; Fri., 10:30 -p.m. 

ea ” . m. 

The Smiter.” ‘The future of ‘the. UN was ably Exec Producer: Sonny Fox 

196} 

lal NES Cronkite, others 
harnik ‘Producer: John 8 

"| Director: ern Diamond 
| Writer: John Sack. 

AMERICAN CYANAMID} 
GETT & MYERS — 

_| CBS-TV; from N.Y... | 
} (Erwin. Wasey, Ruthraut &. Ryan;. 

) 

“Eyewitness, " starting -its third . 
Season last. Friday (22), continues. 

to. be a solid rundown of the hot |. 

news" ‘event of the week. “With 
Walter Cronkite as anchor. mati, 
this. stanza is geared to harness the. 

team of CBS correspond- global 

Subject for ‘this’ season's ‘Initial 
‘stanza was the crisis in the United | 
Nations ‘where the General Assem- |’ 
bly..opened its. sessions last week 
‘under ‘the. double-barrelied gun of 
‘the -U.S.-U.S.S.R.: deadlock and the |. 

| death. of Dag Hammerskjold. “‘Eye- |. 
witness” made a firstrate summary 
af the week’s: developments, blend-| 
ing commentary, interviews: and 
film“clips into a rounded study. of | - - 
the surface issues and ‘the’ ‘under- : 
lying conflic 

The. treatinent: -of- the UN. ‘power |: 
vacuum created’ by Hammer-]: 

i skjold’s death was the show's. high |... 
“The issue was: summed up | point. . 

in a - poignant filmed sequence’ 
'showing..a distaff UN guide ex- 
| plaining the procedure’ of. naming |. 
a new general secretary to a group eee 
| of tourists: and | then . pointing: ‘to a ————— 

rose which somebody left in Ham- 

1... down’ to. a {wosome, 

LIG-|- 

io commercials.. 

ents into this. weekly. ‘Feportérial: ~ departent, The 
‘Wrap 

Kukla & Ollie 
. At ..one. time television's - 

‘most noted: trio, “Kukla, Fran 
& Ollie’ has. now dwindled 

_“Kukla 
& Ollie’ with Fran Allison, 

_gtill evident but only {fn the 
“Kukla & Ollie” 

are now on exhibit five times 
weekly on NBC-TV,: but. only 

- for five minutes a day, which 
is hardly: sufficient to work 
up a head of steam. They have 
time for only one or two. gags, 
and have to work desperately 
hard to get it off as well as 
meet the requirements. of: 
‘mammon . ithe the commercial. — 

Opening day's . 
gag was hardiy one of their 
top efforts. — 

It dees‘seem.a bit unfair to 
“ give -Burr Tillstrom and_ his. 
charming puppets - only five 

' .minutes in which to take off. 
It must be remembered: that 
this show is now in competi- 
fion with the “half-hour . car- 
toon shows. as’ well as other. 
‘variety of moppet displays. ‘It. 
seems -unwise to. tiirow this 

- -package into that kind of tour- °: 
‘| most. beyond comprehensier. ‘ney with only minimal arma- 

ments. The Tillstrom menage, 
‘while aimed at children, was 
-generally. sufficiently. sophisti- 
cated enough. to interest the 

adult viewer.. Five minutes 
. isn't enough to court any. kind 

of audience, especially in.the 
-5 p.m. time slot. Jose. 

ON YOUR MARK 
‘merskjold’s place. on _: the ‘presidi-| With Sonny .Fox, ‘emcee; Johnny 

Olsen. 

‘discussed. by . ‘CBS correspondent | Produceér-Director: Lloyd Gross 
Richard. :C.. Hottelet in his own. 
commentary and in an ‘interview. 
| with Adlai Stevenson. From Wash-. 
ington, Howard K. ‘Smith touched 
upon a far-reaching proposal to de- |. 

3@ Mins., Sat.; 11 a.m. 
PARTICIPATING 
ABC-TV, from :N. Y, (tape) 

emphasize U../S. reliance on the the -peg.for “On Your Mark.” a 
UN ina talk with Sen.. William | half-hour - taped slow . 
Fulbright. _ Straight | news clips,: 
one of which was duplicated in its 

-| entirely on the subsequent 11 p.m. 
“| WCBS news show, covered the: 
(| Rusk-Gr omyko ‘negotiations .and/had a: yen. to become astronauts. 
the discussions over Russia’s troika 

Arthur ‘Space, James: MeCallion, 1 proposals: The hard’ news: was han- | 

Carole Wells; Jeey Seott 
Producer: Rudy Abel 
Director: Frank ‘McDonald. 
‘Writers: Anne Howard: Baller, 
Claire. ‘Keanedy 

20 Mins,:. Mon., 8 p.m. 
‘GENERAL MILLS, BEACH NUT, 

‘= BULOVA 
NBC-TYV: (film) 

= (3BDO; Y&R, SSC&B) a 

For. its second season: on NBC- | 
“National Velvet”: has: moved TV. 

from Sunday to: Saturday evening 

“at 8. It: remains. solid in’ the “fam- 
ily entertainment”: groove, - emiploy-" 
, ing every possible ingredient to. 
give the show appeal in all. quar- 
‘ters, 
rashed, oater ‘or ‘cops and robbers | 
La. 

“tion of saving the life of a stranger 
who’s-car overturned’ outside their 
‘farm and also. mothering a colt 
born to a‘horse the injured fellow 
was transporting in. a trailer when |. 
‘the -accident occurred. Within this. 
_framework, ‘all. sympathy provok- 
ing elements were wséd-—moppets, 
animals and a heart-tugging .prob- 
lem over the Brown boy's. affec- 
tion for the new-born volt, ° 

As it, turned out, natch, the’ in- 
jured stranger recovered, the . boy: 
was given the colt’ and: -everyone 
lived -happily ever after—at least. 
until next -week: when scripters 
Anne Howard. Balley and. Claire’ 

jit proves:to be an exception in ‘the 
new. skein, doesn’t augur well for 

pz | . 

Kennedy” will. pattern another 
problem for the: ‘Browns, calcu- 
lated to: engross the viewing family. 
in drama of the wholesome, all- 

. dimerican rural “household plus 
_ valuable pet. : 

The cast this season ‘remains as 
‘ast -with - Lori Martin as Velvet. 

-.. Brown, Ann Doran. as’-her mother, 
Arthur Space as her father, James 

_McCallion.-as their farm -hand, 
Carole Wells .as.her older sister. 

_and' Joey Scott as little brother. 
‘AH do'a credible job toward carry-. 
‘ing the show’s intention . off. effec-. 
tively and Frank McDonald’s direc- 
tina. for th’s seg-:was well-paced. 
King, the horse who. is Velvet’s 
pet.-and the family’s prize: :prop- | 
erty didn't figure in this episode’ 
except in a ride for the doctor, but 
.is pivotal in other segs. ‘‘National - 
Velvet” remains reliable, if stand- 
‘ard fare in ‘the family’ pattern, 

Cronkite, - working -out: of ‘the: 
CBS studio, tied .all ends. together 
with “a lucid. commentary. _ 

Herm, 

TWILIGHT ZONE 

three children” ‘compete for prizes: 

Participating on. Saturday's (231; 

“ABC-TV ‘preem were a trio who 

They were tested on. concentration, 

| command.. 

“That sounds. relatively intelll- 

gent. But ‘Sacvay Fox Productions ' 

Career shaping for youngsters 1s break. announcements. 

“| ABC EVENING REPORT 
With Bill Lawrence, John Cameron 
Swayze, Al Mann. 

Producer; Sid. Darion 
Director: Marshal Diskin 

115 Mins.; Mon. thru Fri., 6 P.m, 
PARTICIPATING 
ABC-TV, from N. ¥, 

‘The one indispensable quality 
‘|of.a video news stanza is clarity, 
| but ABC’s new early evening re- 
port was a model of confusion on 

1 its kickoff’ Monday (25). Aside from 
fluffs and mechanical errors, which 

-|can easily be corrected, the open- 
ing stanza was so crowded with talk, 
faces,. cut-ins,. switchbacks, etc., 
that it. was. tough to follow the 
news, 

The ‘big event of. the day was 
Pres. Kennedy’s. address to the 
UN. Why was it necessary to in- 
terrupt Kennedy for explanations 
by Bill Lawrence when the com- 
mentary added absolutely nothing 
te the President’s address? Law- 
rence’s time better should have 
been added to the all too brief 
comment by John Scalf on the 

1U. S. disarmament plan. A report 
from the UN by John MacVane was 
read at a tongue twisting pace, al- 

‘An 
anchor man, Al Mann was plagued 
‘by lapses in his script and was 

‘| breathing as if he had just run a 
4four-minute mile. 

John Cameron Sawyze’s contri- 
| bution to-this stanza was a “por- 

‘| trait” of Katanga, the Congo prav- 
ince. now in the headlines. This 
‘segment is a format gimmick which 

-+complicated an. already jumbled 
session. ‘Swayze, incidentally, Jed 
into the Katanga story with a spiel 
for a vitamin product, a commer- 

| cial factor which ‘does not con- 
tribute to a quality image for this 

news show. There was no signoff 
‘for the opening show. It just} 
trailed off into a flock of station 

Herm. 

{ 
in which NBC WHITE PAPER NO, 7 

!{Angola: Journey to a War) 
With Chet Huntley, host-narrator; 

"TELEVISION REVIEWS 

HAPPY WITH THE BLUES , 
(DuPont Show of the Week) 
With Peggy Lee, Vic Damone, 

Joanie Sommers, La Vern Baker, 
Robert Strauss, Bing Crosby, 
Harold Arlen; Paul Weston Orch 

Exec Producer: Lester Gottlieb 
Producer-Director: Bill Colleran i 
Writer: George Foster 
60 Mins., Sun. (24) 10 p.m. 
DUPONT 
NBC-TY, from H’wood 

‘(‘BBDO) 
Take a score or more of Harold 

Arlen’s top tunes and entrust them 
to some of today’s most expert 
practitioners of song and it’s a 
cinch you got yourself-a show. And 
so it was inevitable that tv would 
catch up with one of the most 
gifted and creative tunesmiths of 
the past generation, which is pre- 
cisely what NBC-TV did on Sune 
day night (24) for the second oute~ 
ing in the new DuPont “Show of 
the Week” hour series. If it 
wasn’t .a particular imaginative 
production striving for fresh 
values, it was Pleasant entertain< 
ment. 

“Happy With the Blues” — the 
musical tribute based on Arlen’s 
biography of the same title—came 
off as an easygoing recap starring 
the -best of Arlen, crammed with 
melody and ornamented with suck 
gifted song stylists as. Peggy Lee, 
Joanie Sommers, La Vern Baker 
and Vic Damone, with Arlen him- 
self joining in the vocalisties. 
It made no pretense toward gran- 
diose embellishment. with pro- 
ducer-director Bill Colleran givirg 
it a workable facade, but pri- 
marily concerned with delivering 
a continuing succession of skillful 
and sometimes outstanding. inter- 
pretations of Arlen hits. And the 
whole of it was backed by a solid 
Paul Weston orch assist. 

They were all there. from the 
early “Get Happy” te “Come Rain 
or Come Shine.” “Paper Moon.” 
“V’ve Got the World on a String,” 
“Black Magic.” “I’ve Got a Right 
to Sing the Blues.” “Stormy Wea- 
ther.” “The Man That Got Away,” 

Robert Young, Robert McCor-|“Blues-In the Night.” “Happiness 
mick, Charles Dorkins, others 

‘Exee Producer: Irving Gitlin 
Producer: Al Wasserman 

| dled. in’ straightforward, objective ‘coordination. and the ability to; Director: Young 

. | style. 
60 Mins.; Tues. (19), 9 p.m. 
PARTICIPATING 
NBC-TV (film) 

Documentaries on tv are coming 
which produced this children’s pro-! into their own and‘the “NBC White 
|gram has tossed in a variety of gim-! Paper,” 

micks’ and frills. that ‘generate an: 

The. 

as exemplified by last 
'Tuesday’s (19) excursion into An- 
‘ gola, ranks among the best of 

With Rod Serting, host: Harold. aura of ‘artificial excitement. 
Stone, Fredd ‘Wayne, ‘Noah Keen, whoop-de-goo and Fox’s own. rapid-.; 1 ‘Stone, Freed 2 | fre emeceeing presumably may cap-! i told a harrowing tale of an African 

‘colony in revolt. 

them. The hour in visual terms | 

except . maybe | the = :-brain- |’ 

Robert Karnes, Jim Boles. 
Producer: Buck Houghton : 
Director: Boris Sagal © 
‘Writer: Rod Serling: 
-3@ Mins., Fri., 16 p.m. 
LIGGETT &. MYERS. 
CBS-TV (film). co 

(J. Walter Thompson) 

-A funny thing’ happened to a 
re | plane: on its. way to the Twilight 

. The season - opener ‘found: the | Zone. It .arrived.at an airport with 
Brown family involved In -a: situa- {no one aboard.. Everyone there. 

Saw it come in. Or did they? Well 
anyway.one man saw if, an in 
tigator for the FAA. Or -did he?. 
The man {is going mad. Is he?. 

the: fourth semester of “Twilight 
Zone.” The show now seems to be 
feeding. off itself. In. three seasons 
it has created its own ‘set of plot 

and - writer. Rod Serling 
how appears.to be weaving then: 
‘together in. multiples with no pro- 
‘founder. ‘purpose in. ‘ind than to 

cliches, 

‘manufacture a . provocative. show. 

the future: ofthe -series.:. 
tion ‘to be: running. ary of: inspira- 
tion 

In: “The Artival, " Serlifng: was 
not. probing the mysterious teaches. 
of the mind, as the series aspired: 
to do in the beginning,. but rather 
-was taking .advantage of ‘certain: 
psychiatric ‘phenomenon for use as | 
plot -devices.. Mass hypnosis and |. 
hallucfhations,' which are . given 
redence ‘in science, serve Serling 
conveniently to lend a note of 
plausibility to an otherwise out-of- | 
this world tale. ©. 
In’the ‘end, there is one ‘thing 

‘investigator, in his hallucination, | wholly unworthy. of the proven tal-jlese city. 
know ‘the. names and: faces of. ac- 
tual people (the airline’s operation 

mever seen before? ‘Serling finds. 

Jalder than her adversaries. . 

If. these stops and starts sound from the three kids. 

tricky, ‘or even silly, well then so |: 
[was the. segment that kicked off. 

Last Friday’s’ (22) episode, ‘uniess | that’s dull.” 

ture the interest, of juveniles but |. 
- ]it becomes. rather wearing on adult : 

viewers. 

1. Contestants. on | the kickoff were j 
‘Itwo - boys. from the New York 
metropolitan area and a girl from 
Detroit who: appeared somewhat 

‘She: 
was an easy: winner. in a concen- 
‘tration test while a drum. & bugle 
corps. marched about in a delib- 
‘erate attempt to distract, and. also 
triumphed in the command cate- 

| Bory. On the latter; Johnny Olsen 
‘portrayed a soldier who responded 

elose-order drilk' commands 

Grand . prize of a trip to. Cape 
Canaveral plus. some minor loot 
-went to the girl. For future edi- 
tions of “On Your Mark” more in- 
terest would be created if the con-: 
testants were more evently matched. 
Fox could also slow his vocal speed: 
without -harming the show’s pac- 
ing. .For at one point. he told the 
youthful winner about -the . pro- 
jected trip—"but it’s not to Detroit, 

Here he: quickly cor- 
rected himself-with the remark, “T 
don’t: mean that—it's exciting.” 
On the whole “On Your Mark’” 

‘appears. to have enough novelty 
aspects to snare a sizeable: Satur- 
‘day .morning’ audience of: juves 
despite. its flaws which no, doubt 
‘will be erased in time. Show, in- 
cidentally,. is aired in the New York. 
area-via Metropolitan Broadeast- 
ing’s. “WNEW-TV. Elsewhere it’s 
on. the: ABC-TV net. That's :be- 
cause: Fox: is_.an exclusive. Met 
Broadcasting pactee and the com- 

pany -exércised its pare 
.- 7 . ° cr oa Gilb. 

terms it: 

ents ‘of a dramatist like .Serling. 

| 

It was a story hardly gleaned in 
other medea, due to the press cen- 
sorship of the Portuguese rulers. 
It was a story secured by the 
courage of the .NBC correspond- 
‘ents and cameramen. Two sepa- 
Tate teams worked to get the 
story, one with the Angolese na- 
tionalists, the other with the Por-;: 
tuguese soldiers. 

The use of the dual team—each 
on the opposing side—created -a 
pahoramic effect associated with | 
novels. The sweep of the cameras, 
embracing ‘the atrocities of both 
sides, established an objective 

| reality. The viewer had to decide 
for himself where the greater jus- 
tice lies, how long Portugal will be 
able to maintain its rule, how 
good: can blossom amidst such 
hate, how pitiable the fate of many 
of those in revolt, how great their 
dream of freedom. 

To. the ‘credit of the documen- 
tary, the camera acted as an hon-. 
est- reporter. Director -reporter 
Robert Young, and his assistant, 
Charles’ Dorkins, made contact 
with ‘the Angolese rebels in the 
‘Cango and travelled with them 
into their native country, up to 
the front lines. In their pilgrim- 
age, the cameras took in the 
devastation of villages by the Por-. 
tuguese, the charge of forced Ia- 
bor, the evidence of cruelty by the 
Porttiguese police, their intent of 
ridding themselves of the 500-year- 
old Portuguese rule, the role of a 
Christian missionary hospital near 
the border, and their personal role 
in trying to help the. injured and 

| sick. 

NBC newsman Robert McCor- 
— mick, travelling with the Portu- 

The outing. “was: slick, {guese,’ had his cameras focus on 
left to: explain: how does the FAA|pat and extravagantly contrived, |the buzzing. modern capital Ango- 

He went to the front 
‘lines with Portuguese soldiers, in- 

Only performance worth noting ; ‘terviewéd a scared white woman 
chief and: p.r. director) he has }is that’ of Harold Stone, who does: settler, showed _ evidence of native 

-a:-firstrate job ‘portraying. 
reated- by Robert Maxwell and !a.way to-slip out of ‘this trap too. | proud and self-assured. investigator } 
Rudy. Abel, wlio designed ‘“Las-ie” | He merely ‘tosses the. problem: to'| who secretly is, hung up for. life on 
and.“Father of the Bride” for ‘tv. 

‘Kali, 

the ‘ols-out-there «to. 
“10% of the jig-saw puzzle,” as he to: solve. - Les. 

‘icure out.| the only case he. hasn’t been able! 

the. | and. Portuguese harmony. He ven- 
‘tured:..his. opinion that independ- 
ence now would mean chaos, 

Host-narrator. Chet Huntley did 
his usual | competent job. Horo. 

Is Just a Thing Called Joe.” “Over 
the Railhow,” etc., etc. 

Miss Lee in particular looked 
| stunning, song in peak form as she 
spanned such items as “World On 
a String,” “Come Rain or Come 
Shine.” dueted with herself on 
“Shade of the Banana Tree” and 
again soloed on “Man Who Got 
Away.” Damone’s top contrib was 
“Black Magic’ and Miss “Baker 
stood out with “Stormy Weather.” 

(off screen) nar- 
rated a sequence capsulizing the 
‘Arlen career, with accompanying 
stills augmented by some brief 
Crosby-Judy Garland — Ethel 
Waters vocals. There was some 
s°rviceable if not overly-imagina- 
tive dancing. A ‘flimsy thematie 
continuity (apparently designed to 
give the whole some story value) 
could easily have been dispensed 

i With. Rose. 

Bing Crosby 

MAVERICK 
With Jack Kelly, James Garner, 

others 
Producer: William L. Stuart 
Director: Irving J. Moore 
Writer: George F. Slavin 
60 Mins., Sun., 6:30 p.m. 
PARTICIPATING 
ABC-TV (film) 

“Maverick” riding tall in the sad- 
die in the 7:30 p.m. ABC-TV slot, 
has now sashayed over to the 6:30 
figuring to get a head start on the 
competition. Show, in its fifth sea- 
son, seems to have a difficult time 
in starting new trails. The names 
and places are different, but it has 
the aura of having been thataway 
before. The plot seems familiar 
and the treatment has worn thin 
throughout the years. (Episodes 
with James Garner will be repeats, 
and therefore its familiarity will 
have been compounded.) 

Jack Kelly, who has been with 
the series for some years. was in 
the lead for the season kickoff. He 
still has that highly desirable 
tongue-in-check air and the writers 
seem to be seeking that quality. 
However. thev haven’t been able 
to come up with 2 fresh vein. Even 
the opener’s title, “Dade City 
Dodge” seemed to poke fun at sis- 
ter-serials. 

The initial yarn had an uncom- 
fertable amount of twists in plot. 
It kept the action hopping but 
along the formula lines. 

Keily was abetted by Kathleen 
Crowley and Mike Roads. with Ken 
Lyneh, Gage Clark, Charles Mason 
and Guy Wilkerson proving to be 
affable villains. 

Filmed on the Warner Bros. lot, 
the technical credits are firstrate 
and it has the high gloss 0° the 
professional filmmaker. Jose. 



Yanks for the Memories. 

[' there anything like a World Series to turn 

us into a nation of clusterers? 

Ji’s a time when non-drinkers cluster around a 

bar to coddle a single bottle of beer through a 

nine-inning telecast .... when a stranger with a 

hotel room and a TV set has to take out anti- 

group insurance... when the company clown 

can be counted on to break into the office view- 

ing party with his annual, “Anybody make a 

touchdown yetr”’ 

Happens every fall. No other athletic event 

captures the fancy of so many televiewers. And 

ever since the very first Series telecast—in 1947 

—viewers have been following the baseball. 

classic on just one network. 

Exactly one week from: today, the Gillette 

Safety Razor Company and the Chrysler Cor- 

poration will be adding another Series to. that 

NBC skein. This time it’s the Yankees vs. the 

Reds, a contest that sounds as if it should be 

fought out on the floor of the Security Council. 

With NBC color again adding its special. magic 

to each game, the Series telecast will:be the first 

in which Cincinnati—a team ‘that won its last 

pennant 2] years ago—will bea participant. Gen- 

erally, the Reds wind up their schedule as Series 

spectators, and there have been seasons when 

even this was considered too good for them. 

AS FOR THE YANKS—well, NBC-TV’s fall. 
schedule hardly seems real when they're not 
battling some National League team for all, 

the marbles. In fact, looking back on a few of 

the highlights of Yankee World Series jogs the 

memory just as surely as a Richard Rodgers 

melody or the whiff of a certain perfume: 

It’s the fourth game of the. 1947 Series—and 

Yankee pitcher Floyd Bevens is apparently 

headed for immortality. Only a solitary out 

stands between him and-a no-hitter. But the 

hitter is Brooklyn’s Cookie Lavagetto. With 
one fell swoop (and a bat he happens to be hold- 

ing) Cookie smashes a double off the fence to 

drive in two runs, win the ball game and send 

“Bevens home talking to himself. 



“Three years later. The downy-cheeked “Whiz. 

Kids” have just won the first Phillies’ pennant: 
since 1915, but they really shouldn’ t have both- 

ered. For now the Yanks: virtually tear. them 

asunder i in four straight, one of which is a vic- 

‘tory by 21: -year-old Whitey. F ord (and whatever 

became of him?) 

The following autumn: The Giants have edged | 

themselves. into the Series on Bobby Thom- 

son’s story-book homer in the final play off game 

with Brooklyn. Now: a tired club, the National 

‘Leaguers lose:to the Yanks i in. ‘S1X, ‘but will any” 

televiewer forget the way a sliding Ed Stanky 

kicked. the ball out of Phil Rizzuto’: s glove.to. 

turn the tide of the third gamer 

Another October. The Dodgers’ chances for 

their first World title look awfully good, for 

with bases loaded. and two out in the seventh 

‘inning ‘of the finale, Jackie Robinson lifts a 

wind- buffeted pop that seems certain to drop 

safely i in the infield. But Yankee Billy ‘Martin. 

rushes plateward to. make a last- -second grab of 

the ball and crush Brooklyn’s last threat, 

EVEN WHEN the Yanks have lost a: Ser ries, it’ s 

“generally. taken some special feat by the: opposi- 

tion'to turn the trick, Like the four home runs. 

the Dodgers’ Duke Snyder hit. against them in 

5D; the three complete winning games Milwau- 

kee’sLew Burdette. fashioned i in: 757; or the 

opening and closing homers with which Pirate 

Bill Mazeroski beat them last fall, | 

Whatever the circumstances, ‘NBC. TV has been 

there—when Don Larsen pitched the. only ‘per- 

the experience of appearing in 

real smart, though; you'll put 

fect Series game in baseball history; when Yogi, 

Berra batted in a record ten runs for a Series; 

and when the 1955 Yankees became the first 

team ever ‘to win five consecutive World 

crowns. 

AND NOW it’s Series time once more. OF course, 

‘Sports thrills for NBC viewers in the coming 

weeks and months won't be restricted to base- 

ball. Network sports director Tom S. Gallery 

and staff will be televising dozens of standout 

attractions,.including championship events in 
‘football, basketball and golf. And many of the. 
“programs, like the World Series itself, will be 

in color. 

= Among the very newest of our sports, shows in 

-.- coloris the Saturday afternoon “All-Star Golf,” 

a filmed, full-hour series of medal-play matches 

sponsored by Reynolds Metals Company and 

the Kemper Insurance Company. The program 

premieres Oct. 14° with a meeting between 

’ Gary Player and Jerry Barber. Commentator is 

former: champ Jimmy Demaret, a studiously 

flamboyant dresser. whose attire has been 

known to make viewers cringe—even in black 

and white. 

At the moment, however, it’ 's hard to think of 

anything but next week’s baseball carryings-on. 

It won’t be a bit surprising if the Yanks are 

favored, for this is’ an organization that’s had 

ll of the last 14 Series. If you’re 

your money on the NBC cam: 

eras..‘They’ve: been .at al] 14. 



OMAHA 
TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

RK. PROGRAM—DAY—-TIME STA.: 

I, Candid Camera (Sun. 9$:00-9:30)....WOW 
2. Garry Moore ‘Tues. 9:00-10:00'..... Wow 
2. My Line ‘Sun. 9:30-10:00' . 3 ...... WOW 
3. Andy Griffith «Mon. 8:30-9:00)...... WOW 
4, Gun-Travel :Sat. 8:30-9:00)......... wow 
4. Gunsmoke ‘Sat. 9:00-9:30) eee WOW 
4. Lawrence Welk (Sat. 9:00-10:00)...... KETV 
5. My 3 Sons 'Thurs. 8:00-8:30: ...... KETV 
5. Real MeCoys (Thurs. 7:30-8:00)....... KETV 
5. Red Skelton tFues. 8:30-9:00' ..... wow 
5. Untouchables (Thurs. 8:30-9:30) .... KETV 

ARIETY - 
VarIery's weekly tabulation based on ratings furnished by American Research 

Bureau, highlights the top ten network shows on a local level and offers a rating study 
in depth of the top ten syndicated shows in the same particular markets, This week 
six different markets are covered. 

In the syndicated program listings of the top ten shows, rating data such as the 
arerage share of audience, coupled with data as to time and.day of telecasting com- 
»yetitire programming in the particular slot, etc., 
eract picture of the rating performance of syndicated shows is to reflect the true rating 
strength of particular series. Various branches of the industry, ranging from media 

is furnished, Reason for detailing an 

STATIONS: KMTV, WOW, KETY. 

AY. ji. "FOP SYNDICATED PROGRAMS AY. 
RTG. RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME ‘STA. DISTRIB, _‘-RTG. 

38]] 1. Sea Hunt (Thurs. 9:30)............ KETYV..... ZIV UA 27 ~ 

36|| 2. Miami Undercover (Sun. 9:30)......KETV:.... ZIV UA. 20 
‘38 )| 3. Blue Angels (Sat. 10:15).......-....WOW.....CNP 19, 
33 4. Death Valley Days (Wed. 9: 00)... KMTV.....US Borax 18 

33 || 5. Tomb Territery (Wed. 9: 30)....<5. KMTV.... ZIV UA 15 
33|!.6. Third Man (Sat. 9:30)......:....:. WOW..... NTA 14 
31]! 7. Highway Patrol M. W. TH. F. 6:00)...KETV..... ZIV UA 13 
sl {| & Amos & Andy (Sun. 400). oe eee WOW..... CNS. 8 
31{{ 8 Pioneers (Sat. 9:30)..........5.....-KMTV..... -Roebeck 8 
31 || 9 My Little Margie (Sat. 5: 30). ce eee KMTV. tees Official T 

— 

buyers to local stations and/or advertisers to syndicators will find the charts valuable. : 

Over the course of a year, ARB will tabulate. a. minimum of 247 markets. The | 
results of that tabulation will be found weekly in. Variety. Coupled with the rating 
performance of the top ten network shows on the. local level, the VaRiETY-ARB charts 
are designed to reflect the rating tastes of virtually every ‘tv “market in the U..S. 

(*) ARB’s May-June. 1961 survey covered a ‘multi-week period. Syndicated. shows , 
sharing one of the weeks with an alternating or special program are listed, with the 

_multi-week rating of all programs in the time period given. . ; 

*SURVEY DATES: MAY 15-JUNE 11, 1961. 

“AV. AV. P COMPETITION 
SH. PROGRAM. STA; ETG. 

50 Damon Runyon Thea. ...KMTV 17. 
26|My Line ........... 7. WOW 36 
43 Movie/Sports/News. ..+ KETV 15. 
33 Naked City ..... csooees KETV 26 
“°" | Naked City USI KETV 25 
22) Lawrence Welk ..... -. KETV —.87 
24| News: Weather Sports. . .KMTV. 20: 
33{Huntley Brinkley . -.... KNTV 20 
42 | Top Plays/Thea/MLBB . .KMTV 6 
14} Lawrence Welk .........KETV ‘- 87 
47 Million $ Movies . se eeeees WwOw 7%. 

MIAMI STATIONS: WIVJ, WCKT, WPST. *SURVEY DATES: MAY 15- JUNE tL, 1961. 

. Perry Mason (Sat. 7:30-8:30)......... WTIvi L Tosi Bear (Wed. 7:00) .. 1 43 1. Xoei Bear, ‘s Ue e000 weeps - Screen Gems s 53 Two Faces West. wees Tn WEE 5 
\ -2.9-20: . rothers. Brannigan Lees soaee . vA 65 | Broken. Arrow ...... oes 

2. Checkmate ‘Sat. 8:30-9:30! .......... WIvd 39 || 3. Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 7:00)... WCKT....Screen Gems 20 39|H. Bogart Theatre.......WTVS: 25 
3. Have Gun, Will Travel fSat. 9:30-10)..WTVJ_ 34/1 3. Quick Draw McGraw (Thurs. 7:00)...WCKT....Serten Gems 20. 34/Big Show :......-. ee pWIVE 31. 
4. Price Is Right ‘Wed. 8:30-9:00)....... WCKT 33 || 4. Death Valley Days (Sat. 6:30)...:.. TVJ.....U.S. Borax 18. '§8| Dance. Date ........2.... WCKT . 8 
5. Ed Sullivan ‘Sun. 8:00-9:00) .......- WTVE 32 ; News;. Weather; ‘Sports! -WCKT 6 
5, Real McCoys ‘Thurs. 8:30-9:00: WPST 32 4. Mr. Ed: Manhunt. WCKT.... MCA; Shotgun Slade ......... WIvi 415 

. _ ues _ (Mon. 7:00: Fri: 8:30)... :. ++. ‘Screen Gems 18 $4| Route 66° .............. WTVS 30: 
5. Surfside 6 ‘Mon. 8:30-9:30'. ....... WPST 832i & Sea Hunt (Fri 7:00)......°..002227 TVI......Ziv-UA 18 38| Hollywood Special . WCKT. 20° 
6. Wagon Train !Wed. 7:30-8:3U)....... WCKT 31|| 5. Highway Patrol (Mon.-Fri. 6:15)..... WCKT....Ziv-UA 17 44/ Sports; Weat er veer 1 IVE 7 33 
7. Gunsmoke ‘Sat. :00-10:30) ........ TY. __ | Renick Report eeeveee-WIVE' “2 tote 6 En 330080. vTyy go & Third Man: JFK (Sat. 10: 30)....+....WEVJ.....NTA 16 42 Roaring 20s ..-.1..2..WPST ‘18. 

° ean aan, ‘ | 7. Shotgun Siade (Mon. 7:00)....-.... WTVJ.....MCA 15 31! Mr. Ed: ‘Manhunt. ::. ..WCKT: 26° 
4. Thriller :Tues. 9:00-10:00)........... WCKT 3011 7. Two Faces West (Wed. 7: 00). wees -WIVI .....Sereen Gems 15 28 | Yogi Bear’ eee ae cacaee se WOKE 23° 

PORTLAND OR H. STATIONS: KOIN, KGW, KPTY.*SURVEY DATES: MAY 15-JUNE 11,1961. 

tet an-10- L Death Valley Days (Sat. 10: 30)... ..KOIN..... U.S. Borax 21. Roaring 20's. :.....;.- KPTV ~ 19 
> Hapation Eee nWea Seon RBTY = ST 3. Sea Hunt (Tues. 7:00) 2...-.....00. KGW... Ziv-UA 20 Expedition ...2....0205. KPTV 10 
3. Gunsmoke ‘Sat. 10:00-10:30). ...... KOIN 33 3. Yegi Bear (Thurs. 6:30)............ (GW..... .Sereen Gems 19 ‘Californians ... ........KOIN 9 
3. Untouchables ‘Tues. 9:30-10:30: _... KPTV 33 || 4- Quick Draw McGraw (Mon. 6:30).....KGW..... . Screen Gems 16 Marry . Millionaire... --- -KOIN: 10... 
4. Candid Cam ra (Sun. 10:00-10:20)....KOIN 32 || 5 Tightrope (Wed: 7:00) ..... ....... KOIN..... Screen Gems 15 Success. Story -+ +00. KGW 13 
5. My Fhree Sons (Thurs. 9:00-9-30).... KPTV +31 1. & Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 6: 30). -..-KGW.....Screen Gems 14 New. Horizons _........ ON. 8 
6. Real MeCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00)... KPTV 30 || §- Jim Backus (Mon) ........ sees +++ KOIN.....NBC Films. 14. | Faces: West; Manhunt . . KGW: 1k 
7. Perry Mason (Sat. 7:30-8:30) 00, KOIN 3 || 7- Mamhunt (Thurs. 7:00)..............KGW .... Screen Gems 13 Mr. Ed 2.1... ee cee eee -KPTV: 13.: 
7 Red Skelton (Tues. 9:30-18:00) KOIN 93 || 7 Mr..Ed (Thurs. 7:00)........ siete RPTV....-MCA 13 Manhunt... . KGW 13. 
8. Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat 9:30-10). KOIN  ‘27|| & Best of Post (Sat. 7:00) ..-.... wees KGW... 12 Fight of: Week?........:KPTV 24 
coe OE RV EE NOE BIN 8. Highway Patrol (Wed. 6:30)......... KOIN..... ZW Riverboat .......-....,.KPTV. 7 

HOUSTON STATIONS: KPRC, KHOU, KTRK. 1961. 

1. Real McCoys (Thurs. 7:30-8:00)...... KTRK 

2. My Three Sons (Thurs. 8:00-8:30)....KTRK 

3. Andy Griffith (Mon. 8:30-9:00) ...... KHOU 
4. Adv. In Paradise (Mon. 9:00-10:00)...KTRK 

5. Naked City (Wed. 9:00-10:00'........ KTRK 

5. Untouchables (Thurs. 8:30-9:30)..:...KTRK 

5. Wagon Train (Wed. 6:30-7:30)..... -.KPRC 

6. Candid Camera (Sun. 9:00-9:30)...... KHOU 

6. 77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 8:00-9:00).......KTRK 

6. Surfside 6 (Mon. 7:30-8:30)........ _. KTRK. 

26] 

32 

31 

29 

pesees 

1, Lock-Up. (Thurs. 9:30)......... ee p ee! 
2. Death Valley Days (Sat. 9: 30). waeeee 
3. Mamhunt (Tues. 9:30). 
4.. Whirlybirds (Mon. -Fri, 6: 00).. oe 

5. Third Mani Peter-Mary; JFK 
( d. 9:00; Mon. 9:30)..-0e05. 

6. Blue Angels ae 6:00)........... wee 
t Sea Hunt; Happ 

(Fri. 6:30 & 10: 00). 

3. Popeye (Sat. 9:30) . Fees 
8. Divorce Conrt (Sat. 5:00)......0 pee: 

8. Johnny Midnight «Sat. 6:00)... 

KTRK.... Ziv-UA 
KHOU... US. Borax 
KTRK.... Sereen Gems 
KPRC.....CBS 

KPRC..,..NTA 

KPRC.....NBC Films 
KPRC Ziv-UA 

KTRK...... UAA 
KPRC.....KTTV 
oe ' TV Sales 
KHOU A 

17 
12 
11 

10 

9 
& 

Aa a 

*SURVEY DATES: MAY 15- JUNE II, 

“37 ‘Main ‘Event. wea padecnee KPRC 
40 | Lawrence. Welk aceoee. KTRK 
21| Garry: Moore ......:--.. KHOU 

_ | Newsreel: Weather +++ -KPRC 
19| Naked ‘City .......0...65 TRK 

._ | June Allyson ..:......... KHOU 
47 | Johnny Midnight ‘: Ve webes KHOU 
25|Rawhide = (vol... cs ceee KHOU 

News: Weather ee uce ,«, KHOU 
| Wrestling ...... be veeeee MIRK: 
32 | Mighty Mouse. soveevee. KHOU 
3 Early Show sa oeedeeeee -KHOU 

32. Blue Angels Decseweeee .KPRC 

351 World. At Large; Sports. -.KPRC:. -. 

AD ee Ph mh oe fo to 

Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30).........WTOP 

Untouchables (Thurs. 9:30-10:30)..... WMAE 

Flintstones (Fri, 8:30-9:00).......... WMAL 
Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10).. WTOP 
Candid Camera (Sun. 10:00-10:30)....WFO”™ 

Andy Griffith (Mon, 9:30-10:00)...... WTO" 
My Three Sons (Thurs. 9:00-9:30)....WMA 

17 Sunset Strip (Fri. 9:00-10:00)..... WMA 
Real MeCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00)....... WMAL 

Naked City (Wed. 10:00-11:00)....... WMAL 
Leeveee WRC Thriller ‘Thurs. 9:00-10:00: 

peas 
30. 
30 
30 

29 

27 

1. Huckleberry Hound (Thurs, 7. 00). 

6. Brothers Brannigan Moms 720 - 

2. Third Man (Thurs. 10:30)........... ~WRC ..... 
3.. Mr. Mageo (Thurs. 7:30)... ..-.... WTTG.. iW Pers. 
4. Death Valley Days (Mon. 7:00).......WRC......U.S. Borax 
4.. Sheriff of Cochise (Tues. 7:00). sie eee ‘WTTG.. - NTA 

4. Tombstone Territory (Wed. 7:00).....WRC..... Ziv-UA 

“4. My. Ed (Fri. 7:00). ................. WRC.....: 
'§. Quick Draw McGraw (Mon. 6: 301. ..-WTTG.. “Screen. Gems 
5, Phil Silvers (Thurs. 7:00)......... ee WRC! ....CBS 
@ Cannonball (Tues. 7:00).....:...... -WTOP.... ITC 
6. Copter Patrol; Beat (Fri. 7: 00) eee .. WTOP.... CBS. 
6. Shotgun Slade (Sat. 7:00)............WTOP.... MCA 
6. Deputy Dawg (Thurs. 7:00)....... .. . WITG.... CBS 

WTOP CBS 

.. WITG. ... Screen Gems 16 
|. NTA 14 

12 
11 
It 

Tl 

1 

J.-C COCO Cant Oe 

Phil Silvers a WRO 
Silents; Kovaks ..:......WMAL 
Outlaws a rrr ‘see WRC: : 
. = Scag teuwececcees WMAL 

Cannonball ........'....- WTOP 
Final feos eee cee WMAL 
Final 2... cea cee WMAL 
Rescue 8 ....3..6 ec ceaee TOP 
‘Copter Patrol; Beat...... WTOP 
‘Spotlight . So bees WTOP 
Huckleberry. Hound. wooo WITG 
Sheriff of Cochise. wseee WITG 

|Mr. Ed. coe... oes: -eses WRC 
| Broken Atrow see eees -2eWRC - 
Spotlight © .........; WTOP 

-.. |Huntley-Brinkley ......;WRC 
Death Valley Days...,. WRC 

MILWAUKEE “STATIONS: WIMJ, WITI, WISN, WXIX. *SURVEY DATES: MAY 15 - JUNE WW, 1961. 

1. Untouchables ‘Thurs. 8:30-9:30! ..... WITI 
2. My Three Sons 'Thurs. 8:00-8:30". ...WITI 
3. Real McCoys (Thurs. 7:30-8:00. ...... WITLI 
4. Naked City ‘Wed. 9:00-10:00' ...... WITI 
5. 77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 8:00-9:00'....... WITI 
6. Wagon Train ‘Wed. 6:30-7:30' . ....WTMJ 
7. Adv. In Paradise (Mon. 8:30-9:30:....WITI 
7. My Line «Sun. 9:30-10:00). ...... WISN 
4%. NBC Specials. (Tues. 9:00-10:00:...... WTMI 
7. Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30)..... eens WISN 

lL. ‘Death Valley. Days (Thurs. 9:30) 
2, Jim Backus; Weather (Tues.: 10: 15). 
3. Brothers Brannigan (Mon. 10: 15). . ve 
3. Pioneers. (Sat. 9:30)......... 

5. Lock-Up (Wed. 10: 15) ie 
5. Mike Hammer (Fri. 9:30)...: . 
6. Shotgun Slade; JFK (Thurs. 9: 30)... 
1, Border Patrol (Thurs. 10:15)..... a, 
7. Sea Hunt (Mon. 9:30).. 

a 

4. Tightrope; - ‘Silvers (Sun, 9:30)..... 

re 

WITT .... U.S. Borax 
.WTMJ.... NBC Films 
‘.WTMJ ... CNS 
WTMJ.....Roebeck. 
WTMJ:... Sereen Gems; 

CBS | 
WTMJ .:.Ziv-UA 

ISN ... MCA © 
WTMJ... wee 
WTMI....CB 

-, WISN... SL UERUA 

‘46 ‘Shotgun Slade ae ces 
.58| M. Squad peoetiiieee WISN 

* 54! Your Life .: 0... eee e's -- WISN. 
45 | Fight eee a weseveeee WITI . 
39 My Line io .ie cca sees ++» WISN 

56 Late Show ...c..ecveeee WITI 
35| Law & Jones ;.:......... WITI 
30 | Death Valley. Days: vee eee WITI 
40|Late Show .. ...:......WITI 
221 Peter Gunn .:.. ve voeeeee) WITL 
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GHOST SQUAD 

With Denald Wolfif, Michael 

Writer: Lindsay Galloway 
Producer: Connery Chappell 
Director: Norman Harrison 
6) Mins.; Sat.. 8:38 p.m. ’ 
Associated TeleVision, from: 

Lenion 
This filmed skein of 26 Is, 

peszed to the activities of _under- | Said mum was loosely equipped 
cover cops, whe seek out crimes to 
bust all over Europe and are con- 
trolled by Scotland Yard. Central 
figure is Nick Craig (Michael 
Quinn}, 
was never explained and whose 
forte is to disguise himself at era- 
cial moments. Other regulars are 
chief Sir Andrew Wilson (Donald 
Wolfit? and secretary Helen {An-: 
gvla Browne), but, judging by 
their impact on this initialer, their 
presence was mainly to give Pr proct 
of an organization rather than 
partake of mayhem — which 

seemed rather a waste of Wolfit. | phrased his smail-talk suitably | S2ared 
This initialer took Craig on a 

crime probe to the Sotth of 
Franee. A couple of rich men had 
been bampeqd off, and both had 
been on a loxery coach tour or- 
ganized by a couple of brothers 
called Tobias. Craig, pretending 
to be a rich Texan, jomed the next 

- outing, together with a rich Greek, 
Karolides (Paul Sfassino). The 
latter was. interested in precious 
stones as an investment, ahd was! 
ir‘ -oduced to a shady store in Mar- 
seiiles, where he zought an uncat 
diamond from the wnrecognized 
Graham Tobias. The other Tobias, 
masguerading as a Dutch gem- 
dealer, bought the stone from him 
at a Rotated $75,000 profit. 

Then Karolides was visited by: Writers: Sid Green, Dick Hills 
De Grange. claiming to be a cop! 
and to be suspicious that the dia-| 
mond had been smuggied. To clear 
himself. Karolides went back to 
the shop—and found it bare, but 

the money he’d given for, the}; 
stolen diamond, and was asked:for 
hush-money from the fake Duteh- 
man for getting him out of the fix. 

Meanwhile, Cralg was nosimg 
along, watching. He disclosed 
himself to Karolides, who was 
promptly shot by the coach-driver 
and his body dumped in Craig's 
hotel reom to incriminate him. 
The real police were then calied 
ir, and the culprits dutifully 
bazged. 

It was, in fact, quite. a tortuous 
plot, and left quite a few questions 
begging. Hotes could be picked 
in the scripting, which otherwise 
maintained-a fair speed, with. dia-!’ 
loz crisper than most of its kind. 
Production, values were fine, the 

showing. 
certainly maintain’ a good fetiow- 
ing. 
Quinn was agreeable as Craig, 

but lacked a punchy personality; 
his disguise, as an aged eares- 
dropper, wouldn’t have deceived 
his mother. Ronald Leigh-Hont 
and Alec Scott made plausible 
crooks, and Paul Stassino and 
Petra Davies supported safely. 

With a more critical approach 
in the seripting stages, the skein 
hasn’t mueh to worry about. 

DIXON OF DOCK GREEN — 
With Jack Warner, Michael Night- 

ingale, Peter Byrne, Jeanmnetice 
Hutchinson, Lynn Williams, Zin- 
mia Chariton, Gwen Lewis, 
Bavid Webster, Betiy Aubrey, 
Arther Rigby, Arthur Geullet, 

TELEVISION REVIEWS 

too Ooi back icici ick itn 

: Foreign TV Reviews 

whose American accent? 

tering Avice Landon made an effec- 

provided iby. Harold Goodwin, as an 
over-familiar milkman, and David 
Stoll, as a bumbling. vicar, Alan 
Tarrant produced without "strain, 

Otta. 

JOELL 

kindly father-figure. who takes a 
look at quarrelling neighbors ‘and 

; rabid dogs in between cups of tea. 
This ts great public relations for 
the police force, and a potent drug 
fer viewers, who like to think that 
P. C. Dixon is around: to prevent 
their garden fires running amok. 

Peering through -the domestic 
chat, a shy strand of plot eventu- 
ally emerged. Linda (Alanna | 

HOME TONIGHT — 
With Andrew 

ma 
mother, Laura (Heather Chasen). : 

with morals, this being shown Assoc ciated-Rediffusion, from Le m~ 

by her wearlng . an unbuttoned 
blouse and matador pants. Dixon 
searched the apartment, but could| Friday, Associated - Rediffasion 
‘not find the erring child. Linda,| Proposes to beguile viewers with 
i however, saved a detective’s child j the daily diary of the Sutton fam- 
from drowning-——in, it seemed, six ily. Thus it’s hoped to reach the 

inches of water—and would ‘thns} S°rt of audience that dotes on ra- 

get preferential treatment when me Ose trivial curriculum engross- 
eee aba ss Which she was, es millions. .This skein, however, 

Jacks an individual flavor—for one 
Ted Willis, who started the! or tne attractions of the Archers | whole idea six years ago, scripied 

ht tos 1s one. He rowed is msuat whose country pursaits are not 

small, Warner repeated his fa-} 9) this showing, lack the necessary 
| idiosyncrasy of occupation or- be- 
havior. 
The opener introduced the mem- 

come. This shouldn’t cause a riot bers of it on = somewhat gloomy 
up and down the land.. Douglas} oop. for. mother Sutton had just. Moodie produced the gentile pro-| 9:.48°° The family seemed to take ceedings with apt languor. 

and the problem poser. was—yvho 
was to look after them? The duty 

; WINNING. WIDOWS seemed to devolve upon the elder 
With Pegry Meunt, Avice Landon, ' daughter, Emma (Patricia Regan), 

Hareld Geedwin, David Stoll,| but she had a boyfriend in Malaya 
Deuglas Ives, > Mark Mileham,| who wanted to wed her there. 
Alee -Fester, George - Betton,| There was a desultory chat ‘about 
Diane Woolley, Blanche Meore., |.this, father George (Andrew Law- 
Edith Saville, Elizabeth Goit,{ rence) thinking it a treasonable 
Damaris: Heyman, Elsie Arneid, } move. ‘Others. who introduced: 
Janet Ervee, Honora Barke 

Preducer: Alan Tarrant 
‘36 Mins. Sat.. 9:38 pm. 
Asseciated TeleVision, frem TLon-, Downing)—as well as an uncle, 

den 

Pegsy Mount, a ‘mighty woman 
with a voice like a belligerent fog-|-0USly associated with a suecessful 

aunt, and grandpa. 

horn and arms generally akimbo,| admag:.seemed equipped to pro-|: 
is the pillar of this new domestic} duce the small-talk, and Sheila 
skein, which came up with a deft, Greag directed Ray Dicks ‘Produc 
fast-paced, and hi omising | tion at a stow tro urther 
opener. shly’ Dr bility of the skein so far was the 

Miss Mount doubled with Avice} insular charmlessness of most of 
Landon as a pair of middle-agea| the thesps, who were otherwise 

adequate. But this might alter 
to set ee Ce Together eee when the domestic crises - gather 

economy measure. This led to a| Strensth—as they must. ~ Ofta. 

duplication of furniture, so, after ’ some haggling about which was to| TASTEN, YOUR SEATRETES! 
iisposed of, a sale was organized Les Resita 

to get rid of the surplus. © Crowther, Dartin 
There ensved much farcical shen- 

ranigans, with tables, chairs, and{ under Bernard Herrmann 
bric-a-brac being bought for a song. Producer: Stan Parkinson « 

fidred {Miss Lardon) had much|39 Mins.,. Fri, 3:38 p.m. 
sentimental attachment for her BBC-TV, from Manebester 
own belongings, and was constantly } 
moving the “for sale” stickeys en to'had the idea of stringing a set of. 
her sister's. stuff. Thus they. were|vande acts on a travel . theme. 
left with a bare house. . Which at Jeast showed that a pro- 
» Payoff was that they both wentjducer had heard of geography. ft 
out fo buy fresh furniture, and two! didn’t show much else—for the up- 
lots arrived, posing the same prob-}shot was a scrappy assembly of 
lem. Simple stuff, as can be ‘seen.|acts, thrown together without much 
But it purled along happily in Sid{ preconceived thought, and the in- 
Green ard Dick Hill’s gay and ob-fitialer wasn’t encouraging for the 
servant script, and inspired some-|rest of the skein. 
thing between a smile and a full-| HH kicked. off with a Spanish 
throated yock for most ‘of its|flavor. with a mild fandango-or- 
course. whatever by the Denny Bettis danc-. 

Peggy Mount exploded vigorous- ers, followed. by some 

ra] 

Tele F ollow-Up Comment 

Open End riage. Dr. David Mace, ; & prom- 
Incompatibility is the word for inent marriage counselor, was fun- 

ly. when called upon, and the twit- [| 

=| tive foil. Fine comic cameos were |. 

For 15. minutes from Monday to}. 

like the Archers, } 

is that they are a rural family) 

by the majority and thus |‘ 
have novelty value. The Suttons, 

|the tradgedy with undue lightness, 

their faces were a giri-chasing son, | 
Peter {Simon Prebble); Dot (Pa-/ 

Seripter Jimmy. Hanley, previ- . 

agers and their elders who. erave 
movement in their tv fare. 

As hinted by its title, someone [i 

‘sured by his 

-and | 

‘doo country, with appropriate trep-- 

last Sunday’s {241 “Open End” dis- 
Adams, Jeceelyn' cussion of the U.S. divorce prob- 

Deanelly, Max{lem. For this WNEW-TV outing, 
Latimer, Robert Holferd, Alan-' David Susskind assembled « wholly 

Geoffrey 
Rhodes, 

na Boyce, Heather Chasen, Don- 
aid Witsom, Michael Bird , 

Writer: Ted Willis 
Protucer: Deazias Mondie 
49 ™Mins.; Sat., 6:30 p.m. 
BSC-F¥Y, from London 

This homely-copper skein has 
Teturned to the schedules for the ‘ 
eighth time, thus making it the 
diddy of all current tv fiction 
series. Only difference with pre- 
vious outings is that 10 minutes 
were added to the running time. 
and that nothing, but positively 
nothing, seemed to happen. 

In fact, it’s the cops-without-rob- 
bers aspect that gives these pro-, 
giams their family appeal. Dixon, 
as portrayed by Jack Warner, Is a 

diseonglomerate panel who suc- 
eeeded in leaving the problem of 

damentally interested in statistics, 
while Dr, Julian Hartt, a minister 
who was expected to give some of 
the answers, was mainly concerned 
with asking Socratic — questions. 
Howard Speliman, a lawyer, seemed 

America’s marital blitz even more} willing to probe into the question 
confused than it really is. The basic] at hand, whatever it was, but was. 
difficulty. which often happens in{constantly derailed by irrelevan- 
married life. was that nobody was| cles. 

| listening to anybody else and each) 

ticular hobbvhorse into all points| Dr. Albert Ells, prolifie author on 
on the intelectual compass. the subject of. sex in its various 
James Thurber, a student of the) legal and physical manifestations. 

male and female animal, was an} Efis ‘suceeeded in trans- 
oracular wit but on a feam of his| forming this session into a good 
own. The two ladies on the show,|oldfashioned “Open End” donny- 
Virgilia Peterson and Faye Emer-| brook with his advocacy of trial 

The single strong-willed nbso- 
panelist rode his or her own par- lately clear-mined panelist was| 

(son, each thrice married by their 
own count. made a paradoxicat 
attack an diverce and a passtonate 
defense of the instituton of mar- 

Marriage and sex techniques edu- 
cation, but there. were no takers. 
The other. ‘panelists Simpiv went I 
their own, marry way.. Herm. 

|The oaters, being in such heavy 
supply-en tv, have taken the gim- 

the lead ‘gimmick, the principal, | 
playing Charies Bateman, 

brothers. 

Surprisingly, it doesn’t: come off: 
badly, judging from the initialer.. 
Series won't win any prizes for 

to. that inevitable le om duel along 
cowtown's main stem. 

Whether gimmicking’ the oater 
form is an answer to tv's need for 

company investigator form the 
hook for. “Shannon,” a new syn- 
dicated. action series off the Screen 
Gems belt, Season’s initial episode | 
Wednesday (20) on WABC-TV fol- 
lowed the standard cops fn” .rob-, 

‘tof the Western World’ (which. it 
publishes). for public service dis- 
tribution to. commercial stations... ~ 
On the basis of two outings © 
caught; of four piloted thus far on - 

pears to have lotsa appeal for teen- 

killed and several score shots. were 
fired before the culprits ‘were 
rounded up at the finale. 
Nader ‘handles the title role with 

_—_— vO 

lively hollering from a -guitar-tot- 
ing. gal called Rosita. This was 
capped by Leslie Crowther deliver- 
ing a comic ditty. about taking a 
hick girl to exotic climes; he gave 
it more than the lyrie had got. 
‘Spain was then deserted for yoo- 

ing from the line followed by 
pleasantly relaxed note-spinning by 
Janie Marden in “Old Black Mag- 
ic” and “Devil Moon.” She was an. 

3 [unlikely inhabitant of this terri- 
' * Itory, but Miss Marden is getting to 
be a highly agreeable performer 
with a cool technique, mice to be 
encountered anywhere. 
What could be laughingly called. . 

the climax of the show was John-. 
‘hie Ray, slipped in as a telerecord-. 
ing. from his cabaret spot ata 
Manchester nitery. This bore little. 
relation to anything that had hap- 
pened. before, and. merely was sur- 
prising that Manchester had a ni- 

would have been even ) r if he 
hadn't ‘been so self-consciously t try- 

.Nader’s — 
roles in the kickoff. stanza were. 

‘ably portrayed by Debbie Megow-. 
‘an and - Lucy 

finesse. What with a tape recorder. 
his wrist along with 

a concealed camera stashed in his. 
ear, he gives Dick Tracy stiff com- 

| petition;. Regis Toomey, costar of 

he wears on 

the series, is. suavely proficient as 
while supporting 

 Prentis, among 
others, Fred Jackman's | rection 
was brisk. Gild. 

irs A WONDERFUL WORLD. 
(The State of Paradise) 
With Jehn Cameren Swayze, . nar- 

Writer-Directer: Cari ‘Dudley: 
‘3@ Mins, Fri.; 3:30 pm. 
PARTICIPATING 

twin | WPIX, N. Y. 
‘For those viewers seeking a 

change. of pace from westerns: or 
‘tired situation comedy, “It’s a 
Wonderful World” is the. answer. 

|The captious. will say that this is 
h,|just another travelog. And it is 
id jfor the most fart. 
as|Cameron Swayze's narration igs 

‘pleasant, the camerawork is good 
and there was ample scenic gran-. 
deur in the opening installment on ~ 

| WPIX, N. 'Y.,; Friday (22). 

'| Tagged “State of Paradise,” the 
{| preem was. a.pictorial tour of the . 
Hawaiian islands. Trek 

° from the traditional hula dances to - 
| views of an active volcano... Writer-. 
director Carl Dudley also tossed in 
scenes of the pineapple and sugar 
cane industries along. with the now 
‘standard. views ‘of. surf-boarding 
swimmers: at Waikiki beach. - 

But John 

‘Tanged 

Distributed by Trans-Lux Tele- 
vision, this filméd series obviously 
has educational .as well as enter- 
tainment values. Before the sun 
slowly set-in the west WPIX man- 
aged to integrate a variety of plugs 

-| betwixt the Swayze commentary. 
They puffed products of such par- 
ticipating sponsors. as Bird’s. Eye 
frosted. foods and M&M candy.- 

. For that matter the “Wonderful 
> | World” inaugural episode was quite 
fa puff for Hawaif, too. Gilb.. 

|GREAT VOICES FROM Comer’ 
BOOKS 

Hans Conried, Jim m= Stewart, 
‘Dr. Jareslay Pelikan, othe 

Preducer: Jim 

tp. 
ENCY CLOPAEDIA BRITANN. ICA 
WBKB, Chiegze (tape) . 
Encyclopaedia Britannica is pre- 

paring a 13-week educational se- 
ries built around the Great Books 

WBKB, the series should prove a 
» {valuable entry in any station's cul- 

tural lineup. 
_ Basically. a conversation - show: 
rather than an. instructional one,” 
in the conventional sense, “Great 
Voices” "seems to intend. nothing: 
profounder than to. excife’ the 
viewers’. interest in literature. It. 
succeeds both at this and in reveal- 
ing, by way of fallout,. some of the 
wisdom and thought contained in 
the great books: And for a show 
that might seem, on the face of it, 
intellectually, heavy. and stuffy, it 
comes off as a remarkably eolorful 

jand. brisk. half-hour. 
“The video. virtues (vis-a-vis those 

of the classroom) are largely to the 
credit of Hans Conried, who as the 
catalytic agent is wise to the needs” 
of the cathode tube. He keeps. it. 
spirited, witty and engrossing. . In. 
Conried, Britannica has a person- 
ality who is. both literate and popu- 
lar, which may avail the series .a 
broader cross-section .of audience 
than: is normal . for programs so 
bookish. 
‘The. format is simply ‘an..un-. 

serifted dialog between Conried . . 
and an authority: on a topic that .~. 
has’ perplexed or . fascinated: the 

With Dr. Jaroslav . great thinkers. . 
‘Pelikan, a. “professor: of theological 
history. Conried. discussed -the. 
concept of the - devil. 

Bible all were brought into the 
act, with Conried leaping to. the 

-| gambit to- Tead significant passages’. 
from-each. : In another installment, 

the discussed..the value of Shake- 
speare with Bergen Evans and, of 
course, got thespically involved in 
passages from the plays: 

Introduction to each. of the sep: 
iments is made by. Jim Stewart, a 

, | well-spoken Chicago tv performer, 
‘twho also: ‘produces the i ‘for. 
Britannica, 

etn eee 4 Feats eee 

Soa 
pny 

* Milton; 
Dante, Goethe, ‘Dostoevsky nd the: 

aren: 

ioe 

cate Pe Sle 7 Peak” 
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Mo Terre ooac| ‘38% Teo Muck? | 2 tese,rcr ot [Italy's Top Award to NBC-TV's 
omar, ae seer emu | Real West’;. Sweden, Switzerland, 

Austria Video Entries Also Cited 

.of “Father of the Bride” will 
be integrated into the series’ 

WHAS Crusade. For Children, | such 3 3 : - opening show on CBS-TV Fri-. | 
16 half hour benefit for handi-|sPonsored three out of four weeks| Gay (29). Premiere, | titled 
capped children of Kentucky andj with one week. devoted to. parti-| consist of an 18-minute ‘main. | 
Southern Indiana, ‘started at 10 cipating sponsors. “Twilight Zone,” | story line plus four vignettes 
p.m. Saturday (23).: Crusade was | “Ichabod,” “Pete &. Gladys,” all} extracted from various “Fath- . 

on ‘WHAS-TV ‘and radio and. end- | have. alternatie half hours ‘sold as| €° shows to be seen over the. By ROBERT F. HAWKINS competition among major radio 
ed: about 2:30 p.m.. Sunday: (24);.| participation vehicles, with the al-|. *°2S02- “aohild - Pisa, ‘Sept. 26. | and ty organizations in the 28 with gifts and pledges totalling|,. 004.90 micntec onanenrad yl pea, Was the brainchild’ of “The Real West,” an NBC-TV rit. 
wer 200000, | ternate "30 minutes sponsored by| Bob Maxwell, exec producer : ve 7 tions which jointly sponsor it. 

It. was the eighth year for the.|® Single advertiser. The whole half] of. the MGM-TV -stanza and entry narrated by the late Gary! ach year, each member selects 
Crusade; originating from ‘:the | hour of such shows is included in|  ®temmed from successful use |Cooper, this week won the $3,200 |one entry for each of the compet- 
stage of Memorial Auditorium. | he. composition of the’38%.. of the. device in the pilot for | Prix Italia for the best television |ing categories (Musical, Dramatic, 

Several hundred volunteers assist-| °c a cmert ue eae the series. The pilot comprised . | documentary of the year.*A- 49-|824 Documentary shows on beth 
: abouts VOLES S. +} ‘such CBS-TV shows..as “Father ne full episode plus 10 : , * kh radio and television) and d ed in receiving and: tabulating the. °°" 7" ows. er) one full epis plus 10 other {minute stanza (previously . shown ) sends 

contributions, money- received’ .to | Knows. Best,” “Frontier Circus,”} scenes from other episodes, Jin the U.S. in April), it was di- high-level officials to the compe- 
be distributed to agencies: special- | ““Rawhide,* “Perry Mason,” “In-| ‘dea being that the sponsors. |rected by Donald B. Hyatt and|tition as reps and judges. Rules 
izing in helping physically :.and:} yestigators” and “I've Got A Se- written by Philip Reisman Jr., who | St#te that country serving jury 
mentally handicapped  children.| oi. : renee | accepted the prize. It marked the | @Uty for a particular category can- 

. ‘Voet we rent to 39:|cret’ are full participation veh- | jaccepted tne prize. a not enter that category until sub- 
Donations Jast year went to 39: icles. “CBS Reports” also. could: third ‘Yank award in the 13-year sequent stanza, when duti r 

be considered a: full participation history of the Prix Italia, other | votated , mes re 
vehicle, with the exception of the .{American entries having. won in i 
occasion full sponsorship of ‘Am- w | 1955 and 1956. ; True, system has some limita. | Other awards in the local com-| tions; for example, the BBC is 

petition, which is sponsored and} Britain’s sole member. and repre- 
organized by RAI-TV, the Italian |Sentative, and it follows that only 

the Prix is unusually an internal 

the idea. of..a big-cast, 10-episode. 
-comedy.: skein called “The Rag 
Trade.” ve \ 

Foregoing: smaller-time vaude 
shows, Maschwitz now: has two-per- . 

_ week “specially mounted” spec- 
‘taculars:- And his. department. has 

could get overall look ‘as the 
_ program’s- jJayout. Maxwell 
“figured he Public could. be 

ee mdiann orpanizac. - Similarly sold on staying with 
Kentucky and..Indiana organiza- the show via .the preview 

ve oe, ‘technique... oe 

es ‘|erican Telephone & Telegraph Co,| - ~ mm» - — _ , 
BBC-TY of space shows. and the upcoming Frank Cooper 

_ water. show. -* - - , nee : mage . a, a oe __. ce oo radio and televis twork|BBC product competes. Yanks, 
as Continued {rom page 23 mms} -CBS-TV isn't of the opinion that :“==== Continued from page 24 im which first set up the intermational however are repped by the Broad-. 

the. participation wave is of such , jamin and Isaac Kleinerman, .“20th | prize in 1948, went to entries from |¢asting Foundation of America 
force or ra etme that it should Century” prodicers, . a longtermer }Sweden, Austria and Switzerland which selects entries from ail 

Plans to, hold a number of shows| With CBS; Mel Ferber, returning |im the tv section, and from Italy, | fons To ional "Television's 
open for the: participation. biz, but ;0 CBS on the “Calendar” daytime | yygosiavia in the radio competi-| ‘Casals Master Class” in addition 
it would like to stem the tide in ;show; and. at NBC ‘producer-writ-; tion. _ ‘to the aforementioned “Real West 
the belles that there ‘are. sufficient j ers) longtermers with Ted Yates, | This year also marked the first | (NBC-TV). ; 
ne er. of ac ve isers. gui 4 ok | William Ni chols, R obert Bendick, ‘ time that the Prix Itelia had been le total of 28 video entries from 

hung on to “This Is Your Life,” ‘addition ‘to circulation. — i Stuart Shulberg ‘and Phil Reisman. | noncompeting *° voutshiers? who | grams from. 17 nations) competed 
“Black and White Minstrel Show,”|" From. the web's point .of view, | And Cooper. client, Martin Jamison, ; this year were invited to send ob- ! this year. Entries were piped into 
and “The Billy Cotton Show.” New reasons for preferring the. sponsor! has. joined Leland Hayward. as a; servers. This proved a welcome ; Pisa’s Teatro Verdi from Rome's 

‘ey. viz) : ;| aS opposed to the participation | producer and prog eveloper : and valuable move. : RAI-TV Studios over a closed cir- 
eeks ae Bea veareHaneh me the route in.a larger bulk of its night- ‘a the ponte Hon i “a develop °F | For as an example of serious and ;cuit, while the streets outside 
ee gt ge a ee df time. schedule, run as follows: ~ aot or Bayvee test. ‘dignified competition carried out; were blocked off to keep traffie 

_ U.S, artists who will get.a show-! Sponsor buys represent: a cleaner }.. New Yorkers. working. out of | at the ‘highest level, the Prix Italia'noise from disturbing judges. 
ing this fall are: Shelley Burman | geal, more apt to be -for.a longer |Gotham-on scripts for Hollywood! deserves the highest praise. TheiThese, an impressive array,. con- 
(own ‘show, live), Fred Astaire| period of time and less chance of | Production, says the agency, in-!many international video events‘sisted of 17 high-level officials, 
(own show, filmed) ‘and Gloria de) being: characterized .by~the fire; clude Joe Stein. for MGM on com-|which are already sprouting here,’ many of them tv or network top- 
Haven (in “Hello Ragtime,” . | sale qualities. of many participa-|€dy projects, and Syd Zelinka,|there ‘and seemingly everywhere !pers, plus nine observers, while 

. Musical). Finally, - Jeannie ‘Carson ‘tion deals. : . _” | who's working on “Flintstones” |in the world, and which are bound ‘the radio competition ‘boasted a 
.and her husband, Biff “McGuire | ‘Examples: of “Rawhide” andj; Scripts as well as New York video/to multiply, would do well: to fol-; similar assemblage of brass. 23 
“are to tape a special later this|«perry Mason” are held up as the | Projects (“Car 54” and Max. Lieb-|low its example and seek te main-j| voting members plus 13 observers. 
-tmonth. for Christmas Day screen-|type’ of participation .vehicles{man specials for NBC)..Script for|tain- a similarly high standard,| Quality of entries, as noted, was 
ing.” . a, _. .. -| CBS-TV would like ‘to. continue. |a Proposed Ziv series, “Acres and! both in entires and judging. lalmost uniformly high, making for 

Latest. acquisition on the film; ‘The three’ network breakdown.| Pains,” -hased on S. J.. Perelman! Obviously a prestige feather injinevitably difficult jury decisions. 
side is “Dr. Kildare’ from: NBC | as to what percentage ofits ‘night- | Writings, is. being written in New| RAI-TV's. cap, the Prix Italia is or-|As a eonsequence, some Italian 
which bows. Oct.. 6. A western] time hours ‘serve in whole. or in | York under Perelman’s supervision. | ganized with lavish attention by|pundits disagreed with a number 
skein, “Frontier. Circus,’ begins| part as participation vehicles. is | There are others in the stable, says;the Italo telenet. As Italy first|of the local awards, where others, 
on Oct. 4 while “Overland Trail,” | as follows: oe _ . | the agency, that prefer to-write. out | though of the prize and first staged | with more justification, suggested | 
and “Bronco” continue their sum-j © ABC-TV, 65%; NBC-TV, 56%; |of New York; in ‘spite of the Holly- : it, its site is always an Italian city, | that a clearer definition of various’ 

. mer runs into, the fall. _jand CBS-TV, 38%... _'.4wood production ties, ‘|varied every year. But actually, (Continued on page 46) 

Lape Son COL Ny a - 

1] My . of, 

< 

ras — mn. —_ - — — ~The fact is, we're'not much for breeding bunnies. ‘show is currently batting close behind Casey.* 

SU RPR ISING H OW “Now success—that’s something else again. Espe- And these special attractions added day before 
| _ So cially with the young ones, the people kind. Take yesterday: Superman, Rocky and Richard Tracy. 
a Para BLE. a look at these new trends at WICN-II: ey - 
ei R. oD 7‘N, a a Jf it’s people you want produced, any size, check 

So ss Eanch with Casey. Ruling-Pied Piper of Minneap- = your Katz man about WICN-I1. A very prolific 
gin . } 7 —— . peace Paul, who nw has roe i nee station. The trend-stopping, trend-topping one. 

im than any other TV show in town. Up 143%0.* _ | 
’ Popeye ’n’ Pete, with Dave Lee. Also very. much FIME -LIPE BROADCAST 

‘alive in-upper Midwestern homes. This popular WTCN-11 Independent—Minneapolis-St.Paul 

PNocisen, Auguss; 
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Ca a. 

Dixie Barrier 
Gieeen Continued from page 35 seamed 

stations find the show to be “load- 
ed.” he z2uardedly suggested that 
(i) the statiuns do not show it or 
(2), that the stations prepare to 
Offer equal time “to rebut any 
false pslitical propaganda which 
gerves the Communist raeial ideol- 
ogy” 

Monitor South’s campaign to’ 
kiki an NBU-TY 

—. ———— 

Bell | & “Howell’s Stand 
Bell & Howell is standing 

firm: in continuing to bankroll 
the *Ciose-up” series despite 
a threatened boycott of its. 
camera equipment in some 
southern schogis. Responsibil- 
ity for the program content on 
the series is strictly under 
ASC-FV‘s control and Bell & 
Howell execs stated they have 
Neither the right nor the 
desire tu exercise any censor- 
ship of the “Close-up” docu- 
miec:taries. 

Bell & Howell prexy Peter 
G Petersen said: “The whole 
rinviple of freedom of press 

in tais econntry has been built 
on the separation of advertis- 
inz and news.” Despite risks 
in sponsoring controv ersial | 
shows, Peterson said that spon- 

ee ee 

sar ownership “may involve 
far more serious conse- |} 
quences.” 
= aac 

show on the Negro question last ! 
Demeber was far from successful. ; 
Once asain, only a handful of | 
southern stations bypassed the; 
documentary 
efforts by the southern Negroes to 
achieve equal rights. ABC-TV, 
incidentally, had no trouble in get- 
ting virtual full clearance in south 
for “Cast the First Stone,” another 
show in the °*Close-up” series on 
the Negro question, but this time 
focussing on discrimination § as 
practised in the north. 

—— nd 

Salant 
Somes Continzed from pase 24 mamma; 

tery.” both of which were on last 

sean, 

specials in the vein of “Berlin: Act: 

of War?”, and the upcoming 

“Where We Stand: War or Peace?” 

on Oct. 5. Latter, to be moderated 

by Eric-Sevareid, will be a round- 
table conference of CBS corre- 
spondents from various parts of the 
world 

CBS News prexy declined ta be! 
drawn out on the contents of the 
other specials, to be produced un- 
der his aegis. He explained that 
some of the ideas don’t bear fruit | 
and he doesn’t want to program for ; 
the trade. By way of example, he 
said the web was working on ‘a spe- 
cial involving all the former living 
Presidents of the U. S., but be- 
cause of the nix of one of the ex- 
Presidents, the program had to be; 
dropped. 

‘Competitive ratings 
Hammerskjold special, 

for the 
according 

to the seven-city aribitron, were | 
NBC-TV, 24.2 with a 37.8 share of 
audience, from 9:30 te 10 p.m., and 
13.1 with a 37.2 share for CBS-TY, 
which started at 11:15 pm. On 
Hurricane Carla Sept. 10, CBS-TV, 
with its 11:15-11:45 telecast drew 
a 23.7 rating and a 55.6 share, 
against NBC-TV'’s 12.6 and 24.5 
share for the 10:30 te 11 p.m. 
period. Ratings cited don’t go into 
the question of relative station line- 
ups for a news pubaffairs network 
special telecast In prime time ver- 
sus that telecast after the close of 
netwwork option time. ABC-TV did 
nd special on Hammerskjold Mon- 
dav ‘18. Flagship WABC-TV, N.Y., 
failed to render any special cov- 
erage of the Democratic primary). 

Shensky Quits NBC-TV 
To Join Roger Muir 

Henry ‘Hank! Shensky, manager. 
of NBC-TV business affairs. has 
quit the network to go with New 
Merritt Enterprises, the packaging 
house run by E. Roger Muir. Also 
taking off from NBC to go with 
the Muir outfit (on a leave of 
absence from the web) is staff di- 
rector Craig Allen. 

Shenskv becomes New. Merritt's 
treasurer, and Allen will be pro-| 
ducer of “Slimnasties,” the thin-~ 
dowa strip being done on WNBC- 
TV by New Merritt. 

RADIO-TELEVISION 

“White Paper” | 

which focussed on! 

He said they would be; Petam: 

VARIETY ARB FEATURE FILM CHART 
VaRIETY-ARB’s weekly chart offers a day-by-day analysis of the top feature evening slots in 4a 

particular market, On Saturdays and. Sundays, daytime feature slots compete with nighttime pix 
periods for designation as the top feature.slot of the dey. The analysis is confined to the top rated 
fecture slots in the ARB measured period, broken down by days in the week.-. The ARB measured 
period usually covers three or four weeks. Other data such as the time slot and overage share of 
audience is furnished. Top competition and com petitive ratings also are highlighted. 

Memphis ®@ Stations: WREC, WMCT, WH8Q © Survey Dates: May 15-June 11, 1961 

Average Share: 42 - . STATION. & | 
7 PROGRAM AVG. RATING | 

MONDAYS 10:15-11:45 Sports, Weather WMCT.. 
Program: LATE MOVIE. 10:15-10:30 _ 12 

May 15 “RUGGLES OF RED GAP” Jack Paar WMCT 
Charles Laughton, Charles Ruggles: 10:30-12:00 5 
1935, Paramount, MCA, Ist Run a ° 

May 22 “THE ACCUSED” ; Late Show WMBQ: 
Loretta Young, Robert Cummings 10:15-11:48: 5 
Paramount, MCA, lst Run 

May 29 “If ] HAD A MILLION” 
Stars Unknown 
1932, Paramount, MCA, ‘Ist Run 

June 5 “MISSISSIPPI” 
Bing Crosby, W. C. Fields 
Paramount, MCA, Ist Run 

WREC Average Share: 33 STATION & > 98 ‘PROGRAM. AYG. RATING 

‘TUESDAYS 18:15-11:45. Sports, Weather wMcr 
;' Program: LATE MOVIE 10:15-10:30 15 

May 16 “CASE AGAINST -MRS. AMES” Jack, Paar WMCT. 
George Brent, Madelainé Carroll 10:30-12:00 6 
1936,. Paramount, .MCA, Ist Run Late Show wMB . 

May 23 “BIRTH OF THE BLUES” "10:15-11.48 8 a 
Bing Crosby, Mary Martin 1 OE 
1941, Paramount, MCA, 1st Rua 

May 30 “LUCKY JORDAN” — 
Alan Ladd, H. Walker 
1943, Paramount, MCA, Ist Run 

June 6 “LOUISIANA PURCHASE” 
Bob Hope, Victor Moore. 
1941, Paramount, MCA, Ist Run 

. Ay © Rating: 8: ‘COMPETITION 

WHBQ Average Share: 40 : STATION & : PROGRAM AVG. RATING 

i WEDNESDAYS 10:15-12:00 Late Movie - WREC 
LATE SHOW 10:15-12:00 5 

May 17 “JOHNNY COME LATELY” | . Sports, - Weather WMCT 
‘James Cagney, Grace George 10215-1030: - 10 
1943, Wm: Cagney Prod., Jay. Ark, ‘Ast Rua Ja a WMC : 

ac aar MCT . ts M ” f ; May 24 “ANGEL & THE BAD AN 10:30-12:00 5 
John Wayne, Gail Russell — 
Republic, HTS, Ist Run 

May 31 “SUSAN SLEPT HERE” 
Dick Powell, Debbie Reynolds 
1954, RKO, Show Corp, 1st Rua 

June 7 “JIVARO” | 
Fernando Lomas, R. Fleming 
1954, RKO, Colorama, Ist Run 

m= Average Rating: 5 COMPETITION 

: : PROGRAM AVG. RATING. 

Program: LATE MOVIE — 10:15-1030 sg 

May 18 “ROAD. TO UTOPIA” . Pan 
Bing Crosby, Bob Hope ae ao an: WMCT 
1946, Paramount, MCA, ist Run :30-12:00 ‘6 

May 23 “DISPATCH FROM REUTERS” Late Show WHBQ 
Edward G. Robinson, Eddie Albert 10:15-12:00 A 
‘1940, Warner, UAA, Repeat = 

June 1 “CONNECTICUT YANKEE IN KING 
ARTHUR’S COURT” 

Bing Crosby, Cedric Hardwicke 
1949, Paramount, MCA, ist Rua 

June 8 “OLD FASHION WAY” ¢ 
, W. C. Fields 

°1934, Paramount, MCA, Ist Run” ‘, 

WHBOQ Average hatin 3 1 ‘COMPETITION. 
® Average Share: 52 STATION: &- 

I FRIDAYS 10:15-12:15 PROGRAM AVG. RATING / 
Program: LATE SHOW Late Mavie WREO 45:12:00 

May 19 “QUIET MAN” - 10:15-12:00 8 
John Wayne, Maureen O'Hara. ’ Sports, Weather WMCT: 
1953, Republic, HTS, Ist Run 10;15-10:30  & 

May 26 “JUBILEE TRAIL”. — 
Vera, Ralston, Pat O'Brien rt 30 12:00 weer 
1953, Republic, HTS, ist Run 

June 2 “BIG. SKY” . 
Kirk Douglas, Dewey “Martin. 
1952, RKO, UAA, Repeat 

June 9 “FORT APACHE” 
John Wayne, Henry Fonda, Shirley Femple, 

John Agar 
1948, RKO. UAA, ist Run 

(Continued on page 49) 
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quence; favored. a French: 
-Lentry, 

-| the play by Aeschylus. 

attention: 
| Produced ‘by RAIL-TV, this. (likes 

‘| wise ‘unerowned) item was a re- 
: cording ‘of .a live video pickup of. 

‘{ the opening. of..an ancient Etruse. 

|ly and qualitatively. 

{“The Real “West,” 
} Ruggieri, 

Jis. prevented under his WTOP paet ™ 

| Schweitzer’s 
| African natives. 

‘litically nonpartisan, : 

Italy's Top Prize 
—— Continued from ‘page 45: | 

-| entry’ categories be’ enforced in fu- oo 
‘| ture Prix Italia-sessions. “ , 

Thus, for éxample, some critics ‘ 
took exception. to Sweden’s prize- 
winner in the “musical” TV-Film - 
category, “The . Evil Queen.” 

{Though praising. “it for its oute. 
‘Standing visual’ rendering ‘of a 
Snow White fabie' din’ ballet -form, 
‘and pointing out the: excellent: vis+ 
ualization: it managed without. the 
Luse. of seenic -backdrops or. othet 
props, merely with the-use of 
adroit’ lighting and: camerawork,.. 

jit was felt that item’s “musical. 
contributions . were too slight. to 
deserve the ‘prize for that category. 

Similar partial exception ‘was 
] voiced to another otherwise well-re- 
}-ceived Austrian item, “The Trial,’ 

‘| based onthe w.k.. Franz. Kafka text. 
{Here some crix felt that excellent. 
-tv. .version (incidentally sporting 
musical direction. by Peter Herman 
Adler, NBC New York musical di- 

|rector) merely repeated values al- 
| ready inherent in stage version of 

the: musical drama. by ‘Gottfried 
von. Einem,.’ 

:: Critieal opinion, as..a caonse- 
(RTF) 

“The Persians,” based‘ on 
This item, 

which .somehow failed -to win a 
| prize, was an exciting auro-vispal- 
parlay of words, sounds, and music. 
‘Which brought. the Greek classie 
dramatically to’ life. with the ‘addi-. 
tional aid of'.a two-band -sound- 
track giving the. viewer-listener a - 
novel dimension. This was accom-- 
plished via relay of the second’ 
} soundtrack over a synched radio 

-}link which allowed appropriate 
sounds.:to be piped into auditorium 

| via an additional. speaker placed 
in rear of hail. In short, “The 
Persians”. in its . RTF version 

| makes ‘a classic more exciting and 
effective via closely interlocked. 
audio-visual means and. thus,’ it’s’ 

-| hoped, more palatable to the gen- 
eral public. The French Radio-TV 

| network” will premiere “The Per- 
| sians” O¢t,.31, the first time a na- 

tional network. has been. used in 
| coordination fora single program. 

_Another entry, this. one from 
Italy, excited ‘much comment and: 

“The : Juggler's. Tomb.” 

can tomb in the vicinity of Rome. 
| Its improvised aspects: and uneven 
technical. facets heightened rather - 

|than lessened audience excitement: 
Jand suspense as secrets. of the 
.{tomb were. revealed step by step. 
Foreign observers felt. this was the. 
prime example of what.a tv entry 
should be, and several foreign. nétg 
have already asked for. tapés: of 

‘{item, which was directed: by Emilio 
1 Ravel. — 

‘Another. Statéside visitor, Broad- 
.jeasting Foundation -of America’s. 
program. veepee Basil: Thornton 
(who -has served as Yank. jury 
member in past two years), also 

\felt that the Prix Italia’s qualita- 
tive level was. “growing. year by 
year,” adding that several. of the 
member countries boasted . cone: 

‘| sistently high standards of entries; 
-|This was a natural ‘development, 
|/Thornton felt, as various. radio- 
video areas progressed economical-. 

For the rece 
ord, other American observers on 

_|the scene. this: year were NBC's 
Lane Blackwell, writer Philip Res- 
iman Jr., who received prize for 

and. Nicholas - 
‘Visual Aids. Chief at 

Rome Embassy. 

‘Mark Evans 
Continued from. page rT ——— J 

from. delivering any commercials 
on Metropolitan stations until the. - 

jend of this’ year.. 
‘Like John W. Kluge,- Metro-- 

|Media’s board chairman, Evans is 
a dedicated follower of: Schweitzer, 
the doctor-humanitarian whom - 
Evans visited at his base of opera= 
tions in. Gabon, Africa: As part of 
one of his lectures, Evans shows. 
a film which he made: showing 

work. “among “the 

-Conservatively - slanted but. .po-. 
Evans. dee 

livers the following Schweitzerian. 
message to his. audiences:.“Do not 
divide the world between east and 
west or between: black and white. .. 
or between Christian. and Jew. But: 
if we: must, let us divide the world 
between’ the’ ethical: and. the non= 
ethical.” 
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Gargiulo 
aaa. Continued from page 23 ———F 

Taughed. I explained. ‘and the ice: 

“was broken and I got the job.” 

Gargiulo said he got: his start in 

tv. 13 years ago doing ‘ad libs, com- 

- BMercials 

wrestling show on WOR-TV, from: 

‘Ridgewood ‘Grove. “I. .didn’t like 

it. You always knew the ending.” 
He ‘recalled that once he informed 

the manager of some French 

wrestling. champ | that there were 

three. minutes to go before the 

‘match goes. off the: air, The mana- 

jer Called to the. combatants: -and— 
_ the French champ ‘wor in a blaze. 
of ‘glory—just - before we- went. off 
“the air.” — 

When the’ wrestling. show col. 
lapsed, Gargiulo worked -with ouf- | 
side packagers, handling. cooking 
shows, etec., and 

six years he was on the staff of 
NBC-TV without’ regular show 
of his own, prior to the Van Cli-. 
burn turn. of fortune. 

- ... Moscow: has many. memories for 
Gargiula. He: doesn't ‘like. it as:.a. 
place to visit. 

which led to an: invitation to bring. 
‘'U.S:: entertainment there.. They 
would Jove to have the. Latin. Quar- |. 
ter. show brought to Moscow, or. 
‘the Music Hall Rockettes, accord- 
Jng to Gargiulo. Interest in these | 

‘Caguas, Puerto Rico, to. Atlantic. 
| Broadcasting ‘Corp. hag. been ' ap- 

‘Atlantic 

and commentary: for af 
character of the 1, 000-watt station 

Atlantic - 
‘Sterling as prez;.. 

staged resort 
shows in the Catskills: Then. fort 

He does cherish |. 
gome of the experiences—one : of:| cases, . Barnett.. 

"| Jack Stering’s AM $. 
* Puerto Rico Buy OK’d| 

Sale of radio . station WNEL, 

proved by the FCC, ¥rexy of 
Broadcasting - Jack 

Sterling; CBS- Radio personslity. 
Sterling - said that the “local: 

will be maintained : ‘and: the staff 
-will remain intact.’ The ‘Spanish- 
speaking station, which serves cen-: 
tral Puerto. Rico, was purchased at 
an estimated. $150,000. Members of 

Broadcasting ‘include 
James Miller, | 

v.p.; Arthur P.- Lawler, treasurer; 
and. William Rockwood; secretary. 

Plans. call for an increase in the} 
station’s ‘broadcast. of .good music. 
and a cutback inthe: schedule of 
‘talk. Programs. 

6 New WB Shows. 
— Continued from page. 25 catia —_ 

1 | fictitious | town of. Sierras, prepped . 
by Jim Barnett. | 

“One Night Stand." : romantic | 
‘adveriture’ with emphasis on youth |. 

| comedy. and music, Ed Jurist. 

“It’s Murder,” spectacular crime 

-*9t Takes:a Thief.” sophisticated | 
adventure shows,. Howie Horwitz. ; 
“The Dakotas;”’: adventures and; 

romances -: of. Territorial days, | 
Jules’ Schermer. -: 
‘Four additional. ‘Series. ‘also’. aré | 

layouts: was expressed by a top; being blueprinted,- Orr reported. 
Soviet cultural ‘minister, he says. Series currently ‘lensing’ for; 

| 

‘merger of Ford with Philco, which 

‘divorcing motion picture produc-.- 

| McGee averred: 

Jo: 

— Continued from page 24 —a= 

eral Electric (whose licenses are. 
up for renewal). and the recent 

Toronto, Sept. 26. 

With nothing exciting. promised 
j but a couple of Canadian quizzes 

| and a. barn dance series, 

is trying to reenter the field by 
nabbing ‘NBC's ‘Philadelphia ‘out- 
lets. 

Citing - the -Paramount décrees 

tion from -exhibition and similar 
antitrust action in other ndustres, {Television Network Ltd., Canada’s 

new “second” tv network 
| Vately-owned), t 

“A smilar (divorcement) could | maser tities ¢ on Oct. of. in eight 
well be considered for the radio- ! Rival web. to the Canadian 

tv industry” before we find our-| Broadcasting Corp: will have tapes 
‘selves in-the situation where they shown simultaneously on that 

(the. big. corporations with broad-| gate in. Toronto, Montreal, Ottawa, 
cast propterties) become a Jaw} Halifax, Winnipeg, Edmonton, Cal- 
unto themselves.” | gary and Vancouver, starting out— 

‘Conspicuous absentee owner-. ‘at 6:30 p.m.—with city activities 
ship should. he more the. exception! of participating tv stations, plus 
than the Tule, ”. the Senator. de-ja- preview of upcoming - programs | 

clared, ‘“‘and local and regional in-!to be launched in October. 
| terests: are more Jikely to be |. 
served more effectively by stations | iwith headquarters 

| whose ewnership centers closest ; under prexy Spencer Caldwell), 

{to the area being served.” | {CTV has eight and a half hours a 
McGee. described as a “danger- | week. skedded, with these spon- 

ous” situation ownership. of tv out- | sored . in all but a few cases, 

Jets by “gigantic” corporations|it is. reported. A further two 
‘doing business with the govern-!and a half hours will teeoff be- 
ment. This’ gives them a “double /fore the end of the year, this! 
‘Interest: as well as. the capability | on the independent network's 
of shaping: and influencing public | promise that it would ‘supply mem- 
opinion.” the Senator opined.. |ber-stations with 10 hours of 
GE and Westinghouse, he said,| weekly programming, and on. the 

‘Were “prime examples of this sit-|ease of the Board of Broadcast- 
uation.” “GE is the third or fourth jing Governors in granting rights 
Simultaneously _ owns  broadcast.'to CTV Television Network Ltd. 
outlets. Westinghouse, also .a de- | and its trans-Canada affilites. 

| fense. contarctor, acquired WRC-| . Appreximately 50°¢ in Canadian 
TV_ in Philadelphia in 1953: and content,. 

respond with. any..-of:the people he i than half. of '61-’62-season’s prod- NBC ‘in turn: is owned by RCA, couver; “Take a Chance,” weekly 

-met there. The -political climate 
changes so and.there’s Red Chan- 
nels ‘looking . ‘for - ammunition, he | 
added. ° 

“How is. Borge - to work with?” 

“Borge?” 
“Ves. 35. 

‘His face brightened.. -After work: 
ing hard. one day, a “coffee break 
wagon” vent through’ the studio. 
“I said to- Borge, Tn. -buy you- 

‘lof WAGA-TYV, - Atlanta 
‘Storer chain. 

| continues in Gaber's department 
as production supervisor. 

coffee.” 
“Only coffee?” Borge sai, hurt. 
“What else?” 
“No Danish?” . 

uct ‘already completed include: it 
“Cheyenne,” “Bronco,” “Law 

man,” “Maverick,” “The Roaring 
2n's,* “Hawaiian Eye,” “77: Sunset | 
‘Strip,” ‘Surfside 6,” “Room for ; 
One More” and “The _Bugs Bunny | 

.| Show.” 

ecutive VP & GM of Sorin-Hall! 
-Adyertising Agency, ‘Miami, has! 
been named’ production manager. 

‘link in: 
Dick Christenson 

i military industrial complex’.”’ 

' la second “dangerous consequence” 
Atlanta_-Ray Gaber, former ex. of absentee ownership in the diffi- “Sing Along with Mitch” and the ; that. 

, culty of pinning down responsibil- | “Andy Griffiths Show,” plus Amer- i 

corporation.” 

another’ big defense contractor. Toronto-originated quiz. progran); 
| One cannot. help but recall former ! “Twenty Questions” from Winni- 
President |Eisenhow er’s. words, ‘we | peg; “Showdown, * a musical quiz - 
must guard against the acquisition | joriginating -in Montreal; “Cross- 
of ‘unwarranted influence by. the ; Canada Barn Dance.” 

‘Filling to member tv stations. 
McGee. also cited what he called are such U.S. series as “The Rifle- , 

man,” “Whiplash,” “Checkmate,” 

ity for licensee misconduct. jican, British and Australian films. ; 
‘The Senator: wound up by ecall-| A. Canadian-produced variety. 

ing on ECC to ‘‘examine- critically: series—with American headliners 
the many issues attendant to the |—is promised but time and starting : 
‘tv license’ being granted to large{rate not yet ready; with Ross; 

| McLean, CTV program director ; 

ICanada’s Second TV Web in Oct 1 
Bow But Programs on Ho-Hum Side 

Second trans-Canada tv setup. 
in Toronto; 

schedule shows a mu-: 
No, he advised, he doesn't cor- | ABC-TV network . and With “more | transferred. it’ to NBC in 1955.| sical series originated in’ Van-' 

‘who recently defected from the 
CBC) planning a new and as yet 
untitled series. 

Meanwhile, CTV will use the 
plus; microphone facilities of the CBC 

foreign films and a “Sing Along|when these are not being used 
with Mitch” taped program, CTV|by the CBC, the latter having 

ledsed lines from the Trans- 
(pri-|Canada Telephone System, with 

:;CTV expected to have its own 
; micowave facilities a ve facilities a year I hence. 

4 In Buyout Of 
Pearson Reppery 
John E. Pearson, ailing of late, 

has sold controlling interest in the 

:John E, Pearson station rep house 

‘to a group of four including Ralph 
‘N. Weil and Arnold Hartley of the 
.Key Broadcasting Management 

Inc. 

Along with Weil and Hartley are 

S' Joseph Savalli, sales manager of 

-WADO, the N. Y. indie the first 
two once controlled, and Edward 

B. Connolly, financial aralvst. 
Heading up the Pearson firm frem 
-now on, Savalli’s first move was to 
name Rav Henze manager ‘of the 
N. Y. office. 

Pearson hired Weil. Hartley and 
Connolly earlier this year to do an 
‘analysis of the rep house’s han- 
idling of specialized radio, where 
‘the big billings now seem to he. 
The three men (principals in Key 
Broadcasting) suggested that Pear- 
son set up a separate selling divi- 
sion for Negro raido outlets—and 
the first order of the day. since 
‘the sale by Pearson, is to do just 

Pearson, suffering from arthritis, 
will stay on with his old company 
as a consultant. 

Weil and Hartley, besides their 
interest in Key, are principals in 
; KATZ, St. Logis, KCOR, San An- 
-tonio, and WMMW, Meriden. 

for the reception!t 
GHU PRODUCTIONS ; is grateful for the warm reception given 

From the i. vy. TEMES “ »enjoyable,. 
“rapidly: paced... imaginative production 
ideas successfully. translated to the televi- 

, ‘sion screen...” 

-its premiere effort in the television field. 
4 nd the R.¥. WORLD-TELEGRAM 
oe. imaginative, good-humored, taste- 

‘ful hour...a show with a distinct style.” 
visions finest 

entertaining.” 

und the 1. ¥. MIRRG ‘,..one of tele- 
rave. bright, crisp, 

well-produced... fast-moving and most 

most of the ether large dailies and the ratings (higher than we 
dared to hope for), our show was considered a tremendous hit. 

Tproductions 
A division of General Harmonics & Video Corp., 6 W. 57 St., N.Y. C. 

i 
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From The Production Centres 
Continued from page 4M 

. Ed Denton shifted from WMAQ radio sales 

ex-WJJD and WLS, moved 

the International label . 

to WNBQ-TYV sales. Michael O' Laughlin, 

into the WMAQ vacancy. 

IN LONDON 
It is reported that the Queen Mother, on a visit to the. Lime Grove 

BBC-TV studios, said she found afternoon programs were aired. too 
late fur her to watch. From October, they have been advanced from 
4 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. ... Kay Starr arrived for two BBC-TV shows, first 
of which will be seen on Sunday (1)... Josh White started a weekly 
skeia for Granada-TV ... ABC-TV formed a department to publish 
prestize buok . . . Associated-Reciffusion has organized a complete 
course in ty for trainees and apprentices in the various branches of 
cummercial tv... Anthony Parker becomes program director with 
Associated Television (Midlands) ... Guy Cory becomes program di- 
rectov of Westward-TV ... Jim Creagh joined Ulster-TV as assistant 
publicity manager ... Juliette Greco recorded a special earlier. this 
month which BBC-TV airs on Sunday (1)... 
cess of the “Pathfinders” kidvid series, ABC-TV drama chief Sydney 
Newman plans another themed three-segment skein for children. This 
time the subject will be Atomic Energy. 

IN BOSTON 
Boston radio and tv stations did outstanding public service job with , 

round the clock hurricane watches “Esther” ... Ted. Key, creator! 
of “Hazel.” in for press interviews at Locke-Ober’s Friday (22), with | 
Joe Ryan, press chief WBZ-TY, hosting; new program with Shirley 
Booth in title role preems on WBZ-TV Thursday: (28), 9:30-10 .p.m. 

. Jack LaLanne, who has nabbed a 12 rating for his show on WNAC- 
TV. coming in for lectures and press interviews, Oct. 1-3, with Phil 
Doksrty, WNAC-TV press chieftian, arranging his schedule ... Tom 
Russell, WEEI a.m. personality, off to Hawaii for two weeks with 40: 
station listeners, his wife and daughter . . . Morgan Baker celebrating 
1th anni as director WEEI’s “Housewives’ Protective League” pro- 
gram . Joe Levine, news and film director WHDH-TV, supervised 
an expanded team of news and camera men for on the spot interviews 
re hurricane “Esther” . . . Dick Richmond new director of, news for 
WPRO-TV, WPRO- AM-FM, Providence ... Paul Reynolds from WGUY,. 
Bangor, to WABI-TV ....Ed Mycue of WGBH production to Ghana 
with the Peace Corps . _ Bob Cheyne, promotion manager WHDH-TY, 
hosted a press conference for Debbie Drake and ran off a preview 
episode of “The Debbie Drake Show” ... Sherm Strickhouser from 
WICE to WJAR-TV announcing staff... Jane Day, WNAC-TV weather 
femme, hosted press reception at Somerset hotel to introduce “Nuclear.” 

IN DETROIT . 
WJR, one of 13 stations to lose its exclusive clear charnel by order 

of the FCC, will retain its official classification as a Class 1A elear 
channel station even though its frequency has been scheduled for 
eventual duplication in San Diego, Calif. The station’s clear channel ; 
will extend for a radius of about 700 miles from the transmitter . 
James G. Riddell, who rose from office boy at WXYZ to his present 
post based in L.A. as executive veepee in charge of, western operations 
for ABC, was presented with the Detroit Electronics Institute of Tech- | 
nology Communications Award for 1961 .. .“Flashback” is a new 

AS a result of the suc-) 

ball Cardinal's gaines to lo¢al football buffs with. radio coverage of all} 
home games.and live telecasts and radio broadcasts of all road games: 

. Paul Peltason, exec veep of KTVI has temporarily filled the general 
manager spot vacated by Joe Bernard, 

IN TORONTO . 
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HALL OF. FAME 

Sylvia. Murpliy inked to. appeat ‘as regular vocalist on the “Wayne 
& Shuster Hour” which gets under way Oct. 20.at 8 p.m.: over the 
CBC-TV network. She’s the wife of Charles. Templeton, moderator of 
“Live a Borrowed .Life,” over same web. 
to return as director of the “Stage” series . 
as femme emcee of “Madamoiselle 

. . « Andrew Allen skedded 
. Evelyne Dandry chosen 

de Paris’ by Leo Clavir, producer. 
Series tees off Oct. 4 and will get the CBC-TV trans-Canada treatment 
in English and French. . . Joey Hollingsworth gets the role of an 
educated | African native, | assistant to'an Englishwoman anthropologist, . 
in “In the Good Time,” with CBC-TV 60-mins. drama to: be broadcast | 
Oct. 25 .. ‘Gerald Peters celebrating. 10th birthday of his weekly 
Saturday night “Memory Music Hall” over CBC radio. It’s done with 
records of U.K. personalities, plus help of sound effects . - Don Pelle- 
tier, the interior decorator, going on CFTO-TV in November with 
series labelled “How to Decorate a Fallout Shelter’. 
Rosenfeld teeing off the new Wédnesday night 60-mins. “drama pro- 
grams. tagged “Playdate,” with ‘her “Stop the World and Let. Me Off.” 
CBC-TY series Ss gets under way Oct. 4. 

Television Reviews 
Continued from page 38 

! Filmed ‘tour began at Carnegie 
Hall, with a still-pix depiction of 
the May 5, 1891 opering and re- 
counting -of recent efforts that 
saved the famed music hall from 
demolition.. Caméras’ moved ‘on: to 
Penn Station, threatened with 
razing to make way. for a-‘new Mad- 
:ison Square Garden; Grand Cen- 
tral Station, which is beginning to. 
look like’ an. indoor carnival mid- 
}way; Jefferson. Market Courthouse, | 
j where a Greenwich Village antique 
dealer has volunteered to keep 
the tower clock ticking: the for- 
{mer headquarters of the Metropol- 
itan Police. built in the mid-18th 
century: and picturesque: brown- 
stone neighborhoods doomed to the 
-ever-swinging wrecking ball.. 

By contrast, there were brief se- 
quences showing the new sandwich 
boards: of “dreadful predictability” 
that are looming. throughout the 
island in neighborhoods distin- 
guished - by. their victorian . town- 
houses, Gothic churches and stur- 
dy, handsome apartment. buildings 
of the 20s. 

For a show that could Faye eas- 
ily gone -statie by weight of inanit- 
mate subject matter, “Vanishing 
| Begacy’* was kept moving nicely by. 

WJBK news feature with newsman Nora Lenhardt presenting news ' sharp direction and editing: 
headlines of 15 years ago every two hours around the clock . 
WXYZ-TV-U.S. Marine Corps Reserve cosponsored “Toys for * ats 
Jamboree” resulted in 7,000 toys being collected for needy kids who} > 
"lt ree e ‘THE CHEYENNE SHOW will receive the gifts at Christmas .. . Milt-Hopwood, sports coordina- 

tor for CKLW, is the new veepee of the Detroit Sports Broadcasters 
Association . . .“Space."” new 13-week series of documentaries on. 
WXYZ will be sponsored by the Detroit Electronics Institute of Téch- 
nology. 

IN ST. LOUIS 
Boyd W. Fellows named general manager of. KETC, educational tv 

station... 
MGM films. KSD-TV has added 41 post-’48 films made by Warners, 
and KTVI has added 52 post-’48 United Artists films ... KPLR-TV 
again televising David Susskind’s “Open End” series" this fall . 
Robert Schnorg, KMOX-TV director-producer, has assumed top. direct-. 
ing post. for the Webster Groves Theatre Guild's 35th season... W. W. 
(Bud) Connell appointed program director of the Storz tadio ‘station, 
KXOK ...KMOX Radio and KMOX-TV bringing the St. Louis foot- 

IF YOU MAKE IT FOR A DIME... 
SELL IT FOR A DOLLAR........ 
AND IT’S HABIT FORMING. ..... 
. » - then you don’t need us. (Although we'd sure like to 
meat you.) . _ | 

But if your product needs selling in the vital Northweat 
market, KSTP-TV is for you. 

The Northwest’s first TV station, KSTP-TV serves and 
sells a market which includes 810,800 TV homes and over. 
$5 Billion in spendable income. 

€OPOr 100,000 WATTS »* NBC 
MINNEAPOLIS « ST. PAUL 

y Television Division 

Edward! | Petry & Co., Inc. 
Reortseatatine 

KMOX-TV has purchased 56 post-1946 ‘Allied Artists and 

‘enne” series. 

{all is settled. 

Bitt. 

(Winchester Quarantine) 
With Clint Walker, Ty Hardin, 

Susan Cummings, Ross Elliot¢, 
Denver. Pyle, Robert Carson, 
Steve Brodie, William Faweett, 
I. Stanford Jolley, others. 

Produced: Arthur Silver 
Director: Paul Landers 
Writer: Cy Chermak 
60 Mins:; Mon.,: 7: 30 p.m, 
‘PARTICIPATING 
ABC-TV (film) . 
A tired outing marked Monday's 

(25) preem of ABC-TV’s “Chey- 
It was so tired in 

the oater formula vein that there 
was a sudsy mixture added to the 
cliches. 
Walker tried to maintain a becom- 
Ling dignity, but it was hard.. 

The Cy. Chermak teleplay cen- 
tered around a rancher battle, trig- 
gered by a Texas lady ‘trying to 
get her herd through unfriendly 
territory. Why was the territory | 

unfriendly? Native ranchers felt 
with justification that Texas cattle 
brought disease into the territory, 
infecting their own cattle. Where's 
the twist? The Texas lady. makes 
& pass at hero Clint Walker. She’s 
married, though, and her husband 

lis a boozer. A nice, likeable guy, 
. by our}. 
‘hero to stand up to her in order to 
‘who just has to be told 

rewin her hand. 
| More twists? . Three guns. unwit- | 

-|tingly are hired by the Texas lady 
and they kick up a ruckus and do] 
some shooting and killing before 

The whole thing 
‘was gimmicky, obvious and most of 
‘it dull. 

fered as the best to open the new 
4} “Cheyenne” season, 
1} Caught in this mish-mash were } 

Kes-Ty eopegeses eAlbuquerque 

WSB-TY | 
KERO-TY¥ cooccccesebakarsfisid 

WBAL-TY eeccnscegne Baltimore 

WER-TV. . secccconccsce sBULAG 

wen-TY cscncccveceeesChiage 

WHAT ovcccorcccccce sDAllES 

KBAL-TV 5. 50y0<Duluth-Superior 
WHEM-TY. coves Fllat-Bay City 

‘mpat-Ty secccecccecesHOUSIOn 

BEST IN 

programs, 

| agreed that ratings: were important 

| further research is necessary to: 
‘determine “Impact,” Forbes said. 

Through it.all, lead Clint | 

The Warner Bros. stable} 
‘must be pretty empty if this is of-| # 

Susan Cummings as the Texas 

lady, Ross Elliott as her husband, 

and Steve Maclay as the top. bad- 
die. They lent as much credibility 

to their performance as they ¢ould.~ 
William Faweett in a bit role as:‘a 
cantakerous uncle was. fine. Direc- 
tion by Paul Landres was par 4 for, 
the course. 

. ” DuPont FCG 
queens. Continued from page 23 — | 

influence of ratings and network 
control of -shows. 

In the case of participation buys, 
DuPont's Dean, the initial witness, 
said his company had no control 
over content whatsoever and didn’t 
even see scripts. 

‘This year, though, he pointed 
out that DuPont had combined cor- 
‘porate ad product advertising ‘into |. 
a prime time buy of NBC-TV’s. 
“Show of the Week,” wherein the 
client exercises final sayso on all 

Besides its agency (BBDO} and 
DuPont's tv execs, shows, he said, 
are subject to perusal of legal. and 
public relations departments of 
the company. | Chrysler’s ‘Forbes 
said that pubrelations men also.are 
important in content judgment. at. 
his company. He could not- specify. 
examples of client directives on. 
content, however, and hearing ex- 
aminer James. D. Cunningham sug- 
gested an affidavit be provided by 
Forbes at a later date.. 

Both ad men said letters from 
viewerg were a prominent influ- 
ence on program decisions. Both 

in measuring total audience, but 

Dean said DuPont programmed 
“primarily to meet our own taste |. 
—a subjective judgment. supported: 
by a lot of research.” 

He said that on advice of agency, 
and network, experts—and infor-|- 
mation available to the company | 
itself-——a pet project of DuPont's 
prexy, his favorite opera, was 
passed u 
at lot of Rttention.” 

Dean and Forbes cited that pro- 
fanity was a prime concern in edit- | 
ing scripts, 
and: “he 

and many... “damns” 
” were deleted. 7 

” foal? 

It permits-you to place 
. shipping order which 
cuted by trained ‘personnel 
whose sole function is to pro- 
vide this service. 

poccvcceccsee sAtlanin 

Kcor .. 
WPST-TY aeeese ooeee 

‘WIAR-TY . ecccce oovea 

Katy eeoccceneee . 

Wen YORK * CMICARG + ATLANTA * BOSTON * DALLAS « DETaOIT « 

. Jacqueline |. 

p—"and be assured it. got . 

‘WDAF-TY one vecoeeoKansat city 

KARKTY eoccsscocs alittle. Rock. 

cevrevecs Los Angeles 

WISH-TY¥ oescccoees Milwaukee, 

XSTP-TV _. Minneapolis-St. Paul 
We-Tv ccedeccoevonsNantvllte 

AWMEW-TV¥ sccececenve eNew York . 
Norfolk 

Kwiy eooscoees OKlatiome City 

Omeha 

‘With Martin Block, ‘guests 
Producer-Direetor: Block 
165 Mins., Sat. -Sun.,, 11:15 ‘ay. 
WOR-Radio, from. N. Y. 

Martin: Block; the © daddy: “of 
‘the disk jockeys, ” is new -in his. 
third phase. ‘The vet turntabler,." 
who left his longtime ‘Make Be-/ 
lieve Ballroom” berth. on WNEW 
for a switch to ABC several years | 
ago, and then: last.:year announced: 
his retirement. from the jockeying 
game entirely, is back again on 
still another New York outlet with 
‘a disk-interview session... - 

Although it’s only” ‘a weekend 
affair (Saturdays and - Sundays), 

\the Gotham airlanes are better for 
\his return. Block’s “Ballroom” has 
always been noted for its taste and. 

{devotion to “good music” and his 
| new “Hall of Fame”-series con- 

‘| tinues the standard. ‘The show may ° 
hot..go over with the: kiddies. 
hooked. on “Top 40” programming 
but it will surely please listeners 
who want Hstenable: music pre- 
sented: in an. intelligent: manner- 
Series title pegs its platter picks 
on records that will go-.down. in’ 
the music biz’s mythical: “‘Hal] ‘of 
Fame,’ There are enough of them 
around, however, to -give Block 
Solid ‘programming . material for. 
some time to. come: 

In. addition ‘to his programming 
‘|savvy, Block knows: how. to handle 
an interview. He’s been around. 
long enough to know most of the 
ig name diskers personally and is 

able to add a. comfortable non- 
pressured approach to the palaver 
‘sessions, - 

The ‘opening ‘show ‘Saturday (23) 
came from the Embassy Room of 
|New York’s new Summit ‘Hotel 
where a host of guests ‘were on. 
hand to greet Block’s return. -The 
wide variety of disks and: personal-. 
ities were handled with ‘a smooth 
flow: 

If New York. needs another disk 
jockey show at this . time, Martin . 
Block's , ds: the one ‘to have.. ; 

: . Gros. 

Oren Harri 
imam Continued from page.25 cama 
other things. Kennedy..has seven, 
while Minow. has three off spring, : 
Informal: get-togethers. with other 
web brass followed. 

Congressmen, and broadcasters 
alike, will find it difficult to knock. 
Minow’s proposal, if they don't: like - 
the idea. Nobody publicly comes 

Jout against child improvement, 
‘Also, it is almost parallel with later. 
so-called “Doerfer Plan” which late 
er evolved into the “Stanton Plan’ 
for. united pubservice programe’ 
ming efforts last year. Neither met 
rany meaningful ‘opposition - from: 
Capitol ‘Hill or elsewhere. :_ 

Unusual Opportunity 

CREATIVE TV FILM 
SALESMAN 

. with one of the nation’s 8 leading 
. m distributors: 

x -V-3125, VARIETY 
154 w. “uth. St., New York 36. - 

all replies held in strictest confidence . 
ee 

Why is. BONDED's spot ship- 
ping service more econom:. | 

asingle 
Ie exe- 
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ARB FEATURE FILM CHAR 
~ (Continued ‘from. pace 46). 

Olivia DeHavilland, John “Lund 
1946, Paraméunt, MCA, Ist Run 

” 

WREC’ Average Rating: 10 COMPETITION London, Sept. 26. 

warm. Average Share: 62 —— _ STATION & | | British vidfilm interests must 

@ATURDAYS 4:60-5:30 P ROGRAM “AVG. RATING synchronize with U.S. trends if 

Prewram: EARLY MOVIE. World Of Sports WHBQ 
: May 20 “GENTLEMEN JIM”. 4:00-5:00 2 ; {the U.S. market, says Leslie Har- 

Errol Flynn, Alexis Smith Datice Party ‘WHBQ |ris, production executive of inde" 

“1942, Warner, UAA, Repeat” 5:00-5-30 7 _| Pendent Television Corp., who are 

May 27. “LITTLE MISS .MARKER” | ; ae ewned subsidiary of Associated ; 

Shirley ‘Temple, Adalph: Menjou MLBB, Quiz, Golf, Bo WMCT |TeleVision. Naming two of ATV's , 
". 1934, Paramount, MCA, 1st Run. 4:00-4:30 2. 

Jane ; peaks a parbara Stanwyck: Gallant, Golf WMCT | “Both ‘Danger. Man’ and ‘Whiplash’ j 
‘1947, Paramount, MCA, Ist Run. , 4:30-5:00 2 | were put on in America at the tail 

_June 10 “SING YOU. SINNERS” © Rhodes Show, Golf wecr [end of trend. If they had been 
' ‘Stars Unknown 5:00-5:30 4 earlier, the impact would have . 

1938, Paramount, MCA, ‘Ast. Run .| been far greater.” 

_ Thinking in U.K. commercial. tv 
ae oe COMPETITION | circles is roughly two years behind 

‘WREC Average Reting: ? “ STATION &° |the U.S. in the film field, he be- 
Average Share: 60 PROGRAM AVG. RATING || lieves, and there {s a desperate 

SUNDAYS 10: AB- 12:00 , . “Nightwatch Theatre WMCT .| shortage of good production talent 

Program: LATE. MOVIE Seis 5 here AY, fhe faye Is tne te u . 

May 21 “CLEOPATRA” Warrén | “Williams Silents, Press Mission’ -WHBQ ‘gression of assistant producers to ; 
1934, Paramount, MCA, .1st ‘Run 10: 15- 10:45 8 producers; cutters to directors, etc. : 

May 28. “EAGLE & THE HAWK” — Crown. ‘Performance WHBQ Main ingredient missing, it seems, 
‘Soak onan erat yaar 10:45- 12: 00 1 Js experience. -Vidfilms need a: 3 

June 4 “HOLD BACK THE D wn un . technique all their own and, so far, ' 
ar it’s forthcoming from the US. 

Charles-Boyer, Olivia DeHavilland only. ‘ 

‘June ‘11 oat paramoun Own” ist’ Run As Hatris believes Britain will | 

RABDIO-TELEVISION 

T les Harris Deplores 2-Year-Behind 
Status of U. K. on Vidfilm Prod, 

49 

planned to follow, “Art Detective” 
and a historical-locationer which Is 
so far untitled. 

No comparable plans are evident 
{they are to make any impact on | trom any of the other majors al- 

| though, it is understood. Britain’s 
j ABC-TV is pleased with “Drake” 
and might be ready to talk about 
more. “The trouble,” says Harris, 
“is that the contractors over here 
are living in a kind of dream 

‘| shows as specific instances, he says: ‘ i world, they don’t seem to be mak- 
: ing any active plans for the future 
‘especially in tv films. And, eco- 
‘nomically speaking, I can't see the 
‘trend going any ‘other way than ts 

ms 

‘Brighter Sales Picture 
For CBS-TV Daytime 

CBS-TV’s “Morning Plan” pro- 
gramming bloc for the months of 

; October and November is virtually 
isold out. 

Daytime picture also is bright- 
jened by the sellout status of the 
iweb’s new afternoon show “Pass- 
| word” prior to its Oct. 2 preem 

ate. Buying quarter hours on the 
to 2:30 p.m. outing are Best 

Foods, Alberto Culver Foods, Al- 
-berto Culver, Pillsbury, Kellogg, 
‘ Vick Chemicals, et al. 

New “Morning Plan” biz ite 
head for more vidfilms (following ‘cludes Bristol Myers, Chureh & 
the pattern of U.S. video’s develop- ! Dwight, International Latex, and 
ment), and especially if more nef-;more Best Foods coin. 

_ works are brought in, he reads the 

‘Quebec TT 
——=—— Continued from. page: eh. 

they have been officially. ‘advised | 
that the film has been refused .in 

' that province. by: the local board of 
censors. © 

Regarding: films which may. be. 
televised in ‘future, but have not 
been. submitted .to 

“gested it might be possible.to ob- 
tain.an understanding . from. the 

The 

has. ‘composed, performed and conducted: the. 

Censor Bid 

Prevost’s paper charged ‘that 
film: -distributors often warn pro- 
-yinelal censors that if: they reject 
‘or cut their films, the same film. 

original music, and appears as @. featured. 

member of Saturday Night's cast on 

“THE PERRY MASON SHOW” 
“The Cast Of The M Issing Melody” | 

CBS Television Network ¢ Channel 2 

7:30 P.M. Eastern Standard Time. 

September 30, 1961... 

Personal Management: RAYS. LINN, Les Angeles, Collf,, 
° 

- . situation as desperate. Solution 
will be seen on television without | would be for ¢ommercial contrac- 

cuts. Ltors here to. combine on “quality” 
“Provincial laws have thus been lity films now, ‘thereby gaining the 

.| largely. ineffective and no ‘longer | much-needed experience. 
‘attain the purpose which the prov- | 

‘1 4inces had in mind. when they cre- ; 
CBC. and private. stations. ‘that they and known plans, ATV is certainly 
voluntarily agree. to- adopt classi- 
fications as listed by” the National | 
‘Legion of Decency in. the United 
States, and. similar . organiaztions’ 
in ‘Canada. 

provincial. 
boards for.censorship, Prevost sug-- 

Judging by the fall schedules 

ated their~ respective censorship ; ‘setting the pace among the other 

boards several years ago.” webs. It has slotted two new co- 
Prevost. reminded that even if: : production. series for the autumn: 

television stations agreed not to!“Ghost Squad” (made with Rank) 
show films refused by censojs, the land “Sir Francis Drake” (made 
problem would not be completely | ‘with Britain’s ABC-TV). In active 
solved since programs from neigh- ! preparation is “Man Of The 
boring provinces and the United: World” an hour skein which will 
States can be picked up in many |be shot against Continental back- 
parts of Canada. . ' | grounds and at least two more are 

Dimbleby’s 25th Anni 
. London, Sept. 26. 

Richard Dimbleby, heavyveight 
:BBC-TV and radio commentator, 
[has just notched his 25th year as 
an observer of tne top events and 
people down the years. as well as 
being anchor man in the tv show 
“Panorama.” 

To mark the occasion the BBC 
threw him a dinner with his cole 
leagues and friends last Friday 
(22). The co-hosts were Kenneth 
Adam, director of BBC-TV and 
Lindsay Wellington, boss of BBC 
Sound. 
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: 7 : Religioso Game Show — ————= | WRUL’S BIG CLIENT Everybody's Got A Kid Show | wwacnacrmscm: | Syaies |" yp 
. , mums Continued from page 31 a 

now focused on: kidvid, New- 

years they were overwhelmed by 
ton ‘Minow, might approve of 
the new quiz going in Oct. 2 

the number of new film shows they 
could preview.) 

appended: He’s got his clothes off,:time spent in planning for next on NBC-TV Sunday mornings. 
he's trying to put them back on; year’s out put of tv programming at 9:15 p.m. . 
and she won’t let him—conflict.”) |“‘The season of decision.” It’s a game show built. 1 | 

“At the ofher end of the spec-; Minow said that Attorney Gen-| around Bible~stories created | ‘The six half-hours that constitute 
trum,” the FCC chairman said,:eral Robert‘ Kennedy had advised| and. hosted by Buddy Piper |the major half-hour syndie are, 
“are those programs, again, unfor-;him to tell the networks that in and actrees wife Beverly. generally speaking, suffering. in 
tunately, in the minority, which.sitting down to discuss—and per-| ‘Slanted at 9-to-12-year-olds, the Central Time zone: if {f’s hard’ 
have some beneficial effects on haps in acvhieving—a rotation of the kids participate at home, _ t tit d ane 
some children. These programs ...!elevated kidvid programming in}. Playing the game on the basis | to jus yan au ience for a “Shan- 

x i {non” at 7, it’s much harder: to do and there are hopeful signs that;the late afternoon (possibly at| Of the story the Pipers relate. |. when the only ti vailable ds” 
they are increasing in number are-5 p.m., although Minow later said Piper,. who has been a so when the only time available 45 
designed to uplift, inspire, iHumi-ihe wasn’t particular about the| comedy actor since a start on {6:30 kidvid ‘time. (Sereen Gems 
nate and inform. precise hour), “the Justice Depart-| .the:Henry Aldrich radio show and thes Oh he the npetitors report 

“But now Jn the middle of the|ment will give prompt and sympa-| of 20 years ago, was in on the [fat ey te the shows) In the spectrum is this larger area of;thetic consideration to approving} ¢reation het = echo Ta lated going to put ’em?”) ¥ 
children’s shows which neither help|amy Plan you may devise involving | nd another game ey eae ene wnence tn the dive . nor harm. which neither elevatefa combined effort to improve for A day ime next month, In response to the dire state of 
‘nor debase, which neither lead nor|children’s programs . . . (The gov- fake a Face.” Syndication, the companies are 

they are in the majority—stimulate , 45 42 eyebrow.” cense from the FCC, you're not. on Will undoubted an due example, 
neither sadistic tendencies nor in-! He said that a survey taken of |the air.” He noted that the net-| ooh. ifhon wp tors . dicction 
tellectual curiosity. These are the:broadcasters themselves show that |works are not now licensed, “but next s@ason. even: if ont h com 

timewaster shows; they are dull,’their own preferences differ from their Stations. are.” He added that tinuation of “Shannon.” y But the 
grey and insipid; like dishwater, those they think the tv audience |“Congress will give (licensing net- company will definitely. not pro- 
just as tasteless, just as nourish-|has. “Why not try your own taste | works, a plan he advocates, it at- duce three pilots as it” a d this a aet 
ing.” for a change?” Minuw asked. “If (tention mext year, one way or the year That Was a $160,000-and- 

If tv doesn’t cause juve delin-|you prefer the new, the creative, ;other.” | over outlay and‘too much of a loss 
quency, Minow asked. then why'the daring, the imaginative—why for any syndie house to eat up. 
“shouldn't tv be a major cause of snot ae ny aut ience a rane wa a ae si . . Pilots were made in hopes of at- uvenile development?” Ishare your preferences: as- : ; pacts , there is nothing wrong withisuming for a time period that the|  BFHtSh Gom’| TW | tractine those large regional spon- 
giving children some candy, in the!audience is not really so very dif-|____ tinued tr | 24 spon Peni S ar n't pa unde ant 
form of television escape,” he de-iferent from yourselves.. Try to ;=—s Con meron ae sere to a degree ° So next 
clared, “but there is something:kick the habit of underestimating | Ty of the McGibbon and Kee pub- season, Screen Gems will limit it. 

self tothe development and ‘script 
stage on all but the one syndie. 
half- ‘hour. 

'. In its biggest time sale to date, 
WRUL, international shortwave 
Station operated by Metropolitan 
Broadcasting, has -wrapped up a 

{deal with American Machine & 
‘Foundry for complete coverage of 
current United Nations. General 

Continued from page 25 

13 weeks. If the UN sessions run 
beyond that, it’s likely that AMF 
will also extend its deal with 
WRUL. 7 

erage on a cuffo basis to all foreign 
and domestic stations which: can 

for retransmission on their regular. 
wavelengths. WRUL is: beaming 
the sessions in English to Europe. 
and Africa and in $panish to 
Latin America. _ 

| 

Kon Murray TVer 
expense involved was clearing 
‘some 25 songs Stoll is: using. in. 
the score. Representative of top: 

the years, songs include:. . - 
“Lucky. Day,’ used under early 

personality shots, among them a. 
15-year-old Harriet Hilliard, Dick 

wrong in not giving them someithe public’s tastes and take a flier lishing’ house ran parallel with the 
spinach in the form of enrichment 'for a season on the premise that 1s ing f th G. da et t 
.. . There are state Iaws backingithey are just: as knowledgeable, | decision for the Granada group to 
up the princivle that you just can’t just as ready, just.as responsive as | acquire more electrical shops and 
always give the children what they : you are to the best you have to Of-| the extension of- its relay ty. serv- 

ice. Granada owns:a chain of cin-{ want.” ‘fer... If you give the people a 

emas (with Granada-owned cafes 
Minow charged that one of the! meaningful choice, you ‘will be 

and confectionaries in, or near, 
them). Company .also controls the 

excuses used for “innocuous tv |surprised to find an ever growing 
fare” is that if the parents don’t'tesponse to diversity—and to ex- 
want their kids to watch the “time. ,cefence.” at his press conference 
waster shows,” they can turn off: -llnow, S| Bay Co. 
the tv set or switch channels. jin a crowded side room at the Ho- Kinematograph . rire seninl Tae 

“Of course.” he added, “the nega-jtel Roosevelt, where the annual|and has interests 1 rele- 
tive or veto power of the parent-RTES “Newsmaker” luncheon was| meter Home Viewing Ltd. (own- 

should be exercised more often,;held, said that there was a prece-/ er of the U.K. rights to Telemeter) 

but is that a good enough excuse ;dent for establishing a network |) cides a healthy slice of Canadian 
for the tv station to keep on drug-; rotation system on kid shows in ty stati At present. negotia- 
ging the public air? And as for ; the plan laid down by FCC prede- th svations, oe e tore tone. 
switching stations, I ask you— cessor, John C. Doerfer. ‘The ONS. atl golng tor n 
switch to what? .. .” i Doerfer Plan of two years ago sug- | eign outlets. ; 

‘Wasteland’ Still Holds gested that each network do an| Regional stations, to a lesser de- 
Minow said that what he said hour a week of prime time pubaf-| gree; are following the leaders. 

about the tv “wasteland” last May fairs, with affiliated stations pro-} For instance, Television Wales and | 
the West poureq $1,400,000 into 
legit when it. bought the Princess 
Theatre and interests in three the- 
atrical. production firms and sev- : 
al ‘West End click shows in-|terday (Mon.) by the American 

at the annual NAB conclave °in, viding complementary local pro- 
Washington he meant and _ still,gramming on a periodic basis.” 
means. He objected to the “smoke-| Minow added that determining 

cluding “Oliver!” and “Beyond The Federation of TV & Radio. Artists. 
Fringe” TWW also has ® piece of; Two-year pacts are with KFAC, 
the Pica¥illy Theatre. KGIL, KRKD, all of which were 

screen” set up by many broad-'what programming is in the public 

casters that the FCC sought to interest is a “day to day, tortuous: 

; membérs of original ‘bargaining 
The Welsh network is, however, ! unit when negotiations were de- 

engage in censorship. jiob. but we're going to see to it 
“T repeat.” he said, “the com-ithat the licensee keeps his prom- 

the most venturesome of the locals |. ae ae 
in this respect. Southern-TV has aoe ae, the strike at KFWB 78. 

mission does not believe in cen-|ises.” 

spent only a little on investments; - - ce 
in a Southampton bowling alley | Key provisions of new contracts 

sorship, will have nothing to do| He was asked at his press con-. 
with censorship and will refuse to ;ference whether he felt CBS and 
let the cry of censorship smokes-|NBC spokesmen had any right to 

while Tyne-Tees-TV, Anglia-Tv :4S Femoval of “no strike clause’ 
and Westward-TV (only recently , ving AFTRA members right to 
started) have not dabbled outside ‘respect picket line of other unions. 

screen our mutual efforts to im-{claim that there were mitigating 
prove broadcasting.” For exam-/cireumstances to the general claim 
ple, Minow said, the FCC refused |tuat the airwaves belong to the 
to ban the Jack Paar program| people. CBS and NBC earlier 

_done in Berlin, despite severaljhued publicly to the line of rea- . 
complaints: “We all may have our |soning that the size. of the invest-.| of ty at all. Scottish-TV, like ABC-| Agreements, according to AFTRA 

rsonal views about the wisdom:ment, the maintenance of multi- TV, is a subsidiary of a larger jexec secretary Claude McCue: pro- 

organization and,. therefore, ex-; Vide for weekly increase for staff | 
pansion is left to the parent com- | announcers of $17.50 over a two-. 
pany. = - year period with wage hikes retro- 

“AgT: te: ye , active to May 1. rst years’ boost. Programwise, it is likely that the iwill be $10. years 

‘or lack of it in planning this pro- {million dollar plants and equip-. 

seventh year of commercial tele-: ""™ 

to making pix and Jimmy Durante 
with -hair; “Hooray For Holly- 
wood,” selected for shots: of. the. 

: of “King of Kings,” which opened 
KFWB showcase, with a very young Gary 

. . .._, | Cooper included; “Let Me Call. 
quam Continued from page 3@ ines. 

‘cant decisions: in recent trade 
‘labor history in Hollywood.” 

Meanwhile, KFWB program di- 
‘rector has scrapped station's pol- 
icy of refusing to play platters of 
title tunes of pix upon their re- 
lease or at a time when station 
‘also (on other junctures) was: car- 
rying paid spots heralding. local 
openings of those same pix. . 

“I’m- Just’ A. Vagabond Lover,” 
Rudy Vallee; ‘The Sheik.of Araby,” 
Rudolph -Valentino; “Louise,” 
Maurice’ Chevalier; “When ‘the 
Blue of the Night.Meets the Gold : 
of the Day,” Bing Crosby; “Thanks 

Show Business,” Ken Murray: 
“Blackouts”; “How Much is That 
Doggie in the Window,” Daisy and.. 
-her five ‘puppies from. the 

| “Blondie” act; “Marine Hymm; 
Tyrone. Power and Glenn. Ford 
as. recruits; “Anchors. Aweigh,” 
Ensign. Robert Stack; “The Most 
Beautiful. Girl in the World,” for 
shots of Elizabeth Taylor prior to 
her leaving for Rome; “April 
Love,” Pat Boone; “‘You Must 
Have Been. a Beautiful Baby,” 
Jayne. Mansfield; “High: Noon,” 
“The High and the Mighty,” 
“California Here I Come,"* “You 
Ought to Be. in Pictures,” “Toot 

1 Toot Toosie’. and “Come Jose- 
-phine.” © a 

‘Stoll: begins ‘scoring early next 
Month with a full symphony or- 
chestra and vocal chorus. He will 
also write an original title: theme. 

3 More Indies Signed __ 
Hollywood, Sept.-26. . 

Signing of new contracts: with 
three more indie stations in Los 
Angeles area was announced yes- 

gram, the risks involved, the re-!ment and of trained personnel, the 
flection on the maturity and intel-|capital risk involved entitled. 
ligence of our great nation at a|broadcasters to more freedom of 
time of awesome crisis. But for the ;choice than traditionally accepted 
FCC to have suppressed its broad- joutside radio-tvy circles. 
cast would have been censorship in| Minow replied, “All the facili- 
its most deplorable form.” ties in the world will not get you a 
“Minow called '61-’"62 and theibroadcast. If you don’t get a Iif-| 

vision will see a big push for more | Seem 
“serious”. material .(but probably . 
for non-prime time projection). ( 

| Already each major is running at Dodd Pr ohers 
least four serious. shows: stretch- | Somam Continued from page 23 Geman. 
ing from discussions.on the arts . . . 
to current affairs. But. it may be 
taken as indicative that the top 
show in the seventh ‘year will be 
the same as in the first six years 
—‘Sunday Night At The London 

ABC Radio 0&0's 
= Continued from page 31 eae 

| gloss to appeal to this cosmopoli- 
tan market, 

| ABC Radio’s o&o0 stations, under 
the general administrative . guid- 
ance of. ABC viceprexy Stephen 
‘Riddleberger, have now settled 
into a more or. Jess permanent 
management groove. after a two- 
year series of exec reshuffles. Hal 
Neal, WABC general manager, was | 
shifted from his Detroit base last 
year, while Ralph Beaudin was 
transferred to the g.m. slot in Chi- 
cago after a tour of duty in Pitts- 
burgh. Elmer Wayne joined the 
Frisco station last year, coming up 

‘| from Los Anglees and Ben Hober- 
man, former WABC g.m., has been 
piloting the Los Angeles outlet. 

} John .O. Gilbert, KXYZ manager, 
-|eame to Detroit last year from 

Boston. John Gibbs, KQVY man- 
ager, is the only one with a long 
tenure in one place; having been 
with the station in yarious capaci- 
ties since 1945. © 

the compleat investigator to heed. 
It goes like this: , 

“Decide what you want the news- 
papers to hit. hardest and then 
shape each hearing so. that the 
main point becomes. the vortex of 
the testimony. Once. that vortex || 
is reached, adjourn. 

“Do not permit distractions. to 
occur, such as extraneous fusses | 
with would-be. witnesses, which 
might provide news that would: 
bury the. testimony which you 
want featured. : 
“Do not space hearings more 
than 24 or 48 hours apart when on 
a controversial subject. This gives.| 
the opposition too much opportu- |. 
nity to make all kinds of counter-. 
charges and replies by issuing 
Statements to the newspapers. 

. This. set of advice was-in the 
form of a memo by the chief couin- 
sel of the House Select. Committee 
investigating Federal Communica- 
tions Commission in 1943-44. Aim |: 
of the group was to torpedo FCC 
with all sorts of changes, including 
illegal censorship and hampering 
the war effort. 

. Partly due to disclosure of. the. 
counsel's memo on how to snatch: 
headlines, the investigation boom- | 
eranged, and the Committee, not 
FCC, was torpedoed. — y 

So on ‘second thought, perhaps | 
Dodd should disregard the historic | 
memo, ox @ 

WTIC - POLITZ STUDY* 
TAKES A NEW 
AND.CLOSER LOOK 
AT RADIO LISTENERS — 
IN RICH, RICH .| 
SOUTHERN 
NEW ENGLAND 

Met.: LEONARD GREEN 
300 B. Sist St.. New York... 

PL 21764 
* you. TOO. MAY TAKE A LONG 
“LOOK AT THIS IN-DEPTH 

AUDIENCE SURVEY. JUST 

CALL YOUR NEARZST HENAY 
1. CHRISTAL OFFICE 

“ev\\BROOKS| ee 

‘pick up the sessions on shortwave = 

==emes Continued from page 23 mammal 

For the memory,” Bob Hope;. 
“There’s -.No Business, Like. 

| “EMMETT KELLY | 

e Bi 7 cae cz). 

RE COSTUMES| 
pF 8 Week beh 8 WY..-Tel. M.7-B008 

Assembly sessions. AMF-is: picking - 
up the tab for six hours daily for - 

‘WRUL is offering its UN cov-. 

handling ‘sales. He said biggest - 

personalities. and events . through 

Powell and Ralph Bellamy prior 

1927 Grauman’s Chinese premiere _ 

You Sweetheart,” Mary. Pickford: .. 
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Legitune Pubs Revive Personal 
Plugging for Disks, Performances} ; 

Songplugging, which has virtual-4 
‘Jy become: a lost art as far as per- |. 
““gonal contact with performers 

goes, is being revived by publish- | 
It’s not that]. ers.of show scores. 

‘they're bypassing _ established. 
channels for getting recordings. by 
pitching their stuff ‘at disk com- 
any artists & repertoire.:staffers.. 
t's just that by showeasing their |:: 

material. directly to the performers | 
they feel they may swing a disking 
and, just - as importantly, : ‘a per-|° 
‘formance. 

“Many.of the showtune publishers 
feel that ‘the major: eompanies, un- |. 
less, of course, they have. the 
‘original Broadway cast album, 
brush off-a pop. singles push on a 
-showtune even :though. they. may. 
have an artists “who's right for the 
gong.” 

‘commitments because of an. origi- 
nal cast album latch-on, are rock 
‘n’ roll bent: and in frantic com- | 

- petition with the indies. 
What has come. about, ‘gays 

_-Buddy Robbins, who oversees the. 
ule | 

‘Styne’s works via Stratford ‘Music. 
publishing activities of 

in the. Chappell. combine, is. the. 
‘playing of songs for ‘name artists 
who'd probably never get. to, hear 
them through their: regular. a&r 
channels. ; 

Plugged. “Subways 
Robbins’ pointed out that when. 

“Styne was in Las Vegas recently |. 

Sleeping,” 

‘for performers who were on ‘the 
spot at.the time. Among them 
were. Connié Francis, the McGuire 
Sisters, Kay Starr, Tony Bennett,. 
Louis Prima &’ Keely Smith, and 
‘Harry. James. — 

According: to Robbins, this. type 
of -“personal plugging” | 
double purpose. It could: result 
in a disking or a performance. As 
an ‘example, he -said that .Gordon 
MacRae put “Make Someone Hap- 
py,” from “the -Styne-Comden- 
-Green score for “Do Re. Mi,” into 
his...recent. act. at- New “York's 
‘Waldorf-Astoria after 

-¢lub act in Florida.. 
“Robbins” 

gerved asa‘ springboard for im- 
portant’.tv’ network showcasings. 
Jack Paar, for: ‘example, has ‘used 
“Just In. ‘Time,’ a. Styne-Comden- 
Green tune from “Bells Are Ring- 

aforementioned “Make Someone 
Happy” as themes for his NBC-TV 
show: after hearing:.them per-]. 
former in night’ clubs. In. fact, 
Paar. vicked. up. “Make Someone 
Happy” after he: ‘had heard Mitzi 
‘Gaynor do it ina Las Vegas nitery.” 

Despite the -renewed emphasis: 
on directing. ‘songplugging. activi- 
ties on name performers, . Robbins 

“pays that the showtune | pushers. 
are still looking: for. disk exposure 
directed at the current market. 
The aim now, he says, Js te reach, 
Yecord company a&r_ producers 
‘with’ creative ideas..for rock’ ’n’}" 
roll - interpretations of. showtune | 
material. 

Philly Orch Joining 
UN Ceremonies for’ Dag 

The Philadelphia: Orchestra will 
‘participate in. eulogistic .cermonies 
for. Dag Hammarskjold tomorrow. 

-(Thurs.). at the United Nations... 
The American Federatiot of: Musi-. 
cians and both. the. Philly and New: 
York. locals of the AFM. have 
waived all ‘jurisdictional: and com- 

nsatory. ‘rules to make. the ‘par-. 
Ee Xf e. | 48. Electric Piano Organ,-Balen- 

ciaga .Quadrille. Perfume De Luxe. 
Kit, X-Acto Hobby Don Tool ‘Cab- 

. ticipation of . the orch possible. 
The: Temple University ‘Choir 

© Sill also take part. in. the ceremony 
‘and Eugene Ormandy will. conduct. 
Eujlogies will be delivered. by Mongi 
Slim, newly. elected UN: president 
and Ralph Klein,. chairman: of the 
UN staff committee. 

Members. of the Philly orch will 
travel to New York at their own: 
expense and will receive no", cam- 

ve Pensation’ for the performance. 

‘Reason for this is that the |. 
‘majors, which haye.no showtune |’ 

has: 2 

-hearing 
Tony ‘Martin . do it in his. night. 

also.’ indicated that: 
“live” performances: of tunes have. 

Everything's - Coming: Up: 
.a. Styne-Stephen Sond- 

hehe song. from “Gypsy,”..and the. 

RCA Victor’ $ Haborate 
Christmas Tie-Ins With 7: 
-National Manufacturers 

| -RCA Victor isn’t. ‘going to cele-. 
| brate ‘Christmas: alone. this year. 
The diskery, . through ‘its ad-pro-. 
motion chief William: J. Alexander,- 
has arranged a Yule. campaign that |. 
will be tied ‘in with seven major | 

"Madrid Stereo Disks 
‘Madrid, Sept. 26. 

Ward Botsford. whose Vox 
Productions. is under contract 
with Nelson’ Doubleday’s Gar- - 
-den. City publishing: division; 
‘was’ in Madrid ‘last week to 
record -.a:° sound - and - music 
track for book ~ company’s 

“seven-inch stereo disks: which-~. 
are: packaged: with a printed - 
travelog booklet for the exten- 
sively-successful “Round the 
World” program. . -: 

Botsford: has already waxed ; 
“Sounds. and Songs of Fiance,” ~ 
and says the Spain: disk . ‘will 
have a minimum’ stamping of 
50,000. ‘Waxing of “Sounds 
-and. Songs: of: England;” .he 
Said, came to. a. quarter of a 
million. 

Travelog combo goes to Nel- 
son Doubleday. club members. 
only and disks are not avail-. 

coming ' travelogs. ‘will: take. 
Botsford ‘to Italy and.  Japan.. 

Maitland Named 
YB Records Prexy | 

-he. personally ‘played the score of | 
the upcoming “Subways Are For: 

which. he wrote with{ 
Betty. Comden and Adolph Green, | : John’ K. (Mike) ‘Maitland. ‘will ‘be 

elected ‘president of. Warner Bros. 
‘Records ‘by the label’s board of 

within. the next’ “few. directors | 
weeks. He succeeds James B. 
‘Conkling. who {s.: expected. to: re- 

‘|main with the diskery for enough! 
time ‘to insure the orderly transfer 
of his duties: to the new topper. 
Maitland ‘will probbaly: take over 

| Oct. 15. Conkling says the parting 
was “Abrogated by mutual agree- 
‘ment, very amicably.” 

‘Maitland: joined WB earlier this 
month as vicepresident and execu- 
tive director: of sales. He came to} 
the diskery from Capitol Records 
Distrihuting.. Corp., 

three and one half years ago. 
The. existing. WB staff will. be 

retained, per announced, but it’s 
expected that there will be some 
rehashing of duties as well as some 
additions tothe sales and promo-| 
tion force and. the Iabel’s artist 
‘and repertoire staff. .All plans have 
been, in the. works. for several 
‘months and ‘are. expected to be 
‘completed: shortly. . .. 

Conkling had requested .some | 
time ‘ago to’ be - relieved: of . his 
duties..as .topper due-to an- ex- 
‘pressed desire to become. active: in 
certain public ‘service. activities. 
His: specific plans for the future 
have not -as yet. been firmed. but 
he. will no: longer’ function: in’ the 
record industry. 

national manufacturers. oe 
The manufacturers and ‘products 

involved .in- ‘the Xmas.-promotion 
include the Waring Blender, Ice. 
Jet and. Coffee Mill, Black © & 
Decker Power Tool Set, . Garcia. 
Spinning Reel. ‘Kit, Hohner Chord. 

inet. ‘and Nine. Antique -Kits, Fa- 
-mous Inventors Series and. Weath- 
er, ‘Station: by ‘Lionel. 

. These products. will’ ‘be offered 
las promotion. and window. display 
‘prizes -by RCA Victor distributors. 
and will be featufed in all of Vic- 
tor’s Christmas advertising and 

‘}promotion. 

able on the open market. Up- omnipotent. 
| possible. 

‘which he 
|helmed. Conkling has - been. “WB 
topper ‘since incepting the label. 

IWEW DEE JM 
"ROTTLENEGK’ 
By ABEL GREEN 

‘Where ‘the disk: jockey at. one 
stage of the pop music. business 
was. the. king of Tin Pan Alley and | 
the. platter parade his roya! realm, 
the new evolution in. the phono- 
graph record, as a medium of song |. 
exploitation; has reached a ‘most un= 
satisfactory. stalemate. The bottle- 

-|mneck today is the “committee” 
method, ‘at the sundry independent 
stations, of screening the new disks |. 
and the lack of initiative to encour- | 
age new material. 

“The personality. has gone out of | 
the deejay business. virtually all 
over the land, with rare excep- 
tions. ‘The exceptions are certain 

joy some‘ 'sort..of audience identi- 
fication. But they too, live at the 
will | and whim of the station's 
management, backgrounded by the 

bogey 
Federal 

tions ‘Commission ‘frown. 

It had become a wide-open secret 
that, in the former era of the disk 
jockey’s potency, he «was either-(1)] 
the target. of jealousy on -the part 

+of his mvich lesser paid colleagues 
on the “management” end; and (2), 
-had to cut.up some of the. loot with 
the program boys. Or. 50. “it had 
been widely rumored. 

Supermanagement, die, the re- 
| sponsible owners, of: the station— 
‘Inot the administrative working 
stiffs—meantime stepped in ‘as Te- 
‘sult of the payola scare. 

. Thus the “committee”. program- 
ing pattern was born. - 

Thus. the : derring-do of  the| 
deejay: was cut out. 

Thus have new pop. song ‘entries 
‘been logjammed. 

The result is; say the musi¢ pub-. 
lishers, the phlegmatic committee- 
men (1) play ‘it safe: with a.repeti- 
tive usage of the top 10 from the 
“charts” or (2) “stumblebum their 
own peculiar ways .in ‘deciding 

(Continued on page. 56) 

FIC Now Probing 
All Disk Selling 

” The Federal ‘Trade: Commission 
is broadening its new investiga- 
tion’ of: the record business... What 
started out primarily as a looksee 
into the. disk:.club operations, will. 
now include retailers, rack jobbers 
and’ discounters.: - 
“The - investigations. have been 

going on for about eight months 
‘and: were launched by complaints 
of unfair practices in the industry 
‘from several record hiz organiza- 

One of the leading com-+ 
plaints came: from SORD (Society 
tions. 

of Record. Dealers). 
_|- The FTC is nat expected to:take-}': 
lany: action on. its investigations 
‘until. ‘November “when the field 
work should ‘be. completed: The 

| actual. FTC complaints will prob- 
ably ‘be issued in ‘January: at the 
earliest. 

Kapp Pockets ‘Hustle’ 
On Victor Carom Shot |‘: 

Kapp Records will wax the 
soundtrack of Robert ° Rossen’s 
20th-Fox, release, “The Hustler.” 
The’ track ‘was to have been ‘pro-. 
‘duced by RCA Victor, but in a last. 
‘minute decision (the pic opened in 
New. York: yesterday. (Tues.) at the 
Paramount Theatre and. 72d Street 
Playhouse) the diskery changed its 
mind: and Kapp got the package." 

It’s an all jazz score, compased, 
arranged and conducted by. Ken- 
yon. Hopkins: © 
tured on the track: are Ossie John- 

json, Milt. Hinton, Hank Jones, Phil 
Woods, Joe Wilder and others. The 
album will ‘be. released the first 
week in October and a single ‘with 
the “Hustler” main: title backed 
by “Side Pocket. Radio,” will also 
-be released. 

of another 
‘Communica- | 

Among these fea-. 

MUSIC 

OP BIZ 
[Scopp Calls for End of BMLASCAP 

‘Cold- War’ But First ‘Disarm’ BMI 
Bans Colleen’s Tune 

_. Belfast, Sept. 26. 
The British Broadcasting 

Corp. has banned performance 
of a song recorded by Teresa 
Duffy, 20-year-old ballad sing- 
‘er from Donegal, on grounds 
that it is “political propa- 
ganda.” Song, waxed for Bel- 

- tona Records, is “On The One 
Road.” 

“It is political propaganda 
advocating the end of the Irish 
partition,” said a BBC spokes- 

. man. “We do not, as a matter 
of policy, allow | political 
propaganda in music.” The 
BBC banned a. previous re- 

'. eroding by same warbler in 
platter :chatterers who, for one rea- |- 
{son or another, still manage to en-. 

Coast Tooters 
Tighten Reins 
On Jazz Bashes 

Hollywood, ‘Sept. 26. 
American Federation of Mus!- 

elans’ Local 47 has passed two rul- 
ings aimed at employers. 

First edict directed that “for .all 
jazz concerts or similar promotions 
a cash bond must be posted in full” 
with union in advance. Prexy John 
Tranchitella declared that for a 
jazz bash on short. notice union 
will send. a rep to collect salaries 

| before men are permitted to work. 
‘He added that local has found some 
‘promoters of such sessions haven't 
paid off, 

Stern edict also was issued that 
one-night concerts at Hollywood 
Bowl can’t be taped for later air- 
ing on radio unless all musicians 
‘working such bashes receive re- 
cording scale pay in addition to 
wages for live job. 

Ruling came, according to Tran- 
chitella, as a result of a local sta- 

|tion notifying union it had full 
‘tape of a recent concert, asking for 
okay. to air it. Nod was denied 
pronto. Union believes bash tape 
was pirated. 
New dictate has been served on 

-Bill Severns, Bowl manager, and 
also all promoters of such stands. 
Only exception to ukase is Armed 
Forces. Radio Service, which in turn 
has been cautioned that any bashes 
it tapes must be closely guarded 
and aired only on overseas stations 
of armed services. 

German Cleffers Form 
New Collection Agency 
For Mechanical Coin 

Frankfurt, Sept. 26. 
A new union to protect the rights 

of: composers, lyricistse and ar- 
rangers. Is being formed in West 
Germany in competition to the al- 
ready existing GEMA Union here 
in the mechanical fi Ad. 

The hew group, .called ARTO, 
stands for Authors’ Rights for 

‘| Sound Reproduction, and promises 
the musical composers that they 
will get 6% of the selling price of 
‘the records instead of the present 

%o that is allotted them on platter 
sales. 

The group: says that despite this 
increase for the composers, there is 
no plan to up the prices of records 
here. 

‘First recording - firm to support 
the new organization is Ariola Rec- 
ords in Germany. 

| GABOR HEADS CONTINENTAL 
Donald H..Gabor has been elect- | 

ed: president of .the Continental 
Record .Co.. and former prexy 
Theodore Halmos has been named 
chairman of the board. 

Gabor has been associated with 
the record industry for the past 
20 years. He will direct a realign- 
ment program for the diskery with 
personnel and program 
planned. 

shifts | 

Mickey Scopp, head of The Big 
3 (Robbins, Feist & Miller), is 
calling for an end to the “cold 
war” between the American So- 
ciety of Composers, Authors & 
Publishers and Broadcast Musie 
Inc. “The tension between the two 
Societies,” he said, “is hurting the 
overall publishing business.” 

Scopp expects that the “waste- 
jland” which presently exists be- 
tween the differences in adminis- 
tration and organization of ASCAP 
and BMI will be resolved and 
crystallized soon by the Govern- 
mental agencies that are charged 
with the administration of the 
consent decrees under which both 
performing societies operate. “The 
elements of competition should be 
fair to both participants,” he says. 
“You can’t write a different book 
of rules for each side.” 

Scopp, who is a member of the 
ASCAP board, added, “Subsidies 
which BMI pays to writers and 
publishers and which ASCAP is 
forbidden to pay must be defined 

{as acceptable practice or unfair 
trade practice. Payment of sub- 
Sidies has given BMI a distinct 
trade advantage over ASCAP in 
persuading writers to defect from 
ASCAP, and publishers fo organ- 
ize BMI firms.” He also said that 
that a determination must’ be 
made soon whether the telecasters 
and broadcasters may operate both 
as buyefs and sellers of music. 
(BMI is owned by broadcaster 
stockholders while ASCAP is an 
organization of writers and pub 
lishers.) 

Scopp believes in treating pub- 
lishing as a business and considers 
competition in business a good 
thing but that the competitors 
should deal with respect to rep- 
ertories and that the disparities 
of operation should be eleared up. 

Hopeful that these organization- 
al matters will be resolved so that 
both societies can operate com- 
petitively on the basis of reper- 
toires of music, Scopp reaffirmed 

{the Big Three’s contemplation of 
organizing a BMI affiliate to han- 
dle its responsibilities of exploit- 
ing music from MGM and 20th 
Century-Fox feature films-and tv 
series where this music is written 
by BMI writer-members. 
The studio music situation has 

been a sore point for some time. 
‘Scopp cited the instance of Lionel 
Newman’s score for “Adven- 
ture in Paradise,” which was re- 
leased in 1959. Because Newman 
was a BMI-tied writer, Scopp had 
the tune placed with Robbins Ltd., 
the Big 3’s British affiliate. Miller 
Music, an ASCAP firm, worked on 
the song here and wound up with 
a flock of recordings. However, 
when. Robbins Ltd. tried to collect 
U. S. performance fees through 
PRS (Performing Rights Society) 
BMI refused to shell out. BMI’s 
explanation was that performing 
rights of music had been granted 
to BMI by virtue of its deal with 
Newman. “We are ready,” BMI in- 
formed PRS, to pay performance 
monies to a BMI affiliate firm in 
America active in the exploitation 
of J.ione] Newman music.” 

This, Scopp, says, is not an 
eaqu:table arrangement. 

# Execs Upped in RCA 
Mexicana Staff Shifts 
Mexico City, Sept. 26. 

Mariano Rivera Conde, RCA 
Victor Mexicana v.p., has been 
named artistic director for firm 
throughout Latin America. Other: 
executive shuffles put David 
Crump as new head of the record 
division, Ruben Fuentes takes on 
chore of Mexican artistie director 
and Mario Ruiz Armengol as mu- 
sical adviser. 

Conde began as artistic director 
with RCA 16 years ago, before 
that- he was in similar capacity 
for radio station XEW. He became 
v.p. in 1958. As part of his new 
duties he. will travel throughout 
Latin America working out inter- 
change deals involving music, tal- 
ent, master matrixes and stress- 
ing buildup of Mexican folklore 
music. 

a 
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Rodgers & Hart Nostalgia, Satch 
& Diuke’s New Kicks Top Current LPs| |g 
“RODGERS & HART REVISIT: ' 

Ben Bagley, an en-, ED”: ‘Spruce:. 
terprising young fellow who loves 
revues ‘as witness his “Shoestring” : 
enterprises of several years ago’ 
and Rodzers & Hart, has put to- 
gether an interesting album, for 
Hart fares especially, with the aid 
of en-producer Michael McWhin- 
hey, of obscure R&H material dat-' 
ing from 1925 ("The Garrick 
Giieties Opening” to 1937 
(“Everybody Loves You” from “I'd 
Rather Be Right’). There's a good 
reason why these Rodgers & Hart 
songs have remained obscure— 
they weren’t very good. The 
rhym-s and rhythms indicate the 
better things that were. to come 
but as is, they mean nothing more 
than listening exercises for stu- 
dents of Rodzers & Hart works. 
For that alone, it is a worthwhile 
disking effort. Dorothy Loudon, 
Danny Meehan, Charlotte Rae and 
others of equal showtune delinea-. 
tion calibre work easily with Nor- 
man Paris’ arrangements. Bagley 
will hardly make a bundle on this 
but he will win the everlasting 
Bratitude from those who think 
that Rodgers & Hart songs. wheth- 
er they were dropped out of shows 
or not, and old-fashioned and pb- 
vious as they may be, ‘should be. 
preserved in the grooves. It is a 
eult worth servicing. 

LOUIS ARMSTRONG & DUKE 
ELLINGTON: (Roulette) Teamed 
for disks the first time. two jazz 
perennials, Louis Armstrong and 
Duke Ellington. have packed a lot 
of rhythmic punch into this ex- 
elting musical set. Ellington's key- 
board and some original composi-' 
tions and Armstrong’s vocalizing 
and trumpeting are the package's; 
highlizhts. Not to be discounted. 
however, are Trummy Younz’s 
trombone, Barney Bigard's clarinet, ' 
Mort Herbert’s ‘bass and Danny 
Barcelona’s drums. The best num- 
bers in the presentation are “Just. 
A Taicky So and So.” “Do Nothinz 
"Till You Hear From Me.” “Moon 
Indiz»”" and “Drep Me Off In Har- 
lem," when Armstrong's gravel 
voice is set 
Thvetimie backing. 

MORMON TABERNACLE 
CHOIR: “SONGS OF THE NORTH 
AND SOUTH" ‘Columbia:. This is. 
an important addition to growing. 
list of the Civil War disk catalog.’ 
With a hot single already under its 
bef! “Battle Hymn of the Repub-. 
li,” whieh, incidentally, is includ-' 
ed here!, the Tabernacle Choir will- 
have no trouble winning an audi-, 

It's hand-' ene for this workover. 
somely packaged with full liner 
notes and lyries and the repertoire. 
includes such  well-remembered . 
ftems like “Lorena” and “Tramp.’ 
Tramp, Tramp.” — 

THE NORMAN LUBOFF. 
CHOIR: “YOU'RE MY GIRL” 
(RCA Victor: The Norman Luboff 
Taualeal styling Is a continual 
pleaser. His use” of vuices to sup-' 
plement the instrumental work is 
hizhly effective and. always en- 
hanees the material in hand. In 
this, his third package for Victor 
after leaving Columbia ‘previous 
were “This Is- Norman Lubofft” and 
“Apasionada”}, Luboff salutes the 
femme. The peg. makes an attrac- 
tive cover, of course, 

touch. Spinning pickouts are “The 
Object of My Affection.” “My; 
Ideal.” “Younger Than _ Spring- 
time” and “My Darling, My Dar- 
ling” 

. PEARL BAILEY: 
BATLEY SINGS THE SONGS SHE 
LOVES ..: 

against the smooth. 

but there 
are some nifties in the repertoire, . 
too, that are helped by the Luboff, 

impact are 
Away,” 
Woman” and “Let's Take The Long 

- Way Home.” 
‘also be grateful to Arlen’s col- 
laborators who gave. her the nifty 
‘wordage. Among them are Johnny/| 
Mercer, Truman Capote, Ira 
Geshwin and ‘Leo Robin. 

ANDY ‘GRIFFITH: . “SONGS, 
AND. THEMES FROM: THE ANDY 
GRIFFITH SHOW” (Capitol). The; 
sales pickup on this package will} 
probably come from the association 
with Andy Griffith's successful tvi 
series. The package won't disap-; 
point his viewers, either. It's a pot-|_ 
pourri of songs and monologs in; 
the down home country manner that! 
the ty aud has already accepted. ——$=————_—_ 

The overload of country stuff does: 
get a bit tiring but there are: 
enough “just plain folks’ around :. 
who can’t seem to get enough- -of it: | 

THE FOUR AMIGOS: ‘Capitol’. ! 
Imports from Puerto Rico, The | 
Four Amigos should have no 
trouble finding a place in the 
disk market. The lingo emphasis, 
of course, is Spanish but the rep-: 
ertoire is’ mainly American pops; 
and they lose nothing in transla-' 
tion.” Such varied pop items as! 
“\lister Sandman,” “Ko Ko Mo" 
‘and “Stranger In Paradise’ ‘show ° 
that the bovs can’ move from aj 
rhythem item to a rock 'n’ roll to; 
a big ballad without getting thrown . 
off balance. The rhythm section! 
support is sparked by some slick ; 

‘guitar work. | 

‘ ROD McKUEN: “STRANGER IN } 
TOWN” ‘Kapp’. Rod McKuen plavs 
‘up the theme of loneliness through-., 
out the package and, although it's: 
a low key peg to stick to, the sing-' 
er-composer makes it hold up. The 
material and the delivery provide 
a mood that will please the ro- 
-mantics .and :which is especially: 
good for latehour listening. In 
eKuen's repertoire are. such fa- 
miliars .as “Lilac “Wine.” “When 
the World Was Young,” “In. the’ 
Wee Small Hours of the Evening” 
,and “That Old Feeling” as well as 
some new songs of his own com-' 
position. 

GEORGE GREELEY: “THE 
BEST OF THE POPULAR PIANO 
:<CONCERTOS” (Warner Bros.'. 
The piano concertos here, for the. 
most part, are of motion picture 
origination. However, the 
produced songs do have a big 
sound and the way George Gree- ; 

‘ley’s hard-hitting keyboard with a 
big orch support play them up. 
“Love Is a Many . Splendored | 
Thing,” “Three Coins In a Foun-|! 
tain” and “An Affair to Remem- 
ber’ come up with a. concerto qual- la. 
ity. For the squarer folk, also in-! 
‘cluded are “Moonlight Sonata,’”’ |} 
“Come Back to Sorrento” and! 
“Love Music from Tristan. and! 
Isolde.” 

JOSE MELIS: “JOSE MELIS ! 
IN MOVIELAND” (Mercury): Two, 
things seem to be going well in the | 
LP field these days—the piano and’ have souped up the standards to} 
pic themes. Jose Melis’ keyboard : 
is widely known through his regu-- 
lar exposure on the Jack Paar tv, 
shaw and the film themes he's Be | 

“The Man That Got| |i 
“For Every Man There’s Al. |¢ "3 

The thrush should]: 

Pic ;_ 

than Howard 

Longplay Shorts 
RCA Victor has 12 pop LPs ¢ on tap for October release with a sound- 

tracker of Elvis Presley's “Blue Hawaii” leading the pack . 

‘LAWRENCE WELK | 
Proudly ‘Presents Another Dot Hit: 

THE LENNON SISTERS | 
BW “I Singing “Sad: Movies” 

Don't Know. Why I Love You Like 
I Do.” 

lected are blue chip stuff. It’s. hard 
;to go wrong with “Tara’s Theme,” 
“High Noon,” “Anna,” “Invitation” 
and "Theme from the Apartment” 
.and Melis’ plays ‘em up strongly 
with the aid of a big orch ‘that gets 
too forceful at times. 

-LEO ADDEO. ORCRH: 
DISE REGAINED” {RCA Victor). 
iThe. hula sway of Hawaii gets a 
ifine two-speaker movement inter- 
t pretation, for RCA Victor's “Stereo 
!Action” series. The. sound-in-nio- 
‘tion gimmick, which in some pre- 
vious entries came off as just an- 
‘other audio stunt, . 

;sic of the. Pacific.” In addition 
to the authentic Hawaiian stuff 
there are some stateside originated 
material such as Richard. Rodgers’- 
tOsear Hammerstein's “No Other 
|Love” | and Lionel Newman's “Ad: | 
‘venture In Paradise.” 

BROOK BENTON: “Fr You 
BELIEVE” (Mercury).. This pack- 
age is pegged to religioso material 
and contains 10 titles, all but -one 
of which are arranged and adapted 
by Benton and Malcolm Dodds. 
The handling of the tunes is. 
smooth and not. overdone and the 
arrangements are in a simple and 
effective ‘spiritual groove. Per- 
‘formance reveals a background in 
church music for the singer and 
‘the platter is ‘well-designed to 
‘ showease ‘this image. Among the 
-numbers included are “Go Tell It 

“Shadrack,” | 
-“Just a Closer Walk With Thee.” 
On the Mountain,” 

“He'll Understand and Say Well 
“Done”and others. 

: SCENE” (Atlantic). Quite a number 
| of rock ’n’ roll groups are out: to 
prove that they can handle the} 
standards as well-as the new. tune |. 

are |. 
among them.’ Unfortunately, they. |: 
upstarts—and the Zeniths 

do better with Frank Walker’s (he’s 

' Plum" fhan Rodgers & Hart’s “You 
‘Took Advantage. of Me” and make 
Charles E. Calhoun’s “Smack Dab |. 
In the Middle” more beHevable 

Dietz - Arthur. 
Schwartz's '“E See ‘Your Face Be- 
‘fore Me.”. 
Stan Applebaum and Richard Wess 

fit the group’s capacities and the 
current .pop tempo and that’s prob- 
‘ably enough to attract the young 
disk buyer. _ Gros. 

. MGM 
Records’ fall program kicks off with 16 packages and a deal ‘whereby 

“*PEARL dealers get one free for-every six purchased. 
| highlighted in the MGM release. . 

“King of Kings” is 
Robert M. Jones, RCA Victor 

BY HER FAVORITE! manager of art and production, will: receive eight. awards for design 
COMPOSER, HAROLD ARLEN”! pieces chosen for exhibit at the “Creativity On Paper” show, sponsored 
(Roulette). There’s plenty 
reason why Harold Arlen should lin New York and Chicago Nov. 1 . 

good: by Art Direction magazine and opening at the Mead Library. of Ideas 
. Verve is including jazz, comedy, 

be Pearl Bailey’s favorite com-: folk and blues for its 16-package October release. 
p2ser. He used her in two Broad-j 

and “House of Flowers.” 

on stage, they fall easily into her 
voeil range. There are the bright 
“Cakewalk Your Lady,” the rhyth- 
mi: “T Had Myself A True Love.” 
the sk: “It’s A 
tiv.” 'ne happy 
M yon” 
ue ne Rain Or Come Shine’ 
“sr  Loeuis Woman”: 

and sup-: 
pli*d scores for each. Even though 
some tunes weren't assigned to her: 

Woman’s Perota- 

*Ridin’ On The 

Everest sales personnel are hitting 

Records . . 
of four pops and two classicals . . 

push for Gloria Lynne’s album product . 
;play, “The Giant of Thunderhead Island, " ds being recorded by Davi. 

. Everest’s October-November release schedule will consist 
. The Modern. Distributlng Co. has |_ 

been appointed the new Los Angeles distributor for Caedmon Records | 

“a Orch leader Glen Gray and arranger Billy May try a rack at the 
way musicals, “St. Louls Woman”! classics in a Capitol LP called “Shall We Swing?” . 

study of Nat King Cole’s career is due from Capitol this week . 
. A three-record 

. All 
the road this week on an ' ali-out 

. Jeanne Krasner’s children’s 

and the Shakespeare Recording Society. Ine. . 
Candid Records has set Cosdel Ine. and Meteor Ltd. as its distribs |- 

and the forceful ballad,} in Japan and Africa, respectively 
from, Orleans distrib from Record Sales ‘to Pelican .°. . London : acquired 

and from: ,;the Keith Label, produced by Eddie Singleton, and with it. singers 

Roulette switched its New. 

“House of Flowers” there are the! Dougie & the Dunes. First release will be “Settled Down” backed with 
title sons, 

Ladies 

eolor, ard zest Others that have 

the moodily romantic 
“Slo-enin’ Bre” and the zingy “Two 

In De Shade of De Barana 
Tres" ty whieh Miss Bailey adds 

i° Fire”. . Atlantic has come out with a six-album release for Septem-: 
ber including platters by Ray. Charlies, Herbie Mann, John Lewis, 
| Ornette Coleman, Hank Crawford and. an anthology disk’ with Dizzy 
| Gillespie, Modern Jazz Quartet, Charles, Art. Blakey, Lennie Tristano, 
Charlie Mingus and others. 

“PARA-| 

is.. kept under - 
control. here and | heightens the [ 
overall pattern of “the exotic mu- } 

THE ZENITHS: “MAKIN? | THE| 

DODIE STEVENS. .. LET ME- TELL YOU. ‘BOUT f JOHNNY 

member of the group) “Sugar 

‘Arranger-conductors |. 

Wednesdays: September 27, 1961 

“Top Singles Of The Week 
: fT he ‘B ‘Best Bets‘ ‘of This Week's 1 100-Plu us Releases) 

(RCA Victor) o......05. Red. Roses and White Wine ~ 
The Limeliters’ “Milk and "Suoney (Voguet),. the title ‘tune’. 

_ from. Jerry Herman’s tipcoming Broadway musical, ts. given a: 
rousing folk treatment for..a pop takeoff. “Red. Roses and White 
Wine” (Threesome*} ts a pleasing folk ballad: rendered in such 
an attention-getting manner that: the pop spinners will find it 
hard to resist. 

s * es. 

MARGARET WHITING :....... ml HO ‘GAN? you CANT 
(Capitol) ........,.00.,.5.5.. On Second Thought 
Margaret Whiting’s “Who Can? ‘You Can!” (Harms*) 4s a slick. 

rhythmic number from Howard Dietz & Arthur Schwartz's ‘mu- 
sical “The Gay. Life”. Its happy vocal. bounce. will. win it a good 
spinning run. “On Second Thought” (E.: .H. Morris") is a‘ pop 
ballad entry from Cy Coleman & Carolyn Leigh: ‘but wt has. legitune 
styling and the qualities to make @. standard.” 

. 

CLINT BALEARD ...... 
saceaeee IN THE MIDDLE OF A; PUDDLE OF. ‘TEARS 

(Imperial) ... . You Can’t Get Enough Of:a Good Thing 
Clint Ballard’s “In The Middle of a. Puddle of Tears” (Poste) 

is a bouncy weeper that has a message in beat-ané lyric for the 
younger set who'll get it a jockey ride. “You Can’t Get Enough 
of a Good Thing” (Post*) plays up. the rocking form with ‘familiar 
‘vocal shouts and.a sharp sax lead. 

* 

STEVE LAWRENCE... SOMEWHERE ALONG. ‘THE WAY. 
(United Artists) ‘While There’s Still ‘Time: 
Steve Lawrence’s “Somewhere Along The Way” (United Music*) 

ts the song click of several years ago revived for another payoff 
by a solid vocal and arranging presentation. “While There’s. Still 

. Time” (West Side Musict) has same tasty. ballad qualities” that 
‘the programmers wilt take to. , 

* * ° 

See eeeoenee 

-THELMA CARPENTER eee ceeereeeeees BACK STREET 
(Coral) fc... ccc cece ecw eee ence y Ou; ght To Know 
Thelma Carpenter's “Back Street” (Northern Je should come to 

the spinning front because ‘of the pic title tie and the schmaltzy : 
quality developed by a tear-jerking vocal style. “I Ought To Know”. 
(Rooseveltt} could also make a spinning dent through tts Tock. : 
ing blues buildup. that the singer handles. extremely well. 

id * ce 

NORMAN LUBOFF CHOIR. 2 EV ERYTHING BEAUTIFUL 
(RCA Victor) ...e2.-- His Own Little Island. 
The Norman Luboff Choir's “Everything Beautiful” -(Ltvingston 

& Evans*) is a pretty ballad out of the “Let It Ride” legituner 
given a strong programming potential. by the rich orch and chorus 
reading. “His Own Little Island” (L ‘iningston. & Evans* ): 4g from. 
the same show and has some gnod ballad qualities but tt won't ‘be 
an easy pop push despite the five treatment. 

DICK LORY. eos THE PAIN: IS' HERE. 
(Liberty) oe. ccc cece enc s cee eweeeeeees You | 
Dick .Lory’s “The Pain Is Here” ¢ Canarilto?) hae all the in-... 

gredients that. payoff. in current rocking market. The. swift deat. 
and the frenzied. vocal are blended for surefire results. “You”: 
(Simon-Jacksont} is just an ordinary baltad entry but it does show 
that the. singer has. some dramatic possibilities, 

(Dot) ..... cece eee ie eee. You Are the Only One 
Dodie .Sterens’ “Let Me. ‘Tell You. "Bout Johnny” (B. F.-Wood*) 

describes a romantic fellow with a' breezy vocal attack that the 
_ kids will find happy listening. “You Are The Only One” -(Amert- 
cant) gets off some okay ballad shots but not enough for a. spinning 
akeo 

BOBBY. ‘WRIGHT a LIE DETECTOR 

(Decca) Teste esse eee yee see ees New ‘Red Vest’ 

Ca 

Bobby Wright's. “Tle Detector” (E: H. Morris*) displays some 
tocking truths that the kids can associate with and build up into 
@ good spinning entry on jock and. juke levels. “New Red -Vest’- 
(Cecarwoodt) has a plaintive ballad quality with a country. touch 
that makes it appealing. 

JIMMY DEAN.........0.05.. eceee ... BIG BAD JOHN 
(Columbia) ee © Won t Go Huntin’ With ‘You Jake 

” Jimmy Dean's “Big Bad John” C Cigmat). 4s a solid country song 
saga with a persuasive vocal that will win plenty of spinning 
action. “I Won’t Go Huntin’ With Yow Jake” (Hamblent) shoots 
up a lively. mountain flavor that may create juke fun.in some areas. 

MARCY JO ..s cece eee ieee cine iweee TAKE. A WORD 
(Robbee) .....6...0e0ceeaeeeeees Jumping Jacks 

. Marcy Jo’s “Take A Word” (Starfiet) takes off with a sharp 
beat and.a.cute lyric angle. that wilt go far with the spinners.who. 
direct their turntables. at, the younger crowd... “Jumping Jack” 
(Howe Lee*) should jump around the dukes | because of its brisk 
beat and energetic vocal. 

. . 1 

LARRY. BARNES i ns _ TIME TO SPARE 
(Calliope) Fenner. Patten 
‘Larry Barnes’ “Time. To. Spare”. :(Egapt) ts a. surefire rocking. 

ballad material for current tenn market and: it could. send the new. 
singer into orbit. “Patiently” (Egapt) changes the pace. to a frisky 
uptempo beat -and he Moe ee by it, too. 

WAYNE MOSS Aer re BALLAD OF BOOT HILL 
(Fraternity) .........:..+... Moonlight In Mexico 
Wayne Moss’ “Ballad of Boot. Hill” (Buckeye*) builds ‘up an. 

oatune flavor with an intriguing melodie tone to capture the pop 
spinners. “Moonlight In Mexico” (Buckeye*) toys with pleasing. 
south-o-the-border musical. patterns to. make tt. an okay instru- 

; mental -bet for programmers. 

* + 
AL ALBERTS ccc ecaececcscseecce ONLY ON SUNDAY 

(President) ......¢-6.6.. "Heaven. ‘Needed ‘An: Angel 
AL Alberts’ “Only On Suniday” (Springton-Malvern*) ts a: sutich- 

-on the “Never On Sunday” idea with enough of a. lilt to get it a 
‘good spinning roll. “Heaven Needed An Angel”. ( Springton ) is. a: 
Sticky item in all departments. - Gros. 

*ASCAP. itBML =e 

THE LIMELITERS . coseeseees en ese MILK AND. HONEY: 

See een ee Le! 

wey) et ee tee ce eee, 

ete) ee 

tom omer one, 



“*, director’ of warehousing an 

Wednesday, September. 27, 

ene Tay iy Ca Conn! interests 
: ‘London, Sept. 26. 

.Maybe the: path’ of British “tra. 
‘ditional’ jazz: (which has. grown 
-out of the U. S. Dixieland style)” is: 
getting a little twisted: but, gen- 
erally, ‘it’s 
direction. That: view. ig held by 
‘Harold . Pendleton, . National: Jazz 
Federation. ‘topper:.-and: promoter | .- 
-of. the National Jazz Festival which | 
made its:bow earlier this year, 

Popularity of. this hot musie. ‘has. 7 
become: so wide that purely com-. 
mercial interests have taken .over | 
in. places and gimmick bands, 
sporting fancy dress and comic |. 
hats, have emerged. Abundance 
—-some‘-say over-abundance—of 
jazz clubs and down the .country 
Makes “it easy for second, third |. 
and fourth rate bands to find work: |. 
‘But, says. the NJF exec, the “core” | 
of the traddies is still ok. and 

_ goood, ‘non-gimmick crews don't. 
' yreed the fancy trimmings to ‘hold } 
‘their following. In the main, trad 
musicians and music are advancing | 
steadily. 

- SWhat. “people don't ° ’ realize, 3° 
says Pendleton,: “Is that this is a 
‘new’. music and it’s got a lot-of 
growing to do. ‘Admittedly, it’s 
based on early American jazz but it | 
was stripped down to-basics about 
10 years. ago and by two British: |} 

" groups—Ken Colyer Jazzmen and 
the Crance River Jazzmen. 

“The musie has been built 
and a new, British style “has 
emerged. It’s the expansion. of this. 
that’s so popular in Britain now.” claim: the rights to the disks. of 
Pendelton believes. that things are | rock ‘n’ roller Johnny Hallyday, an 
Moving a bit-too fast: since: the. 18-year-old who emerged a top rec-. 
‘boom began (approximately a year ‘ord seller and. vaude. star after the 
ago) and there fs a danger of the |. delayed action. acceptance of rn 
“purists” selling : their souls -to | in France. . 
Tin Pan: Alley. In: ‘fact, he ‘says; 

|German. Disk Beit Sellers 

heading in the right) 

. ‘Frankfurt, Sept. 28. = 
Hello, Mary Lou: ‘Ricky Nelson. ; 

(London) 7 
La -Paloma veeseet ey Freddy ° 

(Polydor) 
Bweet Go Sailing. -Merry Tale 
(Brunswick. 

Handsome Stranger 
; Coninie Francis -(M-G-M) 

Wheels ........ Billy Vaughn 
(London) 

Sweet Doll. ..... -Bill Ramsey. 
" (Polydor) . . 

__.White Roses. . AN. Mouiskour! . 
- (Philips) . ° 

. Bendix . Babysittin’- Boosie 
‘Elektrola). ~*~ 

Quiet: Drinker... 
Polydor) 

Corinna-Corinna, .. «Peter ' Ball 
> (Phillips) . 

Gus Backus 

3 Gallic Diskeries 
Claim Rights To. 
Johnny Hallyday 

Paris, Bept. 26. 
‘Three French platter companies 

Vogue,: Barclay and. Philips are ; 
the jazz: business is getting more} the claimants but. reportedly the 
like show. business every day. dispute will probably be settied out 

Promoters and club owners rare-| of court with Vogue, the first to 
ly. signed contracts prior to. the | have Hallyday under. coritract, sell- 
‘boom,’ deals were on the: hand-| ing out to Philips. Barclay is re-{ 
shake basis and often fees’ Were | garded an: outsider with. not much 
fixed after the engagement was ‘chance. 
finished. Now, ‘however, club ‘top-'|: 
pers have been forced. to form the 
Jazz Club Promoters: Assn. as’ pro- 
‘tection | _against agents who. de-- 
mand. “excessive” percentage : of 
d.a. takings. 

Another teefhing trouble {gs the 
“fan riots at festivals. Several |- 
events have been wrecked. by row- 
‘dyism, Tatest being the six-year-old | sell his disks; but Hallyday has not}. 

‘despite.| recorded for’ that label for.some Beaulieu weekender, 

Reasons for: ‘complications: séem 
to. be that Hallyday, a legal minor, 
had: his .divorced parents signing |" 
singly. and together his ‘various con- 
tracts. Vogue had Hollyday first |. 
and cashed. in when: hé- hit this} 
Then came Barclay and Philips. 

At any rate. Vogue ‘continues .to 

strong cop protection.. But Pendle- | time. Philips has the new ones with 
ton’s fest, held in August, didn’t; mainly 45s and’ a longplay coming 
employ any lawmen or bouncers out this week. Barclay has no Hal- 
‘and never suffered from thuggery, 
either, thereby. giving. trad musi- 
cians renewed heart. ~ 

“It proves,” opines’ Pendleton, 4 
“that. fans will: listen ‘to good jazz . 
fn an orderly . manner. without the | 
‘persuasion’ -from. police it just | 
needed Someone. to try It i 

Hong Kong Police Seize 
20,000 Pirated Platters! 

_. .. Hong Kong, Sept. 26.. 
Some 10,000 to 20,000 pirated. 

American: records were seized last’ 
week by- local police: from ‘a | 
freighter which docked here from 
Taiwan - (Formosa). The. seizure | 
‘builds. 'up.a case for’ ‘Hong’ Kong 

lydays out. at yet. 

Name Voyle
 Gimore 

Coast NAR
AS Prexy: 

Vice Sonn
y Burke. 

Hollywood, - Sept. 26. 
“Noyle Gilmore, Capitol Records’ 
a&rep over single diskings, suc- 
ceeds- Sonny Burke a3” prexy .of 
National Academy, of Recording 
Arts & Sciences, Los «Angeles! 

By EDDIE KALISH 

Something: interesting is always 
happening . in: the music business 

‘| but Jately it’s a new generation 
| that’s doing a ‘bigger chunk of the 
noise making than ever. before. For |. 
whatever the reason, there seems 

-Pmany- making: out pretty well on]. 
these «assets, and providing . their 
fair share of the current excite- 
‘ment. - 

The field of .concert promotion 
is now having a*boom in youthful 
impresarios. ° Prompted primarily 

‘by the glamour aspect of the busi- 
-|ness Probably, plus the chance to 
become one’s own boss. with prac-] 
tically | no capitalization, several 
young men--have ‘seized upon the 
music: ‘business. as their livelihood.. 
- Here’s ‘how it’s done with guts, 

a brains ‘and practically no loot. In] 
an average sized city..and even in 
some cases in New York, a halt 
-can.be reserved for. $50. It’s vastly |. 

| flexible, but an artist:of name ¢ali-. 
bre in the folk field:can sometimes 
be pacted for. an advance of $500. 
Tickets. can be printed etc. for $25 
and .the advertising, if one can 

“| establish — credit with an agency,]: 
doesn’t have to be paid until ‘after 
the concert. Other expenses come 
to about $100. What it amounts to 
is that for $700.someone can get 
a concert on the boards. 

As far as making any money is 
!eoncerned,: that’s: a ‘little harder. 
‘The artist will. probably have. to 
iget. @ guarantee minimum against 
50% of the gross. The money made 
on advance Sales usually goes to- 
ward covering expenses before the 

(Continued on page 54) 

Another No-Show: 
~ Mulligan in Hub 

| Britain. This represents a 12°0! 

; Boston, Sept. 26. 

While ‘ ‘some 300 patrons showed 

up for. ‘the opening of George | 

Wein's. Storyville in the’ Bradford | 

‘Hotel ‘last: week © (18), the man. 

they came to: see, Gerry: Mulligan. 

didn’t .show.. The Bradford closed 

the room, and. deferred opening 
until Monday. (25) with Chico. Ham- 

| ilton’ -and Betty. Carter. In the 

meantime, the hotel {s suing’ Mul- 

Jigan for damages, including ad- 

vertising, ‘promotion, radio. moneys | 

‘expended and “‘loss of prestige.” 

' Mulligan showed up at the room ]. 
the following night, Tuesdav (18), 
‘with Herb Pomeroy’s band, but] 
hotel management refused to let 

‘him go on. The hotel. spekesmen - 
Chapter. Burke resigned last week | saig they had contracted for Gerry 
due to.-increased ‘exec responsibil-} 
{ties with Decca Records, of which 
he's ‘Coast head. 

New: topper. steps ‘up ‘from his 

reps of American: disk companies | former post: as’second v.p. of local 
. which are expected to file protests |. 
with the -U:S. Government. Steps _ 
‘-on- the ‘diplomatic level presum-. 
“ably will be taken. with Tafwan 
‘authorities to halt. the racket... 

. . A local. music shop ‘exec. said 
‘that pirated records from .Taiwan 
‘had . seriously: ‘affected the. disk. 
‘biz Here for some’: ‘six. months. 

"Phése illegal platters. moreover, : 
“were priced at .20 to 25% of the 
original records’ retail tags: Prior 
to appearance of the pirated disks. 
in-this British colony, average. sale 

of a hit tune was about 15,000. But 
: this figure -has dropped drastically. 

-KINDLER’S NEW COL SLOT. 
Arthur Kindler has been named | 

to™ the newly-established st. of 
distri- 

- bution for Columbia’ Recrods. 
For. the past four. years, Kindler’ 

_has been director. of warehousing’ . 
Clu pnpping for Columbia Record: transferred to L.A. chapter. as: as-- 

Steve 

NARAS . chapter. . -Morris. Stoloff 
follows him.'into second v:p. niche. 
Burke will continue as member of } 
board and as a national trustee for | 
-organization. 

. Also. elected’ .as trustees. to na- 
tional board ‘are Paul ‘Weston, Jim 
-Conkling,. Margaret. Whiting . El- 
‘mer Bernstein and Mack. David. 
‘Burke, Wesfon and ‘Conkling will 
serve for two years, others for one- | 

nicipal Auditorium. here. :on Oct. year terms.” 

roster have been added, with six 
transferring from -N. Y. chapter 
and “five as new members. 
‘Transfers include Anne Jeffreys, 

and Roger - Williams. New mem- 
bers..are Al Frankenstein, Ralph 

' |'Gleason, Wally Heider, Ben -C.:Jor- 
) dan and Leo de Gar Kulka. 

Dick: Linke has| Additionally; : 

- sociate member. 

Eleven - active members to-org’s. 

Allen, ‘William. Primrose,. forced to. retire two 

Stephen’ H. Sholes, Victor Schoen | 

Mulligan. and his big band, 12 men. 
and that the musicians union had 
‘uled. he had to play the date. 
‘Mulligan’s agency said he had dis- 
‘banded his orch, according -to the 
hotel, but the hotel ‘said -it con- 
‘tracted for “Gerry. Mulligan and 
his nig band" at. $4, 000,”* 

Ailing Tony Almerica 
Getting N: 0 Tribute 

.New Orleans, Sept. 20. 
Musicians will assemble in. ‘Mu- 

2 to participate ‘in’ @ Tony AIl- 
merico night. The event. will. be 
-a.citywide tribute to the gravely 
ill veteran Dixieland jazz trum- 
peter-bandleader. . Almerico -was 

to failing health. s condition 
took a. turn. for the worse two. 
months -ago.. 

Mayor Victor H. Schiro, city of- 
“|ficials, prominent business men 
and civic leaders, union officials 
‘and others are sponsoring the Al- 

Ametico tribute. 

WR i Te 
Belgien Disk Best Sellers : 

to be a lot of talented young (20-}. 
130) people around these days com- 
-{ing into the business end of the 
Imusic scene ‘with little else but 
guts and some. brain matter and]. 

i ars ago due | 
I 

_ Brussels, Sept. 26. 
.. Hello, Mary Lou ...... _. Nelson 

(Imperial) 
Ach Was I¢ Maar ......Hoes 

(Philips) 
-Dance on Little Girl ....Anka 

‘(ABC-Par) - 
Zarina eoeneoe2eea ee eeeodene Gildo 

(Eelectrola) — 
Romeo ..... eoosvecee+- Clark 

tVogue) 
Runaway ...........Shannon 

(London) 
La Paloma ,.......... Freddy 

. (Polydor) ” 
‘IL Faut Savoir .....Aznavour 

(Barclay) . . 
Brigitte Bardot .......:.8eto 

~ (Vogue) 
- Wheels ....... Strinig-a-Longs 

( London) 

Credit Squeeze 
Booms Brit. Disks 

To Sales Peak 
. London, ‘Sept. 26. 

Disking seems to be one of the 
few British industries“ to derive 
any benefit from the credit squeeze 
currently gripping the country.. 
Spenders have been deterred from 
“large” goods and, consequently, 
turned ‘to , disks. indeed, with the; 
year’s main selling season still to 
come, from October to December, 
At looks 1961 will hit a new sales 
peak.” 

So far, a 24% gain in domestic 
sales during the first seven months 
of this year has cancelled a 16% 
fall-off of exports and leaves the : 
year 8% higher than for the same 
period fn 1960. Facts are gleaned 
from a statistical report . issued ; 
-by the Board of Trade. 

Figures say July sales earned : 
‘$2,931,600 of which $649,600 came j; 
from overseas and $2,282,000 from 

tise over last July when domestic 
arid . export sales totalled $2,609,- 
600.. 

During July production of both 
‘albums and EPs was more than' 
for the corresponding period in. 
‘60—increases were 55° and 10% ' 
respectively. On the 78 rpm front, 
production in July went down by | 
13°¢ on '60 and, in all, only 147,000 : 
were made. 

RCA Mexicana Cracks 
Down on Labels Which 
Dodge Royalty Payments 

Mexico City, Sept. 26. 
RCA Victor Mexicana has stated : 

flatly that it will not make its 
facilities available to any disk 
firm or label which has not com-.; 
plied with legal requisites for use 
“of melodies composed by Mexican ! 
authors, 

RCA exec David Crump, in dis- 
closing the new policy, asserted 

i that many labels feel it is enough 
to select songs and interpreters to 
make platters. Generally they 
conveniently overlook advising 
composers that they are using 
their works, and they also bypass 

: royalties, he said. 
Mostly it is fly by night outfits 

that are chiefly to blame for this 
‘unethical. practice, Crump pointed 
out. RCA will no longer make 
available its pressing fagilities to 
any firm from now on until con- ; 
tracts from publishing firms, ‘au- ; 
thor’s okay and royalty arrange- 
ments: are produced. 

Crump: said that if all other 
major firms would follow this pro- 
‘cedure composers will have their 
interests protected. In the past, 
he charged, many of the smaller 
diskeries have turned out platters 
without making payments either 
to composers, singers or. the fed- 
eral treasury. 

"Hove to Pan Foreign Tooters 
Mexico City, Sept. 26. 

Venus Rey, who still sits rather 
uncertainly in the presidential 
chair of the Federal District Mu- 
sician’s Union, now has singled 
out “foreign” musicians for his 
next target. He charges that not 
one orchestra in Mexico is without 
two or three foreign elements, with 
these displacing Mexican perform- 
ers long unemployed, He said he 
will push through an_ intensive 
campaign intended to drive out 
foreign elements. 

Significantly enough, Rey also 
added that musicians not in good 
standing with the union will also 
get the bum’s rush.. Partisans of 
deposed president Tirso Rivera see 
this as a threat to their own jobs. 
Therefore, the internal battle of 
musicians in Mexico is by no 
means ovér, ‘ 

Rey plans a thorough cleanup in 
ranks of musicians, checking all 
“foreigners” working in radio, tele- 
vision, nightclubs, diskeries, etc. 
He contends that as “foreigners” 
they do not have authorization of 
authorities to work in Mexico, 
A check with the Dept. of Labor 

indicated that foreign elements 
with legal status arranged normale 
ly are permitted to work for peri- 
ods up to six months, with a possi- 
bility of prolongation. But as Rey 
tackles unemployment problem 
amiong national musicians, foreign 
elements may come under strong 
fire. They still have recourse to 
“amparos” or write before they can 
be ousted from their jobs, unless 
a federal decree is issued. Latter 
is unlikely. 

Bandleaders Back Rey 
However, the buildup against 

iforeign elements is growing. The 
| Mexican Assn. of Orchestra Direc- 
| tors is hacking Rey’s drive. It goes 
even further in insisting that de- 
| portation proceedings should be 
jinvoked against foreign musicians. 

While many of the foreigners 
| under attack are Cubans, there are 
‘other nationalities among the 100 
or so musicians affected. There are 

: Chuck Anderson, bandleader ene 
| gaged by diskeries; Jean Barleazar, 

. Frenchman leading the Jacaranda 
j nig ghtclub orchestra, and Aldo 
; Monti, Italian batoner at the Hil- 
ton Hotel, among others. 

If Rey persists in his attempt te 
:oust foreign musiciaris he many 
have a tiger by the tail. His ace 

: tions. ostensibly to aid local musie 
: cos, may actually do more damage 
‘ than good. If elements from other 
countries are fired, unions in those 

i nations may launch reprisal actions 
j banning performances of Mexican 
players, 

it is a two-edged sword, and the 
cutting edge may be keener for 

| Mexican musicians than for the 
‘relatively few foreigners engaged 
ijhere. That’s the opinion of some 
observers who view the latest Rey 
tirade as “dangerous” and threate 
iening to capsize’ lengthy negotiae 
tions which have been going on to 
open doors in the U.S. and ather 
lands for Mexican leaders, and mu- 
Sicians. 

Price to Head Regional 
Operations for UA Label 

Morris S. Price has joined 
United Artists Records as national 
director of regional operations. 
He'll headquarter in UA’s Chicago 
office. 

In his new post, Price will work 
directly with Chet Woods, recently 
appointed veepee, and Jerry Rae 
ker, label’s national sales manager. 
He will also serve as a member 
of the planning board. For the 
past two years, Price has been 
owner of the Arnold Distributing 

‘Co. located in Chicago. 

MILLER IN MIDWEST FOR COL 
Glenn. FE. Miller has been named 

regional promotion manager for 
Columbia Records Sales Corp. 
He'll report to Lawrence W. 
Owens, regional sales manager, 
for sales promotion activities in 
the midwest. 
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| ZARIETY's RECORD TLP.S.| 
(Tune Index of Performance & Sales) 

This weekly tabulation is based. on a statistically balanced 
ratio of disk sales, nationally, as reparted by key outlets in major 
citivs, and muste programming by the major independent radio 
stations. 

_— ——————————————————————————————— 

~ This Last No. Wks. 
Wk. Wk. On Chart 

“} 1 8 TAKE GOOD CARE OF MY BABY - 
Bobby VOO . ccc cece Liberty 

2 2 12 MICHAEL , 

_ - ___ Highwaymen wena ese cece ee ee ween e tonnes UA. 

3. 5 #7 #4CRYING S 7 
7 ___Ray Orbison ..........-. Leche eeee -~-Monument 

4 3 7 LITTLE SISTER a 
___Elvis Presley  —s-.. ...- eee eee Victor 

“5 + 16 MOUNTAINS HIGH 
- 7 Dick & Dale Be cee ee ee eee eee Lama 

68 ll 8 MEXICO 
Bob Morrow . Monument 

“7-714 ¥OU MUST BEEN“A BEAUTIFUL BABY 
Bobby Darin sw ww ee ce eee eee Atco 

Be 9 8 WITHOUT YOU 
— __Johnny Tillotson . .......--.-.2200' . Cadence 

988 DOES THE GUM LOSE ITS FLAVOR 
oe ___ Lonnie Donegan Lee a eee eee neces . Dot 

19 6 IL HUR1 : 

_ ___ Timi Yuro tee sees ee eee et. Liberty 
1l 7 10 WHO PUT THE BOMP 

; Barry ; Mann Lat ee ce wee ec eeans ABC-Par 

12. #12 4 #43xTHIS TIME 
Troy Shondell ........ 1s eee te Liberty 

13°10 13 WOODEN HEART 
__Joe Dowell .. ........--.-.-+..-.--- Smash 

14 28 3 SAD 3ICVIES a, 

Sue Thompson wrt eee seeewes ..-Hickory 
15 33 2 HIT THE ROAD JACK ae 

. Ray Charles wee eee eee ee . -ABC-Par 

i6 19 7 MY TRUE STORY ~ 
; . Jive Five ; - eet eee Beltone 

17 27 2 THE WAY YOU LOOK 
Lettermen =  ......eeeeeeee Capitol 

is 17 8 YOU'RE THE REASON _ 
___Bobby Edwards  ————i........ ... .. .. Crest 

ig 16 5S FRANKIE AND JOHNNY 
Brook Benton — . ............. ‘Mercury 

20 22 8 CANDY MAN 

— ‘Ray Orbison .. Lecce eee cae e scans ‘ Monument 

21 34. 11 ASTRONAUT oe 

_ ___ Jose Jiminez sc... eee Kapp 

22 41 2 BRISTOL STOMP 

ss Dovelis ws. see eee eee eet Parkway 

23 29 14 LAST NIGHT 

___Markeys wean eee e eas Stax 

94.0615 3  £LET’S GET TOGETHER 
- _ Hayley Mills see ee ee eles Vista 

95°25 «#26 #3 FALL TO PIECES 
; ___. __ Patsy. Cline cee eee seen Decca 

26 13 13 ~ J JUST DON'T ‘UNDERSTAND a 
s Ann Margaret sacs ‘ee neee Victor _ 

27> :— +I MOVIN" . a 
. Bil Black  —_ iw cece ee eee eee. Hi Fi 

2821 7 BIG COLD WIND 
Pat Boone Lea eeeeeeesse--2- Dot 

29° 31 #13 MISSING YOU 
Ray Peterson _ -. Dunes 

30° 24 «5 MORE MONEY FOR YOU AND ME... 
; ____ Four Preps vee e eve eeeee Capitol 

31 —_ 9g LOVER’S ISL AND mo 
Biue Jays - Milestone 

32 39 7 ITS GONNA WORK “OUT FINE” . 

Tke & Tina T Turner 5 a tat ate bese Sue 

33° — 1 YAYA | 
_ __ Lee Dorsey Lee ec eee eee ee eae Fury 

34 18 7 BLESS vou 
___Tony Orlando Cir... gs eee eee eee Epie 

35. 37 #43 ONE TRACK MIND | 
Bobby Lewis tek ve eee cee eneaee Beltone- 

86 — 1 ILOVE HOW You LOVE ME 
Paris Sisters. . .........-..-.. as .Gregmark 

37 49 , 2 GREAT IMPOSTER oa 

Fleetwoods ies ww see ee ees advances Dolton. — 
38 44 «16 + «#TOSSIN’.AND TURNIN’ 

___Bobby Lewis. —s—=éi«n”«yujwiuweeee eee nee -Beltone . 

39 32 I9 KNOCK ON YOUR DOOR 
Eddie Hodges eee eer Cadence | 

40 — 1 WHEN WE GET MARRIED 

ee ; Dreamlovers .. .. ..  |...seeeeeeae: Heritage . 

41. 30 0 LET FOUR WINDS BLOW 
. Fats: Domino  —____lin eee cee ees Imperial — 

42° — 2 WIS LATEST FLAME . 
ee Elvis Presley — .....-.++--++----- Victor 

53234 KISSING ON THE PHONE 
__ __ Paul Anka —_........-.- 5+ ABC-Par_ 

44 20 10 SCHOOL’S OUT a 
___U. S. Bonds eee eee Legrande 

45 42 2 BERLIN MELODY ta. ° 
oe __ Billy Vaughn etree eee tte eeeeeeeteees Dot 

46 40 9 A LITTLE BIT OF SOAP 
oe Jarmels wee eee eee ee eeee ‘Laurie 

47 26 6 LET ME BELONG £0 “YOU. 
_ Brian Hyland wee cee eee eee ece .. ABC-Par 

48 — 3 TAKE FIVE - . 

; ° Dave Brubeck ........... 0... cece eeee Cal. 

49. — Ii PRETTY LITTLE ANGEL E EVES. a 
Lo Curtis Lee Lik vee ep eee ee easecees Dunes 

50 — $1 XLGOKING IN M MY EYES. 
Chantelles 

Label 

-#' promotion. He'll 
co ff: : Ervin - Feld and GAC. 7 

=. ; sime—same - Suarantees.. 

| been. a. risky 

} with young creative talent and: their 

]| Anka Pere Eyes Tokyo 
Branch for Spanka Co. 

Tokyo, Sept. 26. 
Anay ‘Anka, . father of “singer 

“Paul ‘and .president of his son’s | 
‘Spanka Music Publishing Co. of 

'| America,..is' touring Japan; Hong |. 
Kong and Australia looking into 
the possibility of opening regional 

| Spanka offices.a la in ‘Europe and | 
ets radiating goodwill in his. 

| 
\ 

son’s name. 

While publishing representation i 
‘may be launched. here for Spanka :. 
within six ‘months, its form is; 
still undetermined: It- may be an‘J 
| indie ‘company, a.‘tieup. with. an. 
existine outfit. or a straight sub-:: 

. publishing’ deat giving the rights '] 
‘to the material. “Whatever we do, ’ 
we'll | definitely comply with the- 
: regulations that exist in Japan,” : 
-the elder Anka emphasized. : 

Traveling with attorney: William 
‘ Lazarow, Paul's biz manager, Anka 
/ said he was conducting ‘no negotia- . 
tions for bookings, but was dook-: f° 
ing into. aspects of p.a. timing and: 

report back to 

° Shoestring: _ | 
4 

— ‘Continued from page 53 omeames 

ay “concert like the price of the hall} 
‘and the incidentals. After the con-' 
-cert, the ad nut must be paid and: 
ithe balance on. the other expendi-:} 
_tures ‘must be met. With all this: 
‘yaid,.the promoter gets the bal-i 
lance and then Uncle. Sam gets: 
i some. of. that.. But with a little bit: 
vot luck, there’s. been some profit 
and ” it’s aff ‘to the next venture. 
iwhere it’s honed: better deals ..can ’ 
j be- worked out and more can be. 

_ made. 

|. An extension of this Is the tour- ; 
,ing concert which has also boomed , 

yt : bi inthe folk and jazz area through; 
‘the efforts of these youthful im-*. 
: or°sarios: The procedure ‘is. the! 

probably : 
‘less -expensive halls: in . smaller: 
: towns, advertising probabl’- some-; 
what hicher and so on—but ft. has * 

aL ‘ paid off. _ 
: A few-in the Tong Hist: are. Peter | 
: Ractman, 21. who-has just formed’ 
: Troubadour Productions which pro- ; fae 
Fduced a Josh White. Concert, at: 

|: Town Hall last Saturday (23) and! 
ia couple of southern dates: with § 
Gerry Mulligan this winter: -Ken; 
: Joffe. 29..who at. 23 conceived and 

ta - i ereated the Randall’s Island Jazz | 
.Festival’ and who presented a: 
‘eoHegiate tour called “Jazz '60"; 
last year: Ronald Roye, Henry Fos-!} 
j ter and Bill Gruman. all. 29, who 
t produced a successful concert sea-; 

|? son: at Forest Hills, N.Y., and have’ 
- .4!formed Limelight Productions to: 

q' present. tours and future Festivals, 
jin Forest Hills: Ken Kragen. - 24,' 
: former personal manager of thei 
: Limeliters who -went out on his: 
Fown ‘and will 
rou. in 10; dates this year; and 
*manv others. 

The record industry has. always: 
but ‘ potentially Te-" 

warding -businéss for the -young. 
lnlaod and men like Jac Holzman,:§- 
(29. whose: Elektra Records will be; 
la $1.000.000 setup this vear: the. 
| vouthful combine headed by Steve. 
Mora 21. who directs the activities | 
of Jubilee. Records; and, some who] 

1 have: ventured into it with maybe: 
just a rock ’n’ roll single have! 

| helped. liven things up some. Of| 
| course In this. area there are those 
| youthful writers: and chirpers who 
have consistently over the recent 

| months been the big chart climb-|] 
ers. They are too numerous ‘to 
begin to mention. 

This young blood {s.also finding | f 
the music biz as a-means of en- 
‘tering. radio production. This is 

+ particularly — true in the folk and 
jazz field. where interest among 
the hipper audience is concerned. 
In this case, it's often just a matter | 
.of selling an idea to a station. 
Once the go-ahead ‘is given’ the} 
necessary elements can be round- 
ed up. These are not record shows, 
‘they. are broadcast live. Examples 
.are Mike Scott, 24, whe produces 
a show. featuring the folk songs |] 
and guitar. playing of Theodore || 

| Bikel and guests. It runs an -hour 
and is. heard in several markets 
around the country. Ractman pro- 
duces an hour-long show featuring 
Osear Brand and guests in New. 
York oyer CBS. 
The folk and jazz field. is crowded | 

numbers. are ever-increasing. How 
long they. last and how lucrative it 

|is for them doesn’t really seem to/} 
matter—it's having their turn that |: 
seems to tbe important, 

present the folk'f 
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RETAIL ALBUM BEST SELLERS” 
(A National Survey of Key Outlets). 

This Last No. wks. 
wk. wk. on chart 

1 

2. 

10. JUDY GARLAND. (Capitol) 
Judy Garland at Carnegie Hall (WBO- 1569). 

20 38 CAMELOT (Columbia). ~ ns 
__ Original Cast (KOL 5620) Oo , 
8 3 7 JOHNNY. ‘MATHIS (Columbia) ’ 

. Portrait of Johnny (CL. 1644) 

‘4.8 16 KINGSTON TRIO Capito) 
7 . Going Places (T 1564) 

5 5 14 ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) = . . 

: Something for Everyone (LPM 2370) | 

6 4 57 NEVER ON. SUNDAY (UA) 
. Soundtrack (UAL 4070), __ 

7 ‘6 13 LAWRENCE WELK (Dot) 
| _Yellow Bird (DLP 3389! 
8 7 $6 GREAT MOTION P! PICTURE THEMES (UA) 

Various Artists. (GAL + 3122). 

“9 15 9 FRANK SINATRA (Reprise) obs 
Sinatra Swings (R 1002) - 

10 11 20 CARNIVAL (MGM: 
Original Cast (E 3946) 

Il 9 21 MITCH MILLER. (Columbia) : 
_Tv. Sing Along ‘CL. 1628)" _ 

12 10 5 HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor) 
. ‘Jump Up >» Up Calypso (LPM: 2388) 

13. .29 4 JOSE JIMIN JIMINEZ (Kapp). , 
a The Astronaut (KE, 1238) 

14 14 73 SOUND OF MUSIC. (Columbia) © 
_ , Original C: Cast ( (KOL. ‘L. 5450) 

15. 12 9 FRANK SINATRA. 1 (Capito) © 
. * Come. Swing ‘With Me (W_ 1500 

16 13 2 EXODUS (Victor). 
| ____ Soundtrack. (LOC : 1058) 

17 20 6 RAY CONNIFF (Columbia) . 
- Somebody Loves’ Me | ‘CL 1642) 

18 $1 5 FOUR P! PREPS” “(Capitol 

; '  -Four Preps | On n Campus (T 1566) 

19 21 4 EARL GRANT (Decca) 
_ _ Ebb Tide tDL 4165) 

20°#17 #«10 ARTHUR LYMAN (Hi FD. 
; Yellow ¥ Bird {1 {1004) 

18 4 MITCH MILLER (Columbia) 

| Your Reaiest (CL 1671) —_ 
22, 30 4 # LIMELITERS (Victor) 

Slightly Fabulous (LPM 2393) 

23 «16 ~~ 8. U: S. BONDS (Legrande) 
_Dance ‘Till Quarter to. Three «LLP. 3000) 

24 25 #3 DAVE GARDNER. (Victor) - 
_. Ain’t That Weird (LPM 2335) 

» 25 19 26 PAUL. ANKA {ABC- -Par) ° . 
. Sings His Big. 15 (ABC. 323) : 

26 «628 2 AL HIRT .(Y ‘ctor 3 
| Greatest Horn ‘in the e World (LPM. 2366) 

27°45 7 DAVE BRUBECK (Columbia) 
_ a Time Out iCL 1397) . . 

23 — 1 ROBERT RUSSELL BENNET (Victor) 
; Victory At Sea, Vol. HT (LM 2523). 

29 33 36 RUSTY WARREN (Jubilee) 
__. Knockers Up (JLP 2029) | 

30. 24 14 PAT BOONE (Dot’ ‘ 
-Moody: River (DLP 3384) . 

31. 42 § PETER NERO (Victor) _ 
. Piano Forte (LPM 2334) 

32 26 20 EDDIE HARRIS.(Vee Jay) 
, Exodus to azz (3016) _ 

33. — 8 PETER NERO (Vv (Vietor). 
_New:! Piano in T in Town. (LPM 2383) 

34 50 34 LIMELITERS (Victor): |. 
‘Tonight: In Person (LPM 2272) 

35 22 28 RAY CHARLES (Impulse) 
Genius Plus Soul Equals Jazz (A-2) 

36 427 +44 ‘BRENDA LEE (Decca) . 
as All. the Way (DL 4176) 

37. — 1 _KINGSTON ‘TRIO. (CapitoD.- 

| Close-Up (T 1642)" _ 
38 34 #4 GEORGE SHEARING (Capito 
_ Mood d Latino (' (T 1567) 

39 39 5 SOUTH PACIFIC: (Victor) 
7 7 . Soundtrack (OL 4180) — 

4032 6 CONNIE FRANCIS (MGM). 
vo . __. More Greatest Hits (E3942) . 
41 23 16 RICKY NELSON (Imperial) 
Riek ds 21 (LP'9152+ 

. 42: 38 '-4° 60 YEARS OF MUSIC AMERICA LOVES (Wietor) 
ae Various Artists, Vol. IIE (LOP 1509) | - 

43 35 13 STARS FOR A SUMMER NIGHT (Colimbia) 
ae Various. Artists (PM 1) 7 
44 44 21. BOBBY DARIN ‘Atco. 
oo Bobby Darin Story (LP 33130) 

°45 33 3 ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp) 
‘Soaring ’60s (1 (KL‘1251). 

46 43 2 HIGHWAYMEN (1 (UA) 
—. sd lighwaymen (UAL AL 3125) 

47  — 3 DICK K GREGORY (Cc (Colpix) - oo 
__. In Living Black and | White (LP. 47) 

4g 2 GUNS OF: NAVARONE -(( (Columbia) ” 
Soundtrack (CI (CL 1655)" ; 

49 46 5 HARRY |} BELAFONTE. (Victor) 
 » At t Carnegie Hall all (LOC 6006) 

o6o.Ul i” “FERRANTE & & ; TEICHER (UA). a 
Golden Piano Hits (UAL 8505) — 
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Tnside Stuff—Music 
When the transcribed radio series, “Great Moments—to Music! 

hit the’ §00-mark ‘in taking radio stations in Canada and the U. S., it}: 
was asked for as a file item for.the National. ‘Archives. This means 
that’ all the - ‘songwriters on that - public service. series (all ASCAP. 
members) are‘'“on record” telling in. their.own voices how ‘they hap- 
pened to write some of their biggest hits, a ‘short. supply - thing ‘in the 
archives. Tunesmiths involved in “Great ‘Moments"". -are Harry Woods, 
Harry Warren, Johnny Marks, Leroy Anderson, Charlie Tobias; Wolfie 
Gilbert,. Richard Adler, ‘Harry. Ruby, Leo. ‘Robin; Bud ‘Green, ‘Bob. 
Merrill, Hoagy: Carmichael,: and Mitchell: Parish. “Great ‘Moments—|- 
‘to Music! ‘was produced by . (@X-VARIETY) USAF Col. _Barney Old-| 
- field, of the North American. Air Defense Command, ‘and papers like} 
the Cincinnati Enquirer. said. “it is the most devious. and different 
public service feature. ever heard.” The trick was to. tie songwriters | 
‘up. with space age security subjects, in order to make the latter, r_stand 

7 up in today's fast moving radio. : on 

‘The Record Industiy Assn. ‘of America is on & ‘eampalen to: spread |. 
the ° ‘disk. gospel. Henry. Brief, RIAA's exee secretary, has launched |- 
a monthly newsletter which he: sends to ‘Manufacturer members - “AS «. 
well. as to 250 newspapers around the: country coyering various aspects j 
of record repertoire. There“have been two newsletters out so far, one 
covering the global scope that can be found on records and the other 
centering on the works of Shakespeare that can -be- heard. in- the} 
grooves. Upcoming topics: will ‘be on ‘kidisks,. jazz ‘and pops. 

AS ‘special ‘single,. featuring - personal ‘niessages from various ‘disk ! : 
-artists, is being prepared | by the Country Music Assui., ‘to promote ‘the } 
first National Country Music Week; set-to. run Oct..29-Nov. 4. The, 
disk -will go to disk jocks across the country :for’ playing. as. public’ 
“service spots. Among the waxers who. will ‘record their greetings will. 
‘be. Faron Young, Webb ‘Pierce, Minnie Pearl,’ ‘Roy’ Drusky, George- 
Hamilton IV, Brenda. Lee and Fertin. Husky. : 

Irate Ruth Wallis Raps Aussie Ban On 

_By ERIC GORRICK 

{Kruger Heading t to US: 

ithe lyrics, and. 

For Ember Distrib Talks 
‘London, Sept. ‘26. 

Ember . “Records boss, Jéffrey 
Kruger, files to New: York on Oct. |. 
2 to confab with 20th-Fox Records, |. 
King Records, Rondo Records and 4 
‘the. Commodore: label over U.K. 
outlet deals. 

- Kruger hopes to- -boost his indie 
label with. some U.S. signings in 
both the. jazz and. pop fields.’ 

‘Sound of Music’ 
Gold Disk Swap! 

Goddard: Lieberson, president of 
Columbia: Reeords, Richard ‘Rodg- 
-érs and Mary Martin. played a ver- 
| sion of: “musical chairs” with gold 
{disks at a luncheon at New. York's 
{21 C Club last week.to celebrate the 

000,000th. sale of the original 
Broadway cast album. of “Sound of 
| Music.”. 

Lieberson: presented the gold. 
disks to Rodgers, who wrote the 

;show’s music, Mrs. Oscar -Ham- 
‘merstein, whose late’ husband wrote 

Miss Martin, who. 
stars. in the tuner. Rodgers passed 

| his disk on to Dr. Harold Spivacke,. 
‘\musie - director of the Library of 

Congress, along with the annotnce- 
ment that. all his manuscripts, | 

‘1 which: had been compiled by his: 
wife, Dorothy, would: also be do- 

Her I Disks—My Songs Aren't Dirty | 
nated to the Library.  ; ‘Z 

Miss Martin, who, on acceptance 
| of the gold disk, said that this was 
-|something she’ h 

. | Presley always. got, 
heard Elvis 

‘and that she 

Investors, Map | 
“British Disk Best Sellers 

‘London, Sept. 26. 
Jehnny Remember Me. Leyton 
(Top Rank) 

' Wild In Country .. Presley 
(RCA) 

Kon Tiki ........... Shadows 
. (Columbia) 
You Don’t Knew .....Shapiro 

(Columbia) 
Reach for the Stars ...Bassey 

(Columbia) 
Michael ...‘..... Highwaymen 
(HM) , 

Jealousy seeseseveceses FUry , 
_ {Decea)} 
Get Lost... ssccsocceees Kane 

(Pye) 
Cupid .7¢ poe eeceeeeetes . Cooke 

(RC 

Cincy AFM Locals 
Fight State Rap 

Cincinnati, Sept. 26. 
Two Cincinnati locals of the 

‘American Federation of Musicians 
i denied racial discrimination 
| charges in protesting the right of 

Of Segregation 
‘|pop and chanson singers Chiemi 

Sydney, Sept. 26." 
Australia’ 8 prim attitude. toward 

modern themes and thoughts were 
sharply . challenged last: week by. 
American ‘singer Ruth. Wallis: 

“Here for’a. string of concert dates 
“under . the: ‘banner’ of the. Aztec: 
Organization, | .the. 
warbler said upon. her arrival that 
she. would ‘prove to. local censors 
that -her material..was not over- 
blue. Moreover, she wanted’ the 
ban on her disks lifted pronto. ° 

Miss. Wallis told newsmen. at the 
. ‘airport that. Australia. was. the only: 
‘country where Her records were. 
banned and that she Intended. hit-. 
“ting hard in the right spots until 
the taboo. was nixed.. 
definitely nothing obscene or, 5a- 
_Yacious about any .of my songs 
which I write as well as sing. I'll 
‘fight this -ridiculous ban to the] 
‘very. limit,” . she: said. 

‘There was. quite a stir “when: 
Customs ‘officials searched ‘the 
vocalist’s ‘baggage, seized 18 LPs 

‘risque — ‘tune |. 

“There is’ 

“| Nat Korn Named. G M. 
Of MPHC Standard Dept. 

‘Nat. Korn: has been -set as gen-' 
eral manager: of. the standard &- 
educational department at Music 
Publishers Holding Corp. 
.Korn started with: the .company 

as: a salesman in. 1944 and he has. 
been assistant sales manager. in. 
as of the eastern. division since: 

New Outfit Plans 
Touring Showcase] 
For Campus Beat 
On the theory that today’s 

‘college talent will, at. least in part, 
be tomorroW’s professional -enter- | 
tainment, a new. collegiate organi- 

1“Yowre not getting gold records,” 

4a “bow.” 

was passing it on to Leland Hay- {the Ohio Civil Rights Commission 
ward, one of -the co-producers: of | to initiate the public hearing held | 
the show, because “he’s never. had | here last week to bring about their 
oné and he wants one.”. Mrs. Ham- merger. 
merstein, by the way, who was/ Ben Getler, attorney for Local 
visibly touched. by. the earlier |1, embracing 1,100 white members, 
salutes to her husband ‘could offer | ‘testified that it fs open to all musi- 
nothing more than.a quiet “Thank | cians, regardless of race, and had 
you.” . 10 fiered - to merge with Local 814, 
The musical’s librettists, Howard ‘which has 102 Negro and five 

Lindsay and. Russel Crouse, ‘ white. members. 

weren't overlooked .by. Lieberson.|- Eugene Frey, president of Local 
1, said its dues and initiation fees 

Lieberson said, “but you can take ‘are higher than in Local 814, and 

has more benefits. He testified that 
During his bow, Lindsay ‘com-' no Negroes have applied for mem- 

‘mented on the field of “recordiza- ! . bership'in Local 1 since 1958 when 
tion.” He was. amazed at the ca-'s clause barring theme was re- 

7 Japan’s King Records to Woo 0’Seas 
More Sales Abroad 

By DAVE JAMPEL 

Tokyo, Sept. 26. 
Since he took over as prez in 

June, Kazumitsu Machijiri has been 
revitalizing the King Record Ca.,, 
one of Japan's majors. Among his 
first moves was to cut away 
bureaucracy by establishing a sys- 

‘+tem whereby company policy will 
be decided by a board of four direc- 
tors, of which he is one. 

Plans at King call for a new 
$1,250,000 building by the end of 

jnmext year. It will house a plant as 
well as offices. 

King is also studying the pos- 
‘Fasibilities of inviting foreign invest- 
ment (a la the Capitol purchase of 
Toshiba stock), of establishing a 
publishing house and of producing 
prerecorded tape. Now, in addi- 
tion to making commercial disks, 
King, of Nippon’s two major disk- 
eries not attached to an electrical 
appliance firm (the other {is Téichi- 
ku), makes fiarmonicas and mag in- 
sert records. . 

Machijiri'’s major project at the 
moment, he told Vartery, fs to 
build up King’s export market to 
yleld a monthiy income of $55,000. 
He figures this is possible with 
such names on the King roster as 

Eri, Peggy Hayama, Misao Naka- 
hara, Yoshiko Ishii, Hideo ‘Koh, 
The Peanuts, Masaaki Hirao and 
the Dark Ducks, many of Nippon’s 
top jazz units and the NHK Symph. 

Previous Exports Small 
In the past, King’s exports have 

been limited to Japanese communi- 
ties in Hawaii, L. A. and Brazil, 
U. S. military exchanges on 
Okinawa and Korea and some gen- 
eral markets in Hong Kong and 
Canada. 
Two experiments give Machijirt 

encouragement that King's exports 
can be expanded. The first came 
four years ago when King exported 
globally through London Decca its 
“Midnight in Tokyo” LP, one of a 
series reflecfing the city’s pop and 
jazz night music. This sold 4,000 
copies. 

Last year King put together five 
LP sides representing various 

pacity of. performers, who, after | moved from the constitution. 
weeks of arduous work on the road John Hoskins, assistant state at- 

and the ‘tension of an. opening -0n | torney general, representing the | aspects of traditional music—from 
Broadway, can come into a..“'re- | eommission, said complaints Kabuki, Nagauta and Gapaku to 
cording bureau” the next Sunday against. the two locals were based : swing versions of folk songs—in & 

arid. perform for an original: cast! ,on the’fact that it is unlawful for |package called “Japan’s Musical 
album. “It is,” he said,. “gallantry 'any labor organization to limit| Artistry” and marketed here for 
of the first. order. i membership on the basis of race }| about $28. This set, geared for for- 

or color. ‘Both locals had violated , , cigners, nearly sold out during the 
the: law. Hoskins stated, by follow-!Rotary International convention ‘and questioned jer: for. an hour.. Josh White and Family, 
ing a practice’ of segregating mem- | this spring and is now in a second ‘Very upset, Miss Wallis. asked, 

-“How. can ‘they ‘ban my ‘ records 
when they ~ haven’ t even . ‘heard 

‘}puses by‘ the end. of..the- ‘year. them?” 

A Customs spokesman ‘later. said. 
Miss Wallis’... recordings. were 
‘under review and. following exam- 
ination would probably .be re-} 
turned to: her within 48. hours. : 

Aussie’ radio stations have had. the } 
Wallis: plotters on. ice for a long 
‘span,. and. they are unobtainable 
in: lecal music . stores because of 

- the’ governmental nix... However, 
the .disks have ‘been. available in 
‘undercover spots at a high’ price | 
‘and no questions asked. 

‘Her Aussie tour began. last. ‘week 
- at- Sydney ‘Town Hall, Appearing 

with her are-Arthur Walsh, Chet- 
ney Clark and Darryl Stewart. Top 
for the concerts. is. $3. 
In an editorial. on the: Wallis 

pan, the’ Sydney Daily: Telegraph: 
said in’ part: “Once: again our re- 
pressive‘ and maladroit methods 
of censorship ‘have . ‘made us. look’ 

’ foolish before the whole world . . 
‘Miss Wallis’ songs would be. nean- 
ingless to the. innocent; the puri-° 
-¢anical have the. inalienable right 
to‘ stay: away; the rest: of us: can. 
surely be trusted to choose for our- 
selves.” a 

MGM Gets injunction 
Ws. Indie J. W. Disk! 

Los Angeles, Sept.: 26. 
Metro’ claimed. exclusive rights: 

to all records made ‘by Jonathan 
Winters, in petition: for an- injunc-| 
‘tion ‘granted by. Superior. Judge 
Philbrick’ McCoy. which bans « dis- 
tribution of. the record, “A Collec~ 
tor’s Item of J.W.” |: 
Defendants were Milton “Phone. 

Records Co., Golden..Hits Distribu- }'- 
tion Co. and Rainbo Record. Manu- 

..: facturing. Co., all of. whom consent- 
ed to injunction. ‘MGM owns Verve 

. Records which. has. Winters dinder. 
J tions: sing . college: talent. _ 

inom ewan 5 - ee wat a a> oem ‘at 
Roniract. 

-vancement of College Arts & Sci- 

{t talent. to: play the dates. 

; other hands and the organization j{. 

zation has been formed to promote; ‘ 
college ‘performers with chapters. 
expected. to reach 100 college cam- Plas Jazz, Pull $3,120 | 
It’s called the Society . for ‘the Ad-}. - In Town Hall Concert: 

: Josh White, one of the inde- 
ences and. is - incorporated aS A. _structibles in the folk-blues field, ' 
‘non-profit setup. - was. at Town Hall last Saturday - 

_ Headed ‘by . Stephen’ Pearl and | {(23) for a concert which also fea-° 
Alan . Chartock, the - Society's: aim ' ‘tured the efforts.of Josh White Jr. 
Lis to tour various talented-campus:and his daughter- Beverly .Saun-. 
-performerg .around the -.collegesi ders, The effort had the additional 
and. college .towns of. the U.S.‘aid of a jazz combo, provided by 
Dates will- be. on- weekends SO as. Mercury Records which taped the j 

not to’ conflict’ with studies‘ and sessidn. At a$4.60 top, the outing 
the: chapters. of the. society .on the. .frossed $3,120, representing two-. 
various eampuses will suggest the , rthirds capacity "for the 1,498 seater. 

7 {’ Since. sustaining a heart attack 
“Presently, . the. Society “is. con- recently, White hasn't been. as ac-. 

centrating on folk talent as fhe “tive as in the past but his p -rform-- 
folk fever: seems. strongest of a y™ ; ance. was as’ solid ‘as ever as he. 

on the campuses. these days... Fhe “ran ‘through his sizable repertoire . 
group will present. a folk concert of folk ‘ oriented .blues~ material.’ 
featuring student performers from.“The overall effect of the presenta-; 
seven ‘schools at.-the 2,200-seat! tion - was that of :a half eoncert, 
Hunter College Auditorium during ‘ half jam. session. White's well-de- 
the. Thanksgiving holiday’ period, fned-and carefully constructed ar- 
this year. Folksinger Oscar Brand‘ rangements' contrasted ‘with the. 

~| will emceé ‘the show. Top is $2. 50." ‘improvised work of the. -combo j 
Similar. concerts | are being; which was at times’ effective and 

plannéd for other key- cities later! at other times needless. White did 
this year and: next ‘year, in addi-'a fine: job-of cueing in the unre-| 
tion to ‘the college dates. Outings ‘hearsed musieians and worked his 
in Boston: and ‘Washington ‘are cur-.’ guitar - into the ‘musical patterns | 
rently under consideration... Tickets.: nicely. 
for. the concerts are.:sold through | ‘Josh White Jr.fs a personable 

““Ithe college chapters of thé org” lad. whose styling is more in the 
{and all. the performers are paid pop groove. than folk. He did 
‘some salary. for their efforts, Name .“‘Rise and Shine’ and “Pastures. 
people. like Brand. Bet their going: of Plenty”-for nice mitts from the - 
rate of course. -|: : ‘audience and dueted. well. with: 
The: plan:is for ‘the ‘Society. to! White. Sr. on “Blirid Man Stood On’ 

function-.much as a fraternity or ‘the Road and Cried. *” Miss Saun-- 
! other college - organization. ‘works. i iders: handled herself well in the: 
‘When...the: two present. leaders‘ jazz blues’. ‘manner, Her “House ; 
‘graduate their. respective schools, of the Rising | Sun” was a real ; 
the leadership will pass on. to: ‘crowd pleaser. . 

By the end of the evening it was 
| will. continue to function and it’s ' a@ real family affair with the trio- 
‘hoped expand. . 4doing.“Bon Bons, Chocolate and 

In addition to. the concert artiv-j Chewing Gum” in lively ‘fashion ‘ 
ities, the: group is also planning! and’a comic turn on. “Green ‘Grass : 
‘a syndicated. radio program to be;Grew .All. Around.” They. ‘are a. 
produced by the. college chapters, talented family. all. 
for the various campus radio ‘sta-| Troubadowr. - ‘Productions - pre 

{sented the outing... aoc 

iberships with the result “that em-: 
! ployment conditions have been af- 
: fected, especially for Negro musi-! 
‘ cians.” 
i Alexander Baker, president of 
; Loca! 814, said during a recess; 
“We'll dissolve before we merge. : 

. The white-Negro proportion would 
be 11- “1. and we would lose our 
voice.” 
,Commission chairman Richard : 

E. Guggenheim, who attended the ; 
hearing, ‘said it was intended to; 

' set the stage for a historic show- | 
down ona problem that has con- 
fronted the commission for two 
years. Other Ohio cities with | 

- segregated locals of the AFM, said 
_ Guggenheim, are Cleveland, Col- 
umbus, Toledo,’ Dayton and 
‘Youngstown, and in each the Ne- 
“gro local has refused to merge 
-with its counterpart. 

_ Roscoe L. Barrow, dean of U. of 
‘Cinciinati Law School, who con- 
‘ducted the hearing, will report his 
_findings | to the commission. 

‘Command? s Varied Deals 
For Overseas Distribution 
Command Records, an Am-Par 

subsid, has set several deals with 
foreign diskeries for the sale of 
its product overseas. In each case, 
Command provides the masters, 
and the foreign company presses 
‘its own disks, labels and jackets. 
Tn some instances the platters will : 

‘be distributed under: the foreign | 
firms’ own Iabel,: in. others 
association with Command. 

‘Deals have been set with Lon- 
-don. Records in England, Fonit- 
Cetra in Haly, Deutsche Gramma- | 
‘phon. in Germany, .Sparton of 
Canada in -Canada; Trutone of 
‘ Afri¢a in: Africa, ‘Pathe Marconi 
in France, King Records in Japan, 
-Colonial. Trading Co. in Hong 
Kong, Belter Ltd. in Spain, Festival 
| Records in Australia and New 

« b@ealand 3 and Peerless of Mexico, 

‘ pressing. 
| With these examples, King ex- 
pécts to ask ABC-Paramonnt to 

i handle its foreign distrib (and pos- 
sibly also to invest in the company), 

‘ drawing from its extensive library 
‘as well as from new material. One 
iof Machijiri’s ideas is a record of 
| fol 1k drums from rural areas. 
{ King was laynched in 1930 hy the 
 Kodansha ‘Publishing Co. and re- 
;Mains Japan’s only record company 
under the segis of a publisher. Be- 
sides marketing its own records in 
ly apan, King distributes for the Am- 
1 Par, London Decca,. Telefunken, 
Westminster, Command, Grand 
Award, Impulse and Vanguard for- 
eign labels. 

Bestselling Imports 
King's biggest sellers this vear 

'from the import lists have been ‘ 
|“Swan Lake” (London Decca), 
Caterina Valenti singing ‘“Pas- 
sion Flower” tTelefunken’ and 
“My Home Town” with Paul Anka 
(Am-Par). 

Machijiri regards 50,000 sales for 
{a single and over 10.000 for an 
LP as a hit, both on domestie and 
foreign labels. King’s top earners 
this year in the singles field heve 
been “Otomi-san.” sung by Hachiro 
Kasuga with 800.000 sales: ““Kojyo” 
with a vocal by Michiya Mihashi In 
the 250.000 class, and “Night Song 
of Kitagami” sung by the Dark 

{Ducks quartet. selling ever 170.000. 
Prices for records in Japan run 

' from 83c. to 97c. for a single: from 
' $1.67 to $1.94 for an EP; from $2.22 
lio $4.17 for a 10-inch LP: from 

‘in } $4.17 to $5.28 for a 12-inch LP; 
and from $5.56 to $6.95 for a stereo 
LP, with the classics generally at 
the high end of the scales. 

Explaining what appears to be 
high prices compared with U. 
markets, Machijiri said, “Duing 
the war, most of the reeord fac- 
tories were burned down. They 
were rebuilt at great cost. At that 
time, the people were struggling 

” Ito buy recon and eould not afford 
to buy records.” _ 

--@ Re te oe 



MUSIC. 56 

New York 
Stanley lis, professional man-: 

azor of B F. Wood, an affiliate of’ 
Sandra 

Fi-ming. Wedding is set for No-. 
. Composer Mort Lind- 

ty the Coast to arrange ard ute that label's output in Britain 
... U.S. sax star Sonny Stitt set! 

Mitts Mu-ie, anzaged to 

yomher 

$75 

eovdi the Harold Arlen-Yip Har- 

bere score of the animated pic, 
. Teny Wilson 

sopeorak manager of Astor 
Pictures’ nowly formed publishing 

.. George Russell has been 
s: ty bande national promotion. 

Buena Vista 
_ > aanist Richard ElWlasser week Birdhouse 

“Car Purr-ee” 
vt Se 

firs. 

f:- Walt Disney’s 

Tats 
Will He solnist in the world preem 

cone’rto for orzan and 
or-hestea with the Amarillo Sym- 
af his 

phi Orckestra Nov 7. 
Pete Seegar. ‘currently 

On the Upbeat 

at the 

Villaze Gite. leaves for a month's 

aera re ee ee; 

[ Publishers Assn. expects an. amic- 
rable settlement anytime now for 
the BBC ‘(Radio'—and band squab- 
ble over printed arrangements. ... 
Zodiac Record Organization final- 
ized its deal with Candid Records 
of New York to press and distrib- 

for a stand at London Ronnie Scott 
club early next year. And Scott 
will go for dates in the States. 

Chicago - 
Miles Davis quintet opens two- 

stint tonight 
‘Wed. Duke Ellington skedded 

‘following for’ a fortnight. Art 
Blakey's Jazz Messengers take over 
Birdhouse Oct. 25 for two weeks 

tour of Ep riind Oct. 14... Magel-... . Limeliters set’ for Oct. 3. con- 

lin Sounds aequired Echo Publish- Cert date at Orchestra Hall, Chi... 
irnz Corp... Randy Weston Quartet 
on a sevies of campus concerts in 

. . Landi. forth aft NY ard the midwest . 
Enterpris-s sponsoring a Neapoli- 

Gene Ammons, Dexter Gordon and 
Benny Green currently holding 

MecKies Disk Jockey 
Lounge, Chi, through Oct. 25... 

tan Songz Festival at the Brooklyn Dakota Staton at Shh Key Klub, 
A-ademvy of Music Oct. 12-13 .. Chi. through Oct. 5 
Ella Fitzgerald -into the Berkeley, Twins orch into Playboy Club, New 

en ity Theatre, Berkeley, Cal.. . 
Se ean Johnny Tillotson,'- - - Louis Armstrong down for U. 

‘signed Met of Oklahoma concert,.Oct. 24... 
Sept 30... 
Cadence disker, 
Shayne as his personal manager. _ 

Kaye to toot at the: Sammy 
R PI. Fieldhouse. Troy. N.Y., Oct. 
2t... Decea chirp Lonnie Satin. 
in rehearsal for “Kicks & Co.” 
. .. Dave Brubeck Quartet set for: 
eoneerts Jan. 26 in Orlando (Fla. 
Municlpal Aud., Jan. 27 in Tampa 
(Fla’ Municipal Aud. and Feb. 2 | 
in Town Hall, N.Y., all being pre- in the film, “The Jazz Man,” this. 
sented by Troudabour Prods. 

Fred Levi joined the Peter Pan.’ and Joseph Bove have formed their ; ™any 
Pirouette, Promenade Records org’ 
as southern district sales manager 

Orleans, Oct. 4 for indefinite stay 

‘Johnny (Scat) Davis into Empire 
Hotel, Detroit, for fortnight, Oct. 
:2..: Dave Brubeck quartet set for 
‘Kentucky State College concert, 

parts on European tour, Nov. 6.. 

Philadelphia 
; Lloyd Price slated to begin work 

i) 

tweek . .. Bookers Walt Davison 

own plattery—Causeway Records 
. .» The Red Hill Inn: roster: in- 

. .. Vinnie Monte, Jubilee singer, ‘ eludes Lambert, Hendricks & Ross, 
at the Boulevard, Queens, Friday : ot, 13-22: Gene Krupa, Oct. 6-8; 
(29'-Oct. I. 

London 
Sydney Grace. of the Grade Or-} 

diskers : US. fanization, says 

Les McCann, Nov. 17-19... . 
Chubby Checker plays El Rancho 
this week . . . Cavalcade of Jazz 
skedded for the Academy of Music 
for’ performances, Oct. 1; wi 

Fabian, Bobby Rydell and Connie ; & Ross, Maynard Ferguson orch; 
Franels will be flawn in to top the. Red Foxx, Art Farmer Benny Gol-! 
“Sunday Night At The London. son Jazztet, and -the Hal Corbin 

PaHadium” bill between now and 
the end of October . » « Music 

CONNIE 
FRANCIS 

Sings 

HOLLYWOOD 
(HE'S MY): 

DREAMBOAT 
K 13039 

FOR IRI IAI IIIA IIR IIIA IIIA IAA IIIS ASD IAAI SIA IAIA. 

“BILLY DANIELS and of course 

BENNY PAYNE 

MGM 

GHICAGO « MI 

wy OF THE: King Cole has a half interest in a 
WEE K , fighter, Gene Johns. 

. Sept. 22 and Continuing for FOUR Weeks 

TOWN AND COUNTRY CLUB, New York 

BOOKED EXCLUSIVELY BY 

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION 
JON GLASER, President 

743 FIFTH AVS.. NEW YORK 22, N.Y., PLAZA 9-4600 

t » HOLLYWOOD e LAS VEGAS « DALLAS « LONDON 

Trio. The Jaye Bros., after winding 
up at the 500 Club, Atlantie City, 
left for. Germany to -play Army 
clubs around Frankfort... . Nat 

Kansas City 
Sir Judson Smith set for the 

Bahia Cabana Hotel, Ft. Lauder- 
dale, Fla., 
three months : . . Tani. Jones heads 
for the Riviera, Dallas, Oct.. 1 

itor two weeks, following. her cur- 
{rent stand at Eddy’s ... Guy 
Marks opens at the Holiday House, 

Milwaukee, Oct. 5 for two weeks-: not automatically mean a fortune 

i FRANKIE: ERWIN’S SUIT” | 

Los Angeles, Sept: 26. _ 
Breach of contract. action against 

five defendants and 18 Does has 
been brought in Superior Court 
by singer Frankie Erwin, who asks 

| {for an accounting on sale of four 
' trecords in question. Suit names 

Imogene E. Fadely, doing biz as 
Tender Records; Dot Records Dis- 
tributing Corp., Dick Clark, Gone 
Recording Corp., and Original 
Sound Record Co. 

Platters include “You Cheated,” 
‘I“That’s the Way It’s Gona Be,” 

foo 

RECORDS 

‘lby H.-W. Pappy Daily, “recently-! 

for one-niter at same Chi club. Oct.| 
9. with Thelonious Monk quintet 

wee Copper | 

Frankfort. Ky., Oct. 6 Brubeck de-. New York's Hotel Warwick, Wood The pseudo-“top ten”. tunes. thus'. ( i do 
alerted the US. disk men-to the find themselves perpetuated and’ {ecloading, it does achieve one 

opening -Oct. 13 for} 

FOR DISK ACCOUNTING. t3'ca to, beat, this problem, by put; reverse on the opportunism which 

addressed, was Jounched a, J24 sonality deetay has taken the Dite| 

"|group’s chairman is ‘attorney Wal- 

Charles. Singers 
To Command; UA Tags }. 

Jones; Other Signings 
The Ray Charles Singers have 

‘signed with Command Records. 
‘Charles,, who is choral director of 
‘the -Perry Como tver, will do a 
‘minimum. of two platters for the t on 
‘label using a chorus of 16 voices. | a8ain. are muscling in’ on “either 
i . . the stupid or naive local station.” 
| This has to do with the chain 

reaction that comes from payola to 
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Continued from page 51 — 

worthy.” | | diskeries.: and colored show. big 
'-More heinous, say the shrewd |S0urces. ~~ SO 
music men, is thé repetition of how|, Attesting to the “Crow Jim” al- 

sic.. Their rosters are’ over. 90% 
Negro. ariists. Murray: Kaufman's 
recent Brooklyn Paramount r&r 

{the local distributors and’ dealers. ! weekend) wae oimece 1000 roles 
artists. Cuirent week's fling at 

They're the new key-men. -The 

the RKO Palace, on Broadway, is 

. UA: George Jones 
- George Jones. country and west- 
‘ern singer,-has inked with United’ 

- Artists. Records. . 1 was made: 7. ire. , Artists . Records. Deal wa distribs get “all sorts of deals” ana, 

Jnamed head of the. label's c&w! in turn, they “drop off. free box-! dominated: by headliner Ray 
-|division. Jones will cut his. first’ !0ads of records to the local stores, Charles,. his large colored’ arches- so that. when the local station asks | tra di 

what's gelling? or ‘what’s popu-| headliner Sarah 
ar?’ ey get a freeloaded: we ch he ee 

. : nas 1ong. since percolated to the 
‘Byrne. -Urbie. Green and Tony Mot-; pho Phony Chain Re acon this ae ot the | riaijor labels. 
a 4 . . - A Ly ae . ] — ; invlv:. ; <0 : i" 

tola have signed elt ontracts with is phony ‘because the record facturers knev it or eeneed it be Command, phey wi con inue 0. manufacturer, for all his enter- cne ) $ e~ 

but Command. has "the exclusive. prise, may ad fed 700.000 records ; lisher brings in'a master—it’s. no 
right to use their names on its of 8 chi ‘a and find he § given away’ longer just a casual demo but a: 

. i. 66 rtist ” aa Nee - 

disks, *. featured _ | “That's why,” said another mu-|4 top label, the first question ‘is 
; —— —— == sic. publisher, “your own charts will| Whether the artist is) white ‘or 

1 , ‘Disk Billi - | show. you thé nonexistence today | Colored. If it’s a Negro singer or 
~ Disks’ Billion $$. | 

Session with UA early in 1962. . Vaughan as sub- 
i . 
I - Tony Mottola 

Carl. ‘Doc! Severinson, Bobby 

| of labels which were to the fore aj Sroup there’ is evident a_ greater 

aor Jyear ago, and it'll be the same. aj Tisposition to “give it a listen.”. 
==umas Continued from page 1 mumame Year from now—the labels. you: N lt End Results ot 

oo - _ __- now see probably won't be |. No matter the ethnic orlgin of 
Scandinavia its share fs something | The end-resuit of this ae etlctal the artists, three things emerge: 

jlike 25° to-30°. 'pump-priming is that the “charts”| .1..The lack of aaventure and op- 
| “In addressing the first meeting have spurious entries in the “junk | Pottunity because of the “commit- 
‘of the International Record & Music hit parade,” as one veteran ; '€¢ method of radio station ex- 
“Musié Men's Club Jast week (21) at-2¢eJay terms it. 7 ‘| ploitation for new music: is stale- 
‘Music Men's Clu eek (21) at” The chain-reaction is invidious, | Mating same. foe 

disks Tepetitiously. plugged at the. ex-; end-result—the popularization . of, 
pense of what the legitimate music | Even ifthe singer | publishers feel aré@ “worthy” tunes, ! . ~- e singer or group gets 

fact that. American-made 
would probably have tough going. 

‘here on in. There is a tendency in! the opportunity, could become the :°’°",!¢ their management cuts in 
European countries, he said,’ Popular standard of the future. — {hich are ey ee rey mabliahed of 

‘to swing away to some extent from; view tt does to the music is ob-:! sheet music form), this sort:of ar- 
‘the American repertoire and to- rent LP vogue foe popuan eee tificial stimulation does help 
‘wards material of European origin. | ards is on, to live off the:back cata- row ene new acon aie eee 

:He noted that in the last couple! log. “But as any enterprising pub-| this finally comes: .. 
‘of years the biggest hits in some: lisher knows.” says Edward B,| 3 ‘This selfsame. arti 
; European countries have been cof: Marks professional mgr. Arnold! or she os nde inva ae 
arn as | ae4y t¢: Shaw, “we've got to constantly re-| created an: avdience, is among the jContinental origin — Edith Pat's‘ plenish and revitalize.” He, for | first to look up the “VARIETY Mun 
;“Milord"™ and an Italtan ‘recording! example, is one of the:many pub-| sie ‘Cavaleade”™ for. some ‘popular 

Gloria Lynne, Lambert, Hendricks’ (6 «yfarina.” | lishers who have been forced into| standard with which - to.. embark 
the record business, |" Om the English speaking: front, | 

f net “Some even have their : 
into smoother musical moods. 

‘Wood noted that the popularity of : 
American disks was ‘still high,|commercial labels,” —_ continues 
| especially in Great Britain. “How-|Shaw, “and have made a perforce| |. 
rever,” he said, “with the: spread ; Sideline into a flourishing auxiliary | 

‘of television viewing, and the | business. 

“Hitt " © . 
yay 

I have George Paxton’s 

| special forms of promotion which| Coed label in mind; in order to|- St 3 
it makes possible, coupled with the plug some songs, he thus developed pe > Te 
severe limitations on other forms|The Crests and Adam Wade, Pe. DOES YOUR 

>, CHEWING 6UM 
pF CLOSE ITS FLAVOR: 

» { Maitre Step “Bor 
ROCK-A-BYE YOUR BABY | 

(With A Dixle Moeledy) — 
. . dudy Garland—Capitol _ 
Aretha Franktin-—Celumbia. 

MILLS MUSIC, INC. | 
1619 Broadway § New York 19 | . 

of alr exposure make it less easy | #mong others.” Ce 
for American recordings to: get the| In Shaw's case, the Marks com- 
: surefire successes which could be|Pany makes its own masters—with 
‘depended upon a few years back.”; full AFM skills and fees—and selis 

“Wood explained that this wasn’t} ©™ to the majors, and thus hopes 
necessarily a dangerous trend but to stimulate an outlet for new 

; Marks tunes. Thus. Capitol: just he felt that American record man-! : 
‘took over Zabeth Wilde, a new- Jufacturers and publishers should: ou wh t “God Bless thel [ 

‘face up Squarely to.the fact’ that: Child. M rks , die Bless the} . 
fentry into the U.S. hit lists does ue, Barks Oldie . » Plus three | 

new tunes. 
.. Tate Proprietary Interest. 

from European’ markets. _ While this creates a proprietary 
Beat. Problem {interest in-the artists as. well as 

Some American companies have, stimulating the material, this is a 
“HEAR THIS! _ 

4 

language” recordings. RCA Victor! agers have cut themselves in -on- 
has done it successfully with Elvis: The legit publisher deplores it but 
Presley as has MGM with Connie | it’s no secret that many a new tune 

Francis: Other companies, too. are sees the artist muscling in on 25% 

;moving into ‘vernacular disks” for, of the royalties, meaning that the 
;foreign.country distribution but for ; 2c-per-disk royalty cuts down to(]- 
;the most part it has been tough'11ec, which the long established jf 
going against the natives. ' {publisher and writers then have 

_ Wood expects that the disk mar-;left to divide. . 
ket outside the U.S. will grow even|: Publishers don’t like this round- 
‘bigger_as the record club opera-: about approach of having to be- 
‘tions widen. The marketing of disksi'come talent peddlers to “land” 
through clubs has not yet reached | their songs. oo 
very sizeable proportions in Great Good-Bad Old Days . 

; Britain. The EMI outlet in France,{ The yen for the not-so-yester- 
t however, has recently stated a clwb| year disk jockey to come back in 
operation as a test. and so far. the| all his glory—and payola—reminds |. 

‘results have been very good. EMI’s;showmen of the theatreowners | 
;Scandinavian branches are starting | who now deplore divorcement,. 
ito follow suit, and. in other parts| Under the old system, when Holly- 
I of the world EMI is beginning a| wood also controlled. major thea- 
club: buildup. : ' Ttre outlets, it was a stimulus to 

| The organization, which Wood the praduction denaturing the per- 

rowen 
| FAMOUS MUSIC CORPORATION | 

HEADING FOR THE Top! 

BOBBY: DARIN" 
SINGS, 
“YOU-MUST HAVE BEEN. 

~ ABEAUTIFUL BABY" 
ATCO #6206 

MUSIC PUBLISHERS 
skeluoli\iemmaeli-lel-)-tatel™ 

| Record Men’s. Club. -An unusually OO aradon ie the recent manifes- 
: large response from the publishing] Unne ” 

jend of the musle business sparked | Geseription of Jimerowism, ta the | 
the change to the International! Fusic business. 2 ee 
Record & Music Men's Club. The The Negro “disk jockey today 

ys ‘alone has the freedom to pick and 
ter Hofer and Sidney Shemiel, of| plug the platters which his former 
United. Artists Records is vice-| ofay confreres once enjoyed. if 
chairman. Norman Weiser, veepee| The influence of the Negro- 
in charge of advertising and pub-j groups and singers on sales, per- 
licity for United Artists Records,| sonal appearances, and the. like, 

{4s handling publicity for the group.|has percolated to the kids. The |. 
| The.-IRRMMC plans to hold| mass Americana teeners dig the 

| meetings. at least five times a year|more hip approach of the colored 
to cover all aspects of this growing| artists. Even their everyday lan- 
global’ market, - guage today is punctuated with hip. 

$ 

Dictionary published In 1952. We 
will’ pay $5 fer ony: copy In geod 
eendition.. Please contact R. F, 

 Ave., M.Y.C. ( MUrrey ‘Hill 8-8800). 

+See eee 

whether this or that ‘hew record {s phrases: born: strictly of mausiéians, | 

the independent ‘diskeries once | !eéation is.a reprise of the current new labels specializing in r&r mu-. 

fore then. But now when.a pub-- 

full-blown musical production—to- 

2. However,: the giveaway. and 

in the global sweepstakes from the type of song which, if ‘giveni? short count.on the actual payoff; 

5 . 
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Chicago, Sept. 26_ 

The Illinois State’s Attorney has 
asked a grand jury for true. bills 
against the manager and four strip- 

‘i pers at The Frolics in Cicero, Ml, 
-..§n-am apparent attempt to override : 

the dismissal of ‘similar charges |. 
against a neighboring peelery by 

.. the local justice of the peace. . 
State’s: Attorney Daniel ‘Ward’s 

., action resulted from a decision by 
“Justice Eugene White that perfor- 
‘Taances by women at the Magic 
‘Lounge were “exotic, 
‘Jewd.”: Church groups, ‘which had 
4nitiated the police raids on both 
clubs; violently condemned the dis- 
missal of the charges. 

‘parently unhappy with the munici- 
pal-level justice and is. going’ to. 
take both cases of their bailiwick. 

Last ‘Epidermis - Mecca 
Cicero; a village adjacent ‘to the 

“west side. of Chicago, is the sole | 
remaining outpost: of . everything- 

goes peeling in the greater. metro- 
‘politan. area since a. crackdown 
gome years ago on Calumet City, | 
Ill., once the area epidermis mecca. 
The two clubs ‘currently under fire |: 
are among a half-dozen in.a two 
‘block area on Cermak Road just |” 
over the Chicago city limits. 

Calumet City apparently turned 
to gambling after the demise of the |. 

-. skin shows, and most of .the raids }. 
in recent months have been” aimed | 
at’ bookie operations. The down- 
fall of the:strip joints in “Cal City’ 
had been portended for over two | 

yar by pressure by civic groups, | 
Ww. as largely precipitated by the 

death of a Chicago executive from 
an overdose of chloral hydrate re- 

received in the form of a 
EMickey Finn” in one of the clube 
-there. Since that. time harassment 
by. sheriffs and state’s attorney's. 
police has been almost continuous 
and. the hoodlums have reportedly 
switched from girls to gambling. - 
Although ‘State’s Attorney. Ward 

has ‘never. directly criticized ‘the |: 
local magistrate’s decisions on the the 
‘girls and gambling raids in: Calu- | 
met City. and. Cicero, it’s obvious 
that he’s unhappy. with the fre-. 
quent dismissals of charges and is 
going to.make a regular practice of | 
taking them before the grand jury. 

LANIN AGENCY TO BOOK 
GRACE LINE ACTS, BANDS 
‘The Howard Lanin. Agency . has 

been named booker of the Grace 
Lines. The. agency will | at first slot 
orchestras. on the S.S.-Santa Paula 
and the S.S. 
pected: that: they will. go in for 
shows starting . ‘with their Decem-_ 
ber cruises... 
With the. Grace ‘Line's giving the 

booking . contract to ‘the Lanin 
Agency, the N.Y. area -has ‘three . 
offices. booking major cruise ships. 
The James J, Grady Enterprises cunteered’ their. services, 

‘directing the film. Frankie Laine,. 
“gets .the talent on the Home Line 
cruises, while the WOR Artists. Bu- 
reau under Ephraim — Abramson, 
sets cruises for the Holland-Ameri- 
ean, Zim. and other shipping lines. . 

-SEMON. PAIR’S Own SHINGLE. 

| Former: Veeps. of RCAC. Wilt Fune- 
tion in N.Y.. Concert Booking 

‘Eric. Semon Associates has been 
set up in Manhattan to handle 

~~ goncert talent: as auxiliary to the 
‘Freidberg Management. Principals 
are Gerard and’ Mariane Semon, 
both of whom held yicepresiden- 
tial status..at the National Con- 

the . * Marks . ‘Levine and Luben| 
Vichey regimes. (The name of, new 
management ~ honors Gerard's 
father, now deceased, a European 

- concert, impresario, for whom Mrs. 
‘Semon once worked.). 

‘During ‘recent years the. pair 
handled the following NCAC tal-| 
-ent: Birgit Nilsson, Marais & Mir- |- 
anda, Vienna - Philharmonic, Inge 
Borgh,. et al.. - 

_- -XHchey recently sold NCAC and 
“Its - ‘Gommunity ¢ Concerts, 

Wednesday, September 27, 1961. 

but: not. 

As a result |. 
of the brouhaha, White disqualified: 
Himself in the case against The. 
Frolics and turned it over ‘to. the | 
police magistrate . in ‘next-door : 
Summit, Ill. However, Ward is ap 

‘Santa Rosa. It’s ex-— 

” ht Con cane Peder 
Playboy Mag Leases 

Chi Chez Paree Bidg. 
Chicago, . Sept. 26. 

‘Playboy: Magazine has taken over 
'-{the building. that once. housed. the 

| Chez Paree, longtime class. nitery | 
in Chi. The magazine, its sister 
publication Show Business’ Tius- 
trated, and Playboy Clubs Inter- 
‘national riow occupy. part or. all 
of ‘seven buildings here. The Tease. 
on the Chez Paree building is for | 
five years. 

have’.been numerous attempts to 
take: advantage of its name and 
Yocation by opening. another club 
or a. theatre on, the’ spot, but none 
was followed: through. Lease is 
for the entire structure... However, 
the: first floor, currently. occupied 
by Ansco Film, will not be taken 
over by Playboy. until January, 1 

dnicht Benefits 
As Hoblitzelle’s 

Dallas, Sept. 26. 

caused heavy 
Texas coastal. area. 
tion: companies’ donated  first-run 
feature films, . and theatre em- 

“ damage along . the 

-ployees: contributed their services, 
‘so that all proceeds would be net): 
to the hurricane: victims. 

Interstate’s flagship house here, 
‘Majestic, showed Allied Art- 

Int’l's ‘The Pit and the Pendulium” 

prexy Karl. Hobliteelle sent ail pro- 
‘ceeds Monday. (25) to Texas Gov.. 
Price Daniel. 

am ™ Hoblitzelle : expressed the hope 

Live Talent Helping, Teo. 

stars of .the’ feature film, “State 

Fox at the ‘Texas State Fairgrounds 
here. 

Performing will be Pat. Boone, 
Alice ’. Faye, -Ann-Margret,. ._ Tom. 
Ewell, Bobby Darin, Pamela Tiffin 
and .Jose Ferrer, all of whom. vol- 

‘Ferrer is 

now singing. at the Statler-Hilton | 
| Hotel,’ will ‘join volunteers for the 
show, as will. Ukle- 
edian-pianist - at: ‘the 

_ Club. 

Sherin,. -com- 

Benfeit, sponsored by. the Dallas-]. 
Times Herald, is- being | coordinated 
‘by Tom Hughes, managing ‘director | 

-| of: the local State Fair Musicals, 
| Tickets are:scaled to-$4 top. . Funds | 

‘will be turned over to the United 
Furd Disaster Relief Fund to ad- 

coastal areas. 

Geveviere’ s. ‘$A. Wk Tour 
certs. &. Artists Corp under both |- 

«Genevieve ‘will take to theatres 
‘on an. eight-a-week. basis starting 
at. Her’ Majesty’s, Montreal, .Jan. 
8. Presentation. -will . be. labeled 
“Genevieve With Love.”.” With the 
exception of the two boys current- 

{ ly: in_her act, the rest of the cast 
is still to be. selected. - 

up. more such datés for her. She 
| has .gleaned theatre ‘experience on 
‘the tent circuit daring the sun- 

_ dinér: 

dthing, it’s. 

Hurricane Aid| 
all exhibition houses in the 24-.| 

city chain of Interstate Circuit and |: 
Texas Consolidated. Theatres gave i 
a special: midnight. benefit show {*! 

Saturday (23) to aid the victims of |* 
‘Hurricane ‘Caria, . which ‘recently 

‘Fitm distribu-. 

tas Basin St. 

with all seats $1 each. Interstate 

A mammoth.-benefit. show for | 
the victims. of Hurricane Carla will |: 

ibe given: Oct. 1 in the 4,200-seat 
State. Fair Musie Hall by: all the 

Fair,” now being filmed. by 20th-" 

jand is. 

University 

minister to stricken families in. the . 

. William. Morris Agency: 4s lining. 

faces ‘to note that Jate audiences 

may be coming back. At this point, 

jhowever, they are attending, main- 

ly, the intimate rooms, but there 

is hope that they may be returning at the Central Canada Exhibition 
iby © the Ottawa Shrine club has to the ‘larger spots as well. 

The’ composition’ of the late. 

erally. after-theatre. crowds, 
there is an increasing trend 

rooms have policies geared ‘to 

ing intimate revues, and. the! 
lounges where one can sit over. a 
‘drink or. two. without hitting a 
steep minimum.. 

All this is causing: a further study ' 
on fhe status of the late business |: 
‘absence of which has forced somé'| 

J of the larger spots to fold. For one. 
been noted that the 

tafes catering to the family trade 
Jget very little of: the stayups: Po-}: 
licé regulations against mixing is 
one that has not only discouraged 
{the late: business in many. areas, | 
but has. caused” the virtual disap- 
pearance of: chorus lines from the |. 
cafe scene in many cities. 

ability te go inte new directions 

to ‘entice 2 more _adventuresome 

of the attractions ef these spots. 

discovered that if's: getting the late 
biz. There have been some shows 
which had crowds lined up on. the 
sidewalk, after. midnight waiting to 
‘get into the latter spot. 

rs of 2 couple of decades 
azo, and the black market money- 
men. The~spen today’. 4 

der ‘ds of 2 | Denses, there woul be no cut for} 
_ {Theatre Authority, which takes as 

| high as 15% of the gross for per- 
 mitting performers 

for only a few: ‘of the. entertainers 

a former era. The new entertain- 
ment seeker is likely to dress and 

seeking the “smarter” entertain- 
ments not available on television, 

able and willing 
to pay. fair price for it all. 

3 US. Producers Prep 
“Copacabana Revue’ For 

Chicago, Sept. 26. 

' Bob Vincent, prexy of Mutual 
Entertainment Agency, who joined 
‘with producers Sonia Shaw andj 
‘Bob Hitchcock in putting the. Las. 
-Vegas-produced. “A: La Carte” re 

-[vue: on the smailtown circuit.. is } 
working. with them on.a new road. = 
destined show, “Copacabana Re- 
vue.” — 

‘Brazil: 

The Rio ‘club has recently been 
leased by Midas. ine., U.S: muffler 
manufacturer ‘and. service chain, 
as a South. American - investment 
venture... 

“Copacabana -Revue,” 

for .its.U.S.. debut in November. 
“A La Carte” is eurrently at the 
Elmwood Casino in Windsor, ‘Ont. 

LNG CUM 
The fall: season is causing boni- | 

crowds have differed ‘greatly. ‘The: ‘CCE 

more mature members are gen- | the Shriners. Raffle tickets sold 

butifor $1 during the exhibition last 
to- : mon 

jward attendance by:youngsters. As day Aus per drawn on closing 

ter of of t 1- 
In the slightly ‘more than a year 2 mat er of fact, most of the small- | 

since the Chez Paree expired th ere ‘the 

‘The intime rooms, because of its. ; 

talentwise and eschew existing en-. 
jtertaining. -patterms, have been able 

controversial. jazrsters, offer only 
a few of the varieties. availabie to 
the late entertainment seeker. The 
hour at’ which..shows ‘start, gen- 
erally.after 10 pm. is -itself. one | (Dean 

The uptown intimeries,. as well 
have similarly |. 

bull market, and who will only go’ 

and-formats bequeathed to him from‘! Fats ‘Domino Tees Off 

act like the: Madison Avenueites. a 

Oct. 16 Brazilian Preem! 

‘Tt: opens Oct. 16 at: the 
Copacabana Club, Rio. de Janiero, 

“Tax for Shows 

256 CCE ‘Giveaway 
Cues Lottery Charge 

Ottawa, Sept. 26. 
‘Giveaway of 25,000 silver dollars 

brought two charges of illegaily 
:conducting a lottery against the 

If city police make the charges 
stick, the prize money could be 

younger trade, They comprise d 
the jazz spots, the. niteries featur- or ered confiscated which would 

‘deprive 22-year-old. Franklin Mc- 
: Gregor. of nearby Carleton Place 
‘ of a. $25,000 windfall. However, 

US. next summer, proceeds 
to charities. It is anticpated that 
‘the singer can gross over $1,000,000 

{in these dates. 
The inspiration. for ihe ‘project 

was Sinatra’s recent date in Mex- 
ice City for a charitable organiz:- 
tion. How the proceeds are to be’ 
distributed has still to be worked ; 
out. 

Whether the Sinatra tour would 

SRO crowd at a park such as New di 
‘York’s. Yankee Stadium, which 
with field seats can handle neariy |: 
100,000, could bring in at least 
$400,000. Even if the events were 
transferred indoors to a spot such 
as Madison Square . 

With such a setup and Sinatra} 
paying the performers out of ex- 

to perform 
gratis. 

Tex, Prison Rodeo Shows 
-Huntville, Tex., Sept. 26 

Fats Domino ‘will star in the first 
performance of the 30th annual 
Prison. Redeo, which starts Oct. 1 
at the Huntsville Prison Rodeo 
arena. The rodeo will be held for 
five consecutive Sundays through 

1 Oct.. 29. 
Rex Allen, will head: the Oct. 8 

performance, Ernest Tubb & the 
Texas Troubadors will be seen at 
the Oct. 17 show; U. S. Bands, 
young singer, will be here for the 
Oct. 22. redeo; and Chuck Connors, 
star of the “Rifleman” tv series, 
will be at the Oct. 29 show. 

Draper on Dayton Roster 
Dayton, Sept. 26. 

” Dayton Philharmonic Orchestra, 
conducted by Paul Katz, is offering 
a ‘series of seven concerts for the 
1961-62 season, scaled from $25 
‘to $8 for the series. 

Joel Rosen,. pianist, opens the 
series as guest star on Oct. 17, 
followed by Gina Bachauer, an- |: 
other pianist, on Nov. 15; Fran- 

7 cescatti, violinist, Dec. 7; Paul 
with a. 

cast of~ 43 Brazilian dancers and | 
Singers, is expected to be ready. 

Draper, tap dancer, Jan. 31: Hana 
Vered, pianist, Feb. 28; and Night 
of Opera, starring. young opera 
singers, March 21, while a purely 
orchestra program is planned for 
April 25. . 

association and one against | 

7 
‘Frank Sinatra plans to play a 

dozen. ballparks throughout the 

\three summers the 1: 

” Nitery operators throughout the 
country will be waiting hopefully 
the outcome of two court cases 

which may determine whether 
they will be spared paying the 
Goverment niillions ef dollars an- 

o F f i F i i R ‘ z if iy f | 
: ut : : nae 

TB 
3 : F E F 

tf 
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ian | MPLS. AQUATENNIAL 
$2,041 IN BLACK 
Minneapolis, Sept. 26. 

Minneapolis Aquatennial netted 
$2,041 this year, first ti in past 

» mide . 
summer festival has wound up in 
the black. It was the 13th time in 
23 years the annual celebration has 

’;shown a profit. 

Net gain was realized . 
fact that the Adquatennial’s two 
parades, “Aqua Follies” and “Aqua 
Coronation,” only events for which 
admish is charged, finished $20,- 
000 below budget estimates and 
grossed seven percent less less than 
last year. 

Deficit was offset by curtail- 
ment of expenditures and admini- 
stration costs. Aquatennial officials 
reported that 1,500,000 persons at- 
tended the fete’s 210 events. 1962 
Acquatennial has been set for July 
‘13 to 22. 

DICK HOFFMAN HOSPITALIZED 

50-Year Vet of Chicago Yaude and 
Cafe Booking Seriously Hl 

_ Chicago, Sept. 26. 

Dick Hoffman, a familiar figure 
in Chicago vaudeville, cafe and 
club booking circles for over 50 
years, has entered Evanston Hos- 
pital in Evanston, lil. He is. re- 
ported seriously ill. 

Hoffman was a booker with the 
Western Vaudeville Managers 
Assn. before and at the State-Lake 
Theatre site in the heyday of that 
little brother: of the Orpheum 
Circuit. He was one of those 
Chicagoans who never followec the 
concentration of authority te Man- 
hattan. 
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Seattle Fair s Int’ Talent Package 
Topping $15,000,000; Roster Half Set 

Seattle, Sept. 26. 

First schedule of attractions set 
for the Seattle World’s Fair, open- 
ing next April 21, covered about 
balf the shows set with overall 
ackage, according to fan manager 

Ewen. Dingwall, running from $15,- 
000,600 to $20,000,000. 

List of shows are chiefly forelgn 
attractions, such as the Old Vic 
Co. from Great Britain, Greek Na- 
tional: Theatre, Royal Dramatic 
Theatre of Sweden, Royal Dancers 
of Thailand and the Belgrade 
Opera, with most national and re- 
givnal shows still to be defintely 
set Performances set for U. S. 
talent included Louis Armstrong 
& his <All Stars, Erroll Garner, 
Riehard Dyer-Bennett, Carl Sand- 
burg, Victor Borge and. Van Cli- 
burn 

Dingwall said, in answer to ques- 
tions, that fair would have a 
“flesh” or “skin’’ show. It may be 
the “Lido de Paris” from the Star- 
dust, Las Vegas, after the French 
“Casino de Paris” proved too ex- 
Pensive to import. 

A major source of entertainment 
during the fair will be the North- 
west Releasing Corp., headed by 

AL ALBERTS 
urrent | ONLY ON 
SUNBA 
Social club, Phila, Pa. oct 
CLARK’S AMERICAN SANDSTAND, 
A&SC-TY. 

AL ALBERTS PRODUCTIONS 
| $8 Palmer MIU Road, Media, Penna. 

Phone: LOwel! 64406 

hit recording: 0! 

LoLo: LITA 

Jack Engerman: and Zollie Vol- 
chok. Northwest's list of attractions 
includes some on the. fairgrounds. 
and off; among those announced 
by Dingwall were .Armstrong. 
date not set yet, and Borge, booked 
into the Opera House, May 17-19.. 

In addition, Greater Seattle Inc., 
local promotion outfit that puts on 
annual: Seafair, is planning an ex- 
panded season of musicals for the 
sumnter of 1962. Gustave Stern is. 
currently looking for plays and the 
shows may be presented in a down- 
town theatre, in place of-or along 
with productions at the Aqua The- 
atre. 

Dingwall said major: attractions. 
from Russia (probably three attrac- 
tions), France, Italy, Denmark, In- 
dia, Korea, indonesia and South: 
Africa remain to be announced. 
He said prices for all attractions 
would be held down as much as 
possible, with top ticket price not 
ta go over $6.50. 

Phil Tippin, assistant to Harold 
Shaw, performing arts director for 
the fair, said a jazz festival was 
being considered. 

The Seattle Symphony will dedi- 
cate the new Opera House with 
two concerts May 14 and 15, with 
Milton Katims conducting. The 
symphony is the sponsor of two 
other attractions—the Philadelphia 
Orchestra, under Eugene Ormandy, 
at the Opera House. May. 24 and: 
25 and Le Comedie Canadienne of 
Montreal, playing “Bousille and 
the Just” at the Opera House dur- 
ing “Canada Week,” tentatively 
scheduled for late June. 

- Attractions scheduled and dates ; 
where known are as follows 

‘resort's principal 

YVES MONTAND’S TOUR 

| While In’ L.A, Will Confer With 
20th Re Its Option | 

| Paris, Sept. 28. 

‘Yves Montand has left for Can- 

[Costs Still Climbing On 
Bigtime Nitery Shows, 
Sez LQ’s Eddie Risman 

Bigtime nitery shows are getting | 
ada where he begins a series of | more complicated and more ex- 
one-man song shows that will take |: 
him to Manhattan, Boston, Phila- 
delphia, Washington, ‘San Fran-| 
cisco, Hotlywood and then on to! 
Japan, Moscow, Warsaw, West Ber- 
lin and back to Paris. His N.Y. 
stint begins Oct. 23. 

While in Hollywood he will con- 
fer with 20th-Fox which has him 
‘under option for two. features. If i 
he stays fo make a pic: it would 

pensive every year according to] has approved the ‘Las Vegas. casino. 
licerise ‘applications for: the hus-— 

Eddie Risman, managing. director 
of the Latin Quarter, N.Y. He's. 
now putting on the final touches 
of a new. show, produced: with E. 
M. Loew, to epen officially at the 
L.Q. Oct. 16. .y 
“We can’t. break in. our shows 

in New Haven, Boston or’ Phila- 
delphia,” says Risman. “They've 
got to be letter perfect on my first 

mean ‘setting back his Far Eastern - night. Therefore, even though the 
‘and European dates. dates. 

|ABC Cracks Down 
On 3 More in A.C. 

Atlantie City, Sept. 26. 

Agents ‘from the State Division | 

moved against three more night 
‘spots here. 

Paddock International Inc., lo- 
cated in midcity on Atlantic Ave. ” 

street, which 
has been in trouble with the ABC 
on other’ occasions, is charged. 
with permitting. female perform- 
ers to entertain in a lewd, indecent 
and immoral. manner “including a 
routine which is known as the 
striptease.” Club which books tal- 
ent throughout the year, will be 
given a hearing on Oct. 16 in New- 
ark offices of the ABC. 

Bamboo Club, in :the Pacific 
Ave. midcity bistro strip; {s cited 
by the ABC on three charges, per- 
‘mitting lewdness and immoral ac- 

The Old Vic, playing Shaw's | tivity: allowing females employed 
“Saint Joan” and Shakespeare’s|on the premises to accept bever- 

of Venice’”—Opera House, May 21- 
23 and May 26-27. 

Theodore Bikel, 
Opera House, ‘May 16. 

Greek National Theatre. Sept. 
5-10, Opera House, during. “Greece 
Week”; plays not announced, per- 
formance in Greek. 

folk singer, 

Mexico’s Folklorico Ballet at the 
Opera House, during “Mexico 

| Week,’" Sept. 17. Motorcyclistas de 

+ and. 

|] Journey Into “Night,” 

inimitables 

* Continental Exentries * 

HELD OVER AGAIN 

AMERICANA HOTEL 
MIAMI BEACH, PLA. 

MICKEY 
SHAUGHNESSY 

DUKE HAZLETT 

Sensational Song Stylist 
JOAN PROCTOR 

(RCA:Victor) 

(Decea Records} 

New York City 
234 W. 48th Street 

Ploza 7-1 786 Clrele 6-3800 

\ musicians; 

ATTRACTIONS THAT 
MEAN BUSINESS! 

BILL HALEY and his COMETS 
On One‘Nighters in Wyoming, Montana, N.W. Canada - 

{Gone Records) 

Now featured in "MAVERICK' 

IRVING FIELDS TRIO, 

Write — Wire — Phone. 

JOLLY JOYCE AGENCY 

beginning Sept. 

Transito, Volodores de Papantia 
“World's Greatest Sharp- 

shooter,” playing elsewhere on the 
grounds, probably in the stadium. 

The Royal Dramatic Theatre of| . 
Sweden, playing Strindberg’s “Miss 
Julie’ and O’Neill’s ““Long Day's 

both 
Swedish language, Opera House, 
May 27-June3. 

Bunraku Puppets of Japan, in 
Playhouse,. durin ring “Japad Week,” 

Llaka Puppet ‘Company of 
Poland, tentatively June 4-9, “Po- 
Jand Week,” probably in Playhouse. 

Royal Dancers of Thailand, 
Cpera House, date not set; also 
Kite Fighters and Boxers of Thai- 
land, probably in Stadium or 
Arena, all during “Thailand Week.” 

The Belgrade Opera from Yugo- |: 
slavia, company of 185 singers and 

“Prince Igor” and 
“Boris Goudonov,” with Miroslave 

(Continued on page 60) 

HANK SNOW and 
RAINBOW RANCH 

BOYS 
(RCA-Victor) 

Jus? toured U.S. Army 
bases in Europe. 

CARL DOBKINS JR. 
in DICK CLARK SHOW 

| ' (Monday) 
(Decea. Records) 

Philadelphia 
1001 Chestnut Street 

WaAlaut 2-4677. 

in |. 

“Romeo and Juliet” and “Merchant } ages from customers; and_ hiring 
persons ‘not residents of the State. 

Club. operated by .the -Lanin 
Corp. will be given a hearing at the 
ABC offices in Newark on Oct. 26. 

Pappy’s Bar, near Convention 
Hall, was closed for 60 days by the 
ABC for allowing undesirable per- 
sons on:its premises. Because spot’s 
owners entered a guilty plea, five 
days was knocked off original 
sentence. 

PETE HERMAN FOLDS 

; New Orleans, Sept. 26. 
Pete .Herman’s, Vieux Carre 

30 years by the former world’s! 
bantamweight champion, closed its! pay] Valentine, who it was orig- |: 

linally announced lost by the nar- | 
Herman; now an official of the | row ‘margin. of 12- votes, v 

Louisiana State Boxing Commis-! yote was 1,024: vates. 

doors Thursday night (21). 

sion, said hé closed the once pop- 
ular rendezvous of tourists and! 

revue will actually start: at the 
Latin Quarter on Oct. 10 it will. 
need at least until the following 
Monday 16) until niost of the bugs 

Indicative of the preparation 
that went into this display are 
“several structural changes in the 
spot so that aerial acts would have 

| are ironed out.” 

the necessary support. He’s trying | 
the first aerial ballet with this 
show. 

Janine, a solo trapeze 
‘act, has also been.signed for this 
production. 

Risman,. moréover, is contem- 
plating installation. of a steam cur- 
tain. However, there are several 
technical problems to be’ solved. 
But it may be ready for the next 
show. 

‘water curtain, which was used for 
the previous. display. There is ‘also 
provision for a small ice tank, used 
on the current production. . 

The difficulty in creating new 
effects at the Latin Quarter Hes 
in. the necessity of operating ‘dur- 
ing all the work. Carpenters, set |}. 
designers, rehearsals for the new |}. 
show under direction of choreo- 
grapher Ron Fields, auditions for |. 
new acts and line members alJ 
have to go on simultaneously. 

The new LQ show will be. one 
of its more populous efforts. 
addition to the regular chorus line, 
the spot will have the aerial ballet |: 
and a 12:people Spanish ballet 
headed by Rafael de Cordoba. Also 
Julie Gibson, the Pompoff-Thedy |= 
Family, Mello-Larks’ plus the. usual 
production singers. and dancers. 

|AL KELLY AGYA VP. 
BY 10 VOTE MARGIN 

Doubletalker Al Kelly’s margin | L. 

30-YR-OLD N.0, CLUB! Presidency: in tne ‘recent ‘election 
jheld by the’ American. Guild of 
Variety Artists was reduced to’ 10 
votes as the result of a recount 

night spot operated for more hae | 22st week. The new tally was de- 

manded by ‘defeated eandidate 

Kelly’s 

The third nominee for the sec-. 
ond vicepresidency was incumbent |. 

sportsmen because of continued } yo, Campo of Philadelphia who 
loss of revenue, The club, located 
at Burgundy and Conti streets, was : 
unable to meet the Bourbon street 
competition, he stated.. 

George McQueen, emcee and as- 
sociate. of the former champion for 
years, has. moved over to the 
Poodle Lounge. 

| Charles Freemans Build 
‘Shows For Vet Hospitals : 

- Dallas, Sept. 26. 
Charlie . Freeman of the Inter- 

state Theatre Circuit, and his wife 
| Carrie, are seeking local talent, 

including musicians; variety per-|¥ 
formers, singers and dancers, for a|f 
troupe to entertain patients in 
Veterans hospitals. Its the couple’s 
20th year producing shows under: 
the Red Cross auspices. which tour 
the various Veterans Hospitals in’ 
this area. 

_ Freeman was the chief booker 
of vaudeville in the final heyday 
of Keith-Orpheum big time. 

thy 9. 9 ; 

Op’ry’s Army Tour 
' Philadelphia, Sept. 26: 

Jolly Joyce Agency has made an 
exclusive deal with Jim Denny 
Artists Bureau to handle “Grand 
Ole Opry” for. Army bases 

| throughout world. Hank Snow, 
who is in on deal with agency, left 
New York last week for Frankfurt | 

j to set western & folk. attractions 
and variety bills in Europe. 

Biggest, part of bookings will be 
in France, Italy and Germany. 
Joyce-Snow © haye five-year pact 

‘| with German-American. Agency in 
Hamburg which will act as reps 
in those areas, 

'held that position for many. years. 
He trailed behind Kelly and Val- 
entine with 850 votes. - 

Jady’s $36,922, Denver 
Denver, Sept: 26. 

Judy Garland, playing the Coll- 

seum here Wednesday (20), 

7,484 admissions for a $36,922 
gross, 

| House was scaled from $2.50 to || 
$7.50. 

Wednesday, September 27, 1961. 

\Nev. Gaming Board 
Okays Casino Buys 

It'll be produced by Karl 
of Alcoholic Beverage Control have | Wallenda. 

‘manufacturer. 
The nitery already has a| . . . 

In tf 

‘hit 

Las’ “Vegas, Sept. 26. 
‘The State Gaming. Control Board 

bands. of entertainers Mitzi Gaynor 
and Donn&. Reed. a 
‘John R:. Bean, Miss -Gaynor's 

spouse, bought a 2% interest in 
the Flamingo for. ‘$40, 000, where 
the star recently made a. successful 
nitery debut. Miss Reed's husband, 
Anthony I. Owen, purchases a 1%: 
interest in the Riviera for $25,000. 

- At- the -same - time the. board 
okayed the .transfer. of $2:500,000 
worth of: New. Frontier: stock, ‘repe 
resenting 98%, from: Warren Bays. 

‘ley to Frank..Wester, .a. banker 
from Coeur d’ Alene. ‘Tdaho, ‘Wester 
paid Bayley -$147,000 .and -leased. 
the establishment back: to. Bayley 
for. $10,000 a month for 20 years. 

Also approved: was the purchase 
‘of 30% of..the Dunes. Charles, R. 
Rich. and -Sidney. Wyman bought 
6% each. for a total of $120,000; 
George M. Duckworth bought 3% 
for $30,000; and Wendell S. Fletch- 
er purchased: a 15% interest. for 
$375,000. Rich, ‘Wyman, ‘and Duck- 
worth are- ‘former Riviera | Hotel 
casing execs, Fletcher. is a San 
Marino, -Calif., aviation pacts. 

BILLY. 
G@LASON'S FUN-MASTER 

PROFESSIONAL 
COMEDY MATERIAL 

For every branch of theatricals 
“We service the STARS(”’ . 

35 Gag files $15, plus .$1. postage 
FORE! IGW: 35. for $30 

- 3 Parody. Books, per Bk... 
‘eo § Blackout. Books. 1-2-3 @ ... $25 ° 

4 ‘for $35-——45 fer $30. 
| © Minstrel (white face) Budget . $25 o 

“How to Master the Ceremeiiey 
$3 per copy. €.0.0’ 

BILLY GLASON . 
200 W. 54th St., N.Y.C. 19, CO 5-1316 
(We .TEACH M,C‘Ing and COMEDY) 
(Let & real Professional train you) J. 

ALWAYS WORKING — 

“WHITEY” ROBERTS. 
‘Sept. 28, 30° Havent Festival 
Scotto, leh —Thaaks! 8. A 

6. 7 Shrine: Murat Temple 
© and: «tnd -— Thanks! Sid Page a 

S.. ay 5, Freman'e Show 
‘0. Thank 8. _ Shapire 

ACTS WANTED 
Private Parties and Night Clubs 

Send. photos, references, then . wire 
for quick. bookings 

Name acts needed Oct. 23; 
Jan. 15-25. 

Kansas’ Mast Beautiful -Night Sper 
CIVIC. PLAYHOUSE, Wichita, Kan. 

“ATTENTION 
COMEDIENNES 

| Original special materiat,. production | 
numbers, throw-aways. 

i UMOR, INC, 
23475 Newell Circle’ 
Farmington, Mich. 

BE FUNNY .for LESS MONEY 
| Send. for free comedy material price 
| lst or send’ and. get: 
latest gag-files, skits, ‘parodies, bits,- 
monologs, dialogs, 
‘ands If you hired the top gagmen who 
write it). 

LAUGHS UNLIMITED fe ‘ 
106 Ww. 4th Street, New York City ; 

NOTICE! 
I'm looking for a booking agent with drive, know-how and 
the right associations to represent. a fabulous new male 

. singer who has the talent, looks and ability fo make It big. 
We are ready to kick off a nationwide publicity campaign. . 

of this new personality. 

Write to 

MURRAY 
2438 N. BROAD $F. 

DICK 

WARREN 
PHILA. 32, PA. 

AUNT 

WESTON «= » MARTHA 
“Comedy Ventriloquism 

_ HELD OVER 

LATIN QUARTER. 
NEW. YORK. 

Management: GEORGE SOARES 
4208 13 Jardin, Las Nenes.N Nev., Du. 42182. 
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. ‘Washington, Sept. 26. 

‘George Preston. Marshall, pro 
pigskin’ sg cross between. Barnum, 
and DeMille, has shaped the “big- 
gest production unit of its. kind” ta} 
make its show business. bow next} 
Sunday (1), ° 

‘Under the immediate “supervi- 
sion’.of Joel Margolis; former ‘vet: 
Loew's exec here and now. _ASSE. 
Gen. Manager -and idea. man. of 
the Skin's, the scheme was de- 
scribed ‘thusly by Redskin ‘owner 
“Marshall: 
husiness—strictly theatre. 
musie, marching, dancing,. sirging 
‘and football.” 
‘timing from start to finish.. 

Idea, the Redskins’ préxy. satd, | 
is to give patrons constant eyefulls 
and earfulls of entertainment and 
sports. froin entrance to egress. 

“The stadium, which “Marshall's | up despite 
outfit’ will break in~ Sunday, fs | charge: ‘to $4.17. Unit will also play: ; 
gomething of a ‘spectacular in. it-i 
self. Reporters who've seen. it 
(from, the inside especially) were 
overwhelmed ‘by. ifs almost eerie, 
futuristic beauty. (It’s hoped -gawk- 
ing at the near-awesome $20,000,- 
000 physical surtoundings won't 
distract from. Marshall’s grandiose 
plans’ for vaudeville-on-the-grid- 

-. fron). 
The stage for the Marshall-Mar- 

golis production is being. hurriedly 
readied for the first garne Sunday 
with -the N. Y. Giants. The 50,000- 

- seater is actually okay for occue 
pancy now but there’s some out- 

| portation . nut. (Continued on page 60) 

K.0. KAYSER. ROTH BID 
T0 BUY ‘ICE FOLLIES’| : 

“The bid to. buy by: Chester, Roth, | 
’ e _ board chairman of. the. Kayser- a day late by airplane from Mex- 

Roth Industries, has .been. rejected : 
by the operators of “Ice Follies,’ ” 
Eddie 

Johnson. Reason advanced was the } 
iliness, of Johnson who could not 
participate | in. the. neégotiations. 

” Roth, who already .owns the, 
“Miss Universe" pageant, is report- 
edly anxious .to tie up more show |: 
biz properties, which are expected 
to be used as an exploitation me- 
dium for the various . firms. he |. 
heads which manufacture women’s | 
lingerie and accessories. At one 
time, Roth had. approached Marlo |- 
Lewis. to head his show biz acqui- 
sition,. but Lewis. turned. down the : 

. A. Hamid -Sr., veteran circus man offer, 
“Ice Follies”. ig among the thtee! 

major ice shows in-the U.S. It is’ 
reportedly one of the most profit: | 
able because of its lower operating | 
costs. Johnson’s iHness is said to 
‘be: one of the reasons why the/when the new tent has its first. 
present operators would like .to| affair in. the. Ritz Carlton hotel 

DC C Foobal a Slow Ba Lateal 
Via Massive Pigskin Spectaculars 

“It. will be real. show 
With: 

All with. precision | 

lu: 

and Roy: Shipstad, ° .CO- | 
it owners .of the show’ with Oscar | erto Iglesias’ 

|[ Hollywood Rearing 205 
_ To Open Seattle Branch 

Hollywood, Sept. 26 
“Paul Cummins, ‘owner . of. the: 

Roaring 20’s here on-La’ Cienega 
Restaurant Row, will open another | 
Roaring 20’s in New Washington. 
‘Hotel, Seattle, prior to next year’s 

. World's Fair celebration ° ‘in the 
northern city.. 
“He's closed a deal. with “Art 

Steel; prexy. of Seattle’s Viceray 
Restaurant, who is handling: ar- 
rangements for the new club at 
New Washington. Featuring three 
‘rooms, it’s planned..for either a 
November or December opening. 

Palace's 06 Week 
But Vaude: Show 
Costs Teo Much 

oy or . Vaude may be dead but the ca-! 
| dar er is a livelv one. The Palace ! 
| Theatre here, which is on a one-! 

Foar Lads Find That 
‘Club Dates Pay Off-In 
Japan. But Concerts Lag 

_ ° Tokyo, Sept: 26. 
“Despite a coupla dismal concert: 

dates here,.Four Lads are’ doing 
boff biz.on club and U.S. military’ 
circuit.. Difference is that .word-' 
of-mouth from club appearance: 
can‘ ¢tirculate in a day, plus the 
fact that top: clubs have about 50°C. 
foreign «= ‘patrons. ‘ Concerts, on 
other. hand,“ must. pull youthful 
| buying and Four Lads are not too. 
established. here. among Japanese.. 
‘Concert: scale was 56c. to $2.78. 

' Strong biz at 11-day engagement 
at New Latin Quarter was ra 7 

increase. in 

i.club dates in Yokohama, Osaka, | 
‘Nagoya: and Koke. during month- 
long Japan tour. The -Kapp disk: boards . display plus..a secondary 
artists are doing two-a-night at. feature is hitting klondike ‘propor- 
clubs and. three different: clubs ajtions at the. ‘boxoffice with a $50,- 
night on. military dates. Latter. {000 gross’ ‘indicated. Only thing 
arrangement -- brings more into j wrong: is that the show costs too 
coffer of promoter. than: a night | much, ‘reportediy a $25,000 pack- 
‘at a downtown club, but the nit- | age. House needs 50G to break 
eries book:.for longer runs. jeven, © 
Four Lads will play a.month of| ..With Ray. Charles’ orch, Sarah 
S. military dates on Okinawa Vaughan and -Larry Storch playing 

-before moving to dates at Anareta {it live and “Mighty Crusaders” on 
Coliseum in Manila and in- Aus-|the screen, the gross’ for the first 
tralia. Promoter for. Japan-Qkin- 'three days went to a towering $33,- 
awa.is Tats: Nagashima with trans- | 000..Show opened - ‘Friday 122), 

‘being .pro-rated| Entire week's take is estimated 
three ways, the ‘Manila’ and Aussie iat over $50,000 
impresarios . also: sharing: Interestingly. the house. is. charg- 

ing fancy prices with no apparent 

Iglesias’ Canada Dates 
- public: ‘Tebellion. 

Toronto, Sept. 26. 

‘| to $3. 

Obviously tired ‘after ‘coming in 
| Golden Gates to Tour 

Africa. for State Dept.! 
‘ico ‘City—where they had com-{ The Golden Gate Quartet. has ; 
'pleted an eight-week engagement been tapped for its fourth tour! 
lat the Teatro Blanc. Quito—-Rob-iunder the auspices of the U. S. 

' started its North American tour at'ANTA, The Negro group will make 
; , the Royal. Alexandra Theatre. To- ‘its first tour of Africa starting in} 

Her ‘Majesty's, Montreal, January.. The deal was negotiated |B y the William Morris Agency. 
iby Birney Golden. of Circle Artists i 

the Gates had been HT 

ronto. 
followed. 
Then 16 citles in the U:S. under: Corp. 

the Hurok banner, commencing at. . Previously, 
Lisstner Auditorium, Washington. 

HAMID SES TENT. 
‘Atlantic City, Sept. 26. - 

‘A Circus Saints & Sinners -tent. 
which has been formed in the re- 
sort has been named: after George 

| sev eral. European countries under 
State. Dept. sanction. 

Canary. Specialists. 
Singer Mary Smali and song- 

writer Evelyne. Love Cooper have’ 
founded an agency. to specialize in 
‘the booking of femme. chirpers. 
' Office, to be known as Girl Sing- 

"and. owner of one of the few. re- : 
maining circuses, and also owner 
of Steel Pier here, the resorts big- : 
gest amusement attraction. 
Hamid will be the Fall Guy | 

services as: well, 

singer and Miss Cooper is. a song-. 

‘retire, but the Shipstad Bros. de-|Oct. 6. New tent was formed by | material for Pearl Bailey, Sophie 
clined to ¢lose any bids while their | its general manager, - 
partner was incapacitated _ 

John P. | 
{Schlicher. others. 

..HAD A ‘TOUCH OF 

JUBILEE LP 
2032 

GENIUS” . 
| _ New York Journal-American 

‘sat. 7,1%T 

Currently 4th WEEK 

Jack Silverman’s. INTERNATIONAL 

Direction: WILLAM MORRIS AGENCY ~ 
NEW YORK 

‘Personal Mgt: GABSE end HELLER. 

Week-one-shot basis with an on-the- | 

{in the small house. A cover charge: 

Scale. is. $1.50 Sundays. 

lin the Mid and Far East as well as! 

ers Inc., will go in for coaching 

Miss Small is a former moppet 1 

writer who has also written special | 

‘Tucker and Jane Morgan, among | 

59 

Show Biz Busnes 6 Day Bike Races 

{Madison Square Garden, N. Y.,.was 

To Win Eguity’s Support : 
endar year, in which Broadway, 

tertainment with their refresh-igrind to the present try which 

one of the phenomena of an al- 

-For Lower Revue Scales’ Park Ave., the sparts-world and 

ments have long been battling with | , opened early Saturday morning 

iready phenomenal era. It as prab- 

Off-Broadway cabarets, coffee- the hoi polloi mingled freely. It is 

‘Actors Equity for a special contract ! (23) after an almost disastrous 

¢ The six-day bike races event at 

Cafe Tums Other Cheek 

‘ably the liveliest event of any cal- 

houses. and the like that offer en- 122 years since the last six-day 

to. minister to their needs. It’s ‘six-hour delay. 

jbeen a lengthy fight and hasn't | Even without the snafued tee- 
been resolved yet. Don Gregory, ‘off, it is unlikely that any latter- 
who produces the shows at Dave {day revival could capture the ex- 
Gordon’s Phase 2 in Greenwich citement of the former era. The 
Village, has decided to compromise. times are very much against it. 

Although his latest show ‘Heyer :It may slill be thae the six-day bi- 
Forms: of Life,” a revue by Bill cycle race could catch on as a 
Hever,-is not an Equity produc-! sport, and it would be desirable 
tion, he’s decided to pay scale.. He; ‘if it did, but the atmosphere of 

isays that he hopes this gesture on the old days cannot be recreated 

his part will help pave the way for for a wide variety of reasons. 
some. better cooperation between! ‘Survivors of that era recall that, 
the union and operatinnis like his. | of course, the six-day semester 

He has also paid scale rehearsal :WaS am exciting event, especiaily 
wages to his four person cast. He during the 2 a.m. sprints. But it 
says that the problem has never;WaS only one item in a wild 
-really been the paying of scale ; Saturnalia that brought in vast 

wages, although he says it's a fac-‘sections of the population and 
tor. The big stumbling block has .*ePt them there interminably. 
been the putting up of the two-| The big attraction, aside from 
week bond required by Equity. ‘the riders, was the fact that there 
Phase 2, along with several other :¥25 4 continuous round of enter- 

such establishments, is a non-;t@imment going on, Stars from 
alcholic cabaret. It has.110 seats: ¥audeville, musicals, nightclubs 
which are ‘situated around. tables 224 radio would congregate there. 

‘Show bizzers and others would 
“contribute cash prizes for the 

days and Saturdays is charged and : .sprints, Nitery orchestras would 
shows ere presented at 9:30 p.m, come in intact, after their 

thro night’s work and play, presumably 
and. 11:30 p.m. Tuesdays ugh | jat the boss’ orders who would bene- 

fit from the plugs to the joints. 
It was it: Songplugger’s dream upe- 
portuni 

Berle Back i In Acton Today, of course, the unions 
Milton Berle is resuming nitery have KO'd the free entertainment. 

dates this season. He has been {There's a different breed of per- 
pacted for a week at Blinstrub’s, former around. Taxes and a declin- 

Boston, starting Oct. 6, and fol-jing number of jobs have forced 

of $1 on weekdays and $1.50 on Fri- 

Spanish dance group. State Dept: in’ conjunction with | as Hotel, Washin at the Shore- {them all to think first on_ the 
business side of their calling. Some 
entertainers may still show up, Other dates are being lined up 

{Centinued on page 64) 

THE DECEPTIVE ARTISTRY 
OF THE AMAZING 

PRESENTING 

‘A DOVETAIL RHAPSODY’ 
Currently 

TOWN CASINO 
Buffalo, New York 

“Where De the Deves Come From? Where Do They Go? 



VAUBEVIELE 

Vande, Cale Dates 
"Philadelphia Oct. 30 for a week 
and Baker’s Keyboard, Detroit, 

New York 
. Tina Robia slated for the Copa- Nov. 6 for two weeks ... Joe Conti 

eabana Oct. 12 on the Sid Caesarjinto the Brown Hotel, Louisville, 
show ... Peggy Lee, due for Basin: one ‘av for ‘" o weeks, and the Me: 

' . urdy Hote vansville, In c St. East Nov. 2, wilt have Charlie! :93 €or two... Danny Apolinar Trio 

Manna in support . . Lisa Kirk! ‘inked for the "Playboy Club, Miami, 

{the Tidelands . 

Sargent, comic and Pennie Pryor, 
songstress, headlining the show at 

. The Star Belles, 
ifistrumental-vocal combo, at the 

41 Crown Club in the Coronado Motor 
Hotel. 

Hollywood 
Arlene Dahl makes Las Vegas 

bow at the Flamingo March 15...; 
Ruth Olay opens tonight (Wed:) at 
Orbit Room, Houston, for fortnite 

. Ricky Nelson,. fresh from: Hli- 
nois and Michigan State Fairs, top- 

goes into the Caribe Hilton Feb.: Oct. 14 for three weeks ... Moms bills Al ab State Fair, Bi - 
16 . . . Johnny Tillotson set for a! ' Mabley plays the Pink Poodle, In- ham, ‘Oct: ann a : Kay Stovens takes 
string of theatre dates playing ‘ dianapolis,- Oct. 13-21 . Enrico | oyer at Slate Bros. Oct.-6 ... Jane 
Banzor, Montreal and Albany .. .'set for a week at the Town & Coun- 
Robert Merrill to pour at Tavern: try, Winnipeg, starting Oct. 16. 
on the Green Oct. 23 marking his| Evelyn Knight set for the Shera- 
16th anni at the Met .. . Four: ton-Blackstone, Chi, Oct. 23 for. 
Coins opened at the Thunderbird: ‘three weeks... .Genevieve plays the |. 

Lounge. Las Vegas, Monday (25!} palmer House for a month start- 
Enzo Stuarti inked for the:ing Oct. 26...George Jessel. starts 

Fontainbleu, Miami Beach, Nov.!4 five-week midwest club date and 
13... Andy Williams into the! concert tour Oct. 23...Joe Conti: 
Palmer House, Chicago, April 23: and Beverly Wright down for the 

. Johnnie Ray to the B&B Sup-! Flamingo Club, South. Sioux City, 
per Club, Indianapolis, Dec. 30. Neb., Oct. 5 for a week. ..Matti-. 

Hiidegarde, Phil Foster and Bob-; son Trio skedded for the Shamrock, 
by Breen signed with the William ; Houston, Oct. 5 for a fortnight... 

~~ 6 ° 

Morris Agency ... Nan Hogan, of ;} Jo Ann Val into the Roosevelt|. 
the “Holiday on Ice” staff. to the; Hotel, New Orleans, Oct, 12 for 
Coast this week for a vacation ,, ,/two weeks. . 
Patti Page into the Desert Inn, Las 
Vezas, Oct. 3 ..Ford & Reynolds 
start a three-weeker at the Copa- 
eabana Oct. 23 on bill topped by 
Nat King Cole .. . Soprano 
Elena Raina opened last week at 
the Chardas . Pianist-singer 
George Taylor started at the cock- 
tail tounge of the Lanai... Cha- 
teau Madrid relinquishing its Sun- . King & crew double back next 
day night closing in favor of a: ‘ day to play a party in the Audi- 
geven-day weekly operation . - fortum 1 for.the Ararat Shrine Tem- 
Archie Robbins at the Hawatlan ple Ted Lewis and troupe set 
Cottage. Merchantville, N. J. . | for the Shoreham Hotel, Washing- 
Toni Arden set for La Fiesta, ton, D.C., following present stint 
Juarez, Mex., Dee. 4. at the Cabaret Riviera here... 

Al Hibbler at the Mardi Gras Room 
through Sept. 29, to be followed 
by Dizzy Gillespie ... Carl Perkins 
Into the Chestnut Inn week ending 
Sept 80. 

Kansas City 
Wayne King Orch and the Dukes 

header playing for the annual 
American Royal Coronation Ball in 
the Municipal Auditorium Oct.. 7 

Chicago 
Genevieve set for. the Palmer 

House Oct. 26-Nov. 22... Don 
Brook Three down for the Playboy 
Club, Chi, Oct. 8 for three weeks 

Delta Rhythm Boys at the Lake 
dlub, Springfield, Ill., followed by 
Deep River Boys Nov. 17 for a fort- 
night ... Van Dorn Sisters skedded 
for Tidelands, Houston, Sept. 23 
for two weeks; Playboy Club, Chi, 

et. 14 for three weeks; La Rue’s, 
Indianapolis, Nov. 4-11: and Earl’s 
Club, Dallas, Nov. 13-28. 

Carmen McRae set for Pep’s, 

BOOKING? ? 

Dallas. | 
Four Freshmen and Justin Wil- 

son set for Sept. 86 one-nighter at 
Southern Methodist U. Coliseum, 

with the Ray Charles Show inked 
for Dec. 9 ... Carmen Cavallero 
into the Statler-Hilton Hotel Oct. 
3 for two frames ... Dave Gard- 
ner due for a retuin solo date | 
Sept. 30 at State Fair Musie Hall 
... Amy Worthington at the Tree 
Club, followed by comic Dave 
Madden on Sept. 29... Dick Clark 
Show, with Paul Anka, has a Nov. 
3 stand at Dallas Memorial Arena. 

WE NEED Irma Brown at Skyriders Club, 
. with the Mal Fitch Trio following 

e NAME ACTS Oct. 2, Pianist Red Kearns 
moved into Gay 90’s Sept. 26... 

e JAZZ BANDS Linda Merrill singing at Earl's 
e § OM Club for a fortnight . ,. . Virginia 
FLASH C BOS Norman, thrush at the Executive 

Servicing Club indefinitely . “ ehek Bax- 
os -TIDe Tr, singing 88’er, a’ e Zoo Bar 

© TOP SUPPER CLUBS. --. « Comio emcee Wally Weston 
® CONCERTS back at the Colony Club for an- 

other long date , . . Gary Wells 
& the Barton Sisters open Oct. 16 
at the Riviera.Club for a fortnight. 

@ CONVENTIONS 

Area: Pitts te KC, 
Toronto to Lonlsville 

TOURS. and QUICK DATES _Houston 
; Kitty Kallen at: the Continental 

Lou Posey Room replacing the Ames Bros. 
E te } i f who were there for one week. Ais 

opening on the same are comics 
n rrainmen ‘Mike Hale & Benny Hayden... 
5700 MN. Livingston Ave. Pete Fountain, who opened the 

Columbus 13, Ohle Orbit Room last spring, returned 
865-6381 for a week's stint. a here he 

Exclusive ‘Agericy 

For the MARAMOR 
Columbus, Ohio 

Sept. 25 to be produced by the 
Orbit’s owner, Bob Salter ,, . 
Mamie Van Doren in for another 
week at the Cork Club... Bobby 

Py WILDE 
Currenily ; 

THREE RIVERS 
“INN 

Syracuse, N.Y. 
e 

Pers. Mgt.: BILL FOSTER 
1697 Broadway, N.Y. JUdsen 2-3326- 

of Dixieland will make it a-double 

-{London Repertory Co., Dec 

& Dance Co., March 24. 

plays a concert at the Musio Halil 

Morgan inked John Drew and Sam 
Stoneburner from Broadway cast of 
“Fiorello” to joim new act: she'll 
debut at Cocoanut Grove Oct. 12 

. Patti Page spotted into Paint- 
ed Desert Room at Wilbur Clark’s 
Desert Inn, Las Vegas, for four 
frames .. . Oriental songstress 
Nana Sumi set for two-week en- 
gagement ‘at Phoenix, Arizona’s 
reread Theatre lounge,. opening 

ct. 

TceCapades? 0G 
Sets Pitt Record 

-Pittsburgh, Sept. 26. 
John. H. ‘Harris’ ‘“IeeCapades” 

broke every boxoffice record in the 
history: of Pittsburgh last week 
when the show racked up a ‘gross 
of just over $250,000 for the. week 
and play to 190,000 people in 10 
performances: in the new Audi- 
torium. The previous: record was: 
held by the same. show. set Jast! 
year at Forbes Field when it did | 
just under $225,000. 

With a $4 top and a capacity of 
just under 11,000, the. show kicked | 
off to a big start on Monday - (18) 
even though the opening had been 
threatened by union jurisdictional 
disputes. Even: with all the paper, 
the show had 7,500 pald admis- 
sions opening night with -$7,500 
going to the U.S. Figure Skating 
Assn, in, memory: of the young 
skaters who were killed in an air 
crash ‘last year. 

KDKA-TV carried the opening 
ceremonies live along with the first 
three numbers of the: show. On 
Tuesday, with the threat of a strike 
gone, the advance sale zoomed and 
by Thursday there was $200,000: in 
with all the shows Friday, Saturday | 
and.Sunday completely sold out. 

Every indication points to an 
even higher gross for the current 
week with the show closing out 
here on Sunday (1). 

9 9g r 
M’w kee’s Concerts 

” Milwaukee, Sept. 26. 
Harry Belafonte ‘Folk Singers, 

sponsored by Francis J. Schroedel, 
Jaunch the. Alverno College So- 
ciety of Fine Arts. series of five 
shows Oct: 13. Other four bills 
will carry the series into next 
spring. 

_Also-inked are Theatre Oiitlook 
1; 

violinist Sidney Harth, Feb. 16; 
Milwaukee Symphony -Orch, with 
Harry John Brown conducting, 
March’ 5;, and Merce Cunningham 

Nitery Hazards 
Milwaukee, Sept. 26. 

A suit for $3,500 was filed Iast 
week in Milwaukee County Circuit. 
by Mrs.. Rose B. Nichols, seeking: 
damages for alleged facial injuries 
resulting from a falling bass viol. 

According to the complaint, she 
received cuts; bruises and a coh- |: 

| cussion when the bass yiol slipped 
from the clutch of musician Clar- 
ence Kallas last March at Jimmy 
Joy’s Accordion Inn, Owner-oper- 
ators of the nitery, Mr. & Mrs. 
Joseph Van Dé Putte, and musi-. 
cian Kallas were named defendants 
in the suit. 

‘Slightly Bald Exotic 
Honolulu, Sept. 26. 

Exotic dancer Gloria Doyi¢ 
claims her dyed-pink hai aip 
“fell out in great ‘bunches’ 
while . undergoing. a halir 
touching-up treatment in a 
Waikiki beauty parlor... 

Because of the alleged ruin- 
ation of her hair and the fact 
she. no longer. can use her 
professional name of “Kitty 
ink,” the entertainer has 

filed a $150,000 damage suit. 

pe. Football’s Show | Biz Lateral 

shape. 

Entertainment unit. of nearly 300 
may be beefed up to 500. These 
include dancers, choral group, pre- 
cision marchers, the Redskin band,. 
solo: singers and a sizable. produc- 
tion staff. 

Investment in elaborate -uni-| 
forms for. the band (160) ‘and 
chorus, will be $40,000-plus (the 
200 Indian headresses cost $75 
apiece, while the hand outfits 
themselves are pegged at $150).| 
Thera is also the. cost of musical 
ie This ¢ and other parapherna-. 
ia 
the ‘production staffers, 
other items. 

More -than $20,000 will be; 
shelled out for transportation arid - 
other expenses of talent (e.g., top; 
marching units from other areas). 

among, 

‘The biggest portable hi-fi sound | 
system in the world will be on! 
hand. The.system, owned by the 
Sking (the stadium is leased), is 
comprised of ‘16 hi-fi horns with 
560-watt amplifiers. 
sively for giving best tone and 
range to the singers and musicians 
and has no connection with the sta- 
dium’s p.a, system. A ‘crew of 10 
is needed to handle the sound set- 
up alone. 

Sunday’s operation against the 
Giants will feature the 25th anni- 
versary: of the Redskins in Wash- 
some « (former home; Boston) so. 
some éxtra oomph is in: the works. 
‘And, of course, the first game 
t away their rusty former grounds—. 
' Griffith .Stadium—is an occasion 
for celebration, too. 

Main problem is how. to get the 
, entertainers on and off inconspicu- 
ously and speedily. Margolis says 
there'll be some kinks to be ironed 
out yet before the whole thing can 
be expected to go off. smoothly. » 

:MarshallI stressed the need ‘for 

the non-sports fare. For one thing, 
the band will strike up immediate- 
ly when a regular time-out is 
called (normally 12 per game).. 
This will necessitate quick cues to 
the performers and knowledge of 

tinguish between the shorter of- 
ficial time outs and those called 
by the teams. 

knows, Marshall said the score-. 

precision timing for all acts. The 

tertainment phase, 
cut out the traditional, and usually 

fore game time. 
ness unit will take over this time. 

their seats to see his production. 
That’s why he’s putting. more em- 
phasis on the time-out shows. 

people ta leave their seats during 
thme-outs. virtually. He’s 
scheduling about 12 minutes of the 
20-minute half-time. break to in- 

tomers traditionally take off for 
the concessions and other accom- 
modations during the half, but af- 
ter the first eight minutes, ‘the cus 
tomers should be glued back in 
their seats, OF 

' Departin 
vious trad n, Marshall plans to 
soft-pedal the stuntsmanship and 

the spectacul pro-arranged mu- 
sio_(under wa ireton ‘of Eddie 

cand. 

tiling yim Oe 
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Continued from page 59 

| side landscaping still” in rough 

This doesn’t: count salary of. 

‘It’s exclu-| 

referee signals by Margolis to dis- |]. 

For the_ first: time as far as he. 

board clock will be used to insure } 

stage wait or overlap. will be 
{ strictly taboo. 

| In his effort to build up the en- 
Marshall - has: 

boring, intros of ball players. be-: 
His show busi- |] 

Marshall wants everybody in|’ 

‘There’s not enough time fort. 

‘also}: 

sure maximum spectatorship. Cus- |. 

‘ somewhat from pre-|} 
{tio 

big-name acts this year in favor of 

Pierce) with a huge band,: ‘mass 
marching, dancing and singing. 
‘A new feature is a lightweight 

aluminum stage, only three inches 
thigh .but 20 by 40 feet, which: can. 
be assemibled- in 40 seconds or Jess’ 
on midfield for ‘half-time per- 
formances. With _seven -home 
games at the ‘stadium, it should be 
a. big. Fall for football and show 
fans alike. . With. Marshall pointing 
‘the. way, other pro ‘football cities 
may look forward to the same. 

H’wood Bowl’s 496 Bash 
7 ‘Hollywood, Sept. 26. 

i “Hollywood Bowl. bash. Saturday 
«night (23): with: Henry Mancinl 
Orch, Limelighters and Julie Lon- 

‘don drew 15,104 payees. for gross .- 
of $49,400, according. to Lou Robin,’ 
who. promoted ‘for Concerts Inc. 

At Palladium, Tex Benecke Orch, ; 
Ray Eberle and Modernaires with: 

j tuturistie beauty. 

—_—_—_—_——KKXXX_——_—_ 

Sealtle Fair: 
= Continued from page 38 — 

| 
i 

Cangalovic, : bass, in. Opera House,, 
dates not set.”- 
Fu-Hsing “Opera- Schoot of War 

Orphans, site not announced and. 
Chinese acrobats and gymnasts, 
Oct. 10-14. 
The Philippines’ Bayanihan. 

Dance Co., Opera Hotise, plus Ri- 
gaudon de Honors. (acrobats, drill, 
team) Constabulary Band and 
sports: and .games, “Philippines 
Week,” beginning Aug. 3. 

Other attractions awaiting dates. 
include “Ringling Bros. Circus, 
Arena; the Littlest Circus, Play-. 
house; Carlos Azura, Mexican bull. . 
fighter in a demonstration, .probe-. 
ably the Stadium; Erroll Garner, 
Qpera House; Richard Dyer. Ben- 
nett, site not set; Car] Sandburg, 

| 

split-second timing in ‘providing in -a special program still.in the: 
making, probably Opera House; 
Van Cliburn, Opera. House, and. 
the. Marimba Orchestra. “of. Guate- 
mala. 
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his 
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w York — . 
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_ ALEGRIAS. DE. ESPANA oO 
-Danee,. Bong” 
‘4@ Mins 

_.,.Liborle; “N.Y. 

The Liborio is ‘showeasing: a Tot 
cessful beat and rock singer, makes 
‘an imprsesive debutin cabaret at. 
the Room at the Top, ‘but he needs | 
‘an exercise in self-discipline if the 
impact is. to have lasting quality. 
There is no question that he has. 
talent. galore, and. when he’s con- 
centrating on the beat and rhythm 
songs he has the audience with him |” 
all the way. But he. falls for .the 
common error of talking. too much, 
and. patter. is by no.means his forte; 
‘also -he’s. ‘too: easily lured’ ‘back 
‘when he takes his first bow at. the 
end of half-an-hour: The result is 
a. show. that is indisputably over-. 
long and which = could be. trimmed 
to advantage. 

of exciting. Spanish ‘-talent these. 

‘days... With an” audience’ compris- 

ing Cuban expatriates as well as 
others in. the Iberian orbit, -oper- 
ator Perez Blanco seems to be hit- 

‘ting a fresh crop of performers. 
The newest group getting an air- 
ing there is . -Alegrias | de Espana 
comprising: dancers: Maria Gloria. 

~.- & Juan Antonio guitarist Virgilio 
-Blanco and singer Maria Antonia. 
They. are an offshoot. of the Jim- 
jnez Vargas Dancers which plied 

” the hotel circuit’ last year. 

‘The mainstay: of the -quartet. is. 
the Spanish dance team which per- 
forms with skill and high. regard 
for tradition. ‘From their opening 

. Jota:to the finale, they stomp out 
s0me exciting work. The male has 
his best moment in.a stirring zapa- 
_teado, while the femme hits her 
peak with an alegrias. Their work 
is: extremely lively, well: ‘eoordi- 
nated and authentic enough to 
merit the oles of this. knowing 
assemblage. 

‘Maria Antonia performs.’ the 
“vocals. ‘Although possessed of ‘a 
thin voice, she -has. the: staying 
Power’ to. trill -out. the | flamenco 
runs in a manner that meets audi- 
ence approval. Guitarist Blanco 

~is also skilled. at’ the gypsy guitar. 
backboarding to accentuate’ his al-. 
ready -strong. ‘stringed rhythms.. 
Thé group is nicely costumed and 
hias -a young and well-groomed 
appearance. Jose. 

RIP TAYLOR 
Comedy — - 
3¢ Mins: 

" Bteuben’s,. Boston 

<*who’s been out for some time, and 
, cial back from: London, . somehow 

as escaped being documented in 
‘Vaniery: A 6-foot, ‘gandy-haired 
personable chap, he comes on with | - 
an érudite take augmented with ‘a |: 
pair of. ‘Tokyo black glasses, picks |: 
up a tattered jokebook, blowing 
“off the dust, and lurches into some 
frenetic ‘oneliners.. He’s an’ odd. 
‘working comic,: relaxed, drawling, 
‘who gabs about this. and that and 
brings in maiiy: topicalities. in odd 
asides, and bursts into tears at the 
drop of. a hat to the. great amuse- 
ment of the distaff. side, who ‘break 
up when he does it,:.--” 

- He’s got a series of inipresh. hits, 
Hitchcock, Pearl. Bailey, and a. “do. 

‘ 4t yourself kit,” in which -he uses. 
his: hands.- behind ‘his back «as a 
dance. partner cleverly, but his: car- 
bon: of Arthur. Murray toddling: 
around stage grinning and singing 
_ds standout. Taking. off a rock ’n’ 

E000 . variation ' of 
Alone.” "His big payoff is a stool 
and a spot; perched thereon, he|s 
‘goes into a. - hilarious erying 8 
prefaced ‘by song, “Cry - a 
‘River,” berating . everything. Mote 
mother-int-laws’ to his oddball im- 
pression. of. a “erosseyed, ‘pullfrog 
sitting on a lillypad.”. 

ances at Astor Club;- London, on 
language: troubles. detailing ‘what 
Londoners laugh about that -Ammer- 
jeans don’t, which is funny.” _Dry- |; 
ing his tears.at act finale, he goes. 
off with: snatch - of “Coming ‘Up 
“Roses.” 

‘There ought ‘to be plenty of 
work for Taylor as. his. Foutine: 
e shows - ‘ingenious farcial. invention 
and there are not too many. such | 
around. -Guy.. 

RONNIE. DEL & JEAN 
Songs, Dance: - |: 
22 Mins, - oF 
Cloister; Chicago 

‘Ronnie Del: ‘and. ” Jean White 
joined forces about six ‘months ago.: 
Del had been a solo songster. on. 
the: smalltown ‘nitery. circuit andj 
Miss White a line terper: -Del’s 
singing style is limited and. Miss 

-. White’s voice is. undistinguished, 
‘and their duets seldom rise. above 
their individual abilities. The at- 
‘tractive “and shapély Miss.. White | 
shows some potential in. & hip- 

twitching: solo dance number. 

ae 

| | ADAM FAITH 
| Sougs 

need | special ‘material ‘for cabaret, 
‘ar’n’ roller gets by best with the: 
numbers that. have achieved wide-. 
spread popularity, usually vie disks. : 
‘Which makes it comparatively easy 
for -Faith, who has a‘ long string. 
of hit parade records to his credit: | 
‘Among the best of. a good bunch ' 

M yro. 

PAULETTE 
Songs . 
25. Mins. . | 
Frolie,. Revere | i 

for. unusual interpretations when 

‘stacked blonde, she exudes per- 

in French, and seques to “Never 

for a st h list. 
roll singer, he comes up with al r a strong Chevalier impresh lis 

“Never Walk| 

He's got .a. 
‘piece reminiscent’ of: his - appear- 

‘supervisor in. Providence schools, 

| with: North’ Shore Music Tent. 

shadows in’ her tunes: and act 
spacing, she should be a good bet 

J OANIE VINCENT 
|Songs.. - 

‘52 Mins: 
Room at the. Top, London 

-Adam Faith, a young: and. suc- 

Though he allows himself to: di-. 
gress from the. main. business ‘in| 
hand,’ Fsith reveals a winning per- 
sonality. as well as a shrewd facil- 
ity to adapt his show to appeal to. 
a more adult. and sophisticated. au- 
dience. He’s smartly attired in a 
tuxedo, -his hair {s nealy .brushed,. 
and he dispenses with most of the 

| gimmicks on which other. rock 
singers trade. And: while he has 
confidence, he is:never brash. 
‘Unlike most straight singers who 

are “You’ve Got.a Face Like an 
Angel,” “Johnny Comes Marching 
Home," “What Do You Want” and | 
“You Do Something to Me.” It’s 

‘|-fypical. of. the rhythmic effect 
...|achieved that. the audience provides 

|the handclapping accompaniment: 

‘Rip Taylor, a “crying” come dian without being invited to. do so. 

two-week: erigagement, he’ should 
have learned the. pitfalls of cabaret 
the hard way—but very. quickly, 

Paulette. is a French chanteuse 
‘who has: had exposure in—Paris. 
She is being - med for niteries 
and learning English which makes 

she éssays the pops. A 5-6, well- 

sonality; floor presence is.slick and 
pro, and chatter between. numbers 
is -quaintly. flavored... 

She opens with “Paris: ‘Canaille” 

On- Sunday, ” In English. She does]. 
“Do It Again” in fine style in both]: 
languages, then takes hat and stick 

Guy. 

MICHELE COMIS 
ongs 

20 Mins. 
Blinstrub’s, Boston -_. 

' Michele -Comis, a. former: Miss 
Rhode Island in the Atlantic City 
‘annuals, is long on looks, 5-6, eyes. 
of blue and all that. goes with it, 
fetching in brownet bouffant hair- 
‘do and white. sheath.:She’s music. 

obviously has had alot of train- 
ing and has spent much time with | 
her: vocalistics ‘including a season 

“The voice shows up well; ‘it’s 
large. and she ‘has .good control, 
and slick Torfiantic ideas about de- 
livering:a song.. She’s- breaking in 

\ here at Blinstrub’s after some. club J- 
| dates: around New England under. 
aegis.of Frarik: Soper. ‘Soprano’s 
songalog: of show tunes pour. out. 
liquidly. With: more lights and 

around the cafe circuit as overall 
effect 1s good, -especially since she 
essays songs that haye high melodic 
content. Guy: 

26 Mins. 
Downstage Room (Happy Medium),. 

Chicago 
Until nine months - ago Joanie. 

Vincent. was: one-third of. Joanie,. 
. 1) Johnny. & Hal, a music & comedy. 

Turn provides some needed Te- { group.’ This is her first. nitery en- 
from ceep-purvle comic resi- | gagement as a. single. 

dent. headliner: in this club and is | faced. ‘and. fresh-voiced chirper, 
A. ‘fresh- 

Senerally ‘suitable for . situations | Miss Vincent is at her best.in. up- | 
“a. ag to less sophisticated. one 
ences, © Mor. “Can't. Say No” and “You’ ve. 

fore. - 

year, vitually 

‘that her 
the club date field. Her. material 

comedy. 

|-too. blaring in ‘such a. small bistro 

Gotta See Your Mama.” In these 
“| her pleasing voice comes through | 

| strong and clear and her sparkling | 
stage personality comes to. the 

In her ballads, Miss Vincent 
shows. some hesitancy, and when! — 

: ther voice should soften it some- 
times fades. Since she shows a set. 
of wellpitched pipes:on her faster 
numbers, this would appear to be' 
more ‘of a problem of seasoning 
than ‘any vocalistic laeking. -Too, 
she was handicapped by 4 house. 
orch ‘that overrode her soft num- | 
bers ‘mercilessly. She also showed 
uncertainty while working . the 
edge of the stage with microphone 
in: hand, too. often singing at - the 
ringsiders instead of to them.. 

aided by a catalog and arrange- 
‘ments that show her cleancut 
technique off ta its ts best. “Mor. 

.TOTIE FIELDS 

Boulevard, Rego Park, L. I. 

At approximately this time of 
all the mountain 

hookers take -stock of the per- 
formers who have. done well in the. 
‘Catskill country. It's an important 
inventory for local bonifaces. For | 
example,. Jackie Mason. was ad- 
judged the comic of last: season 
and he’ hag been. bearing out his. 
promise on the cafe scene. This 

‘year’s top comedic honor went to 
‘¢ femme for the first time.: Totie 
‘Fields, who got the nod, {s a short. 
and heavy girl. She makes the most 
of her looks. by pinning the bulk 
of the. comedics on this: peg. It’s 
all done with a fat _ girl's 
humor. . 
‘Her. fall debut at. Arturo Cano &. 

Abe Goldstein’s Boulevard, in Rego 
‘Park, doés indicate: that this girl 
‘can go’ a long way in the variety. 
sector. At present it would seem 

greatest strength is in 

still needs alot of attention. Al- 
‘though ‘her parody “My Fat Lady” 

--seems like an ideal vehicle for her, 
‘By the. time he’s finished this | she still treats it like it Was ma- 

terial: It..would seem that she has 
wider’ horizons. than that, | “which 
she. indicated. 

Miss . Fields asks and gives no 
quarter. She works like many of 

j her male contemporaries, punching 
out lines in a- thoroughly: profes- 

./sional manner. Much of her ma- 
terial is simple and: direct, with 

mastered: this phase of her career, 
‘she should Jook for a higher’ ma- | 
teria] plane on which fo settle. She. 
cg cap make the grade in legit, and 

er in some of. the. flossier cafes, 
and certainly in tele situation 

ose 

FOUR SAINTS: 
Instrumental, Singing, Comedy 

Padded Cell, Minneapolis. 

Four. Saints are having a re- 
incarnation “as a. new. act after: 
playing a four-year engagement 
‘with . Uncle Sam. Talented, ver- 
satile foursome was formed in. 

| Everett, Wash., highschool, stayed 
| together: ‘through Puget Sound 
‘college and .a year of playdates- 
and, enlisted en masse in the Air 
Force in 1957.. Out of the service 
last May, quartet: was inked fora 
two-week .stay. at Racquet Club, 
Dayton, yisit being extended to 
four months. Current beoking at] 
Padded Cell is their second since 
shucking military garb. 
A male version of the Kim. Sis- 

ters; ‘Saints Play 26 instruments, 
yocalize in: fine. fashion. arid’ pro- 
vide. yocks. aplenty with -their 
clowning antics. It’s a sock, varied 
act, offering plenty of entertain- 
ment. Potential: for a rapid rise is 
definitely . there. 
‘Backed here by a borrowed 

‘drummer. and wearing 
‘tuxes: after their liggage failed 
to make plane connections, youth- 

brass in some numbers is a bit 

-as. this. Saints are. also adept at 
harmonizing, a throwback to their 
‘start as-a barbershop quartet. 

Group consists: of spokesman 
Doug Evans, a rubberface comic; 
arranger. John . Howell, Jerry Du- 
chene.. and. Bob ° Erikson. . After 
closing here Oct: 1, they're. head- 
-ing for .a tour. of college spots, the 
‘likeliest- launching pad to get their 
bandwagon rolling. Saints also 

po numbers and -belters such ! look like-a good bet for vaudeville 
and tv. Rees. 

Stylistically, Miss Vincent knows: 
her way around a song, and she is 

| from the audience to ad lib some 
| entertainment. 
‘was one of the solid hits of the 

| nouncement, after several orches- 

good. 

‘tally s¢ems on the upbeat. Time- 
‘honored show business traditions 

Seemingly are being abandoned. 

regarded acts is increasing. Just as 

little subtlety involved. ‘Having |S™ancial bonds to guarantee sal- 

4 plus his vocal are entertainment. 

‘pensive to hit the Palace on a four- 

a $50,000 gross to break even, 

| the featured spot. Miss Vaughan 
is a singer of considerable talent. 

‘| tunes, but it’s 

piano player, bass fiddler and| 

‘rented! on the show caught. In stretch- 

ful quartet still impresses’ with. its: 
class and . -Showmanship. Much of. 
-the boys’ material.is fresh; and 
their: instrumentals are firstrate: 
althougl heavy. emphasis on the. 

he wasn’t planning on using. These 

‘cohesion 
‘which seemed to be. off on all the 

‘girls and a boy. However Conrad's 

House Reviews 
Palace, NY. 

Ray Charles with The Raelets 
(4), Sarah Vaughan, Larry Storch, 

conductor, pianist and drummer. 
On stage, simultaneously, was the 
band’s conductor. It looked like 
a case of divided authority which 
hurt the overall effect. Miss 

| Vaughan, fortunately, was strong 
enough to cverecome this handicap. 
But she might have been able to 
achieve her accustomed greatness 
with stronger backstopping. An 
unusuzily bad occurrence was the 
mixed cues in bringing on Miss 
Vaughan; she had to make her 
initial appearance without music 
and told the audience not to mind 

“The 
in 

Johnny Conrad Dancers (3); 
Mighty . Crusaders” reviewed 
current issue of VARIETY. 

The Palace, by now, has had 
many revivals of vaudeville but 
never like the preem last Friday 
(22). when a moderate-sized audi- 
ence was kept. waiting by Ray 
Charles. Scheduled to go on at 
12:50 p.m., a lot of things did: go 
wrong including mixed cues from 
a’ shamefully unrehearsed band | the lapse. Jose. 
and the long and endless stalling ——— 
by niany in the cast, comedian Apollo, N.Y. 

| Nipsey Russell was called up| James Brown & the Three 
Flames, Ben E. King, Spinners 
(5), Sugar Pie Desante, Pigmeat 
Markham, Chuck Thompson, Cho- 
rus Cutles (6), Earl Warren Band 
(12); “Inside the “Mafia” (UA). 

Incidentally, he 

oceasion. Finally came the an- 

tra numbers, that due to unfore- 
seen circumstances, Charles would 
not appear this show, Emcee Larry. 
Storch invited. the audience to 
hang around for the picture (“The 
Mighty -Crusaders”) and “The 
Genius” would appear at the next 
show. Moments later, when most 
of the dissappointed crowd left, 
a voice yelled out that the head- 
liner has arrived and would go on. 
Many of the audience filed back, 
and Charles gaye an excellent 

Current Apollo headliner James 
Brown is a wailing, stomping 
rhythm & blues belter with a pro- 
vincial appeal that knocks them 
out uptown. His turn is in the 
southwest tradition of such r&b 
luminaries as Bullmoose Jackson 
and Gatermouth Brown, who were 
on a frantic honk when teenagers 
were dancing to Dick Jurgens. 
with the nee, Flames vocally 
acking and terping and the band 

reason why he is one of the hot |ypfront on its Peet Brown's: per- 
attractions of this country. formance leaves even the aud 
However, it’s difficult to justify | winded. 

this kind of behavior, even if it} Next to ‘closing, Ben E. King 
is. true, as the emcee said, that |does a sock turn on three of his 
his plane was late coming in due|disk clicks. Former lead singer 
to thunderstorms. The date was | with the Drifiere, King has emerged 
booked weeks in advance. Pro-|as an exciting single backed by a 
moters Sid Bernstein & John Drew | tasteful and imaginative catalog 
had enough faith that he would/and expert orchestration. 
appear, A host of RKO Theatres} The Spinners quintet comes off 
execs counted on his ce shelling as fy group with exceptional taste 
on time, an an audience elling [and clean-cut pr 

out $2 similarly showed as much Prvsentations for the Current scene. Youngsters have a 
faith. This type of antic, inciden-| collegiate sound in a: tricky ren- 

dition of “How High the Moon” 
and moderation In the r&r ballad, 
“That’s What Girls Are Made 
For.” 

Pigmeat Markham teams. with 
show’s emcee, Chuck Thompson, 
to plug a couple of routines the 
two cut for an LP. Markham, e 
fave up here with his burlesque 
comedics, is better on his own. 

‘Diminutive, stylish Sugar Pie 
Desante rounds out the show with 
some shoutin’ rhythm & blues ace 
companied by effective, if affected, 
‘demure projection. 

Six Chorus Cuties terp 2 couple 
of roufines about as imaginative 
as the billing, but are nicely cos 
tumed and restrained in choreog- 

jraphy built around Ben King’s vo- 
calizing of “Amour.” Earl Warren 
band {is solid throughout, and par- 
ticularly with the King arrange 
ments. Bill, 

and standards of stage demeanor 

Stars and musicians now turn their 
backs on audiences. Stars xo off 
stage at odd times, and the inci- 
dence of non-appearance of highly 

employers. are required to post 

aries; maybe headliners ought to 
post performance bonds to guaran- 
tee appearances. As it now stands 
the situation in some instances has 
become intolerable. 

As an act, Charles, once the 
carraige appeared containing his 
electric organ, gave ample indi- 
cation of his, talent.. The blind 
singer gives out with unusual in- 
terpretive ability. His organolog, 

His beat and blues are served up 
in a highly individualistic manner 
that captures an audience peak. | 
The Raelets, a. group of four ‘girls, 
decorate the stage with a pair of 
vocals. 

This Bernstein & Drew package 
is probably one of the more ex- 

Olympia, Paris 
Paris, Sept. 15. 

Robert Lamoureuz, Takeuchi 
Keigo Imperial Japanese Dancers 
(7), Michele Arnaud, Anne Ga- 
coin, Consuelina De Pablo, Craven 
As (3), Bela Kremo, Jean Harold, 
Anne Lewls & Rene Goliard, Mi 
chel Magne & Orch (14), Barbus 
(3) $2.50 top. 

Straight vaude has been having 
its troubles of late with only a 
few headliners really pulling them 
in. For hia initial seasonal pro- 
gram Bruno Coquatrix is relying 
upon a stage and screen star, who 
started in the music hall, Robert 
Lamoureux. 

Coquatrix has tried to give the 
surrounding show a revue-like feel. 
It is only intermittently success- 
ful, and show will dépend on the 
Lamoureux name for its three- 
week run. 
Lamoureux peppers his family 

talks with sentimentality and an 
ingratiating quality. But-~his stuff 
is too intime to take in a big hall. 
His charm, timing and wit seem 
more suited to Jegit and screen 
needs. He might be wise in retir- 
ing from the more demanding 
house needs. 

Show highspot is Takeuchi Kel- 
go Imperial Japanese Dancers. Six 
girls and Keigo blend oriental 
grace with Yank suppleness for 
a most taking interlude. 

Their interp of “Frankie and 
Johnny” appears more of a tribute 
than a vulgarization The same 
goes for their sudden flight to 
cooch dancing. Costumes. snap 
and movement add this up tq an 

expert entry. 
Michele Arnaud is hier 

(Continued on page 64) 

a-day basis. It’s a terrific gamble 
wjth the producers committing 
themselves to about $25,000 to 
put over this unit. Producers need 

There is good quality talent on 
display,. with Sarah Vaughan, a 
headliner in her own right, in 

At the Palace, her moods are 
varied. She can carry off a tune 
with humor or give a dark and! 
sombre interpretation. On_ this 
date she sometimes seems a little 
self-conscious in projecting her 

no drawback to 
her ultimate reception. 

Larry Storch did a yeoman job 

ing his normal time, because. of 
Charles’ nonappearance, he drew 
on a lot of stories and bits that 

frequently came off. better than 
his regular act. He’s a clever chap 
with a wealth of zany impressions 
and _ stories. 
The .Johnny Conrad Dancers 

suffered because of the lack of 
with the orchestra, 

chores except its own set pieces. 
The Ray Charles Orchestra was 
remiss and seemingly never re- 
hearsed the show. This hurt the 
Conrad dancers, comprising two 

solo. was. a strong point. 
Again the orchestra, during Miss 

‘Vaughan’s turn. seemed at its 
nadir. Miss Vaughan had her own 

usual 



62 NIGHT CLUB 

Waldorf-Astoria, N.Y. 

Generiere, with Luc Poret and 
Gus Viseur; Milt Shaw and Emery 
Deutsch orchs; $3 and $4 (Uri- 
Sar. 

Jack Paar success hasn’t spoiled 
Genevieve for the niteries but it 
seems to have impaired her some- 
how. When she first debuted as a 
s:loon singer in the Maisonette 
of the Hotel St. Regis there was 
a natural elan waich is somehow 

missing in a studied and artificially 
contrived “act” at the Waldorf- 
Astoria’s Empire Room. 

Unquestionably having good 
catise to “love” America, there is 
such a thing as overdoing it. From 
her opening World War I medley. 
which is something more for the 
Elk, than the elegant Empire 
Room, to her finaleing minstret 
Medley ‘with mauve decade ex- 
azezerated bowtie and banjo-on- 
my-knee fo'derol) she makes 
George M. Cohan look like ar 
anti-Yankee Doodle Dandy. 

America has been good to Gene-. 
vieve, indeed, as witness her im- 
pact on the Paar program {she 
saluted the NBC nocturnal -con- 
ferencier elaborately), not to men- 
tion her new American husband 
and those fancy summer stock 
grosses wherever she played, but 
the chauvinism can be overdone. 

There’s nothing wrong with Miss 
Genevieve’s routine that some 
sharp editing can’t correct, and 
without much effort. It should 
start with that beginning and end 
with that finale. 

The Yank customers like their 
Parisian gamin songstresses not 
too adulterated. It’s one thing to 
let the natives in on the Gallic 
lyric content with a li'l introduc- 
tory translation, en Angkais, In the 
manner that Chevalier, Patachou 
et al. have done so successfully, 
but the petite comedienne goes 
overboard on the rahrah and idie- 
matically Yankee stuff. 

Hers is not so much the fault of |- 
gilding the American flag as sell- 
ing nerself short in an idiom that 
(a’ it is foreign to her prime ap- 
peal and {b) it lacks sophistica- 
tion. She is a personality, not a 
songstress. A World War I medley 
of “Over. There,” “My Buddy,” 
“Madeion,” etc. and winding up 
with “Mile. From Armentieres” is 
corny even for a hinterland Ro- 
tary or BPOE shindig. 

Genevieve has her major impact 
at the show’s 
ly when backed by Lue Poret, 
her original guitarist-accompanist 
when she first came to the States 
via the Ritz Carlton Hotel,. Mont- 
real, back in ’54. With him and 
accordionist Gus Viseur, she un- 
reels the French hit parade (“Pi- 
galle,” “Paris Canaille”) and also 
introduces some newies in the 
numbers about the seagulls and 
the little donkey. From this she 
shifts into the minstrel finale. 
Withal, a strange routine for the 
petite Paris pixie who has mrade 
great impact on the mass tv scene 
as a regular on the Paar show. 

The Empire Room. given a face- 
Hft with some bright new paint, 
also has two new bands in Milt 
Shaw, long at the St. - Regis, and 
Emery Deutsch giving out with 
his schmaltzy gypsy-style strings 
for the entr’acte music. Gene- 
vieve’s preem, in face of Esther's 
threat, was a gala turnout. She 
should do biz. She can do a better 
floorshow routine also with a little 
editing. Abel. 

Conrad Hilton, Chi 
Chicago, Sept. 19. 

.“Ooh La La!” with the Dornan 
Bros., Margie Lee, Dru & Landell, 
Lou (The Juggling Chef), Brigitte 
Votte, Boulevar-Dears: (6), Boule- 
var-Dons (3), Inez & Gordon, Gay 
Claridge Orch; produced by Mer- 
riel Abbott; choreography & stag- 
ing, Bob Frellson; costumes, John 
Baur and Bernard Peterson; or- 
chestration, Norman Krone; 
cover Saturday, $2.50 other nights. 

Merriel Abbott has been pro- 
ducing the ice shows in the Bou- 
Ievard Room for 14 years, chang- 
ing the presentation every six 

{twirling on a table at once. 

‘make the best of the awkward. 
lyrics. Both male and female skat- 

mid-point, especial-: 

REVIEWS, 
bit, then bring up. 
for an elaborate audience-partici- 
pation stunt that has the custom- 
efs serving as ventriloquist’s dum-. 
mies as the Dornans. talk nonsense 
behind them. It’s surefire, 
guaranteed to break up the five 
tables from which the volunteers 
came, . 

Margie Lee is- an attractive 
prima skateuse in this lightweight 
“musical comedy on ice,” and her. 
twirls and spins’ previde’ nearly 
all of the exciting blade work. 
Lou, 
pots, pans and -eggbeaters' with 
skill and keeps a half-dozen plates 

Pamela Dru & Bill Landell do 
a standard adagio on skates ca- 
vably. Inez & Gordon, who sing 
the background numbers for show. 

ing choruses are fresh-looking and 
smooth on the lIee. 

Hessie Smith’s book, - lyrics and 
music are up to the requirements 
of the format, but no more than 
that. Bob Frelison’s choreography 
[and staging are simple, fast-mov- 
ing and generally effective. Cos- 
tumes for the show are mostly. 
handsome. Mor. 

Thunderbird, Las Vegas 
Las Vegas, Sept. -15. 

Linda Darnell, Wayne Tucker, 
Larry Daniels, Harry Nofal, Tne 
Henrys (2), Ice Cubettes (14), 
Garwood Van Orch (11); presented 

George Arnold; ice choreography 
by Ronnie Meren; $4 minimum. 

Linda Darnell who fooks even 
better now than she did in her 
Hollywood heyday. has a pleasant 
singing voice in her new act, and 
she wears stunning gowns. Getting 
off at a .jeisurely pace, the turn 
builds to a. rousing gallop, and has 
all the ingredients to please evel 
the hyper-critical. 

Strong support is given the 
star by Wayne Tucker,. who dnets 
with her and authoritatively takes. 
over the stage during her costume 
changes, neatly tossing such songs 
as “Trouble” and “Let There Be 
You.” The smooth teamwork was 
masterminded by Jack Bunch and 
Herbie Dell, who coordinated the 
choreography, music, and special 
tnaterial. Robby Robertson pro- 
duced the act. 

Larry Daniels is held over for 
this bill, bringing in many new 
gags and situation bits to his fast- 
moving standup. comedy routine: 
His impreshes (JFK, Winchell, 
etc.) are uncanny carbons, and he 
supplies the celbs with very funny 
dialog. Tapical gags and hilarious 
telephone conversation between a 
high government. official and Car- 
oline Kennedy pileup the yocks: for 
Daniels. 

The bladed balancing team, the 
Henrys (2) and lavish production 
‘numbers from the previous show 
repeat, with Variety used in one 
musical bash, via two enlarged 
copfes of the papers appearing in 
a Broadway montage. Duke. 

Savoy Hilton, N.Y. | 
Gunnar. Hansen Orch (6); $1-$2 

(Fri.-Sat.) cover. 

One by one the plusheries have 
reopened for the fall season and 
now The Columns of-the Savoy 

Gunnar ‘Hilton is in stride with 
Hansen and his versatile dansapa- | 
tion sextet getting "em up on the 
floor when the maestro isn’t mak- 
ing with the “magic violin.” Latter 
is a kinda off-the-cob billing for a 
-‘Strad baridleader; it went out of 
style with Evelyn of the Phil 
Spitalnyites, ‘but none will dis- 
pute Hansen’s effectiveness on the 
strings. 

He makes even. the dance sets. 
moments of virtuousity and, in solo 
opportunity, keeps the diners spell- | rial. 
-bound. This is a second season for 

$3j;the lank. lean and personable 
Jeader,; attractive in tails. No mel- 
ancholy Dane he, with his pizi-|- 
catoing.. 

The Columns is:one of those soft- 
light dineries with a Mediterranean 
motif in its dramatic decor which. 

five ringsiders | 

and 

“ntusical 

The Juggling Chef, tosses 

by Marty Hicks, ice staging . by 

‘Alley savvy. Their solos and duets 

chances. to shine and ‘should be 

|R&H sing-a-long. doesn’t go be- 

‘Connor, Oscar Peterson Trio; $3 

months. The current edition is an! deserves to do better business than 
admixture of quick-frozen corn! has been its wont last year. It may 
and confectioner's sugar andj ‘become one of those rooms that's 
doubtlessly will please the room’ | suddenly “discovered,” which is 
conventioneer and tourist trade as! traditionally a Gotham vagary— 
much as did its predecessors. 

Occasionally Miss Abbott has in-' time and suddenly it can become 
cluded a variety act in the show, a vogue. (Other boites, of course, 
and for this one she Iras chosen a just have that compelling quick 
the Dornan Bros., who are right appeal as to brook no_ hesitancy). 
at home in this off-the-cob format. | Back again, also, is the knowl- 
Charlie Dornan’s standup humor;edgeable John Selva as maitre 
might not pass with the deacon in d’hotel. Adjoining Savoy Room & 
the parlor, but’ neither is it of | (bar) has pianologist Ray Hartley 
the behind-the-barn type. ! making with the melodies. : 

Charlie and Leo musicalize al Abel. 

something can roll along for a long. 

Camelet, N. Y. 
“Too. Good For The Average 

& Helen Gallagher, featuring 

ren Thorsell,. Richard: Blair; Bus- 
ter Davis & Christian Laird, pia- 
nos; producer, Buddy Bregman in 
association with Buster Davis; Gi- 
-rector-choreographer, Jack Bunch; 

director, Buster Davis; 
associate producer, Ben F. Melzer; 
$5. mininuem. 

gers & Hart song, “My Funny Val 
entine,”. was hard to find on rec- 
ords. It’s a cinch ‘now, and with the 
‘averload of LPs,’ much of the. 
Rodgers & Hart repertoire bras. be- 
come familiar, too. However, a lot 
of the R&H (not -Hammerstein) } 
‘catalog has been: overlooked by |. 

the middleage set with Victor Her- 
bert oldies and ‘other vintage. faves: 

the record makers and that’s what 
this mini revue, conceived by Bud- 
dy Bregman: is. all about. And, it’s 
a beaut. 

In the 20-song roundup, which 
rups:a little over an hour, Breg- 
man, with the aid of Buster Davis, 
has dug up Ré&H material that, 
for the most. part, has been over- 
looked by disk singers and key- 
boarders in intime bistros. of 
course, there. are some well re- 
membered items from “On Your 
Toes,” .which included the song 
which titles this revue, and some 
other R&H- standards like: “I’ve 
Got. Five Dollars,” “Girl Friend” 
and “You're Nearer.” 
“The. producers, however, saw to 

it that this would be more than 
just, another evening with Rodgers 
& Hart. They've ‘surrounded the 
familiars with. tunes that were 
dropped out in New Haven, with 
third: choruses that were cut. out 
in N:.Y., ete. The songs may be 
‘obscure ‘put: they’ re not: obsolete.. 
Especially not in this presentation. 

For on this. postage stamp stage 
a troupe of lively and dedicated 
players make the songs that were | 
written 20 and 30 years ago very 
much alive. Bobby Van & Helen 
Gallagher spark it with Shubert 

are .knockouts and they swing 
through each turn-without a letup. 
Maritynn Lovell, too, has plenty of 

grabbed up for the Broadway beat. 
Ronnie Hall, Karen: Thorsell and 
Richard. Biair- help keep things 
lively, but it’s really not hard. fo 
do when there are Larry Hart 
lyrics to .work with: 

There’s always been a Rodgers 
& Hart cult and now it seems fo 
be growing more than ever. (Co- 
incidentally, Ben Bagley has just 
issued a “Rodgers & Hart Revisit- 
ed™ LP on the Spruce label). In 
any event, the R&H fans will eat 
this up. because. of the repertoire 
and the nifty way: it’s presented.. 
Its breezy lighthearted tone will. 
also. win over saloon-goers whose 

yond “My Funny Valentine.” 
The revue is a natural for sim- 

ilar situations around the. country 

profitable album entry: Gros. 

Basin Sts East, N.Y. 
Stan Kenton Orch: (24); Chris 

cover. 

‘Stan Kenton’s robust sound, 
Chris Connor’s facile sylings and 
Oscar Peterson's expressive ivory 
work make. up the solid bill at 
Basin Street East, N. ¥, It’s. a sock 
crowd pleaser. 

a new twist for the avant garde 
leader. For this set he’s incorpo- 
rated some lush, romantic mate- 

His orth features such ren- 
ditions of “I’m Glad There Is You” 
and “Maria;” latter from his Capi- 
tol platter of “West Side Story” 
arrangements. “Intermission Riff” 
is as big as ever and his room- 
filling “Limehouse Blues” is a 
knockout. The combination of driv- 
ing: solos, punctuated by dynamic 
and full-bodied backing is the 
technical ‘core with blazing cres- 
cendos. between melodic valleys. 

Chris:‘Connor turns: in a solid 
effort demonstrating -a phrasing | a 
pattern that. is: charged ‘yet com- 
pletely controlled through. a turn 
of blues, ballads, : and. uptempo 
numbers. Backed by. some of the 
Kenton crew,. She is drowned out 
on a few brief occasions but they 
generally complement one another 
effectively as she sometimes: sings 
dramatic counterpoint: and _har- 
mony to the. lush arrangements. 
She swings “Jump for Joy” in ex- 

Man,” a Buddy Bregman presenta- 
tion reviewing the songs of Rod- 
gers & Hart starring, Bobby Van. 

Marilynn Lovell, Ronnie Hall, Ka-. 

There was a time, before. the. 
‘advent of the: LP, when the Red- 

‘that she has no figure - 

‘and Danny Ferguson’s band. 

‘La Boite, an intime dinery seating 

|a tastefully done, Old World-remi- 

and could make a delightful and umate nitery. 

rand John Barbeaza for his front 
presides at. the. 

rmittel-Europa waltzes, interlarded 
with the usually galaxy of ‘Gallic, 
}Cole Porter and kindred tunes, is 

Kenton’s. material and arrange- | natural for the posh trade. 

ments are as dynamic as ever with | 

‘citing tempo, chirps a “Blick Cof- 
fee” with cool effectiveness and 

‘Flamingos’ Fly.” 
hushed during her work. 

quite active on the New York club 
scene of late, comes through with 
some dynamic keyboard stylings 
with his trio to round out the eve- 
ning. His turn includes ballads 

jand uptempo material, highlight- 
ed by a three quarter treatment 
of “I'm in Love.” He gets strong 
drum and bass backing from his 
sidemen to make his set a driving 
one. ‘Kali, 

Flame Room, Mpls. 
Minneapolis, Sept. .20. 

Nelson Eddy, Gale Sherwood, 
Theodore Paxson, Danny Ferguson 
Orch (7); $2- $2.50, cover. 

Nelson is still charming | 

which never seem to lose their 
|} popularity when he sings. ’em.|: 
Headliner’s voice doesn't seem to 
have lost any of its resonance or 
‘projection, either. 

Current stint is Eddy’s first: in 
this plush supper club. He  ap- 
peared at Freddie's in. Minneapolis 
a year ago. but appears to be. more 

trade. Accompanying him on a 
umber of duets and offering sev-. 
eral appealing solos is Gale Sher- 
wood, a classy looker who more 

| than holds her own in the vocal. 
-department. ° 

‘Miss Sherwood provides. most 
‘of the act’s comic touch as well 
as appeal to male patrons. Nitery’s 
managément nixed her usual 

can judge from. her lowcut. gown 
“problems. 

Duo’s burlesque of “Carmen” ‘is 
a: showstopper. 

Adroit backing of the warbling 
4s .provided by Theodore Pexson, 
Eddy’s longtime accompaniest, 

Eddy and Miss Sherwood are in 
through. Sept. 30 with Kirby Stone. 
Four following. . . ‘Rees... 

La Beite, N.Y. 
Walter Kay, Henry Sand, John. 

Barbeaza;. no minimum. 

The Hotel St. Regis’ new room, 

S| around 80, and situated across the. 
foyer from its famed Maisonetie, 
bids fair to become the town’s new 
Champagne Room vogue. Latter 
refers to El Morocco’s long re- 
nowned retreat where piano-violin 
gave out with sweet music to soft- 
light, leisurely dining. 

‘La Boite is an inspired addition 
to the St. Regis’ nocturnal scene, 

niscent room, with decor by Jac 
Lassman who was responsible for 
the Maisonette’s recent facelift.. 
La Boite, literally “the box,” is. 
the. French euphemism for an. in- 

| Walter Kay,, who. formerly 
helmed the relief trio ‘at. the St. 
Regis, when Milt Shaw was the 
No. 1 maestro (now it’s Chauncey 
Grey), has violinists Henry Sand 

men, while he 
voices-and cues the repertoire. Vi- 
olinists are from Viennese Lantern 
and kindred Yorkville environs. 
Bringing to the midtowners the 

That’s all the room has. to. offer 
entertainment-wise, separate and 
apart from ultra cuisine in. an 
ultra atmosphere. Headwaiter is 
Pierre, ex-Sheraton East (nee the 
Ambassador) which, too,, has a 
Knight Box adjunct, a la El Mo- 
roceo’s Champagne Room and now 
the St. Regis’ La Boite. 

' One violinist might keep in mind 
that the customer isn’t always 
‘right, tight, or whatever, This has 
‘reference to an almost all-Israeli 
medley on the night caught. A. 
li'l “Hava Nagila’’ goes a long: way: 
and the fiddler Jost his strings 
when he figured, perhaps, he had 

“lively one” and gave out with 
a marathon of Moskowitz & Lupo- 
witz hitparaders, a medley prob- 
ably not particularly to the com-. 
mon ken of the rest of the room. 
That’s where maestro Kay or 
maitre d’.Pierre should take com- 
mand. But that’s a detail born of 
enthusiasmr and perhaps overly 
enterprising pandering to one par- 
ticular party’s preferences. Abel 

e eo 
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does an emotional job on “When 
The crowd is 

" Osear: Peterson, who has been| 

at home in this sedate room which | 
draws heavily from. the carriage. 

cheesecake finale, but customers | . 

: cover. . 

enjoy - 

Cocoanut Grové, LAs 
-Los .Angeles, Sept. . 

Johnny. Mathis, Bob DeVove 
Trio, Dick Stabile Orehestra; #3 
3.50 cover plus $3 min. 

Fohnny . Mathis ‘brought a care 
fully planned. show into the Grove, 
briefly spotlighting | the Bob Dé 
Voye Trio of acrobatic-interpré-- 
tive dancers but chiefly featuring 
nearly 45 minutes of songs deliv- 
ered in Mathis’ inimitable’ vocal 
style. Singer’s intensely individual: 
vocalizings hold special appeal to 
his particular fans, but, don’t suf- 
ficiently bridge the: gimmick class 
ta hit universal entertainment 
punch, 

He has-‘assurance and polish in 
‘this own right, but rarely wavers 
from. the . tight-voiced, sustained. 
‘high notes of. which he is charac- 

.{ teristic. Every: song is milked dry. 
‘But it-approaches monotony when 
even: varieties of. material always 
come out sounding ‘the same.. 

Mathis’ 
421). opener was 
Note,” in. which he loosened up. 
and belted.a straight style that 
showed .he has.a valid voice when™. 
he wants.to use it. “Misty” is a 
good arrangement and indicates 
nice ballad sensitivity, while “Lot 
of Living. to Do” is 2 top rhythm. 
entry. . 

Singer tries too hard to be sexy 
and. attitudes: of .affectation come 
through . -often.. Basically,, he has 
top” musicianship qualities and .no 
longer needs to rely on the vocal 
gymnastics that first shot -him to- 
fame. Mathis’ greatest asset is his - 
conduetor, Alyn Ferguson, though 
the Dick- Stabile. brassy: carchestra 
was far-too loud to give him suit- 
able backing. — 
DeVoye dancers are expert in 

an art nearly lost today and make 
a . handsome Addition to the. Ma- 
this act. . ° Dale. - 

Village Gaie @,: N.Y. 
Pete Seeger, “Hedi: West; $2 

‘The folkalizing. of Pete Seeger 
and Hedi West comprises the cur- 
rent bill. of fare at Art D’Lugoff's 

+Greenwich Village nitery, the Vil- 
lage Gate. It’s an informal show 
with audience participation con=- 
stantly encouraged and. one which 
emphasises the casual atmosphere - 
of a community sing..rather than. 
a straight nitery presentation. The 
format fits the occassion and both 
aupdience and performer seem to 

each . other's contributions 
no end. 

Seeger is by no méans a new 
face to the folkniks and his follow- 
ing *{s ‘an ‘attentive one. His low 
key conversation which ° covers 
‘historical data, incidental informa-- 
tion. and general commentary on 
the folk scene adds a dimension 
to "his performance that .has be- 
come a Seeger trademark and has" 
been avidly copied by many folk 
entertainers. 
He is a topflight musician who 

is among the best banjo interpret- 
ers around the folk scene today. 
‘His: guitar work (on the 12 string- 
er) is also fine, although he does 
considerably Tess playing on this 
instrument. As a singer however, . 
Seeger is not the best. He is quite 
‘Capable but his better work in. this. 
department. : was registered with. 
the Weavers when he was a mem- 
ber of the group a few years ago -. 
because his real strength ts in his | 
ability ‘to add. dynamics to. a 
group’s sound through horminizing 
and providing that. certain some-. 
thing extra. As soloist he has no 
place to go and so some.of his 
former electricity. {s- lacking, ale 
though. other of his past. solo con- 
cert'efforts have registered well. 

Miss. West is an attractive young 
femme from the hills of Georgia 
who likes to sing about moon- 
shiners andthe -woes of married 
life and love affairs. She’s a com-.. 
-petent banjo picker and. chirps 
pleasantly. Even’ in the | informal: 
-atmosphere of this type of rer- 
formance: she sometimes seems too. 
‘glib. Tou often she'll begin a song, 
stop, change key and. begin again, 
and all-too often’ she'll fiddle ex-_ 
cessively with the banjo. = 
-.They are, all the same, both ef- 

fective : performers ‘who ‘work well 
when. playing or singling together: 
and plense the audience with their 
‘work as individuals. Seeger's seem- 
ingly unlimited repertoire of ma- 
-terial,. his. ability to get the audi- 
ence involved and_ his - whistling, 
humming and. variety of other in- 
struments besides the banjo and 
gutiar are’ all’ plus advantages. 
Miss West has a very: winning per- 
sonality that makes-the delivery 
of her -material | all ‘the more. 
palatable. 

‘standout at ‘Thursday. _ 
“Johnny One — 



her “Embrasse-Moi” 
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Hotel: Pierre,. Ne WY. 
Stanley Melba production, “Step- 

pin’ -in- Society,” ‘with Patricia 
Bright, Jack Haskell, Patricia ‘Mar- 
and, , Bil &-Midge ‘Haggett; 
rected by Dolores Pullet; written 
‘by Gig Henry; lighting, - Leslie: 
Wheel; conductor, 
Stanley Melba. Orch; Phil Wayne’ 
.Trio with: Debbie Brown; 78. and $4 
(Sat.)” cover... 

For the 20th: anni of the. Pierre's. 
Cotillion Room, ‘maestro-impre-. 
Sario. Stanley Melba“has: come up 
-with ‘another new. and good varia- 
tion of the. theme,. one that :should 
command attention without. break- 
ing the budget. That's the leitmotif 
-of almost any“nitery, from Vegas. - 
to Miami Beach; and particutarly. 
s0-.with the class hostelries: which, 
if -thev can't. corral a cavaleede 
of diseuses, try for something dif- 

_. ferent. : 

In. this case . “Steppin In So- 
ciety” is a revuette, skillfully tied 
together by Gig’ Henry. 
gagster for Bob Hope et’ al., 
some pithy-and pungent: lines, and 
above all. purveved hy a peppery 
‘quintet of talent.. Actually .they’re 

quondam 

only four.acts, since Bill & Midge: 
Haggett’s terps comprise one. unit.. 
The. others are savvy: eomedienne 
‘Patricia’ Bright, -ingenue-looker 
Patricia’ Marand, and: authoritative 

juvenile Jack: Haskell. . 
. And a socko combo it is in. all 
its individual ‘and. combined ‘come. 

Pallet). ponents.. Stager Dolores 
under’ Melba’s. production - aagis,. 
has tied it all together into:a- neat, 
“very. enjoyable package. 

‘Actually it’s a succession of slick 
professional. specialties. given added. 

-depart-. 
it into ‘the’ Roaring. 

‘20s, Turbulent ‘30s, Frantic '40s |: 

‘gloss by Gig Henry's - 
‘mentatlizing 

and Fabulots ’50s Uatter. a: succés- 
sion : of -topical. one- -liners. ‘making 

for a niftv :change-of-pace from the. 
and. ‘finally ~ the: song-and-dance), 

. Soaring ‘60s. 
Miss Bright {s-the femcee in: al 

casual’ manner, interlarding her: 
saloon specialties ‘as the others are. 
brought. .on.. Beauteous ‘redhead 
‘Patricia. Marand,,. -with: a - “wagon” 
that has the outfronters wagging. 
about it; figares as effectively with 
‘her’ songalogs as: she is decora- 
tively. She Yates the Hollywood 
0.0. Haskell, 

ards for his. effective specialties: 
“ ‘When comedienne” Pat Bright 
‘Ysn't.whamming them ‘with. “Give 
“Me a Sale” (clever lyric. interpola- 
tion by Eve Franklin and ‘Charles 
“Scheuer). ‘she ribs the -French 
‘chantootsies with “Three: Little |. 
Fishes” (in French). 
-The other Pat 

in a very, -be- 
Hevablé manner, as she did "with 
the ‘Americanized’ French ‘ hit- 
parader. “I Wish You Love.” And. 
she’s vivid proof when she. chirps 
“Enjoy Being a .Girl.”. The hoofin’ 
Haggets. range their terps from the 
Charleston ‘to.the ultramodern.. 

Melba. who, : incidentally, .is. ac- 
tively back on the‘ podium as the 
dansapation maestro ‘spelled only 

-. for the. shaw-conducting by ‘Lee 
Hulbert), ‘has achieved - a good new 
concept. He — first 
eta? to the name composers: 
then for..a couple of seasons he 
‘produced tabloid: musicomedy & 

- operetta;, now . this. original «mu- 
sical revue, geared to: a modest 
‘Dudget and doing well. Otherwise, . 
‘the class season is on; the affable: 
and knowing Pasquall is back: as. 
maitre d’: Gogi is again the omnip- 

_ otert. host: Melba’s: musikers are 
spelled’ by the. 
Wayne . Trio 
Brown : chirping the: pops); and biz 
looks. good. . Abet. © 

Carillon. Miami. Beach: 
‘Miami Beach, Sept. 23. 

‘Lou Walters production . “Cher- | 
chez Les Femmes” with Sue Car- 
‘son, ‘Tanya & -Biagi, Jack & Sally 
Jenkins, Regina, Line (14); chore- 
‘ography,- ‘Natalie Kaierora;- -COS- 
tumes, Lee Carol; *usie and. -or-: 
chestrations, Jacque’ Dannet; min- 
imum $3. 50-$4. 50. , 

Newest edition of . this resort's 
longest. running. revue ‘is’ ‘as. slick 
as any of the. preceding: produc: |. 
tions. It's staged with flair -and 
the inherent. good taste Lou ‘Wal- 
ters always - imparts to: his. Parisi- 
-enne themes, ‘erosscut. ‘with’ ‘several 
acts in .the American. ‘idiom, - 

“package. 
_.» Costumes: aré. colorful and styl: 
ish, even in’ the. scant. outfits 
‘*worn” by ‘the. tallies of the. show-. 
gal’ section. In’ the simply named - 
Regina, there’s the Walters trade-. 
mark, the near-nudie with the Gal- 
lic: introes, charm. and sparkle that 

fr can-c; 

di-| 

“with: 

-| howls; 

like. the -others, re« 
courses to: the musicomedy  stand-} 

(Marand). does. ‘ 

started’ the. 
. lightfully dazzling. 

Bobby Gonzales is. a handsome. 

-sprightly Phil. 
(with. cute - -Debbie. 

alk: 
talented and- sparking the overall: 

.Pun.- 

[lends the French stamp to the ‘pro- |: 
Of -course * there’s | the | 

‘routine accomped ‘by. the.| 
ceedings, 

prancers litile screams pushed out |. 
‘at -proper split-climaxings.. It’s .a 
‘fast .teeoff, serving to set: the gay | 
‘aura.. 

Lee. Hutbert;.|- Tanya. & Biagi hold . over. and 
‘are. Smooth exponerits of the suave 
-ballroomology . that. goes awry to |. 

{the outfronters. growing ‘apprecia- 
tion. They bring off in top man- 
ner- tough. adagio. tricks.. twists 
and balancings but it’s lost in the 
laughs raised.:They aff to optimum 
returns... In. her’.spot, Regina dis- 
plays a nice pair of pipes and: in 
lead ‘Production slot, 
neatly... 
AL. “young © and: handsome song}. 

duo * are another. click; Jack & Sal- 
ly Jenkins handle ‘their. group lead: 
assignments aptly and in own. ‘spat 
are solid. with duetings: excerpts 
from. “Oklahoma”: and other mu- | 
‘Sicomedies. It is Sue Carson that's | 
the big hit. The-young comedienne |: 
with. the wide eyed approach to 
the subtle’ and at-times, somewhat. 
broad. . ‘lines: in ‘her- ‘Jampoonings,. 
sets a: growing. tempo. of laugh 
Tesponse. “Where there is an ‘occa- 
‘sional | single entendre lyric line,: 
‘but: the auditors accept ‘it with the 
‘same glee,.thanks to the artfully. 
simple -delivery: ‘Miss ‘Carson: has 
herself ‘a. load of new and topical 
.themes. all larded with her stand- 
ards. viz: -the “Seven Approaches 
To Love,” her: devastatingly’ close 
impreshes. of : Lena Horne, Pearl 
‘Bailey, among: ‘others ‘and the, Yma 
‘Sumac .- takeoff ° that. .still : garners 

even though. the original. 
seems. to have ‘sunk into oblivion. 
‘The ‘Carson cutup. “mhakes~- jt. all 
seem her very own. to’ wind. into. 
a callback reaction. _ 

Natalie . ‘Kamerova's ° ‘choreogra- 
‘phy .is ‘inventive, with. workings | 
of production leads a well inte- 
grated’ facet that. Jends a.fine-and 
easy. flow. to. it all. 

Danes, Las Vegas | 
Las Vegas, Sept.. 92. 

“Philippine Festival,” Bobby} 

Lary. 

beth: Ramsey, Girl Dancers & Mod- 
els’ (38),. Boy Dancers '18};. 
Reddie. “Oreh - (14); preduced by 
‘Steve -Parker, directed & choreo- | 

| graphed by. Paul: Godkin, sets by | 
Hachiro Nakajima, -costunies, Ed-|. 
ward -Wassall; General Manager, 
Alan. Lee; $4 minimum.. 

Steve ‘Parker, who hit the Vegas 

of “Holiday. in Japan,” comes up 
with the. exciting. three. bars again 
in: “Philippine. Festival.” 

Parker's. newest. Oriental con- 
coction, directed “and. choreo-| 
graphed with. sparkling artistry. by 
Paul Godkin; has the overail ef- 
‘fect: of warmth -arid: delicate beau- 
ty. The impact.on opening: nighters 
is“certain to spur ‘a long run for 
the show, .-which:.has flavorful 

| songs, dances, pageantry, plus just 
‘the right ‘amount of. subtle humor.. 
‘Gowns . by. :Aureo. Alonzo make |. 
“Festival” -the ‘best “fashion show 

finale, a spectacle: in white, - is. Se: 

and personable narrator who also 
Stores with both American and na- 
tive: “songs. ‘Pilita. “Miss. Manila” 
Corrales is a gorgeous- chirp ‘of 
Spanish . descent who ‘sells a song 

uses vet’ savvy in delivering: Fili- 

Days” ‘tossed in for. good measure. 

is a shapely looker. 

principals who . brought. hefty ap- 
plause ‘from ‘the’ preem “audience. 

songalog. . 

ly named: Boy Pecson, and a 12- 
year-old «girl | tagged . Baby - Aqui- |. 

| lar, almost. steal" the ‘show With a 
hip rock ‘rn’ roll.song..and, dance 

isn’t.so0 different from West. . 

unique dancing done in and out of 
long: poles on the floor. and a “cen- 
-quest” number contains the best. 
stage ‘swordplay . ever. seen in Ve- 
‘gas, The dancing company of. 38- 

- ‘| girls and 18°. boys, . featuring. Ri- 
-eardo’. Reyes ‘and: Alice. Reyes, 
‘gtirringly festive, ‘the sets are taste-. 
ful. and imaginative.- Outstanding . 

‘is 

‘backing is given by the Bill Red- 
die oreh-'(14). for. the entire: 90- 
minute: session, i in for. ‘an. indefinite 

. : Duke. 

; formula: ‘that can Ee applied in. an: 

dances]: 

- “Diller. mith. wild and.- hoydenish , a lot of entertainment.. 
‘of .late a repertoire of some of the faves | show in almost a Year. 

‘which have remained despite the | applause cascaded he threw in 4 

‘Gonzales; Katy de. la -Cruz, Pilita: 
‘Corrales, Shirley Gorospe, . “Eliza- 

Bill |. 

strip jackpot with his production:|’. 

in town, modeled bya stage full |. 
Of: fragile doll-like. beauties. The 

with. disarming charm. Katy de la |: 
Cruz, a “mellowed: mama” type, 

-pino. songs, with “Some~ ‘OF These’ ‘mood of the Songs, from a swing: 

‘Shirley Gorospe, a film. star in the: 
| Philippines, 
who socks. sex across with her. 

| provocative | dance. routine. ‘Eliza: 
|beth Ramsey is~ ‘another of ‘the 

—she . clicks with. ‘a memorable. 

An -11-y ear-old. ‘boy, appropriate- | 

demonstration - that proves East-} 

‘In the early: portion. of’: “Festi-, 
val,’ ” there is fine. display ‘of 

Biue Angel, N.Y. jeudden popularity at a time ‘when 
~ Phyllis Diller; Adam: ‘Keefe, | there was insufficient talent to sus- 

Clancy ° Bros. & Tommy “Maxem j tain the rash of spots which fea- 
(4),, Jimmy. Lion ‘Trio; ‘$6 min- i tured it. 
‘imum. The acts on tap: here include 

‘Herbert Jacoby’ R. Max Gordon ‘the. movement. The McClevertys 

have a swinging. session wilh the ,and Johnn Barracuda have been 
‘current ayout. This bill follows: 
‘the dld- vaude maxim—you can't: 
have too. -much comedy - at _ any, 
time, . and’ it apparently is 4 

intimery . such as the. Blue Angcl. ! : Of cafes in. this and other areas. 
Of course, the: comedy, at any ‘The McClevertys, comprising 

time,: has to be good, and in. this! five instrumentalists, a front man 
‘case ‘it’s just excellent. ‘who does all the singing and the 
The show is capped by Phyilis (well-stacked Jewel Carlo, provide 

They have 
Zanyisms. ° ‘Miss Diller, 
seems to do no- wrong in whatever 
sector of town shé appears. Her i general demise of calypso. These, 
track reeord at both. the Bon Soir! which include “Man Smart,” a 
and. this: uptownery is quite cn-: :concession to modernity, 
viable, ‘and she was in top form. :the Knife,” along with a group of 

On her: opening night. she es- i melodic numbers that gets the, 

sayed a longish stint, getting yocks :¢crowd in-.a groove.- Miss Carlo 
with virtually every line. The butt } idoes a pair of tunes on her own. 
of her jokes is mainly-herself, and vAt this.point in her.career she has 
she applies a rather odd view point } ‘the spirit, but needs further sing- 
to her own foibles, . which appar-: ing’ experience. However, she 
‘ently ~ are - many.. Whether slie ; does sustain interest through the 
speaks of her experiences. as. a. lyrics. ‘and.-her incidental choreog- 
motorist, er in the -household, it’s . raphy. Her turn gets its message 
hilarious stuff which ‘apparently across strongly in all ‘directions. 
is pleasing ‘ king-sized ‘audiences;. Barracuda, accompanied by pon- 
at this hospice. jgoist' Larry. 
‘Also ia the- comedic vein is “ith his tune. assortment which in- 

Adam Keefe, a repeater here, who~ cludes improvised rhymes based 
‘has an‘adepiness for the mimicry ;0M- questions asked audience mem- 
of sights’.and sounds. His. aping “bers. It provides a lot of fun. 
of. a. silent. film, the ‘Soundtrack 
of a chopped up: motion picture - 
and a lenethy disseration on the 

‘late Bela Lugosi make for funny 
results. . 

. Of course there are a ‘lot of |. 
‘Built-in laughs. in the. Lugosi bit. 
but it’s'to be hoped that ‘most of 
the mimics can apply the same skill 
and: get’ the same results. with ‘Dorothy Donegan is a pixieish 
living “personalities. Many stars. | Pianist. Her sly keyboard work is 
still: ‘being imitated. should ‘be \ full of surprises and though she’s 

| allowed. ‘to rest in peace. | continually inventive, she mab 
strays from the composer’s origi- 

aneieicing aver gn the segcion i8 nal intention, Its ther credit 
foine. Irish: lads, who at evening that although site ae anne 
caught ‘showed. admirable ‘re-|7°°™ Rownitent e a bit, et the 
‘straint -by railing against England m the Roun ane od draw and 
only in their last two. ‘numbers. mbers, she’s a goo bl 
‘They: also score with a blend of ;°omtinually delights the tablers. 

; harmonics with a nice : ‘comedy Her assistants in this gig are 
| vein. | Dus Jones. on bass and prrankle 
The. Jimimy . Lyon: Trio” pack- Dunlap.on drums. Together they 

grounds with ils accustomed skill. | give the boss-lady a happy rhythm- 
Jose. ‘ic base from which to take off. 

1A sampling of one of her sets in- 
cludes such nifties as “It’s All 

to. prove that this, too, is a musi- 
cal instrument. Jose. 

Roundtable, N.Y. 
“ Dorothy Donegan Trio, Andy 
‘Senatore Quartet; $4 minimum. 

Ed ewater Reach. Chi. Right With Me,” “September 

ge --Chicago, Sept. 20. .+Song,” “A Foggy Day,” “Mack The 
Knife” and. Erroll Garner’s Los “Churumbeles De Espana 

(9); with Dolores Del Carmen, 
Don Davis. Orch; $3. cover week- 
ends, $2: 50 weeknights. 

‘With Los: Churumbeles’: De Es- 
pana the Edgewater Beach has 
again managed | to book a show 
that “maintains © the “faraway 
places” atmosphere of the Poly- 
nesian Room. The nine Boys. From 
Spain: fill the high-ceilinged .room 
with . authenticsounding Iberian 
‘gypsy, flamenco. and. popular songs. 

“Misty.” which she had to reprise 
on request a couple of times dur- 

jing the same act. 

‘Alternating on the podiym is 
the. ‘Andy Senatore Quartet. Sena- 
tore’s trumpet lead sparks the 
group. through some highly rhyth- 
‘mic excursions that have some 
-neat dixieland flurries. It’s not all 
bouney, though, as when pianist 
-Billy Rubenstein offers a captivat- 
ing ‘and mellow interpretation of 
“In Other Words.” The switch 

and Dolores Del Carmen, a darkly | from the uptempo stuff to, the 
attractive _ terper, supplies the | slow ballad is neatly handled and 
heel-stomping s.a. for the: show. . makes the Senatore stand always 

“ The group ‘exhibits a good deal |imteresting. — 
of showmanship along with its mu- In addition to Senatore’s trum- 
sicalizing, particularly. Eliseo’ Diaz. | pet and Rubenstein’s piano, there 
& saxophone: player. who doubles | are Al Beldine’s drums and Bucky 
in mobile-faced clowning. Joselito. Calabese’s bass to round out ‘the 
Cruz ‘handles. the solo. sirging | group. Gros, 
chores nicely and, has a solid ap-| ‘ 
‘peal for the distaff customers. 

Turn. manages to incorporate 
variety: within the. Spanish musie 
format by varying the tempo and 

3 Rivers Inn. Syracuse 
Syracuse, Sept. 22. 

Johnnie Ray, Al Mack, Ken Sher- 
burne, Miriam Sage Dancers (4), 

ing gypsy. version of “El Gitano | Guy Bono orch; $2 cover. 
Mustato” ‘to a haunting rendition 
‘of “Lisbon Antiqua.”. Other “héth-' 
points are “Mexican Fiesta,” a Ma- has proved an able 11th hour sub- 
‘yiachi medley, and a comic mock; : stitute for Nat “King” Cole* who 
Moorish closing number. Miss Del |.\vas forced to postpone his Three 
Carmen does two of. the. sensual-! | Rivers ‘engagement: until April 20 

ly dead-serious Andalusian-type | ; because of other commitments. 
‘dances and a cheerfully wild Span- } Singer offers a moving “If I 
ish country .dance, {Had You,” a Tousing “Shake a 
Don’ Davis orch purveys a “neat | Hand” and a swinging. ‘Alexander’s 

‘dance ‘beat: between shows. j Ragtime © Band.” Especially effec- 
Bill is in till Ocf. 17, followed | tive is a personal styling of “Walk- 

by the Martin Denny orch. Mor. jing in the Rain” that features the 
—_—_—___ | Guy Bono Orch whistlmg in the 

background. Ray resorts to his 
catalog of disk nits near the end 
of the show with “Walking My 

. Baby Back Home” getting the 
| ; most mitting. 

The African Room is ane of the! | Comic Al Mack gets nice recep- 
fixtures of. the. eastside. ‘offering «tion and juggling-cyclist Ken Sher- 
atrnosphere’ as one of the major ‘ burne thrills ringsiders with mock 

‘accidents while performing on aj; 

Emoting, gyrating Johnnie Ray 

African Room. N.Y. 
The McClevertys (5) with Jewel 

Carlo;. Johnny Barracuda, Larry 
Benito; $3.50 niininum. 

ingredients of. this. jungle-decored . 
room. For the premiere of its fall : 
season, it has seemingly revived a ers, holding over their Oriental 
virtually unseen, locally, craft—:teTR number, continues to receive 
the calypso, and provides. an ex- nice mitting. 
tremely entertaining evening in: “Ray is here until Oct. 1 with the 
the process. The demise of calso Dimara Sisters skedded. to open 
in these environs was due. to its;.the following day. Lang. 

Benito, scores well. 

‘Benito sings and does bongo solos’ 

ee ey en cen Ln cL aL el Lean 

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS 

‘two of. those who helped establish | Stefano’s Orch (10); 

‘ 

i 

out a shadow, 
‘high unicycle. Miriam Sage Dane-| when My Baby Smiles at We.” 

in. the regular show, and 
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Holiday House, Pitt 
Pittsburgh, Sept. 22. 

Sid Caesar (assisted by Jim 
Dooley), Margot & Chirerto, 
Miekey: Greco Tric.. Ralprn Di- 

$150 caver. 

Sid Caesar is making his first 
working steadily since that era.| nightclub appearance in menths 

: The oddly named Barracuda is vir-| and is ripping the cellophane cff 
tually a permanent tenant in this | the finest collection of new miate- 
ey oom while the McClevertys have ! rial seen here in years. He reached 
taken their talents to a wide variety | the packed audience aiter a well 

rounded Spanish acrobatic turn 
by Margot & Chiverto and heid 
them securely for a full hour and 
25 minutes, ; 

Caesar was obviously trying cut 
his fresh material in his first czfe 

As the 

bit here and another bit there 
with everything getting a powertul 

“Mack mitt. His biggest job now wili Le 
to cut down to the 50-minute turn 
he will have to do later in the 

| week. 

Each vignette is bright, new 
and refreshing without a seme- 
blance of a blue line or off-color 
expression or movement. The 
only familiar bit was his erudite 
know-it-all professor which he 

| might have planned as a thank 
you piece for the crowd who sat 
through his first 45 minutes of 
sock material. 

But as strong as this was, with 
the topdrawer aide of new straight 
man, Jim Dooley, it didn’t top the 
genera] effect of such skits that 
had -him portraying a young man 
telling his mother he is about to. 
be married and the jealous hus 
band who suspects an innocent 
wife. Dooly later came on to in- 
troduce Caesar as the Professer. 

The réal topper was kept fer 
the final 15 minutes when the 
star did a pantomime of an edger 
drummer sitting in with a sym- 
Phony orchestra. He eclowned 
through the familiar recorded 
strains of Tchaikovsky's 1812 Fes- 
tival Overture. In the part written 
for cannon, Caesar had sounds of 
machine guns and hand grenades 
superimposed which were almost 
drowned out by the roars of 
laughter that kept building through 
the number. 

Mickey Greco's Trio, a’ new out- 
fit with a remarkably fine jazz 
sound, played for lulis. Ralph di- 
Stefano’s Orch 10) didn’t have 
much to do while Caesar was on 
but displayed expert musicianship 
in the opening number. Their 
dance music was smooth and quite 
toetappable. Lit. 

© 9 

Cabaret Riviera, K.C. 
Kansas City, Sept. 22. 

Ted Lewis, Patti Prince, Manor 
& Mignon, Chop Chop & Charlene, 
Tommy Reed Orch (7%); $3° cover. 

The new Riviera has a consider- 
able change of pace in its second 
attraction, Ted Lewis & Co. with 
an entertaining revue following 
songman Teriy Bennett. Although 
Lewis has played K.C. multiple 
times, his last previous stand was 
about three years ago, and this 
time around it’s mostly new and 
different. 

His entourage includes young 
singer Patti Prinee, dancers Ma- 
nor & Mignor and magicians Chop 
Chop & Charlene. It all works into 
an hour-long show that builds a 
moymnting interest and has the au- 
dience in a standing ovation at 
close, a rarity here. 

As always Lewis gives a well 
rounded performance, with songs, 
dancing, magic, and in this case 
much nostalgia. His first appear- 
ance in town was in 1915, and yet 
according to his opening bit of 
poetry it was “Not So Long Ago.” 
This is done with dancers Manor 
& Mignon backing him up, and 
sends the show off on a tender 
note. He shows songstress Pattl 
Prince how it was in the old car- 
nival and medicine show days, and 
She sings her way out with a trio 
of standards done nicely. 

Manor & Mignon do a nicely 
fashioned duo of adagio and Latin 
numbers. “Ted Lewis. This Is Your 
Life’? leads into established num- 
bers, the clarinet and “Tiger Rag” 
being a sock bit. There's an inning 
of magic with Chop Chop & Char- 
lene in some fairly standard wiz- 
ardry, but embellished - by Lewis 
lending a hand. 

There’s also the inevitable “Me 
and My Shadow,” now done with- 

and the finale, 

The ovation brought Lewis Ieik 
for a bit of kidding monolog ehcut 
gambling, but this was far the 
opening nighters only. It went re 

+n’ 
needed. , Quin. 



Ore,, Barbara Russell, . 
‘FONTAINEBLEAU — “Saucy. Scandals,” 

Vinnie, Townsmen, Les. - Rondettes . an, 
Ziggy Lane, Frank Sextett 

{ SEVILLE—“Caught in ‘Ack, Jack _ De- 
i Leon; Terry Haven, Jerry Newby, Linda: 
* Lavin. Held & Paul. 

CURRENT BILLS 
WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 27 

THUNDERBIRD — Al Bernie, Richie 
|Bros., Berj Vaughn. Quartet, 

NEW YORK CITY King, Mara & Frigo, Marty Rubenstein {3{¢¥ahon. ce 
MUSIC HALL — Geurgie Kaye, Dick _ 

Roman, See-Hees Corps de Ballet, Rock- Marne MER Houss Carol Channing. 
ettes, Raymond Paige Orc. 

AUSTRALIA 

), Ben Arden 7 
PLAYBOY CLUB Wes Brstison, Lewis 

& Christie. Ada Moore, Casey Anderson, | 
Teri Napoli, Harold Harris “Trio, Kirk 

6-Day Bike Race 
foresee rio, Bob Davis Tric, Claude — Continned from page 5° — 

MELBOURNE iTivoliy) — Frank Berry, SHERATON BLACKTONE—Lilo, Franzi, nas tha o- 
Pat Gregory, Jodie Gray, Howard Hardin, | Bentler Ore. but not enough to create the ex- 

yeitement of the old” days. 
As has now’ been widely re- 

BEN BLUE’S — Ben Blue's “flullaba- ‘ported, the debut of the first six- 

Joe Chisolm, Bill Christopher. Harvey 
_ Weber, De Jong & Dee,. Trapinos, Maria 
Blanche. Ken Mackey, Adrienne Erdos, 

LOS ANGELES 
Lewis Dann 
SYDNEY (Tivol) — Don Tannen, loo.” with Cully Richards, Harry Clexx. ‘day stand was marred by a misin- 

McKay | Sid Fields, Allison McKay, Ilona Adams, @4) 
Lucio & Rosita. Four Hovacsrice., Joy Healey Dancers; Tha Domeatreis, Ivan terpretation of the blueprints. Too Bros. & Romayne. Daniele Dorice, Hal 
gach, Yolande Rodrigues. David Fuller . Lane & ANT GROVE — Johnny Mathis, ‘late it was. discovered that the 

rio, Leo Arnol, Robin Haidiman. Dick Stabil :-boards on thé:track were construct- 

BRITAIN 

Orc 
CRESCENDO—Moit Sabl, Joannie Som-‘ed for riders: to go around In a 

.Grand}—Arthur Askey. 
moines — “Betty Bennett, Jack Elton, -counter-clockwise. manner. It 

BLACKFOOL betty Driver, Bunny | Steve La Fever. ‘twould have -been duwnright dan- 

Feateies india. “Somes, Raymond Dyer. tion © PROS — , Billy Gray, Interna- :gerous to permit the cyclists to go 
Genffiey Ryan, Ji Thompson & Billy |“ ‘svar ee HOTEL—“Playmates in New ‘On under these conditions. Carpen- : 

TSLACKPOOL ‘Opera House)—Clift Rich- one SUMMIT—Reda ¥ Foxx. Ton) Har- j ters. at $9:50 an hour, worked 
ard & Shadows, Richard Hearne. Ivor / 3° "yonn Anderson Ore. ; feverishly to build’ a new track. 
Emmanuel. Tommy Fields, Clark Bros. | PY. "?ir sie cLus—pegey Taylor, Rudy ‘Meanwhile ‘the crowds who had! 
Lucky Latanos. Smith-Hampshire & Casey. 

George Mitchell Singers. Malcolm God- 

dard Dancers, Tyidesley Girls Choir. | 

Ziminy Currie’s Dancing Waters. Frankie 

Render, Dave Madden, Eduardo Sasson. come in for the 9 p.m. start milled 

LAS VEGAS: jaround endlessly, and the manage- 
BLACKPOOL (Palace) — CARVER HOUSE — Treniers, Barbara |ment started giving ‘out refunds.: 

Vaughan. Arthur Worsley. Billy Ternent Randolph. Lon Fontaine Dancers, . Mari:More than 5,000. reportedly got. 
Orch, Mame Coates, Bell-Tones, Neil |] young Ore. 

_ OESERT INN — Louis Prima. Keely ; Heir money-back. & Pat Delrina, Kims, Ted Lune, Hetty 
Smith, Dick Humphreys, Sem Butera &: The raées,: without: its usual fan- 

(Tower Circus)—Charlie | witnesses, Donn Arden Dancers. €arlton ' ‘fare and color, finally got off at 
Cairoh & Co. Schickler Sisters. Knie’s'| hayes Ore.: Lounge: Michael Kent, Dave” 
Animals. 4° Palacios. | Circus Roland's Apollon, Milt Herth, Henri Rose, Bobby 3 a.m. with James Barton, firing 
Tigers. 5 Elwardos, OSLDUS tevenson. e opening gun. Some p.a. raptur- 

Elephant, Captain Danion’s Sea lippine Festival.’* Bobb _ * ; 

Foon te torandos. Lilian Kenny, Sydney ce enES Ent ipp ‘La restis Pilita Cor- Ously recalled that. the veteran. ac- 
ene Kangaroo, Tro Fates. Our Sammy, | rales, Shirley Gorospe. Elizabeth Ramsey,.‘tor once ended a touring show pre- 

imi 

te ACKPOOL ‘Winter Gardens Pavilion) 
—Lonnie Donegan, Dallas Boys, Suzie 
Miller, Gil & Freddie Lavedo. Miki & 

Norman Vaughan. John Tiller 

Girls. 
BIRMINGHAM (Hippodrome) — Charlie 

prake. Albert & Les Ward. Springfields, 
tric1a Bredin 
LIVERPOOL (Empire—Arthur Haynes, 

Morris & Savage, Lupino Lane & 
fruzi. Trio Rayros, Alan Randall, John 
Tiller Girls, Lestie Noyes. 

Cabaret Bills 

Kin 
BLAC KPOOL 

waiian Rev., Billy Andre, Fabulous Tones. 
Dennis & Rogers, Joseph Mack Four. i the six-day races, He's” been at- 

Lei Momi, Kahala Twins. 
c FLAMINGO—Pearl Bailey, Bu Batley. | The sprints, of course, ‘provide 
armen avallade, Louis Bellson Ore. | = ante astrt car, 

Launse: Lionel Hampton, Betty Beilly. the major action. Otherwise, it's 
FREMONT—Joe King Zaniacs, Newton -just. a ane of. vs spinning 

Bros e Beleves. -around the track ad-infinitum. 
GOLDEN NUGGET—J Lynn, Jimmy 

Wakely, Wanda gE T Judy Lynn Family, However, it could still be a good 
Joe: Wolverton, Annie Maloney. . ‘backdrop for talent to ‘go on dis- 
HACIENDA — Four Tunes, Jobnny ‘play. 

! Virginia Rae, Fritz Becker of. the event, is attempting to in- 
MINT—Pat Moreno’s “Artists & Models terest the teenagers in this sport. 

TNEVADA—"Les Girls De Paris,” Jose Deejay. Clay Cole ‘brought in a 
show, for example. -: Duarte, Moon Puppets. Eay Brown, Vido —— 

Another factor. very much 
Musso, J Paul, Sparklers. t 
NEW FRONTIER — Semioliday tn Rio.” | 

Lounge: Ink Spots, “Hot Lips” Levine. ,against- it is ‘the. fact that there is 
son. Gigi Gryce. Fred Kushon. Douce." Juliet. NO ‘betting on the six-day bike NGEL—Phyllis Diller. Adam! RIVIERA — “Irma La 
Keefe, €_ ANG Bros. Jimmy Lyon Trio. | Prowse. Clive Revill, Stuart Damon, Jack races. It’s: not that the ‘present 
BON SOIR—-Greenwich Village. U.S.A.” | Catheart Ore. Lounge: Yagabondas, Arthur - ‘day pewholder believes in the “no- 

Daniela. Three j 1 Bonnie. 7. 
Fumes ° : SADDLE CLUA_Sackie Lee Cochran. ;betting”: signs around, but there's 
CAMELOT -- Bobby. Van. Helen Gal-| SAHARA — Steve Lawrence, Eydie : no. way to determine odds during 

lagher, Marilyn Lovell, Ronni Hall, Karen Gorme, Moro andis Dancers, Louis Basi the. sprint.. A lot: of the wise 
Thorsell. Richard Blair. Ore. Lounge: Kay Anthony, Freddie ; 

Bill. money boys, such as those the late sy Dak wiarta, MG Silvana, Tibor Rakos- | Bell, Deedy & 
Dick Marta, Micheline Bardin, Elemar; SANDS — Dean Martin. Garr Nelson. Damon Runyon. wrote about, -are 

Georga ‘Zak. Copa Girls, Antonio Morelli: 

NEW YORK CITY 
BASIN ST. f£AST — Stan Kenton Orc., 

Connor. Oscar Peterson 3. | 
Aarry Edi- 

Chris 
BIRDLAND—Joe Williams, 

Ferra ay MADRID — “Extravaganza | Orc. Lounge: Dave Burton, Morry King. ‘| not ones to sit around such things 
Latino.” Eva Flores, Jonas Blouras, Nora SHOWBOAT—Tex Williams, Wade Ray. | ;without creating ‘a little action on 

Twin Tune«. ‘th id 

SILVER SLIPPER—Hank Henry, Sparky ‘#€ Side. 
Kaye, Red Marshall, Danny Jacobs. ; The opening night’s snafu was 

& Raul, Pop? Campo Orc. 
COPACABANA — Joe E. é 

Wade, Paul Shelley Orc., Frank Marti Orc. 
Lewis, Adam 

MBERS — Joey Bushkin Three, Roy | Taffy O'Neil, Rudenko Bros.,. Slipperettes, : mie AB ERS ur. Bey Bryant Three. George R m Ore. Lounge: CharHe | a0 ‘error that probably cannot be 
HOTEL ASTOR Eddie Lane Ore. Teagorden, Barbary Coast Boys. j made up during the run, and will 

STARDUST—“Lido de Paris’; Lounge: be regarded as the prime factor in HOTEL LEXINGTON—Virginia Wing, 
Lulian Knight, Denny Regor, Tony Drake. 
Tony © abot Ore. 
HOTEL NEW YORKER—Milt Saunders 

Orc. Vrena. Lee, Joe Furst. 
HOTEL PIERRE — ‘Steppin’ in Society” 

Patricta Bright, Jack Haskell, Patricia 
Warand, BEM Haggett. 
HOTEL PLAZA—Shirley Bassey, Emil 

Coleman Orc.. Mark Monte Continentals. 
HOTEL TAFT—Vincent Lopez Orc. 
HOTEL ST. REGIS—-Patachoa, Milton 

Kay ‘Trio, Milt Shaw 
HOTEL WALDOREASTORIA — Gene- 

vieve, Emil Coleman Orc 
we et SAVOY HILTON—Gaonnar Han- 

uo Ore. Ray Hartley. 
*OUNTERNATIONAL — Ritz Bros., Mike 
Durso Orc.. Aviles Orc. 
LATIN QUARTER — Billy Williams. 

Dick Weston. Wazzan Troupe. Harrison & 
Koss1. Dorothea McFarland. Ronald Field. 
Jo Lombardi Orc.. B. Harlowe Orc. 
nat BANK—Cal Bostic. Danny Apoli- 

a TiVING ROOM — Roy Hamilton, lrene 
Reid. Bobby Ferr 

NO. t FIFTH AVE. — Stan Freeman, 
Liza Stewart. Hankinson & Silver 
ROUNDTABLE — Dorothy Danegan, 

Matt Monro. Jack Kelly 
SAHBRA — Yaffa- Varkoul. Rachel & | Bros., Verrion Alley 3, Mel Young. 

Zlilla, Martin Roman, Sara Avani, Kovesh ON THE LEVEE-—Joe Sullivan Orc. 
& Mizrachie, Leo Fuld. PURPLE ONION — Smothers Bros., 
TOWN 2 COUNTRY — Billy Daniels, |Freddie Paris. 

Sonny Sands. Terrace & Zlita. Ned Har-| 365 aimer One Mack, Paul Gray; Vol- 

eEWwoe UIFARS alse U Or Sasha Poll- Roy ere: #2 Uno. Sasha = « 
noff, Ivan Nepa & Sonia, Kostya Polian- RENO-TAHOE 

HARRAH’S (Reno)—Kim Sisters, Sons! 
v. 

UPSTAIRS & DOWNSTAIRS—Lovelady 
Powell. Freddie Weber. Jim Sheridan, of Golden West, 
Bill McCutchen, Trueblood & Colston. Timers, Windsor 

Billy Daniels, Happy Jesters. Peggy De ! 
Castro. wtickt, Lynn, Del-Martins le F losing run. The refunds. plus the 

. rry - 
Oaniels, Harry Nofal, The Henrys. Gar- ! aah rtime & as cost a on i 
wood Van Ore. Lounge: Lancers, Edi | mm ’ n top 0 Is 
Domingo & Norma, Frank Gusto. _ was .the- lost publicity and word- 
et EROPICANA—"Folies, Rergere,” Co F co. | of-miouth so necessary to generate 

uger, Pompoff, e 'am- = 
ily, Pinky & Perky, The Bogdadis, Danny excitement for the show. The lay 
Custello, Trio Martelli. Mme. Baron sal- 
Iet. Florence &*Frederle & Dancers. Ray: retrieve its costs. It’s 
Sinatra Ore Lounge: yerry Colonna, |: 
Varel & Bailly. Al Pa 4, Dubonnet 
3. Paul Goupu 4 

SAN FRANCISCO 
BLACKHAWK—Joe I.oco Four. 
SLACKSHEEP—Bill Davidson Orc. 
EARTHQUAKE McGOON’S—Turk Mar- | 

phy Orc. E Continued from pase I same a 

‘regarded as 
an unlikely goal at this: time... 

pFAIRMONT HOTEL — Billy De’ Wolfe; ts to “diff Tkies of i 
nie eckscher uments to icu jes & genera 
GAY 90’S—Ray K. Goman. Bee & Ray gen 

Goman, Joan. Brant, Marah Gates Dners., without specifyi ing fur- nature,” 

ther, — 
Cancelled performances. by En- 

RUNGRY 1—Phyllis Diller, Joe. & Eddie, 
Clancy Knight, Olga Sbragia. Dick. Crab- 
tree Trio. 

JAZZ WORKSHOP—Bobby Timmins 3. 
NEW FACK’S—Barbara McNair, Salmas 

semble, which was to rep the Ger- 
man theatre at the 20th Venice 
Festival, were for period ranging 
from Sept. 19-22. 

West's Ban 
‘Frankfurt, Sept.. 26. 

One result of the new cinder- 
Rocke” Tone block wall separating East from 

Abbie Neal, 
George West Berlin--has been to drive 

Bertoid Brecht’s plays out of the .. {Red Coty. VIENNESE LANTERN — Sarah Rabine, , 
Llane, Ernst Schoen HARRAH’S (Tahes)’ — Teresa Brewer. | theatres of West Germany. The , _ 7 Dave Barry. Dorothy Dorben Singers — y: 

VILLAGE BARN Dery Sinclair iar Communist Playwright | who died Dancers, Leighton Noble. Orc, Lounge: Iph Pote. Susan Brady. Joe Shay, 
ommy Zang. Lou Harold Orc. Al Hirt, The Lancers, Skeets - Minton, 
VILLAGE GATE—Pete Seegar. Dave Bergman, Lisa Alonso, Rudy EKo- 

VILLAGE VANGUARD — Miles Davis, (TES: ay Nick Lueas, Joe Maize 
Bhirley Horne. Charles Gould, Tony Lovello Revue. 

MAPES—Roberta Lian, Malan! . Kele 
Polynesian Rev. - Norman Brooks, Betty 
AYr 

BLUE ANGEL—"Pablo Candela Limbo RIVERSIDE — Minsky’s Follies with 
Calypso Revue.” Lydia Lora. Raphael Her. ; ;Bert Wheeler, Lou. Levitt Ore. Lounge: 
nan, Lord Christo, Lord Mike. Jeanne'Kay Stevens, Newton Bros. 
Seuratt. Solea Caro. Tito Perez orc. WAGON WHEEL (Tahoe) — Gaylords. 
CLOISTER — Phil Tucker. Ronny Del | Andrini Bros., Kay Martin. Roy Aubrey,. 

& Jean. Eddy Subway Orc. Bobby Pages, Manny ‘Lopez, Magic Vio- 
CONRAD HILTON—“Ooh La * Dor- ins o? Mexico. Ron ‘Rose. - 

nan Bros., Margie Lee, Dru & Vandal, 

MiAMI-MiAMI BEACH Lothar Weidemann, Brigitte Voit, Inez & 
Gordon, Boulevar-Dons 3). Boulevar- 

AMERICANA—George Arnold Iea Re- 
vue, Phil Richards, Marjii Lee, Shirley ' 

Dears (6), Gay Claridge Ore. 

Linde, Johnny Bachemin, Johnony Fiana- ! 
DORAKE—Dorathy Shay, Buddy Freed.! a Michael Meehan, Lolo 

five years ago in the Red: sector; 
where he ranked:’.as a demigod, 
was -widely produced dn the non- 
{Communist .world in.recent years; 
{ including" the United States. The 
director of. the municipal theatre 
at Ulm, Hans Huebner, has re- 
yYealed that his. revelation of an in- 
tention: to present. Brecht’s “Joan 
the Partisan’ brought. one threat 

: to blow up the local . playhouse. 
-Meanwhile the previously com- 
paratively free exchange of legit 
actars, music hall-entertainers and 

,so on between the two. Germanys 
tis practically nil. . 

CHICAGO 

DOWNSTAGE ROOM (Happy Medium) 
Junie Vincent. t 

& Lita, Mal 
Jimmy Blade Ore. {alkin Orc., Ice Models. . 

CARILLON—“Cherchez Les pe Og EWATES BEACH Ty hurumbeles | iSue Ca r A Bieet Femmes.” . 
spana, Dolores rmen, Don rson. Tanya » Jac wey ag : 

Davis Ore. jSally Jenkins, Jacques Donnet Otc... Line (Abave item is similar to a num- 
ber of. previous reports. from ‘West 
‘Germany, Since thé rearing of the 
cinderblock wall by the Red re- 
gime the works af Bertold Brecht, 
‘who lived and died in East Ger- 

GATE OF HORN—‘Trouble in Tahiti.” (416). 
Amanda Ambrose. Frank Carroll and | o CASTAWAY S— Preacher Rollo’ 5, Jerry 

Alexandra Hunt, Ian & Sylvi |Ge raldi & Lesley, Ralph Font Orc., Candi 
LE BISTRO—Harold Ward. Dave Green. j Cortez. Bob Rhodes 

Sir Gregory, Guy Viveros Trio. j EAUVILLE — “Playmates of -Paris,~. 
LIVING ROOM — Roberta Sherwood, I Jay Nemeth, Nita & Pepi, Carla Lucerne, | 

Jackie Kahane, Bobby Cole, Joe Parnello ; Marthe Aguilar, Carole Dreyfuss, Shari 
Trio. ; Martel, Marcel Le Bon, the Calahans. | many, have felt the brunt. of can- 
LONDON HOUSE—Ramsey Lewis Tri DIPLOMAT-—Mandy Cam, . 4 

Kddve Hiewins Tran, Love owk trie” | smith ree Mindy Campo Ore. Van | cellation, though until recently he 
MISTER KELLY’S — Louis Nye, Tedd:| EDEN ROC—Duke Jenkins Orc., Monroe | was widely produced.—Ed} 

gienn- gnernotes. Cathy Ryan. Grover 
or WAST FRONTIER —Lon Mosconi Jr. ° Sports International, promoter 

out reportedly needs :..$160,000 ‘to | 

| 
=H 

Kasse 5, Mal. Malkin pros Luis Varona - = 

Ruth |~ 

‘sleek, sophisticated self. But she 
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* House Reviews - 

Olympia, Paris 

‘needs some songs with more depth 

Bill Reddie Orc. Leunge: Maaka Nua Ha- maturely so that he could take. in |. 

to get her across to house auds. 

She is more for ‘intimers: with her 
mums | SMmOoth voice and elegant phras- 

ings. 

Anne Gacoin displays a belting : 
yoice and also a fiair for satirical |~ 
-ballads. However, she has a ten- 
‘dency .to overdo both. More: con- 
trol, better physical. underlining 
ang a savvier choice of songs may 

Continued from ‘page 61. 

:}learned ‘her ‘introductions by: ‘ote 
‘and cannot cope with .good- na- 
‘tured heckling: from the ‘patrons.. 
If:.she unwinds she will. be okay. 
Armand Motts Orch, also new, has. 
‘a jumpy rhythm, ‘and © -gaod act 
backing but sometimes, gets too. 
joud. ' Mosk. ° 

, my 

TVs Sat. Nite Pix 
—_— Continued from page 1 =a 

make this newcomer a regular in Harry. Mande’. president of RKO 
the song ranks here. : Theatres. 

Consuelina De Pablo ts a child | one group of RKO‘ hotses in the 
flamenca singer whose main plas 
factor is her youth. She may de-. 
velop into a.singer but now she 
is relatively immature. Craven. AS 
are an okay knockout acro act with 
precision and pratfalls while Bela 
Kramo is a canny juggler with 
agility and ability. 

Slides with. great men’s heads 
on strange bodies and newsreels 
intro each aet. They are deftly) 
done .by Jean Harold. Michel 
Magne. Orch does good back-{ 
grounding, with some incidental 
dancing by Anne Lewin &. Rene 
Goliard ‘and interim clowning by! 
the. Barbus Trio also acceptable. 

But this. show seems flattened 
by the revue formula, and -also |. 
lacks enough filler acts of calibre. { 
However, there is an ‘audience ‘for 
it. But the names are searcer and 
more adverse to overexposure. 

"| port possibilities are. Problem- 

okay, if not sock. three weeks. 

‘hold its own, the uneven program |. 

This season should point. up the 
fate of vaude in Paris. Mosk, ; 

‘Bobino, Paris 
-Paris, Sept. 19. 

Dario Moreno, Simone Langlois, 
Andre Aubert, Luska Dancers (5), 

| Capellint Chimps, Jean Siegried, 
Vedette Trio, Angelo Barci, The 
Two Peters, Francoise Doucet, Ar- 
mand. Motta Orch (8); $1.75 top. 

Nabe house, which usually. bas 
a regular following in the Mont- 
parnasse district, also gets. other 
audiences depending on its. head- 
liner. First seasonal segment looks 
to have enough classic vaude_ acts 
and name value to. give it an 

Though this house usually can 

again testifies to the shaky state 
of two-a-day here after a renais- 
sance five years ago. 

Star Dario Moreno is a clown- 
ish, tubby man with a pencil ‘mus- 
tache. He las a big voice and. 28 
way of getting to the spectators | 
via his fey patter and special ma-| nog «yncle Tom.” terial 

Moreno, who lacks an original} 
style and ‘approach, is content ‘to. 
grandstand which registers. with 
regular audiences here. But his ex- 

atical. 

hand, is a sincere belter with a/| 
big range. Her way with a drama-}' 
tic song puts her in line as a con- 
tender to the mantle of the ailing 
Edith Piaf.in the realistic singer 
ranks. She sometimes  overdra- 
matizes via changing octaves and 
emphasis but this can: be. cleared 
up. 

Andre Aubert is a clever imi- 
tator of noted singers. He. scores 
with good material... Capellini| 

|Chimps are risible in their human 
apings and get the usual applause. 
‘Angelo Bardi overdoes a patter 
stint. He has yet to get the m- 
terial ‘and individuality for ‘limn-. 
ing a simple .minded little man 
forever in trouble. 

Jean Siegfried has too sharp 2 
voice which jars rather than 
pleases. He also needs a clearer 
song repertoire and emphasis. But | 
there is a budding - individuality 
that could be exploited in toning 
down his voice. 

Luska Dancers give some pro- 
duction value with tragic. ballets; 
about tropical sin and some okay. 
‘Latino bits. Their. terping is ac- 
ceptable for house needs. 

Two of the best fillers are in the |, 
acro' category. The Two. Peters. 
have a comely muscular woman 
undering while her equally mus-' 
cular male partner does handstand. 
leaps from various tables. This 
is a somewhat mannered, but -pop- 
ular entry. Vedette Trio play mu- 
sic while doing expert pratfalls 
and. hand-to-handing. They get 
lotsa attention and applause. — 
Francoise Doucet is a pretty. 
new femcee, But she seems to have 

| Will Travel’ 
28.5%. share while the movie: hit: 

Bronx wag strong. 

product in- other situations was 

substantially off: ‘This ‘same’: eon- 

‘dition Was. reflected in other :nabe 
areas, meaning the mediocre fea-.. 
tures, for long running into b.0.. 

-| difficulty, wilt, now. find the going 
even more. “reugh. 

David. Wallerstein, ‘president: ot 
Balaban & Katz, thinks the. distri- 
butors were. unwise in: ‘selling the. 
Post-1948 proguct to tv. 
‘He adds: “Everybody ‘is. not -go- 

ing to sit:-home ‘for television bat 
we now need. the. strongest pic- 
tures: availabie. They. must have 
quality and siories.in: depth.” 

7 * Ratings. 

The. two-hour showing. ot, NBC- 
TV's. “Saturday “Night. ‘at. the 
Movies” averaged. out to i 24.4 
rating Saturtlay (23) on the final 
seven-city count done by Arbitron. 
It beat all competition in. every 
half-hour. 

‘From: 9. tc 9:30 p.m., the film 
+“How To Marry A Millionaire," got. 
a 19.1 rating: and. a 35.7 ‘share 
against ‘CBS’ “Defenders,”: which 
had a 17.8 and 33.3% ‘share and. 
Lawrence . Welk, on: ‘ABC, with a 
9.0 and 17.5%, At 9:30, Welk did 
a 9.7 and 173%, CBS’ “Have Gun,. 

made a 16.4 and 

| 24.4 and 42.4%, 
At 10 ‘ard.’ 10:30 (with virtually .. 

no competition since CBS hada’ 
‘repeat at. 

10 and Iocal service at 10:30 and ° 
half-hour “iSunsmoke’’ 

-ABC’s: “Fizht of the - Week” 
-couldn’t break a 4.9}, NBC ran off. 
‘with it, hitting first..a 26.5 and. 
45. 7% and (hen a 27.4 and 48.7%. 

- Stepin Fotchit 
—ees Contiied from page =, 

che ‘doesn’t ° ‘feel insulted when: 

some of’ his characterizations are. 

“The Uncle a 

Tom of ‘Uncle Tom's ‘Cabin’ . was 

‘the. first. sympathetic portrayal ‘of 
a Negro in American’ literature,” 
Fetchit ‘says. 

soul and: was ‘shown . as able to 

"Simone Langlois, on the oth er | love and be loved by a white child. 

He was an integrationist ‘and a 
social refcrmer—something that 
all of ‘these eggheads today séem 
to have: forgotten.” 

-Fetchit says that those who: ‘Te. 
sent the character. he created have 

film star, as the first Negro vaude 
headliner, and as the first Negro 
to play. white clubs in the south: 

“I. guess that my worst. enemies 

olg movie character,” he says.. “I 
‘changed and 

~ Legit’s Closed TV 

nor the show have: been _ ‘selected. 
The aim is to have. Broadway 
shows tetevised. ‘in ‘theatres 
throughout | ‘the country. Ticket 
‘prices -have not as yet been. de- 

way norm. 
Equipment for. the program ‘has 

been. developed: by the: Marconi 
Wireless Telegraph Company Ltd., 
of Great Britain. -The. system ean 
transmit. In. color or black and 
white with suitable lighting 
needed for the color reproductions: 
It has ‘not as yet been decided 
whether the winter. pilot: program 
will be in tint or not.. For the 
“Come Blow” showing, a screen 15. 
feet. high ‘and 20. feet wide was 
used and high fidelity. sound equip- 
ment ‘was employed. 

“Young - Savages” fn. 

But * lesser 

-“Uncle Tom had a’ 

te yee a tle of. us 

aaa ee een ation te mn, Rear repre Ae hires on r 

forgotten that he brought status to- 
his race as the first Negro contract.. 

have been the imitators’ of my - 

they didn't, but. 
-they’re stil judging me. on the . 
earban. copies.” re 

— ‘Continued from: page I —s : 

termined but it’s expected that . 
they will be about half the Broad-_ 

oe eee SR Se em ~ md aa . . “ . . . 7 4 ae 

et en en pete ee at 

ot eal. 

Be eet Ree eee nee, 

Pee os . . 

reap cen a pee en 
a Ne 
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Philly's $ ta Playhouse i in Park 

By JERRY. ‘GAGHAN 

Philadelphia, Sept. 26. 
The John. B. Kelly: Playhouse in 

. the Park, ‘municipally-owned’ sum- 
‘‘Jner tent theatre, ‘wound up. its 

* 40th and. most venturesome sum- |" 
mer season with a profit of .up-. 
wards of $25,000:.. Although that’s a 

- substantial drop. from the .$45;000 
' net racked up by managing. direc- 

‘* tor Mrs. Ethelyn R.: Thrasher in. 
1960, her first year.in charge,.she 
believes the park playhouse made 

"forward strides this season. 
‘Mrs, Thrasher, ‘who’ ‘succeeded’ 

Sam . Handelsman, .. changed the 
previous practice of booking . pack-. 
‘age shows to a policy of producing. 
-the plays locally: ..All. but two_of 
the 14 shows this summer were 
produced at the Playhouse. | 

“The package deals usually gave 
us a'name star in a vintage broad-. 
way hit surrounded by a. nonede- 
‘geript cast,”. Mrs. Thrasher. says. 

' “The. shows. were put together by.|> 
a promoter, who may or may not 
“have cated. about supporting. play- 
‘ers or staging. All he and the star: 
were. primarily concerned about | 
was their percentage.” 

Mrs.. Thrasher went before. Fair-" 
“mount. “Park Commission” ‘last 
spring’: and explained that she |: 
wanted to give. Philadelphians: ‘a. 
good ‘cross section of the best the- | 
-atre and didn't-plan to worry.about | - 
the cost. The Commission gave 
“her ‘its approval... 

Matthew McCloskey. ‘They. gave 
me a free hand, so long as I didn't 
cost the park any money. . in ef- 
fect I was-tald, “This. is a city proj-: 
ect, ‘not a profit-making one’,. ” Mrs. _ 

- around $6. ‘with five’ new. “produc: . 
Her principal difficulty was that: 

. ‘Thrasher recalls. 

there is no..other summer. project 
“ef: comparable. size and scope to 
the Kelly Playhouse. For: ex- 

-> ample, one of. the most expensive 
*; Jocal productions was Siobhan Mc-. 

, rass- Kenna ‘in -Shaw’s.. ‘Capt. 

(Continued on page 72) 

‘Oakdale Tent Grossed. 
$585,850 for Top Season! 

‘Belafonte, Kaye Biggest | 
Wallingford, Conn, Sept. .26.. 

“The Qakdale - Musical Theatre; 
tunetent operated: here by. Ben Se- 
gal and Bob Hall, called it.a ‘season 
Sept. 10 after racking up the top 
gross in its eight-fear history. The 
geason take totaled $585,850, the 
outcome of 13. :weeks of operation 
broken ‘down into 94 -regiilar -per- |. 
formances,’ plus. three’ one-nighters.. 

The’ individual: shows ineluded 
Carol Channing in “Show Girl,’ 
$26,900 for six ‘performances; Tony 
‘Martin, Jaye..P. Morgan and Alan 
King in “Guys and: Dolls,” $39,300 
‘in 7:.“Flower Drum Song, * $39,900 
“in ' 8;- Dan - ‘Dailey ‘in .“Take Me 
‘Along,” $32,700 in 7;. Shelley Ber- 
‘man in “Where's Charley?” $27,200 : 
in 9%; Kathryn Grayson in. “Merry: 
“Widow,” $41,200 in. 7, and Howard 
Keel in “Kismet,”. $43. 000 in 8... 

‘Also, John Raitt in “Oklahoma, i 
$54,450 in 8; Gisele MacKenzie. in. 
“King and I,” $50.250 in 8; the 
‘Danny’ Kaye Show $76,350 in iy 
Brenda Lewis in ‘Song of Norway,’ ” 

- $17,500 inf .7; Hugh O'Brian. in. 
“Destry Rides. Again,” $22, 200-in 7, 
and ‘the Harry Belafonte Show, 
$95. 300 in 7. 
‘The’ one-nighters were 

. Greeo, $2,800; Anna Maria. Alber- 
' ghetti, $6,000, and Victor. Borge, 
$10,800.. Top for the regular list. 

“- was $4.50 weekends. For the spe- | 
cial Kaye week the. top was $6.50 
and for Belafonte it w ent to $7.50.. 

Plan ‘Aladdin’ as. Panto 
For. Empire in Glasgow. 

‘Glasgow, Sept: 26, 

ing will present an “Aladdin” pan- 
tomime at. the Empire Theatre 
here, opening Dec. 12-for a nine- 
week run. 
play Widow -Twankey,. and: Johnnie 
Beattie will have the- comedy role. 

Pop singer 
Mark . ‘Wynter will play the . title, 
‘of Wishee-Washee. 

part, 
‘The production © is reportedly 

costing £219,000... Special effects 
will include a disappearing palace 

The ‘and . flying magic carpets. 
‘. script is’ by John Law. 

Phyllis Thaxter will costar with 

in. particular } 
-Commissioners. ‘Isaac D. Levy. and. 

rates. for the afternoon shows. 

Duncan Macrae will]. 

BG Profit With Own Shows} 
+ 
Alan. Fletcher, Wm,: Ball’ | 
To. Direct, Miller, M’w’kee 

-; Paul Feigay, Dick Button. and Milwaukee, ‘Sept.. - 26. 

the. N.Y; City. Center, has bean: 
signed. as the first: guest stager for | - 
the winter and. spring series of. Le 
‘plays, The repertory setup: will re-;j 
place the star policy previously. em-— 
ployed at the. spot; : 

‘William Ball. will be, ‘among the 
other “guest directors.:Tom: ‘Patter+}| 
son, founder and planning ‘consult- 
ant. ‘of the Stratford (Ont.) Shake 

‘| subsided to a gale before it struck spearean Festival, will be. val 
ing director of the fall festival. 

Haifa Repertory: 
19, of Population 
Has Subscriptions | 

Haifa, -Sept.. 26. 
Practically sold out for’ a-year in. 

advance, the new Haifa Municipal: 
Theatre ‘opened here coincidental 
with Jewish .New ‘Year. . First 
work -.was Shakespeare’ s “Taming 
of: the Shrew.” ~ House “has. 854 
seats, a year’s: subscription runs. 

tions. assured. | 

Actors - receivé ‘a monthly sti-. 
pend -of .$200-$300 monthly, the | 
purchasing power of Israeli cur: . 
renecy . being okay for those whe . 
live -here 
timies complain). 

Some 10,000 subscriptions, 7%. 
of ‘the. total population of city, 

{were sold ahead. City will pay any. 
deficits of .company.. 
. Repertory will include 

casian.: ‘Chalk. Circle”; 
O'Neill's “Marco Millions”: -Bren- 
dan Behan’s “Hostage” and Unes- 
Co's: “Rhinoceros. a 

Andre. Certes Launches 

‘afternoon. revivals of notable. recent 
plays for young audiences who may 
‘have’ missed the original presenta- 
tions. 

Certes. believes that a rep com- 
pany in ‘a: small theatre cans make 
‘out if .-the -selection. of. plays is 

‘| right. He Has. assembled a company,. 
-of ‘whom many were originally with | 
state -houses. 
He opened: ‘last Friday (22) with. 

‘the anonymous Elizabethan. play, | 
“Arden of. Fayersham,.” and will 
follow with Paul Claudel's “The] 
Hostage” and “The Hard Bread,” 
Corneille’s:““Polyecte,” and'a mod- 

| ern musical comedy. The: afternoon 
Jose. ‘shows. will begin. in’ January: and 

include plays. by Jean-Paul Sartre, 
‘Albert : Camus,.. Paul .Raynal. and 
others: . 

Certes’ ‘says his setup will be a 
‘sort of avant garde Comedie-Fran- 
caise' and an experimental theatri- 
cal laboratory. Prices will be stand- 
ard, except for special student: 

Among the“ actors” enlisted | are 
Philipe Noiret and Jean-Pierre Dar- 

London ‘producer Harold " Field: (E85: -formerly . of. the. Theatre. Na-' 
‘tional Populairé,;. and Michel Gala- 
‘bra, Of : -the. Comedie-Francaise. 

4 A’S COAST MEETING 
‘For the first: time in the history 

of the Associated’ Actors’ & Artistes ' 
‘of. America, ‘its international. board: 
is going to hold a regular ‘quarterly 

‘|meeting. west of the Mississippi. 
Session convenes ‘in Hollywood at. 
Screen’ Actors Guild headquarters 
tomorrow . ‘(Thurs.) ‘morning.. 

4As ruling to hold two of: the four 
annual board meetings in Holly- | 
wood, the other two continuing in 

: Art. Carney in “Age of Consent. " the east. 

A repertory: company. to be’: en- 
gaged will ‘take over at the Fred 
‘Miller Theatre here following the |; 
‘eonclusion: of the 10-week festival 
appearance. ofthe Assn. of Produc-. 
‘Ing Artists, ‘Oct. 17-Dec. 23. Alan 
‘Fletcher, who's directing operas at 

(though visitors some 

“Rasho- |. 
; “Ruth” by Israeli author 

| Moshe Shamir; Bert Brecht's “Cau- 
Eugene 

7 very unusual,” id 
io plained, “because ‘when hurricanes 

New Paris Rep Theatre 
., -» Paris. Sept. 26: = 

Andre Certes. has taken-over the’ 
Vieux Colombier Theatre to install 

a. repertory: company. His plan is to} - 
produce. six shows this year, plus |. 

Coast session is part of a new |. 

~ Got Em Surrounded 
“The upcoming Broadway 

production of “Do You: Know 
the Milky Way?” will have 
twice as maby ‘Producers as 
actors. © a 

The 10-character play, in- 
which Hal Holbrook and 
-George. Voscovec. will appear, 
has a cast. of only two, but has 

” four -&,. -sors, Ninon Tallon, - 

Roger L. Stevens. ; 

‘Esther Just Gale 
To New England, 
~ But Soaks Legit 

Boston, Sept. 26. 

| Wednesday ( 

| Edward Albee to Europe 
To Attend Show Preems 

rent at the Cherry Lane Theatre. 
N.Y., is scheduled to open Oct. 23 
at the - ‘Royal Court. 
‘The Schiller Theatre, the first to! 

‘|present Albee’s “Zoo Story” two 
years ago after its Berlin Arts 

‘Hurricane Esther ‘failed ‘to live iFestival debut, added “Death” to 

this. area, but affected amusements 

‘in the New England. area. Theatres : 

up to its. billing last ‘week, andi its repertory in April, 1960. Clinton 
; Wilder, co-producer with Richard 
‘Barr of the Albee double-bill at 
_the Cherry Lane and a current off- 
;Broadway revival of “Zoo,” also} 

and. ‘entertainment . spots were vir- | left for Europe yesterday (26). 

tually shuttered Wednesday night 

+ (20), -before. the ‘hurricane was to 

have struck,. and all day and night 

‘Thursday (21)... 

‘The Colonial Theatre cancelled 
a scheduled Thursday matinee of 
“Milk and Honey”: and played it. 
Friday (22), Business was generally |: 

.a bit at. the Wednesday and. 
Thussdey. ‘night ‘performances. 
makeshift crew of 30.men tore 
‘down ahd stored. $34,000 worth of 
‘canvas ‘siding, and removed 2,200 
folding seats and reinforced stag-. 
ing with’ plywood Wednesday night 

. at the tented: Boston Arts Centre 
‘Theatre on the Charles. River in 
Brighton. In. September - ‘last year, 
‘Hurricane Donna ‘ripped. the -thea- 
tre’s. canvas siding to shreds, 

‘There was a flurry a criticism of 
‘the local Weather Bureau when the 
‘threatened big blow failed to mate- 
rialize. Dean C. Cushing, executive’ 
vice-president of: the’ Retail Board 

for Boston, rapped what he called 
“the hodgepodge of misleading in- 
- formation about the dangers of the 
‘approaching hurricane.” 

Government meteorologists. said 
the reason Esther was so difficult 
to forecast was that:the eye closed 
just before it entered the’ southern 
New England area. Another reason 
was that the storm stalled. “This is 

an official ex- 

enter the. southern New England | 

dous forward. movement.’ " 

10 SEND ‘SUZIE WONG? 
ON ROAD TOUR AGAIN: 
The road, which had two touring 

companies of “The World of Suzie 
“Wong” during the last. two ‘seasons,. 

is getting a? new edition of. the 

play this semester. David. Kitchen. 

who: sent out a summer theatre 

‘package Of the Paul Osborn dram- 

atization. of. Richard Mason's 
novel this ‘year, is producing the . 
road. entry.. 
The tour; scheduled to begin | 

ate. October, will. open in the 
sauth and move to the northwest. 
‘Split-week bookings and one-niters ! 
are being lined up by general 
‘Manager Jim Preston, in coopera- 
tion with the Independent Booking 
‘Office.:The presentation. may trav el 
as a bus-and-truck unit. 

Kitchen was. stage manager of | 
the” second road: company of | 

1 “Suzie.” The title role in his pres- | tres in one. 
entation of the comedy-drama will 

' be played by Pei Ling. ‘who essayed 
‘jthe part in: his recent. package , 

| presentation.. Ralph Lycett is gen- j 
eral pressagent for ‘the touring: pro- 
duction, which © scheduled to 
play about 18. weeks. The Broad- 
way production of: “Suzie.” which 
debuted during the 1958-1959 

Is 

A 

area, ‘they usually. pick up tremen- ; 

° . 
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Fisher, Detroit, 
Luxury Theatre, 
Opens This Week 

| By FRED TEW 

Detroit, Sept. 26: 
The new Fisher "Theatre has 

beauty, accoustical’ perfection, in- 
timate, 
arrangement and the finest and 
newest stage and sound equip- 
ment. It opens Satuday (30) with 
the tryout of the pre-Broadway 
‘musical, “A Gay Life.” 
- Excellent judgment and taste 
‘were used in the spending of the 
reported ‘$3,500,000 for construc- 

{tion and: appointments. That cov- 
ered only the interior of the thea- 
tre, since it is housed on the 
‘ground floor of .a midtown sky- 
scraper, the Fisher Building. The 
space now occupied by. the legit 
house formerly contained an opu- 
lent: motion picture theatre, which 
was razed to the bare walls so that 
the legit architects could start 
with just an empty shell... 

Rapp & Rapp, theatre architects; 
_Belt-Barnek and Newman, accous- 
‘tical consultants, and lighting ex- 
'pért Ralph Alswang, made_ the 
most of their opportunity and the 
money provided by the Fisher 
Brothers, Charles T., William A., 
Lawrence P., Edward F., and Al- 
fred J., who made their fortunes 
constructing automobile bodies 
for.-General Motors cars. 

The stage. has an- adjustable 
proscenium to provide an opening 
ranging from 36 feet to 52 feet, 
depending on requirements of in- 
dividual shows. The most modern : 
machinery. fer moving scenes and 
the best in sound equipment have | 
been provided. 

All seats in the steep-pitch or- 
chestra section and the mezzanine . 
are within 82 feet of the curtain ; 

; line. The last row of seats of the | 
‘balcony only 92 feet from the: 

gold-colored curtain. Sight lines 
from every seat are unobstructed, . 
‘The seats, upholstered in gold 
cloth, are set apart with extra leg . 
room assured. The auditorium is. 
decorated .in gold, white and. 
American walnut. The walnut pan-: 

: els are adjustable so as to bounce 
{sound waves for the finest re- 
production. 
The Fisher features two thea-- 

For drama, there are. 
(Continued on page 70) 

‘Sked ‘Doctor and Devils’ 
For Glasgow Citizens| 

Glasgow, Sept. 26. 
“The Doctor and the Devils,” 

season, Was presented ‘by David! second Dylan Thomas play to be 
Merrick, ‘Seyen Arts. Productions | 
& Mansfield, Productions. 

Careful There 1 | 
‘Joe Silver and Chevi: Colton. 

‘are stepping. out ‘of character 
«, for their, roles of father .and 

- daughter.in the upcoming off-. 
Broadway musica], “O, Marry’ 
Me.” 

‘They’ Te. actually husband . 
and: wife. , , 

staged in Britain, had its United Col 

Kingdom preem Sept. 19 at the 
Citizens Theatre here. It has! 

|} Dec. 18- Jan. 6; “No Strings.” 

close-to-the-stage seating | 

Detroit Due for Bulging Season: 
New Fisher Joms Cass, Shubert 

Detroit, Sept. 26. 
The richest legit season in recent 

memory is shaping up for Detroit, 
"where 26,000 residents have pur- 
ichased season tickets on two sub- 

Edward Albee left New York last . ) for Eufope to at- scription plans. Much of the ex 

‘tend rehearsals of the London pro- 
duction of his two one-acters,|- 

‘American Dream” and “Death of 
Bessie Smith,” and to attend the 

‘jOct. & opening of “Dream” at the 
1Schiller Theatre Werstatt in Ber- 
lin. The London duplication of the 
“Dream’’-“Death” double-bill, cur- Cas 

citement stems from the dual fact 
that 15 promising touring shows 
ute scheduled, with more tc come, 
j and a new, luxurious theatre, the 
! Fisher, opens this week. 

In addition to the Fisher, which 
will seat 1,606 for dramas and 
2,081 for musicals, the 1.482-seat 

ass and the 2,050-seat Shubert 
will be lighted during the season. 

3 Two pre-Broadway tryouts are 
ischeduled to premiere here, “The 
Gay Life,” the Arthur Schwartz- 
Howard Dietz and Michael and Fay 
Kanin musical, will open the Fish- 
er next Saturday night (30). “Ne 
Strings,” the Richard Rodgers and 
Samuel Taylor musical, is sched- 
uled to preem at the same house 
Jan. 15. 

The Fisher's Playgoer Series has 
23,167 subscribers. All shows will 
play the Fisher three weeks. The 
: Theatre Guild has about 3.G00 sub- 
‘scribers who will see shows in 
lthe third week of the run at the 
Fisher and in the first week at 
either the Cass or Shubert. 

The Fisher will present the fol- 
lowing: “The Gay Life,” through 
Oct. 21; “La Plume de Ma Tante,” 
Oct. 23-Nov. 1]; “Advise and Con- 
sent,” Nov. 13-Nov. 25; “Best Man.” 
Nov. 27-Dec. 16; “Bye Bye Birdie,” 

Jan. 
15-Feb. 3: “Taste of Honey,” Feb. 
5-Feb. 24; “Do Re Mi,” Feb. 26- 
March 17. Two additional Fisher 
Playgoer Series will te announced 
later. ‘“Advise and Consent” is net 
on subscription. 

The Theatre Guild will share 
“The Gay Life,” “Best Man." and 
“A Taste of Honey.” In addition, 
it will present “Carnival,” ‘The 
Unsinkable Molly Brown,” “The 
Tenth Man,” and “Toys in the At- 

Stic.’ 

The Cass management, in addi- 
tion to presenting the “Tenth 
Man,” on subscription Jan. 2-13, 
has lined up Leonard Sillman’s 
“New Faces of 1962,” for Jan. 15- 
27; “Genevieve With Love.” Jan. 
29-Feb. 4; and the National Phoe- 
nix Co., starring Eva LeGalliene 

band Faye Emerson in “Mary 
j Stua ”-and “Elizabeth the Qucen,” 
the week of March 19. 

Billmgs, Ad Exec, 
_Asked to Hypo Drive 

For Culture Center 
Washington, Sept. 26. 

Further underscoring his rere 
sonal interest in the National Cui- 

‘tural Center, President Kennedy 
; has named one of his close friends, 
:New York advertising exec K. Le- 
{Moyne Billings, to the Center's 
'Board of Trustees. 

Billings“has been a frequent JFK 
‘eompanion, aceompanying the 
Chief Executive on vacation jaunts 

‘to Hyannis Port and Palm Beach 
‘on several occasions, 

The appointment is alse rega:d- 
‘ed as a move to soup wp the nub- 
licity prowess of the Center effart, 
A strong push is regarded as necd- 
ed to get the bogged-down drive 
off the ground. 

Billings has been v.p. of the New 
‘York ad firm of Lennen & Newcil 
since 1957. Previously, he had 
been vice president and director f 
marketing for the Emerson Drug 
‘Co. and Assistant Advertisine Di- 
rector of the General Shoe (Cc 

: The 44-year-old Billings ‘as 
‘heen an active Kennedy suppoiter 
isince the President’s first plunve 
‘into politics in 1946 when he was 
;elected to the Hauce. 

| Catawba College Wants 
New Script Submissiens 
The Drama Dept. of Catavha 
lege, Salisbury, N C.. is apain 

soliciting plays for its New Ametri- 
;can Playwrights project. Of the 

been adapted from the 4lm scen-{ scripts submitted, the one sclected 
‘ario. 

‘The Citizens group opened its 
1 fall season with Joseph O’Conor’s 

play “Inca,” with the author 
starred along with John Phillips, 
Joss Ackland and Donald Doug- 
las. “The Durable Element,” a 
new play by Clifford Hanley, is set 
}for presentation Oct. 24. 

for production wil] be preemed et 
‘the college next March 14. 

The author of the play chosen 
for presentation will be brought te 
the college to observe and work on 
the property during its production. 
Other plays submitted may alsc be 
selected by the college for future 
presentation. 
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Everybody Loves Opal 
Baltimore, Sept. 26. 

Roger L. Stetens, in association with | 
Seven Arts Productions, presentation of ; 
gomedy in three acts ‘five scenes) by 
John Patrick. Staged by Cyril Ritchard; ' 
getting and lighting. Jo Miielziner; cus- 
tumes, “oelt Taylor. Features Eilee 
BHeckart, Stubby Kaye, 
Heywood Hate Broun. Jobn  Naprer, 
Brenia Vaccaro. Opened Sept. 25. 61, at 

ord’s Theatre, Baltimore. 
vor mh ; ae eceeee . Eifeen Heckart ' 
Glaria  . cece een eee Brenda’ Vaccaro! 
Bradford .....ccc ee ee eee Donald Harron i 
Bolvim-ia .....6- - ... Stabby Kaye; 
OPieeE oo c eee ees John Napier, 
Doctor ....-.022- Heywood Hale Broun: 
Stranger ....-.-. . James Coco 

i 
John Patriek will have to come: 

up with more laughs. a faster first. that is difficult to follow. In ap-| 
act and a general tightening if; 
“Everybody Loves Opal.” his new; 
comedy, is going to make it. As it;dience right along witlr him. Win-j} Sir Lewis Eliot...........Jonn Clémen 
stands now, “Opal” has a good 
framework promise and some sure 
laughs, but the yocks are far be- 
tween and.only in sections of the. 
second act, when Brenda Veccaro | 
and Donald Harron monopolize the . 
staze and again in the third act; 
when Eileen Heckart, drinks kero- } 
sene then flings folding money} 
around, does it really come to life. 

Miss Heckart plays the title char- tare Richard X. Slattery. as a serg-: 
acter, a goodhearted, I-love-every- ° 
‘body junk collector who lives alone . 
in a crumbling mansion gluttedi 

witr izems she has picked out of ed an interesting group of movable ‘ 
some 6f the bigger trashcans. Into | 
the premises come Stubby Kaye. : 
Miss Vaccaro and Harron, a trio_ 
of perfume bootleggers who decide ; 
that insuring Opal. then disposing ; 
of her is the easier way to make It. } 

Opal, though, has a way about: 
her, and she breaks down the trio! 
with kindness ts the basis for most | 
of the humor. | 

Miss Heckart, who knows how to! 
handle drama, shows she Can do | 
just as well with comedy. She por-! 
trays a believable and sometimes: 
touching Opal who thinks evil of ° 
no one. Miss Vaccaro as a stacked.’ 
and dim-witted member of the trio. , 
Is a girt to watch. Her second act! 
scene is just about the high spot 
of the show and she does about ali’ 
that can be done with it. i 

Kase does fine work, but is har- 
nessed in a role that is almost mere 
serious than comic. Harron is al-: 
most believable in an unsympa-j 
thetie part, but then this is farce ; 
and who says that characters like 
this have no part in it?) — i 

The single set by Jo Mielziner. 
hits the right mood. and Cyril: 
Ritchard has directed with a quick , 
hand Cedo. 

A Cook for ¥fr. General 
New Haven, Sept. 21. 

William Darrid, Eleanore Saidenbe @ 
& Leonard Ruskin presentation of com- 
edv in three acts (12 scenes? by Steven: 
Gethers Staged by Fielder Cook; set- 
tings and fighting. Willi Steven Armstrong: © 
costumes, J. Michael Travis. Stars Bill: 
Travers, features Roland Winters. Alan. 
Bunce. John MeGiver, Thomas Carlin, 
Gerald O'Loughlin. Opened Sept. 20. ‘61. 
at the Shubert Theatre, New Haven;" 
$4.30 top. ; 
Gen Rivers ..........5..- Roland Winters 
Lt. Farley —. ......44..- Thomas Carlin ,; 
Capt. Cnalmers .....-.-... Alan Bunce , 
Cook . .... .....5--: . - William Duell; 
Sst. Potter ...... Richard X. Slattery [ 
Tomas Agganis .........-..- Bill Travers! 
Thompson ......2.+.....- 
Ridinskl ........ccc cence Dustin Hoffman | 
Frank .....cceccenseees Fred Kareman | 
Sullivan ......cecewecee- Jonathan Lippe , 
Jordan cnccoccsccvcceees George Furth. 
Walker .......-..000--- Leo Morrell } 
Kroy -.cvccccssccccere Roberts Blossom : 
Ariurl 2... cccccccccose Alien F. Collins 
Abrahmd 2.2.2... .cecees ... Sam Lloyd: 
Fishwick .......- Paeeecccene- Joe Gentry 
Bradford .....-..0¢ .. Mike. Gentry 
Richards . .cccscnceees - Paul B. Price 
Goover ... cs ceveecee- Gerald O’Loughlin : 
Black .....- ccccccceeee- Alek Primrose 
Cpl Mason ....2..-..- Ed' Maxey ; 
General’s Aide ......... Taugh O'Faillon | 
Guard —___ nce ce weeees elix Munso: 
Gen. Clayton ....-.0006.. John MeGiver | 
Capt. Moss ......-eee0.- James Karen 
Law Officer . .. ....-.. Oouglas Gordon 
Prosecuting Captain......... Paul Sparer 

"A Cook for Mr. General” has 
ccme a long way in its preparatory 
stage and shows promise of mak- 
ing the grade if some quarter-hour 
of excess baggage can be jetti- 
soned. There's a steady undercur- - 
rent of humor balanced with a fair 
share of appealing sentiment, but 
the dialog needs cutting to bring 
the show into better running time 
and overall acceptance. 

Although laughs are plentiful in 
lines and situations, the play is not 
an out-and-out fun fest. The cen- 
tral character is a sympathy-crea- . 
tor, the story is interesting in its’ 
revelations of soldier rehabilitation 
behind the lines in WW II, and 
there’s even a bit of flag-waving in 
the climax, all of which uncovers 
ingredients that may be made to. 
pay off. 

In its present form, the play is an: 
expansion of a tv hour and indi-| 
eates potential for further expan-i 
siott into entertaining film fare. as her husband and the boss who . 

Shows Out of Town 

,.Mrs. Pearhum .. 
: Fitch 

burgeoning their tele roles into 
good stage characterizations. 

Laid in a rehabilitation outpos 
on an island in the Pacific, the 
script presents an. odd assortment 

~, of misfits who depiet various reac- 
Donald Harron,:- tions of what war’ service does ta! 

;the human animal. Regarded as’; 
, being of little consequence by their | 
commanding general, they .get 
brushoff treatment until the arrival 
of a young lieutenant who adopts |-. 
different. tactics in handling them. | 

Travers. offers a good interpre- 
tation of a Greek-aceent G.I., but 
there is much of his early dialog 

pearance and acting skill, however, 
he is first-rate, and draws his au- 

ters has a long, arduous role which 
he handles with considerable abili-. 
ty. 

. Good supporting opportunities 
are exploited by Alan Bunce: as a 
medic, John McGiver as a sourpuss’ 
genéral, Thomas Carlin as the un- 
derstanding young lieutenant, Ger- 

,ald O'Loughlin as a not-so-screwy ! Newby 
G.I. screwball. ‘Also rating mention 

eant. and Roberts Blossom as a 
deluded “disciple” of the Lord. 

Will Steven Armstrong has draft- 

settings which, when workin ‘ g kinks 
are ironed out. should propel the 
action along at a lively’ pace. And 
on the subject of pace, the staging 
by Fielder Cook needs only smart 
Snipping to give the opus good pro- 
pulsion. , 

_ The costuming fs efficient with- 
in its G.I. limitations; but. there is 
cause to wonder just haw a private 
in an American rehabilitation camp 
on a Pacific island comes up with 
a complete Greek native costume 
—Sskirt and all. Bone: | 

The Threepenny Opera 
‘Toronto, Sept. 20. 

Carmen Capalbo, Stanley. Chase & 
Lucille Lortel-. presentation -of musical 
comedy-drama in three acts (11 scenes). 
with book by Bert Brecht. music by Kurt 
Weill, English: adaptation of ‘book and 
lyrics by Mare Blitzstein. Staged by. 
Carmen Capalbo; decor, William Pitkin: . 
musical director. ‘Samuel Matlovsky;. 
orchestrations, Kurt Weill; production 
associates, Herbert R. Stenmann. George 
Ni. Peters. Stars Gypsy Rase Lee; features 
Scott Merrill. Jane Connell. Mitchell 
Jason, Buzz Halliday, Didi Wan -Eyck, 
Richard Verney, Henry Howard. Marty 
Greene. Leonard Rogel. Herbert Edelman... 
Jack Whalen. G. Kennedy Osborn, Everett 
Fisch. Opened Sept. 19.-°61,.at the Royal 
Alexandra, Toronto; $6.°_ . 
Jenny bake eeeee Gvpsy Rose Lee 
Mr. Peachum ........... : Michell Jason. 

Jane Connell 

sumably the draw for the sched- 

“The Threepenny Opera.” A nov- 
eliy angle to the show is her sing- 
ing of “Mack the Knife,” the song 
regularly. done by the juvenile 
male. 

Miss Lee makes an on-stage ap- 

number in a light, non-singable 
voice. and plays the monotone role 
of Jenny the tart in the show itself. { 
The comedierine, former stripper, 
also plays the part straight and is 
costumed not’ entirely in character. 
for a London streetwalker. That is 
in contrast to a series of carica- 
tured other characters exaggerat- 
edly made-up for clown effects. 

Besides the prolog appearance, 
Miss Lee is seen in an outfitting’ 
shop for beggars, in a brofhel in 
Wapping, and in the death cell of 
Newgate Prison: She sings “Pirate 
Jenny” in the second act and the 
“Solomon Song” in. the third with- 
out losing her familiar. stript-tease 
personality. Once she gets rid of 
the “great lady” mannerisms and 

‘as Lucy Brown. . 
Full of: wit and over-polite lan- 

guage, reminiscent of “Guys and 
, Dolls,” are the. members of the! 

| quartet of whores. 

Show. Abroad. 

The Affair 
‘London, Sept: 22. : 

MeStay. 

(seven scenes} drama by Ronald Miller, i 
| by Harold French:: devor, Anthuny Hoi- 
land. Stars ‘{shn Clements, Dorothy Ali- 
son, Alan Dobie. Opened Sept. 21. °61. at: 
the Strand Fheatre. London: $3.13 top. 
Thomas Crawford .:... Kynaston Reeves 
Tom Orbell .....,-.--- wc ... Jan Shand. 
Club Steward .........-. Robert Walker 

Robert Hartley 
Dorothy Aliso 

ecoee geen |} Club Porter. 
; Laura ‘Howard 

{Julian Skeffington.... Michael Atkinson 
*Arthuc Brown - : David Horne 

j Alec Nightingale ...... ' Peter Copley 
, Margaret Eliot ......-- Christine Roberts |. 
Donald Howard - * Alan. Dobie 

ae ae, Mamish Roughead 
‘ Assistant Porter ' Nigel Sharpe 
Gubeit * Dawson-Ifill ..Richard’ Hurndall 

weoepece 

re ee ee 

| Henry Sherek has. assembled 
‘some of London's best character ; 
actors for “The Affair,” and they 
add theatrical force to a distin-: 
-guished drama. Skillfully tailored , 
*by Ronald Millar from C. P.. 
‘Snow’s novel, which was a Book of. 
the. Month Club choice in U. S.,: 
the play retains much of the origi- 

‘nal narrative: structure and actual . 
j dialog, and. stilt achieves a dra-: 
‘matic unity which overcomes the 
-limfiations that often mark literary 
works when transferred to the. 

“stage. . | 
_ There’s .not much: physical ac-' 
‘tion. Fhe play consists. largely of | 
‘talk and argument, but the talk is! 
lwise and witty and the delivery ' 
‘impeccable. It cannot fail to im- 
press -and absorb discriminating - 
“playgoers, and the main problem - 
_is likely to be whether: or not its 
: locale, a Cambridge Univ. college, 
is too unfamiliar for 
audience. _ ; 

| .“The Affair’ Is an, academic , 
“whodunit and its themes are in-j; 
‘justice, ‘intolerance’ and -personat ; 
‘principles. Though set in the little 
isphere of the college it is, implic- 
‘itly; a world parable. A boorish | 
.young college professor loses his ' 
: fellowship when he is found guilty 
‘of using ‘a fraudulent photograph 
to assist: his thesis. When fresh! 

‘the ‘average : 

‘ 
f 

'Macheath ...._.......... Scott Merrill , : 
Polly Peachum ..---.-- Didi Van Eyck, that he may have been framed, one = 

_, Readymoney Matt Leaseces Henry Howard ‘or two of his colleagues seek to 
* Crookfinger Jake ......... arty Greetue | , ; - | -: 
Bob the Saw ............ Jack Waalen : get the case re-opened. . . 
walt Dreary se tnceenes "Herbert Fdelman ' Their ‘efforts meet with resist--! 

. IMIDE wcccerecces vere 1scn « ir; . . . . 

Tiger Brown ............ Richard Verney ance, since the sacked professor is - 
Betty Lecce ncecencceseete Marcia pGilfora ; unpopular because of both his edgy : 

OMY 2... cc ccc cee cece cces ane ugher : : vy his: isti Dolly VI wu. Betty Stanton! personality pend. his Communistic | 
Coaxer ....secceeeeee se Daryl, Thornton ; leanings. -The ditemma of the pro-; 
Smith owe G. Kennedy, Osborn | fessors ‘as they try to evade their 

Constables . Chris Ponti, Everett Fisch ' responsibilities to ; justice, ‘their 
Messenger .. .... .. Leonard Rogel ; gradual breaking down and the re- 

— {trial when, inevitably, the profes-| than physical action, were the 
Gypsy Rose Lee’s name is pre-'sor is reinstated though on a note! thing, and-in “Electra” the only 

fof compromise, makes holding | 
Otis Bigelow | Uled seven-months road tour. of | drama. 

John Ciements gives one of his 
lmost satisfactory and commanding 
, performances as the lawyer who is 
drawn in and becomes dedicated to 
‘the task of finding the facts. In the 
‘tortured role of the victimized sci- 

' pearance in the prolog, singing the ‘entist, Alan: Dobie is no less im- 
, p¥essive, bringing a wholly credi-. 
, ble bitterness to“the part. 

There are brilliant ‘portrays of: 
teollege professors by ‘Kyanston 
: Reeves, Ian Shand, Peter Howell. 
‘Gerald. Cross; Basil. Moss, Harold 
:Scott, Michael Atkinson, David 
iHorne, Geoffrey ‘Lumsden, and 
‘Peter Copley. ’ 

Of these, Scott is wryly humor- 
ous as the oldest don, and Atkin- 
son, Lumsden, Copley and Reeves 
‘gratefully accept the more showy 
opportunities. Richard Hurndell 
‘as prosecuting counsel in the final | 
‘act provides a polished foil toi 
‘Clements’ strong, authoritative ar- 
‘guments. 
' Dorothy, Alison, a film actress: 

t 
t 

Folly Peachum and Buzz. Halliday 

- Henry Sherek presentation of three-act | 15-20. 

adapted from C. P. Snow’s novel. Staged |. 

“e. eduases na 

Martin Fliot ~....... -... Peter Howell ; 
G. H. Winslow........... Gerald. Cross ; 
Lester Ince . .........-..-... Basil Moss : 
M. H. L. Gay Harold. Scott 

Sir Francis Getliffe... Geoffrev Lumsden |. 

1 tion¢ in English, Helen. Conn, 

: Pylades. - 

; since the performance of one hour 

| mizes emphasts ,on: individuals in 
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nside Stufl— 
‘The major conyentions and exhibitions that are expected: to draw 

‘| gang, plus the crooked police head ! sizable influx to New York during. October, with their respective es- | 
t; played by Richard Verney, and the | timated attendance, according to the N. Y. Convention & Visitors Bu-- 

reau, includethe National Assn. of Mutual Insurance Cos., 1,500: ettend- 
i ance, Oct. 1-4; Business & Corporate Gift Show, 3,000 attendance, Oct. 
12-4; National Consumer Finance Assn., 1,000 Oct.. 3-6;. Industrial Film 
: & Audio Exhibition, 1,500, Oct. 9-11; American Rocket Society, 10,000; 
i Oct. 9-15; Order of the Eastern Star, New York State, 2,000, Oct. 2,000; 
Direct Mail Advertising Assn., 1,000; Oct. 10-13;: Columbia. Scholastic 
Press Assn., 1,500, Oct. 13-14; Eastern Commercial. Stationery Trade. 
Show, 2.500; Oct. 14-17; Holiday Packaging & Décanter Exposition, 
30.000, Oct. 15-18 

Also, America 

; International College of Allergology, 1,500, Oct. 

‘ican Society of Civil Engineers, 1,900, Oct. 16-20; New 
‘York. Antiques Fair, 1,000, Oct. 16-21; Electrical Living Show, 120,000, 

| Oct. 21-29; National Assn. of. Men’s Sportswear Buyers, 5,000. Oct. 22-_ 
126; Fleet Maintenance Show, 1,000, Oct. 23-26; American Finance Con- 
| ference, 1,000, 23-27; National Outerwear. &.-Sportsweéar - Assn:,. 1,500, 
Oct. 28-Noy. 1; Mutual Fund Dealers Conference, 1,000; Oct. 29-Nov. 1; 

Horse Show, 

Eleetra 

ts | National. Licensed Beverage. Assn., 1,800, Oct. 29-Nov. 1; Boys Apparel 
}& Accessories Manufacturers Show, 2,500, Oct. 29-Nov. 2. and National 

1,000, Oct. 31-Nov. 7. oe oe 

~ Show on Broadway 
: 

| ity, subtely. and drive. And despite 

association with the Greek Theatre Assn..° 
Los Angeles (James A. Doolittle, director), 

by 
dore 

Dimitrios Rondiris: producer, Theo- 
Kritas; translation, J.. Grvparis; FY 

City Center of Music & Drama Inc.;, in. the: essential .monotony of the. 
‘character, the--actress somehow 

! presentation of Greek Tragedy Theatre achieves occasional variation and_ 
revival of tragedy by Sophocles. Staged. even pojgiiance. . Her’, dramatic, 

emotional playing is especially-im--. 
choreography, Loukia; music. K. Kydon-' pressive -since’ she’s. reportedly. 
jatis;' simultaneous shortwave ‘transla- 

James 
Dimitrie. Opened Sept. 19, ’61, 
City Center, N.Y.; 33.95 t 

“Tutor |. cece tee eee eee 
Orestes ...cccccceeceee -2 5 a 
-Plectra . 2.2.2 2.00 ees A. Papatha 
w.ytemnestra ......- yansedes : K. Pappa 

A Chryothemis ...... .... .. N. Debonera 
(alternate, A. 

Aegisthus A Xenakis 
K. Georgoussopoulos 

at the comedienne. 
op . ; . . . . . 

"Ph. ‘Taxiarchis ! Since the other parts 

noted in Greece as a n. expert light 

are. sub- 
D. Veakis ordinate in scope and. color, the 

massiou rest of: the company. appears to 
less advantage. ‘D. Veakis -is direct 

KariafylliY “and. believable Orestes, K. Pappa 
reveals passable range as the faith-- 

‘Leading Women of Chorus—M. Vassiliou, ; less Clytemnestra and N. Debon-— 
; A. Kariofyl, E. Zerva, N. Debonera 

Chorus of Women .. . M. Anapliotou, 
N.. Emmanouilidou, K. *“<kka, 
I,. Korobilli,, 1. Konstandinou, N. 
.Margari. E. Papdimopoulou, “H 
Paralopoulou. K. Romanou, 
Stefenidou, M. Xyrafidow 

The Greek Tragedy Theatre { 
a worthy addition to the list o 
notable foreign lang 
groups.the City Center has brought 
to. New York. The engagement, 
‘comprising last week’s presenta- 
tion of the Sophocles drama, 
“Electra.” and the eurrent Aeschy- 
lus__dual-bill, “Choephori” and 
“Eumenides.” should do 
enough for a short stand in thi: 
cosmopolitan city, in which. the 

the Italian troupe from Milan, the 

man company from Hamburg were 
boxoffice cleanups. 

These’ Greek classics. are being 
.. Leonard Rogel evidence comes to light. suggesting : Presented in modern Greek, with 

a simultaneous English translation 
via shortwave, the transistor re- 
ceivers available at -a $1 ‘rental. | 
For those not. familiar with the 
original plays, a somewhat stilted 
plot. synopsis is also printed in the 
‘program, so there‘s no problem for 
non-linguists to follow the “per- 
formance. . - 

With the ancient:Greek drama- 
tists, the words and ideas, rather 

two yiolent incidents in the trag- 
edy take place offstage. Moreover, 

and 40 minutes is played. without. 
intermission, the. going may be a 
bit heavy for any frivolous-minded 
customers who may wander in. 
On the other hand, the sober- 
seeming audience opening night 
at the. Center apparently lapped it 
up: There was no telltale cough- 
ing or restlessness, and the troupe. 
got a real ovation at the close. 
In accord to Greek tradition, 
the actors are billed only by sur- 
name and first initial, the idea 
-apparently being that this’ mini- 

the permanent cempany. The rule 
is. firmly enforced by the reputed- 
ly strict disciplinarian. D. Ron- 
diris as stager of two present 
shows, although he includes his 
own first name, Dimitrios, in his 
billing as founder-producer-direc- 
tor of the group. | a, 

At any rate, requests through 
the City Center press department | @s5-.7 
‘for the full names of ‘the actors 

glamorous patina and plays .the., making her West End debut, has) were adamantly denied by Ron- 

part with required vulg 
star should fit in more: closely to 
the? book and lyrics. _ 

Scott Merrill, as Mack the Knife, 
is guilefully suave and handsome 
as L 
who is betrayed by his women. He 
has an excellent vaice. In clown. 

"make-up, Jane Connell is the Mrs. 
Peachum, a slave of the bottle, who 
hits. the high notes with ease. She 
is ably abetted by: Mitchell Jason 

as Dobie’s fiercely loyal wife who 
‘obstinately fights for her husband’s 
- Vindication but. who, it seems, is 
treally fighting more for the politi- 

ondon’s -leading safecracker: Cal principles for which she stands. 
-She- plays. the..part in properly 
hard, implacable manner but, in'a 
bedroom scene with her husband, 
‘reveals that she is’ a woman as 
“well as machine and, altogether, 
gives. a fascinating portrayal. 

Harold Frerch has staged the 
Incidentally, the two leads, Bill, awards the’ beggars licenses. Aiso play with tact and sureness of 
Travers and Roland Winters, areiexcellent are Didi van Eyck as .touch, Rich. 

leading lady;.Aspassia Papathanas- 
siou, however, she has made -ap- 
pearances. with other. 
troupes, including assignments. 
abroad, so her full name has. be- 
come known professionally, al- 
‘though only the initial is used. in 
the cast list for the present en- 
gagement, a . 

Miss Papathanassiou, in particu- 
lar, she deserves any recognition 
she gets, for her performance in 
the title role of “Electra” is a 
powerhouse of ‘controlled intens- 

language legit: 

Greek. 

‘ithe _ protector of Orestes, 
S: Xenakis is 

‘Grand Kabuki Theatre of Japan, j 

‘ 

i 

Q . 

arity, the .the only feminine role of any note: diris. In the case of the company’s.|_ 

Comedie Francaise and the Ger-: 

‘ton @5);.-St 

| treal 

- Tenth, Man—National, 

éra who-alternates in the part with. 
A. Kariofyili, is. effective “as the -. 
comprising, - self-justifying. sister, 

. Chryothemis | ~ 

Ph. Taxiarchis is plausible’ as. 
A. 

treacherous. Aegisthus -and 'K. 
Georgoussopoulos is adequate. in 
the. onlooker -bit of Pylades. ~ 
‘The femme Greek chorus, as." 
directed by choreographer ‘Loukia 
‘no initial is given in the program, 
but. the curtain calls revealed her 

well; t0 be a woman: perform in stylized 
‘this ' Manner, to comment on the action 

and characters without — visually 
obscuring key seenes: The single 
séfting consists of a large open 
forestage, with wide steps rising 
to. a severely designed portal to 
an Athenian palace... The - weighty 
{mood music is ‘credited to K..- 
Kydoniatis.. :, ‘Hobe. 

Touring Shows 
{Figures cover Sept. 24-Oct. 8) 
ied and Consent—Shubert, Cincy 

Best Mari—Blackstone, .Chi (25-2). 
Blood, Sweat and Stanley Poole (tryout) 

—Locust, Philly (25-30. moves to N.Y.) 
Bye Bye Birdie—Erlanger, Chi (25-7). - 

-, Caretaker (tryout)—-WHbur, Bostom 
(25-30, moves to N.Y.) =. ° : 
Cook for Mr. General (tryout)—For-: 

rest, Philly (26-7); Wilbur, Boston (@-7). 
Evening With Yves Montand (tryout— | 

Capitol, Quebec (2-4); Capitol, Ottawa 
(3); St. Dennis, Montreal (6-7): | 

varybedy Loves Opal (tryout)—Ford’s 
Balto (25-30). . ; - et 

-(ad- Co.)—-Paramaunt, Omaha 
; KANT, Des Moines (28-30); Or- 

pheum, Mpls. @-7).. - = : 
” Blower Brum Song—Bushnell, Hartford 
(25-30); Hanna, .Cleve. (2-7).. - . 
-Gay Life: (tryout—Fisher, Det. (30-7). 
Gypsy—Curran, 8.F. {35-30); Biltmore, _ 

L.A. (@-7).5 an , . 
Gypsy (4d Co.)—Shubert, |Det.° (25-305. 

“Murat,. Indpls. (24); Victory, Dayton (5-7),. 
‘. How. te Succeed In Business Without 
Really Trying (tryout)—Shubert, : Philly 

“Te. . wi = woe 
Kean. Gryout)—Shubert, Boston (25-7). . 

peteks & “Co. (tryoqut)—Aire - Crown, 

enamine <tryout)}—Colonial,, Boston 

“bLa Plume de Ma Tante—Auditorinm, 
St. Paul. (25-3); Pabst, Milwaukee (2-73. 
Let 1% Ride (tryout}—Erlanger; . Philly © 
(25-30, moves to N.YD. 0 2” oe 
. Miratle Worker—Municipal, Charleston 
(235); Indiana U., Bloomingfoyi (26); Pur- 
due Music Hall, Lafayette, Ind. (27-28):. 
Memorial, L’ville .(29);. Memorial, ‘Dayton - 
(30-L); Playhouse, Ashtabula, O. .3);. Obio- 
Theatre, Mansfield (4); Hartman, -Colum-. . 
bus (5-7). . oo. ok . 

- Music Man—Taft,: Cincy (25-30); Ameri- 
ean, St. L. (2-7). 0, 
., Music Man. (2d :Co.)—Capitol.. Bingham: 

‘ anley-Warner, Utica (26);. 
Capitol, Ottawa (27); Her’ Majeaty’s, Mon- 

( 3. . ry . : — : 

Fair Lady (2d .Co.)—Shubert, Chi 

Rhinoceros—Alcazar, S.F. (@-7). 
-. Short. Happy Life (tryout)—Hartford, 
LA, G2). | rn 

Shet_ in the Dark: .(tryout)}—Shubeft, 
New Haven .(27-30); ‘Walnut, Philly (2-7). 
: Sound of Music (@d Co.)—Auditorium, 
Denver @6-4). ; ee 

Taste of Honey—Hanna, Cleve, (25-30)} 

l, Wash. (26-7) 
Nixon, Pitt. (2-7). 

‘Threepenny Opera’ (2d Co.)}-Koyal 
Alexandra (25-7). 0s . 

Thurber Carnival—Keith Albee, Hunt: 
ington.. (25);; Ameriean,: Roanoke (26) ~ 
Page, Drarham, N.C. 7);.Camp: Theatre, 
Camp’ Lejune, N.C. (28);. Ovens, Chare. 

My 

) 

‘Totte (29); Civic, Knoxville (30); Coffee, 
Florence,. Ala. (2);: Foster, . Tuscaloosa 
(3 Royal, Columbus @; Tower, Atlanta - 

» . 

-"Tays In the Atiic—Playhouse, Wilming- 
‘ton (27-30); Ford’s, Balto ©@-7).. 

“Write Me a Murder: (tryout)—Shabert, - . 
New Haven aD. i ios 

acceptable. as. the: -....- 
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Count them. There are 86 songs. Thirty- 
.six legendary hits. Thirty-six songs we 
listened to, sang in the shower, hummed 
with onthe car. radio, whistled, : played. 
again and again, tapped our toes to,” 

relaxed to, loved to, were happy.to, and 
were sad to. They are part of our. era. 
They are part of our lives. They are the _ 
Nat King Cole story. - 
In the past eighteen years since he. 
recorded “Straighten Up and Fly Right,” 
this remarkable man has become a legend 
in his own-right. To call a popular singer 
“great” is a trite and generally inaccurate 
description..Only rarely ...as with Nat 
King Cole...is it deserved. He is truly the 

“Gleason. The older numbers have 
brilliantly re-recorded in exciting sound to 

to true greatness..,to Nat King Cole. 
‘Hear the songs that put -—.+4--— 

‘Cole. Where it belongs, 

trie es pa’ Be 
. . tas . x 

t 

king of his domain. And these famous 
recordings have firmly established his 
claim .to the throne. Now you can get them 
all in one package...“The Nat King Cole. 
Story,” It is a three-disc set, magnificently . 
packaged, and including complete pro- 
ram notes and comments by Leonard 
eather, George T. Simon, and Ralph J. 

een 

match perfectly the original arrangements. 
A superb gift for those who pay homage 

the King in Nat King 
“@ecoarbas 

67 
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Play Tryouts’ NG Biz: Blood’ $6813 

‘Caretaker’ $10,084, ‘Cook’ $10,711 (6), 
‘Short’ $7,620 for 7, ‘Opal’ $5,855 (6) 

The road was bumpy last week , DENVER. 
for the expanding list of touring} La Plume de Ma Tante, Audi- 
entries. There were 27 shows out-{torium (R-RS). Previous. week, 
of-town, of which 11 were pre-| $36,550, Adcazar, San Francisco. 
Broadway tryouts. Business for} Last week, $48,448 for seven 
the break-in shows ranged from! performances with TG-ATS . sub- 

meagre for all five play offerings | scription. 
to sock fer some of the six Broad- 
way-beund musicals. DETROIT . 

“Short Happy Life,” cut short Gypsy (2d Co.), Shubert (MC- 
its scheduled two-week test rim in: RS) (2d wk) ($6.90; 2,050; $35,000) 
San Franeisco after the conclusion! (Mitzi Green). - Previous week, 

of the initial frame last Saturday ! overquoted by producer, was about 

night ‘233, but is slated to resume ° ‘$13,800 for four performances. 
next Tuesday (3) in Los Angeles. Last week, around $22,800. 
*“Kwaimna,” which had been tun- 
ing up in Toronto the last three INDIANAPOLIS 

weeks, delayed its opening in Bos- 
ton from last night (Tues.) to to-: 
night 'Wed.) because of mechani- . 
cal difficulties. 

New to the road list last week, 
in addition to the tryouts of “Cook 
for Mr. General” in New Haven 
and “Everybody Loves Opal” in} 
Wilmington, were the touring pro- 

ductions of “Best Man” in Cleve- ; . 

land, the second road company of Guys and Dolls, Philharmonic 

“fusic Man,” which played a split | (MC-RS) (1st wk) | ($5.90-$6.75; 

stanza, “Threepenny Opera” in 2.670; $83,400) (Dan Dailey,. Janis 

Toranto, and “Thurber Carnival,” | Paige, Shelley Berman, Constance 

which played two one-niters. Towers). . Civig pient Opens pro- 

“Threepenny,” which got off to; duction opened here Sept. 18. 
a slow start in its initial seven per-| Last week, about $77,800 with 
formances, is reportedly in finan- CLO subscription. 
cial difficulty and its schedule : 
three-week run here will proba- Cook SEW W HAVEN 
bly be cut to two wee ontinua- 
tion of the tour is uncertain. |{C-T) ($4.80; 1,650; $27,800) CBB 
Another starter last week was i *T@Vvers . 

the Civic Light Opera productior! , Last week, $10, 711 for five per 
of “Guys and Dolls” in Los An- | formance® ter opening here 

nesday (20) to two yes-no reviews 

vious week, $50, 272, _ Auditorium, 
Rochester. . 

Last week, $56,838. 

LOS ANGELES 
Fiorello, Biltmore (MC-RS) (7th 

i wk» ($6-$6.60; 1,636; $63,000). Pre- 
i vious week, $26,624. 

Last week, $26, 268. 

geles. “Sound of Music,” playing ; . 

an unusual week-long stand inj (Jonnson: pooumnal Counters Lee- 
Pasadena, grossed a wow $102,407 , 2°, egiste 
on the frame. PASADENA. 

Estimates for Last Week 

Paventhetic designations jor ouf- 

Sound of Music, Auditorium 
(MD-RS) ($5.90-$6.75; 2,968) eee. 

of-town shows are the same as for ; ence Henderson). Previous wee’ 

Broadway, except that hyphenated. | $84.08 092, Philharmoni¢, Los An- 
T with show classification indicates 
tryout and RS indicates road show. Last week, $102,407. 
Also, prices on touring shows in- 
clude 10% Federal Tax and local PHILADELPHIA 

Blood, Sweat and Stanley Poole, 

tax, if any, but as on Bromasoay Locust (C-T) (ist wk) ($4.50-$5; grosses. are net: i.e., exclusive of 

taxes. Engagements are for single 1,419; $42, 

week unless otherwise noted. Previous week, $1.900 for one 
; reguiar performance and a pre- 

BALTIMORE 
Flower Dram Song, Ford's (MC- est week, $6,813. 

RS) (2d wk) ($6.50; 1,819; $62,000). 
Previous week, $34,782. 

Last week, $38,056. Without Really Trying, Shubert 
(MC-T) (3d wk) ($6-$7.50; 1,878; 

BOSTON . $72,364) (Robert Morse, Rudy Val- 
. 40,313.. 

Caretaker, Wilbur (CD-T) (ist ee an eck sa3 282. $ 
wk) ($4.95-$5.50; 1,241; #3 099) 
(Donald Pleasence, Robert Ww 
Alan Bates). Previous week, $13,-|W*) ($6-$7.50; 1,894; $67, ,600) 
286 for five performances, Shubert, | (George Gobel, Sam Levene).. Pre- 
New Haven. vious week, over quoted, report- 

Last week, $10,084 after opening | edly about. $25,000 
here Sept. 18 to four favorable Last week, claimed $48,700, but 
reviews (Doyle, American; Ma 
docks. Monitor; Maloney, Travel- 
ers; Norton, Record) and two un- 

$20,000. 

Sail Away, Forrest (MC-T) (3d 
favorable (Durgin, Globe; Hughes,}wk) ($6-$7.50; 1,760; $68,200). 
Herald). Previous week, $66,234 with TG- 

Kean, Shubert (MC-T) (2d wk)|ATS subscription. Last week, $65,773 with TG- (§6.50-$7.50; 1,717; $63,000) (Alfred | arg subscription. 
Drake’. Previous week, $7,200. for 
opening performance. ; 

Last week, $62,141. Miracle PITTSBURGH 

Milk and Honey, Colonial (MC-T) | $5.50; 1.760; $48,000).. Previous 
(3d wk) ($6.50-$7.50; 1.685; $62,000) | week, $25, 438, Wilbur, Boston. 
(Robert Weede, Mimi Benzell, Last week, $20,705 after open- 
Moliy Picon). Previous week,|ing here Sept. 18 to two raves 
$56.597. (Cloud, Press; Fanning, Post- 

Last week, $57,670. Gazette). 

CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO 
Bye Bye Birdie, Erlanger (MC- 

RS? (3d wk) ($6-$7; 1,380; $43.000). 
Previous week, $48,785 with Thea- 
tre Guild-American Theatre So- 
ciety subscription. 

Last week, $46,780 with TG-ATS (1 

subscription. for seven-performance split. My Fair Lady, Shubert (MC-RS)|" Last week. $7,620 for seven per- 
(ist wk! ($5.50-$6.60; 2,100; $71.-} formances. Cut short run here fol- 
500: (Ronald Drake, Caroline |jowing the evening performance 

-Dixon'. Previous week, $46,276, ) last Saturday (23) td. go back into 
KRNT, Des Moines. 

Last week, $44,002 after opening ‘next Tuesday (3) at the Hartford, 
return engagement here Sept. 18 to Los - Angeles. 
qu:ctified approval (Dettmer, Amer- 
ican; Favino, Sun-Times; Harris, 
News: Willis, Tribune). 

$6.90-$7.25); 1,758; $64,500) Ethel 
Merman). Previous week, $64,092 
with part CLO subscription, 

Last week, $71,361. 

wk). 

TORONTO 

week, $70,000 with subscription. 
Last week, $44,331. 

CLEVELAND 
Best Man, Hanna (D-T) ($5.50; 

1.515: $37,000: (Melvyn Douglas, 
Frank Lovejoy, James Westerfield). 

Toast ow eck, $32,110 with TG-ATS (525: $37,976) 
su. serbion after opening tour! Scott Merill. 
here Sept. 18 to favorable reviews. | 

(Gypsy Rose Lee, 

Musie Man, Murat (MC-RS). Pre-: 

General, Shubert | 

‘How to -Sueceed in Business: 

Let. It Ride, Erlanger (MC-T) (3d | 

i_ | understood actual. gross was. under. 

Nixon (D-RS)} 

- Amerous Prawn, 

Gypsy, Curran (MC-RS) (7th wk) | 

Short Happy Life, Alcazar (D-T) 
1st Previous week, $23,538-|- 

| One Over Elght, Duke York's (45-60. 

rehearsal and scheduled to reopen } 

Kwamina, O'Keefe (MD-T) sal. 
wk) ($6: 3,200: $100,399). Previous. 

Threepenny Opera, Royal Alex- 
andra (MC-RS) (1st. wk) -€86; 1,-f 

Last week, $17,941 for seven! 

performatices after. “opening here 
Sept. 19. to one yes-but-no review 
(Evans, Telegram), one unfavorable 
(Cohen, Star) and one inconclusive 
(Kraglund, Globe and Mail). 

WASHINGTON | 
Taste of Honey, National ww-rs)| 

(2d wh) ($4.95-$5.95; 1,683; $41,- 
‘335) (Hermione Baddeley, Frances 

Previous week, $34,679 Cuka). 
with TG-ATS subscription. 
“Last week, $39,647 with TG-ATS | week, with substantial drops regis-| 

{tered by virtually all shows. Con-| 
| tributed to the business decline, | 

subscription. 

WILMINGTON . 
Everybody Loves Opal, Play- 

house (C-T)- ($4.85; 1,251; $23,900). . 
_ Last week, $5,855 for five per- 
formances after opening here 
Wednesday (20) to two favorable 
reviews (Crossland, Journal; The- 
mal, News). 

SPLIT WEEK | 
Music Man (2d Co.) (MC-RS). 
Last week, $31,727 for first, seven 

performances of tour: Rajah, Read- 
ing, Pa., Monday-Tuesday (18-19), 
two, $13, 541; Memorial,. . Trenton, 
Wednesday-Thursday: (20-21), two, 
$8,186; Masonic, Scranton, Friday- 
Saturday (22-23), $10,000 guar- 
antee. 

Thurber Carnival (R) (Imogene 
‘Coca, Arthur Treacher, King Don- 
ovan}. Opened tour last Friday (22). 

Last week, about $10,000 for two 
performances: Center, Norfolk, 
Friday (22), one, 

(23), ‘approximately $5, 000. 

Slate Shakedown Tours 
For Montand, Lena Horne 

Alexander : ‘H. Cohen’s. presenta- 
tions of “An Evening with. Yves 
Montand” and “Nine O’Clock 
Revue.” starring Lena Horne, will 
have Canadian. openings in Octo- 
ber. The Montand show. bows 
riext Monday (2) at the Capitol, 
Quebec, while Miss Horne’ vehicle 
preems- Oct. 16 at .the O'Keefe 
Centre, Toronto. 
‘Montand will play. a few tune-up 

the Golden. Theatre, N. Y. The 
Broadway stand will be followed 
by more touring dates, including 

the Geary Theatre, San Francisco, 
and a three-week wrapup stand 
at the Hartford, Los Angeles, 

.| starting Feb. 26. ° 
Miss Horn will tour for eight 

weeks, then layoff until late Janu- 
ary or early February, and. there- 
after resume her hinterland trek 
for another. eight weeks. It’s 
undecided yet whether the show 
will be brought to New York at the 
conclusion of the tour. 

Arnold Moss Directed 
Jamaican ‘Matchmaker’ 

A performance last Thursday (21) 
at the new Little Theatre, Kings- 
ton, Jamaica, of “The Matchmak- 
-er,” staged by actor-producer-direc- 
tor Arnold Moss, marked. the con- 
clusion of.a 14-week, ..20,000-mile 
Caribbean and Latin-American tour 

Dept. 

_ London Shows — 
(Figures denote opening dates) 

. Affair, Strand (-216).. | 
Piccadilly 2-9-59). 

Beyond Fringe, Fortune (5-10-61). 
Billy Liar, Cambridge (9-13-60). 
Bird of Time, Sayoy (5-31-61). — 
Bye Bye Birdie, Her Majesty’s (6-15-61. 
Fantasticks, Apollo (9-7-61). _ 

firma La Douce, Lyric (7- 
Irregular Verb, Cuiterion 17-81). 
‘Let Yourself Go, Palladium. G-19-6D, 
Lord Chamberlain, | Saville (8-23-6D 
Luther, (T-27-61) 
Miracle ‘Worker, Wyndham's, (3-9-6D. 
phousetrap, . AMbassadar 1-25-52), 

Puffin, Duchess AB. 61. 
Mote Man, Adelphi (3-16-6bD. 
My Fair Lady. Drury. Lane 20- 58). 
Oliver, ‘New (6-30-60). 
One For the Pet, Whiteball (8-261. 

- Rehearsal, Globe (4-5-61). 
Repertory, Aldywich (12-15-40). 
Repertery, Old vic Sit 6D)... 
Ross, Haymarket 
Sound ef Music, Palace (616-8). 
Step the Werld, Queens (7-20-61). 

.. Tis. Pity. She’s, Mermaid : (8-29-61). 
Whistle {n Dark, T. Royal (9-11-61). 
‘Wildest... Breams,, Vaudeville. (8-3-8D. 
Young In Heart, Vic. Fal. (12-21-60). 

“SCHEDULED: OPENINGS | 

Re MI, Prince Wales (10-12-61). 
one Day of Year, Royal E. ¢10-23-61). 

"CLOSED . 
‘August for. People,. Royal Ct. (0-12-61); 
closed last Saturday (3) after 16 per- 
-formances. . 
King Kong, Princes (2-23-61); closed 
Sept. 9. after 228 performances. 
On Brighter Side, Comedy (412-61); 
clased ‘last Saturday (3) after 182 per- 
formances, 

around $5,000; | 
Memorial, ‘Greensboro, Saturday 

Price includes 10% Federal and 
5% City tax, but grosses are net; | 

dates prior to opening Ort. 24 at | 

a Jan. 29-Feb. 2 stand at the |. 
1 O’Keefe, a Feb. 5-10 booking at 

ous week, $82,471. 

undertaken by Moss for the State. 

Moss, as a U. S. Specialist ‘in The-. 
‘atre, visited Haiti, Bolivia, Guate- 
mala, Panama, Brazil and Jamaica. 

250) (Elizabeth Seal, Denis. Quilley). 

Androciés & Posnet, Mermaid (10-3-6D. 

Bway Dips, But Center Big LG: 

‘Sound $73,135, ° 
Broadway took a beating last. 

besides Yom Kippur, was the fall- 

off in Tuesday night (19) and 
Wednesday matinee and. evening 

(20) trade because of Hurricane 
Esther. The sole sellout again last 

[week was “Carnival.” 
Joining the Main Stem entries 

| last week was “Rhinaceros,” which |. 
returned for a two-week run, prior 

{2) in San Francisco. The City Cen- 

edy Theatre. 

“From the Second City,” opened 
‘fast night (Tues.) with “Purlie Vic- 
torious” following. tomorrow night |- 
(Thurs.).. 

Estimates for Last Week 

Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama), 
CD: (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), 

{MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi- 
‘| cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP: oR 

eretta), Rep. (Repertory), 
. (Dramatic Reading). 

Other parenthetic designations 
refer, respectively, to weeks played, 
number of performances through 
last Saturday, top prices {where 
two prices are given, the higher is 

lower for weeknights), number of 
seats, capacity gross and stars. 

i.e., exclusive: of taxes. 

rate tickets in. circulation. 

(75th wk; 591 p) ($8.60-$9.40; 1,461; 
$61,000). Previous week, $35, 501. 
Exits. Oct. 7 to tour. 

Last week, $30,482. 

Camelet, Majestic (MC) (42d wk; 
337) ($9.40; 1,626; $84,000). (Julie |- 
Andrews, William Squire). Previ- 

Last week, $74, 462. 
Carnival, Imperial (MC) (24th. 

‘wk; 188 p) ($8.60; 1,428; $68,299) 
(Anna Maria Alberghetti). Previous 

Last week, $68,312. 

Come Blow Your Horn, Atkinson 
(C) Gist wk: 245 p) $6:90-$7.50; 
1,090; $43,522) Previous week, $18,- 
563. 

Last week, $16,197. 

Do Re Mi, St. James (MC) (35th 
wk; 280 p) ($8.60-$9.50; 1,615; $69,- 
500) (Phil Silvers). Previous: week, 

$40,311. 
Last week, $38,481. 

*Far Country, Music Box (D) |. 
(25th wk; 199 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1,101;. 
$40,107 (Kim Stanley, Steven Aull, 
Ludwig Donath). Previous week, 
$15,904. 

Last week, $14,379. 

wk; 755 p) ($5-$7.50; 1,900; $59,000) 
Moves Oct. 31 to the Alvin Theatre. 
Previous week $30,022.. 

Last week, $26,840. 

*Irma La Douce, Plymouth (MC) 
(52d wk; 412 p) ($8.60; 999;. $48.- 

Previous week, $33,221. 
Men week, $32,098, 

ary, Mary, Hayes (C) (29th wk; 
298. D ($6. 90-$7.50; 1,139; $43, 380) 
(Barbara Bel Geddes, ‘Batry Nelson, }. 
Michael Wilding). Previous week, 
$43,245. 
Last week, $43,058. 

*My Fair Lady, Hellinger (Mc) 
(288th wk; 2,294 p) ($8.05; -1;551; 
$69,500) (Michael Allinson, Margot 
Moser). Previous week, $42,570. 
Last week, $41,111. 
Rhint 

(Zero ‘Mostel, Alfred Ryder). 
‘Last week, $12,748 for first 

.| stanza of fortnight’s return engage- 
ment prior to starting a road. tour 
Oct. 2 at the Alcazar: Theatre, San |: 
Francisco. 

Sound of Music, Lunt-Fontanne 
(MD) (91st wk;"724 p) ($9.60; 1,407; 
$75,000) (Mary Martin). ‘Previous 1.6 
week $74,376. 

Last week, $73,135. 

Garden (MC) (47th wk;. 372  p) 
$8.60-$9. 40; 1,404; $68,000) (Fammy | 

to launching a tour next Monday |. 

ter was also back on the legit scene 
last week with the launching of a. 
'fortnight’s run of the Greek Trag- 

The first of the fall newcomers. 

for Friday-Saturday nights. and the. 

Asterisk. denotes show. had cut- | 

‘Bye Bye Birdie, Shubert (MC) | 

. oceros, Longacre (CD) (ist| 
wk; 8 p) ($6. 90; 1,101; $3'7,000).|. ilk. &. Honey, Martin B 

Pet it Rider O'Neill (0: 

‘Camelot’ $74,462, Fiorello’ $26,840, 
ceros’ $12,748 

Grimes). “Previous week, $46, 158. 
Last week, $45,419... 

‘Miscellaneous ° 

‘Greek Tragedy Theatre, ’ City 
Center (D) (1st wk; 8 p) ($3.95; 
3,090; $60,000). Visiting troupe pre- 
sented “Electrs’® in modern. Greek 
for six nights through last.Sunday 
(24). A double-bill of “Choephori’ 
and “Eumenides” was scheduled to 
open last night ee and play 
‘through next. Sunday (1)., .. 

Last week, about $54, 500.: 

Other ‘Theatres 

' Alvin, Ambassador, ANTA, Bare. 
rymore, Beck, Belasco, Biltmore, | 
Booth, 54th St, 46th St., Golden, 
Hudson, Lyceum, Miller, "Morosco, a 
O'Neill, ' Playhouse, " Rose. . 

Opening This Week 

From the Second City, Royale 
(R). ($6.90-$7.50; 1,040; $44,000). 
~ Max Liebman, Bernard Sahlins, 
Howard Alk and. Paul Sills. pres- 

‘tentation of Chicago-originated. re-. 
\vue with scenes and dialog cre- 
ated: by the performers. Capitalized © 
at $65,000, cost about $55,000. to 
‘open last night (Tues.), and: can. 
break even at around $18,000. 

Purlie Victorious, Cort (C)- ($6: 90- 
$7.50; 1,155; $41,000). 

Philip Rose presentation of play. 
by Ossie Davis. Capitalized at $100,-. 
000, opens tomorrow night (Thurs.). 
at a cost ‘of about $80,000 and can 
break even at around ® 000. 

Stratford (Ont) Festival 
$41,347 for Final Week 
Stratford, Ont., Sept. 26. 

The Stratford. Shakespearean 
Festival ended its season: here last 
Saturday: (23) with a gross of $41,- 
347. for the final week. -The po-- 
tential capacity for the eight per- 

-{formances at the 2,258-seat Festi- 
val: Theatre .was. $44,790. 

As was the case the. previous 
stanza when the take was $38,792, 
the potential capacity was below 

“ithe regular. $84,632. because of spe- 
cial prices for six student matinees .. 
of “Henry VIII.” ‘The, afternoon: 
performances. were scaled from $1-. 

' $2.50. “There were also two eve- 
| ning ‘performances. Wednesday (20) 
and Saturday (23) of.“Love’s La- 
bour’s. Lost’’ ate the usual $5 top. 
“Coriolanus” © was dropped ‘from. 
the . repertoire ° Sept. 9. 

Off- Broadway Shows 
(Figures denote opening. dates)” 
Balcony De Circle In Square (3-3-60). 
Blacks,” St. G-46).- 
Connection, Living (ep) @-12-6D. 
Dream & Sessile, Cherry Lane G14). 
Fantasticks, Sullivan St. G-3-60). : . 

Happy Days, Cherry Lane (17-6). 
Krapp’s & Zeo, East End. (9-12-6D. 
Mary Sunshine, Players (11-18-50). 
Misalllance,;. Sheridan Sq. (9-25-6D.. 
Gpeaing Window, Marquee (9-25-61). 

. . One Way ®enduium, E. Morass St. (9-18-61... 

-*Florello, Broadway (MC) (95th. 95D. Pirates ef Penzance, Phoenix « 
Premise, Premise (11-2%-60).. 
Red Eye, Pruvincet’n Fiayh’se (6-12-61), 
Threepenny Opera, de Lys (9-20-55). 
Under Milk Woed Rep.) Circle 29-80: . 

CLOSED... 
-King Dark Chamber, Jan Hus (2-9-B1)5 
_closed Sept. 17 after, rma? Barge: ormances, 
Tender. Trap; 4ist St.. (8-25-6D; closed 
Sept. 3 after 11 performances. , 

SCHEDULED OPENINGS. 
Thracian Horses, - Orpheum (9-27-61). 
4th Ave. Notth, Madison Ave. (9- 27-81), 
HI Paisano, York (9-30-61). 
Sap ef. Lite, 1 Sher. Sq. 0-2-6). 
Many Loves, Living (Rep) (10-361). 
Jungle, Living Rep} (9-26-61). 
Harry Stoones, Gramercy (10-16-61, 
Diff’ rent; Mermaid (10-17-61); 
American Saveyard, Jan Hus 10-26-80), 
© Marry Me, Gate (10-27-61. 
Buskers. Cricket. (10-28-61 

Be ks fiat St G0908D. 0 Saen: @ ght ity all, a: ¢ 
‘Shadows Heroes, York’ @1-14-6D, 

SCHEDULED: BYWAY PREEMS. 
Purtie, Victorious, Cort: (9-28-61). : 
Salil Away, Broadhurst ‘(10-3-6D, 
Caretaker,. Lyceum (1 
Stanley ene, ‘Morosco.. 05-6. 

Bex 0-10-62. 

How to Succeed, 46th Se do-l4esy, 
Milky Way, Rose (10 1661); . 
Shot In. Dark, Booth (10-18-6D. 
Cook .fer: ‘General, Playhoure do-1s8D, 
Kwamina, 54: St. (10-23-6D. | 
Yves Mentand, Golden (10-246). °° 
‘We've Come. Threvgh, Hudson. (10-25-6D. 

' Write Murder, Belasco Ser cricr 
Garden ef Sweets, ANTA (10-31-6D. 

~Zomplatsant Lover, Barrymore (11-1-8D., 
Broadw. (1-2-6 

Gay Life, Shubert (11-18-6D. 
Sunday tn-tY., Cort (wk. 31-26-6D.° - 
Man for All Seasons, ANTA, (11- 23-61). 

|. Daughter Silence, Music Box (11-30-6D, 
Unsinkable Molly Brown, Winter | aughter, Slience, Music Box 

Age of Consent, Biltmore (12-21-61), ~~ 
At Nine O’Ctock, Golden (12- 2661), , 
Night of Iguana, Royale (12-28-61) 

., Funny Thing Happened, Alvin 3-62), 



Car 20nR-: | 

IN SEVEN PERFORMANCES 

“The greatest musical | 

tent record in the world.” 
BEN SEGAL and BOB HALL 
Producers, Oakdale Music Theatre, Cenn. 

e 

* NET after taxes. en 
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Lower Bam Royalties, B. 0. Scale ® | 
Seen As Bid i in Tax Cut Appeal | 

By JESSE GROSS 

A reduction in stock royalties wo! 
authors and an accompanying slice j 

-in b.o. prices at summer theatres 
might enhance chances of the Fed- 
eral government dropping its 10% 
tax on legit tickets. That’s the 
opinion of Robert H. Bishop 3d. 
resident of the Musical Arena; 
heatres Assn., and co-operator ; 

with John L.-Price Jr. of the Musi- : 
earnival, Cleveland. ~- 

Bishop figures that such a move 
woulcé emphasize the benefit of the 
tax elemination on a nationwide 
level. The authors, Bishop says, 
could afford to make such a ges- 
ture since they'll benefit from a 
lifting of the tax by having a larger 
cut of a show’s take on Broadway 
and the road. In New York, for in- 
stance, Mayor Robert Wagner has 
recommended elimination of the 
5°o city tax on theatre tickets. 

Broadway producers have al- 
ready publicly stated that if the 
city tax is lifted the savings will. 
not be passed on to the public in 
reduced ticket prices but will be 
used for an industry-wide pension 
fund. That means that authors and 
others sharing in a percentage of 
a Broadway show’s gross income 
would get a slice of 5°¢ more rev- 
enue. Similarly, if the Federal tax 
is lifted and there’s no reduction , 
in b.o. prices, it'll mean a slice of 
another 10°o income for those shar- , 
ing in the gross. 

Bishop. believes that if the au- 
thors reduced their stock royalties 
to a maximum of $100 per perform- 
ance for a musical and $50 per 
performance for a straight play, the 
savings to the stock producer could ! 
be passed on to the public in re- 
duced b.o. prices. He thinks that 
if such an arrangemnt could be! 
worked out, Washington lawmakers ; 
could be approached with an argu- } 
ment that removal of the tax would 
benefit the public directly. 

| Legit Followup 

My Fair Lady 
(SHUBERT, CHI 

Chicago, Sept. 18. 
After five years of touring, the 

road company of ‘My Fair Lady” 
is beginning to resemble a road’ 
company. While it is still an im- 
mensely impressive show, there, 
are evidences that the previous, 
high production standards have 
been allowed to slip. 

The Lerner-Loewe musical has 
returned ty Chicago with some-: 
thing less than the precision and : 
spirit that characterized the com- | 
pany during its first Chicago en-- 
gagement, which began in 1957 
and ended 66 weeks later. 
perhaps symptomatic of a general 
condition. of touring fatigue that 
the orchestra sounds thinner than 
previously and that Anton Cop- 

_pola’s reading of the score seems 
almost perfunctory. Correspond- 
ingly, the dance numbers fail to 

they once did. 

There have been many cast adapfation by the latter to local| conditioned. The auditorium and 
“MFL” last played figures of speech, it is the same lobby areas are. covered: with ver- 

Chi, notably in the starring roles. aS used for the Mexican production. milion-colored ‘carpet. The dress- 
Caroline Dixon and Ronald Drake The deliberate language complexi-| {ng- rooms and. lounge areas also 
are attractive leads, but they offer; ties of this version afford occa-| are carpeted. The lounges are spa- 
rather flat portraits of Eliza and: sionally heightened theatrical. ef-| cious and richly appointed. The 

Drake appears to fect. For example, the translation | toflet. facilities can: only be de-|! 

enanges since 

Prof. Higgins. 
be consciously affecting the man-. 
nerisms of his character, so that 
they don’t seem natural, and Miss , 
Dixon does not manage to rise to 
the height of royalty in her trans- 
formation from “cabbage leaf to 
duchess.” 

Their inexperience in the roles 
is only accentuated by the skilled. 

tor. Hugh Dempster, Reid Shelton; 
and Katherine Hynes, all of whom 
have been with the company from - 
the outset. 
have grown more comic than be- 
fore and, against the weaker. 
leads, are gaining prominence in 
the show. 

The company 
dose of directorial discipline. 

It is” 

'To Restore Old Chi Aud | 
As the Money Comes In|: 

Chicago, Sept. 26. 
The. -old Auditorium Theatre, 

reputedly an architectural gem 
‘and a onetime prime midwestern 
: showplace for opera and Iegit, is. 
‘going to be restored on a piece-. 
meal basis. as funds become avail- 

-able. The volunteer committee. for 
the restoration of the Louis Sulli- 
van-designed house has determined 
that the important thing is to 
make the theatre usable to at least: be built by’ Meyer Oppenheim but 
a limited extent. 

The first $500,000 ralsed will be 
used to make orchestra. seating 
possible for unelaborate produc- 
tions and recitals. The figure is. 
the estimate given for the improve- 

. ment of the heating system, repairs 
of the céiling and of the foot 
ramps, the installation of theatre 
seats and ‘for a thorough cleaning : 
of the orchestra floor. 

Hopefully, the baleony and 
Stage will be restored when fresh 
funds are raised. The luxury 
touches, carpeting, drapes and the |. 
restoration of the gold ornamenta- 
tion, will have bottom priority. 

‘Lady’ a Smash Success 
In Buenos Aires Bow; 

Plan More Big Tuners 
Buenos Aires, Sept. 26. 

“My Fair Lady” has taken 
;Buenos Aires by. storm and is 
breaking boxoffice records at the 
El Nacional Theatre. The advance 
' sale indicates that the musical may |, 
irun a full year. On the other: hand 
ithe musical opened late in the 
| season, the theatre is not air-con- 
: ditioned. and transfer to another 
‘house might be too costly. 

Under the title “Mi Bella Dama,” 
the. show has been done here by 
Mexican: producer Sergio Kogan, 

- whose wife, Rosita Quintana, plays 
the Eliza Doolittle role with win- 
ning charm and excellent voice. 
Local legit actor Jose Cibrian has 
the role of Prof. . Higgins. Though 
he fs not a. singer, he is a stage 
personality and. a versatile actor. 
However, in the Prof. Higgins. pakt 
-he has not had.the usual responses, 
tas Argentine audiences prefer Don 
‘Juan type males. The surprise hit 
.of the musical is Dringue Farias, | © 
‘an established comic in cheesecake 
shows, as Alfred-P. Doolittle. 

} Although the $75.000 production | 
was figured a questionable bet be- 
cause of the local pwyblic’s un- 
familiarity with musical comedy, 
its initial popularity with sophis- 
ticated audiences is apparently 
spreading to the middle: classes. 
The eomplicated settings, allowing 
‘rapid scene changes draw gasps of. 
.admiration from ‘audiences accus- 
, tomed to good. work of that kind. 

1. The Spanish translation is by} the lighting comes from beautiful, 
give the sense of spontaneity: Luis de Llane. Berta Maldenado| ‘imported erystal chandeliers, 

tand Carlos A. Petit. Except. for the 

‘or adaptation of “The Rain if 
Spain” song {is a tongue-twister, 

“EL Rev que hay en Madrid se fue! spent on the interior of the thea- 
7a Aranjuez.” 

The part of “Mrs. Higgins 1s|iarge amounts to repair and re- 
plaved by Spanish veteran actress| paint the exterior of the Fisher 
Pepita Melia,- mother of leading Building, to install a new marquee, 
man Cibrian. . . 

Dancers in the productions have from the elements and, even, to 
natural portrayals given by those been recruited from the Colon ‘replacing cracked cement in the 
in principal support, Charles Vie- Ballet. as weil as from the choruses | sidewalks. . 

:of local girlie shows. Osvalde 
Cesari. 
fully. Elba Resquellas as Mrs. 

Victor and Dempster | Pearce, is also good, as is Domingo |.shop buildings in the Detroit area. 
‘Marquez as Col. Pickering 

Farias and Cibrian are earning| terchange-of the two major Detroit |. 
and.: expressways, making, it accessible $1.500 monthly in this show, 

“the whole operation cost must be; 
can use fresh high. but both Kogan and local , ofthe city and suburbs. 

jempresario. Enrique Muscie express 

as Freddy, warbles tune-| Fisher Building, which is one of 

Essex Will Pressagent 
Fisher Theatre, Detroit 

Detroit; Sept. 26. . 
Jon Essex will be pressagent for 

‘the new. Fisher Theatre here, In 
‘addition, he’ll also be p.a. for the 
‘local Shubert and Riviera Theatres | 
when that house, which has 
switched to a. film policy, occa- 
sionally. plays. touring legits. 
For the last five years, Essex 

‘has worked for the Hanna Theatre, 
Cleveland. 

Theatre Asa Gift 
For Edinburgh 

Edinburgh, Sept. 26. 
Plans for a new theatre here, to 

to belong to Edinburgh elyic coun- 
cil, have been given a general okay 
by the city’s planning committee. 
.Architects are now. studying a city 
proviso that the theatre should be 
capable -of being varied to suit 
different scales of production, 
ranging between grand opera and 
the more. intimate . style of. drama 

; and revue. 
Local experts and Oppenheim 

plan a trek this ‘month to visit 
post war theatres and opera houses 
on: the Continent. 
New theatre is’ expected to. have 

a maximum seating capacity of 
between 1,700. and 1,800, accom- 
modated on two levels, stalls and 
circle. 
Probable cost of the develop-|. 

ment will near $3,000,000. Theatre 
will-occupy about 80% of the site 
area, and will Have a glass-fronted 
‘piazza on first-floor level. Offices 
will ‘be . incorporated, including 
Edinburgh Festival Soclety head- 
quarters. ° 
-Need for a new -theatre 
stemmed from the obvious need to. 
give Edinburgh first-class aecom- 
modation for grand opera. 

"Fisher, Detroit 
=m Continued from page 65 imam 

1,606 -seats, of which 1,222 are in 
the orchestra and mezzanine, and 
384 in the lower balcony. For mus- 
icals, there are 2,081 seats, result- 
ing from: the opening of an upper 
balcony by means of raising a 
three-section accoustical - screen 
into the’ ceiling. 

Dressing rooms are spacious and 
‘well-appointed. Suites, consisting 
of a living room, a make-up room 
and a bath with shower, are avail- 
able for. stars and featured play-. 

The labby: contains 17,000 square 
teet of space, almost as much as. 
he auditorium, and what-is be- 

Tieved to be the largest. intermis- 
sion area of any theatre. The lobby 
features an original sculpture, | 
“The Dancer” by Edouard Chais- 
saing. It is. eight-and-a-half feet 
high, is. cast in. polished. . bronze 
and is mounted on a marble ped- 
estal. The cost. was $25,000. The 
lobby’ also features twin cloak 
reoms, a large ticket-selling area, 
divans and upholstered chairs and’ 

All areas of the theatre are air- 

scribed as elegant. | 
In addition..ta the $3,500, 000 

| tre, the Fisher brothers have spent 

to erect. canopies to shield. patrons 

Huge parking lots surround the 

the major office and exclusive- 

The building is located at the in- 

to theatregoers'in every section 

‘The Fisher is managed by the 

has: 

the Corps de Ballet glowed anew 
‘in both the opener, “Bayaderka,” 

vineing array and display of talent. ! 

confidence that the venture ress| dean’ of Detroit. legit managers, 
| pay off and talk of producing moré David T. . Nederlander, and his 

Zev Buffman and Pierre Costette big musicals {1n Buenos Aires Col-! sons, James and Joseph. The Ned- 
will be. co-producers with Alex- wmbia is planning to record the! erlanders -also manage the Shu- 
ander S. Ince of the Broadway: Svanish version directly frorn the; bert and-Riviera Theatres.- Broad- 
production of Felicien Marceau’s! theatre. to put the disks on.sale| way production and theatre gen- 
“The Egg.” A tryout tour is to'simultaneousy with-the English: LP eral manager Herman Bernstein 
open in San Francisco in. Novem-; which. was’ intraduced here. several | is the New York -booker. for the 
ber, with Dick Shawn as star. years | ago and had a big sale. | house. 

Les. 
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Says Board Dreads Sa 
Harper’s Piece Expresses Some Doubts Ast to. Lincoln 

Lincoln. Center” under the fiuoro- 

berg of N.Y. Herald Tribune is fair- 

ing to saying that “as a real estate 
project, Lincoln Center is already 
a magnificent success” while .im-. 
plying doubts of its artistic show-. 
manship.. 

Considering the possibility of|' 
saving the present edifice at Broad- 
way and 39th Kupferberg states: 
that the Metropolitan’s board and 
management. are dead-against its 
survival when the opera. moves 
north.’ It’s ‘pointed out that New 
York is now, and will continue. to 
be after Lincoln Center is com- 
pleted, under-supplied with large |: 
‘capacity houses. In bygone times 
there existed the Hippodrome 
(4,700), Manhattan Opera House 
(3,300), Century (3,200), Lexington 
Opera "House (3 300) and the Cen- 
ter (3,000) opposite the Radio City |: 
Music ‘Hall, All are riow gone. 
‘Carnegie Hall was saved by “a 

few determined citizens bright 
‘enough to enlist the interest of the. 
state and city governments.” Is 
there any likelihood of history re- 
peating itself respecting the Met? 

Harper's Magazine for. October 
puts “The, Cultural Monopoly at 

scope. Piece by Herbert Kupfer-. 

ly critical, its summation -amount- 

Center’s: Plans—Though a | Real Estate Success 

ous doubt.. Carnegie was saved 
“without tho. Philharmonic’s .direc« 

the: men who oontrol the Met are 
not passive but actively opposed to 
the continued standing of the struc- 
ture when’ vacated. “The Metro- 
‘politan is doing its. utmost. ta as- 

coln -Center. its -old_house ‘will be 
demolished’ 
‘preservation ‘of Carnegie Hall was 
a shock to the Center's planners, 
and they dread even more. the 

paign developing. in the three years 
that remains.:in the old. house.” 
_Kupferberg echoes other ‘critics 

of the-new opera .house’s’ ‘design. 
It looks, he states, back to-the 19th 
-Centtiry via. its “horseshoe” : 

2Ist Century although the Lincoln 

being -built to stand 100 years—or 
to, roughly, 2075. 

Article also discloses in some de- 
‘| tall the antagonism of Lincoln Ker- 
-stein, angel of the New York Center: 
Ballet. Latter feels’ the: Lincoln. 
Center’ ‘elite have: but sinall inter- - 
est in dance, although there is to 

among the. buildings. 

Ballet Reviews _ 
Leningrad Kirev Ballet . 

(Met Opera House, N.Y.) 
‘Lower temperatures and higher. 

leaps marked the second program 

of this company. The weather be- 

jcames part of the review again. . 
Since the premiere was steam- 
dripped on both sides of the .foot-. 
lights (one Russian ballerina being: 
quoted as “now knowing what 

lows that performers and patrons 

physical form on Thursday (14). 

But a mixed-bag of assorted 
‘ballet excerpts was inherently: 
more exciting. The restraint which 
marked “Swan Lake” gave way 
to a display of dancing zest closer’ 

‘|to what Americans expect from 
-Russians. It was ‘‘bravo” night.. 

The classic line and elegance of 

and the next-to-closer,  ‘‘Nut- 
cracker.” It surely is as good a 
group as. anywhere in the world, 
and superbly costumed. But the 
““Gala” belonged, of necessity, ‘to 
the soloists. 

After the conductor. missed ° ‘the 
music cue and forced him to start 
again, Sergei Vikulov, as. a bare- 
chested warrior chasing. shadows, 
proved to be a powerhouse of ele 
vation, grace and sheer stamina. 
Teamed with Kaleria Fedicheva 
and supplemented by a trio of 
lovelies he and they ‘were the be- 
ginning of the evening’s most con- 

Followed an engaging Armenian 
folk item involving Irina: Gensler, 
Konstantin Rassadin and <Alex- 

adagio in the bird idiom of ‘ballet 
which was. an impressive. change 

chenok and Vsevolod Soloviev.’ . 
Marius Petipas, the French 

choreographer who did so much 
‘for St. Petersburg Ballet, was rep- 
resented in the first ‘and -fourth |. 
excerpts. The latter, a:classical pas 
de deux out of “The Corsair,’ was 
the evening’s most dramatic event. 
It established in New York mem- 
ory for time to come the dazzling 
artistry of the young pair, Alla 
Sizova arid Yuri Soloviev. She in 
particular performed. with perfec- 
tion of muscular coordination «a 
number of aerial splits, leaps to 
pointe and twirls that brought 
forth gasps. 

A bit of Village nonsense, “The 
Gossips” was included for broad: 

thundering conclusion with an all-' 
male “Taras Bulba,” which. will | 
compare with the frenzy of the 
Moiseyev troupe any time. It was 
a tour de virtuosics. 
There was, at the finale,: a pro 

found respect for this Leningrad 
company, none of the mental res- 
ervations or wait-and-see which 
marked “Swan Lake.” The atdi- 
ence had seen this time. Land. 

dancing in hell, was like’), it fol-; 

were both in considerable better |-. 

ander Pavlosky and then a control‘|: 

See Se es ttt te ooo 

of pace as handled by Emma Men-~ 

‘Giselle 
Choreographically ‘the: Lenin- 

grad Kirov Ballet remaing far be- 
hind ‘its. own dancing. standards. 
‘AS previously: remarked of “Swan. 
Lake,” 
neglected. The “plot” is reduced 
to - veritably pedestrian walk- 
through:- Dancing alone concerns. 
artistic director Konstantin Serge- 
yev, himself-a former dante great. 
Of “showmanship”: he exhibits al-.: 
most’ none. . 

(1842) libretto, to be sure.. 

ardor, jealousy, heartbreak, shame, 
anger, remorse, revenge. But lack- 
}ing a printed program only a bal< 
letomane could guess: that dastarde 
‘ly.deeds in Act I are up for punish- 
ment ‘in--Act. ‘IT. 

Something of the class prejudices 
of 1842. show in. the cad-nobleman 
being saved: by his dead. sweet- 
heart. (and © daybreak) while ‘the 
snitching..gamekeeper is hounded 
to an unpleasant death in quick- 
sand, Aristocracy could forgive. 
pilandering ‘but not a peasant. who. 
reported it!. 

of the company pretty shy of char- 
acterization. She, -her Jover, Vla+ 
dilen Semenov, the. peasant pas de 
deux (Ninel Kurgapkina and Yuri 
Soloviev).and the Corps de Ballet 
led by Inna Korneyeva: provide 
superb dancing. One. is: always im- 
‘pressed by the company while won- 
tering. at the strange: disregard of 
ithe dramatic potentials, Land. 

—_— 

Ukrainian. State. 
Danee Co... 

‘London, Sept. 20. . 

‘Royal Aibert Hall presentation of . 
Ukrainian State Dance Co. Choreography, 
staging, and artistic direction by Pave 
Virsky. Principal conductor, Igor Ivash- . 
chenko; | costumés, Anatoly Petritsky.- 
Opened Sept. 19, ol at the. Royal Albert 
Hall, Loadon; $3.50, top. 

Ukrainian State Dance Co. fs 
making its first appearance in Lon-. 
don ‘since .’58 and there is no ques-.. 
| tion that it is a first-rate attraction. 
; Basie audience appeal transcends 
rany political or social considera-: 
| tions and, based ‘on. the opening . 
ent reception, ‘ean look. forward 
to a successful engagement in 
| Britain. 

The company. is a large one and 
‘its deft changes of: pace’ coupled’ 
| with excellent execution make for’ 
la varied ‘and well-thought-out. ‘pro- 
: gram. Of particular interest. are 

hokum. The program camg ta a! two points: first, the comic-dances. 
are all standouts, and: secondly, the 
dancers ‘themselves ‘are all attrac-° 
tive, especially the femmes. More, 
one recalls, than the -Moisiev 

| group: when seen in the U.S. | 
Eight numbers. make . up . the 

-first act. of an hour..and amongst . 
the -bettér offerings are -“Polzu- 
nets,” ‘a comic challenge dance 
that's marked by. some. ‘tricky solo: 

(Continued. on page. TZ)" , 

‘The Harper. article proposes a serie . 

tors lifting a. finger to help.” But 

sure that when it ‘moves into Lin- 

‘the -unexpected - 

prospect of a: Save-the-Met came - 

for 
box-holders and not forward to the ‘: 

Center publicity speaks often of it | 

be a dance-repertory Playhouse. 

drama and ‘pantomine are 

“Giselle” 4s a curiously ‘dated’ 
‘Even _. 

so, there are.emotions to display-" 

‘Trina Kolakova is 4 lovely Giselle : 
when dancing though like the rest © 

Victor Hochhauser and the Corp. of ‘the 

. ana cred lone 

ea anaes Cimoe 

ee Oe a 
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“Toronto Is Becoming Major Theatre Town 
_ OFFICIALLY; THE O'Keefe Centre: began. its second 

year on Monday: when -“Kwamina” launched. the new | 
program season. ... . 

In. strict calendar “tack t the O'Keefe doesn't. complete . 
ts first year. of operation until three weeks ‘from to-_ 
motrow, It was on Saturday, Oct. 1, 1960, that “Camelot” 
‘had its first performance. and the formal opening (for a 
theatre, factually speaking, : can. ‘only truly open once) : 

|. favorite, The Royal Alexandra, too, has‘a tryout included took place. 
In thé ensuing period, this $12 million, $,200-seat_ 

O'Keefe has turned Toronto from its. obscure place at 
the’ bottom: ‘of ‘the post-Broadway ‘touring and tryout | 

policy of keeping the O'Keefe open as much of the circuit into oné of the most. important theatre citiés in 
‘North America. outside of New York.-. 

It is virtually impossible to go through any issue of | 
“the. authoritative’ weekly show. business publication, Va- 
sriety,. without. reading. about the O'Keefe either in terms | 
Of -its program or. influence. It is’ the: subject of an_ 
article ina forthcoming issue of the monthly. magazine, 
Theatre Arts, It has become a favorits topic within legi- | 
timate theatre circles, especially on the. production and. 
managerial levels, in. New York... 

@ e @ 
A. GOODLY PART of this interest ‘has “economié 

-eauses, In. its. first. year of activity (but excluding the | 
“-“Kwamina” engagement): the jO'Keefe took in. approxi- - 
mately $3 million, an unc rd of sum for’ touring show 
theatre, What really engendered so much of the excite | 

-Jnent were the. individual grosses. 
‘Here-are some of the more outstanding attractions 

financially: “My. Fair Lady (3 weeks) $333,914; Harry. 
Belafonte (two weeks). $194,944; “Sound of Music” (three 
weeks) $302;390;. and- “Gypsy”. (two weeks) $184,031, 

They were all. musicals. But a straight: dramatic pro- 
duction, “Becket”, ‘with Sir Laurencé” Olivier, earned 
$100,104 ‘in- ‘ticket sales in a single week — a breath 
‘taking amount, by: any calculation. 

. By the end. of its ‘first regular season, in. middJune, 
{hie O'Keefe had taken in $2,718,697./Another $316,000 was 
‘taken during the summer ‘carnival, a seven-week experi. | 
ment during which five shows were presented at prices 
‘Yanging from. $3.50 maximum to 2.75 cent low. 

‘With such, grosses, it is no wonder that Toronto, - 

from being a theatre town which touring shows contemp- _ 
tuously by-passed altogether or ‘réached only ‘near. the 
end of their runs,"has become a community - that pro- 
“ducers are ‘anxious to play.. 

@ e. to 
_ Bur OF COURSE the really important thing about - 
the O'Keefe is what it has done for theatre in Toronto.» 

About. that there should be no doubt. It has revolu- 
{ionized the ‘scene, It has. made Torontonians theatre- 
conscious as they never’ were before. Theatre-goers have _ 

’ changed from a. negligible. to a sizegble element in the 
civic cultural acene.. 
No longer is it necessary for us to wait for years ta 

gee touring shows in productions: of shows that have 
-qnade their mark on Broadway. ‘'Gypsy” and “Sound of | 
“Music” came.to us almost immediately: affer the com, | 

are other ‘beneficiaries. One hotel official told me that ‘panies went on the road. “The: Hostage” and “Becket” 
came directly from: New York, indeed would never have 
gone on tour without the Toronto engagements. 

Furthermore, instead of waiting for shows ‘to have 
their Broadway : ‘ordeal of fire, Toronto is now in. 

the fortunate position of aceing shows before they go to 
“Broadway. 

¢ 

Last year there wag just one stich’ show on the 
| O'Keefe’s_schedule,|“Camelot,” This year, four hye al- 
ready been included in the program: “Kwamina,” the 
one running now; “The Gay Life;” _ Leonard ° Siliman’s 
Tevue, “New Faces of 1962”; and the hew Richard Rogers 
‘musical, “No Strings,” starring Diahann Carroll, whose 
appearance last year in the “Showcase "61” and on the 
TV program “Parade,” have made her a great local 

in its schedule: “The Captains and Kings,” starring Dana 
: Andrews, - Walter Pidgeon, and Peter Graver. 

In view of its extremely high overhead and the 

year .as. possible (the. ‘plan for 1961-62 is to be in: 
operation 49 of the 52-weeks), bringing in try-outs is an‘ 
absolute necessity. Manifestly, relying on existing Broad- 
way or foreign attractions (the Royal Ballet, etc.) to 
supply the entire schedule is unworkable. 
But from the viewpoint of the critic — and every 

theatre-goer is a.critic — a tryout offers a special stimu 
lation and pleasure. You are dealing then with a play 
and production in the making, not with something that 

“| comes prepackaged and processed. You take part use 
fully in that show's. future. You are able to.make your 
"presence actively felt, especially if you cultivate an 
attitude of honest concern rather than 2 speculative curt. 
osity about how to make the show succeed in the Broad: 
way sweepstakes. 

Going to a tryout in this manner makes going to the 
. theatre an especially. adventurous experience — especis 
ally if the show is one that you can feel strongly about, 
whether, it satisfies you or not. 

eo ® @. 
| THE ENORMOUSLY "BENEFICIAL effect the O'Keefe 
has had upon the Toronto scene is visible on several difs. 
ferent levels. It-has increased the amount of professional 

.| theatre activity available to us. Far from being a threat 
| to the Royal Alexandra, it has in effect — through its 
“gubscription -series in association with the League’ 
Theatre © Guild-American Theatre Society subscription 

| series rendered the older theatre substantial help. 
This season, most of the straight plays on the TG- 

| ATS list will play the Royal: Alexandra and, instead of 
coming in for. uncertain one-week engagements, will play 
‘Jonger engagements with an assured audience. The fear 
that. the Royal. Alexandra’ might go out pf business has 

| proved. groundless — for the present, anyway; it is 
| drawing larger crowds, has scheduled more shows, and - 

is in better audience- drawing condition than it has been 

in many seasons. 
“The Crest, also claims to have benefited through 

| sheer increase in general interest. Another interesting 
development is that some of the more successful off- 
Broadway attractions are now coming to Toronto. “The 

| Fantasticks” will: play Centre Stage at the end of the 
month and a mid-town hotel is seriously considering 

| ‘bringing in 2 second company of the enormously ‘popular 
‘Greenwich village improvisational show, “The Premise.” 

Downtown hotel, restaurants, taxis, and parking lots 

his. dining. room: business has increased more than 50 
“per cent since the new theatre opened. The simple fact ts 
that the. O'Keefe Centre is creating in downtown Toronto 

a distinctrve theatrical district. which is bringing lusire 
| to the clty and revenue fo many businesses on whom it 
[impinges. 
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West German Theatre to Do More 

By HAZEL GUILD: 

Frankfurt, Sept. 26. 
For the first time since the} 

193)’s, West German playwrights 
are apparently coming into their ! 
own in the West German .Theatre. I 
In contrast to last year, when: 
thers were three times .ag many! 
productions of plays by foreign | 

plays in the Bavarian State Thea- 
tre in Munich, while John Mor-: 

ttimer’s “Private Detective” is set, 
| for Kiel and Clemence Dane’s: 

first German production. in: the! 
Hamburg Kammerspiele, and Har-' 
old Pinter's “House Master". will: 
be doné by 10 German theatres. 

A dozen American dramatists’ 

i ‘Eighty in the Shadows"’ gets its: 

“Kelly Playhouse 

ty:demanded that the foreign star 
‘play two weeks, whereas’ the Play- 
‘house offerings are: for only one, 
, week. 

nni 
It was: a problem-to find another ! Willie 

strawhat theatre which could af- 
ford. Miss. McKenna and her big | 

Of Own Authors’ Plays This Season soc. comcast, sex. 
scenery, William Ritman. Features Ruth 

_Wednesday, September 27, 1961 

Of Broadway Reviews 
Happy Days - 

Richard Barr & Clinton Wilder rodue: 
fon of a_ two-act-. drama by gamuel 
Beckett. Staged - by Alan Schneider; 

waiting jor her beau. 

White, John C. Becher. Opened Sept. 17,: 
food, ‘.a wheelchaiz-bound - aunt "61, at the Cherry Lane Theatre, - N.Y.3: 

! $4.0 top. Rath W lives in. another world: ‘in’ which 

_ UNNI go GP pecuer | She supposes she is ‘awaiting trans- 
portatiori. 

In his new. play, “Happy Days,” 
the audience in “Our Town” fash- 

daughter: ‘does ballet steps. ‘While’ 

‘A chatty. neighbor is pald to- a 
conie. in and eat up.all the surplus. 

‘back’ from the Outer’ 
Hebrides, and a friend visits with 

:company for the second week. The Samuel Beckett. is again probing 
; music tents weren't interested. The ‘into the lonely places of the soul. ! 
:relatively small- Ogonquit (Me.)' Cryptic to a fault.as far as theatri- , 
Theatre finally took the show for‘cal communication is -concerned, , 

ion, walking in and out of the’ play 
“with: ‘cheerful disregard of walls.. 

All this can be absorbed, if not™ authors as by native, the ratio for 
the 1951-62 season is about 50-50. 
Just about half of the plays are 
repeats orf new items written by 
German language playwrights. The 
other half are mainly from Amer-! 
dea, Franve and Italy. 

Amonz the new works by’ West ' 
Gorman playwrights are 
Frisch’s “Andorra,” 

inzs at leading German cities: a 
Piece by Carl Zuckmayer to be 
done first by Heinz Hilpert in the 
Vieana Burg 

for a number of German language 
ptxdections: Friederich Duerren- 
matt’s “The Physicist” to be pre- 
miered in Munich, followed by per- 
formances by many of the other 
city stuzes in West Germany. 

Two other German playwrights ° 
get a chance to show their works 
for the first tine 
Schauspielhaus. with Siegfried 
Len?’s opening of “Time of the 
Innocent” and Richard Hev's 
“Aaay With the. Non-Liars.” Hans , 
Baumann’s drama, “In the Sign 
o: the Fish,” winer of the Gerhart 
Hauptmann prize but not yet pro- 
Gacéed. zets its first staging. at 
Hamburs’s Young Theatre. And 
Mainv cities are planniing to state 
Heinrich Boelks “A Taste of 

. Earth,” a problem play about the 
ditficuities besetting modern civ- 
dlization,. which’ will be premiered 
a> Duesseldorf’s Schauspieliaus 
andj then played elsewhere. 

New Sylvanus Play 

Ervin Svivanus has a new play. 
“Golem in Asphodelien.” which 
gets its initial staging in Goettin- 
gen and Otto Hoff's comedy, “The 
Erskine Family,” will have its de- 
but in Bacen-Baden, while Joach- 
im Wichmann’s “The Coward and 
the Dancer” will first be mounted 
at Hamburg’s Thalia Theatre and 
Herinar Kipphardt’s “Hound of the 
General” opens in Essen. The 
Bovhum Sehauspielhaus is  per- 
Tierm:s Herbert Asmodi’s “Canni- 
bai” and Claus Elfubalek’s “Stalin- 
grad” will be done at Calozne’s City 
Stace, with “The Sons of Mr. Pro- 
tes.” bv Peter Hirche, set for the 
Stuttzart State Theatre. 

Qne of the few innovations com- 
ins trom an American author is 
Tharnton Wilder's “Seven Deadly 
.sins.” set for its German premiere 
at the Theatre on the Dome in 
Cilogne, while the 

world preem of British author! 
Laurence Durreli's “Actis.” 

Generally, the foreign authors. 
including the American play- 
wrizhts, are in for a lean season 
in Europe. Jean-Paul Sartre, Ar- } 
thur Miiler, Thornton Wilder, Wil- 
liam Saroyan, Harold Pinter and } 
T S. Eliot have no new works due ; 

Max. 
a drama about _ 

racial problems slated for 20 stag-: 

Theatre and slated’ 

in Hamburg’s: ff 

Hamburg ,; 
Schauspielhaus will present. the ; 

| are represented. The first German the second week, but Philly had. “Happy Days” is almost-impossible! grasped. But in the secorid. act... 
| performiance of Tennessee. Wil- | t absorb all production’ and. re- to comprehend at one viewing. Yet: there’s.a-switch. The Old Bafley 
[liams” “Period of Adjustment”. 
| will be done by Hela Gerber’s Ber-. - 
i lin Theatre in Nuernbergstrasse | 
| during the Berlin Festival Week: 
{and the Schillertheatre in- the 
same city will present Edw ard Al- 
bee's “American Dream.” 

‘The Boston-born Fenn Guersey 
“Ebbe” will be done in W iesbaden, 
and Millard Lampbell's’ “The 
Wall.” about the Warsaw’: ghetto, . 
is scheduled for the Bavarian 

“Toys in the Attic” 
burgs's Thalia Theatre, and Elmer 
Rice’s “Councillor-at-Law”° opens - 
the Bielefeld season, « hile the 
City Stage of Wuppertal presents 
a new staging of Eugene O'Neill's 
“All God's Chillun Got Wings.” 

Stock Review | 

The Beauty Part 
New Hope:. Pa., Sept. 19. 

Michael Ellis presentation of comedy 
by S. J. Perelman, based on his own 
mazazine sketches. Staged by James Lee: 
settings, John Raymond Freimann: cas: j 
tumes. Dorinne Ackerman; lighting, } 
Richard Nelson. Stars Bert Lahr:° fea- 
tures Neva Patterson. Larry M. Haznn, ! 
Patricia Englund. John Gerstad.. Phyllis 
Avery. Arnold Soboloff, Wilham 
Massena, David Doyle, Gary C 

Pa. . 
| Goddard Quagmeyer .. 06 6oSaek Gilford - 
Lance Weatherwax ...Larry M. Haiman. 
’ Octavia Weatherwax....- Neva Pitterson 
Mike Mulroy. .........: David Dovle 
Mil) Weatherwax 
Aoril Monkhood 
Sam Fussfeld — 
Hyacinth Beddoes . Laffoon 

Arnold Sobuloff 
Bert Laht 

Bunce once cece teen ge Diva Davie 
Van Lennep ......... . doha Gerstad : 
Hagedorn ........,- William Le M-ssena _ 
Vishnu Lt eee weeeeees Arnal Suboloff 
Mrs. Krumgold ........, ‘Phvllis Avery j 
Mr. Krumgold ...5.../.. John Gerstad : 
Harry Habris .......0.-... Bert Lahr 
Rob Rov Fruitwell ...... Gor. Conway 
Maurice. Blount ... Davia Dosle; 
Bors Pickwick -.William 
Poinsetta Schreiber sees Julie .Patterson 
Vernon Equinox ........ Arnuld S: SolofE- 
Kitty Entrail Nesa Patt: 
Mrs, Younghusband....... Phyllis Avery 
Grace Fingerhead ....... Neva Potierson f- 

David Doyle’ Curtis Fingerhead 7 
Emmett Stagg . Wilham Te Yas.ena 
Rowena Inchcape ..... .. Phiitis Avery 
Rukevser. .........0..-n08- Jubn Gerstad 
Wagnerian ......... David Dasle.; 
Hennepin ....c00. William Te Mossena’ 
Puoteat 9... ees eteeeees Arnold Sobsoleft 
Hamratty 22.6... cece eee Joya ‘Gerstad 
Bailiff ~ ow. ee ea wee David Dovie 
Cameraman _...... William L* Maissena 
Judge Rinderbrust ....-.. ‘Bert Lehr 
Roxana DeV itbiss ae ences Phyilis Avery’ 
Joe, Gourelll - - Arnold, Syboloff 

“The Beauty Part” is a_ thor- 
oughly funny play about contem- 

‘porary life. It has biting satire. 
- but S. J. Perelman’s touch is hu- 
man as well as amusing. The com- 

‘eds: points up ‘the weak Spots of - 

tT time snips away at the soft under- 
belly of the domestic scene itself. . 
The humor {is somewhat esoterie - 

lto 
King-Signe Hasso “Five Finger Ex- | 

;, John Baragrey 
* Round.” 

State Theatre. Lillian Hellmann's ; ~ 
is set for Ham- ; 

€ way tem 
‘Jack Gilford. Opened Sept. 18, °s1. at; double its staff. - 
the Bucks County Playhouse, New ‘Hope. 

‘last -year she - 
“many of-whom: like ‘herself, had : 
‘been : associated . 

Bert Lahr. 

Patric 1 Enclund “are Ton LaBrum, 

Ie M-ssena ! 

“rson ° 

pulpenenes 

! American arts and at the same- 

- heafsal costs. — i 
‘Two other productions went ‘on! content for audiences willing to. Bewigged. “and. robed’.. judge ..and.. 

: |-counsel. ‘proceed with the trial‘of - other theatres—the Dennis: 

ercise” and the Rhonda Fleming-" 
“Marriage -.Go- 

miere of the Jerome Lawrence- 
‘Robert E: Lee “Turn on the 
Nigh ,” put on as .a Broadway try- 

{ 
. . ! 

Carol Channing's" ‘second edition 
‘of “Show Girl’ ’was produced in 
the Philly’ ‘park.. “Normally, we 
couldn't afford Miss Channing with 
a. $3 top,": Mrs.- Thrasher said. 
“Turning the» ‘tent over to her for. 

rehearsals: “was the bait that, 
"brought her. in. Miss Channing 
opened the season and did sellout | 
‘ business: 

Local actors got a chance to 
A vor’ in ‘such heavily cast offerings 

“Inherit the Wind” 
| Visit? The latter Had the ‘larg- 
est cast ever to play the tent—52_ 
people, ‘although it dréw the sum- 
mer’s: lawest Bross. Each produc-. 
tion: got two weeks rehearsal, 
which meant that three companies 
were using the tent at the same 
time most ‘of the summer. The sys- 

‘forced the Playhouse to 

When Mrs. Thatcher took over : 
inherited a. staff. 

-with the 'Play-' 
Among them 

general nian- 
house for 10. years. 

ager and ~ pressagent; ‘Charles 
Evans; scene designer; Dorothy. 
Fowler, general’ stage manager; 
Bruce. "McMullan, lighting design- 
er; Harry Silvers, treasurer; Bar-. 
ney Abrahams, assistant treasurer; 
Joe -Caporelli,. property -master; 
and Charlie Bugbee, master : elec- 

- trician. ° 

Dance Reviews | 
—, Continued from page 70. — 

Ukrainian Danee Co. | 
efforts -by several male members 
of the troupe. Another comic dance 
of note’ is “Chumarochka” with 
‘Ludmilla .Kozachenko. and Valen-’ 
tin Meschan. ‘Outstanding. number : 
-of the first-half is.an all-male Cos- : 
sack finale, “Zaporozhtsi” wherein 
Boris Mokrov is spectacular. Lances 
are employed in difficult maneu- | 
Vers with a.grace of movement that 
‘is hailed by the audience in no un- 
certain terms. 

Foltowing a 15 minute intermis- : 
sion the second half of -six num- ON : 18, 

The most ambitious proj-* 
.eet of. thé summer was the pre-~ 

‘character to her waist. 

and “The -: 

- crawl 

+ woman. She ealls on her consider-: 

there is emotional and intellectual : has been: set up in the living room. 

work. 

The ‘setting, 

Beckett plays, is a deserted place 
in space and time. It might be a 8° 0M Wearing black. 
beach .or a desert, but in: either 
case it is hot'and. bleak. A huge : ‘better “than oil and... water.. The. 

pile of sand or dirt, sparsely tufted “joint labors of author; Simpson, 

as’ in. previous! the son .on-charges of. buldgeoning 

with dying:grass, buries the leading : ‘director Douglas Seale; and a Teso-. 
' ute. cast have nat saved. “One Way: 

While she has a virtual two-act Pendulum” from, becoming -a spor 
monolog, her counterpart, reposing fic very early in the-evening. 
behind the mound, .can only crawl 

has little to say. The stage “action” ; raom, hall. and. bedroom. set on 
‘consists of intellect and, distantly, ; two. levels: As. the mother who 
emotion. The garulous femme has moves through the maze. with. im-. 

‘Betty Leighton - is. 
huge handhag. She produces. a re- ; ' the ‘verv model of British middle-" 
volver, an umbrella, .a toothbrush; i class aplomb, Carey Nairnes, ‘as 

certain ‘props at’ hand,.kept in a‘. perturbalility, 

a hat-and a musit hox that pleas- the judge, makes the tedious ‘sec- 
antly tinkles “The Merry Widow "ond act somewhat more. bearable 
waltz. . 

The woman. struggles with wist- 
ful-optimism to survive in an .en- 

l nique, ‘w hile Anna Russell, as the 
‘gourmand, 

hand, is ready to call it quits, to’. bility. 
back into the ‘dark -from. 

sardonic - irony, it seems that. he slarrit. That's about the size of it. 
might survive in doddering senil- : _ . Geor. 
ity, while she will soon be: gone. 
There are ‘almost as many themes | __ _€ ockeyed. Kite . 

to “Happy Days” as there are ‘Willlam Nichols & Van Varner presen- 
ideas. One. apparent: theme is con-: tation of two-act drama by: Joseph Cald- 
tained in the woman's line, “Some- ; Well. Staged- by Neil. McKenzie; settings, 

“Lloyd- Burlingame: ‘lighting. George Cor- 
thing seems to have happened and. j rin: inciiéntal ‘music, Gordon Eis. Fea- 

. ” tures Jerry: ‘Pagano. Opened . Sept. .13,,. "61 
nothing has happened.”’ As Beckett «ithe actors Plavhouses Ncw? $4.60 top: 
buffs know by now, the author | yagrenay § $4 weeknights. | 
revels in such paradoxes. oete wteGust SS a ry Pasa 

ar CGUITTEY coc cca d re nekley Director. Alan Schneider has’ poppy Bundrage ; Richard. Moylan 
worked. for several years painstak- i Ida McGuffey .ec...se “ss, Audra Lindley 
ingly to make Beckett valid. and:: Melly’ Bundrage ........... Dorothy -Dill 

palatable on the stage. In “Happy Buck, Winterhalter 
ays” h iall Folly M-Kutcheon .. Day e has wrought especially : oly, MiKutcheon 

well, his ascetic staging and his 1 R28 ‘Palumbo Gaye Ellen. Hustor ‘Stev e. P. wae teaee 

Walter. Gorney: | County Clerk ..-.0.. 
Zo message evidencing much compas- Jeff's: Grandmother. Barbara. ‘Winchester 
sion. 

Ruth White is excellent as the - ’ The: imminence - -of death in the 
life of an adolescent. fs. the offbeat 
‘subjecs. of “Cockeyed Kite” at Ac- able resources of technique and 

: perception to. create a tragic fig-. 
‘ure. In his relatively minor role loration of a doomed boy’s emo- 
‘of the man, John C. Becher deftly i Hons and reactions proves foo 
uses small. touches to give pathos { tall an’ ordei for debuting. play- 
and dimension. wright Joseph Caldwell:. 

Beckett has a great déal to say | There are. 
to his world and about it: The!scenes concerning “activities in a 
theatre being essentially a -one-' farming community: and. some at- 
time experience, however, it's ! traetively.. ingenuous: dialog, ‘the 

: frustrating not to. be able to pause’ | story. ‘of. ‘the: teenager who learns: 

and reflect. But’ the over-abun- that he has a short. time to. live 
dance is of riches. Geor.. 

| thing important. But, : the ‘seript’ 
generally ‘ belabors -its points: in ‘a 
tediously. whimsical. manner.” .’ 

Haying established. the » youth's 

One Way ‘Pendulum 
Carolyn Swann presentation of. two- 

‘ act comedy by N. F. Simpson. Staged by | 
Douglas Seale; setting. . Peter Harvey; 
lighting, Walter Russell. Opened Sept. 

4 Ok at the East 74th Street Theatres 
: $4.69 top. 

of his fate, a-not: tao well-fortified 
‘premise as. outlined. the author. 

43° people to death so that he ean’ 

Farce and. fantasy.’ comingle no “ 

eo oe es te les, mete colt Relea 

. Peter. Harvey: has. designed a. 
about on hands and ‘knees ‘and he - functional and .. .attractive.. living . 

bby: his impeccable comedy tech--. 

and .Margarétta War-. 
vironment that has already ‘de-° wick, "83° the - ‘confined. ‘would-be Le 

feated her. The iman, on the other ‘'”” weeny: ‘add a modicum of cred|- 

A sub-title refers. to. the play as. 
‘whence he came. At the end, with “#An evening of high drung and: 

Jerry Pagana. 

William J. " Sweeney. Iv -. 
Peggy Pope . 

Dawson. * 
comprehension of the playwright’s. Ed. Bundrage. ...,...... ‘Charles White 

tors . Playhouse. - However,-: ‘the. eX-. 

sharply-delineated: 

‘land decides. to accomplish. some-’ 

‘curiously philosophical acceptance 

for production. | 
Foreign favorites here this year 

are the French dramatists, with } 
Jean Anouilh having the most pro-’ 
ductions set hare. Almost every 
German-speaking stage has 

‘ang that could: limit the ptay’s 
, Broadway chances. But Perelman 
has included’ enough straight: 
clowning, entrusted to. the unique 
talents of Bert Lahr to give the - 

nsiderab alar a 
least one Anouilh play set for this. cee ne fonmnat should be clam. 

season. And the initial German | fied and some material eliminated. ! 
presentation of his ‘Poor Bitos” however. 
is awaited because of the scandal , Lahr is everywhere in a pano- 
attached to its performance in rama of superb comic characteti- 
Paris. zation. He portrays a lecherous 

Anouilh Work Set Millionaire, a conniving Holly- 
Anouith’s house director, Roland :.wood producer with his hand out. 

Pietri, is mounting the play in the; and a lady magazine publisher. 
Bavarian State Theatre and in the ' with a firing complex. 
Vienna Theatre in Josefstadt.. . Few aspects of 1961 culture are. 
Anouilh’s “La Grotte” is set for spared. The. targets include tele- 
its Paris premiere this month, and vision courtroom drama, ‘inane 
will later be done by some of the film. complete with rack’.’n" roll’ 
German-speaking stages. ‘singers. The conforming non-con- ! 

Innumerable Parisian boulevard : formist Greenwich Village crowd! graphed by Pavel Virsky who. is. 
plays are set for their first Ger-| and the sex novelist. All are. 
man stagings this vear. Bremen is seered by the pen of master sa-- 
doing Marcel Achard’s “Domino.” - tirist. 
while the Berlin Kurfuersten-, 
damm Comedy Theatre will show 
Robert Thomas’ “Eight Women” for self-expression involves 
and the Hamburg Theatre 53 will. in the world of arts. 
dw Joan Tardicus’ “The Lovers in. brings depth and warm humor to 
the Subway.’ 

him 

ir previous years in West Ger-: terson and Patricia Englund head 
many, although John Whiting’s: a solid cast of supporting perform- 
“Devil” gets its initial German’ ers with multiple roles. 
Sioving next February in the Ber- James Lee’s staging keeps. 
Hin. Schil’er Thestre. and Robert things moving on an even k»1. 
Bolt's “The Tiger and the Horse” | But. 

‘well-paced presentation that does , ‘the truism, 
Larry M. ‘Hagman Is likable as’: 

the millionaire’s son whose search : 
‘much to heighten the effect and. 

Jack Gilford :. 

ithe role of the artist who finally | provides, excellent backing. Syd. 
Fewer British plays are set than; gives in to the.system. Neva Pat-j- 

| Broadway next season by the Stu- 

bers completes the program. Among 
the best of these is a winter “Snow-, 
flake” number, reminiscent of ‘the 
Moiseyev troupe, an all-male dance 

Ninby Groomkirby....... Dino Narrizano 
Robert Barnes’ .-.......-. James Kenny’. 
Mabel Groomkirby... eeaes ‘Betty Leighton 
Sylvia Groomkirby Audfee. Rae 
Aunt Mildred . . Margaretta | Warwick 
Arthur Groomkirby........ erald Hiken 

about Whalers returning — home, | Stan Honeyblock ........- John Milligan 
and a “Corn Field” episode that Judge seecdebeveecess Garey Nairnes: 
features Lydia Zastrozhnova, | Policeman, .......-sses+- o neon’ Clerk of thé Court. Joel -Fabiani 

: Leonid -Lokashin,’ and “Viacheslav | Usher Ye ee veaeee “y Chailes- ‘Gerald 
a is, of i Prosecuting Counsel....Paxton Whitehead 

‘ Modzolevsky. The sn pper 8 Defending - Counsel...:.¢.....Noel. Davis 
“course, nine. finale. “The, Gopak” | 

which: has the. entire 120-sfrong|. qe antie spirit that -animates 
company in fast-paced whirling- | the girst five minutes of “One Way 

.dervish. gyrations that includes , ! Pendulum” is -fleeting. At the be- 
solos: ‘by. ‘several of the lead dancers. - ‘ginning of the London import at 

. All items are. just about flawless the East -74th: Street. Theatre, a 
-in execution and with the excep-. young man does.the improbable’ by. 
tion of one:of the dancers in the. conducting “talking” weighing ma- 

“Whalers” number tosing his hat, | chines’ in a stirring rendition of 
‘there is. nary .a, missed cue or mis-° the Hallelujah Chorus. It is a very 
placed step.. jfunny farce scene, but. anti-pro- 
Entire. production 1s choreo-’ phetic... 

Reported. to have. been -suecess- 
also the founder of ‘the company. ‘ful in London, “One Way Pendu- 
To him must go the credit for a: lum” is- another demonstration of 

“one.man’s Meat, ete.” 
not..falter from curtain. ‘to curtain. ‘Na F. Simpson's play is’ way “out 
Anatoly Petritsky’s costumes do and ‘all that can be surmised is 

that on the home grounds it was a. 
are colorful throughout.. The or- ‘loeal joke. 
chestra under Igor . Ivashchenko,| In the first act there are. elements 

redolent of “You Can’t. Take It 
With,” for fhe family is madcap 

yj and really offbeat. The quondam |° 
Meredith Willson wiil write ‘the conductor son has always worn 

' book. . music and lyrics for “The ; black, even as an.infant, the father 
' Understudy,” to be produced on | is building an at-home do-it-your- 

self lifesize version of the Old: 
Jart Ca, | Bailey: Central Criminal Court, 

his’ beleaguered ‘pal, 
{year-old Richard Moylan | ‘as: a 
neighbor's child. Barbara Winches- ~. 

performances.) 

exparids: on it with a number of 
revents which -include ‘the lad’s. 
semi-symbolic probe for his iden- 
tity, a search for the name of his .... 
real father, his. efforts to do some-' ~ 

and.a Te-, thing” of . significance, - 
sultant decision: to father: a. child 
by: girl -he favors. 

The overabundance of develop-. 
ments.and a recurring tenor of: 
studied -cuteness, accentiiated by 
pretentious lyrical . passages, makes . 
the. drama hard to swallow. 
Playing the. adolescent, - Jerry. 

Pagano is as compelling. as the-. -°- 
“Te vee pete Syne ot name 

te oe 

biiiors. 

high-key: part allows. The rest. of. °-+{ 
the .cast, under Neil McKenzie’s 
‘swift. direction, 4s” ‘generally hard- 
working “and accéptable in stock 
parts. Audra Lindley is -a troubled. 
aunt, Alfred. Hinckley a- perplexed 
uncle; Dorothy Dill a garrulous 
neighbor . and Peggy ;Pope. comic- 
relief. waitress: ¢ 

‘Good cameos are turned in ‘by: 
‘Gaye. Elien Huston ‘as the youth’s’ 
girl, William | J: ‘Sweeney... IV, ..as 

and .seven- 

ter makes a haunting : -memory~ 
lapsed grandmother: . 

ceived, seemingly crewless - opera- 
tion. serve well:: ~ Jaal: 
. (Closed: ..Sept... 

owe a ay 

The ‘sets by ‘Lloyd Burlinganie, 
smoothly controlled in. a’ well-con-. 

. 17 after. : seven 

ower bee 

ey ag es 

i" = th Dealt 
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TAR IS BORN” 

RIT! 

January 4, 1961 

anuary, 1961 : 
NEW YORK, Hotel Pierre 

“Jan McArt is scintillating” Py 
—Abel, VARIETY” 

larch, 1961 
LOS ANGELES, Cocoanut Grove 

“Jan McArt is a big hit.” 
Sidney Skolsky 

June, 1961 
LONDON, Society | 

“Jan McArt is a classy entertainer” 

—Myro, LARTETY 

July, 1961 
HYANNIS, “Chocolate Soldier” 

“The star of the evening was Jan MecArt” 

August, 1961 
SAN DIEGO, “Nlew Moon” 

“Jan McArt is superb” > 

“ VARIETY 

ugust 19, 1961 
HOLLYWOOD BOWL 

“Jan McArt was vocally and. visually brilliant” 
—Los Angeles Examiner 

AND IN SEPTEMBER . . . 

LOSED ALL-TIME RECORD-BREAKING ENGAGEMENT 
Co-starring with John Raitt in “Pajama Game” 

Cirelt Arts Theatre, San Diego. 

Exclusive Management: WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY 

eK 



Wednesday, September 27, 1961 

CASTING NEWS _ 
Fotluuting are available parts in upcoming Broadway, -off-Broad- 

way, and touring shows, as well as ballet, films, industrial and ‘tele 
tzsion shows. 
Variztty Casting Department by telephone calls, and has .been re- 
checked as of noon yesterday (Tues.). 

The arailable roles will be repeated weekly until filled, and addi- 
tions to the list will be made only when information ais secured from. 
responsible parties. The intention is to service performers with leads 
provided by the managements of the shows involved rather than to 
Tur a wild govse merathun. This information is published without 
charge, 

In addition to the available parts Usted, the tabutation inéludes pra 
ductinns announced for later this season, but, for which, the manage- 
mops, as yet, aren’t holding open casting calls: Parenthetical designa- 

trurs are as follows: (C) Comedy, (D* Drama, (MC) Musical Comedy, 
(JID: Musical Drama, (R) Revue, (Rep) Repertory, (DR) Dramatic 
Reading. 

John Herman (234 W: 44th St, 
"N.LY.; LA 42844). Available parts: 
"man, 19-21, tall, handsome, cat-. 

height, fair; girl, 18, spiritual ‘qual- 
tity, natural beauty; fair; girl, 21, 

BROADWAY. 

“Ase of Consent” !C). ,Producer,’ fragile: girl, 18, all-American type: 
Harald S. Prince +630 Fifth Ave.,‘ boy, 19, sincere. All roles are Ne- 
miY.; JU 2-0600°. Part available for | gro. Mail photos ‘and resumes to 

af well-bred boy, 16-17, good look-! above address. 
in2 See Judy Abbott, above ad-j “Time Is a Thief” (D). Producer, 

drsss, 10 a.m.-12:30 p.m. today: Roverly Zarling (489 Fifth Ave..|” 
(Wed -. N.Y.; YU _6-4284. 

“Carnival” ‘MC. Producer, male lead, 55-65,. large character 
David Merrick 1246 W. 44th St.’man; femme fead, 50's, small, 
N.Y., LO 3-7520). Parts available; proud, character. woman; character | 

male or femme, who can play the; acter femme, 45, 

All information has been obtained directly by the! waarkill 

IN.Y,). Part available for a boy so- 

lan 

“|New York by. appointment ‘only. 

Available parts: |. 

-{ 83).-Part available for young, Latin |r 
Apply 

_| through agents only, c/o Scotti 
type femme for lead.” 

DrArey, above number, 

TOURING 
“Amahl and the Night Visitors” 

(MD). David Aiken 
Pine Bush, 

Producer, 
Manor, 

prano, 9-12, for a.tour of sympho- 
nies and universities; Thanksgiving 
through Christmas, as well as for | 
the NBC-TV presentation of the 

Broadway legit pressagent ' Karl 
Bernstein has gone to the Coast to: 
set up publicity for “Captains and 
the Kings,” which is slated to 
preem Oct. 30 in San Franeisco 
with Dana Andrews, ‘Charlie Rug- | Univ., 
gles, Peter. Graves..and - Conrad ; 
Nagel in key roles. Bernstein is due! 

opera. Mail photos, ‘ resumes and | back in N. Y. mext week. 
tapes. of voices, if possible, c. ‘O} Broadway producer Harold S.: 

Broadway: producer. Alexarider nh . 
Cohen formerly had under option, 
will be presented for a six-per- 
formance run. starting Oct. 18°.at 
the. Corradi Theatre, Florida State: 

_ Tallahassee, with Eddie 
Dowling ‘as stager.- 
‘The Theatre Guild and : Robert” 

|Fryer & Lawrence Carr, .in. associ-.. 
‘ation with John. Herman, are going’ 

above -address.. Tapes will be. re- | prince returned to N.Y: last Mon-! ‘ahead . with.'a’ Broadway -produc- 
turned and -New York auditions 
will be ‘held the last two weeks in. 
September, so those in commuting | 
distance’. of N.Y. need not. send | 
tapes. 

day (25) from Hollywood where he? 
conferred: with Phoebe and Henry | 
Ephron, authors of his upcoming: 

~ ,Schary are: going ahead: immediate- 
ily with the’ production: ‘of “Some- 

‘production of “Age of Consent.” 

The American. Playwrights. For- 
- Music Box Theatre. Producer, Al! um, N. Y:, will present a reading : 

Reiners (Box 395, Hyannis, Mass.). next Tuesday (3) of Andrew Mei-: 
‘Photos and resumes being accepted | sels’ “The Link,” a play. about the : 
of male and: femme chorus, danc- 

three “musical comedies and two: 
musical revues that will be toured : 
in a package company this winter. 
Company will perform in Florida } 

theatres.. Auditions will be held in 

‘OUT OF TOWN 

CHICAGO 
“Medium Rare” (R). 

Robert Weiner (234 W. 
Producer, 
44th Sr. 

‘Parts av ailable 
ers. Mail photos and” resumes C,0 

immediately c‘o Robinson Stone,!30's, tall, wirey: two juves, 12-14. l above address. 
abave address. j Mail photos and resumes, through : 

City Center Opera Co. Manager, | agents only,.c’o above address. 
Julius Rudel '130 W. 56th St., N.Y.; 
JU 6-2823.. Parts available for. ers, Richard Rodgers & Oscar 
men Oona women as supers. Con-| Hammerstein 2d (488 - Madison: 
taet Frank Wicks, above number, | Ave., N. Y.}; casting director, Eddie: 
for appointment. Blum. Auditions for possible future ; 

replacements for girls, 7-16, and/. 
“Iste of Children” (D). Produ-! boys, 11-14 all with trained voices. 

cers, Lester Osterman & Shirley j characters. Mail photos 
Bernstein +1650 Broadway. N.Y.:} resumes to ahove address. 
Jt 6-5570°. Part available for a 14 lO eckcnc ' ne” 
year-old boy, slim, earnest, sensi- iMG Pendinces Bors Sleeping’ 
tive, must be experienced actor. '246 W. 44th St. N.Y. LO 3-7320).| 

Call Nicholas Gray, above pumber, ‘Open call for femme: singers not |j 
for interview appointmen seen before’ and male character 

“Jennie” (MD). Producer, New-| singers tomorrow (Thurs.}, at the 
burze-Porter Prods. (1619 Broad-j st. James. Theatre (246 W. 44th 
way, N. Y.; JU 6-4886). i enema | St., N.Y.). 
parts male lead, 30's, ta emme, ! » 

29, “etherial. small, lovely, lyric: “Top of the List” (R}. Producer, 
soprano,. femme, 50's, strong per-; {Robert Weiner '234 W. 44th SL. 

sonality: male, 50- 60, timid; “three! N ~Y. LO 3-43701. Parts available 

meni. 35-45, businessmen; femme, | for male and femme revue types. 

voluptuous model; character man, “| Mail photos and resumes c/o 
50-60, non-singing; high wire act,. ‘above address, 
one man and one woman; several 
small male and femme roles. All 
must sing. Mail photos and res- 
umes. through agents only, above! 
address. 

OFF-BRO ADWAY. 

“All Kinds of Giants” MC}. 
Producer, Noel Weiss (co. Savan- 

: > Levinson Agency, 20.E. 53d St., 
“Place Without Twilight” (D).! iALY.: PL 92-1360). Available parts: 

gf roducers, Robert Fryer and) haracter comedian, 40-50; man, 
awrerntce Carr, in association with 25: man. 23, under 5 feet, 6 Inches 

CLARK tall; soprano, 

CENTER 
for the pacforming corte 

Cl 6-3700, Ext. 32 

}] or call, above information. 

“Attitudes” (R). Producer, f 

St., N. Y.; SU 71-4774). Parts avail-: 

118-35, who can sing and have 
comedy ability. Mail photos and ; 
resumes c/o above address. 

eo “Reila” (MC). Producers, ance 
ey Barklie & Ned Hendrickson (80 W. 

ALVIN AILEY 3d St., N.¥.; GR 5-7183). Available |. 

modern jozz 1] parts: leading. femme, comedienne, | 
JAMES TRUITTE solid voice both beit and legit: 

femme, willowy but sexy, strong 
soprano. 
audition appointment. 

“Gods of the Lightning” (D). 
Producer, Equity Library Theatre 
(226 W. 47th St., N.¥.; PL 17-1710). 

modern dance horton technique 

MAURICE EDWARDS 
NAOMI ORNEST 

opera workshop 

ALAN SEEGER _ 
STAN BURNETT 

aspects of the motion picture 
bits, mostly male character roles, 
some calling for singing. and one 

art of jozx for guitar-playing (mate ole). § ‘| 
Some non-Equity people will . 

JOHN STIX used in small parts. Script is. out 
acting class of print except in the early series 

NEIL McKENZIE of John Gassner’s “25 Best Plays. 
of the American Theatre,” but 
text will be available during inter- 
views Auditions..today (Wed:, 10 
a.m.- 5:30 p.m., at ELT rehearsal 
/studio (Hotel Marseilles, Broadway 
& 103d St., N. Y.). 

“Shadow of Heroes” (D).. Pro- 
ducers, Warner LeRoy & Paul Li- 
bin (21 E. 63d St, N.Y.; 
Available parts: man, 35, tall, hand- 
some, gaunt; man, 55, thin, dig- 
nified; woman, 30-40, warm, strong, |* 
attractive; character men, 35-45; 
boy, 7, dark; character woman, 50’s; 
men. 45, big, rough; man, 30, sen- 
sitive; -10 non-Equity non-speaking 
roles. 
e‘o Mary Jordan, above address.. 

“Whom the Gods Love” (D). 
|'Producer, D’Arcy. Productions (66. 

il W. 46th St., N.Y.; JU 2-4860, Ext. 

acting class 
playwrights workshop 

VES HARPER 
basic costume design 
scenic design 

HOWARD ROBERTS | 
choral! singing 

@ 

CLARX CENTER IS THE HOME OF: alvin 

ailey dance theatre, west side sym- 
phony, actors’ opero, drama workshop 
& howard roberts chorale 

REGISTER NOW! 

Classes Start OCT. 1 

West Side YWCA 
Sist Sr. & 3th Ave., New York City 

i number, 

| ous-dramatic ~ 
‘CBS (524 W. 57th St., 
6-6000);. 

18-22, pretty: All’ 

| must sing. Mail photos and resumes: dramatic talent, c/a above address, {entation ta a member of the Fes- | 

Michael F. Goldstein (10 W. 65th 'Clurg”. Ct., 

able for "male and femme actors | femme performers, all ages and 

Call above number for 

‘and singer-dancers, 
TE.8-5188).'| (Thurs.), Friday (29).and Saturday | - 

Mail photoes and resumes: 

TORONTO 
Premise. (improvisational group). ; 

Monty Shaff ic o the Premise, 154, 
Bleeker St., N.Y.: -AL 5-9692). 
Parts available. ‘for. male and, 
femme performers to do impro- } 
‘yisational show .at a theatre to be’ 

and! established in Toronto within the. 
i next few weeks. Mail. photos and. 
resumes c/o Zév Putterman, above., 
address, or call him at above: 

| oT elevisiorn 

locally on WGN-TV). 

McGinn Television - Productions ' 

i410 S$: Michigan Ave., “Chicago; ! 
WA 2-1000). Casting director Laura 
Hitt accepting Photos: and resumes ; 
of all types of circus acts. c/o above ! 
address. Include availability date ;; 
-in Chi area. 

“Lamp Unto My Feet” (religi- | 
series). 

YY: JU. 
casting. director, 

Hindlin. Accepting photos and re- ; 
sumes of general. male and female, 

No duplicates. ' 

WBBM-TV, Chicago, (630 N. Me-! | 
Chicago; WH 4-6000). ' 

“Parts | available for male and . Gj 

types, for 39-week series of drama 
{ workshops plus. four to six prime | 
i time original .dramas. Must 
from Chi. Mail photos and resumes ; 
c/o- Don Dillion,. above address. 

tte). . Producer, Creative Mart | of 
Films (507 Fifth -Ave., N.Y.; OX] 
7-5895).- -Available parts: two at- |. 

Some 20 parts available, leads to! tractive girls, 20-25, one a model 
type; two young men, early 20's. 
.Mail -photos. and : resumes c/o above 
address, . 

Cabaret Wi 

“Too Good For the Average 
Man” (R). Producers, Buddy Breg- 
man & Ben Metzer (c/o Camelot 
Supper Club, 49th St. & Third 
‘Ave., N.Y.). Open call. for. young 
male ‘and femme singers, dancers 

tomorrow 

(30), 1-5 p.m., above address. This 
is" a club revue which will open in 
a Chi spot soon. Applicants should 
bring. photos, Tesumies, a ballad 
and uptempo number. 

. Trudy Hellter’s Versailles. (9th 
St. & 6th Ave., N.Y.). Jazz. singers 
and instrumentalists. ‘and. hip com- 
ics and comediennes being inter- 
viewed. For appointment call Dori 
‘Davis. (TR 4-2234), Tuesday-Fri- 
days, 11 a.m.-5 p.m.. 

——- 

[ tre, Panama Cit 

d other states in cabaret-stylé | 

Coan ey 

for two midgets or two dwarfs,jman, 50's small, meticulous, char- for male and femme singer danc- manager, 

plump; = char-! vy; LO 3-4370°. 
trumpe:t. Mail photos and resumes! acter man, 30's solid, rugged; man, : 

“Mademoiselle Omata” (featur- | . 

" manager for 

sane onmete U . 

| Hungarian. uprising. 

Art Alisi is appearing ‘in “Wed- 
, ding Breakfast” 

, Cal. 
A complete reading of “Amphi- | 

itryon 38" will be presented by Les--: 
lie Barrett and Diana Barth to- 
morrow night (Thurs.): as part of! 

| their: poetry and prose -series at , 
the Donnell Library Theatre, N. Y_! 

‘The staff for the touring pro-: 
duction of *“*Thurber Carnival’ in- 

‘cludes Marvin A. .Krauss, general 
manager; David Wyler, company 

p.a.; Victor. Straus, stage manager, 
and Howard London, assistant 
stage manager 

‘sical Theatre, Wallingford, Conn., 
jin the establishment of. tent thea- ! 
tres next year in Los Angeles, ‘San: 
Francisco and Honolulu- 

Paul G. Anglim is pressageniting : 
the “Toys in the Attic” tour. 

Rev. Gilbert V. Hartke, O.P... 
head of the Speech. and Drama: 
Dept. of the Catholic U. of.Ameri-| ; 

jean, has been elected president of 
. |the National Catholic Theatre Con- } 

. ference for 1961-63. | 
The staff for “Kicks & Co.” ‘in| 

“eludes Walter Fried, general man- 
. ager, ‘Dorothy Ross, general press- 

company j 
“Bozo’s. Circus” (children’s. show , Manager: Alan Edelson, p.a: for | 

Producer, | the show’s Chicago tryout: Marvin | 

‘agent; Stewart ‘Long, 

line, general stage manager: Na- 
than Caldweil Jr.,-stage manager, 
and Ross Lashbrook, assistant. stage | « 
manager, 

Michael 

ing off-Broadway revival. of “Dif-! 
f’rent.” 

J. D. Gannon, a. member. of ‘the : 
Producer. j{N. Y¥. Shakespeare Festival’s acting | 

company, has been tagged’ for the; 
Paula | $1.000 Ian Keith Knight Award, Yin 

‘instituted JIast year. by actor! 
,George C. Scott for annual pres- | 

‘ tival troupe who has contributed | 
the most to the season. 

Robert Preston will star In “We 
Take the Town,”: ‘the musical ver- 
sion of. the film, “Viva Villa,” 
-which the Stuart Co., headed by 
Stuart Ostrow, ‘intends preeming 
in New York next: March . 15. at an 
:undesignated theatre. ~ 

Freddy Wittop and .Will Steven 
| Armstrong will design the . cos- 
jtumes and: sets, respectively, for 
| “Subways Are For Sleeping.” — | 3 

Lidie Murfi is touring. with the ; 
; bus-and-truck eompany of “Mu- |; 
sic Man.” 

“Come Blow 
jbeen published by Samuel French, 

;own miusical,..: 

at the Alley Thea- | 

; Saul Richman, general 
pressagent; Mae S. Hong, advance 

duction 
‘Bonne. Soupe.” 

Higgins and Marian}. 
Seldes head the cast of the upcom- | 

pe acting edition in paperback | | 
Your. Horn’ has | # 

‘tion this season of “AL Passage to 
‘ India.” 

The Theatre - “Guild. and-. Dore 

‘thing About. a Soldier." by Ernest ° 
Kinoy, based-on the Mark Harris . 
:novel.. As a result, Schary. has’ 
. postponed until, next season jis 

“For Special. Oeca- 
sions.” : 
The 19th century. meller, “The 

: Ticket of Leave Man,” will be done: 
‘as an off-Broadway revival under . 
the title, “Hawshaw.”. this winter 
by. John .Grissmer, William: ‘DeSeta . 

-and Robert: Moore. — 
Das :‘Kom'modchen, a cabaret- | 

‘theatre group of Dusseldorf; West | 
Germany,: will, be: presented by. 

! Felix. Gerstman | ‘and Gert von 
 Gontard for six performances, Oct: 
3-8: af the Barbizon Plaza: Theatre, 
N. Y. 

Mirlanne- Marshall is. appearing. 
in “The Death Watcher,” currently. 
being filmed in. -Connecticut.- 

Actor Eddie Albert will: be :part-| 
; | nered with Ben Segal and. Bob |. 

“Sound of Music” (MD). Produc- ' Producers, Theodore J. Flicker & } ! Hall,-operators of. the Oakdale Mu- 
Bits its Of London 

London, Sept. 26.. 
Cor at Browne and Erica Rogers 

- Wilk star’ in Donald -Albery’s pro-. 
of Fecilien . | Marceaw’s - 

1Tues.y at. Oxford: 
Building of the. new Prince. 

' Charles ‘Theatre ‘is being ‘held up. 
through. lack. of ‘steel. The house. 
is now due to open late fall. The 

; delay cost an. estimated $56,000. 
S. I. Gorlinsky is biddipg for the- 

| West End and Broadway rights of 
i Elleston Trevor’s. thriller, “Murder 
By All Means,” recently ‘tried out 
at Farnham. 

Pat Kirkwood is ‘sought for the 
lead in ‘Raymond Dyer’s new play, 
“Rattle of a Simple Man.” . ~ 

- Sonia - Dresdel «has: joined’ the 
Old: Vie company to appear.’ in’ 
“Mourning Becomes Electra.” 

Lally. Bowers has. dropped - out 
‘of the Margaret Rutherford show, 
“Our Little Life,’ and has been 
replaced by Margaret Whiting. 

Rita Tushingham ds to ‘appear 
in-the new Ann . Jellicoe play, “The: 
Knack.’ mo 
-Davy Kaye will” play .Androcles: 
Barnard Shaw’s “Androcles and 

; the ‘Lion;” ‘ which, with “The " 
Shewing Up of | Blanco Posnet,”: - 
will be, the next show at the Mer- | 
maid, opening Oct. 3.. Jill Bennett 
is. tg play Lavinia. . 
“Margaret Lockwood _ will return’ 

‘to the stage in a meller, “Murder 
tin Mind.” by Monte Boyle, to be. 
| presented by Emile Littler. Derek 
Farr. and Ian. Hunter will costar. 
La EEEOEEREESaeeoreent 

: "hs "ACID MOUTH. AT. WORK IL 
ON THE TEETH OF YOUR 3. 

LOVED: ONES" was the 1930 4 
headline fora toothpaste ad. 
We can't cure “Acid Mouth.” but & 
fer your loved ones, you sheuld 3 

st consider the costs, risks and advan- 2 
tages of Mutual. Funds. - i: 

J. BERMANT & CO, 
122 E, 42.8t., MN, Y. Rm. 2701 MU 7-2818. 

"Originals Only, in partnership i — 
with the Mary-Lind. Fowndation 
has establish |: ablished the Gold Room in | Theatriesl and TV Make Up e@ All midtown Los Angeles as-a show- 
case for new productions, the first. 
of which, Elizabeth Kaeburn’s 
“The Virgin King,” debuted last j} 
Friday (22). 

Gordon Davidson will be general 
“From the. Second 

City. 

Robert Keegan is an assistant 
stage manager of the incoming mu- 
sical, “Kean.” 
; Richard Evans will be general 
stage manager for the Broadway 
‘musical, “A Family Affair.” 

Fred Weterick has joined the 
Broadway publicity firm of Frank |} 
Goodman 
associate, 

“Dearest of Boys,” 

& Ben ‘Washer as an 

a drama by 
Leonard Blauner about ‘the legal. 
controversy between~- Oscar. Wilde 
and the Marquis of Queensberry, 
is announced for presentation this. 
season by a new firm, Empire Pro-; 

“The. 
ductions. 
_Mark Van Doren’s play, 

Last Day’s of .Lincoln,” which 

|: Pilate perty desires lTerge 
good . Toca 

" PROFESSIONAL CARDS HONORED | 
‘Leading Cosmetia Linés. @ imported 
.&- Demastic. vegtumes e Distinctive. 7 

’ Fountain Serv ‘ 
FREE DELIVERY OPEN SUNDAYS 

‘The Drug Stere ef the & 

‘HADLEY . REXALL DRues” 
L. 1101 oth avs. 7 Cor. 46 St, NEW YORK ‘. 

elephone Plaza 7-66 

er — 
OFF-B'WAY 

oscenium thee- . 
with Yoeation in. New York City, 

or. space _sultable for, ‘conversion. into 299 seat _ 
house. 

‘tro 

Pree 
East: 82nd 

iver! ‘baicing a ont” "+ mae 

"MARTINIQUE THEATRE 
AVAILABLE FOR” 

AMEDIATE. BOOKING 

opening tonight. 7 
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Our Town a By Jack Kofoed $0. Citizen-Journal 

Mae West 
ese remarkable qo 

oof “Don't- fight boys.” to. her}. 
- | colleagues. Who are -arguing 

over | enntract percentages, | 
A“there’s‘enouzh of me for every 
cone to have an interest." Only |.. 
‘Khe'dorsn’t say “interest,” mI 

Miss West's vitality. and. Vig-[ 
‘ar in registering. these Jines. is}: 

Jvemarknhle, And Sf. her formu- 
» [Ja- not for jinients.-cce-t tate 
- [consist of swaying one hip toy 
-[the side; putting one. hand on 

ihe diaphiam and lifting the }- 
.Pother in he vicinity of her f. 
Veaiffiire, swith ‘e'how heck fs 
{reminiscent ofa. shot-puttert 
{warming dp-At. Isat Jeast' af 
[bit of stacé bnsinese which] 
| seems {q please her public; 

_ She received a twa or three 
minute ovation ‘an her. stage |. 
entrancr—ard not-evea Kathe 

‘|-aring Cornell, Tallulah. Ranke } 
“head and other greats of the 

| Aheater get that from Mam, 
audiences,. >. i 

ws » late starting 

Coconut Grove Play. 

eae hey" prought {a a ene 

pial bloomer, i Mae Wes veal 
Regendary figure whose” 
: a sea all.ov oe aft 
tions have been copied all. ovss ta the Tole of the America® tive, speaking | 
“ghe world. age | eect married 10°R sinously yndu ; 
a co stone calle’ movie sar Ae lsh bare sranner audien® 

e entrap” oplause for-tb 5 cacome yo a tee pered for UP 
eustained 8PP be han , ers he bas member 

forth susie inutes. It would f ¥ho discoverer “Half a century 

ast wo UL the reception ‘pad five predecessors her vehicle tailore 
safe to Co ” ee makes ie mHOSt ot ique te ation. West makes Si ye unique. 
ovation came prepared ppportunttied han’ ” mr Memoria} the aula ee ey Gide wright ad OT Oy, axtet 

o laugn CHANGE ca s negligees. WIS a wa to TIME: ann chiise She changes vo other gOWDEY ‘plurbs ys 

The iron dealt her fae Linies, We7e oy of het ia Len ty ° char 
Wa: ° . : a. er | -3dea Ube wet bas se ee es GEE cme a  | a 

gorite ¢ A the fines ‘bat, a ynen' =. ond a fine and tails. . jush, pl 

evident tls never ‘whet she ‘too weet white a = the strippers. 
always; t 15 Teg way the WO AMOND LIL! ne 

; so souch as punchs FROM 0 played : 

bade that delivers OE hee. Jack LaRue Jol leading not really ex! 
rime ‘has [alle ing. For piss Wests So a par’ of | ys in the | 
scannys0nse' OE RT este an fm” “DIRmING  ugextel” American ins 
ghat matter: OF sical ‘appee Broadway. Nov 5 ‘returned the lege ane 
ly with he eee ekably ines as Une ‘grave, The auiienve ‘of ay . 
ance. | from be ee with & frankly 
faced and Tithe © setloammed “bin oT 7 not. cisaF 

° pr - customers. ° 

+ 
: “ = weet 

i, Ly aes EDS OPS PRS a re Ea, 

A Storm in ‘Sextet | 

(RAIH Weds Aug. 2, 161, Cole, 0, 

fichacl Fox ere ed 1 
vg the. Hungorin wis tat "Francis gacourt W! 

Ton ae 

VOWS * 

rt) 

course: few grooms have ever 
lial thea is n countered. First obstacle is 

| w long epends pon you | Miss West's manager," Brad Qj. 
| You. A sizable { £00, who jg bublicity Conscics s 3 r {and whe pu . sch edulese nea movie making 

play by sta 
Wes ; T Mae j Celientty, . K- 

. million imitate ‘he has had a | with Miss Wee he is im love 
Plays chim mn eee ot Vest still 
merch claim to being the criginal | tovrage 

changed ‘ne Tetare ng S| there ; " . “SIs Picture one : T@ are ft 
e. M Parti- e two form, 

or of r vot de the best por. !0% the scene, her fourth hashands 
{ bas ever Sexpot this reviewer j Ox, wha wants tr sign Maeve! Seeing h seen, and F have been Severa] Fictureg in Ital whi ae to 

*r a very loag time, inci-de his newest prote ich will 
This three act play } Marshall, They rose io Kit 

2 plush hoter «7 ¥ as one set, !scenes much to the dict Several 
{where film st Sulte- in Londgn, [groom Bethencourt Sturbance of 
; . ar Miss West has just @ppointment Y found only dis. 

f . wag - 3. te 

[ine stom newspaper headett inj Bumber five, Jack La Rus 

’ time, which Ig : rd accom 
ae ld be, This is Mise West's bis peek ota wer 
r ¥ aad mebody on earth could | try It off as she does. One of | will | aa eae fmportant things abo x: Is that ig 
script and nohog t ‘rowatnal fold 

The interest ix “Se seats 

is high . from the moment it heging aad 

He 5 be ex. 
cles that: makes . @ has mus. 

; SY. ‘ale hate him and all bis ist 

Night in the Coconut grt Friday, 

of Appearance, I Witnes {the longest ovation I have ever seen a sia 
Grove Playhouse at the Coconut 

ker dominating 

You win enjoy your 

. “Sextet,” one nas qhe samet 

re SHE! jHer bene ng warmth that] 14 order. usteresoe dia overtly 4 during her 0 jet , has emitted dUFInS * icouple © sine almost “com she as queeDtiogue and of a half dozen 
" g . 

century Tele Es re-tplete flubbing in Apalt ich Bs eo lines by 4 characler 

re {0m ie elthe third and best BO” a. 
For the opening & 

m 4 
tion, and they tou 
plauded her. 



George Frazier—Columnist 
Tre Boston, Herald unveiled a 

new 
Tast Sfiondav +18. George Frazier, 
a former Herald writer, is back 
aifer 2) vo2rs of magazine writing, 
penainz a daily column. The news- 
paper is now printed in eight poirt 
on a 9'+ pomt shug. 

Aapounctirs the changes in a 
prze one hox, the Herald said: 
© othe rest of the paper, toa. is a 
mew oand darzer type style for 
easter of oetter reading «While 
Rost pre. s are printed in eight 
port ft: Qe onan Bry point slug. 
the He» all nov is printed in eight 
point an oa Oe point sluz. You 
Vill qaicttty notices the diverence 
and it 3:3! make your reading more 
enjovabic.” 

sninnrist and a new type style 

“Flight Into Danger” 
“hovelized by another writer, 
well as filmed as “Zero Hour.” 
did so, while researching related . 
“Diary of a. Nurse’ for “Playhouse ' 

as 
‘+ He: 

99° in seven U.S. and Canadian 

”Pablishing Stocks 
‘(As of Sept. 26, 1931, closing) 

| Allyn & Bacon {Q@) .: "36 — 12 
American Book (AS).. .,65'4—114 

| Book of Month .:....:.. eae 
had been.” ‘Conde Nast (NY) . "90 — 

‘(Crowell-Collier (NYY 
‘Curtis Pub. Co. (NY) 
Ginn & Co. (NY) .- 
Grolier (OC) . . 
Grossett & Dunlap (cy 

eit 2, (pens 500 drachmas. (or drachs, as 

1. 2B ve, -a steak dinner. Athenians general: 
..52. +314 1y prefer outdoor dining. and’ en- 

23. + . tertainment in the warmer amonths, 
hospitals. Hailey’s + opinion ‘of Harcourt Brace (OC) . 42° — 14 
Joseph Hayes “Young Doctors”: Hearst (OC) tonnes 23!2 No netan are few and not 
screenplay: “Imaginative and taut, Holt, R&W (NY) _ 38144255. Other t id f 
White following the novel fairly | L.A. Times Mirror (OC). 34 +1 ‘th Mou eon as a rom . the | 
clovely.” Hailey’s N.Y. agent is . Macfadden (AS). .....-.10'4— e Mount Parnos, have a” mini- 
Maeve Southgate. 

Vincent Price’s Latest 

“The Book of Joe” by Vincent "Pocket Books (OC) .. 
Prics -Doubleday; $3:50) is an ae-. 
count of the actor-author’s long- 
standing relationship with the: 
noble, 
been his pet for more than 14 years. : 
In addition to including considers ‘ 
able anecdotage with show biz: 

elderly méngrel  -who hast 

23314 a. mum of about 80 drachs ($2.66). A 
NBT sgIts xood meal can be had for 250 to 
weer tt 300 drachs ($8. to $10} per head. | 

Tape Notable other restaurants: open - 
“9934-1 the year round include Costi’s. and. 

|, 33! 24338 Vassilenas tihe: latter in Piraeus, 
"39 1,:the port into which-Athens spills’. ; 

.. 87ly—gt». Vassilenas is a rather drab plaée. 
frequented by the royal family. and : 
world celebrities. familiar with. its . 
| gourmet offerings. At.one sitting’ 

“McCall. (NY). 
3icGraw-Hilt (NY) 
New Yorker (OC) 

. Prentice Hall (AS)° 

‘Ran’m. House (NY). 
Scott Foresman. (OC) 
Yime Inc. (OC) :...:.,. 
‘H.W. Sams (OC) ......42 
: Western Pub. (QC) .,....74 +41 

—. 1 

‘pensive .in town... Dinner tabs run. 

Sa -hip Greeks call them) or $18 for 

‘Tourism To ‘the U S 
- Continued from page B- ——— 

The: bouzoukee is the break-glass' 
joints depicted in “Never On Sun- 
{day”. and the charge. varies. from 
15 to.30 ‘cents a glass, depending 
on how drunk or happy you are. 
There is also.a balloon girl, who 
for. two’ drachmas will allow’-you «. 
to. puncture one. (balloon, that is.) 
“ALL clubs in Athens: ‘start about. 

110: 730 “and. stay.open till: around 
44:30, although © there is-no curfew. 
"Athenians eat their’ dinner. at 10 
ip.m., the earliest. And you are ad- 
* mitted to any spot without a neck- 
tie, er even a jacket, if you. prefer. 
|: Tav erns are ubiquitous, And they 
-vary.. What: is probably most con-. 
'siant about: them .is the price and 
‘the. floor. You can get roast. pork,- 
‘liver, lanib. or ‘beef: with a salad” 
and a beer -or. wine for an average. 
of $1. All. feature dirt™ tnatural). one cun be served as many as. 18. { OC—Over the Counter. ‘floors, ard the entertainment. can: N. ¥. News’ 27th Ball coloration, tome is as good a dog different dish ; 

Tne No ¥ Daily News Welfare sarn as any recently printed, and! - NY-NY- 3 Soe be va menu, ‘the waiter keeps. bringing {be anything from a strolling violin’ 
Ast hay disbursed more than should enjoy popularity on both AS—American Stock Exchange.“ gicies until you-telt. him to stop. ! {player ‘to a quartet of, guitar play- 
$h.0:9 09) from its 26 annual Har- coxznis. | _{Supplied byt Bache & Co. ) ‘Very few patrons have gotten ‘past . ‘ers who. sing operatic: arias ta Grer. 

v 

vest Moon Balls, and the 27th an- 
nual ever? last Thursday .21) was 

equalivy SRO It remains one of 
the est institutional ballyhoo 
Blints for any newspaper. 

Onee azain Bob Russell. peren- 
nial juve. emeceed in the spot 
Where Ea Sullivan long held forth. 
until th columnist’s tv chores, 
globetrotting, and his heatth, dic- 
tated ea-ing off. 

Apart from the al fresco funfest 
that attends thése Sentember 
events. producing some slick and 
wild terping ‘suave waltzes and 
tangas to the more frenetic jitter- 
busginz and polka competitions). 
the N-ws Welfare Assn. insures 
everything with a pro show under 
Rirssells = aeais This semester 
witnessed Denise Lor, Corbett 
Monfea. Sarah Vaughan,’ Chubby 
Checke:. Magid Triplets and ‘Jack) 
Eagle & -Frank: Man. Abel. 

Kelloge’s Hawthorn Post 
Stewart Kellogg is the new ad- 

pronie manager for Hawthorn 
Books, succeeding Kenneth T. 
Hurst. Latter is moving up to 
Prentice-Hall International Inc. to 
Jaunch a new publishing operation. 
Before joining Hawthorn ‘which is . 

of - a wholls owned = subsidiary 
Prentice-Hall', Hurst had a similar 
post with McGraw-Hill. - 

William Gerald Pipes is as- 
sistant ad-promo manager. and 
Ruth Brengel has been named as- 
sistant to Kellogg. Andrew Eet- 
tinger ‘no relation to P-H founder 
and board chairman Richard -Pren- 
tice Ettinger’ remains on publici- 
ty for Hawthorn. 

New Montreal Daily 
Moeont-eal has what Is said to be 

the first metropolitan daily estab- 
lished in North America since 
1948—Le Nouveau Journal. which 
to3k off Sept. 5 with 108.000 of a 
40-pnaze issue at Se. Its prexy and 
gn. is Mrs. Angelina DuTremblay, 
who wits president of now compet- 
ing pin. La Presse till a recent 
bustup that brought several resig- 
nations. V.p. and editor-in-chief is 
J-an-Louis Gaznon, former head 
of Azence France Presse in Wash- 
ir:2ion Le Nouveau Journal, run 
b. a foundation. will devote its 
proiits to promoting the arts and 
Svienees. Montreal Gazette prints 
it unter contract. 

Entymology of a Script 
Taronto tv playwright Arthur 

(“Fi:raht) Inte Danger”: Hailey’s 
novel “The Final Diagnosis’—on 
wich the Fredric Mareh starrer, 
“Tne Youn2 Doctors.” is based— 
has now sold more than 5.000,000. : 
inclutinz 19 foreign-language edi- 
tioas Literary Guild reprinted it 
taree times, 
Dit 20s! 

Breishk 
tur . 

Tom stemmed from a 1957 sug- 
gestion bs CBS producer Herbert 
Radkin—less than two years afier 

Haz! »3°~ over- the-transom “Fight 
Int» Danzer” had been a sinash.on 
CBC. CBS, BBC and other world 
netturks He did the assigned two- 
ham play in six weeks and it won 
tw» E:mim: nominations, for him 
and actor Lee J. Cobb. Then Dou- 
biedas asked him to novelize it. 
—— EO es 

Free to WRITERS 
SEEXING A BOOK PUBLISHER 

Tw» fact-filled. illustrated brochures 
teil how te publish your book, get 
40”: reovalties, national advertising, 
publicity ani promotion, Free edi- 
torigt aporsvigal. Write Dept. YA. 

EXPOSITION PRESS 
$85 Park Ave. §., N.Y. 

Condensed Book, and the 
edition was reprinted 

See rene 

it become a Reader's’ 

Leo Hershfield’s. 
neatly complement. the text,’ and- 
Price prove: 
prise, after his volumes on art .col- 
jectin’, ete.. that he has yet an- 
other string tto his: bowwow?!! : 

Rodo. 

New FM Monthly 

‘A new national monthly maga- 
zine is scheduled.to hit New. York 
and Philadelohia newsstands Nov. 
19. FM-Stereo Guide will contain 
22-pate national editorial section 
and 32-to-48 page regioral insert 
covering complete local FM pro- . 
gram listings. 

Publishing headquarters will be. 
in Philadelphia and group is head- 
ed by 
call fo~ regional editions in all 
major cities. 

Buying Up Nast: Stock 

Latest Securties & Exchange 
Commission’s insider report listed 
Patriot-News Co..as having bought 
up another 5,700 shares of Conde 
Nast Publications common stock. 
The transaction brought Patriot- 

Neus’ total holdings to 966,076. 

* CHATTER 

Associated Press renewed -.{ts 
lease for 20 more years on the AP 
Bidg. in Rockefeller Center where 
it has occupied four floors of the 
.l5-story building since 1938, when 
the project was first unveiled. RC 
will completely modernize the 
premises for the news service. 

Winfield Lowell Smith, 54. man- 
.aging editor of the St. Johnsbury 
Vib Caledonian. Record for the 
past 12 years, died suddenly of a 
heart attack at his Harvey’s Lake 
camp in Barnet. Vt. He was & 

illustrations . 

.to be no one’s sur- ~ 
a makeshift combo of the: Green- 
wich «Conn.) socialite set. So it was 
no surprise that, when he engaged 
‘Count Basie’s 16-piece band for 
ithe Powers’ daughter's. 17-year-old 

Frank Lucidon. Future plans: 

birthday, ‘at a Connecticut country: 
club ‘dinner-dance, that the pub-. 

‘|lisher would sit in with Basie, be- 
sides cutting UD. “with his -own 
quintet. 

‘Roy. W. ‘Anderson,. who started 
‘aS a pressman’ onthe Chicavo 
Tribune following his return from 
‘Army Air Corps service in 1946, 
became. assistant. manager of the 
Albany Knickerbocker News and 
of the Albany Times-Union, ap-. 

‘pointed’ by -Gene ‘Robb, publisher . 
‘of the two Hearst-ow ned dailies. 

‘Theodore Pratt's “just published 
+ Gotden Medal paperback original, 
“Tropical Disturbance.” is his .30th 
novel. Of these. 43. have had Flor- 

‘ida-settings. Pratt is currently for- 
saking his Delray Beach (Fla.) 
home for a. month’ s travel west on , 
-another book: idea.. 

‘novel, 

Mel Heimer, currently Walter 
Winchell’s ‘alter ego. just sold his 

millan.’ - It’s’: his: ninth book. 
‘The Mike Bessies moved back to 

“New York over the weekend from. 
their summer place on Nantucket 
Island. Bessie is viceprez-.of Athe- 
neum. She’s the daughter. of. attor-. 
ney Morris L. Ernst.. 

Joan Walker. former radio-tv 
editor for. Newsweek, named Cue 
.Magazine’s tv’ editor. 

.Erwin A. Single, editor and co-- 
publisher of the N. Y. Staats- 
Zeitung & .Herol¢ and the Phila- 
delphia Gazette.- Democrat. both 
‘German language dailies,’ is due 

native of Maine and joined the. 
Vermont daily newspaper in 1932. 
Much discussed ‘book “‘Lady 

Chatterley” permitted by Austrian 
government to be put on publie 
sale Restriction: buyer must be 
over 16. 

Redbook g.m. Jonn. J. Cain elect- 
ed a veepee and director of McCall 
C.. 

-respondent for the French weekly, : 

back this week from his annual 
promotional’ trip to the Continent: 
‘Robert Felsette. Hollywood cor- 

; L’Express, and the French. daily, 
Les Echos, off to Paris to publicize 

Doubleday ts advancing its “Dag- 
“olci: Custod’an of the 

Brushfire Peace’ from early. '62 to: 
November publication: N. Y. Post's 
Joseph Lash, who worked -more 
than two Years on the book, had 
just finished reading the galiey- 
proois. He's rushing an epilogue 
to include the Iate-UN Secretary- 
General's last .cOmmunique on 
world conditions. 

atoor an zed Magazine Publishers’ 
Assn. sees John K.. Herbert. ex- 
publisher of American Weekly, as 
president and chief executive of- 
ficer. He succeeds Robert E. Ken- 

his novel, “Pierre et les’ Ameri- 
caines,” just. published by Julliard. 
Novel, which ‘has-a preface by. Ro- 

sician’s life in America, especially 
experiences with women, mostly in 
New York .and Hollywood. Fle- 
sette is a member. of the Holly- 
wood Foreign Press Assn. — 

The Enterprise newspapers, pub- 
lished by Maurice. Harris, in Long 
Beach, Lakewood. and ‘other near- 
-by southern California towns, will 

von Jr. who was named executive. 
veepee. Latter joined MPA five 
years ago and formerly was pub- — 

emcee on.the tv program, lisher of Printers’ Ink. Herbert. is 
a former NBC veepee. executive 
publisher of the N. Y.. 
American, and veep of | Hearst 
Magazines. 

Bennett Cerf is extending - his 
play publication series: to London 
offarings. Random House, of which 
he is prez. has just brought out 
Brooklyn-born, Bronx-reared J. P. 
Donteavy'’s “Fairy Tales of ‘New 
York” 
Jan. 24, 19611, but nof yet done 
on Broadway. Incidentally. 
playwright who schooled -in Dub- 
lin and London now resides on 
the Isle of Man with his wife-. ‘and 

“two children. - 
Generally known that Preritice-.~ 

Halt prexy John G. Powers is ‘a 
[oa buff and. in fact, he elarinet- - 

’ the’ 

Journal-. ‘ 

: Burlin gton 

‘Books. 
sold to Ward Lock-of London, 

run .a. condensation in 12 ‘install- 
ments of Dora Albert's bestseller, 
“Stop Feeling Tired and Start Liv- 
ing,” published by Prentice-Hall. 
The condensation, prepared by 
Times-Mitror Syndicate, has ap- 
peared. in. newspapers all over the; 
country. The book was originally . 
inspired ‘by. Dora Albert’s experi- 
entes with some tired and other. 
not-so-tired film and tv stars. 
‘Dr. -Féederick Shroyer, former 

“Caval- 
cade .of Books,” sold his novel, : 
‘Time Is .A Clock.”. to Bantam’: 

‘Book -had previously. been 

Benjamin McVickar Collins. for- 
merly on the editorial staff of the 

‘Vt. Free 
‘named managing editor of the 
_ Caledonian Record in St. Johns-., 

‘Comedy Theatre, London |: 
for TV Guide's Cleveland edition, . 

bury, Vt. 
James A. Capone, promotion rep 

has been named to the merchandis- 
ing unit of the mag's national ad-: 
vertising. staff here. George C._ 
Duffy .Jr. succeeds Capone in. 
Cleveland. 

Poet Robert. Frost ‘to ‘receive the . 

{ Asteria, 

- “Look of Eagles,” to Mac-- 

Press, . 

‘the twelfth dish, 
stopping at-number eight. And’ it is. 
Paice-fixed at 60 dracns ($2).for all. 
‘You can eat. Costi’s,.in the heart: of. 
Athens (Constitution Square).- 
serves meals for a little more than , 
32. 

Neraida, overlooking the Aegean, 
with a capacity of over 600, is prob- . 
ubly the best club, offering a full : 
-hour-and-a-half ‘floor show, with’ 
-chorus | girls, comedians, singers, 
dancers’ and acrobats. And all: la- 
_vishly ‘costumed. (It. could. be 
called the Athenian :Latin Quar-: 
ter. A recreation of the dance 
rages c{'the past 50:-years is: the 
high spot of the current show. 

The comedy and songs are in’, 
_ Greek, but the dancing and showy | 
attributes of the. chorines are in-' 
ternational,. There is an’ 80 drach 
minimum. The club is owned and.: 
operated by two of the leading per- 
formers in the show, Pamela and . 
Belinda. Dinner at Neraida runs 
about 270 drachs ($9). 

At the Asteria 
which has both .an ine! 

door and an outdoor club features 
two. singing. acts (currently @ croon- - 
er-and a sister singing duo) plus‘two | 

-’ bands, one playing American dance ' 
tunes and the other Latin. There's | 
a minimum of 50 drachs at Asteria 
and an a. la. carte menu; and no’ 
lighting on’ the dance floor after : 
one a.m. A meal runs about $8 on 
Saturday night there is a ‘table - 
-d'hote dinner, price-fixed at 300; 
‘drachs ($10). . 

Fhe. -Athenia, pavillion of the 
race track, a beautiful. ‘outdoor ! 
arena, has full dinners for as lit-. 
tle as:100 drachs ($3.33). Last year: 
the’ Athenia: offered Harry ‘Bela. 

‘fonte for one night, and the tab was 
200° drachs’ admission, plus’ 500 
:drachs minimum. He: sold - out,’ 
‘even at those prices ($23 per head). 

‘A two-hour ‘vaudeville: show is 
available -at . ‘Green. Park, sét-in a 
park..You can see the whole show - 
for .as little as 30c by. ordering. 

- cheesecake or a beer. Adjoining . 
the vaude arena is the Green Park. 

main Gary. deals with French mu-" cluh which. for a $1.66 minimum, 
offers dancing. music and the hest 
bits of the vaude turns. 

All clubs. with. shows, have :a 
first drink charge, which _ usually AL 
For instance, if you want Scotch 
more than covers the minimum. 
at the Neraida, it’s $4 for the first. 
and $1.33 for each succeeding one. 

» New Phaliro, a 10-minute cab 
hop from downtown Athens. is the. 
-center of the ‘better bouzoukee 
places in Greece. Unlike. the bouzou-- 
kee spots in New York (Port. Said. 
Egyptian Gardens,.Arabian Nights, 

‘etc.) clustered: around 8th. Avenue .’ 
‘and: 29th Street, those in Athens 
‘do not- feature belly dancers. Mat- 
ter of fact, there isn’t a working. 
belly dancer in all of Athens. . 
{Athenians are. shocked to hear of. 
‘them playing in “Greék” clubs .in 
'New York, claiming that the danc-. 
ing is Turkish. and Oriental enter- : 
tainment.) 

‘Bouzoukee, incidentally, defines | 
a specific: stringed musical instru- : 
ment, a type of club and a type: of. 
entertainment.) 

These spats offer native singing, 
‘dancing and music—continuous— ; 
-with intervals of American. dance’ 
;music. Musicians and singers sit. 
‘on a.stage with the latter taking . 
turns on vocals, aud ‘oftentimes. : 
when the mood is right, all. singing | 
 together.. 

Dinner at a bouzoukee. rarely 
‘tops $1.50 with beer and wine. of- 

the. Majority - ‘cian Chez: Vito!, 
playing for native dancing. Here is 
Where you see the native. relaxing 
and philcsophizing. “It’s been said 
‘if you asx ten’ Greeks ‘for an opin- 
“ion, you will get eleven viewpoints.) 

The. gi-lie joints: all seem. to be 

i 

Congr egated around Constitution. 
Square. no more than a block: or 
‘two away from the class, hotels. 
*You can’t -miss - finding 
what ‘with big bold neon signs and 
dozens cf “‘agents’’ handing | out 
cards, Scme names -are. the Black. 
Cat, the Flamingo, the Silver Dol- 
lar, and all offer “artistic girls.” 
The Black Cat advertises “The: only 
place ‘where you can have. ‘real .- 
fun, an 

' These are. the- samie- as any girlie: ; 
‘clip joint. you've ever visited, with 
‘the gals. as hip. and quick to order 
«their. drinks as. you’ve ever’ seen. 
And their. English. is’ more than 
adequate.” (Incidentally, they’ 
“steadfastly refuse to let you taste 
| their “Scoteh”"—w hich is: -plain’ 
ginger. ale.) The clubs are’ clean, 
‘but small. and loaded with girls.’ 
‘One har, hangout for some 
members of the American press,: 

‘the Club 17, two blocks off Can- 
: stitution Square, is. Worth a. visit. 
«It has a unique feature ‘of. ‘posting. 
‘rainchecks: for drinks .on. a- bulle- 
tin: board. If someone offers you a 
-drink, but you - -have. to rush . (and 
‘who rushes in ‘ Athens”); 

‘have te be:around. ” 
i Athens has had a lively. theatre 
season this: year with several trans- 

‘lations... Only. Greek plays are 
‘running at present; but-before the 
‘rsummer. session, Athenians were 
treated to ‘such “stage. fare as “A 
Raisin In the Sun,” “A Taste of 
Honey. ” “Phe Marriage-Go-Round, ” 
“AL Majority of One,” 

.mer of the 17th Doll.” | This com- 
ing season, O'Neill's 
terlude” will be revived, Fanny,” 
and “A Raisin. In the Sun,” a hit 
last: year, will. be Teslaged.” 

an we ” Sinatra’ $ Arrival 
a - Continued: from "page: 2. —_! 

lowed by 12, pieces. ‘of ‘luggage in-° 
cluding -a case marked “wine” and 
a dozen’ bottles of. ‘carefully. 
wrapped champagne. . Sinatra. was 
also looking after two loaves -of 
Italian bread that. he- said he had 
“brought | x Jong: way: for Joseph: 2 
Kennedy.” 

a. half ‘hour. cruise with his. guests 
who. included: Mr, and Mrs. Charles . 
Spalding, friend. of ‘the. President, 
Rubirosa and. -his wife, the. Law- 
fords, Caroliné, and her Welsh. ter- 
rier, Charlie, ‘and ‘Sinatra, | 

” Katanga. 
—< Continued. from page 1: — 

. correspondent. discusses: the Tecent 
| Congolese: ‘happenings. with a 
igroup of other newsmen.: Director 
i Giuseppe Benatti ‘planned to use 
those ..newsmen: stationed in this. . 
troubled capital. 
On ‘the day chosen for filming 

- the Scene. however, United Nations 
{troops clashed with elements of 
the Katanga Army, killing 40. per- 
| sons and keeping all. journalists 

fered at low ¢ost. The most. ex-' from their “acting” jobs. 
-pensive item is a very special wine The. next few days: in Katanga 

fifth annual Hebrew Award at: a, that goes for 85c. Ouzo, the hative . continued tense until ‘Benatti final- 
‘dinner .at the Sheraton Hotel, 

conducts his owno Powerhouse Five, | Philadelphia, Oct. 8. 
_ | arinte of Greece, and plenty. potent, : 

is offered for about 60. cents. . 
ily got the: newsmen-actors together 
for. filming. 

Or a small. band . 

them, .. 

‘or don't.: 
. feel like it, a natice is posted. And” 
‘you pick up ‘your drink whenéver . 
iyou feel like, and. your. host doesn’t: 

. “J. B.; 1» : 

“Look” Back In Anger” and “Sum-_ 

“Strange Ine: 

The: ‘President ‘took’ a three. and. 

Sense eresre 
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‘Broadway . 
Raymond Paiges. of ‘Music. ‘Hall 

‘back.from European holiday,’- 
Elsa Maxwell. ‘and. legit producer 

Richard _Myers in from . Europe 
Mon.” (25) on the 's. Ss. _ United. 
States. . 

Mike © “Wallace ‘devoting his “PM 
East” full hour to. Noble Sissle 
(and — Eubieé . Blake) - 
songs. : 

Producing: Artists. Ine. ‘eased 
the .onestory; garagetype 537 
West 59th: St. for its. new - film 
studio. . 

' Maestro, Meyer Davis’ daughter, 
 Ginia ‘Davis, - Soprano, in -Town 
- Hall ‘recital Oct: 8. with Hubert 
Doris at. the piano. 7 

Grand Rapids Symphony" ‘con- 
ductor Robert ‘Zeller just. “back 
after. conducting at Copenhagen, 
Gslo and Stockholm. 

“Threepenny Opera". marked the: 
‘start of its. seventh year at. the. 
off-Broadway. Theatre de Lys with 
‘fits 2,508th consecutive _Perform- 
ance. 

Lawyer Tony Bliss of Met Opera: 

rence High at. Cedarhurst, i. I: 
. last Sat. (23). ; 

‘Gaston Bell, oldtime legit ‘lead- 
ing man, back. at his. home in Wood- |. 
stock; N. Y.. after ‘sojourn in hos-| 4) 
_ pital.. Holding his .usual-. birthday ; 
‘party. (This year: 83). 

Japanese ‘musician. Kimio -Eto 
will’ demonstrate the koto at Car- 
*negie Hall Oct. -1,. with~ Philhar- 
monic flutist John Wummer. ‘and. 
cellist’ Nathan | Stuteh helping. - 

Foreign press. groap, whom . Cite. 
'.Preminger . brought over to see} 
“Advise and Consent” being shot 
in D. C., were’ hosted at Trader 
Vic's among ‘other. spots on: their 
retura home. via’ .N. -Y. 

Fred A. Bishop, onetime Broad- 
way -musical -director “who died 
Aug. 26 in San Jose,. -Cal., 
vived by his wife: A recen 

oa Varizry obit’ erroneously stated 
- that he never ‘married. 

“Art Film”. discussion for Mike 
‘Wallace tv program postponed until 
this. week. Panelists: Joe Levine, 
George: Justin, Walter Reade, 
_eritic Paul Beckley of Herald-Trib, 
-Ed Kingsley and Louis De Roche- 
meént. 

Carmen « Mathews ts guest-star- 
ring in ‘a new play, “Hollow Trum- 

. pet," by Richard Maloy, being pre- 
- sented - this Friday and. Saturday 
nights (29-30) by. a little. theatre 
group, the Plays & Players, in 
Philadelphia. The author is.staging. 

Hotel Pierre's: grand ballroom 
“on Nov, 14 will be thé locale of 
_.an all-show: biz luncheon ‘‘Salute 
to Mary Martin” in behalf of USO. 
Ed" Sulllvan, Mrs. Louis S. Gimbel 
‘Jr., Oscar. ‘Hammerstein. 2d 

° Mrs. land Hayward,.Mrs. Jacob | 
K. Javits, Mrs. Ezio Pinza and Mrs. 
Richard. Rodgers’ are chairmaning 
the event. . 

’ Art. K. Moss aamed | “-veepee of . 
-Corp.,. scalpel sharpness. He prefaces his | 

International Recreation 
ownet of Freedomiand.. He has 
been‘on leave from Cole Fischer & 
Rogow ad agency. (where he is 
-exec. veepee) fo. take charge of 
pr. advertising and ‘entertainment 
‘of the ‘new Bronx | playground 
which is. dominantly a Webb &. or six.pungent paragraphs; setting 
Knapp .(Zeckendorf) operation.: 
_Former N. Y. Mayor Bill O’Dwy-. 

er got the ASCAP. machinery in 

mation pronto on. financial afd for | oct o¢ them are riew and refresh- 
ingly pithy: attests to Lieberman’s 

oldtimer nitery -emceée™ ‘and ‘song- 
-*smith Henry Fink (“The: Curse. of. 
an Aching Heart,” ‘etc.): when: he 
‘heard that Fink. was up against it: 
- and hospitalized: with a heart at- 
tack in’Mexico’ City, .When' O’Dwy- 

-er was U. S. Ambassador to. Mex- 
ico he and. Fink. were fast friends. 

Bucks County, Pa. 
By Penny Larsen 

(PY 43251) 

St. John Terre}l- ‘readying . his 
Grand. Guignol | ‘Theatre on East 
1ith St. in Gotham for: mid-Octo- 
ber -opening. 

’ Director. ‘Gordon. Phillips. ‘home 
in ‘Lambertville after directing: Sar- 
oyan’s “The ‘Time of Your ‘Life’: 

“at Theatre. in the. park, Queens, 

-Y. 
. Also in. during opéning: week: 
Billy. ‘Rose,..Will: Rogers Jr. and. 
comic’ Billy: de, Wolfe: whos” off. to 
‘Maine for. a two-week - . fishing 
jaunt. 

' Bucks County. Gazette ‘publisher 
and former. VARIETY stringer ‘Allen 
“Ward passing out cigars. ‘again. 
‘Baby boy: makes total of ‘seven for 

_ Allen and : ‘wife, Alice, . of -Néw 
Hope. 
Area pub owners - “rejoicing: at] 

Penn : ‘State: ‘Législatare Taw: ef-[ 
‘fective -Dec.. I. allowing liquor to 
be served on. Saturdays: until:2 

.| a.m, ‘standard time, 3 a.m. daylight 
saving: time. ° 

and ‘their, 

ABC ‘series, 
starring. Peggy Cass, in from Coast 

New Hope. folksinger Margit : 
‘Granowska, “who. warbles’ nightly | 
for local. beats and: tourists ‘at her | 
‘eoffeeliouse, Au Clair de la Lune, 
cut an album: “Margit ‘Sings Bal- 
lads” for Columbia. - 

Ezra Stone, currently producing: 
“The Hathaways,” 

for quickie visit to enroll children. 
in schools here and to looksee: his 
prizewinning: ‘Black Angus. herd.: 

. Playhouse ‘staffer Bruce - Laffey, 
-whose opening - night. party — 
‘Liberace was one - of ° summer "S 

| wildest. ‘wingdings, ‘(and for New 

i for. all ‘eccasions” 

; 

‘material. Each subject is prefaced 

-;observation on each theme.. This 
includes .23' different categories, | 

‘& bench, history & ‘diplomacy, 

very: funny aeading, 

for: 

Hope that’s going some): will stage- 
manage Bea‘ Lillies’ . “Bea-Ography” 
this ‘fall, 

Beauty - contest skedded for 
Sept. 23-.at. Playhouse to bally “The 
Beauty’ Part.”. Judges Bert Lahr, 

Neva Patterson, Phyllis Avery and- ‘fncludes. Jerry Devine; 
Luber, Connie Francis, John Shu- 
‘bert, Rolf Kine, - Dale Remington. 

‘| Madeleine Clive, Jean Sorel, Kay 
Starr and Douglas Crawford. 

Patricia Englund have fearsome. 
task: of choosing from 130 hopefuls 
all -under 6 years of age: 

board and. Patrice Munse! in. joint | 
pitch. for Lineoln Center -at -Law-’ 

“Among: celebs- at Bucks. County 
Playhouse.. for: -gala opening: of |S. |- 

+1 J. Perelman’s new comedy, ' 
"| Beauty Part,” -were Ben Hecht and 

his . child actress-daughter, Jennie |." - 
. Cartoonist .Al “Hirshfeld | 

“The 

with Perelman -on musieal “Sweet 
Bye and Bye”; -and author Rhona 
Jaffee; all of whom. joined. stars 
Bert Lahr, Phyllis Avery and Neva | 
Patterson at opening-night party 

* tossed. by Playhouse Inn... 

“tals into ‘the. 
weorgé Jessel anthologies or one’|. 
Of those compendiums of | “favorite | 
after-dinner speakers’ humor.” 

‘This is far from the case. 
éffect it’s.an “angry. man’s” joke. 
‘book. This calls for explanation. 

‘It fefers: -to Lieberman’ Ss astute 
manner of having. ‘organized his 

by a page-and-a-half of sagacious 

ranging ‘from polities &&_ politicians: 
through typographical errors, bar 

Y | status. &. snobbery, psychiatry, ed- 
ucation & knowledge, booze, battle }. 
of the. sexes, medical. profession, 
family & friends, -automobiles, sci- 
encé,. transportati on & progress, 
food & restaurants,. marriage, -chil- 
dren, _animals,. gambling, business, 
money, show biz, occupations & 
professions, and. salesmanship. & 
salesmen. 

This is. virtually a closeup. on 
life in all its‘ facets which, in ef- 

| fect, is how Lieberman approaches 
his barbed wit and humor:: 

He ‘dissects each. ‘category, with 

own introductions with an ancient 
‘Chinese proverb or’ a more con- 
temiporaneous. classic ‘metaphor. 
Then, -without bitterness nor with- 
out condescension, he airs his per- 
spective’ on: each category. in five 

the. mood: for. the. jokes and anec- 
dotes..- Then‘ ‘follows. a couple -of 
dozen to point up the. thesis.. That 

‘astuteness as an, editor. as well as 
author. . ve 

‘Lieberman's’ approich: has been 
| that’ of social. commentary without 
preachment,: hence the offbeat, be- |: 
times. oddbail ‘treatise with gag and. 
anécdote. ‘Sometimes the basic sub- 
jects (food and restaurants, for ex- 

‘{ample) are so fundamentally - Judi- | - 
crous -that it’s néedléss to broaden |. 

. the’ ‘barb.. That might go for. the]. 
salesmen: & salesmanship, where 
he satirizes the utilization of mili- 
tary. brass ‘ suddenly ‘being. im- 
pressed into private industry, post- 

{war, for obvidus reasons; some- |’ 
| thing akin. to the football hero who 
finds it easier: to sell insurance.. 
The hypocricy’ of togetherness gets 
the. brushoff. in. family & friends: 

}the sudden: ‘status symbolism . of 
education &. knéwledge is in.:the 
same idiom; ditto the negative ap-. 
proach in the chapters on ‘money, 
snobbery, politics, : industry, ‘busi- . 
ness, and the Hike. 

“The — Greatest. “Laughs ‘of All 
Time” is ° just. that—a readable, 
funny, occasionally erudite, . jaun- 
diced eye on the passing show of 
life. It’s bound. to: be great source 
material for.the pro quipsters. It's | 

I Cds 2s 

‘fast at Tiffany 3” 
Oct. 19 is. being organized by Par 
in association with the Variety 
Club to aid the’ Muscular Dystro-.; 

turn engagement: at White House. 

.| Room Sat. (30) with Kirby Stone 
Four. next In. 

stopped over-here briefiv en route 
to shooting location in Wisconsin. 

‘Log Theatre, Equity strawhatter 

‘|soprano | from: Australia, 
‘here with her so 

~ London 
“(HYde Park 4561/2/3) 

Wilbur Evans in. town for “a 
couple of tv shows. 

Comedian Stanley: Baxter going 
into hospital for throat operation. 
-Jack Phillips, partner in Butch- 

er’s _ Films," hospitalized | for. 
| checkup: 

Janet Blair in for a new Julian 
Wintle-Leslie Parkyn production, 
“Night. of the Eagle.” 

Robert Atkins missed the open- ‘ 
ing night of “King John” ‘at the 
Old Vie. through 

-}Roger Grainger subbed: 
indisposition. 

-Miklos Rozsa, who composed the « 
score for: Samuel Bronston’s ‘King ; 
of Kings,” in for talks on premiere 
arrangements: with Metro execs. 
European . premiere of. “Break- | 

at the. Plaza on 

phy Group. . 
Big show biz contingent in town | 

Bernard 

Avstralia 
By Eric. Gerrick - 

(Film House, Sydney) 

"Fred Marks, executive -director 
‘of Festival, Records here, on world 
‘biz looksee. 

. Vietgrian. exhibitors 
government to’ abolish cinema ad- 
mission: tax.. 

' “World of. Suzie. Wang" (Par) 
strong in 15th week at Prince Ed- 
ward, Sydney. : 
Norman B. Rydge, Greater Un- 

|ion Theatres’ topper vacationing 
in South Seas. | 

‘Tibor Rudas intends importing 
an Hungarian orchestra for-an Aus- 
sie concert tour... 

Lee Gordon still” confident he 
can book Frank Sinatra and Dean | 

1 ‘| Martin. for his Stadium. loop. 
n-: . Sydney’s ‘opera house .: now ! 

scheduled to open late in 1962 with | 
fa- sovernmental sponsored opera 
season. 
J.C. Williamson Ltd. will pro- 

duce . “The Sentimental Bloke,” 
Aussie. comedy, next month in, 
Melbournie with native cast. 

7 Bob. Rees 
(4009. Kerzes Ave. So. WA 6-6955). 

Padded. Cell. has Four Saints 
through Oct. 1. 

Minneapolis | Symphony orches- | 
tra preems.59th season Oct. 13. 

Thrush Sally Jones. playing’ re- 

supper” club. . 
LL. _E, (Duke) Johnson elected 

president of 1962 Minneapolis 
Aquatennial, * 

Nelson: Eddy k “Gale Sherwood | 
bow out at Hotel ‘Radisson Flame 

. Minnesota . Vikings’. attendance 
at pro. football season opener was 
disappointing. -32,000, held down: 
by ‘bad. publicity’: over seat loca- 
tions. _.. 

Paul Newman, Shelley Winters, 
Arthur ‘Kennedy and other mem- 
bers of “Young Man”. (20th) cast 

“Big . Fish, . Little. Fish” opens 
fortnight run tomorrow (27) at Old 

at: Lake -Minnetonke. Jean Le- 
Bouvier, Old Log cast vet: moving 
to Washington, DC,, to join the 

; Arena theatre. 

re 
By Oot. Taw Chiew . 

6 La Salle St., Tel. 43505) 

Elvirra. Litonjua, ‘nitery singer 
from Manila, at Rosee D'or. : 

Sabrina, Turkish dancer, .“shak- 
ing” in-. Federal Hotel, Kuala ° 
Lumpur, ..*: 

Ministry of : Culture ‘continuing 
giving gratis ‘film shows to publie| tr 
in. State of Singapore. 
Paul Anka May visit. Malaya and 

‘and Singapore soon: in the course: 
of a Far Eastern tour. 

Concert pianist Joseph . ‘Bloch 
gave recital sponsored by the Pe-. 
nang Arts Council (Malaya). 

John. Hammond, lyric dramatic 
clicked 

ngs and arias. 
English. Buddhist. play, 

tiny,” staged by the Singapore 
auth Circle at the Cultural Cen- 

T eefivess Amina,- belly = dancer 

_ married to en, English peer, per- 

pressing { 

| season, economy rate filghts, also 

“Des- 1 

forming at the Straits View Hotel, 
Johore -- Bahru: 
‘More radio companies are send- 

ing reps to study abroad to pre- 
pare for the advent of tv here the 
end of next year. 

. Japanese film “K amikaze,’’. show- 
‘ng’ attack on Pearl Harbor and: 

a ; the historic: bombing of Hiroshima, 
; at Cathay. Theatre, 

Cliff Richard, British recording 
-artict, may visit Singapore and 
Malaya in mid-November, if. ar- 
rangements for his tour jell. 

| Mrs. K. Madhavi, Indian tiger | 
| trainer with the Great Eastern 
‘Circus, now playing in Kuala 
, Lumpur, clawed by a tiger during 
tent session. 

Producer Lucio Bompani of Itail- 
ifan Oceania Film Co. now in 
| Malaya filming “Malayan Magic” 
including. a two-hour film of an 
j actual Malaya wedding. 

Government reyenue from en- 
. tertainment for first seven months 
: of this year is $1,429,000 and im- 
} provement of $1,000 over last 
year’s revenue for same. 

“Roots of Tomorrow,” a docu- 
mentary | by the Malayan Film 
Unit, entered in India’s second 

. {international film. festival to be 
Reld in New Delhi Oct. 27 to Nov. 

“L. J. Hall, a Colombo Plan 
{adviser on television from Aus- 
tralia, here to study the state’s tv 
problems’ before submitting plans 
to the Ministry of Culture for con- 
sideration. 

Mildred Dilling, American harp- 
‘ist, gave command perform- 
lance at the Malay palave Istana 
‘Negara for the Yang di-Pertuan 
Agong. and the Raja Permaisuri 

‘{Agong, the King and Queen of 
Malaya. © 

John K. Musgrave, a gen- 
eral program producer for the 
BBC's north region, arrived to suc- 
ceed Brian. B. Denney as senior 
pregram assistant at the BBC Far 
Eastern: station. ‘Denney, here 
for five years, will. rejoin the BBC 
lin. London. 

| Talent Caravan 
_—a Continued from page 1 

! expediting, costs of motels, hotels, 
meals, shows, etc. There. will also 

|be two reps from the U. S. Cus- 
|toms Bureau on this swing, as will 
‘{also the Deputy Mayor from Paris, 
Texas, in full cowboy regalia. (The 

1 Paris ‘hookup is obvious.) 

This is all in line with President 
Kennedy’s pronunciamento to woo 
| foreign exchange to America and 

. Keep Yank dollars closer to home 

Greyhound Buslines’ tie-in in- 
cludes a $99 flat rate, good for 99 
days, permitting unlimited see- 
‘America -from-a-bus traveling, 
from coast-to-coast. 

Greyhound has a realistic tie-in 
With a flock of motels. and pop 

iced hotels where the Europeans 
will be comfortable. Ditto on the 
meals. Ditto on the language 
phase. 

Pan-Am's interest is in the off- 

designed to stay within the mod- 
est budget -of the average Euro- 
pean’s purse. 

With jazz as the common de- 
nominator to whoop it up on stra- 
tegic boulevard and avenues, the 
Greyhound bus—sent over by ship 
some weeks ago—will be -an auto-j| 
matic attraction. 
The Forest Rangers, the Immi- 

gration’ and . Customs gals, the 
Paris (Texas) deputy mayor, and 
also a synthetic “Miss Visit USA” 
(booked for this five-week. barn- 
stormer). will -be fortified with 
beaucoup U. S. tourism literature. 

|The Rangers will dwell on Yosem- 
ite Park, the Grand Canyon, and 
the beauties of the Rockies. the 
rivers and: the plains—and answer 
| questions in the sundry languages 
on. the Hollywood, the Pacific 
Northwest, New England, Texas or 
i Wherever. 

The jazz combo comprises two 
colored musicians, Juliam Euell, 
bass, and John Handy, sax. Mehe- 
gan is at the piano and the 14- 
year-old ofay drummer, Barry 
Miles, ‘will be featured as having 
performed since he was 9. 

The tour will embrace 21 cities 
in Britain, Germany, France, Italy 
and’ Switzerland. The Scandinavi- 
an. countries are purposely omit- 
‘ted; they’re the. world’s best travel- 
lers. and many come aver. The 
Iberian peninsula sees only the 
moneyed Spaniards -and Portu- 

i guese globetrotting; for the masses 
| the. economy is a handicap. ' 

By Gene Moskowitz 
‘(66 Ave Breteuil: SUF 5920) 

Walt Disney’s “Bon- Voyage” 
cast to the Riviera after three 
weeks of shooting here. 

Twelve legit openings last week 
split aislesitters’ attendance. Sec- 
ond stringers were in use. 

Eight Russo pix unveiled during 
the Soviet Film Week here in con- 
junction with the Russo Exposition. 

Marie Bell will star, in Tennes- 
see Willia “Sweet Bird of 

closing, the Agriculteurs becomes 
the Cinema D’Essai, literally the 
tryout film theatre. ‘It houses un- 
usual pix. 
Seventeen actors play 144 roles 

in “Monsieur Blot,” a new legiter 
which bows at the Gramont this 
week. Jacques Grello adapted 
from the book by Pierre Daninos. 

Among the top 10 grossers this 
season fn Paris first-run situations, 
which set overall tone and give 
over 30% of the take, are the US, 
pix “Goodbye Again” (UA). “Psy- 
cho” (Par) and “Exodus” (UA). Top 
three are the native “The Truth,” 
“The French Weman and Love” 
and “The Rhine Crossing.” 

Chicago 
_ (DEtaware 17-4984) 

Danny Newman off to Louisville 
in advance of “Miracle Worker.” 

Fourth annual “AGVA Nights” 
opened Monday (25) at the Clois- 
ter. 

M. J. Boyer left the Bob Howe 
praisery to produce a USO touring 
show. 

Joan Rivers replaced Zohra 
Lampert in “Six of One” at Sec 
ond. City. 
B&K publicist Barry Fried re- 

called to active duty with his re- 
serve unit. 

Company of the Four now oper- 
ating under “off-loop” Actor’s 
Equity contract 

Leningrad Kirov Ballet, under 
Allied Artists: Corp. aegis, ten- 
tively skedded for early Dec date 
at Arie Crown Theatre in McCor- 
mick Place. 
Judy Bement left the cast of 

‘Medium Rare” due to impending 
motherhood. Donna Miller has re- 
placed her as the danseuse in the 
revue at Happy Medium. 

Folksinger Win Stracke, comic 
| Charles Lewsen and- jazz pianist 
Fred Kaz initiated new entertain 
ment policy in downstairs bar 
Playwrights at Second City 
- Lucia: Perrigo, pr. director for 
the Ambassador Hotels the past 12 
years, resigned to take a similar 
post with the Martha Weathered 
and Bramson’s dress shops. Audri 
Adams, her former assistant, re- 
placed her. 

Elia Kazan and William inge 
brief stopovers last Friday (22) in 
behalf of their “Splendor in the 
Grass” (WB), upcoming at the 
Chicago Theatre. James Shigeta 
‘due in tomorrow (Thurs.) to_bally 
his “Bridge To the’ Sun” (M-G), 
opening Oct. 11 at Woods Theatre. 

Tokyo 
By Dare Jampel 

(Press Club; 211-3161) 

MPEAA veep Irving Maas back 
after New York huddles. . 

Screenwriter Frank Nugent due 
in on tailend of global tour. 

Fred Zinnemann due in Novem- 
er for “Hawaii” spadework. 

World Picture Co. organized to 
produce films and import foreign 
product. 

Mike McLear here to set up 
CBC news bureau. 

Production manager Bill Grey 
returned to prepare locationing of 
Hal Wallis’ “Tamiko.” 

Mylene Demongeot due in to 
star in Jacques Bar’s production 
of “Rigigi in Tokyo” for Metro re- 
lease. 

Towa bought Japan rights to 
“Waterloo Bridge” from MGM. 
Picture, a hit first time around, is 
due for October reissue. 

Carl Jones, formerly of now- 
defunct Delta Rhythm Boys, here 
for lengthy stay of performances 
and studying Nipponese music. 

Fifteen-member troupe herced 
by Olga Lepeshinskaya from Bol- 
shoi Ballet wrapping up three- 
week Japan tour under Asahi 
»~Shimbun banner. 

Frankie Sakai to Germany for 
lensing of hour-long drama. “The 
Lost Face,” for showing on both 
local TBS and Germany's Nord- 
deutscher, Rundfunk, . 

ewe s° 
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former or “record maker should 
also extend to forbidding such uses 

| whether the money ‘should go to 
‘the diskery (which In.turn could: 
pay off the performer). . 

U. S. & Show. Biz Copyright . 
Continued from page 1 

neighboring rights, would mnot;should be covered was eventually On a subject of current U.S. in- 

apply them within their own bor-j| agreed to only because in ithe terest’ (the legal battle between. 
ders. | View of those who would have the CATY and telecasters), the report 

On the other hand, nations,! rights apply domesticatly), as the. noted a “general agreement that 
which have a neighboring Fights ‘rights granted performers did not this convention should not grant 

Scheme, would accord such pro-;in any case go very far, it was in rights to. broadcasting organiza- 
tection to works of foreign na-:their opinion inconceivable that: tions to-control the diffusion by ; 
tionais in the country. ithe’ standards provided should not wire of their. broadcasts.” 

. was. dehated as was. the issue of. 

Variety. His first “New Act” ~no- 
tice is dated March 7, 1919. He 
worked with a number of partners. 
including the composer-pianist 
who billed himself as Lieut. Gitz 
Rice. He also did 
& Fay. and appeared in “produc- 
tion acts” under the billing Fay | 

Passing of A Comedy Stylist 
=z Continued from page 3 See 

a two-act.as Dyer. 

The treaty under consideration: 
was shaped by a 32-delegation of: 
experts from 16 nations meeting 
at the Hague, in May, 1960. 

in any case be granted by states to 
their own nationals.” U.S. copy- 
right folk would take exception to 

. i this statement. 
As the Congressional expert put; Another question that was dis- 

it. there is the “foot-in-the-door”: puted at the 1960 confab was 
danzer. The convention, if adopted : whether the treaty should give. 
in modified form, could grant an! greater rights to performers, disk-" 
American singer, for example, the | eries and broadcasters than to. au-. 
right to royalties for a disk heithors. The great majority of the . 
recorded aired on a station in’ experts, according to the report. , 

peighboring ; Were against any such proposal. 
er-; 

man singer could obtain no such: 

Germany, where 
Tights are recognized. But a 

benefits for a record of his broad- 
east by a U.S. station. Thus, seem- 
ingly, the U.S. would have nothing: 
to lose and everything to gain by. 
‘going along with such a deal. 

Inevitably, however, charges o 
inequitable treatment would he 
raised by the “neighboring rights” 
nations against the U.S. and other 
countries . who 
them These charges could con- 
ceivably build up into heavy dip- 
lomatic pressure for this country 
to reshape its copyright practices 
and laws along neighboring rights 
Unes. 

Key Provisos 

Here are some of the key pro-! 
visions in the draft treaty, official-: 
ly dubbed “Draft International 
Convention concerning the - Pro- 
tection of Peformers, Makers of 
Phonograms trecords) and Broad- 
casters ” 

—It would leave intact protec-; 
tion of rights fer authors of liter- 
ary and artistic works or of other 
actual copyright, apart from prop- 
erty right, owners. 
—A national treatment clause: 

is provided as follows: “Each con- j 
tracting state shall grant to per-/j 

phonograms : formers, makers of pl 
(records! and broadcasters, in re- 
spect of their performances, phon- 
ozgrams and broadcasts, when the... nd an 
country of origin of performances, | that the terms and- conditions for 

phonograms or broadcasts is an- 
other contracting state, the same: 

don't recognize } 

use of recordings made for broad- 
casting should be laid down either 

Performers’ Rights 
The issue was also raised of 

whether there should be grants of 
“property rights’ to performers or: 
whether the ratifying countries 
could protect performers by penal 

f ‘sanctions. The decision was left up 
:to the option of the contracting 
+ nations. ae 
| The experts also. hassled over 
the key question of whether the 
treaty should protect all perform- 
ers or only those who perform 
“works.” 

Most of the experts agreed: that 
the performance of variety artists. 
clowns, 
perform 
merited the same protection given. 
singers, actors or musicians. But.a 
number of the 4 
j stressed the difficulty of protect- 
,ing variety artists without simul- 

acrobats ete. who don't 
from written  seripts 

participants 

taneously blanketing in partici- 

The provision dealing with terms 
and conditions for airing of rec- 
ords by broadcast stations was sub-:. 
| Ject of another hot debate. ‘ 

Wallace said: “It was intended 

; pants in sporting events. Ultimate - and. “Room Service. 
solution was to grant protection to 
performers of literary and_ artistic 

‘works, as that term is understood 
:1n copyright conventions, while 
leaving each nation free to safe- 
guard the rights of other perform- 
ing artists as they saw fit. 

“feasible, the lines are given to an | 
: ) Broadway showgirl who. became .a: 

Sf in an individual contract or in a 

Prete ian Mee neck tr perform collective agreement concluded j with the organizations of the per- 
ances taking place on its territory, ! ¢__ ' oS eae. 
phonograms recorded or published ! formers concerned (AGVA, AFM: 

fean HS ot on is and | proaicasts and wanted to take on chores now 
: performed: by ASCAP, BMI, 

—Protection afforded? perform-.: ¢ 
ers would include the possibility See ac for publishers and au- 
of banning without the perform- 
er's consent: ‘a) the fixation (re-; Conflict? : 
cording, filming, or taping:, the. On still another thorny problem, 
‘broadeasting and the eommunica- it was felt necessary, according to 
tion to the public of his live per-}the report, to l¢ave to the dis- 
formances, {b> fixation of his live , cretion. of individual nations the 
broadeast performances; ‘c} repro- conditions under which performers 
duction without his consent of a: could exercise their new: rights. 
fixation-of his performances with! The International Federation of 
specified exceptions. | Musicians, on the issue of collec-' 

Terms and conditions for use ‘tive performances such as concerts. 
by broadcasters of fixations ‘rec-‘: pointed out. that the interests ofa 
ords. etc’ made for broadcasting: conductor might not jibe ‘with 

: ete. if unions would be allowed. 

~ 

would be spelled out in accordance | those of the tooters. 
with national laws and regulations. 

National Privilege 
Any contracting state to the con- 

vention may, by its national laws . 
and regulations, specify the eondi-: 
tions under which performers ex- 
ercise their rights, if several of 

In the same connection, the ex- 
| perts saw. the wisdom of providing 
' Separate consent in the case of.a 
soloist performing with an orches-. 
tra..On the other hand, tte repre- 

:Sentatives of broadcasters having 
to seek out a “multiplicity of con- 

them participate in the same per- , Sents.” 
formance, e.g. a concert. 

by the AFM which wants orches- 
tras to get a slice of any new per- 

This | 
would apply to questions raised, 

also tossed aroun 

_ The question of whether protec- 
tion proposed against copying of 
fixations” of Performances “was 

forming royalty pie up for grabs.| Hague draft session. The Interna- ‘re 
Record manufacturers “shall en-! tional Federation of Associations “lifer,” who has played the lead in 

.. All these questions will again be 
“up ‘for debate: at the upcoming. 
Rome meeting: Indications are that 
they will be subjected to much 
hotter. controvérsy in. light of the 
heightened interest as well as rec- 
ognition of the ramifying.: vital 
implications to existing practices 
involved. .. 

| San Quentin’s SRO. 
— Continued. from page i——n 

the visitor who passes them onthe 
stairways or sees them in the yard, 
werkshops or buildings, it appears 
there are hundreds of men just 
milling. about aimlessly, like a 
Grand -.Central Station (without 
women) on a rainy day, until. it is 
explained that each man is on his 
‘way to a.definite place or assign- 
ment and he had better get there 
in a- hurry. In their dour uniforms 

“you can’t. spot an ex-bank presi- 
dent from a’ pursesnatcher. 
The plays given are not as in- 

nocuous as would be expected. 
~ Since 1958, the drama activity has. 
included, ‘12: Angry Men,” “The. 
Caine Mutiny. Court Martial,” 
“Mister Roberts,” “Stalag 17,” 
“Brother Orchid,” “Time Limit” 

‘ The one 
limitation, for which the reason is 
obvious, is for all male casts. The 
femate characters, if there are any, 
are written out of a play or, where 

actor. , 
Scenery and Props 

Scenery and. props present a 
problem but are partly overcome 
by: Apostol, ‘who, tipped off by 
Actors’ Equity that a-show is clos- 
‘ing in. San Francisco, rushes. over 
to the city with a truck and hauls 
‘away anything the theatre manager 
will give him. Most of what he re- 
ceives is stored for future produc- 
tions and will be worked over by 
the men sand adapted as needed 

The Armed Forces stationed ‘in 
and near the Bay area willingly 
lend uniforms: or equipment (no 
.firearms!). and supply technical in- 
formation. There ‘are. no -royalties 

, to be paid as no charge is made 
for, admissions. __ . 

That the performances are well 
attended. is a tribute to the hard- 
working organization, as well as fo 
the, entertainment provided, and 
cannot be classified as a rigged au- 
dience because atténdance is not 

compulsory, ° 
Each play receives three show- 

ings, usually. on: a Friday -night, 
Saturday. matinee and Saturday 
evening: The. audience consists of 
the prisoners, the staff. and their 

families, with ‘a few especially in- 
vited outsiders. Newspapermen,. 
often ‘a local critic, are invited and 
asked to-.write a review for the 
‘prison paper, The San Quentin 
News. _ ; , 

' The stage is. in the immense 
.messhall that seats. about: 1.500 
,and, although the acoustics are not 
‘the best, the soundmen. (another 
work group) remedy this fairly 

. Well, 
sharply at the, With. the actors, temperament | 

rears up occasionally when a 

Fay & Co. Variety’s Jack Lait. 
(Sept. 16, 1921) spoke of the en-- 
tertainer as “rather impressive” 
in appearance. “He carries a cer-. 
tain hauteur that makes even those 
who don’t know who he is sit up. 
and hesitate to admit they don’t} 
know him. This is an asset ‘to @ 

{ single, anywhere.” 

All. of this experience {n the va- 
rieties helped Fay perfect his odd. 
combination of humor and: ele- 
gance, his whimsical choice of 
subject-matter. He had: one routine 
about people who collect string. It 
was probably true that was largely 
“lift-proof” because his kind of 
material without his kind of de- 
livery. would be meaningless, in- 
deed probably: evoke groans. | 

If he was an actor’s actor in 
one sense, he was. frequently in 
trouble with his colleagues. His 
personal bigotries were numerous. 
-He was heavy on both the sauce 
and sarcasm and during the tor- 
tured years of Hitler and the. in- 
tervention debate he was regarded 
as prejudiced indeed. Actors Equity 
once entertained a 

“Harvey”. It was in the latter play 
that he had his final professional 
triumph and “comeback” and to 
the lay press reporting his death: 
it. was as.the droll inebriate there- 
in that he was almost exclusively 
known. That, and. for his marriage 
to Barbara Stanwyck, one of his 
three wives. | . 

His . marriage to. the former 

film star and left him behind in 
the fame sweepstakes. was a melo- 
drama with sordid overtones which 
rated much press attention in: its 
day. It is, of course, a familiar 
pattern in show business tragedy. 
when one partner in a professional 
marriage zooms too far ahéad¥pro- 
fessionally. _ 4 
- For the record, Fay belongs with 
the authentics who dominated and 

complaint 
against him by cast members of. 

_c Wednesday, September 27, 1961 

her dear devoted hubby brought 
down into: the office, got all the 
boys into the boss’ inner .sanctuin, 
and bragged:. ‘Just-look at this 
culinary ‘masterpiece my darling 
little wife whipped. up just for you 
muzzlers.’ And “when it came to 
raising. that family; now by what. 
odds ‘could they. be: sure it would 

you anda girl: for me.'” And so 
he’d- ramble on, with some even 
snider attacks on some particularly 
maudlin popular ballad of the day. 

was a show biz axiom that Harry 
Bestry set the. sartorial standard 

juveniles. If the latter set the 
vogue with a tight separate linen 
cellar on.a-pale pink shirt, his con-- 
freres-—and the’: outfronters—sud- 
denly, became conscious: of that 
male fashion. © - | oe 
.His overall literate 

‘the other’ talent was an automatic 
standard. for the other emceec. It 
eventually carried over from vaude-. 
‘ville: to radio, when. that. medium 
gripped national attention. 

~ Prom’s D.C, Extras. 
sag Continued fronr page li 

bail given by ‘Gene: Tierney, cast 
as a. celebrated D. C. hostess.. 

' Offering to make a big ‘donation 
to a hospital charity,. Preminger. 
obta.ned use of the fabulous estate, _ 
‘Tregaron, ‘which has deen closed. 
for years ‘because -hardly anyone,. 
not already with such .a mansion, 
jhas enough money .any longer: to 
keep.a place like it open. It be-. 
longed to the late «Joseph E.. 
Davies, once ambassador to Russia, 
who had corn flakes behind him. 
“A -Davies ‘daughter, Mrs. Fon-- 

taine Broun, agreed to invite the _ 
cream of .Washington society. and’ 
have ‘a: genuine party for Premin- 
ger’s: cameras. . " oo 

_ ‘Guests ‘arrived for-the 7-p.m.. to 
1 a.m.. blast under the impression. 
they were to drink ahd dine, .en- 
joying. themselves ‘normally, while... 
stars recited lines and the cameras ~ 

‘come.out just that even—‘a boy.for. 

Fay. was a “scharp” dresser. It 

for tke agents and Fay for the. 

| ‘commiand: of 
languege in his introductions -of © 

rolled. Tt was so. early, ‘hardly any. 
had hada drink and-none had had’ 
dinner. . Le me 

}made bigtime vaude at the Palace, 
a comedy stylist along. with ‘Jack 
Benny, Burns & Allen, Herb Wil- 
liams and the others. 

Between-Show Life 

‘While having more recent {den- 
tification with the longrunning/on the other side of the house. It 
“Harvey,” _Fay’s: show business!took four hours to complete the 
roots were in vaudeville. In that: first. scene, which had. to’ be shot 
medium, in its heyday, he was the |almost 20 times. Only soft drinks. 
epitome of the suave. master of|were ..served -during. the long 

|ceremonies. Many credit the evo-|stretch, apparently onthe theory 
Jution ‘of the emcee from. the: Fay j the social figures would get drunk. 
style of conferenciering and intro-|There was no.food: - 
ducing acts. His transition to re- 
vue and musical comedy was the! umnist; was.in town and‘wanted to 

natural progression of any top ‘jook: in. He was stopped at. the’ 
vaude star whose idea of show bus- : door, accused of.-being.a gate- 
iness heayen was to land on Broad- ! crasher and refused entrance. -" 
way, in a legit musical, and not; he grande. dame of. the Wash- 
have to tour the Orpheum. and ‘in ston press, as far as high society . 
Keith time, no matter its sinecure ! ;, “concerned; Hope Ridings Miller, 

when booked sold con a0 week’: editor of the posh Diplomat Maga- 

Valley Stream, Douglaston, or 2/1, Was one who spent the entire 
Freeport, ‘Long Island,» bank /cvening in the garage, never see- By stan, _ a. Le her, because’ 
those communities heing the favor-! ha was never asked to. participate 
ite actors’ retreats. . _Leither, was a genuiiie: ambassaGor, 

. _{Raysie” was ratte ' of ay His Excellency Richard R Seppala 
stormy petrol ‘of and. A Senator, Henry. M. 
career. His backstage imbroglios | J ackson . (D-Wash.), had- to wall 
periodically studded the pages of; until -after midnight to be in a 
Variety. It was either as result of | scene. = a 7 
some fancied grievance over “lift- Syndicated columnist Ruth Mont: 

' $n all, about 360 came, and ‘only. 
jabout, 80° were required for the. 
detailed to a garage or to the.lawn . 
detailed to a garage o-rto. the lawn — 

Bob ‘Considine, the Hearst calle. 

joy the right to authorize or pro-;0f Film Producers contended that ‘several shaws, feels he is entitled |i"8” his material, or it could have} gomery was asked to be in-the first 
hibit the reproduction of their ; Such protection should be confined to keep the starring role in every stemmed from something even scene. But. after standing in the 

phonograms disks) either directly to sound only and not pictures. In- 
oct when broadcast.” Needless to’ ternational Federation of Actors, 

say, this would involve quite a among others, objected to this, and 
switch from present U.S. disk stat-! Stressed the danger of stopping utory procedure. diskeries from sending on record- 

ings to others for processing not- 
withstanding the consent of the 
performer of the original disk, _ 

One faction urged that a. per- 

The draft: convention 
exceptions from the proposed new 
protection for private use of per-‘ 
formers’ works,.use of short ex-: 
cerpts in-news reporting; and for. 
educational purposes, among 
others. 

N2 provision would apply. .di- 
rec?ly to motion pictures, although 
contusion would arise in this con- : 
nection . 

In the explanatory report ae- 
companying the draft convention. 
W Wallace, of the United King- 
dom. official reporter for the 
Hague conference, said the experts 
were ahout equally divided as to 
whether the rights should apply to 
a country’s own nationals. He said: 

“The acceptance of the solution 
that only International situations | 

provides. 

* draft 
either the performer or producér:.rehabilitation. This laissez faire’ 

former be given.the right to “equi-— 
table’ payments only and not the 

: right to forbid copying of his rec- 
ord. The U.S. delegate, pointed out 
that films and tv are inextricably 
mixed in the U.S., and ‘averred it 
was wrong to seek, in a world 
treaty, any detailed provisions on 
this score. BS 

According: to the report, the 
convention would allow. 

of a disk to get royalties from 
broadcasters, theatres, restaurants, 
ete. which use the records for pub- 
lic entertainment. - 

Whether the right of the per- 

; play and resents being replaced by 
an. inmate, who is, perhaps, serv- 
ing only a ‘six-month term. Surpris- 
‘ingly, no ‘professional actors at 
Esque seem to take part in the 
drama stint. .The few in there, 

.mostly.on: bad check counts or for 
‘marcotie convictions, ayoid the 
‘limelight in this instance. , 

On Oct. 6 and 7, the San Quentin 
_Drama_ Society will present “Of 
Mice.and Men” by. John Steinbeck. 
‘This will be the first time this. 
. play has been given by an. Iinstitu- 
_ tion group in California. That per- 
mission was given for such a con- 
troversial play (there must be 
:many “Lennie’s” among the in- 
mates) shows thé foresight and 
planning of- those connected with 

imethod of allowing prisoners a 
‘wide latitude for thinking and pro- 
‘jecting on their own is being ‘care- 
“fully eyed by those who study 
;prisan welfare and ‘therapy.. : 

more intime to the life and times ‘same spot.for more than two hours, 
-of yesteryear's vaudeville. greats— | vith nothing but ginger ale offered: 
and these usually ranged from ty her, she fled the place: with her : 
dames to dice. There was much | husband. 

among a certain set. And, of 

“class” made him a “ladies’ man 
pronto. 

Tin Pan Alley Menace . 
Fay also pioneered a vaudeville 

routine that didn’t endear him ‘to 
Tin Pan Alley although, when. he. 
finished his act with a “big bal- 
lad,” he was one of fhe best “plugs” 
in the music businéss. : But the} 
routine’ that irritated ‘ songsrmiths 
was his lampoon medley of pop 
songs, “taking the .words apart” 
with snide, caustic—and ofttimes 

lyric. 
around “Tea for. Two" and. Fay’s| 
routine envisioned,..“Just picture 
the little woman getting up 

not undeserving—analysis of the |’ 
.One of these revolved 

Fhe doorman refused to send for 
ee +. er: car. 

| course, Fay’s suavity and general JC i 

[could leave until'1/a.m:,” explained 
“Mr. Preminger. said no one 

the doorman, . - 

“You. don’t” understand,” ‘ex- 
\<laimed ‘Mrs. Montgomery,.. who- 
writes for .many. newspapers and 
is also important. soctally here, 
“my husband. ig having a heart. at- 
tack!” SO 
., She got her car. | 
When ‘a very ‘laté supper was 

served, the chie set discovered the 

to have the food. first.: 
One socialite said she. asked a: 

Préminger aide what: was going on 
and got‘this reply: “They have to 

at the |eat ‘first. It's in their’ unton con- 
crack-of-dawn, baking a’ cake, and | tractl” .- 

cameramen, electricians, .etc., were’ 

hsp 

Le le ee 

+t ere . ated 

ee See 
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MARION DAVIES 
Marion - Davies, 64, 

died Sept: 22 in Hollywood, after 
‘a Jong illness. Details in: ‘Films, 

“FRANK: FAY | 
“Frank Fay, 63, veteran ¥aude- 

film. star, 

ville-legit. performer, - died. Sept.; 
25 in Santa Monica, Calif. Details. 
on. Page. 2. 

0. B. “HANSON . 
Oscar. Byram (O.B.) Hanson, 

67, pioneer radio’ and” television 
broadcasting engineer, died. Sept. 
26 at Norwalk, Conn., : Hospital.- 
He had- suffered a heart attack on | He became. musi¢ directér at KDKA } jand suffered an attack onthe fair- i 
Sept. 22 at his home jn. Westpart.. 

Hanson ‘had. retired - in. March. 
1959, as: Vp. of engineering. serv: 

| 

America and. ‘the. “Society. Of: -Mo-| 
‘tion Picture Engineers.: 

Surviving is a sister, 

*BERNIE ARMSTRONG 
‘Bernie “Armstrong, 55,’ longtime : 

organist, ‘died in. Pittsburgh Sept. i 
15 :from. uremic: poisoning, compli-.! 
‘cated by pneumonia: His career. as ; 

‘| Pitt’s best known. organist started | 
in 1925’ when he .became organist 
at’ the.. Liberty, followed by en- 
gagements at the Alvin: and Stan- | 
‘ley, where he was a. key. persgn- : 
‘ality. during the. years . the “latter ; 
theatre played. weekly stage ‘shows: ! 

‘in 1940 when’ that: station had. live « 
music. le 

Survived: by. his: wife, ‘Dorothy | 

{. 

CARL BRISSON 

“fees for RCA,. but - had continued: 
to serve as a consultant. He. had 
‘been associated with. RCA, NBC} 

y 

‘September 26, 1958 

Bushey... a “former ‘chorine -at the 

is -a. member: of. the’ ‘singing trio.’ 

; ditorium. until he retired in: 1950; 
died last week in Memphis. “Col. 
Mac,” 

Band.. 
“Despite his retirement, McElravy 

was still ‘active as promoter . and © 

front ‘man for the: annual visit of 
“Holiday on Ice’? and other shovs~ 

| booked’ for the Memphis area. He 
!also was & longtimé:director of the 
Auditorium - Managers Assn. 
Two daughters survive. His wife 

died last year. 

; WILLIAM FERGUSON 

’ William M:.Ferguson, 41, singer ! 
and dancer; died of a heart attack : 

: Sept. 19 in Hutchinson, Kans. He’ 
“was appearing at: the Hutchinson - 
State. Fair with his: wife, Evelyn, : 

‘ grounds ‘shortly after an evening, 
| performance... , 

" ‘He and his wife had both’ play ed: 
| musicals, . he: being in the original 
cast of “Carousel” as Enoth Snow, 
‘and the couple appearing in the 
original east .of “South Pacific.” 

«Ferguson was. a native of Inde-, 
, dendence, Mo. His wife was known. 
*as-Evelyn Colby before they formed 
the tearh of Ferguson &. Colby.’ 

Surviving are two daughters. son, 
mother and two sisters. 

oE ARNOT: ROBERTSON... 
E. Arnot: : Robertson, 58. author, | 

: broadcaster. and film critic, died‘ 

as he was known to show- |. 
| men, .assumed his: Auditorium. post 

in. 1924 when it opened: with Sousa’ s 

lhe played a number of instruments ized circumvention of a present 
including the mandolin and banjo. |statute which would otherwise bar 

sister survive. 

FRANK HOLLINGSWORTH 

ton's CJCA since 1928, he had 
been chief engineer for 30 years. 

Survived by his wile, two sis- 
_ters and 4 brother. 

Countess. Marguerite Cassini, 79, 
-|mother of Igor and Oleg Cassini, . 
{died Sept. 25 in New York, after a. 
ibrief illness. Son Igor is *“Choily 
; Knickerbocker,” society columnist ' 
-Of the N.Y: Journal-American: Oleg 
is the dress designer, formerly wed : 
:to film actress Gene Tierney. Her ' 
‘husband also survives. 

¥irs. Mary ‘Monahan Ziminsky, | 
- Wife of public relationser Victor D. 
‘Ziminsky, w.k. 
‘Sept. 23 at her home in Scarsdale, 
N. Y., after a long illness. She was 

_96. Suevived by husband. son, 
daughter and seven grandchildren. 

. Mrs..Gertrude Bock Hauser, 85.:' 
rho. served as confidential financial : 
secretary to the Iate Lee Shubert 
ifor 50 years, died Sept. 25 at her 
home in New York City. -Two sis- 
ters survive. 

Wife, 56, of D. J. Goodlatte, man- 
aging director of Associated British 

Frank Hollingsworth, 61, radio ; 
pioneer, died Sept. 13 in Edmon-; 
ton, Alta. A staffer with Edmon- 

in show biz, died | 

Two. half-brothers and a half-|the proposed special favor. 
So, one Senate proponent of the 

Kaye and Hope medals queried, 
‘why the big quawlary over two, 
| Inexpensive resolutions honoring 
show business topnotchers who've 
idone a lot for their country? 

MARRIAGES 
Lee Howard to Ted Williams, 

. Cambridge. Mass.. Sept. 19. Bride 
is a model: he's the former Baston 
Red Sox baseball plaver now with 
Sears, Roebuck public relations. 

j Anne Marie Parker to Victor 
King. Blackpool. Eng:. recently. 

'Bride’s a dancer: he’s an actor. 

Bridget Dolores McManus to 
Anthony Green. Helensburgh, 
; Scotland. recently. He's a cinema 
circuit exec. . 

Helen Slingley to Alan Rossi, 
Gary, Ind.. Sept. 9. He’s an actor. 

Nancy L. Marshall to Joseph B. 
‘ Roulier, Albany. Sept. 9. He is an 
: announcer on WGY and WRGB- 
'TV, Schenectady. 

| Antoinette Quintano to Eric Ney- 
tland, London, Sept. 15. He is a 
i former stunt man in pix who has 
j changed his name to Neyland as 
Quintano. 

| Elaine Lovegrove to Cornelius 
| Nienwoldt. London, Sept. 15. Bride 
is in “My Fair Lady.” 

{| Cathy Crosby to Eddie Gilbert, 
; Sept. 25, Houston. Bride is the 

‘Sept. 22 in’ London. She was: Lady : ;Ciremas and a director of ABC-TV ‘daughter of bandleader Bob Cros- 

ner, who drowned last April. Miss: 
and predecessor companies - for. 38 | Bud Doshield &. ne Kinsmen; and- Robertson was_ originally film : 
years, | 

Before. joining RCA, Hanson wag]: 

v.p. and- chief engineer of NBC { 

two daughters.. 

KARL. F ARR. | 

critic’ for the BBC. and then for 
ithe: London Daily Mail. — 

‘She was involved. in a law. suit 

Stanley;. his -son,. Bernie. Jr.; who Turner, ‘widow: of Sir Henry” Tar-' and Associated British Picture 

Corp., died’ of cancer Sept 18 in! 
i Kingston, Eng. 

“Roy K. Marsh, 69, .veteran “com- 
poser, died Sept. 19 in Phoenix, ' 

by. 

Holly Harris to Lee Salamon, 
New York. Sept. 24. Bride is an 
actress in tv commercials; he’s with 
the William Morris Agency cafe 

‘ i dept. 

.. for 17° years: : ‘His’ activities | in- 
eluded. design -of. studios’ for - sta- | members of. The: Sons of the Pio- 
tion WRCA-TV. (now WNBC-TV:,. H neers,: died of a heart attack. Sept. 
the first. commercially . licensed tv: - 20 in West: Springfield;' Mass. He 
transmitter: to.go on the air; “con | Was. stricken during the opening . 
‘verting. radio studios for. .televi- ! perfermance.of the harmony group 

“Karl Farr, one.of the. original. | 

best known” novels 

with Metro when it banned: -her 
froin press. screenings, Among her Ariz. He wrote such numbers as | Linda Antonucei to John MusilH, 

“Pour| Never Knew.” “I Can't Stop iSept. 10. Paterson, N. J. He's a 
Or dnoyl Loving. You,” “The Ozark Trail” and -TV staff director. 

.,and “Caribbean Sea.” Andrea Rosen to ‘Mark Shafer, 

Alfred Beckett, 70. actor, died | ;are film’ coordinators in the net- 

Frightened People,” 
Families” and “The. Signpost. ” 

Sept. 23, N.. ¥. Bride and groom 

sion; design of studio’ and: master ; 
- control systems; ‘design’ of mobile’ 
ty units and establishment of NBC | 

at.-the. ‘Eastern States. Exposition 
Coliseum. 
Ay guitarist, Fark had been with | 

"at Karson 1 
September 27, 1954 

facilities ‘for introduetion: of color 
.. television. 
Born in Huddersfield, England. 
Hanson came:with his family to} 
Connecticut when: he was a year 
old. As a youth, he stuided at the 
“Marconi. School in New. York and 
became a ship ‘wireless: ‘operator, : 
later obtaining a position’ in. the. 
engineering department of they. 
Marconi Wireless Telegraph’. Co. 
which was. acquired by RCA . in 
1919: He rose to chief. test engi-; 
heer in 1918. 

: At.the end. ‘of World War T,. Han.- | 
ton ‘Tetur ned to the sea for: a Ww ‘hile INS. He was founder. of the Com-. 

IN-MEMORIAM ~~” 

‘Mose Bumble 
‘September 27, 1 

We'll always miss: you. 

“THE STAFF ‘OF WARNER'S MUSIC. cos. 

and then opened his own automo- 
tive electric business in 1921. Dur-. 

_ing the following year he. joined’ 
-WAAM in Newark as chief: “engi- 
neer. 

A microphone of his: own: ‘de- 
sign attracted. the attention of. 
larger radio: stations. and.*in. 1923. 
he joined station WEAF (predeces- 
sor: of WNBC), as a staff. engi- 
‘ neer and later became plant man-, 
ager ‘of that. station, which. ‘at the “ 

. time was owned: by the: Anieriean. 
‘f7Felephone &. Telegraph Co, 
“+ Fle: continued in that capacity | 

“ts when. NBC was’ formed in’ 1926; 

In . — - 

JACK ‘ZERO 

“ot {Henne 
BROTHER CHARLIE 

‘with “WEAF. as the. key network . 
station. He. was’ advanced. to: chief 
engineer of NBC, and in 1937 was 
elected v.p. abe. shief engineer. 
‘He-was elected a vice-president of 
‘RCA-in’ 1954 and remained in that 
post until retirement. 

‘Mr. Hanson. held 3. number of 

of: sound recording.-He founded: ‘the 

‘Beach, Gal..He had been hospital- 
lized in: ‘August.after a heart attack: 

munity Motion. Picture ‘Bureau, 

churches. ° 

3 | 

the “Pioneers - since the group was |" 
founded ‘27 years.ago by Roy Rog- 
ers. Pat. Brady later replaced. Rog-: 
ers and was performing: with. Farr 
at the ‘time - ‘of. his fatal. seizure. 
Other meémbers of the wunit.-are| 

‘Dale .Warren: 
"and Tommy. Doss. Farr’ was a na- 
Lloyd | Perryman, 

tive. of ‘Texas. 

“WARREN D. FOSTER: 
“Warren Dunham Foster, 74,. art, 
inventor ‘of motion’ picture appa- 

i ratus. and a pioneer in educational 
films,. died Sept..21 in’ Ridgewood; 

1947 | 

which ‘made educational pix avail- 
able for: -cominunities, schools ‘and 

Following the war Foster set: to 
improving film apparatus which led 
‘to. the’ development, with C. LJ} 
Oswald,. of."‘the ultra-violet system 

Kinatone Patent Corp. and Camera}, 
Patents: Corp. 

Surviving. are. his wife, son ana 
daughter: ; - 

JOHN ELDRIDGE: ; 
-John Eldridge, 56, -legit-film-tv ; 

‘actor, died Sept. 23 in Lagun 

| He was a. member of the New- York 
Civic _Repertory. Company before 
going to Hollywood in the 1930s. 
|For. several vears ‘he played the| 
father role: in- the “Meet: ‘Corliss {Screen comedian, died ‘of _a heart 

patents in the fields of radio, tele-- 
vision and acoustics, He. was a Fel-. 
Jow. of the Institute: of: ‘Radio En- 
‘gineers, the Acoustical Society. of 

Archer” tele series. He ‘appeared ;4t ttack © in Holly wood, :Sept._ 
in. many. films including ‘Flirtation 
Walk”. ‘and “His Brother's. Wife.” 
‘He also was se¢n in the Los An-|: 
geles. Civic Opera ‘production ‘of 
“Annie. Get Your Gun.” 
‘His wife, son, 

brother survive. 7 

“CHARLES A. McELRAVY 
-Charles A. McElravy, 80, -man-. 

aging director ;of the Memphis Au. 

-masted. Bounty, : 

ae 

_ daughter and 

‘FAY ROOPE Aug. 28 in Marple Bridge, Eng. He ! 
‘Fay Roope, 68, legit, pix. and tv | worked for several companies such 

character actor, died Sept.. 13 -in 
* Port Jefferson, L.I. He appeared |. 
in’ several Broadway ‘productions 
in the-1920s, then went into other 
work and a stint in the service. 
He returned. to Broadway in 1950 
and. proceeded to” Hollywood, 
where he made several’ films. In|: 
addition, he. appeared in touring |. 
legit shows and also had some re- 
ent tv: assignments. ts 
“His ‘wife, son and. daughter SUI- | 

vive, 

RUBY ROSENBERG. 
Ruby. Rosenberg, ‘54, Metro unit: 

production Manager for the past |. 
10° years, ‘died of a heart attack 

| Sept: 21 im Honolulu. Attached. to 
: -the studio’s “Mutiny on the 
Bounty” for the last 18 months, he! 
had. been sent to Hawaii to super- 
vise overhauling of -the | three- 

‘which put’ into : 
‘Honolulu. en‘ route from Tahiti lo- | 
eation to ‘California: . 
Surviving are his wife, two sons ; 

stand a daughter. 

MEYER. NORTH: 

Meyer North, 65, an agent for : 
.| “nearly 50 years, died in New York { 

| Sept. 21. following surgery. A top. 
@j Loew agent at one ‘time, he had 

| booked acts ‘all the major; 
vaudeville circuits. With: the dem- 
‘ise of vaude, he set talent into 
cafes and airs as well as clubs ; 
and. conventions. Some years ago 
-he. was partnered. with agent Joe : 
-Flaum,. 

‘His: wife ‘survives. 

“ANNETTE M. SCHENKEIN 
Annette Marantz Schenkein, who} 

in conjunction. with. her. husband 
Al - Schenkein, conducted a club; 

Sept. 23 in New York. Prior to the’ 
start of the agency, Mrs. Schen- | 
‘kein was with the WOR Entertain- | 
ment Bureau and Was Vp. of the 

tertainment - Assn. . 
Survived by husband; son, moth- 

er. and sister. 

BILLY HOUSE 
-Billy House, 71, vet stage and 

23. 
House . was in many silent come-! 
‘dies, ‘and. later played the vaude- 
ville. and legit houses. - 
A son, Billy: Jr., who is with 

| Decea, Records, survives: 

“ JACOB M. EROLL 

Jacob -M.° (Jack) Kroll,.101, one- | 
time member of .the Barnum & 
Bailey circus - band, ‘died: Sept: °12° 
in Milwaukee. Bom in Germany, 

ias Alfred Denville and Frank H. 
Fortescue, mainly in stock. 

. , Archibald Robertson, manager of 
Green's Picturedrome, Irvine, Ayr- 
shire, died Aug. 25 in Ayr, Scot- 
and 

._Mother, 86, of Chauncey L. 
Christian, comptroller for Circle j 
‘Artists Bureau, died Sept. 12 in 
!'New York. 

Wife of Alfred. WN. Sack,. owner : 
of the Coronet Theatre in Dallas. | 
| died there Sept. 12. 

Father of Josh Meyer of General - 
| Artists Corp. died Sept. 13 in New 
| York after a a long illness. 
ls 

No Hope & Kaye Meda!s. : 
a— Continued from ‘page 2 samme 

‘Banking Committee ‘headed by 
iRep. Brent Spence ‘D-Ky.). It was 
emphasized that the opponents had 
nothing against either Hope or 
Kaye—or show business for that} 
matter. 

. The reluctance fo okay the 
‘medals, it was said, was based pri- 
marily on apprehension of open- 
ing the gates to a flood of similar 
resolutions. ‘‘We would have res- 
‘elutions being introduced to give 
medals to Bobby Darin, Frank Sin- 
latra and just about every big name : 
‘in show business,” was one com- 
jment. 
| Asked about ‘Inaction on the 
| Hope resolution last July—two 
months after Senate approval, 
House Banking Chairman Spence 
confessed he hadn’t even known 
it was pending before his com- 
mittee and premised to look into 

‘and convention date agency, died: :why it hadn't been considered. 
Failure to consider the Kaye 

‘resolution by the Senate Banking 
iCommittee, where it’s also pend- 
ing, eould be due to recognition 
of the futility of taking it up in 
‘view, of the House committee's 
| balky- attitude. 

Each Would Cost 2G ; 
The medals would be specially 

struck by the Treasury at a cost of: 
about $2,000: and bestowed on the 
enfertainers by the President. 

The resolution will remain 
j technically alive through the next 
session of Congress ending ia 
|1962, But; apparently, a real push 
;is needed te overcome the House 

- {committee’s balkiness. 
Every Congress passes thousands 

of so-called private bills granting 
special favors to constituents 
| sometimes sizeable money claims 
against the Government): The pri- 
vate. bill actually amounts to legal- 

i work division of Screen Gems. 

Shirley Carol Frummer to Eu- 
gene Secunda, New York. Sept. 23. 
Groom is a theatrical publicist and 

{son of composer-conductor Sholom 
Secunda. 

Hon. Katharine Smith to Ivan 
Moffat. Sept. 22. Beverly Hills. 
Bride is daughter of Viscountess 

+ Hambledon. lady-in-waiting to Eng- 
;Jand’s Queen Mother; grceom is the 
screenwright. 

Yvette Roman to Arthur Schlei- 
:fer Jr., Sept. 22, New York. Bride 
Vis ‘a concert Pianist: he is a Dart- 

; mouth prof. 

BIRTHS 
- Mr. and Mrs. Irving Bied, daugh- 

‘ter, Los Angeles, recently. Mother 
iis daughter of Dave Gordon, presi- 
: dent of Gordon Musie Co. 

Mr..and Mrs. Larry Orenstein, 
daughter, Hollywood, Sept. 164. 

. Father's a film and tv writer. 

Mr. and Mrs. Max Kay, daugh- 
ter, Glasgow. recently. Father’s a 
singer. — . 

Mr. and Mrs. Mal Braveman, 
son, New York... Sept. 19. Father 
is ane publicist. 

_ Mr. and Mrs. Jan Mitchell, son, 
New York. Sept. 15. Father is the 
owner of Luchow's and also the 
Longchamps chain of restaurants; 
mother is the former Ellin Hob- 
bins of London. model and actress. 

Mr. and Mrs. Howard Huff, 
j daughter, East Orange, N .J., Aug. 
125. Mother is the daughter of 
Charles A.. Smakwitz, Stanley War- 
ner zone manager in Newark. 

Mr. and Mrs. Bob Vose. daughter, 
Los Angeles, Sept. 19. Father is a 
Look mag photographer. 

Mr. and Mrs. Larry Lewis, 
daughter, Englewood. N. J., Sept. 
19. Father is comptroller of Gen- 
eral Artists Corp. 

Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy - Meyers, 
daughter, Washington, D.C., Sept. 
12. Mother is vocalist Ruby Lee; 
he’s a disk jockey with WTOP 
there. 

Mr. and Mrs. Dick Zalud, s0n, 
Sept. 23. New York. Mother is 
singer Millie Vernon; father is a 
musician, arranger-conductor. 

Mr. and Mrs. Fred ©. Baker, son, 
Sept. 4, New York. Father is legit- 
film director. 

Mr. and Mrs. Herman Edel, 
daughter, Sept. 18, New York. Fa- 
ther is executive vicepresident of 
Music Makers Ine. 

Mr. and Mrs. Saul Turtletaub, 
son, Sept. 17, New York. Father is 
a tele comedy writer. 

Mr. and Mrs. Lee anna, daugh- 
ter, New York, Sept. 24. Father 
is WNEW, N. Y., news direct¢y; 
mother is Nata Lee. former 
ballerina with American Ballet 
Theatre. 

li 



IF YOU THINK YOU'RE SO SMART, WHAT IS THIS? 

You're in the garden planting begonias, see, and you 

sight the item above. If you’ve read Thurber, you 

think it’s a Unicorn. Otherwise you're sure it's a horse 

with one horn sticking out of his head. 

Aud that’s how animal myths get started. The first 

man that shouted“ Unicorn!’ was probably looking at 
an Oryx, a species of Antelope. In silhouette, its two 
horns look startlingly like one. From the Griffin (half 
eagle, half lion) to the Basilisk (half bird, half reptile) 
to the mermaid and the dragon—it all started when 

GRANADA TV NETWORK, ENGLAND 

Wednesday, September 27, 1961 

someone saw something that looked like something. 
else. The sources of these age-old legends were the 

subject of a fascinating installment in Granada’s ani- 
mal series, A to Zoo. M was for Myths. 
(Are you sure that wasn’t a Unicorn in your garden?) 
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